Frontispiece.

(a)

Placing crushed stone on roadway east of Bloomington,
Monroe County.

(b)

Same road after completed and rolled with steam roller.
See page 950.
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State of Indiana,
Depa,rtment of Geology and Natural Resources.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., February 12, 1906.
HON. J. FRANK HANLY, Governor of Indiana:
DEAR SIR-I have the honor to transmit to you herewith the
manuscript of my eleventh annual report, the same being the Thirtieth Report of the Department of Geology and Natural Resources
of the State. In the main it comprises the results of a careful investigation of the materials in each county suitable for the improvement of roads, the principal energies of the Department for
the last year having been devoted to such investigation. It also
embodies the results of the work accomplished by the different
divisions of the Department during the calendar year 1905.
Yours very truly,

W. S. BLATCHLEY,
Stale Geologist.
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INTRODUCTORY.
The present volume, which, for the most part, has to do with
the important question of good roads, was planned in 1901. The
coming of the bicycle, the automobile and the rural mail carrier
brought to the front, about five years ago, a most urgent demand
for road improvement. In the northern and central portions of
the State the farmers long ago recognized the value of good roads
and a large percentage of the more important highways were improved previous to 1900. In the southern portion the question
did not become a vital one until about that time. What had been
good enough for the fathers and grandfathers of the present residents of that region was good enough for them until the rural mail
route inspector came along and condemned many a proposed route
on account of the condition of the roads. This action of the Government authorities brought the citizens of the southern counties
to a realization of the poor quality of their highways and did
much to create an interest in the good roads movement. As a
result, many hundreds of miles of stone roads have been built
south of the old National road during the past five years.
About 1900 many inquiries began to come in to the office of the
Department of Geology, relative to the location and quality of material for road improvement. A cursory investigation showed that
in many places gravel was being hauled for several miles over
other deposits which were close to the surface, but unknown. In
many instances stone of poor quality was being used when a much
better material was more available. A consideration of these facts
led to the planning of a report which should embrace a description
of the location and quality of the more important deposits of
road material in each county of the State. The gathering of
data for such a report began in 1902, when· J. A. Price covered
Allen County and secured the facts upon which his paper in
the present volume is based. Mr. L. C. Ward, the chief assistant,
spent the field seasons of 1903, 1904 and 1905 in an investigation of the northern third of the State, and his portion of the re(9)
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port covers that region. During the season of 1905 Messrs. J. T.
Scovell, A .. E. Taylor, R. W. Ellis, E. J. Cable, C. W. Shannon
and the writer covered the southern two-thirds of the State. Every
county has been visited and a description of the more important
deposits of gravel or stone in each, which are suitable for road
improvement, will be found under the respeetive county headings.
The results show that Indiana is abundantly supplied with materials suitable for improving in a permanent manner all the more
important highways of the State. Moreover, this material is well
distributed, as only some eight or ten counties will have to import
gravel or stone from without their bounds. These are Lake, Porter, Laporte and the greater part of Starke in the northwestern
corner of the State. In these connties both gravel and stone are
lacking, or are so deeply buried beneath a heavy accumulation of
drift as to be unavailable. In the southwestern corner, Daviess,
Dubois, Spencer and the greater part of Pike, Posey, Vanderburgh
and Warrick counties are south of the drift line, and west of the
sub-carboniferous limestones, so that they lack both gravel and
stone suitable for road use.
Since roads covered with crushed stone or macadam are, when
properly constructed, much more durable, and therefore cheaper
in the long run than those of gravel, samples of limestone were
collected in 72 different localities of the State, and sent to Washington, D. 0., to be tested in the U. S. Road Laboratory. The
results of these tests show that with few exceptions the limestones
of southern and central Indiana are well adapted for the surfacing of country roads and highways. Named in the order of their
superiority, the Mitchell, H~ron and Niagara rocks rank best.
The Devonian limestones are, in some places, too soft, and the Bedford oolitic stone should not be used for road purpose8 for the
same reason. The loca1ity and description of each deposit with
results of tests are given in full under the respective county
headings.
In many place8 in central and northern Indiana thick deposits
of unoxidized gravel of excellent quality occur below the level of
ground-water, or at such a depth as to be unavailable by ordinary
methods of stripping and loading. Mr. A. E. Taylor shows in his
paper that such deposits can be readily secured for road purposes
by means of one of the three machines known as the gravel exca-
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va tor, the endless-chain and the gravel pump. These machines
are in operation in a number of localities in the area covered by
Mr. Taylor, and have generally proven successful wherever used.
Statistics gathered from each county show that 35 per cent., or
more than one-third of the public roads of Indiana, have been improved with either gravel or stone. IIi many, perhaps the majority of cases, however, the improvement is not what it should be for
the money expended. Our roads should be built not for ourselves
alone, but for future generations. It costs but little more to properly grade and drain the foundation of an improved road than it
does to throw the material for· the grade together in any haphazard way that will pass the inspection of im inexperienced superintendent.
To the thirty-six or more millions of dollars originally spent
upon the gravel and stone roads of Indiana, at least half as much
more has been added for annual repairs that would not have been
needed had the roads ,been properly built in the first place. Heavy
road rollers should be used in compacting both grade and surface
before the road is thrown open to traffic, and yet in but one or
two counties of the State have such rollers been used. In too
many instances the stone has not been broken to the proper size,
and in not a few sandstone, which should never be used as a surfacing material, has been applied. Gravel which is two-thirds sand
or one-half clay is often dumped in irregular heaps upon a poorly
constructed grade and left for traffic to level and compact. Not
one gravel road contractor in one hundred uses screens to properly
separate the gravel from the sand before placing it upon the road.
It is a well-known fact that no other department of our public works is carried on in such a slipshod manner as is that of our
road improvement. The people have put up with poor dirt or mud
roads for nearly a century and are, for the most part, satisfied with
any ml'Lkeshift put off upon them which is a temporary improvement. The average road contractor is in the business, not for the
public good, but for what there is in it for himself. If a poorly
constructed road will pass inspection and be received, so much the
greater will be his profit.. If county commissioners or county surveyors can be hoodwinked or corrupted, the contractor is, in many
instances, only too willing.
The proper way to do away with this method of doing business
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is to create a State Highway Commission, suck as is in operation
in Massachusetts and New Jersey, which shall have full supervision over all road improvement in the State. Such a commission,
by fixing a standard for both gravel and stone roads and requiring strict compliance therewith, can do more to bring about proper
and permanent road construction than any other force. Experienced and honest men only should be chosen as inspectors and
superintendents by such State Commission, and every dollar
should be accounted for in a proper business manner.
Another advance which can not come too soon is the abolishment of the present antiquated method of working out the road tax
under supervisors. -Such tax should be paid in cash and this, for
the most part, should be used in permanently improving some certain portion of road, the improvement to be done by contract and
under the proper supervision.
OOAL MINING INDUSTRY OF THE STA.TE.

The report of, the State Mine Inspector, James Epperson, of
Linton, follows the paper on Roads and Road Materials. Mr.
Epperson and his deputies, Andrew Dodds of Oakl d Oity and
Jonathan Thomas of Oarbon, have given careful att ilion to the
duties which, they are empowered to perform and h ve tried to
enforce impartially all laws relating to the mining i dustry. In
their report the statistics of the coal industry for t e year are
given, the tables being very full, and complete in detai .
I would again urge upon the legislature the necess ty of a JflW
which shall require the inspection, at least once each year, of u11
mines operating in the State, regardless of the num er of meu
employed., At present the law gives the inspector p wer to examine only those mines in which ten or more men a e at work.
Many mines employ from six to eight men, and th aggregate
amounts to a large numoor. The life of anyone of t ese men is
as valuable as that of a man working in a larger mine, yet under
the present law they receive no protection whatever. The air
where they work is often extremely foul, man-shafts are more
often lacking than present, and too little attention is given to the
condition of the roof. Some of these abuses could at least be
ameliorated by the occasional visit of an inspector invested with
power to better the conditions where possible.

f
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From the report of Mr. Epperson the following table showing
the relative rank of the 14 coal producing counties of the State,
with the output of each in tons, has been prepared:
T0718

Oount".

of Coal Produced and Wages Paid to Miners in Indiana in 1905,
by Counties.
Ton. Produced.

Sullivan ...................................
Greene ....... ' .............................
Vigo ..... .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Vermillion .................................
Clay .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parke .....................................
Pike ., .............. , ........... , ........ , .
Warrick ...................................
Vanderburgh ..............................
Knox .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gibson .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Daviess ...................................
Fountain ..................................
Perry ........... :.........................

2,387,6;9
2,214,907
1,900,946
1,384,682
840,871
740,013
388,847
340,008
307,781
223,064
100,946
70,053
71,090
7,805

Total .................................. 10,995,972

Wage. Paid.

$1,036,654 41
1,707,680 08
1,561,106 19
1,108,802 21
930,571 ~2,
774,430 26
313,011 61
205,37840
271,570 10
180,080 70
92,710 24
95,041) 1)4
68,410 54
7,1)05 07
$9,353,894 55

Of the coal produced, 658,735 tons were block coal and the remainder bituminous. The output of block coal is gradually growing smaller, as much of the area in which it is found has been
worked out. In 1904 727,072 tons w.ere produced, the loss for the
year being 68,337 tons, or 9.4 per cent.
In the report for 1900 it was predicted that the output of Indiana coal would reach ten millions of tons before 1910. The above
table shows an output of nearly eleven millions in 1905, so that
the prediction came true in half the time assigned. The gain for
the year was 1,123,568 tons, or 11.3 per cent. During the year
Sullivan County advanced from third to first place in the rank
of producing counties, outclassing both Greene and Vigo, which
stood first and second in 1904. Clay County, which for many
years ranked first,· dropped below Vermillion into fifth place, wh ile
Daviess, which formerly o:ltranked both Knox and Gibson,' fell
down to near the bottom of the column. The other counties held
their respective positions of the year before.
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GAS AND OIL INDUSTRIES OF THE STATE.

The report of B. A. Kinney, State Natural Gas Supervisor, follows that of Mr. Epperson. lIfr. Kinney has been very active in
the searching out and prosecuting offenders against the gas waste
laws. He states that in a number of localities which had been
abandoned as nonproductive gas territory, new wells were sunk
during the year which yielded a fair supply of that yaluable fuel.
For example, the Chicago Gas Company, having exhal,lsted their
main territory in the vicinity of Fairmount, Grant County, went
back to territory which was abandoned several years ago, near
Greentown and Sycamore, Howard County, and are there getting
a number of fair producing gas wells.
In northwestern Grant County and southern Wabash County, a
number of light produci!1g wells were drilled in during the year,
and from them the city of Marion derives much of its gas for domestic purposes. Good producers were also finished in Jay Oounty. N atura1 gas for domestic purposes will doubtless be furnished
the cities of the "gas belt" for a number of years, but for factory
use it is almost wholly a thing of the past.
Pumping stations, which artificially exhausted the gas and
thereby created a vacuum in the gas producing rock, thus allowing
the water to flow in and drown out the fuel, have caused the
abandonment of much territory which would have yielded longer
had not such stations been in use. The poor plugging of abandoned wells has also been the cause of a failure of the supply in
parts of the field. A more stringent plugging law would doubtless prolong the life of the present productive territory.
A paper on the "Petroleum Industry in Indiana in 1905" gives
in detail the new developments and statistics for the year in that
important industry. On account of the low average price of crude
oil, 844/5 cents as against $1.071/2 in 1904, developments were
retarded and the total production fell off 362,230 barrels, or 3.2
per cent; the output for the year being 10,969,308 barrels, valued
at $9,305,4'73.
Following the usual custom of completing the annual report.
with a paper on natural history or paleontology, the present volume ends with one on the latter suhject by Profs. Oumings and
Beede, the gentlemen in charge of the Department of Geology at
Indiana University. It is entitled "Fauna of the Sa1em Lime-
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stone of Indiana," and treats very fully of the fauna of that important formation. Many new species are described and iUust;rated, and the paper will doubtless be welcomed by all interested
in the life of the old sub-carboniferous seas.
PORTLAND CEMENT INDUSTRY OF THE STATE.

The making of Portland cement is rapidly assuming a position
of importance among the manufacturing industries of the State.
In 1901,* when a report was issued by this Department showing
the location of the raw materials suitable for such cement in many
portions of the State, there were but two factories in operation.
These have since been much enlarged, and three large additional
factories have been erected, which are today actively engaged in
turning out the finished product. In addition, two factories will
be installed the coming year, while others are being promoted.
The total output of the operating factories for the year 1905 was
1,864,199 barrels, valued at $2,012,768 at the plants. The factories now in operation or which will soon be installed, with their
location, number of kilns, daily capacity in barrels and form of
carbonate of lime and clay used, are shown in the following table.
The first five are in active operation;
Portland CerM'llt Factories of Indiana.
.;

..."'~"

,:; .
"'00

·Z~

S~ =;: ~~
"' .... ~~P'\
ZO
I>.:d ~

Form of Carbon- Form ofClay.
ate of Lime.

NAME OF FIRM.

Location.

Sandusky Portland Cement Co.

Syracuse, Kosciusko County.

14

2,000

Mar!.. ...........

Silty clay.

Wabash Portlan d Cement Co.

Stroh, Lagrange
County.

10

1,500

Mar!. ........... ,

Drift clay.

Lehigh Portland Cement Co.

Mitchell, Lawrence County.

18

5,000

Mitchell limestone.

Knobs tone
shale.

United States Cement
Co.

Bedford, Lawrenee County.

10

2,000

Bedford Oolitic
limestone.

Knobstone
shale.

Louisville Cement Co.

Speeds, Clark
County.

2

650

J offer. on ville
limestone.

Knobstone
shale.

A rt Portland Cement
Co.

Kimmel, Noble
County.

4

1,000

Marl .............

Carboniferou
Ehale.

S tandard Portland CementCo.

Charlestown,
Clark County.

8

1,500

Jeffersonville
limestone.

--

I

Knobstone
shale.

'The 25th Report, issued in .1Ull<'. 1901, contained the following articles relative
to the subject: "Pol'tland Cement, Its Manufacture and Use," by W. S. Blatchley;
"Lakes and Marl Deposits of Northern Indiana," by W. S. Blatchley and George
H. Ashl!'y; "Oolite and Oolitic Stone fol' Portland Cement Manufactnre," by W. S.
Blatehley.

THE

ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS
OF INDIANA.
BY W. S. BLATCHLEY AND ASSISTANTS.

SECTION

1.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF IMPROVED ROAD BUILDING.
By

W.

~. BLATCHLEY.

Roaas-the byways and highways of the earth-date back th.ousands of years, hack to the very beginning of civilizati.on itself.
'Vhen the savage first became disc.ontented with his surroundings
and desired t.o add to his bel.ongings by conquest or by trade, his
first thought was of the directi.on he should g.o, and his second,
the manner .of getting there. If in a regi.on wh~re streams and
lakes abounded the pr.oblem was simplified,. and along these natural waterways the dugout, the raft or the canoe became his beast
of burden. But more often he had to travel l.ong stretches overland, and here pathways, byways or trails were foll.owed. At first
his own God-given legs were his only means of locomotion, and his
back his carry-all. In time he advanced a degree by domesticating
the dog, the h.orse, the .ox, and transferring to their backs the l.oad
fr.om his own. His former footpaths, following the most direct
routes to the lands he wished to visit. were, .of necessity, then
cleared and widened into pack trails, and the road building .of the
world was begun. :Fr.om that time until the present it has been
the.chief acc.ompaniment .of an advancing civilization.
It has been claimed by a recent writer that next t.o the man
who discovered fire, the greatest benefactor of mankind was he
who first domesticated animals and saved his .own back at the expense of theirs; and that next to him in time and importance
stands the man who first noticed that a round .object rolls more
easily than a square one and so invented wheels. The first wheeled
vehicles were pr.obably chari.ots used in war as a carriage for archers and javelin throwers. Fr.om these were evolved in time twowheeled carts to be drawn by .oxen. A type of these rude carts,
known as the Carreta., is yet in use among the semicivilized people
of Mexico and the southwestern United States. It has two wheels
made of sections .of tree trunks, on a wooden axle, without tires.
(19)
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The body and tongue are hewn from wood and there is not a nail
or a scrap of iron about it. Long after the invention of such a
simple carriage, a front pair of wheels was added and the cart
became the ordinary springless wagon, for the first time fitted for
the carriage of hea:vy burdens over broad roadways.
IMPROVED ROADWAYS OF THE OLD WORLD.

The massive roadways about Rome were the first to be constructed especially for wheeled vehicles. As nearly as can be ascertained they were begun about 400 years B. D. With the extension of the Roman Empire the system of road building was
continued into what is now France, Switzerland and Great Britain
as far north as the Scottish border. These Roman roads were
first built as avenues of conquest, to enable large bodies of troops
to march compactly and be closely followed by their provision
wagons and the artillery of the. times. Afterwards they became
the routes or arteries of a great commerce, which sprang up among
the various Roman States and bound them together into one of the
greatest Empires known to man.
The sections of these Roman roads show them to have been exceedingly thick and massive. All of them had a foundation of
heavy stone with a layer of cement at a higher level. The surface
was paved with flat stones set in cement. Where such stone was
not available, the surface was of a mortar mixed with bits of
stone. Layers of sand or gravel were, in many places, introduced between the foundation and E1urface, so that the total thickness of the roadbed was often three feet or more. They were built
by slave labor and, "measured in terms of the price of labor in
this country, must have cost from $30,000 to $100,000 a mile. It
is not too much to say that at least three-fourths of the expenditure was really wasted. It is true that the brutal massiveness of
the construction has enabled these ways to survive for fifteen or
more centuries after their builders passed away, but this was not
the intention of the constructors. They doubtless intended to do
no more than seemed to their ignorance needful."*
With the downfall of the Roman Empire the building of great
highways ceased, nor was it begun again until the latter part of
*ShaJer.-"AmerlcRn Highways," p. 7.
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the Eighteenth Oentury. A military motive was again the leaven
which called it inro existence, for N apoloon I. was compelled to
improve the roads of France and Switzerland in order to move
rapidly his vast armies from one part of his Empire to another.
The good roads which he left France are to be reckoned among the
best and most lasting of his works.
These roads built by Napoleon were, for the most part, patterned after a plan proposed about 1764 by a French engineer
named Tresaguet. In his method the stone element of the r~ad
consisted of a foundation made much in the manner of the Roman
ways, composed of large fragments of rock set closely together,
their projecting points being b~oken off and their interspaces filled
with smaller bits. On this heavy foundation there was laid a
covering of small fragments such as are used on our Ipodern
broken-stone roads.
From France the road-building spirit spread to Great Britain.
Here the needs of commerce and not warfare was the impelling
motive to better highways; so that by the middle of the Nineteenth
Oentury Britain was better provided with good roads than any
other country on the earth. The most of the British roads were
built of broken stQne, and after the plans of one or the other of two
Scottish engineers to'whom, more than to any others, is due the
credit for the modern methods of constructing stone roads. These
men were Thomas Telford and John L. Macadam.
METHODS 011' TELFORD AND MACADAM.

Telford, from 1803 to 1830, superintended the construction of
nearly 1,000 miles of road in the Highlands of Scotland, besides
many lines through northern """"ales, surmounting in both localities great natural difficulties. He followed to a certain extent the
methods of the old Romans and of the Frenchman, Tresaguet, in
that the foundation or base of his roads were constructed of pieces
of erone four to eeven inches in dimen~ions, laid by hand upon the
roadway. He differed from the Roman and French plans in that
between such stones smaller pieces were packed to complete It com·
pact layer seven inchee deep in the middle of the road and gradu·
ated to faur inches on the eidee, thereby giving an arched f~rm to
the road when complered. Moreover, instead of only adding Ii

r~~-
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thin layer of broken stone to fill up the irregularities, as the
French engineer had done, Telford used six inches of broken stone
in two layers. The lower four inches was composed of angular
fragments, none weighing more than six ounces. After being
either rolled thoroughly or compacted by the wheels of travel, an
additional two inches of the same stone, slightly smaller in size,
was added and the rolling continued till the surface was crushed
and compacted to smoothness.
Macadam made a notable advancement in cheapening stone road
construction by abandoning the paved foundation beneath the
crust of broken stone. He insisted that no large stone should ever
be employed in road making, and most modern road builders practice his principle "that small angular fragments are the cardinal
requi:r:ements."

Fig. 1. Roman Road.

Fig. 2.

Early Eighteenth Century Road.

Fig. 3. Late Eighteenth Century Road.

Fig. 4.
FIGS. 1-4

Modern Macadam Road.

SHOW THE RELATIVE THICKNESS OF OLD AND MODERN ROADS.*

"These illustrations are from Vol. III of the Maryland Geological Survey, pa"e 287.
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Macadam was t.hus the :6.rst engineer to show that a road built of
small fragments of broken stone, when properly compacted, would
maintain its shape without a paved foundation, provided the earth
beneath was not of soft clay or muck, which would readily become
mud when wet. He saw that such a road, properly built, would
prevent the passage of water into the under earth, and therefore
rest on a dry and :6.rm foundation. He earneBtly advocated the
principle that the success of all arti:6.cial road building depends
wholly upon the making and maintaining of a solid and dry foundation. If it be otherwise the crust or waterproof coating or roo.£
of broken stone is useless.
Both the Telford and Macadam systems of road construction
have been used in Indiana) the former, however, only in limited
areas in the southern counties. The relative value of the two
systems can most always be determined by the local circumstances,
conditions, and necessities under which the road is to be built.
The Telford system seems to have the advantage in swampy, wet
places or where the soil is in strata varying in hardness, or where
the foundation is liable to get soft in spots. Under most other circumstances experienced road builders prefer the Macadam construction, not only because it is considered best, but also because it
is much cheaper.
FIRS'T IMPROVED HIGHWAYS OF INDIANA.

Having sketched briefly the advance 01 the road building spirit
in the Old World, we now turn to the new, where, says Shaler,
"for a hundred years after the settlement of the Atlantic seaboard
began there was hardly a:r:y way in this country :fit for carriages.
The interoourse between the settlements was maintained by boats
or by paths which were barely fit for horsemen and pack-animals.
With the gradual increase in wealth and population the use of carriages increased. The original trackways were cleared so as to
permit the passage of vehicles, and something like roads began to
be established. It was, however, another century before any considerable part of the traffic of the country passed over ordinary
highways. So far as the inquiries of the writer have extended,
there appears no reason to believe that any wen paved roads existed in this country outside of the cities and towns until after
the year 1800."*
*American

Highways, p_ 18.
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The history of the early Indiana roads is very similar to that
of those of the Atlantic seaboard. The streams of the State and
the trails of the Indians furnished, for many years, avenues of
travel and commerce between the settlements. As the towns grew
in size and wagons and carriages were introduced, the old pack
trails were cleared and broadened, and bridged where necessary.
Many of these early roads were for years so little traveled that
they were little more than blazed trails through the wilderness.
Along them the traveler was oftentimes directed by notches cut in
the sides of the larger trees. Even at this day some of the main
public roads of certain counties of the State are known as the
Two-Notch or Three-Notch roads.
Along the swampy places of these primitive roads and, in some
localities along the entire roadway, a corduroy or "laid road" was
often built of small logs or saplings placed side by side across
the way, thus forming a rude, bridge-like structure. On the best
of these the cross timbers were held in place by heavy lengthwise
ones on the sides. Such roads, while affording protection against
miring, especially in early spring when the roads were at their
worst, were very rough and exceedingly tiresome to travel. Remnants of these corduroy roads are yet to be fOUIld in the lowlands
of many counties of the State.
Up to 1832, as far as can be ascertained, no one of the principal highways of Indiana had been improved with either stone or
gravel. Robert Baird, writing in that year, stated that "the roads
in this S'tate (Indiana) are good in summer but bad in winter, on
account of their being entirely of clay, excepting the corduroy
roads, as they -are called. A State Road is now making from
Indianapolis to :Michigan Territory, called the Michigan Road.
The National road will pass through Indianapolis from Oolumbus
to St. Louis. When it shall have been completed it will be of
great advantage to the State."*
Baird included in his work small maps of each of the States of
the Mississippi valley which showed the more prominent roads
then in use. That of IndIana has been reproduced in the accompanying etching. The figures along the roads indicate the distances from place to place.
·"View of the Valley of the Mississippi, or Emigrants' and Travelers' Guide
to the West," 1832, p. 166.
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Fig. 5. Showing the principal roads of Indiana in 1832.
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Between 1830 and 1835 there was a great awakening of the public road spirit in the United States. The era of "internal improvements" was on, and canals, railways and improved roads
were projected, eHher on paper or in reality in many of the
States. The people of Indiana caught the fever, and in 1835 the
Legislature authorized the surveys of six important routes, as
follows:
1. A route for a railrQoad 'or turnpike road from Madison via
IndianapQolis, Danville and Orawfordsville, to Lafayette.
2. A route fQor a railroad or turnpike road from OrawfQordsville via Greencastle, Bloomington, Bedford and Salem, to New
Albany.
3. A route for a railroad from Evansville via Princeton to
Vincennes.
4. A route for a railroad from Vincennes to Terre Haute.
5. A route for a macadamized turnpike road from New Albany via Greenville,I<"redericksburgh, Paoli, Mount Pleasant and
Washington to Vincennes.
6. The completion of the survey:; and estimates on the Lawrenceburgh and Indianapolis railway.
Noah Noble was then Governor of Indiana, and, at his request,
made to· the United States Topographical Bureau for an engineer
of ability to take charge of the surveys, Howard Stansbury, U. S.
Assistant Oivil Engineer, was detailed for the service. The reports of ]VIr. Stansbury and his several assistants were published in
the House Documentary Journal for 1835-1836, and are very full
and exceedingly interesting. The letter of instructions furnished
Stansbury by Governor Noble on April 24, 1835, contained the
following paragraphs:
"At the late session of the Legislature of the State, the adoption of a connected and general plan of improvement affording
commercial facilities to every s.ection, was the measure occupying
most of the deliberations of the body, hut the absence of such facts
and information as seemed indispensable, prevented the adQoption
of any. To enable the Legislature at its neoct session to· act advisedly in the premises the surveys and estimates provided for
.
by law, of which you have a copy, were ordered.
"The law, as you will discover, would seem to leave it for the
Governor to determine whether the surveys upon the Madison and

------------
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Lafayette and New Albany and Orawfordsville lines should be
for a Ra.ilwa,y or a turnpike; it is belie,"ed, however, that it was the
wish and intention of the Legislature to include both. There are
no means by which to ascertain whether the Legislature designed
the surveys and estimates should be for double or single tracks,
the law being silent on the subject, but as a single track would
not be of great value to the public, it is thought advisable to. make
them with a view to the construction of a double track, but if
found that it will not require much additio.nal time and expense,
estimates for each will be preferred.
"In the construction of her public works, it has been the policy
of the State to embark in none of a temporary character, therefore the estimates should embrace materials and structures of a
durable and permanent kind only."
Since routes 1 and 2 include surveys. and estimates. for turnpikes as well as for railways, and route 5 was wholly fo.r a macadamized turnpike, it is thought that the following extracts, taken
verbatim fro.m the reports of the engineers, will be of interest in
this connection, as showing the kind of roads it was proposed
to build 70 years ago, as well as the estimated cost of the same:
Route 1.
A route for a, railroad. or a turnpike 1'oad from Madison via, Indianapolis> Damville and Crau)fordsville> to Lafayette.

"The whole estimated cost of the railroad with single track from
Madison to Indianapolis (including the inclined plane) amonnts
to $1,094,484, giving an average of $12,800 per mile.
"The whole cost from Madison to Lafayette via Danville and
Crawfordsville, amonnts to $2,351,697, giving an average o.f $14,721 per mile.
"The who.le cost from 1\ladison to Lafayette by a direct. route,
146 miles, amounts to $1,666,797, giving an average of $11,416
per mile.
.
"An examination for a railroad does not necessarily furnish all
the data that would be required to enable a minute estimate to. be
made of the cost of a turnpike road; for in many instances the
trace of the one would properly occupy ground which, for the
other, would be inexpedient or impracticable. By the aid, how-
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ever, of other data in addition
those furnished by the survey of
this railroad, we are enabled t arrive at the comparative expense
of constructing a turnpike r ad from lIadison to Lafayette as
follows:
"The whole cost from If dison to Indianapolis amounts to
$303,957, or an average of $ ,554 per mile.
"From Indianapolis to Laf yette via Danville and Crawfordsville, the whole cost will be $ 90,989. The average cost, $3,919
per mile."
"From Indianapolis to Laf yette, by the direct route, the whole
cost will be $178,390. The a erage cost $2,948 per mile. Giving
as the cost of a turnpike road from lfadison to Lafayette by Danville and Crawfordsville, 159. 6 miles, the gross sum of $594,946
-averaging per mile $3,724' and by the direct route, 146 miles,
the gross sum of $482,347- veraging per mile $3,303.
"As a distinction between turnpike and a macadamized turnpike road seems to be recogn zed and drawn by the law, the estimates do not embrace the cos of covering the road with stone, but
contemplate only an earth ro d well graded and drained."
It is interesting to note t at single track railways were afterwards built by two different orporationn, which together covered
the direct route as mentione above. These were, viz., The Indianapolis and lIadison railwa , completed October 1, 1847, and the
old Indianapolis and Lafayet e railway, now a part of the Chicago
Division of the Big Four, co· pleted in December, 1852.
A turnpike between Lafay tte and Crawfordoville was begun by
the State, but after expendin $56,144, work on it was suspended
in 1839. This was to run t Indianapolis by way of Danville, in
accordance with the survey hove made.

A route for a railroad or a t rnpike road from Orawfordsville via
Greencastle, Bloomington., Bedford and Salem, to New Albany.
In his letter of instructio s to Edward Watts, the Assistant Engineer in charge of the su ey for Route 2, Mr. Stansbury used
the following paragraph:
"Should the inequalities f the country prove such as would,
in your opinion, render the construction of a railroad impractic-
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able or very expensive, your operations will be directed to the attainment of a route for a hard, compact traveling way, thirty
feet wide, with the upper surface sufficiently elevated to prevent
its being affected by any neighboring stagnant water; having in no
case a longitudinal slope of more than three and a hali degrees,
and :no horizontal curvature too abrupt to admit of carriages of
every description passing over it with perfect facility."
From the report of Mr. Watts, the engineer in charge of the
route, I quote as follows:
"By reference to the maps you will discover that a railroad, in
order to pass through the· points prescribed by law, necessarily
passes over undulating country, crossing water courses nearly at
right angles, thereby occasioning ascents and descents entirely inadmissible upon a railway, which could only be removed by long,
deep cuts and heavy embankments, the cost of which would be so
enormous as to render any idea of the construction of the work out
of the question.
"The estimate has therefore been made only for a turnpike road
thirty feet wide on top, having in no case a longitudinal slope of
more than three and a hali degree-so The ground is to be well
grubbed and cleared forty feet on each side of the center, making
an opening of 80 feet; and have ditches cut of such form and
dimensions as will ensure the drainage of the road. This estimate of the cost of each of the six divisions into which it was
divided is as follows:
First division, from New Albany to Greenville, 12 miles ......... $36.000
Second division. from Greenville to Salem, 19 miles ......... " '"
52.Gil
Third division, from Salem to Bedford, 32 miles ............ " '" 133.220
Fourth division, from Bedford to Bloomington, 27 miles.... .. .... 83.753
Fifth division, from Bloomington to Greencastle, 4() miles .......• 1i7.!H4
Sixth diVision, from Greencastle to Crawfordsville, 28 miles.. ... 87,756
Total-l58 miles ........................................... $571,438
Add ten per cent. for contingencies ......... " ............. " '"
57,143
Total cost of road .••..•..•..•.............................. $628,581
Giving an average of $3,078 per mlle.

"In closing this communication, it may be proper to advert to
the effect the contemplated improvement would be calculated to
exert upon the future prospects of this part of the State. Possess-
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ing a soil rich and productive, and a -population industrious and
enterprising, its energies are now subdued and its advancement
retarded for the want of a good and never failing avenue to market. Deprived of the advantages of a communication by water
with the Ohio River, the cost of transportation over roads which
are rendered impassable for loaded teams by every heavy shower,
is too great to afford a fair competition with articles of produce
which :find their way to market by other and cheaper channels.
A5 the cost of transportation decreases, this disparity would be
lessened, and its effects upon the resources of the country wonld be
sensibly felt."
The Legislature of 1836 ordered the building of the turnpike
and the macadamizing of the same. The estimate of macadamizing the full length of the road was :first given at $960,000, but in
1839 had been reduced by the State engineer to $645,000. No
macadamizing was ever done. The grading and bridging was begun between New Albany and Salem and between Greencastle and
Crawfordsville. When the public work was suspended in 1839,
the grading and bridging on 15 miles between New Albany and
S'alem had been completed at a cost of $61,844. The remaining
18 miles between those two points were estimated to cost $116,532.
About 21 miles of this division of the road was, in 1848, turned
over to the New Albany and Salem railway and used as a portion of the grade.
Up to 1839 the State had expended $55,944 on the division
north of Greencastle. This, in time, waf> turned over to a private
corporation, and, after improving with gravel, became a toll road.
It is now one of the free improved county roads of Putnam and
Montgomery counties. One of the old wooden bridges, built in
1838, across Raccoon Creek just south oJ the station of Raccoon,
on the C., H. & D. Railway in Putnam County, is still in use and
in a fair state of preservation. It was crossed by the writer in
December, 1905.
The railway between New Albany and Lafayette, though rejected as impracticable in the paragr~ph cited above from Mr.
Watts, was begun in 1847 and completed in 1854. It is now a
part of the main line of the C., 1. & L. (Monon) extending from
Chicago to Louisville, Ky.
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Route 5.
A route for lli macadamized tu,rnpike road from New Albany via
Greenville, Fredericksburgh, Paoli, Mount Pleasant and Washington to Vincennes.
The assistant engineer, Edward Watts, in charge of the survey
of this route, in his report stated that "the accompanying estimate
has been made for a road thirty feet wide on top, having in no
case a longitudinal slope of more than three and a half degrees,
and covered with stone broken into pieces weighing not more than
four ounces. The bed of the road is to be formed nearly fiat, having a slope of one inch in three feet from the center to the sides.
Twenty feet of the. center to be covered to a depth of three inches
w.ith clean stone broken as above. Second year an additional covering of three inches will be put on. Third year three inches more
will be necessary, leaving the macadamized stone covering nine
inches deep at the center, and six at the edges. No stone to be
used but such as are hard, as granite, flint or limestone."
His estimate of the cost of e,ach of the six divisions into which
the road was subdivided was as follows:
(~'08t

of

C08t of
Covering

No. of
lUi'e8.

Gr9ding.

'Ivith Stone

20.41

$121,901

$4-49,977

15.52
27.09
17.77

25,P34
168,086
56,483

146,181
292,396
94,454

11.64
12.37

'42,500
36,090

75,134
81,906

Totals ............' .................. 104.80

$450,697

$1,140,050

lfirst division, Vincennes to Washington ..
Second division, Washington to Mt. Plea-sant ...................................
Third division, Mt. Pleasant to Paoli. ....
r,'ourth division, Paoli to Fredericksburgh.
Fifth division, Fredericksburgh to Greenville ..................................
Sixth division, Greenville to New Albany.

It. is thus shown that the cost of a macadam road covered with
broken stone to a thickness of nine inches was, in 1835, estimated
at $15,178 per mile, or at least seven times as much as it would
cost today. It must be remembered, however, that much of the
roadway had to be cleared and grubbed through a primeval forest.,
so that the grade was necessarily much more costly. The stone
used for macadamizing was required to be broken by hand by the
side of the road and not at the quarry.
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In commenting upon the report of Mr. Watts, the chief engineer, Mr. Stansbury, said: "It will at once be observed that the
expense of covering the road with stone bears an uncommonly
large proportion to the cost of graduation. Of this amount $450,000, or nearly one-half, will be required between Vincennes and
Wa&hington, a distance of but 20.41 miles. On this portion of
the road no stone suitable for macadamizing can be obtained. The
nearest point at which it occurs in sufficient quantity is at such a
distance that the coSt of its transportation is the principal item of
expense. The cost of the stone alone on this division is equal to
the whole cost of graduation, including bridging and masonry
throughout the line.
"By reference to .the report of Mr. Watts it will be perceived
that upon other portions of the road, stone can be procured within
a comparatively reasonable distance. In consideration of this variation in expense it is recommended that stone should be used upon
those portions only wh~re it can be conveniently furnished, and
that the remainder of the road should be well graded and drained
in strict conformity with the principles laid down in my instructions to the gentlemen in charge of the surveys, which are those
approved in the service of the United States. As has been the
case upon the N aHonal road, the graduation may lead to the discovery of stone in the vicinity of the line, the existence of which
is at present unknown, and obviate the necessity of its transportation from a distance."
The Legislature of 1836, in obedience to the almost universal
demand of the people of the State, passed an internal improvement bill appropriating nearly $16,000,000 for the completion of
canals, railways and macadam roads. Of this amount $1,150,000
was for the building of the New Albany and Vincennes road as
surveyed. The contract for building the road as far as Paoli must
have soon afterward been let, as the State Board of Internal Improvement, in itg report made December 16, 1837, has the following sentence: "On the New Albany and Vincennes macadamized
road the gradings, culverts and bridges are nearly completed from
New Albany to Paoli, a distance of 41 mile,s; and early in the
next season the application of metal will be commenced."*
·Second Ann. Rep. State Board of Intl'rnal Improvement. p. 7. in Documentary
House Journal of the State of Indiana, 1837.
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In the report of John A. Graham, member of the above mentioned Board, made in October, 1839, it is stated that the cost for
grading and bridging the road from New Albany to Paoli averaged $7,445 per mile, while the cost of macadamizing with broken
stone averaged $5~091 per mile, making the total cost $517,034, or
$12,53'7 per mile, between the points mentioned.* The stone covering which the contracts required to be put on was 18 feet wide,
besides the slopes of the metaling at the edges, 11 inches deep in
the center and 7 at the sides, its upper surface having a curvature
of 4 inches. The stone was put on in two laye,rs, the bottom layer
being broken to the size of eight ounces, and the upper to five
ounces. Hard limestone only was allowed to be used.
The grading and bridging, excluding White River bridge, of the
twenty-five and a haHt miles bet:ween Paoli and Mount Ple,asant,
Martin County, was let for $136,268. This division was never
macadamized, as in November, 1839, the State was unable to sell
more bonds, and, with certain minor exceptions, all public works
were suspended. The road was finished to Paoli in 1839, and was
opened as a toll road between New Albany and Paoli by the State
on October 10, 1810.:1: On November 30, 1839, Mr. Graham
reported of it: "The manner in which this road has been built
is highly creditable to the contractors. The materials which have
been furnished are of the first quality; the work done is of the
most durable kind; and I have no hesitation in saying that it will
bear a comparison with any other work of the kind."
The toll received during the first month was $65'7.98. The
New Albany and Vincennes mail stage 3\SO entered into an agreement to pay $605.90 per year for the use of the road. On that
'Doc. Journ. of Ind., 1839, p. 72.
tThis dIvisIon had been shortened and the maxImum grade reduced to 272
degrees by a new survey.
tRev. W. J. Frll.zer, of Elkhart, Indiana, whose father was, during most of the
period, the engineer III charge of the road, In a recent letter to Mr. A. B. Ham,
of Paoll, gave an interesting ac('ollnt of the completion of the New Albany an\l
Paoli pike to the latter town. After speakIng of the National road and its Importance to central In\llana, he adds: "But a new necpsslty was upon the State, to
satisfy the demands of transit across the sonthern end of Its domaIn. Emigrants,
prospectora and travelers were coming down the Ohio River to the falls. There
they would naturally desire to leave the waterway, and take a shorter course to
St. Louis. So the New Albany and Vincennes Turnpike was projected, to connect
the Falls cities of Louisville, Jeft'ersonvlI!e and New Albany with the hIstorIc
metropolls and capital, Vincennes. A young engineer, John Frazer, who had come
from the East to Richmond to superintend the construction of a portion of the
National RO,1d, was called to take charge of this one. Abundance of "metal" was
at hand in the limestone hllls through which It was to wInd its serpentIne way.
3-Geology.
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basis the income of the road was about $8,500 per year. It was
operated by the State until :May, 1851, and then turned over to a
private corporation, which kept it in repair and collected toll until
March, 1899, when that portion of it withiIl Orange Oounty was
bought and made a free roa.d. Orange Oounty paid $11,000 fo~'
the eleven.. miles within her bounds, the remaining 30 miles in
Washington, Harrison and Floyd counties a.re still operated as a
toll road. Being the first macadamized road in the State, and the
only one ever completed with State funds, the New Albany and
Paoli road has been deemed worthy of especial mention.
TIm OI,D NATIONAL ROAD IN INDIANA.

The old National Road, "that monument of a past age, which
carried thous.ands of population and millions of wealth into the
West, and more than any other national structure in the land
served to harmonize and strengthen, if not to save the Union,"
was built to answer a nation's needs. It was first proposed in
1802 and was begun in 1806. Previous to this date, in the Act
admitting Ohio, two pel' cent. of the proceeds of her public lands
were reserved to be applied to the construction of public highways through the State. When Indiana was admitted, three per
cent. of the income from her public lands was reserved for the
same purpose.
Starting at Oumberland, Maryland, the National Road was
first projected to Wheeling, on the Ohio River, but in May, 1820,
Oongress appropriated $10,000 for laying out the road between
Wheeling and a point on the left bank of the Mississippi River,
It was begun in State Street, New Albany; it climbed the mountainons "knobs"

iu mauy a Bowing curve and gradation, never exceeding three degrees; it stretchpd
away over occasional level reaches, firm, white and solid as the Appian Way. It had
the customary wooden bridges for the larger streams, but handsome stone culverts
for the smaller. When the bullders got within a few miles of Paoli, a great concourse of the citizens went out to meet them, and held a joyons picnic, and made
speeches of congratulation. The young engineer was· the hero of the hour. The
macadamizing was completed as far as Paoli, the county seat of Orange County-a
white thread winding among the green hills and beside the clear streams; the gradIng was carried through to Vin(!enne3, twisting In many a horseshoe bend and spiral;
a telegraph line strung its slender filament beside the road; the gay taliyhoes
came rumbling through; the driver's horn awoke the echoes; when suddenly the
wOI'k stopped; a portentous sound had been heard In the woods. It was the voice
of the locomotive. "*
*As shown in the text, It was not the toot of the locomotive, but the lacl,
of the almighty doliar, that stopped the work On the road. The first railway lu
Indiana was not completed until about ten years later.-W. S. B.
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between St. Louis and the mouth of the Illinois River; the road to
be 80 feet wide and on a straight line. In March, 1825, an appropriation of $150,000 was made for building the road bet.ween
Wheeling and Zanesville, Ohio, and for completing the surveys for
its extension to the permanent seat of government in Missouri, the
same to pass by the seats of gOovernment of Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois. The work was pushed westward through Ohio to the
Indiana line, reaching that point about 1827. Meanwhile, by
means of an appropriation of $51,600 made in March, 1829, and
of another for $60,000 in May, 1830, the work of opening the
road east and west from Indianapolis was begun. Other appropriations for the work in Indiana were as follOows:·
March 2, 1831, $75,000, for opening, grading, etc., including
bridge over White River near Indianap0!is, and progressing to. the
eastern and western boundaries.
July 3, 1832, $100,000 for continuing the road in Indiana,
including bridges over the east and west branches of Whitewater
River.
March 2, 1833, $100,000 tOo continue the work in Indiana.
June 24, 1834, $150,000 for continuing the road in Indiana.
March 3, 1835, $100,000, for continuing the road in Indiana.
July 2, 1836, $250,000 for continuing the road in Indiana, including the materials for a bridge over the Wabash River, the
money to be expended in completing the greatest possible continuous portion of said road, so that said nnished part may be surrendered to the State.
March 3, 1837, $100,000 for continuing the road in Indiana.
May 25, 1838, $150,000 for con6nuing the road in Indiana, including bridges.
About this date the panic of 1837-1840 was being felt and nQ
more appropriations were granted. In 1848 the road was turned
over to the respective states through which it passed. Of the
total amount, $6,824,919, appropriated by Congress for making,
repairing and continuing the road, but $1,136,600 were allotted
to Indiana, and this sum was paid from the fund reserved when
the State was admitted into the Union. Of this amount nearly
one-half, 01' $513,099, was expended for bridges and masonry.
When Indiana and Illinois received the road from the National
Government it was not completed, though graded and bridged as
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far west as Vandalia, then the capital of Illinois. In Indiana it
was nowhere macadamized or graveled, except on a few miles
about Richmond and Indianapolis. In 1850 the Wayne County
Turnpike Company was organized, anq. absorbed, under a charter
granted by the State, that portion of the road, 22 miles in length,
within that county. This company then graveled the road and
operated it as a toll road until 1890-1894, when it was purchased
by the several township& through which it passed and made free
from tolls.
From Wayne Oounty westward the road in Indiana passed
through Henry, Hancock, Marion, HendriCks, Putnam, Olay and
Vigo counties. That portion in Henry Oounty was secured by a
private corporation, graveled and made a toll ro-ad about 1853. In
1849 the Oentral Plank Road Oompany, composed of prominent
citizens of Marion and Hendricks counties, was granted that portion of the road extending from the east line of Hancock Oounty
to the west line of Putnam, for the purpose of constructing a
plank road. With the granting of the road to these several corporation~ the old National Road as a public institution, fostered
by the nation or the State, ceased to be. It had fulfilled its high
purpose, and was superseded by better things which owed to it
their coming. It was built by the people and for the people. It'
made possible thRt interchange of commerce and that exchange of
the courtesies of social life which were so necessary among the
states of a great and growing republic. It was in truth"A Nation's thoroughfare of hopes and fears,
First blazed by the heroic pioneel,g
Who gave up old home idols and set face
Toward tile unbroken West to found a race
And tame a wilderness, now mightier than
All peoples and all tracts American."

TOLL ROADS IN INDIANA.

From 1850 to 1890 the majority of improved gravel or stone
roads in Indiana were constructed by private corporations and
maintained, often with great profit, by the charge of toll. A
company would be organized and a charter for a certain highway
obtained from the State or the county. Stook would be subscribed and sold for the purpose of securing funds to construct
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the road. Dividends on the stock were paid from the toll receipts,
usually quarterly, and ran from 7 to 15, or even 20 per cent. per
annum. Such a method of constructing improved roads is beneficial only in the early history of a community, before the settlen
are able to spare the time or means to build such roads. As the
country becomes more settled and towns and factorie,g increase in
number, the toll system bee-omes a heavy tax upon the farming
class. The roads are mostly held by the capitalists of the towns,
and are administered solely with reference to dividends. In this
way the free intercourse of the people is obstructed; and the country folk of the poorer sort often can not afford to make any journeys save those which are certain to bring them a good money
return.
The people of Indiana, especially those of the northern and
central thirds of the State, where many toll roads were in operation, finally learned that the toll road system was harmful to the
best interests of thickly settled communities, and in 1889 a law
was passed providing that upon petition of 50 freeholders in any
township the question of the purchase of the toll roads of that
township could be taken up. A board of viewers was then to be
appointed by the county commissioners, to determine the value of
such toll roads as were proposed to be purchased, -after which an
elec.tion was to be held. If the majority of the voters of the township favored the purchase of the roads at the price appraised by
the viewei's, this price was offered the owners of the road. If accepted, county bonds were to be issued, providing for the payment,
and a special tax levied in the township for the redemption of the
bonds and payment of the interest thereon. Under this law the
gradual abolishment of the toll roads of Indiana began, and at
the present time hut 112 miles of such roads are in operation in
the State, lmd that only in the counties along the Ohio River.
FREE ORA vm. OR STONE ROADS IN INDIANA.

In 1885 a law was passed providing for the construction of fret:'
gravel or stone roads, to be paid for by assessments on all lands.
lying within two miles of the proposed improvements. Such roads
could only be impl,oved upon the petition of a majority of the resident land-holders whose lands, lying within the two-mile limit,
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should be thus assessed. The assessments were tn be paid in six
equal semi-annual installments, and if unpaid when due became a
first lien upon the real estate.
In 1893 a second law was pa&sed providing that upon the petitionof 50 freeholders in any township, the county commissioners
shall submit, by an election, to the voters of said township the
question of improving with gravel or stone certain specified rnads
of the tnwnship. If the majQrity of the voters favor the improvement of such roads, the Board nf Cnmmissioners shall issue bonds
nf the county bearing not over 5 per cent. interest. These bonds
shall be in series, one of which shall be payable annually for ten
years. To meet the payment of these bonds and the· interest
thereon as the same shall becnme due, a special tax is levied upon
the property of the township. All roads built under this act shall
be free of toll and shall be kept in repair the same as other free
gravel roads constructed under the laws of the State.
These twn laws, with minor modifications/ are the ones nnw
in force providing for the construction of our free gravel or stone
roads. Under them several thousand miles of such roads have
been built. in the various counties of the State. The majority of
these free roads have been built since 1895. Especially is this
true of the southern third of Indiana where, previous to that date,
a number of the counties had not a single mile of improved roads .

•

THE SUPERVISOR SYSTRM OF REPAIRING ROADS.

Probably the worst feature of the Toad system of Indiana is
one that has been in force since the beginning of the Nineteenth
Century, and remains in vogue today, viz., the old method of
working out the road tax under supervisors. This forced labor on
highways which is demanded of every able-bodied man in the country between the ages of 21 and 50, is a remnant of feudalism
which has come down through the ages to the present day. Of it
Shaler has well said: "There is probably no either feature in our
road system which has so far served to maintain the low state
.of our American road-making as this 'corvee,' or forced-labo·r system on the highway. It hns bred, in a systematic manner, a shiftless method of work; it has led our people to look upon road-build'See section XV, "The Road Laws of Indiana," near the end of this volume.
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ing as a Dllisance. There is no situation in which the American
workman makes so unsatisfactory an appearance as when he is
endeavoring to do the le,ast possible amount of labor which is to
count as a day's work on the highways of his district."*
As early as 1807 we find on the statute books of Indiana Territory the following: "All male persons of the age of twenty-one
years and not exceeding fifty, who have resided thirty days in
any township, of any county within this territory, and who are not
a county charge, shall be liable yearly and every year, to do and
perform any number of days' work, not exceeding twelve, whenever the supervisor of the district in which he resides shall deem
it necessary; and if any such resident, having had three days' no- ,
tice thereof from the supervisor, shall neglect or refuse to attend
by himself or substitute to the acceptUllCe of the supervisor, on the
day and at the place appointed for working on the public road,
with such necessary and common articles of husbandry as the said
supervisor shall have directed him to bring, wherewith to labor,
or having attended, shall refuse to ol?ey the direction of the supervisor, or shall spend or waste the day in idleness or inattention to
the duty assigned him; every such delinquent shall forfeit for
every such neglecb or refusal, the sum of seventy-five cents, to be
recovered at the suit of the supervisor respectively before any J ustice of the Peace of the Township.
"If any person or persons working on the highways, or being
with them, shall ask any money or drink, or any other reward
whatsoever, of any person passing or travelling· on the said public
road or highway, he shall, for every such offense, pay the sum of
one dollar, to be recovered by the supervisor."
In 1814 another statute provided: "That each and every white
male person, sixteen years of age and upwards, and each and every
male person of color, bond or free, sixteen years of age and upwards, shaH be subjec.t to. work on roads and public highways, as
is directed by law, except those that shall from time to time be
exempted by the courts of common pleas for their respective counties, on account of their entire disability." Later the minimum
age limit was restored to 21 years, where it now rests.
The worst feature 0.£ the supervisOor system is that, as generally
practiced, it. does not provide for any permanent improvement of
·American Highways, p. 24.

I'
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the roads, but only in making temporary repairs to keep them
passable in certain seasons of the year. Instead of "working" or
frittering away time as is now so commonly done on repairs which
amount to little or nothing, it would be far better if one or the
other of two methods were adopted, viz. :
1. FOor the citizens to pay the rOoad tax in cash and let out the
contract fOor keeping the roads of the district in good condition to
some one responsible person who shall act under the direction of
the township trustee' or the road superintendent of the county,
and who shall give bond for the faithful performance of his
work; or
2. If it is desired to keep up the supervisor system and the
"working out" of the tax, the annual work should be done on some
one piece of road in the district, and it should be graded and
graveled or macadamized with the same care as are other free improved gravel or stone roads let out to contractors. In this way
a mile or two of good road could annually be built in each district, and the roads thereby .permanently improved.
As Mr. George S. Cottman, of Irvington, "Indiana, has made a
special study of the old Indian trails and early roads of the Territory and State, I asked him to prepare the following brief account of these first byways and highways of our commonwealth,
in order that a permanent record of them could be incorporated in
the present volu¥Je.

---------~-----
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SECTION

II.

THE FIRST THOROUGHFARES OF INDIANA.
By GEORGE S. COTTMAN.

THE INDIAN TRAILS.

The first thoroughfares of Indiana, while somewhat remote, perhaps, from present interests, have yet some relation to the after
history of the State, besides possessing a certain historic interest
of their own. Of these primitive ways for travel and transportation the earliest, long antedating tIote white man's advent, were
the Indian trails-narrow, winding routes beaten by many feet
traveling in single file, and akin to the paths made by animals.
It should be noted, however, that there was one radical distinction
between them and the animal paths, for while the latter had the
feeding grounds for their termini, the former, primarily, conducted from abiding place to abiding place. In other words, the
human propensity for intercommunication as distinguished from
mere gregari01isness was revealed by those obscure forest highways, and by virtue of that they were something other than mere
random ways-they were a system.
If this system could be r@stored in a chart we would be surprised, no doubt, to tind what a network it formed, reaching over
the country in various directions. No such restoration would be
possible now, however, .for, though there are many allusions to
them in our local histories, what information we have about these
old trails is scattered, meager and indefinite. About all we know
is that the various tribes and bands of Indians occupied each
their own territory, usually along the valleys of the principal
rivers, and that they visited to and fro more or less for the purposes of counselor other reasons. Between the tribes of this region little hostility is recorded, and there seems to have been considerable friendly intercourse and formal visiting among them.
Following the rivers from town to town, and across from valley to
valley, their paths can be traced.
(n)
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It is likely that the :Miami town of Ke~ki-on-ga, where Ft.
Wayne now stands, was, from its important command of the vVa-,
bash portage, the converging point of many trails, for Little Turtle, in his speech before Anthony Wayne at the treaty of Greenville, refers to the place as "that glorious gate through which all
the good words of our chiefs had to pass, from the north to the
south, and from the cast to the west."
At the junction of Fall Creek and White River, also, several
paths seem to have met, by reason, it is said, of a good ford across
the river that existed there. Sueh at least has been affirmed by
the late J. H. B. Nowland, a very early pioneer of Indianapolis,
who has told the writer definitely of several trails-{)ne from Vincennes, one from the falls of the Ohio, one from the vVhitewa,ter,
and others from the upper Delaware towns on White River and
the Pottawattamie and Miami towns on the Wabash, all of which
converged at this point. The one westward from the 'Whitewater
vaney ran about where the Pennsylvania railroad now has its
right-of-way and that fr~~ the Ohio falls paralleled the present.
J effersonviIle railroad. The latter route was, seemingly, traveled
by all the Pottawattamies, Miamis and Delawares of the upper
Wabash and White rivers in their excursions to the Kentucky
hunting grounds, as, after crossing the above mentioned ford it
sent off branches to the towns of those tribes.
PIONEER TRACES.

The Indian pathmaker not infrequently marked the way for
the white man's thoroughfares, and his work was thus perpetuated
in the civilization of his successors. Out of his thorough knowl~
edge of the topography of the country he found out the best routes, '
not only for his kind of traveling, but for the kind of traveling
that was to come. after. When James Blake and William Oonner
viewed, as commissioners, the first road between Indianapolis and
Ft. Wayne, they found after leaving "Vhite River that they could
not improve upon the judgment of the Indians as shown in their
old trace.
On'e of the elarliest wagon-ways out of Indianapolis, the o~d
Oenterville road,which led to Wayne Oounty before the coming of
the National Road, was laid out on the Whitewater trail above re-
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ferred to, just south of the Pennsylvania tracks, and mention may
be found here and there of other roads that were similarily determined. Moreoyer, the earliest pioneers were benefited directly
by theoo aboriginal trails, for not only did they first follow them
from 'one plll.ce to another through the otherwise trackless wilderness in search of desirable regions, but their rude "traces" for
subsequent ingress and egress were frequently but their improvement on the red man's too-narrow footpath. Perhaps it i& not venturing too much to say that they were at times an influence in the
locating of white settlements. For instance, the first settlers on
the spot where Indianapolis now stands were, if tradition is to be
trusted, led hither by the Whitewater trail. vVhen the commissioners appointed by the legislature came to locate the capital the
presence of the squatters at the mouth of Fall Creek was undoubtedly a factor in determining the choice of that spot; and so it
might not be considerin~ too curiollsly to reason out a relation between this obscure path through the forest primeval and the exact
locating of the State's capital with all that that implies.
Before anything like permanent roads could be: established a
considerable population of settlers had taken up lands in the interior of the State, and there had to be makeshift thoroughfares
not ~nly for guidance to various localities, but for the transportation of the immigrant's possessions. These traces, as they were
called, were the rudest of forest roads, cleared away imfficiently to
permit the passage of the mover's wagons, and marked along the
route by "blazing" or marking the trees with an axe. These traces
from east and south, with their various branches leading to this or
that settlement, were well known to the immigrants in their day,
but, like the Indian trails, they are long since obliterated, and, for
the most part, only vague allusions to them are to be found in local
histories. Of at least two of them, however, some record has been
preserved, and these are of special interest because they were the
trunk lines, so to speak, over which the first waves of immigration
found their way in to people the central portion of the State.
They were known respectively as the Berry and Whetzel traces.
The Berry t.race, marked out by a Captain John Berry, or, as
Judge Banta gives it, Richard Berry, joined and followed the
Ohio Falls Indian trail above mentioned, which crossed White
River at Fall Creek. It was the chief line of travel from the
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south. The best account of this route is given by Mr. Nowland in
describing the journey of his family to Indianapolis from Kentucky in 1820. According to him it began at Napoleon, Ripley
County (south of that. being settled country), and thence ran almost west to a point on Flatrock River about nine miles north of
wher~ Columbus now stands. At the end of this st.age of perhaps
thirty miles stood the first house after leaving Napoleon. Then
the trace turned north to follow the said Indian trail, and this,
with two or three mpre cabins. on the way, brought them to the
embryo capital. Further information concerning the pioneer
whose name has been perpetuated by this old trace the present
writer has been unable to glean.
What was known as the Whetzel t.race was made in 1818 by
Jacob Whetzel, one of the fOllr brothers famous in the annals of
Indian warfare. It. afforded ingress from the already settled
Whitewater region on the east, and is also described by Mr. N owland. It. began, he tells us, in Franklin county, somewhere near
. where Laurel now stands, ran west. till it struck the Flatrock River
seven miles below the site of Rushville, thence to the Blue River·
where Marion and Shelby counties join, thence west to the bluffs
of White River. This was the most notable of all these early
traces, for by it, we are told, hundreds of immigrants came tl) settle Shelby, Morgan, Johnson and Marion counties. Those bound
for the new capital followed it till it reached the Berry trace, then
turned north on the latter, and many of the first families of Indianapolis were beholden to the sturdy old Indian fighter for his
unrequited service, which, indeed, he had performed at no small
cost to himself. He and his son Cyrus, with the help of four good
axemen, cleared the way for "a width sufficient to admit the passage of a Jeam," as Judge Banta tells llS, through vast stretches of
tangled forest and swamp lands where of nights they had to build
up brush piles to sleep on. In 1825 a petition, presented to the
legislature by William Conner in behalf of Jacob Whetzel, prayed
compensation for the cutting of this road, the eastern terminus being there designated as "Summerset." Said petition, along with
various others, was referred to a committee on roads, which reported back that, "in the opinion o£ the committee, it would be
inexpedient to legislate on any of the aforesaid petitions." (See
House Journal, 1825, pp. 89 and 170.)
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At the intersection of the Whetzel and Berry traces (abQut two
miles sQuthwest o.f Greenwood, in J o.hnson county) a man named
Daniel LQper "squatted" and o.ffered entertainment, after a fashiQn, to. incoming travelers. Befo.re IQng, hQwever, a fellow named
Nathan Bell Qusted LQper py falsely representing himself as the
legal purchaser of the land, and next too.k possessiQn o.f the desirable point, where fo.r a gQod while he kept a disreputable sort of a
place, surrQunded by "his clan Qf adherents, generally bQld, bad
men," the histQry of which place and clan WQuld, accQrding to
Judge Franklin IIardin, a. reminiscent o.f J o.hnson County, "make
a large vQlume." Loper mo.ved alQng the trace some miles farther
east, and, still bent on "entertaining," pitched his shanty Qn Hurricane Creek. where was the first gQod water and the first gOQd camping place after coming Qut Qf the swamps. He staid there a
cQuple of years, then went none knew whither, but his PQle cabin,
lQng knQwn as Lo.per's, continued to. be a favQrite halting place for
incQming travelers, the dilapidated hut being facetio.usly dubbed
the "Emigrant's Hotel." Judge Hardin descvibes the place as
several acres trodden over by men and animals, with many inclosures of poles and brush put up by sQjourners to keep their
stQck from wandering.
By 182G Whetzel's trace was no. longer used, at least at the west
end, being impeded with fallen trees. By this time, too, many
State rQads were being Qpened into the interior, and the need fQr
the first traces ceased to exist. Not having a legalized right-Qfway it was in time, of course, taken up by private o.wners as the
land was entered, and so has long since lost the last evidence· Qf its
identity.
THE

FIRs'r

ROAD SYSTRM.

It was not until four years after Indiana had been admitted
as a State that any definite system of roads was projected within
her borders_ Prior to that general laws had been framed touching
the Qpening o.f highways, for with the first tides Qf emigration, of
co.urse, carne the question of intercommunication; but they provided Qnly fQr the opening of local roads on petitiQn. -In thQse
first years there wa~ little pressing need fQr other than local roads,
~Qr Indiana was, fQr the most part, strung along the Ohio and
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Wabash rivers, whi~h were the, generally used, natural highways.
Versailles, Vernon and Brownstown, but a few miles back from
the Ohio, were, until 1820, on the extreme frontier, the vast country to the north and west of them being an unbroken wilderness,
and the principal centers were contiguous to one or the other of
the two rivers named.
In 1820, however, there arose new reasons for extensive road
making. The great tract known as the "New Purchase," comprising all the central portion of the State and as far north as the
upper \Vabash, was thrown open to settlers in that year. Somewhere in the heart of this territory the seat of government was to
be located at once, and. it was obvious that the capital and the settlers who would peo·ple the newly acquired tract must have some
way of reaching the older parts of the country and the world's
markets. This. would seem to be the rational explanation of the
sudden legislation on State roads that appears in the statutes at
this time. In 1820 not less than twenty-six roads were projected,
and as many sets of commissioner& appointed to view the lands
and mark out the routes. The roads not only connected the older
towns of the State but extended into the interior. Five were to
lead to the proposed capital, and one was from Lawrenceburg to
Winchester, this latter being by a subsequent act extended to
Fort Wayne. During the next ten years there was repeated and
lengthy legislation on this subject of State roads, showing the
paramount importance of highways in the early days of the new
commonwealth. Many other roads were added to the original
system, some were relocated, and there were various modifications.
In the maiu, however, the first ideas were carried out, and on a
road map of 1835, now existing, at least two-thirds of the State is
pretty well criss-crossed with highways other than the local or
county roads.
.
The revenue and labor for the opening and maintaining of
these roads were derived from three distinct sources. The first
was known as the throo per cent. fund, and was a donation from
the general" government. Out of the sale of public lands five per
cent. was set aside for purposes of internal improvement. Of
this two per cent. was to be expended by the United States on
works of general benefit-such, for example, as the National road
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-and the remaining three per cent. was given to the State for improvements within her borders. Into this fund there was paid,
altogether, the sum of $575,547.75.* A special agent was appointed for disbursing the fund, and his dut.ies were defined at.
length.
Another internal revenue was derived from a "road tax" levied
upon real estate. Farm lands were assessed "an amount equal to
half the amount of State tax," and town lots "an.amount equal to
half the county tax." Nonresident land owners were assessed an
amount equal to both half the State and half the county tax. Such
road tax the landowner was entitled to discharge 'in work on the
roaos (see acts of 1825).
The third source of maintenance was a labor requiremeht,
which made it incumbent op. all male inhabitants between the ages
of twenty-one and fifty, except preachers and certain other exempts, to work on the roads two days in each year, when called
out, or pay an equivalent thereof. In the New Purchase, where
the labor necessary was still greater than farthe~' south, the demand was for four days each year, but this provisiQn was repeale.]
in 1827.
But establishing roads by legislative enactment was only a first
and very inadequate step toward easy travel and transportation.
Moreover,.it was not altogether a satisfactory first step, for then,
as now, there was mnch log-rolling, self-seeking and lack of economy in public works, and in Governor Ray's message of 1825 the
question was raised as to whether the large expenditures "have
answered the expectations of the public"-whether they had not
been used extravagantly in the employment of too many commissioners, in' the opening of useless roads, and in suffering roads to'
become useless by a second growth and the failure to keep in repair. Aside from this, after the highways were cut out and the'
labor of the population expended upon them, they were hardly
more practicable than the drift-choked streams which were fondly
regarded as navigable.
Of t.he atrocious character of those early highways much has
been said, and yet the subject, seemingly, has never been given
justice. From the hills of the southern counties to the prairies
-Elbert ;ray Benton III "The Wabash Trade Route," p. 41.
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beyond the Wabash the State was, for the most part, a level plain
covered with a forest that shut out the sun from the rank mold,
and this, like a sponge, held the accumulated waters. Vast areas
were nothing but swamps, which the streams never fully drained. *
Most of the year a journey over the roads was simply a slow,
laborious wallowing through mud; the bogs were passable only
by the use of "corduroy," and this corduroy of poles laid side by
side for miles not infrequently had to be weighted down with dirt
to prevent floating off when the swamp waters rose. In a book
called "The New Purchase," which purports to depict life in central Indiana in the early twenties, the wagon trip to Bloomington
is described in the author's peculiar, hali-intelligible style. He
speaks of the country as ''buttermilk land," "mash land," "rooty
and snaggy land," with mudholes and quicksands and corduroys,
"woven single and double twill," and 'there are fords "with and
without bottom." In the early spring, he says, the streams were
brim full, "creeks turned to rivers, rivers to lakes, and lakes to
bigger ones, and traveling by land becomes traveling by mud and
water." As one proceeded he must tack to right and left, not to
find the road, but to get out of it and find places where the mud
was "thick enough to bear." .The way was a "most ill-looking,
dark-colored morass, enlivened by streams of purer mud (the
roads) crossing at right angles," and these streams were "thickset with stumps cut just low enough for wagons to straddle." Innumerable stubs of saplings, sharpened like spears by being shorn
off obliquely, waited to impale the unlucky traveler who might be
pitched out upon them, and the probability of such accident was
considerable as. the lumbering wagon plunged over a. succession of
ruts and roots, describing an "exhilarating seesaw with the most
astonishing alternation of plunge, creal\: and splash." Ever and
anon the brimming streams had to be crossed, sometimes by unsafe
fording and sometimes by rude ferries. In the latter case the
ferrykeepel· was apt to be off at work somewhere in his clearing,
·Mr. William Butler, a pioneer of Southern Indiana, has told the present writer
of a trip he made to Indianapolis In the thirties. He stopped over night with It
settler In Johnson County, and, Inquiring as to the country east of them, was told
that there was no other residence In that direction for thirty miles. "And what's
more, there never wUJ be," the informant added, his reason being that the submerged land was irreclaimable. It may be remarked, lucidentally, that the swamp
In questloR has long ago been converted Into tine farms.
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and the traveler had to "hanoo the ferry" tin he could make himself heard.
This seemingly exaggerated account of the author might be confirmed by many references, but three or four brief anecdotes which
the writer has gleaned at first-hand from pioneers will do. The
first of these, told by the late J. H. B. Nowland, of Indianapolis,
is that once, when on his way by stage from Madison to Indianapolis, he was upset in the middle of a swollen stream, and in
the effort to save his life he lost his coat, which, with thirty or
forty dollars in the pocket, was swept away. Another is that of
Mr. George W. Julian, who, when a child, traveled by wagon from
the Wea plains on the Wabash to Wayne Oounty. Orossing a
stream, the water proved unexpectedly deep and the bank so precipitous that the horses lost their footing and were forced entirely
under the flood by the descending wagon. Similar to this was an
experience of Mr. William Shimer, of Irvington. When his family moved to Marion Oounty they' entered a stream by a descent so
steep that a great feather bed stowed in the front of the wagon
rolled out and covered the driver. Mr. Nowland also relates in
his book of reminiscences that a migratory wag once wrote these
lines in the register book of a Franklin tavern:
"The roads are impassable--hardly jackassable;
I think those that travel 'em should turn out and gravel 'em."

Such were the early thoroughfares of Indiana, and these, with
the exception of an uncertain outlet by the larger streams, were the
~nly means of travel and transportation for the greater part of the
State with its growing population. That the character of the thoroughfares jmpeded growth, handicapped commerce and held in
check the influences that are essential to development is very obvious to the student of that development within our borders. The
difficulties that were overcome and the building up of the commonwealth in spite of such handicap is an evidence of the sturdiness
of the stock that peopled the S'tate.
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ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

As the establishment of roads in the beginning was an absolute
necessity to the settlement of the country, so the improvement of
those roada, regardless of other systems of transportation, was essential to its welfare. Given rivers, canals and railroads, and yet
the problem of getting the produce of the land to these arteries confronted a vast proportion of the population-particularly the
farming element. We have already noted the difficulties that attended the original opening of the roads and their limited usefulness when opened. The improveme[lts of the earlier day,
despite the funds expended upon them and the unpaid labor of
practically the whole male population, amounted to but little toward making the highways travelable except at certain seasons,
and consisted almost wholly of cleaning the way, scraping up into
the middle dirt that became mud when it got wet, and the laying
of "corduroy" or supporting poles across the bottomles'l places.
Even at. the present day, with the country open, well-drained and
comparatively dry, the ordinary dirt road is a vexatious makeshift,
and when the forest-encumbered land was saturated like a sponge
for the larger part of the year, its drawbacks were tenfold. The
only really sorviceable material that was ut.ilized at all w~s macadam, or broken stone, but the inaccessibility of this, except in a
comparatively few localities, made it wholly impracticable over a
major part of the State's area, though certain highways included
in the internal improvement scheme were to be built of it.
How seriously road improvement affected public welfare is evi-·
denced by our legislation. From the road law of 1820, which
authorized the opening up of an extensive system of thoroughfares,
on through the decad~s,there was scarcely a session but road laws
were enacted, adding to, modifying or repealing preceding statutes. It is, perhaps, an added argument against paternalism that
little or no really effective improvement. was accomplished until
the State's efforts were succee.ded by private enterprise. This
change was contemporaneo.us with the introduction of the plank
road idea. This innovation appears to have originated in Russia,
to have found its way thence ~nto Canada, and from there into
parts of the United States lying contiguous to Canada. In a country where timber was not merely abundant, but an actualencum-
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branco, the conversion of this timber into a solid road as smooth
as a floor was a captivating proposit,ion, and the fever caught and
spread. In no place was there better reason for its spreading than
in Indiana, and ac.cordingly for nearly ten years (through the
fifties) we had the plank road era. The promise of immediate returns was, presumably, sufficient to attract capital, and the State
very wisely hanCled over the new movement to the capitalists;
From 1848 we find laws authorizing corporations to take possession of the existing roads, to convert them into plank roads, and
to erect and maintain toll houses for revenue along the same. In
1850 one of the,~e companies, organized to build a plank road from
New Harmony to Mt. Vm'non, in Posey County, sent Robert Dale
Owen to western N ew York to investigate the roads already in
operation there, and the result was the publication of a small book
containing a mass of information upon the subject:x- There were
various widths and methods of laying in the construction of these
roads, but that recommended by Owen was eight feet wide, formed
of planks two and a half to four inches thick laid c.rosswise on
long mud sills, and well spiked down. The cost of this material
he estimated at $938.08 to $1,689.60 per mile, according to thickness of planks. The labor item is a party of twelve or fourteen
hands with teams for ploughing, scraping, rolling, etc., and these
should lay from thirty to forty rods per day, at an expense of perhaps $200 per mile. The approximate total cost of a road built
of three-inch white oak planh is given as $2,000 per mile.
While Owen, with the bias of an advocate, perhaps, figures that
a white oak -road would do good service for at least twelve years,
as a matter of fact those constructed in this State would seem to
be much shorter of life. Within ten years the decadence had
plainly set in, for a law of 1859 prohibits the collection of tolls on
roads that are not kept up, and_about this time plank road legislation disappears from the statutes. The difficulty was not only
decay, but the warping and working loose. of the pInks.
In 1858 we find the first statutory mention of gravel roads, and
the introduction of this material, presumably about that time,
was the beginning of a possible permanent excellence. Why it was
not earlier used is not easy to learn, but it is probable that prior
*Owen on "Plank Roads," New Albany. 1850.
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to the clearing up of the country when the drift-choked, forest-environed streams flowed with a fuller volume, gravel bars were at
once much less in evidence, and much less accessible than at a
later day. Construction with this new material went on under
private enterprise, the State became well traversed with toll roads,
and the ubiquitous little toll house, with its long sweep pole, is still
fresh in the memories of most of us.
The next turn in legislation was a provision (as early as 1879)
for the county control, of free turnpikes and the authorization of
tax levies for that purpose. Under these laws the improved roads
have, one by one, been bonght np by the several counties, and the
abolishment of the tollgate is becoming general.
THE MICHIGAN ROAD.

The story of early roads in Indiana and the large space they occupied in the public interest would be incomplete without at least
a passing account of two enterprises of particular magnitude that,
in their inception and construction, stood apart from the ordinary
State and county roads. These were the National and Michigan
roads. The first has already been treated of in the pages preceding
this article. This, a national work, cutting straight through the
State from east to west, bisected it into north and south halves,
while the other, connecting I,ake Michigan, at Michigan City, with
the Ohio River at Madison, traversed the various sections north
and south.
The Michigan road is, in a sense, a monument to the white
man's shrewdness in his dealings with the red man. By the Mississinewa treaty of 1826 a goodly portion of northern Indiana was
transferred to the United States for a price that would at this
day, perhaps, be quivalent to a few city lots, and the following
clear gift, specified in Article II of the treaty, was secured by way
of good measure. The article reads:
"i\s an evidence of the attachment which the Pottawat~e
tribe feel toward the American people, and particularly to the soil
of Indiana, and with a view to demonstrate their liberality and
benefit themselves by creating facilities for traveling and increasing the value of their remaining country, the said tribe do hereby
cooe to the Uniwd Stawll a strip of land, connecting at L~k() Mich-
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igan and running thence to the Wabash River, one hundred feet
wide, for a road; and also one section of good land contiguous to
said road for eacliI mile of the same, and also fOol' each mile of a
road from termin~tion thereof, through Indianapolis, to some convenient point on the Ohio River. And the General Assembly of
the State of Indiana shall have a right to locate the said road and
apply the said sect.ions, or the proceeds thereof, tOo the making of
the same, or any part thereof; and the said road shall be at their
sole disposal."
The hand of the beneficiaries would seem to be very plain in
this. Why the Pottawattamie Indians shOould feel an especial attachment to the American people, who were gradualy pushing
them off the earth, and how they were to be benefited by an inlet,
the sole purpose of which was tOo facilitate the. oncoming of the
usurpers, and how, by the light of previous land transfers, the
value of their remaining country would be enhanced to them,
makes a series of queries that need not be discussed here. Suffice it to say that from this gift of land the Michigan road was
built, the sales of land about balancing the cost of the, road. * The
work, begun in 1828, was practically a decade in the building, and
during that period occupied a prominent place in the. public interest, as revealed by the papers of the time and by its frequent recurrence in the Governor's MesRages and in legislation. Like the N ational road, its chief service, beside the local one, was as a route
for immigration, and as such it was an important thoroughfare in
the peopling of the Wabash Valley and the territory beyond, untill the coming of the Wabash & Erie Canal, when its usefulness
lapsed. This applies particularly to the northern portion of the
road. Between Indianapolis and Madison, prior to the establishment of the Madison railroad, it was an important thOorOoughfare of
traffic, affording the principal outlet for the capital.
The general direction of the Michigan road is as follows: Beginning at Trail Creek, on Lake Michi/!'lln, the road runs easterly
to the &outhern bend of the St. Joseph River; thence southward
to the Wabash River, whic~ it crosses; thence to Indianapolis';
thence southeast to Greensburg; thence south again to Madison.
"The total expenditure on the road up to 1840, when It ceased to appear In the
Auditor's reports, Is given as $242,008.04, and the receipts as $241,331.89, with several

!lUndl'eds of acres of land stili to be sold.
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ROAD MATERIALS IN GENERAL.
By

W. S.

BLATOHLEY.

Good roads can only be built with good materials. Though road
making has gone on for thousands of years, mankind has not yet
fully learned the importance of the above statement. As a consequence millions of dollars have been and are being spent in con:
structing highways which, at the best, were or are only temporary
makeshifts. During the past summer the writer saw roads in several of the counties of southern Indiana which had been recently
built at a cost of $1,500 or more a mile, on which the material
used was of such a nature that the road will not last five years,
without a heavy annual expense for repairs. Other roads have
been built in the State for the same price per mile which have
been in use thirty or more years, with littl~ annual outlay for repairs, and which are today in good condition. The great difference is due to the character of the material used in the surfacing of
the roads.
According to the amount and kind of traffic to which roads are
subjected, they may be divided into four groups. These, in an
ascending order, are: (a ) Neighborhood or country road,s, which
serve limited districts and connect or merge into the more important highways. Bince the traffic over them is at no season very
heavy, the choice of materials need not be so exacting as over those
more extensively traveled. (b) H ighwa,ys, or the main arteries of
a country district, over which the t.raffic is much heavier, as these
roads usually connect the principal towns or county seats one with
another. (c) Subur"&arn roads, as those found in the suburbs of a
city ,or the main streets of country towns. (d) City streets, where
the traffic is so great that paving brick, stone, wooden blocks or
asphalt are necessary. Such streets will not be considered in this
connection. *
*1 regard vitrified brick made of either the Carboniferous or the Knohstone
shales of Indiana as the best paving material for city streets. See the article entitled "The Formation of Brick Pavements," pp. 639-561, !n the 29th (1904) Report
Ilt tbls Department.
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FORCES DESTRUCTIVE TO IMPROVED ROADS.

The essential qualities of a good road surface are hardness and
smoothness. Contending at all times with these qualities and tending to weaken or destroy them are two great classes of forces, viz.:
(a) The wear and tear of travel. (b) The forces of Nature. The
travel on a road tends to destroy it in a number of ways, the principal ones of which are: "( 1) by the blows of the horses' fe€t;
(2) by the blows of the wheels, for no road is so smooth that the
wheels do not at times strike against, and at times fall from, slight
projections and thus produce blows against the road; (3) by the
action of the horses' feet in pulling or holding back, tending to
pull the stones out of place; (4) by friction of the wheels, especially when brakes are used; and (5) by the pressure on the road
due to the weight of the vehicle and of the horses. It is evident
that some of these causes (3, 4) tend to destroy the general cohesion of the road and to loosen the stones; others (1, 2, 4) tend to
break up the pieces of stone themselves into smaller particles and
to grind them into dust; the effect of pressure (5) is probably
bcneficial to a well maaestone road, as it tends to consolidate it;
but a soft road, or one with too thin a stone covering, is terribly
cut up by the pressure of the wheels."*
The natural forces which tend to wear or destroy roads areprincipally winds, heavy rains, frost and great changes of temperature.
Winds, especially the strong southwest ones, so prevalent in Indiana in summer, tend to sweep away all the fine dust ground up
hy travel, and so keep it from cementing and forming that waterproof coating which is so essential to the life of a stone road.
These winds are especially effective on a new road during long
droughts, when the road surface becomes very dry.
. HeO/Vy rains·also wash out the dust and small particles which
hold the stones together. Oftentimes, when the side ditches are
not kept open, the rushing water flows down the middle or sides
of the road with such force as to carry away part of the stone
coveringandleave great ruts in the road.
Frost, with its well known heaving action, and the subsequent
crumbling when the thaw comes, is one of the most harmful of
forces acting upon roads, especilllly those with wet foundations.
*Reid.-Md. GeoJ. Surv., III, 1899, 817.
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It not only disturbs the whole road structure, but tends to force, up
the larger stones through the macadam or gravel and so make the
surface rough and uneven.
Great and sudden cha,nges of tempe1'alU1'C so prevalent in our
Indiana climate, produce alternate contractiol!s and expansions of
the surface covering, which often break the bonds holding together
the broken stone and so lead to the rapid wear of the road.
J

BROKEN STONE AS A ROAD MATERIAL.

For the traffic of suburban roads and highways experience has
shown that the best material is broken stone put on after the
method of Macadam. As will be noted later, such roads should not
be less than twelve nor more than fifteen feet in width. On them
a tough rock of a high cementing value is necessary to withstand
the heavy traffic.
"The practice of using too soft, too brittle, or rotten material
on such roads cannot be too severely condemned. Some people
seem to think that if a stone quarries easily, breaks easily and
packs readily, it is the very best stone for road building. This
practice, together with that of placing the material on unimproved
foundations and leaving it thus for traffic to consolidate, has done
a great deal to destroy the confidence of many people in stone
roads. There is no reason in the world why a road should not
last for ages if it is built of good material and "kept in proper
repair. If this is not done, the money spent is. more than wasted.
It is more economical, as a rule, to bring good materials a long
distance by rail or water than to employ inferior ones procured
close at hand." In many cases, however, the se~ection of a
material for road making is determined more by its cheapness
and convenience of location than by any properties of fitness 01'
durability which it may possess.

Necessary Physc'ial, P1'opert'ies of Rock Used for ]{acadam.
Any stone chosen as a road metal should possess certain physical
properties which will enable it to best withstand the action of the
destructive forces above mentioned. Experience has shown that
the most important of these properties are hardness, toughness and
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ceII!-enting or binding power. Others, less important, are power -nf
absorption and density.
By ha,rdness is meant the power, possessed by a rock to resist the
wearing action caused by the, abrasion of wheels and horses' feet.
A rock for a road of light or medium traffic should not be too
hard, else the amount of fine dust worn off would be carried away
by the wind and rain as fast as produced and none would be left
to supply a binding material.
Toughness is the adhesion between the crystals and fine particles
of rock which gives it power to resist fracture when subjected to
the blows of traffic. It is closely allied to, yet distinct from, hardness, and can, in a measure, make up for a deficiency in hardness.
For example, hardness may be likened to the resistance offered by
a rock to the grinding of an emery wheel; toughness, the resistance to fracture when struck with a hammer.
Cementing or binding power is the property possessed by the
dust or fine particles of a rock which causes it, after wetting, to act
as a cement, thus binding the coarser fragments together and forming a smooth, impervious shell or cover over the surface. "Such a
shell, formed by a rock of high cementing value, protects the underlying material from wear and acts as a cushion to the blows
from horses' fe€t, and at the same time resists the waste of material caused by wind and rain, and preserves the foundation by
shedding the surface water. Binding power is thus, probably, the
most important property to be sought for in a road-building rock,
as its presence is a~ways necessary for the best results. The hardness and toughness of the binder surface, more than nf the rock
itself, represents the hardness and toughness of the road, for if
the weight nf traffic is sufficient to. destroy the bond of cementation
of the surface, the s,tnnes below are soon loosened and forced out of
place. When there is an absence of binding material, which oftenoccurs when the rock is too hard for the traffic to which it is subjected, the road soon loosens or ravels."*
Every stone road, unless properly built with small stones and
just enough binding material to fill the voids, presents a honeycombed appearance. in fact, a measure containing t.wo cubic feet
of broken stone will hold, in addition, one cubic foot of water; and
*Page.-Year Book of Agriculture, 1900, p. 351.
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a cubic yard of broken macadam will weigh just about one-haH as
much as a solid cubic yard of the same kind of stone.
Binding material to produce the best results should be equal in
hardness and toughness with the road stone; the best results are
therefore obtained by using screenings or spalls from the broken
stope used. Coarse sand or gravel can sometimes be used with impunity as a binder, but the wisdom of using loam or clay is very
much questioned. When the latter material is used as a binder the
road is apt to become very dusty in dry weather, and sticky,
muddy and rutty in wet weather.
The power of Msorbing moisture from the atmosphere is possessed by 80me rocks, especially limestones. In dry climates or in
excessive periods of drought this property becomes valuable, in
that the cementation of the dust is, in a large measure, dependent
upon it.
The specific gra.vity or relative weight of a rock is also of importance, as the heavier it is the better it stays in place and the
less readily will the small particles, into which the surface rock is
broken by travel, be blown or washed away.
In selecting any rock or other material for road making purposes, certain local conditions should always be taken..jnto consideration. These are principally the annual rainfall, the average
winter temperature, the character of prevailing winds, the grades
and the volume and character of the traffic that is to pass over
the road. The climatic conditions are readily obtained from the
weather bureau, and a satisfactory record of the volume and character of the traffic can be made by any competent person living in
view of the road.

Kinds of Rocks Used for Road Making Ma.teriaZs.
The more common rocks used for road making purposes in the
United States, named in the order of their fitness, are as follows:
Trap, syenite, granite, chert, limestone, quartzites, sandstone and
shale.
Trap rodes, or basalts, as they are often called, are igneous in
nature, i. e., were once in a molten or fluid state, and while in that
condition were forced up through fissures in the sedimentary rocks
into the "positions they now occupy. There are. many varieties of
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these, the more common of which are gabbro, perid"otite, diorite
and diabase. During the process of cooling and consolidation they
became very compact. They are, for that. reason, solid and elast.ic,
and on account of their resistance to wear and their fairly good
cementing qualities they rank among the best of road making materials, being especially suited for roads which have a heavy traffic.
Where they occur they generally resist decay to such an extent that
they often project above the surface, while the softer rocks on
eit.her side have been worn away by erosion.
Trap rocks are found abundantly over most of New England
and in t.he upland districts of New Jersey, Maryland and Pennsylvania. In these regions they are used extensively for macadam
purposes. Between the Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi River they are very rare, except in northern Michigan, where
dikes of sl1ch rock are common. Boulders from these dikes are
scattered over the northern two-thirds of Indiana, but other than
these boulders, trap rocks do not occur in the State.
/lyenrite, gralflJite and gneiss are closely related fo,rms of igneous
rocks, which are, in general, well fitted for road material. However, the large percentage of quartz which they contain renders
their cementillg qualities rather low and makes them less durable
nnder heavy traffic than the traps. Having a closely related origin
they occupy t.he same general areas as t.he t.rap rocks, and are
usually much more abundant. In Indiana they. occur only in the
form of numerous boulders distributed irregularly over the drift
covered area of ,the State.
Cherts are impure, dull colored, massive forms of quartz or
siliceous rocks. They are very hard and are, therefore, usually
lacking in toughness~nd in cementing power. Those which are
tough enough to resist the action of hoofs and wheels make a good
macadam material. They are beginning to be used extensively for
this purpose in Virginia, Georgia and other southern States. In
southern Indiana they occur alternating with the upper layers of
the Mitehell and other limestones, and will be mentioned under
another heading.
Limestones are sedimentary rocks which usually have high
cementing power, but. are softer and less tough than the rocks previously mentioned. Where found in thin layers (2 inches to 3.
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feet) with little sign of crystallization, they are usually tough
enough to withst.and the wear of country roads and highways. The
thicker bedded, more crystalline forms are usually too soft for road
building. They bind easily and make a smooth surlace quickly,
but are too weak for heavy loads. They are soon ground into powder which washes and blows away very rapidly. Where abundant,
however, with other road material lacking, fairly substantial roads
can be made of these sOofter limestones by covering the surface with
three or four inches of creek gravel, or with nodules of iron ore.
Some of the better roads of southern Indiana have been recently,
built in this manner. Limest(mes suitable for road building are
abundant jn many parts of the southern two-thirds of Indiana, and
th~ great majority of the stone roads of the State have been constructed of this material.
Qua.rtzites are forms of siliceous rocks which are usually very
hard, brittle and have a low cementing power. They occur usual1y
in mountainous regions and in Indiana are represented only among
the boulders. As road materials they are failures, as their parts
do not bind together and are soon reduced to sand.
Sandstone is only an aggregation of small particles of quartz
or sand cemented tOogether, often rather loosely. They are utterly
useless fOor road-building, as they are without binding value and
the fragments quickly go to pieces under the tread of horse and
wheel. Sandstone has been recently used in some of the counties
of southwestern Indiana as the base 001' foundation of a number of
roads. Over it has been spread a few inches of gravel, or, in some
instances, broken limestone. Snch roads, under anything like a
heavy traffic, will be found short lived, and hardly worth the
building.
Clay slate 01' shale, when used raw or unburned, makes a smooth
surface, but one which usually sOoftens rapidly and goes to pieces
when wet. Most shales have but slight binding value and their
fragments quickly grind into mud. Their value as a road building
material is therefore less than any other of our common rocks,
unless it be sandstone. However, one of the Devonian shales,
which occurs abundantly in certain port.ions of Indiana, contains
enough binding material to cause it to pack and form a fairly solid
llnd lasting road.
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GRAVEL AS A ROAD MATERIAL.

Next to broken stone, and better th~n some of that in use, ranks
gravel as a r~ad material. Where beds of good gravel are available
it is the simplest, cheapest and most effective of road materials
for neighborhood or country roads that have a comparatively light
traffic. On roads with a heavy traffic, a macadam surface of
broken stone will be found cheaper in the long run, provided the
stone can be found within reasonable distance, so that its transportation will not make the first cost prohibitive.
In general, gravel may be defined as a mass of small, more
or less roundea fragments of stone which have been broken out and
shaped by the action of water or of ice. The particles repres,rnt
the hardest parts of the ledges or layers of bed rock from which
they were originally separated. Since the gravels have been
formed from various ledges of rock by the action of frost and other
agents of decay, and have been borne to their present resting places
either by ice or water, or both, the range in the quality. of the
material is necessarily great. The selecting of the proper material
is, therefore, the most important matter to be considered in the
building of a gravel road.
Where possible, a good "binding gravel" should be chosen; i. e.,
one that contains sufficient iron, lime, clay or other cementing material to cause the pebbles or particles of gravel to pack or bind
together under traffic. River gravels, which are usually composed
of rounded water-worn pebbles, are inferior to many pit gravels
for surfacing roads. The small stones, having no sharp edges or
angular projections, easily move or slide one against another, and
being usually lacking in cementing material, they will not bind,
but turn freely, thus causing the whole surface to remain loose for
a long period. The best gravel for road building stands perpendicular in the bank; that is, when the pit has been opened up the
remainder stands compact and firm and can not be dislodged except
by use of the pick, and when it gives way falls in great chunks or
solid masses. Such material usually contains tough angular gravel
with just enough cementing properties to enable it to readily pack
and consolidate.
To get the best results from gravel where it is formed of various
sized fragments it should be screened, all pieces over two inches in
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size being rejected. Gravel mixed with a large percentage of sand
or clayey matter is of little use except when so screened. For this
purpose two screens are neCBssary, through which the gravel should
be thrown. The meshes of one screen should be one and a half or
two inches in diameter, while the meshes of the other should be
three-fourths of an inch. All pebbles which will not go through
the one and a half inch meshes should be rejected or broken so that
they will go through. All material which sifts through the threefourths inch meshes should be rejected for the road, hut may be
used in making side paths. The excellent road which can be built
from materials prepared in this way is so far superior to the one
made of the natu~!ll clayey material that the expense and trouble
of sifting is many times repaid.
.
Since the principal road material in a large portion of northern Indiana is either drift or stream gravel I quote the following
paragraphs from Shaler relative to the screening of gravel in quantity, and also the comparative cost of gravel roads:
"Where, as can often be done, the gravel may be lifted by steam
shovels awl, in dry weather at least, pass directly through rotating
drum screens, the cost of the work, based on the rate of delivery
from the shovel, including the excavating, is not likely to exceed
:6.ve or ten cents per ton. Where an ohjectionably large amount of
clay is mingled with the pebbly material it may be necessary to
effect its separation by water. This can be accomplished in ordinary 'log-washers,' consisting essentially of a long trough with a
rotating cylinder armed with plates, which stirs the material as
water passes through it, the plates being set at such an angle that
the gravel is pushed forward toward the point of discharge. With
a properly organized equipment the cost of this work per ton of
gravel, where the useful paTt of the mass is as much as one-third
of the whole, need not exceed, if the work is conducted on the
scale of 200 tons production per diem, about 40 cents per ton.
This, however, does not include the cost of excavation, a rate which
will still leave the cost of gravel much less than that which is incurred in producing a lik~ amount of broken stone where the material has to be taken from a solid ledge."*
"Where gravel of good quality for road building can be found
near the.road, the first cost of a hardened way, so far as the paveo.Amerlcan Highways, p. 68.
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ment is concerned, need not exceed one~half, and may not amount
to one-fourth, that required for a road made of broken stone. This
lessened cost is due to the fact that the expense of breaking the
material is spared. :Moreover, the distance to which the gravel has
to be hauled is often less. It is, however, to be noted that graveled
ways are certain to prove somewhat more troublesome in regard to
repairs, and are likely in a term of years to be more costly to
keep in order than those which are macadamized. Nevertheless,
as before remarked, in determining as to the manner in which a
country road is to be improved, care should be taken to ascertain
whether the conditions do not admit of its being covered with this
gravel. If the need of the traffic can be met by such a road and
the material for use is at hand, the capitali7.ed cost, includi~g the
expenses of repairs made with all desirable frequency and care,
probably need not be greater than one-half that of the dearer form
of construction with broken stone.
"The pc""CUliar fldvantage of gravel roads, as regards their cost,
is that they requhe· no investment of money in crushers or other
costly machinery. There is, it is true, a certain advantage in
rolling the surface of the bed before the gravel is applied in order
to bring it into shape for use. All the needed compacting may be
effected by horse-rollers. No use of the steam roller within the
practicable limits of its
will cause gravel to 'come
broken stone. This pressure, in
down' in the manner of
the present state of the
had best be left to the action of the
vehicles. Therefore,
again it is urged that, while the pavement of broken 8tone is,
most instances, the best and in many
cases is indispensable,
ntness of any road for the service of a
the subject of careful inquiry before
community should be
adopting the costlier
of construction."*
THE

·...""'l'ir"'·n OF ROAD MATERIALS.

There are but two
in which the value of any material for
road construction can be accurately determined. "One way, and
beyond all doubt the
is to build sample roads of all the rocks
measure the traffic and wear to which
available in a locality,
they are subjected, and
an acc1\rate account of the !!ost both
-Loc. Cit., 218.
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of construction and annual repairs for each. By this method
actual results are obtained, but it has grave and obvious disadvantages. It is very costly (especially so when the results are negative), and it requires so great a lapse of time before results are
obtained that it can not be considered a practical method when
macadam roads are first being built in a locality. Furthe~ than
this, results thus obtained are not applicable to other roads and
materials. Such a method, while excellent in its results, can only
be adopted by communities which can afford the necessary time
and money, and is entirely inadequate for general use.
"The other method is to make laboratory tests of the physical
properties of available rocks in a locality, study the conditions
obtaining on the particular road that is to be built, and then select
the material that best suits the conditions. This method has the
advantages of giving speedy results and of being inexpensive, and
as far as the results of laboratory tests have been compared with
the results of actual practice, they have been found to agree."*
The Road Material Laboratory of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture was established in December, 1900. It contains all
the necessary appliances for making tests of road materials and for
investigating the more important problems connected with the
work. On taking up the subject of the available road materials in
the different counties of Indiana, the writer put himself in correspondence with Mr. L. W. Page, the Director of the Office of
Public Roads at Washington, who kindly offered to make tests of
any material sent in. Advantage was taken of this offer and '74
samples of limestone and six of gravel were collected in different
parts of the State and sent to Washington for testing. The results
of the tests of each sample are given on subsequent pages, in connection with the description of the deposit of same under the different county headings. These results will also be found in tabulated form at the end of Section V.
In order that the tests to which the samples have been subjected in the laboratory may be the better understood, I have
thought it best to incorporate herewith the following condensed account of the objects sought and the methods used in the Road Laboratory at Washington. This information is mainly taken from
*L. W. Page, In Year Book Dept. Agr. for 1900, p. 365.
/i-Geology.
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Bulletin No. 79, Bureau of Ohemistry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. *

Important Physicol and Mechanica.l P1'operties of Road Materials.
"There are three chief properties essential to good road materials, and only these will be considered here. They are hardness,
toughness and cementing or binding power. Although these properties, at least hardness and toughness, have long been recogn·ized
by' those familiar with the subject, yet they have never been properly defined and the terms have been very much confused. This
is not at all surprising, for hardness and toughness are closely
related. It would be well, therefore, to define these terms from
the road maker's standpoint before going further.
"Ha,rdness may be defined as the resistance which a road material offers to the displacement of its particles by friction. The
measure of hardness will be, inversely, as the loss of weight arising from the scoring by an abrasive agent. Only one test has yet
been devised for determining the hardness of road materials, and
that, the writer believes, gives the value of this property as understood by road builders in a satisfactory manner. This is the Dorry
test of the French School of Roads and Bridges which consists in
grinding specimen& with sand of a standard size and quality. This
method of grinding with a powder has the advantage of having
been used as a test for hardness by a number of the most able students of the subject, and at the same time valuable results have
been obtained from it on the very class of materials in which we
are most interested.
"Toughness. In consideration of road materials toughness is
understood to mean the power possessed by a material to resist
fracture under impact. _ As the surface of a road is continually
subjected to the pounding of traffic, it can be seen that toughness
is an important property from the standpoint of the road builder.
From the laboratory standpoint the problem is not altogether a
simple one, and consider.able difficulty has been found in designing
"This lmlletln is entitled "The 'resting of Road Materials, inclnding the Methods
Used and the Results Obtained in the Road Material Laboratory, in Collaboration
with the Office of Public Road Inquiries." By Logan Waller Page, Chief Road
Material Laboratory, with the co-operation of Allerton S. Cnshman, Chemist, Road
Material Laboratory.
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a suitable test for measuring the degree to which a road material
possesses this property.
"With homogeneous, structureless, brittle materials, resistance
to impact may be due to a relatively low modulus of elasticity
combined with high elastic limit. Provided a blow is delivered by
a flat st.riking head with small local damage, on such a material
toughness will be almost wholly due to elasticity. In this case
there will be a critical energy of blow below which the speeimen
under test will not be broken by an indefinite number of blows,
and in excess of which it will be broken by a single blow. The
toughness of a road material in this instance will vary directly as
the square of the elastic limit, which equals the ultimate strength)
and inversely as the modulus of elasticity. In testing such materials under impact it would be necessary to apply a number of
blows of successively increasing energy, and note that blow which
causes failure. A test involving this principle will be described
fu~ther on' in detail.
UCementingor Binding Power. The binding power, or as it has
now come to be called, the cementing value of a road material, is
the property possessed by rock dust or other, finely divided material
found in nature to act as a cement on the coarser fragments composing crushed stone or gravel roads. This property varies enormously not only with different kinds of rocks, but also -with those
which are practically identical in classification and chemical composition. The absence of cementing power is so pronounced in
some varieties of rock that they can never be made to compact with
the road roller or vnder traffic. As the binder surface of a macadam or gravel road is most exposed to the action of wind and
rain, as well as the wear and- tear of traffic, it can be seen that
the presence of this property is most essential to good results. Further than this, the hardness and toughness of the binder surface,
more than of the rock it.self, constitutes the hardness and toughness of the road, for if a load be sufficient to destroy the oond of
cementation of the upper surface of a road, the stones below are
soon loosened and forced out of place. The impervious shell
obtained by the use of a rock of high cementing value gives the
greatest. protection to the foundation of a road. Moreover, it is a
matter of common observation that a good surface which binds wen
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is less dusty and less muddy, while the advantage from the standpoint of economy is very great,' as. it is only the loose, unbound
material which is ordinarily carried away by wind and water.
"In view, therefore, of the importance of this property, it has
been made the subject of especial study in this laboratory. It
was most important to know the cause of the cementing value in
order to determine what could be done to improve the conditions
of service.
"It appeal's that the cementing value depends upon a certain
hydrated colloid condi.tion of the particles or some proportion of
the particles. All rock powders that cement well are hydrated,
i. e., contain water of combination, although it does not follow that
all hydrated rock powders will cement. It seems that only a certain kind of water of combination is concerned with and measures
the cementing value. This property is undoubtedly related to that
of plasticity in clays, and, in a few words, is due to amorphous,
inorganic particles which by reason of their characteristic porous
structure are able to absorb and hold water, thereupon assuming a
plastic and coherent condition. Heating above a certain temperature destroys this structure and the powder no longer possesses the
slightest cementing value."

Methods and Tests of the U. S. Rood Maleria,l Laboratory.
The primary object of this laboratory is to make standard tests
on road materials, free of charge, for citizens of the United States.
In addition to this allied problems may be presented for study,
such as the suitability.of clays for the ma.nuf.acture of paving
brick, drain tiles, cements, etc., the testing of cements and concretes for road foundations, drains, gutters and highway bridges.
It is the intention of the Department to aid, as far as possible, in
the solution of all the problems of road building, but more particularly those relating to rural highways. Up to January 1, 1906,
tests of 940 samples from all parts of the United States had been
made in this laboratory. The results of these tests are given in
the following table:
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Test for IIardness.-The test for hardness is made with the
Dorry machine. The specimens to be tested are sawed into rectangular prisms 8 cm. high with a base 4 cm. by 6 cm. These specimens are placed, two at a time, so that they rest on the upper surface of a circular grinding disk of cast iron, which is rotated in a
horizontal plane by a crank. They are held in clamps so arranged
that the bases of the specimens rest on alternate sides of the grinding disk 26 cm. from the center. The specimens are weighted
so that they press against the grinding disk with a pressure of 250
grams per square centimeter. Sand of a standard quality and size,
obtained by crushing quartzite rock and screening it, is fed onto
the disk from a funnel. The quantity of sand used in each test is
4 liters. The disk is rotated at the rate of 2,000 revolutions per
hour for two hours. '
After 2,000 revolutions the specimens are reversed to ascertain
if there is any difference in wear between the two ends and to
make the result approach more nearly a general average of the samples. The diminution in the height of the specimen is measured
and its loss in weight deterIilined afte,r each 1,000 turns of the
grinding disk. No. coefficient of wear has been established for
this test, but the loss in height undergone by each specimen after
4,000 revolutions of the disk is taken as the result of the test and
serves for comparison. Tests are always made on at least three
specimens of each sample, and the final result is taken from their
, average.
In a recent letter Mr. Page has also stated that "the minus oign
appearing before a hardness result means that the sample is very
. soft as the range of possible values given below will indicate. The
range is from perfect hardness (20) down past zero into minus
values. The result is obtained as follows:, Hardness equals 20
. minus the wear from the end of the specimen as held in the hardness machine measured in millimeters.
From this it is apparent that if the loss of length from wear is
more than 20 millimeters, the result has a minus sign. If the loss
is just 20 mi11imeters, the result will be zero.
. The values may range from < 20 down to -10 or -15,
though specimens are rarely tested for road purposes which are
soft enough to give a result as low as zero.
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Test for Toughne8s..-This test is made on 25 mm. x 25 mm.
(0.98 inch) rock cylinders with an impact machine especially designed- for the purpose. A plunger with the lower and bearing
surface of spherical shape, having a radius of 1 cm. (0.4 inch) is
used. It can be seen that the blow as delivered through a spherical
end plunger approximates as nearly as practicable the blows of
traffic. Besides this it has the further advantage of not requiring
great exactness in getting the two bearing surfaces of the test piece
parallel, as the entire load is applied at one point on the upper surface. The test piece is adjusted so that the center of its upper
surface is tangent to the spherical end o£ the plunger, and the
plunger is pressed nrmly upon the test piece by two spiral springs
which surround the plunger guide rods. The test piece is held to
the base of the mach.ine by a device which prevents its rebounding
when a blow is struck by the hammer. The hammer weighs two
kg. and is raised by a sprocket chain and released automatically by
a concentric electro-magnet. The test consists of a 1 cm. fall of
the hammer for the nrst blow, and an increased fall of 1 cm. for
each succeeding blow until failure of th~ test piece occurs. The
number of blows required to destroy the test piece is used to represent the toughness.
The cylindrical test pieces employed are made with a core saw
designed for the purpose. It consists of a steel tube supported by
journals in a vertical position and held in a cast iron frame. A
link motion level' rests on the upper ('nd of the tu~ on a ball
bearing; A spiral spring is attached to the free end of the lever by
which the downward pressure of the tube can be adjusted. Water
is fed in the top of the tube by a small rubber hose, and at the
center is a pulle~ wheel by which the tube is revolved at about 800
revolutions per minute. The bottom or cutting end of the tube is
set with bort by a specially designed method. This saw cuts very
rapidly and the waste is very much less than in cube cutting~ in
addition to which the cylindrical test piece is better adapted for
this test.
Abrasion Test.-This test to determine the per cent. of wear and
the French coefficient of wear is made on what is known as the
Deval machine, which was the nrst one designed especially for
testing road materials. It consists of eight iron cylinders fastened

I

Fig. 6. Impact Machine for
determining toughness.
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to a shaft so that the axis of each cylinder is at an angle of 30 degrees with the axis of rotation. Each cylinder is 20 em. indiameter and 34 em. in depth, closed at one end and with a tightly
fitting iron cover for the other. The eight cylinders are mounted
four by four on two parallel shafts geared to rotate with the same
rapidity. This arrangement renders it possible to make eight tests
at the same time. The method of operation is as follows:
"The sample to be tested is first broken in pieces that will pass
in all positions through a 6 em. (2.4 inch) ring, but not through a
3 cm. (1.2 inch) ring. The stones are then cleansed, dried in a
hot-air bath at 100°0., and cooled in a desiccator. Five kilograms
are weighed and placed in one of the cylinders, the cover bolted on
and the machine rotated at the rate of 2,000 revolutions per hour
for five hours. The fragments of stone are thrown from one end
of the cylinder to the other twice in each revolution, and thus
grind and pound against one another and the ends of the cylinder.
When the 10,000 revolutions of the machine are completed, the
contents of the cylinder are placed ona sieve of 0.16 cm. (1-16
inch) mesh, and the material which passes through is again sifted
through a sieve of 0.025 em. (0.01 inch) mesh. Both sieves and
the fragments of rock remaining on them are held under running
water until all the adhering dust is washed oi. After the fragments have been dried in a hot-air bath at 100°0. and cooled in a
desiccator they are weighed and their weight subtracted from the
original 5 kg. (11 pounds). The difference obtained is the weight
of detritus under 0.16 cm. (1.-1.6 inch) worn off in the test. By
dividing this weight by the original weight of 5 kg. (11 pounds)
the "per cent. of we(JJl''' reported is obtained.
In France, where the Deval machine has been in use since 1878,
"a standard rock of superior wearing quality was at first always
placed in one of the cylinders as a standard of comparison, and
the proportion of the weights of the dust under 0.16 cm. from the
standard rock and from the rock to be tested was assumed to give
their relative resistance to abrasion. It was found, however, that
only the best varieties of rock gave less than 100 grams of powder
under 0.16 em., i. e., 20 grams per kilogram of rock, or 2 per cent.
of their weight.. The number 20 was, therefore, adopted as a
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standard of excellence, and the "coefficient of wear" for any rock
tested may be obtained by the following formula:

.
20 400
Coefficient of wear =20X =W
W
in which "W" is the weight in grams of the detritus under 0.16
cm. in .size obtained pel' kilogram of rock used. This is known as
the "French coefficient of wear," and the result is reported as such
in the results of tests given out by the U. S. Road Laboratory.
((Cementation Test.-The binding or cementing power of rock
dust is such an important element in road building that much time
has been spent in the endeavor to devise a suitable test for determining the degree to which the various rocks and gravels possess
this property. Many tests have been tried, but as yet only an
impact test, carried on in a uniform manner as described below,
has given satisfactory results.
"One kilogram of the rock to be tested is broken sufficiently
small to pass a 6 mm., but not a 1 mm. mesh screen. It is then
placed in a ball mill and is ground for two hours and a half. This
ball mill contains two chilled iron balls which weigh 25 pounds
each, and is revolved at the rate of 2,000 revolutions per hour. It
was found by experiment that grinding rock thus prepared for two
hours and a half was sufficient. to reduce it to a powder that would
pass through a 0.25 mm. mesh. The dust thus obtained is mixed
with water to about the consistenC'y of a stiff dough, and is kept in
a closed jar for twenty-four hours. About 25 grams of this dough
is placed in a cylind:t;ical metal die, 25 mm. in diameter. A closely
fitting plug, supported by guide rods, is inserted over the material,
which is then subjected to a pressure of 100 kg. per square: centimeter. It is most important that these briquettes should be compressed in a uniform manner, and for this a special machine has
been designed. The die is placed on an iron platform supported
by a piston rod, which is connected directly with a hydraulic piston below. Water from a tank is admitted to the hydraulic cylinder through a small orifice in the pipe. As the piston rises the platform and die are carried up with it, the plug of the latter coming
in contact with a yoke attached to a properly weighted level' arm.
When the lever arm is raised one-eighth of an inch it closes an electric circuit which trips a right-angle cock, shutting l)ff the water
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and opening the exhaust. One minute is required to compress a
briquette, and the maximum load is applied only for an instant.
By this device practically uniform conditions are obtained.
The height of the briquette is measured, and if it is not exactly
25 mm. the requisite amount of material is added or subtracted to
make the next briquette the required height. Five: briquettes are
made from each test sample and allowed to dry 12 hours in air and
12 hours in a steam bath. After cooling in a desiccatnr they are
tested by impact in a machine especially designed for the purpose.
It consists of a 1 kg. (2.2 pounds hammer (H), which is guided
by two vertical rods CD). The hammer (H), which ends in a
small cone at the top (L), is .caught on the lower side of the cone
by two spring bolts (8) and is lifted by a crosshead (I) which is
joined to a crank shaft above. A vertical rod (P), which is directly over the hammer cone, can be adjusted by thumbscrews to give a
drop to the hammer varying from a fraction of a millimeter tn 10
cm. This rod has a hollow cone at its lower end into which the COlle
of the hammer head is thrust when the hammer is lifted by the
crosshead (I). When the COlle of the hammer head is brought into
the cone of the adjusting rod the hammer is exactly centered and
brought free of the guide rods (D). As the crosshead (I) continues to rise, the bolts supporting the hammer, which are tapered
at an angle of about 45 0 , are thrust open by the sloping head of
the adjusting cone rod (P) releasing the hammer, which falls on a
flat-end plunger (B) of 1 kg. weight, which is pressed upon the
briquette (0) by two light spiral springs. surrounding the guide
rods (F). This plunger (B) is bolted to a crosshead (G). A
small lever (J) holding a brass pencil (K) at its free end, is connected with the side of the crosshead, by a link motion arranged
so that it gives a vertical movement to the pencil 'five times as. great
as the movement: of the crosshead. The pencil is pressed against a
drum (A), and its movement is recorded on a slip of silicated
paper fastened thereon. The drum is moved automatically through
a small angle at each stroke of the hammer; in this way a record
is obtained of the movement. of the crosshead during and after each
blow of the hammer. To the crosshead (G) is fastened a steel rod
(R) which passes up through the crosshead (I) and through a
piece of Illej,aJ secnrely attached to the cone rod CP). At this junc-
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tion a vernier scale is graduated, by means of which the height of
blow of the hammer can be accurately set to 0.1 mm., and by lowering the cone rod until it rests on the hammer cone (L) the height
of the briquette can also be measured to 0.1 mm~
The standard fall of the hammer for a test is 1 cm. (0.39 inch)
and this blow is repeated until the bond of cementation of the material is destroyed. The blow producing failure is easily ascertained, for when the hammer falls on the plunger, if the material
beneath it can withstand the blow it recovers; if not, the plunger
stays at the point to which it is driven, and in either-case the behavior of the test piece is recorded on the drum. The automatic
record thus obtained from each briquette is filed for future reference. The number of blows required to destroy the bond of cementation or resilience, as described above, is noted and the average
obtained upon five briquettes is given as the dry cementing value.
The wet grinding test for cementing value is a l''()mparatively
late development and is carried out as follows:
A quantity of the dust as it comes from the ball mills in the
dry test is mixed with a sufficient amount of water to make it into
a pasty condition, not too wet; is then put back in the mill and
ground for a length of time equal to that in which the original
dry grinding was done. The briquettes are then moulded and
tested in exactly the same manner as in the dry test, the result
being the wet cemenling value.
AbsorptiO'nl Test.-The method used for determining the absorptiveness of rock is not intended to give the porosity but merely
the number of pounds of water that. is absorbed by a cubic foot of
rock in ninety-six hours. A smoothly worn stone; between 20 and
60 grams in weight, which has been through the abrasion test is
used. After being weighed in air, it is imme,rsed in water and immediately reweighed in water. After ninety-six hours of immersion it is again weighed in water. The absorptiveness of the rock
is expressed by the following formula:
Number of pounds of water absorbed by a cubic foot of rock=
C-B X62 .5

A-B

in which A is equal to the weight in air, B the weigl;1t in water
immediately after immersion, C the weight. in water after absorp-
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tion for ninety-six hours, and 62.5 the weight of a cubic foot of
water. From these weights the specific gravity and the weight.
per cubic foot of the rock are also determined.

The Application of Laboratory Results to Practice.
The proper interpretation and application of the results obtained
in the labo.ratory are quite as important as the general accuracy
and appropriateness of the tests themselves. It is probable that
many engineers and others interested in the subject of road building who have founo. time to examine the question only superficially
have misunderstood the bearing and value of road-mate,rial testing.
In all cases the results obtained in testing materials of construction
are of relative rather than absolute value. Even quite a large
variation in the results yielded by different test pieces of the same
sample should not condemn the practical value o.f the figures if they
are properly applied and interpreted. The necessary qualities of
road mate·rials have to' be conside,red from the double standpoint of
furnishing a strong', unyielding, well-drained road foundation and a
hard, coherent binder surface. In road building' the attempt
should be made to get a perfectly smoO'th surface, neither too hard,
too slippery, nor too noisy, and as free as possible from mud and
dust, these results to. be attained and maintained as cheaply as
possible. Such results, however, can be achieved only by seJecting
the material and methods of construction best suited to the conditions.
Given a number of materials for laborato.ry examination, it is
not pretended that an actual practical grade of excellence can be
established. On the other hand, if more than one material is available, it is quite possible for the laboratory to point out which one
would yield the best results both as to immediate excellence and
length of life under known conditions of climate and traffic. Undoubtedly in many cases large sums of money have been wasted in
building roads from unsuitable material, which might have been
saved by referring the materials to the laboratory. If, for instance, it is desired to know whether an available rock ~ill be useful
as a top dressing to form the binder surface, no better method of
obtaining preliminary information on the subject is known than
to test the oomenting value. Undoubtedly some rocks will yield
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powder from successive test pieces which shows very wide variations in this value under the 'conditions of the test, but there is at
present no difficulty in distinguishing between good and bad material.
Those who are familiar with the problems of rural road building
know the great difficult(Y of selet;ting among the available materials
for a particular road the one which will give the best results for the
least cost of construction lInd maintenance. There are, undoubtedly, practical road builders whose judgment on the road-making
quality of a rock is excellent, but experience with .materials of construction in general has proved that it is wise and economical to
test the physical properties of Ulaterials, befme entering on the expenditure of large sums of money. Bridge building would not
have become the high art that it has had not the careful and sy&tematic testing of materials put into the hands of the engineer preliminary data on which to base his calculations and estimates.

Standm'd of Comparison.
The quality of a rock for macadam road building can not be accurately judged by the physical tests alone. There must also be
taken into consideration the volume and character of traffic of the
road on which the material is to be used, as well as the topography
and the climatic conditions. These necessarily vary to a great extent in the different parts of the State. For these reasons there is
no well defined or fixed standard which can be arbitrarily used for
comparing the results of the tests made on the rock samples submitted from Indiana. Since, however, those rocks were all limestones; it has been thought best to take the a1'cra.ge resuUs of tests
made on the 192 samples of limestone tested in the U. S. Laboratory prior to January 1st, 1906, as such a standard. This average
is as follows:
Average oj Tests oj 192 Samples oj Ilimestorle made at the U. S. Road LaboratOJ·Y. Taken as a Standard oj Cornparisonjor Tests on Indiana Limestone.
S'l>ecific gravity.. . . . . . . . . .. ....
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165.7
Water absorbed pel' cu. ft .. (lus.) 1.39
Per ('ent. of wear..............
5.7

French coefficient of weal'.
Hardness ................ ,
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cemellting value-Dry....
Wet....

8.7
3.4
11
32

59
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Under the results of each test of limestone as given on subsequent
pages are inserted in quotes certain remarks by Mr. Page, Director
of the Laboratory. These usually refer to the fitness of the material for nse on country roads and highways.
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IV.

(a) ADVANTAGES OF GOOD ROADS.

(b) CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVED ROADS.
By

W. S.

BLATCHLEY.

As far back as 1776, Adam Smith, in his "Wealth of Nations,"
wrote as follows: "Good roads, canals and navigable rivers, by
diminishing the' expense of carriage, put the remote parts of the
country more nearly upon a level with those in the neighborhood
of the town. They are upon that account the greatest of all improvements. They encourage the cultivation of the remote, which
must always be the most expensive circle of the country. They are
advantageous to the town by breaking down the monopoly of the
country in its neighborhood. They are advantageous even to that
part of the country. Though they introduce some rival commodities into the old market, they open many new markets to its
produce."
The truth of the celebrated Scottish economist's statement has
since been exemplified in many nations and in many states. The
century and a quarter which have elapsed since it was written has
been sufficient to prove that tl108e loealities where good roads have
been built are becoming richer, more prosperous and more thickly
settled, while those which do not possess these advantages in transportation are either at a stnndstill or are beooming poorer and more
sparsely settled.
'
Especially is' this true of Indiana, where the good roads question
is, at present., one of the most vital with which the farming com"
munity has to deal. Many of the better'counties of the State long
ago realized the import.ance of this question, and, where the road
material was conveniently located, constructed gravel or macadam
roads radiating in all directions from their county towns. In
other countjes possessing a plentiful supply of road material the
importance of the question has not yet been fully realized, and for
six months of the year the farmers are practically isolated from
6-Geology.
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market, or, if the~ manage to reach it once a week, can only haul
thereto a fractioll of a load. Such counties are readily recognized
as far below the average in "wealth, prosperity and the public spirit
of their citizens.
The difference between good and bad roads is often equivalent to
the difference between profit alld loss. Good roads have a money
value to farmers as well as a political and social value, and looking
at them only from t.he. "almighty dollar" side, they are found to
pay handsome dividends each year. This has been well proven by
Prof. VV. C. I,atta, of Purdue University, who, a few years ago,
collected from the farmers of Indiana some important info.rmation
on the subject of the increased value of land in the State, due to
good roads. He sent out letters and received reports from many
farmers, some of whom live o.n good roads once bad and others on
roads still bad. From these reports he computed statistics showing
that the difference bet.ween good and had roads amounts to 78 cents
an acre annually on the farms. Apply this amount to the entire
S'tate-36,350 square mileR, 0.1' 23,264,000 acres-and we have the
sum of $18,145,920. Of this amount fully two-thirds is wasted
every yea.r in the StRte in the lObS of time and in the loss of opportunity in securing the best market for the produce of the farm.
From the answers received, Prof. Latta also drew the following conclusions:
"(1) The average estimated increase in the selling price of
land due to existing improved highways is $6.48 per acre. The
estimates from which this average is made refer in most cases to
lands near the improved roads; but in a few instances they apply to
all the lands of the county. The average increase, therefore, of
$6.48 per acre is lower than was intended for the lands near the
improved roads.
{2) The estimated average increase per acre t.hat would result
from impr/wing ali the public roads is $9.00.
(3) The estimated average C()st of converting the common public roads into improved highways is $1,146 per mile."*
That the above estimate of Prof. Latta with regard to the increased value of the land is not excessive may be shown from other
States. The farmers of Canandaigua County, New Yark, who
*Circ. 23. OtH(·e of Road Inquiry. U. S. HE-pt. AgoI'.
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have themselves built a number of miles of hard roads at a cost of
$1.50 per acre of the adjoining farms, find that their land has increased in value $20 to $30 per acre. Again, from New Jersey,
where one of the Road Oommissioners of the State has collected
many opinions from the farmers living in the neighborhood of roads
lately improved, all of whom state t,hat they would not go back to
the old roads under any conditions. One of them, voicing the
popular sentiment, says: "I would not sell my farm and accept
another worth $7,000 as a gift, and be obliged to live on it two
miles from a macadam road. No farmer in the neighborhood
would buy a farm not located on such a road. N ow that they have
experienced improved roads, all want them."* Similar sentiments
come from Maryland, Georgia and a number of other States.
A few years ago the Office of Road Inquiry at Washington, D.
0., sent ont 10,000 letters to intelligent and reliable farmers
throughout the United States, asking certain information relative
to the traffic upon country roads. :From the replies statistics were
compiled showing the average length of haul, in miles, from farms
to market or shipping points; the average weight of load hauled;
and the average cost per ton per mile; and from these data was deduced the average cost per ton for the whole length of haul.
"These returns were arranged in groups of States, and the result
showed that the average length of haul in the Eastern Sta.tes is
5.9 miles; in the Northern States, 6.9 mile!i.; in the Middle St.ates,
S.S miles; in the cotton States, 12.6 miles; in t.he prairie Sta.tes,
S.S miles; in the Pacific Coast and mountain States, 23.3 miles;
and in the whole United States, 12.1 miles.
The average weight of load for two horses in the Eastern States
is 2,216 pounds; cotton States, 1,3H7 pounds; prairie States, 2,409
pounds; Pacific Ooast and mountain States, 2,197 pounds; and the
whole United States, 2,002 pounds.
The average cost. per ton of 2,000 pounds per mile in the Eastern
States is 32 cents ; Northern States, 27 ('ents; Middle-Southern
States, 31 cents; cotton States, 25 cents; prairie States, 22 cents;
Pacific Coast and mountain States, 22 cents; and the whole United
States, 25 cents.
The average total cost per ton for the whole length of haul is as
·!Illl!. 9, Office Road Jnqlllry, U. S. Dept. Agr.
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follows: Eastern States, $1.89; Northern States, $1.86; MiddleSouthern States, $2.72; cotton States, $H.05 ; prairie States, $1.94;
Pacific Coast and mountain States, $5.12; and the whole United
S'tates, $3.02."*
From" inquiry I learn thaI in this investigation Indiana waR
classed as a prairie State; the average results of the points mentioned being:
Average length of haul, 4.6 miles.
Average load for two horses, 2,272 pounds.
Average cost per ton per mile, 28 centj3.
Average total CDst per ton for whole length of haul, $1.28.
From the data thus gathered, taken in connection with that supplied by the Division of Statistics relative to farm products, the
Director of the Office of Public Roads est.imated approiXimately the
total amount in tons and wtal cost of the entire movement of farm·
products, including forest products, over the country roads of the
United States to be as follows:
Total farm products ha.uled on public roads, 313,349,227 tons
per annum.
Average cost of haulage, as above stated, $3.02 per ton.
Total annual cost of haulage of farm products on public roads,
$946,414,665.
The immensity o:t-this charge will be best realized by comparing
it with the value of all farm products, including forest products, ill
the United States for the year 1899, which, according to census re>turns, was $4,717,069,973, thus showing the cost of haulage to be
20+ per cent.. of the total value of all products of the farm.
A lesson on the need and value of road improvement might be
learned from the great railway managers of the nation, if the
farmers only would do so. Those railway managers are spending
millions upon millions of dollars, not in building new railways,
but in improving old ones. Take for example the Cincinnati Division of the Big Four Railway between Indianapolis and Cincinnati, where two millions of donars have been spent in the last
three years in eliminating curves, reducing grades, building steel
bridges and concrete arches, making more solid embankments and
·Circ. W, 01llce Road Inquiry, U. S. Dept. Agr.
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laying heavier rails. Why was this done ~ Not simply that the
traveler may ride with a little more comfort than heretofore, but
mainly that a given amount of power shall be able to haul more
tons, and that the motive power and rolling stock shall be subject
to less strain f1i'fid Shoclt than had'to be borne when the road was in
the old condition. If a single railway ma~agement finds that it
pays to spend millions iIi making the best road that they can build,
why will not the same reasoning hold good for the people in ~n
nection with the country highways? There is no essential difference in principle between the improvement of a railroad and the
improvement of a wagon-road, and the wisdom of the brightest
minds in the railway world asserts that the best railway which can
be constructed is the most economical.
The increase in cost Qf haulage actually done is by nO' means the
only loss by bad roads. The loss of perishable products for want
of access to' market; the failure to reach market when prices aJ:'e
good; and the failnre to cultivate products which wO'Uld be marketable if markets were always accessible, add many millions to the
actual tax of bad roads. MQreover, the enforced idleness of milliQns Qf men and draft animals during large portions of the year is
a loss noll always taken into account in estimating the cost of work
actually done.
All farmers recognize that much of the work of the farm is concentrated in certain periods, and that at other times there is CQIIIlpa;ratively little work to be done. NOIW it is just at these times
when the farmer has leisure that the roads are in their very worst
condition and he is obliged to remain Qn the farm. On the other
hand, in the busiest season he must often leave important duties to
haul products which might have been hauled. in winter, had the
rQads Qnly been in fit condition. Much of the hauling of fertilizers
and wood, and most Qf that of the grain to market could thus be
done with ease in the winter. Moreover, the hauling which must
necessarily be dQne in summer could be performed in shorter time
and with less interruption to other wQrk.
This question Qf winter hauling came up to the writer very forcibly a year or two ago while writing a paper on the petroleum industry in Indiana. In preparing a map for that paper it was
found that many farms in the ve~ center of proouctive territory
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had not been drilled because they were on mud roads and distant
from railway stations. The iron drive pipe, casing and tubing
and the derrick timbers necessary for drilling in and pumping a
productive well are very heavy, and it is almost impossible to haul
them over many of the roads .in the oil field between the first of
November and the first of April. The operator, therefore, develops first those leases on pike roads 01' close w railway stations,
leav'ing those on mud roads to the very last. The farmers living
in the oil belt who are receiving or might receive large sums in
royalty fOl' their oil should, therefore, see to it that their farms
are accessible at all times. A successful oil operator is usually a
busy man, who does not wish to lose five-twelfths of his time on account of bad roads; hence he leaves the te.rritory with mud roads
and,operates that which he can reach 365 days in the year,
During the past decade our vehicles for rapid country travel
have become more numerous and of an entirely different style from
what they were twenty years ago. Almost every farmer now owns
his own buggy and carriage. The bicycle by countless thousands
has come to stay, and the automobile will soon be more common on
the improved rO{lds of the State than the two-horse surrey was a
dozen years ago. The owners of all these forms of vehicles are demanding, and will continue to demand, better roads, and the legislator must soon learn that the question is one of the most important
which he has to face.
...
Another phase of the good roads qUClstion came into existence
with the twentieth centmy. Five years ago the rural mail carrier
was an almost unknown factor in our State. Now he travels in
every county, carrying his messages of joy or sorrow to. the farmer's door each day. The daily~paper, with its market reports and
news of the world, is, or can be, put regularly into the farmer's
hands within a dozen hams of its issue, even though he lives a
score of miles from a railway. Time is the most. valuable possession given to man on earth, provided he has the ability and cares
to use it. t.o his advantage. The time saved in going to town for the
mail or for some necessity which the mail carrier can bring is the
most important advantage of the rural free delivery system. But
this system will not, can not and should not bel made a permanent
factor i~ the country unless the farmers see to it that the rQ'ads are
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kept in such a condition that the ronte can be covered in t~18 time
allotted. TIre United States Government, through its Postoffice
Department, demands that the farmers do this much, and the demand is just. Those farmers of the State who have had the foresight and good judgment to improve the roads in th@ir vicinity are,
for the most part, contented and prosperous. Their prod~cts are'
easily gotten to -market when the price is at its best, and the woIf
never rests on his haunches before their doors.
On the other hand, .those living in the bad road districts endure, .
for more than a third of their time, an enforced. idleness, which
makes them ever poo,rer and causes them to cry out against their
lot in life, rather than against their own short-sightedness on the
road question. Indiana is rich in gravel, rich in stone for macadam roads, rich in clay suitable for vitrified brick. There is no
reason, thereio,re, why every public road of any importance in the
State should not be improved, so that it may be traveled with ease
any day in the yea:.

(b)

CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVED ROADS.

The important principles to be kept in mind by any community
which proposes to improve its roads are: (a) that they shall be
properly [(leated or laid out on the ground, so that their grades may
be such that animal or motive power may be applied upon them to
the best advantage and without great loss of energy; (b) that they
shall be properly constructed) the ground well drained, the road bed
graded, shaped and rolled, and covet'ed with the best surface material obtainable consistent with the price to be paid, in order that
when completed, they shall be hard, smooth, comparatively levd
and fit for traffic at all seasons of the year; (c) that after completion they shall be properly rnaintai'ned or kept constantly in good
repaIr.
(a) Location of Roads.
The question of the proper location of a road which it is pro-posed to improve is one of the most. important to be considered.
Unfortunately, it has been the custom, in most portions of Indiana,
to improve existing roads, many of which have steep grades too
long to be reduced by cutting and filling on the preseilt lines, rather
than relocating the road so as to obtain a more level surface.
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:Many of our roads were originally laid out without any attention
to general topography, and in most cases fQllQwed the ~ttler's path

from cabin to cabin, the pig trail, or ran along the boundary lines
of the farms regardless of grades or direction. :Most of them remain today where they were located years ago, an.d where untold
labor, expense and energy have been wasted in trying to haul Qver
them and in endeavors to improve their deplorable condition.
Samuel W. Foss in his poem entitled "The Calf-Path," has shown
in his humorQus style the gradual evolution Qf such crooked highways and the loss of time and energy which they entail upon the
multitude which follow them. Since the poem seems very aprOPQS
in this cQnnection I give it in full.
THE CALF-PATH.
"One day through the primeval wood
A calf walked home as good calves should;
But made a trail all bent askew,
A crooked trall as all calves do.
Since then three hundred years have fled,
And I infer the calf is dead.
"But still he left behind his trail,
And thereby hangs my moral tale.
The trail was taken up next day
By a lone dog that passed that way;
And then a wise bell-wether sheep
Pursued the trail o'er vale and steep,
And drew the liocks behind him, too,
As good bell-wethers always do .
• And from that day o'er hill and glade,
Through those old woods, a path was made.
"And many men wound in and out,
And dodged and turned and bent about,
And uttered words of righteous wrath
Because 'twas such a crooked path;
But still they followed-do not laughThe first migrations of that calf,
And through this winding woodway stalked
Because he wabbled when he walked.
"This forest path became a lane,
'1'hat, bent and turned and tUrned again i
This crooked lane became a road,
Where many a poor horse with his load
Toil~ on beneath the burning sun,
And traveled some three mlles in one.
And thus a century and a half
They trod the footsteps of that calf.
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"The years passed on in swiftness fieet,
The road became a village street;
And this, before men were aware,
A city's crowded thoroughfare.
And soon the central street was this
Of a renowned metropolis;
And men two centuries and a half
Trod in the footsteps of that calf.
"Each day a hundred thousand rout
Followed this zigzag calf about,
And o'er his crooked journey went
'rhe traffic of a continent.
A hundred thousand men: were led
By one calf neal' three centuries dead.
They followed still his crooked way,
And lost one hundred years a day;
For thus such reverence is lent
A well-established precedent.
"A moral lesson this might teach
Were I ordained and called to preach;
For men are prone to go it blind
Along the calf-paths of the mind,
And work away,from sun to SUll
To do what other men have done.
ThE'Y follow in the beaten track,
And out and in, and forth and back,
And still their devious course pursue,
To keep the ,path that others do.
They keep the path a sacred groove,
Along which all their lives they move;
But hqw the wIse old wood-gods laugh,
Who saw the first primeval calf.
Ah, many things this tale might teachBut I am not· ordained to preach." ,

Concerning these crooked highways and the location of improved roads It O. Eldridge has some excellent advice in his work,
entitled "Good Roads for Farmers," from which the following quotations are given:
"The grea.t error is made of continuing to follow these primitive
paths with our public highways. The right course is to call in an
engineer and throw the road around the end or along the side of
steep hills, instead of continuing to go over them; or to pull the
road up on dry, solid ground instead of splashing through the mud
and water of the creek or swamp. Far more time and money have
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been wasted in trying to keep up a single mile of one of these 'pigtrack' surveys than it w01:ild take to build and keep in repair two
miles of good road.
"Straight roads are the proper kind to have, but in hilly countries their st.raightness should always be sacrificed to obtain a. level
surface so as to better accommodate the people whO' use them.
Graceful and natural curves confo.rming to the lay of the land add
beauty to the landscape, besides enhancing the value of property.
Not only do level curved roads add beauty to the landscape and
make lands along them more valuable, but the horse is able to utilize his full strength over them; furthermore, a horse can pull only
four-fifths as much on a grade of two feet in 100 feet, and this
gradually lessens until with a grade of 10 feet in 100 feet, he can
draw but one-fourth as much as he can on a level road. GooJ
roads should, therefore, wind around hills instead of running over
them, and in many cases this can be done without greatly increasing the distance.
"The difference in length between a straight road and one which
is slightly curved is less than one would imagine. Says Sganzin:
'If a road between two places ten miles apart were made to curve
so that the eye could see no farther than a quarter of a mile of it at
once, its length would exceed that of a perfectly straight road between the same points by only about 150yards.' Even if the dit;
tance around a hill be much greater, it is often more economical to
. construct it that way than to go over and necessitate the expendi.·
ture of large amounts of money in reducing the grade, or a waste
of much valuable t.ime and energy in transporting goods that way.
The mathema.tieal a....
that 'a strllight line is the shortest distance between two points' is not, therefore, the best rule to follow
in laying out a road; better is the proverb that 'the longest way
round is the shortest way hom~.' "

dom

One of the most common mistakes in laying out the existing
roads in Indiana was that many of them were made to follow section lines. These sections are all square, with sides running north,
sonth, east ann west. A porsbn wishing to cross the country for
any distance must, therefore, zigzag from one point of the compaRS
to another. Moreo:ver, such r~ads make necessary very often the
crossing and recrossing of creeks and valleys, which might have
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been avoided if the rGads had been constructed on scientific principles. By noting .on Gld maps the early Indian trails of the State
it will be seen that they ran diagGnally and did nGt fGllGW the
cardinal pGints. They were made as the crGW flies-to get som&where in the quickest time-and such diagGnal rGads acrGss cGuntry WGuld, in many inst.ances, have been a great time saver to tht'
present inhabitants .of thl? State.
In sO'uthern Indiana, where the topography is much mGre broken
than in the nnrth, the questiGn Gften arises as to' the policy Gf
keeping the rGads .on t.he ridges between the main streams, Gr Gf
placing them in the valleys. Each IGcatinn has its advantages_
The ridge or divide roads in general have dry fnundatiGns. They
require no .outlay fGr bridges or fO'r repair Gf damage done by flood
waters. They can in many places be made more direct between
chosen poiuts. On the other hand, unless the ridge or table land be
.very wide and the valleys narrow, a large part of the transpnrtation has to' be l~p hill Gver the poorer rGads which lead frO'm the
farms to the main highway. MGreover, in times O'f drO'ught, such
ridge roadn are apt to' becGme very dust~ and to' lack water supply
fGr horses.
Valley roads .often pO'ssess wet fGundatiGns and require large
O'utlay fO'r bridges and fGr repairing injury frO'm floods. This
latter objectiO'n is much more impO'rtant in the IO'cating of a stO'ne
road t.han generally supposed, as where flood waters, even O'f slight
current, pass over a macadamized road they often remGve the
cementing material to' the depth of several inche.s below the surface, and So' reduce the roadway to a state of rubble which will nnt
cement until prO'perly repaired. It takes a much IGnger time fO'r
the tread Gf wheels and pO'unding .of hoofs to' prO'duce neW dust fO'r
cementing frGm the washed and rO'unded bits O'f nld stone than from
the sharp edges of newly laid macadam.
Taking the above facts intO' CGnsideratiGn it will be fGund best,
where the valleys are narrO'w and the uplands broad, to' build the
roads on the ridges, leaving the limited farming area in the .valleys
to' bear the tax O'f transportatiO'n to the upland. On the other hand,
where the divides are narrow and the greater part of tillable land is
on the slGpes, the. road had best be constructed in the valley or, if
they will there be subjected to much overflow, .on the lower !>ides
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of the ridges, just abo:ve the flood plains. In fact,. the foot of the
slope where it meets such plain is, in general, the better location for
most valley roads, as there the foundation is generally good, being
a talus of broken stone, ~ti:ff clay or gravel which has worked down
from the hills. Moreover, in this position the stream gorges are
usually narrow and. not very deep; tbu:i!l r~uiring a smaller outlay
for bridges. ThE' road should, however, be far enough away from
the side of the ridge or hill that it will not be. covered by land slides
or slipping of earth or rock down the slope during the thawing
seasons.
In northern Indiana, where the surface is deeply mantled with
glacial drift, the valleys of the smaller streams and the table-lands
between them are covered by irregularly disposed masses of debris
which, in many places, give the Aurface a broken character, thus
requiring great care in locating a road in order to avoid unnecessary grades. Moreover, in this part of the State the underlying
material varies much in character, sometimes being very clayey,
again very sandy, and in some places a muck or marl, which has
seemingly no bottom. Under su_ch conditions, the superintendent
or road-master should study carefully the topography and the character of the underlying materials before settling definitely the final
location of the road. Wherever the soil is deep, and therefore of
a high order of fertility, road making is more costly for the reason
that some provision similar to that of Telford* has to be provided
to keep the surface coating of broken stone or gravel from working
down into the foundation. In general, it may be said that the
richer the ~oil the more costly the road; but, in turn, the community is usuaUy the better able to pay for it.
A good superintendent will carefully study the underlying material at all doubtful points, by means of pits or cross sections. In
this way he can decide as to the relative wetness of the under-earth
and can the better locate the neceAsary drains and culverts. In
many parts of the State existing roads have been constructed across
swampy places or over patches of soft clay without any consideration as to the cost. of maintaining them in such positions. As a
consequence, costly fillings are constantly required, the expense of
which could easily have been avoided by a little care in making the
first location.
·See p. 21.
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To insure reasonable grades, especially in a glaciated region,
many cuts and fills have to be made. Care should be taken to
bring these into s11ch relation that the earth which is excavated
can be used in constructing the fins and so lowering the grade.
In any region of the State which is mme or less broken or
varied in topography it is rarely th~t a stretch of five miles of road
exists which does not show some noticeable error of location which,
if avoided, would have sayed time for every traveler, or expense
in annual repair. In many cases the wrong placement of the route
has been due to the influence of Rome land owner over or alongside
whose property the route has perhaps been laid out through some
wornout field or rocky knoll; 01'- has cut around the farm line in
order to prevent its passage through the more level and better tillable portion. In this manner the private individual haB been allowed a slight pe,rsonal gain at the cost of the remainder of the community and to the disadvantage of all future travel, traffic and
commerce along the road.
Finally, it may be said that the task of planning and building
any road in such a manner that the utmost advantage may be had
from the conditions of the gTound and from the material to be
used is one of much difficulty, and demands the services of a well
educated engineer who has devoted much time to highway work.
With all other forms of (',(mstruction it is possible for a man generally well informed in building to apply, in the manner of a copyist, the methods which have proved successful in o.ther places. It
is the peculiarity of a road, as compared with other architectural
work, that it depends for its utility in greater measure on the
topography and other earth conditions than any other constructive
undertaking. Therefo.re the best advice th~t can be given to those
who are about tOo engage in road-building is that they seek at once
the assistance of the most successful highway engineer who. can be
obtained.
(b)

Grading of R:0ads.

·Whatevf"r the material used in the cDnstruction of improved
roads, steep grades should always be avoided when possible.During the wint~r Beason they often become covered with a coating of
ice, or slippery soil, making them very difficult to ascend with
heavy loads, and dangerous to desce:i:td under any conditions. The
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degree of slipperiness at such a time depends largely upon the degree of smoothness. Therefore the smoother the road surface the
less the grade should be. Moreover, such grades allow water to
rush down them with such velocity as to wash great gaps along
their sides and often to carry away much of the surfacing and
cementing material.
It is also It well known fact that the loss of energy due to grades
increases rapidly with their stoo,pness; therefore, one hill on a long
stretch of road often necessitates either the hauling of a smaller
load or the use of more horses or other power. Gillespie in his
"Manual of the Principle,s and Practice of Road Making," shows
that if a horse can pull on a level 1,000 pounds, on a rise ofOne
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One
One
One
One
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foot
foot
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in
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It is therefore seen that when the grades are one foot in 44 feet
or 120 feet to the mile, a horse can only draw three-fourths as
much as he can on a level; where the grade is one foot in 24.feet,
or 220 feet to the mile, he can draw only one-half as much, and
on a 10 per cent. gTade, or 520 fe~t to the mile, he is able to draw
only one-fourth ail much as on a level road. The cost of haulage
is, therefore, necessarily increaS€(l in proportion to the roughness
of the surface or steepness of the grade. It costs one and a half
times as much to haul o~er a road having a 5 per cent. grade and
three times as much over one having a 10 per cent. grade as on a
level road.
As to"the limit of grade allowable, Eldridge states that "The
proper grade for any particular road must be determined by the
conditions and requirements existing on that road. The ideal
grade is, of course, a level, but as the level road can seldom be obtained in rolling countries it is well to know the steepest allowable
grades for ordinary travel.
"It has been found by experiment that a horse can, for a short
time, double his usual exertion, From the above table we find that
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a horse can draw only about one-half as much on a 4 per cent. grade
as he can on a level road. As he can double his exertion for a short
time, he can pull twice as much morc, and the slope or grade which
would force him to draw that proportion would therefore be a 4 per
cent. grade. On this slope, however, he would be compelled to
double his ordinary exertion to draw a full load, and this will
therefore be the maximum grade if full loads are to be hauled.
Most road builders prefer 3 per cent. grades to those of 4 per cent.
where they can be secured without additional expense, but in some
places it is nece--"-<Jary, for various reasons, to increase the grade to
5 per cent. "\lith the exception of mountainous regions, where
steeper grades are often unavoidable, the aim should be, on all public highways which are traveled by heavily 10ade<J vehicles, to keep
the grade down to 3 or 4 per cent. and nevet let it exceed 5 per
cent."*
( cj

Dra,inage of Roads.

The durability of any improved road depends very largely upon
the making and maintaining of a solid, dry foundation. Water is
the great road destroyer, therefore there is absolute necessity of
sufficient drainage to carry away rainfall and melting snow. Potter, in his work entitled "The Road and the Roadside," states that
"Very few people know how great an amount of water falls upon a
country road, and it may surprise some of us to be told that on
each mile of an ordinary country highway three rods wide within
the United States there falls each year an average of 27,000 tons
of water. In the ordinary country dirt road the water seems to
stick and stay as if there was no other place for it, and this is only
because we have never given it a fair opportunity to run out of the
dirt and find its level in other places. We can not make a hard
road out of soft mud, and no amount of labor and machinery will
make a good road that will stay good unless some plan is adopted
to get rid of the surplus water."
Hundreds of miles of macadam or gravel road are being built
each year in Indiana on poorly drained or unstable foundations,
and almost as many miles go to pieces on account of poor drainage.
The importance of drainage has been well emphasized in the statement that «the three prime essentials to good roads are: first, drain*Farmers' Bulletin 136, U. S. Dept. Agr., p. 6.
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age; second, better drainage; third, the best drainage possible."
In general, it may be said that the tmrface dra';mage of a road should
be so planned that no water can, under any conditions, flow from
beyond the road upon its surface. The road-bed should be
"crowned," or rounded up toward the center, that there may be a
fall from the center to the sides, so that the water which falls within
the improved way may be discharged into side ditches or gutters,
and pass from those ditches into freer channels as soon as possible.
No water should be alJowed to flow across the roadway, except
through culverts, tile, stone or box drains, which should be provided for that pnrpose. Furthermore, the underlying earth or
foundation should be effectively kept dry to a depth below the frost
level, or at least three feal; below the crown of the road.
This is
termed the tmbdrminage.
Surface Drainage.-"The wearing surface of a road must be in
effect a roof; that is, the section in the middle should be the highest part and the traveled roadway should be made as impervious
to water as possible, so that it will flow freely and quickly into the
gutters or ditches alongside. The best shape for the cross section
of a road has been found t.o be either a flat ellipse or one made up
of two plane surfaces sloping uniformly from the middle to the
sides and joined in the center by a small circular curve. Either of
these sections may be used, provided it is not too flat in the middle
for good drainage or too steep at the gutters for safety. The
steepness of the slope from the center to the sides should depend
upon the nature of the surface, being greater or less according to
its roughness or smoothness. This slope ought to be greatest on
earth roads, perhaps as much in some cases as one foot in 20 feet
after the surface has been thoroughly rolled or compacted by traffic
This varies from abollt one in 20 to one in 30 on a macadam road
to one in 40 or one in 60 on the various classes of pavements, and
for asphalt sometimes as low as one in 80.
"Where the road is constructed on a grade or hill, the slope from
the center to the sides should be slightly steeper than that on the
level road. The best cross section for roads on grades is the one
made up from two plane surfaces sloping uniformly from the center to the sides. This is done so as to avoid the danger of overturning near the side ditches, which would necessarily be increased
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if the ellipti<·al form were uS8d. The slope from ,the center to the
sides must be steep enough to lead the water into the side ditches
instead of a]]o\ving it to run down the middle of the road. Every
wheel track on an inclined roadway becomes a channel for carrying
down the water, and unless the curvature is sufficient, these tracks
are quickly deepened into water courses, which cut into and sometimes destroy the best improved road.
"On ground with good natural underdrainage, as on hillsides,
surface ditches are sufficient to carry off surface water from rain
or snow. In order to prevent washouts on steep slopes, however,
it sometimes becomes necessary to construct water breaks; that is,
broad, shalJow ditches so arranged as to catch the surface water and
carry it each way into the side ditches. Unfortunately, some road
builders have an idea that the only w~y to prevent hills, long and
short, from washing, is to heap upon them a large number of those
ditches known in different sections of the country as 'thank-youma'am's', 'breaks', or 'hummocks', and the number they sometimes
squeeze in upon a single hill is astonishing. Such ditches retard
traffie to a certain extent, and often result in overturning vehicles;
consequently they should never be used until all other means have
failed to cause the water to flow into the side channels. They
should never be allowed to cross the entire width of the road diagonally, but should be constru~ted in the shape of the letter V, with
the point up hi1l. This arrangement permits teams following the
middle of the road to cross them squarely, and thus avoid the danger of overturning. These ditches should not be deeper than is
absolutely necessary to throw the water off the surface, and the part
in the center should be the shallowest.
"The size of side ditches should depend upon the charaeter of
the soil and the amount of water they are expected to carry. If
possible, they should be located three feet from the edge of the traveled roadway, so that if the latter is 14 feet wide there will be 20
feet of clear space between the ditches.
"To make a. ditch with even flaring sides, so as to produce a neat
job, it is good policy to use a rough gauge. The gauge is made
of light strips of wood ahout three inches in width and one inch
thick. The upright strip should be about four feet long, and the
horizontal strip should be 18 inches in length, measured from the
7-Ge o1 °lrf.
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left side of the upright piece to the point of the gauge on the ex"h'eme right. The top of the horizontal strip should be one foot
from the bottom point of the gauge. This gauge should be pro-

Fig. 9. Proper form of surface ditch, showing manner of construction.

vided with a plumb and line, and by means of the upright strip is
held vertical while the slope is made to correspond with the edges
of the diagonal st.rip.
"The bottom of the ditch may vary in width from 3 to 12 inches,
or even more, as may be found necessary in order to carry the largest amount of water which is expected to flow through it at anyone
time. Sometimes the only ditches necessary to carry off the surface water a·re those made by the use of the road machines or road
graders. The blade of the machine may be set at any desired angle,
and when drawn nlong by horses cuts into the surface and moves
the earth from the sides toward the center, forming gutters alongside and dist.ributing the earth uniformly over the traveled way.
Such gutters are liable to become clogged by brush, woods and other
debris, or dest,royed by passing wagons, and it is therefore better,
when the space permits, to have the side ditches abO've referred to,
even if the road he built with a rO'ad machine."* .
Sub-Drainage.--It can not be too often repeated, that the surface of any gravel or stone road should be in effect a roof; and
that the section or foundation belO'w it should be kept by that surface or cover in a perfectly dry state. It is also just as necessary
that water should be prevented from entering the sub-st.rurture or
.Farmers' Bulletin No. 95, pp. 14-17.
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foundation from the side as that it should 00 kept from percolating
through it from above. If water is allowed to enter and remain in
the foundation during winter the whole roadway is liable to become
broken up and destroyed by frost and traffic. The common side
ditches collect and carry off the surface water only. Where the
roads pass through I.ow, wet areas or .over certain kinds of clayey
soil, sub-drainage therefore becomes necessary. On this subject
Potter has written as fon.ows:
"Many miles .of r.oad are on low, flat lands and .on springy S.oils,
and th.ousands of miles .of prairie roads are, f.or many weeks in the
year, lam .on a wet sub-soil. In all such cases, and, indeed, in
every case where the nature .of the ground is not such as to insure
quick drainage, the r.oad may be vastly benefited by under-drainage.
An under-drain clears the S.oil .of surplus water, dries it, warms it,
and makes impossible the formati.on of deep, heavy, frGzen crusts,
which are fGund in every undrained road where the severe winter
weather f.ollows the heavy fall rains. This frost causes nine-tenths
.of the difficulties of travel in the time .of sudden .or l.ong continued
thaws.
"R.oads c.onstructed over wet undrained lands are always difficult to manage and expensive to maintain, and they are liable to
be broken up in wet, weather .or after frosts. It will be much
cheaper in the I.ong run to go to the expense of making the drainage of the subjacent soil and substructure as perfect as possible.
There is scarcely a road in the United 8tates which can not be so
impr.oved by surface or sub-drainage as to yield benefits to the farmers a hundred times grea ter in value than the cost of the drains
themselves.
"Under-drains are not expensive. On the contrary, they are
cheap and easily made, and if made in a substantial way and according toO the rules of common sense a good under-drain will last
for ages. Sub-drains should be carefully graded with a level at the
bottom to a depth of about f.our feet, and should have a c.ontinuous
fall throughout their entire length .of at least six inches f.or each
100 feet in length. If drain tiles can not be had, large, flat st.ones
may be carefully placed so as to form a clear, open passage at the
bottom for the flow .of the water. The ditch should then be half
filled with rough field st..ones, and on these a layer .of smaller stones
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or gravel and a layer of sod, hay, gravel, cinders or straw, or, if
none of these can be had, of soil. If field stones. or drain tile can
not be procured, satisfactory results may be attained by the use of

Fig. 10. Subdraln made
of bundles of brush for
conveying spring water
under or alongside roads.

Fig. 11. Subdrain made
of field stone for conveying spring water under
or alongside of roads.

Fig. 12. Sub drain made
of bricks for conveying
spring wlfter under or
alongside of roads.

logs and brush. If there be springs in the soil which might destroy the stability of the road, they should, if possible, be tapped

Fig. 13. Subdrain constructed
with drain tile and stone.

and the water carried under or along the side until it can be turned
away into some side channel."
Culverts.- The smaller waterways which every improved road
must cross should be provided for by means of culverts, and great
care should be taken to insure sufficient room for easy passage of
the flood waters which are sure to prevail at some season of the
year. These culverts are now easily, cheaply and durably constructed of concrete. The best quality of Portland cement and
broken limestone should be used in their building. Under no circumstances s.hould water be impounded along the roadway in such
a manner that a heavy rainfall will cause it to flow over the road.
The effect of such overflow on a macadam road will quickly wash
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away the cementing material and convert the surface into a mass of
rubble, which is also apt to wash away. A close reckoning should,
therefore, be made of the area drained by any culvert, and full
allowance be made for free passage of the maximum precipitation.

Cd)

The Construction of Gravel Roads.

In the building of either {,,'Tavel or stone roads, the bed or foundation on which the hard material is to be placed, after being graded
and provided with sufficient drainage outlets, should be rolled with
either a steam roller or a heavy horse roller, in order to bring it
to an even, compact state. The practice of rolling both the bed
and the surface material has been practiced on few, if any, roads
in Indiana.. and as a consequence, their durability has been greatly
impaired. By rolling, the base of the road is made firm and solid,
and the gravel or broken stone thus kept from working down into
the bed.
The gravel to be used in surfacing the road should be chosen with
care as to its quality.
Many of the so-called gravel roads are, in reality, constructed
largely of sand. Good gravel rarely contains more than one-fourth
part of sand or clay, and does not show a trace of slipping after
freezing. Where the walls of the pit are so firm that they remain
steep after exposure for. a winter, the material requires no other
treatment except the removing of pebbles which are more than two
inches in diameter.
There are various methods of building gravel roads in Indiana,
and as a consequence the roads vary much in quality and durability. In a large number of cases gravel is used, one-half or more
of which would pass through a throo-eighths-inch screen. This
mixture of sand and gravel is dumped irregularly into ruts, mudholes or gutter-like depressions on an imperfectly graded and
drained foundation, and left for traffic to spread and consolidate.
The contractor pockets the profit-which is larger-and the farmers have on their hands for maintenance a road which is little better than before. This is a common but very poor method of gravel
road construction.
Eldridge, in his "Good Roads for Farmers," gives the following
directions for an up-to-date method by which an excellent and durable road of gravel can be built :
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Width of Grarvel Roads.--In c0'nstructing a grayel

road the rQadbed sh0'uld first be br0'ught to the proper grade. An
excavat.ion sh0'uld then be made to t.he depth of eight 0''1' ten inches,
varying in width with the requirements of traffic. Far a farming
community the width need n0't be greater than ten 0''1' twelve feet;
f0'r a highway, fourteen feet. The surface 0'f the rQadbed sh0'uld
preferably have a fall fr0'm the center to the sides the same as that
to be given the finished road, and should, if possible, be tho'l'oughly
rolled and consolidated until perfectly smo0'th and finn.
"A layer, not thicker than f0'ur inches, 0'f good gravel sh0'uld
then be spread evenly 0'ver the prepared r0'adbed. Such material
is usually carried upon a r0'ad in wheelbarr0'ws or dump carts, and
then spread in even layers with rakes, but the latest and best device for this purpose is a spreading cart.
"Rolling the Road.-lf a r0'ller can not be had, the road is
thrown open to traffic until it becomes fairly well c0'nsolidated;
but it is impossible t0' .pr0'perly c0'nsolidate materials by the m0'vement of vehicles over the road, and if this means is pursued constant watchfulness is necessary to prevent unequal wear and to keep
the surface smooth and free from ruts. The work may be hastened
and facilitated by the use of a horse roller 0'r light steam roner; and
0'f course far better results can be accomplished by this means. If
the gravel be too dry to consolidate easily it should be kept m0'ist by
sprinkling. It sh0'uld not, h0'wever, be made too wet, as any ~arthy
or clayey matter in the gravel is liable to be diss0'lved.
"As soon as the first layer has been properly c0'nsolidated a second, third, and, if necessary, fourth layer, each three Dr f0'ur inches
in thickness, is spread on and treated in the same manner until the
rQad is built up to the ,required thickness and cross secti0'n. The
thickness in most cases need not be greater than 10 0''1' 12 inches,
and the fall from the center t0' the sides 0'ught n0't t0' be greater than
Qne foot in 20 feet, or less than one in 25 feet.
"The last, or surface, layer should be rolled until the wheels of
heavily loaded vehicles passing over it make n0' visible impression.
If the top layer is deficient in binding material and will not pr0'Perly consolidate, a thin layer, n0't exceeding one inch in thickness,
of sand or gravelly loam or clay sh0'uld be evenly spread on and
slightly sprinkled, if in dry weather, before the rolling is begun.
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Hardpan or stone screenings are preferred for this purpose if they
can be had.
"The tendency of the material to spread under the roller and
work toward the sides can be resisted by rolling that portion nearest
the gutters first. To give the surface the required fGrm and to
secure uniform density it is necessary at times to employ men with
, rakes to fill any depressions which may form.
"Ma.in.tenance.-In order to maintain a gravel road in good condition, it is well to keep' piles of gravel aloogside at frequent intervals, so that the person who repairs the roa~ can ge,t the material
without going too far for it. As soon as ruts or holes appear on
the surface some of this good, fresh material should be added and
tamped into position or kept raked smooth until properly consolidated.
"If the surface needs replenishing or rounding up, as is frequently the case with Ilew· roads after, considerable wear, the material should be applied in sections or patches, raked and rolled
until hard and smooth.
"Care must be taken that the water from the highe;r places does
not drain on to or run across the road. The side ditches, culverts
and drains should be kept open and free from debris."
Gravel roads, in general, take more time to come into good condition than stone roads. Rarely do. they show at their best until
nfter they have been in use for several years, meanwhile being subject to frequent repairs. If a good gravel be used on a carefully
graded and drained subway, a country road may be built which,
while it will not last as long as 'a properly constructed stone road,
will cost much less originally or for annual maintenance. A number of the gravel roads in the central and northern counties of Indiana have been in use 20 or more years and are today in excellent
C'oodition. On the other hand, broken stone will be found preferable on the main highways where there is a constant and heavy
traffic, or in districts where the supply of gravel is limited or poor
in quality.

(e) 'The Construction of Macadam Stone Roads.
In those localities of the State where limestone of good quality
is readily obtained, it has been found well adapted as a material
for surfacing the country roads and highways. All things con-
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sidered, first cost, maintenance and efficiency, it has proven and
will prove t.he best and cheapest material for the purpose. Among
its advantages are ease of application, a hard, smooth surface which
is impervicus to water, and ease of repair when properly made. It
has the disadvantage of becoming dusty in dry, and somewhat mudc
dy in wet weather, but these are not serious faults ..

Fig. 14. Cross sectiol) of macadam road showing a compact foundation of
earth supporting a solid and durable stone .surface.

As we have noted, ther~ are three essent.ial factors in the building of a lasting road of eithe.r gravel or stone, viz.: (a) good
foundation; (b) good drainage; (c) good material. A fourth,· ana
equally essential, especially in stone roads, is that of the pro'[l€r
preparation and placing of tne material on the roadbed. Under the
old method of preparing macadam material with a hammer, by
hand, the cost of breaking t.he stone was the heaviest expense in
building the road. In the modern system by usc of the jawcrusher, operated hy steam power, stone may be prepared at a cost
of 30 to 40 cents per cubic yard, as against 75 cents to $1.50 by the
hammer. "\Vhere the township or county owns the crusher, the
total cost of quarrying and breaking the stone need not exceed 60
cent.s per yard.
As noted in a preceding section,* any stone employed for surfacing roads should be both hard" and tough, and should possess
bot.h cementing and recementing qualities. Many of the limestones
described under the subsequent. sections possess t.hese qualities in
sufficient degree and are being or wi1l be used on many hundreds
of miles of roads in the State.
The method of preparing the broken stone has been well treated
by Potter; and its application according to the most approved
methods, by Eldridge, hence I quote in full from these writers concerning these methods as follows:
"Handbreaking of Btone.-It is a simple task to break stone for
macadam roadways, and by the aid of modern inventions it can be
done cheaply and quickly. Handbroken stone is fairly out. of date
'See p. 57.
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and is rarely used in America where any considerahle amount of
work is to' he undertaken. Stone may be broken by hand at different points along the road&ide where repairs are needed from time
to time, but the extra cost of production by this method forbids its
being carried on where extended work is undertaken. Handbroken stone is, generally more uniform in size, more nearly cubical
in shape, and has sharper angles than that broken by machinery,
but the lat,ter, when properly assorted or screened, has been found
to meet every requirement.
"Stone Crushers.-A good crusher driven by eight horse-power
will turn out from 40 to 80 cubic yards of two-inch stone per day
of ten hours, and will cost from $400 upward, according to quality.
"Crushers are made either stationary, semi-stationary or portable, according to the needs of the purchaser, and for country road
work it is sometimes very desirable to have a port.able crusher to
facilitate its easy tran~fer from one part of the town to another.
The same portable engine that is used in threshing, sawing wood
and other cperatjons, requiring the use of steam power, may be used
in running a stone cr11sher, but it is best to remembe,r that a crusher
will do its best and most economical work when run by a machine
having a horse-power somewhat in excess of the power actually :required.
"Screening the Stonc.-As the stone comes from the breaker the
pieces wlll be found to sho,v a considerable variety in size, and by
many practical roadmakers it is regarded as best that these sizes
should be assorted and separated, since each has its particular use.
To do this work by hand would be troublesome and expensive, and
screens are generally employed for that purpose. Screens are not
absolutely necessary, and many roadmakers do not use them; but
they insure uniformity in size of pieces, and uniformity means in
many caSoet:! superior wear, smoothness and economy. Most of the
screens in common use today are of the rotary kind. In operating,
they are generally so arranged that the product of the: crusher falls
directly into the rotary screen, which revolves on an inclined axis
and empties the separate pieces into small bins be~ow the crusher.
A better form for many purposes includes a larger and more: elaborate outfit, in which the stone is carried by an elevator to the
screen and by the screen emptied into separate bins, according to.
the respective sizes. From the bins it is easily loaded into wagons
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or spreading carts and hauled to any desired point along the line
of the road.
"The size w which the stone should be broken depends upon the
quality of the stone, the amonnt of traffic w which the road will be
subjected, and to some extent upon the manner in which the stone
is put in place. If a hard, tough stone is empioyed it may be
broken into rough cubes or pieces of about one and a half inches in
largest face dimensions, and when broken to such a size the product
of the crusher may generally be used to good advantage without the
trouble of screening, since dust 'tailings' and fine stuff do not accumulate in large quantities in the breaking of the tougher stone.
"If only moderate, traffic is to be provided for, the harder limestones may be broken so the pieces will pass through a two-inch .
ring, though sizes running from two and a quarter to two and a
half inches will insure a more durable roadway, and if a steam
roller is used in compacting the metal it will be brought w, a smooth
surface without much trouble. As a rule; it may be said that to
adhere closely to a size running from two and a quarter to two and
a half inches in largest face dimensions, and to use care in excluding too large a proportion of small stuff as well as all pieces of excessive size will insure a sa,tisfactory and durable macadam road.*
"Application of the Material.-The evils from improper construction of stone roads are even greater than those resulting from
the use of improper material. Macadam never intended that a
heterogeneous conglomeration of stones and mud should be called a
macadam road. The mistake is often made of depositing broken
.

I

Fig. 15. Cross section of macadam road shOwing result
of placing stone on loose or wet earth foundation.

stone on an old road without first preparing a suitable foundation.
The result, in most cases, is that the dirt and mud prevent the
*Potter, "The Road and the Roadside," pp. 83-94.
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stone from packing, and by the action of traffic ooze to the surface,
while the stones sink deeper and deeper, leaving the r()ad as bad as
before.
.
"An()ther great mistake is often made of spreading large and
small stones over a well graded and well drained foundation and
leaving them thus for traffic to. consolidate. The surface of a r()ad
left in this manner is often kept in constant turmoil by the larger
stones, which work themselves to the surface and are knocked

Fig. 16. Bad condition of road resulting from attempt at macadam construction with
large and small broken stone. Large stones have worked out to the surface.

hither and thither by the wheels of the vehicles and the feet Oof animals. These plans of construction can not be too severely condemned.
"The roadbed sh()uld be first. graded, then carefully surfacedrained. The earth should then be excavated to the depth to which
the material is tOo be spread on, and the foundation prOoperly shaped
and sloped each way from the center so as tOo discharge any water
which may p€rcolate t.hrough. This curvat.ure shOould conform to
t.he curvature ()f the finished road. A shouldering of firm earth
Oor gravel should he left Oor made on each side to. h()ld the material
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in place, and should extend to the gutters at the same curvature as
the finished road. The foundatiori should then be rolled until hard
and smooth."*
"Upon this bed spread a layer of three or four inches of broken
stone, which stone should be free from any earthy mixture. This
layer shou~d be thoroughly rolled until compact and firm. Stone
may be hauled from the stone crusher bins or from the stone piles
in ordinary wheelbarrows or farm wagons, and should be distributed broadcast. over the surface with shovels, and all inequalities leveled up by the use of rakes. If this method of spreading is
employed, grade stakes should be used so as to insure uniformity

Fig. 17.

Spreading cart for distributing macadam material;

of thickness. After the stakes are driven the height of the layer is
marked on their sides, and a piece of stout cord is stretched from
stake to stake, showing the exact height to which the laye,r should be
spread. Spreading carts are in use in some places which not only
place the stone where it is needed without the, use of shovels, but
spread it on in layers of any desired thickness.
*In some of the counties of northwestern Indiana where there is a thick surface bed of sand, some hardening of the surface will be found necessary, else th,~
roller or the traffic w!1l churn the sand and uroken stone together until halt of tilt'
stone will be lost. In these counties it may he found profitable to adopt the method
used by the Massachusetts Highway Commission of placing che('secloth on the sand
after the road is shaped to receive the broken stone. This eJl'ectively prevents tllP
sand and stone from mingling during the process of rolling or compacting the latte).
The Commission mentioned paid three cents per square J'ard for the cheesecloth.
This for a roadway 15 feet in width amounted to about $750 per mile; uut even tili:;
was less than any other eJl'ective method of attaining the ohject sought, and w,,,,
less than one-third that due to the loss of the brokeu stolle which would occur if
it were allowed to come directly in contact with tile sand. For further particul""
see Shaler, "American Highways," p. 155.
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"If the stones have ooen separated into two or three different
sizes the largest size should compose the bo.ttom layer, the next size
the second layer, etc. The surface of each course or layer should
be thoroughly and repeatedly rolled and sprinkled until it becomes
firm, compaet. and smooth. The first layer, however, should not
be sprinkled, as the water is liable to, soften the foundation. The
rolling ought to be first done along the side lines, gradually working
towards the cente:I" as the j.ob is being completed. ·In r.olling the
last course it is well t..o begin by rolling first the sh.oulderings .or the
side r.oads if such exist.
"A coat of three-quarter-inch stone and screenings, of sufficient
thickness to make a smooth and uniform surface, shoUld compose
the last course, and, like the other layers, should be r.olled until perfectly firm and smooth. As a final test of perfection, a small stone
placed on the surface will be crushed before being driven into the
mat.erial.
"If none of the stones used be larger than will pass, through a
two-inch ring they can be spread on in layers as, above described
without separating them by screens. Water and binding material
-stone screenings or good packing gravel-can be added if found
necessary for proper consolidation. "Earth or clay sh.ould never be
used for a binding materifll. Enough water should be sprinkled on
to wash in and fill all voids between the broken stones with binding material, and to. leave such material damp en.ough to. insure its
setting or compacting.
"Rollers.-If a road is built of tough, hard stone, and if the
binding material has the same characteristics, a steam roller is
essential for speedy results. A horse roller may be used to good
advantage jf the softer varieties of stone are employed. For gen-

Fig. 18. First course of stone on a macadam road
as it appears when spread ready for rolling.
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Fig. 19. First course of stone on a macadam road when
partially rolled, showing how the roller packs it.

Fig. 20. Stone on a macadam road firmly wedged and packed together. Small
stones, gravel, dirt or sand, if mixed with the stone or spread on the surface
before rolling, prevent its being thoroughly wedged and packed .

. eral purposes, a roller weighing from eight to twelve tons is su~
cient in size. Heavier weights are. difficult to handle upon unimproved sur£aces."~·

(f)

The Oonst7'nction, of Telford Stone Roads.

As already noted, the most important difference between Macadam and Telford roads relates to the propriety o.r necessity of a
paved fo.undation beneath the crust of broken stone. Telford advocated this principle, while Macadam strongly denied its advantages.
No properly constructed Telford ro.ads have ooen built in Indiana. In several of the southern oounties roads have been built
by making the bottom oourse, five 0.1' six inches in thickness, of large
pieces of stone and the upper portio.n of either gravel o.r smaller
fragments of crushed sto.ne. In no instance were the stones comprising the bottom layer pro.perly laid, and in a number of cases
they were of inferio.r material, such as sandstone or soft limestone.
As a consequence the larger pieces have, in many places, worked up
to the top and have made the road very rough and inferio.r in every
way to macadam roads of the same region.
In general it may 00 stated tha~ the mo.re costly TeHord method
·"Good Roads for Farmers," Far. Bull. No. 95 pp. 38-41. Figs. 9 to 21, inclusive,
are rellroduced from the same bulletin.
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of construction should not be used except where the roa,d passes
through a low, wet region, difficult to drain by under-ditches. In
a number of the northern counties of Indiana where the roadbed
passes over the sites of old lakes or swamps, the Telford system
will be found preferable. In many such places solid and reliable
roadbeds can only be secured by the use of this system.
In making a Telford road the surface for the foundation is prepared in the same manner as for a macadam road. A layer of
broken stone is then placRd on the roadbed from five, to eight inches
in depth, depending upon the thickness to be given the finished
road. As a rule this foundation should form about two-thirds of
the total thickness of the material. The stone used for the first
layer ·may vary in thickness from two to four inches and in length

Fig. 21. Transverse section of telford road with macadam surface.

from eight to 12 inches. The thickness of the upper edges of the
stones should not exceed four inches. They should be set by kamd
on their broadest edges lengthwise a.cross the road, breaking joints
as much as possible. All projecting points should then be broken
off, the interstices or cracks filled with stone chips, and the whole
structure wedged and consolidated into a. solid and complete pavement. Upon this pavement layers of broken stones are spread and
treated in the same way as for a macadam road.

(g)

The M wintenarnce of Improved Roads.

All roads, whether of dirt, gravel or stone, require constant attention if they are to remain in good condition. The effects of
travel or weather on the best of them fire soon to be poticed.
The method, so common in Indiana, of not improving a road
until it is in bad condition, is a very harmful one; for not only do
the travelers have to put up with a poor road during the time of its
bad condition, but the ultimate cost of repairs is much greater.
In France, where some of the best stone roads of the world occur,
men are kept constantly at work making repairs as soon as needed.
To each of these men, known as cantonn.iers, a section of a road is
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assigned, to which he gives his entire time. He is expected tD
break and apply the stone needed, to attend to the ditches and
drains, and to keep the sides of the road free from weeds and rubbish. Each man provides his Dwn tDols, and six or eight Df them
are under the charge Df a chief, whO' has a shDrter section of the
road to look after, in order that he may give some time to' the overseeing and directing of the subordinates. It. is the same system
that we see employed upon every railroad in the United States,
where section hands are constantly at work, not only making repairs where there is a break, but ever strengthening the weaker
spots to prevent the breaks. A section gang to each six or eight
miles of railway is one of the nrst accessories or requirements of
the newest and best railroads, as well as those of second and third
class. Country roads and highways were in existence centuries
before railways were dreamed of, and are of far greater importance
to any farming community than are the latter. It would seem that
the farmers would learn a lesson from thel work of the section
gangs, and apply the same principles Df maintenance to the highways which they travel every day.
"A stitch in time saves nine" is a proverb which is especially
adapted to the maintenance of roads. As SDon as a depression or
hollow appears in the road surface and is noticeable by the presence
of a pool of water after a rain, the mud should be scraped from the
hole and the latter refilled with broken st{)ne or gravel, as the case
may be, and then thorDughly tamped or rolled to form a surface
uniform with the remainder of the roadway. If such depressions
are allowed to go unrepaired, the collected water SODn soaks into the
road and softens the surface, sO' that each passing vehicle digs deeper and wider the rut. The bonds between the fragments of stone
or gravel are loosened and they are easily displaced by the horses'
hoofs. Once begun and neglected, this unraveling process goes on
at a rapidly increfising rate. What in the beginning was a small
depression, easily repaired with a few shovelfuls of stone, quickly
develops into a large sized hole, requiring many times the material
and labor to repair.
Oftentimes such a hole is £lled up with large pieces of stone 01'
gravel and left untamped. In most cases it would be better to
dump such material into the side ditch than into the hole, since
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such stones do not wear uniformly with the rest of the material,
but produce lumps and ridges, and usually result in making two
holes inste,ad of :filling one. Indeed, the result of any mending of
a stone or gravel road depends largely on the skill of the workman
making the repair so that the surface of the new portion may be
exactly in its proper level. If higher or lower, the repair will be
only temporary, since a pit will form in the old position if it be too
low, or other pits will be formed alongside of it if the surface be
left too high.
"Where the ma terial of the road surface is very hard and durable, a well constructed mad may wear quite evenly and require
hardly any attention, beyond ordinary small repairs, until worn
out. It is now usually considered the best practice to leave such a
road to itself until it wears very tbin, and then renew it by an entirely new layer of broken stone placed in the wOorn surface and
without in any way disturbing that surface.
"If a thin layer only of material is to' be added at one time, in
order that it may unite firmly with the upper layers of the road,
it is usually necessary to break the bond of the surface material before placing the new layer, either by picking it up by hand or by a
steam roller with shOort spikes in its surface, if such a machine is at
hand. Care should be taken in doing this, however, that only the
surface layer be loosened, and that the solidity of the body of the
roo.d be not disturbed, as might be the case if the spikes are too
long."
By the first of November of any year all improved roads built
and thrown open to traffic prior to September first of that year,
which have nO't been properly rolled or compacted, will be found to
have three gullies or furrows along their surface, with two ridges
intervening, and also with an additional ridge on each side. Two
of the furrows are caused by the wheels of the vehicles and the
hoofs of teams, While the thirrl and more shallow one has been worn
by the tra vel of horses hitched to single buggies. In these furrows
the rainfall and melting snow of the comil}g winter and spring is
sure to accumulate and weaken the surface covering. All new
roads should be carefully gone over during November or December
and the ridges leveled and the furrows fined, either-by hand rakes
or by passing some form of scraper with converging flanges over the
8-Geology.
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road, so that the materials of the ridges may be drawn back into the
furrows from which they have been cast out by traffic. A simple
and tolerably effective instrument for this purpose may be made by
taking a large, heavy wagon tire and loading it with a bar of iron
or other weight strapped across the middle. This, when dragged
by a horse along the roadway, will level the surface. If a heavy
roller could then be passed over the road several times it will be in
fair condition for the first winter, which is the WO'l'st one, from a
wear-out standpoint, which it usually has to undergo.
Wide tires should be used on all heavy vehicles which traverse
imp'l'oved roads. A four or five-inch gravel or stone road will last
longer without repair when wide 'tires are used than an eight or
ien-inoh road of the same material where the heavy traffic is mainly
by narrow-tired wagons. Wide tires not only prevent the cutting
of 'l'oads into narrow ruts, but they are of advantage in compacting
the surface. It has also been proven by careful tests that much
heavier loads can be hauled by the same team or power on widetired wagons than on narrow-tired ones. These tests were made at
the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, the reports showing
that:
(1) "A large number of tests on meadows, pastures, stubble
land, corn ground, and plowed ground in every condition, from dry,
hard and firm to very wet a:Ild soft, show, withont a single exception, a large difference in draft in favor of the broad tires. This
difference ranged from 17 to 120 per cent.
(2) "Grave] road. In all conditions of the gravel road, except
wet and sloppy on top, the draft on the broad-tired wagon was very
much less than that of the narrow-tired wagon. Averaging the six
trials, a load of 2,482 pounds could be hauled on the broad tires
with the same draft required for a load of 2,000 pounds on the narrow tires."
.
All gutters, side ditches and other surface drains along improved
roads should be kept open, by going over them at least once a year
and removing the earth and other rubbish which has accumulated.
More dam~o-e is done to roads by water which flows from filled up
or imperfectly constructed ditches on to the roadway than by any
other source. . In several counties of southern Indiana where there
were "cloud bursts" or excessive rainfalls in the summer of 1905,
damage to the amount of thousands of dollars was done the roads by
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water running down their center in great streams, simply because
the'side ditches had been neglected and were so filled up that they
were useless. No weeds should be allowed to grow in these ditches,
as their presence stops or retards the silt and mud being carried
down, and their decay also adds to the rubbish which collects.
Finally, it may be said that repairs on the roads should be mainly dqne in the spring after the alternate freezing and thawing
period has ended, for it is then that the weak spots are most easily
found; but the great mistake of letting all repairs go till that time
should not be made. The principal need of the improved road is
daily care, and "the sooner we do away with the system of 'working
out' our road taxes, and pay such taxes in money, the sooner will it
be possible to build improved roads and to hire experts to keep
them constantly in good repair. Roads could then secure attention
when such at.tention is most needed. If they are repaired only
annually or semi-annually the~ are seldom in good condition, but
when they are given daily or weekly care they are most always in
good condition, and, moreover, the second method costs far less
than the first. A portion of all levy tax money raised for road
purposes should be used in buying improved road machinery, and
in constructing each year a few miles of improved stone or gravel
roads."
(h)

The C osi of Jmproved Roads.

The initial cost of an improved road depends upon the cost of
material, labor, machinery, the width and depth to which the surface material is to be spread on, and the method of construction.
All of these are variable factors-so much so that it is impossible
to name the exact amount which a mile of a certain kind of road
in any county will cost, unless the specifications are at hand.
From the statistics gathered from the different counties we find
that the average mile of gravel road· in the State heretofore constructed has cost ~1,403 and the average mile of stone road $2,221.
That these figures are too high, taking into consideration the quality of the roads put off on the people, no one will deny who has
traveled over the roads of different parts of the State. In certain counties, as high as $4,000 per mile has been paid for gravel
roads within the past five year",; while many stone roads have
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been let at $3,000· or more per mile. The average road contractor is not in business for his health, and where the county
commissioners and count.y engineer are limited in knowledge as
to road improvement or where they can be manipulated in any
manner by the contractor, the public is apt to pay dearly for an
inferior grade of improved road.
Where the surface material does not have to 00 hauled over four
miles, the best of gravel roads should be built in Indiana for
$1,500 per mile, and the best of limestone macadam roads for
$2,000. Where the material has to 00 shipped in by rail from a
distant source the additional cost should not exceed $200 per mile.
These figures are in excess of those. given by Prof. Latta in 1898,
from data gathered from numerous farmers, as he estimated *
that the average cost of converting the common public roads into
improved highways would be $1,146 per mile. This cost was
based largely upon estimates furnished for gravel roads, and principally in the northern part of the State where gravel is more
plentiful than in the south. The price of labor and machinery is
also higher now than then.
The prices paid for road improvement in certain other state:;:
has "b€en given by Eldridge as follows: "First-class single track
stone roads, 9 fee~ wide, have been built near Oanandaigua, N.
Y., for $900 to $1,000 per mile. Many excellent gravel roads
have been built in New Jersey for $1,000 to $1,300 per mile.
The material of which they were constructed was placed on in two
layers, each being raked and thoroughly rolled, and the whole mass
consolidated to a thicknebs of eight inches. In the same, State
macadam roads have been built for $2,000 to $5,000 per mile,
varying in width from nine to 20 fee;t and in thickness of material from four to 12 inches. Telford roads 14 feet wide and 10
to 12 inches thick have been built in New Jersey for $4,000 to
$6,000 per mile. Macadam roads have been built at Bridgeport
and Fairfield, Conn., 18 to 20 feet wide, for $3,000 to $5,000
per mile. A Telford road Hi feet wide and 12 inches thick was
built at Fanwood, N. J., for $9,500 per mile. Macadam roads
have been built in Rhode Tsland, Hi jo 20 feet' wide, for $4,000
to $5,000 per mile.
*See p. 82.
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The Construction of Vitrified Brick Roads.

Within the past three years 58+ miles of the public roads of
Ouyahoga Oounty, Ohio, have been." iIljlproved with vitrified brick
as the surfacing material. :From ·statistics kindly furnished me
by Mr. Wm. H. Evers, Oounty Surveyor, I learn that the total
cost of these roads was $1,426,711, or an average of $24,500 per
mile. These roads are all outside of the city of Oleveland, which
is located in the county. The width of the paved portion is 14
feet, the average cost of the vitrified block used being $16.00 per
thousand, and the average distance of hauling from the railway
spurs, three miles. The following cut of a cross section of one of
the roads shows the main features of its construction:
The roads were built under an Ohio law which provides that,
in addition tc the levy regularly authorized for road and bridge
purposes, the county commissioners may assess an additional levy
of one-half mill on each dollar of valuation of taxable property in
the county, to provide a fund for the permanent impmvement of
state and county roads. From such fund 40 to 70 per cent. of the
cost of such roads shall be paid, while not to exceed 60 per cent.
shall be paid from the taxes raised by assessments against the
land abutting the roads improved, such aosessments to be paid in
ten equal installments. No road shall be improved until after a
petition, signed by the owners of a majority of the front-footage
of land abutting such road, shall have been made.
The county commissioners of Ouyahoga Oounty form an assessing board and have levied on the adjoining property of the various
roads improved from 30 to 60 per cent. 0.£ the total cost of the
same, according to benefit'>, paying the balance of the cO'st of the
work out of the f,md provided by the half-mill tax which, in that
county, approximates $90,000 per annum. The traction railway
companies along the thoroughfares are required to brick-pave a 15foot strip for double tracks for a distance of four and a half miles.
Mr. Evers, in a recent address, stated that "Ouyahoga Oounty
will annually improve about ten miles of road, at an expense approximating $20,000 per mile. With this continual amount of
work, in surfacing our highways, the cO'llnty will soon have every
main thoroughfare paved, and will endeavor to construct the same
to confoon to theoretical principles and the best practical experi-

Fig. 22. Proposed cross section State Road No.3, Parma and Royalton, April, 1905. Wm. H. Evers, C. E., County Engineer.
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ences, so that the people of the Middle West can not only look to
Ouyahoga Oounty as the brick-paving center, but will be able to
point to our methods of building roads as giving the best, the most
permanent and pt)pular improved highways."*
.For standard specifications for the construction of brick pavements or brick
roads see the 29th (1904) Annual Report of this Department. p. 541.

SECTION

V.

THE GEOLOGIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROAD .
.MATERIALS OF INDIANA.
By

W. S.

BLATCHLEY.

Compared with many other states, Indiana is rich in road building materials. While the northern two-thirds of the State is almost everywhere covered with a heavy mantle of drift which hideR
the underlying rocks and renders them unattainable for macadamizing purposes, much of this till or drift material is gravel of excellent quality which has long been more or less utilized for road
improvement.. Along the Wabash River and larger strooms of
this sect.ion of the St.ate t.here are also, in places, a number of exposures of li~estone, either Niagara or Corniferous, which have
furnished and wil1 continue to furnish large quantit.ies of excellent
road metal. In this northern Indiana region only a few counties
in the extreme nort.hwestern portion of t.he State are devoid of both
gTavel and stone and have to import all of the materials used in
the improvement. of their roads. These are Lake, Porter, Laporte
and the greater parts of Starke, Pulaski and Jasper counties.
In the southern half of the St.ate most of the counties contain
outcrops of limestone or fluviatile deposits of gravel, suitable for
road improvement. In the southwestern corner there are some
half dozen counties, as Posey, Vanderburgh, vVarrick, Gibson,
Pike and Dubois, which have hitherto imported most of their road
material. Other than these, the present report will show that. each
county of the St.ate contains either gravel or stone suitable in quality and sufficient. in quantity for the improvement of its roads.
vVhen we t.ake into consideration that thousands of square miles
in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and other st.ates to the west
are utterly devoid of either stone or gravel, we can the more readily understand that. Indiana is pa.rticularly well blessed with materials for the improvement of her highways.
(120)
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. GRAnJL DEPOSITS OF TIlE STATE.

By far the ~ost widely distributed road material in the State is
gravel. This occurs in greater or less quantity in every county of
the drift covered area, and frequently along the streams of the
driftlessarea. The greater part of this gravel is of glacial origin,
i: e~, it was brought in and was depositedori or near the spot where
jt now liesby a groot movjng mass. of ice called a glacier.
, (a)

Glaci(tl

Grave~

Deposits.

A careful study of the drift deposits of Indiana has proven
that there were Several distinct glacial invasions of the State: The
great ice sheet which was first,formed several times advanced, and
as often; by an increase in the temperature of the region which it
entered, melted and receded, ·its retreat or recession being each
time as gradual as its advance had been.
The nrst invasion of Indiana by one of these glacial lobes was
from the elevated districts to the east and south of Hudson's Bay,
It, in time, covered a greater area of the State than anyone of
those which followed.- When this glacier had assumed its maximum size, its southern or front edge extended across the northwestern corner of Pennsylvania and central Ohio to a point a little
southeast of Cincinnati, where it crossed the Ohio River into Kentucky. Passing through· Campbell, Kenton, Boone, Henry and
Oldham counties, of that State, on a line nearly parallel with the
Ohio River and some five to eight miles south of that stream, it
recrossed and entered Clark County, Indiana, a little above Louisville, Kentucky. Turning abruptly northward, it passed through
western Clark, northeastern Washingtou, central.Tackson and eastern Brown counties, a distance of about 50 miles. The course is
then westward for about 30 miles, through northern Brown and
northern Monroe counties. In northwestern Monroe County it
makes an abrupt turn to the south and leads through western Monroe, eastern Greene, western Martin and northwestern Dubois
counties. From southwestern Dubois the course is south 0.£ west
across Pike, Gibson and Posey counties to the extreme southwestern corner 0.£ the State.
Since this first or oldest glacier covered most 0.£ Illinois, the
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name "Illinoian" has been given to the drift material which it
brought down. The terms "older glacier" ~d "older drift" are
sometimes also used when referring to it and its deposits. It appears that the margin of this first ice sheet is exposed only in a
few counties in Indiana, in the southwestern and southeastern portions of the Slate, the remainder being covered by later deposits of
drift. The thickness where this single sheet is eocposed to view
averages scarcely more than 30 feet, or less than one-fourth the
estimated average for the State.
When the ice of this first glacial invasion melted' away, its drift,
composed of a motley mas.~ of materials, exposed to the agencies
of water, wind and frost, was left behind. What is known as the
"First jnterglacial Interval" then e!lsued, during which a vegetation arose on the surface of the Illinoian drift and for a long
period flourished and decayed, in the manner as does the vegetation of our present surface. As a result a black mold or soil was
gradually formed, which is now concealed beneath deposits of silt
called "loess" in southwestern Indiana, and beneath the drift of
later glacial invasions in the northern part of the State. How
long this "interval" lasted no one knows, but evidently hundreds
of years, as shown by the thickness of the soil mentioned and by
other evidence which the geologist can take into account.
A "Second Glacial Epoch" or invasion then occurred, during
which the ice brought down much thicker deposits of drift than
in the first. Of it in Indian'a Prof. Ohamberlain has writ,ten in
part as follows: "The border of the 'newer drift,' slightly ridged,
may be traced diagonally across the northeastern part of Montgomery Oounty, the center of Hendricks, the northeast corner of
Morgan, the sOuthwest portion of Johnson, striking the basin of
the East White River near Edinburg. On encountering this basin
the newer drift border comes in association with the remarkable
fluvial phenomena of 'Oollett's Glacial River.' This was one of
the great avenues of discharge from the ice border, and has left
its record in broad belts of gravel gathering into a great trunk
stream. The edge of the newer drift sheet is interrupted and obscured by these fluvial deposits, but it seems to have formed a lobe,
reaching down the basin into Jennings Oounty, the glacial river
lying on its western border. The eastern edge of the loop runs
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north diagonally across Decatur County, the southeastern portion
of Rush, the northwestern part of Fayette, and of Wayne, in the
northern portion of which, and the southern part of Randolph, it
recurves to the southeast to fOl'm the Great Miami Loop in Ohio."*
The gravel deposits of the State form a very large percentage of
the morainic material or till which was dropped where it now lies
by the melting of one or more of these great ice sheets or glaciers
which thus invaded Indiana. In the process of retreating, each of
the several great glaciers deposited its load of gravel and other material under different ~ondit.ions. These deposits, according to
their form or :inanner of distribution, are known by different
names, as till or drift sheet, moraines, eskars, drumlins, etc.
Till or drift sheet is the name given to the great mass of commingled coarse and fine materials which, when the ice melted, filled
up the old valleyI'! and covered the plains to a varying depth with
a broad sheet which yet occurs over all parts of the glaciated or old
ice covered district, except where it has been eroded or swept away
by streams. This till varies much in its composition, and in Indiana averages about 130 feet in thickness. Over the greater part
of its area bores, wells and other excavations made in it show its
upper portion to be made up of layers of material arranged about
as follows: soil, yellow clay, blue clay, gravel. Oftentimes a layer
of sand of varying thickness intervenes ootween the blue clay and
gravel. Again the gravel lies just beneath the soil or the uppermost layer of clay. Thus the top of the gravel lies at various
depths below the surface, and the bed of gravel varies greatly in
thickness.
Where this drift gravel has been exposed along streams or where
it lies close enough to the surface that it can be easily reached by
stripping, it often affords large deposits of excellent road material.
It is in many places mixed with sufficient oxide of iron, carbonate
of lime or other cementing matter to cause the pebbles to adhere
and pack quickly when exposed to the pressure of traffic. . The
pebbles composing it are largely (40 to 70 per cent. of them)
rounded f~agm(\nts of igneous rocks, diorite, diahase, syenite,
granite, etc., derived from outcrops and exposures in British America and northern Michigan, over which the glacier moved in its
·"The Terminal Moraine of the Second Glacial Epoch," in Third Ann. Rep.
U. S. Geol. SUI·V., 1883, 333.
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journey southward. The remainder are mostly of limestone, derived from the ledges of that sedimentary rock in Michigan and
northern Indiana. In many places there is too large a proportion
of clay or sand mixed with the gravel to allow of its use as a road
material unless it be screened.
Moraines consist of large, irregular masses of debris shoved forward by the glacier or melted out of it along its front. They are
usually in the form of ridges, and mark tlle lines where the edges
of the glaciers rested for some time and allowed the material carried by it to be dropped in quantity. These moraines contain
usually much less clay and sand, and a larger proportion of gravel
and boulders than the sheet-like deposits of till above mentioned;
During one of the later glacial invasions of the State, the front of
the ice sheet, instead of being straight, was divided into a series of
large lobes, to which distinguishing names have been given by
glacial geologists. At the junction of these lobes great interlobate
moraines were formed. "One of these, occupying the' line between
the Saginaw and Erie-MRumee lohes, leads from the northeastern
corner of Indiana southwestward to Cass County. These interlobate moraina<; arc· generally more prominent than those formed
at the ends of the lobes. The one just referred to. has a few
knolls which rise nearly 200 feet above the neighboring basins,
though the oscillations in level between knolls and basins are generally less than 50 feet. One of the most prominent moraines
formed at the end of an ice lobe is the Valparaiso, situated north
of the Kankakee Basin, in northwestern'Indiana, and so called
from the city of Valparaiso, located on it. It was formed by the
Lake Michigan glacier at a time'when that glacier extend~d but
little beyond the limit of the shore of Lake Michigan. Another
prominent moraine, known as the Maxinkuckee, leads southward
from Michigan past South Bend to I,ake Maxinkuckee, and thence
eastward to join the great interlobate moraine formed between the
Saginaw and Erie lobes. It was formed, by the Saginaw ice lobe
at the time it first became clearly differentiated from the Erie
lobe."*
These large interlobate moraines are the sources, either primarily
or secondarily through the action of streams, of much of the gravel
*Leverett.-Water Supply and Irrigation' Papers'; U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 2l.
1899, p. 11.
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suitable for road materials in the counties of the northern third
of the State. More commonly, in the o-ther drift covered counties,
the moraines are in the form of slight ridges which may be covered with soil but show here and there projecting boulders. In
general it may be said that such moraines afford better sites for
gravel pits from which road materials are to be obtained than the
till, since, as above mentioned, they are usually much freer from
sand and clay.
Eska.rs are narrow, elongated ridges of rudely stratified coarse
and fine gravel, sand and water-worn stones, which almost always
extend in the direction of the ice movement. They occur usually
over lands lower than the moraines, and are supposed to have been
formed in the caves or waterways beneath the ice, through which
the ancient subglacial streams found their way. They were doubtless formed in part, also, by the gushing streams from the ends of
rapidly melting glaciers. They often occur in connection with
moraines and contain large and useful deposits of gravel, and also
large numbers of boulders, which might be crushed and used for
road material. ~Examples of eskars will be noted by several of the
assistants in the subsequent papers descriptive of the local deposits
in the different counties.
Drumlins are commonly more or less oblong, smooth featured
hills, having their longer diameter in the direction of the movement of the glacier. They were probably formed under the ice
sheet, and not far from its melting margin. They often contain a
nudeal or central mass of stratified gravel and sand, but are less
liable than eskars to afford good road material. But few of them
occur in the glaciated portion of this State.
In searching for gravel in the various glacial deposits above mentioned one can not put much dependence in the character of the
soil. The presence of any distinct uprise or ridge in the surface
affords some reason to expect that a deposit of gravel lies beneath.
By following along streams one can often find where they have
cut through the overlying soil, clay or sand and exposed the gravel.
Groundhogs or other burrowing animals often throw out sufficient
gravel to denote its presence. The best method of exploration is
by means of a steel rod or drill, which can be forced through gravel
but not through clay. The ordinary post hole auger may be made
to serve its purpose. Where 11sef111 material is found it may be
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wQrked in Qpen pits, preferably by the use Qf the steam shovel; Qr
if, as is the cast'· in some parts of the drift, the superficial coating
is heavy, it may be necessary to resort to' the ordinary methods of
the miner, but even in these cases we may expect, considering the
needs of the country, that comparatively cheap road-building materials may be obtained. In general, however, it will probably be
better to enter the deposit at the base of a slope at the level of a
stream bed, so that water may be had for washing, if that process
is to be used, and natural drainage obtained.
(b)

Fluvia.l Gravel Depo'8its.

During the thousands of years which have elapsed since the
glacial gravel was drQPped in Indiana by the melting ice, much of
it has boon washed hither and thither by streams. In the valleys
of these streams, both large and small, are now to be found SQme
of the largest. and most available dep08its. SQme Qf these have
been washed Qut, carried onward and redeposited perhaps a score
of times.
Each stream in the State is cont.inually changing its course.
Those which issued frQm the foot Qf the melting ice frQnt were
many of them much greater in size than thQse Qf the present day.
They were in many places exceedingly swift and torrent.ial in their
flow. Under the abundant supply Qf wa,ter, the width of the flood
grQunds Qr valleys in many instances were miles in extent. Over
these flooded areas much gravel and sand was carried, aSSQrted and
deposited by the IlQwing water. As the stream gradually diminished in size it was often, by dams Qf ice Qr other obstructiQn,
changed from side to' side of its former valley. Whenever a
change was made it eroded some of the old gravel depQsits and carried them down to new 1()(,.Altions. A close examination of any of
the larger streams in the drift covered area of the State will, therefore, show: .(1) An old stream bed far deeper and broader than
that occupied by the present stream. (2) That this deep and
broad stream bed is filled up, often scores of feet in depth, by the
old stream deposit. (3) Into this old deposit the shrunken stream
Qf the present is again cutting its way, and annually changing to'
some extent its course. This cutting into the old deposit produces
bluffs and terraces on each side.
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Figure 23 is an ideal section across a stream bed in the drift region of the State, in which b b is the old stream bed, scooped out
by the moving glacier or by the high water which followed; the
dotted line represents the highest level to which the old stream deposit accumulated, and the shaded portion that part of such deposit

Fig. 23. Ideal section across a river-bed in drift region: b b b, old river-bed;
R, the present river; t t, upper or older terraces; t' t', lower terraces.

which still remains. The upper terraces t t are of course the oldest, the lower ones being formed as the shrinking stream cut deeper
and deeper. The present flood plain lies bet.ween f and f. It is
in the terraces and flood plains of the present streams that much
of the available gravel of many of the drift covered counties is to
be found. Especially are the terraces along the Wabash, the
Mississinewa and the upper course of the West Fork of White
River rich in these deposits.
Every stcroom in tile State has gravel bars along its flood plain
and beneath the shallow water of its bed. In a number of places
sand and gravel pumps are at work sucking up the materials and
assorting them by screens. They are then utilized for building
purposes, concrete and road materials. Several barges with pumps
attached are at work in White River near Indianapolis. In general everything which will not pass through a two-inch screen is
cast aside. The materials which will not pass through a seveneighths-inch screen is termed gr(JJIJe,l and is used for concrete, roads,
etc. That which passes through a seven-eighths-inch but nm
through a three-eighths is called pebble, and is mainly used for
roofing purposes. That which passes through a No.4, or threeeighths-inch, screen is sand, used for plaster, concrete sidewalks, etc.
Much of the stream gravel hitherto used on the roads of the
State has been unscreened and was mixed with far too great a percentage of sand. In some places the gra.vel was too clean, i. e.,
did not contain enough oomenting material to cause it to pack sufficiently on the roads. Due to the assorting power of water, the
coarser gravel is always found in the upper end of the bars.
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In some instances a stream has sO' changed its course that, in
places, it now flows entirely to one side of its old bed and alongside
a bluff of glacial gravel which has not been disturbed since it was
dropped by the ice. These bluff exposures, where not too heavily
covered, afford rich deposits of road material. From them the
stream erodes great quantities of gravel during each freshet and
bears it down to form new bars.

( c)

Gra1)els of Disintegration.

In the unglaciated portion Qf southern Indiana the stream Qr
"creek gravels," as they are there called, are mQstly derived from
the oxidized and partly decayed country rock, and may be termed
"gravels of disintegrat,ion." In at least two distinct geoJogical
areas these creek gravels are much used' as road materials, and experience has proven that they pack easily and are durable under
the traffic of the main country highways.
Knobstone "Creek Gravels."

One of these areas is that of the Knobstone. This formation
comprises the surface or country rock Qf a strip Qf territory three
to 38 miles in width, extending from the 9hio River sQuthwest o·f
New Albany in a west of north direction to' a point a few miles
south of Rensselaer, Jasper OQunty. Over much of the northern
part, of this area the Knobstone is in most, places cQvered by a
heavy mantle of glacial debris, its outcrops being exposed only
along the stream valleys. Exposures of the Knobstone are known
to oecur in the following counties: Harrison, Floyd, Olark, Washington' Scott, Jackson, I,awrence, Monroe, Brown, BarthoJomew,
Johnson, Morgan, Owen, Putnam, Hendricks, Marion, BOQne,
lVlontgomery, Olinton, Tippecanoe, Fountain, 'Varren, White, Benton and Jasper. In the first ten mentioned counties the Knobstone
almost ever;vwhere comes to or very ne,ar the surface, as the cover
of drift is either wanting or very thin. The rocks of the Knobsto11e prQper cQnsist Qf blue-gray shales, shaly sandstone, sandstone
and rarely a little limestQne. They are everywhere too SQft and
brit.tle to be utilized as road material. However, they contai11,
and abundantly in places, numerous nodules or concretions of
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siderite or iron carbonate, many of them of considerable Size.
These are usually made up of concentric or successive layers, like
those of an onion. As the soft shales weather away, especially in
winter and spring, by the action of alternate freezing and thawing,
these nodules are left exposed on the slopes. They are insoluble,
but in time they break up or flake into small quadrangular pieces
an inch or two sqnare on the broad surface, and a fraction of an
inch in thickness. Sometimes the surface of the slope is so thickly
covered. with these dark brown fragments of disintegrating nodules
of iron that one can not see the top of the shale beneath. In time
these are washed down into the numerous little swales or gullies
which are everywhere to be found along the slopes of exposed shale,
and f:~m these they -find their way down to the beds of the larger
creeks and streams which drain the region. Mixed with these
fragments of iron nodules are drift pebhles, the outwash of the
glacial regions to the north, and also angular pieces of limestone
from the formations bord.ering the KllJ)hstone.
From tbis mixture of so-called "creek gravels" many miles of
improved roads have been constructed in Clark, Floyd, Scott,
\Vashington, Jackson and Brown counties. The carbonate of iron
present acts as a cement to bind the other materials together. For
this reason the gravel packs very quickly and compactly into a
smooth and durable road. The surface of the road made from this
gTavel is reddish brown in color. It does not refle<:t the sunlight
on a hot snmmer day like the gray or whitish roads made of limestone or drift gTavel, and is, therefore, more agreeable to travel.
Throughout the Knohstone area south of Morgan County these
ironstone gravels offer a cheap and seemingly durable material,
sufficient in quantity to improve all the roads of the region.
Creek Gravels oj the Harrudsbw·gh Group.

Overlying the Knobstone formation and underlying the oolitic
limestone to the west is the Harrodsburgh Group, which consists
chiefly of limestones conta.ining many remains of crinoids. Intermingled with the limestone layers are thin layers 0'£ shale and small
quantities of flint. I~ the limestone, and less commonly in the
shaly layers, quartz geodes occur, often in great numbers. These
are often called "mnttonheads," and range in size from a pea up
9-Geology.
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to tWo. feet in diameter. They co.nsist of an o.uter erust of crystalline quartz or quartz and chalcedo.ny, which is lined o.r entirely
filled with crystals. These crystals are most commonly quartz or
calcite, 0.1' the two to.gether, frequently quartz lining the shell and
the central space filled with calcite. Several o.ther minerals o.ften
occur in smaller quantities. "These geo.des are supposed to occupy
the center o.f sponges that existed in the seas when the Keokuk
(Harrodsburgh) limestone was laid down. These sponges were
hollowed ont by siliceous solutio.ns and then lined with crystals by
depositio.n from the same 0.1' some other mineral solutio.n."*
So abundant are these geodes that in places the gravel bars o.n
the creeks of the Harrodsburgh area are largely composed <!f them
or of their fragment'!. Mixed with them to form the remainder of
the gravel are pieces of chert and small, more or less angular pieces
of the partially decayed limestone; also many fragments of crinoids
and other fossils of the limestone. The crust of fue geodes being
very hard and the limestone furnishing a good cementing sub"
stance, these gravel bars provide a road material which is duraMe
and packs smoothly and compactly. A number of the country
roads of eastern Lawrence County have been improved with this
grave], and have proven durable nuder the traffic of the region.
The gravel is abundant along the streams which drain the Harrodsburgh area of the State, and is well worthy the attention of road
contractors.
The Mitchell limestone ,vhich overlies the Bedford oolitic stone
to the west, in many places contains in its upper courses numerous
flint nodules which, together with weathered fragments, of the
limestone, are often washed down into the creek beds of the
Mitchell area, where they form gravel bars. These have been
drawn upon in some places, notably along Lost River and its tributaries in north6astern Orange and northwestern \Vashington counties, to furnish road material. Some of the roads about Orleans
constructed of this creek gravel are the equal of any gravel roads
which have come to the writer's notice in the State. While the
amount of the material is not large, it merits careful attention, as
it packs readily, wears smooth and is seemingly above the average
in durability.
'Dana, Man. of Geol., 4th Ed., p. 97.
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In many of the deeper drift covered countie.s of northern Indiana boulders, or "niggerheads," are present in quantity sufficient to be used. as road material. They are usually accompanied
by gravel which, on account of its abundance and availability, has
been used in preference to the boulders on such roads as have been
improved. The bowlders are mostly of ignoous rooks, such as
diorite, diabase, granite, g,neiss, syenite, etc. They are, therefore,
better adapted for a road material than many of the limestones of
southern Indiana. They are hard and tough, and when properly
broken to small sizes and rolled thoroughly will cement and consolidate into a smooth, hard crust which is impervious to water,
and the broken particles are so heavy that they are not readily
blown or washed away.
The boulders of Indiana are all of glacial origin and came from
northern Michigan or British America, where such rocks are
abundant in dikes or ledges. They range in size from a few
ounces up to 20 or more tons. Along the moraines of some of the
great glacial lobes which invaded northern Indiana they are so
common that fences are built of them, and in cultivated fields they
are gradually worked to the top in such numbers that they have to
be removed each year. Especially is this true in portions of Steuben, Lagrange, Elkhart, Kosciusko, Noble, Whitley, Marshall, Fulton and Cass counties. The largest of these boulders can be easily
broken by some explosive into sizes suitable to enter a crusher.
As to the construction of macadam roads from such boulders,
Mr. B. W. Potter has writteu as follows:* "In the construction
of a macadam road in any given locality the question of economy
generally compels us to use a material found near at hand, and
where a local quarry does not exist field stone and stone gathered
from the beds of rivers and small streams may often be made to
serve every purpose. Many of the stones and boulders thus obtained are of trap rock, and in general it may be said that all hard
field and river stones, if broken to a proper size, will make fairly
good and sometimes very excellent road metal. No elaborate test
is required to determine the hardness of any given specimen.
After a brief experience a judicious person with a light sledge halll·"The Road and the Roadside.." 1886, p. 72.
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mer can, by striking the stones which offer themselves to use on the
surface of the field and' in the walls, readily determine the state
of the masses. If they ring sharply to the blow they may be
judged suJnciently sound. If, however, they pulverize under the
successive strokes, and when broken show evident traces of decay,
as by iron stains penetrating the mass, they may be condemned as
a source of supply. Eield and river stones offer an additional advantage in that they are quickly haBdled, are, generally of convenient size, and are morc readily broken either by hand or by
machine than most varieties .of rock which are quarried in the
usual way."
LIMESTONF.S OF INDIANA WHICH MAY BE UTn~IzED FOR MACADAM
PURPOSES.

The sedimentary rocks which comprise the surface of Indiana
are limestones, sandstones and shales. No igneous or metamorphic
rocks occur in the State except in the form of boulders above mentioned. Of the three groups of sedimentary rocks the limestones
are by far the more widely distributed. Those of at least eight
geological formations are being or have been used for macadam
purposes, though all are not well suited for road making. Each
of the eight will in this connection be treated briefly as to its distribution, physical properties and general fitness for road material.
( a,) The OrdovicirJm Limestones.
The Ordovician limestones and their accompanying shales comprise the oldest rocks of Indiana, and come to the surface only. in
its southeastern corner, where they comprise the surface of all or
part of the following counties: Wayne, Union, Eayette, Franklin,
Dearborn, Ripley, Ohio, Switzerland and J efIerson. They are
also exposed along various streams in southern Decatur and e-astern
Jennings counties in areas otherwise occupied by the Silurian.
Along the OhiO' River they may be traced as far southwest as
Charlestown Landing, in Clark County. While the drift covers all
of this area, it is everywhere quite thin, and in the valleys and the
beds of the streams the surface rocks are exposed.
The limestones of the Ordovician area occur in beds ranging up
to 40 or more feet in thickness. Each bed is made up of thin
layers, usually not exceeding six inches and often less than three
inches in. thickness. The layers are often dark blue in color and
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very hard. Many show their organic origin by the presence of
fossils. Some are distinctly crinoidal. Others consist chiefly of
brachiopoda or bryozoa cemented together by a mass of calcareous
sediment.
These limestones have been separated by Foerste and other writers into several different groups, to each of which a distinct name
has been given. The Bellevue bed of the Lorraine formation
forms the surface in many parts of Dearborn, Ohio and Switzerland colUlties. . It has a thickness ranging between 20 and 25 feet,
and is usually a coarse rubble limestone, but at some localities the
lower part of the bed consists of dark, bluish gray, coarse grained,
massive limestone, the middle of rubble limestone and the upper
part chiefly of clay. The stone from it and allied beds has in recent years "be€n used for the improvement of roads in the three
counties above mentioned. Samples from near Dillsboro were
. tested in the laboratory of the Office of Public Roads at Washington, D.O., the results of the test showing as follows:
Results of Test of Ordovician Li1'/1.efftone from near Dill8OOm. Dearborn County.
Indiana. *
SpeCific gravity .. " " . . . . . . . . .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft..Obs.)
.78
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.8

(b)

French coefficient of wear. 8.il
Hardness.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 9.8
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 67
Wet .... 100

The N iaga.ra, Limestones.

These limestones comprise the principal formation representing
the Upper Silurian Period in Indiana. By Foerste and otherst
this formation has been subdivided into five different horizons,
which from east to west, or in ascending order, are as follows:
Clinton limestone, Osgood clay and limestone, Laurel limestone,
Waldron clay, Louisville limesto·ne. In the southern part of the
Sta~ where the cover of drift is thin or wanting, these subdivisions can be easjly separnted one from another. In the northern
part, where the exposures are few, their differentiat.ion is much
more difficult.. In this connection, therefore, we will treat them
under the one head, the Niagara, referring only casually to the
more local names given by Foerste.
'For standard of comparison seE' p. 79.
28th Rep. of this Dept., p. 27 et 8Cq.
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The Niagara limestone fO'rms the surface rO'cks over a wide area
of the eastern and northern PO'rtiO'ns of the State and also over an
irregular, narrowing strip 30 miles to' one in width, extending
southward from Newcastle, Henry Oounty, thrO'ugh PO'rtions O'f
Wayne, Rush, Fayette, Franklin, Decatur, Ripley, Jennings, JefIersO'n and Olark counties to' the OhiO' River near J efIersO'nville. It
is alsO' exposed along the valleys O'f a number of streams in eastern
Shelby and BartholO'mew counties. Through this narrO'w southern
strip the rock is clO'se to the surface, but in the larger area nO'rth of
Newcastle it is nearly everywhere covered with doop drift. However, in the valley of the Whitewater and its tributaries in northern
Wayne County, at Portland, Jay County, and along the Wabash
River in the vicinity of BlufIton, Huntington, Wabash and Logansport it comes to' the surface, as alsO' in isolated areas near Delphi, Monon and Kentland.
The Niagara limestO'ne ranges from nearly white thrO'ugh bufI .
to' blue in color, and from a hard, sub crystalline stone to a soft,
shaly one in structure. In Wayne, Fayette, Franklin, Rush, Decatur, Jennings and Ripley cO'unties of its southern area, and in
Wabash o~ its northern it is in places especially hard and compact,
of even texture and color, and often occurs in thin, easily separated
layers, usually frO'm three to 12 inches thick, which are largely
quarried for flagging, curbing and similar uses. These form the
so-called Laurel limestone of Foerste. Southward, in J efIerson
County, the limestone deteriorates rapidly in quality. The rock is
less pure, becomes softer, more argillaceous and does nO't form slabs
of equally large dimensions. In Clark CO'unty the rock becomes
still softer and more argillaceous. Its cO'lor changes to brown, and
usually the rook does not withstand weathering. At some localities a few of the layers furnish a good building rock, while the
greate'r part of the section is of inferiO'r quality. Chert frequently
is present, especially in the middle part O'f the section, five O'r more
feet above the base O'f the Laurel. HO'wever, at many localiti~s the
layers which are free from chert are readily accessible and are quarried with profit.
The chemical compO'sition of the Niagara limestone varies greatly. In southern Indiana it usually contains only from six to' ten
per cent. of magnesium carbonate, but the outcrops along the Wabash River and in Adams, Jay and Randolph counties are a true

Plate II.

Northeast part of Wabash Dome; strata dipping northeast.

Southwest part of Wabash Dome; strata dipping southwest.
ILLUSTRATl'NG THE TILTED NATURE OF THE NIAGARA LIMESTONE AT WABASH,
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dolomite containing 40 per cent. or more of this compound. This
is especially true of certain outcrops in the vicinity of Huntington,
Wabash and Delphi, where the Niagara stone seems to have passed
through an upheaval, the strata being tilted in various directi"ns,
·sometimes, at an angle of 45 degrees or more. Near Delphi, Monon and Kentland, Newton County, the Niagara comes to the surface in isolated islands in which the layers show this same tilted
condition.
The following table shows the variability of the Indiana Niagara limestone in chemical composition:
.Analyses of Indiana l,iogara Limestone.

SoURCE

m'

Authority.

SAMPLE.

Consolidated Lime Company,Huntington. . .. .. .. ... . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. ......

5~.22

44.96

.23

.59

.11

99.11

R. E. Lyons.

Harley Bros. Quarry,Delphi,Carroli Co. 54.53

4.1.92

.51

.19

.18

99.33

R. E. Lyon •.

Greensburg Stone Company, St. Paul,
Decatur Co.. .... .... ............ ... 74.02

10.35

6.20

5.90

.90

97.37

E. T. Cox.

Scanlan's Quarry, Flat Hock Creek.
Decatur Co ........................ ' 83.00

6.3

2.50

5.30

1.00

98.10

E. T. Cox.

I

The Niagara limestone has been used more extensively for road
material than any other limestone in the State. This is on account
of its wide distribution rather than for any special fitness which
it possesses. Numerous tests show it to rank below the Mitchell
limestone in resistance to wear, though its cementing qualities are
better. Large and permanent crushing plants which prepare the
stone tor macadam use are in operation at a number of places
throughout its are3.*
At numerous places quarries have also been opened in the Niagara for crushing with portable crushers for local use on the roads.
Near Kentland, Newton County, one of these crushers has just
been shut down after operating four years, during which time
100,000 cubic yards of stone was crushed and used in building 62
miles of macadamized roads in two townships of that county.
*For a list of these

~ee

taule at enil of section.
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As is natural throughout such a wide area as that covered by the
Niagara, there is much vElriation in the quality of the stone for
macadam purposes. In some places the tests show the rock to be
above the average for resistance to wear and in cementing value,
while in others, notably at several points near the Ohio-~ndiana
line in Adams, Jay and Randolph counties, the exposed stone is
soft, friable and rather coarse grained, running below the average
in the tests made.
.
The following are the results of tests of this stone from seven
widely separated counties of its northern area, made in the Road
Testing Laboratory at Washington, D. C. The ai/Jerage of 192
samples of limestone t.ested for road purposes is also given for comparison. The results of the tests of the samples of Niagara sub-mitted from Indiana, 31 in number, will be found on subsequent
pages in connection with descriptions of the local deposits under
the respective county headings.
Re8U/t8 of Physical Tests of Niagara Lime8tone from Seven Different Localitie8 in
Northern Indiana.
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The Devoniam. Limestones.

The Devonian limestones represent in part the Devonian rocks
of Indiana. By Kindle and others they have been divided into
three. beds, which, in ascending order, are, the Jeffersonville Lime-
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stone, the Silver Creek Hydraulic TJimestone and the 8ellersburg
Limestone.
The northern part O'f the DevO'nian area of Indiana is heavily
covered with glacial drift, and it is only in the southern part of
the Sta:te that the exposures of the above limestone are sufficient
in quantity to be used extensively as road material. The principal
exposures are in Shelby, Bartholomew, Jennings, Jackson, Scott,
Jefferson and Clark cO'unties, where for the most part the glacial
drift is thin or absent, and where the area is more deeply dissected
by the streams flowing into the OhiO' River. -As Qne goes nQrthward frO'm that river the valleys become shallQwer and the glacial
drift depO'sit heavier, and hence the underlying rocks shQW in fewer
exposures. North frO'm Shelby CO'unty the only exposures Qf the
Devonian rocks through the drift are a small area in the vicinity
of Pendleton and several small areas in the vicinity of the Wabash
River.
The Jeffersonville limestone is a gray or bluish gray crystalline,
fossiliferous limestone, occurring both massive and in thinly stratified layers. At the Falls o.f the OhiO' it has a thickness o.f about
20 feet, and from it have been o.btained numerous fine examples
of coral fossils. N o.rthward it thickens rapidly, ranging up to 50
and 60 feet in the neighbo.rhood of North Vernon. It has been
used to. some extent in Clark, Jefferson, Jennings and Ripley counties as a road metal.
The Silver Creek hydraulic limesto.ne lies between the underlying J effersQnville and the overlying Sellersburg limestones. It is
a fine-grained, clayey magnesian limestone five to. 16 feet in thickness, but too. s'o.ft for macadam purposes. From its numerQUS exposures has been made for mQre than 50 years a high grade of
hydraulic or natural rock cement.
The Sellersburg limestone lies next above the Silver Creek bed
and just belQW the New Albany black shale. It is a white to gray
crystalline, crinO'idal limesto.ne which has been used locally for
building stone and quite extensively fQr rQad metal. Its eXPo.sures
occur from the OhiO' Falls as far north REt Decatur and Shelby
cQunties, the beds running usually from five to. 12 feet in thickness
and offering a good and easily available macadam stQne.
In the northern part Qf the Devonian area the Sellersburg and
.Teffersonville limestones above mentiQned are exposed along the
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Wabash River and some of its tributaries in Miami and Oarroll
counties, and on the T'ippecanoe River north and south of Monticello, White Oounty. The stone at all of these exposures is hard
enOugh fOor macadam purposes, and in 11 region where outcrops of
stone are few offer a supply of road material which will be found
better than much of the gravel now being utilized in the counties
mentioned for that purpose. The following are the results of tests
of Devonian stone from four different counties in the southern
part of the S'tate. The tests were made in the Road Testing Laboratory at Washington, D.O., and the average of 192 samples of
limestone tested for road purposes is also given for comparison:
Results of Physical Tests of Devonian Limestone from Four Different Counties in
Southern Indiana. lit
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*For explanation of these tests se6 pp. 64-79.
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The Harrrodsburgh Limestone.

This limestone has already been mentioned as being the source
of one of the "creek gravels" used for road material in southern
Indiana. .It is the lowermoEit of the three principal limestones of
the Missisaippian or Lower Carboniferous Period, and lies between
the Knobstone to the east and the Bedford Oolitic limestone to the
west. It is usually quite sharply separated lithologically from the
overlying oolitic stone, but in many places grades insensibly into
the underlying Knohstone shales.
The Harrodshurgh limestone outcrops along a. belt extending
from the Wabash River in Warren and Tippecanoe counties in an
east of south direction to the Ohio River and beyond into Ken-
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tucky. The outcrop varies in width from a few feet to several
miles. In the central part of its. area the Harrodsburgh limestone
and shales vary from 60 to 90 feet in thickness. It thins out somewhat to the north, and neal' its northern limits it appears only in
isolated patches. Its principal exposures -are in Putnam, Owen,
Monroe, Lawrence, ,Vashington and Floyd counties, though outcrops occur in limited areas in the sou.thwestern portions of Montgomery, Morgan and Jackson counties.
The Harrodsburgh group consists chiefly of limestones which
frequently contain a great many crinoid- remains. Intermingled
with the limestone layers are thin layers of shale and small quantities of chert. In the limestone, and less commonly in the shaly layers, quartz geodes occur in great numbers. These appear to be
more abundant in the lower than in the upper layers, and occasionally occur in the underlying Rnobstone layers. The limestone is
only of medium hardness, and in places coarsely crystalline, especially the crinoidal layers, The crinoid stems are always coarsely crystalline calcite, and the ground mass in which they are imbedded is crystalline in part, but consists largely of mud deposits.
The Hal'rodsburgh limestone has been used in building roads at
many points over the area of its outcrop, especially in Putnam,
OWen, Monroe and Lawrence counties. It has also been extensively quarried near Sa1em for railway ballast. On account 0.£ its
greater hardness it is a better road material than the overlying
oolitic stone, but is softer, less tough and has poorer cementing
properties than tile Mitchell limestone, which is usually found
abundantly in close proximi:ty to the west. The Mitchell is, therefore, used or should be nsed in preference when it can be obtained
at a reasonable cost.

(e)

The Bedford Oolitic Limestone.

This is the best known limestone in the State, being the forlllulion so extensively quarried for bnilding and ornamental purposes.
It forms a portion of the sui-face rocks in a narrow, irregular strip
from two to 14 miles in width, extending a distance of 142 miles
from near Parkersburg, Montgomery County, to the Ohio River.
Its outcrops OCCllr in Putnam, Owen, Monroe, Lawrence, Washington, Floyd and Harrison counties. Numerous quarries have
h'C'll 0pened throughout tllis area for building stone.
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The Bedford oolitic stone ranges from a creamy white to a dark
drab in color. It is very uniform in grain and quite soft when
first quarried. It occurs in large masses, from which blocks of any
required size can be obtained. On account of its softness it can
be cut from the quarry with greater ease than almost any other
rock, and can be readily sawed or carved into any desired form.
Under the microscope it is seen to be made up of the globular shells
of minute one-celled animals. These are composed of carbona.te 0.£
lime and are cemented together by the same material, so that the
rock is a Vf~ry pur(' limestone.
From a number of analyses of the Bedford stone made by Dr.
Noyes for the T-..venty-first (lS\)6) report of this Department the·
following are taken to show its composition:
Analyses of Bedford Oijlitic Limestone from Southern Indiana .
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The Bedford stone loses its massive structure just north of Romona, Owen County, and above this point becomes thin-bedded
or even shaly on some of its exposures. It has been quarried quite
extensively for road metal near Greencastle, Putnam Oounty, and
for local use on the roads at several other points in the southern
and southeastern parts of that county. It has also been used to a
small extent for road material in Owen, Monroe and Lawrence
counties. On account of it.s softness it soon grinds up when exposed to heavy traffic, and roads made from it are far less durable
than those from either the Mitchell or Harrodsburgh limestones.
In Monroe County a creek gravel has been used asa t.op dressing
on several of the roads built. of the oolitic stone, and has added
materially to their durability.
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The Mitchell Lilmegf;one.

Overlying the Bedford oolitic stone to the west is a heavy ood
of compact limestone and chert, intercalated in places with thin lay;
ers of limy shales. This is the Mitchell limestone. Its exposures
occur over an irregular area three to 25 miles in width, extending
through the central part of southern Indiana from the Ohio River
in Harrison County north and northwestward to the southwestern
corner of Montgomery Oounty, where they disappear beneath the
drift. Outcrops occur in each of the following counties: Harrison, Orawford, Floyd, vVashington, Orange, Martin, Lawrence,
Monroe, Greene, Owen, Morgan, Putnam, Parke and Montgomery.
In the middle portion of its area the Mitchell stone ranges from
150 to 250· feet in thickness, thinning out towards the north and
thickening to the south, as at Oorydon, Harrison Oounty, where it
is 350 to 400 feet thick.
The Mitchell limestone varies much in structural character and
appearance. In ~ost places it is a fine-grained crystalline or subcrystalline stone which is quite hard. In the southern part of its
area. there are found in a number of localities, near the top of the
Mitchell and between the beds of grayish stone, layers having an
oolitic strncture, nearly pure white in color and much softer than
the gray. In a great many places throughout the area a good quality of flagstone and heavy building stone could be obtained from
the bold outcropping ledges-of the limestone. The chert occurs in
varying quantities at different horizons, sometimes a few scattered
nodules which may increase in size and numoor until they replaec
a greater part of the limestone. On the weathered exposures the
lime carbonate is leached out and the chert fragments left in large
numbers through the residual limestone clay.
Both the oolite above mentioned and the more common gray,
compact 1-Iitchelllimestone comprise the purest forms of carbonate
of lime fOlmd in the State. The following table of analyses shows
the composition of the Mitehell limestone from four widely separated localities:
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Analyses of Mitchell Limestone from Southern Indiana.
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The Mitchell limestone is quarried in large quantities and used
for road metal, wagon roads or railways, for flagstone, for paving
and curbing, for burning to quicklime and for building stone. It
is one of the be~t road metal stones in the State of Indiana. It
wears and packs better than the more granular oolitic stone or the
more crystalline Harrodsburgh. It compares favorably with the
Niagara limestone of Silurian age in this respect, but is harder and
generally superior, since the Niagara in many places has thin layers of intercalary shale which, if not separated in the quarrying,
will quickly form mud on the roads.
The Mitchelllimestolle has been used quite extensively, especially during the last few years, in macadamizing the roads in the
area where it occurs. Many small quarries have been opened from
which the stone has been obtained for local use. A number
of large railway quarries, where the stone is taken out extensively
for railway ballast or road material, are also scattered throughout
its area.* Each of these quarries is capable of turning out from
ten to 30 carloads of crushed limestone per day.
Tests of numerous samples of Mitchell limestone from different
parts of its area have been made for this report at the laboratory
of the Office of Public Roads, Washington, D. C., and all have
shown it above the average in resistance to wear for limestone, with
fair cementing value, thus proving its general fitness for highway
and country road traffic.
'For a list of these see table at end of section.
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From among the tests made of the Mitchell limestone the following from five widely separated counties are given in this connection, together with the average of 192 limestones tested as a
standard for comparison. The others will be found in proper
sequence in connection with the descriptions Oof the deposits frOom
which the samples were taken:
Results of Tests of Mitchell LimestlYTle from .Five Different Counties of Its Area in
Indiana.
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'Ph e Huron Limestones.

Three beds of limestone and two alternating beds of sandstone,
with smaller amounts of shale, and one or two seams of coal whose
maximum thickness is four inches, comprise what is termed the
Huron group of rocks in southwestern Indiana. This group of
rocks lies between the top of the Mitchell limestone to the east and
the bottom of the Mansfield sandstone to the west. It forms the
topmost series of the Lower Oarboniferous Period in Indiana, and
its exposures comprise the surface rocks of a very irregular area
extending from the southwestern corner of Montgomery Oounty, a
little east of south to the Ohio River. Outcrops occur in Montgomery, Putnam, Olay, Owen, Greene, :lVIonroe, Lawrence, Martin,
Orange, Harrison, Orawford, Dubois and Perry counties. "The
area covered by the outcropping Huron grollp is characteristically
hilly and broken. It forms a belt of rather conspicuous hills bord~ring on the west the broad, rolling, rather flat area of the out-
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cropping Mitchell limestone. In places the hills are low and
rounded, but, a'rt" generall.y quite steep, with rock cliffs and talus
slopes. Through western Lawrence, Monroe and Owen counties
and in parts of Putnam these hills, composed of the Huron sandstones, shales and limestones, form a quite prominent feature of
the landscape as (me approaches them from the east over the rolling
plain surface of the< Mitchelllime<stone."*
In Orange County, where the< Huron group is perhaps most
typically developed,it is represented by a lower limestone, a lower
sandstone, a middle limestone<, an upper sand5tone and an upper
limestone. Some of the upper sandstone layers are used for coarse
whetstones, but the greater part of the whetstones .and grindstones
of that count~y are derived from the overlying Mansfield sandstone
of the Carboniferous Period.
The lower Huron limestone is a compact, smooth-grained, ~sh
gray to blue limestone, which runs five to eight feet in thickness.
In structure it is a close, fine-textured, non-crystalline stone, breaking with a subconchoidal fracture. This structure renders it well
fitted for macadam stone, for which purpose it has been used locally
in a number of places.
The middle Huron limestone is usually a close-textured, semicrystalline, grey fossiliferous limestone, which varies in thickness
from five to 30 feet" averaging about 16 feet. It also has been recently used for road material in Orange, Martin and Greene counties.
The upper limestone averages about 15 feet in thickness, is more
crystalline in structure, varies from dark to light gray in color and
contains many crinoid stems and remains of bryozoa. It takes a
fine polish and resembles marble when so treated, but does not hold
the polish when exposed to the atmosphere. On account of its crystalline structure it is not so well suited for road material as the
finer grained, harder rocks of the middle and lower beds. It, however, is far better than any sandstone for road purposes, though
sandstone has been used in some localities where the upper limestone was available.
The following are the results of tests of two samples of the middle Huron limestone taken from different counties. The tests were
"Hopkins, 28th Rep. Ind. Dept. GeoJ., p. 66.
lo-Geology;
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made at Washington, D.O., and the average of 192 limestone tests
I
is given for comparison:
Results of Tests of Huron Limestone from Two Localities in Southern Indiana .
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'l'he Carboniferous Limestones.

The rocks of the Oarboniferous Period cover all or part of 22
counties in western and southwestern Indiana. For the most part
they are shales, sandstones, fire-clays and veins of coal, but associated with these are several beds of limestone. These form but a
small part of the strata, since they seldom exceed four to five feet
in thickness, but they are often persistent over large areas. Since
a number of the counties comprising the southwestern part of the
Oarboniferous or coal-bearing area are lacking in gravel, these limestones furnish the only available source of road-making material
unless the shales, which occur abundantly, are utilized for paving
brick.
The Ooal Measure limestones are generally very impure, sometimes sandy, sometimes shaly, and are often da~k colored or black
from the amount of bituminous matter which they contain. They
are usually known as bastard limestones, and the most of them contain numerous fossils. Though much inferior to the Mitchell and
Niagara limestones for road-making purposes, they are superior to
much of the gravel which has been used in the counties where they
occur. Their local distribution and availability will be further discussed under the different county headings".

SHALES AS ROAD MATERIAL.
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The shales or laminated clays of Indiana belong mainly to three
great geological horizons. These, named in the order of their geological age, are the New Albany or Genesee shale of the Devonian
era, the Knobstone shales of the Lower Carboniferous or Mississippian era and the Carboniferous shales of the Ooal Measures.

((J;)

The New AlbOinY or Genesee Shale ..

This shale forms the surface rock over an area eight to 15 miles
wide, extending from the Ohio River near New Albany in a northwesterly direction to near Rensselaer, Jasper County. This area
embraces a part of each of the following counties: Floyd, Clark,
Scott, Jefferson, .Tennings, Jackson, Bartholomew, Shelby, Johnson, Marion, Hendricks, Boone, Clinton, Tippecanoe, Carroll,
White and Jasper. In the most of them the shale is heavily cov-,
ered with drift, and its presence has been shown only by numerous
bores sunk for water, gas or oil. In several of the southern counties, especially Clark, Scott and Jennings, its outcrops are numerous, and in Scott County it has been utilized in the construction of
about one-third of the improved roads. In Carroll and White
counties it is also exposed in numerous places along the principal
streams.
Wherever found, this shale is a fissile or thin-layered blue-gray
to black material, containing much iron sulphide and a great deal
of bituminous matter. It is doubtless the possession of this bituminous matter which causes it to pack more solidly and grind up less
freely than other shales. It can be easily and cheaply quarried
wherever it occurs close to the surface. At New Albany it is 104
feet, and at. other points well borings have shown it to run as high
as 140 feet in thickness. The auditor of Scott County reports that
where used as the base of the metal covering of roads, with two to
five inches of creek gravel above, it forms a roadway whi~h is more
durable and less expensive for repairs than those made of either
gravel or stone alone. *
Through the kindness of Mr. L. B. Case, of Indianapolis, I was
informed that a similar Devonian shale is used extensively as a
"For a fuller account of its use as a road material In Scott County see the paper
by R. W. Ellis In a subsequent section.
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road material in the vicinity of Sandusky, Ohio. I therefore wrote
to Prof. E. L. 1\loselJ-, of Sandusky, regarding its use, and he replied as follows: "The shale used is the Devonian black shale
first described here by Newberry as Huron shale, but called by Orton 'Ohio shale.' In this (Erie) county, the smallest but one in
the St.ate, there are about 30 miles of shale road. In t.he making
of the road no crmlher is used, but the large pieces are broken with
a hammer after bping placed on the road, and the rest is done by
the wagons and horses' hoofs. The roads are easily repaired and
some of them have been in use for 20 years at least.
"I have driven with a buggy over nearly every mile of road in
this county. The shale roads seem to' me, the best, and others have
come to the same conclusion. Besides being smooth, they are not
so dusty as the other roads. However, I have been told that in
spring they sometimes are not as good as other roads. Moreover,
they will not stand the wear that harder material will, and so are
not as durable. It is only when a cheaply made road is preferred
to a mo,re costlv
.- and durable one that shale can be recommended."
From the statements of Prof. Mosely and those of Mr. Ellis I
judge that the New Albany shale makes a fair road metal, but one
that is less durable than a good limestone. Where other material
is not available it will doubtless be far better to use it than to retain the old clay 01' dirt roads in use up to the present time.
(b)

Knobstone and Carbonifer011s Shales.

The members of these two great groups of shales are all too soft
and too easily ground up into mud to be used in the raw state as a
road material. They offer, however, a practically unlimited supply of the finest of material for the making of paving brick. The
time will come, and that before long, when such brick will be used
on country roads, especially on the principal highways which connect the larger towns and county seats. The use of such brick will
he mainly in those counties which are lacking in other good road
material, but which possess shales suited in every way for the' making of high-grade vitrified brick. In Indiana the Knobstone area,
already mentioned as a source, of creek gravel, and the Carboniferous area of the western and southwestern counties offer in
abundance just such shales. Six large fadories are already in
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operation in these areas making paving brick for street purposes.
In 1904 the outpnt of these factories was 48,305,000 brick or
block, valued at $545,721.*
The distribution and properties of the Indiana shales suitable
for vitrified brick have been fully discussed by the write.r in another connection. t Suffice it to say that they occur in practically
unlimited quantities in the areas mentioned. In the Oarboniferous
area they directly overlie thick veins of the finest of bituminous
coal suitable in every way for their burning. While the' first cost
of improving roads with such brick will probably be double that of
a good stone road, they will, if properly built, be smoother, firmer
and far more durable. The cost of annual repair will be reduced
to a minimum, so that in th~ long run they will be the cheaper.
The greatest cost would probably be in the foundations, which
should be of some form of concrete; but the price of cement is
much less now than a. few years ago, so that the cost of foundations
would be, by no means prohibitive in a well-developed agricultural
community.
STONE ORUSHING PLANTS OF INDIANA.

Large and permanent plants for preparing crushed stone for
macadam purposes or railway ballast are operated at a number of
places throughout the southern two-thirds of the State. Each of
these plants is situated on a spur of some railway and the stone
dumped directly into the cars from storage bins. The following
list of companies, with location and kind of rock crushed, is given
for the benefit of those interested:
'For a full accouut of the paving brick industry in Indiana and the use of
yitl'ified brick for street paving, see the 29th (1904) Rept. of this Dept., pp. 516-570.
tLoc. Cit., pp. 69-377.
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A Li.8t of the Permanently Located Stone Orushing Plants of Indiana.
Name of Firm.

Location.

W. F. Goff Stene Co .............. ..
Edw. Hely ........................ ..
Caspar is ~tone Co ................ ..
Thos. Bridges' Sons .............. ..
Wabash Stone Co ................. ..
Erie Stone Co ...................... .
Keefer & Bailey .................. ..
F. A. Brickley .................... ..
Shoemaker Bros .................. ..
Meyer Stone Co ................... ..
J. S. Bowers Co ................... ..
E. Woods &: Co ..................... .
Portland Stone and Lime Co ..... .
Baltes Stone Co ................... ..
Marion Stone Co ................... .
Chaffin Bros. Stone Co .......... ..
Leach & Co ...................... .
Wilson Stone Co .................. .
Deffenbaugh & Co .. .... .... .... .. .
Interurban Stone Co .............. ..
Delphi Crushed Stone Co .......... .
Pierce Stone Co .................... .
Armfield &; Cartwright ............ .
Mock Stone Co ..................... .
Eaton Stone Co .................... .
L. C. Nicoson ..................... .
David V. Miller ................... .
J. D.Torr ......................... .
J. B. Hillis ......................... .
Big Four Stone Co ................. .
Greensburg Limestone Co ......... .
Westport Stone Co ................ ..
St. Paul Stone Quarry Co ......... .
Spencer Stolle <Yo ................. .
Southern Indiana Railway Co .... .
Mitchell Lime Co .................. .
W. W. Franklin .................. ..
Marengo Manufacturing Co ...... ..
J. B. Speed & Co .................. ..
Eichel Lime & Stone Co ..•..... '... .

Kentlanfu Newton County ..... .
Monon, VI' hite County ......... .
Kenneth, Cass County ......... ..
Wabash, Wabash County ...... ..
Wabash, Wabash County ...... ..
HuntingtoL, Huntington Co ... .
Huntington, Huntington Co .. ..
Markle, Huntington County ... .
Bluffton, Wells County ........ ..
Bluffton, Wells County ........ ..
Decatur, Adams County ....... ..
Pleasant Mills. Adams County.
Portland, Jay County ......... ..
Montpelier, Blackford County.
Marion, Grant County ........ .
Kokomo, Howard County ...... .
Kokomo, Howard County ...... .
Kokomo, Howard County .... ..
Kokomo, Howard Couuty ..... .
Kokomo. Howard Couuty ..... .
Delphi. Carroll County ........ ..
Delphi. Carroll Couuty ......... .
Ridgeville. Randolph County .. .
Muncie. Delaware County .... ..
Eaton, Delaware County ...... .
Alexandria. Madison County .. .
Ingalls. Madison County ...... .
Oakalla. Putnam County..... .
GreencII.stle. Putnam County .. .
New Point. Decatur County .. .
Greensburg, Decatur County .. .
Westport. Decatur County .... .
St. Paul. Decatur County ....... .
S~encer, Owen County ........ ..
Williams, Lawrence County ... .
Mitchell. Lawrence County .... .
West Franklin. Po.ey County ..
Marengo. Crawford County ... .
Milltown, Crawford County ... .
Milltown. Crawford County. . ..

Kind of Stone.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.

Niagara.

Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Mitchell.
Mitchell.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Niagara.
Mitchell.
Mitchell.
Mitchell.
Carboniferous limeMitchell.
stone.
Mitchell.
Mitchell.

ROAD STATISTICS OF INDIANA.

In order to secure the more important stat.istics concerning the
improved roads of the State a blank form was sent out early in
November, 1905, to each County Auditor, together with a letter of
explanat.ion and a st.amped return envelope. Much difficulty was
experienced in getting returns from a number of the counties. In
some the auditor "did not have time to look the matter up." In
others "there were no rerords of the roads kept.," and in still others
nothing whatever could be made out of the stat.ist.ics returned. In
such instances t.he forms were sent back, either to, the County Surveyor, one of t.he Count.y Commissioners or some other cit.izen who
had sufficient. abilit.y and interest. enough in the wel£-are of the
count.y to attempt to properly fill out. the blank. The time may
come, and doubt.less will, when competency rather than politics will
be the chief factor in the choosing of as important. an officer as the
County Auditor. May the day be hastened.

INDIANA ROAD STATISTICS.
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A sample of two of the returned forms are herewith given, to
show the right and the wrong way of doing things. From the first
the table needed for insertion at the head of the county descriptive
matter was made up in five minutes, while from the second there
was no information at all to be derived.
STATISTICS OF ROADS IN THE S'.rATE OF INDIANA FOR TRI\"
YEAR 1905.
1. Total number of miles of public roads in the county, 675.
2. Number of miles of improved roads, 216.
3. Number of miles improved with gravel, 102~.
4. Number of miles improved with crushed stone, 113i.
15. Average original cost of stone roads per mil&, $3,200.
6. Average original cost of gravel roads p&r mile, $2,000.
7. Total original cost of improved roads in the county to date, $567,200.
8. Approximate annual cost of r&pairs p&r mile on gravel roads five
years old, $70.
9. Approximate annual cost of repairs p&r mile on stone roads five
years old, $25.
10. Number of miles of improved roads built in 1905 (a) gravel, 3;
(b) stone, 7.
11. Number of miles of improved roads contracted for 1906, (a) gravel,4;
(b) stone, O.
12. When were the first improv,ed roads constructed in the county? 1889.
13, What proportion of the total mileage of improved roads has been
constructed since 1895? 10 per cent.
14. Are the farmers of the county well satisfied with the investment in
improved roads? Yes.

STATISTICS OF ROADS IN THE STATE Ol!~ INDIANA FOR THI~
YEAR 1905.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Total number of miles of public roads in the county, 150.15.
Number of miles of improved roads, - - - ,
Number of miles improved with gravel, 140.90.
Number of miles improved with crushed stone, 91.
Average original cost of stone roads p&r mile. Do not know.
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. Do not know.
Total original (~ost of improved roads in the county to date, $---.
Approximate annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads five
years old. Ans,,-$15,OOO appropriated annually for repairs.
9. Approximate annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads five
years old, $ - - .
10. Number of miles of improved roads built in 1905, (a) gravel, none;
(b) stone, none.
11. Number of miles of improved roads contracted for 1906, (a) gravel,
none; (b) stone, none.
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12.

When were the first improved roads constructed in the county? Do
not know.
13. What proportion of the total mileage of improved roads has been
constructed since 18951 Do not know.
14. Are the farmers of the county well satisfied with the inves,tment in
improved roads? I believe they are.

The answers to question one werre desired in order to show the
percentage of improved roads in each county and in the State.
From the proper answers to questions five and six one can get at
the relative cost of gravei and stone roads in each county and the
average cost of such roads in the State, also the total cost of improved roads in both county and State. 'Where the roads have
been improved by the townships or by the working out of the road
tax, as has been the case in many of the northern and eastern coun1ies, an estimate of $750 per mile for gravel roads and $1,000 per
mile for stone roads was made, when no estimate was given by the
person sending in the form.
In order to know the comparative cost·of keeping up both stone
and gravel roads in each county and in different sections of the
State, questions 8 and 9 were asked, while from the answers to 10
and 11 the present status of the good roads question in e{lch county
can 00 pretty accurately gauged. The answers to Nos. 12 and 13
enable one to judge as to when the demand for good roads began in
the different counties and about when it was the most active.
From the replies received it is evident that fully 70 pel' cent. of
the improved roads of the southern half of the State have been
built within the past ten years, while in the northern half not over
30 per cent. have been built during that period.
From the forms, tables of statistics have been made up and inserted at the head of the descriptive matter of the respective counties in the subsequent sections. The name of the person furnishing the information is given at the foot of each co.unty table, so that
if either praise or protest is to. be registered relative to the correctness of the information it will fall upon the proper person.
Finally from the forms the following general table, showing in
condensed form the more important statistics, has been compiled:

Road Statistics of the State of Indiana.
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1 Cost of toll roads not included in total cost.
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All improved roads are operated as toll roads, and cost is not
known.
All improved roads Were built by the townships.
All improved'roads were built by the townships or are abandoned toll roads.
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All improved roads have been built by the townships.
All impro..-ed roads were built by the towmhips, and the cost is
estimated.
30 I Glavel roads built by tow.nships. Co.t of toll roads not ineludea in total cost.

44.54 miles built by townships; 7.46 bought from toll road company for $19,500.
About 3eO miles of the improved roads are built of a combination of stone and I!'ra..-el.
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Cost of 11 miles of gravel toll road and 8 miles of stone toll
road not included in total cost.
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The 11 miles of stone road built by the townships. Cost estimated at $1,000 per mile.
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>-3

Includes 54.71 miles of toll roads purchased by the county at
$2,075 per mile.
All improved roads were built by the townships and the cost is
estimated.
All improved roads have been built by farmers, and the cost is
estimated.

590,753
356,000
555,000
1,137,500
880,000
141,750 1..... 1 An improved roads built by working out the road tax.
125,930 ......
332,000 ..•... 398 miles. built by working out the road tax. Estimated at $300
per mile.
365,000
675,000
158,000
192,096
450,000 1...... 1 All township roads, with an estimated cost of $750 per mile.
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Ohio ............. " .. "1160
Orange.... .... .... .... 700
Owen.. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 692
Parke ................ " 1,200
Perry.. • .. .. .. . .. .. ...
800
Pike ................... 1,200
Porter.. . ........... 1,000
Posey.... .... ..... ..... 500
Pulaski. . . ... . .. . .. . . . 875
Putnam. .... .... ...... 900
Randolph. .... .... .... 900
Ripley..... .... .... .... 462.
Rush ...................
Scott.... .... ..........
Shelby.... .... .... ....
Spencer ..............
Starke .... .... .... ....
St. Joseph. .... ........
Steuben..... .... .. ....
Sullivan ........ .....
Switzerland. ...... ....
Tippecanoe.. ... . .. .. .
Tipton ...............
Union.... ...........
Vanderburgh . .... ....
Vermillion...... ......
Vigo. .... .... .... ......
Wabash.. ... .. .. . . . .. .
Warren ...............
Warrick..... ..........
Washington ...........
Wayne.... .... .... ....
Wells.. .... .... .......
White.... .... .... ....
Whitley. .... .... ......
Totals .............

35.5
168
200
600
0
36.4
110
9Ut
80
635
300
135

22.2
4
24
40
28.9
30
50
580
0
3 ...... .
10.1
91
18.8
30.99
9.1
67
70.5 335
33.3 300
29.2
15

31.5
1,200
1,964
66,671 I 10
128
1,250
1,800
280,000
170
1,900
1,800
363,000
20
1,500
2,000
910,000
... " ..
. . .. .... . ..........
36.4........ 2,530
92,100 1 . . • • . . 1 One-half of the roads have a top dressing of White River gravel.
. 19
3,150
3,100
345,000
63.25 2,456
3,785
297,520
13
1,383
2,600
126,500
300
1,500
2,000 1,102,500
..... . 1,500 ........
450,000
120
2,500
300,000
The abandoned right of way of a railroad, 15 miles in length,
was made a public gravel road.
1,100
550
50
540.75
9.25 1,500
3,000
539,100
Includes 400 miles of township gravel roads, at an estimated
cost of $750 per mile.
400
116.36 29
37.8' 29.14 1,047
1,198
128,214
49.4 miles of road improved with black shale at a cost of $1,087
per mile.
600
285
47.5 285 . ...... 1,500.... ....
427,500
l,OOS
29.5
2.9 .... , ... 29.5 ........ 2,000
58,510
650
73
11.2
60
13
1,250
2,200
103,600
870.7 238.7 27.4 288.7
750
179,025
All improved roads ate built by townships at estimated cost of
$750 per mile.
700
300.5 42.9 300
X
500.... ....
150,000
All improved roads built by working out road tax.
974
332
34.1 272
60
2,600
3,200
814,623
345
108
31.3
28
80
1,300
1,800
180,400
825
400
48.4 400 . . . . . . .
850.. .. ....
340,500
560
410
73.2 395
15
2,200
3,500
921,500
280
251
89.6 251
.......
600........
150,600
All improved roads built by the townships.
600
129.6 21.6
62.5 77.
750
1,000
116,475
All improved roads built by the townships. Cost estimated.
800
300
37.5 300
1,800
540,000
725
220
30.3 220
1,414
311,187
600
200
33.3 200
750
150,000
610
186
30.5 186 .. . .. . . 2,100.. .. . .. .
390,600
750
29
3.8 ....... 29
.... .... 1,785
51,760
1,500
113
7.5
8
105
900
2,000
183,200
8 Cost of 8 miles of toll road not included.
828
702
84.7 702
1,237
86g,500
Includes 550 miles of township roads at $750 per mile.
780
452
57.9 440
12
1,800
2,800
825,1100.....
.
750
143.5 19.1
80.5
63
2,000
2,300
305.900 ...... i
651
542
83 2 5U
..... . 1,150.... ....
623,330 ...... 531 miles of township roads, built at an average cost of $1,150
-------------- - - - - - - - - - per mile.
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From the table we learn that. in Indiana there are approximately 68,285 miles of public roadway, of which 23,937 miles, or
35.1 per cent., have been improved with either gravel or stone. Of
the improved roads, 112 miles are owned by private corporations
who collect toll for travel over them. These toll roads are all in
the extreme southern end of the State and, with on6 exception,
in counties which border upon the Ohio River. Their cost was
not ascertained, and therefore does not enter into the total original
cost of improved roads as given in the t-able.
Adding to this mileage of toll roads 15 additional miles which
were donated in Ripley County, we have -127 miles (101 of stone
and 26 of gravel) whose cost is not reckoned in the table. Subtracting these from their respective columns, we have 20,556
miles of gravel road, built at a total cost of $2S,838,225, or an
average cost. of $1,403 per mile. Since one-half or m'ore of this
was built. by the townships or by working out. the road tax at a
cost ranging b~tween $300 and $1,200 per mile, the average cost is
much lower that it would be if only roads built by cont.ract and
sale of bonds under the present law had been considered.
We find also that 3,254 miles of stone road have been built for
$7,227,616, or an average of $2,221 per mile. The total original
cost of improved roads in the State is shown to be $36,065,841.
The sum expended for their repairs has probably been one-half as
much, or more, though statistics are not available as to the amount.
Results oj Physical Tests of Indiana Limestone fpr Road Making Purposes
ORDOVICIAN LIMESTONES.
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Results of Physieal Tests of Indiana Limestone for Road Making Purposes-Continued.
NIAGARA LIMESTONES.
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Results of Physical Tests of Indiana Limestone for Road Making Purposes-Continued.
NIAG ARA LIMESTONES-Continued.
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of Physical Tests of Indiana Limestone for Road Making Purposes-Continued.
HARRODSBURGH LIMESTONES.

ORIGIN OF SAMPLE.
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Results of PhyBical Tests of Indiana Limestone for Road Making Purposes-Continued.
HURON LIMESTONES.
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SECTION

VI.

ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF THE NORTHERN
THIRD OF INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF STEUBEN, LAGRANGE, ELKHART,
S'T. JOSEPH, LAPORTE, PORTER, LAKE, STARKE, MARSHALL,
KOSCIUSKO, NOBLE, DEKALB, VVHI'l'LEY, FULTON, PULASKI,
JASPER, NEWTON, BENTON, VVHITE, OASS, MIAMI, WABASH,
HUNTINGTON, WELLS,

ADAMS,

JAY,

BLACKFORD,

GRANT,

HOWARD AND OARROLL.

By L. C. WARD.

The territ,ory covered by this report has for its southern limit
the south boundary of the counties of the. fourth tim- from· the
north, and for its northern boundary the State line. Within these
limit13 all of the counties hllve been visited except Lake and
Porter*,in the northwest cprner, and Allen in the northeast portion.
Topography.~The topography of the entire territory is of the
glacial type, little of it. falling below the SOO-foot contour line
and only in a few places rising above t.he 1,OOO-foot contour.
As a rule the surface if> plane, broken by t.he valleys of the Wabash,
the Kankakee and t.he Maumee, and their tributaries, and by the
various forms of glacial relief, drumlins, moraines and over-wash
. ridges. The general slope of the plane is toward the south, but the
irregular occurrence. of ridges often lifts portions of the southernmost. territory above the SOO-foot contour.
Drainage.-The principal drainJlge lines in the area are the
Wabash, with its two largest northern tributaries, TippecanOe
and Eel, and its southern tributa'ries, Salamonie and· Mississinewa; the Kankakee, Iroquois, Yellow and Elkhart rivers,
and the Maumee system. Besides these larger streams there
are numerous creeks, and the peculiar lake drainage which is so
#N either Lake nor Porter counties contain any gravel deposits or importance, nor is
there au outcrop of stone in either of the two. A brief description of the topography of
each of the two counties has been prepared by W. S. Blatchley, and is inserted in the present section.
ll-Geology.
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often associated with glacial topography.

One great water-shed
is the Erie-Saginaw moraine which enters the State upon its
northern boundary and extends southwest as far as Monticello, in
White County. Within this morainal belt lie probably 80 per
cent. of the Indiana lakes.
From its western flank proceed the
waters of the Tippecanoe, and from the eastern side, those of the
Eel River. A very much smaller moraine, the Uaxinkuckee, enters
the State in St. Joseph County and extends south to Rochester.
This moraine forms the divide between the Kankakee and Tippecanoe systemt1. On the ..outh side of the Wabash a number
of ridge-like moraines enter the State concentrically from Ohio,
and sweep round in great arcs to the Waba5h. The outer margin
of these moraines is swept by smaH rivers, as the Salamonie; and
two of these ridges, one from the northeast, the other from the
southeast, meet. near :Fort \Vayne, and separate the Maumee system from the Wabash.
Geology.-The geology of the region, with regard to the underlying rocks, is not very complicated. At Remington, in Jasper
County, some rocks, probably Mississippian, appear as shales;
and there are a few outcrops of the Corniferous in the southern
part of the territory. Everywhere else, however, the Niagara is
the prevailing format.ion. It is often curiously folded and faulted
and there are great variations, someltimes within a hundred yards,
in its depth below the surface. Usually these variations are accounted for by the sudden dip -of the strata; but in at least one
locality the quick drop is believed to be due to the excavation of !:'
pre-glacial channel. *
The surface geology of the area is not so simple. Perhaps one~
third of the whole territory is till-plain, of the Wisconsin stage.
About one-sixth is sand-plain and sand-hill country, the over-wash
from the front of the glacier; and the remainder is morainal, consisting of the great Erie-Saginaw lobe, the Maxinkuckee moraine,
and smaller ridges lying south of the Wabash. Here and there
small detached ridges rise out of the till-plains, sometimes drumlins, oftener kames. It is easily possible in this district to find
practically all the type forms of glacial topography; and there are
many striking deviations from t.he types.
*Leverett, v. S. G. S. Water Supply and Irrigation Papers, No. 21, Wabasb

I

County.

GRAVEr. OF NORTHERN INDIANA.
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The post-pleistocene deposits are the valley fillings and alluvium
along the streams and the mucks and marls which cOover the bOottom
of many extinct and existing lakes. These are frequently exposed
in dredging operations; and the marls are coming into great commercial popularity because of their value as cement-making
material.

GRAVEI., OF NORTHERN INDIANA.
The term "gravel" as used in this report is somewhat wider in
application than)t is usually underst()od to mean. It embraces all
the water-sorted andwater-trunsported material coarser than sand
and finer than boulders. As a rule, the particles are more than
1Js of an inch in diameter, and not more than 1.5 inches. No
depOosit, however, is strictly "clean;" there is always a considerable propOortion of sand, and some coar5er fragments in any
quantity of gravel. As used practically, a mOoderate amOount (3
tOo 15 per cent.) Oof the total amount may be clay.
In the localities where gravel is found it is an important
economical material. It is used in the construction of concrete
sidewalks and other pavements, taking the place of the usual
crushed stone. The finer varieties are emplOoyed in plaEltering,
the sharpness of the graine rendering it especially valuable. Its
greatest value, however, is in the constructiOon Oof roads. Experience has shown that a moderately fine gravel, where the grains are
not much more tban14 of an inch in diamete;, is the be5t for
this purpose. A coarser gravel is likely to make a rough road,
and a finer will wash away during heavy rains. Where the material has been much washed and transported, it makes a better
material than where it has not; for tho::.e processes brought about
the elimination of the extremely find sand, and broke up the softer
fragments. Such gravel is "clean" and is known to road-makers
as "water-gravel." A fair percentage of clay (3 to 15 per cent.),
is rather an advantage than otherwise; the silica, of which most
gravels are largely composed, has no cementing property in itself,
and this essential quality the clay supplies.
The criteria used in locating gravel are largely those employed
in investigating any sedimentary deposits. It is a well-known
fact that when a sediment-bearing stream is in any way checked,

•
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the. coarser particles settle first. The problem, then, is to find the
place of origin of the gravel, and the direction of the stream which
transported it. In the territory covered, practically all the gravel
is of glacial origin, being the ground-up fragments of boulders
~arried down by the ice-sheets during the Glacial Period. The
transporting water must have been largely derived from the melting
of the ice. In the majority of cases, the streams are no longer in
existence; but any of our rivers that flow from or through a morainal region show not only that they once carried a far greater
volume of water than they now do, but also a considerable quantit~·
of gravel :in favorable parts of the channel. An- exception mu~t
be made of such rivers as the Iroquois and the Kankakee, £o~
here the gravel deposits have been so deeply buried with sand
'and "till" that the st.reams move sluggishly in mud banks and have
llmd bottoms.
In-brief, we may say that the gravels of Northern Indiana are
found either (1) in moraines wheret.hey have lain since the time
of the ice-period; (2) in eskars, or long crooked ridges which mark
the course of streams beneath the ice; (3) in "aprons" spreading
out for 200 or 300 yards in front of the morainal hills; where the
gravel is simply t.he overwash from the moraine; (4) around the
shores of former lakes and ponds, and (5) in beds along former
streams which broke through the morainal hills, and whose former
passage is marked by a gap in the range. Besides these places, all
directly connected with the old glacier, the rivers and larger
streams afford larger or smaller deposits. These occur either (1)
in the trenches or ancient flood plains, (2) on t.he inner curves of
winding streams, or (3) in recent sandbars. There are some
smaller deposits which are irregular; but they comprise an insignificant per cent.. of the whole.
."
. The method of investigating the" gravel resources of a give:p
region consisted of a st.udy of its topography whereby an idea
might be obtained of its relations to moraines, and the likely places
for gravel thus discovered; and after. this a search by means of
holes for the limits of the individual deposits. The best means
for this search is afforded by spade and post-hole digger; a drill
was also employed where the bottom of a deposit could not be found
with the other implements. It is not pretended that all the gravel
in any section has been found. Such a statement can be made only
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after every acre of land has been tested. It is believed, however,
that the larger deposits have been located and· their size closeljr
estimated. The one point -steadily kept. in mind was the location
of gravel within reasonable hauling distance of all roads likely to
be improved. Where deposits were. already known· to exist in
sufficient quant.ity to accomplish this,moilt tiuwwas occupied III
forming an estimate as to their size. ·1:0. places where no gravel was
known' an attempt was always made to locate, gravel.
As a rule"no attention Was given to deposits of less than 10,000
cubic yards or the amount required to build five miles of road.
Such a deposit is here termed "workable." ,Smaller ones were ,negleeted unless the scarcity of material or the close proximity of several small beds rendered them valuable:

STEUBEN COUNTY.
Area in square miles .................... ; .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..:
311
Population in 1900............................................. 15,219
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
700
Miles of improved roads ................... ; ..................... ' 300.5
Percentage of roads improved ..... " .... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
42.9
300
Miles improved with gravel* ........... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of crushed stone ..... ,...•........ , .. '................ ~.....
.5
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .
$500
Total original cost of improved roads ..................•........ $150,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .. " .. .
$100
MHes of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 . ......... '... .. .. .. .
7
First improved roads built. ........... , .. , .........,.: ..•..... ;. .
1850
Miles of improved roads built since 1895 ..... " .. . . .. . . . . . . .. • . .
4()
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads ... '... ' Good
Authority ............ : .... , .......... E1mer Orewiler, County Surveyor
*All improved roads are built by the township or by working out the road tax.

, This county is in the extreme northeastern corner of the State.
In many respects it is the most beautiful portiQ:p. of Indiana, the
topography of at least half the county being of the knob-and-basin
type. Here the drift is piled into great mounds, many of them
being 100-15.0 feet above the basin. In the valleys there are a
~umber of lakes, about a hundred for 'the countY.
This is distinctly a morainal co:unty, fo~ the most part being
on the interlobate moraine between the'Erie ~md Saginaw lobes.
The southeastern third of the county is. Erie, with a till surface
stratum 20 to 4:0 feet thick. The northweste~n third is S'agina~,
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mainly sand and gravel. Between the two is a transition belt,
partly sand and gravel, partly clay. . The moraine is interrupted
by a till plain in the southeastern part of the county, and by the
valley of Pigeon River in the northwestern corner. These two
tracts comprise all the levelland in the county.
In general, it may be said that this county is a gravel area. The
usual section in the moraine territory is clay or till, 4 to 10 feet,
gravel and sand 20 to 100 feet. Along the streams the clay has
in many places been entirely eroded, leaving the gravel as the
surface soil, which extends down perhaps 80 feet. On the till
plain, the clay extends to a depth of 8 t.o 40 feet., wit.h a subst.ratum
of gravel. Even in t.he Erie moraine, stream action has removed so
much of the heavy drift-clay that the gravel is usually accessiMe.
There is no place in the county more than t.hree miles from good
gravel, and at least 75 per cent. of the roads can be graveled with
a haul of less than two miles.

Angola and Vicin:ity.
Angola lies on the interlobate moraine, built upon three or
four of the drift mounds. It is located rather on the Saginaw side,
so that sand and gravel are the predominating soil constituents.
The hills are clay-covered to a depth of 3 to 5 feet, with 15 to
20 feet of gravel just below. Then comes 2 to 4 feet of hard-pan,
succeeded by gravel which extends down at least 80 feet and probably much deeper.
One-half mile south of Angola a pit at the base of a knoll shows:
Section of Pit One-hfJ,lf Mile SmIth of Angola.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Clay ............................................. ··.··.·········
Sand and graveL ........................................ ·.······
Hard pan .......................................................
Gravel ............................................... ·.·········
,

.

4
tl

4
8

Further south, the sandy pspect of the surface gives place to clay,
the influence of the Erie IOQe beginning to affect. the soil.
Just west of Angola, the~e is a pit which has yielded probably
five or six thousand yards ~f gravel, and which is good for a great
deal more. The section here shows:
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Section oj Pit Just West oj Allgola.

1.
2.
3.

Feet.
Clay ............................................................ 4
Sand and graveL ................................................ 20
Hard pan ....................................................... 2

At the. cross roads two and a half miles west from Angola, the
cut made in grading the road shows a vast amount of gravel,
probably 100,000 yards being in sight. It is of good quality and
can be worked with little expense. The gravel face is so great that
the surface clay might be allowed to mix with the gravel without
detriment to the value of the latter for road material.
Fox T~ake, two miles southwest from Angola, is situated between
clay knolls. There is practically no gravel in this immediate
vicinity, wells being 50 to 75 feet deep before gravel is struck
which yields enough water.
Ii og-back Lake and Vicinity.

This lake takes its name from a great ridge skirting its northern and eastern shores. It is a typical kame, probably half a mile
long, from 100 to 250 yards wide at the base, tapering to 10 to 20
yards at the top, and varying from 20 to 180 feet in height. It
runs for half its length without any variation in level, and looks
exactly like a railroad "fill" probably 80 feet high. The entire
ridge, is composed of gravel and boulders, and will furnish several
hundreds of thousands of yards.
The dredge has lowered the lake and left a strip of old lake
bottom from 20 to 80 yards wide composed of marl, peat or
gravel. There is a great amount of fine washed gravel to be had
here without stripping.
Area N orthwe8t of A.ngola..

From this point west, across the county line, the hills are all
gravel, capped sometimes with a heavy clay; but the gravel can
be removed at the bases of the knolls with little expense for
stripping.
In Mill Grove Township, in the northwestern comer of the
county, practically every hm is a gravel bed, and the plain surfaces
here are also gravel.
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Going from Angola north . James Lake the road crosses the
moraine, and exposes in four or five places the characteristic drift
of this region. The clay is from 2 to 4 feet deep, underlain by
20+ feet of gravel. Along' this five miles oJ road there are many
thousands 'of yards of gravel exposed, and most of it is good in
quality. Lkke James itself is in a basin surrounded with gravel
hills. The shores of the lake are in many places pure gravel. This
whole region abundantly supplied with good road material.

is

Area Northeast of Angola.

, As one goes north from Angola toward Fremont. the character of
the drift changes gradually <from predomina'~t gravel and' sand
to predominant clay. Ai Fremont the surface soil is clay with
small boulders-a typical till. Thegr~vel bed is here twenty
feet and more down. West from Fremont two miles, the clay thins
out, and gravel appears> To the-east, the day 'thickens, and even
the tiIl"boulders are scarce., There are. small pockets of gravel,
seldom cont.ainingmore than 1,000.yards, in the' heavy till knolls,
and these will probably prove sufficient ,for. local use.
Area Southeast of Angol;a..

The southeastern corner of the county is occupied by the' same
morainal ridge that forms most of the surface of Dekalb County,
and here also the clay makes at least 95 per cent. of the soil. There
are some small gravel inclusions, but they are expensive to work.
Between this corner and the great moraine belt there is a flat till
plain, which is a mixture of gravel, sand and clay, the latter pre"
dominating. Gravel fit for road material is scarce here.
Fish Lake, in the southeast township, is surrounded by clay
knobs for the most part, but there are a few gravel knolls, furnish"
ing in the aggregate enough material for any roads that are likely
to be improved in the vicinity.
The dredge ditch which traverses Pigeon River valley for 7
or 8 miles is for the most part through gravel. This gravel bed
is the great sheet that underlies the hills, at depths of 40 to 150
feet. Here along the ditch the gravel is piled high on the banks,
ready to be hauled away. There is no "more favorable situation
anywhere in Indiana for building gravel roads. The material
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can not be excelled for quality; it is ready for use without stripping or lifting out of a pit; the course of the strealll. makes it
accessible for a considerable area, and there is enough material
here for fifty miles of road, at a conservative estimate.
.
Road sentiment is not strong in Steuben County. Some of the
main roads are gr~veled, but considering the abundance and cheapness of material, this county must be classed as one of the poorest
in Northern Indiana.

LAGRANGE

COUNTY.

Area in square miles ............. " ........... " .... , ., " .. .. . . .
393
Population in 1900 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15,284
826
Miles of public roads ............................. '. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
275
Miles of improved roads*.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved..................................
33.3
Miles imI;lfoved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
275
Miles improved with crushed stone. '" •. '" ... : .......... " ., .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. " ..... , ...... " .
$750
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $206,250
Authority. " ... '" ....... , .............. V. D. Weaver, County Auditor
• All the improved roads. have been built by the farmers and the cost of $750
per mile is estimated.

This county, on the Michigan line, is just west from Steuben.
Its topography falls into three goeneral divisions. The southeastern third is of the knob-and-basin type, where the knohs are
gravel, and the lowlands muck, marl or sand covered, with clay
bottoms. The northern third of the county, and a narrow belt along
the Little Elkhart River, are gravel plains made up of alluvial
overwash from the morainal regions round about. The southwestern third is mainly marsh, where 2 to 5 feet of muck or sandy soil
are underlain by fine gravel. This has been exposed only by the
dredges, since ditching has been begun.
The northwest township, and a narrow belt bordering the Pigeon
Creek valley, are sand areas, where gravel is seldom found in
large quantities, but where enough local deposits can be found to'
fill all requirements.
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Lagrange a,nd Vicin,ity.
Lagrange lies in a regiQn Qf very subdued morainal hills, the
knolls being smoothed off and the basins well filled. The soil is
sandy, and in places loamy. The knolls are clay or till-capped,
with gravel bases. The city gravel pit, one-half mile SQuth Qf
town, and Morrison's pit a mile southwest, are fair specimens.
The section in the latter shows:
Section of Morrison Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Clay ............................................................
Coarse bouldery gravel. ......... , ................................
Fine-grained gravel .............................................
Sand ...........•................................................

1
4
2
2

In the city pit, the section is similar, except that sand is more
abundant. In most of this region south of town, the soil fQr a
depth of 40 feet is sand or gravel. There is easily enough gravel
in this region to do all necessary rQad-work, if small deposits will
be utilized, and if care is taken to keep out the sand.

Area. Southwest of Lagrange.
After one gets some three miles south and west from Lagrange,
the character of the cQunty becomes marshy, with ridges standing
above tll€', flats. The ridges are sandy, with occasional bouldery
streaks, and SQme small gravel beds, usually less than 500 yards in
SIze.
Five miles sQuthwest of Lagrange and one and a half miles
west of Lake Oliver is the Duncan pit-a mere scratch in an
enormous kame. This ridge extends for a mile and a half
east and west, varies from 20 to 75 feet in height and
from 40 to 150 yards in width at the base. It is practically
entirely gravel-the percentage Qf sand and clay being so slight
as to be a negligible quantity. The marsh and low ground on
each side are also un~erlain with 10 to. 20 feet of gravel-probably washed material from the kame.. From this pit there have
been built twelve miles of road, by land tax methods. The gravel
packs excellently and makes an exceptionally good road. The
country within hauling distance will save money in the end by
abandoning the use of sandy gravel and obtaining their supplies
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from here. The very lowest estimate for this one ridge would be
a million cubic yards, and there is probably twice that much
available.

Area, North of Lagrange.
A section of a ditch bank one mile north of Lagrange shows:
Feet.

1.
2.

(sandy till) ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Gravel and sand ................................................. 5
Soil

The Bloomfield Township pit is 2lj2 miles northeast from Lagrange. It is a fine bank, showing 12 to 16 feet of good gravel
under 2 to 4 feet of clay. In all this area north from Lagrange
to Pigeon River, the surface is distinctly sandy or gravelly. The
ridges are all capped with clay or hard-pan, and nearly all have
gravel at the base, There is no difficulty here about finding
gravel, but it is usually pret.ty wen mixed with sand, and should be
screened before using. Some of the roads here are built of a
mixture of gravel, quicksand and hard-pan. It packs in a year
and makes an excellent road. 'Where careful grading has been
done, the material lasts a long while, longer than the sandy gravel
that is sometimes used in this vicinity.

Pigeon

Rive~'

Valley.

Here, as in Steuben County, the valley of Pigeon River is a
gravel plajn extending almost the length of the county. Here)
however, the humus is 4 to 6 feet deep, and there is no dredge
ditch to' reveal the gravel. There is an abundance of it ·belO'w
the soil, but too deep for ordinary methods of work. A steam
scoop might be used to advantage. The prairie north of the
valley is also underlain with gravel, and the little knolls scattered
about in it will furnish enough material for most of the roads.

Area in N orthwesierrv Part of the Oou,rdy.
In the extreme northwestern corner of the county there is a
group of morainal knolls, some sharply defined, others rounded.
The latter; are of clay, the fmmer of gravel; these will furnish
enough road material for this vicinity.
The trolley line from Lagrange to Shipshewana cuts down
in many places through 2 to 6 feet of clay and reveals 4 to 8
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feet of good gravel below. Excellent gravel beds occur here from
1 to 2 miles apart. In the vicinity of Shipshewana gravel is
very scarce. There are three small pits 2 miles southwest from
the village, containing a poor gravel. North from the town there
is a sand plain, where gravel is not to be had.

WO'lcoUville and Vicinity.
This vicinity i~ a till plain, with ridges of low relief standing
out from the low lands.' Surface indications everywhere point to
till or hard-pan.
The Wabash Railroad has an enormous gravel pit in one of the
ridges about a mile east of Wolcot.tville. The pit occurs in a ridge
whose top and sides are till. The gravel bed was accidentally
discovered in making a cut while building the road bed; and fort.unately, too, for there is absolutely no surface sign of gravel. The
section shows:
Section of Wabash Railway Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.

Till and yellow clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6-12
Gravel, interbedded with sand ...................... : .......... 18-30

It is said that this pit is about to be abandoned on account of
the heavy stripping. 1£ so, there are thousands of yards of good
gravel left. in the bottom of the pit that might. be used for road
improvement.. About 40 acres are covered to a depth of three
feet with gravel which can be had without stripping or any expense other than shoveling into wagons.
On 'the other side of the same ridge, the G. R. & 1. Railway is
opening a new pit. It is apparently in the same gravel bed as
the other. The township has a small pit in this same deposit.
About 4 miles southwest from Wolcottville is the "Hog-back,"
a kame consisting mainly of gravel and sand. This ridge will
yield a great deal of good road material, with careful working.
West. from Wolcottville about 2 miles the "Haw-patch" beginsa plain covered with loamy and gravelly soil. There are some
low till ridges standing out from the plain. At depths of 4 to
10 ieet gravel occurs, extending down 10 to 25 feet.. It is sandy
and not good road material. All the road work in this vicinity
has been done with gravel hauled by the Wabash Railway from
their pit described above:
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West from Lagrange the surface is clay with practicallY no
gravel in workable distance. The vaHey o~ the Little Elkhart is
a gravel plain, where a fair road material occurs under 4 to 6 feet
of loam. The main difficulty in working gravel here is water.
A pump or dredge could, however, be used to overcome this.
Road sentiment is not very strong in J.. agrange County. It
seems certain that only a few localities are more than .three miles
from good gravel. If the small pits were developed and worked,
perha ps 75 per cent. of the roads could be built within three
miles. The fact that the natural surface of the roads makes a
fair road-bed probably accounts for the slowness to gravel improvement shown here i but with good gravel so easily obtained it seems
that more really modern roads should be built.
ELKHART COUNTY.
Area in sq uare miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465
Population in 1900............................................. 45,052
580
Miles of public roads ................................. :. . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312
Percentage of roads improved ..... " ......... , " ., ....... , " .. .
53.8
312
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles improved with crushed stone............................. None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$800
Total original cost of improved roads ............... '" .... " ... $249,600
Annual cost of repairs pe.!" mile on gravel roads 5 years old ... " .
$60
30
Miles of improved roads (grave) built in 1905 ............. , " .. .
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 ... " ......... , " .. .
50%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads............................ "Possibly a majority are well satisfied."
Authority ............................. John L. Cooper, County Surveyor
"All improved roads have been built by the township.

This county, situated on the Michigan line, has at least haH its
surface occupied by gravel or sand plains. The most extensive is
that of the St. Joseph River, continuous with Pigeon River Valley.
Tributary to this plain is the valley of Elkhart River, a narrow
strip. A little further west., and separated from the Elkhart Valley
by a belt of morainal ridges, is the great till and gravel plain extending southwest into Kosciusko and Marshall counties.
Entering the county from the east is a lobe of the Saginaw moraine which makes one-third of the area of the county and is responsible for most0·f the rough land. It likewise is about all the
clay land in the county.
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. Good gravel is very scarce in Elkhart Oounty. Leverett calls
the river valleys "gravel plains," but "quicksand" would be a
better term. The Elkhart River valley has the following section,
generalized from at least twenty different trials:
General Section of Elkhart River Valley.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Black sand ..................................................... 7-9
Blue till ....................................................... 2
Coarse gravel ................................................... 6

It is evident that the coarse gravel is not available, and the
quicksand is not at all fit for road material. The edge of the valley
is bordered by a low bluff, 8 to· 10 feet high. This is mainly till,
although a sandy or gravelly clay sometimes occurs at the base.
This gravel is about 60 per cent. sand, 20 per cent. gravel and 20
per cent. clay. It is not at all fit for road use, unless it be screened,
although it is quite extensively used. Roads built from it were in
June 6 inches deep in dust, and the chuck-holes of the winter were
still in evidence.

Vicinity of Goshen.
West from Goshen about three miles, the morainal ridges begin.
These are composed of a number of knolls, clay covered to a depth
of 4 or 5 feet, with sand or gravel bases. A fine pit, which will
probably run 15,000 yards, just three miles west of Goshen, has
the following section:
fieet

1.

Clay ............................................................ 3

2.

Sand and gravel ................................................. 6

There is too much sand for a first quality gravel, and a good
deal of clay is allowed to fall into the material while it is being
worked. It makes a fair road, but wears out too rapidly. Nearly
every ridge contains as good gravel as this one, but none of them
are worked until one gets 3 miles west. Here in Harrison T'ownship there are severpl pits being used, all furnishing a fair gravel
with little stripping. They are aU pretty sandy, but make good
roads.
At Dunlap, five miles northwest of Goshen, the surface of the
Elkhart Valley for a radius of 2 miles is a hard clay, about 4

.
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feet thick. Underneath this there is found a gravel stratum
which extends at least 20 feet and probably more. In practice,
very little of the clay is removed, and the mixture of clay and
gravel does not seem to work well. There is enough clear gravel
to warrant stripping off all the clay, and it will make a good
road.

Middlebury and the M orarinal Tract.
Middlebury lies in a plain which nestles between two huge
morainal regions. These rise above all the other knolls, standing
probably 125 feet above the plain. Their structure is very complex, the cuts in some places showing till, in others sand, and still
others gravel. The following section generalized from about
twenty wells and cuts, shows:_
General Section of Morainal Ridges near Middlebury.
Feel.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Gravel .................................................... 20 to 40
Hard pan ................................................. 6 to 16
Sand and graveL..........................................
30
Blue till ..................................................
4
Bouldery gravel ...........................................
20

Some sootions can be found where almost all the gravel is replaced by till or clay. But as a rule one needs not go more than
a hundred yards along the edge of the hill without finding an
abundance of good gravel, with a light stripping, seldom going over
four feet.
In Middlebury the large pit shows 12 feet of good gravel under
4 feet of clay, and there are numerous other pits and .sections
in the vicinity showing the same sequence. There is no practicable
limit to the quantity of gravel in these ridges. It is certain that
enough can be found to gravel every road within hauling distance,
and make the merest scratch in the supply. This gravel stratum is
revealed in the cuts along the railway from Middlebury to Goshen
for a distance of four or five miles. It constantly grows sandier,
however, and at the junction of the moraine with the Elkhart Valley the gravel has about disappeared. The outermost knolls are
sand, with a clay cap. The outwash from these knolls has probably
formed the sand plain of the Elkhart Valley.
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A.rea South of Goshen.
South from Goshen to New Paris the road leads through the
sandy flats of the Elkhart River. This is all sand except an occasional knoll which contains some gravel. At New Paris, the morainal ridges appear just east of the village, and as usual they contain much gravel under clay. There are several pits in these
ridges, all showing an excellent gravel. There is more than
enough to supply any possible demand.
, In the extreme southern part of the county the dredge ditches
have got down into an excellent gray water gravel and thrown out
a lot of it on the banks. This is easily accessible and good
material.

Vicinity of Elkhart.
Elkhart lies in the sandy plain of the Elkhart River. There is
no workable gravel depo.si~ within reaching distance, the sand running 6 to 10 feet deep. The bluffs at the edge of the valley show
some gravel, but it is sandy. Under the sand there is plenty of
good gravel in many places, but a scoop will be necessary to get it
out.
There are 312 miles of improved road in the cOunty, all built
of gravel, under the land tax system. The gravel roads about Middlebury and N ewParis are good, but most of the others are built
in slovenly style, with poor material.
.

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560
Population in 1900 ............................................ 58,881
Miles of public roads ..... " ........... , " ., ........... " .. " .. .
870.7
Miles of improved roads*.......................................
238.7
Percentage of !"Oads improved..................................
27.4
Miles improved with gravel ................................ " .. .
238.7
Miles improved with {'rushed stone ......... " ..... ',' ...... " .... None
Average original cost of gravel :roads per mile ....... " " .. " .. , ' $750
Total original cost of improveq roads .... : ...... ~ ................ $179,025
Authority ....•...... '" .. A.J. Haminond, 'City Engineer of SOuth Bend
'''No roads have been built in this county under the gravel road law per_
taining to specal assessments, The separate, townships provide a road tax whiC'h
is used by, the trustee' to open roads,. build dirt roads and gravel certain roads,
and a small mileage In each township is presumed to be graveled each year.
"The accounts of the trustees will not' show, without an extended s~arch by
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This county, with South Bend as its capital, is on the Michigan'
line. At least half its area is gravel plain. Almost all the northwestern half of the county is a gravel area, formed from the outwash of the Valparaiso andlfaxinkuckee moraine. The St. Joseph
River occupies an extensive gravel area. In the southeast corner is
a till-plain which contains more or less gravel under the till. The
moraine here is the northern end of the Maxinkuckee lobe.
The general characterization of the county is that of gravel and
sand. The valley of the St. Joseph River is a gravel. plain, the
first bottom, comprising the deposits on the inner side of the bends?
being, as a rule, sand. The second bottom, which is 8 or, 10 feet
above the first, has a surface cover of red clay and sand 2 t<;> 6
feet deep. Below this, gravel pockets of enormous size are found,
and everywhere there is a gravel stratum underneath:,

Vicinity of Mishawaka.
One of the characteristic gravel pockets is at Twin Branch, three
miles east of Mishawaka, where the Lake Shore owns a pit. There
are hundreds of thousands of yards of excellent grey water gravel
here, which will build good roads, if a little of the clay is added
to aid in packing.
Just in the edge of Mishawaka, in the river bluff, there is an
exposure of gravel indicating at least 50,000 yards of good material. The stripping is practically nothing, since the surface
material is necessary to good road-stuff. Another pocket, equally
good but smaller, is in the heart of the city, two blocks from the
postoffice. Every excavation in Mishawaka which is4 to 6 feet
deep gets through the red sand into the gravel. This statement
holds good for the entire valley, as far as observation and trials
showed.
On the south side of the valley, along the hills of the M~inan accountant, how much of the road tax goes to maintenance and hOlW much to
new roads, etc.
"The trustee of Portage township, where South Bend Is located, tells me that
he has about $6,000 It year for repairs on roads, new roads, etc., and that he bullds
or rather puts gravel on about three or four miles of road per year. If the other
townships do as well there should be some 40 miles of road graveled per year.
Those graveled last year cost about $500 per mile, as near as the trustee could
tell; but there was llttle grading and the gravel was close to the road. The cost
of $750 per mile is therefore estimated.
. ."There is not much Interest taken In this work, as in the central part .of the
State, 'and yet I suppose the farmers are well satisfied with the system."":'£: J. H.
12-GeoloIY.
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kuckee moraine the outwash is spread, delta-fashion, over the bottom for a distance of 200 to 400 yards, and adds 2 to 10 feet of
sand to the top covering. At such places, the gravel is found 4 to
12 feet down. This valley contains gravel enough for the entire
county. There is no reason why it should not be used upon all
roads within hauling distance.

Southern Portion of County.
South from Mishawaka and South Bend the morainal hills occupy a strip running to the south line of the county and 6 to 8
miles wide. The hills are mainly clay and till, with some sand
and gravel seams, and a heavy gravel at, the bottom. The usual
depth of the wells is 100 to 150 feet, when the great gravel
stratum is reached. The section of a well being drilled about
three miles south of Mishawaka showed:
Section oj Well 'Three Miles South oj Mishawaka.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Feet.

Sand ...........................................................
Hard pan and sand ............................................ ,
Clay ...........................................................
Sand and gravel .... '" ., .......... '" ........... " ., ...... " ...
Clay ...........................................................
Gravel (water bearing) .............. ,...........................

10
1)

10
40
60
5

There is no way to predict anything about this region except
that gravel is very scarce. In 20 square miles here, there is not
a single pit. The road on the crest of the moraine varies in nature.
Stretches of sandy material are followed by stretches of clay and
hard-pan. The latter, when well graded, makes a pretty good road
of itself.
There are half-mile lengths of it here as good as most
gravel roads. The methods of D., Ward King would make elegant
roads with this material to' work upon, and with a solid bed, gravel
could be profitably hauled from the valley for five or six miles and
used as a top dressing.
..
,.
The differences in the sanieglacial formation within comparatively short distances is obvious here in this Maxinkuckee moraine.
At Rochester the typical section is:
Feet.

1.
2.

Clay ............................... ' .. , .................... " 4-- 8
Gravel ................... :. :' ... ;-; .. ': ..' ................. " ... 20--60
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Here the typical section will show:
Feet.

1.
2.

Clay or hard pan ............................................. 20-----tiO
Sand or gravel .............................................. 10--20

with more clay beneath.

Walkerton and Vicinity.
The best pit seen in northwestern Indiana for road material is at
Walkerton. Thel quantity is practically unlimited, and the stripping is light. The upper four or six feet of the gravel is red in
color, due to the presence of 20 per cent. of red clay. This is the
gravel preferred hereabouts for road use on account of its quick
packing. Under the red gravel is a layer 10 to 15 feet deep of
pure gray material, fine grained and ideal road-stuff, when mixed
with a little clay to insure packing. A mixture of this and the red
clay ought to make an eXCBllent road, since it. would pack well and
wear a long time.
The pit is owned by Starke Oounty people, who this year (1905)
are building 21 miles of road from it, and it is thought that another 20 miles will be built of this gravel in 1906 .

.LVorth Libe1'fy and Vicinity.
North Liberty is in the middle-of a gravel plain composed of the
overwash from the moraine out towards the Kankakee river. The
plain is sandy on the top, with a fair quality of gravel almost
everywhere underneath. Almost any excavation four feet or more
in depth reveals this gravel, and there is clay enough in it to pack
it hard in a year.
.
The Three I Railway has a large pit in this gravel plain,
about 7 miles north of North Liberty. There are thousands' of
yards of good gravel here.
At a numbe·r of places in this. vicinity pits are in operation, any
one of which would, if develo'lled, furnish enough material to build
all the roads within hauling distance. It is certain that this entire gravel plain can build its roads with good gravel and not haul
more than two miles.
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Lakeville (}JfId Vicinity.
At Lakeville, in the Maxinkuckee moraine, there is no gravel.
The railway cuts here show 20-25 feet of yellow clay. At the village, there is a sand-pit, from which some poor material has been
taken and used on the roads. This sec.t~on can be graveled without
excessive hauling by opening pits in the plain just beyond the
moraine. In many cases, the material will have to be hauled
4 or 5 miles, but it is worth putting down after it is obtained.
All of the principal roads in the county are graveled, and some
of the side roads. What is needed is some systematic work-the
establishing of grades, the more careful selection of materials, and
thorough superintendence of the work. With such an abundance
of good building material, this county should have as good roads
as any in the State, and it lacks much, as yet, of reaching this
position.
The following table showing the miles of public and improved
roads in the county, by townships, was prepared by one of the
assistants in the office of A. J. Hammond, City Engineer of South
Bend:
Tabulation of Roads in St. Joseph Oounty.
Mil"" of
Public
Road.

Toum.hip.

Center ............................................... 40
Clay ............................... '....... '" ... " .... 46.5
German ...................................•.......... 38.66
Greene ............................................... 61
Harris ............................................... 48.5
Llberty ............................................... 86
Lincoln ............................................... 48
Madison .............................................. 103
Olive ....................•............................ 93.5
Ptmn ................................................. 141
Portage .............................................. 28
Union ................................................ 82
Warren .............................................. 54.5
Totals ....... , ..................... .' .............. 870.66

Mil •• of
Ora".l
Road.

19
19
17
16

15
27
20.66
8

25
33
14
8
17
238.66

LAPORTE COUNTY.
Area in square miles........................................... .
Population in 1900 ............................................ .
Miles of public roads ......................................... .
Miles of· improved roads ....................................... .
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .

563
38,386
1,200

89
7.4
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Miles improved with graveL................................... None
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................
89
Average original cost of stone roads pel' ruile ... " .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $4,000
Total original cost of iniproved roads .•,•...... '" ............... $356,000
16
Miles of improved roads (stl?ne) bunt in 1005 ... " ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906. .. .• .. . . .. .. .
3.5
First improved roads built.....................................
1901
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority ............................................... L. E,. Daniels

This county, in the northwestern portion of the State, has three
distinct topographic belts. A narrow strip along Lake Michigan
is mainly sand, with a very occasional clay knoll; next to this comes'
a morainic belt extending across the county in a northeast-southwest direction. The upland district is clay in the main, with
sand in the bases of the knolls. There are some little gravel
lenses down in the clay 25-30 feet, in which many of the wells find
water. Between the moraine and th~ Kankakee there is a sand
plain made up of overwash from the moraine. There is very little
gravel here, at no place nearly enough to make a workable pit.
There is not a township in the county that has enough gravel for
road purposes. This condition has been recognized, and macadam
has been placed in the main'roads. A very fine stone road extends
from Laporte to Michigan Oity, and there are other shorter roads.

PORTER COUNTY.
Area in square miles ..... " ...... , .. , ...... " ......... " .. .. .. .
418
Population in 1900 ............................................. 19,175
Miles of public roads... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
1,000
110
Miles of improved roads.......................................
Percentage of roads improved..................................
10.1
Miles improved with graveL...................................
91
Miles improved with crushed stone .. , .......... " ..... " .. .... .
19
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile* .... , .... " .. .. ... $3,150
A verage original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,100
Total original cost of improved roads. '" '" ... '" ....... , ...... $345,000
Annual cost per mile for repairs on gravel roads 5 yeas old. .. .. .
$45
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . .. . .
$30
1<'irst improved roads built .....................................
1897
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads..... . Good
Authority ...... , " ............. " ........ S. P. Carboy, County Auditor
·"Most of the roads of this county were put in several years ago when labor
and material was much cheaper than now. We have about 15 miles under way
and It will cost aLout $5,000 per mile, according to the report of the viewers. This
is not all due to increase in supplies, etc., but the demand Is for better roads, and
the specifications have been mad\! much stronger.
"The majority of the farmers III the county are very much in favor of our system of gravel roads, especially in Union, Center, Portage, Westchester and Boone
townships. Some of the other townships have no gravel roads as yet." S. P. C.
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This county lies just west of I~aporte County and south of
Lake Michigan, in the northwesoorn portion of the 8tate. Three
distinct topographic belts or regions, each with well marked characteristics, comprises its surface. The northern one of these, comprising about 70 square miles, is composed mainly of sand, thrown
up either in hills or dunes, some of which approximate 200 feet
in height, or in low ridges, usually six to 15 feet above, the level
of the marshes which lie between them.
The middle or morainic belt is about 15 miles in width, and comprises about 200 square miles of the area of the county. The
third region of belt of the county is marsh land in the valley of the
Kankakee basin. This area comprises about 105 square miles, a
large part of which is rich, well drained prairie lands, the- remainder being overflowed each year by the Kankakee.
The crest of the morainic belt rises from 840 to 888 feet above
Lake Michigan. It. enters the county from the west near the center, and passes in a northeasterly direction to a point some five
miles north of Valparaiso. Thence it runs eastward to the county
line, at which point the moraine is but about seven miles in width.
In general it is made up of alternate layers of yellowish clay and
sand, which range from 12 to 20 feet in thickness.
But little, if any, gravel suitable for road purposes has been
found in the- county, though careful investigation may reve-al some
deposits in the higher ridges north and west of He-bron. Several
small deposits have been found just south and west of Valparaiso,
one of which, called "Sugar Loaf," 20 feet in height and covering
half an acre, was used on the streets of that city. A deposit three
feet and more in thickness was noted east of Ben Marsh on the
side of the Valparaiso and I.aporte road, in the southeast quarter
of section 10 (35 N., 5
The appearance of the surrounding
country is very favorable tOo the discovery of gravel deposits in
this vicinity, though carefnl search has, as yet, revealed none.
The gravel 01' stone used on the 110 miles of improved roads of
the county has all been imported from Illinois. For that reason
the cost of the roads is much higher than in those counties to the
east and south where mate,rial is found close to the roads where it
was used. Not an outcrop of rock of any kind occurs in the county.

W.r
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LAKE OOUNTY.
Area in square miles .................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..
465
Population in 1900 ...................................... · ... ··· 37,892
700
Miles of public roads....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads .............................. ········· 158.06
Percentage of roads improved ........................... ·······
22.5
Miles improved with graveL ............................. ······ . 71.16
86.90
Miles improved with crushed stone ............ , ......... , .. .. ..
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $3,013
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ................. , $4,330
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $590,753
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$50
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$95
3
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First improved roads built ............................... ····.'·
1896
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads...... Good
Authorities ...... W. L. Allman, CO. Auditor; W. F. Bridge, Co. Surveyor

This county occupies the extrffille no.rthwestern corner o.f Indiana, and is bounded o.n the So.uth by the Kankakee River, o.n the
no.rth by Lake Michigan and o.n the west by Illino.is. The toPo.graphic belts are of the same nature as tho.se fo.und in Porter
Oo.unty, and consist o.f a sandy notthern, a middle mo.rainic and a
so.uthern marshy regio.n. The no.rthern regio.n of the co.unty CQmprise3 abo.ut 143 square miles, the most o.f which is covered with
rather lQw, parallel sand ridges with numerQUS marshy depressio.ns
0.1' sags intervening.
In the no.rtheastern co.rner, about. Millers,
~re a number Qf very high sand dunes.
The middle 0.1' mo.rainic regio.n is covered by a sheet o.f drift
which, at. Cro.wn Point, the cQunty seat, is 141 feet in thickness.
Where this mo.raine crosses the State line and enters Lake Oounty,
it is about 17 miles in width. Its So.il in many places in its no.rthern Po.rtio.n immediately overlies a thick bed o.f clay, in which are
mingled many pebbles and small bo.ulders. In its so.uthern portio.n
it is, fo.r the mo.st part, a high ro.lling prairie, the So.il o.f which is
a rich black lo.am, and CQvers with a depth of Qne to three feet the
day till o.f the mo.raine. This clay varies in thickness fro.m 40 to
65 feet. Beneath it is a sand 1ltratum frQm 20 to 70 feet thick,
which furnishes a plentiful supply of water.
Gravel suitable for road purpo.ses sho.uld be found in the higher
ridges Qf this mo.rainic region, but a careful search has no.t, as yet,
revealed its presence in any locality. It is plentiful in the clay So.il
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of the uplands and seems to have been scattered through this soil
and not accumulated in thick hedsor deposits as in the moraines of
central Indiana.
The largest deposit noted in the county was near 'Vest Creek,
in section 7 (32 N., 9 W.). It waR excellent in quality but was
only about two and a half feet thick and was over,lain''Yith' three
feet of earth and underlain with coarse sand. A.careful investigation may yet reveal deposits of gravel of workable size in the
higher ridges east and west of Lowell.
About 80 square miles of the southern portion of the county are
comprised in the Kankakee basin. This area is, for the most part,
marsh land, whicb for several months of the year is covered with
fr'om two to five feet of water. When drained, as it some time
will be; it will form one of the richest and most productive regions
of northern Indiana.
.
.
All of the material U$E?d on the improved ro'ads of the County has
been shipped in from Illinois. As in Porter County, tpe cost of
these roads was therefore higher than in the regions to the south
and east, where road material is plentiful.
STARKE COUNTY.
Area in square miles ................... " .. " ......... " .. .. .. .
314
Population in 1900............................................. 10,431
Miles of public roads ................................ ,. " .. .. .. .
650
Miles of improved roads. " .. " ....-......... , ...... " .. " .. .. .. .
73
Percentage of roads improved ...... ; .......... , . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
11.2
Miles improved with graveL .................................. ;
60
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................
13
Average original cost of gravel roads per wile ..... " ., " .. " '"
$1,250
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ......... '" .... '"
$2,200
Total original cost of improved roads .. '" ...................... $103,600
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1005 ..... '" .. " .. .. .. .
28
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906 ..... '.' .. .. .
83
First improved roads built.....................................
1901
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"They kick before the election and before they are built, but after
they once have them they would Iwt do without them."
Authority .......................... Lee M. Ransbottom, County Auditor

Starke County lies in northwestern Indiana on the eastern side
of the Kankakee River. Its topography is simple. Monotonous
sand dunes interrupt more monotonous sand and muck ,fiats.,
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There is no relief and hardly any diversity of soil. The sand is
the yellow loose sort that drifts before the wind, and that grows
little except sand burrs and scrub oaks. The gravel deposits in
this county are very much like the occurrence of snakes in Ireland.
In California Township "gravel" pits have been worked on the
Shilling and Rogers farms. In the former locality the material
is poor, at least 60 per cent. being sand. It is hardly better than
coarse, sharp sand anywhere in the pit. The latter locality, near
Round Lake, is a little better as to quality."
On the Short farm, five miles southwest from Knox, there is a
small deposit" of fair gravel, ;enough probably to gravel 8 or 10
miles of road.
I~ North Bend Township, in the vicinity of Bass Lake, there is
proba:hly enough gravel to improve the important roads in the immediate neighborhood.
.
. Iil Wayne T()wnship, 3 miles northwest of North. Judson, J;
Kellar has ~good pit in a ridge. Some 25 or 30 miles of road have
been built from. this pit, and there is probably en,ough gravel left
f~r as much more. His impossible here o~ anywhere else in Starke
Co~tit'y to make ~~y accurate estimate of the gravel in a bed. Sand
seams 'a~ freque~t, and the gravel often thins out withina spa~e
of 10 feet.
."
..
.
Throughout .most of this county road material IS being imported.
For" t~enty miles" of .road
be built in the northern part of" the
county the gravel is to be shipped in from Walkerton. Some stone
road h~s be~n built and more will be. In vie~ of the sCflrcity of
gravel here and its poor quality it is no doubt wise to ship in m~~
terial that will be worth the expense of grading a roadbed. 'While
stone roads will have a greater original cost, they will, if properly
constructed, be more durable, and therefQre cheaper in the end.

to
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MARSHALL OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ......................... " '" ........ " .. .
440
Population in 1900............................................. 25,119
Miles of public roads ...................... , ..... " .. " .. .. .. .. .
800
Miles of improved roads". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1M
Percentage of roads improved..................................
56.2
450
Miles improved with graveL...................................
Miles improved with crushed stone .... '" ........ , ..... '" ... .. . None
A.verage original cost of gravel roads per mile ....... " .. .. .. .. .
$815
Total original cost of improved roads ......... " ................ $141,750
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel-roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$50
50
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905...................
Proportion of improveu roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads...... Good
A.uthority ............................... E. L. Singrey, County Auditor
*All Improved roads were built by working out the road tax. "The soil is sandy
and water runs away almost Immediately after falling, so the roads are in good
shape most all the year. The Board of Commissioners has never felt it necessary
to build, nor has there been any demand from the people for stone or gravel roads.
Nevertheless, the roads in this county will compare favorably with those of any
other county In the State."
H. L. S.

This county lies in northern Indiana, the second from the north
boundary and the fourth from the east. Plymouth is the county
seat. The surface consists of the prominent Maxinkuckee lobe of
the Saginaw moraine,-a succession of sand :r:idges imd low marshes
in the central portion. This morainal tract is flanked by the flat,
sandy plain (mentioned more fully under Kosciusko County) on
the east and the dreary sands of the Kankakee area on the west.
This is pre-eminently a sand county. Very little clay occurs and
very little gravel.

Vicinity of Plymouth.
South from Plymouth on the Michigan road one mile and again
two miles two abandoned 'gravel pits show the arrangement of the
drift in the morainal region. The gravel, a coarse, bouldery stuff,
lies under yellow sand 15 to 40 feet doop on the ridge tops, 8 to 10
feet thick in the lower ground. The gravel is too coarse for good
road material and the sand too fine. The Michigan road and other
main roads in this vicinity are built of the sand, and in July the
dust was 4 to 8 inches deep.
Southeast of Plymouth on the 1.. E. and W. Railway for five
miles the country is a succession of low sand ridges and swamps.
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The surface soil, where there is any, is sandy till. There is no
gravel in sight, and none in the well sections short of 25 to 40 feet.
As a rule thebases of the ridges are coarse gravel, but it is so deep"
ly buried that it can not be worked except where water has cut
away part of the sand. "Even in such places the stripping soon
becomes excessive. Yellow River, which cuts across this moraine,
rarely gets down to gravel. The bars and the banks are accordingly sand or mud.

CuZver and Vicinity.
The shores of Maxinkuckee Lake show the diversity of the
morainal material. The lake is in a trough between two ridges
having a general north-and-south trend. The ridge on the east is
clay-topped, with sand and gravel base. Dillon's gravel pit in this
ridge near the Yandalia Railway shows 15 feet of gravel under
2 to 6 feet of clay. Two wells in the top of the ridge show, respectively, 4 and 10 feet of clay overlying 20 feet + 0.£ gravel and
sand. The gravel is not uniformly distributed, some wells missing
it entirely.
The western ridge rises 35 feet above the water and is all sand
of the yellow, "sugarlike" variety. There is no gravel here. The
Vandalia Railway maintains a sand pit on the south shore of the
lake. The product is at least 60 per cent. sand, and is totally unfit
for road stuff.
In the extreme southern part of the county the sand and clay
which forms the tops of the ridges have disappeared, leaving huge
mounds of gravel or sharp, coarse sand. This substance makes
good roads /lnd is abundant. It reaches its maximum development
along the Tippecanoe River in Fulton County.

Argos arnd Vicinity.
Argos lies near the eastern edge of the moraine. For a mile east
of the village the morainal topography is distinguishable, although
the ridges seldom have a relief of more than 10 feet. Generally
the country is fiat, and east of the moraine is a marshy sand plain
which occupies the northeastern quarter of the county.
The soil on the moraine edge is a sandy loam. Down 6 to 15
feet (the latter for high ground) a fine water gravel occurs prac-

-
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ticallyeverywhere. All the wells in a radius of 11J2.miles show it.
It is not used for road-stuff because the abundance of water in it
makes the work of extraction difficult. The low ridges have 2 to
6 feet of loam or clay on top, with gravel at the base. A pit has
been opened in one of thefle ridges on Wisely's farm 2 miles northeast of Argos. ,The gravel, which is only fair in quality, lies under
2 feet of clay and is much mixed with sand. Practically every
ridge in the vicinity is like this one; but it seeins that the better
water gravel should be removed by a gravel pump and then used in
preference to the ridge material.
At Inwood, 6 miles east of Plymouth, the distribution of drift
in the :flat plain mentioned above is plainly evident. A gravel pit
here shows the following section:
Section of Pit neal' !'Il,1vood. '
L
2",
3.
4.

Fe".
SOil.; ......... """ .•.... " ....... .' ...... : ............. " .. " .. .
1
~Sandy yellow till .. ; ........... , . " ............ '" ........ '" ... 6--1
Yellow, bou!dery graveL ....................................... 6--9
Gray water graveL............................................
2

In this vicinity there are thousands of yards of good gravel in
sight with no expense for stripping. All the low ridges here contain sand or gravel. The low ground has a black surface soil with
gravel beneath. The plain here, as in KosciuskoOoUIity, is gra~el
and sand. The expense of extracting the gravel is slight;' and there
is enough for all purposes.
The western strip of the county for about 2 miles in width may
be dismissed in few words. It lies in the Kanka:kee sanas and ha!'1
no gravel.
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KOSCITJSKO COUNTY.
Area in square miles ........... '" ........................... , .
521
Population in 1900............................................. 29,109
Miles of public roads ................ , ... ; ......... c.......... , . 1,300
Miles of improved roads .................... ; ....... -........._. , . 254
Percentage of roads improved ......... : .. , ........... , ....... , .
19.5
Miles improved with gravel* ................................... 250
Miles improved with crushed -stone ... " .. " ...... " ............ 4
Average ortglnal costo-f gravel roads per mile ................ , .
$700
Avenl,ge original cost of stone roads per niile ..... , ......... _: . '.. $1.000
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $179,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... , .
$50
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roadsThey are well satisfied when a good road is ~ade, but are very much
dissatisfied with those already turned over, to the_ county.
Authorities .... G. W. McCarter" Ex-Co. Surveyor; Eft. - Sharp, Co. ,Auditor.
\,'~"

*All tlie improved roads haV:llbeen built by the -townships. Sixteen miles _have
been turned ovel; to the county to be' kept in repair. The cost ti-s given "is _esti~
mated, no accurate accounts having been kept. "We have no roads_ Improved by
contract and sale _of bonds- in this county,in the sense that they_ are- so ill,lproved
in the central and southern parts -'of the Stat,.e. That is, we -have never had a
public road Jinproved nor_'c(mstruct:ed through lilgal- proceedings' in -the Commissioners' Court and Auditor's office. ,The present law has, b.een of nolielp tp this
county, because it was not tried. _Our natural- gravel ma-kes flO fair -a rolId most
seasons of the year that our people seem satisfied with a smal~ amount of graveling;
"True, we have had some gravellng done, but it has been- -done in a haphazard
way, with no system, so that one supervisor ofttn- destroys- what a 'former -supervisor or trustee has done. We have had a few mlles of road graveled in a wall,
and accepted by the county commissioners, and afterwards kept in travellng
condition by the county.
"The fact is, our people do not know what good roads are as understood by
good road-makers. Our roads are, for the most part, common dirt roads, with
pow and then a cut or a fill, and without system, grade or anything else, only
a place to drive along. lt may be I am too hard on our roads, but I have seen
so much better ones that my ideas regarding road construction are far different
from those in practice here."
G. W. M.

This county is in northeastern Indiana just east of Marshall
County. It may readily be divided into three parts according to
its topography. 'l"he eastern hali is morainal, being principally
in the area of the Saginaw 1000, apd therefore sandy or gravelly;
The southeastern portion, however, is on the Erie morajne ,and
clayey. The western part of the county is flat and marshy; yet,
strange to say, the divide between the Tippecanoe find the northward flowing streams lies in this plain. The third, portienis:a
triangular strip of alluvium along the Elkha.rt River, entering
from the north and comprising perhaps one-tenth'the: area of the
county." The detailed. description foUowing will make clear the
distribution of gravel in relation to these three areas.

~-------------------------------
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WG!1'8al1J arnd Vicinity.
Warsaw, the county seat, is near the center of the county on the
float plain, and nearly surrounded by morainal ridges. There arc
IF great many gravel and sand pits in this vicinity, the larger of
\vhich are listed and described.
;'~''I;'he dredge ditch one-half mile south of Warsaw cuts through 4
to 6 feet of good gravel, chiefly overwash from the ridges round
a'bout. T\vo miles south of this ditch, at Pittenger's, the ridges are
xp.'ainly gravel. The creek here has cut pretty deeply into the
ridges, exposing gravel in the bJuifs and stream banks. On the
Pittenger farm there is a practically unlimited supply of fair
gravel, tests showing its depth to be not less than 20 feet; and there
are at least 80 acres of gravel exposed along the stream. About a
mile northwest of this area is another almost as large and apparently as good.
West of Warsaw about two miles a pit has been opened on a hillside 400 yards north of the' road. The gravel here is in thin layers 1 to 3 feet thick, separated by clay bands, the whole overlain
by about 8 feet of clay.
Where the Warsaw and Winona trolley line crosses the Pennsylvania R. R. the cut is through a sand ridge with gravel base.
The sand is 6 to 8 feet deep, with 10 feet + of gravel below.
The. dredge ditch i~ the park passes through 4 to 6 feet of marl
and muck, and reaches gravel at the bottom. According to the
logs of the wells in the park this gravel substratum is 20 to 30 feet
thick.
On the Pennsylvania H. R. 3 miles east of Warsaw there is a
huge pit cutting off the end of a morainal ridge, from which the
railroad has used some gravel. It is good material and practically
inexhaustible, but the stripping is becoming excessive. This railway passes through a gravel district from Pierceton 'to WarsHw.
Practically an the knobs are gravel, and often it is at the surface
for yards at a stretch. The dredge ditch about 4 miles from
Pierceton gets down to the great underlying gravel bed.
North of Warsaw the ridges flatten and are generally sand.
Farther north the topography becomes flat and the soil sandy, with
no gravel. The roads here are too sandy to become muddy; but
dry sand is not a good roadbed.
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About five miles south from Warsaw on the road to North Manchester an extensive pit has been opened in a ridge, from which a
good quality of gravel is taken for road use.
Claypool lies in the clay portion of the county. Two or three
pits have been worked in this vicinity, the largest at Mt Pleasant,
two miles north of ClaypooL ThEll'le pits are none of them "large
enough to be "workable," and the product is little better than
quicksand. A dredge ditch one mile north cuts into some good
gravel, but there is prohably not much of it.
At Palestine, six miles southwest of Warsaw, the dredge ditches
and hills both contain good gravel. In quantity it is practIcally
unlimited, being found almost everywhere, and the quality varies
from fair to excellent.
Northern. Third of Connty.

From Leesburg north the surface is a flat pl~in, partly till, but
chiefly gravel. Along the streams the gravel is at the surface.
Elsewhere a clay or sand 2 to 6 feet thick covers the gravel. A
dredge ditch one-half mile south of Milford and again a mile south
has thrown up thousands of yards of excellent gravel. There is
enough of it lying on the banks ready for use to serve the needs of
this section for years. According to the well sections the gravel
bed has only been scratched by the dredge, as they show from 50 to
60 feet of gravel.
At Gravelton, three miles east of Milford Junction, the B. and
O. Railway maintains a big pit in a morainal ridge.
The northwestern corner of the county, comprising perhaps about
one-eighth of its area, is marshy, with sand or clay knoUs rising in
it. They sometimes contain a little gravel, but it is poor material,
totally unfit for road use.
Probably no other county in this part of the State has so much
good gravel so well distributed as Kosciusko. True, there are portions of the county entirely without it; but at least two-thirds of it~
territory is amply provided for.

r
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NOBLE COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
417
Population in 1900 ...... ; ............................. ,........ 23,533
Miles of pUblic roads; ...... c. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
850
1I!iles of improved roads ....... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... ...•.
600
Percentage of roads improved..................................
70
Miles improved with graveL...................................
60Q
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................. None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$750
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $450,000
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads .... '"
Good
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 ....... ; . . . . .. . . . . .
40%
Authority ....... '............. ; '" ....... .Tno; L. Henry, County Auditor
·.A.lJ improved roads built by working out' road tax at an estimated cost of
$750 per mile.

Noble Oounty is in northeastern Indiana, the second county from
the northern and eastern boundaries. The village of Albion is the
county seat. Practically ,the whole topography is morainal, consisting of steep~sided ri~gei; and deep hollows between them. Many
of these valleys contain'lakelets, especially in the central part of the
county. The: lakes tributary to, the Tippecanoe usually, have
swampy bord(}rs, while those tributary to the Elkhart River as a
;rule have the morainal ridges rising ab:ruptly from the water.
The morain~ Comprise the Saginaw 1000 in the northwestern,
the Erie lobe in the southeastern and the int~rl~bate moraine betweenthe two in the central portion of the county. The last named
occupies ~bout two-thirds of the entire area. The distJ:'ibution of
gravel bears a direct relation to these moraines. The Erie lobe is
mainly clay or blue till, with very small beds of gravel at depths
ranging from ten to 60 feet. The Saginaw lobe; on the contrary,
is mainly sand or gravel, with very little clay. The interlobate
area presents a combination of the two, with the gravel always cov~
ered by till except where erosion has removed the latter. Thus,
except in the northwestern part of the connty, the gravel deposits
that can be worked are confined to the larger streams and the sides
of the ridges where the clay has been partly removed.

Tlicinity of Albion.
A number of the ridge pits are worked in the vicinity of Albion.
In the southwest edge of the village a gravel pit is sunk into the
side of a morainal ridge. The npper 15 feet of the section shows
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blue and yellow till, with probably 20' feet of gravel lying immediately below. This gravel varies much in composition, being for
the most part sandy; and clay from the top mingles with the gravel
as it is taken from the bank.
Two hundred yards south from the pit above mentioned is another much like it in appearance; but the gravel, of which some
10,000 yards have been removed, is better in quality. A well in
the flat just below this ridge shows:
Section of Well near Albion.
1.
2.
3.

Feel.

Muck ........................................................... 4
Blue till ........................................................ 14
Gravel .......................................................... 4+

Other pits of the same nature occur at various places in this vicinity. All show the gravel under 10 to 15 feet of till; and the
rapidity with which the clay thickens above limits the extent of the
work. Very few of these pits will yield 10,000 yards of gravel;
but they are sufficiently numerous to serve the needs of the community.
The big cut along the B. & O. Railway two miles west of Albion
shows very well the general arrangement of the drift. This cut is
squarely across the trend of a morainal ridge and is 400 yards long.
For practically all of its length this section applies:
Section of Out on B. de O. Railway Two Miles West oj Albion.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Yellow till (clay chiefly) ............... " ..... , .. " ..... , ..... 10-12
Blue till...................................................... 6 in.-2
Gravel, clayey or sandy......................................
6

Some three miles west of Albion is the Elkhart River, wi~h its
flat-floored valley. This valley has 2 to 6 feet of alluvium overlying
blue till for the most part. The noses of the ridges that extend into
this valley have been eroded until practically nothing but the gravel
is left. It is clayey or sandy, but it is exposed with a clay top only
four to six feet thick. Thousands of yards of poor material may
be obtained in this valley at little expense for stripping.
Two miles south and west from Albion the character of the country changes. Clay predominates, being often 60 feet deep. Most
wells run 40 feet to first gravel and 60 feet to permanent water
13-GeoloR~.
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gravel. There is no surfaCe gravel in this section. All that is
used comes from the Albion strip north or the Wilmot strip south.
In this latter area the till thins again, leaving gravel often at the
surface, and rarely under more than 8 feet of stripping.

Northwestern Poruon of County.
There is a strip of country along the western side about five
miles wide and running two-thirds the length of the county which
is a flat plain-the valley of the Elkhart River and its tributaries.
As a rule g-ravel occurs in this plain from 3 to 5 feet down. It is
poor materi.al, often nothing but quicksand. There is enough good
material for the main roads, providing it be screened.
North and west from Albion to the Elkhart alluvium the county
is morainal, but the ridges are much less pronounced than those
south. The Saginaw moraine, with its sands and gravel, is the
prominent feature here, as the Erie lobe, with its clays, is in the
southernp~)rtion.
In this northwest portion the soil is sandy, with
only an occasional clay knoll. Every ridge is a sand ridge with
gravel base; and sometimes, as 1lj2 and 2 miles north of Albion, the
sand has been eroded, leaving the gravel covered with a foot or
two of loam. This gravel is the same, to all appearances, as the
water gravel that occurs farther south under 20 to 60 feet of clay.

Smdhem Porti011 of County.
The southern :fifth of the county is marshy, with sand or clay
hills rising island-like in it. The gravel deposits here are small,
none running over 1,000 cubic yards in content. The material is
uniformly poor. At Avilla, in the southeastern part, the drift is
nearly all till, 20 to 60 feet deep. The topography is fiat, with no
gravel near the surface except some stream deposits and a little in
the clay ridges. This condition prevails north from Avilla to Kendanville.
.

Northeastern Portion of the County.
In the vicinity of Kendallville the clay has been partly eroded,
leaving sand and gravel somewhat closer-to the surface. The drift
here is mainly sand or a very fine-grained gravel. Wells reach
heavy gravel at 20 to 35 feet in the low grounds and at 40 to 60
feet on the uplands. Three or four little pits in this vicinity show
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4 to' 6 foot of gravel under abO'ut 4 feet O'f soil and sand. The deposits are small and not very numerO'us. There is much lO'W
grO'und here, with a blue till underlying black muck. N O'rth from
Kendallville the Erie lO'be thins out and the ridges are mainly sand
and gravel. . This condition is best eXPO'sed about RO'me City.
Practically all the ridges, and the flat grO'und as well, are gravel
O'r sand. The natural surface is better than most gravel rO'ads.
An abandO'ned pit of the G. R. .and 1. Railroad shows well the
nature O'f all this cO'unty. Hundreds of thO'usands of yards have
been remO'ved here, with much gO'od gravel still left in the bottO'm.
The sectiO'n shows:
Section of G. R. & I. Pit near Rome City.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Sandy soil .................................................. 1-2
Sand and gravel ............................................ 15-16
Gravel ......................................................
4+

The Lake ShO're Railroad has a huge pit at the head O'f Sylvan
Lake near Rome City. This pit covers 40 acres, with at least as
much more in sight. The pit is in a ridge with a little clay at the
to'P.· All the higher ridges in this part O'f the county have gravel
bases, O'ften 60 feet thick, with clay above. The railway cut along
the G. R. and 1. eXPO'ses at least 20 feet of solid clay befO're gravel
is reached. The ]O'wer ridges are all gravel and sand, appearing to'
be the remnants of fO'rmer morainal elevations.
The road sentiment in this county is nO't very strong. There
are nO' special levies for road purposes, mO'st O'f the work being done
by people "working out" their land taxes.
DEKALB COUNTY.
Area in square miles ......................................... "
369
Population in 1900............................................ '. 25,711
Miles of public roads. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .
360
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125
Percentage of roads improved ... " ...................... " .. .. .
34.7
125
Miles improved with graveL...................................
Miles of crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . $750*
Total original cost of improved roads ........................ '" $93,750
Authority ..... ,. '" ...................... R. D. Boozer, County Auditor
-The Improved roads were built hy the township and the cost of $750 per mile
Is estimated.
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This county, whose capital is Auburn, is in the northeastern part
of the State on the Ohio line and in the second tier from the Michigan boundary. Its surface is partly moraine, partly till plain.
The central half of theconnty is till plain, bordered by clay hills
on the northwest and southeast. A narrow plain borders the St.
Joseph River, and a small moraine occupies the extreme southeastern corner of the county.
In this county there is no. outcrop of rock. Gas wells show a
thickness of 300 to 400 feet for the drift. The moraine is interlobate between the Erie and Saginaw lobes, and is on the Erie side.
This means that by far the greater portion of the morainal material
is clay. In many parts of the county, and particularly on the till
plains, both yellow and blue clays are found. Included in the
heavy masses of clay there are little pockets of sand or gravel, in
which water is found, at depths of 15 to 75 feet.

Auburn and Vicinity.
In the neighborhood of Auburn there are several gravel pits
found near the streams where erosion has cut off enough clay to reduce the stripping. The gravel· is not very good, being bouldery
in some places and very san~y in others. The abundance of clay
in the gravel assists in packing it on tpe road, and where proper
grading is done a fair roadbed can be made. There seems to be
a stratum of coarse sand and gravel along Cedar Creek, overlain
by four to eight feet of clay. Back from the stream this sand can
not be reached with less than 15 feet of overlying till. Even in
the valley there are no surface indications of gravel, no sandbars
in the stream and nothing but clay in the banks. Four miles west
of Auburn there is a gravel, sand and clay pit from which stuff is
taken for road repair. It is poor material and makes bad roads.

Vicinity of Butler.
At Butler and in the northeastern part of the county generally
the surface is a heavy, tough clay on the knolls and black, mucky
soil in the valleys. There is no indication of gravel and no workable pit in this vicinity. About 4 miles east of Butler there are a
number of little holes from which sand and sandy gravel have been
extracted. All of them together will hardly make one workable
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pit, and the material is very poor. On the streets of Butler it
grinds to mud in a year. Wells here run 40 to 60 feet to water,
through clay, sand and hardpan, with gravel for the water-bearing
stratum.

St. Joe a.nd Vicinity.
St. Joe is 10 miles southeast of Auburn on the St. Joseph River.
This stream has cut down through the heavy clay, and reveals small
lenticular pockets of gravel and sand, which are sometimes close
enough together to make workable pits. One such is just south of
the B. and O. station. Probably 15,000 yards have, come from
here. Another similar pit, but not so good, lies a few hundred
yards east. The river has a number of sand and gravel bars
formed from the washings of the slopes. The gravel is none of it
excellent, being mostly a coarse sand. The till of this county, however, when well graded makes a very fair road of itself, and with
a top dressing of quicksand gives a good roadbed.
A small gravel pit is found at Newville and a large one, containing probably 15,000 yards, at Spencerville. From the latter the
Spencerville-St. Joe pike, a good road, has been built.

Wate1'loo OJnd Vicinity.
Near Waterloo the overlying till thins out. This fact, in connection with the eroding action of Cedar Creek, reveals the gravel
and sand at a number of places. Just east of Waterloo the township owns a pit in a bank, from which four or five thousand yards
of gravel have come. The stripping is red clay, which in small'
quantities is a valuable constituent of gravel on account of its packing quality. This till seems to be of quite irregular thickness, and
on account of its compactness has not eroded very rapidly. As a
result the valley of Cedar Creek has many elevated banks and
knolls, all of which contain gravel under the clay. While this clay
has und"oubtedly helped retain the gravel in place, it is now the
chief item of expense in the working of the gravel on account of
the cost of stripping. The pit at the cement-block works east of
Waterloo shows:
Section oj Pit East oj Waterloo.
F.et.

2.

Red till ....................................................... 4--6
Sand ................................................ ···.······
2

3.

Gravel ...................................... ·· ... ·············

1.

6
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The gravel contains much sand, probably 60 per cent. of the
whole. Across the stream, 200 yards east of the above pit, the
bank of the creek shows 4 feet of clay and 4 feet + of gravel.
Near the pumping station the abandoned pit of the Lake Shore
Railway, . from which perhaps 2,000,000 yards of gravel have
come, shows the nature of the country. The average section here
shows 2 to 4 feet of clay, with 6 to 12 feet' of gravel below.
Another pit similar to the sections given above occurs at a place
1.5 miles northwest of Waterloo.
As a whole the entire till plain within a radius of two miles of
Waterloo is underlain with gravel from three to eight feet thick,
under two to four feet of clay. Below the gravel, hardpan occurs
2to 10 feet thick, with a coarse, bouldery gravel beneath. In
this area there are probably between two and a half and three
million yards of gravel available. The expense of stripping will
be considerable in places, and the gravel is not of the best quality. It makes a fairly satisfactory road, however, and should be
developed.
This Waterloo gravel belt follows Oedar Oreek three miles or
more to the northwest, but the stripping soon becomes excessive.
As one goes north the overlying clay becomes thicker, until at
Summit, five miles north, it is more than 30 feet thick. There
is no gravel here, and no indications of gravel until one approaches Steubenville, in Sreuben Oounty, where the drift thins
out again.
In the southwestern part of the county, near LaOtto, there is
no gravel, the red till on the surface being underlain at a depth of
six feet by hardpan and blue till.
This county is pre-eminently a clay county, the average thickness of the drift-till being about 50 feet. There are local thinnings of the surfaee clay to 15 feet, but these are rare. Beneath
the till there is a sheet of sand and gravel which in most places isso deep as to be inaccessible. Where the streams have cut deeply
into the surface the gravel beds are sometimes so nearly exposed
as to be workable. On the whole, the gravel prospect in this count.y is poor.
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WHITLEY OOUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
336
Population in 1900............................................. 17,328
651
Miles of pu bilc roads .................................'. . . . . . . . . .
Miles, of improved roads ...... , ............. , .... ',' .. .. .. .. .. .. .
542
Perwntage of roads improved..................................
83.2
:542
Miles improved with gravel*...................................
Miles improved with crushed stone .......... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . NOM
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ... " ., ., ......... , $1,150
Total original cost of improved roads. " , ' ...... '" ............. $623,320
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads G years old. .. .. .
$50
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
First improved roads built .. , ............................ '. . . .
1886
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads..... . Good
Authority ......................... Chas. E. Lancaster, County Auditor
*But eleven miles have been built by contract and sale of bonds. The remaining 531 miles are township roads, the average cost of which was computed from
figures given by the trustees of the county.

Whitley County is in the northeastern part of Indiana just
west of Allen County, and has Columbia City for i~s ~unty seat.,
Its topograpby if! diversified. The southwestern cornel' of the
county is, as 8, rule, flat, black land, with a few ridges coming into
it from the moraine. The remainder of the county is morainal.
The strong Erie-Saginaw lobe enters the northwest portion and
fuses with the Mississinewa moraine. Eel River follows the latter across the county. The extreme northe'rn part of the county
is swampy or marshy. A few clay ridges extend into it from the
Erie moraine. In all this morainal district the clay hills furnish
the characteristic feat.ure. In the central part of the county they
rise 40 to 60 feet above the narrow valleys; toward the west they
become often 100 to 120 feet high and very steep.
This county is pre-eminf)ntly a clay county. The surface soil is
a stiff yellow clay from 30 to 100 feet thick. Underneath the
clay grave] and sand occur to a depth of more than a hundred feet.
C'TTavel evidently will be exceedingly scarce except where Eel
River and the larger creeks cut down through the clay. Occasionally a dredge ditch gets down deep enough to touch the top o£
the gravel. In Cleveland and Richland townships pumps have
removed some of this water gravel. It is excellent material, but
not very abundant.
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Eastern Portion

of the Oounty.

The largest single deposit of gravel in the county is on the
Aker farm, 4% miles east of· Columbia City. The tests made
show that at least 160 acres are underlain with gravel or sand at
a depth of 1 to 3 feet.. In the pit in this deposit an average thickness of 10 feet is indicated, and various other holes show about
the same thickness. Judging from the exposures, about 60 per
cent. of the total deposit is gravel. This seems to be a river deposit. It lies inside a bend of the river and is 30 to 35 feet
higher than the great bed of gravel underlying the till. There is
no doubt that a gravel supply could be developed here sufficient
for the use of all the region within hauling distance.

Vicinity

of Columbia City.

Practically all the workable deposits in Whitley County are
along Eel River; and they seem to be terraces of river origin.
Many of the smaller beds are simply the exposure of the underlying gravel by the erosion of the clay. These, however, are
usually small. For example, one mile north of Columbia City
there are two small pits in little knolls. The total product of the
two is probably less than 3,000 yards, and its quality is poor.
These pits are in the river bluffs, and soon become worthless because of excessive stripping. In this vicinity there are at least
five pits, all of which mnst be soon abandoned, and their total
product wHl hardly be 10,000 yards.
South of Columbia City about two miles there are several small
pits much like those described above. They occur along a small
stream that has removed some of the clay. There is still left,
however, about 8 feet of stripping.

Western Pm·tinn

of County.

In the vicinity of Larwill the deposits are all small. Two pits
have been opened in this region, one on the Hayden farm, another on the Helfrich place. The two together will not run 10,000 yards. In this part of the county some gravel is taken from
ditches with pumps, but it is scarce.
At South Whitley the gravel is practically inexhaustible. The
town itself is built upon a little plain that is probably a large ter-
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•
race. Gravel oocurs here under 2 to 4 feet of loam, and extends
down 10 to 16 feet. About 400 yards southeast of the town
there is a typical terrace deposit. The pit here is large enough
to allow 40 wagons to load at once. The gravel occurs 12 to 16
feet deep under 4 feet of soil at the most. Thousands of yards
have been removed, and there is much more left, the bed covering
about 80 acres.
Two hundred yards up the river from the above pit is another
like it, and practically the whole course of Eel River through this
county shows the terraces mostly gravel. There are many beautiful examples of cross-bedding and sorting of material by water.
Away from Eel River the outlook for gravel in Whitley is
gloomy. Small local deposits occur, sufficient to maintain the
principal roads, but the material is not good, and there is an insatiable demand for more gravel for repair work. The Eel River
terraces furnish enough gravel for the whole county; but it is
poorly distributed. Besides the Aker farm, already described,
other terrace deposits occur in this county. Six miles from Columbia City and two miles from the Aker place there is another
deposit much like it and half as large.
]'ULTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles ...... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
382
Population in 1900 ......................... ······ ... ··········· 17,453
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52
Percentage of roads improved. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .
7.6
Miles improved with gravel.... ...... ... ... ... ..... .. .. .• .. .. .. .
52
Miles improved with crushed stone ............ , .......... ,. .. .. . Non!!
Average original cost of gravel roads* ............. ; . .. . . . . .. ... $1,231
Total original cost of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $64,040
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old... ... $38.46
First improved roads built ........................ ·············
1890
Proportion of improved roads 1milt since 1895.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads ...'. .. . Good
Authority ................................. K. W. Shore, County Auditor
.Of the 52 miles of gravel road, 44.54 miles were constructed by' the townships
and turned over to the county. Their estimated cost Is $1,000 per mile. The remaining 7.46 miles were purchased from a toll road company In 1895 for $19,500.

In a general way this c01lnty is divided into two large triangles
by the mOl'ainal hills of the Saginaw ice-tongue, the moraine front
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coming into the couniQr at the southeast corner and leaving the
county two miles east of the northwest corner. The northern triangle is, for the most part, underlain with gravel, while the southwest one is almost entirely without it, a great part of its area being occupied by ~ swamp.

Rochester arnd Vicinrity.
Three miles north of Rochester and three-fourths of a mile
across the Tippecanoe River one finds the first of the morainal
hills, and they are here typical of the whole. They are of gravel
and clay, rising often 60 feet above the narrow, deep gorges between. Almost without exception they contain at least 60 per
cent. of gravel, the clay being partly on the top and partly on the
bottom. The gravel supply is practically inexhaustible and is for
the most part easily accessible. Every hill is a gravel bed, and
the material is excellent. It occurs in beds of 8 to 20 feet in
thickness under 4 to 6 feet of clay. From these hills gravel has
been carried out in the "aprons" to distances of 3 to 6 miles.
Thus in the creekood one-half mile north of Rochester 6 to 8 feet
of fine gravel are exposed under 2 to 4 feet of soil. Within three
miles of the moraine front to the south this same condition holds.
Every well, ditch and stream reveals gravel, which extends down
to a depth of at least 6 feet.
N orih of the morainal hills many smaller ridges occur in a rolling plain. The ridges are uniformly gravel, and the same material underlies the plain. Thus for 4 miles east of Rochester the
surface is a flat, broken only by inconspicuous ridges. The lowlands are covered by 2 to 4 feet of soil, beneath which occurs 4 to
6 feet of gravel. In the region about Akron,in the southeast
part of the county, the same condition is met with. In fact,
. gravel occurs in the northern triangle almost everywhere. Where
it is not exposed by ditch or creek, test holes find it in 95 per cent.
of the attempts at. a depth of 2 to 5 feet.
Two miles north of Rochester the L. E. and W. Railroad has
purchased a tract of ground containing three of the morainal hills
which are typieal of all those in the county. TheSe ridges contain 16 to 25 feet of gravel slightly mixed with sa~d. The tops
are clay Qr sand, but the ,bases are clean graveL A hill south one
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mile contains little gravel, but much coarse sand. All the ridges
extend northwest and southeast, and there are usually 4 to 8 of
them in the' series.
Uanitou Lake, a beautiful body of water, lies one mile S0'utheast of Rochester in one of the narrow, deep valleys between morainal hills. Its banks are from 6 to 40 feet high, and areeithel'
sand 0'1' gravel at the surface, with gravel always at 5 to 10 feet
bel(}w the soil on top.
One-half mile southwest of Rochester three gravel pits in close
proximity show 5 to 8 feet of gravel under 2 feet of soil. They
are in a low ridge which extends down into the flat conntry,the
great marsh of Fulton Oounty. This lowland occupies about half
of the southern triangle. It is a sand flat broken at long intervals by low ridges of wind-blown sand. There is no gravel here,
even at depths of 50 feet in the wells. This area is much like
tJ1e sandy regions of Newton and Pulaski counties, to be mentioned on subsequent pages. The dune character of the ridges is
plainly shown by contrast with the water-laid morai'lal hills.
.The latter are rather regularly placed and contain rounded pebbles; sections in pits show plainly the sorting power of wate,r.
The sand !:tills, on the other hand, are found in no regular direction, with ~lngular pebbles and without stratification marks.

Vidnity of De Long.
Aubbeenaubbee Township forms the northern apex of the southern triangle. . At De Long, on the Erie Railroad, the soil is clay
~with agrav~l subsoil. The clay is 2 to 4 f-eat deep and is underlain almost e,yerywhere with 2 to 5 feet of gravel, usually of poor
qiIality.. The low ridges are uniformly sand with gravel bases.
The, whole region about the station is frontal moraine, the hills
I,Ying 2 to 3 miles to the north. As one goes south the sand be·,
comes predominant. Three miles south of De Long the, clay. ha~
entirely disappeared and the yellow, shifting sand, of the marsh
area covers everything.

Kewanna and Vicinity.
Kewanna i~ in the southwestern part of the county" west, of
the marsh, Even here the sand covers the surface, and. as usual.
is without gravel. At three points, viz:,. one' and 9ne-half mile~
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south, two and one-half miles south and one and one-half miles
northeast, pits have been sunk in low ridges and a coarse quicksand removed and. used for road-stuff. It is worthless for this
purpose, however, and ought not to be used. The sand here is
nort so thick as in the marshy area; and where the ditches are
more than 5 feet deep they uncover numerous small gravel pockets
running from 500 to 3,000 yards. This gravel is coarse, but better than the ridge stuff. It is only in this southwest' township
that any gravel is to be found in the southern triangle farther
from the moraine hills than 4 miles. Taken as a whole, the road
material here is scarce, and the quicksands used instead do not
improve matters.
.PULASKIOOUNTY.
Area In square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437
Population in 1900 ................" ....... , .............. , .... , 14,033
Miles of public roads..........................................
875
80
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improyed ........ : ......... , .. .. .. .... .. .. .
9.1
Miles improved with grayel. ................... , .. .. .. .... .. .. .
67
Miles improved with crushed stone. ,;.... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
13
AYerage original cost of gravel roads per mile ................. , $1,383
Average original cost of stone roads per mile .............. , .... , $2,000
Total original cost of improved roads .....•..... , .... , .... '" ... $126,500
Miles of Improved roads (grayel) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
First improved roads built............................... . . . . . . .
1902
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. ...... Good
Authority ................................ Ellis S. Rees, C~unty Auditor

At Francesville, in the southwestern part of the county, there is
no gravel exposed either by the big ditches or by wells. Occasional small pockets occur, but they are not· "workable." The
whole township, however, is underlain, at depths varying from 6
to 14 feet, by limestone which can be obtained in sufficient quantity to macadamize all the township roads. At Medaryville, six
miles north, the ~and covers everything and conceals the gravel
if any occurs. No wells or ditches show anything but sand or
muck. All the northwestern part of the county is in the same
condition. Every favorable spot and many others was tested and
nothing found. except an occasional thin streak of co·arse sand ..
This sandy area extends across the county, bending somewhat. to
the north on the eastern side.
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Winama.c arnd Vicinity.
In the northwestern corner of the town is a gravel bed in a
ridge showing at least 16 feet of gravel under 3 to 4 feet of clay
and sand. The quality is fine, but on account of the deposit mnning back under the hill no estimate of the quantity can be made.
The excessive stripping renders the gravel expensive; probably
not more than a fifth of the total amount is available, and this
will be about 80,000 yards. There is about 2 to 8 per cent. of
clay in the gravel, furnishing a good cementing material.
In the £outh side of the town a small bed of gravel containing
not more than 6,000 yards exists under 2 feet of soil. Under this
comes 4 feet of coarse bou1ders and then 4 feet of sharp, fine sand.
Three miles south of Winamac, where the road crosses the river
near the railroad bridge, there is a gravel deposit of perhaps 10,000 yards. The gravel composes perhaps 60 per cent. of the
total, the rest being clay and coarse boulders. The material is
not of much value and is' not worth using where anything else can
be had.
Three and one-half miles west of Winamac, south of the ro:ad
100 yards, a bed of gravel occurs about 150 yards in radius and
3 to 5 feet thick at the center. The stripping is 2 feet or more.
The gravel is fair, but contains much clay and is somewhat
coarse. Test holes show that the bed does not extend more than
100 yards from the center; and in most of the productive area the
thickness is not over 12 inches. Altogether there can not be much
more than 6,000 or 7,000 yards-of gravel here.
The Tippecanoe River for 4 miles up the stream and 6 miles
down from Winamac offers no gravel. The islands are for the
most part sand, and show the character of the stream load. The
banks are commonly low and composed of sand or clay.
In the dredge ditch 6 miles west of Winamac and 1 mile south,
the dredge cut at a depth of 7 to 9 feet into the top of a gravel
bed extending for a mile up and down the ditch and varying from
3 to 12 feet in thickness. The gravel is excellent in quality, but
the thickness of the soil makes it impossible to get at except by
steam dredge or gTavel pump. This gravel carries the water of
this part of the c(}unty and seems to occur everywhere in a radius
of 4 miles at a depth of 7 to 25 feet. The locality in which the
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above bed oecurs is neal' the Ambler farm. Two and one~half
miles northwest of this bed another much like it is revealed in
the "Monon" ditch. All the wells find their water supply in this
gravel stratum at various depths. The thickness of the gravel
varies from 5 to 20 feet.
Somewhat farther north than the above loealities and four miles
west of Denham gravel is again exposed in the dredge ditch, averaging 3 feet in thickness under 6 to 8 feet of clay and sand.
This gravel is very sandy and its use is not to be commended.

Vicinity of Lakeside.
At Lakeside, in the south central part of the county, there is a
fine gravel pit in the top of a clay ridge. The material averages
at least 10 feet in thickn&'ls and in many places is 25 feet. It
covers approximately four acr,es, 'and may fairly be estimated to
contain 150,000 yards of excellent blue-gray gravel. This is by
long odds the best bed in the county and'is at least equal to any
other seen during the summer. It is easily accessible and will
gravel all the roads within hauling distance.
In the central part of the county 117 sand hills were carefully
examined, gravel being found in 6, but not in paying quantities.
Experience shows thnt there is no use in looking for gravel in
sand ridges. Some little deposits will be found, but they are so
small as not to be worth the trouble of finding. The clay hills are
more favorable.
Starr City arnd Vicinity.

One and a fOUJ1:h miles west of Star City a gravel bed exists in
a clay hill under 4 feet of clay and soil. The gravel is pretty
coarse and sandy in spots. By careful selection, and especially
by screening, a sati.sfactory road material might be obtained.
The ditches, however, will solve the gravel problem in this vicinity. Wherever the ditches run over 5 feet in depth the dredge
has uncovered fine gravel, and enough has been thrown out in excavating to build half the roads in the region. ,1£ the ditch were
deepened 2 feet it would supply ample material for all the highways. For three miles weE't) northwest and southwest of the town
gravel is always revealed by the ditch, and its thickness varies
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frQm 4 to 9 feet. Away from the streams the same stratum is
met under 6 to 14 feet o.f clay. There is no. need, howe~er, of
wQrking these deeper depo.sits until all the gravel exposed by the
ditch is exhausted.
The Indian Creek ditch in this CQrner o.f the county revealf'l
gravel in almost its entire course, and o.ften cuts thro.ugh the beds,
sho.wing "hardpan" underneath. The gravel is unifo.rmly good,
4 to 8 feet thick and is Qften uncovered by the excavatio.n.
It is apparent frQm a study of the foregoi~g sections that the
southeastern fourth of the county is underlain with gravel. In
the southwest corner, extending east for about 5 miles, the, underlying rock is covered with 18 inches to 40 feet of 10'am and sand.
The northern part of the count.y for 8 miles from the northern
line is sand hill and marsh, with no gravel in hauling distance.
Everywhere else in the county good gravel is found under 6 to 25
feet of clay and sand; but except along the ditehes it is expensive
material to obtain. Considering, however, the number of ditches
and their courses, the so.utheast corner of the county may build
roads rather more cheaply than m0'st other areas. This gravel
seems to be intimately connected with the moraines of Fulton
County, the sand and clay now on the surface being partly the
overwash of those moraines and partly due to subsequent advances
of the ice.
STONE I~ PULASKI COUNTY.

The southwestern township of this county is underlain by limestone precisely like that sO' extensively quarried at Monon. In
most of the area the rock is found at depths greater than 7 fee,t.
On MonQn Creek, ho.wever, about three miles southeast of
Francesvil1e, and at a point 1l/2 miles northwest of the same town
the rock comes nearly 0'r quite to the surface. At the latter place
some little crushing has been done. There is no reason why this
exposure sho.uld not be worked extensively. At compara,tively
little expense for quarrying and with no ex('.€ssive hauling the entire country ro.und about might have go.Qd macadamized roads.
There is no gravel near, and the rock is as go.o.d as any emplQyed
in neighboring co.unties.
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JASPER OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ....................................... , . . .
565
Population in 19()()............................................. 14,292
600
Miles of public roads..........................................
Miles of improved roads .....' ........... '" .... , ....... , ........
47
Percentage of roads improved........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
7.8
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47
Miles improved with crushed stone ........................... ',' None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ..... " .. .. .. .. ... $2,500
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $117,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$125
5
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 .......... , ...... , .
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. " ., " .. .. ..
8.5
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906 ......... " ., .
6.5
First improved roads built:....................................
1890
Miles of improved roads built since 1895 ...................... , .
41
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads...... Good
AuthOrity .......................... Jas. N. Leatherman, County Auditor

An east and west line across this county from Fair Oaks, on
the Monon R R, to Pleasant Grove, on the Gifford line, divides
pretty accurately the sandy Kankakee drift from the gravel bearing drift of the southern part of the county. North of this line
we find the sand hill and flat bog topography of the region to the
north and west j and here, as there, no gravel occurs. The poverty-stricken yellow sand hills are prominent, with long stretches
of wet marsh between, and occasionally a little clay is mingled
with the sand. Sout,h of the line a great many ridges occur, some
of clay, some of sand. Without exception the clay ridges contain no gravel. In the bottoms of the sand hills, however, pockets of gravel occur in a hit-or-miss fashion. It is rare that one of
these pockets contains 4,000 yards j but in certain regions they
are numerous enough to build the roads in the vicinity. Farther
away from Rensselaer than four miles, however, the clay predominates, with no gravel. The sentiment in this county seems to be
for crushed rock, and because of the worthlessness of most of the
gravel little else is to be expected.

Vicinity

of

Rensselaer.

About 1% miles south of Rensselaer is a ridge, extending east
and west for about three miles, which shows very well the pockety
nature of the gravel deposits in this county. At a point 1%
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miles south of the city, across the road from the "Oollege" Oemetery, is a sand pit in the western end of this ridge. Here, under
2 to 4 feet of sand, there lies a bed of very excellent gravel. It
is bowl-shaped, 10 feet thick at the center, thinning out in all directions to less than a foot, in a radius of 40 feet. As the bed extends into the ridge in three directions the stripping increases so .
that not more than half the deposit is available. One and onefourth miles east of the above deposit another bed is revealed in
the same ridge. Here, however, the gravel is badly mixed with
sand. The section shows:
Feet.
No.2.
1
1. Soil
2. Sand .................................................. ········
2
••••••••

3.

0

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0

•••••••••••••••••

Gravel ................................... , ............. ······· .6--8

No.3. One-half mile southeast of No. 2 is the Adams pit,
showing much the same section. The gravel here is fairly clean
and is 4 to 8 feet. thick under 2 feet of soil.
No.4. On the next farm to the Adams pit and half a mile
from it is a smaller bed showing 6 feet of gravel under three feet
of sand. The gravel here is clean and fine grained.
No.5. Half a mile east of No.4 is still another bed in the
ridge showing about the same section. A fair estimate shows in
No.1 3,000 yards of gravel, in No.2 5,000 yards, in No.3 12,000 yards, in No.4 5,000 yards and in No.5 5,000 yards, or a
total of 30,000 yards. There is vastly more gravel than this in
the ridge, but the heavy stripping renders most of it expensive:
An attempt was made to connect the various exposures above, and
of 3'7 holes put down 23 showed from 6 to 8 feet of gravel under
2 to 5 feet of sand. I am confident that there are at least 100,000 yards of gravel in this ridge easily' accessible. Yet where
the above five pits are located, allowing the graveling of four miles
of road with less hauling than a mile and often half a mile, the
highway was almost impassable after an August shower!
Hauth of this ridge there is no grayel in Jasper Oounty. Two
and one-half miles south of Rensselaer is the Big Slough, a great
ditch which drains a flat marsh bounded on the north by the
gravel ridge and on the south at a distance of two miles by sand
hills. For six miles' beyond this slough the sand lies deeply upon
14-Geolon.
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the surface. There is no gravel here nor anything else of any
value. South of the sand hill country for four miles to the county line the surface is a sandy prairie, the shallow soil resting upon
a sandy shale. Three days were spent in putting down holes into
the soil and in quizzing well diggers. Both were without results,
. except that no gravel was foung. The shale is far too friable and
soft for road material. All roads in this vicinity are improved,
if at all, with rock imported and hauled from Remington.
Northeast of Rensselaer four miles, on the John Groom farm,
is a flood deposit of the river, known as the Beaver Dam. It is
a fill in the valley and is composed largely of a very coarse sand
and fine gravel, with some intermixture of soil and mud. The deposit is almost half a mile long, from 20 to 60 feet wide and
averages 4 feet in thickness. On the mads it packs well and
forms a very good material. Half a mile north from the bridge
at the lower end of the Beaver Dam there is a gravel pit in the
side of a sand ridge extending about three miles north and south.
The gravel is pretty well mixed with sand, but its wo'rst drawback
is the lack of continuity of the bed. In this pit it varies from 2
to 12 feet in thickness. Almost anywhere in this ridge gravel
may be found, but always in pockets, usually with less than 1,000
yards in capacity. But the number of these pockets and the little
stripping necessary make the ridge a valuable source of road material. Farther east than this the ridges are all sandy and have
no gravel.
Four miles straight north of Rensselaer there is a gravel bed in
the ridge whose contents are about 15,000 yards: The material
is very sandy, and is valuable only because no better is to be had
near. The gravel is about 6 feet thick under 2 to 4 feet of soil.
Northwest of Rensselaer the sand ridges with intervening flats
occur, and here there is no gravel.
Vicinity of McCoysbu,rg.

At McOoysburg, six miles east of the county seat, the topography is a repetition of the sand hills and flat bogs of northern
I,ake and Porter counties. The ridges are sand from 8 to 12
feet thick, and on the flats the sand is 2 to 4 feet deep. One mile
southeast of the station a pit has been opened in a ridge and some
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of the material used on the road. It is absolutely worthless.
Three miles west of here a small pocket of gravel, not to exceed
5,000 yards, occurs, but it, too, is worthless because of th~ large
proportion of sand.
In the eastern edge of Jasper County, about five miles west of
Francesville, on the Tillot. ranch, is a pocket of fair gravel containing some 20,000 yards. There is considerable stripping, but
almost all the material is accessible.
About three miles northwest of the above deposit there is another bed of poor gravel on the Gifford ranch. This deposit contains probably 60,000 yards and is accessible by rail. Unless it
be screened its quality will prevent its use where shipment is
necessary.
STONE IN JASPER COUNTY.

In the edge of Rensselaer, south and a trifle east from the
courthouse, is a primitive crushing plant which makes use of the
stone found in the bed of the Iroquois River. The upper three
feet of rock here is a sandy limestone too soft and friable for road
use. Under this is 2 feet of black to brown limestone, hard )Vhen
fresh, but crumbling upon exposure. Below this layer is a
stratum 14 inches thick of good blue limestone. The rock is not
worked deeper than this stratum on account. of the water seeping
into the pit. Most of the rock taken out is not of great value in
road building, and the influx of water prevents the use of the better grades farther down. A section here shows:
Section of Quarry at Rerlsselaer.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Soil ......................................... ······.· .2~2
Sandy limestone ...... :...............................
3
Brown or black limestone.............................
2
Blue limestone, hard .......................· ...... ·····

IncheB.

....
14+

Four miles east of Rensselaer, at the station of Pleasant Ridge,
a brown limestone crops out, similar in quality and texture ·to the
top stratum at Monon. The entire ridge is underlain by this
rock at depths varying from 18 inches to 3 feet. The ridge is
about 400 yards long and 200 yards wide, the stone showing in
wells to a depth of 20 to 30 feet. Occurring as it does at least
three miles from any gravel, it might be of much importanre~
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The knolls and ridges to the east of this point are also underlain
by this rock at about the same depths.
One-half mile north of the station at McOoysburg a ridge is
formed of limestone like that at Pleasant Ridge. The stone is
hard, somewhat siliceous and should make a fair road material,
especially valuable because good gravel is not to be obtained anywhere within a reasonable hauling distance.
In the vicinity of Remington, in the southern part of the county, a sandy shale has in the past been used for road-stuff. It is
absolutely worthless and is no longer employed.

NEWTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles..........................................
380
Population in 1900............................................. 10,448
Miles of public roads ... " ., .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
632
Miles of improved I·oarIs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117
percentage of roads improved........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.5
MIles improved with gravel. ......... '" .. , .. , ......... ...... ... .
11
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................
106
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,100
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ....... " ., ...... '"
$1,800
Total cost of improved roads .. , ......... , .. " .................. $192,096
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$25
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$25
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905....................
10
First improved roads built.....................................
1895
Satisfaction of farmers ",ith investment in improved roads. .. .. . Good
Authorities ... : ......... A. E. Purkey, County Auditor; Dr. R. C. McCain

This county is almost without gravel. The northern twothirds, as far south as the Iroquois River, is the old Beaver
swamp, a part of the Kankakee lowlands, with Beaver Lake, now
drained, near its center. Extending irregularly through the.
swamp there are many sand ridges 10 to 30 feet high, composed
of fine yellow sand, sharp pointed and containing f;3W pebbles.
These fragments are all angular, indicating little water action.
The whole area is so strikingly like the sand dunes of Lake and
Porter counties that one is convinced that we have here to do with
the beaches and sand spits of an old lake, of which Beaver is an
insignificant remainder. At present these sand hills are moved
somewhat by the wind. Every heavy windstorm sweeps a fine
cloud of sand before it, and the south and west sides of the ridges
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often have hollows scooped out. The angularity of the pebbles
might be taken to indicate that little wave action has occurred; but
they form a relatively very small per cent. (less than 1/z of 1 per
cent.) , and are so thoroughly covered with sand that the lat.ter
must have offered some protection. Even in the flat marshes the
sand is from 10 to 30 feet thick, effectually prevent.ing any search
for gravel; and the well sections in this locality all show an absence of it. In all the northern part of the county, except the
two places mentioned below, no trace of gravel was found, although 5 days were spent. in probing the most likely places, some
300 holes having been dug from 8 to 15 feet deep. In only t.wo
places were any signs of gravel to be found. One of these is two
miles north of the town of Brook, in Sec. 5. The deposit here is
some five feet thick; but it is nothing more than a coarse quicksand, and is tot.ally unfit. for road use. A mile of road built. of
similar material two years ago is now worthless; and the large percent.age of sand leaves the road at least. no better than it. was before. A bed of gravel very similar to the above occurs 2% miles
south of the village of Morocco. Here t.he material is somewhat
more pebbly than in the above bed, but even here the proportion
of sand is about 80 parts in one hundred. From this deposit
three miles of road were built some years ago; but the material
was worthless and no more is being used.

Southern Portion of the Oounty.
The two southern townships, Grant and Jefferson, are somewhat different in character from the northern part of the county.
The surface here is black soil, with occasional sandy ridges. Under the black loam, at depths of 3 to 40 feet., sand is encountered;
but there is no gravel here except a 5mall deposit in the extreme
southeastern corner of the county. Here, near the Moran Bros.'
icehouse, % mile from Goodland, a bed of gravel containing probably 5,000 yards exists under 5 feet of sandy soil. The gravel is
poor, but is better than any other 'in the county. In Jefferson
Township I put down 60 holes and in Grant 30, in places where
the loam was not too t.hick; but no gravel was encountered. Not
a well in these townships shows gravel, and none is revealed along
the streams. Occasionally along the Kent ditch north from Kent-
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land a few pebbles are mingled with the sandy clay, but there is
no nearer approach to grave]. Practically every quarter section
in these townships has beene;xamined, but no gravel has yet been
found.
As far as gravel roads are concerned, Newton Oounty must
always be without them if it relies upon its own resources. The
southern part of the county may have ecxcellent macadamized
roads. hOiWever, the rock coming from the large quarry between
Kentland and Goodland. The rest of the county not too' far re;
moved from the railway may macadamize its ro,ads with imported
stone from Momence, Ill., Monon, Ind., o,r Logansport. The first
named rock seems rather soft for road material, but ecxcellent results have followed from the use of the latter two, especially the
. Monon rock.
ROAD MAKING STONE IN NEWTON OOUNTY.

Three miles east of Kentland, near the Pennsylvania Railway,
several quarries of limestone are found in a tract of land embracing about 200 acres. Two large quarries, the ]\,IcKee and the
Means, are now abandoned; the United States Fidelity and Guarantee 00.;* of Baltimore, are now (1904) operating a large plant
200 yards northeast of the }fcKee quarry.
The rock in all these quarries is very much folded and faulted.
In the U. S. F. & G. quarry the average dip is 80° to 85° N. 70
w. In some parts of the pit the rock is perpendicular, and the
direction of dip varies widely. In thel McKee quarry the dip is
uniformly 80° to 85 ° S., 40 E: Half a mile west is the Means .
quarry, where the dip varies from 20° to 60° N., 45 VI. All
these quarries are on the sides of a low ridge ecxtending in a semicircle a Ii ttle 'over half a mile east and west, and 600 yards north
and south. Along the top of the ridge south of the ]\,Ieans quarry
the rock occurs 4 feet down. At the McKee quarry it is found
at 6 to 8 feet, and north of the U. S. F. & G. quarry 300 yards
6 to 8 feet. On the south side of the ridge the rock occurs 200
yards south of the summit 4 to 8 feet down. Beyond these limits the stone plunges rapidly down. At distances varying from
100 yards to 400 it is found, if at all, at depths of 25 to 60 feet.
"This quarry Is now operated under the name of the W. F. Goff Stone Company.

Plate III.

(a) Tilted Niagara Limestone at McKee Quarry, near Kentland, Newton County .

:'c,)~}, Quarry east ofDe!~hl, showhlg tilte,d,N,iagara strata.
• '.JJ

(See p. 272.)
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This ridge, of Niagara limestone, offers a rather complex problem; but it seems that it is a synclinal fold, much broken in the
folding. This view is borne out: (1) By the dip of all exposed
strata on the north side of the ridge being north or northwest, and
the dip of all those on the south side being to the south or southeast; (2) By the abruptness of the edge of the field beyond .the
limits of the ridge, and (3) By the uniform t.hickness of the drift
(20 to 40 feet) on all sides of t.he elevation.
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For t.he most. part the rock in this area is a semi-lithographic
limestone, running often to chert, very hard and blue to brown in
color. It breaks, when fresh, with a conchoidal fracture. In the
U. S. F. & G. quarry there are exposed 60 feet of rock in 30
strata, varying from 3 feet. to 2 inches in thickness. Across the
ends of the almost perpendicular strat.a five feet of rotten stone
lie, the rock below being hard and of very uniform texture. The
section here shows:
Section of U. S. F. & G. Quarry.
1.

Soil.......................................................

Feel

6"-2

2. Weathered rock (limestone) ................................ '. 4to 5
3. Hard" blue or brown limestone ............................. .45 ,to 55

All the rock is crushed together. The softer weathered portion
,. furnishes the cementing material, without which the harder chert-
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like fragments will pulverize and blow away. The rapidity with
which this softer rock cements is well shown on the Goodland road
half a mile north of the quarry. This road is absolutely smooth,
the wheel tracks having almost the finish of concrete. It is al-
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most impervious to water, and in July was free from dust. Other
roads in the vicinity which have been built longer, but from which
the softer rock was excluded, were still rough and dusty.
The plant is very complete, $45,000 being invested in machinery alone. It comprises two steam drills, a steam scoop, a
modern crushing outfit, both rotary and "jaw" crushers, quarry
trucks and two small locomotives with twenty cars. Besides the
engine room, a blacksmith shop and a machine room is maintained. Dormitories and eating houses for the men employed,
as well as offices and warehouses, are also located here.
The stripping is done by horse power. Two men, a team and
a scraper easily remove the two feet of soil from above the rock.
They are followed by the drillers, who put down holes to a depth
of 15 feet and blast with dynamite in the evening. The steam
shovel follows the drills, scooping up the shattered fragments and
dropping them into quarry trucks. These are drawn by steam
power to the crusher and ground to fragments 2 inches in diameter. From the hoppers the crushed product is emptied into cars
of three yards capacity, 6 to 8 of these cars making a _train drawn
by a "dinky" engine. Now comes the unusual feature of the
work. The company has (in July) about 60 miles of road to
build, and teams are hard to get and expensive to maintain.
Therefore narrow-gauge tracks are laid along the road to be built
and the locomotives haul the rock to its proper place. About 7
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miles of track: are constantly maintained, with switches, water stations, etc. Each train makes 4 to 5 trips daily, thus placing 150
to 180 yards of crushed rock per diem.
The following samples of rock were sent in to the office for
testing at the U. S. Road Laboratory, Washington, D. 0.:
No. 1. A grey chert with blue, crescent-like markings, very
hard and brittle. About 4 feet of this rock occur exposed in the
floor of the quarry.
No.2. A blue cherty limestone, semi-lithographic, hard and
tough. About 30 feet of this rock occur in the quarry, all good
and easy to get at.
No.3. Irregularly interbedded with No. 2 is a crystalline
limest~me in strata from 2 to 6 inches thick, comprising not more
than'10 % of the output.
No.4. A brown chertEke rock similar to No. 2 except in color.
The capacity of this quarry and plant is limited by the distributing facilities to 150 yards a day, which might easily be in~
creased to 200. Thirty men are employed, and the price obtained for the material is $1.12 per yard, laid down on the ro'ads.
The amount of available rock is indefinitely large, but is amply
sufficient for any demand that might be made upon it.
The results of the tests made at Washington were as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone f1-om Quarry of the W. F. Goff
Stone Co., Kentland, Newton County, Ind.'i'
French coefficient of wear. 9.7
Specific gravity ... , .. .. . . .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4 Hardness ................ . 12
Toughness ............... . 12
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
.33
Cementing value-Dry ... . 19
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.1
Wet ... . 33
"Fairly good resistance to wear for limestone, and fair cementing
value. Should give fair results for highway and country-road traffic."Page.

A chemicaJ analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Chemical Analysi$ of Niagara Limestone from Quarry of the W. F. Goff Stone
Co., Kentland, Newt07i County, Ind.

Pel' cent.

Alumina (AI2 0.) and iron oxide (Fe20.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
Lime (OaO) ....................................................... 48.65
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................. 3.49
Phosphoric acid (P,O.) ....................... ··.·················· .10
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (fine silt) ............................ 5.13
Loss on ignition .............. ' ............. , .. , .................... 41.64
Total ........................................................ 99.76

BENTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles ...... , ................... , ., ..... " ... . .. .
410
Population in 1900 ................................ ············· 13,123
Miles of public roads .......................... ················
775
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
230
Percentage of roads improved ................. , ......... , . .. .. .
30
Miles improved with gravel.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
230
Miles improved with crushed stone ........ , ............ " .. .. .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ............ , .... , $2,500
Total original cost of improved roads .......... , .. , ......... , ... $487,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old, .. . . .
$90
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 .. , ......... ,. .. .. .
10
First improved roads built ....................... ··············
1880
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roadsGenerally good
Authority ............................ I~eruuel Shipman, County Auditor

Gravel in Benton County is either (a) morainal or (b) "water
gravel" transported from the moraines and buried beneath a subsequently formed soil. There are some insignificant beds in
"aprons" out in front of the morainal hills and very slight deposits in a few of the stream beds. Extending almost entirely
across the county from east to' west, and occupying the ;north central portion, there is a range of low hills consisting of mounds of
greater or less length, generally 100 to 600 yards. These hills are
largely sand, but a considerable percentage of gravel is mixed with
the finer material, sometimes scattered in it, but often in strata
from 2 to 6 feet thick. The gravel is nearly always quite uniform in size, and is of the fine, sharp variety generally considered
best for road material. 'A number of pits have been opened in
these hills and much gravel has been removed. The better gravel
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and the greater quantity is in the eastern hills; farther west they
run into sand. The following sections and estimates show the
approximate quantity. of gravel in the moraine and its manner of
deposition:
No. 1.-Section of Gravel Hill, on Big Four Railway, three and one-half milili
Northwest of Fowler.
Feet.

1. Soil .............................. .' ........................ 6" to 2i
2. Gravel and coarse sand....................................
6
3. Sand......................................................
4+

This deposit measures some 220 yards in length, by an average
of 50 in width. The gravel runs out both ways and will average, of workable material, about 3 feet in thickness. The deposit
is very irregular, but contains easily 11,000 yards of available
gravel.
No. 2.-Section of Deprmt half a mile Southeast of No.1, on Railwag.
F ..t.

1.
2.

Soil ............................................................ 2!
Gravel and sand .................................... , .. , ........ 5+

This is a small deposit, probably not over 3,000 yardS.
No. S.-Section of an Abandoned Pit, 300 Yards East of No. 1.
Feet.

1.

2.

Soil ...................................................... 6" to 1
Gravel .............................................. : ..... 2 to 4!

Between No. 1 and No. 3 there extends a continuous sheet of
gravel, rather irregularly bedded and from 2' to 4' in thickness.
There are probably 10,000 yards in this bed, but it is scattered
over so much ground and is under so much soil that it can not be
profitably worked.
Mount· Gilboa Section, 8 Miles East of Fowler.-This is by
long odds the best pit in the moraine. It covers", as opened, about
three acres; but test holes show that the entire hill, almost 400
yards long and 60 to 120 yal'ds wide, is made of gravel. In the
pit that has been worked 20 feet of gravel and sand in about equal
proportions are exposed. I am told that lit hole has been sunk
20 feet farther down and was still in gravel. Towards the bottom the sand disappears and leaves an excellent road material.
In this ridge there are not less than 250,000 yards of gravel, of
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which practic ally all can be worked ; and the probabilities are that
twice this amoun t may be located.
In Gilboa Township, % mile north of schoolhouse No.7, there is
a gravel pit from which 5,000 yards of gravel have been removed,
and which contains probably 6,000 to 8,000 more. The gravel is
poor, being sandy.
Two hundre d yards east of schoolhouse No.2, in the sanie township,: a similar deposit exists, with probably 7,000 yards of poor
gravel available.
In Richla~d Township, east of Earl Pai'k, the ridges are sandy.
There is no single workable deposit here. None with more than
1,000 yards in it were found, but a numbe r of little pits might
be opened. The strippi ng is not heavy, but would hardly pay.
A mile and ahaH west of Earl Park there is a considerable deposit of gravel (6,000 yards) , but it is very sandy and of little
value.
Four miles east of Fowler, in S. E. % of Sec. 8, there is a bed
of excellent gravel, about 5,000 yards, mentioned because of its
accessibility aI}.d distance from other deposits.
A well section two miles south of Mt. Gilboa showed 15 feet of
gravel under 8 feet of soil. I was unable to find gravel at 10 feet
farther than 20 feet from the well, so the deposit must be small.
North of this hill region there is no gravel in reachin g distance.
I was unable to find a well section showing any gravel at all, and
the few test holes in most favorable localities were withou t results.
South of the hill land there is a belt of low country, from 31!z
to 6 miles. in width, where no gravel occurs. This is a black
muck soil; and twenty well sections here showed "hardp an" directly under the muck. South of this belt there is a narrow belt
of somewhat higher ground, perhap s 50 yards wide at its eastern
This belt extends half way across
e~d and 300 at its western.
th,e county from N. E .. to S. W. in a very irregul ar, windin g
cOUrse. It is broken by cross valleys here and there, but its genel'al outline is plain. This upland belt contains gravel, but at
scattered intervals. The materi al is of excellent quality , water
transpo rted and free from sand. It seems to be a fiat, low eskar.
Beginn ing at the eastern end, the first deposit is on the Templeton farm, in the southeast corner of Fowler. A section of his well
shows:

,-----------------
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Section on Templeton Farm, near Fowler.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Soil ............................................................. 8
Loam ........................................................... 4
Clay ............................................................ 3
Gravel .......................................................... 15

The SOoil thins out rapidly in all directions; 200 yards SOouth of
the well 8 feet of gravel occurs under 4 feet Oof soil; 200 yards
west, 8 inches Oof gravel;
mile east and 100 yards north it runs
into sand. A number of hGles in various places show a probable
extent of the bed as 20,000 square yards, with an average thickness of 16 feet. There are here a,t least 100,000 yards Oof workable, excellent gravel.

*

Section in John W. Coopm"s Pit, Grant Township, Section 8.
Feot.

1.
2.

Soil ....................................................... 4 to 6
Gravel .................................................... 10 to 14

This bed extends east 100 yards, north and south 120 to 150
yards each, and peters out 150 yards west. The average thickness of the gravel here is 6 tOo 8 feet under 2 to 6 feet of soil. The
gravel is very irregular, and no accurate estimate of the amount
present can.be given. 'fhere may be 100,000 yards of gravel in
this deposit and there may be no mOore than 60,000.
On the Dils land, 2% miles west Oof the Cooper pit, there is a
smaller deposit., perhaps 15,000 yards of good gravel under 3 to 5
feet Oof SGil.
- The Campbell pits, 1 mile S'. W. Qof the Dils pit, contain prob~
ably 20,000 yards Qof gravel yet remaining. This is under 3 to 6
feet 'Qof SOoil and contains so much water that the gravel must be
pumped Qout.
The PerigOo pit, on the Cook farm, in section 18, HickOory GrOove
TOownship, exposes very well a typical gravel deposit of the SGuthwestern part of Benton County. Here under 6 feet of SOoil there
are 14 feet of gravel Oof excellent. quality. It lies in a IOoW ridge,
which must be regarded as a worn down morainal hill, for the
gravel is mixed with sand and boulders tOo an extent unlikely in
material that had been lnnch carried abOout by water. Like all
other gravel deposits in this vicinit~, hGwever, it thins Gut; borings
and test holes, as well as wells, wit.hin 200 yards shGW Gnly a few
inches of gravel.
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Generally speaking, the L E. & W. Railway marks the southern limit of gravel in Benton County in its southwestern corner.
None of the wells show more than a few inches; and all road material is taken either from Warren County or the pits mentioned
above. On the eastern side of the county, however, the low ridges
which cont.ain most of the grave] in the county again appear.
Two miles south of Oxford in one of these, ridges a pit shows 6 to
10 feet of soil with from 12 to 18 feet + of gravel underneath.
Three thousand yards are taken annually from here; but owing to
the irregularity in thickness of the deposit no close estimate can
be made of its content; it is Elafe, however, to put it at 100,000
yards.
Five miles east of No. 15, in Bolivar Township, one-haH mile
east of Templeton, Pine Oreek cuts through a small ridge and exposes a gmvel bE'd about 6 feet thick under 2 to 4 feet of soil.
The deposit is not large, probably not over 20,000 yards altogether, of which 15,000 yards are accessible. Three miles north
of here, near Aydelotte P.O., is a smaller bed, about 5,000 yards
probably, of poor gravel.
WHITE OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ...................... ······· . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
Population in 1900 ......................... ···················· 19,138
750
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
143.5
Miles of improved roads ................... ····················
Percentage of roads improved... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.1
80.5
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63'
Miles improved with crushed stone ........................ ·....
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ...... , .. .. .. .. ... $2,000
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,300
Total original cost of improved roads .............. ··········· .$305,900
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$85
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$90
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .
15
Miles of improved road (stone) contrll.cted for 1906. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
12.5
First improved roads built ......................... ············
1882
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . Good
Authority ................ , ............. J. L. Ackerman, County Auditor

In White Oounty gravel is very scarce. The whole northern
t.wo-t.hirds of the county, extending about to the Pennsylvania
Railway, is without grave~ except along the Tippecanoe River,
and even here the exposures are so deep (under 30 to 40 feet of

.--------------------.-------
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sand and clay) that it can not be profitably worked. This area is
a monotonous sand plain, small dunes rising here and there, with
long stretches of fiat, swampy lowlands between. The southwest
corner of the county, extending east to the river and north to the
Pennsylvania Railway, is somewhat more fortunate. In all parts
of the county, however, except in the vicinity of Brookston, a
coarse sand is often used upon the roads. It is poor material, but
it is the best to be had.
The largest deposit of gravel in the county is that lying just
across the Tippecanoe River from Monticello. It is a terrace,
filled in upon the inner bend of the river when the stream carried
more water than at present. There are here nearly thirty feet of
sand and gravel interstratified and in some places thoroughly
mixed. The fact that the deposit was made from running water
is plainly shown by the numerous cross-beddings of the sand layers and an apparent dragging out in the direction of the stream
flow. As one goes back from the present stream bed toward the
bluffs the sand and gravel gradually thin out, and on the edge of
the terrace the gravel disappears almos.t entirely. Almost ninety
acres are comprised in this flood plain, nearly all of it being underlain with gravel or sand in varying proportions.
In spite of the irregularity of deposition of sand and gravel,
three tolerably definite layers can be discovered, with considerable
variation within themselves, but on the whole quite distinguishable from the rest. The upper ten feet of the terrace is a good
gravel, remarkably "clean" except for a foot of soil on the top.
The grains are small, 95 % being less than one-half inch in diameter. Immediately under this layer is a stratum of coarse gravel
and boulders 7 to 9 feet thick. Here the fragments vary from
3 inches to 10 inches in diameter, with an occasional boulder 2
feet or more across. Underneath this coarse deposit comes 8 or
10 feet of sand, nearly everywhere free from gravel. It is a very
uniform stratum and extends down to hardpan. The section
shows:
Section oj Gravel Deposit near Monticello.
Feet.

1. Clean gravel, no sand ........................... " ....... , .
10
2. Coarse gravel and boulders................................. 7 to 9
3. Sand.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 to 10
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The peenliar alternation of sand and fine gravel, with a much
coarser deposit between, would indicate two periods 0'£ comparative weakness of current, with a much stronger flow between.
In Sec. 25, T. 27 N., R: 3 W., two and one-half miles northeast of Monticello, there is an abandoned gravel pit at the edge of
the Pennsylvania Railway right of way. Here under five feet of
clay occurs four feet of very poor gravel, almost quicksand. Fifty yards east of the pit eight feet of sandy clay were encountered.
The well section 300 yards north of here showed a few inches of
gravel under 14 feet of mixed sand and clay.
This section may be taken as the type for all of Jackson Township. Some 50 holes were snnk, all of which showed sand or clay.
Farmers say that their wells are put down through sand or clay
to a depth of 30 to 40 feet before striking gravel, and often none
at all is encountered.
In Cass and Liberty townships, north of Jackson, practically
the same conditions exist, except that the clay has disappeared.
Here and there a small pocket of coarser sand occnrs, but it is unfit
for road stuff. In fact, almost all of White County north of the
Panhandle R. R. is a sand prairie. :Monon, Honey Creek, Big
Creek, Liberty, Cass, Jackson and Princeton townships are covered with sand or sandy clay varying from three feet in thicknes~
about Monon to 50 feet at Norway. In several localities in these
townships pits have been opened at a cost of $100 or more, yielding 200 to 500 yards of very poor gravel, 70 % of the total material taken being sand. In all this part of the county there is
absolutely no gravel worthy of consideration as road material
away from the river. Here in the second terrace, beds of gravel
of fine quality are interlaid with the sand. The scarcity of boulders leads one to expect that little gravel will be found; for boulders and gravel are usually intimately connected, and both are
nearly always absent from a region of sand and sandy clay.

Brookston (lnd Vicinity.
The village of Brookston, in the southern part of the county,
R. 4 W., T. 25 N., lies in the loam prairie, with morainal ridges
to the north and east. These ridges are mixtures of gravel and
sand, the former at the bottom. East of Brookston t:wo miles is
l~

-
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the Woods pit, showing 4 feet of gravel under 6 to 8 inches of
soil. This pit is in the top of a nO'rth-and-south ridge, which
throughout shows about the same material, the soil covering varying in thickness from 6 inches to' 4 feet, the gravel from 4 to 8
feet. On the west side of the ridge a poorly defined apron shows
2 feet of gravel under 4 to 6 feet of loam. The "big ditch" %
mile west shows 4 feet of gl'avel in its bottom. One-half mile east
of the Springboro schoolhouse is a pit, also in the top of ridge,
which contains 12 feet of sandy gravel under 6 inches to' 2 feet
of loam. The gravel is fair in quality and accessible. This
l~idge shows throughout a mixture of gravel and sand, most of it
fair road material. Almost a mile east of this ridge is another,
also containing gravel, usually in small pockets. The "aprons"
of these ridges are poorly defined and cont.ain little clean gravel.
On Moore's Creek just. southeast of Brookston the stream in its
cutting through the glacial debris shows the variability of the deposits. Little pockets of sand, gravel and clay succeed each other
and mingle in all sorts of percentages.
Seven and one-haH miles west of Brookston in Sec. 17 a large
pit in the ridge shows a fine gravel irregularly deposited. From
this pit six miles of road have been built, almost exhausting it.
The ridge, a quarter of a mile long, shows more or less gravel in
its whoh~ length; but the material is pockety, and hence the opening of a pit is uncertain. A section in the pit shows 9 feet of
gravel under 1 to 3 feet of soil. Ten test holes show 1 to 8 feet
of gravel, rapidly thinning out.
In the northeast quarter of Sec. 18 gravel occurs in a low ridge
in a st.rip not over 50 feet wide, being 4 to 8 feet thick under 4
feet of soil. Just. east of this pocket, in the ditch near t.he road,
10 feet of gravel is exposed, but it thins out so rapidly that probably not more than 1,000 yards are available.
One and a fourth miles sO'uthwest of the above pit is a large
bank from which 20,000 yarns of gravel have been removed by a
dredge. The gravel is remarkably clean, uniform in size and
cementing well. The section shows 30 feet of gravel under 3 to
5 feet of soil. I.Juckily, the pit was opened just where the gravel
was thickest, for drillings at various points from 10 to' 50 yards
from the hole showed from 6 to 18 inches O'f gravel. This de-
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posit is about worked Gut, and there dGes nGt seem to be a wGrkable bed very near.
In Section 31, R. 6 W., almGst at the TippecanGe CGunty line,
is another bed of gravel almost exactly like. the Gne above described. In August, 1903, some 20,000 yards Gf excellent gravel .
had been dredged out, with probably as much mGre still to be removed. Here again the gravel was not mGre than 18 inches thick
at a distance of 20 yards north and 100 yards south, being altogether absent at several intervening points. The gravel remGved
is of fine quality, but the irl'egularity of depositiGn adds an element of risk to the opening of pitS.
Near the middle Gf the west side Gf Sec. 29 is an undevelGped
bed of gravel abGut 200 yards in length and 50 to 75 yards in
breadth. Five drillings here showed ten feet Gf gravel, but °as
many between the first five showed less than Gne fGot; The deposit is very irregular; there may be anywhere frGm 2,000 to 15,000 yards Gf gravel here.
In Sec. 35 (26 N.-6 W.), West Point Township, two miles
from the Benton County line, there is a bed Gf wash gravel CGntaining possibly 5,000 yards Gf excellent material. At numerous
other pGints in Prairie, Round GrGve and West Point townships
there are small beds of gravel, rarely containing mGre than 600
yards. In the aggregate, however, these small deposits have been
instrumental in building much road.
In several areas in the above townships where gravel is inaccessible there are plenty of boulders alGng the roads to' macadamize them well if properly crushed. However, there is a prejudice against the rGughness of such rGads when new which operates
against them. N Grth of W Glcott in Princeton Township twO.
miles of such rGad is in excellent cGnditiGn and shows what might
be done with the despised "niggerheads." It WGuld seem at any
rate profitable to make the foundatiGn Gf the road Gf such material, reserving thE' scarce gravel fGr top covering.
0

ROAD MAKING STONE IN WHI'£E COUNTY.

One mile south Gf MGnGn in White CGunty is the stone quarry
and crushing plant Gf Edward Hely. The quarry lies in the middle Gf a little basin some three miles in diameter, surrGunded by
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ranges of low sand hills. Within a mile of the pit the soil is not
more than 3 feet deep. :Fa rther toward the hills the soil becomes
thicker. Cutting through the basin surface at its northern end is
Monon Creek, which cuts into the limestone about five feet. For
two miles up the stream from tile Monon Railway the rock is continuously exposed either on the sides or in the bottom of the
stream, being nowhere covered by more than 3 feet of soil. Down
the creek the stone crops out at intervals for two miles, but is
usually covered with soil. The same rock crops out east of Monon
3 miles, but has not been extensively quarried. Every well within
a radius of three miles strikes this rock, which is everywhere near
enough the surface for profitable quarrying except where sand
hills enter the depression.
The stone, a silicified limestone of Niagaran age, occurs in the
Rely quarry in two distinct layers, sometimes grading into each
other, but usually separated by a thin sand stratum. The upper
layer is about three feet thick, brown and siliceous. It is hard
and almost free from fossils. This rock is allowed to fall into the
crusher, but its use is not favored upon roads. The percentage
of silica is so great that the crushed fragments crumble and pulverize too easily, and there is not enough lime in the rock to cement the particles.
The lower layer of rock is gray t{l white, hard and somewhat
siliceous. It occurs in the quarry in a stratum about 11 feet
thick, with few bedding planes and is irregularly stratified. Both
this stratum and the one above are blocked off by numerous jointing planes. This lower stratum is very fossiliferous in places,
Orthooeras sp (?) fragments being most in evidence. When
these are very numerous the silica impairs the road-making value
of the stone. As a whole, however, the material is very good, and
its accessibility renders thie stone field II valuable asset of the
county.
Section in Rely Quarry.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.

l! to 3
Soil
3
Brown siliceous limestone ................... ···············
11
Gray to white limestone ........................... " ., ..... .
•••

0.0

•••••••••••••••

0.0

•••

0.0

•••

0.0

•••••

0

•••

0

••

'

••••

0.

Samples from the quarry were sent to 'Washington for testing at
the U. S. Road I,aboratory, the results of the tests being as follows:
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ReS'lllts OJ PhYbical T~sts of Niagara Limestone from the qrmrry of Edward
Hely, near Monon, White County."
Specific gravity .......... : . .. . . .
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed p€r cu. ft.. (Ius.)

2.1
HiS
1.04

Hardness.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Toughness.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

7.:5
9
29
43

"A fairly hard and tough rock with a good cementing value. Suited
to suburban and highway traffic. Material not sufficient for French coefficient and per cent. of wear."-Page.

The crushing plant is modern and convenient in e,very detail.
Steam drills are used to penetrate the rock, steam power hoists
the cars from the quarry to the crusher. The Gates rotary machine is the type of m'usher employed. The fragments are passed
through screens of 21/2, % and 1/2 inches aperture, pieces larger
than 21/2 inches being automatically returned to a smaller crusher.
The usual force of men employed is 30, more, being required in
busy seasons. With 30 men 400 yards of crushed rock can be
turned out in a working day of 10 hours. In large lots (more
than a carload) the product is placed on the cars for 57 cents per
yard.

CABS COUNTY.
420
Area in sq uare miles .......................................... .
34,545
Population in 1900 .......... ···································
988
Miles of public roads ............... ···························
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213
Percentage of roads improved ........................... ·······
21.5
Miles improved with gravel ........................... ·········
202
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11
Average original cost of gravel roads pel' mile .......... , ...... , $1,700
A verage original cost of 'Stone roads pel' mIle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,500
Total original cost of improved roads ....................... : .. $370,900
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads [) years old; .. .. ..
$75
Annual cost of repairs per mile' on stone roads. [) years old. . . . . . .
$70
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 190u ................. ·
8.5
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. .. .. .. .. .. .
4
First improved roads built ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1861
Miles of improved roads built since 1895.. .....................
152
Satisfaction of farmer" with investment in improved roads. .. .. . Good
Authority ............................J. F. Grable, County Commissioner
"For standard of comparison see p. '19.
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Cass County lies near the center of the fourth tier of counties,
with the city of I,ogansport as its county seat. South of the Wabash River, which runs nearly east and west across the county,
the surface is nearly plane, composed of till, usually sandy. The
northwestern part of the county is also sandy till, with the extreme northwest corner in the great sand area of northwestern Indiana. The central half of the county is composed of the ErieSaginaw moraine.
The rivers Wabash and Eel expose gravel in their bluffs and
limestone in the bottoms throughout almost their entire course in
this county. The bluffs of the Wabash are 30 to 60 feet high and
are practically solid gravel. Here and there the gravel runs into
sand, and sometimes the till above is 15 feet thick. But as a rule
the heavy blue clay that marks the bottom of the till is less than
10 feet below the top, leaving 30 to 45 feet of gravel immediately
overlying the limestone. This limestone is exposed almost everywhere along the Wabash and plentifully along the Eel, often occurring in thick ledges with no stripping. The river bottom is
gravel and. sand one or two miles wide, and there are numerous
mounds of pure gravel rising 4 to 8 feet above the general level
of the valley fioor. Wherever the limestone is not too close to the
surface a strippin~ of 2 to 4 feet reveals gravel in this bottom,
extending down 4 to 10 feet.
At Lewisburg, six miles east of Logansport, the Wabash Valley
interurban line has a large gravel pit typical of those along the
river bluffs. It is in the south side of the valley and consists of
30 feet of good gravel under 4 to 8 feet of till, yellow at the top,
blue at the bottom. There is practically no limit to the amount
of gravel in pits like this.
•
One-haH mile west of the above pit there is an older one from
which gravel has been taken for roadstuff for twenty years.
West of I~ogansport about two miles the gravel thins out and the
till thickens. A t Lake Cicott the till and sand ridges cover the
gravel to a depth of twenty feet, a stripping so thick as to preclude
the opening of large pits.
The entire southern part of the county south of the Wabash is
a till plain, very smooth, broken only by the valleys of Deer Creek,
Rock Creek and their tributaries. The till is mainly clay, with
some sand; and in places, as the vicinity of Walton, the sand pre-
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dominates. The clay or sand runs from 8 to 25 feet in thickness,
with gravel underlying. The stripping is too heavy in most
places to allow the opening of gravel pits; but some smaH one}! are
worked where the till thins out locally. The main gravel resource
of this part of the county is along the streams. Deer Creek and
Rock Creek c:ut down through the till and reveal the gravel below.
At Walton there is no "workable" gravel. Some miles of road
have been built in this vicinity of yellowish quicksand, but they
don't pack. In this region some rock road has also been built;
and in view of the 'poor quality of the gravel more should be constructed of stone.
Galveston aJnd VicVnity.
Galveston lies in the tm plain near the south and' east boundaries of the county. The surface soil, 8 to 12 feet deep, is clay or
sandy tilL Below this comes gravel 10 to 40 feet deep. The valley of Little Deer Creek cuts through the overlying till and exposes gravel nearly everywhere. There are numerous small pits
in the vicinity and one large one a mile southeast of Galveston,
from which five or six miles of the county line road was built in
1904. Eight miles west of Galveston the Wolf pit on Deer Creek
furnished gravel for the rest of the road. There is plenty of
gravel in this vicinity, but it is not accessible except along the
streams.
Royal Oemter aM Vicinity.
The extreme northwestern part of Cass County is a till plain,
differing from the southern part in being largely sand, with some
few clay knolls. Between the sand and ,the morainic belt there is
a narrow till plain mostly clay at the top. Sections of several
wells near Royal Center show:
General Sedion of Wells near Royal Center.
Feet.

J.
2.
3.

Clay or sandy clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 to 8
Gravel or quicksand. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 3 to 7
Blue till ................................................... 6 to 40

Many of the wells stop in the gravel just over the blue till, but
some of them find their water in small gravel pockets within the
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till. The surface gravel pits are here small and poor, but the
deep€r dredge ditches get down to an excellent water gravel that
can best be removed by pump or dredge.

Northern Portion of the Co'unty.
At Lucerne, in the north-central part of the county, the gravel
is sandy and not at all suitable for roadstuff. Here the experiment is being tried of crushing "niggerheads" or boulders and
using the product in the roads. No judgment can be formed as
to the packing quality of this sort of macadam because the roadbed has been down for only a few months.
In S'ection 28, Bethlehem Township, in the north-central part
of the county, a gravel pit is maintained in a morainal knoll where
the till is tliin, whose product is used by the county for road repair. Some 500 to 1,000 yards are taken out annually.
Adams Township, in the northeast corner of the county, is without gravel, the smface being sand or sandy clay. It is the only
part of the county where no gravel can be had without excessive
hauling.
In the great morainic belt of the county gravel is not obtained
in "workable" quantity. There are numerous small pits, from
1,000 to 5,000 yards capacity, which relieve the situation and furnish enough gravel to build and repair the principal roads. This
gravel is found in the ridges where the heavy clay has been partly
removed by erosion.
MACADAM

I . IMESTONE

IN CASS COUNTY.

The Oasparis Stone Company, headquarters at Kenneth, Ind.,
two miles west of Logansport, crushes the Niagara limestone exposed in the bluff at that place for roadstuff. This company
works two quarries, one at Kenneth and one two miles west of the
first. The stone is exactly the same in the two places and is employed for the same purposes. The Kenneth quarry is the older
and better known. It covers, both the older part and the portion
now being worked, some 30 acres. The section shows:
Section at Kenneth Slane Quarry.
1.

2.
3.

Feet.

Sandy clay or clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 to 12
Blue limestone ............................................ 26 to 30
Brown dolomite .............................. ·.·······.··· .30 to 45
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The ledges run from 6 inches to 18 inches in thickness for the
limestone, from 12 inches to 30 inches for the dolomite. The general dip is 2° or 3° to the north. Only the blue limestone is used
for macadam, the dolomite being crushed for use in the steel
plants of Ohicago us a. flux.
A sample from the quarry was sent to the U. S. Road Laboratory for testing. It was not sufficient in quantity to show the percentage of wear, hardness and toughness tests. The results of the
other tests were as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone frCYm Quarry of the Casparis
Stone Company, Kenneth, Cuss ClYUnty.
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . .
Weight per cu. ft ... (lbs.)

2.65
165

Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.31
Cementing value-·Dry.. .. .. .. .. . 11
Wet........... 47

"Not enough for abrasion, and no piece large enough for hardness
and toughness tests. Develops a good cementing value."-Page.

A chemical analysis of a sample of the stone, made at the same
laboratory, resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Niagara Limestone from the Quarry of the Casparis Stone
Company, near Logansport, CaBS County.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI 2 0,) .................................................
.25
Iron oxide (Fe,O,) ...............................................
.24
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 53.10
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................
.61
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. ... 4.00
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.65
Total ....................................................... 99.85

The crushing plant at Kenneth is very complete. Small locomotives push the loaded cars to the foot of the incline and steam
power carries them to the hoppers. Gates gyratory crushers grind
the rock and automatic screens separate the product.. The plant
presents no new features, but is the largest in northern Indiana.
At the JJew qnarry two miles we~t of Kenneth two crushers are
in use, and the plant is much like the other. From the superintendent the following data were obtained, applying to both quarries:
Men employed .................................................
250
Oapacity (tons per year) ......................................... 150,000
Price (ton) ..................................................... $0.50
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The total capacity of the crushers is placed at 600,000 tons per
year, of which 150,000 tons are macadam.
A small crusher in Logansport is used in crushing dolomite for
concrete work about the city. Very little macadam is produced.
At Georgetown, 6 miles west from Logansport, a township
crusher grinds some blue limestone for road repair work. It is a
small ja.w crusher with a capa.cityof 40 yards a day when it works.
MIAMI COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375
Population in 1900............................................. 28,344
Miles of public roads. ... . .. . .. .. . ... ... ... . . . ... .. . .. . ... . . . .. . 1,120
Miles of improved roads·..... ... . ...... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
504
Percentage of roads improved. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
45
Miles improved with graveL...................................
504
Miles improved with crushed stone ......... " ............ " .. .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mlle ........... " .. .. .. $2,000
Total original cost of improved roads .............. , ............ $332,000
. Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads.5 years old. .. .. .
$104
8
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. .. .. .. .. .. .
10.5
First improved roads built.....................................
1870
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roadsGenerally well satisfied.
AuthoritiesC. W. Macey ....................................... County Auditor
Peter Kelly ............ , ......... Engineer in charge of construction
'One hundred and six miles built by contract, 398 miles by working out road
tax. The cost of the latter estimated at $300 per mile.

Miami County lies just east of Cass, with Peru for its county
seat. Both the Eel and the Wabash rivers cross it, and the Mississinewa comes in from the east. Pipe Creek is the largest stream
in the southern part of the county. The Wabash River approximately divides the county into two regions of widely varying relief and surface soil. The area to the north is almost entirely
morainic,-the Erie-Saginaw lobe, with its characteristic knolls
of clay; the part to the south is a sandy or clayey sand till plain
with little relief.

M acy amd Vicinity.
In the northwestern part of the county, where the till plain of
Fulton County enters, gravel is abundant, usually at slight depths,
four to six feet. The topography is one of low bogs and sandy
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knolls, and underneath the soil in the bogs the gravel occurs. It
is 'a water-bearing stratum and can not be extensively worked except by pumps. The deeper ditches in this vicinity get down to
the top of the gravel.
Elsewhere in the northern half of Miami Oounty gravel is not
abundant except along the strelams. The morainic knolls contain
small lenses of gravel-1,000 to 5,000 yards-but the great gravel
bed lies entirely underneath the moraine at depths usually greater
than twenty feet. This gravel deposit is shown by well sections to
run from 30 to 50 feet in thickness. A typical exposure of this
sheet occurs on Eel River near Denver. The stream has incised
itself twenty or thirty feet, and consequently reveals the underlying gravel. TQe L. E. and W. Railway has here a gravel pit
practically no stripping. Fifty yards to the west the same sheet
is opened by road~,contracwrswith very little stripping.
Eel River throughout its whole course in this county exposes the
covering fifty acres. The material is an excellent fine gravel, uniform in quality. It occurs to a depth of at least 25 feet, with
great sheet of gravel, and the lower courses of the tributary creeks
do also. An abundance of good material is offered here with
slight expense for working.
At Gilead, in the northeastern part of the county, the gravel
comes from the knolls where erosion has removed much of the till.
It is not a first-class material and the pits are too small to be
termed "workable." Still, they are sufficiently close together to
allow the building' of all roads desired.
Southern Portio'YI. of the Oounty.
The south half of the county is a till plain with a sandy clay
as the surface soil. The plane surface is broken here and there
by clay knolls and by stream valleys. Away from the streams
good grave] is extremely scarce in this area. A coarse quicksand
is taken from the knolls and used for roads in som,e localities.
Wells show an excellent gravel at a depth varying from 15 to 30
feet.
.
Amboy is a village in this southern till plain. H~re the surface clay is ten to twenty feet thick where erosion has not removed it. Then comes two or three feet of quicksand, with a substratum of twenty to forty feet of an excellent gray water gravel.
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Pipe Creek in the vicinity of Amooy has removed enough clay to
allow the gravel to be gotten at. Pumps are used for the large
pits, a little branch furnishing water. There are some half dozen
pits in this vicinity, all containing the finest sort of road-making
gravel. Some little surface gTavel is taken from the knolls in
this region-a foolish procedure when good gravel is so close at
hand.
In Clay and Washington townships,. also in this till plain,
pumps are used to get at the great underlying gravel sheet.
At Bunker Hill the creek itself gets down into gravel, which is
removed by hand when the water gets low enough. A pump
would probably be better. Some surface gravel is removed from
the knolls, but it is not of first-class quality.
The Wabash River bluffs in Miami County rarely contain
gravel. They are for the most part clay, 25 to 40 feet high, o~er
lying a 2 to 4 feet sand stratum. Underneath this comes gravel,
often 60 feet deep and sometimes not more than three or four
where the rock comes close to the surface. This part of the county depends for its gravel upon the river bottom or alluvium. This
is practically all gravel, the city of Peru being built upon gravel
and largely paved with gravel. It is so good and so plentiful that
there is no demand for macadam, despite the fact that a good quality of limestone outcrops in the city limits. A fairly well
equipped crushing plant at this place is rapid~y falling to pieces,
there being no sale for its product.
Mr. Kelley, the County Surveyor, says that gravel for road
building need not be hauled more than three miles anywhere in
the county, and that the average haul is far less than that. By
utilizing the small deposits of the moraine and getting out the
gravel along the streams in the southern part of the county I have
no doubt that Mr. Kelley is right.
Summary-Situation ftllr; material, abllndant; road sentiment,
weak.
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WABASH COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
418
Population in 1900 ........................... · .. ·····•········· 28,235
Miles of public roads .... , ................. , ........... ,. .. .. .. .
600
200
Miles of improved roads ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved ................... ···············
33.3
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200
Miles improved with crushed stone ............. ················ None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$750
Total original cost of improved roads ........... ··············· $150,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel rvads 5 years old .... , .
$90
Authority ................................. oW. S. Davis, County Auditor
'''Most roads are being improved by townships and when they meet the requirements these roads are accepted by the county commissioners. They are then
kept in repair by the county."
W. S. D.

Wabash County lies east of the middle of the State in the third
tier from the north. "Wabash is the county seat.. Two-thirds of
this county is till plain, the only morainic portions being in the
northwestern corner, a lobe in the northeastern part, and the terminus of the Mississinewa moraine in the southeastern corner. The
"\Vabash River extends across the county and Eel River cuts" across
the north"western corner.
Gravel is not very abundant in this county, or perhaps one had
better say not very well djstributed. The moraines are of heavy
clay, usually 35 to 40 feet thick and very seldom less than 20 feet.
Eel River cuts through this clay and exposes the gravel underneath; and the narrow strip of hottom along Eel River is practically the only gravel in the county except that of the Wabash
terraces. These terraces are three in number. The highest is a
rock terrace, marking the preglacial valley, varying from 1 to 21/2
miles in width. This valley became filled to a depth of 5 to 20
feet with alluvium, mainly gravel, with some sand and a little
clay. Thi.s fOl'lml the second terrace into which the river has incised itself. The third terrace is of very recent alluvium, mainly
sand with gravel hal'S. It is in the second terrace that most of
the gravel pits are found, and the material is not of very excellent
quality.
South of the Wabash Hivcr the drift is thin, usually not more
than thirty feet. It consist~, of ('lay a'lmost exclusively, yellow at
the t.op for 18 tl) 25 feet flllll heavy ~)llle till at. the bottom 2 to 6
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feet. A noteworthy exception is the Lafontaine region, where the
drift is at least 200 feet thick, with 25 to 30 feet of clay overlying
the gravel.
In the Mississinewa moraine and the one in the northwestern
corner of the county small gravel beds of 500 to 1,000 yards are
found in the knolls. The»e small deposits are numerous enough
to gravel the main roads,---a fortunate thing, as Eel River is the
only stream large enough to cut through the heavy clay.

Lafontaine and Vicinity.
Lafontaine, in the southern part of the county, lies in the till
plain. Here the surface soil is yellow clay 20 feet thick, with 4
to 6 feet of blue till underneat.h. The oil wells of this vicinity
show beneath t.he till 200 to 300 feet of gravel, with some interbedded clay. This extraordinarily deep drift is supposed to occupy the valley of a preglacial stream. Along the little creek in
Lafontaine, where much of the till has been removed by erosion,
this gravel can be reached at a depth of 4 to 6 feet. Much of the
gravel used in this vicinity comes from this sheet, but some stream
gravel is also used. The little knolls are occasionally worked for
a coarse sand that is placed upon the roads, and once in a while
some very fair gravel is found in these sand deposits. They are
all small, however, and totally inadequate for road building.
At North Manchester, situated on the moraine, there is no
gravel fit for roadstuff. A coarse sand is sometimes employed,
and the little gravel bars in the river.
At Lagro, on the Wabash River, some gravel is furnished by the
river terraces and gravel bars. There is ml1ch rock exposed here
that might be pressed into s(lrvice.
MACADAM STONE IN WABASH COUNTY.

The firm of Thos. Bridges's Sons has an excellently equipped
plant on the river bluff iu the southern part of Wabash. The
stone is Niagara limestone, quarried to a dept.h of 18 to 20 feet.
The portion quarried can readily be separated into two classesthe upper 12 to 14 f(let being flinty, the lower 4 to 6 feet a clean
limestone occurring in ledges 6 inches to 20 inches thick. The
section shows:
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Sectinn of Quarry of BridgeS:Sons.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gray to white limestone, with much chert .... , .. .. .. .. . .
Grayish-buff limestone, little cbert ............ , .. . . . . .. . . .. ...
Blue limestone, 4-in. to 16-in. ledges .................. · . . . . . . .
Blue shale "soapstone" .... , ....................... , ......... ,

23!}
Feet.
14
4-6
2
14

The plant is the usual type, with Gates's gyratory crushers
(Nos. 3 and 5), bins, automatic screens, etc. Mr. Frank Bridges
gave the following data in regard to the plant:
Men employed ................................................ 20 to 25
Capacity (yards daily) .................................. :.....
350
Price per yard, average .................................... , .. .
$0.70

The product is largely shipped to nearby points for use in concrete work, macadam, asphalting,etc. Some is u£ed at home in
repairing and building streets, curbing, etc. The firm has a spur
from the Big Four track.
Wmbash Stone Oompany.-This company, made up chiefly of
Ft. Wayne men, has its quarry three miles west of Wab~h in the
river bluff on a spur of the Wabash Railway. The rock is Niagara limestone. The plant is the usual type--steam drills, Gates's
gyratory crusher (No.5), elevator, screens, etc. The section
here shows:
Sectinn at Quarry of Wabash Stone Oompany.
1.

2.
3.

Feet.

Blue or buff limestone, hard, tough ................ ; . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Buff limestone, building materiaL ....... :· ............... ·.,····
8
Blue shale ........................................•........... 117
.1

The superintendent gave the following data:
Men employed .................................................... 20
Production, daily for 9 months in year (yds.) ...................... , 150
Price (average) ................................................... $0.70

The price in this case is approximate. The people owning the
plant are contractors and use much of the product in their own
work.
Besides these two modern plants a small jaw crusher runs intermittently at a little quarry one mile west of Wabash. It employs
5 or 6 men when in operation and grinds out possibly 40 yards a
day. It uses the same rock as No. 1 in the section above, the
product being used for road repair and concrete work.

Plate lV.

(a) Stone crushing plant of Thomas Bridges' Sons. South Wabash, Wabash County.

(b) Quarry of Thomas Bridges' Sons. South Wabash. Wabash County.
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The roads for two or three miles out of Wabash are usually
macadam with gravel top dressing. There is no better rock in the
State than the flinty limestone of Wabash for road· work. Two
streets in the city built of this material have been down eight and
ten years, and are as smooth as asphalt and apparently unworn.
Two samples of stone from the Bridges Sons' quarry and one
from the quarry of the Wabash Stone Company were tested at, the
U. S. Road Laboratory at Washington, D. C., the results of the
tests being as follows. The average of 192 samples of limestone
is also included as a standard of comparison:
RelfUlts of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from the Quarrie8 of Bridges Sons and
the Wabash Stone Co., near Wabash, Indiana .
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Bridges &ms, sample No. 1. "Good resistance to wear for limestone,
and fair cementing value. Best suited for highway and country-road
traffic."-Page.
Bridges Sons sample No.2. "About the average resistance to wear
for limestone; cementing value fairly good. Should give best results
under highway and country-road traffic.··-l'age
Wabash Stone Co., sample No.3. "Fairly good resistance to wear
for limestone, and fair cemelltmg value. Best suited for highway and
country-road traffic."-Page.

Samples from each quarry were analyzed in the chemical department of the same laboratory and their composition found to
be as follows:

16--Geology.

r
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Chemical Analyses of Niagara Limestone from the Quarries of Bridges Sons
and the Wabash StlYYle Company, near Wabash.
Sample No.1. Sample No.2.
Bridge. Sons. Bridges Son•.
Per cent.
Per cent.

Wabash
Stone Co.
Per cent

Alumni (AI,Os) ..........................
.84
Iron oxide (Fe.O.).......................
.51
Lime (OaO) ..•.......................... 43.65
MaglJ.esia (MgO) ........................ 4.89
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (silt)....... 10.03
Loss on ignition... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40.30

1.00
.25
48.05
1.81
10.00
38.59

41.10
3.48
18.65
36.00

Totals .............................. 100.22

99.70

100.33

1.10

HUNTINGTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles ... " ........ " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .
385
Population in 1900............................................. 28,901
Miles of public roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
856
Miles of improved roads .............. , .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
496
Pelcentage of roads improved..................................
58
Miles improved with graveL...................................
485
Miles improved with crushed stone ......... " ........ " .. ...... .
11
Average original cost of gravel roads per mIle ........ " .. .. .. ... $2,000
Average original cost of stone roads per mile"'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,000
Total original cost of improved roads ......... " ................ $981,000
AlI.nual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$72
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1005 ......... " .. .. .. .. .
S
3
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . .
First improved roads built.....................................
1884
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.5%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads...... Good
Authority .................................................. L. C. Ward
·"The stone road has nearly all been bullt by private work, and conslSfs of
Isolated patches. No figures are available as to original cost, or cost for annual
repair. Cost estimated at $1,000 per mile."
L. C. W.

Huntington County, with Huntington as its county seat, lies in
northeastern Indiana, the fourth county from the north and third
from the east boundary of the State. Its sudace is almost plane,
the Salamonie moraine in the southeast part being the only very
noticeable elevation, and this can not be traced distinctly toward
the center of the county. There are two other smaller moraines
near the center of the count~, but they are of very slight elevation.
The drainage of the county is through the Wabash, Little Wabash
and Salamonie rivers and their tributaries. The most nnteworthy
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topographic feature is the valley of the Little Wabash. This
stream is not half the size of the Wabash, but its valley is from
one to two miles wide and 60 to 80 feet deep, while the larger
stream has a valley rarely more than haH a mile wide and not
over 50 feet deep. This discrepancy is accounted for by the fact
that the Little Wabash is supposed to have been-the outlet for
Lake Erie and associated waters in preglacial times.
The great til1 plain which makes up three-fourths the surface
of this county is composed of clay at the top, 8 to 20 feet thick,
gravel or sand 20 to 100 feet deep, as a rule, and a blue till, very
dense and compact, 4 to 8 feet thick resting on the limestone.
These figures are average, there being wide variations from the
river sections, where the whole drift may be not over 50 feet, and
in the northwestern part, where the drift thickens to 200 feet. In
general the rock is much nearer the surface south of the Wabash
than north of it.
As the gravel Jayer is invariably covered by from 8 to 20 feet of
clay in this county there is no gravel exposed anywhere except
along the st,ream escarpments. Here it. may be found almost
everywhere, and nearly every section of the river townships has
a pit of greater or less size. Other gravel occurs along the streams
where it has accumulated as ailuvium. This material, from its
cheapness and abundance, is ~lmost exclusively used for roadstuff.
Some of the pit"! typical of the river bluffs are described below.

Pits of the River Bluffs.
One mile east of Huntington along the Ft. Wayne and Southwestern traction line there is a pit in the river bluff. The section
shows:
Section of Pit NO.1.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Surface soil and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Gravel and s'and ................................................ 10
Yellow and blue till. ............................................ 4+

Just north of the Etna avenue bridge, a mile southwest from
Huntington, the Wabash exposes the entire thickness of the drift.
The section here shows:
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Sectio'll of Pit No.2.

f.
2.
3.
4.

Feet

Yellow cla~', compact ............................................ 25
Sand ........................................... ················ 2
Clayey gravel .................................................. 25
Shale, or shaly limestot:c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5+

The lower ten feet. of Number 3 Reems to possess the requisite
qualities of road gravel. Huge balls of gravel which broke from
the main body and rolled to the bottom in March are still firmly
cemented together in September, withstanding severe blows. The
material is abundant and easily gotten at.
Another pit characteristic of the river bluffs is located at Happy
Hollow, four miles west of Huntington. The traction company
obtained much of its ballast gravel from here. The section shows:
Section of Pit at Happy Hollow.
1.

2.

Feet.

8
Yellow clay .......... , ............................. , ... , ... .
Gravel and suud ............................................ 12-15

In the vicinity of Markle the till usually extends to limestone,
with very small local deposits of gravel. The rock floor of the
Wabash valley i" here covered by 4 to 8 feet of alluvium, of which
at least three-fourths is gravel of excellent quality.
LUIESTONE IN HUNTINGTON COU~TY.

By far the most valuable road material in Huntington County
is its limeRtone. Where it has heen tried it has been found excellent and durable, but the abundance of gravel in the localities
where the stone is found has operated against very extensive use
of the latter. Previous reports of this department have dealt with
this Niagara rock rather thoroughly, and but few words are necessary as to its dist.ribution. The outcrops are confined to' the channels of the IJittle "Wabash and Wabash ri,"ers, where the drift has
been eroded by the streams. On Little Wabash the first appearance of the rock is east of Mardenis, about 3.5 miles east of Huntington.From this locality to the junction with the Wabash the
strata are almost constantly in sight. The peculiar domelike
structure of the stone, howeyer, sometimes places the strata under
9 to 15 feet 0.£ alluvium. On the Wabash the most easterly outcrop of the rock is at J\1ark1e, near the edge of the county. This
exposure is at the top of It dome, and no further exposures of the
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limestone occur on the river until the junction is reached. In
several places, however, a blue shale that overlies the limestone
appears in the channel.' Below the jUilctioil of the rivers the
limestone 1S continuaHy exposed for about three miles; then it disappears below some 10 to 15 feet of drift, reappearing a mile
farther west.. This alternation of outcrop and disappearance is
repeated before the stone finally leaves the county. At all of thevarious outcroppings, which are so situated as to be within reasonable hauling distance of one-third of the county, the limestone
is hard, white to huff and apparently good road material. There
has been as yet no great effort made to use the limestone on roads.
Keefer and Bailey have a crushing plant in the western edge of
Huntington, for which Mr. Keefer gives the following data:
Men employed ................................................
15
Capacity (per day), yds ....... , ............... , ............... , .140-1ll0

This firm uses practically all its product in street improvements
in the city of Huntington and for concrete work. Their shipping
facilities are poor, and no attempt is made to work up a trade with
outside points. A sample from their quarry was sent to the U. S.
Road Laboratory for testing, the results beiug as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Ni«gara LimEstone from Quarry of Keefer & Bailey,
Huntington, Ind.
Specific gravity. .. .. . . .. .
Weight per cu. ft. .. (Ills.)

2.75
172

'Water a\}sorlled per cu. ft. .(Ills.) 1.21
Cementing value-Dry...........
18
Wet........... 30

"Not enough for abrasion awl no piece large enough for hardness and
toughness tests. A fail' cementing value."-Page.

A chemical analysis-of a sample of the stone, made at the same
laboratory, resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Niagara Limestone from the Quarry of Keefer &: Bailey,
Huntington, Huntington County.

Per cent.
Alumina (AI 2 0 s) •••.•.•••.••.•.•.••••••••.•••••••••••••.•.•.•..•.
.71
Iron oxide (Fe,Oa) .................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.24
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 30.40
M:agnesia (MgO) ................................................. 21.04
Insoluble in hydrochloric neid ..................... ··············· 1.67
Loss on ignition ........................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46.00

'rotnl ....................................................... 100.06
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At Markle, Mr. F. A. Brickley operates a quarry, getting out
building stone and crushing some of the rock for gravel road repairing. The sentiment in this locality is growing in favor of
stone roads.
At Huntington a new concern, the Erie stone Company, is preparing to go into the business of crushing and shipping the lime. stone on an extensive scale.
WELLS COUNTY.
Area in squar,e miles ..... ',' ................ " .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .
367
Population In 1900............................................. 23,449
Miles of public roads ............ , ................. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .
780
452
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.9
Miles improved wIth gravel....................................
440
12
Miles improved with t~rushed stone.................... ... ... .. .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile .... , ... ...... .... $1,800
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,800
Total original cost of improved roads ......... " ................ $825,600
Annual eost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$67
Annual eost of repairs per mIle on stone roads 5 years old... ... .
$100
Miles of improved road (gravel) built In 1905. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .
75
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905. " .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .
1
First improved roads built.....................................
1881
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
42%
SatisfactIon of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . Good
Authority ............................ C. S. Brinnemann, County Auditor

Wells County is in northeastern Indiana, with Bluffton as its
seat. It is for the most part a till plain, very level. Two
moraines, the Salamonie and Wabash, cross the county, following
quite closely the direction of the rivers. The maximum elevation
of the~ ridges is not more than 45 feet, and the incision of the
rivers is about 25 or 30 feet where greatest. The maximum relief in the county is therefore not more than 75 feet. The till is
a yellow, compact clay, blackened in the low ground by organic
deposits from the marshes that occurred in such places before
ditching was extensively done. None of the numerous ditches get
into gravel, the surface clay being some 16 feet thick on the average. In a number of rather widely separated spots it thins out
to 4 to 8 feet, and here gravel pits have been opened. The moraines, too, are largely clay ridges. In places small local deposits
coun~y
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of gravel, from 500 to 2,000 yards, are found in the edges of the
moraines.
The largest deposit of gravel that has been worked in Wells
County is along Rock Creek southwest from Bluffton about seven
miles in townships 25 and 26 north, range 11 east. At the Mendenhall pits, section 15, township 2-6, some 2,500 yards of excellent gravel have been removed by a steam scoop; and tests have
shown that the gravel remaining here is practically unlimited in
quantity. The pits have been worked to a depth of 25 feet, and
the bottom of the gravel was not reached. A half-mile farther
down the creek a pump in June, 1904, was at work throwing
out 75 yards daily. This gravel is part of the great bed found in
all this part of the State under the till. The erosion of Rock
Creek has removed 10 to 15 feet of the clay over a valley probably one-half mile- wide; and here, where the stripping is thin,
the gravel can be easily gotten at.
The same bed of gravel is found at John Bell's, Section 3,
Township 25 N. under 16 feet of till in his well. Here the
gravel was 100 feet thick. Sections of a number of the. oil wells
in this vicinity show the same condition. About 400 yards from
Bell's farm, in N. W. % of Section 9 the till thins out a little,
and the gravel comes within 6 to 8 feet of the surface. A strong
pit could be developed here, but a dredge pump would be necessary to remove the gravel because of the water which it bears.
At Ossian, in the northern part of the county, north of the
Wabash moraine, gravel occurs in the valley of the little stream
between the town and the railroad. It is excellent material and
the stripping is not more than four feet. The beds are numerous,
but rather small. Two pits near the bridge have yielded probably
2,500 yards of gravel each; while in the dredge ditch, which is
nearly as deep as the pits and only 20 yards away, there is
absolutely no sign of gravel. A half mile up the ditch from the
bridge there is a large pit, from which 10,000 yards have boon
taken, with probably as much more left. These small pockets are
numerous enough to supply the needs of this vicinity.
On the river road from Bluffton to Vera Oruz, about three
miles from the former place, there are two pits from which gravel
has been taken for the road. It is not. very good material.
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At the bridge over the Wabash near Vera Cruz there occurs
considerable excellent gravel of fluvial origin. It is rather hard
to remove because of water; but some 10,000 yards have come
from this place and there is probably as much more left. The
section shows:
Section at Wabash Bridge, near Vera Oruz.
Feet.

1.
2.

Soil

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0

•••••••••••••••

?

~

Gravel .......................................................... 8+

The Arch Wall pit, one mile northwest from Bluffton, discloses a large bed of gravel in the river bottom. It is excellent
material and easily gotten at. Teets show its presence in workable quantity for nearly 100 yards east and west and 20 to 25
,vards north and south from the center of the present opening.
The gravel appears to be a river deposit.
On the Eichhorn farm 7 miles northwest from Bluffton gravel
pits have been opened in the over'Yash from the Wabash moraine
and in low ridges outlying from it. The material is somewhat
sandy but works fairly well.
At the bend of the Salamonie River on the line between J ackson and Chester townships a gravel pit has been worked in the
overwash from the Salamonie moraine.· It is small, and not.
profitable for development.
Scattered here and there over Wells County there are many
small deposits, too small to be called "workahle," which nevertheless supply the local necessities. The county surveyor tens me
that all the county has gravel enough to build its roads except
the southern tier of townships, and the western two of these can
get their gravel from pits in the adjoining counties. Nottingham
Township seems to be entirely without gravel, the only part of the
county in that condition.
MACADAM STONE IN 'VEI,LS COUNTY.

The central portion of Wells County is well supplied with a
good limestone which outcrops in localities sufficiently close to
cut down the expense of road building to a minimum. The stone
is quarried at a number of p]aces, but at only a few is it crushed
for macadam. Probably the best equipped plant in the county
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is that of the Shoemake.r Brothers, two miles west of Bluffton.
The quarry is at the head of a ravine where a little dome o.f
Niagara limesto.ne comes to. the surface. The plant is of the
usual type, except that jaw crushers are employed. The superintendent, Mr. Shoemaker, gives the following data:
Men employed ..........................•..... ,.................... 12
Capacity (daily in yards) ........................................... 80

The stone here dips abo.ut 40° to the northwest, and the quarrying has revealed about forty feet of the strata. The rock appears to be ef pretty much the same texture threughout, but its
celor varies from gray at the top to. black at the bottem. It has
been used only slightly for read work, but the road built of it
stands wear excellently.
At Rpckfcrd the ditch aleng Rock Creek exposes a hard, sometimes cherty, limestone for a distance of more than two miles.
The blasting for the ditch reveals some six feet of this rock along
the whole expesure, and thousands of yards of rock, already pretty
well broken, lie en the ditch banks ready for the crusher. The
enly use made of this valuable material is for road repairing, a
little jaw crusher being operated here by the township. At least
a thousand acres of ground in this vicinity are underlain by limestone usually not more than fcur feet down.
Just east from the Red Bridge, 400 yards from the courthouse ill Blufften there are limestone quarries whose product is
used for building purposes in the vicinity. A little of this rock
has been crushed for road material, but there is no attempt to
operate a crushing plant. regularly.
Samples of stone from the quarry of Shoemaker Bros., the
Meyers quarry and from Rockford were sent to Washingten fer
testing in the U. S. Road Laboratery, the results of the tests,
together with the. average of 192 samples of limestone tested at the
same laboratory given as a standard of comparison being as
follows:
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Re3Ult8 of l'hytrical Tests of Ni4gara Limeatqne from the Quarry of Shoemaker Br08., the
Meyers Quarry and the Quarry near Rockford, Well800unty.
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Averag, of 192 samples ................... ·1 2.7

165.711.39

5.71

Shoemaker Bros. Quarl'J .... ...... .... .... . 2.7

171.5

.50

5.8

6.9

13.5

8

168.4

0.79

6.3

6.3

10.8

IS

3.41

59
14

29

I

Meyers Quarry ....................... ....

2.7

Quarry near Rockford, Wells County.....

2.71165.3

3.2915.1

7.8113

9

141

:37

Quarry near Rockford. "Above tbe average in resistance to wear
and cementing value, for. dolomite. Best suited for i.gbt bigbway and
country·road traffic."-Page.

Samples from the above quarries were analyzed by the chemist
of the same laboratory, and the composition found to be as
follows:
Analyses of Samples of Niagara "Limestone from the Quarries of Shoemaker
Bros., the Meyers (Juan,?! and the Quarry near Rockford, Wells ClYUnty.
Shoemaker Bro•• M""er••

Alumina (AI.O.) ........................... 1.3
Iron oxide (Fe.O s) ••••.•••••.•••••••••••••• Trace
Lime (OaO) ............................... 30.3
Magnesia (MgO) .......................... 18.87
Insoluble in hydrocbloric acid.............. 3.45
Loss on ignition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45.75

1.75
.75
29.40
20.16
1.97
45.62

Totals ................................ 99.67

99.65

Rockford.

1.39
1.51

~o:~

j

.35

.19
---L100.66

Other places at which limestone of excellent road building quality outcrops are given below:
1. Two miles southeast of Bluffton, the river and a little creek
reveal a hard gray limestone.
2. At Murray, a similar rock is exposed in the river bed.
3. On the Haflich farm, two miles northwest from Bluffton,
a limestone outcrops and has been burnt into lime.
4. On the east edge of the county, this Niagara limestone IIppears slightly, being better shown just across the county line.
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At. all four of t.hese places crushing plants might be established and excellent. road material obtained, but t.he cheapness of
gravel renders that improbable for many years.
Summary.-Material abundant, sentiment good.
ADAMS OOUNTY.
Area in square miles..........................................
335
Population in 1900............................................. 22,232
Miles of public roads..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
675
Miles of improved roads ....... " .................... , .. '" . .. . .
216
Percentage of roads improved..................................
32
Miles improved with graveL .......... " ., .......... " .. " .. .. .
102.5
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................
113.5
Average original cost of gravel roads pel' mile ....... " ., .. .. ... $2,()()()
Average original cost of stone roads pel' mile ......... " .. .. .. ... $3,200
Total original cost of improved roads ..... _..................... $567,200
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$70
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$25
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ........ , .. '" .. .. .
3
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905 ......... " .. .. .. .. .
7
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. " .. " ., .. .
4
First improved roads. bunt .... '" ... '" ., ....... '" '" ... . .. .. .
1889
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 ........... '" .. .. .
10%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads... .. . Good
Authority ................................ C. D. Lewton, County Auditor

Adams Oounty lies on the eastern border of the State, the
fourth count.y from the northern boundary. Its county seat is
Decatur. The topogTaphy is simple, being very plane, broken
only by the valleys of the St. Mary and Wabash rivers and their
tributaries. Two moraines, both low, follow the courses of the
rivers. The drift is very thin as a rule, rock being found almost
everywhere in the county at depths of 35 to 50 feet. The chief
glacial deposit is till-yellow, stiff clay, extending to the rock as
a rule. Occasionally thin beds of gravel occur just above the
rock, but they are of no economic value, except as water reservoirs, -unless the streams have removed the top layer of till.
There are not half a dozen "workable" gravel deposits in the
county and probably will not be. Perhaps the largest deposit is
the one in the edge of Decatur, northeast of the court house. The
river here has removed most of the clay, leaving 8 to 12 feet
of stripping. The material is quite sandy and not good for road
use.
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About 3112 miles from Berne there is a gravel pit on the farm
of Ohris. Hostettler. The gravel is little better than quicksand,
but it is used on roads in the absence of better material.
Another deposit of gravel occurs about three miles north of Decatur, in the river bottom. It has been worked for roadstuff, but
it is about eexhausted.
The Irwin gravel pit four miles northeast of Preble is being
worked at present. This deposit is along a little stream where
some of the till has been removed. The gTavel is mediocre, but
is used for roadstuff.
There are no other gravel deposits in Adams Oounty worth
mentioning. Thp. sentiment here is pretty strongly in favor of
• macadam, even where it must be imported. This is no doubt wise
when the poor quality of gravel is considered.
MACADAM STONE IN ADAMS COUNTY.

The crushing plant at the J. S. Bowers quarry, about a mile
north of the court house in Decatur, is a modern one. The usual
types of machinery are here in use as follows: Gates' gyratory
crusher, automatic screens, steam drills and derricks. Mr.
Bowers, the owner, gives the following data:
l\Ien employed ...............................................
20
Capacity (yards pel' day) ..................................... SO to 100

He says further that roads may be built of rock from this
quarry at a cost of $2,500 per mile. Trials of the rock for
macadam have been uniformly successful, the material packing
smooth and wearing well. The rock is hard to get at, being under
12 to 20 feet of till except in the river channel of which it forms
the bottom. The section here shows:
Section at Bowers Q1.tarry.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Soil· ........................................................... 2-4
Yellow clay ...................................................
6
Blue till ...................................................... 10
Limestone, hard, gray.......................................... 12

S'amples from the quarry were sent to' the road testing laboratory at 'Washington, the results being as follows:
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llc,';ulis oj Phyl5ical Tests oj Stone jrom the Quarry oj John S. Bowers, near
Decatur, Adams County.
Specific gravity ... ,. .. .. .
Weight per cu. ft ... (Ills.)

2.7
168

Water absorbed per cu. it. . (Ibs.) 1.11
Cementing value-Dry........... 14
Wet........... 4D

"This sample consisted onl~' of about six pounds of small pieces of
rock. A fairly good cementing value."--Page.

Abont 300 yards south of Bowers's quarry the Fitzinger quarry
gets intD Mft.buff limestone that works well for building material
and burns good lime. It is, however, tDO soft for road use and
too expensive to get out.
At. Pleasant :Mills, Woods and J\i(orris, cont.ractors, have an
exC€llent plant for the making of macadam. It is of the usual
modern t.ype. The rock here is quarried for the most part. from
the river bottom. It is a white limestone, the most handsome
in t.he St.ate aside from the best. oolitic. It has very much the
texture of marble and is pnre white. According to the records of
some of the roads built from this stone it can not be excelled.
Roads down 8 years are in perfect repair today v~ithout any expense since they were built.
Samples of limestone from the plant of E. Woods & Company
were sent to the U. S. Road Laboratory to be tested, with the
following results:
Results oj Physical Tests oj Niagara Limestone jrom Plant of E. Woods &
Co., Pleasant Mills. Adams County. '"
Specific gravity ................ , 2.5li
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (Ibs.) 159
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (Ibs.) 3.56
Per <:ent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.23

l<'rench coefficient of wear. 3.91
Hardnesst ............... .
Toughnesst· ............. .
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 10
Wet.... 22

"Very low in resistance to wear, and low in cementing value.
not use thi;; material for roads if hetter is available."-Page.

\Vould

A chemical analysis of the sample was made at the sallle Inl>ilr:\
tory, and its composition was found to be as follows:
.For standard of comparis()n see p. 79.
tNo piece large enough for core was among the samples sent ill.
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Ohemical Analysis of Niagara Lirnestone from Plant of E. Woods & 00.,
Pleasant Mills, Adams Oounty.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
.25
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 33.14
MagneSia (MgO) ................................................ 19.63
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.32
Loss on ignition ................................................. 46.79
Total ....................................................... 100.13

The !3lue Creek quarry, 2112 miles south of Pleasant Mills, is
a rather extensive affair.. The plant is of the usual type, with a
capacity of 200 yards per day, and employing 30 to 35 men. No
figures as to price were available. The rock here is a thin-bedded,
blue limestone, hard and well suited for road material.
JAY COUNTY.
Area in square' miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370
Population in 1900............................................. 26,818
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800
Miles of improved roads.......................................
300
Percentage of roads improved..................................
37.5
265
Miles improved with gravel....................................
Miles improved with crushed stone ............ , ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
35
Average original cost of gra\'el roads per mile .. , .. .. .. ... .. .. ... $1,800
Average original cost of stone roads per mUe. ... ... ... ... ... .... $2,700
Total original cost of improved roads ............. '" ........... $571,500
Annual COSt of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. " .. .
$40
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$20
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ..... " . . .. . .. . . .. .
20
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
First improved roads bunt .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 .................. ,
80%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . Good
Authority ........................ L. H. Treheame, County Commissioner

Jay County is on the Ohio line, the fifth from the north
boundary of the State. Half its surface is till plain, the rest
being morainic, occupied by the gentle undulations of the Mississinewa moraine, and t.he inconspicuous swells of the Salamonie.
The latter has at. its southern side a few sharp knolls, and these
are mainly sand or gravel. Aside from t.hem, both moraines are
clay, like the remainder of the county.
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Some parts of this area are plentifully supplied with gravel,
and other portions, as far as one can see in exactly similar situations are without 'it. The gravel is found in pockets in heavy
till or else in the streams. The pocket gravel, usually pumped
out, is good material. The stream deposits contain much dirt
and are not nearly so good.
The sentiment for gravel roads in this county seems to have
been replaced by a desire for stone. The latter product is handily
obtained from Portland, Ridgeville and Decatur. There is prebably no. better road stone in the State than can be had at these
places, and the railways can bring it within hauling distance of
the greater part of the co.unty. At Briant, where there is plenty
of gravel fer road building, the people nevertheless are building
this summer (1905) three macadam ro:ads.
In general, it may be: said that every township in this county
can build its roads without an excessive haul, except perhaps
Wabash Township, in the northeast corner. In many places it
will be advisable to haul farther, and get better material.
One ef the best pits in the COtnlty, and one typical of this
sort of territory is in sections 23 and 14, Greene Township.
There is a local tbinning ef the till here, perhaps three miles west
of Portland, and a very geod gravel is extracted from a pocket
between the till sheets. In section 31, Green Township, there is
another pit like. the former. Neither is very large, and the extraction of the gravel is a bit difficult, but the quality of the
material more than repays the cost of getting it out, over that of
obtaining ereek gravel.
A good pit occurs 8 miles northwest from Portland on the
Gardiner place. This is in a merainic knoll-the sarne famous
Twin Hill gravel bank £:rom which the 0., B. and O. railway
have obtained their ballast. The quantity is practically unlimited, the quality excellent. Some gravel has been shipped from
here into Wells Oeunty, and one of the best gravel roads in the
State is a two. mile stretch about two miles south of Blufften
built frem this material. It packs rapidly, giving a water-proof
surface, and apparently has the quality of endurance.
There is an abandoned gravel pit about 10 miles east of Portland near the State Line. This also is in a merainic knoll, exposed by the stream. The gravel remaining is under a geod deal
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of stripping, but other pitfl might be opened in this vicinity. The
gravel is good.
At Briant and at Westchester there are small pits of fair
gravel. At the former place, the gravel is regarded as too dirty
for road, and st{)lle is being used. The latter pit is now being
worked, and three or four miles of road being built.
At various places along streams and in knolls little pits running
from 500 to 1,500 yards have been worked; and probably half the
roads built from them. These small pits have been the salvation
of many counties, as far as road materials go. . Where the stripping is not too heavy, it is cheaper to work a number of little
beds of gravel than to haul 4 or 5 miles from a larger one.
At the plant of the Portland Stone and Lime Company, two
miles west of Portland, there is a bed of gravel just above the
rock. This must be stripped before quarrying the stone; but the
company sells the gravel and thus pays for the stripping. It is
an excellent blue gravel, and would make good roads if there
were enough of it. It is typical of the condition in most of this
county.
The rock is nearly always immediately overlain by
6-10 feet of gravel, and this by 14-60 feet of clay. Where erosion
has removed part of the clay, the gravel may be gotten at, and
furnishes a good road material.
Portland Lime a,rld Stone Company.-This firm is just finishing an extensive plant, which will be' as good as any when
completed. They expect to be crushing hy August 15. Much of
their product goes into lime, but they get out crushed rock for
concrete, macadam, etc.
Capacity (dally), yards........................................
500
Men employed ................................................ 40 to 50
Price (asked) .................................................
$0.65

The equipment is of the usual sort, Gates gyratory No.6, and
a No. 4 for tailings. This quarry is pretty deep, and if the plans
carry out will some tjme be the deepest in the State. The rock
seems to be getting better, the deeper it is followed, and the
Superintendent expects to carry the work down 150 feet, if nothing prevents.
Samples of stone from the quarry of the Portland Lime and
Stone Company were ~ested at the U. S. Road Laboratory, the
tests resulting as follows:
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.Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from Quarry of the Pmland
Lime and St()'fle Oompany, Portland, Indiana. *
Specific gravity .............. : . .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft ........ '.. (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs,)
.69
Per cent. of wear ....... , . . . . . .
.7

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness...... " ........ ,.
Toughness ..... ,..........
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet ....

"Low in resistance to wear; fairly good cementing value.
for country-road traffic."-Page.

5.7
4.5
8
19
45

Best suited

An analysis of the sample was made at the same labotatory,
with the following results:
Analysis of Niagara Limestone from QU(JJI"I'Y of the Portland Lime and
Stone Oompany, Portland, Indiana.

Pet' cent.

Alumina (Al,O.) .................................................
.5
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ......... , .. , ................................... Trace
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 31.3
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 21.75
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid....................................
.36
Loss on ignition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46.04
Total ....................................................... 99.95

Road sentiment. is in a healthy condition in this count.y. The
main roads and many of the side roads are graveled, and some
of the principal highwa.ys are being ma.cadamized.

BLAOKFORD OOUNTY.
Area in square miles .......................................... .
167
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 17,213
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
360
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
130
Percentage of roads improved..................................
36.1
Miles improved with graveL...................................
130
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ........... " .. ... $1,800
Total original cost of improved roads ................. , .. " ..... $235,040
Annual cost of repairs p.er mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$100
Miles of improved roads (gmvel) bunt in 1905 ... " ... , .. .. .. .. .
8
First improved roads built.....................................
1879
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27%
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"Reasonably well satisfied."
Authority ............................ Lewis C. Johnson, County Auditor
*Fol' standard of comparison see p. 79.
17-Geo)ogy.
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This, the fourth smallest county of the State, with. Rartford
Oity for its capital, lies east of the north central portion of the
State. . A little more than half the county is till plain, and the
southwestern corner is' occupied by the Mississinewa moraine.
This county has one of the most thoroughly graveled .rQad systems of any county in the State. There is scarcely a house more
than two miles from an improved highway, and 80 per cent. of
the population live within one and a half miles. The roads are
well built and well kept; the only disadvantage is the quality
of the gravel, which is not first~class. Most of it is shaly, and
soon grinds up under travel.
Practically all the road material that has been used in the
county comes from fQur groups of pits. These are so situated
that most roads have been built with less than a four-mile haul,
except out at the ends of the roads. Here there are occasional
stretches where the haul was 6 or 7 miles.
The best gravel pit in the county is the Dundee pit, 7 miles
north of Hartford Oity. It is partly a river valley pit and partly
from the bottom of the stream. It is pumped out and is Qf very
fair quality. Some 30 to 35 miles of road have been built from.
here.
Another grQUp of gravel-beds is the Edens-Olapper bunch, 5
miles southwest of Hartford Oity. These do. not yield as much
as the Dundee pit, and the product is not. as good. It is dirtier
and grinds up more quickly. However, some 20 miles Qf good
road have been constructed out of this group of pits.
In the southeast part of the county the Wilcoxon-Whitecotton
pits furnish most of the gravel. About 20 miles of road have
been built of matel'ial obtained here, and there are 7 miles now
being built. There will be several more rQads built from here,
in all probability.
A half mile frQm Montpelier there is a bank gravel pit which
has furnished material for that part of the county. It is almost
quicksand and makes a rather poor road.
There are altogether in this little county 130 miles of gravel
road. One hears much in all part.s of the county in favor of
stone rQads. With good macadam stone obtainable from Montpelier and Ridgeville, it will not be a difficult t.ask to put crushed
rock on the highways, and well-infQrmed persons believe that
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when the present gravel roads wear out they will be succeeded by
macadam ..

Baltes Stone Oompany.
This firm has its plant one mile east of Montpelier. The
rook is an excellent hard limestone, with a quarry face of about
25 feet, and underlying probably 200 acreS at a slight depth.
The plant, while not the largest in the State, is very perfectly
built and equipped. The machinery includes a Gates gyratory
crusher No.6, and a No. 4 ~or the tailings, a tramway for elevating rock and an automatic trip for emptying the cars, and the
usual arrangement for screening the crushed product.
Capacity (yards) ......... :........................................ 500
Men employed ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5D
Price (asked) ..................................................... $O.7()

Samples. of stone from the Baltes Stone Company's quarry were
tested at the U, S. Road Laboratory, and results of the tests are
herewith given:
RemIts of PhyS'IJal Tests of Niagara Limestone frmn the Quarry of the
Baltes Stone Company, Montpelier, Ind. *
Specific gravity.. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 2.97
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.7

E'rench coefficient of wear. 10.8
Hardness................. 9.3
Toughness ............... .
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 35
Wet.... 52

"Fairly good cementing value and resistance to wear, for limestone.
Well suited for highway traffic."-Page.

A sample of the stone was analyzed by the chemist of the same
laboratory, with the results shown below:
Analysis of Niagara Limestone frmn the Quarry of the Baltes Stone Cmnpany,
Montpelier, Ind.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0 8 ) and iron oxide (Fe2 0 8 ) . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.85
I,ime (CaO) ..................................................... 31.2
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................ 16.56
Phosphoric acid (P.O.) ............................................ Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid..... .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. 9.56
Loss on ignition ................................................. 42.16
Total ....................................................... 100.33
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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At Keystone, in Wells County, not far from the Blackford
line, a pump is this summer (1905) throwing out gravel. If
necessary, much of the extreme north end of Blackford County
could be graveled from there.
Blackford County as a whole is a till district, with the rock at
various depths from 2 to 150 feet. In most places the material
immediately overlying the rock is blue till 40 feet + thick. Over
this comes 10-40 feet, of yellow till. Between the blue and yellow
sheets there are often small gravel sheets. These small gravel
beds are often exposed by the erosion of the stream bluffs, and
the gravel is carried down into the valley and deposited. It is
from this source that most of the roau material of the county
is derived.
GRANT COUNTY.
Area in square miles.
416
Population in 1900 .....
54,693
Miles of public roads
900
460
Miles of improved roads ....
Percentage of roads improved ...
~.
51.1
Miles improv,ed with g'ravel. .
460
Miles improved with crushed stone ..
None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile.
$2,000
Total original cost of improved roads ..............
.$920,000
Annual CMf of repairs per mile on gravel roads;) years old.
$70
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905 ...
40
Miles of improved road (gravel) contracted for looll.
3
First improved roads built. ...................... ·
1866
250
Miles of improved roads built since 1895 ........
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.
Good
Authority ..
o•• Bo A. H:inney
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This connty, with Marion as its county seat, is in north central
Indiana, in the great till plain. It has two noticeable topographic
features-the Mississinewa River and the moraine belt on the
east side of the river. This belt is about 5 miles wide, has an
elevation of 20 to 50 feet above the general plain, and extends
across the county. Aside from the moraine and the streams,
the surface of Grant County is very smooth, and till covered.
There is very little good gravel in this county. The river bends
and terraces have been drawn upon for most of the gravel heretofore used, and the material is sandy and nearly everywhere dirty.
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The presence of very much sand or dirt serves to make gravel
unfit for roadstuff, and the roads in this county that have been
built with the river gravel show for themselves. At various
depths in the clay, rarely less than ten feet, there are pockets of
gravel as good as any-grey water gravel, clean and excellent
road material. Recently pumps have been put to' work on these
deposits and a much better quality of gravel is being thrO'wn out.
The moraine in this county has a till· surface with gravel
and sand underneath. At the highest points of the ridge, this
gravel stratum is 40 to 45 feet below the surface, but at or near
the edges of the moraine, the till covering is often less than 5
feet. A typical bed of this sort is worked in Marion, some five
blocks north of the court house. The section shows:
Section oj Pit in Marion.
1.
2.

3.

Peet.

Clay...........................................................
Coarse, bouldery graveL.......................................
Finer gravel and sand. " ., .................. , ........... , .. , " .

3
3
8

The upper gravel is not good road material, being too coarse to
pack well. The lower, finer gravel would work wcll, if some care
were exercised to keep out the boulders, and most of the clay.
This has not always been done, and the roads have suffered.
About half way between Jonesboro and Marion, the traction
company has a gravel pit in the base of a bluff. The section
shows:
Section oj Pit of Union Traction Company.
1.

2.

Feet.

4-10
Clay
Coarse gravel .......................................... ;.... 5-8

This gravel makes fair ballast, but is too coarE>e for ideal road
material. By screening through coarse-meshed screens, good road
stuff might be obtained.
There are several other pits like the two above described in the
vicinity of Marion, all obtaining gravel from the beds under the
till. Aside from the coarseness of much of the gravel, this material is good, and when screened will make a good road. The
earlier roads in this vicinity were built of rivercdeposited gravel,
because that was more easily obtained than the bedded material;
and such river deposits contain little good road gravel.
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Six miles east of Marion some of the till has been eroded by
the headwaters of Lugat's Oreek, and there seems to· have been
a thin till covering to begin with. Here a pump was at work in
the summer of 1905 throwing out an excellent grey water gravel
which was being used on the roads. It worked very well.
In the vicinity of Fairmount the clay is very heavy. Very few
wells find gravel short of 20 feet, and many go 45 feet. The
gravel that has been used in this vicinity is creek gravel obtained
from the bends of a little stream about a mile west from the
town. It is pretty dirty, and is hardly t.o be classed as good. The
supply in this area is not. nearly adequate, and probably never
will be, since the surface clay is too deep to allow the gravel to be
worked.
Near Swayzee there is no gravel anywhere in sight. Even
sand is not to be had here, all that used for building purposes
being shipped in. The nearest gravel is on Pipe Crook, foUl' miles
away. A gravelly tin, wit.h not more than 20 per cent. gravel,
is sometimes used here for road material, and seems to answer
prettv well.

001UVerse a.nd Vicinity.
This village is on the line between Howard and Grant counties,
in the midst of a clay district. Pipe Creek and Little Pipe
Creek both cut through the clay, and get very close to the top of
the underlying gravel. On Little Pipe Creek, just in the edge
of Oonverse, there is a body of gravel a half mile long ~nd
50 to 150 yards wide. A number of test-holes showed:
1.
2.

Feet.
Soil and clay .................. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2--.3
Gravel ...................................................... 4--6+

This gravel is a fine grey material, as good as can be found
anywhere. There is practically no limit to the amount obtainable, since the depth of the gravel is probably 20 feet, judging
from well sections. This is a very favorable place for locating
a gravel and sand pit; either a gravel pump or a scoop 01' dredge
will have to be used in getting out the gravel, however, since
water is carried in great quantities.
Big Pipe Creek, 11/z miles east, also gets pretty well down iJltn
the clay, but it is still 5 to 6 feet down to the gravel.
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Van Buren 0JJUl NQlrtheast Grami Oounty.
This area is one of low black ground with clay knolls nsmg
out of the swales. There is no gravel at. the surface, and not
very much anywhere else. Under t.he black soil there is usually
4 to 15 feet. of clay, but occasionally a small gravel bed is found
between the black ground and the clay. In such places a pump
can easily get. the gravel, since it is heavily water-bearing. The
material obtained is pretty fine grained, as a rule, but it has a
good packing quality and makes a good road. Two such beds have
been pumped this summer, one on the Trevison farm, two miles
east, and another two miles south of Van Buren.
Part of northern Grant County might be graveled from the
pits along the tributaries to the Salamonie in Huntington County.
Near Fox's Station, a large gravel pit has been operated by th(j
traction company. It is. on the north side of the moraine, and is
pretty much like the moraine gravels on the southern side. It
seems, however, to have fewer large boulders in it.
At Upland and vicinity the gravel <used comes from the Mississinewa and from Walnut Creeik, two miles north. It comes
partly from the bars and partly from the deposits in the bends
of the stream. It is quitE' dirty, but is better than no gravel
at all.
MACADAM STONE IN GRANT COUNTY.

Marion Stone Oompany.-The plant of this company is <about
a mile north of the court house. The rock is taken from a quarry
near the river, under 2 to 3 feet of stripping. The section shows:
Section oj Quarry oj Marion Stone Oompany.
Feet.

t.

Soil ........................................................... 2-3

2.
B.

Yellow, soft stone ................. " ..........".. ... .. . ... ... .. .
Heavy blue stone..............................................

4
8

This stone seems very soft, and with too little lime in it for
good macadam. It is said, however, to work pretty well on the
road. The plant just now is very much run down. The company intends making extensive repairs and alterations. Their
present capacity is some 300 yards per day, with 20 to 25 men
employed. The price .obtained varies from time to time, 60
cents being a fair average.
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Samples of limestone from the' quarry of the Marion Stone
Company were sent to the U. S. Road Laboratory for testing, and
the following results were obtained:
Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Li'fYU!Stone from Qum-ry of the Marion
8tone Company, Marion, Grant ClYUnty. Ind. *
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weight per cu. ft. ... , ..... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
Per' cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . • . . . .

2.6
French coefficient of wear.
159
Hardness.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
4.72
Toughness. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
5.2' Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

7.8
2.5
15
44
56

"Best suited for highway and country-road traffic."-Page.

Analysis of the sample was made at. the same laboratory, and
the composit.ion was found to be as follows:
Analysis of Niagara ,Limestone from Quo.'rry of the Marion Stone Company.
Marion. Gmnt C(funty. Ind.
Per cent

Alumina (AI.O s) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••• 2.12
Iron oxide (Fe,Os)' ............................. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.77
Lime (OaO) , ... " ................................................ 19.50
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 7.95
Phosphoric acid (P,O,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.31
Insoluble in hydrochloric u,Cld ..•..........•...•...••..••... •···•· 41.83
Loss on ignition ......................................... ········ 26.28
Total ....................................................... 99.76

Another quarry with precisely t.he same rock is located 5 miles
west of Marion and lY2 miles nort.hwest of Roseburg, on the
Willcutt farm. A little crusher is working here, and several
miles of road are being built.
Road sentiment is good in Grant County, most. of the main
roads, and many of the side roads, being improved. A good deal
of gravel has been used which ought not to have been, but in the
future more care will be exercised in selecting material. The
river material should be avoided, and the bed gravel down under
the clay used, even if it is more expensive.
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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HOWARD OOUNTY.
295
Area in square miles .......................................... .
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 28,575
600
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
263
Miles of improved roads ...................................... .
Percentage of roads improved ................. ,. ... ...... ......
43.8
263
Miles improved with gravel....................................
Miles improved with crushed stone*..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. " ...... " ...... , $2,400
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $631,200
Annual cost of repairs per mil.- on gravel roads 5 years old**. .. .
$25
13
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 .. , .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .
4.5
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906 ......•...
First improved roads built .... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1870
115
Miles of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. . Good
Authority .... , .. " ....................... W. L. Benson, County Auditor
>

•

'The improved roads in part are repaired with crushed stone.
'·Average annual cost of repairs per mUe on gravel roads over five years old
is given at $60.

Howard County is in the north central part of the State, with
Kokomo as its county seat. It is an almost featureless county,
being a flat plain, with very few knolls rising twenty feet or more
above the surface, and only one stream, "Vild Oat Creek, getting
that far below. It is a clay county, at least 90 per cent. of the
surface being a yellow clay. There is no sign of surface gravel
or sand anywhere, and no wells which get into sand or gravel
short of 10 feet. Just beneath the yellow clay there is a blue till
which runs down to the underlying limestone, where the depth of
the latter is not more than 50 feet. Where the drift is much
thicker than that, there seems to be a large gravel bed in which
the better wells of the county find their water.
There are very few surface pits in this county, since the till
is usually at least 10 feet thick. In such an are!\, the only workable gravel is along the streams where erosion has removed the
overlying till. Wild Cat Creek, which runs east and west almost
the length of Howard County, has a valley 15 to 20 feet deep and
in a number 01 places gets down to the gravel. At least half the
gravel used in the county has come from this stream and its
tributaries. Asa rule, this material is dirty and poor for road
purposes.
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The northern tier of townships' is practically without road
material. However most of this section is within hauling distance
of Deer Creek, in Cass County, and has drawn largely upon that
SOource for its road material. Away up in the northwestern corner
of the county there are several small pits where there is a local
thinning of the till. No one of these has an apparent capacity of
mOore than a thousand yards.
The best pit on Wild Cat is about 9 miles southwest from
KokomOo, in Sec. 1 (2 E., 23 N.). The section shows:
Section of Pit on Wild Cat Creek.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

6-10
Yellow till
Gravel and sand ................................... ·········· 8--12
Blue till ....................................................
2+
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0

•••••

This pit would be classed as small, its content probably not
being more than 6,000 or 8,000 yards. The quality of the gravel
is not good, there being so much sand in it that it soon grinds to
dust Oli the roads.
Russiav'ille atnd Vic'inity.

Russiaville is ten miles southwest of Kokomo on the Clover
Leaf Railway. It is not far' from Honey Creek, a tributary of
Wild Cat, which gets down 20 to 25 feet into the till and consequently reveals the gravel. At London, two miles north of Russiaville, there is a good pit in a deep ravine. The section shOows:
Section of Pit at London.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Yellow till
Blue till ..................................................
2-5
Gravel and sand .................................... ······ .12 to 15

The face of the gravel bank here is 50 feet long and 15 feet
high. There are in sight about 20,000 yards of excellent grey
water gravel, which would make good road material if carefully
quarried. In practice, however, sand and dirt have been allowed
to. enter in such quantities that the roads built from this pit are
very dusty and are being rapidly ground to powder.
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On Thomas Richardson's farm, one-half mile southwest of the
above, is another pit of about the same size, containing good
gravel with very little sand. Another similar pit, with slightly
more sand, occurs 1% miles southea~t of Russiaville. This corner
of the county is well supplied with the best gravel in the county.
Half a mile southwest of Greentown the interurban railway
has a gravel pit in the creek bed. A steam scoop has here been
at work dragging out a conglomeration of clay, sand, gravel and
boulders. It is dirty stuff, totally unfit for road material. TWo
miles southwest of Greentown, and at Jerome, 4 miles south, there
are also pits of sand and gravel. This material is too sandy to be
of much value, and ought not to be used, since the expense of
maintaining a good road will in a few years build a stone road.

MACADAM STONE IN HOWARD COUNTY.

Ohaffin Brothers Storie Oompany.-The quarry belonging to
this firm is 11h miles southwest of Kokomo in the valley of Wild
Cat Creek. The stop.e is exposed here over an area of possibly
160 acres, from 2 to 8 feet below the surface. For the most part
there is little dip, although there are some crumplings of the
strata. The rock is a laminated water limestone much resembling
shale, and running into shale in some places. When freshly quarried it is rather soft, but hardens upon exposure. It appears to' be
pretty soft for macadam, but, some roads built from it stand up
fairly well after three or four years' service. It is at all events
better than the sandy gravel found in the county.
The _plant is of the usual type, including a Gates gyratory
crusher, No.4, screens, elevator, bins, etc.
Capacity (yards) .................................................. 200
lVlen employed .................................................... 25

The price obtained varies. An average of 65 cents per yard is
fair for all stone sold.
Samples of stone from Chaffin & Co.'s quarry were tested at
Washington, in the U. S. Road Laboratory, with the following
results :
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Re8ults of PhY81~cal Tests of Water-Limestone from the Quarry of Chaffin & Co.,
Kokomo, HQward County, Ind.*
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.44
Weight per cu. ft .......... \lbs.) 152.8
Water absorbed pel' cu. ft .. (lbs.) 6.50
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.1.3

French coefficient of wear. 9.69
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.3
~uughness..... ........ ...
17
Cementing value-Dry.... 28
Wet .... 42

"Slightly above the average in resistance to wear for limes,tone, with
fair cementing value. Should give good results under highway. and
country-road traftic."-Page.

A chemical analysis was made of the stone at the same laboratory, and the following composition was shown:
Analysis of Water-Lime .•tone from the Quarry oj Chaffin & Co., Kokomo,
Howard County, Ind.
Per cenl.

Alumina (Al,03) ..................................................
Lime (CaO) .... , ................................................
l\iagnesia (MgO) ................................................
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ....................................
Loss on ignition ...................... , ........ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1.00
34.15
13.21
10.03

41.54

Total ....................................................... 99.93

South and west. from KokomO' there are three or four other
firms engaged in the stone crushing bnsiness. Leach and C0111pany, Wilson, Interurban, and Deffenbaugh, all have plants of
about the same st.yle and capacity, running perhaps 100 to 150
yards per day when at work. They were all slack in t.he summer
of 1905, their output being mainly for concrete work. There is
no demand for t.heir prO'duct upon the roads, away from local demands. This rock can .not compete with the harder limestones of
northern Indiana for macadam purposes.
Samples of stone from the property of J. M. Leach & Co. were
tested at the Road Laboratory at Washington, D. C., with the
following results:
"For standard of comparison see P. 'Ill.
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Result8 of Physical Tests of Water-Limestone from the Land of J. M. Leach & Co.,
Kokomo, Howard County.*
Svecific gravity.................
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.45
153
6.21
4.2

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness.................
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

9.6
0
8
46
63

"A very soft but fairly tough rock with a rather good resistance to
wear, and a good. cementing value. Suitable to light traffic roads or as
a binder."-Page.

Road sentiment was slumbering in Howard County in 1905.
The energies of the people were being expended upon bridges,
the main roads having been prett~ well worked over in 1904 and
the year before. It will be some time before the road question is
again agitated, and macadam will in all likelihood be the material
demanded.
CARROLL COUNTY.
Area in square miles .... , ....... , ................ , " .... " .... .
370
Population in 1000 ............................................ . 19,953
847
Miles of public roads ............ , ............................. .
230
Miles of improved roads ....................................... .
28.3
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
215
Miles improved with gravel. ...... " ..... , .. " ................ .
15
Miles improved with crushed stone .......................... " .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile .. , .. .. ... .. .. .. ... $1,600
Average original cost of stone roads per mlle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,400
Total original cost of improved roads ........................ , ... $380,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years, old. .. ... $34.80
Miles of improved roads (gravel built in 1905. " . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .
28
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. " ... , . . . . . . . . . . .. .
15
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
First improved roads built ................. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1881
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60%
Satisfaction of farmer~ with investment in improved roads...... Good
Authority .............................. Fred. H. Engel, County Auditor

This county, with Delphi as its county seat, is the third east
from the Illinois line, and the fifth south from the Michigan line.
Its surface for the most part is smooth or undulating, there being
few elevations except a few morainic knolls on the west side, near
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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the Wabash, and a wedge of high ground between that river and
the Tippecanoe. The only t.opographic feat.ure of striking noticeability is the great valley of the Wabash, a mile wide and 100
to 125 feet deep. Wild Cat. and Deer creeks have shallow valleys
except for a few miles back from their mouths.
The general expression of the county is till. The surface of
the plain is practically all clay, with gravel pockets varying from
500 to 5,000 yards included within it. These pocket.s are sometimes near the surface, but usually 15 to 25 feet down. The
Wabash terraces, two or three in number, make their appearance
here, and as a rule are all gravel. Where the underlying rock is
not more than 10 or 15 feet down, gravel may be obtained without
excessive stripping, since a 4 to 10-foot gravel bed is usually
found just above the rock. The Wabash and Tippecanoe River
terraces furnish plenty of good gravel for all roads in hauling distance, and Wild Cat and Deer creeks are the salvation of the rest
of the cfll1nty as far as gravel goes.

Delphi and Vicitnity.
A mile north. of Delphi, in the river bluff there is a large gravel
. and sand pit, in which there is some good road material, if care is
used to keep out the sand. A section of the bluff shows:
Section of Pit North of Delphi.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Till or yellow clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Gravel, compact and fine-grained, also sand ................. 25 to 30
60
Yellow and blue till. ... , ..... , .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .

In this pit the sand is probably more abundant than the' gravel.
There ought to be good road material here, as the gravel in the
bank is so firmly cemented that. strong hammer blows are required
to crush it. The hill road here has been built of this material
lmd is an excellent piece of road. In a number \of places in t.his
'.region a g-ravel road-bed is covered with limeE'tone screenings,
giving a smooth asphalt-like finish. From this ill top, a number of gravel streaks are in sight, in whith pits uld be opened.
There is some difticulty in working them, howev$-, since they are
50 to 60 feet above the river, and the bluff is usu*lly steep.
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The terraces of the Wabash near Delphi contain gravel, but as
a rule it is dirty. Of course, it is better than no gravel at all, but
this terrace gravel should not be used if bed gravel can be obtained. Southeast of, Delphi there are a number of small pits
in the bluffs of Deer Oreek and its tributaries. One such is on the
Bradshaw farm, and another on Wise's place. These pits as a
rule run from 500 to 1,500 yards, of rather poor gravel.
The Tippecanoe River has cut down 60 to 80 feet into the till
and reveals numerous gravel beds, which are small and hard to
get at. The numerous bends of the stream contain gravel and
sand deposits which might be used for road purposes. It is poor
material, however, and ought not to be used unless nothing else
can be afforded.
Deer Creek and Wild Oat Creek, with their valleys 20-25
feet deep, get down far enough into the till to reveal gravel beds
in some places. A good deal of road has been built from these
pockets, and it is none of it good. The expense of getting it
out, hauling 5 or 6 miles and frequently repairing will build a
stone road in most places, and the sentiment for stone road is
making much progress in this county.
Northeastern P(}frtion of the County.
In Washington Township, in the northeast corner of the county,
Rock Oreek exposes for a distance of three miles, a fair quality of
limestone which can be easily worked. There are four or five
different varieties of rock, but they are all fairly hard, and all
limestone. The township is expecting to buy a stone crusher
this autumn (1905) and build three or more miles of road each
year until the township demands are supplied. Gravel can not
be obtained here without excessive hauling, and it is not good.
This township is so far off the railroad that it could not afford
to haul crushed rock from a switch,and the plan now being
considered seems to be the best under the circumstances.
The gravel proposition, as a whole, in Carroll County, is a bad
one. There is some good gravel along all the streams, but in most
places it is badly mixed with sand, and has a heavy stripping.
Probably all the townships except Washington and Madison have
enough material to improve their main roads. In practice, how-
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ever, the roads are not very well built. In the vicinity of Delphi,
the roads are excellent, and in other parts of the county one meets
occasionally good stretches. The great faults of road making
are, however, apparent over most of this county-poor selection
of mat.erial, poor grading, and inspection that had not enough
technical knowledge.
LIMESTONE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.

Delphi is favorably situated for limestone roads. There are
two crushing plants located near the city, some 400 yards apart.
One, that of the Delphi Stone Co., does a general crushed rock
business, selling its product both at home and abroad. Pierce's
crushing plant is at present engaged in getting out crushed rock
for e,ome twelve miles of macadam road which its owner is building. Since the gravel of this region is either bad 0'r hard to get
at, it may be not much more expensive in the end to build stone
roads. This stone builds a very good road, as 13hown in many
places in the vicinity; and there seems to be a growing tendency
1.0' use crushed rock in place of the gravel
Delphi Crushed St<Y1U3 Company.-This company, a Chicago
C0'ncern, has a large, well equipped plant, representing an investment of about $35,000. Their quarry is in the river valley, where
the stripping runs from 2 to 4 feet. The rock is elevated and
carried to the crushe,r by means of an overhead cable-way. The
crusher is a Gates gyratory, No.6, and a smaller one for the
tailings-a No.4. Shipping facilities are good.
Men employed .............................................. 40 to 50
Capacity (yards) ............................................ 400 to 500
Price (per yard) not less than. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$0.50

At Pierce's crusher, the product is used by the owner in fulfilling his own road contracts. The rock is about the same as that
of the other plant, except that this is nearer the surface and
somewhat more weathered. This plant employs 25 to 30 men,
and has a capacity of 150 to 200 yards per day.
Samples of stone from the Delphi Stone Company and from
the Fred Showalter qua,rry in Washington Township, were tested
in the U. S. Road Laboratory at Washington, D. C. The results
of the tests are herewith given, together with the average of 192
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limestones tested at the same laboratory, as a standard of comparison:
Results of Phymal Tests of Niagara Limestone fro", Quarry of the Delphi Stone Company, andfr01n Quarry in Washington 7'ouJnship, Can'oll County.
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Delphi Stone Co. "A fairly hard and tough limestone, with a fair
cementing value."-Page.
This rock, in practice, has been found to make excellent roads, durable and free from dust.-Ward.
"'ashington township stone. "Low in resistance to wear, only fair
cementing value. Should not be used if better material is available."Page.

'A chemical analysis of the two samples was made at. the same
laboratory, and t.he results showed as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Niagara Limestone from Quarry of Delphi Stone Company
nndfrom Quarry in Washington Town8hip, Carroll County.
Delphi Stone Walhington Twp.
Co.
Per cent.
Per cent.

Lime (CaO) ........................................ .
Calcium carbonate (CaCO)............................ 53.36
Iron oxide (FeO) .................................... 1.06
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO) ........................ 44.6
Alumina (AIO) ......................................
.64
Silica (8iO) ..........................................
.40
Phosphoric acid (PO).................................
.016
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ......................... .
Loss on ignition .................................... .

1.31
43.38

Total ............................................ 100.076

95.94

50.7
.55

The road sentiment. is in a heallthful condition in Oarroll
Oounty. There are some 150 miles of improved road in the
I8-Geology.
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county, with 80 miles being built this year. The people of the
county are justly proud of their land, both its beauty and fertility; and they are rapidly improving their means of transportation. More sentiment for stone roads was found here than i~
any other county except Adams, and it seems probable that for
most of its area Oarroll will, in a few years, have a road system
equal to that of any county in the State.
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SECTION

VII.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF ALLEN
COUNTY.
TOGETHER WITH SUCH OTHER INFORMATION AS IS OF PROBABLE
GENERAL INTEREST.

By J. A. PRICE.

Area in square miles ............ , .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
660
Population in 1900............................................. 77,270
900
Miles of public roads..........................................
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450
Percentage of roads improved ...... '" ...... '" .... ... .........
50
Miles improved with graveL.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450
Miles improved with crushed stone.............. ... ... ... .... .. None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $1,000
Total original cost of improved roads ................... " ., .... $450,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$100
First improved roads built. '" ...... '" . . . .. . ... ... .. . ... . .. . .. .
1887
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ...... , ... .. .. .. ...
?5
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"Fair, but wish more permanent roads with better drainage and grades."
Authority ........................ M. A. Ferguson, Ex. Co. Commissioner'

Allen, the largest. county of Indiana, is located in the northeastern part of the State, and is bounded on the north by Dekalb
and Noble counties, on the west by Whitley and Huntington
counties, on the south by Wells and Adams counties, and on the
east by the Ohio State line.
Genera.l Topography.--In general the topography of the county
is quite diversified, running from low, level plains to rolling and
hummocky ridges. The highest points in the ridges rise more or
less gently from above the creek and river valleys. A very close
relation exists between the topography and geology of the county.
In fact, the present relief of the county is due to presel-!.t geological
conditions, the action of gla'ciers and interglacial streams and the
work of postglacial waters.
General Geology.-Al1en County lies in that portion of the
State that was covered during glacial times by the Erie ice-lobe.
(275)
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During interglacial times a portion of the large ice sheet that
then covered the land to the northeast, moved in a southwesterly
direction, crossing the northeastern part of the State and extendi~g to the southwest, to near where the city of Wabash is now
located. Reaching this point, there was a halt in the forward
movement. of the ice sheet, due to one or two causes, or to the
combined action of these two causes, namely, the rapidity of the
onward movement of the ice sheet may have decreased, or the
forward motion may have remained the same, while the melting
at the end of the ice-lobe increased. Eit.her of these causes might
have produced this haIt. in the forward movement of the ice-front,
or there may have been a combination of these two causes, which
would ha:ve produced a similar result. The present condition
indicates conclusively that the end of the ice sheet remained practically stationary at this point. As the body of the ice moved forward to be melted at its extremity, a large amount of detritus
was deposited around the edge of the ice lobe. By this process of
accumulation a large terminal moraine was formed. The semicircular condition of this moraine indicates that the Erie ice-lobe
had also the same general shape. :Following this period of equalization between the onward movement and the melting process,
there came a time when the melting was greater than the forward
movement. This produced a recession of the ice front.
Later this backward movement of the ice front ceased, as is
indicated by the existence of a second terminal moraine, which
is located near where the city of Huntington now stands. Following this period of rest, the ice front again receded and then halted,
forming another terminal moraine. This moraine is also, as are
the previous ones, more or less semi-circular in shape, and lies
just west. of the city of J:;-'ort Wayne. The ice front again receded
and made another halt, building a fourth terminal moraine. *
After the formation of the last of these terminal moraines the
ice front again receded, probably without interruption until it
was withdrawn to the northeast past the present site of Lake Erie.
But, owing to the fact that the land in front of the ice sheet
sloped toward the ice, a large body of water gathered around the
end of the ice lobe, forming a large interglacial lake, known as the
"For a fuller report on the formation of this series of moraines see the 17th
am} 18th reports of this Department.
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Maumee Lake. As the ice front receded this body of water gradually grew larger, until it covered several hundred square miles;
but finally when the ice front had withdrawn to the northeast the
waters of this lake were -drawn away, leaving a large, level,
swampy and fertile lake bottom. A portion of this plain is included in the eastern part of Allen County, forming a triangular
tract of land with the apex at New Haven. The Maysville wagon
road bounds this tract of land on the north and the Van \Vert
wagon road on the south. A glance at the accompanying map
will locate this lake bottom, designated as the Maumee Lake bottom. Thus it is that the principal physical features of Allen
Oounty owe their existence largely to the action of glaciers and
interglacial waters. The three principal physical features of the
county are terminal moraines, morainic plains and lake bottoms.
InterglaC£al Dminage.--During interglacial times the drainage
was to the southwest into the Wabash River. After the Erie ice
lobe had receded to the northeast, forming 1\{aumee Lake, the outlet to this lake was also to the southwest into the Wabash. EvidentlY the river flowing from Maumee Lake was a very large one.
This is fluther indicated by the existence of a large river valley
extending from a point east of the city of Fort Wayne to' the southwest, joining the present Wabash River valley near HuntingtO'n.
This channel, or river valley, is known as the Erie-Wabash gap.
After the recession of the ice lobe the waters of Maumee Lake
were drawn away and the St. Joseph's and St. Mary's rivers
united, forming the Maumee River, a more or less sluggish, meandering stream which flows to the northeast across the Maumee
Lake bottom and empties into Lake Erie.
Postgla,cial Dminage.--At present the eastern and central parts
of the county are drained by the St. Joseph's, St. Mary's and
Maumee rivers, together with their tributaries, while the western
part of the county is drained by Eel River, Aboit and Little
Prairie creeks and their tributaries.
During interglacial times these streams were much larger than
they now ar{l, and in general flowed at a higher level, ranging
from 10 to 30 feet above their present channel. This fact,' as we
~halllater t'ee) had considerable to do with the deposition, location
and distribution of the sand and gravel deposits.
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As previously stated, the topography of the county is diversified, ranging from low, level tracts to irregularly rolling ridges.
The surface of the moraines is more or less broken, presenting in
general a rolling and hummocky surface. The intermorainic
plains are not so broken. In general they present a gently rolling
surface, with here and there a broken and somewhat irregular
slope. The moraines vary in width from a few hundred yards to
eight or ten miles or more.
SAND AND GRAVEL DEPOSITS.

The sand and gravel deposits of Allen County naturally fall
under four heads, namely, (a) the deposits left by the high waters
of the interglacial streams; (b) the wash gravel, which is found
in the channels of the present streams; (c) kames, and (d) lake
beach deposits.
Distribution,.-The deposits resulting from the high waters of
interglacial streams are found distributed in a general way along
the present stream valleys. This is especially true of th,e 8't.
Joseph River, where a large number of such deposits lie just north
of Fort Wayne and along the east bank of the stream. Farther
to the north along this stream the deposits are not so abundant and
lie in detached masses. The largest of these deposits is found in
and about Cedarville. As will be seen further on, but a very small
portion of this deposit is suitable for road material, as it consists
principally of sand. A few detached deposits belonging to this
class are found along the valley of the St. Mary's River, Aboit
Creek, Erie-Wabash gap and the interglacial valley of Cedar
Creek.
The present channels of the Maumee and St. Joseph rivers contain no small amount of wash graf/)el. However, but little of this
gravel has been utilized for road purposes. A number of deposits composed of excellent gravel for road purposes are found
in the channel of the Maumee River between Fort Wayne and
New Haven. Some little of this gravel has been removed and
utilized for road purposes, making an excellent road. Farther to
the northeast, through Milan and Maumee townships, there are a
number of gravel deposits in the channel of the Maumee River.
The public roads through these townships, especially Maumee
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Township, could be very much improved by making use of the
gravel found in these deposits. *
A number of deposits are included in what we have designated
as kames. However, the question arises as to whether we are correct in our classification of these deposits. It certainly is true
that some of these deposits owe their exi"tence to one or more
agents. This is especially true of those 10lmd in sections 19, 20,
21, 28, 29 and 30 (30 N., 12 E.), and in sections 25 and 26 (30
N., 11 E.). These deposits may have been formed by the interglacial St. Mary's River, which left its present channel in section
21 (30 N., 12 E.) and flowed to the southwest through sections
28, 29 and 30 (30 N., 12 E.) and sections 35 and 36 (30 N., 11
E.), emptying int.o the interglacial Wabash River. It. then shifted
its channel farther to t.he north, and between these t.wo interglacial channels t.here lies a broken ridge of sand and gravel deposits. Anot.her shift to the north was made by the St. Mary's
River, and there deposits were formed. These may have been
formed wholly or in part by this interglacial stream or they may
have been formed by subglacial streams. Hence the question with
reference to the accuracy of this classification. However, in sections 9, 10, 11, 13 and 14 (30 N., 14 E.) there occur two deposits
which seem to belong unquestionably to kames. .The same is true
of deposits found in sections 10 and 15 (29 N., 15 E.).
The lake beach deposits lie distributed along the shore lines of
the interglacial Maumee Lake. A glance at the accompanying
map will reveal the fact that these deposits on the north extend
from a point in the northeastern part of the city of Fort Wayne
to the east for a distance of four miles, and then run to the northeast and follow the Maysville wagon road to the county line. The
deposits are not continuous, but li,e here and there along the lake
beach. Probably the heaviest deposits lie in sections 25 and 26
(31 N., 13 E.). A number of openings have been made in this
deposit and no small amount of the gravel has been remov~d. To
the south the deposits are not so numerous and the ridge marking
the boundary of the lake is broken in several places. The heaviest
deposit is found just. southwest of New Haven. Oonsiderable
gravel has been removed from this deposit., and in a general way
'For a more definite location ()~.,~e~ 4llPQsits see a subsequent page. wher('
a detailed discussion of the various sand and gravel deposits Is given.
- , -'::' .',,' .~, . : - .".
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makes a very good road. Farther to the southeast, In Jefferson
and Jackson townships, but very little gravel is found. This is
partly accounted for from the fact that a number of streams break
through the ridge and may have removed the deposits in case they
were left there by the waters of Maumee Lake.
TO'IVn..~hip

30 N O'rth, Range 12 East.

This township contains probably more gravel and sand than any
other township in the county. The city of Fort Wayne is located
in its northeastern part, and the larger part of the gravel used for
street and building purposes in the city is taken from these deposits. Two large gravel pits,the Ourdes and Brown pits, occur
near the western limits of the city. Probably the greater portion
of this deposit has been removed.
~ections 1 and ,02 show the character of out~ropping strata at the
OUI-des pit. On the whole, the exposed strata as shown in section

t

2
:3

4

5

Sec. 1.

Sec. 2.

Figs. 26 and 27. Sections -of tile exposed strata at tile Curdes Gravel Pit,
on the west side of the city of Fort Wayne.

2 are coarser than those shown in section 1: In each section the

top stratum is the same, being composed of fine, whitish sand
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varying in thickness from three to six feet. Farther back on the
hill this stratum increases in thickness, reaching a maximum of
14 feet. Throughout, the sand forming this stratum is very fine
and apparently wind blown material. Stratum number 2 in each
section consists of sand and gravel, its composition varying at
different places. In this stratum there is a general change in the
character of the deposits running from the top to the bottom. At
the top it consists of a mixture of sand and gravel, with scattered
pebbles, and runs to a coarse gravel at the bottom. Stratum number 3 in Hection 1 runs to a wedge shape, and in coming west
toward section 2 disappears long before reaching the point where
section 2 was made. Stratum number 4 is composed of fine and
light colored sand. This stratum is only exposed for a distance of
about 12 yards, running gradually to a point at each end.
Stratum number 5 in section 1 corresponds to stratum number 3
in section 2. Stratum number 6 in section 1 co<rresponds to
stratum number 4 in section 2, and has thinned down to a thickness of about six inches. Stratum number 7 in section 1 is composed of sand and fine gravel, with an occasional pebble. A few
feet to the left of where soction 1 was made this stratum ends abruptly, and in its place at about the same height in section 2 occurs an irregularly cross-bedded stratum of sand and gravel. The
dip of the cross beds is about 45 degrees. Following this stratum
farther to the left it gradually runs into an irregular bed of sand
and fine gravel. The material forming stratum 7 in section 1
makes an excellent sand for artificial stone. The following section was obtained near the east end of this pit:
Section near Ea8t End of Curdes Gml'el Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sand
Sand
Fine
Sand
Hard
Sand

Feet.

and soil ................................. ···,··· 4
and graveL., .... ,." ...... , .. ",............... 4
sand' ........................................... 2
with small amount of gravel. .................... 20
pan with "rusty" graveL........................ 1
and gravel to bottom of pit. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 2

Inche••

6

The material in some of the strata is put to the fonowing uses:
Stratum number 2, road and street pnrposes, concrete, sidewalks.
Stratum number 3, plaster finish and ,sidewalk sand. Stratum
number 4, building sand for brick or stone masonry. The price
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of this material varies from time to time. At the particular time
when this section was made the brick salld was delivered for $1.50
per cubic yard. The stone sand was delivered for $1.25 per cubic
yard. Gravel not delivered, 25 cents per cubic yard.
Across the railroad north of the Ourdes gravel pit there is another pit just south of the Swinney homestead, of which a section
is as follows:
Section of Gravel Pit South of the Swinney Homestead.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.

Sand ................................................
Gravel ....................... ... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ...
Coarse gravel ........................................

2
2
2+

Inche••

3

The gravel from the lowest stratum is a good road gravel, and is
used on the walks and driveways in and about Swinney Park.
Just south of the Ourdes gravel pit is another pit, belonging to J.
O. Brown. This pit has been open for seven or more years, and
considerable gravel has been removed. The material taken from
this pit is used for plastering, concrete, brick work, cement work
and masonry. The following section Was t.aken at the southwest
corner of the pit:
.
Section of Gravel Pit Belonging to J. O. Brown.
Feet.

1. . Soil, sandy ..........................................

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Coarse gravel with sand.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Fine gravel running to fine sand .... , .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ...
Stratified bed of sand and fine gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coarse gravel ........................................
Coarse sand .........................................
Sand and fine gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1
2
5
5
1
2

inche ••

2

6
2
6
8+

At the north end of the Brown pit the following section was
obtained:
.

1.

2.
3.
4.

White sand, very fine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sand and graveL.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Coarse sand mixed with gravel. .... '. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Sand and coarse gravel mixed with cobble stone ... '. ...

Fe. t.

2
2
8
2

Inches.

7

In stratum number 3 of the above section the sand and gravel
layers dip toward the center of the exposure, forming a basin of
some 30 or more feet in diameter. Small pebbles are scattered
througho.ut this exposure, The material in stratum number 4,

Plate V.

(a)

View of tbe exposures at tbe center of tbe Curdes Gravel Pit on tbe west
side of tbe city of Fort Wayne.

(b)

View of tbe exposure at tbe east end of tbe Curdes Gravel Pit at tbe west
side of tbe city of Fort Wayne.
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mixed with screenings from stratum number 3, makes a good road
material.
To t.he southeast of the Brown pit a distance of some two or
three hundred yards, and in the northeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of section 10 (30 N., 12 R) is a deposit of gravel where
the following section was obtained:
Section from Deposit Southeast of Brown Pit.
F.el.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
C.

Soil, sand and graveL................................
Layers of sand and fine gravel. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
Sand ........•.......................................
Sand and fine gravel. ;; . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Ooarse sand and .fine gravel.•...... , .............. ,. ..
Alternate layers of sand and gravel. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ...

4
1
6
6
5
3+

Inche•.

4

5

8t.ratum number 6 in the foregoing section would make a good
stone sand without screening. The upper strat.a could be used for
the same purpose by screening. Stratum number 5 is composed
of sand and is well suited for brick work, stone sand and plastering. The sand varies, running from coarse t.o fine at the top of
the st.ratum. Stratum number 4 would make good stone sand,
good brick sand and plastering sand if screened. Stratum number 1 would make good road or street gra.vel.
At. the Gebhart gravel pit, located in t.he northwest quarter of
the northwest quarter of section 22 (30 N., 12 R), the following
section was obtained:
Section of Gebhart Graul Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
G.
7.

Sand soil mixed with small gravel. ................ , ... 2
Alternate layers of sand and gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Sand and fine gravel. .. , ................... -. . . .. . . . ... 1
Sand and graveL..................................... 1
Alternate beds of fine sand and gnlvel with a dip of
about 20 degrees to the south .......... , .. " .. .. ..
Sand and gravel with a rusty appearance ....... " .. ... 1
Hard bluish to drab colored clay, running down to
water's edge in St. Mary's Rivet· ....... " ......... 20

Inch ...

6
6
S
4

The strata 1 to 6, inclusive, in the foregoing section, if mixed
together, make a good gravel for road purposes.
To the west of the Gebhart pit a distance of about 200 yards
and south of the public road is a deposit of yellowish sand free
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from pebbles. This deposit lies in the lowlands, forming a gentle knoll three or four feet in height. The best part of this sand
is used in making brick. Here and there are streaks of grayish
sand which is unfit. for brick making. In the hill to the west. of
this 'sand deposit there is quite a heavy deposit of fine sand. This
is shown very plainly where the public road cuts the hill.
FoJIowing this bank to the southwest a distance of a quarter of
a mile or more is the Morrell sand and gravel pit. The gravel
portion of this deposit is well suited for public road purposes, but
parts of the deposit, esproially that. lying near the top of the pit,
is too fine and contains t.oo much sand to make t.he best road material. However, these deposits are knocked down and mixed
together and used on the roads in the immediate vicinit.y. Near
the Morrell house there is a deposit. of yellowish sand which seems
to be suitable for brick purposes.
Going west. frOln the :l\forrell gravel pit. there is a continuous
deposit. of sand and gravel, sand predominating, until the Wabash
Railway is reached. Some of t.his sand and gravel has been removed. At the Rapp pit, in t.he northwest quarter of section 21,
this deposit lies along the north side of one of the abandoned channels of the St. Mary's River, and owes its existence to the high
waters of interglacial timeF'.
An examination of the accompanying map will reveal the fact
that there are a number of deposits to t.he south and southwest
of t.he Morrell and Rapp pits. The. first. of these deposits is located north of the cent.er of the south half of sect.ion 20, running
east to near the center of the southeast quarter of section 21. In
general this deposit consists largely of sand. The ridge rises to
a height of 30 or more feet at its highest point above the adjacent
lowlands. Some three or four sand and gravel pits occur in this
ridge. The She1ling sand pit is located at .the west end of th:>
ridge in the southwest quarter of section 20. At this pit the deposit of sand is 12 or more inches in thickness. The sand is fine
and heavy, and makes an excellent smelting sand. The large portion of this sand is llsed at the Bass Foundry in Fort Wayne.
Following the ridge east from this pit there is a general inc:rease
in the height of the ridge, and the sand changes in its consistency
from that of a heavy to a light sand.
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Near the center of the southeast quarter of section 20, and jUBt
southwest of John Miller's barn is an ·exposure of CQarse sand
mixed with gravel. The following well section was reported a~
occurring at Mr. Miller's residence:
Section of tVell near Residence oj .John Miller.
Feet.

1.
2.
8.

Saady soil ................................................... 5
Sand and graveL ............................................. 85
Bed rock .................................................... 1/-

Following the ridge farther to' the east and just across the.
northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 21, at
Charles Gebhart's, there is another sand pit. This sand is also
used for smelting purposes. Farther to the east, at Ed Fox':>
residence, in the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of sec·
tion 21, the following well flection was reported:
Feet.

1.
2.

Light sand ..........................................
Gravel and sand ........................... , ........... 10+

Inches.

6

This well is near the crest of the ridge.
South of this ridge, in what seems to be another abandoned
channel of the St. Mary's River and some two or three feet below
the surface, there is a deposit of gravel. Some of this has been
used for the public roads in the immediate vicinity and is well
suited for road purposes. To the south of this abandoned channe] there lies another ridge which extends from near the center
of the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 21 to
the west, through the north half of section 29 and into the' northeast quarter of section 30. This ridge, which is not as regular as
the one lying to the north, is composed of sand and gravel. A
number of openings have been made into this deposit, namely, at
Wm. Smith's and Graham's, in the southeast quarter of section
21, and at Fairfield's, in the northeast quarter of section 29, and
at another point or two toward the west end of the deposit.
A section of the exposed strata at the Fairfield gravel pit, in
the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 29, is as
follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Sandy soil ...........................................
li'ine gravel and sand.................................
Coarse sand with few small gravel. ...........~ . . . . . ..
Irregularly arranged layers of sand and gravel. . . . . . . ..

Feet.

Inches.

3
5
3
3

()
5

Plate VI.

(a)

(b)

View of the exposures at the Fairfield Gravel Pit, sec. 29 (30 N., 12 E.)

View showing the screening process at the Brown Gravel Pit at the west
end of Taylor street in the city of Fort Wayne.
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The sand and gravel of these various strata are mixed together
and used on the public roads. This mixture, however, does not
make the best road material owing to the predominance of fine
sand. Gravel roads from this mixture are quite muddy during
rainy weather and dusty during the dry periods of the summer
and fall nwnths. Better material could be obtained from this pit
in case the sand and gravel were screened, thus eliminating the
finer and objectionable parts. Farther to the west in this pit there
occurs a layer of clay and sand about seven inches thick. This
clay is tough, and when mixed with the other deposits adds to the
efficiency of the matefia:l- for road purposes.
The following well section was reported at Pete Mollet's, in
the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 30 :
Feet.

1.
2.
3:
4.

Black muck ........... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Clay.................................................
Quicksand ...........................................
Gravel...............................................

IncMs.

3
3
2
1+

4

In the south part of section 19 and in the northwest quarter of
section 30 there occurs a deposit of sand and gravel forming quite
an irresoular ridge, locally known as Fox Island. The following
section will give some idea of the character of this deposit:
Section at Fox Island.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sandy muck .................................................
Yellowish sand ..............................................
Quicksand ...................................................
Blue clay ...........................................,.........
Quicksand ...................................................

1
6
1
1
2

To the south and west of Fox Island there are some two or
three other small ridges. These smaller deposits, together with
Fox Island. seem to hav€._heen deposited by subglacial streams or
by interglacial Wabash and St. Mary's rivers. To the north of
t.hese deposits and following along the north bank of the Erie- '
Wabash gap there occur anu!llber of light deposits of sand and
gravel. A small deposit, known as the Scott gravel pit, is found
near the center of the west side of section 24. A small amount
of sand and gravel has been t.aken fro;m this deposit. Farther t(
the northeast, along the bank at Young's, McMaken's and Junk's,
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slIlall deposits occur, some small amount of sand and gravel hav··
ing been removed from each of these places. Farther to the nDrtheast, and nOl'thwest of Lindenwood Cemetery,oecurs anDther small
gravel pit. It is prDbable that quite a large deposit is located at
this point. In fact, the indications are that the eastern bank of
the small st.ream located at this place is composed largely of sand
and gravel. A few small deposits of sand, with some gravel, are
found within the city limits, namely, near the corner of Creighton
Avenue and Broadway, south of SCDtt Avenue, extending west to
the Vesey greenhouse, near the Wabash shops, along Calhoun
Street, in the block south Df the Rich Hotel and near the Pennsylvania rDundhouse.

Toumship 30 North, Rarnge 13 East.
This township lies east and sDuth of the city of Fort Wayne,
The sand and gravel deposits are confined to its northern part.
The Erie-Wabash gap crosses this township frDm east to west
thrDugh sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The deposits of sand and
gravel are confined almost exclusively to the banks north and south
of the Erie-Wabash channel. Along the north bank of the channel there is an almDst continuDus line of deposits passing through
the nDrth half of sections 3, 4, 5 and 6. To the south there are
few deposits, the only Dne of any imporrtance lying to the southwest of New Haven. In sections 9 and 10, and south of the
Maumee River there are a few sand knolls lying in the IDwlanda
of Maumee J,ake bott()m. These deposits consist almost exclu·
sively of sand, and have little, if any, commercial value.
In section 7 there are five or more deposits, consisting largely
of sand. With one exception these deposits are very small. The
one lying farthest to the south is a little more than a mile in
length, extending from east to west across the south half of the
section. This depDsit consists almost exclusively of light sand,
and varies in thickness frDm one to six feet or more. The ex·posures of this ridge are best seen where it is crDssed by the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railway. Near the center of the
west side of section 6 and just east of the public road there is a
depDsit of sand and some little gravel. The sand lies near the
level of the Maumee River, and during high water the pit is
flooded. Very little sand and gravel have been removed from this
19':"Geology.
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deposit, both being of an inferior quality. The sand contains too
much dirt or soil to make ito! any great commercial value. Near
the bottom of the pit there are some two feet of sand and gravel.
To the southeast and across the Maumee River, and near the
Wabash Railway there occurs' another deposit which is composed
largely of gravel. This deposit is owned by the city of Fort
Wayne. In former years considerable gravel was taken from this
pit and used on the streets of the city, but very little has been
taken out in recent years. There are some five or more acres ineluded in this deposit. Not all of it, however, contains material
suitable for st.reet and road purposes.
At the Catholic Cemetery, in the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 5, the larger part of the soil is a clay soil.
However, along the south side of the cemetery there is a depO'sit
O'f sand with a maximum thickness of six feet. Throughout the
other parts of the cemetery clay predominates, varying in thickness frO'm three to four feet. Underneath this coating of yellowish clay occurs a bluish clay, locally known as hardpan.
Following the bank of the Erie-Wabash channel to the east in
the northwest quarter of section 4 we find a large sand hill. But
very little, if any, gravel i" found in this deposit. Farther to the
east the sand is displaced by a clay soil. In the northwest quarter
of section 3 there is an outcrop of gravel near the vVagenha} residence. At this point the following section was obtained:
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Gravel and clay ....... " .......... " .......... " .. ...
Alternate beds of coarse, fine gravel mixed with sand...
Sand and fine gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Inches.

2
6
3

6
6+

But very little gravel has been taken out of this pit. In a general way the deposits are not suitable for road purposes, parts being toO' fine and other parts containing too many large boulders.
Southwest of New Haven and in the southwest quarter of the
southeast quarter of section 11 is the L O. O. F. gravel pit.
North of this pit some 200 yards and on the bank of a small
stream is the Certia gravel pit, from which considerable material
has been taken. The following section was obtained at this pit:
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Fine sand ...................................................
Small gravel with some sand ................... " ........ ' ... ,
Large gravel with coarse sand ............. , .... " ... ... ... ....

8
4
4+
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A small deposit of gravel occurs along the Findlay, Fort Wayne
and Western Railway in the northwest quarter of section 15, but
it seems to be of a poor quality.

Depo'sits aloq~g the North Shore Line of tke Interglacial Maumee
Lake.
As previously stated, these deposits are confined to the shore
line of the old lake, and lie in detached masses extending in a
broken line from section 35 (31 N., 13 E.) to section 5 (32 N.,
15 E.). The heaviest of these deposfts are found in sections 25
and 26 (3] N., 13 E.). Quite a number of gravel pits occur at
this point and much gravel has been removed. At the Black
gravel pit, which lies to the south side of the deposit, the following section was made:
Section at Black Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Red sandy clay ........... ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Fine gravel ..........................................
Fine sand ...........................................
Fine gravel, running to s'and and gravel. ..... , .. .. .. ...
Coarse gravel ........................................
Alternate layers of sand and gravel. ...... " . . .. .. . . . ..

Feet.

Inches.

1
1
5
1
1
3

3

6
4
6

The strata of these exposures are very irregular, running from
sand to gravel and vice versa. The predominating dip of the
strata is to the south. ThP- exposures at the south side of this pit,
if properly mixed, will make a very good road material, but at the
north side the material is too fine.
Some 250 yards to the northeast of the Black pit is the Young
gravel pit, where the following section was obtained:
Scr:tion at Yonng Gmvel Pit.
1.

2.
R.

4.
5.

Gravelly soil .........................................
Dirty gravel .......................................•..
Smooth, round gravel mixed with fine sand. " .. .. ... ...
Sandy clay ......................................... .
Medium sized gravel with some little coarse sand. .. ...

Feet.

1
1

Inches.
2

2
8
1

2+

Northeast of the Young gravel pit, and located in the northwest
quarter of section 25, is the Goeglein gravel pit. The foHowing
'
section was obtained at this pit:
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Section at Goeglein Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Feet.

Inohes.

, to 3
~ to 2
9

Red, sandy, gravelly clay .......... , ..... , .......... .
Gravel ........................... ··················
Sand ............................................. .
Gravel and sand .................. , ................ . 1
Sand and gravel. ....................... ············ 1
Ooarse gravel ..................................... .
Fine gravel and sand .......................... , ... . 2

11
, to 8
9

The foregoing sect.ion was taken at the north side of the pit.
Stratum number 4 dips to the west. and runs into sand and dirty
gravel at the east end of the pit. At the south side of the pit,
which is only some 20 feet away, the exposed material is much
coarser, forming on the whole a very good material for road purposes.
To the northwest from the Goeglein pit., and just across the section line in section 26, is the Schausee gravel pit. This pit lies
at the north side of the wide ridge. The following section was
obtained at this pit:
Section at Schausee Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Sandy, gravelly and reddish soil. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . ..
Fine gravel and sand. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ...
Clay streak ..........................................
Sand and fine gravel; 2 parts sand to 1 part gravel. . . ..
Fine gravel and sand............... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .

Feet.

Inohes.

1
4

3
(j

4
2+

Northeast of the Goeglein pit and east of the Maysville road,
in the northwest quarter of section 25, is the Meyer gravel pit.
The following section was obtained at this pit:
Section at Meyer Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Feet.

Sandy soil ........................................ 2 to 3
Gravel and sand variable ... , ..... , ..... , ..... ,. .. .
1
Fine gravel and sand ....................... · .. ····
2
Coarse sand ...................................... .
Angular gravel .................................. .
2
Fine gravel" ................ , .... , " .............. .

Inche8.

6
9

8

North of the Meyer pit, jn the sout.hwest quarter of section 24,
is the Oaster gravel pit. A great deal of gravel has boon taken
from this pit, but at the time of the examination the exposures
were covered with loose soil, making it impossible to examine
thoroughly the various st.rata:· .
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Following the ridge to the northeast very few deposits of sand
and gravel were found. In the northeast quarter of the northeast
quarter of section 18, and in the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 17 (31 N., 14 E.) occurs a small deposit.
Some gravel was taken from tllis deposit years ago, but, the material being of an inferior quality, the pit was abandoned.
Following the lower and less conspicuous ridge to the northeast
another deposit is found in the southwest quarter of the southwest
quarter of section 4 (31 N., 14 E.). At this point occurs the
Miller gravel pit, which lies at the side of the ridge. Here the
following section was obtained:
Section at Miller Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Black sand ....................................... 2 to 3
Coarse gravel .....................................
1
Sand and fine gravel. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .
2
Covered to blue clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4

Inches.

8.

The foregoing section was obtained at the south side of the pit.
Some 200 yards northeast of the Miller pit is the abandoned Rurtz
pit. This pit is located at the eastern extreniity of this deposit.
Farther to the north, in the southeast quarter of the northeast
quarter of section 4 (31 N., 14 E.) is the Wilbur gravel pit.
This pit is in a small ridge which lies at the base of the slope leading back toward the road. Here the ridge is very marked. The
following section was obtained:
Feet.

1.

2.
3.

Gravel and sandy soiL ............................. 2 to 3
Fine sand ........................................
1
Alternate layers of fine sand and fine gravel. . . . . . . .
3

Inches.

2

This section was taken at the western end of the pit.
Farther to the northeast, in the northwest quarter of section 3
(31 N., 14 E.), is the Werts gravel pit. This lies farther down
on the gentle slope of the ridge, which is also true of quite a number of pits in this locality. In a way it seems as though the shore
line of the interglacial Maumee Lake receded some 50 yards or
more and then remained stationary for some time, building a
small secondary beach. The deposits of this immediate locality
seem to occur in this small secondary ridge.
Following this beach farther to the northeast the next deposit is
found in Mnysville, in the southwest quarter of section 28 (32 N.,
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14 R). The deposit occurs in the northeastern part of the township and south of the Maysville road and east of the cemetery.
At this point the following section was obtained:
1. Sandy, gravelly soil. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. ...
2. Fine gravel ..........................................
3. Coarse gravel 'and sand...............................
4. Fine gravel and coarse sand..........................

Feet.

Inches.

1
1
1
2

2

4
3

The foregoing section was obtained at. the north end of the pit.
The strata in general dip toward the north. Aside from the fine
sand found here and there in this deposit the material is well
suited for road purposes.
From this point on to the northeast the ridge is less conspicuous
and is broken in a number of places by small streams. The highest points of the ridge are some 10 or 15 feet above the adjoining
lowlands, while farther to the southwest, in township 31 north,
ranges 13 and 14 east, the ridge was well defined, with an average
height of some 25 or more feet. It is a notable fact that as the
height. of the ridge decreases there are fewer sand and gravel deposits.
Near the center of the northwest quarter of section 23 (32 N.,
14 K) is the Zimmer gravel pit. This deposit occurs in the south
side of the ridge, which is some 15 feet wide at this point. At
this pit the following section was obtained:
Section at Zimmer Gravel Pit.

Feet.

Gravelly soil ...................................... 2 to 3
2. Fine sand ........................................
3. Fine gravel .......................................
4. Fine sand ........................................
1
5. Fine gravel ...................................... .
6. Covered to bottom of the pit.

Inches.

1.

6
2
7
8

To the northwest of Hall's Corner, near the center of section 13
(32 N., 13 K), is the Hall gravel pit. From it the following section was obtained:
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Gravelly soil ...................................... 2 to. 4
Gravel and coarse sand mixed ....... " ., .. .. .. .. .. .
1
Sand streak ......................................
Gravel lying in thin layers and dipping to the IlorLr:.
at an angle of about 45 degrees ......... " .. .. .
5

The foregoing section was taken at the west end of the pit.

Inches.

6
2
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To the north and east the material is much finer, with a higher
percentage of sand. Farther to the west it is somewhat co'arser,
and in the main is an excellent material for road purposes. The
gravel is highly washed, hard and angular. Along the north side
of the deposit there is a streak of quicksand eight inchi:Js in thickness. The prevailing dip of the strata is to the north.
In sections 6 and 7, (32 N., 15 E.) there are a few small deposits. Some little gravel has been taken from these deposits, but
at the time of examination the strata were covered with soil.
As is seen from the foregoing discussion, the larger part of the
sand and gravel deposits lie near the southwest end of the Maysville beach. In gen£"ral this beach extends as a broken ridge from
Lakeside, in the city of Fort Waylie, to the Ohio State line at the
northeast corner of Scipio Township. The gravel found in this
ridge lies wholly to the south of its center. At the center of the
ridge some sand occurs, hut in going farther from the ridge to the
northwest this sand is soon displaced by a dark, clayish soil.
The ridge lying to the south of the Maumee Lake bottom is not
so distinct as the one to the north. This ridge is known as the
Van Wert ridge. The highest portion is found south and southeast of New Haven. In following it to the southeast its height
greatly diminishes and its width increases. On reaching the
southeastern part. of the county this ridge is very low and inconspicuons, and a large gap occurs in it where it is crossed by the
Big Flatrock Creek in the south half of township 30 north, ranges
14 and 15 east. Very little gravel occurs in this ridge. West of
Big Flatrock Creek some two miles, at the end of the broken ridge,
there is found a small deposit of sand and gravel. The Tilman
gravel pit is located at this point.
East of I,ittle Rock Creek, at the Dudgeon pit, some gravel has
been removed. Farther to the east, in section 3 (29 N., 15 E.)
a larger deposit is found. Two gravel pits are located in this section-the Roswirn pit, in the northwest quarter of the section, and
the Summers pit, near the center of the section.
At the Roswirn pit, in the northwest quarter of section 3 (29
N., 15 E.), the following section was obtained:

I
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Section at R08wirn Pit.

Feet.

[noM8.

1.

Gravelly clay ......................................... 1 to 6
2. Washed gravel, running from the size of small 'shot at
the top to the size of marbles at bottom. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
3. Fine gravel and coarse sand. " ........ " ....... , .. ".. ... 2
4. Brick colored clay..................................... 1

The foregoing section was made at the center of the south side
of the pit.
In a general way the upper half of these deposits is composed of
coarse and the lower half of finer material. The gravelly clay on
top of the deposit, when mixed with sand and gravel, makes excellent road material, there being enough clay to pack the sand and
gravel.
To the south of this pit, in sections 10 and 15 (29 N., 15 K),
three well-defined kames are found. Each of these crosses the
state line and extends a mile or two into Ohio. The first kame
to the north crosses the state line near the center of the south half
of the fractional part of section 11. From a point near the center of the northwest quarter of section 10 it extends toward the
southeast to the distance of two miles or more, as reported by the
farmers in the neighborhood. It was also reported that Mr.
Baker had opened a sand and gravel pit near the western end of
this kame. On the whole, the material in this kame is much finer
than that found to the north in the' Van Wert ridge.
One-fourth of a mile to the WeRt of the state line there is a
slight break in this kame. To the south of this a quarter of a
mile or more is a second kame, extending to the southeast, but not
so long. It has an average height of about five feet, the one on the
north being so:rp.ewhat higher.
A half mile to the south lies a third kame, running in the same
general direction as the two to the north, but somewhat longer
than either of these. This third kame extends to the northwest
into section 16 and is reported to extend about two miles into
Ohio. The west end of this kame is somewhat broken and is from
three to five feet in height. It seems to be composed almost entirely of sand. The followiiIg well sections from a well near the
state line will give in a general way the structure of this kame:
Feet.

1.

2.

Soil .........................................................
Sand ........................................................

4
4+
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Township 31 North, Ranges 12 and 13 East, and 32 North,
Ranges 11,. and 15 East.
Considerable sand and gravel is found along the banks of the

St. Joseph River, lying some 10 to 30 feet above present drainage.
The larger part of this deposit lies in the bank to the east. This
is especially true of the deposits found in 31 north, ranges 12 and
13 east. Farther to the north,' however, the deposits are in the
main on the west side of the stream. This sand and gravel was
deposited along the stream by the high waters of interglacial times.
The deposits are stratified, with considerable cross-bedding and
. unconformity. Below is given more or less detailed discussion of
these deposits, beginning with the Bair sand pit, which is found
just west of the St. Joseph River in the northwest quarter of the
northwest quarter of section 5 (32 N., 14 E.), and fonowing the
stream south to the city of Fort Wayne.
At the Bair pit but little material has been removed. The deposits consist almost wholly of sand, having a thickness of seven
or more feet. The soil in the immediate vicinity of this pit is
quite sandy. Southwest from the Bair pit, near the center of the
east side of section 6 (32 N., 14 E.), considerable sand and gravel
is found. At the east side of this deposit the sand has a thickness
of 4+ feet. Following the deposit to the northwest, it thickens,
having a total thickness of more than six feet at its center and
gradually thinning to the northwest.. The width of the deposit
east and west runs from 50 to 350 yards. Northwest of the deposit the soil and subsoil consist of a gravelly clay. Across the
river from this deposit, north of the wagon road and east of the
Wabash Railroad, in the southeast quarter of section 6 (32 N.,
14 E.), there oecursR light deposit of highly washed gravel. This
deposit lies only a few feet above the level of the stream, and during high waters the pit is flooded. In this way considerable mud
is mixed with the gravel. Just south of this deposit some 200
yards occurs a well-defined sand ridge.
Following the stream to the south another deposit is found in
the northwest quarter of section 7 (32 N., 14 E.). This deposit
lies on the west side of the stream. The fonowing section was obtained at the east end of the pit:
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II'eet.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Sand.................................................
Sand and gravel. '" ............................ " ...
Sand with some fine gl'avel. '" ..... , '" ......... " . .. .
Sand and fine gl'avel. ......................... , .. " ...

2
4

Inches.

6

8
4

The gravel in this deposit is very hard and angular, and lies in
a ridge about 300 yards long, running from east to west. Across
the stream at a distance of some 400 yards occurs a well-marked
sand hill.
.
To the southwest, in the northeast quarter of section 12 (32 N.,
13 E.), occur a number of sand hills. These deposits are Iound
in main just north of the wagon road and near the east boundary
line of section 12, the wagon road crossing one of these sand
knolls. 1"ittle, if any, gravel is found in these deposits.
North and northeast of Hursh Postoffice for a distance of a
quarter of a mile or more sandy soil predominates. Across the
stream from Hursh Postoffice the bank is high and composed of
gravelly clay. Following the stream to the southwest, the next deposit is found near the center of the south half of section 11 (32
N., 13 E.). This deposit is divided by a small stream into two
knolls. It seems as though near the mouths of the small side
streams was a very favorable place for the deposition of the sand
and gravel. It if> quite probable that the present small streams
mark the sites of larger interglacial side streams, and that during
interglacial times there was a body of comparatively still water
just above and below the mouths of these side streams, forming
favorable conditions for the deposition of sand and gravel. At
this particular point, however, the deposit is not very heavy, as is
seen by the following section:
Feet.

1.

2.

Sand ........................................................ 2 to 4
Gl'avel .....................................................
4

The gravel is very hard and shows evidence of much washing.
The next deposit along the stream is found at Leo, near the
south side of section 15 (32 N., 13 E.). The following well section was reported at 1,00 by J. J. I.. antz:
Section of Well at Leo.
Feet.
Sand, gravel and clay mixed. " ., .................... , 3
Sand ................................................ 7
Gl'avel ............................................... 10
4. Quicksand ........................................... 1
5. Blue clay ............................................ 2

Inckes.

1.
2.
3.

6
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Just south of the cemetery at I~eo there is an old abandoned
gravel pit on Henry Hosler's place where the following section was
obtained:
<

1. Sand................................................
2. Gravel...............................................

Feet.

IncheB.

2
6

6

Just north of the mill dam some gravel was removed years ago,
but at present the pit is closed and the deposit is covered with soil.
Following the stream south to the center of section 32 (32 N., 13
E.) we reach the Kryder gravel pit. This deposit lies back of
the narrO'w flood plain of tIle river and at the edge of the second
river bottom, just south of a small side stream. At this point the
following section was obtained:
Section at Kryder Gravel Pit.
1.

2.

a.
4.
5.
G.

Feet.

Inches.

Sandy clay ........................................ 2 to 3
.Inne sand ....................................... .
Streaks of sand aud gravel ................. ~ ...... .
1
Fine gravel ..................................... .
2
Fine sand ....................... i • . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • •
o to
Gravel and sand .......... , ............ " ......... .
5+

6

2
2

At the west end of this pit the gravel is much cO'arser and contains few clay balls. The stratification is very irregular, the
strata lying in baRins. At the east end of the exposure a number
of sand wedges occur. TO' the west of the wagon road the deposits
run into sand.
In and about 1Jeo sandy soil predominates, running back to a
distance of a quarter to half a mile. At this point the sandy soil
changes gradually into a sandy clay and finally into a pure clay
soil.
Across the river from the Kryder pit is the Schwartz sand and
gravel pit, where the following section was obtained:
Feet.

1.

2.
3.

Sand ........................................................
Fine gravel and sand .............................. ". . . . ... ...
Plastering sand ..............................................

3
2
4

The material at this poiJJt is entirely too fine for road purposes.
The sand in this ridge changes to clay in coming to the east. The
line of demarcation bet\~een the sand and clay soil is a very irregular one. No effort was made toward its delineation on the accompanying map, the boundary of the deposit being shown only in a
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general way. This is not only true of this particular deposit but
alsD of the various deposits indicated on the map.
Following the streani to the south some few deposits are found
along its course in section 27. At the abandoned pit on the J onn
Smoker place some gravel was removed years ago. West from
this point and on the opposite side of the stream is the J. ArnDld
gravel pit, located in the southeast quarter of the northeast. quarter
of section 28 (32 N., 13 E.). At this pit the following section
was obtained:
Section at J. Arnold Gravel Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Sandy soil with gravel. .. , . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Gravel and sand mixed ...................... ;········
Sand with few gravel. ................. ,. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Gravel and sand....... ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Sand ................................................
Gravel and sand ............... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Sand mixed with graveL ........................... ··

Feet.

2
2
1
1
2
2
1

Inches.

2

4
4

Considerable gravel has been removed from this pit,. it having
been open for 12 or more years. The coarser parts of the deposit
when used alone make a very good road gravel, but if the coarser
parts are mixed with sand and fine gravel the material is too fine
for the best road material. All of it should, therefore, be screened.
One-haH mile to the west of the Arnold pit is the town of Cedarville. Considerable sand and gravel is found in and about this
place, the sand having an average thickness of about 20 feet. Below this sand and gravel occurs a hard, blue clay. The sandy soil
runs north o£ the town to a distance of about 20 rods, where it is
displaced by clay soil. As is shown on the accompanying map,
quite a heavy deposit of sand and gravel is found in the angle
formed by Cedar Creek and St. Joseph River. The following
well section was reported 50 yards northwest of the Arnold
gravel pit:
Feet.
Inches.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sandy soil ........................................... 1
Gravel ... :........................................... 10
Sand ................................................ 2
Gravel ............................................... 10

6

Near the mouth of Cedar Creek and on the east side of the St.
Joseph River is an abandoned gravel pjt on James Zehender's
farm. The following section was reported:
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Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Rich, sandy soil .................................... 2 to 3
Gravel ............................... ··.··········
6
White, hard pan .. :...............................

Inches.

6+

South of the Zehender pit and on the same side of the stream
~ number of small sand knolls are found. This is especially true
of the south half of section 32 (32 N., 13 E.). Near the center
of this section is the N o1estine gravel pit. The fonowing section
was reported:
Feet.
1.

2.

Sand and gravel. ................................ ··········· 1 to 3
Gravel ..................................................... 8 to 12

An examination of this gravel showed it to be a hard granite
gravel mixed with some little sand and clay, the average size being
about as large as lima beans. Near the river the gravel and sand
are displaced by a clay deposit, indicating that the gravel does
not underlie the lowlands, but that it is a mere pocket confined to
the base of the hills. This deposit is poorly stratified. On the.
hill to the east and just west of the road the sand ridge culminates
in a high sand hill, on which there is an old cemetery. This deposit of sand is probably 20 or more feet in thickness. Gravel
was reported underneath the sand.
In the southeast. quarter of the southeast quarter of section 18
(32 N., 13 E.) is the Hollopeter gravel pit. This deposit lies
only a few feet above the level of Oedar Oreek and forms. a small
ridge running from west to east in the lowlands. The high banks
north and south of the river valley at this point are composed of
a tough, bluish clay. The sand and gravel deposits at this point
seem to be confined to the vaHey of Oedar Oreek.
Following the river to the southwest into township 31 north,
range 13 east, a number of small deposits are found in this town·
ship. In the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of section
4 (31 N., 13 E,) and on the north bank of the river lies the Oook
gravel pit, where the following section was obtained:
Feet.
1.

2.

Sandy soil ................................................... 2 to 4
Sand. and graveL ............................... ·· .. ··:······
8

The lower part of the exposure reveals a number of cross beds.
The gravel is hard, highly washed, round and well s~ited for road
purposes. It is impossible to judge accurately as to the extent of
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this deposit. The probabilities are, however, that it is only a
small pocket.
In the southeast quarter of section 8 (31 N., 13 E.) is the Martin gravel pit, at which the following section was repQrted:
Feet.

1.

2.

Inches.

Sand and clay mixed................................. 2
Clay and graveL.................................... 15

6

The gravel in this deposit is composed Qf granite, slate and
sandstone mixed with quite a num~r of clay balls having a diameter of two to eight inches. This clay, together with the slate
gravel, makes the deposit a fairly good road material. Farther to
the south, in the southwest quarter of section 17, is the abandQned
Ashley gravel pit, from which the foHowing section was Qbtained:
Section at Ashley Gravel Pit.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Sand ........................................................
Yellow clay ..................................................
Gravel...................... ................................
Clay........................... .............................

3
1
4
1+

At the residence Qf T. H. Ashley the fQllQwing well section was
reported:
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Sand ....................................................... . 10
Clay ........................................................ 10
Quicksand ................................................... 10

Bed-rock was struck at a depth Qf 140 feet. TO' the west Qf this
place, between the residence and the river, very lIttle sand is
found. The hills are low and composed principally of clay. At
places the clay is mixed with some little sand.
Following the east bank of the stream SQuth frQm the Ashley
pit tQ FQrt Wayne there is a more or less continuous deposit of
sand and gravel, the sand predominating, with here and there
small sand knoIlE!. T0' the northwest of the Ashley pit, in the
southwest quarter of section 7 (31 N., 13 E.), is the Aumen gravel
pit, where the following section was obtained:
Feet.

1.

2.
8.

Sand soil with few gravel. " ............ " .... " ... 2 to 3
Gravel and sand mixed. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
5
Blue clay ..........................................
6

Inche8.

6

The gravel in this deposit is hard, roundish, highly washed and
1"anging in size from that of a small shot to that of a small marble.
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On the whole this deposit makes a very good road material, but
unfortunately the deposit is limited in extent.
Northwest of the Aumen gravel pit, in the southwest quarter
of section 5, is the Bannet gravel pit. At this pit the following
section was obtained:
Feet.

1.

2.

Clay ........................................................ 4 to 5
Fine gravel and sand ....................................... .

The material is not. suitable for road purposes, and I would advise the discontinuation of its use as long as better gravel is available.
Following this stream across into township 31 north, range 12
east, considerable sand and gravel is found along the stream in the
southeast part of the township. In the nort.heast quarter of section 25 and on the east side of t.he river is the Blake gravel pit, a
section of which is as follows:
Feet.

1.

2.

Sandy clay, which becomes very hard during the summer when
exposed ....... : ........................................ 2 to 3
Gravel with irregular discontinuous streaks of sand. .. .. .. .. .. .
2

The gravel is highly washed and makes a fairly good road material. This deposit lies in the lowland, which is only a few feet
above the river, and extends to the southwest. a quarter of a mile.
It is quite probable that the level stretch of land is underlain with
gravel.
To the northwest of t.he pit along the small stream and near the
Robinson Park street. car line there is an exposure of sand and
gravel. To the southwest 0.£ the Blake gravel pit a dist.ance of
haH a mile is the Rudisell pit, where the following section was obt.ained:
Section at Rudisell Gravel Pit.
Feet.

Gravelly clay ............................................... 2 to 3
2. Gravel mixed ~h clay......................................
2
3. Fine sand ........... , ....................................... l to 2
4. Gravel ...................................................... 1 to 2
5. Sand and gravel ............................................
'4
1.

A short distance to the sout.heast of t.his pit there is a high sand
ridge running from the northeast to the southwest and divided into
two parts by a small'stream. The ('land is 10+ feet in thickness,
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running into quicksand near. the base of the ridge. On the whole
the sand is very nne.
In the southeast quarter of section 25 (31 N., 12 E.) is the
Hayden gravel pit. South of this pit occurs a number of sand
hills, and in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of section 25 is the large Hanna pit. This pit is found near the base
of the hill. Oonsiderable gravel has been removed. On the whole
it makes a very good road material. Farther to the south, near the
Institute for the Feeble-Minded, are a number of small sand hills
and gravel deposits. To the west of this point, and lying in the
lowlands, is a small eskar. Oonsiderable gravel has been taken
from this deposit. The following section was obtained at this
point:
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sandy soil ........................................ 2 to 3
Coarse gravel mixed with sand. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Coarse sand and fine gravel. ... , .. " ... , ., .. " .. .. .
1
Small gravel mixed with some little sand .. , .. " .. .. .
1+

I ncMs.

6

The gravel found in stratum number 2 in the foregoing section
makes an excellent road gravel. It, is highly washed, round and
very hard, with enough clay mixed through it to pack it well. In
the lower strata the gravel is not so highly washed. South of the
Institute for the Feeble-Minded, and fonowing the bank to the
east, to the Maysville ridge there is a continuous deposit of sand
and gravel. Along the bank in the southwest quarter of section
36 (31 N., 12 E.) the following section was obtained:
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sandy soil ........................................ 0 to 2
Clay mixed with gravel. ....... , .............. " .. .
4
Sand .............................................
2
Sand and gravel ......... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1
Sand .............................................
2
Sand and fine gravel ......................... '. . . . .
Covered to bottom of pit.

.

Inches.

6

2
6

On Mr. Phillips's lot in the city of :Fort Wayne, near the center of the southwest quarter of section 36, there is an exposure of
two to three feet of sandy soil, under which there is a deposit of
clay and gravel two or more feet in thickness.
Along the second road south of the Institute for the FeebleMinded a section was obtained, as follows:
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Feet.

1.

2.
3.

Sand ............................................. 1 to 5
Heavy sand mixed with clay which hardens when ex2
posed ........................................
Fine gravel and sand, unstratified..................
3+

Inohes.

4

In general the gravel of this deposit is not suitable for road
purposes. If screened it would make a good brick and stone sand.
In the southeast quarter of section 36 (31 N., 12 E.) there are
a number of sand knolls and ridges lying along the north bank
of the river valley. A number of exposures of this sand are seen
in the road running east and just west of the bank. On the north
side of the old canal in the south half of section 35 a few local deposits were observed.
Aside from the sand and gravel found along the S't. Joseph
River there is but little available road material in this township.
Some gravel occurs at the following points: . In the northeast
quarter of section 27, at the Kruse pit; southwest quarter of section 15, on the Solomon place; in the northwest quarter of section
15, on the Hauser farm; in the southwest quarter of section 33, on
the Pierce farm, and in the northwest quarter of section 5, at the
Fritz gravel pit.

Swnd and Gra,vel Dep08its Along the St. Marry's Riverr in To'wnship 29 North, Rwnges 12 arnd 13 East, and Town~
ship 30 North, Ranlge 12 East.
Very little sand and gravel is found along the St. Mary's River.
The predominating soil and subsoil is of a tough; bluish clay, locally known as hardpan. In sections 21 and 28 (29 N., 13 E.)
there is quite a heavy deposit of sand and gravel, the gravel predominating. There are two gravel pits at this point, the Heaton
pit and the Wass pit. At the Heaton gravel pit the following
section was obtained:
Feet.

1. Hard, yellow gravelly soil. ......................... 2 to 4
2. Layers of coarse gravel and sand. .. . ... ... .... .. .. .
3
3. Fine gravel and coarse sand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3

IncM8.

6

The foregoing section was made at the center of the north side
of the pit. Stratification is well defined and ran regularly in this
deposit. In a general way the material becomes finer in going
20-Geology.
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from the top to the bottom. The following section was taken at
the northeast end of the pit:
1.
2.
3.

Sandy clay ..........................................
Gravel with few angular stones ............ , ......... ,
Fine gravel and coarse sand ...................... ····

Feet.

Inckes.

2
3
5

6
6

A great deal of gravel has been taken from this pit. Considerable of it is 'taken into Wells County. On the whole the material
is very valuable for road purposes, making a very good gravel road.
North of the Heaton pit is the Wass pit. At this exposure the
material in the main is finer than in the Heaton pit. At the east
side of the Wass pit, where the strata was exposed at the time of
examination, there is a marked difference between the coarse material found in the upper half and the finer material of the lower
part. The former has a dip of about 30 degrees to the west. Au
unconformity occurs between the fine and coarse material. At tl.E:'
Wass pit the following section was obtained:
1.

2.
3.

Sandy clay ..........................................
Coarse gravel, dirty, mixed with small stone. .. .. ... ...
Fine gravel and coarse sand .............. , .. , ... ... ...

Feet.

Inches.

1
3
5

6

These two pits, the vVass and Heaton pits, open into the same
deposit, which lies in a broad ridge extending from north to south.
To the east of the deposit. there is a smal1 stream, and the slope
leading down from the crest of the ridge to this stream is rather
steep. On the west side of the ridge the slope is gentle and no
well-defined line marks the boundary of the ridge.
In the northwest quarter of section 7 (29 N., 13 E.) is the
Maloon gravel pit. The following section was obtained at this exposure:
Section at Maloon Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.

Feet.

Gravelly, sandy clay ............................ ·.·2 to 3
Layers of coarse and fine gravel, alternating. . . . . . . .
5
Fine gravel with some coarse sand ...... , .. .. .. .. .. .
4

Inches.

6
6

Considerable gravel has been taken from this pit. It is clean
and comparativelY.free from fine sand, making an excellent roa~
material. The deposit lies along the bank leading down to the
levelland along the river. The strata dip to the northwest toward
the river at an angle of 30 degrees. It seems to be only a pocket
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of gravel, evidently deposited hy the high waters of interglacial
times. But little gravel is found in township 29 north, range 12
east. The heaviest deposits are found at the Haroor pit, in the
northeast quarter of section 12, and at the Dalman pit, in the
southwest quarter of section 8.
A t the Harbor pit the following section was obtained:
1.
2.

Gravelly, sandy clay..................................
Poorly defined, alternate beds of coarse sand and gravel.

Feet.

3
6

Inches.

4

This material is considerably finer than that found at the Maloon pit. The strata dip to the west and northwest. This sand
and gravel was also deposited by the high waters of interglacial
times, and lies somewhat higher than the sand and gravel at the
Maloon pit. At the Dalman aud Harbor pits the deposit was not
so heavy, and forms a narrow ridge running along the west side
of Lost Creek. But little gravel has been taken from this deposit,
as only four or five feet lie aoove present drainage. The prevailing soil and subsoil of this township is a tough clay. Reported
well sections indicate that the drift here rum, from 60 to 80 feet
in thickneE~.
An abandoned river channel crossing township 30 north, range
13 east, from St. Mary's River to a point two miles southwest of
New Haven, indicates that during interglacial times the St. Mary's
River left its presenT channel in section 7 (29 N., 13 K) and
flowed to the north through sections 5, 32, 29, 20, 21, 15 and Hi
(30 N., 13 E.), emptying into the interglacial Maumee Lake at
a point just south of where New Haven now stands. This channel is very conspicuous, having in general a width from a quarter
to half a mile, with well-defined banks rising in height from 15 to
25 feet above the intervening lowlands. Further evidence of this
,interglaci::i] position of the St. Mary's River is seen in the delta
formed at its supposed mouth. This delta, known as the New
Haven delta, has a length east and west of four miles and a width
north and south of about one mile. The outline of the delta is
well defined, cOI!sisting mainly in irregular banks extending
through sections 7, 8, 5 and 6 (30 N., 14 K). On the accompanying map the outline of this delta is indicated by a dotted line.
The delta is composeiJ. largely of sand and fine gravel, with the
sand predominating. A unmber of small sand knolls occur near
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its eastern extremity. One mile east of the east end of the New
Haven delta, in section 9 (30 N., 14 E.), is the west end of a long
ridge, locally known as "Irish Ridge." Considerable gravel is
found in the west end of this ridge. Farther to the east, as
previously stated, the ridge decreases in height and is less conSpICUOUS.

Two gravel pits occur in the west end of this ridge, namely, the
V oirol and the Baudelier pits. At the former a section disclosed
the following:
Section at Voiroil Gravel Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Gravelly and sandy soiL .............. " .. . . . . . . . .. ...
Fine sand ...........................................
Yellow clay, sand and gravel mixed .................. ,.
Sand and fine gravel, poorly stratified............... . .
Blue clay ............................................

Feet.

Inches.

2
1
1
2
1

4
6
4
4

The strata in this exposure are very irregular, no one stratum
running the full length of the exposure. A very marked unconformity occurs between strata numbers 3 and 4. Farther east in
the exposure stratum number 4 runs into a bed of sand which contains only a few pebbles. The dip of the strata below number 3
is to the east, while the dip of the strata lying above number 3 is
to the northwest. This pit is near the center of the ridge. A
great deal of gravel has been taken from these two pits. On the
northeast slope of the pit the exposure consists almost wholly of
gravel and coarse sand, and at this point the strata lie in a more
horizontal position. Men working in the pit at the time of the
examination reported that the deposit runs very irregular, changing abruptly from coarse gravel to fine sand.
South of this ridge or kame one and a half miles is the Van
Wert ridge, which extends across the township from the northwest
to the southeast. This ridge is very prominent at the west side of.
the township, but gradually decreases in height toward the east,
being some four feet in height at Four Corners, while at the west
side of the township it has ap. average height of about 18 feet
above the adjacent lowlands. In this township the ridge appears
to be free from gravel. Some few conflicting reports were given
with reference to gravel deposits by the farmers along this ridge.
From observations made in the field it is safe to say that but little,
if any, gravel is found in the ridge in this township.
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Township 29 North, Range 11 East.
The sand and gravel deposits are confined to 'the southwest corner of the township, where some four pits occur. In section 36
there is an abandoned gravel pit known as the Knight pit. At the
time of the examination the gravel was covered with soil. Favorable reports were given with reference to the quality of the deposit,
which is apparently 15 or more feet in thickness, and lies in ·the
acute angle formed by the small stream and Eight Mile Creek.
Just north of the Knight pit, where the wagon road leads down
to the bridge, gravel is exposed. It is quite probable that considerable gravel is found along the banks of Eight Mile Greek.
However, few openings have been made into these deposits.
At the Wilson pit, in the northeast quarter of section 30, some
little gravel has been removed. The strata at this point were also
covered at the time of the examination. North of the Wilson pit,
across the public road, in the southeast quarter of section 19, is the
McFirn pit. At this place the deposit seems to be a local pocket
located at the end of the point of land between the two small
streams.
The topography of thif' township is quite broken, especially
about Zanesville and along Eight Mile Creek and to the north
along the Erie-Wabash channel. East of Zanesville the land lies
some 875 feet above sea level. The various heights at this point
are indicated on the map by numbers. This is also true of quite
a number of other points in the township. These lines of levels
were run by an aneroid barometer.
Another set of numbers on the map indicate the thickness of the
glacial deposit.

Township 30 North, Range .11 East.
The deposits of this to"\\nship· are confined to the banks of the
Erie-Wabash channel and Aboit Creek. A number of small deposits occur along the north bank of the Wabash channel, the largest of which is found in sections 32 and 33. The Ambler, Blair
and Rosseau pits occur at this point. The fonowing section was
obtained at the Ambler pit:
Feet.

1. Soil.......................................................... 3
2.

Gravel mixed with clay ....................................... 10
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Farther -to the west, near the boundary line between Allen and
Huntington counties, is the Suter gravel pit. This deposit COlisists of a low, wide ridge extending from the county line east half
a mile or more. A section at this pit showed as follows:
Soil and gravel.......................................
2. . Coarse gravel........................................
1.

Feet.

Inche8.

1
4

6

3. Gravel and sand. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 2+

This deposit is unstratified and much coarser than the average
deposit throughout the county. The following wen section will
give an idea as to the depth of this deposit:
Feet.

1.

2.

Soil and gravel....................................... 1
Gravel ............................................... 28

Inche8.

6
6+

The crest of this ridge is some 10 or 12 feet above the levelland
to the south. The ridge has the appearance of a small drumlin.
The west end extends across into Huntington County some 50 or
60 yards. At the northeast end of the ridge there is a spur extending northeastward to the hills. North of this ridge some
gravel has been taken from near the foot of the hills.
Following Aboit Creek north there are three or more deposits
along this stream in this township-the Orr pit, in section 20,
Knepper pit, and the Stouder and Craig pits. The Stouder and
Craig pits, however, are not directly along Aboit Creek, but lie
half a mile or so back from the stream along the banks of a side
stream. All these deposits seem to be quite small, and in the main
the material is not the best for road purposes.
To, the west of Aboit Creek, in the northwest quarter of section
19, is the abandoned Esterline pit.
Township .'31 North, Rarrl'ge 11 East.

But very little grayel is found' in this township. In the northwest quarter of section 31 is the abandoned McGrath pit. This
deposit lief:' in the lowlands, and at the time of the examination
the exposures were covered with soil. The following flection was
reported:
Feet.

2.

Soil ......................................................... 2 to 4
Gravel and sand.............................................
5

3.

Blue clay ...................................................

1.

1+

------------
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Near the center of section 10 a small island of sand and gravel
occurs. A section of this deposit was reported as follows:
Feet.

1.

2.
3.

Clay ...........~.............................................
3
Gravel and sand ............................. ················ 3 to 5
Blue clay ...................................................
1+

This deposit lies in the lowlands of the lake region of this township. In general the land of the township is low and swampy,
with a number of lakes, Everett Lake being the largest.

'Township 32 North, Ra,nge 11 East.
What little gravel is found in this township lies along or near
Eel River. Three abandoned pits occur near Old Hellers Corners. These are the Baxter, the Bennett and the Johnson pits.
At the Johnson pit the following section was obtained:

Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Sandy, gravelly clay ........................... ··············l to 2
Coarse gravel, with few streaks of fine gravel and coarse sand. .
2
Fine sand mixed with few gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2+

There is considerable variation in the character of these deposits. The following section was obtained at the east end of the
pit:
Feet.
1.
2.

Sandy soil ................................................... 1 to 3
Very coar8e gravel. ................... '" ., ............. , ....
9

The material found in this deposit is probably the coarsest in
the county. A large number of boulders are mixed with the
gravel, which vary in size from two to five inches in diameter.
In removing the gravel for road purposes a number of these boulders are thrown out at the pit, but quite a number of the smaller
ones are hauled ont and thrown upon the road, making a rather
rough surface.
A section at the Bennett gravel pit showed as follows:
Feet.

1.
2.

Sandy loam ................................................. 1 to 3
Very coarse gravel....... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
5+

The material in this deposit is very poorly stratified. The dip
is to the west at an angle of 15 to 20 degrees. The gravel is hard,
roundish, variable in size, and lies in a fairly well defined ridge
running from the northeast to the southwest, with a total length
of about half a mile. Considerable of the gravel taken from this
pit is hauled into Lake Township.
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Township 32 North, Range 12 East.
The deposits of this township are confined to the region in and
about Huntertown and along Cedar Creek. Heavy deposits of
sand and gravel are found in and about Huntertown, the sand predominating, in and to the southwest of the town. To the north·
east of Huntertown the deposit contains mOTe gravel. At the
Parker gravel pit, which lies half a mile northeast, the following
section was obtained:
Section at Parker Gravel Pit.
Feet.

Inche8.

Sand and gravel. .................................. 2 to 4
1
2. Sand .............................................
3. Coarse gravel mixed with coarse sand ... " .... , .... .
1
4. Fine. and coarse gravel mixed with coarse sand ..... .
2
5. Fine gravel with coarse sand ...................... .
3+
1.

2
8

Stratification is well defined in this deposit. The gravel is
hard and roundish. Certain parts of the deposit, however, con
tain too much sand to make a good road gravel, and all should be
screened. Just north of this pit, lying in what seems to be an
abandoned channel of Cedar Creek, occurs some four or five sand
hills. To the northeast, in the northeast quarter of section 9, in
the angle formed by the small stream and Cedar Oreek, is quite a
heavy deposit of saud and gravel. On the whole, the material
found. at this point is coarse and the gravel is hard, roundish and
highly washed. Oonsiderable gravel has been removed from thiEl
deposit. The pit here is known as the Fitch pit. One mile to the
north, along Little Cedar Oreek, is another pit, also known as the
Fitch pit. This lies east of the creek and just south of the public
road. The following section was taken at this point:
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sand ................................................
Sand and graveL.....................................
Fine gravel and coarse sand ......................... ,
Streaks of sand ...................................... ,
Coarse sand and gravel....... , .......... " ...... '" ....
Streaks of sand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coarse sand and graveL ..... , ...... '" .. " .. '" ... ...

4
5
3
1
3

Inche8.

to

2
2

4+

From along the west bank of Oedar Oreek some little gravel has
been taken. To the east of Big Oedar Oreek and lying along the
public road are also a number of deposits.
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Farther to the north, near the county line, is the Krauter pit.
At this point the land is very broken, and in the lowlands along
the streams a number of knolls and irregular ridges are found.
These knolls and ridges mmally contain considerable gravel and
sand, the gravel predominating.
A mile east of this point is "Dutch Ridge," a very high, broken
ridge with an average height of about 50 feet above the lowlands.
The highest point in this ridge is 930 feet above sea level, and is
.\he highest point in Allen County. The relief of the north half
of this township is very broken. High banks are found along the
sides of Little Cedar Creek and Cedar Creek. As previously
stated, it seems as though Cedar Creek at one time left its present
channel at the northeast corner of section 9 and flowed to the southwest, emptying into Eel River. Later, however, and for some
cause not yet fully determined, the stream changed from its former
channel and turned to the southeast across the second Erie moraine, uniting with the St. J osepb River where Cedarville now
stands. A deep gorge of from 30 to 50 feet has been cut out by
this stream. Through the terminal moraine the banks of the channel are usually steep and irregular, the valley of the creek varying
in width from a quarter to half a mile.
'

* * *
The following information regarding the improved roads of
Allen County was furnished by Mr. M. A. Ferguson, Ex-County
Commissioner:
One-haH, or 450 miles, of the public roads of Allen County are
gravel roads huilt by the township trustees and volunteer work by
the farmers, at an average cost of $1,000 per mile. These include 50 miles of toll roads purchased by the county in 1897 and
1898. This plan of road improvement was commenced in 1887,
and has continued up to the present time.
There is a growing sentiment. among our people in favor of
permanent macadam roads, using our gravel roads as a foundation
and finishing with broken stone, which would have to be shipped
here at a cost of $1.00 per cubic yard.
In the early 50's there were about 50 miles of plank toll roads
built in the county, but this experiment was not a success. Later
there were five gravel toll roads constructed in the county. The
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plank roads were abandoned and the gravel toll roads were finally
pnrchased by the county and made free county roads. Since 1896
there have been 185 miles of gravel roads accepted by the com
misRioiters Hnd maintained as county roads.
There have been no roa·ds built in the county under what is
known as the "two-mile law" in the last 25 years, and consequently
there are no specifications available for building improved roads.
What I believe to be the essential requisites for a permanent
road in a level country, such as we' have in this part of the Stat~
are: First-Thorough drainage. Second-Proper material.
Hard, blue limestone is the only available material to be had in
this county at a reasonable cost. Third-Proper construction.
The roadbed or foundation should be rolled down with a heavy
roller until it is compact and solid, and each course of broken
stone should be treated in the same manner. Two-thirds of the
broken stone that is usually used will make a better road, if applied in this manner, than will the full amollnt if used as is commonly the custom.

--------------

~

-------

SECTION

VIII.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF PORTIONS
OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE OOUNTIES OF RANDOLPH, WAYNE, UNION, FAYETTE, FRANKLIN, RUSH, HENRY, DELAWARE, 11'[ADISON, HANCOCK, lIAMII,TON, TIPTON, OLINTO::'< AND BOONE.

By A. E. TAYLOR.

The area treated in this section comprises about 4,850 square
miles of central and eastern Indiana and embraces the countie;;
above mentioned.
In these counties probably no one factor has had a greater influence in making them one of the best agricultural districts of
the United States than the improvement in roads. In every way
the farmer has been benefited by this improvement. His younge:'
children during the wet and muddy seasons formerly had to remnin at home on account of the mud, but today find a good path
to the district scnool by way of the improved road. The older
children, who would have hnd to leave the home and its influence
and board in toWll or else discontinue their education, can now
drive with ease to the high school five or six miles distant. The
farmer himself, who formerly could not get his crops to the market except when the roads were dry, when the market prices were
low and work on the farm was at its maximum, can now put them
on the market when the prices are at. their best.. Since. the marketing and chores make up t.he main part of his work, he can with
comfort drive across the once seldom attempted barrier to his
neighbors and learn the secrets of their success, and give his in
t.urn; and to the Farmers' Inst.itutes, where the most practical
agricultural problems of his day are carefully considered; and
with his family tA) t.he neighboring towns or cities in order that he
may attend a lect.ure course or other social gathering. The Rural
Free Delivery system, which is almost wholly confined to the im(315)
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proved roads, brings him, by means of the newspapers, into daily
contact with the outer world. This not only affords him with the
weather foreeast and other information which is of great economic
importance, but acquaints him with the progress of the entire
world. It provides him with many important lessons in current
history, sociology, political economy and other lines, which he and
his family can talk over as they gather around the comfortable
fireplace during the long winter evenings.
Besides these splendid effects upon the society and availability
of markets, good roads have increased the price of land. In the
country well-to-do people seek those localities where the transportation is best. It is this that has e~lUsed so many to come from Illinois and parts of Indiana where the roads are mainly dirt and
buy at a good price the farms along the improved roads in this
portion of the State. This increasing demand for farms has
greatly increased the price of land during the past fifteen years.
KIND OF ROAD MATERIALS.

In this area the available road materials are gravel and limestone. The gravel, as the writer will generally use the word, will
. include, strict.ly speaking, the following: (a) a fine medium sand
one one-hundredth to one-fortieth inches in diameter; (b) a
medium sand one-fortieth to one-eighth inches in diameter; (c) a
coarse sand one-eighth to three-eighths inches in diameter; (d) a
roofing pebble three-eighths to seven-eighths inches in diameter;
and (e) a gravel seven-eighths to two inches in diameter. Anything larger will be termed a boulder, and any sand smaller than
one one-hundredth of an inch will be known as a fine sand. Only
when the word gravel is used to mean the percentages of the various sizes of material in a deposit will it mean from seven-eighths
to two inches. Vve would say, for example, ten per cent. eoarse
sand, fifty per cent. roofing pebble, thirty per cent. gravel and t'!l1
per cent. boulder.

Origin a,nd, Distribution. of Gravel.
Gravel is found to some extent in every part of this region with
the exception of that part of Franklin County which is southwe3t
of White River and its west fork. It oceurs in both fluvial
(stream deposits) and glacial deposits.
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The fluvial deposits, which make up by far the larger per cent
of the gravel of economical importance, are found in the beds,
flood plains, terraces and bluffs of all of the streams. They are
also found in numerous old stream courses which have been entirely filled up during and subsequent to the recession of the ice
sheet. ThesE' fluvial deposits can readily be recognized by theil'
stratification and the uniform size of the material in a particular
stratum. The forming of such deposits is brought aoout by the
streams and their tributaries picking up the glacial drift that covers this area from their sides and bottoms. The picking up is
done especially at the time of flood, because then the stream has
enormously greater power of transportation. This transportation power varies as the *sixth power of velocity. In other words,
a stream which could move a cube of one inch would with twice
the velocity move a cube of four inches, or sixty-four times the
volume, because twice the. amount of water, with twice the velocity,
will strike the face of the cube in the same time. After the loads
have been gathered up by the millions of little streams found on
the hi1lsides, in the roads and almost every place, deposition commences. The temporary stream of the hillside succeeds in getting
a small supply of clay, sand and gravel to the little brook, which
is now swollen to its utmost. The brook may deposit its boulders
and coarser material, but sllcceeds, with its steep gradient and consequently great velocity, ill getting a large portion of its load to a
larger stream which has far overflown its banks. This creek is
already loaded, and this extra amount necessitates its getting rid
of some of its material. Which will· it be? Physicists tell us
that the draught on a stream's energy of a particle carried in suspension is measured by its mass into the distance it would fall in
a unit of time in still water. It follows that a large particle 'will
make a greater draught on a stream's energy than the same amount
of material in smaller pieces. Thus it is evident that a stream
will deposit the coarser material first; the coarsest will be deposited where the velocity is greatest and the finest where it is
least. 8'0 we get boulders under the stream current, gravel just
-outside of the current, coarse sand beyond the gravel, and finally
silt at the borders of the flood plain. When the velocity becomes
·For a fuller discussion of this law see Chamberlain and Salisbury's Geology,
Vol. I, pp. 109-110.
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less, coarse sand is deposited over the gravel and medium over the
*coarse. True, the next flood may pick up much of this material,
but finally the meanderings of the stream will so change its flood
plains, c~rrents and channel that considerable will remain as a
flood plain deposit.
The terrace deposit. is an outgrowth of the flood plain deposit,
and is brought about in the following manner: The valley or
flood plain is developed where the steep gradient of the stream's
course gives away to the gentler. tThis development begins at the
head of the valley. As the head of the stream works back into the
land this junction of steeper and lesser gradient advances farther
up the valley. 'When the advance has been considerable, the
stream on reaching the head of its valley plain deposits so much
of its load that it is able to degrade its channel farther down
stream. At a later stage in the stream's history erosion becomes
less at the head, a smaller quantity of material is carried and the
channel is deepened. A stream in the flood plain stage is likely to
meander, and this meandering is in a plain which is generally
more narrow than that of the valley plain. The cutting of the
stream channel and the widening of the mea:r:dering plain soon
makes it possible for the floods to keep within the new plain, and
in this way the old flood plain is left as a terrace above the new
or meandering plain. This is a very brief account of the normal
way in which terraces are bllilt from the flood plains.
In this particular region a very rapid building up of the valley
plain took place when the melting ice from the front of the Wisconsin ice sheet formed great floods, which were heavily loaded
with glacial drift; and it was the deposition fr~m this increased
supply that built the flood plains high upon the sides of the valleys.· Subsequently the ice retreated, the excessive supply became
exhausted and the streams were no longer loaded. At this stage
a rapid cutting commenced. The outcome has been some of the
high gravel terraces in some of the larger valleys of today. We
c~m also see how the rising of the surface might also develop terraces.
The bluff deposits are in general the remnants of old terI'aces
which erosion has cut away.
'See illustration on page 413.
tFor the deyelopment of terraces sec Chamberlain
Vol. I, pp. 193-201.

111111
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Next to the ;fluvial deposits in economic importance are the
glacial. These occur in kames, terminal moraines, recessional
moraines !lnd in the ground moraines. In some form these deposits occur throughout this region with the exception of the area
of Franklin County previously mentioned. Almost all of these
deposits can be recognized by the clay, sand, pebble, .gravel and
boulders being confusedly commingled, no assortment of material,
as is the case with the stream deposits, being present. Much of
the material is angular, with planed faceR having the parallel
markings known as glacial striae. The material is not the product
of rock decay, but rather of' rock grinding. Furthermore, the
topography of these deposits are not due to stream erosion, and
occasionally
are not even as much asl drained by the natural water
•
courses of this area.
. Anyone who has examined this glacial drift can at once tell
that it is made up of a very large per cent. of the country rocks,
which are limestones, shales and sandstones, and a number of foreigners, such as granite, diorite, syenite, andesite, basalt, quartz,
quartzite, slate, etc. How did these foreigners get here? No
rocks of this nature are found in place nearer than northern Michigan and central 'Visconsin. The only rocks in place in this area
are the limestones, shales and sandstones. So it follows that these
foreigners must have been transported several hundred miles.
This transportation was brought about by the last great ice invasion, known as the Wisconsin, which picked up a portion of the
material that it ground beneath it and carried a low per cent. to
this area. . In the meantime it had picked upa large amount of
the bed rock material in Indiana, which became heterogeneously
mixed with the foreigners hnd was thus deposited.
Of the various types of glacial deposits the terminal moraine
is the accumulation which takes place at the end of the ice sheet.
This accumulation is generally pronouncedly more conspicuous
than other moraines, because it is formed when the movement forward and the melting of the ice are almost equal. During such a
halt at the front of the glacier the advancing ice carries its debris
to the front, where it may accumulate for some time. When
finally the ice all melts away a ridge, rising above the adjacent
country, is left. The recessional moraine ~s formed in a similar
manner, except that the halting point is not at the greatest extent
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of the ice sheet, as in the case of the terminal moraine, but rather
in the receding stage. The kames in these cQunties are generallj
associated with the terminal 0'1' recessional mQraines. They are
commonly formed by the water Qf an ice channel ending against
a terminal 0'1' recessional moraine and here depositing its heterogeneous load. This gives rise, after the ice has melted, to the peculiar knoblike form. Eskars are developed by streams of considerable size under or in the ice sheet. Because of their heavy
load, a portion is deposited in their channels, which on the melting away of the ice leaves a long ridge.· The ground moraine is
formed when the glacier is in its retreating stage, being the general distribution of drift over this area, covering all of the sunaC€
that the terminal and recesl'lional
moraines do not, except for the
)
barren area in Franklin Oounty.
The terminal moraine enters Indiana from the east, in souther1;l
Randolph and northern Vlayne counties. Here it is from six to
eight miles wide, and forms the watershed between White and
Whitewater rivers. Its surface contains some kames, south of
Lynn and Spartansville, which range frQm 25 to 50 feet high.
In southeastern Nettle Oreek Township a portion of this moraine
turns SQuth into Wayne Oounty. At Dalton this moraine is 200
feet above Nettle Oreek and contains kames on its summit. It
continues in a southwesterly direction thrQugh Henry Oounty,
where it is found in Blue River, Stony Oreek, Prairie and J eHerson townships. The writer noticed the kame deposits to' be very
well developed in southern Stony Oreek and central Prairie tQwnships. Some very good gravel deposits are found in these moraine
hills, which will be described under the counties in which they occur. Other parts of terminal I!-nd recessional moraines where
gravel is found in workable quantities are found 4 or 5 miles
northeast and 5 or 6 miles west of Rushville, from 2 to 8 miles
northeast of Muncie, 3 or 4 miles south and 3 miles east of Anderson, 7 or 8 miles southwest of Noblesville, 4 miles northwest of
Greenfield and 6 miles southwest of Thorntown. In all of these
counties workable deposits are found in the ground moraine.
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Quality of Gravel.
The quality of gravel is determined by its rock coIDpoeiiion,
amount of oxidation, size and character of the cementing materials.
The rock ('om positions of the gravel in this a,rea are in a general way very similar. Probably an average composition, ecxclusive of clay, is 85 per cent. limestone, 10 per cent. crystallines, 2
per cent. shale, 1 per cent. slate, 1 per cent. chert" 1/2 pe,r cent.
argellite and Y2 per cent. sandstone. By crystallines I refer to
those rooks which are made up of crystals, such as granite, syenite,
diorite, gabbro, andesite, basalt, gneiss, schist, peridotite and
quartzite.
Maximum, minimum and average results on rock samples, corrected to January 1, 1906, by the Agricultural Department of the
United States are given on page 69. This table shows us that
the crystalline, chert and quartzite stand very high in quality as
road materials, limestone considerably lower, slate lower than the
limestone and the shale lower than the slate. The percentages of
shale and slate are higher in the western portion of this area,
which tends to make that gravel rather inferior.
All gravel which is above the ground water level is oxidized to
some extent. In other words, the oxygen of the air unites with
the constituents of the rock, causing it to be changed to an oxide,
which is the weathered or rotted form. The amount of oxidation
depends upon the length of time that the maUlrial has been exposed to the air, the rock composition and the size. In a deposit
the material nearest the surface is invariably leached; but this
condition becomes less and less as the rocks are farther beneath the
surface, until grou:Qd water level is reached, beneath which they
are not noticeably affected. The crystallines ordinarily do not
weather as readily as the limestone, but in some cases very large
boulders are quite rotten on account of long exposure before the
glacial transportation. From an economic point of view too much
importance Cl:ln not be laid on oxidation. Material which is below the level of ground water is claimed by commissioners, trustees, road supervisors and road superintendents to outwear tHe
material above this level from 2 to 3 times.
Closely related to oxidation is the size of the material. A fine
21-Geology.
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grain, when it has taken on a film of oxidation, has become almost
entirely oxidized, while with a coarse gravel we have the opposite.
Furthermore, a fine grain has already reached the size that the
coarser material gets to after much wearing. As a matter of fact,
it is known that the coarser material makes a far more durable
road than the finf'.
The durability of a road is also dependent upon the cementing
qualities of the gravel. Creek gravel which contains no cementing
materials if' invariably working off at the sides of the roads unless
almost constant grading is done; and it is with difficulty that loads
are hauled through it. It also grinds up into powder and blows
away much more rapidly than when there is a cement to hold the
particles in place and cushion them from one another.
The principal cementing or packing substances that are found
in these gravels are, in the order of importance, fine calcareous
conglomerate, calcareous clay, slightly calcareous clay, and dirt.
The first is a white crustlike material containing grains of fine,
medium sand and filling up the interstices in the gravel bed. In
some pits the gravel is so held together by this cement that it comes
out in great masses, which have to be blasted apart. Gravel con·
taining this matE'rial when put on the road becomes quickly cemented and makes an exceptionally durable and smooth road.
The very calcareous clay iR generally sticky and of a bluish color.
It also serves to hold the material in place, and helps to make a
road durable. The slightly calcareous clay and the dirt are far
ahead of nothing. The amount of clay in a deposit should be
from 7 to 15 per cent. A greater quantity than this causes the
roads to be dusty in the summer and rather muddy in the winter.

A-vailab£l£ty of Gr(ljl)el. '
Another factor of considerable practical value is the availability
of the material, which is determined by the quality, quantity of
stripping, transportation and amount of impurities: Unless the
material is of a good wearing- quality, 0.£ a fair size and not too
much weathered it is almost a waste of time to put it on the road.
Where material ranges from a flaxseed to a wheat grain, and is
also considerably oxidized it would be much cheaper in the long
run to have crushed stone shipped in, which would outwear such
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gravel 4 to' 5 times. The quantity of gravel necessary to build 1
mile of road with a width of 10 feet and a depth of 14 inches is
2,000 cubic yards, or a bed 40 yards long, 20 yards wide and 2lh
yards deep. A deposit in this report will not be termed workable
nnless it contains 10,000 cubic yards. The amount of stripping
that can be removed is governed by the depth and extent of material beneath it. For instance, 2 feet of stripping might be removed for 20 feet of gravel if the extent would be sufficient to pay
for opening such a pit. The amount of transportation necessary
to get the material from the pit to the place that it is to be used
is a very essential matter. In some parts of this area the gravel is
hauled as much as 6 or 7 miles. In such cases not over twO' loads
can be hauled per day, which means that the transportation alO'ne
costs about $1.25 per cubic yard. Under such circumstances careful estimates should be made as to the cost of crushed limestone
delivered to the nearest railroad crossing. The limestone will outwear the gravel from 2 to 4 times, and could probably be put on
the switch for less than a dollar per yard. Frequently a very good
gravel can be gotten at a reasonable rate in a similar manlier.
The hauling from the pit to the public highway is often a very
difficult task. Here the wear on the horses and wagons is greater
than in all the rE'st of the distance put together. Oommonly, this
distance will be as much as a half or three-quarters of a mile over
very soft and rough ground. Under such conditions very careful
estimates should be made by inquiry of those who have hauled
under similar circumstances, as to the cost and labor. The
amount of waste material that has to be worked around or thrown
aside is, especially in the case of gravel deposited by the ice sheet,
very great. If 50 per cent. of a deposit is clay, and this is mixed
all through the gravel it is useless to attempt to work it. In opening up a deposit such a difficulty may be easily avoided if thc
stripping be removed with a post hole auger and then an iron pipe
1% inches in diameter and from 10 to' 20 feet long be driven down
at a number of PO'ints into the lx>d. By then removing the material from the pipe one can see just what the quality of the gravel
is. When one has had some practice in driving a pipe he can tell
by the way it goes down and turns, almost with exactness, what
material he is in, and does not have to remove it until he has
driven it as far as he wishes.
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Machines for Securing Gravel.
To raise the gravel from beneath the ground water level three
machines are at present being used in central Indiana, viz., (1)
the Gravel Excavator, (2) the Endless Chain, and (3) the Gravel
Pump.
The Gra1!el Excava,for.- The equipment necessary for this machine is a steel bucket which will hold one yard of gravel, 500 feet
of 1Y40,inch Lockwin cable; one pole, known as a mast, 50 feet
high; a three drum hoisting engine, with 16 horse-power on either
side, and a 25 horse-power boiler.
Before this apparatus is set for operation an area of 50 by 200
feet is carefully tested by driving a llj2,inch pipe. If a depth of
15 feet or more of gravel is found to underlie this area the mast
is set 100 feet back from the one end of the area and an anchor
100 feet back of it. Back 25 feet from the other end a 25-foot
pole is set and an anchor 60 feet farther. Over the tops of the
mast and pole and fastened to the anchors, the cable is stretched.
The space intervening between the mast and the area to be excavated is where the material is to be dumped, and that between
the pole and this area is where the boiler and engine are set. The
bucket is suspended by pulleys to the l14,inch cable, and by meam
of smaller cables and pulleys can be lowered at any point beneath
the 11"i-inch cable in the area to be excavated. Upon being lowered to the gravel bed it is dragged in the gravel until filled, when
it is lifted by the cable and carried to a place immediately above
the dumping area, where it is dumped by means of a trap door.
The bucket then returns and the operation is repeated.
In this dipping process all the material of the deposit is taken
out, clay and fine sand as well as gravel. For this reason the
gravel has to be of a good character before a gravel excavator can
be used. The stripping, i£ more than 4 or 5 inches, is always removed unless the gravel is exceptionally free from clay. The
daily capacity of this machine is from 100 to 200 cubic yards,
125 yards being an average. The cost of lifting a cubic yard
ranges from 15 to 25 cents, depending upon the stripping and
amount of gravel taken out in one setting.
The Endless Cha,in.-This machine is composed of a number
of little buckets which make up part of the links of the chain.
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These buckets have a capacity of 125 to 150 cubic inches. They
are opened at the top and bottom so that a good circulation of
water passes through the material which they contain when they
are being dragged over the gravel bed. This circulation washes
out a large part of the clay, dirt and fine sand. Besides the
chain there must be a 15 to 20 horse-power engine and boiler, and
a mast. The length of the chain and the number of buckets are
governed in accorda~ce to the length of the pit, more buckets being
added or taken out to satisfy the conditions.
Like with the gravel excavator, an area of about 50 by 200 feet
is tested. 1£ there is 9 feet or more of gravel the chain is fastened to a shaft, which is connected to the engine, at. the one end
and to a pulley at the top of a mast, which is about 25 feet high
and 60 feet back from the area to be excavated, at the other. As
the filled buckets come up out of the pit and pass over the pulley
and the top of the mast the loads are dumped, and they return, repeating the operation. By this process from 50 to 80 cubic yards
are taken out daily at a cost ranging between 15 and 25 coots each.
No stripping has t.o be done, the dirt being allowed to fall into t.he
pit and wash out through the gravel. Frequently pits that contain entirely too much clay for a gravel excavator can be worked
with great success by this apparatus because of the washing out
of much of the finer material.
The Gravel Pump.-With the gravel pump pipe tests of the
area underlain by grave) are made. If a depth of 6 feet or more
of gravel ilre found with an extent of 30 by 100 feet the pump
and a 12 or 15 horse-power boiler and engine are set. This apparatus pumps out the gravel, fine sand, clay and water together.
The output is from 30 to 50 cubic yards per day. The gravel
pump does not Reem to give as good satisfaction as the excavator
and endless chain.

I;.IMESTONE OF THE AREA.

Limestone, although present in great quantities in parts of the
eastern two-thirds of this area, has not to any great extent been
used up to this time except in and near cities, because of the availability of the gravel. However, the rapid exhaustion of the sup-
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ply of gravel in many localities is bringing this durable road metal
more and more into use.
In this area is found the Niagara (Silurian) and Cincinnati
(Ordovician) limestones. The first outcrops in northern Randolph and central and northern Delaware, in most of the larger
stream bottoms of Madison, about 3 miles southwest of Greensboro
in Henry, at Connor's Mill of Hamilton, in Big and Little Flatrock creeks of southern Rush, in southwestern Fayette, 2 miles
west of Laurel, and on th~ bluffs above Br~okvi11e in Franklin
County. The latter is found in the larger streams of southern
Wayne, those west of Connersville in Fayette, the larger tributary
stream bottoms to East Fork of White River of Union, and in almost all of the larger tributary streams to White River and its
East and West Forks in Franklin County.
Both of these stones are being used for macadam, but the Niagara is the more important, especially the hard, light buff doJomite, which occurs so frequently in Randolph, Delaware and Madison counties. The Cincinnati, because of its softness, is less durable.
The availability, as in the case of the gravel, is determined by
the stripping, the amount of material, the amount of waste material and the transportation. The most available deposits occur
near the surface by the streams, as the stripping generally increases rapidly as they get farther away. In determining the
amount the stripping sho'uld be careful~y examined. Furthermore, before going tc too much expense to get the rock out, some
preliminary examinations should be made in the area where operations are intended to be carried on, to learn the amount of waste
and variations in quality. This can be done with a core drill,
which wiH show the exact character. The steam railway and
traction transportation where road material is gotten out on a very
large scale is of very great importan('.,.e; and in no part of the State
are there better prnvisions than those in this area, with the exception of Fayette, Union and Franklin counties. At scarcely any
point, with this exception, would ~aterial have to be hauled in
wagons over 4 or 5 miles.
Besides the large stationary macadam plants, where two or
three hundred cubic yards of limestone are crushed daily, there
are small portable crushers that can be moved from place to place
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with little expense. These are especially useful where an outcrop
of stone is a considerable distance from transportation and the
roads of the vicinity are in need of improvement. With such a
crusher 10 men can turn out from 40 to 60 cubic yards per day at
a cost of from 50 to 70 cents per cubic yard.

RANDOLPH COUNTY.
Area in square miles. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
450
Population in 1900............................................. 28,653
900
Miles of public roads. ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
300
Miles of improved roads. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ..
Percentage of roads improved..................................
33.3
300
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles improved with crushed stone............................. None
Original cost of gravel roads per mile. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... $1,500
'rotal original cost of improved roads ........................... $450,000
Annual cost o~ repairs on gravel roads 5 years old... .. .. .. .. .. .
$75
First improved roads built.....................................
1862
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
5
Satisfaction of farmers with investn;lent in improved roads. .. .. . Good
Authority ................................ Jno. H. Boltz, County Auditor

Randolph County is located on the eastern boundary of the
State, and is bounded on the north by Jay, on the west by Delaware and Henry, on the south by Henry and Wayne, and on the
east by the State of Ohio.
The geological epochs represented in the formations of this
county are the Niagara limestone of the Silurian and the Wisconsin drift of the Pleistocene. The Niagara outcrops at various
points along the :Mississinewa and White rivers. The drift forms
a heavy covering over the entire county, which presents itself, entirely across the southern portion, as a terminal moraine. It is
this moraine that. forms the principal watershed and the divide between White and Whitewater rivers. In it, on the "Summit,"
between Green's Fork and Martindale Creek and the Peoria division of the Big :Four, is an altitude of 1,234.4 feet, which is the
greatest measured in the State. Hills south of this point are estimated to be 50 feet higher, so 1,284.4 is probably the maximum
altitude of Indiana.
The transportation facilities are of the best. .Two divisions of
the Bi~ Four cross it from e?,st and west, one through the c~nt~:r
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and the other across the southern third. The G. R. & 1. bisects
it from north and south, and the P., C. & 8t. L. crosses the northwestern quarter. The C., C. & T~. crosses the southwestern corner.
The quality of the gravel of this county is below the average for

RANDOLPH

COUNTY ..

Fig. 28. Map of Randolph County, showing distribution 01 road materials.

central Indiana. The average sizes of material are 11 per cent.
clay, 20 per cent. fine medium sand, 18 per cent. medium sand,
20 per cent. coarse sand, 21 per cent. roofing pebble, 9 per cent.
gravel and 1 per cent. boulder; and the average rock percentages
are 86 limestone, 9 crystallines, 2 shale, 2 chert and 1 slate. The
amount of oxidatjon is above the average.
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'l'ownship !121 North .. Ranges 13, 111-> 15 and Part of 1!12 East;
Sou.them Half of Township 19 and the Northern Half,
of 18 North, Ra,n,ge 1 West.
This area of 132 square miles comprises the northern portion of
the county. In it the gravel deposits are for the most part fluvial,
and are located in the flood plain, terraces and bluffs of the Mississinewa River and its tributaries; but besides these s~me very fair
glacial deposits are found in kames which are in no way connected
with the stream.
In the central part of section 10 (21 N., 12 E.), on the land
owned by W. B. Foutz, are two locations. The one, which underlies about 10 acres and has a depth of 6 to 7 feet, is located above
ground-water level in the flood plains of the Mississinewa River;
the other, with about similar dimensions, lies above ground-water
level 350 yards south. The stripping over both of these deposits
ranges from 2% to 4 feet.
In quality the two locations are about the same. Probably twothirds of the material is from a fine to a fine medium sand, and
the remainder is as follows: 6 per cent. clay, 25 per cent. fine
- medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand,
14 per cent. roofing pebble and 5 per cent. gravel. The fine to a
medium sand and the road material are so closely associated that
it is a difficult task to separate them. This fineness, in addition
to their being rather thoroughly oxidized, gives a rather inferior
road metaL On the other hand, it is the only known workable
deposit of gravel within reasonable hauling distance of the western portion of the county. The writer is of the opinion that in
this vicinitF crushed limestone would be more available than
gravel, since the Niagara at a number of points is very near the
surface. A crushed limestone base and a gravel dressing would
be a very good combination, which, because of its durability,
would be cheaper than the gravel alone.
Two miles southeast of the Foutz location, on the Henry McVey
farm, in section 13 (21 N., 12 E.), is a deposit above groundwater level in the bluff on the west side of Elkhorn Creek. It underlies about 2 acres, is, where tested, 16 feet deep and has from
2112 to 4 feet of stripping. The physical properties of this mflterial are about the same as the Foutz.
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Small deposits, where there is considerable clay an~ sand to contend with, are located in the northwestern quarter of section 12,
on the Samuel Uphaus land, and in the southeastern quarter of
section 1 (21 N., 12 E.), on the J. Oaylor farm. This material
is fine and much oxidized, and is suited for only light local repair
work.
On the pla~ of H. Ingle, in the southwestern quarter of section
8 (21 N., 13 E.), is a bed of gravel and sand in the flood plain
of the Mississinewa River. This bed is known to underlie 3 or 4
acres, with a depth of 4 feet above ground-water level and an unknown depth below, and has a stripping of from 2 to 4 feet. In
character the material i& probably two-thirds fine sand, fine medium sand and clay. The workable portions are about the average for size and rock composition. The colors, brown above and
gray below ground-water level, are due to the weathering and absence of weathering.
This gravel has not been used to any great extent on account of
such a small amount. being above ground-water level. No tests
have been made for setting a *dipping machine. If a locat.ion
can be obtained for dipping or chaining it. will be a very practicable one, because t.here are no gravel deposits west in the township.
In the southwestern portion of section 29 (21 N., 13 E.), on
the M. Zimmerman land, a bed composed of gravel and sand is
situated in a plain, apd seems to have no connection with the
stream channels. It extends over several acres, has a depth of
from 5 to 7 feet. and a. stripping varying bet.ween 3 and 6 feet.
Because .of the high percentage of eand and the difficulty in
separating it. from the gravel t.his is a subordinate roltd material.
The average of two samples shows the following sizes: 5 per cent.
clay, 50 per cent. fine medium sand, 16 per cent. medium sand, 16
per cent.. coarse sand, 10 per cent. roofing pebble and 3 per cent.
gravel. The rock percentages are 85 limestone, 11 crystallines, 1
chert, 1 slate and 2 shale.
Six hundred cubic yards from this deposit are used annually
in building and repairing the roads for 5 miles west, 2 miles
south, 1 mile east and 1,4 mile north. All of these roads are more
.For a description of the dipping and chaining processes see page 324.
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or less sandy, and are less durable than the average of the county
because of the amount of oxidation and the fineness of the material.
On the J. McHenry farm, in the northwestern quarter of section 9 (21 N.; 13 E.) there is a bed of gra-vel from 4 to 6 feet,
above the ground-water level, and with an unknown depth below.
The amount of surface underlain is unknown, and the stripping is
from 2 to 3 feet. In quality this material is similar to that of
the H. Ingle farm heretofore mentioned.
In the east-ce~tral part of section 9 (21 N., 13 E.), on J. R.
Miller's place, is probably 112 ,acre underlain by 9 feet of gravel,
with 1112 foot of stripping. On the same farm, but about 300
yards east, is a bank pit in the bluff of the river. This bed of
sand and gravel underlies about two acres, which are cut into by
the wagon road. The depth is 9 feet and the stripping is 1112
feet. Another location on this farm is found in the southwestern
part of section 10 about 300 yards due south of the one last described. By using all three of these deposits one would be able
to get a workable amount of gravel.
The quality of these materials is very much alike in rock composition. In size the first deposit mentioned is no more than medium &and; the rock percentages of the second deposit are about
the average .. The third location has 10 per cent. clay, 20 per cent.
fine medium sand, 25 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse
sand and 15 per cent. roofing pebble. The color of these materials is brown; and the oxidation of the finer material is almost
complete in places, while that of the coarsest is merely a thin film
on the surfaces. Some of this material is used on the wagon
roads as far as 3 miles west, 1112 miles east and 1 mile south. It
seems to be about an average for the county in wear.
On the place of J. M. Hollowell, in the southwestern part of
section 3. (21 N., 13 E.), is a bed of gravel, above ground-water
level, in the :first terrace above the flood plain. The deposit, which
rests upon a clay bottom, underlies 6 acres, has a depth of 6 feet
and a stripping ranging from 2 to 3 feet. The extent has been
determined by post auger holes, groundhog excavations and the
fact that corn over this piece of ground will die if the weather is
dry, while the remainder of the crop seems to be little affected.
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The quality of this gravel is good for a bank deposit. The
size, which is above the average, is 6 per cent. clay, 6 per cent.
fine medium sand, 8 per cent. medium sand, 27 per cent. coarse
sand, 31.5 per cent. roofing pebble, 20 per cent. gravel and 1.5 per
cent. boulder. Small lenses of sand occnr frequently, and in
places the gravel gives away entirely to a fine medium sand which
is used for concrete work. The rock composition is the average
for the county. Because of the coarseness, the oxidation has been
very little. About 2,000 cubic yards of this material is put on to
the roads annually, being hauled as far ae 7 miles °to the north, but
very little in other directions.
On the L. D. Platt land, in the northeastern quarter of section
3 (21 N., 13 E.), the gravel occurs in a glacial kame. The areal
extent, which is 50 by 150 yards, is determined by two pits,
which are on either side of the kame, have similar materials, and
are 150 yards apart. The depth of the bed is 12 feet, and the
stripping is 3 feet.
The peculiar phenomena of this deposit is its absence of stratific.ation, and the confusedly commingling of clay, sand and
gravel. Irregular masses of clay or sand, 7 or 8 feet through, are
frequently met with in the gravel. The average size of the material as seen in two samples is as follows: 10 per cent clay, 8
per cent.. fine medium sano, 7 per cent. medium sand, 18 per cent.
coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 30 per cent. gravel, and
2 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 85 limestone, 11
crystallines, 1 slate, 1 chert, and 2 shale. The coarseness, and
limited amount of oxidation makes this above the average of
the county as a wearing material, from above the ground-water
level.
The availability is affected somewhat by the irregular masses of
clay and sand, which have to be worked around, in obtaining the
gravel. The location has a greater altitude than the road, and is
only about 250 yards from it. This deposit is used but very little
in repairing or building roads in Randolph County.
On John Caylor's farm, in the southwestern part of section 11
(21 N., 13 E.), a bed of sand and gravel is found in the lower
terrace of the Mississinewa River. By tests, it has been found to
underlie an area 50 by 250 yards, has a depth ranging between
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8 and 12 feet, above ground-water level, and has from 2 to 5
feet of stripping.
As to physical properties for wearing on the road, this material
is somewhat above the average, which comeS from above groundwater level. In kinds of rocks 85 per cent. are limestone, 11
per cent. crYE>tallines, 1 per cent. slate, 1 per cent. chert, and 2
per cent. shal~. The sizes are 10 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine
medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand,
30 per cent. roofing pebble, and 15 per cent. gravel. The roads,
on which this material has been used, are hard, smooth, and
durable. Although in places the gravel grades into sand, and
-clay, yet the quantity is not great enough to greatly affect .the
availability.
At the southwestern corner 0'f Ridgeville, in the south bluff
of the Mississinewa River, and on the E. Hyatt lots, is a bed of
gravel and sand known to be 100 yards long, 20 yards wide, and
fr0'm 8 to 12 feet deep. This gTavel is t0'O fine f0'r a good rood
metal, and is used, for the most part, in concrete work at Ridgeville.
On the east bank 0'f Bear Oreek, in the n0'rth-central portion
0'f section 23 (21 N., 13 E.), is a deposit of gravel, sand, and
clay on the James Addington place. The lateral extent is not
determined, but the depth is 15 feet, and the bottom is clay. The
quality of this gravel is somewhat affected by the high percentages
of clay, sometimes becoming as much as 75 per cent. The size,
with exception of the clay and a rather high percent. of boulders,
is very good for road building. A sample shows 17 per cent.
clay, 5 per cent. fine medimn sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 10
per cent. C0'arse sand, 35 per cent. roofing pebble, 18· per cent.
gravel and 5 per cent. boulder.
Along the bluffs of the Mississinewa H:lver, in the n0'rthwestern
part of section 17 (21 N., 14 E.), 0'n the A. Reitenour and D. H.
Reiten0'ur places, are deposits which underlie 15,000 square yards.
On the former's place, which is adjacent to the latter's, about 13,000 square yards have been tested by a post auger, excavations for
a cellar and well, and a cistern, which is in 10' feet of gravel. One
hundred yards north 0'f the cistern, the walls of the pit show 10
feet of gravel, and from 2 to 4 feet. of stripping. The latter's
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farm has been tested over 2,000 square yards, by various excavations, where the house and barn now stand. A cemetery, which
is betwe~n these two locations, shows a fair quality of gravel
at the bottoms of the graves.
The average size is 2 per cenl of clay, 13 per cent. fine medium
sand, 13 per cent. medium sand, 28 per cent. coarse sand, 33 per
cenl roofing pebble, 10 per cent. gravel, and 1 per .cent. boulder.
Because of the low percentage of clay, this gravel is slow to
pack. This permits it to work off at the sides of the road, thus
requiring much grading to keep the roads in order. If it remains on the road, its loose condition permits it to grind much
more than if it were cemented. On the other hand, the material"
, is coarser than the average, and consequently is not much oxidized.
This brings the durabilit~y up to the average gravel. This material is used on the roads for 2 miles north, 2 miles east, 2 miles
south, and 1 mile west.
In a flood plain of the southeastern quarter of section 5 (21 N.,
14 E.), on th~ land of A. I. Collins, is a deposit of gravel that
extends south through the Minerva Pierce farm of the southeastern quarter of section 8 to the Mississinewa River. This extent
has been learned by the excavation of a ditch, which showed
gravel in its bottom throughout this entire distance. The width
of the deposit on the Collins place is 30 yards, the depth 14%
feet, and the stripping from 2% to 5 feet. The rock percentages
are 86 limestone, 10 crystallines, 1 slate, 2 shale, and 1 chert.
The average size is 9 per cent. clay, 18 per cent. finel medium
sand, 15 per cent. medium sand, 30 pel' cent. coarse sand, 20 per
cent. roofing pebble, 7 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder.
The oxidation, above ground-water level, is slight, and below,
nothing. This gravel is hauled, for road repairing, 3 miles north,
3 miles east, and 1 mile west. The selling price, for the bank
gravel, is 25 cents per cubic yard, and that of the dipped is 50
cents. The dipped is claimed to be, because of its less weathered
condition, and its greater durability, the cheaper gravel, especially for those who haul more than a mile.
A kame deposit, which rises 30 feet above the adjacent country,
in the southeastern quarter of section/SO (21 N., 14 E.), on the
farm of T. H. Clark, underlies an area of 2 acres. Dug wells,
cellars, and other excavations show the bed to be within 1% to
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4 feet Qf the surface, and to have a depth varying between 12 and
23 feet. The quality of this gravel is similar to that on the
Mullen farm, the discussion of which is commenced in the next
!

paragraph.
Also in kames, which rise decidedly above the immediate vicinity, are the beds of gravel on the Mullen land, in the southwestern
quarter of section 29 (21 N., 14 E.). The house and barn sit
on Qne kame, which has an area of 11h acres, a stripping of 2
feet and a depth of 8 feet, as shown by various excavations.
S'outh of the house, a couple of hundred yards, is anGther kame,
which has an area of 2 acres. The writer dug intO' this kame at
several places, on variGus sides of it, and fGund that it contained a
medium sized gravel within about 2 feet Qf the surface. Another
kame on this farm has been Gpened fGr some years, and is now
almost exhausted. Because of the fineness, and the amount of
O'xidatiGn, the quality is belGw the average for the county. The
roads built by it soon become rutty. The rock composition is
about average. This deposit and the Qne Gn the Olark farm are
the Qnly Qnes which are available in this neighbGrhood. There
is nO' knQwn deposit nearer than 31j2 miles SGuth, 5 miles east, and
3 miles west.
Another kame depGsit is fGund Gn the land of Samuel Grew in
the west-central portiQn of sectiQn 14 (21N., 14 E.). Here,
about 2 acres are said to be underlain with gravel, which is beneath 5 feet Qf st.ripping. The dept.h of this deposit is abGut
10 feet.. The qualit.y is poor, on aCCGunt of the numerous irregular masses of clay. The average sizes are 10 per cent.. clay, 20
per cent.. fine medium sand, 10 per cent.. medium sand, 45 per
cent. CQarse sand, 10 per cent. roofing pebble and 5 per cent.
gravel. The fineness of this material has permitted cQnsiderable
weat.hering. This gravel is used 1% miles north, 1 mile east,
and 1 mile south. The roads repaired with it are muddy and
dusty.
On the B. V. M. Brouse property, in the southwestern part of
sectiGn 21 (21 N., 14 E.), is a small deposit of exceptiQnally
good gravel. _ It underlies about 500 square yards, is from 1%
to 3 feet beneath the surface, and is 5 feet deep. The rock compositiQn and size are about the average. The GxidatiGn is practically nothing.
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In the flood plains of a small stream in the southeastern quarter
of section 24 (21 N., 13 E.), on the Hall BrGs. farm, is a bed
Gf gravel beneath the grGund-water level. The water, by pumping, was readily exhausted SG that the gravel was taken out to a
depth of 10 feet below the ground-water level. Such an exhaustion could ~ot have taken place unless some impervious material,
such as clay, encased the deposit. Although this same kind of
material is found, in the same flood plains, 500 yards southeast
on the Heston farm, in the southwestern quarter of section 19
(21 N., 14 E.), yet this is no evidence that the bed is continuGus
for the 500 yards. It rather appears, because of the rapid exhaustion of the water, that the gravel is in pockets, and that
these are small. Very careful testing should be done, by driving
pipes or in some other way, before a machine of any kind is set
for lifting the material out. The quality of this material is
reported as being a medium gray gravel, which packs quickly.
On the land of S. Shaw, in the southeastern quarter of section
12 (21 N., 14 E.), in the flood plains of the Mississinewa
River, is a small area, which is underlain with about 12 feet of
gravel, 7 feet being below ground-water level and 5 feet above.
The stripping is from 4 to 10 feet. The qualit(Y of the material
is rather fine for road building, being 5 per cent. clay, 25 per
cent. fine medium sand, 50 per cent. medium sand, 10 per cent.
coarse sand, and 10 per cent. roofing pebble.
In the southwestern quarter of section 24 (21 N., 14 E.)~ in
a flood plain on the Rollie Warren land, 5 or 6 acres are known to
be more or less underlain by gravel and to have from 2 to 3 feet
of stripping. The depth at the pit is 20 feet beneath groundwater level. The gravel has been taken out to a depth of 10
feet, after first pumping out the water. The fact that the water
can be pumped out shows that the deposit must be in a pocket
in the clay, and that testing is very essential before setting a machine. If considerable clay is present, the endless chain process
would probably give the best satisfaction in lifting the material.
This material is unoxidized, and is of an ~verage size and rock
composition.
Two thousand cubic yards of this material are put on the roads
annually, at from 45 "to 70 cents per cubic yara. It is hauled
6 miles west, 4: miles north, 7 miles east, and 4 miles south.
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On the Porter place, in the southwestern portion 0.£ section 6
to 2Y2 feet of stripping, underlies about 4,000 square yards in a hill. In one part
of it, where a test has been made, the depth is 18 feet. The sizes
of this gravel are 10 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium
sand, 65 percent. coarse sand, 14 per cent. roofing pebble, and 1
per cent. boulder. The color is brown, and the oxidation about the
average for a bank deposit in this county.
Workable deposits are found in the ground moraine, on the
E. M. Olough farm, of the northeastern corner of section 9, and
the northwestern corner of section 10 (21 N., 15 E.). In the
latter location, tests indicate that, under from 3 to 5 feet of stripping, 20 acres are underlain by gravel, which ranges in depth
between 3 and 10 feet, 4 feet being above and from 3 to 6 feet
below ground-water level. l'he quality, as to· size, is 10 per
~ent. clay, 20 per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium
sand, 35 per cent. coarse sand, and 20 per cent. roofing pebble.
This is not very good for road building. The oxidization, with
exception of very near the surface, is not great. This mate.rial is
used in repair work and building, for 1 mile north, 4 miles east,
4 miles sonth, and 1 Y2 miles west.

(21 N., 15 E.), a bed of gravel, with from 0

To·wnship 20 North) Ranges 13) 14) 15 East) and Parts of 'l'own·
sh.ips 18 and 17 North) Range 1 West.

The geographical and topographical location of the gravel in
this 1?2 square miles are especially interesting. The entire area
is covered by a heavy deposit of glacial moraine, which is made
up mainly of clay,' a smaller amount of sand, and a still smaller
amount of gravel, which is so intermingled with the clay and
sand that some concentration is necessary before it is of any economic importance. North of the White River, no noticeable con·
centration has taken place. Not a single workable deposit is
found in this entire area, which composes more than half of the
132 square miles. The main deposits are found along White
River, but there are some fair ones in the flood plains of a few
of its tributaries, and also where there appears to have been no
stream concentration. The reason for this peculiar phenomena is
very evident.
22-GeololfY.
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North of White River, from 1,4 to 2 miles, is a water shed,
through which the tributaries of the Mississinewa and those of
the White River have failed to work their heads. In this water
shedr fluvial concentrations have scarcely taken place, and for a
couple of miles north and south to the White River the sources
of the tributaries are so small that they have collected only very
small deposits.
South of White River, the tributaries are much larger than
those north, and have numerous smaller tributaries themselves,
which form a sort of net work over this region that picks up the
gravel, sand and clay of the ground moraine, and deposits them as
homogeneous materials, thus bringing about the separation and
concent.rat.ion. Another advantage the streams south of White
River have over those north, is that they pass through a heavier
moraine, which naturally contains' a coarser gravel. One mile
west of Unionport, the topography is hummocky, and contains
some kettle holes.
In some low hills, on the G. O. Thompson land of the northeastern quarter of section 29 (20 N., 12 E.), is a total area of
about 16,000 square yards underlain by gravel, with more or less
sand and clay. The depth is from 5 to 12 feet, and the amount
of stripping is from 1112 to 4 feet. The tests giving this data have
come from post auger holes and pit open.ings in a very general
way. Before working this deposit, the writer would suggest that
an iron pipe test be tried, so that the quality and 'amount of the
gravel may be determined.
The following physical characteristics are to be noted: The
rocks are 86 per cent. limestone, 11 per cent. crystallines, 1 per
cent. shale, 1 per cent. slate, and 1 per cent. chert. The average
sizes of two samples are 9 per cent. clay, 11 per cent. fine medium
sand, 13 per cent. medium sand, 25 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per
cent. roofing pebble, 24 per cent. gravel and 3 per cent. boulder.
The oxidation has affected the deposit about the average amount
for one above ground-water level, and has given it a brown color.
The clay contains some lime, which serves as a cement. Each
year from 1,500 to 2,500 cubic yards of this material are used
in repairing the roads for 5 milel;l weRt, 1 mile south and 3112
miles east.
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Forty feet above the adjacent region, in a large hill Oon the
Samuel Amburn and Gates farms of section 34 (20 N., 12 E.),
is a gravel deposit, grading more or less into clay and sand, which
will underlie 8 001' 9 acres, with an average depth of 25 feet. This
extent and depth has been determined by several pit openings.
In percentages of rocks, 85 per cent. is limestone, 11 per cent
crystallines, 2 per cent. shale, 1 per cent. chert, and 1 per cent.
slate. The exposure on a pit wall showed:
Section of Gravel at the Amburn Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Inches.

Stripping ............................................ 3
Coarse brown gravel. ....... , ......................... 15
Fine medium sand.................................... 5
Medium light brown graveL .......................... 15

The average of two samples are 10 per cent. clay, 7 per cent.
fine medium sand, 15 per cent medium sand, 18 per cent. co·arse
sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 33 per cent. gravel and 2 per
cent. boulder. The amount of oxidation is about an average for
a deposit nbove ground-water level, in Randolph Oounty. About
1,500 cubic yards of this gravel are used annually in repair
work.
'
On the farm of George ThQrnburg, in the southeastern quarte·r
of section 22 (20 N., 12 E.), is a deposit extending ior 200 yards
along the south bluff Oof White River. Tests have alsQ shown its
extent back frOom the face of the bluff tOo be 15 yards and its
depth to be 8 feet. There are from 2 to 5 feet of strippmg. A
sample of material from this location shows 8 per cent. clay, 20
per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium sand, 25 per
cent. coarse sand, 16 per cent. roofing pebble, 15 per cent. gravel,
and 1, per cent. bOoulder. The rock compQsition and oxidation are
about the same as in the *Thompson deposit.
About J4 of a mile east of the Thornburg location and in the
bluff of a tributary to White River is a gravel bed on the J. D.
Wright land, of the southwestern quarter of sectiQn 23 (20 N.,
12 E.). It has a length Qf 100 yards and a depth of 8 to 9 feet,
but the width has not been determined. The stripping is from 2
to 4 feet. The quality of this gravel is about the same as the
·See page
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Thornburg. About 800 cubic yards of this material are used
annually in repairing roads 1 mile north, 1 mile south and 2
miles east..
In the northeastern quarter of section 23 (20 N., 12 E.), on the
J. Driver place, ie a b€d of gravel, which is known to underlie 12
or 13 acres of the flood plain of White River. Tests have shown
the depth to vary from 1 to 10 reet.
On the land of W. Wright, which is just across the road from
the Driver deposit, is a small pit, which shows a ~epth of .7
feet, and from 2 to 4 feet of stripping. The quality of this gravel
is about the average. The oxidation is low, because a considerable per cent. is either below ground-water level or has been in
recent geological times. About 1,500 cubic yards is used annually in repairing roads as far as 4 miles east and 2 miles south.
The gravel, because of a fair amount of calcareous clay, packs well
and makes a hard and smooth road.
On the R. T. Mills farm, in the southeast quarter of section
19 (20 N., 13 E.), is a location at the top of a hill which has a
quaquaversal slope. The deposit, as known, underlies about 6,000
square yards and is, in a couple of places where it has been
tested by driving down a pipe, 10 yards deep. The quality of this
gravel is extraordinarily good. At a depth of 10 feet, the weathering is very slight, and the color is almost a gray. The size is
5 per cent. clay, 5 per cent. nne medium sand, 15 per cent medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 35 per cent.. roofing pebble,
9 per cent.. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. Rock percentages are
84 limestone, 12 crystallines, 1 slate, 1 chert, and 2 shale. The
clay is of a. very calcareous nature, and cements the material together when it is put onto the road. Annually, 1,000 cubic yard>!
of this material are put on the roads to a distance of 1% miles
north, 1h mile west, and 1 mile south.
A bank depo·sit, in and .back from the bluffs of White River
and on the land owned by E. E. Franklin in the northwesterll
quarter of section 22 (20 N.,'13 E.), has an extent of 100 by 200
yards. This extent was determined from the gravel pit and three
test pits, which were each 10 feet deep. The stripping varies
from 2 to 3 feet, and the depth of gravel from 7 to 8 feet. Frequently the gravel grades into sand, so that it will not be certain
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without more tests that the area between the test pits is underlain
by gravel.
The quality of this gravel is below the average of this county,
because of its fineness and high amount of oxidation. The rock
percentages are about average. One thousand cubic yards of this
gravel, at a rate of 35 cents per cubic yard, are put on the roads
annually for repair work.
In the southeastern corner of section 14 (20 N., 13 E.), on
the C. E. Magee place, the deposit is on a slope which extends
down to the bluffs of White River. No pit has been opened here,
but two tests have been made at points 150 yards apart; one of
thes~ tests was a pit 8 feet deep and 4 feet in diameter, which
showed 2 feet of stripping, 6 feet of gravel, and no bottom; the
other test was a boring of 11 feet, which- ga.ve 2 feet of stripping,
9 feet of gravel, and no bottom. The quality of the gravel is
in size and rock composition about average. The color is brown,
which is due to oxidation. As in most bank pits of this county,
the oxidation has not affected greatly the material from a roofing
pebble on up.
On the J. H. Thornburg farm, in the southeastern quarter of'
section 13 (20 N., 13 E.), the gravel bed is in the bluffs of a
tributary of White River, and has a surface extent of 10 or 11
acres. The dep.th is about 15 feet, and the stripping from 1%
to 2% feet. These facts have been determined by a number of
test pits 8 feet deep and 6 or 7 feet in diameter. As to its character as a road material, it is oxidized about the same as the
Magee deposit. The average sizes for two samples are 15 per
cent. clay, 34 per cent. p.ne medium sand, 9 per cent. medium
sand, 17 per cent. coarse sand, 10 per cent. roofing pebble, 14
per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages
are about the average.
The location of the Herman Murphy place, which is in the
southeastern corner of section 13 (20 N., 13 E.), is found in the
bluff of White River, underlying, more or less, some 6 acres of
surface which has been tested by test pits and post auger holes.
The general depth is. unknown, but at the pit it is 15 feet, with
2 to4 feet of stripping. As to whether this deposit is workable
is a difficult question, because of the abrupt changes from gravel
to sand. Fully half of the material in the pit is sand ..
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As to quality, the oxidation is average for a bank deposit of
the county. The· rock percentages are 89 limestone, '7 crystallines,
The average of three sample3
2 shale, 1 slate and 1 chert.
shows the following sizes: 10 per cent. clay, 30 per cent. fine
medium sand, 12 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse
sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, '7 per cent. gravel, and 1 per
cent. boulder. The clay of this gravel is very calcareous and
makes a good cement for packing, hardening, and holding the
material in place in the road. This gravel is used in repair work
for 2 miles west, 1 mile south, and 1 mile east. It is most t()O
fine for building a road.
The Pogue pit is just across the road from the Murphy, .and
is also located in the bluff of White River. Although there are
several acres underlain by gravel and sand, the fine medium sand
is so predominant that the deposit is impracticable for a road
material.
The location on the farm of John H. Lee, in the southeastern
part of section 27 (20 N., 13 E.), is found in the bluff, above
ground-water level, and in the flood plains, below ground-water
'level, of Eight Mile Creek. The bank deposit, although it underlies several acres, has to such a great extent graded into sand that
it is impracticable except for very local repair work. The flood
plain deposit also covers several acres, but. is only from 2 to 5 feet
deep, and is beneath from 2 t() 5 feet of stripping.
In the southeast quarter of section 18 (20 N., 14 E.), on the
A. Slusher land, is a deposit in the bluff of White River which by
test is known to underlie 3 acres. An exposure shows the following:
.
SecUon at A. SlWlher's Gravel Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stripping ............................................
Yellowish brown gravel, considerably oxidized ..... " ...
Clay, sand, and coarse gravel about equally mixed. " .,.
A light brown gravel, not much oxidized. " ., ..... " ...
Sand ............................................... .

Inche8.

3
2
2
6

The rock composition is about the average for the county.
Because of the fact that the deposit is % sand, it can scarcely be
termed workable. The gravel in general is too fine for anything
more than very light repair work.
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In the southeastern part of section 31 (20 N., 14 E.), on the
M. A. Wright farm, is a bed of gravel located in the flood plai~
of Sugar Oreek beneath the ground-water level. About 5,000
square yards are known, by pipe driving, to be underlain by
gravel, with a depth of from 15 to' 21 feet. The stripping is
from 2 to 4 feet. The quality, as to size, is 14 per cent. clay, 10
per cent. fine-medium sand, 5 per cent. medium sand, 13 per
cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 30 per cent. gravel,
and 3 per cent. boulder; as to rocks, 88 per cent. are limestone,
2 per cent. shale, 8 per cent. crystallines, 1 per cent. slate, and 1
per cent. chert. It is un oxidized, and has a gray color. The
clay is rather calcareous, and serves as a cement.
It is very probable that other workable deposits can be found
at other points along Sugar Oreek. Tests have already indicated
pockets a few hundred yards further down stream, but they are
too small for setting a gravel excavator or they contain toO' much
clay. It is possible that the endless chain process could be used
where there is too much clay fO'r *dipping.
The Oounty Farm deposits, in the southwestern corner of section 33 (20 N., 14 E.), cover an area, as has been learned by
tests, of 100 by 40 yards, and is 5 yards deep. Beyond these
limits the gravel contains lenses of cby, which make it impracticable for dipping; but the endless chain process might work.
The quality of this material, as is seen from the average of two
samples, is 12 per cent. clay, 23 per cent. fine medium sand, 10
per cent. medium sand, 22 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent.
roofing pebble, 12 per cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. The
rock percentages are 85 limestone, 6 shale, 6 crystallines, 2 chert,
and 1 slate. O~x:idation is practically nothing. The clay is somewhat calcareous and serves as a very fair cement. This material
is used for 5 miles east, 2 miles north, 4 miles south, and 1J2
mile west. Where it has been used in repairing it seems to pack
quickly, and makes a smooth, hard and durable rO'ad.
In the northwestern part of Winchester near the old fair
ground, 10 or 11 acres are underlain by a deposit of gravel, sand,
and clay, in the flood plain of Sugar Oreek. This area has been
well tested, anft in almost all cases, too muc.h clay is found to pay
for setting a machine for dipping. The endless chain process
*See page 324.
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might work here, since it allows considerable of the clay and dirt
to be washed out. The gravel, which has been taken out, is made
up of 15 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per
cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing
pebble, 21 per cent. gravel, and 4 per cent. boulder. The percentages of rocks are about the average.
In the northwestern quarter of section 13 (20 N., 14 E.), on
the S. Clevinger land, is a deposit in the flood plain and bed of
White River, that is 250 yards long, 25 yards wide, and from
6 to \) feet deep. The stripping is from 2112 to 4 feet. The rock
percentages and sizes of the material are about the average for the
county, and the amount of weathering is very small. In this
vicinity, this is about the only availahle gravel. Eight hundred
cubic yards, at 40 cents per cubic yard, are used annually in repairing and building roads. It is hauled, ior road purposes, 4
miles north, 3~6 miles east, 21/2 miles south and 2 miles west.
East of White River, there is only one known workable deposit, and that is on the place 0'£ R. Dickson, in the southwestern
corner oisection 1 (17 N., 15 E.). This gravel bed is in a low
knoll of the ground moraine and underlies 12 or 13 acres. Under
from 2 to 5 feet of stripping, a depth, of from 3 to 6 feet abo've
ground-water level, is found. The quality, as is shown by rock
percentages, is 84 limestone, 12 crystallines, 1 chert, 1 slate, and
2 shale. The sizes, on an average, are 20 per cent. clay and 80
per cent. roofing pebble. Oxidization is low in the gravel above
the ground-water level and is nothing in that below. On account
of the high percentage or clay, roads become dusty in the summer
an:d somewhat muddy in the winter, but they are generally smooth,
hard, and durable.
Without a doubt a large quantity can be gotten from beneath
the water. This gravel, because of its unweathered condition,
will be found to be more' durable than that which is being put on
the road at present. Although for setting a dipping machine to
obtain the gravel beneath the water level no tests have been made,
yet it is probable that the percentage of clay is too high, and that
the endless chain would give better satisfaction. Before setting
any machine, very careful testing will be necessary. This gravel
is used for 2112 miles south, 1 mile east, 31;2 miles north, and 2
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wiles west. One thousand four hundred cubic yards of the bank
gravel are sold annually at 35 cents per cubic yard.
Because of the high percentage of ungraveled and poorly graveled roads, and the limited amount of bank gravel in this vicinity,
it will be but a brief time until some other source for road material will be necessary. In selecting this material, it will be
very essential that the durability of various road metals be considered. Since limestone is more durable than gravel, the writer
will refer the reader to the tests made at the Road Laboratory of
the United States upon the limestone at *Ridgeville and in other
neighboring counties.
In the southeastern quarter of section 31 (20 N., 15 E.), on
the L. Chinaworth place, several acres, in the flood plain of a
small stream, are underlain by a bed of gravel, sand and clay.
The depth is from 2 to 7 feet, and the stripping is from 2 to 4
feet. Tests have been made for setting a dipping machine, but
there is too much clay to contend with.
On the farm of W. Schultz, in the southeastern corner of section 19 (20 N., 15 E.), is a bed of gravel, sand, and clay beneath
small creek. A
the gTound-water level, in the flood plain of
rather general testing shows that several acres are underlain by
this deposit. Where taken out, it had a depth of 11 feet beneath
5 feet of stripping. The quality is inferior because of the high
percentage of clay. Some of this could be avoided if the endless
chain process would be used instead of the dipping machine.
This gravel was sold for 40 cents a cubic yard and was used 2
miles north, 2 miles east, 1 mile south and 1 mile west.
The deposits on the R. Wilkerson place, in the northwestern
quarter of section 11, are located in small surface raises which
cover, all taken together, 5 or 6 acres, with a depth in one place,
where a test was made, of 13 feet. The stripping is about 4
feet.

a

*See page 157.
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Township 19 North and the Norrthern Pad of 18 Norrth, Rwnges
13,11,,15, and Part of 12 East, and Pa,rts of TowrIr
ships 16 atnd 17 North, Ra,nge 1 West.
In this area o:f 198 square miles, the larger deposits are found
in the flood plains o:f Green l s Fork, in the bluffs of Cabin Creek,
and in the hummocky moraine, 1 mile west of Unionport. All
of the larger streams, such as Little White River, West River,
Martindale Creek, White River, and Greenville Creek, contain
deposits of economic value in their bluffs, terraces and flood
plains; but Oon and near the divides, such as is found near the
western border in the civil tOownship of West River, the gravel has
not been segregated by stream work and no deposits Oof economic
importance are found.
In the civil township Oof Green's Fork, the depOosit is found
below grOound-water level and alOong a northeast and southwest belt,
which extends frOom the sOouth-central part of section 15, 11;.4 miles
south of Spartanburg, northeast through the northwest part o:f
section 14, across section 11, through the northwest part of sectiOon
12, and into the central part of section 1 (16 N., 1 W.). Through
tests, by driving pipes, this belt has been :found to be about 150
:feet wide and from 1 to 20 feet in depth. At several places in this
belt the tests have shown the gravel to be in sufficient quantities tv
pay for setting a dipping machine, which could not be set for less
than 4 or 5 thousand cubic yards. This deposit is very available,
having a stripping of from 2 to 7 feet, and being very accessible b
the public highways.
In a general way, the quality of the gravel is above the
average of Randolph County. The amount of oxidation is very
little, since it is largely beneath the ground-water level. The rock
composition, at various parts of the deposit, is seen to be as follows: In the south-central part of section 15 there is 83 per cent.
of limestone, 10 per cent. crystallines, 2 per cent. chert, 4 per cent.
shale, and 1 per cent. slate. In the northeastern part of section
12, on Clara Wood's place, in a bank pit, the writer found a
material with an average rock composition. In the southeastern
part o:f the northwestern quarter of section 1, on H. Alexander's
farm, is a deposit beneath ground-water level, which has the following rock :percenta~es; $3 limestone, 11 crystallinesl 3 shale?
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2 slate and 1 chert The size of the gravel in section 15 (16 N.,
1 W.) is 10 per cent. clay, 20 per cent. medium sand, 15 per cent.
coarse sand, 45 per cent. roofing pebble, 9 per cent. gravel, and 1
per cent boulder; on Clara Wood's farm, it is 10 per cent. clay, 30
per cent. sand, 48 per cellt. roofing pebble, 11 per C(llit. gravel, and
1 per cent. boulder; on H. Alexander's farm it is 13 per cent. clay,
30 per cent. sand, 45 per cent. roofing pebble, 11 per cent. gravel
and 1 per cent. boulder. The clay in all of thes deposits contain~
a small per cent. of lime, and is of a hard and tough nature, both
of which tend to make it a good cementing material.
The only other deposit known of in this township, which is of
any practical value, is located in the southeast quarter of section
18 (18 N., 15 E.). This, as far as is known, is a bank deposit,
which has an extent of a couple of acres, a depth above groundwater level 0'£ 12 feet, and from 2% to 5 feet of stripping. Since
no bottom 'has been found other than water it is possible that some
gravel could be obtained from beneath the water level. For this
location I would recommend the *endless chain process, on account of the large amount of clay and dirt in the gravel.
In quality, this material is only fair. The color is brown,
which is due to oxidation. In the smaller material, as from a
flaxseed to a wheat grain, the oxidation has permeated the larger
portion, where in the coarser material it only forms a small film.
The percentages of the various rocks are as foHows: 83 per cent.
limestone, 10 per cent. crystallines, 2 per cent. chert, 1 per cent.
slate, 4 per cent. shale. In size 15 per cent. is a somewhat calcareous clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium
sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 26 per cent. roofing pebble, 8 per
cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. The oxidation, size and
rock composition causes this gravel to pack well on the road, but
not to wear as well as a. coarser and less oxidized gravel. On an
average, 1,100 cubic yards are put on the roads annually. This
gravel is used in repair work and building as far as 4 miles east,
5 miles north, 2 miles west, and 1 mile south.
In Washington Township the workable deposits are found in
the bed, flood plains, terraces and bluffs of Green's Fork. In the
bed and flood plain, the deposits beneath the ground-water level
'See page 324.
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have boon tested by ditching and pipe driving froIP W. D. Daly's
farm, section 22 (18 N., 14 Eo), southwest across the farms of
S. B. Clements, section 27, David Baxter's, northwestern quarter
of section 34, Ezra Nye's, southeast quarter of section 33 (19 N.,
14 E.); J\f. Anderson's, northeast quarter of section 4 (18 N.)
14 E.) ; and onto the adjacent farm to the southwest. In the
terraces and bluffs of Green's Fork the bank deposits have been
tested on the farms of .Amos Hodgin, southeast quarter of section
9, and L. E. Moody, northwest quarter of section 16, and the
farm immediately south and across the road from the Amos
Hodgin farm, northeast quarter of section 16 (18 N., 14 E.).
Another deposit, above the ground-water level, is found on the F.
Ritter farm, in the southeast quarter of section 18 (19 N., 14 E.).
The location on the Daly farm has been well tested by driving
an iron pipe and by the dipping already done. The deposit that
is still workable has an area of 3,000 square ya,.rds, with a width
of 100 feet and a length of 300 feet or more, in the cente'r of the
Green's Fork valley. At the center of this deposit, the stripping
is 1 foot, but at the sides it becomes 6 feet. Across the road on
the Clement farm a good location has been found for setting a
dipping machine, between the house and the road. For several
hundred yards south to southwest of the house the gravel is found
within a few feet of the surface, and wherever tested has a width
of about 100 feet where the stripping does not become too heavy
for working.
The gravel that has been dipped out on the Daly farm has an
average rock composition. In size, 15 p€r cent. is clay, 25 per
cent. fine medium sand} 9 per cent. medium sand, 26 per cent.
coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble. The clay is somewhat
calcareous and cements the material together when it is put on
the road, thus making a hard and smooth bed. The color is a
gray, which indicates the unweathered condition.
On the Clement farm the gravel is of about the same quality as
on the Daly.'
On the David Baxter farm, although the writer did not have
the opportunit~ of seeing the gravel as it came from the pit, he
learned from investigation that the qualit~ was about the same as
that of the Daly pit.
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The location on the flood plain of Green's Fork, on the Ezra
N ye and Anderson farms, which join each other, consists of a
block 800 yards long, 150 yards wide, and from 4 to 7 yards deep,
which is under from l- to 7 feet of stripping. The limits of this
location are determined by the increase in stripping, which is 1
foot at the center, 6 feet 60 yards from the center, and 8 feet
100 yards from it.
Average samples from the two farms have 86 per cent. limestone, 10 per cent. crystallines, 2 per cent. chert, 1 per cent. slate,
and 1 per cent. ehale. In size, 15 per cent. is clay, 18 per cent.
fine medium sand, 13 per cent. medium sand, 25 per cent. coarse
sand, 17 per cent. roofing pebble, 11 per cent. gravel, and 1 per
cent. boulder. The clay is somewhat calcareous, and makes a
good cementing substance. This gravel is used 4 miles east, 2
miles west, and 1 mile south in building and repairing the ro.ads.
On the Amos Hodgin and L. E. Moody farms, and the farms
in the northeast part of section 16, stratified gravel is found in
the bluffs and terraces of Green's Fork and its tributaries. On
the Amos Hodgin farm there are probably 2 acres underlain by a
workable deposit, which has a depth ranging from 6 to 15 feet,
and is under from 1 to 6 feet of stripping.
The rock is 86 per cent. limestone, 9 per cent. crystallines, 2
per cent. chert, 1 per cent. slate and 2 per cent.. shale. The average of 6 samples show the following sizes: 4 per cent. clay, 21
per cent. fine medium sand, 23 per cent. medium sand, 17 per
cent. coarse sand, 13 per cent. roofing pebble, 20 per cent. gravel
and 2 per cent. boulder. A small p€r cent. of clay, low in lime,
makes this a poor cementing gravel. It packs slowly and grinds
to powder more readily than an average material. It is also
oxidized and has a brown color.
Mr. Hodgin's gravel has been used in building 30 miles of road
in this vicinity. It is hauled 6 miles east, 5 miles north, 2 miles
west, and 1 mile south. The street leading to the depot in Lynn
was built 9 years ago with the gravel and has had very little repair since. This street today is solid, smooth, and giving good
satisfaction.
On the Moody farm, the gravel is known to underlie 4 or 5
acres, with from 1 to 6 feet of stripping. The depth in this bank
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deposit is undetel'1llined and tests, in the flood plains, have indicated that there is not a sufficient depth to warrant the setting of
a machine for dipping. The rock composition is about the average. This gravel in quality is about the same as the Hodgin. It
is used in building and repairing roads 4Y2 miles east, 2 miles
west, and 1 mile north.
1.

2.

Feet.
Stripping ......................................... 1 to 3
A brown gravel of medium size, considerably oxidized .........................................
16

Ine1leB.

The deposit on the F. Ritter farm is of very poor quality, and
is only used locally. Although it underlies several acres and has
a depth of 10 feet. The size of material is 50 per cent. clay, 10
per cent. fine medium sand, 8 per cent. medium sand, 13 per
cent. coarse sand, 8 per cent. roofing pehble, 10 per cent. gravel,
and·l per cent. boulder. This high percentage of clay causes the
roads on which it is used to be muddy in wet weather and dusty
in dry.
In the flood plain of a branch of White River, on the property
belonging to Restore Thorn burg, 2 1-3 miles northwest of Bartonia, is an area of 2,000 square yards underlain with from 3 to
25 feet of gravel. Although tests have not yet. given a location for
dipping, on account of a high. percentage of clay, yet it is very
likely that the material could be obtained by the *endless chain
method. The gravel, which has been taken out of this deposit,
has been of a splendid quality. It was of a medium size, uno",idized, and contained a good cementing clay.
In West River Township, the workable deposits are. found in
the flood plains and bluffs of West River, Martindale and Oabin
Oreeks, and the moraine deposit 1 mile due west of Unionport.
On Martindale Oreek, these deposits are located on the Bodkin
farm, northeast quarter of section 3, and the Brown, southwestern
quarter of section 3 (18 N., 13 E.). The deposit on the Bodkin,
from the digging of a county ditch, is known to be 300 yards
long. The width, where tested, is from 20 to 40 yards, depth
from 6 to 10 feet, and the stripping is 3 feet. Two-thirds of the
gravel lies beneath the ground-water level and is consequently in
a very fresh condition.
*See page 324.
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In size, 15 per cent. is clay, 14 per cent. fine-medium sand, 10
per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent.
roofing pebble, 20 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. The
clay is very calcareous, which causes the gravel to be quickly cemented together. It is claimed that this gravel will not spread
out, as most gravel, when dumped on the road, but stops right
where it is placed. The rock composition is 84 per cent. limestone, 11 per cent. crysta1lines, 1 per cent. chert, 1 per cent. slate,
and 3. per cent. shale. This gravel is used north 5 miles, east 2
miles, west 2 miles, and south 2 miles. Because of its un oxidized
condition and calcareous clay, it makes a very hard, smooth and
durable road, and ranks as one of the best gravels of Randolph
County. Because of the clay layers and lenses, and the limit of
depth, the *endless chain process would probjibly be the most satisfactory for getting this material out.
On the Brown farm a similar quality of gravel to that on the
Bodkin, is found, but the amount has not been determined. In
a few places the depth is known to be more than 10 feet beneath
the ground-water level.
On the Bodkin and Brown farms these fluvial deposits, as is
seen from the stratified condition of the portion which is above
the ground-water level, are pockets under the stream bed and flood
plains. Undoubtedly a further investigation will show more deposits of a similar nature at other points along this same stream.
Other fluvial deposits, both above and below ground-water level,
are found on the property of the Ritz heirs, southwest quarter of
section 8, and that of Mr. Wright, southeast quarter of section 7
(18 N., 13 E.). On the Ritz farm several pits have been opened,
but abandoned because of heavy stripping and inavailable
amounts. The gravel beneath the ground-water level has never
been carefully tested, but judging by the frequency of clay layers
in the bank pits, it is likely that there would be too much of this
material to contend with in dipping. The deposits, as known,
occur in pockets, which contain from 500 to 3,000 cubic yards of
available gravel.
Across West River, from the Ritz farm, is the Wright farm,
from which gravel has been obtained for road purposes during a
'See page 324.
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number of years. This deposit occurs as a hank. At present,
because of inavailable amounts, the known deposit can not be
termed workable, but by taking it together with the known deposits of the Ritz farm, a workable amount might be obtained.
All of the gravel beds that are of any economic importance
along Oabin Oreek are above the level of ground-water. They are
found on the farms of O. Oougil1, in the north-central part of
section 38; William Olark, in the northwestern quarter of section
16, and Harry Pegg, in the north-central part of section 8 (19
N., 13 E.).
On the Cougill place, the deposit is in a hill which stands very
conspicuously above the adjacent region. Thirty thousand square
yards of its surface are underlain by this deposit, which is beneath
from 2 to 7 feet of soil, and has a depth of from 5 to 35 feet. As
a road material this is probably about an average for a bank deposit in this county. The following sizes were taken from the
average of 5 samples: 8 per cent. clay, 13 per cent. fine medium
sand, 30 per cent. medium sand, 19 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per
cent. roofing pebble, 13 per cent. gravel, and 2 per cent. boulder.
The rock percent:lges are about average. The brown color is due
to oxidization, which has not noticeably affected the coarser material, but the finer is pretty well weathered through.
Three years ago and 3 miles east this material was used in
building 3% miles of road, which since has received $130.00
worth of repairs annually. It was also used 15 years ago in
building 7 miles of road which runs east and west past the northern boundary of this deposit. This road, with some annual repairs, is still in a good condition. The part of the wad which
lies east of the portion /D'aveled from this pit, and which was
graveled at the same time from the Ritter pit, in the southeastern
corner of section 18 (19 N., 14 E.), is very little better than a
dirt road.
The Clark deposit underlies in the bluffs and flood plains an
area of 75 by 250 yards. The depth in the bluff above groundwater level is from 15 to 20 feet, but in the flood plain has not
been determined. The stripping is from 1 to 4 feet. As a road
metal it is of an average character. The amounts ·O'f the various
sizes are 8 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per
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cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing
pebble, 15 per cent. gravel, and 2 per cent. boulder. The clay
is somewhat calcareous and makes a -very fair packing substance.
Percentages of rock are 87 limestone, 9 crystallines, 1 chert, 1
slate, and 2 shale. The color in general is of a brown, but those
portions which are only a few feet above the ground-water level
are gray. This indicates that at a recent time, geologically speaking, the ground-water level in this vicinity was higher than it is at
present, otherwise the oxygen of the air would have combined with
the various elements of the rocks and have formed oxides, which
would give a more or less brownish color because of the changing
of the iron to an iron oxide.
.
This deposit is being worked very little at present on account
of its inaccessibility to the roads. However, by cutting away a
part of a heath, and removing the slump from the stream bluffs,
a pit' could be opened where 30 wagons might be loaded at once.
These loads would have to be hauled 1-6 of a mile over a level
surface to reach a gravel road. About 20 miles of road in this
vicinity are said to have been built of this gravel from 10 to 30
years ago, and in all of these cases good satisfaction has been
given.
The Pegg deposit occurs beneath the valley slope of a tributary
to Oabin Oreek, above the ground-water level. The available portion, as far as known, is probably 100 yards long, this length be. ing parallel with the stream course, 25 yards wide and 3 yards
deep. The stripping is from 2 to 4 feet. As a road material it
is durable and qUIck to pack In size 10 per cent. is clay, 15 per
cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium sand, 25 per cent.
coarse sand, 10 per cent. roofing pebble, 23 per cent. gravel and
2 per cent. boulder. The rock composition is similar to that of
the Olark deposit. The color is a light brown and yellow at the
bottom and brown at the top.
Below the ground-water level and in the flood plain of Sparrow
Oreek, on the farm of J. W. Willis, in. the northeast corner of
section 3 (19 N., 13 E.), is an area of 30 by 100 yards underlain
by a bed of gravel. These limits were determined by a dug well
at the houge and the exposure at the pit. The depth is 21 feet.
The stripping at the pit, which is beside the stream, is 2 feet, but
at the well, which is 100 yards from the stream, it is 10 feet.
23-Geology •
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This gravel is finer than the average, but its unoxidized condition and its good packing quality makes it a durable material. In
size, 10 per cent. is clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 24 per
cent. medium sand, 32 per cent. coarse sand and 19 per cent. roofing pebble. The rock percentages are about average. Roads are
repaired with this gravel for 1 mile south, 2 miles east, 1 mile.
north and 2 miles west. Because of the fineness this material
should be used only for repair work.
In the northeast quarter of section 7 (19 N., 13 E.), on the
property of John Merryweather, is a gravel bed which differs from
the deposits heretofore described, in being of glacial origin rather
than stream. It is apparently a part of the terminal moraine of
the late *Wisconsin ice sheet, the topography being of a hummocky type. The extent of the deposit has been roughly determined by two pits, which are 300 yards apart, and a dug wen
about midway between these, which showed gravel from a few feet
of the surface on down to its bottom. Judging from the expo&ures in the pits, the width of the bed is at least 75 yards. The
depth varies from 5 to 25 feet, and the stripping at the pits is
from 3 to 4 :£eet.
The heterogeneous nature 0:£ the material permits no uniformity
0:£ size. Clay, fine sand, coarse sand and boulders are all mixed
together. Frequently ,the gravel runs out abruptly 'into a hard
clay or a fine sand. Stratification is entirely absent. The rock
percentages are 83 limestone, 12 crystalline, 1 chert, 1 slate and 3
shale. The color is 0:£ a light brown at the bottom and brown
to yellow at the top. The oxidation at and near the top is very
pronounced, but is much less at the bottom. Fifteen hundred
wagon loads of this material are used annually in building and
repairing the roads for 2 miles south, 1 mile east, 1 mile north
and 2"12 miles west. The high percentage of clay makes it pack
very well, but also makes the roads rather muddy in the winter
and dusty in the summer.
On the slopes 0:£ the valley sides 0:£ a tributary to We~t River,
in the southwestern quarter 0:£ section 13 (18 N., 12 E.) I on
Robert Lumpkin's land, are some gravel beds which underlie 20,000 square yards, with a thickness ranging between 5 and 12 :£eet.
The :£ollowing ~hows the character 0:£ these beds:
·See page 320.
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Section from Gravel Pit on Robert Lumpkin'8 Farm.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Surface.............................................. 3
Dark brown gravel of average size. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 1
Brown gravel above the average size ............. '" .. 4
Light brown gravel of an average size ........... '" ... 2

Inche8.

6

The average sizes for Nos. 2 and 4 are 10 per cent. clay, 15 pel'
cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent.
coarse -sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 23 per cent. gravel and
2 per cent. boulder. In other parts of the bed the sootions show
as much as 3 feet of fine sand. The gravel has been used in making 14 miles of road, and is now used in repair work for a couple
of miles in all directions. Several miles of the road running
north and south past the pit are said to have been built 20 years
ago, and since that time the material for repair work has C()iIIle
from this same bed. This road today is smooth and hard. Only
in places where the grading and the ditching at the sides have
been neglected is the road rough.
On the land of Lewis .rohnson, in the central western portion
of section 3 (19 N., 12 K), is the remnant of a glacial kame,
which is beneath the ground-water' level, covers an area of 4,000
square yards and has a depth of at least 25 feet. The gravel is
gray in color and is unoxidized. The rock composition is about
average. In size 12 per cent. is clay, 12 per cent. fine medium
sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per
cent. roofing pebble, 24 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder.
Thirty years ago the road which borders Mr. Johnson's farm on
the west, and runs north and south, was built for several miles
with the gravel,' which was from above the ground-water level, and
consequently more oxidized than the present. Since that time
the road has been rep~ir~Al with material from this pit. 'Today
it is smooth, well packed and among the better improved roads of
the county.
In the flood plain and on the valley sides of the Little White
River, in the northwest quarter of section 27 (19 N., 12 E.), are
gravel deposits on the M. C. McGurrill place, occurring interstratified with layers of hardpan. Although several acres are underlain, the size is very good and the gravel is near the road; yet
the amount of clay is so great and so mingled with it that it will be
useless to attempt dipping in the flood plain. The material above
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the ground-water level, because of a scarcity in this vicinity, can
be used profitably for a couple of miles west, north or east.
Above the ground-water level in the northwestern corner of section 4 (19 N., 12 E.), on the Fletcher farm, is a gravel bed which
is said to underlie several acres. The tests showing this extent
have been very general, such as .post holes and dug wells. The
depth is from 5 to 25 feet. A section at a pit in this bed is DS
follows:
Section at the Fletcher Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Stripping ............................................
A brown gravel, somewhat below the medium in size. ..
A brown, and very fine gravel. ... ... ....... ... ... .. ...

IncM8.

3
6
7

The sizes of Nos. 2 and 3 are 12 per cent. clay, 20 per cent. fine
medium sand, 32 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand,
11 per cent, roofing pebble and 5 per cent. gravel. This is a very
fine gravel, and because of this it has become considerably weathered. Its rock composition is about average.
LIMESTONE.

The available limestone in Randolph Oounty that is suitable for
road macadam is found at various points along the Mississinewa
River from near Deerfield west to the Henry Oounty border, along
the White River from Macksville west, and at several places in
the civil townships of Green and Monroe.
On the P., O. & St. L. Railway 1h mile east of Ridgeville, in
the southwestern quarter of section 7 (21 N., 14 E.), is located
the macadam plant of the Armfield and Oartwright Company. At
their quarry, which is 100 feet north of the plant, the following
section is exposed:
Section at the Armfield and Cartwright Quarry, Half Mile East
Ridgeville.

of
Feet.

1.
2.

Gray thin bedded, and fossiliferous limestone. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 7
Gray, dolomitic, thick bedded limestone ........................ 15

The limestone No. 1 is very inferior to No. 2 for road building,
being softer and more brittle. Its nearness to· the surface, its beds
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being from 1,4. to 4 inches thick and fragmental, and its position
above the ground-water level has permitted this rock to become
considerably weathered. With No.2, where the beds are from 4 .
to 18 inches thick and largely beneath the level of ground water,
oxidation has no more than formed a very thin film on the surfaces, along bedding plains and joints. Another very good feature of this portion of the quarry is the almost total absence of
clay and other impurities.
Durhig the summer and fall months this crushing plant turns
out about 25 carloads of crushed srone daily, and from June 10th
until December 24th about 100 men are employed to operate it.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as follows:
Result8 of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from the Armfield and
Cartwright Quarry.-

Specific gruity...... . . . . . . . . . .. 2.65
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
.77
Per cent. of wear. • . . . . . . • • . . . .
7.2

French coetlicient of wear. 5.6
Hardness ................. -7
Toughness. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . .
6
Cementing value-Dry ... : 11
Wet.... 19

"Below the average in resistance to wear for limestone, also in cementing value. Only fair results should be expected from this rock."t-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist at the Road Testing Laboratory shows the composition of the limestone to be as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Niagara Limestone from the Armfield and Cartwright
Quarry.
Per cent.

Alumina (Al.O.) .................................................
.21
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 31.25
M'agnesia (MgO) •................................................ 20.10
Phosphoric acid (P.O.) .......................................... Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . . .. .. .. ... 1.05
Loss on ignition ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47.03
Total ....................................................... 99.64
*For standard of compariSon see p. 79.

tIt Is claimed by Messrs. Armfield and Cartwright that the layer of stone from
which the samples for testing were taken Is much softer and less durable tor
macadam purposes than that found In the deeper layers new being worked.
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The available quantity of this rock underlies an area of 40
acres, and has a known depth ranging between 20 and 40 feet.
Below these depths no tests have been made, but the probability
is that the stone continues considerably deeper.
The E. T. Botkin plant is just across the river from Macksville.
It is small and is only operated during a few months of the year.
The physical character of the rock in his quarry is much like that
1.6 mile east of Ridgeville. Nine miles of the road which runs
east and west through Macksville have been built with this material. This road is smooth, hard and much more durable than
the gravel. This durability is particularly noticed when the road
is used for heavy haulillg in the wet season.
In the civil townships of Monroe and Green the stone is said
to appear at the surface at a number of places in the stream channels. On the F. W. Green farm, in the southwestern quarter of
section 2'7 (21 N., 12 E.), the limestone outcrops in the bed of a
small stream, and, aR has been indicated by water wells and gas
wells, is within from '7 to 15 feet of the surface' for a radius of %
mile, The quality of the stone is similar to that at Ridgeville and
Macksville.
Since this location is about 5 miles from a railroad, and is in a
locality where the only available gravel is very limited in amount,
of a poor quality, and about 4 miles distant, a small portable stone
crusher would be a very good investment. With this from 40 to
50 cubic yards of stone could be crushed daily at an approcximate
cost per cubic yard of from 50 to '70 cents, depending upon the
amount of stripping. This material, because of its availability
and durability, which will far ecxcel that of the gravel that is being
put on the roads, wi11 be the cheaper and most satisfactory road
metal for this vicinity.
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WAYNE COUNTY.
409
Area in square miles ... , .............. , ............ '" ........ .
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 38,970
828
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
Miles of improved roads*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
702
Percentage of roads improved ................ , .. '" .... ,. ... ... .
84.7
Miles improved with graveL...................................
702
Miles improved with crushed stone. '" ......... '" .... ... ... ... . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile*. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ... $1,237
Total original cost of improv'ed roads ............................ $868,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$75
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roadsReasonably well satisfied
AuthoritiesR. A. Howard ..................................... County Surveyor
H. J. Hanes ........................................ County Auditor
·Includes 550 miles of township roads, at an estimated cost of $750 per mile.
and 152 miles of county roads, most of which were formerly toll roads, at an estimated cost of $3,000 per mile.
"In answer to your twelfth question, the first improved road in the county was
the 'National Road,' built in the years 1835-37; but that was not completed, except In
a few short patches. Then the roads were kept up by the two or four-day labor and
land tax and donations along the line. The roads were improved to some extent
by grading' until about the year 1849, when a little gravel was used on a few roads.
"In 1852 the Legislature passed a turnpike road law. Under that law a number of turnpike companies were organized and constructed quite a number of miles
of gravel toads. A few roads were constructed under later turnpike laws. But
quite a number of roads have been improved by two or four-day labor and road
tax and donations along the line. Some of the toll pikes were abandoned and have
been kept up by the townships. The others have been purchased by the county
and been turned into free pl1,es."
R. A. H.

Near the central part of the eastern boundary of the State, with
Richmond as its county seat, is Wayne Oounty. It lies south of
Randolph, east of Henry and Fayette, north of Fayette and Union,
and west of the State of Ohio. The length from east to west is
from 20 to 22 miles, and the width from north to south ranges between 1'7 and 18 miles.
The rocks of two Geological Periods are represented in the county, viz., the Niagara limestone (Silurian Period), which underlies
the Wisconsin drift along the northern and eastern edges; and the
Hudson River limestones and shales (Ordovician), which form
the bed rock over the gref'.ter portion. With the exception of the
southeastern part, the ent.ire county is covered with from 100 to
150 feet of glacial drift. The following section may be taken as
an average for the upper portion of the drift in this region:
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Section through Drift in Wayne County.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Feet.
Soil .......... '................................................ 2
Yellow clay .................................................. 15'
Sand and graveL ..................... , ............... , ....... 10
Blue clay and gravel. ......................................... 18
Hard pan ...................... : ............................. , 2
Sand and graveL ....... ; ............................. ········ 20
Blue clay and gravel. ......................................... 15

WAYNE

COUNTY.

Fig. 29. Map of Wayne County, showing distribution of road materials.

The topography is characterized by the broad stream valleys,
such as those of Nettle Oreek, West Branch, Martindale Oreek,
Green's Fork and Noland's Oreek. Although the present stream
channels are only a few feet deep, the valley floors are from 100
to 150 feet below the summits of the ridges between them. According to Frank Leverett, a member of the United States Goo-
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logical Survey, these larger "valleys are cut in a sheet of old drift,
over which a thin sheet of later drift has been spread, a sheet
whose southern boundary is found in counties immediately south."
The gravel plains, which are so well developed along West Branch,
Martindale Creek, Whitewater River, and to a less extent along
Green's Fork and Noland's Creek, are among the largest deposits,
from an economic point of view, in the State, particularly the great
bed of gravel which extends from Germantown on south past Milton and down Whitewater River to Beeson's Station. These large
deposits are probal)ly the valley trains from the terminal moraine
of southern Randolph Oonnty, in which these streams have their
sources.
Wayne ranks among the first counties of"Indiana in amount of
gravel, as well as in quality. The average sizes are 8 per cent.
clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 12 per cent. medium sand,
20 per cent... coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 19 per cent.
gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. Because of this large size the
gravel is less *unweathered than where it is finer. The average
• rock percentages are 81,) limestone, 7 crystallines, 1.5 chert, 1.5
shale and 1 slate, with a small amount of sandstone and argillite.
The county is especially well provided with transportation facilities. One division of the Pennsylvania Ry. and the R., D. &
1. Traction Ry. crosses along the northern boundary of the southern third of the county; another division of the Pennsylvania Ry.
crosses in a southwesterly direction, passing through Richmond,
Washington and Hagerstown. The G. R. & I. runs north and
south across the southern two-thirds of the eastern third, and the
L. E. & W. crosses the 80nthwestern quarter.
GRAVEl,.

Township 18 North, Ranges 13, 14 amd Parts of 12 amd 15 East;
and the Northern Three Miles of Township 15
North, Range 1 West.
This area is found along the northern boundary of the county,
and is 21 miles long from east to west and 3 miles wide from north
to south. It cont-tins the northern and larger portions of the civil
townships Franklin, New Garden, Green, Perry and Dalton.
·See page 319.
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The deposits of this area are confined largely to the valley sides,
teJ."l'aces and flood plains of Noland's Creek, Green's Fork, Martindale Creek, West River and Nettle Creek.
There are no gravel pits that are being operated in this portion
of Franklin Township, but there is a location for dipping, on the
farms of I. R. 'White and Mollie Hunt, in the southeastern quarter of section 14 (15 N., 1 W.), and three other possible locations,
one being on the Anderson place immediately southwest of Bethel,
in the northeastern part of section 11 (15 N., 1 W.), another on
the land of A. L. Wyley, in the flood plain of a small stream valley
in the west-central part of section 1 (15 N., 1 W.), and the third
in the southeastern quarter of section 11 (15 N., 1 W.), on the
property of David Harland. A bank location is found in the R.
L. and N. S. Overman property, in the northwestern quarter of
section 9 (15 N., 1 W.).
The tests on the White and Hunt farms were made by taking off
the stripping with a post hole auger and driving an iron bar into
the gravel These tests showed a depth of gravel on either side
of a small creek of 17 feet: a stripping of 3 feet and an eextent of •
150 by 70 feet. Probably the eextent is considerably more, but no
further tests have been made. On the Anderson place tests indicate that a fine medium to a coarse sand underlies an area 200
yards long and 50 feet wide, with a depth of 17 feet and a stripping of from 3 to 7 feet. This gravel is too fine for road building
or repairing, but since material is so scarce in this locality it might
be used for finishing over a crushed limestone road. Even for
this use the screenings from the limestone would be much better,
because of their cementing qualities. Mr. A. L. Wyley found; by
digging, a bed of good gravel beneath 2 feet of stripping, and on
the north side of a small creek. No tests have been made to determine the eextent. On David Harland's plaee tests made by
means of an iron rod and a post hole auger indicated a bed of
gravel eextending along a small creek and underlying an area of
about an acre. The depth ranges from 3 to 8 feet, and the stripping is from 4 to 6 feet. For such a small depth and so great a
stripping it would not pay to set any kind of a machine for lifting
the material out.
The bank deposit on the Overman place is located in a hill, and
is under from 4 to 9 feet of stripping. Its depth is from 4 to 25
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feet, and the extent., as is indicated by the corn dying In dry
weather,_ about 3 acres. Considerable clay is mingled with the
gravel, which is rather fine and considerably oxidized. Because
of the inavailability, fineness and oxidation this deposit is not
workable, and should be used only for very light repair work.
About 200 loads of gravel are gotten annually from Whitewater
River in section 13 (15 N., 1 W.). This gravel is not much oxidized, but contains scarcely any clay, and consequently is very slow
in packing.
Although the gravel for building and repairing the roads in this
part of Franklin Township is obtained from Randolph County,
west of Whitewater, and from New Garden Township, the roads
are, with the exception of 3% miles, improved.
The gravel deposits in this northern portion of New Garden
Township are along Noland's Creek and its tributaries. The only
known workable deposit is located in the northeastern quarter of
section 17 (15 N., 1 W.), on the property of L. Purvance, and
along the side of a tributary valley to Noland's Creek. It is
known to underlie 11/2 acres. This is seen from the 600 square
yards exposed in the pit walls, post auger holes and the gravel
turned up in plowing. The depth is 7 feet and stripping 2 feet.
The weathering is considerable at the top, but little at the bottom. The sizes of material are 10 per cent. clay, 20 per cent. fine
medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 10 per cent. coarse sand,
45 per cent. roofing pebble and 5 per cent. gravel. Clay and sand
layers are rather frequent. The rock percentages are 88 limestone, 8 crystallines, 1 chert, 2 shale and 1 slate. The color is
brown at the top and gray at the bottom.
Annually 1,300 cubic yards of this material, at a cost of 15
cents per cubic yard at the pit, are used on the roads 2V2 miles
east, 2 miles north, 2 miles south and 1 mile west. These roads,
built and repaired by this gravel, are generally hard and smooth,
but in places are sandy or clayey. Their durability is about the
average for the county.
•
In the bluffs of Noland's Creek, on the farms of A. R. Boren,
northern part of section 19 (18 N., 15 W.), C. Alexander, southern part of section 19 (18 N., 15 E.), and Joseph Brown, central
part of section 8 (15 N., 1 W.), are some small, unworkable beds
of stratified gravel. The Boren deposit is two-thirds clay and fine
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sand, is' known to underlie a surface of 100 by 15 yards, has a
depth of 7 feet and has 1~4 feet of stripping. The fineness, oxidation and amount of clay makes it only suitable for very light
repair work. On the Alexander place the deposit underlies 1,500
square yards, is from 4 to 8 feet deep, has a stripping of 3 feet,
and is from brown to a light brown in color. Its percentages of
size are 12 clay, 20 fine medium sand, 20 medium sand, 10 coarse
sand, 20 roofing pebble, 17 gravel and 1 boulder. The rock composition is 89 per cent. limestone, 7 per cent. crystallines, 1 per
cent. chert, 1 per cent. slate and 1 per cent. shale. The wearing
quality is about an average for the county, but the limited amount
and inaccessibility make the deposit impracticable except for very
local use. The Brown deposit has an extent of 100 by 10 yards,
is 9 feet deep, is under from 3 to 6 feet of stripping and is from
brown to light brown in color. The oxidation is considerable at
the top, but little at the bottom. Because of inavailability and
limited amount it should only be used locally.
Upon doing some careful testing other gravel beds will be found
along this creek, some of which might be workable. The gravel
in this locality is an average quality for the county, and is very
much needed on the roads, since about half of the roads are dirt,
and most of those graveled are in need of repair.
This northern portion of Green Township has its deposits in the
terraces and flood plains of Green's Fork and :M:organ's Oreek.
About 30 per cent. of the gravel that is put on the roads is taken
from the beds of the creeks. This gravel is not much oxidized,
and is therefore equal in durability to the bank gravel; but on account of little clay the roadbeds are not so well packed, and the
material is continually working off at the sides.
In the northeastern quarter of secHon 32 (18 N., 14 E.), on the
Frank Williams property, and in the first terrace above the flood
plain of Green's Fork, is a stratified bed of gravel underlying
about 13,000 square yards. The thickness of the bed is exposed
at the pit from 8 to 12 f~t, and no bottom to the gravel has been
found. The st.ripping is 21;2 feet. In size the material is 9 per
cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent. medium
sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 35 per cent. roofing pebble, 13 per
cent. gravel and 1 per cent.. boulder. The percentages of rocks are
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89 limestone, 7 crystallines, 1 chert, 2 shale and 1 slate. The
amount of QxidatiQn is abOut the medium fQr a bank pit Qf the
county.
This gravel is used in building and repairing roads :for 2%
miles north and 1/2 mile south.
On the land of Manly Stegall, in the central part of section 30
(18 N., 14 E.), and the floQd plain of a tributary to Green's
Fork, is a gravel bed which, by a few scattered tests, seems to. underlie 10,000 square yards. It rests upon a clay bottQm, with an
average depth of 10 feet and 2112 feet Qf stripping. In physical
character it is a little abQve the average fQr the county, since the
oxidation is slight, giving the gravel a light brown color. About
300 cubic yards of this material are hauled on to the roads fQr
annual repairing 1 mile north, 2-7'2 miles west and 14 mile east.
Beneath from 3 to. 5 feet of stripping, and underlying an area
Qf 20,000 square yards, is a deposit in the flood plain of MQrgan
Creek, Qn the David Baley farm, in sectiQn' 23 (18 N., 13 K).
FQur feet of this bed are above ground-water level and frQm 5 to.
19 feet are below, as has been learned by digging a well and shoveling in the bottom of the pit. No bQttom has been found to. the
gravel In size 3 per cent. is clay, 10 fine medium sand, 15
medium sand, 20 CQarse sand, 30 rOQfing pebble and 22 gravel.
Oxidation is practically nQthing, and the colo'1" is gray.
AlthQugh no tests have been made at this location for setting a
dipping machine, the extent, unoxidized condition, and, above all,
the fact that there are no known workable deposits nearer than 2%
miles, should make it a very desirable one. In the bottom Qf the
old bank pit tests by pipe driving could be carried on without having to remove much stripping.
In sections 35 (18 N., 13 E.) and 36 (18 N., 13 K), in the
flood plain and adj acent area to Morgan Creek, a deposit, covered
with from 3 to 4 feet of stripping and with an unknown depth, is
on the farms Qf John Study and William Duke. The extent of
this gravel is not determined, since its location is only known
through post hQle digging, ditching and an old bank pit. The material is about the average in size. Careful testing will be necessary before any machine for lifting the material is set.
With exception of 3 miles Qn the western portion of the county
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line and 2Y2 miles on the New Garden line, all but Y2 mile of the
roads in this part of Green Township have been improved.
Only one gravel bed is operated in the northern 3 miles of Perry Township. It is found in a terrace of Martindale Creek, under 2~;2 feet of stripping, on the property of L. Swain, in the
southwestern quarter of section 21 (18 N., 13 E.). The stratified
exposure in the pit shows a thickness of 20 feet and no bottom;
and the extent of the surface underlain, as has been learned by
very general tests with a post auger, is about 8 acres. Layers of
hardpan and fine sand are very common, and because of these any
further opening should be preceded by tests.
In rock composition 87 per cent. is limestone, 9 crystallines, 1
chert, 1 slate and 2 shale. The average sizes of two samples are
as follows; 9 per cent. clay, 15 fine medium sand, 10 medium
sand, 26 coarse sand, 24 roofing pebble, 14 gravel and 2 boulder.
The color is brown at the top and gray at the ground-water level,
and the oxidation is below the average of the county for beds above
the ground-water level.
This material is put on the roads for 3 miles north, 2Y2 miles
east, 3 miles south and 1;2 mile west. Wherever it is used it
seems to give better satisfaction than the creek gravel, because of
its packing qualities. In the immediate vicinity the gravel is
very much needed, there being 10 miles of dirt road in this portion of Perry Township. Undoubtedly other locations can be
found along this creek.
In sections 33 and 34 (18 N., 13 E.) almost all of the road
metal is taken from the freshet deposits, in the channels and on
the flood plains, of Martindale Creek and its tributaries.
In this northern part of Dalton Township a number of bank
deposits are located in the terraces and bluffs of West River and
Nettle Creek.
The deposits on the farms of J. H. Thornburg, southeastern
quarter of section 35, William Realton, southwestern quarter of
section 25, and northwestern quarter of section 36 (18 N., 12 E.),
are in the bluffs of \Vest River, and Nelson Weaver's is in a terrace 12 feet above the valley plain. All along these bluffs the
farmers pJow into the graveJ, and the crops for 200 yards back
from the face will wither during a dry season. Without mUG.h
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doubt there is sufficient gravel in these bluffs and flood plains to
build and repair the roads of this vicinity for a number of years
to come.' The pits that have been opened are all within a few
rods of the road, and no other locations have been tried.
The best developed of these bluff pits is that of J. H. Thornburg. It is % mile west of West River, and at a point where the
valley is 1;2 mile wide. The gTavel occurs in a stratified bed with
a thickness of 20 feet, and no other bottom than the ground-water
level. It has been worked along the face of the bluff for 70 or 80
feet, and is known to extend back into it for 200 yards, where it
gives way to clay. , The stripping is only 6 inches on the bluff
face, but increases as it runs back.
The quality of this material is about an average for a hank pit
of the county. It is brown and oxidized at the top and gray and
unoxidized at the bottom. The sizes are 16 per cent. clay, 10 fine
medium sand, 20 medium sand, 25 coarse sand, 14 roofing pebble,
14 gravel and 1 boulder. The percentages of rocks are 89 limestone, 9 crystallines, 1 chert, 1 slate and 2 shale.
Because of the numerous pits this gravel is not hauled farther
than 112 mile for building and repairing roads.
The Weaver bed has been found to have a thickness of 16 feet,
to underlie about 20,000 square yards and to have from 1J2 to 2
feet of stripping. The quality is similar to that of the Thornburg pit.
Along the west side of Nettie Creek the stratified beds on the
land of Edmund Stanton, in the northwestern quarter of section
33 (18 N., 12 E.), and that of Mrs. J. C. Taylor, in the southwestern part of section 28 (18 N., 12 E.), occur in a ridge. The
former has a depth of 18 feet, is beneath from 1 to 3 feet of soil
and is workable. The extent of either bed is not known. The
quality of the material is about the average for the county. Layers of clay and sand are often met. The amount of clay makes
the roads somewhat muddy in the winter and dusty in the summer. Three hUndred loads from the former pit and 200 from the
latter are used ih repairing the roads 1h mile north, south and east,
and 3 miles west.
Other small pits are found on the C. Dennis place, in the west
central part of section 34 (18 N., 12 E.), on that of Mrs. O. Bee-
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son, in the northeastern corner of section 28 (18 N., 12 E.), and
at several other points. All of these deposits seem to be high in
clay, but do very well for local use.
Taken as a whole, this area, extending across the northern portion of Wayne County, is very well supplied with gravel. With
exception of the pit in the northeastern quarter of section 17 (15
N., 1 W.) and the central portion of section 30 (18 N., 14 E.) "the
gravel sells for no higher than 10 cents per cubic yard where the
civil township or county keeps the pit clean.
I ~ .. i ' ":"

Township 17 North, Rarnges 13 arru1 11" and Part of 12 East;
the Southern Three Miles of Township 15 Norlh, and
the Northem Three Miles of To'wnship 14 North"
Ramge 1 West, and a Small Pari of 2 West.

This area of 125 square miles contains the civil townships J efferson and Webster, southern parts of Dalton, Perry, Green, New
Garden and Franklin, and northern portions of Harrison, Clay
and Wayne.
In this area the deposits of Nettle Creek seem to be less abundant. Only in the northeastern part of section 4 (17 N., 12 E.),
on the farm of John Ditch, and 1h mile due west of this pit, and
at Hagerstown are there deposits which are being used. The
Ditch bed is stratified and is located in the east bluff. It has a
workable amount of gravel and is 12 feet deep. This bed is made
up of alternating layers of fine sand and gravel, which are from 2
to 6 inches in thickness. The gravel in size is 5 per cent. clay,
10 fine medium sand, 10 medium sand, 15 coarse sand, 50 roofing
pebble and 10 gravel. The color is a medium brown and the oxidation about average for a bank deposit. The rock percentages
are 86 limestone, 10 crystallines, 2 chert, 1 shale and 1 slate.
In the southeastern corner of section 10 (17 N., 12 E.), in the
side of a small valley, on the property of T. A. ~ells, is a stratified
bed of gravel beneath from 1 to 4 feet of stripping. Its depth is
18 feet, and the surface which it underlies is probably 10,000
square yards. A section shows 6 feet of brown oxidized gravel, 4
feet of sand and clay and 8 feet of grayish unoxidized gravel.
The size of the gravels is 9 per cent. clay, 10 fine medium sand, 10
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medium sand, 25 coarse sand, 30 roofing pebble, 14 gravel and 2
boulder. About 420 cubic yards of this material are put on the
roads annually at a cost of 5 cents per cubic yard. These roads
are in a fair condition, but could be much improved, as well as
most of the roads of this vicinit~, by keeping the ditches open at
the sides and grading freqnently.
Deposits along West River are found at various points, but are
especially abundant near the junction. of this river with Nettle
Creek. All of Hagerstown is underlain with gravel, which is
found from 1 to 7 feet beneath the surface. A large bed in the
southeastern corner of the town, just east of the P., C. & St. L.
Ry., shows a thickness of 30 feet, beneath from 2 to 3 feet of stripping. This material is of a medium size and is used 2 miles
north, lh mile east, 2 miles south and 1 mile west. About lh
mile south of this same railroad, and just outside the city limits,
is a stream bluff 100 yards long, where a somewhat more impure
form of gravel occurs in large quantities. Immediately west of
town, on the John Stonebraker land, is a deposit 15 feet deep, underlying several acres, with a stripping of 2 feet. Without doubt
several hundred thousand cubic yards of gravel can be obtained in
this vicinity. The selling price of gravel in and near Hagerstown is 5 cents per cubic yard.
Martindale Valley also contains numerous deposits in its bluffs
and terraces, but very few pits have been opened because of the
large amount that is annually deposited on the :flood plains and in
the creek bed. About 2,000 cubic yards are taken from this
source yearly. This material is very little oxidized, and is said
to wear much better than the bluff deposits, which are, especially
where the material is fine, considerably weathered. The greatest
difficulty is to get this material to pack; and in this respect it is
far inferior to that found in the pits, but is better than the creek
gravel in the southern part of the county because it contains 2 or
3 per cent. of clay.
One of the two bluff deposits which are being used to any extent
is found on the west side of the creek, in the northeastern quarter
of section 6 (17 N., 13 E.), on the farm of William FOl)tz. It
has from 1 to 21;2 feet of stripping and is known to be 18 feet
deep, without any bottom being found. The area underlain is not
U-Geo!OIrY.
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definitely determined, but excavations and plowing have shown
that it continues back as far as 80 rods from the face of the bluff,
where it is beneath 4 feet of stripping and is 12 feet deep. The
extent along the bluff face has not been learned; but it is reported
that by groundhog diggings, plowing and well records that the
bluffs on either side of Martindale Oreek are frequently underlain
by gravel for several miles south.
The quality is in this locality considered inferior, because of
the better durability of the creek gravel, but it is about an average
for the county. In size 7 per cent. is clay, 10 fine medium sand,
15 medium sand, 30 coarse sand, 20 roofing pebble, 19 gravel and
1 boulder. This size is frequently inter stratified with a fine
medium sand, and sometimes grades into it completely. The percentages of rocks are 88 limestone, 8 crystallines, 1 slate, 1 chert
and 2 shale.
The other bluff deposit is one mile south, in the northweste'rn
corner of section 8 and the northeastern corner of section 7 (17
N., 13 E.). It is known to underlie 10,000 square yards, has a
depth of 11 feet and has from 1 to 2Y2 feet of stripping. In size
and rock composition it is similar to the Foutz gravel, except that
it contains less fine sand.
Along Morgan's Oreek the gravel is not so plentiful as it is along
West River and Martindale Oreek. No workable deposits are
known, and only a part of the gravel is supplied by the flood deposits. The result is that in sections 16, 15, 10, 11, 3 and 2 (17
N., 13 E.) a large part of the gravel is hauled from Martindale
Oreek and Green's Fork.
There is a small bank deposit in the first terrace above the flood
plain on the land of Isaac I,ove, in the west central part of section
10 (17 N., 13 E.). It is beneath 3 feet of stripping, has a depth
of from 4 to 9 feet above the ground-water level and possibly underlies 4,000 square yards, as has been learned by post auger holes.
The depth beneath ground-water level is not known. The si~e of
the material is 7 per cent. clay, 5 fine medium sand, 15 medium
sand, 20 coarse sand, 40 roofing pebble and 13 gravel. In places
it grades into sand.
Mr. A. T. Ballinger, by digging down in the bed and for 5 rods
on either side of a creek which passes through his farm in the
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northeastern quarter of section 2 (17 N., 13 E.), found the gravel
to unde~lie an area 80 rods long and 10 rods wide. The depth of
the bed was not learned.
Like heretofore, the flood plains, terraces and bluffs of Green's
Fork are well supplied. At Williamsburg the trustee of Green
Township informed the writer that almost all of the dug wells in
the town, after going through a few feet of soil, went through 20
feet or more of gravel. This statement is corroborated by the
splendid expoBure at the southwestern part of town, where a wall
12 feet high and 60 yards long showed a gravel which in size was
8 per cent. clay, 10 fine medium sand, 15 medium sand, 25 coarse
sand, 25 roofing pebble, 15 gravel and 2 boulder, and in rock composition 90 per cent. limestone, 7 crystallines, 1 chert, 1 slate and
1 shale. This dep<>sit had not been worked beneath the groundwater level, and no other bottom was known. Another good expOBure is found ~i:l mile north of town, where 25 feet above the
stream a stratified bed 8 to 12 feet thick shows a similar physical
character to the previous mentioned deposit. Thirteen thousand
square yards have been roughly tested at this location and seem to
be underlain by gravel.
Even with this great supply of gravel, at a selling price of 10
cents per cubic yard, 30 per cent. of the road material at Williamsburg, and practically all south until the next congressional township is reached is obtained from the -liood deposits.
The intervening area between Green's Fork and Noland's Creek,
like those between Green's and Morgan, Morgan and Martindale,
Martindale and West, ann West and Nettle, has scal'cely any
gravel deposits. Along Noland's Creek and a few miles east and
west in the civil townshipfl of New Garden and Webster no other
gravel is used, when the supply is sufficient, than that which is deposited on the valley plain and creek bed by the floods. In case
this supply is insufficient, large deposits are known to exist beneath the flood plain and terraces.
A flood plain deposit has been opened along a tributary of N oland's Fork, on the A. Hinshaw farm, in the northwestern corner
of section 20 (15 N., 1 W.). It is beneath the ground-water
level, has 3 to 4 feet of stripping, a depth of 20 feet and a clay bottom. There is at least 4,000 cubic yards, in other words, enough
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for another setting of a dipping machine. This bed has a number of lenses of clay which can not be separated in dipping. The
result has been a material high in clay, which packs readily when
put on. the roads, but softens during the wet weather.
The *endless chain process would allow considerable of this clay
to be washed out, and would be more satisfactory. The selling
price at the pit was 38 cents per cubic yard.
South of Fountain City about 1 mile are two stratified gravel
beds beneath the flood plain of Noland's Creek. The one belongs
to the G. R. & I. Ry. Co., and is found just south of where the
wagon road crosses the railroad in the west central part of section
12 and the east central part of section 11, and the other is south
:JU, mile, on the land of R. Fulgum, in the southeastern quarter of
section 11 (17 N., 14 E.). The former is beneath 2% feet of
stripping, has a thickness of '7 feet above the level of ground water
and an unknown depth below, and has a known extent of 15,000
square yards. The sizes are 10 per cent. clay, 15 fine medium
sand, 10 medium sand, 20 coarse sand, 20 roofing pebble, 45
gravel. The amonnt of oxidation is considerable in the upper 2
feet, but rapidly decreases until 4 feet below, where it becomes
practically nothing. The latter bed is known to underlie about 1
acre, and otherwise is about the same as the former. The material from these pits has been used for repairing 2% miles south
and 2% miles west.
Besides these deposits, which are used at times of a scarcity of
creek gravel, there are numerous other flood plain deposits which
are found to some extent all along Noland's Creek in Webster
Township. These beds are known by post auger borings, groundhog diggings and other excavations. East of Noland's Creek there
are no deposits of economic importance until the West Fork of
Whitewater River is reached, and here they are few and small.
This is due to the fact that the head of this river is south of the
terminal moraine in which those of the previous mentioned streams
are found.
The only known workable deposit along the West Fork of Whitewater River is found in the southeastern corner of section 33 (15
N., 1 W.), on the farm of James Lawler, and in the northeastern
·See page 324.
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corner of section 4 (14 N., 1 W.), on the C. J. Wright property.
This deposit is under the gentle slope on the east side of the valley.
It is covered with from 1 to 2 feet of soil, is from 9 to 20 feet
deep and underlies 3112 acres, as has been determined with a post
auger. No bottom has been found other than water, and tests
have been made to a depth of 5 feet below water level.
The quality of this material is below the average for the county,
because of fineness and considerable weathering. The roads built
with it are sandy and dusty. Fully three-fifths of the deposit is
a fine sand. In rock percentages 90 is limestone, '7 crystaUines, 1
chert, 1 slate and 1 shale. Over 2,000 cubic yards of this material, at 10 cents per cubic yard at the pits, are put on the roads
annually.
Advancing east from this West Fork of Whitewater River no
other deposits of known economic import.ance are reached until we
get. within half a mile of the Middle Fork of Whitewater River,
on t.he J. C. Morow place, in t.he east central part of section 10
(14 N., 1 W.). This bed 01 stratified gravel rests upon a clay
bottom and is found within from 1 to 3 feet of the surface along
the valley side. The depth is 9 feet and the extent is undetermined. The quality is considerably below the average because of
a large amount of sand, which is so inter stratified with the gravel
that without a careful screening it is impossible to get rid of it.
An average sample will show 10 per cent. clay, 25 fine sand, 15
fine medium sand, 15 medium sand, 15 coarse sand,-, 10 roofing
pebble, 10 gravel. The rock percentages are 90 limestone, 7 crystallines, 1 chert, 1 shale and 1 slate. It is not used farther than
% mile north, ~/z mile west and 1 mile south, and the roads on
which it is used are sandy.
.
On an erosion ridge near the central part of section 13 (14 N.,
1 W.), on the John Cook property of the southwest quarter and
the Harry Cook property of the northwest quarter, are stratified
beds of gravel beneath from ~ to 1 foot of surface and with a
known depth of 15 feet, with no bottom other than gravel having
been found. The extent of these beds is not definitely known,
but the ridge continues on south for over 2 miles into the next
township, and is known to be underlain with gravel at numerous
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points. The. gravel frequently grades rather abruptly into fine
sand, so that careful tooting is very essential.
The quality of this material is above the average for the county.
It contains a very calcareous clay, which cements the material
together thus forming a hard, smooth, and durable road. The
sizes, as shown by the average of three samples, were as follows:
10 per cent. clay, 17 fine medium sand, 20 medium sand, 15
coarse sand, 25 roofing pebble, 12 gravel, and 1 boulder. The
rock percentages are 89 limestone, 6 crystallines, 3 chert, 1 slate,
and 1 shale.
Township 16 N(yf"th, Rarnges 13, 1.1" and PMt o{ 12 East; amd
the S01dhern Three Miles of Townsh'ip 1.ft. N(yf"th, and
the Northern, Three Miles o{ To>wnship 13 N orih,
Range 1 and a Part o{ 2 West.

This area of 125 square miles comprises the central part of the
county. Taken as a who.}e, it is one of the very best areas of
Indiana for gravel and transportation. The gravel is, in general,
of a good size 'and is durable. For transportation, there are four
railroads and one traction line crossing these townships.
In an erosion ridge, near the central part of section 24 (14 N.,
1 W.), on the farms of .T'. L Porterfield and Charles Weffier, is
probably the best bank deposit in the county. It is found in the
southern portion of the ridge that the *Cook pits are in. This
bed of gravel lies beneath from 2 to 3 feet of stripping, has a
thickness of from 10 to 15 feet, with no other bottom than grave.},
and a known extent of 400 by 50 yards. This extent has been determined by post auger holes, and the fact that crops die on this
ridge during a dry season.
The quality of this material is one of the best in the county;
and without a doubt, the part that is beneath the ground-water
level is better, because of less oxidation. This higher rank is due
to the clay or very fine conglomerate, which is made up of a number of minute grains of rock, with almost a pure lime for a matrix.
At the pit, this clay or fine conglomerate has so cemented the
gravel together that it comes out in great masses, which have to
be broken up. When put on the road this material cements very
·See page 373,
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quickly, staying right where it is put. This saves considerable
grading, and aids in keeping the side ditches clean. The average
size of two samples are 12 per cent. clay, 15 fine medium sand,
23 medium sand, 20 coarse sand, 22 -roofing pebble, and 8
gravel. The rock percentages are 89 limestone, 6 crystallines, 3
chert, 1 slate, and 1 shale. About 1,500 cubic yards of this
material are put on the roads annually, at a cost of 10 cents per
cubic yard at the pit. It is hauled 112 mile east, % mile. north, 2
miles west, and % mile south. Even the hillside roads, where this
. material is used, are in a good condition, the gravel not washing
away as is common for such positions.
In the northwestern q~arter of section 25 (14: N., 1 W.), are
numerous deposits on the valley sides, stream bluffs, and on the
erosion ridges. On Fred F. Jackson's place, in the stream bluff,
is a stratified exposure which covers 200 square yards. It shows
the bed to be at least 35 feet thick, with a stripping of from 0
to 2 feet. Back 150 feet from this bluff the bed is again found
within a few feet of the surface.
Another exposure is on the Joseph White place, of the same
quarter section, along a valley side. This bed is known to be 35
feet thick, and contains a workable amount of material. East
of this deposit about an eighth of a mile in a stream bluff is an
exposure of 150 square yards on the W. 1. White farm, which
shows a bed with at least a thickness of 20 feet. Across the
creek and west of this deposit. at the top of a ridge which lies be;
tween two creeks is another workable deposit on the W. 1. White
place. Here a small pit has been opened which shows a bed of
gravel from 10 to 35 feet thick. Groundhog diggings show it to
underlie at least 2,000 square yards of surface.
All four of these deposits of the northwestern part. of section
25 (14 N., 1. W.), are about the same in quality. All contain
calcareous clay, which aids the gravel in packing; are weathered
near the top of the beds, and not. much at the bottom, and
have similar rock percentages, which are 89 limestone, 7 crystallines, 2 chert, 1 slate, and 1 shale. The sizes are also very
similar, an average being 5 per cent. clay, 18 fine medium sand, .
12 medium sand, 25 coarse sand, 20 roofing pebble, 19 gravel,
and 1 boulder; and the durability is above the average for the
county.
I
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On either side of a young valley, which is situated along the
valley slope of the East Fork of Whitewater River, are gravel
beds, on the property of Joseph M. Smith, in the west central part
of section 36 (14 N., 1 W.). These beds are from 10 to 20 feet
thick, but their dimensions are very uncertain, since they seemed
to be in pookets and grade into sand very abruptly. However,
at least 5,000 cubic yards can be obtained. The size is coarser
than most gravel of this county, about 3 per cent. being clay, 10
fine medium sand, 10 medium sand, 30 coarse sand, 18 roofing
pebble, 17 gravel, and 10 boulder. The clay, although small in
amount, assists very much in the packing. This is readily observed when it is compared wit.h the creek gravel, which is at the
bottom of the hill, on the east and west road, running past this
deposit. The creek gravel has scarcely any clay, and consequently
never becomes well packed. Again, when we compare this Smith
gravel with the Porterfield, it, also, seems to pack less freely.
Along the valley sides of Short Oreek, deposits are found on the
farm of George H. Shute, in the central western part of section
1, on the A. S. Shute place, in the southeastern quarter of section
2, on the property of George Kircher, in the south central part of
~ection 11, and on the Leslie Oook land, in the northwestern
quarter of section 16 (13 N., 1 W.). The first of these deposits
is 3 feet beneath the surface, rests upon a sand bottom, has an
average depth of 12 feet, and an extent of gravel and sand,
grading into one another, of about 10,000 square yards, which
has been hurriedly tested. The average size of two samples are
3 per cent. clay, 10 fine medium sand, 8 medium sand, 20 coarse
sand, 39 roofing pebble, 12 gravel, and 8 boulder. The rock percentages are 87 limestone, 3 chert, 8 crystallines, 1 slate, and 1
shale. This material is used on the roads 1 mile north, %, mile
west, and 3 miles south. It wears very well, but makes a stony
road on the hillsides where the water carries the finer material
away, there not being enough and the right quality of clay to cement it..
The gravel bed on the A. S. Shute farm is from 4 to 7 feet
. beneath the surface, has a clay bottom, is 6 feet thick, and has an
unknown extent.. This deposit is running into sand and can not
be termed workable, unless considerable screening is done. The
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quality, with exception of more sand, is similar to the George
Shute deposit.
The George Kjrscher deposit is beneath from 2 to 3 feet of
stripping, has a clay bottom, is 20 feet deep, and has 450 square
yards showing on the pit wall. Probably 20,000 cubic yards are
accessible, as is indicated by groundhog diggings, back a hundred
feet from the pit. The sizes are 7 per cent. clay, 23 per cent. :fine
medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 10 per cent. coarse sand,
20 per cent. roofing pebble, 29 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent.
boulder. The rock percent.ages are 88 limestone, 4 chert, 7 crystallines, and 1 shale. This material is used 1 mile west, 1 mile
south, and 1112 miles east, in repairing roads, which are in a
very fair condition. It packs about like the Shute gravel.
The Cook deposit occurs on both ('ides of the creek, in the second terrace, above the flood plain, 40 feet above the stream. It
rests upon the Cincinnati limestone, is from 2 to 3 feet beneath the
surface, has a depth of 9 feet, and a known extent of 1,000
square yards. The sizes axe considerably below the average.
The rock percentages are 90 limestone, 5 crystallines, 3 chert, 1
slate, and 1 shale. This gravel is too fine for building, but can
be used for very light repair work.
All of these deposits along Short Oreek are stratified and are
considerably oxidized at the top, but not much at the bottom. The
gravel, in quality, will hardly reach the average for the county.
In the southeastern part of section 12 (13 N., 1 W.), on the
farm of Charles Schwing and on the side of Elkhorn Valley, is
a bed of gravel 11 feet deep beneath 4 feet of surface, and extending over 6,000 square yards. The extent was determined by a
well 75 yards back from the pit; which showed 15 feet of gravel,
and by holes dug with a post auger. The bed has been worked
down to ground-water level, but no bottom to the gravel has been
found. In a few places the gravel grades into clay. The quality
is about an average for the county. About 6 per cent. is clay, 20
fine medium sand, 10 medium sand, 10 coarse sand, 20 roofing
pebble, and 15 gravel. Rock percentages are 88 limestone, 9
crystallines, 1 chert, and 2 shale. One thousand loads, at 15
cents each, are used for building and repairing annually as far
as % mile north, % mile west, and 5 miles south.
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On the side slopes of an old valley, which has a width of lh
mile, on the farms of Harry Miller and Lee Druley, in the southeastern quarter of section 16 (13 N., 1 W.), are stratified beds
of gravel, with no known bottoms, and with from 3 to 3lh feet
of stripping. Both of these deposits have depths of about 30 feet,
nnd tested extents of about 3 acres, but the sand and clay are so
mingled with the gravel that neither can be termed workahle.
The sizes are about the same, being from nne sand to a sample
which is 4 per cent. clay, 5 per cent. fine medium sand, 5 per
sent. medium sand, 5 per cent. coarse sand, 50 per cent. roonng
pebhle, and 30 per cent. gravel. Rock percentages are 90 limestone, 1 shale, 2 chert, and 7 crystallinef'. These gravels are
used 2 miles north, 1 mile east, 2 miles south, and Y2 mile west.
Both are slow to pack, and a~'e sandy, unless screening is resorted
to. The selling price at the pits is 10 and 15 cents per cubic yard,
depending upon which party keeps the pit clean. About 100
cubic yards are sold annually from the Miller pit and 600 from
the Druley.
Along the Middle Fork of Whitewater River a deposit is found
in the bluffs on the farms of John Burns and J. P. Norris, in-the
east-central part of section 22 (14 N., 1 W.). This bed is stratined, is under from 4 to 5 feet of strIpping, has a known thickness of 20 feet, and an extent of 112 mile up the stream, which has
been learned mainly from groundhog diggings. Since this bed
frequently grades into sand and clay, it should be catrefully
*tested before being opened. The material for road building is
too nne but serves for light repair work. Because of its :finene~s,
oxidation is considerable. This deposit is rather inaccessible,
unless a new road be built to it,and this would not pay unlesf1 a
large quantity be taken out. To get to, the bed from the road, oine
has to go down a steep grade and over the bluff to a point 50 feet
below.
On the farms of D. S. Hoover and H. E. Hoover, in the westcentral part of section 28 (14 N., 1 W.), is a deposit in the bahk
of a tributary to the Middle Fork of Whitewater River. The
gravel bed, where exposed, is under 4 feet of nne medium sand,
which is overlain by 3 feet of surface. The depth is from 4 to 9
*See page 323.
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feet, no bottom having been found, although worked to the waterlevel. Fence posts, over an area of 100 acres, are set in either
gravel or sand, but it is probable that 90 per cent. is a rather
fine sand, and great care should be exercised in test.ing, before
opening any pits. This gravel is fine and considerably weathered,
and should be screened before being used on the roads. The sizes
in different parts of the bed range from a fine sand to a sample
which shows 8 per cent.. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 20
per cent. medium sand, 40 per cent. coarse sand; 12 per cent. roofing pebble, and 5 per cent.. gravel. Rock percentages are 90 limestone, 7 crystallines, 1 chert, 1 slate, and 1 shale. This gravel is
below t.he average in quality for the county.
About. an average..in size of material, rock composition and
quality is the deposit which is located in a bluff 40 feet. above the
stream, on the Joseph Jasper property, in the central part of seetion 8 (13 N., 1 W.). Its st.ripping is from 2 to 4 feet, bottoll'
clay, depth 12 to 15 feet, and amount. 4,000 cubic yards.
In the valley sides and banks of East. Lick Oreek a number of
well-known deposits are found. In the south-cent.ral part of section 30 (14 N., 1 W.), are the G. R. & 1. Ry. 00., the Ratliff and
the James Hanel deposits, which are composed of gravel, clay,
and sand. From these, by screening, probably a hundred thousand cubic yards of medium sized gravel could be obtained. These
beds range from 10 to 20 feet in depth, are stratified, and are
beneath from 1 to 6 feet of surface.
Along the valley sides of the same creek, in section 31 (14 N.,
1 W.), on Mrs.•Tames Oarman's property, is a material of average
size and quality in a workable deposit with a depth of 15 feet and
a stripping ranging between 1 and 3 feet. About liz mile farther
south along the same stream the Earlham Oemetery Association
has a similar deposit, with the exception that the stripping has
increased to 10 feet. This same company has another workable
deposit, with similar material, another mile south, in the valley
sides of the same creek, in the west-central part of section 7 (13
N., 1 W.). Several acres are underlain here, and the thickness
of the bed is 25 feet. Probably as much as 60,000 cubic yards are
available.
In the southeastern part of section 7 ~nd northwestern quarter
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of section 8 along the Whitewater River are a number of small
openings in the bluffs exposing beds of medium sized gravel with
a thickness in places of 40 feet. Although % of the material is
a fine sand into which the gravel is continually grading, yet by
screening several hundred thousand yards would be available.
Along a north and south road in the southwestern quarter of
section 13 (13 N., 2 W.), on the W. Conaha land, is a location
in the bluff of Padding Run which can be found by digging into
the sides of some small gullies. The extent seemed to be about
2,500 square yards, and the gravel was slightly under the medium
size.
There is a small deposit of oxidized and under medium sized
gravel in the bank of Lick Creek, in the southeastern quarter of
section 15 (16 N., 14 E.), on the W. F. Ratliff place. The bed
is beneath 4 feet of stripping, and is 8 feet deep. Roads on
which this material is used are sandy.
On the terraces of Noland's Creek, on the Daniel Medairis
land, in the northeastern quarter of section 7, on the property of
J. F. Medairis, in the central part of section 5, and on the M.
Grace place, in the northeastern quarter of section 5 (16 N., 14
E.), are known beds of gravel and sand, underlying from 1;.'2 to
4 feet of surface, and having depths ranging from 6 to 12 feet
above ground-water level, and unknown depths below. They are
about the average for the county, in rock composition and sizes
of material. The extent of the first is not known, but is likely
small, as the gravel of the pit has graded into sand; that of the
second is roughly 10 acres, as has been learned by post auger holes
and pit openings; and the third, about 4 acres, as was learned by
tests at several points. In the terraces between these deposits
there are undoubtedly others of value.
Creek gravel in this vicinity is used to a considerable extent.
ItS unoxidized condition makes it wear well, but the absence of
clay does not allow it to pack, while in these three deposits just described the gravel is thoroughly mixed with from 10 to 15 per
cent. of clay, which makes it pack quickly, and *wear almost as
well as the creek gravel, in spite of its greater oxidation.
Advancing west in this congressional township no deposits are
*See page 322.
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workable until Green's Fork is reached. Almost all of Center
Township is supplied with the creek gravel deposited by the floods
of Noland's Creek. Without doubt deposits will be opened when
they are needed in the broad terraces, which were developed by a
valley train of the late Wisconsin ice sheet.
In the bluff of Green's Fork, Ys of a mile from the stream, on
the R., D. & T. St. Ry. Co.'s property, is a stratified bed of
gravel, from 1 to 2 feet beneath the surface, with a known depth
of 18 feet, at which point the water level is reached, below which
it has not been tested. The area underlain is 5 acres (24,200
square yards), which have been tested at a number of points, to a
depth of 7 or 8 feet into the gravel. The quality, as to size and
rock composition, is about the average for the county.
.
Just south of this deposit, and in the Green's Fork, is a deposit
with similar physical characteristics, which is also beneath from
1 to 2 feet of stripping, is 20 feet deep, and is known to underlie
several acres.
On south of these deposits to the southern boundary of section
28 the bluffs of Green's :Fork are almost a continuous gravel bed,
The farmer's plow, very frequently, turns up the gravel, and the
crops in the higher portions during the dry season wither away.
Through section 33 (16 N., 13 E.), the valley of Green's Fork is
narrow and the stream gradient higher. The result is that very
little gravel is deposited by the floods, but is carried on to where
the flood plains again become wide, and the current has greater
velocity. The bluffs in thi~ section contain very little gravel.
On the second ridge west of Green's Fork and running parallel
with this stream are 6 or 7 acres underlain by gravel, as shown
by tests and drying up of crops. These are in the east central
part of section 29 (16 N., 13 E.), on the land of John Shroyer .
. No bottom has been found to this bed, which has a known thickness of 15 feet, and from 1 to 3 feet of stripping~ The material
is about the average in size for Wayne County, and is used 1
mile north, 2 miles west, Y2 mile south, and 1 mile east, in repairing the roads.
_
On the land of William Kimmel,· in the south central part of
section 31 (16 N., 13 E.), is a stratified bed of gravelon a ridge
which is parallel with a tributary of Green's Fork. The depth of
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the bed to ground-water level is 25 feet, the stripping is 6 inches,
and the extent, which has been determined by outcrops on either
side of the ridge and some excavations on top, is 6 acres. The
quality is about. the Wayne County average. It is used 1 mile
north, 3 miles east, and 1 mile west.
On the valley side of Martindale Creek are numerous deposits.
In the southeastern cOorner of section 14 (16 N., 12 E.), on the
Mrs. John Overpeck place, and in the northeastern corner of
section 23 (16 N., 12 Eo), on the Edmund Bartsch land, is a bed
of gravel that has been reached by the plow over an area of several
acres. Where an old pit was opened it was 11 feet deep and was
of an average in size, rock composition, Ooxidation, and in packing
on the roads.
Immediately northwest of East Germantown, on the L. Boyd
farm, is a deposit of several acres, with a depth of 20 feet, which
seems to connect up with the large deposit south of town belonging
to the Pennsylvania Railway Company. This is one of the largest
deposits which has been tested in central Indiana. It is known,
by test pits, to extend 1fz mile sout.h of the pit and % mile east.
The depth is from 10 to 20 feet above ground-water level, with an
unknown depth beneath. A sectiOon is as follows:
Section of the Pennsylvania Railway Company'8 Gravel Pit at East Germantown.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Stripping... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 to 7
A coarse brown material, made up mainly of roofing pebble
and gravel ...........................................
2
PrinCipally, a brown fine medium and medium sand. .. .. .. .
1
A medium and coarse sand ............ , .... ,. ... ... .. ... .
2
Same as No.3 .............. , .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1
Same as No.2.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Z
Fine sand ...............................................
1
Similar to No.3, but is less weathered. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .
3
Similar to No.4, but is less weathered ...... , .. " ., .. " .. .
2
Similar to No.2, but is less weathered ............ , .... " .
1
A gray material beneath water level. .......... : .......... Unknown

About 2,000 cubic yards are hauled out of this pit daily for
ballast on the railroad, it being used as far as 125 miles from
this point. The quality of this gravel is about an average for the
deposits which are being worked in the county. It as a bed
merges somewhat into a rather fine sand· in places, and probably
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is made up of about 1 per cent. of hardpan, which occurs 1ll
layers.
Following Martindale Creek down stream and then Wh.itewater
River on south we find the valley sides, terraces, and flood plains
to contain extensive deposits all the way to the southern border of
this township.
On a ridge between two tributaries of the West Branch of
Whitewater River, on the W. "Eo Myers farm, in the southwestern
corner of section 11 (16 N., 12 "Eo), is a bed of gravel underlying
at least several thousand square yards with a depth of 10 feet, a
stripping 2% feet aud no bottom except gravel at water level.
The size and oxidation are about average.
.
In the south central part of section 15 (16 N., 12 E.), where
the West Branch of Whitewater River and a tributary join on the
point of a ridge on the ,Tohn H. Kepler land and under 2%
feet of surface is a. workable bed of gravel, 15 feet of which are
above water level, and an unknown thickness below. The size is
above and the oxidation below the' average. This material is used
2 miles north, 2 miles aast, 2 miles south, and 1 mile west.
The Greroter Part of .ToW?1ship 15 North, Ranges 13, 14, and Parl
of 12 East, and the Southern Three Miles of Township
13 N01·th, aUld the Northem Mile of To'Umship 12
North, Range 1 and Part of 2 West.

All along in the bluffs, valley sides, terraces, and flood plains
of Whitewater River, there are very extensive deposits. Near the
southern border of the county along the valley sides of Whitewater River, in the southeastern corner of section 25 (15 N., 12
E.), on the F. R. Beeson l~nd, the I.J. E. & W. Ry. Co. has taken
out gravel beneath 15 or 20 acres, to a depth of 25 feet, which
reached the ground-water level. Beneath the ground-water level
the company drove a pipe to a depth of 35 feet and failed to
reach the bottom of the b¢d.. The quality as to size, oxidation,
and rock (>,omposition is similar to that belonging to the Penn.
Ry. Go. at East Germantown, but the extent is not so well
determined.
West of Whitewater River there are no deposits of economic
importance except a bed which contains a large amount of fine
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sand and hardpan, on the W. Williams property, in the southeastern quarter of section 22 (15 N., 12 E.). This bed is 10 feet
deep, very limited in extent, and contains a material which is
below the, medium in size, considerably oxidized, and of an inferior quality. It is used for 1 mile north, 1f2 mile west, 1f2
mile east, and 1 mile south, in repairing roads. These roads are
sandy and dusty in the summer and muddy in the winter.
In the southwestern quarter of section 17 (15 N., 13 K), several acres are underlain by gravel which is a little below the
average in size on the farm of J. W. J udkina. This bed occurs
beneath from 1h to 2 feet of stripping, and has a thickness of
9 or 10 feet. .
On the valley side of Green's Fork, in the southeast corner of
section 6 (15 N., 13 E.), on the land of Oharles Wolford, is a
stratified bed of gravel underlying a couple of acres with from
1h to 2 feet of stripping. The depth above water level is 9 feet.
The size is below and the oxidation above the average.
In the south bluff of Green's' Fork, on th~ Miller farm, in the
southeast corner of section 5 (15 N., 13 E.), is a stratified bed of
gravel, a little coarser than the Wolford, but still below the average
in size. It is 12 feet deep and underlies about 2,000 square yards.
Because of a large amount of gravel being deposited annuaily
in the flood plains of Noland's Fork, no pits are located in its
immediate vicinity. At the south central part of section 16
(15 N., 13 E.), 1,000 cubic yards were obtained last year. This
gravel is little oxidized, .coarser than the bank, and much more
durable, but. requires more work in grading in order to keep it on
the roads. Its looseness is also an impediment to traffic ..
Along the valley of Butler Oreek are small deposits on the
Mrs. E. Roberts farm, in the south-central part of section 27
(15 N., 13 E.), and in the 'northeastern quarter of the same
section, on the property of J ohu Pierce. Both of these deposits
contain considerable fine sand and clay, and are much oxidized.
The former underlies a cuuple of acres, as is seen from groundhog diggings. Its size and durability is below the average. The
latter deposit is of a very poor quality, being no more than a
fine medium sand and a medium sand.
In a low ridge, on the J. S. Henwood place, in the north cen-
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tral part of section 14 (15 N., 13 E.), is a small deposit under
3 feet of surface, with a depth of '7 feet, and resting upon a clay
bottom. The gravel is slightly below the average in size, and
considerably below in quality, because of oxidation. It grades
into sand very abruptly and contains hardpan layers. Although
these low ridges are common in this vicinity, and are knowIi to
contain more or less gravel, it will pay to make careful tests and
estimates as to accessible amounts before opening any pits.
Another deposit similar in quality is found in a ridge which
extends for about 200 yards along Butler Creek, in the northwestern corner of section 18 (15 N., 14 E.), on the W. Wright
place. This bed is '7 feet thick, has a clay bottom, and 3% feet
of stripping. Its extent is not determined, but the deposit, which
is 20 feet above the stream, is known to be present at other points
in the ridge. Probably 2,000 cubic yards could be obtained from
this place.
A deposit. from which 5,000 cubic yards of a sandy gravel can
be obtained is in the northwestern quarter of section 4 (15 N.,
14 E.), on the H. Otten property. The depth of the bed is 15
feet, and stripping from 1% to 4 feet. The material is a little
below the average in size, and about the average in oxidation.
Along the valley sides, and on the terraces, and flood plains of
Whitewater River are many good deposits, which are ~ot opened,
because of the great abundance of creek gravel. However, the
pit gravel, because of its packing qualities, gives better satisfaction
than the more durable creek gravel, which is exceptionally free
from clay in this vicinity. The roads built by it. never become
well packe'd, and wagons passing over them a-re hauled with
difficulty. Because of the accessibility of material, the writer
would suggest a creek gravel base and a pit gravel dressing.
At John Smelser's house, which is 1~3 of a mile from the river
and along one of its tributaries, in the southeastern quarter of
section 23 (13 N., 2 W.), a well 21 feet deep was in,gravel for the
last 14 feet.
On the second terrace of Whitewater River, about 25 feet above
the stream, are several acres underlain by gravel, on the Henry
Brumfield and Moore properti'es, just north of Abington. This
bed is covered with from 2 to 5 feet of surface, and is 10 feet
25-Geology.
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deep. The size of the material is very coarse, being 8 per cent.
clay, 17 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per coot. medium sand,
15 per cent. coarse sand, 5 per cent. roofing pebble, 45 per cent.
gravel, and 5 per cent. boulder, and the oxidation is below the
average. The high per cent. of boulders is the most objectionable feature.
Across the river from these deposits, in a bluff, 60 feet above
the stream bed, is a workable deposit belonging to N. W. Williams. It follows the bluff for a couple of hundred yards, is 9 feet
deep, and has from 3 to 6 feet of stripping. The material is about
the average in size and quality, and has a rock composition of 90
per cent. limestone, 8 crystallines, 1 chert, and 1 slate. It is used
on the road for 2 miles east. As in the case of all the pit gravel in
this vicinity, the selling price is 8 cents per cubic yard.
On the J. T. Heinbaugh land, in the southwestern quarter of
section 31 (13 N., 1 W.), is a deposit located in a stream bluff.
It is estimated, by rough tests, to extend back from the face of the
bluff for 50 yards, and to fonow it for about 100 yards. The size
is below the average, and the percentages of rock are 88 limestone,
10 crystallines, 1 chert, and 1 shale. The material is used on the
roads for 4 miles north, 11/z miles south, 1/z mile east, ~nd 11/z
miles west..
Extending through a vertical distance of 45 feet and 150 yards
horizontally is a gravel bed from 50 to 100 feet above the stream
in the bluff of a tributary to Elkhorn Creek, in the eastern central
part of section 31 (13 N., 1 W.), on the T. J. Lamb farm. It is
beneath from 1f2 to 4 feet of surface. Layers of hardpan from 112
to 2 feet thick -are met at different beds, and large lenses of fine
sand are common. The quality stands as one of the first for
Wayne County, because of an almost pure lime cement, in the
form of a very fine conglomerate, with a matrix of calcium carbonate. In the bed the gravel is so well cemented together that, it
has to be blasted out. The sizes are 11 per cent. clay or fine conglomerate, 12 per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium
sand, 12 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 28 per
cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder; oxidation is below the
average; and the rock percentages" are 88 limestone, 8 crystallines,
1 chert, 2 shale, and 1 slate. The, material is used on the roads
for 11/z miles north, 5 miles east, and 5 miles south.
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On the second stream terrace above the flood plain Qf ElkhQrn
Oreek, on the D. W. Sheffer place, in the southeastern corner O'f
section 21 (13 N., 1 W.), is a bed of gravel with from 1112 to
3 feet of stripping, a thickness Qf 12 feet, and a lrnown extent,
which was determined by post auger borings, of 6,000 square
yards. Since the amQunt of good gravel that is accessible is
sQmewhat doubtful, because of Ii. grading into sand in places, a
careful *testing will be necessary. The sizes are, Qn an average,
about 4 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent.
medium sand, 15 per cent. CQarse sand, 40 per cent. roofing pebble,
14 per ·cent. gravel, and 2 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 90 limestone,. 3 chert, 6 crystallines, and 1 shale. About
800 clibic yards, at from 15 to 20 'cents each, are used in building
and repairing the roads, annually, fO'r 2 miles north, 2 miles east,
10 miles south, and 1 mile west. The main objection to' these
roads is that they are stony. This difficulty could easily be
aVQided by screening.
No deposits of economic impQrtance are found east of these
mentioned, unless it be along a small stream and near to the
road, on the farms of H. L. Meyer and William Miller, in the
nQrthwest quarter of section 4, near the wagon road, which runs
west frQm BO'ston. Here the writer found material of a medium
size lying on the surface at several places in the small valley side
where the groundhQgs had been digging. He alsO' succeeded in
reaching it at several other points with a spade which shO'wed
a couple Qf hundred square yards of surface to be underlain. East
of this location the evidence for beds of economic impO'rtance is
lacking. A large number of dug well records shQW these beds to be
Qnlya few feet at most in thickness.
LIMESTONE.

Limestone that is available and of economic importance is found
in the beds of Whitewater River, at and south of Richmond;
along Elkhorn Creek in section 22 (13 N., 1 W.); in section 5
(15 N., 13 E.), and 33 (15 N., 13 E.) of Green's Forrk; and
at other points in the stream channels that the writer did not
see; All" of this stone belongs to the HudsO'n River Series and to
·See page
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the Ordovician period. It has a bluish color, is very fossiliferous,
and generally ratber thin bedded.
On the land of Albert steen, in the southwestern quarter of
section 22 (13. N., 1 W.), at least 10,000 cubic yards of rook are
available. /This rock oocurs beneath about 6 feet of stripping in a
bed which has a thickness of 4 or 5 feet. It occurs in layers ranging from a fraction of an inch to 8 inches in thickness. The
stone is bluish in color, is very fossiliferous, and in general is a
good sample of the stone mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Since this location is 5 miles from a railroad, and is in a lo~ality
where the gravel is very limited in amount, there being none in
the county south and west of this place, a small portable stone
crusher would be a good investment. With this, 50 cubic yards
of stone could be crushed daily at an approximate cost per cubic
yard of from 50 to 70 cents,. depending upon the amount of strillping. This material, because of its availability and durability,
which will far excel that of the gravel that is being put on the
roads, will be the cheaper and most satisfactory road material
for the vicinity west and south.
The results of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory on a sample
of this rook are given herewith as follows:
Results oj Physical Tests of Cincinnati Limestone from the Albert Steen Quarry. *
SpecifiC gravity ... , .. " .. .. .. .. . 2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
89
Per cent. Qf wear..............
4.5

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness. .. ... .. .... .....
Toughness................
Cementing value---Dry... .
Wet....
"Best suited for highway and country road traflic."-Page.

6.9
9.6
6

16
28

Chemical Analysis of Cincinnati Limestone from the Albert Steen Quarry.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
.35
Iron oxide (Fe.O.) ........... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.51
Lime (CaO) ••••.•..•.............................•..............• 55.00
MagneSia (MgO) ................................................. Trace
Phosphoric acid (P.OJ...........................................
.54
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ..................... " ... , ..... , ... 2.15
Loss on Ignition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41.33
Total ................................................... '!. .. 00.88
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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UNION COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162
Population in 1900.............................................
6,748
280
Miles of public roads. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .... .. .. ....... ...... .
251
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved..................................
89.6
251
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles improved with crushed stone ......................... , '" . None
Average original cost of gravel reads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$600
Total original cost of improved roads ...... , ................ , ... $150.600
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .. , .. .
$275
First improved roads built.....................................
1848
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads....... ~
Authority ................... " ....... , . Glinton Gardner. County Auditor
• All improved roads were bunt by the townships.

Union County lies west of the boundary line of the State of
Ohio, east of Fayette and southern Wayne, south of Wayne and
north of Franklin County. The average length from north to
south is 14 1-6 miles and the width is 12 miles.
In almost all the valleys of the East Fork of Whitewater River
and its tributaries, which traverse the western portion of the
county, from north to south, are outcrops of the Cincinnati limestone of the Ordovician period. The broad valley of the East
Fork of Whitewater River is 100 feet or more below the adjacent
upland, while the area east has a smooth surface, which is due to
a covering of glacial drift having filled up the valleys. The
drift is from 20 to 40 feet on the uplands and as high as 200
feet in the lower valleys.
The quality of the gravel of the county is considerably above
the average for central Indiana. The average sizes of the material
are 9 per cent clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 12 per cent.
medium sand, 20.5 per cent. coarse sand, 24 per cent. roofing
pebble, 17 per cent. gravel and 2.5 per cent. boulders; and the
average rock percentages are 85 limestone, 10 crystallines, 3
shale, 1.5 chert, and 1.5 slate.
The transportation facilities of the county are very poor, there
being only one division of the C., H. & D. traversing it from the
northwest to the southeast.
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Fig. 30. Showing the distribution of road materials in Union County.
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GRAVEL.

TOwrlship 14 and Patrl; of 16 North, Pads of Ranges 13 arrul14,
East; and the Sou,thern Five Miles of Township 12 and
the Northern Three, Miles of 11 North, RaJnge
1 arnd Pall't of 2 West.
This area comprises the northern 4-7 o.f the county. All its
gravel depo.sits which have been opened and worked are co.nfined
to the stream bluffs, but other good deposits are known to be
present in the terraces and flood plains of the East Fork of Whitewater River and Silver Oreek. No workable deposits occur in
the eastern 1-3 of this area, and none at all in the northeast half
of the civil township of Harrison.
On a tributary of the East Fork of Whitewater River in the
northwest quarter of section 6 (14 N., 14 E.) on the farm of J.
Dodgeridge is a bed of gravel in the bluff, with a clay bottom, a
depth of 30 feet and a stripping of from 2 to. 4 feet. The occurrence is kno.wn for 150 yards along the face of the bluff. The
rock composition is about the average and the size o.f the material
is a little below.
A bed of gravel, which has an extent of 30 by 130 yards, is
found on the land of H. Whetsel in the southeast quarter of section 18 (14 N., 14 E.) in the bluff of a stream. The thickness is
20 feet and the stripping 1 foot. The rock composition is about
average and the size of the material above.
A very large deposit, where two hundred thousand cubic yards
of a good quality of gravel could probably be obtained, is found in
the west bluff of Whitewater River in the western half o.f section 19 (14 N., 14 E.), ~/2 mile south o.f Bro.wnsville and 1f2
mile from the 0., H. & D. railway. The upper edge of this bluff
is 150 feet above the higher terrace, and the gravel exposed in
it is found in the sides of 4 or 5 little gullies, which have worked
their headA back into it for a few hundred feet. A dug well which
is situated 40 feet back from the bluff face showed gravel fo.r
a depth of 60 feet. The average of several samples showed the
following rock percentages: 85 limestone, 13 crystallines, 1 shale,
and 1 slate.
Very good qualities o.f ~avel are found in the northwest corner
of section 30 on the G. Hollingsworth place, and in the northwest
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quarter of section 31 (14 N., 14 E.) on the J. Book property.
Both contain from 1 to 3 feet of stripping, have known depths of
about 10 feet, without finding any botto.m, and are probably
workable. These deposits are aoout the average for rock composition, but are a little larger for size.
Located about 200 yards back from the east bluff of the East
Fork of Whitewater River is a hill which rises 25 feet abo'Ve

the adjacent region and which has a surface area of 112 acre underlain by gravel. The depth of this bed is 15 feet and the stripping
is from 1 to 2 feet. The size of the material is considerably above
the average, and the amount of oxidation below. This road
metal, at a cost of 20 cents per cubic yard, is used for 2 miles
north in repairing and building roads. In the southwest quarter
of section 15 (11 N., 2 W.) on the east bluff of the East Fork of
Whitewater River, an area of 100 by 200 yards is known, by
plowing and groundhog diggings, to be underlain with gravel and
nne sand.
A coarse gravel, containing a good many boulders, is found in
the east bluff of the East Fork of Whitewater River on the
property belonging to C. Immel in the west~central part of section
22 (12 N., 2 W.). This deposit underlies at least a surface of 40
by 150 yards, and has a depth of 35 feet and a stripping of 1 to
3 feet. The rock percentages are 87 limestone, 11 crystallines1 1
shale, and 1 slate. The size, which is considerably above the
average, and the small amount of oxidation, makes this a very
durable road metal.
Besides the deposits mentioned that occur in the bluffs of the
East Fork of vVhitewater River in these congressional townships,
many others are known to. be present. Also large deposits occur
beneath the terraces and flood plains. Some gravel is deposited
annually in river bars which, because of its accessibility, is used
on the river roads.
Several small deposits have been found in the bluffs of Richland
Creek. Among these are the deposits on the farms of S. Caldwell
in the northwest quarter of section 3 (11 N., 2 W.), C. Davis in
the south-central part of section 34, C. Martin in the southeast
quarter of section 24, and Mrs. R. Snyder in the southeast quarter
of section 24 (12 N., 2 W.).
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The Caldwell and Davie deposits are continually grading into
fine sand and clay, and can not be termed workable. They rest
upon clay bottoms, are from 7 to 8 feet deep, have from 2 to 5
feet of stripping, and contain a material about average in size
and rock composition. The Martin and Snyder deposits aiso rest
upon clay bottoms, have from 1 to 3 feet of stripping, a depth of
13 feet, and average materials for size and rock composition.
Taken together, these two latter deposits would likely furnish a
workable amount of gravel.
In the bluffs of Silver Cr'eek deposits have been opened on
the places of S. Corrington in the west-central part of section 14,
W. H. Stevens, in the southeast quarter of section 11, Mrs. V.
Haworth in the northwest quarter of section 14, and J. Carson in
the northwest quarter of section 1 (11 N., 2 W.) ; and C. Martin
in the northwest quarter of section 31 and J. Kitchel in the northeast quarter of section 30 (12 N., 1 W.).
On the Corrington place the bed rests upon a clay bottom, has
a thickness of 30 feet and a stripping ranging between % and
2 feet. The surface known to be underlain is 100 by 150 yards.
An average sample shows about 88 per cent. limestone, 6 per cent.
crystallines, 5 per cent. shale, and 1 per cent. chert.
Six hundred cubic yards of this gravel, at 20 cents each, are
used for 2% miles east, 1% miles south, and 1% miles north in
the annual building and repairing of the roads, which are hard,
smooth and durable.
The Stevens deposit contains from 2 to 10 feet of stripping,
has a depth of 30 feet and underlies a tested area of 60 by 150
yards. For rock composition, the gravel is about the average
but above in size.
The Haworth deposit outcrops for over 200 yards along the
bluff, has a depth of about 25 feet and a stripping ranging between 2 and 8 feet. Excepting the fine sand and clay into which'
the material frequently merges, an average of three samples gave
the following sizes: 7 per cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine medium
sand, 8 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent.. coarse sand, 30 per
cent. roofing pebble, 22 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder.
The rock percentages are 88 limestone, 6 crystallines, 4 chert, and
2 shale. The wearing quality of this material is very good" but
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the stripping is increasing so rapidly that the deposit is worked
with some difficulty.
On the Oarson property the material is of the average rock
composition and size. The deposit rests upon a clay bottom,
has a depth of 28 feet and a stripping of from 3 to 5 feet. It
has been found along the bluff for 250 yards and back from its
face for 25 yards. Six hundred cubic yards, at a cost of 20
cents each, are put on the roads annually for 1¥2 miles southeast.
Both the Martin and Kitchel depOf>its rest upon clay bottoms
and are probably workable. The former has from 1h to 2 feet of
stripping and a depth of 13 feet. The latter contains from 2 to 6
feet of stripping and has a depth of 8 feet. The size of the material for both is below the average and the rock percentages are 80
limestone, 12 crystallines, 6 shale, 1 slate, and 1 chert. Hannah's
Creek affords a considerable amount of creek gravel, at the bends
and places where the current slackens. In this congressional township no good deposits have been opene4 in the terraces or bluffs.
A poor quality of gravel, because of oxidation and fineness is
found in the bluffs of Four Mile Creek. On farms belonging to
J. McCray, in the east-central part of section 1, near the center of
12, and in the north-central part of section 13 (11 N., 1 W.),
are beds of gravel resting upon clay bottoms, and with depths
ranging between 3 and 7 feet. The rock composition is above
average and the size of material and amount of weathering a
little below. The areas underlain are undetermined.

The Northern Three Miles of TDwnship 11 a((l,d the SDuthern
1'711ree Mnes Df 10, Range 1 and Part O'f 2 West;
(}fflI], Toumship 13 North, Range 13 East.
A rather poor quality of gravel occurs in small pockets, in the
bluffs of a tributary to Four :Mile Oreek. Pockets have been
opened on the farms of 'W. Goble, in the southwest quarter of
section 12; J. Smally, in the northeast quarter of section 11 and
the southwest quarter of section 2 (10 N'., 1 W.). The Cline bed
rests upon a clay bottom, has a depth ranging between 1 and 5
fee,t and a stripping of from 3 to 6 feet. In rock compOf>ition
the gravel is about average, but low in size. This material has
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been used in the building and repairing of the roads for 4
miles west, 21;2 miles north, 2 miles east, and 3 miles south; but
does not wear well. West from these deposits no others are known
until we come, to Templeton, Dubois and Hannah's Creek.
, A material of average rock composition and somewhat low in
size is found in the bank of Templeton Creek, on the place of A.
Ardery in the south-central part of section 7 (10 N., 1 W.). The
depth is 4 feet to ground-water level, and the stripping varies between 4 and 7 feet. The gravel occurs for 100 yards along the
stream, but a further extent is undetermined.
A bed of gravel resting npon a clay bottom, with a thickness of
20 feet and a stripping ranging between 6 and 10 feet, is fou~d
for 200 yards along the face of the north bluff of Dubois Oreek, on
the farm of N. McMahan, in the northeast quarter of section 11
(10 N., 2 W.). The quality, size and rock composition are about
the average.
In the bluff of the same creek, on the property of Mrs. E. Abernathy, is a bed of somewhat finer material than the McMahan.
Between two tributaries of Dubois Creek and just back of their
junction is a bed of gravel at the end of a ridge, whioh has been
learned by a number of tests to be 60 yards long, 40 yards wide
and 30 feet deep. The size of the material is a little below the
average. On the side of a ridge, between Hannah's Oreek and a
tributary, is a bed of gravel, on the land of Mrs. M. Stanton, in
the southeast quarter of section 24 (11 N., 2 W.), which rests
upon a clay bottom, with a thickness of from 7 to 13 feet and
a stripping of from 1 to 6 feet. The surface underlain is 100
by 100 yards, and the size, rock composition and quality are
about average.
A similar gravel for quality is found on the Mrs, M. White
farm in the southwest quarter of section 19 (11 N., 1 W.). This
deposit occurs for 150 yards along a bluff of a tributary to Hannah'sOreek, has a depth ranging between 7 and 14 feet, and a
stripping between 1 and 6 feet. Both this material and the
Stanton are used for 6 miles east and 3 miles north in the building
and repairing of the roads. These roads are smooth, durable and
giving good satisfaction.
A bed of gravel is known to occur in the bluff of a tributary to
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Hannah's Creek for 100 yards on the land belonging to M. Creek
in the northeast quarter of section 25 (11 N., 2 W.). The thickness is 14 feet and stripping from 1 to 5 feet. The rock composition is about average and the size considerably below.
Further south along Hannah's Creek a sufficient supply of
gravel for the local need is obtained annually from the flood
deposits. Among the main locations for obtaining this creek
gravel are those in the central part of section 25, the northeast
corner of section 35 (11 N., 2 W.), and the southeast corner of
section 4 (10 N., 2 W.).
An abundant supply of good gravel is known to exist in the
bluffs, terraces and flood plains of Whitewater River, but ve,ry
few openings have been made, because of a good supply of creek
gravel. Near Dunlapsville, on either side of the river, are small
pits 50 feet above the river, in terraces. Both of these deposits
were uncovered in grading the roads, imd are almost certain to
underlie several acres. The stripping ranges between % and 2
feet. The quality is exceptionally durable.
In the bluff of a tributary to Whitewater River, on the
property b,elonging to C. N. Dawson, in the southwest quarter of
section 18 (13 N., 14 E.), is a be<i of gravel underlying an area
of 30 by 150 yards, with a depth of 25 feet and a stripping varying between 2 and 3 feet. The quality, size and rock Composition
are about average.
About ,4 acres; a little back from the bluff of the East Fork of
Whitewater River, have been tested on the L. L. Bond place and
are known to be unde,rlain by gravel of a fair quality.
In a hill, which is situated 200 yards back from the bluff of the
East Fork of Whitewater River on the Mrs. F. Williamson place,
is a bed of gravel covered with a stripping of from 1 to 2% foot .
. It has a depth of 9 feet, without any bottom being reached, and
seems to underlie about 2 acres. The quality was the best seen
by the writer in the county because of a very calcareous clay,
which serves as a cement. This cement has so bound the material
together in the bed that it comes out in great masses, which have
to be blasted apart. When put on the road, the gravel is almost.
immediately cemented together, staying where it is placed, and
producing a very smooth, hard and durable road.
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In a brief summary of the gravel of the various civil townships, the writer will say that Harmony, Liberty and Brownsville
townships are well supplied with gravel from the bluffs, terraces
and flood plains of the East Fork of Whitewater River and its
larger tributaries. A little gravel in Harrison Township is found
along Silver Creek, but the main amount is shipped in from
Richmond of Wayne County. The gravel of Center Township
comes mainly from along Hannah's Creek and its larger tributaries. A small amount of an inferior quality is found in the
bluffs of Four Mile Creek. No known workable deposits have
been found in Union Township, and those that have be~n found
contain a very poor quality of material.
LIMESTONE.

In the beds of the East Fork of Whitewater River and its
larger tributaries are numerous outcrops of a blue limestone,
which are probably the Oincinnati, all through the western part
of the county. This stone is not needed as a road metal for the
local use as long as there is such an abundant supply of gravel, and
it is too soft for shipping.
FAYETTE COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
215
Population in 1900 .......... , ..... , ..... , ..... , ........... " '"
13,495
Miles of public roads ..... " .... " .... " .... " .............. '"
3S6
Miles of Improved roads ................. , ........... , ..... , ... .
270
Percentage of roads improved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70
Miles improved with gravel....................................
270
Miles improved with crushed stone ..... " .............. " .. .. .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile *..... " .. .. .. .. .. .
$750
Total original cost of Improved roads ......... " ................. $202,500
Authority ............................... W. T. Murray, County Assessor
*AIl Improved roads were built by the townships and the cost of $750 per mile
Is estimated.

Fayette Oounty is located in the east centJ."al part of Indiana,
being separated from the Ohio boundary by Union County. It
lies south of Henry and Wayne, west of Union, north of Franklin
.
and east of Rush counties.
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Three geologiC3al periods seem to be represented by the surface
formations of this county. The Laurel limestone of the Silurian
occurs in the stream beds of the western portion, the' Cincinnati
limestone of the Ordovici an in the stream beds of the easte·rn
part, and the later Wisconsin drift of the Pleistocene forms the
surface covering of the entire county, with the exception of a small
area on either side of the West Fork of Whitewater River, in t.he
southern part. The surface is somewhat broken by the valleys
of the West Fork of Whitewater River, which passes through
the central part of the county from north to south, and its
tributaries.
In quality, the material of this county for road building purposes, ranks among the better of central Indiana. Percentage
averages of the size of the material are 8 clay, 17 fine medium
sand, 12 medium sand, 19 coarse sand, 23 roofing pebble, 19
gravel and 2 boulder. The rock percentages are 83 limestone,
8 crystallines, 6 shale, 2 chert, and 1 slate. For amount of road
building material, the county, with the exception of the northwest
corner, is well supplied. The large deposits, where over a hundred
thousand cubic yards are present, are located in the bluffs and
terraces of the West Fork of Whitewater River, and a few of
its larger tributaries in the southwestern part of the county.
The railway facilities are very good. The C., H. & D. and
Big Four intersect at Connersville; the L. E. & W. runs north
from Connersville, and a second division of the Big Four cuts the
northwestern corner of the county. An interurban traction line is
being built between Connersville and Rushville.
GRAVEL.

TOW'1L'ship 15 North, Range 12 and Par6s of 11 (lffu], 13 East.
This ,area comprises 44 square miles along the northern boundary of the county. With exception of along the West Fork of
Whitewater River no good deposits are found in this township.
One-half acre has been tested on the land of C. Carver in the
southeast quarter of section 28 (15 N., 12 E.), and is known to be
underlain with gravel beneath from 3 to 6 feet of stripping.
Most of the deposit is below the water level. The material, excepting fine sand, which would have to be screened off, is o~ an
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average quality.. Gravel is also known to occ.ur beneath the
ground-water level on the place' of John Manlove in the northwest
quarter of section 29.
.
Tests are said to show a good depth of gravel beneath water
level in the flood plain of a small stream on the William Lamberson place in the southwest quarter of section 13 (15 N., 11 E.).
In the vicinity of the West Fork of Whitewater River almost
all of the gravel is obtained from the annual flood deposits. A
very large deposit of this nature is to be seen at the bridge in the
southeast quarter of section 31 (15 N., 13. E.). At this place an
area 300 by 700 yards is covered with gravel varying in size from
that of a walnut to a large apple, and of a very durable quality.
An area of 100 by 100 yards is apparently underlain by gravel
in the valley side of the West Fork of Whitewater River, on the
D. Fiant place, in the northeast quarter of section 32. The bed
has a known thickness of 25 feet and a stripping of from lY2 to 3
feet. The size and quality are a little above average.
Township 14 North, Range 12 and POII'ts of 11 and 13 East.

This township forms the central part of Fayette County and
comprises the larger parts of the civil townships of Waterloo, Jennings, Harrison, Connersville and Fairview, and the northern
edge of Orange.
An area of about 50 by 100 yards is underlain with gravel and
nne sand in the southeast quarter of section 10 (14 N., 13 E.),
on the farm of J. Sutliff. This deposit is COVeTed with 3 feet of
stripping and has a depth of 20 feet. The material is of about
an average quality and size.
A deposit composed of ! gravel and i nne sand is found outcropping for 300 yards along the bluff of a stream on the J.(Miller
property, in the northwest quarter of section 23 (14 N., 13 E.).
The depth is 20 feet above water level and 4+ feet below.
Near the east central part of section 15 and the west central
part of section 14 (14 N., 13 E.) are several acres that are known,
by digging, to be more or less underlain by gravel.
On the property belonging to Mrs. Esther Larimore, in the
northeast quarter of section 28 (14 N., 13 E.), is a bed of gravel
and nne sand located in a low hill, with from 2 to 4 feet of strip-
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ping and a depth of 13 feet. No bottom is found other than
water. Tests of the following nature indicate a rectangle 100 by
100 yards to be underlain. The south wall of the pit shows. an
exposure of gravel 100 yards long, and a series of post holes extending paranel with the wall for 100 yards and 100 yards south
of it are all in the gravel. A mean of two samples gives the average size and rock composition of the county. Five hundred cubic
yards, at.a cost of 5 cents each, are used in the annual building
and repairing of the roads for 2 miles north, 1 mile east, 1 mile
south and 1 mile west. These roads appear to be smooth and durable.
A similar deposit ior size, rock composition, stripping and
topographical position is found in the northwest quarter of section 27 (14 N., 13 E.), on the R. Riggs land. The depth ranges
between 4 and 18 feet, and the extent is undetermined.
For about 200 yards along a stream bluff on the E. Oonaway
property, in the north central part of section 35 (14 N., 13 E.),
groundhog diggings indicate a deposit of gravel of a very fair
quality. In ~esouthwest quarter of section 34, on the T. Lair
farm, is a bed of gravel known, by plowing and other excavations,
to underlie an area of 20 by 200 yards. The bed rests upon the
limestone, has a depth of 12 feet and a stripping of from 1 to 3
feet. The size of the material and quality are a little below the
average, and the rock percentages are 81 limest.one, 6 crystallines,
10 shale, 1 slate and 2 chert.
A material of aV!'lrage size and quality is found in the Muff of
a small stream on the property of H. Helvy, in the southeast quarter of section 33. The extent of the surface underlain by it is
known to be 30 by 70 yards, the depth is 12 feet and the stripping
from 4 to 5 feet.
In the east bluff of the West Fork of Whitewater River, and
extending back for several hundred yards from the face, in the
northeastern part of Oonnersville, are 45 acres which have been
carefully tested by the 0., H. & D. Ry. 00. and are known to be
underlain by gravel. A section at the pit shows (a) stripping, 3
to 6 feet; (b) gravel a very little below the average for size, 5
feet; (c) gravel containing 20 per cent. roofing pebble and 5 per
cent. gravel, 3% feet; (d) sand, 1112 feet; (e) slump, 10 feet.
26-Geolecy.
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From 1,000 to 2,500 cubic yards of this material are taken out
daily by means of a steam shovel and are used on the railroad for
ballast. Immediately across the river from this pit a number of
acres have been tested and are known to be underlain by gravel.
Another bluff deposit of this river is found on the J. Jones
place, in the northeast corner of section 18 (14 N., 13 E.). This
bed, underlying sevel·al acres, has a stripping ranging between 2
and 3 feet and a depth of 18+ feet. The quality and siz!3 of this
material are a little above the average.
In the northeast quarter of section 7 (14 N., 13 E.), on the
land belonging to George Ostheimer, is a bed of gravel showing
along the bluff face for 150 feet. The depth of this deposit is 25
feet and the stripping 1 J,1:! feet. The size of the material and
quality are a little above the average, and the rock percentages are
81 limestone, 9 crystallines, 7 shale, 2 chert and 1 slate:. Very
frequently this material grades into fine sand. As a road metal
it is durable, and gives good satisfaction.
In the bluff of the West. Fork of Whitewater River, on the land
of H. White, in the southwest quarter of section 6, is a bed of
gravel having 11/2 feet of stripping, a depth of 25 feet and a probable extent of 30 by 200 yards. The rock comp()sition is about
the average~ but the size and quality of the material are a little
above. Creek gravel of a good quality is also obtained from a
small stream in the southwest quarter of section 6.
From Connersville on north to the county line the bluffs, terraces and flood plains of the West Fork of Whitewater River are
almost continuous gravel beds. It is very probable that over a
million cubic yards could be obtained along this stream. From
the flood deposits alone several thousand cubic yards are obtained
annually.
On the land of G. Holton, in the southeast quarter of section 11
(14 N., 12 E.), is a bed of gravel in the east bluffs of a tributary
to the West Fork of Whitewater River, 50 feet above the stream
and 1;4 mile from it. The thickness of the bed is 18 feet, the
stripping from 3 to 8 feet and the surface underlain with either
gravel or fine sand at least 50 by 100 yards and probably much
greater. The rock composition is about the average and the sizes
are 5 per cent. clay, 20 per cent. fine medium sand, 5 per cent.
medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing peb-

Plate VII.

(a) ;:.The wall of the C., H. & D. Gravel Pit at Connersville.

(b)

A nearer view of the wall of the C., H. & D. Gravel Pit at Connersville.
A line of boulders is easily recognized near the top.
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ble, 28 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder. This material
ranks above the average for durability.
A gravel ranking decidedly above the average for wear on the
road is found on the J. McCan farm, in the southwest quarter of
section 4 (14 N., 12 E.), ~J_~$.i,~@1 a stream. This deposit'
is workable, with a depth varying between 13 and 25 feet and a
stripping of from 5 to 11 feet. The rock percentages are 80%
limestone, 10 crystallines, 5 ch~rt, 4 shale and % slate, and the
sizes are 9 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 3 per
cent. medium sand, 12 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing
pebble, 31 per cent. gravel and 5 per cent. boulder.
A medium size and quality of gravel is found in a creek bluff in .
the south central part of section 6, on the S. Shortridge property.
This deposit rests upon a fine sand bottom, has a depth of 20 feet,
a stripping of 3 feet and is probably workable. Gradations into
fine sand and hardpan are common. This material is used in the
building and repairing of the roads for 6 miles west, 4 miles north
and 1 mile east.
Underlying several acres in the northwest quarter of section 16,
on the J. C. Foster place, is a deposit of gravel with a depth of
25 feet and a stripping of 2 feet. The material is below the average in both size and quality; and the rock percentages are 80 limestone, 8 crystallines, 6 shale, 4 chert and 2 limonite. Hardpan
and fine sand are often encountered in this deposit. In the bluff
of a small stream in the northwest quarter of section 22, on the
property of W. Moffatt, are probably 2 or 3 acres underlain by
gravel.
On the land of J. N. Davis, in the southwest quarter. of section
29 (14 N., 12 E.), is a deposit of gravel with a depth of 40 feet
and a stripping of 1 foot. The surface underlain is known to be
at least 60 by 80 yards. A section shows: (a) soil, 1 foot; (b)
material composed of 40 per cent. clay, 40 per cent. boulder and
20 per cent. gravel, 8 feet; (c) a coarse gravel containing 20 per
cent. of a very calcareous clay, 1~ feet; (d) boulder and calcareous
clay, 2 feet; (e) material of average size, which comes out in great
masses so thorOlighly cemented by a calcareous clay' that they have
to be blasted a part, 13 feet. Becau!'ie of this cement this gravel
makes a hard, smooth and very durable road. A bed of gravel is
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reported on the Lockhart and Griffith farms, in the northeast quarter of section 32 (14 N., 12 E.).
Extending for about 200 yards in a low stream bed in the no:rthwest quarter of section 31, on the farm of the Michener heirs, is a
bed of gravel with a depth where tested of 8 feet. A material a
little belo-tv 'the av~rage for size is also found in a stream bluff on
the land of W. O. Moffatt, in the northeast quarter of section 19
(14 N., 12 E.). The stripping is 2 feet, the depth 10 feet and the
area underlain is about 1 ftc-re.
A rather fine material is also found in the northeast quarter of
section 13 (14 N., 11 E.), on the B. Oarr place. The depth of
this deposit is 20 feet, the stripping 6 feet and the extent of the
surface underlain about 60 by 70 yards. The rock percentages
are 79 limestone, 11 crystallines, 6 shale and 4 chert.. This is the
only known deposit of economic importance in the civil township
of Fairview.

Township 13 North, Rarnge 12 and Parts

0'1 11

arnd 13 East.

This area of 84 square miles occupies the southern part of the
county and contains the civil townships of Orange, Oohimbia,
Jackson and parts of Oonnersville and Jennings.
Numerous locations are found in the stream bluffs and terraces
of the southern halves of Orange and Oolumbia townships, but
very few have been opened beeause of the large supply of creek
gravel. This creek gravel is very little oxidized, and consequently
durable, but its slowness in packing makes it rather unsatisfactory.
In the northern half of these two the gravel is obtained from the
bluffs and terraces of streams. Along a tributary to the West
Fork of Whitewater River there are pits opened in the bluffs on
the farms of A. Pike, in the northwest quarter of section 2, I. Daly,
in the southwest quarter of section 2, J. Gray, in the southwest
corner of section 1, H. Hadley, in the northwest corner of section
12, and in the terraces on the farms of W. Tate, in the northwest
quarter of section 18, and H. Jones, in the southeast quarter of
section 18 (13 N., 11 K).
The deposit of the Gray and Hadley places has a depth of 13 feet
and no bottom reached, a stripping of 2 feet and underlies a sur-
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face of 30 by 270 yards. The quality of the material is above the
average, the sizes being 5 per cent. clay, 13 per cent. fine medium
sand, 7 per cent. medium' sand, 25 per cent. coarse sand, 25 per
cent. roofing pebble, 24 pel' cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder;
and the rock percentages 80 limestone, 8 shale, 7 crystallines, 4
chert and 1 Alate. A similar gTavel for quality is found exposed
in the stream bluff Yt of a mile southeast of this deposit. Here
the exposure, which has been developed by the stream cutting on
the north bank and producing a slumping, is 100 yards long and
35 feet from the bottom to the top. A number of places are reported in this immediate neighborhood where the gravel underlies
the surface.
On the W. Tate property the deposit seems to be workable. It
has a stripping of 2 feet and a depth of 10 feet without any bottom being reached. For quality and size this material is above
the average. The Jones deposit is similar in quality and has a
depth of 12 feet and a stripping of 2 feet. The extent is undetermined.
A bed compDsed of 1h gravel and % fine sand is located on the
Murphy farm, in the southwest quarter of section 5 (13 N., 12
E.). The thickness of this deposit: is 8 feet and the stripping 2
feet. The rock composition and size of material are abollt average.
Although large amounts of gravel are known to be present in the
bluffs, terraces and flood plains of the West Fork of Whitewater
River, very few pits have been opened because of the ahundant
supply furnished by the annual floods. Small pits have been
opened in the west bluff on the Conica heirs' place, in the southwest'corner of section 14, and on that of Thomas Wright, in the
southwest corner of section 11 (13 N., 12 E.). The former is
known to be present in the bluff for 200 yards and to have a stripping of 1h to 2 feet,. It has been worked to a depth of 17 feet
without reaching the bottom. The rock composition and size of
the material are about average. The latter has been found to follow the bluff for 150 yards, to be under from 1 to 5 feet of stripping and to be similar to the former in quality.
Advancing eastward from the West Fork of Whitewater River
we find no known workable deposits until we reach the eastern half
of the civil township of Jackson. Here we find on the land be-

Plate VIII.

(a)

An abrupt change from gravel to clay In the C., H. & D. Pit at Connersville.
The clay can be recognized by its furrowed character.

(b)

Gravel deposit at the junction of the East and West Forks of the Whitewater River near Brookville.
lllustrating the deposition of gravel by the retarded current as it turns from
the. channel to the flood plain.
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longing to A. Backhouse, in the southwest quarter of section 28
(13 N., 13 E.), a location in a hill which is situated in the center
of a valley. This hill, which has been found by a number of tests
to be composed of gravel, is 100 yards long, 60 yards wide and 6
yards high.
. .
In a stream bluff several hundred yards northeast of the Backhouse deposit and in the same quarter section is a bed of gravel,
fine sand and clay on the place of W. Wildaridge. This bed is
known to follow the bluff for 250 yards, t() have a depth of 20 feet
and a stripping ranging between 1 and 4 feet. The quality of
this material, excepting the clay and fine sand, .which compose
fully half of the deposit, is about the average. A gravel a little
above average in size and quality is known to underlie the surface
on the C. Mahle place, in the southeast quarter of section 27 (13
N., 13 E.).
Underlying a surface of 70 by 200 yards in the northwest quarter of section 26, on the land of C. Blackburn, is a bed of gravel,
resting upon a clay bottom, with a depth of 14 feet and a stripping
of 2% feet. The average of 2 samples gives the following sizes:
7 per cent. clay, 7 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent. medium
sand, 25 per cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 25 per
cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. The rock composition is
about the average.
.
At least 4 or 5 acres are underlain with a gravel similar in quality to the Blackburn, on the S. Cockafair farm, in the southeast
qu~rter of section 23 (13 N., 13 E.).
This bed is located in a
stream bluff, rests upon a clay bottom, has a depth of 18 foot and
a stripping ranging between ! and 2 feet.
h,l the northwest quarter of section 23, on the land of A. 'T.
Becket, is a bed of graNel, which is known to be present in a stream
bluff for 300 yards and to extend back from its face in places for
50 feet. This bed rests upon a clay bottom, has a thickness of 18
feet and a stripping of 2112 feet. The rock composition is about
average and the size a little below. Gradations into fine sand and
clay are common.
On the property belonging to Mrs. Alice Jackson and the adjacent farm to the west are a number of small deposits of gravel
which occur in the bluff of a small stream for about Y2 mile.

\
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Where they have been opened they are found to contain a rather
fine quality of gravel, to have a depth of about 10 feet and a stripping of from 2 to 4 feet.
LIMESTONE.

Numerous outcrops of what is probably the Laurel limestone
occur in the beds of streams in western Fayette County. The
stone is hard and has a bluish color. A sample was obtained from
a stream bed where stone was being taken out for ballast for the
interurban line being built between Oonnersville and Rushville,
in the east central part of section 30 (14 N., 12 E.), on the farm
of J. Ochiltree. The depth of the deposit at this place is known
to be 12 feet, and the beds vary between 1h and 3 feet in thickness.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Laurel Limestone from the James
Specific gravity.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 2.18
Per cent. of wear..............
2.7

Och~1tree

Farm.-'"

French coefficient of wear. 14.8
Hardness ................. --5.3
Toughness................
6
Cementing value-Dry.... 34
Wet.... 65

"A rather soft limestone, rather low in toughness, with fairly high
resistance to wear and fair cementing value. Best suited to high~ay and
country-road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist at the Road T'esting Labora·
tory shows the composition of the limestone to be as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Laurel Limestone from the James Ochiltree Farm.
Per cent.

Alumina (Al2 0 S ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.01
Iron oxide (Fe20 s )' • . • . . . • . • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . .
.76
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 37.10
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 7.67
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid .................................... 15.04
Loss on ignition .................................................. 36.49
Total ....................................................... 100.20
"Sample is unusually rich in phosphoric acid. The insoluble portion is
clay."
-For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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FRANKLIN OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ... " ....... , " ........ " ................. .
394
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 16,388
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
1,000
Miles of improved roads ....................................... .
143
Percentage of roads improved .................. , .... " .. .. .. .. .
14.3
Miles improved with graveL ..... , '" ... ... ... .... ... .. .. . ... .. .
143
Miles improved with crushed stone .............. , ...... " ..... , . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile .................. , $2,000
Total original cost of improved roads ............ , ............... $286,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$65
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
80
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . Good
Authority .............................. Chas. A. Miller, County Auditor

Franklin Oounty is situated on the ea8t border of the State,
south of Union and Fayette, west of Rush and Decatur and north
of Dearborn and Ripley counties. The topography of this county
is that of a plain cut to a depth ranging between 300 and 400 feet
by the larger streams. The East Fork of Whitewater River with
the main Whitewater River traverse diagonally across the central
part of the county from the northwest to the southeast. The East
Fork passes about due north from where it empties into the main
stream at Brookville.
The surface rocks of this county b€long to three geological
periods. The soft, blue limestone, which outcrops in all of the
deeper valleys, is th(> Cincinnati stone and belongs to the OrdoVICIan. The Laurel limestone, which is found outcropping in the
hilltops west of I_aurel and north of Brookville, belongs to the
Silurian period. The drift of the later ice invasion, which occupies the northeastern part of the county and touches the northwest
corner, and the older drift, which covers the greater part of the
county and has for its surface a deposit of white clay several feet
in thickness, belong to the Pleistocene period.
With the exception of 2 or 3 deposits, the only ones of economic
importance are found in the bluffs, terraces and flood plains of the
East and \Vest Forks of Whitewater River and the main stream
below their union. Of these the terrace deposits are the main
sources of supply at present. Large quantities of gravel are also
obtained from the annual flood deposits.
For little, weathering and size of material, with exception of
1
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the clay being very low, the quality of the gravel of this county'
will rank among the first of central Indiana. The average sizes
of the material are 2 per cent. clay, 6 per cent. fine medium sand,
4 per cent. medium sand, 14 per cent. coarse sand, 27 per cent.
roofing pebble, 42 per cent. gravel and 5 per cent. boulder, and
the rock percentages are 80 limestone, 13 crystallines, 3.5 shale, .5
sandstone and slate and 3 chert.
The transportation facilities are very meager, one .division of
the Big Four, which follows the valley of the West Fork of Whitewater River and the main stream, being the only railroad.
GRAVEL.

Township 12 North, Ranges 12,13 aoo Pari; of 11 East; and the
SoutherrIJ Three Miles of Township 10 arnd tke Nortkern
Three Miles of Township 9 North, Range 1
0Jnd Pari of 2 West.
This area of 156 square miles comprises the northern 2-5 of the
county and contains the civil townships of Bath, Fairfield, Blooming Grove, Laurel, Posey and the northern parts of Metamora,
Brookville and Springfield.
East of the East :E'ork of Whitewater River the practicable deposits are found along Indian, Big Cedar and Templeton's Creek,
and in morainic hills in the west central part of the civil township
of Springfield. These morainic deposits are found in the southeast quarter of section 18 (9 N., 1 W), on the farms of Mrs. Mary
Elwell and P. M. Elwell. They underlie about 1 acre, rest upon
clay bottoms, are beneath from 1;2 to 3 feet of surface and have
average depths of about 12 feet. The rock percentages are &5
limestone, 9 crystallines and 6 shale, and the sizes of the material
are 8 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 12 per cent.
medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble,
9 per cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. This material, because
of its inferior quality and limited amount, should be used only in
the immediate neighborhood.
A !mrface of 100 by 300 yards in the north central part of section 26 (10 N., 2 W.), on the Beesley heirs' property, in the valley side of Templeton's Creek, has received scattered tests. It is
found to he underlain by gravel, fine sand and clay, which grade

PI. IX.

'"

(a) Gravel bar at junction of Forks of Whitewater near Brookville.
Illustrating the assorting power of the currents, which become more and more retarded,
as they advance onto the flood plain. At the water level the material is very
coarse, but becomes finer as it gets farther from the stream.

(b) A nearer view of the above.
Illustrating decrease in coarseness of the gravel as ope advances from the stream.

...--------------
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into one another. The depo&it has been worked to a depth of 8
feet without reaching the bottom, and the stripping varies between
1/2 and 3 .teet. The quality is not as good as that along the East
Fork of Whitewater, the sizes being much smaller and the oxidation higher. The rock percentages are '88 limestone, 5 crystallines,
5 shale and 2 limonite. This material is used in building and repairing for 4 miles east and 1 mile south.
As already mentioned, the terraces and flood plain of Whitewater River are almost continuous beds of gravel and fine sand,
now and then grading abruptly into clay. The present supply
for the building and repairing of roads comes from the annual
flood deposits and small pits in the terraces. Pits of the second
terrace above the flood plain are found on the places of W. Armstrong, in the southwest quarter of section 21, and Mrs. P. M.
Cory, in the northwest corner of section 28 (10 N., 2 W.).
Both the Armstrong and Cory deposits are known to be far better than workable. .No bottom has been found to either, and the
size of the material is above the average. The rock composition
is about average. The surface overlying the former is from two
inches to S feet and the latter from two inches to 1 foot. The
former has been worked to a depth of 12 feet and the latter 6 feet.
Wells in the town of Fairfield, where these pits are located, are almost all in a good quality of gTavel.
A gravel pit in the first terrace of this river is found on the land
belonging to Bert Logan, in the northeast quarter of section 9 (9
N., 2 W.). This deposit is known to have an extent of at least
40 by 100 yards and a stripping ranging between 1-6 and 4 feet.
It has been worked in places to a depth of 25 feet and no bottom
has been reached. The quality of this material is very good, the
size being about the average, except the amount of clay, about 8
per cent., which causes it to pack well. The rock percentages are
75 li:rp.estone, 11 crystallines, 5 chert, 5 shale and 4 limonite.
Ina morainic hill which stands 45 feet above the adjacent region, in the central part of section 7 (9 N., 2 W.), on land belonging to the ('ounty, is a bed of gravel underlying 1% acres, with a
stripping of from 3 to 6 feet and a depth of 25 feet. No bottom
has been found. The sizes of the material are 17 per cent. clay,
3 per cent. nne medium sand, 1 per cent. medium sand, 5 per cent.
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coarse sand, 12 per cent. roofing pehble, 50 per cent. gravel and 12
per cent. boulder, and the rock composition is about the average.
Although the gravel in places merges somewhat into clay and fine
sand, it is of a good quality. The high percentage of clay makes
the roads built by it a little more muddy than the average, but the
quickness in packing and the remaining on the roads makes it a
very desirable material.
Advancing westward from this deposit no other of economic
importance is known until the vaney of the West Fork of White-water River is reached; and this, like the East Fork, has almost
continuous beds of gravel in its terraces and flood plains. Its
flood deposits, because of their accessibility, furnish the larger part'
of the gravel used on the roads. On the first terrace openings
have been made on the places of the Williams heirs, in the northwest quarter of section 16, Masters, in the west1ifentral part of section 16, and G. Hunsenner, in the north central part of section 21
(12 N., 12 E.).
All of these deposits are known to be workable, and the bottoms
have been found to none. The Williams has been worked to a
depth of 10 feet, and contains from three inches to 2 feet of stripping. The sizes are .5 pel' cent. clay, 1.5 per cent. fine medium
sand, 7 per cent. medium sand, 18 per cent. coarse sand, 23 per
cent. roofing pebble, 45 per cent. gravel and 5 per cent. boulder.
The rock percentages are 75 limestone, 18 crystallines, 4 chert, 2
shale and 1 sandstone. The low per cent. of clay causes great
slowness in packing. The Masters deposit is beneath 112 foot of
surface and has been worked to a depth of 14 feet. The sizes are
a little below the average, with .5 per cent. clay, and the rock composition similar to the Wmiams. The Lockwood deposit has been
worked to a depth of 6 feet and has no stripping. The material
is rather small for size and the amonnt of clay very low. The
rock perC€11tages are 91 limestone, 7 crystallines, 1 chert and 1
shale.
For abol1t 100 yarus in the banks of a small stream in the
sonthwest quarter of section 18 (12 N., 12 E.), on the land of E.
Fey, is a bed of gravel which has been exposed by groundhog diggings. The depth is known to be 13 feet and the stripping from
2 to 6 feet.
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A residual gravel is obtained from a creek bed near the south
central part of section 34 (12 N., 11 E.), and the north central
part of section 3 (11 N., 11 E.). It is made up of 35 per cent.
limestone, 30 per cent. sandy shale, 25 per cent. argillaceous chert
and 10 per cent. quartz.
All of the civil townships of this congressional township contain
from 50 to 75 per cent. of improved roads, with th~ exception of
Posey, which has only % mile, and the western half of Laurel.
Township 11 alnd Part of 10 NO'rth Ranges 12 0JJU1 Parts of 11'
and 13 East; al/1d Townships 8 and 9 NO'rth
RaI/1ges 1 .. 2 and Part of 3 West.
J

J

This area of 284 square miles makes up the southern 3-5 of the
county and compwes the civil townships of Ray, Salt Creek, Butler, Highland, ~itewater and parts of Metamora, Brookville and
Springfield. With the exception of some fragmental piece,s of
residual material collected in the stream beds from the bed rock,
no gravel deposits are found west of the West Fork of Whitewater
and the main river.
A considerable amorunt of this residual material is found in the
northwest quarter of section 4 (11 N., 12 E.), in the bed of a
tributary to the West Fork of Whitewater. It is composed of 54
per cent. limestone, 20 per cent. shale, 15 per cent. argillaceous
chert and 11 per cent. crystallines, Where it is found in Pipe
Creek at H eimond, in Blue Creek between Highland Center and
St. Peters and in numerous other places of these parts it is composed entirely of fragments of a soft, shaly, blue limestone which
probably belongs to the Cincinnati group. The fragments that
are put on the road vary from li~ to 6 inches across.
Both the flood plains and tefl'aces of the West Fork and Whitewater River proper contain lnrge quantities of gravel in all of the
sections. As in the vicinity of the river in the other congressional
township, thE' greater part of the gravel is obtained from the flood
deposits. Terrace deposits have been opened on the places of D.
Hawkins, in the northwest quarter of section 3 ; H. Kimball, in the
north central part of section 2; Mrs. L. Trageser, in the southeast
quarter of section 2; J. S. Martin, in the north central part of
section 11 (11 N., 13 E) ;
Stoops, in the southwest quarter of
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section 19; H. Grimme, in the northwest quarter of section 32
(9 N., 2 W.); J. Fohl, in the central part of section 13; J. Wilhelm, in the southeast quarter of section 13 (8 N., 2 W.), and J.
Rudicil, in the northeast quarter of section 29 (8 N., 1 W.).
Yery good exposures are found in the side of the terrace near the
junction of Little Oedar and Richland creeks with Whitewater
river.
The Hawkins, Kimball and Trageser deposits are all much better than workahle, are beneath from % to 2 feet of surface and
have been worked to depths of about 7 feet. No bottoms have been
found. The sizes of the material are .5 per cent. clay, 3.5 per
cent. fine medium sand, 2 per cent. medium sand, 14 per cent.
coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, ·17 per cent. gravel and 3
per cent. houlder. The color is gray and the oxidation is very low.
The selling price at the pits is 5 cents per cubic yard. This material is very durable, but packs slowly because of no clay.
The :Martin deposit is similar to these deposits, with exception
of having been worked to a depth of 12 feet and having a tested
extent of -1:5 by 250 yards. It occurs on a spur, which is a remnant of the first terrace, extending out from the bluff. Another
similar deposit is the Stoops, except that it occurs on the second
terrace above the flood plain instead of the first and has a known
extent of 50 by 250 yards.
The Grimme pit is found in the second terrace above the flood
plain. It. shows a depth of 7 feet and from 1/2 to 3 feet of stripping. No bottom has been found. The extent of the deposit is
known to be for ilOO yards along the terrace fronL The sizes of
the material are about average and the rock percentages are 75
limestone, 11 cryst.allines, 5 chert, 5 shale and 4 limonite.
The Fohl bed occurs in the first terrace beneath from 1;4 to 6
feet of surface, and has been wO:l'ked to a depth of 20 feet without
any bottom being reacheo. The extent is at least 50 hy 150 yards.
The rock composition is about the average and the sizes are 4 per
cent. clay, 12 pel' cent. fine ~edium sand~ 5 per cent. medium sand,
35 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, 12 per cent:
gravel and 2 per cent. houlder. The Wilhelm pit, cellars and dug
wells of Oedar Grove show a similar quality of gravel. The material of the Rudicil pit is reported to be a little coarser.
~-Geology.
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In the northern part of Brookville, on the lots of W. Smeister,
is a workable bed of average size gravel in the front of the third
terrace above the flood plain.
East of Whitewater River there are no workable deposits; but
some small sandy ones are found on the places of M. Hayes, in the
south central part of section 1, and J. Stevens, in the west central
part of section 36 (8 N., 1 W.). Some road-building material is,
obtained from the flood deposits of .J ohnson's Fork.
LIMESTO.NE.

In almost every part of this county the soft, blue and often shaly
Oincinnati limestone occurs in the stream beds. At a number of
places .in Harper's Branch, Oedar Fork, Pipe and Blue creeks
broken fragments of this stone have accumulated on the stream
beds. These fragments are generally thin, much oxidized and
more or less shaly. When put on the road they break up quickly
and make a road which soon becomes rutty. If take:q in the unweathered conditions and free from shale this stone will probably
give very fair satisfaction. Because of the abundant outcrops, a
small portable stone crusher could be set in almost any vicinity
where a road material is needed. Since the transportation facilities are very poor this would undoubtedly be the most economical
way of obtaining a road metal.
What seems to be a very fair quality of limestone for macadam
is found at the J. P. Secrest quarry a couple of miles west of
Laurel. This is the Laurel limestone. It is hard and varies in
color between a gray and blue. A large quantity of this stone is
found in the vicinity of this quarry. It also is quarried in the
west central part of section 13 on the Wilhelm place.
About three miles southwest of Laurel im important quarry has
been opened at Derbyshire Falls. Here ten layers of Laurel limestone ranging in thickness from two and a half to six inches and
aggregating four feet two inches are exposed beneath two feet of
. stripping. This. stone is quite hard and durable, and will make a
good quality of macadam material. A spur of the Big Four Railway has been built to the quarry, so that transportation facilities
are good.
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RUSH COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
406
Population in 1900 ........................... :................. 20,148
1,100
Miles of public roads............................. ............
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550
Percentage of roads improved..................................
50
Miles improved with gravel* ........ , .................... , .. ... 540.75
Miles improved with crushed stone ............. '" .. ... ... ... ...
9.25
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile*'~. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. $1,500
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,000
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $539,100
Annual cost of repairs on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$150
First improved roads built.....................................
1866
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
10
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. .. Good
Authority ........................... A. L. Stewart, Ex-County Surveyor
"Includes 400 miles of gravel roads built by the townships at au estimated aver··
age cost of $750 per mile.
··Average cost of 140.9 mile~ built under coutract by sale of bonds.

This county lies west of Fayette and Franklin, north of Decatur,
east of Shelby and Hancock, and south of Henry and Hancock.
It has the form of a rectangle with a width from east to' west of
18 miles and a length from north to south of 23 miles.
Three geologi~al periods are represented by the outcropping
rocks of this county. The -l('Laurel limestone and Waldron clay,
which outcrop 200 yards above the bridge in the Big Flatrock
Creek at :Moscow and 40 yards below the bridge in Little Flatrock
Creek at Milroy, belong to the Niagara.
G;oing up stream
from this outcrop at :Moscow, "the Laurel limestone soon passes
below drainage and the Devonian limestone occurs in the bed of
the creek." The drift, which covers the entire county to a depth
on an average of 100 feet, belongs to the earlier and later invasions
of the Wisconsin ice sheet, which is of the Pleistocene period.
The topography of this county is that of a gently undulating
plain, with a small moraine crossing its. southeast corner and another traversing its western half from north to south.
The large deposits of gravel, from which 100,000 cubic yards
might be obt.ained, are found in the terraces and flood plains of
Big Blue River, Big Flatrock Creek and a morainic ridge in the
southeastern part of the ciyil township of Union. Small but still
'Tweuty-fourth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. S"rv., pages 139 and 14().
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workable deposits are found in the bluffs, terraces and flood plains
of Six Mile, Three Mile, Shankitunk, Mud and Little Flatrock
creeks, in Httle Blue River and in morainic hills and ridges in the
eastern part of the civil township of Walker and the northern part
6f Center. For amount and quality of gravel Rush Oounty stands
among the first of central Indiana. The average sizes of the material for the, county are 8.5 per cent. clay, 16.5 per cent. fine
medium sand, 13 per cent. medium sand, 18 per cent. coarse sand,
24 per cent. roofing pebble, 18 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent.
boulder; and the rock percentages are 78 limestone, 11 crystallines,
6.5 shale, 2 slate, 2 chert and .5 sandstone.
The railway facilities are splendid. Intersecting at Rushville,
the county seat, and radiating in all directions are the Ft. Wayne,
Cincinnati and Louisville, the Oincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton,
the Michigan division of the Big Four and the Oolumbus and
Oambridge Oity branch of the Pennsylvania.
GRAVEL.

T011J11ship 15 N orill" Rarnges 9, 10 amd Parris of 8 and 11 East'.
This area of 108 square miles comprises the northern fourth of
the county. In it are found the civil townships of Ripley, Oenter
and Washington. Ninety per cent. of the roads of the first are
graveled, 84 per cent. of the second and 85 per cent. of the last.
This area, with the exception of the southeast corner, the northeast boundary and a few square miles in the central part, is very
well supplied with gravel for road purposes. The principal deposits are located in the flood plains, terraces and bluffs of the
larger streams, and in some kames in the northern part of the civil
township of Oenter.
Some very fair deposits are found in the bluffs and terraces of
Six Mile Oreek. Among these are bluff deposits on the E. Hunt
place, in the south central part of section 15, and on that of R.
Harter, in the northeast corner of section 10, and a terrace deposit
on the J. ¥oore land, in the northwest corner of'section 11 (15 N ..•
8 E.).
On the Hunt farm about 2l1z acres have been roughly tested
and seem to be underlain with a good quality of gravel. The
depth of the deposit at the pit is 15 feet without any bottom other
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than water being reached, and the stripping is 6 feet. The quality for road building, because of size and little o'Xidation, is considerably above the average for a material above the ground-water
level.
On the Harter place 4 or 5 acres are known, by several pit openings and some scattered teMs, to be underlain by gravel and fine
sand. At the pits the depth is 9 feet without any bottom being
found, stripping 11/2 feet and size of material, rock composition
and amount of weathering about average. The Moore, with a
similar stripping, depth and quality of material, underlies about 2
acres.
Although a large amount of gravel is known to occur in the
bluffs and terraces of Three Mile Creek, only two pits have been
opened. These are on the C. Estes property, in the southeast corner of section 6, and that of C_ Hill, in the northeast corner of
section 7 (15 N., 9 K). Both deposits occur in the bluff and are
rather similar in quality, the size of the material and rock percentages being about the average. The Estes deposit is from 7 to' 20
feet deep and is known by rough tests to underlie 60 by 100 yards
O'f surface. The stripping ranges between 2 and 6 feet.
The flood plains, terraces and bluffs of Big Blue River contain
abundance of gravel to supply the local need for years to' cO'me.
Because of availability, deposits have only been opened in the
bluffs and terraces. In the bluffs we find openings on the James
Forbis place, in the northeast quarter of section 34; the H. Adams,
in the northwest quarter of section 35; the Clark, in the northeast
quarter of section 26 (15 N., 8 E.); the J. Newby, in the northwest quarter of section 30; the T. Moore, in the south central part
of section 24; the H. Phelps, in the south central part of section
24; the Benford, in the northeast quarter O'f section 19, and other
places near the central part of section 18 and the northeast corner
of section 4 (15 N., 9 K).
The A<lams pit is known to underlie 20 by 150 yards, to have a
depth of 10 feet withO'ut any bottom being reached and a stripping
of 1 foot. The rock percentages are about average, and· the sizes
of the material at the pit are 5 per cent. clay, 8 per cent. fine
medium sand, 2 per cent. medium sand, 3 per cent. coarse sand, 15
per cent. roofing pebble, 60 per cent. gravel and 7 per cent. boulder.
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In a bluff standing 50 feet above the terraces of"Blue River is
the deposit on the Newby farm. At the pit there is from 2 to 5
feet of stripping, a depth of 12 feet and a workable extent. Both
the size of the material and rock composition are about the average. A rather undesirable material is that found at the Moore
pit, being made up of 25 per cent. ooulders and 45 per cent. fine
sand. The Phelps bed is workable and contains material of average quality.
Five or six acres, by scattered tests, are claimed to be underlain
on the Benford place, which seems to be a remnant of an old terrace. The depth of the b€d is 12 feet and the stripping from 1 to
3 feet. The size of the material is a little above the average.
In Carthage the wells in general and many of the cellars are
in the gravel. The gravel is also often reached in grading.
A material somewhat above the average in sizes is found on the
V. A. Heaton and J. E. Sims farms, in the northwest corner of
section 4 (15 N., 9 E.). The depth to ground-water level, beneath
which no tests have been made, is 12 feet, and the surface underlain is 100 by 100 yards. The stripping ranges b€tween % and 1
foot. As a road material this gravel is of about an average
quality.
In what appears to b!1 a remnant of the second terrace above the
flood plain of Blue River is a bed or gravel and fine sand on the
O. W. Righter property, in the northeast quarter of section 17
(15 N., 9 E.). This deposit, by a couple of pits and other excavations, seems to underlie the entire remnant, which would give
a length of 400 yards and a width of 30 yards. The depth at a
pit is 11 feet to ground-water level, below which the material has
not been taken out. The stripping varies between 1 and 4 feet.
The size of material and quality are about average.
On the property belonging to A. Ruby, in the northwest quarter
of section 15 (15 N., 9 E.), is a bed of gravel in the bluff of Three
Mile Creek which shows the following sections: (a) stripping, 2V2
feet; (b) fine gravel and fine sand interstratified, 6V2 feet; (c)
gravel much above the average for size, 3% feet; (d) hardpan, 4
feet; (e) gravel a little aoove the average for size, 9 feet. The
rock percentages are 73 limeRtone, 13 crystallines, 5 shale, 4 chert,
2 slate and 3 sandstone. The area underlain, as has been learned
by plowing and post anger holes. is 100 bv 150 yards. Other
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small deposit'!; are found in the bluff of this stream on the O.
Sears farm, in the southeast corner of section 9 (15 N., 9 E.),
and on tho W. Hull place, in the northeast quarter of the same
section.
In a morainic deposit on the farms of W. Cross, in the southwest quarter of section 6 and the northwest corner of section 7
(15 N., 10 E.), are several acres underlain by gravel and fine sand,
as has been learned through 2 pit. openings, a few post auger holes
and other excavations. At the pits t.he depth is about 17 feet and
the stripping from 4 to 5 feet. The sizes of the material and rock
percentages are about average. Where used on the roads this material has given good satisfaction.
In a kame, which stands out very conspicuously above the adjacent region, is a bed of gravel underlying about % acre on the
Newhouse land, in the northwest quarter of section 8. The depth
of the deposit is from 5 to 17 feet and the stripping 2% feet.
The sizes of the material are about the average for the county.
On the farm of Mrs. Ellen English, in the southwest quarter of
section 9, 4 or 5 acres of a kame, which is 35 feet high, have been
tested and are known to be underlain by gravel. This bed of
gravel rests on a clay bottom, is from 14 to 30 feet thick and has a
stripping of from 1 to 4 feet. An average of three samples gives
the following sizes: 12 per cent. clay, 25 per cent. fine medium
sand, 9 per cent. medium sand, 8 per cent. coarse sand, 27 per
cent. roofing peb"Qle, 17 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder,
and the rock percentages are about the average. The amount of
clay makes this gravel pack quickly and keeps the particleEl from
rubbing against one another, thus giving a hard and durable road.
In a kame which rises 50 feet above the adjacent country is a
deposit of 4-5 fine sand and clay and 1-5 gravel underlying about
15 acres, as learned through three pits and other openings, on the
land belonging to G. Coulter, in the southwest quarter of section
16 (15 N., 10 E.). The gravel occurs as irregular masses in the
clay and fine sand.
About 2 acres are known to be more or less underlain by gravel
and fine sand, and one location has been found for setting a gravel
excavator in the southwest quarter of section 32 (15 N., 10 E.),
on the J, Ward property. The bed rests upon a clay bottom, has
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a depth where tested ranging between 10 and 15 feet and a stripping between 1 and 5 feet.
All along Little Blue River farmers report the flood plains to be
underlain by gravel, but only ata few places have they been
opened. Among the deposits opened along this stream are those
in the flood plains on the N. J ones and H. Gibson places, in the
northeast quarter of section 36 (15 N., 9 R) ; the W. Hamilton
place, in the east central part of section 31 and west central part
of section 32, and along the valley side and in the flood plain in
the southeast quarter of section 16 (15 N., 10 E.), on the Bell
property.
The flood plain deposits, which are below ground-water level, on
the Jones and Gibson places are said to have been found to underlie Little Blue River for 400 yards. On the former place the deposit is 6 feet deep and then fine sand is encountered, while on the
latter the depth ranges between 12 and 16 feet, where hardpan is
reached. On this latter pla('e by careful testing two locations are
said to be found for setting a gravel excavator. The stripping for
both locations is from 4 to 5 feet. The material, which is about
average for size and is composed of 73 per cent. limestone, 14 per
cent. cryst~llines, 4 per cent. slate, 4 per cent. chert, 3 per cent.
shale and 2 per cent. sandstone, frequently merges into a fine
medium sand. Because of the un oxidized condition it will make
a durable road.
By pit openings and other excavations about 2 acres are known
to be underlain by gravel on the Bell place. Although no bottom
has been found, the bed has been worked for 10 feet above groundwater level and 5 feet below, and the stripping is 3 feet. The
si~es of the material are a little below the average.
Gravel is obtained from the bars, developed by flood deposits,
in Little Blue River on the Ada Hudelton and J. Hall places, in
the northeast quarter of section 16 (15 N., 10 Eo).
In the flood plain of Shankitunk Creek, on the land belonging to
W. S. Hall, in the northwest quarter of section 23, are about 2
acres that have been t~sted and are known to be underlain with
gravel and fine sand. In one place the bed was tested to a depth
of 7 feet below water level and no bottom found. The stripping
varies between 2 and 4 fect. At other places in the flood plains of
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this stream gravel is said to be present, and at several points. creek
gravel is obtained.
More or less gravel, mingled with nne sand, is found all along
in the bluffs of Big Flatrock River from Raleigh on south. Pits
have been opened in the bluffs on the farms of J. Eskew, in the
southwest corner of section 36 ; O. Gordon, in the northwest corner
of section 25 ; Ida Brooks, in the southwest quarter of section 24;
E. Aiken, in the west central part of section 24, and George Legg,
near the central part of section 13 (15 N., 10 E.).
The Eskew deposit has an extent., as known, of 15 by 150 yards,
a depth to ground-water level of 10 feet and a stripping of 3lj2
feet. Tho size 'Of th~ material, rock composition and oxidation
are about average. Nine per cent. of clay causes this material to
pack readily. The deposit on the place of Ida Brooks is probably
workable. It has a stripping of 31/ 2 feet. and a material a little
below the average for size.
The gravel bed on the Aiken farm is about the average for rock
composition and size of material. It rests on a clay bottom, has a
stripping of 3% feet and a depth of from 4 to 12 feet. The extent is 10 by 200 yards. This material makes a smooth and durable road. Another deposit of gravel with some nne sand is found
on this same farm in the flood plain, and is said to appeal', by
ditching and post hole boring, to underlie a surface of 20 by 500
yards. Further dimensions are not determined.
Fifteen acres have been tested with a post auger on the Legg
place and are claimed to be underlain by gravel. At the pit the
bed has been worked to a depth of 10 feet, where the water level
was reached. The stripping is 2% feet. The rock composition is
about average and the size of the material is a little above. This
material is used for several miles to the east, north and west in
building and repairing roads, which, where properly looked after,
are hard, smooth and durable.
In the northwest corner of section 24 and the southwest corner
of section 13 (15 N., 10 E.), in the channel and flood plain of Big
Flatrock River, is a bed of gravel, resting' upon a clay bottom,
which has a thickness where dipped that ranges between 10 and 16
feet.. The surface underlain is apparently, as learned through
scattered tests, 20 by 500 yards. The size of the material and
rock ('omposit.ion are ahout average.
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In the flood plain of the Middle Fork of Big Flatrock River
locations for dipping have been found on the places of F. Lightfoot, in the southeast corner of section 19, and J. Maple, in the
northeast quarter of section 8 (15 N., 11 K). The depth on the
first place is 9 feet and the stripping 4 feet; and on the second, 17
feet and stripping 3 feet. The bottom of a county ditch extending
through the eastern halves of sections 26 and 35 (15 N., 10 K) is
reported to have its bottom in gravel which is below the groundwater level. No tests for dipping have been made in this vicinity.

Township 14 North, Ran,ges 9, 10, and Pards of 8 arnd 11 East.,
The largest deposits of this township are found in the flood
plains, terraces and bluffs of Little Blue and Big Flatrock rivers,
and in a glacial ridge in the central part of the civil township of
Union. Workable deposits also occur along Mud and Meadow
creeks.
The continuation of the ditch, above mentioned, which passes
through the eastern halves of sections 26 and 35, occurs in the eastern half of section 2 (14 N., 10 K), with its bottom still in the
gravel.
On the L. Billings and Osten places, in the northwest corner of
section 24 and the southweflt corner of section 13 (14 N., 10K),
is a glacial kame which contains an unstratified bed of gravel, fine
sand and clay with a thickness of 25 feet. The stripping ranges
between 1 and 9 feet and the extent, although not tested, is undoubtedly workable. The sizes of the material, excepting masses
of fine sand and hardpan, are 14 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine
medium sand, 11 per cent. medium sand, 21 per cent. coarse sand,
20 per cent. roofing pebble, 15 per cent. gravel and 4 per cent.
boulder; and the rock percentages are 68 limestone, 14 crystallines,
12 shale, 2 slate, 2 chert. and 2 sandstone. This material is used
in building and repairing the roads east to the Fayette County
line. Although these roads are somewhat muddy in the winter on
account of the high per cent. of clay, they become packed very
quickly and are durable.
In a morainic ridge, which runs a little northeast and southwest from the south central part of section 14 to the (£>ntral part of
the northwest qua,rter of section 26 (14 N., 10 ~.), several hun-
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dred thousand cubic yards of a good quality of gravel are probably
available. Openings in this ridge are found on the R. lliinchman
place, in the south central part of section 14; S. Olifton, in the
north' central part of section 23, and the 11. Blacklidge, in the cen-tral part of the southwest quarter of section 23 (14 N., :LO E.).
The deposit at all of these openings is largely unstratified, j:S from
10 to 25 feet deep and contains from 1 to 4 feet of stripping. The
bottom of the gravel has not been found. The general 1'0(: k percentages are 68 limestone, 14 crystallines, 12 shale, 2 slate, ~' chert
and 2 sandstone; and, outside of containing about 14 per ce nt. of
clay, the sizes 0'£ the material are about average. Frequent E:radations of the gravel into fine sand and hardpan are very notic( Jable.
This ridge for lh mile south from the Hinchman pit is kn 'own,
by post auger holes and other excavations, to be underlain with
gravel, fine sand and hardpan; and for over 2 or 3 acres on tlle S.
O. Blacklidge place, which lies just. north of the M. Blackl idge
farm, the gravel comes more or less to the surface. Over 1: 500
loads from this ridge are used annually in building and repail ~ing
roads which, when properly cared for, are smooth, durable and niving good satisfaction.
In the bluff of Big Flatrock River, on t.he farms of M. Lewa~rk,
in the northwest quarter of section 28, and L. Rutherford, in the
southwest quarter of section 28 (14 N., 10 K), are some workable
beds of gravel. The first has a thickness of 10 feet above groun\ 1water level, a stripping of 2 feet and an extent of about 4 acreu,
and the second a thickness of 6 feet above ground-water level, :'cl
stripping of 6 feet and an extent of about 3 acres. In both deposits. the sizes of the material are 6 per cent. clay, 25 per cent.
fine medium sand, 25 per cent. medium sand, 19 per cent. coars~
sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 9 per cent. gravel and 1 per cent.
boulder.
Several thousand cubic yards 0'£ gravel are deposited by the
floods annually on the land belonging to T. Ooleman, in the northeast quarter of section 28. The quality of this matm·ial is very
good, the size being above the average and the amount of weathering below.
In the flood plaiiHl of Shankitunk Creek, in the north central
part of sectiolJ 3 (14 N., 10 K), on the .J. Gordon farm, are a
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number of acres reported to be underlain by gravel. No tests to
learn the depth have been made.
Resting upon a clay bottom, with a depth ranging between 8 and
10 feet and a stripping between 2~/2 and 4 feet, is a bed of gravel
below ground-water level in the flood plain of Mud Creek on the
J. Stephens property, in the southeast quarter of section 13 (14
N., 9 E.). Two locations have peen found for setting an endless
chain apparatus, and an area of 100 by 200 yards have been somewhat tested and seem to be underlain by gravel.
Along either side of a small valley on the land of H. Leisure,
in the southwest quarter of section 3 and the southeast quarter of
section 4 (14 N., 9 E.), are about 2 acres underlain by beds of
gravel which at the pits show depthlli of 7 feet and strippings of.
2112 feet. The size of the material is below the average and the
amount of oxidation above. A morainic deposit is found in the
northeast quarter of section 33 (14 N., 9 E.), on the place of D.
S. Sharp. Here the stripping is ·2ljz feet and depth from 4 to 5
feet to water level. The extent is not known. A location for setting a gravel excavator is known on the L. ~1:cDaniels farm, in the
southeast quarter of section 33. The stripping is from 3 to 4 feet
and the d~pth from 10 to 15 feet. The size of the material is a
little below the average.
A deposit of lj2 fine sand and 112 average size gravel is found
underlying about 3 acres, as learned by scattered tests, along Mud
Creek on the farm of E. Morris, in the southwest quarter of section 22 (14 N., 9 E.). The depth where tested was 3 feet above
water level and 8 feet below, and tl?-e stripping was 3 feet. The
material is a little below the average for size. Another deposit
along this creek, which may underlie 2 or 3 acres, is found on the
T. McCoy place, in the northeast quarter of section 21. The
depth is 3 feet above water level and 5 feet below, and the stripping is 3 feet. By screening out the fine sand the size of the material is above the average. Tests may prove this to be a suitable
location for chaining.
A number of deposits are reported in the bluffs of Little Blue
River. Among these ate the J. Masy, in the southwest quarter of
section 35; the A. A; Noble, in the northeast quarter of section
25 (14 ~., 8 E.); the M. ChllI'chi1l, in the southwest quarter of
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section 19, and the G, Clendenning, in the northwest quarter of
section 17 (14 N" 9 E.). The !fasy bed rests upon a -clay bottom, has a thickness of 9 feet and an extent of 50 by 100 yards.
Both the rock composition and the size of the material are about
average.
The Noble deposit is known to follow the bluff for 200 yards,
to have a depth ranging from 10 to 25 feet and a size considerably
below the average, but containin'g about 7 per cent. of a calcareous
clay or fine conglomerate, which cements the material together
very quickly after it is put on the rOild, and causes it to' wear
equally as well, if not better, than coarse material, with less cementing qualities. About 1,500 cubic yards of this material at
25 cents each are used i . e annual repair and building of the
roads for 3Yz miles north and 4 miles west. These roads are
smooth and durable. On this same farm, in the flood plain, 8 or
9 acres are known to be underlain by a good quality of gravel beneath ground-water level.
For 120 yards along the bluff, with a depth of 15 feet and a
stripping of 4 feet, occurs the Churchill deposit. This materia1
is about the average for size and has a rock composition of 75 per
cent. limestone, 13 per cent. crystallines, 6 per cent. shale, 2 per
cent. slate, 2 per cent. chert and 2 per cent. sandstone. At a cost
of 35 cents per cubic yard this materiai is being used for road
building and repairing for 3112 miles east and 4 miles west.
Resting upon a clay bottom, with a stripping of 3 feet and a
depth ranging- between 6 and 18 feet, is the Clendenning deposit,
with an apparent extent, including flood plain, of 100 by 200
yards, which was learned through driving pipe, the uprooting of
trees and groundhog diggings. The mean of two samples gives
about the average size of material and rock composition for the
county.
A bed of gravel beneath ground-water level lies in the flood plain
of a small creek in the northeast quarter of section 15 (14 N., 8
E.), on the N. Brown property. The thickness of this bed is 18+
feet, the stripping 14 inches and the extent, which has been tested
in detail, 15 by 80 yards. A considerably greater extent is undoubtedly present.
With a depth of 5 feet, a stripping of 2 feet and un~erlying 1
acre is a morainic deposit on the property belonging to J. Johnson,
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in the northeast quarter of section 3 (14 N., 8 E.). The size of
the material is considerably below the average and much o;xidized.

Township 13 North, Ranges 9,10 and Parts of 8 and 11 East.
Some large deposits are found in this congressional township in
some morainic ridges in the east central part of the civil township \
of Walker and in the flood plains and terraces of Big Flatrock
River. No other deposits of much importance are known.
In the terrace of Little Blue River in the southeast quarter of
section 24 (13 N., 8 E.), on the farms of Minerva Tombes and J.
Morrison, are beds of gravel which rest upon clay bottoms and
have strippings ranging between 1 and 3 feet. The rock composition is about average and the size of the material considerably below. The Tombes deposit has a depth of 6 ieet and an unknown
extent, and the Morrison a depth of 9 feet and underlies a surface
of 40 by 100 yards. The fineness and high amount of weathering
of these materials place them below the average of the county for
wear, but since no other known deposits are in the vicinity they
are the most practicable for the local use.
In a low bluff of this same stream in the northeast quarter of
section 34 (13 N., 8 E.), on the land belonging to A. Ebbing, is
a bed of gravel, resting upon .a clay bottom, with a thickness of
from 4 to 8 feet and a stripping varying between 1 and 4 feet.
Several acres tested by post auger holes are said to be underlain.
The size of the material is a little below the average.
By detailed testing several locations have been found for setting a gravel excavator on the property of W. R. Fletcher, in the
northeast quarter of section 7 (13 N., 9 E.). The»deposit rests
upon a clay bottom, has a stripping of 3 feet and a depth of 19
feet. The sizes of the material are 9 per cent. clay, 28 per cent.
fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse
sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 12 per cent. gravel and 1 per
cent. boulder. The amount of clay and· the unoxidized condition
make it a quick packing and durable road metal.
In a glacial ridge extending from the east central part of the
northwest quarter of section 16 t.o the west central part of the
southeast quarter of section 17 (13 N., 9 E.) are a number of
workable deposits containing a very good quality of road-building

Plate X.

(a)

The elevation on which the house and woods are located is a glacial kame. on the
farm of G. Coulter, tw«? miles west of Raleigh, in Rush County. ' (See page 423)

(b)

Unstratified drift found in the walls of a pit on the G. Reeves farm.

r-----------~---
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material. The average width of this ridge is 150 yards. Near
its northeastern part, in the southeast quarter of the northwest.
quarter of section 16, on the farm of G. Reeves, is a pit opening
which shows an unstratified bed of gravel containing large, irregular masses of fine sand, with a depth of from 5 to 25 feet and a
stripping ranging bt>tween 2 and 8 feet. This deposit, with a
cross section of 100 yards across, by rough tests seems to follow
the ridge southwest for 200 yards. The sizes o.f the material are,
excepting fine sand, 8 per cent. clay, 7 per cent: fine medium sand,
2 per cent. medium sand, 9 per cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 40 per cent. gravel and 9 per cent. boulder, and the
rock percentages are 72 limestone, 14 crystal1ines, 7 shale, 4 chert,
2 slate and 1 sandstone.
Advancing along the ridge :for 300 yards southwest from the
Reeves pit we come to the pit belonging to J. Hilligoss. Here the
depth, without finding a bottom, is from 5 to 20 feet, and the material is considerably more sandy than the Reeves. Advancing
still southwest from the 'Hilligoss pit we' find fine sand almost entirely underlying the surface for about a half mile; then we come
to the pits of ,T. English and M. Ellison, which are about 150
yards' apart and contain about the same quality of graver. This
deposit is e.imilar to the Reeves in being unstratified, having a
known depth ranging between 5 Imd 25 feet ,and a stripping between 2 and S feet. It alec has about the same rock composition.
The surface underlain at this place is known to be 100 by 200
yards and is presumed to be more.
A similar depc3it in size of material and rock composition is
found in a kame on the G. Goddard land, in the northeast quarter
of section 17 (13 N., 9 E.). The stripping is from 2 to 4 feet,
the depth from 6 to 25 feet and no bottom reached, and the' extent
of the surface underlain- is about 4 acres.
Through this township the flood plains and terraces of Big Fla,;rock River are said to be almost a continuous bed of gravel and fine
sand. Some of the pit openings that have been made on th('
higher terrace are found on the farms of F. Abbercamby, in the
northeast quarter of section 12; J. Durrell, in the southwest quarter of section 13, and B. Anderson, in the east central part of section 13 (13 N., 9 R). On the I. Webb place there is a deposit
in the first terrace above the flood plain.'
28-Ge<!1ogy.
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On the Abbercamby property 9 or 10 acres are known to be underlain with about i fine sand to fine medium sand and i grave1.
The thickness of the bed above ground-water level is 12 feet, and
below it has been tested in places to a depth of 10 feet and no bo.ttom found. The stripping ranges between 1 and 4 feet. The
size of the material, excepting sand, is about average. Since the
gravel is well segregated in certain portions of the pit, a number
of good locations can undoubtedly be found for setting a gravel
excavator.
On the J. Durrell land the pit exposure is very limited, but
shows a material of average rock composition and a little belo.w in
size of material. By testing at a few points an area of 100 by 200
yards seems to be underlain by gravel and fine sand. The stripping is 4 feet and the depth unknown.
The Webb deposit, lying on the east side of the river, appears
by scattered tests and a pit wall of 100 yards in length to- underlie
at least 5 3cres of surface. The bed rests on a clay bottom, has
a thickness of '7 feet and a stripping of 2112 feet. The rock composition is about the average and the size of the material a little
above.
Across the river from the Webb deposit, on a low terrace, is a
dug well which shows 5 feet of stripping and '7 feet of gravel without reaching the bottom. About 350 yards north of this well on
the same terrace is a ditch running east and west which showed
gravel at a depth of 4 feet fro.m the surface for 150 yards. A
number of loads of gravel are obtained annually from the bars
developed by the flood deposits on the pla.ce of B. Anderson, in
the east central part of section 13, and on that of J. Churchill,
in the south central part of section 1:3 (13 N., \) E.).
With exception of the gravel bed on the farm of J. Frazee, in
the southeast quarter of section 14 and the northeast quarter of
section 23 (13 N., 10 E.), no workable deposit is kno.wn east o.f
the Big Jnatrock River. This bed of gravel has been worked to
the ground-water level without finding any bottom over 2 acres of
surface, and the extent beyo.nd this area is pro.bably at least 2 or
3 more acres. The depth to. ground-water level is 8 feet and the
stripping is from 1 to 3 feet. The rock percentages are about the
average, and the sizes of the material are 15 per cent. clay, 20 per
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cent. fine medium sand, 22 per cent. medium sand, 15 per cent.
coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 2 per cent. gravel and 1
per cent. boulder. Although the color is gray, the amount of
weathering seems to be high, the material crumbling rather easily
and not being as hard as the average. Roads for 3 miles north,
3% miles east, 4 miles south and 3 miles west repaired and built
with this material soon become rutty and are not durable.
On the W. Oarney place, in the northeast q1iarter of section 11
(13 N., 10 E.), are about 2 acres in a glacial hill underlain by an
unstratified deposit of % fine sand and clay and 1;4 gravel, with a
depth of 15 feet and a material below the average for size. A
similar deposit is said to be found on another farm belonging to
the same p~rty, in the northwest quarter of this same section.
In a flood plain on the land of D. Oonner, in the northwest quarter of section 13, is a bed of gravel, with more or less fine sand and
clay and below ground-water level, underlying, as learned by post
auger borings and other openinge, an area of 35 by 200 yards.
The stripping is on the average about 7 feet.
In a deposit with a predominant amount of fine sand and clay
is some gravel in a hill on the farm of J. LindaU, in the southeast
quarter of section 5 (13 N., 11 E.). As a result of this insufficient supply of gravel in Noble Township only 80 per cent. of the
roads have been improved, and a large part of these are very much
in need of repair.

Township 12 North, Ranges 9, 10, and Parts of 8

0JJU1, 11

East.

This area of 90 square miles is found in the southern part of
the county and consists of the larger parts of the civil townships
of Richland, Anderson and Orange. Its main gravel deposits ar·'
found in the terraces and flood plains of Big Flatrock River.
80me smaller deposits are located along Little Flatrock Oreek and
a small stream 2% miles west of Big Flatrock River.
In the east central part of section 25 (12 N., 11 E.) some gravel
is scraped out of the bottom of Olifty· Oreek, but the depth is not
sufficient for setting a machine for lifting it out. This is the only
gravel of any practicable importance known of in the civil township of Richland.
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In the bluff of Ijttle Flatrock Oreek near the east central part
of section 23, on the S. Overlease place, a~d near the west central
part of section 24 (12 N., 9 E.), on the Joseph Spurgeon land, is
a bed of gravel, resting upon a clay bottom, with a thickness at the
pits of 8 feet. In a square of 200 by 200 yards the following evidences of extent have been noted: In the south central part are
the gravel pits, in the southwest corner is a cemetery with the
graves in the gravel, and in both the northwest and the northeast
corners cellar bottoms are in the gravel. At all of these exposures gradations into fine sand and clay are noticeable. Excepting
the fine sand and clay, the sizes of the material are 13 per celit.
clay, 22 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand,
10 per cent. coarse sand, 5 per cent. roofing pebble, 20 per G'ent.
gravel and 10 per cent. boulder; and the rock percentages are 68
limestone, 12 crystallines, 12 shale, 3 slate, 3 chert and 2 sandstone. The material, at a cost of 25 cents per cubic yard, is used
in building the roads for 4 miles north, 4 miles east, 3 miles south
and 1 mile west.
On the property belonging to H. Whiteman, in the northwest
quarter of section 15 (12 N., 9 E.), is probably 2,000 square
yards in a bluff of a stream underlain by a bed of gravel, fine sand
and clay which has a depth of 8 feet. The sizes of the material
are not very satisfactory, being mainly clay, fine sand and boulders.
These two deposits complete the known gravel beds of the civil
township of Anderson. The trustee of this township makes the
following statement: "The township contains 65 miles of road,
8 of which have not been improved. There are no good gravel deposits in the township except that which is taken from the bars
of Flatrock River. The hard, blue Laurel limestone which outcrops in the I~ittle Flatrock Oreek will probably be crushed by a
small portable crusher and serve as the future road metal." The
writer agrees with the t.rustee, in that the crushed limestone, because of its greater durabi~ity, will be the cheaper and more satisfactory road metal fol' the southwestern two-thirds of the township.
The bluff gravel of Big Flatrock River is exposed in a pit on
the A. Willey farm, in the northwest quarter of section 4 (12 N.,
9 E.). The extent is small, the depth 10 feet and stripping 7
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feet. The sizes of the material are below the average. Another
bluff deposit. is found near the east central part of section 19, on
the land of Mrs. M. Brown. The stripping is from 1 to· 5 feet,
the depth from 4 to 13 feet and the extent seemingly workable.
The rock composition is aoout average and the size of the material
a little above. Sixteen feet of gravel was found in digging a well
back. 100 yards from the bluff of Big Flatrock River on the farm
of Mrs. Emma Malcomb, in the northeast quarter of section 30.
Four or five acres along a valley side are apparently underlain
by gravel in the northwest corner of section 25 (12 N., 8 R), on
the place of F. Anderson. The thickness of the bed is from 4 to 8
feet and the stripping froJn 1 to 3 feet. The rock composition i'l
abQut average and the size of the material considerably below.
Gradations into fine sand are frequent.
Near the central part of section 26 (12 N., 8 R), on the J.
Hurst fann, is a deposit about like the Anderson for depth, stripping, rock composition and size of material. The area underlain,
as has been learned by a few scattered tests, is aoout 2 acres.
In the first terrace above the flood plain of Mill Creek in the
northeast quarter of section 23 (12 N., 8 W.) is a bed of gravel,
resting upon a clay bottom, with a thickness ranging between 4 and
9 feet and a stripping between V2 and 2 feet. The surface underlain, as rough tests indicate, is about 3 acres; but before any openings should be made very careful tests would be essential because
of the grading into fine sand. The rock composition of this deposit is about average and the size of the material a little below.
Since in the civil township of Orange a large amount of the
gravel is obtained from the stream bars, in which the gravel is to
a considerable extent unoxidized and almost free from clay, the
roads in general do not become very muddy in the winter or very
dusty in the summer; but they are slow to become packed and the
material is continually working off at the sides. The durability,
because of the little oxidation, is good~
LIMESTONE •.

The limestone formations are found more or less in the bed and
bluffs of Big Flatrock Hiver from a mile north of Moscow south to
the county line, in the bed of J~ittle Flatrock Creek at Milroy and
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other places, in the bed of Bull Fork in sections 20 and 21 (12 N.,
11 E.), and in the beds of several other small streams in the southeast part of the civil township of Richland.
A small portable crusher on the Frank Moore place is said to be
crushing from 60 to 100 cubic y,ards daily. The quarry from
which this stone is obtained shows the foUowing section:
Section at the Moore Quarry.

1.
2.
3.

Feet.
Ferruginous, thin bedded limestone ................... , 6
Chert ............................................ : .. · ..
Hard, gray limestone in thick beds ................... , ..

Inches.

3

No.3 is of a far better quality than No.1, but has merely been
reached ancI has not been worked much.· No.1 is too much weathered and is too soft to make a good wearing material, but at the
same time it is found to wear far better than the gravel. In the
civil township of Richland there has been built with this ferruginous material 6 miles of road which at present are smooth,
hard and giving good satisfaction.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as follows:
Re8ults of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from the Frank Moore Quarry. *

SpecifiC gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.6
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 162.2
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 2.32
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.7

French coefficient or wear. 3.1
Hardness ........ " .. " .. .
4
TOughness ...............'.
5
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 13
Wet.... 24

"A v-ery soft dolomite with a fair cementing value."-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist at the Road Testing Laboratory shows the composition of the limestone to be as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Niagara Limestone from the Frank Moore Quarry.
P~r

cent.

klumina (AI2 0.) .................................................
.50
Iron oxide (Fe2 0,)................................................
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 31.05
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................ 20.53
Sulphuric acid (SO.) ............................................. Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 3.04
wss on ignition ................................................. 44.32
Total ....................................................... 99.69
*FOT standard of comparison see p. "19.
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This portion of the county has no gravel and no railroad facilities. Because of these facts the most economical way in which to
obtain a road metal is to set the small portable crusher at the most
convenient and least weathered outcrops in the vicinity in which
the material is neeaed and crush the required amount.
, For the regions which have neither limestone or gravel in the
civil townships of Orange, Walker, Posey and Jackson the transportation facilities are excellent, and crushed limestone can be
shipped within a few miles of where it will be used.
HENRY COUNTY.
Area in square miles ..........................................
395
Population in 1900 ........................ ····················· 25,088
Miles of public road .. ,. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .
500
Miles of improved road ...... '............ , ...... " ..... , ..... , .
435
Percentage of roads improved ..... , ............. , ...... , ... , .. .
87
435
Miles improved with graveL .................... ······.········
Miles improved with crushed stone ........ , ...... , ..... , ...... , . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile .... , ............ ,. $1,800
Total original cost of improved roads ............ , ............ , .$783,000
Annual cost Df repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... , .
$75
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
First improved roads built ...................... ·· .. ···········
1850
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (pel' cent.). . . . . . . . .
10
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority ............ , ................. John M. Bundy, County Auditor

Henry County is situated in the east central part of the State
and is bounded on the nOorth by Delaware, on the west by Hancock
and Madison, on the south by Fayette and Rush,' and on the east
by Wayne and Randolph counties. It is separated from the boundary line of the State of Ohio by the two counties last named.
The county is from 19 to 20 miles wide from east tOo west and 20
miles in length from north to south.
A moraine which forms the divide between East and West
White rivers crosses this county from the northeast t() the SOouthwest, passing the central part northwest of New Castle. It is
rather pronounced in the northeastern portion, containing numerous kames ,and shallow kettle basins, but becomes more subdued in
the southwest. Along the eastern border is a moraine which constitutes the divide between the East White and the Whitewater
River systems. Another moraine follows Flatrock Creek south
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from the central part of the county. Between these morallllC
ridges are slightly undulating plains somewhat lower in elevation.
The surface rocks of the county are almost everywhere hidden
by a heavy mantel of drift, which at New Castle reaches a thickness of 500 feet. At the quarry mills three miles southwest of
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Fig. 34. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Henry County.

Greensborough the only outcrop of Niagara limestone known in the
county is found.
In both amount and quality the gravel of this county is about
the average for central Indiana. The principal deposits are confined to thc bluffs, terraces and flood plains of the larger streams
and to the morainic ridges. The average sizes of the material are
11 per cent. clay, 16 per cent. fine medium sand, 16 per cent.
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medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble,
16 per cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder; and the average rock
composition is 88 per cent. limestone, 8 per cent. crystallines, 1 per
cent. chert, 1 per cent. slate and 2 per cent. shale. Some sand·
stone and argillite are also present.
The transportation facilities are very good. Intersecting at
Now Oastle and extending in all directions are the Peoria & East·
ern division of the Big Four, the P., C., C. & St. L. and the Ft.
Wayne, Oincinnati and Louisville. Besides these is the Connersville branch of the Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati and Louisville running
southeast and the R., D. & I. interurban, running southwest from
New Castle. In addition the Indianapolis division of the P., C.)
C. & St. L. crosses from east to west near the southern border of
the county and the :Nfichigan division of the Big Four cuts the
southwestern corner.

Township 18 and Part of 19 North, Rarnges 9,10,11 atnd Part of
8 East.
This area of 156 square miles, comprising the northern portion
of the county, embraces the civil townships of Stony Creek, Blue
River, Prairie, Jefferson, Fall Creek and the northern part of
Harrison. Its main gravel beds are found in the morainic ridges,
the terraces and flood plains of Fall Creek, Flatrock Creek, Stony
Creek, Blue River and its larger tributaries.
On the valley side of a small stream, on the property of Mrs. S.'
Keesling, in the north central part of section 24 (18 N., 8 E.), is
a 10-foot bed of gravel, beneath from 1 to 4 feet of stripping, underlying an area of 6 acres, as has been le~rned by pit openings
and dug wells. The gravel is from a brown to a yellow in color,
and is about the average for size, rock composition and quality.
About 1,000 wagon loads are sold annually, at 10 cents per cubic
yard, and are used for 4 miles south, 2 miles east, 112 mile north
and 2 miles west in building and repairing the roads.
Another workable deposit is located in the central part of section 13 (18 N., 8 E.), in a bluff to a tributary of Fall Creek, on
the Amos Keesling farm. It has. a thickness of 22 feet, an extent
of 10,000 square yards and is covered with 2 feet of surface. The
quality, output and use are similar to those of the preceding de-
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posit. Both of these deposits grade into hardpan and fine sand.
Probably! of the latter is fine sand.
Beneath the ground-water level on the place of Samuel Weishart, in the northwest quarter of section 36 (18 N., 8 E.), is a
bed of gravel which has been tested by the trustee of Harrison
township to a depth of 18 feet. A good quality' of gravel is reported.
Also in the central part of section 29 (18 N., 9 E.) is a possible
location for dipping or *chaining; gravel of a fine quality having
been taken out to a depth c;>i 6 feet, where water was encountered,
over several thousand square yards. This location would be an
especially favorable one because material is being hauled for 3
miles for the roads in this immediate vicinity.
The trustee of Harrison Township found 11 feet of a good material in driving a llj2-inch pipe at the south central part of sectio.n 34 (18 N., 9 E.). The extent was not determined.
Beneath 5 feet of surface in a flood plain near the central part
of section 20 (18 N., 9 E.) 40 feet of gravel and sand have been
found by means of a churn drill. Further testing will be neceRsary before anything definite can be known as to the area covered.
Along the valley side of a tributary to Fall Creek, on the farm
of Isaac Myers, in the northeast quarter of section 18 (18 N., 9
E.), is a bed of gravel under from 1 to 9 feet. of surface, with a
thickness of 22 feet and an extent of 2 acres, as indicated by crude
tests. The quality as to. size and rock percentages are about the
• average. About 1,000 loads of this material are put on the roads
annually for 2 miles north, 4 miles east, 5 miles south and 1 mile
west.
In the southeast quarter of section 6 (18 N., 9 E.), on the W.
W. Terres place, is a bed of gravel on the valley side of a tributary
to. Fall Creek that under 2 feet of surface has a thickness of ,10
feet and underlies about 1 acre. The size is slightly below the
average and the rock co.mposition abo.ut the same. It is used, at
a rate of 15 cents per cubic yard, for 1 mile north, 3 miles east, 2
miles south and 1 mile west.
Another deposit similar to the Terres in size, rock percentages,
depth, stripping, output and use is found underlying about 2 acres
in the so.uth central part of section 5 (18 N., 9 E.), on the N.
'See page 324.
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Riley property. T~is gravel grades frequently into hardpan and
fine sand.
Fair bank deposits are found in the bluffs and terraces of Fan
Creek in seetions 28 and 29 (19 N., 9 K), and 7 (18 N., 9 E.),
and others will 11ndoubtedly be found when the demand requireB
them.
A bed of gravel in a stream bluff is found on the Thomas Pierce
farm, in the southwest quarter of section 34 (19 N., 9 K). The
thickness is from 10 to 12 feet, "without any bottom being found.
The extent, as has been learned by some rough tests, seems to be 2
or 3 acres, and the stripping is from 3 to 5 feet. This material is
somewhat above the average for quality and contains a calcareous
clay which aids it in packing and wearing. The sizes are 12 per
cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium
sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 19 per
cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. At a cost of 20 cents per
cubic yard it is used on the roads for Vz mile north, 4 miles east
and 4 miles south.
In the civil township of Jefferson there is only one gravel pit,
and this is found on the property of L. Lewis, in the northwest
quarter of section 32 (18 N.) 10 K), in a kame deposit. From
various tests it seems to underlie an area of 1112 acres, has a stripping ranging between 2 and 4 feet and is from 10 to 15 feet deep.
The size at the pit is a little above the average, being 12 per cent.
clay, 16 per cent. fine medium sand, 22 per cent. medium sand, 10
per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 19 per cent.
gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are about
the average. Some 300 cubic yards are used, at 15 cents per cubic
yard, in the annual repairing of the roads for 2 miles north, 2
miles east, 5 miles west and 2 miles south .
. In this same civil township in the southwest quarter of section
32 (19 N., 10 E.), the northeast quarter of section 36 (19 N., 9
E.), the southeast quarter of section 13 (18 N., 9 E.) and the
north central part of section 24 (18 N., 9 E.) are gravel deposits
below the ground-water level. The extent or depth of none of
these has been determined. The first was found in digging a tile
ditch which was 4 feet in gravel. To this location the nearest
gravel deposits that are being worked are 5 or 6 miles, two loads
being a day's work for a team. In the third location, which is on
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the Daniel Jones place, the gravel is found by digging with a post
auger in a stream bed. The fourth, on the John SherIy farm, is
known by a very shallow bank pit, in which no bottom other than
water was found.
Beeause of the scarcity of gravel and the high expense in obtaining it in Jefferson Township the writer would suggest for those
vicinities near the railroad that a crushed limestone be shipped to
the most. convenient switches. Its durability would probably
make it. in the long run the cheaper road material.
A workable deposit. is found on the land of W. T. Shively, in
the southwestern part of section 22 (18 N., 10 W.). The bed is
9 feet thick and is covered with from 1 to 21/2 feet of soil. The
gravel is a little below the average in size, amount of clay and oxidat.ion. The color is brown and the rock composition about the
average.
In t.he south, central and western parts of section 33 (18 N., 10
E.), in an old flood plain, is a ditch 2% feet, in gravel for about
% mile. The size of this material is a little below the average, but
it is unoxidized. Great abundance could very likely be dipped at
this location.
About. 6 or 7 beds of gravel are found along the valley sides just
east of Mount. Summit., in t.he northwestern part of sect.ion 22 and
the sout.h central of 15 (18 N., 10 E.). A typical section taken
from the W. White land is as follows:
Section from a Pit on the W. White Farm.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stripping
A brown gravel of average size, considerably weathered
A brown medium sand ........ , ............... , .. .. ...
A light brown gravel, a little above the average in size..
A brown medium sand................................
A light brown gravel of average size, and little oxidized.

Feet.
1

Inches.

1
1
2

6

(}
1

Probably 40,000 cnbic yards of this material conld be obtained
in this yicinity by doing some screening.
In quality the gravel on the J. Rutledge place, in the northeast
quarter of this same section, is similar to the White. The amount
is probably 2,000 cubic yards.
In the west central part of section 10 (18 N., 10 E.), on the
farms of C. W. Sivard and .r. rI'o Hickman, arc some deposits 10-
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cared in ridges. Probably 15,000 square yards are underlain by
a bed of gravel from 4 to 18 feet in thiclmess. The stripping is
from 1 to 4 feet. The size is above the average, there being 7 per
cent. clay, 8 per cent. fine medium sand, 5 per cent. medium sand,
10 per cent. coarse sand, 50 per cent. roofing pebble, 19 per cent.
gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. The o:xidation is below the average, and the rock percentlJges are 88 limestone, 7 crystallines, 2
chert, 2 shale and 1 slate. This material is used for 1 mile north,
1 mile south, 4 miles west and 1 mile east.
A glacial ridge, locally known as the "backbone," with a very
hummocky topography and shallow kettle basins, e:xtends northwest
and southeast through the central part of section 10 and the central and eastern parts of 3 (18 N., 10 E.), and through the western part of 34 and the eastern part of 33 (19 N., 10 E.). At a
number of points it is known to contain gravel, but has been
opened only on the J. Clawson place along the road, in the southwestern part of section 34 (19 N., 10 Eo). This bed, by rough
tests, seems to underlie 2 or 3 acres, to' have a depth of 12 feet,
and from 1 to 3 feet of stripping. It is above the average in size,
about the same in rock percentages and less in o:xidation.
A cross section presents a conglomeration of clay and fine sand
lenses, gravel and boulders, no stratification being present. Fully
half of the deposit is made up of the clay and fine sand lenses,
which have to be worked around in obtaining the gravel. The
amount of gravel that can be taken from this glacial'ridge will
very likely be well up in the hundreds of thousands of cubic yards.
In the northeastern cornel' of section 27 (19 N., 10 E.) and in
the bluff of a stream, on the land of Mrs. L. Robe, is a bed of
gravel which underlies about 1 acre, has a thiclmess of 15 feet at
the pit and lias 1 foot of stripping. The size is below the average and the rock composition is about the average. This material
at many places grades abruptly into a fine sand.
Going west from Luray one follows for about 2V2 miles a
branch of a tributary of White River. In flood plains, terraces
and bluffs large quantities of gravel and sand are known to be
present. A general average of the gravel is found.in the bluff in
the northwest quarter of section 36 (19N., 10 E.), on the farm
belonging to the Patterson heirs. Two pits, either of which have
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a section of 11 feet, show about the average in size and oxidation,
and a rock composition of 88 per cent. limestone, 9 per cent. crystallines, 1 per cent. chert, 1 per cent. slate and 2 per cent. shale.
Frequently the gravel grades into sand which has to be screened
or worked around. The gravel from none of the pits in this vicinity is used on the road for farther than 3)1. of a mile from where it
is obtained. The roads, with the exception of along the hillsides,
where the day can not keep the gravel in place, are smooth and
hard.
Gravel with similar characteristics to these is found in the bluffs
and terraces of Prairie Creek in the northeast quarter of section
30 (19 N., 11 E.).
For over 400 yards along the east bluff of Blue River, on the
places of ~f. Harvey, in the southwest quarter of section 12, and
R. D. Harvey, in the nOI-thwest quarter of section 13 (18 N., 10
E.), a bed of gravel has been found to occur. A dug well 150
yards back from the bluff face shows the following record: (a.)
Soil, 8 feet; (b) brown sand, 30 feet; (c) a good quality of gra.vel
with an unknown depth. The available portion of the bed has a
thickness of 8 to 10 feet. In size it is below the average and is
above in amount (}f oxidation.
One mile south, in the same bluff, another bed of like quality is
found on the N. Harvey property, in the northwest quarter of section 24 (18. N., 10 E.). This bed is known to extend along the
bluff for 200 yards.
One acre is probably underlain by a bed of gravel, which grades
abruptly into sand in many places, on the R. B. Ridgway property,
in the south central part of section 30 (18 N., 11 E.). The stripping is from 1 to 2 feet, and the depth undetermined. The quality
is very durable, the sizes being 12 per cent. clay, 5 per cent. fine
medium sand, 5 pe~ cent. medium sand, [) per cent. coarse sand, 20
per cent. roofing pebble, 45 per cent. gravel and 8 per cent. boulder.The rock percentages are 86 limestone, 10 crystallines, 2
chert, 1 slate and 1 shale.
Under from 1 to 4 feet of surface, on the land of William Graham, in the southwestern corner of section 29 (18 N., 11 E.), in a
low, flat ridge which runs parallel with a stream, is a poorly stratified bed of gravel and sand which underlies an area of 100 by 30
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yards. A section shows: (a) Stripping, 3 feet; (b) brown gra,vel, much . below the average in size, 3 feet; (c) brown fine sand, 3
feet, and (d) a gray, brownish gravel, much below the average in
size, at the bottom. Although this gravel is used for 4 miles north,
2 miles south and 1 mile east and makes a smooth road, it is not as
durable as a coarser and less oxidized material.
In a glacial ridge on the land of Henry Ourrent, in the southwestern corner of section 4 (18 N., 11 E.), is a bed of gravel underlying, as is seen by two pits 10Q yards apart and several intervening tests, an area of at least 100 by 60' yards. An average section through the gravel shows: (a.) Stripping, 1% feet; (b) a
brown gravel, slightly below the average in size, 2 feet; (c) a
brown gravel, a little above the average. for size, 2 feet; (d) a light
brown, average size gravel, 7 feet. In places the merging of the
gravel into fine sand and clay is very conspicuous. The rock percentages are 85 limestone, 11 crystallines, 1 slate, 1 chert and 2
shale, and the durability is above the average.
In a morainic ridge in the southeast quarter of section 29 (19
N.,l1 E.), on the place of Jerry Current, is a heterogeneous bed
of gravel, sand and clay underlying 1 or 2 acres. The stripping is
from 1 to 3 feet and the depth is 18 feet to ground-water level,
below which it is not known. The size is above the average, there
being as high as 10 per cent. of boulders in parts of the deposit.
The rock composition is similar to that of the Henry Ourrent deposit in the preceding paragraph. This material, which is used in
building and repairing roads for 2 miles south, 1 mile east, 1 mile
north and 2 miles west, has proven to be a satisfactory and durable
road metal.
A similar deposit in rock compositi~n and' size of material, except for a higher per cent. of clay, is found in a kame on the land
of Mary Oxley, in the northeastern corner of section 3 (18 N., 11
K). The area underlain is 150 by 30 yards, the depth is 12 feet
and the stripping from 2to 4 feet. About ~ of this deposit is
made up of large, irreguiar masses of hardpan and fine sand,
which have to be worked around, thus making a large part of the
gravel rather unavailable.
The deposits on the farms of T .•J. Dean, in the northwest quarter, and O. Conaway, in the southwest quarter of section 10 (18
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N., 11 E.), are similar to the Oxley in topographic position, ill
quality and in heterogeneous mixture of gravel, sand and clay.
Neither of these deposits are known to be workable.
Another morainic deposit is found on the Lydia Davis place, in
the northeast corner of section 11 (18 N., 11 E.). It underlies,
as has been learned by digging, at least 1 acre, is 14 feet deep and
has from 2 to 6 feet of stripping. The size and quality are a
little below the average, but are the best found in the northeast
part of Blue River Township._ The rock percentages are 85 limestone, 11 crystallines, 2 shale, 1 slate and 1 chert. About 570
cubic yards of the material are put on the roads annually for 3
miles north, 1 mile east, 1 mile sout.h and 1 mile west.
Without a doubt many more good gravel deposits can be found
in some of the many kames and glacial ridges of sections 2,3,4, 9,
10, 11 and 12 (18 N., 11 E.) when the demand requires them.
Before opening such deposits careful testing should be made by
driving down a l%-inch pipe, because of t.he frequent grading
from gravel to sand and clay.
In the flood plain of Flatrock Creek, on the land of Lawrence
Hiatt: in the southwestern corner of section 26 (18 N., 11 E.),
under from 2 to 5 feet of soil, is a bed of gravel and sand having a
thickness ranging between 6 and 12 feet and an extent of 10 acres,
as rough testing has indicated. The size and rock composition of
the material is about the average for the county.
In the central part of section 34 (18 N., 11 E.), in a low, flat
hill on the G. R. Koons farm, is an area of 150 by 25 yards underlain by a. bed of gravel from 9 to 12 feet deep and with from 1 to
3 feet of stripping. The quality is about the average.
The average price paid for gravel in range 9 north is 12%
cents, and in 10 and 11, 10 cents. About 65 per cent. of the
roads in this congressional township are either dirt or in need of
extensive repairs. With the exception of t.he civil township of
Jefferson and a few other very limited localities the area is well
supplied with good gravel.

Township 17 North, Range8 9,10,11 amit Part8 of 8 and 12 Ea8t.
This area of 117 square miles is a rectangle with a length of
19% miles from cast to west and a width of 6 miles from north to
south. It embraces the civil townships of Liberty, Henry,. Greens-
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boro and the southern two-thirds of Harrison. The gravel deposits are for the most part found in the flood plains, terraces and
bluffs of the larger streams.
In range 11 no deposits of economic importance are known east
of Flatrock Oreek except in the central and south central portions
of section 32, where 1,000 loads are obtained annually from the
flood deposits of a tributary to the West Branch of Whitewater
River. This absence of gravel has been learned through logs of
dug wells, which show beds of only a few feet in thickness.
The writer would suggest for this locality that the cost of getting the. more durable road metal, crushed limestone, to the nearest
railroad switches be considered. A general statement as to the
cost of this material may be found on page 156, and the results of
tests by the U. S. Road Testing -Laboratory for limestones in this
part of the State on pages 157-159.
Along Flatrock Oreek on the Frank Milligan farms, in the east
central part of section 9 and the southeast quarter of section 17;
on that of Frank Worlds, in the northwestern corner of section 21;
on that of the Boyd brothers, in the southwest quarter of section
30, and on that of the Peed heirs, in the northwest corner of se<7
tion 31 (all in 17 N., 11 E.), are deposits of gravel with about
the average size, and rock composition that grade into clay and
sand. They are all used in repairing and building the roads, at
10 cents por cubic yard, for about 3 miles east. The first is found
on the valley side, has from 1 to 7 feet of stripping, underlies 2 or
3 acres, as rough tests have indicated, and is 7 feet deep. The
second has an extent of 15,000 square yards, as has been learned
by various diggings, is beneath from 1 to 4 feet of surface and has
a depth varying from 5 to 8 feet. The.third is located in the flood
plain and low terrace of a small tributary to Flatrock Oreek, underlies, with from 1 to 4 feet of stripping, 3 or 4 acres, as was
learned by post auger tests, and has a depth of from 4 to 9 feet.
The fourth has not been tested. The fifth is situated in the stream
bluff, is beneath from 1 to 4 feet of soil, has an extent of 2 or 3
acres and a depth ranging between 5 and 10 feet. The last is located in the valley plain of a small tributary to Flatrock Oreek, is
as much as 9 feet deep to water level, has 2 to. 3 feet of stripping
and may extend over 1 or 2 acres, but tests are lacking. Before
pit openings are made in t.hese deposits or any others along this
29-Geo)ogy.
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strenlll very careful *testing will be helpful, because 70 per cent.
of these deposits is clay and fine sand, and the grading into these
is often very sudden and frequent.
A little east of the centrnl part of section 5 (17 N., 11 E.), on
the Boyd brothers property, is a deposit of gravel beneath 6 feet
of surface, with an unknown extent. and a depth of 6 feet. The
qnality is exceptionally good for a bank, deposit; the sizes, as taken
from the average of three l'Iamples, are 10 per cent. clay, 15 per
cent. fine medium sand, 8 per cent. medium sand, 12 per cent.
coarse sann, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, 22 per cent. gravel and 3
per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are about an average for
the eount~\T. The roads built and repaired by this material are
hard, smo()th and durable.
In the northeast quarter of section 36 (17 N., 10 E.), along a
small creek on the place belonging to Walter Malot, is a bed of
gravel and fine sand which underlies 2 or 3 acres. Its thickness
above ground-water level is 9 feet and is unknown below. The
stripping ranges between 1 and 3 feet. The rock percentages are
about the average and the size is a little above.
On the property belonging to Frank Bundy, in the southwest
quarter of section 25 (17 N., 10 E.), is a bed of gravel in a kame
which stands out pronouncedly above the adjacent country. This
bed is beneath about 2% feet of surface, is 10 to 15 feet thick and
underlies a surface of 200 by 20 yards. The mean of two samples gives about the average size for the county. The oxidation
and rock composition are also about average. The material contains from 14 to 15 per cent. of clay, which makes it pack quickly
when put on the road, but also makes them rather muddy in the
winter. About 400 cubic yards of this material, at a cost of 10
cents per cubic yard, are used in the annual repair of the roads
for 2Vz miles south and 1 mile north.
Passing west from this deposit no other is found until the bluffs
and terraces of Blue River and some of its tributaries are reached.
Along a tributary to Blue River, on the L. Hodson farm, in the
northeast quarter of section 32 (17 N., 10 E.), is a bed made up
of 2-5 gravel, % fine sand and 1-5 hardpan, beneath 1 to 6 feet of
surface and with n -thickness of 17 feet. The fine sand and gravel
·see PR!l'c 320.
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are segregated from one another. The mean of two sizes gives
about the average for the county. The material is used in building and repairing the roads for llj2 miles north, 2 miles east. and
2Y2 miles south. These roads are in general smoot.h, hard and
giving good satisfaction.
On the bluff of Blue River in the south central part of section
15 (17 N., 10 E.) is a bed of gravel and sand with a thickness of
39 feet, a stripping of 3 feet and extent of 2,000 square yards.
The sand and gravel often grade into one another. The sizes as
taken from the average of three samples are 7 per cent. clay, 13
per cent. fine medium sand, 13 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent.
coarse sand, 17 per cent. roofing pebble, 15 per cent. gravel and 5
per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 89 limestone, 8 crystallines, 1 chert, 1 shale and 1 slate.
In the northern part of New Castle, on lots owned by L. A.
Jennings and :Margaret Finley, are beds of 1 gravel and %sand
underlying 2 or 3 acres. They have from 4 to 6 feet of stripping
and are 12 feet deep. They are below the ave'rage in size, the
coarsest material being little better than a coarse sand.
A small deposit of somewhat above the average for size is found
on the property of M. D. Harvey, in the southeastern corner of
section 9 (17 N., 10 K), in the bluff of Blue River.
Numerous deposits that. have not been opened are known by well
logs and other excnvations to exist in the flood plains, terraces and
bluffs of Blue River.
Along a tributary to Blue River are a number of deposits in
section 30 (17 N., 10 K). Those being used are on the farms of
John Huddleson, S. Rite, H. H. Harvey and K K. Stratton. All
of these are similar in having a material of about. the average size
and being located at t.he top of the stream bluffs. Although the
gravel frequE'ntly grades into sand, yet tests that have been made
by pits, wells, groundhog diggings and post auger borings show
that it is very probable that 200,000 cubic yards are accessible in
this locality.
Farther up this same stream, in the northeast quarter of section
19 (17 N., 10 E.), is a location on the farms of Emma McDorman
and Maryette Roof. The former is in a ridge running parallel
with tbE' creek, which is known to have a bed underl:ying 5 or 6
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acres, as learned by plowing and the withering of crops in dry
weather, with a depth where a well was dug of 30 feet and no bottorn found. The latter deposit has a depth of 10 feet and is also
located in a ridge whose length is parallel with the stream. Here
we find a bed 10 feet thick and workable in extent. The size of
the material, taken from the average of two samples, is 12 pel'
cent. clay, 13 per cent. fine medium sand, 18 per cent<. medium
sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble and 1'7
per cent. gravel. The rock percentages are 84 limestone, 12 crystaHines, 2 shale, 1 slate and 1 chert.
On the county farm, in the northeast quarter of section 9 (17
N., 10 E.), is a bed of gravel, sand and clay in a stream bluff, beneath from 2 to 4 feet of surface. It probably underlies 8,000
square yards, as learned from rough tests, and has a thickness of
15 feet. The size is about the average.
In the east bluffs of Duck Creek numerous tests have been made
which show a deposit of gravel to ·continue, more 0.1' less broken by
the valleys of small intermittent tributaries, from the southwestern corner to the east central part of section 7 (17 N., 10 E.).
Pits have been opened on the M. McCormick, I. Mendenhall and
Mrs. A. Lowery farms.. They show from 1 to 3 feet of stripping
and depths from 8 to 12 feet. The sizes range from the average
up to a sample which contains 9 per cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine
medium sand, 5 per cent. medium sand, 5 per cent. coarse sand,
30 per cent. roofing pebble, 37 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent.
boulder. The rock percentages. are 87 limestone, 8 crystallines, 3
chert, 1 slate and 1 shale. About 1,500 loads, at 10 cents per
cubic yard, are us.ed in the annual repairing of the roads. for 4
miles north, 3 miles eas.t, 2 miles. wes.t and 1 mile south. Almost
all of these roads are in very good condition, being hard, smooth,
well packed and durable.
In the southwestern corner of section 13 (17 N., 9 E.), on the
place of T. C. P~elps, is a deposit of gravel, sand and clay, be- .
neath from 1 to 3 feet of soil, that underlies 10 acres., as has been
learned by dug wells, post auger holes and plowing. The depth is
from 4 to 9 feet. The sizes of the material are 9 per cent. clay,
15 per cent. fine medium sand, 11 per cent. medium sand, 15 per
cent. coarse sand, 40 per cent. roofing pebble and 10 per cent.
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gravel. The rock percentages are 86 limestone, 10 crystallines, 1
chert,l slate and 2 shale. Some 2,000 cubic yards are put on the
roads annually for 5 miles north, % mile south, 1 mile east and 3
miles west. The wearing quality is good.
Along the valley side and in an upper terrace of Duck Creek,
on the Frank Starbuck and !Iilton Stafford farms, in the southeastern corner of section 23 (17 N., 9 E.), and in the northeastern
corner of section 26 (17 N., 9 E.) are gravel and sand deposits
underlying about 1 acre. The depth to ground-water level is 4 to
8 feet, below which it is unknown. The quality and size of the
material are about an average, but the stripping being heavy, the
bed thin and the hardpflll considerable, the deposit is hardly a
practical one. The material has been used for 2 miles north, 1
mile south, ~,'2 mile east and 4 miles west, and has given good satisfaetion.
West of Duck Creek in Greensboro Township there is no gravel
at all with the excepti'on of a very fine material on the farm of L.
H. Judge, in the southwestern corner of section 19 (17 N., 9 E.).
At this place the gravel is below ground-water level and no bottom
has been found.
In an isolated kame, which was known as the "Mountain" i:q.
earlier days because of its rising some 40 feet above the surrounding country, in the southwest part of section 17 (17 N., 9 E.), on
the farms of H. Wilkerson and William Hedrick, is a heterogeneous mixture of clay, gravel and sand beneath from 21j2 to 8
feet of surface and underlying l~h acres, with a depth ranging
from 3 to 18 feet. About all sizes are found, but in all cases the
clay runs high, 19 per cent. being common. This causes the roads
on which the material is used to be somewhat muddy, but otherwise they are very satisfactory. These roads are found as far as
4 miles east, 3 miles south, 2% miles west and 3 miles north. No
known workable deposit is known nearer than 2 miles north, 4
miles east, 4 miles south and 3 miles west.
In a morainic hill in the north central part of section 5 (17 N.,
9 E.) and the south central part of section 32 (18 N., 9 E.) is a
bed of gravel, clay and sand underlying about 3 acres. This has
been determined by a cellar 75 yards northeast of the pit, where
gravel was found beneath 6 feet of clay, and a dug well 75 yards
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farther northeast, where gl'avel was reached after passing through
12 feet of clay. Six feet of stripping under common circumstances wOllld make a deposit impractical; but since the nearest deposits of no better quality are several miles distant, this bed can
be worked with profit. At the pit the depth is 18 feet and the
stripping 6 feet The sizes are 18 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine
medium sano, 10 per cent. medium sand, 10 per cent. coarse sand,
20 per cent. roofing pebble, 30 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent.
boulder. The rock percentages are 85 limestone, 12 crystallines,
2 shale and 1 chert. The material is used on the roads 'for 3 miles
north, 2 miles eaE't, 2Y2 miles west and 1 mile south.
I.oeations for dipping have been tested for depth by the trustee
of Harrison Township in the east central part of section 6 (17 N.,
9 K), where 17 feet of gravel were found; und in the south central
part of section 10 and the northern part of section 15 (17 N., 9
K), where 9 feet of material were found. ';I'he extent in none of
these cases has been determined.
For this congressional township 10 cents per cubic yard is the
genel'al price..
Because of the scarcity of gravel, in the central portion of the
civil township, Harrison, and the central and western portion of
Greensboro, the writer would suggest that the cost of getting the
more durable road met.al, limestone, to the nearest railroad
switches, be considered.

Toumship 16 North, Ranges 9,10,11 and Parts of 8 and 13 East.
This area forms a rectangle 20 miles long from east to west, and
6 miles wide from north to south. In it are found the civil townships of Wayne, Spiceland, Franklin and Dudley. With exception of a few morainic deposits, all of the gravel of economic importance is confined to the bluffs, terraces and flood plains of Blue
River with its larger tributaries, Little Blue River and FIatrock
Creek.
In the south central part of section 5 (16 N., 9 E.), on the
land of O. P. Manlove, is a deposit in the flood plain of a tributary to Blue River. The stripping is from 1 to 3 feet, the depth
6 feet above water level, at the pit, and the area underlain is at
least Y2 acre, where Mr. Manlove has tested thoroughly to a depth
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of 5 feet. below wat.er level. These tests point to a favorable possibility for *chaining, which I think will be the more satisfactory
met.hod of lift.ingthe gravel out at this location, on account of the
_high percentages of clay. The rock composition is about the
average, t.he size is a little above, and the oxidation much lower.
The per cent.. of clay is very high, which makes the roads muddy
in t.he winter and dusty in the summer. This material is used
on the roads for 1 mile north, 2 miles south, 2 miles west and 1
mile east.
A similar deposit is found in the southeastern corner of this
same section, on the M. Vandenbark land. The extent and depth
are not. known.
Some 30 feet above a stream, in a bluff, on the Charles Addison place, in the southeast quarter of section 29 (16 N., 9 E.),
beneath 3 feet. of soil, is a workable deposit. of gravel, with a depth
ranging between 5 and 11 feet. This deposit contains a low per
cent. of fine sand and clay. The size is a little above the average,
and the oxidation below. The rock percentages are 86 limestone,
10 crystallines, 2 chert, 1 slate and 1 shale. The material is put
on the roads for 4 miles north, 4 miles west, 2 miles east and 1
mile south. These roads are smooth, hard and durable.
In the eastern part of Knightstown 7 or 8 acres are known, by
careful tests, to be underlain by gravel, on the property belonging
to the 1. & E. St. Ry. Co. These tests have shown, at the present
pit, which is situated just back from t.he edge of the bluff, a depth
of 12 feet and a hardpan floor. As one gets farther from tihe
bluff edge, t.he, gravel bed becomes thinner and t.he hardpan floor
comes nearer to the surface. At 100 yards the bed o,f gravel is
2 feet thick, and the hardpan floor is within {) feet of the surface.
The stripping varies from 1 to 3 feet. The quality of the material is a little above the average, the sizes being 8 per cent. clay,
15 -per cent. fine medium sand, 17 per cent. medium sand, 13 per
cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, 15 per cent. gravel
and 2 per cent. boulder. The rock composition is about the average. About 250 cubic yards of the material are hauled out daily,
for use as ballast, along the interurban line.
In the southwest quarter of section 22 (16 N., 9 E.), 14 mile
*See page 324,
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from the river, in its bluffs, is a bed of gravel on the property of
O. Morris. It underlies about 2,000 square yards, has a depth of
9 feet, and 21h feet of stripping. The material in size, rock
percentages and durability is about the average for the county.
In the first terrace abov~the flood plain of Blue River in the
north central part of section'22 (16 N., 9 E.), is a bed of gravel
beneath 2112 feet of surface, with a thickness of 9 feet, and an
extent over a considerable area, as is seen by a ditch, which is in
this terrace for a distance of 400 yards north with its bottom in
the gravel. The mean size of two samples give's about the average
for the county. The rock percentages are the average. The material is used on the roads for 1 mile south, 1"% mile west, 3 miles
east and 1,4 mile north.
In sections 11 and 15 (16 N., 9 E.), an abundance of gravel is
known to exist in the bluffs of Blue River. Small pits have been
opened at various points, and,. in general, contain material very
similar to that described in the two preceding paragraphs.
On the farms of Earl Moffitt, in the northeast quarter of section
1 (16 N., 9 E.), and that of B. Reese, in the west central part of
section 6 (16 N., 10 E.), are a few of a number of workable deposits in the bluffs of Duck Oreek. These beds occur beneath
from 1 to 3 feet of surface, and are 25 feet deep. The sizes of
the material are 6 per cent. clay, 17 per cent. fine medium sand,
13 per cent. medium sand, 14 per cent·. coarse sand, 30 per cent.
roofing pebble, 18 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder; the
rock percentages are 86 limestone, 9 crystallines, 2 shale, 2 chert
and 1 slate; and the oxidation is about the average. This material makes smooth and durable roads.
A deposit of gravel and sand is found on the property of Samuel
Hoover, in the northwest quarter of section 4 (16 N., 10 E.),
along a small tributary to Blue River. It has a depth of 9 feet
to water level, and an unknown depth below, a stripping of from
2 to 6 feet, and an extent of 2 acres. The mean of two samples
gives about the average size for the county. A deposit containing
material very similar to this of the Hoover place is found on the
property of Theodore Applegate, 1 mile due east of Spiceland.
The amount of gravel is not known.
A workable deposit, from which 2,000 cubic yards of gravel are
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taken for the roads annually, is found in the central eastern part
of section 18 (16 N., 10 E.). The stripping is from 1 to 3 feet
and the extent about 5,000 square yards. The size is below the
average and the oxidation above.
In the southeastern corner of section 19 (16 N., 10 E.), on the
land of G. Hammond, about 4 acres of a kame, which rises about
45 feet above the adjacent region, are .underlain by a bed of unstratified gravel, hardpan and fine sand in about equal proportions. The depth ranges from 10 to 30 feet, and the stripping
from 2 to 4 feet. The average of 2 samples of the gravel shows
15 per cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine medium sand, 13 per cent.
medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble,
and 25 per cent. gravel. The rock percentages are 85 limestone,
10 crystallines, 2 chert, 2 shale and 1 slate. About 1,600 cubic
yards are used in the annual building and repairing of roads for
2lj2 miles north, 2 miles east, 2V2 miles south and 2 miles west.
These roads are well packed and smooth, but the high amount of
clay makes them somewhat muddy in the winter. Within a radius of lj2 a mile, anumber of these kames are seen, which undoubtedly contain more or less gravel.
Several small deposits ate found along a tributary of Little Blue
River in the southwest quarter of section 29 (16 N., 10 E.).
One of these is on the E. M. Hinshaw place, where a gravel of a
rather fine quality is found in the bluff.
In the western part of section 33 and the eastern part of 32
(16 N., 10 E.), are a number of low parallel ridges, which are
100 feet wide, from 300 to 1,000 feet long and about 15 feet
high, at the crests.
Several, which have been opened on the farms of E. Greenstreet and .rohn M_cFarland, were found to be composed largely of
gravel, sand and clay; and by making some investigation, with
a post auger, some very fine gravel beds have been opened. These
contain from 1 to 3 feet of stripping, and are from 4 to 12 feet deep. The size of the material is 10 per cent.. clay, 18 per cent.
fine medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse
sand, ·25 per cent. roofing pebble, 25 per cent. gravel and 5 per
cent. boulder; the rock percentages, 85 limestone, 10 crystallines,
2 shale, 2 c}lcrt and 1 slate; -and the oxidation below the average.
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The material is sold at 15 cents per cubic yard, and is used in
building and repairing roads for 1 mile north, 2% miles east, 3112
miles south, and 1f2 mile west. These roads, in general, are in
good condition.
Going east and northeaflt. from Dun.reith no other deposits
except very small ones are found until the bluffs, terraces and
flood plains of Flatrock Creek are reached.
In the bluffs of Flatrock Creek, on the farms of D. M. Brown,
in the northeast quarter of section 36 (16 N., 10 E.), and T. S.
Nugen, in the northeast quarter of section 25 (16 N., 10 E.), are
some deposits, each of which underlies several acres, with from 1
to 8 feet of stripping, which rapidly increases as it gets farther
from the bluff face. The depths range between 9 and 12 feet.
The rock composition is ab01.1t the average, the size of the material
a little below, and the amount of oxidation above. From these
deposits the roads are bnilt and repaired for 4 miles east and 2112
miles west.
A similar gravel for size, rock percentages and oxidation is
found in the bluffs of Flatrock Creek, from 20 to 40 feet above
the stream, on the L Butler property, in the northeast corner of
section 12 (16 N., 10 E.), and the northwest corner of section '1
(16 N., 11 E.). The extent is not well determined, but it is
known that for 40 rods both up and down stream from this point
groundhog diggings and other excavations show more or less.
gravel to be preflent in the bluff. The depth will average about 8
feet, and the stripping from 112 to 7 feet. A section shows:
(a) Stripping 2 feet, (b) gravel 8 feet, (c) clay 1 to 2 feet, (d)
gravel 10 feet. This material is used on the roads for 4 miles east
and 2112 miles west.
In the northwest part of section 7 (16 N., 11 E.), on the land
belonging to the Shute heirs, is a small bed of gravel beneath
from 1 to 2 feet of surface. The quality of the material is about
the average, and it is used on the roads for 1 mile north, 4 miles
east, 2% miles west and ~I:! mile south.
Besides this deposit and some creek gravel in the eastern part of
section 31 (16 N., 12 E.), no deposits of economic importance are
known east of Flatrock Creek. The well records in general show
only beds of a few feet, at most, in thickness. Since two railroads
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are near at hand, the writer would suggest, for this vicinity, a
crushed limestone, shipped to the most convenient railroad switch.
This could probably be done for what it costs to haul the gravel for
4 miles, and when in addition to this the greater durability of the
limestone is taken into consideration, it will very likely be the
cheaper road metaL

DELAWARE COUNTY.
395
Area in square miles .......................................... .
Population in 1900 ................................... ·········· 49,624
800
l\1iles of public roads .......................................... .
600
Miles of improved roads ....................................... .
75
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
600
Miles improved with gravel. ................................... .
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ................... $1,000·
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $600,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$100
2
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First improved roads built. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1858
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
5
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. .. Good
Authority .................................. J. E. Davis, County Auditor
"No roads have been improved nnder the present law. All are township roads
or abandoned toll roads. The cost of $1,000 per mile is estimated.

This county lies east of Madison, north of Henry, south of
Grant and Blackford, and west. of Randolph and Jay. Its shape
is that. of a rect.angle, 21 miles long from north to south, and 19
miles wide from east. to west.. The northeastern fourt.h is crossed
by t.he Mississinewa Hiver, which flows in a northwesterly direction; and the cent.ral by the White River, flowing from east. t.o
. west. In the channels of these streams, as well as some tributaries,
the Niagara limestone, of the Silurian, comes t.o the surface.
Some very pronoun~ed moraines are found in this county, from
which a large portion of the gravel is obtained. The cont.inuat.ion
of the terminal moraine of southern *Randolph and northern
Henry is also found in the southern part of this count.y. The
eastern portion is traversed by the Union Cit.y moraine, and the
northeastern corner by the !I(ississinewa. There is a very well
developed eskaI', east of Royprtnn.
·See

pUJ.(C a~7.
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The transportation is extra good. Intersecting at Muncie and
extending in all directions are the Cleveland Division of the Big
Four; the Lake Erie and Western; the Chicago, Cincinnati and
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Fig, 35, Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Delaware County,

Louisville; and the Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati and Louisville. Besides these, the Ohicago, Indiana l1nd Eastern irom the northwest
and three interurban traction lines, two running west and one
north, have their terminals in Muncie.
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Although, as in counties heretofore mentioned, numerous gravel
deposits are found in the bluffs, terraces and flo()d plains of
streams, the larger per cent. of the workable deposits are located
in the morainic ridges and hills. For size the morainic material
has brought the average above that of central Indiana; an average
sample showing 13 per cent. clay, 13 per cent. fine medium sand,
11 per cent. medium sand, 14 per cent. coarse sand, 26 per cent.
roofing pebble, 20 per cent. gravel and 3 per cent. boulder. The
_average for rock percentages is 87 limest()ne; 9 crystallines, 2
shale, 1 chert and 1 slate, with a small amount of sandstone and
a few other rock!:.
GRAVEL.

The Five Southern Miles of Township 22 North, Ranges 9, 10,
11, and Part of 8 East.
This area consists of 95 square miles and is located along the
northern boundary of the county. The gravel deposits are found,
for the most part, along the Mississinewa and its larger tributaries,
and the morainic ridge of the southeastern portion. Smaller deposits are found along Big Pipe and Kirkwood creeks in the
western part.
On the farms of W. Milholand and J. W. Harris is located,
in the flo()d plains on either side of Big Pipe Creek, in the northeast quarter of section 25 (22 N., 8 E.), a rather extensive bed
of gravel below the ground-water level. Although careful tests
have not been made to ascertain the exact extent or depth it is
known to underlie, beneath from 2 t() 4 feet of surface, at least 2
or 3 acres, and probably considerable more. The gravel is, of a
good quality, being unoxidized and of a fair size. The rock percentages are 80 limestone, 16 crystallines, 2 shale, 1 slate and 1
chert. Almost al] of the material that is used on the roads in the
western part of the civil township, Washington, is obtained by dipping from this bed.
In the northeast quarter of section 7 (22 N., 9 E.), gravel has
been found beneath water level in the flood plains of Kirkwood
Creek by ditching. It is reported to be of good quality.
Besides these two locations mentioned, both of which will require careful testing before any machine can be set for dipping,
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no others of economic importance are known going east., until
sections 12, 13 and 24 (22 N., 9 E.) are reached.
On the Frank Keplinger property in the central western part of
section 12 (22 N., 9 E.), and on that of S. Richard in the central
part of section 12, are gravel deposits in the bluffs and flood plains
of the Misilissinewa. The former bed outcrops for 20 rods up
and down t.he river and for 200 yards back from the pit. The
depth to water level is 8 feet, and the stripping is from % to 2%
feet. It grades into sand at places. The second is a very limited
deposit and is not workable. Its depth is 6 feet and stripping
from 1 to 3 feet. The sizes of these materials are above the
average, being, as is shown from the mean of three samples, 11 per
cent. clay, 'I per cent. fine medium sand, 8 per cent. medium sand,
4 per cent. coarse sand, 13 per cent. roofing pebble, 49 per cent.
gravel and 8 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 84 limestone, 14 crysta1lines, 1 shale and 1 chert; and the oxidation is
considerably below the average. For road use the material is
stony, but is very durable, and if the coarser material will be used
for the base and the finer for a dressing, the roads will be smooth,
hard and very satisfactory.
Below ground-water, in the flood plain of a tributary to the
Mississinewa, on the Donie Ginn place of section 13 (22 N., 9
E.), a depth of 14 feet of gravel of a fair quality is said to exist,
but the extent has not been tested.
On the place of S. JYliller, in the east central part of section 24
(22 N., 9 Eo), is a flood plain deposit below water-level, of workable extent and depth. The stripping is 2 feet, the size average
and rock percentageI' are 80 limestone, 16 crystallines, 2 chert,
1 slate and 1 shale. The oxidation is nothing.
All along the Mississinewa, as we advance east, workable deposits are found in the flood plains, terraces and bluffs. Much of the
mate'l'ial is a little above the average for size. In the southwest
quarter of section 22 (22 N., 10 E.), on the properly belonging to
Robert Smith, are about 2 acres known to be underlain with from
5 to 14 feet of gravel, beneath 2 feet of surface. The material
is about average in rock composition, and is a little above in size.
It is used in building and repairing for 2 miles north, 1112 miles
south, 1V;;! miles east and 1 mile west.
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In a kame in the southwest part of section 31 (22 N., 11 E.),
a workable amount of gravel is found on the land belonging to the
Dudelston heirs. This deposit of gravel, clay and sand, is covered
with from 1 to 6 feet of surface, and is 35 feet deep .. The material is of an average size, and has a rock composition of 84 per
cent. limestone, 13 per cent. crystallines, 1 per cent. chert, 1 per
cent. shale and 1 per cent. slate. The color is brown at the top and
gray at the bottom, and the amount of weathering is somewhat
below the average.
Along the Mississinewa in the terraces and flood plains of this
civil township, Niles, large deposits are known to exist, as has
been indicated by post auger holes, ditches and other excavations.
In the flood plain of a small stream on the D. B. Moore property, in the northwest quarter of section 16 (22 N., 11 E.), is a
deposit below ground-water level, which, by rough tests, seems to
be workable. The depth, where worked and tested, is 20 feet and
the stripping 3 feet. The material is of exceptional quality for
wearing and packing, the latter being due to a calcareous clay.
The sizes and rock percentages are about average. 1,500 cubic
yards of the material, which has been taken out with a *gravel
excavator, are put onto the roads annually, for 2 miles south, 31/2
m.iles east, 1 Y2 mileR north and 2 miles west. The distance this
material is hauled to the east shows the need of road material in
the northeast corner of the county. Since random tests along
'Estey Creek have given no further locations for setting a dipping
machine, on account of too much clay, the author would suggest a
careful inquiry into the endless chain process, which will wash the
gravel to a certain extent, and thus can be used where the dipping
machine can not be.
In the southeast and southwest quarters of section 33 (22 N.,
11 E.), on the places of J. T. Black and Samuel Gregory, in a
ridge extending more or ]cps broken, southwest to· Muncie, is a
large deposit of gravel, sand and clay beneath from 1 to 5 feet of
stripping. The length of the bed is undetermined, bU,t seems, as
has be'fm learned by several pits and other excavations, all of
which show a very similar material, to be % mile long and 200 feet
wide. The depth, at. the pit, if! SO feet. A section shows: (a)
·See page 324.
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Stripping 5 feet, (b) a brown gravel somewhat below the average
in size 5 feet, (c) a grayish brown gravel a little above the average fO'r size 10 feet, (d) a gray material above the average fQr
size 10 feet. The rock percentages are 80 limestone, 15 crystallines, 2 chert, 2 shale and 1 slate. The clay of this material,
which is about 15 per cent., is a kind of fine calcareO'us conglO'merate, which makes a most excellent packing material. The grave~,
even in the pit, is so cemented together by this substance, that it
cOomes dQwn in great masses, which have to' be broken apart.
2,000 cubic yards are used in the annual building and repairing
of roads fQr 2 miles east, 2 miles north, 1 mile west and 112 mile
south. These roads are very durable, smooth and hard.
In the western portion of section 36 (22 N., 11 E.), for about
Y2 mile alO'ng a tributary to the Mississinewa, the flood plain
clO'se to the stream has been tested and found to' be underlain with
about 10 feet of gravel which is covered by 2Y2 feet of surface.
At three places the material has been *pumped out. The sizes are
15 per cent. clay, 10 per cent.. fine medium sand, 5 per cent.. me-dium sand, 10 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent.. roofing pebble
and 40 per cent.. boulder. The rock percentages are about the
average and the oxidation nothing. 700 cubic yards, at a cost of
40 cents per cubic yard, are used in the annual building and repairing of roads for 1 mile south, 1 mile east, 2Y2 miles north
and Y2 mile west. The high per cent. of clay makes the road
somewhat muddy in the winter, but otherwise the material is very
good.
For the northeastern corner of the civil township, Niles, where
road material is hauled for several miles, the writer would suggest
that investigation be made as to the cost of getting crushed stone,
which is much more durable than gravel, to the nearest railroad
switch. In this investigation, the results of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory on samples of rocks from various parts of the state
may be helpful.

Township 21 North, Ranges 9, 10, 11, and a Part of 8 East.
In this area of 114 squa,"e miles the ~eater amount of the
gravel is found in the eastern portion, in' the morainic ridges,
and a smaller amount, in the flood plains and terraces of the

\
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Mississinewa and its tributaries, Jakes, Mud, Big Kill Buck,
and Kill Buck creeks.
In the northwest quarter of section 12 (21 N., 11 E.), on .
the property of Kifer Crua, is a small unworkable bed of a soft
gray gravel. The material being considerably below the average
in size, and the bed only 4 feet deep, with 2 feet of stripping,
the deposit is impracticable except for very local use.
Another small bed, which is beneath the water level, is found
in the flood plain of a tributary to the Mississinewa, in the
southwest quarter of section 13 (21 N., 11 E.), on the places
belonging to George A. Stafford and J. A. Triddle. Since the
gravel is so scarce in this locality, and the limestone, either
300 feet nOTth or south of this location, is within 2 feet of
the surface, it would probably pay to set a small portable *crusher.
In a low morainic ridge on the land of James Dill, in the
southwest quarter of section 23 (21 N., 11 E.), is a bed of
gravel beneath ground-water level which has where tested a maximum depth of 18 feet and a minimum of 7 feet. Thel extent has
not been determined, and the quality is reported to be very good.
Six or 7 acres, which include 5 or 6 kames, on the Thomas
Ore place, in the west-central part. of section 35 (21 N., 11 K),
were found to be underlain by gravel, sand and clay. The pit
walls, on which 2,000 square yards are exposed, show a depth of
from 18 to 38 feet and no bottom; a stripping of from 2 to 7
feet, and a continual grading of the gra.vel, sand and clay into
one another, 3-6 being gravel, 2-6 sand and 1-6 clay. The size
of material, rock composition and oxidation are about the ave,rage
for the gravel. One thousand six Jmndred cubic yards at a cost
ranging between 15 and 20 cents are used in the annual building
and repairing of the roads for 2 miles north, 3 miles south, 6 miles.
east and 112 mile west. These roads are hard, smooth, durable,
and give good satisfaction.
On the farms of George A. Stafford and R. F. Brammer, in
the west-central part of section 9 (21 N., 11 E.), is a workable
bed of gravel and sand above ground-water level which has a
stripping of 3 feet and a depth of 18 feet. If the many lenses
of sand occurring in the bed can be worked around or screened off
*For output and cost of crushing see page 327.
SO-Geology,
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the rock percentages will be average and the size a little above.
The color ranges from gray at the bottom to brown at the top, and
the oxidation about average. The material is used on the roads
for 4 miles east, Yz mile north, 112 mile south, and Yzmile west.
On the first terrace abnve the f1Qod plain and in the flood plain
of the Mis.c;issinewa River, in the central part of section 16 (21
N., 11 E.), on the land belonging to J nseph J oegodlove, are about
20 acres underlain by gravel~ as has been learned by post auger
holes and other exeavations. At the pit on the terrace there is a
depth of 15 feet and a stripping of 2 feet. The size of the material is a little above the average. The material of the flood plain
would have to be dipped, which would hardly pay where such
a large quantity nf good gravel, above wa!er level, is available.
In the continuation of the same glacial ridge which stands out
very conspicuously above the adjacent country and in which the
large deposits nn the Samuel Gregory farm in section 33 (22 N.,
11 E.) occurs are found numerous deposits in this congressional
township. A few of these places have been npened on the farms
of L. Adams, in the southwest quarter nf section 19 (21 N., 11
E.) ; Wilson, Payton and Reid, in the southeast quarter of section
25 (21 N., 10 E.), and Mrs. Thomas Paey, in the southwest
quarter nf section 36 (21 N., 10 E.). The rock compositions
being about the average for the county, there being no. bottnm
found other than gravel, and a very abrupt grading of the gravel
into fine sand and clay, are common characteristics of all.
At the AdamE' pit, the stripping is 2 feet, depth 18 feet, and the
size a little below the average. The Wilson, Payton and Reid
pit shows from 1 to 5 feet of stripping, a depth of 20 feet, and
a size considerably below the average, being 8 per cent. clay,
.18 per cent. fine medium saud, 20 per cent. medium sand, 25
per cent. coarse sand, 14 pel' cent. roofing pebble, 13 per cent.
gTavel, and 2 per cent. boulder. In the vicinity of the Pasy
pit, the ridge becomes very pronounced, being about 70 feet high,
200 yards wide, and having a hummocky topography. The depth
at this plaee is from 7 to 18 feet, and the stripping is 1 foot at
the cre&t of the ridge, but increases to (j feet 150 feet from the
crest along the slopes. This difference in stripping is due to the
transporting and depositing o.f the f\lope wash during heavy rains.
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The mean of 1:\'10 samples gives the following sizes: 12 per cenL.
clay, '7 per cent. fine medium sand, 8 per cent. medium sand, 14
per cent. coarse sand, 13 per cent. roofing pebble, 36 per cent.
gravel, and 10 per cent. boulder.
The amount of gravel that c.an be obtained from this morainic
ridge in this con~essional township will probably be several hundred thousand cubic yards. Eor durability, it is about an average,
but the high content of clay generally makes the roads rather
muddy in the winter and dusty in the summer.
In a gentle raise in the &outheast quarter of section 22 (21 N.,
10 E.), on tl\€, farms of Joseph Sheets and Joseph Pattenger, is a
bed of gravel which underlies about 3 acres with a depcll ranging
between 6 and 11 feet and no bottom found, and a stripping of
from 1 to 3 feet. The size, rock composition and amount of
weathering are about average. This material is used in building
and repairing roads for 3 miles north, 3 miles west, 2 miles south,
and 2 miles east.
In a low hill on the property belonging to a Mr. Turner, in the
northeast quarter of section 16 (21 N., 10 E.), is a bed of gravel
underlying, as rough tests indicate, about 1112 acres, with a depth
of 15 feet and a stripping ranging between 4 and 8 feet. The
rock percentages are about aver-age and the size a little above. It
is used on the roads for 3 miles north, 2 miles east, 2 miles south,
and 3 miles west, and gives good satisfacti~n.
Between the central and north-central parts of section 5 (21
N., 10 E.), on the David Hench land, is an unstratified bed of
gravel, clay and sand in a morainic hill which underlies about
2 acres. The depth at the pit is from 8 to 12 feet and the
stripping ranges between 1 and 6 feet. The rock composition is
the average, and the size is above, with about 14 per cent. of
~~

.

.

In the flood plain of Mud Creek, beneath from 2 to 3 feet of
surface, 011 the farm of Mary L Garrard, in the south-central
part of section 6 (21 N., 10 E.), is a bed of gravel apparently
underlying 3 or 4 acres, as is indicated by two pits 250 yards
apart, and other tests. The depth is from 8 to 9 feet. The rock
composition is about average, the size above, and the oxidation
below. One thousand fwo htlIldred cubic yards are used in the
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annual repair and building of roads for 1 Yz miles north, 1 Yz
miles east., 1112 miles south, and 4% miles west. The material is
durable and makes a smooth and hard road.
In the 'flood plain of Big Kill Buck Oreek, on the farms of
William Benidum, in the sOTIthwest quarter of section 11 (21 N.,
9 E.), and,J. W. McOreary, in the northeast quarter of section
16 (21 N., 9 E.), are beds of gravel bene,ath water level, with a
depth where tested of 25 feet. The extent is not known.
Possible locations for dipping, which have not been tested as to
depth or extent other than to know that 'gravel exists beneath the
ground-water level, are found in the flood plains and terraces of
Jakes Creek on the farms of Isaac Brinhall in the southwest quarter of section 26 (21 N., 9 E.); of George McWilliams, in the
east-central part of section 27 (21 N., 9 E.) ; of Sarah Smith, in
the southeast quarter of section 27 (21 N., 9 E.); of Samuel Lee,
in the northwest quarter of section 27 (21 N., 9 E.); of B.
Miller, in the northeast quarter of section 28 (21 N., 9 E.), and
of Polk Fuller, in the northwest quarter of section 28 (21 N.,
9 E.).
On the gentle valley slope of Big Kill Buck, 120 yards from
the etream, are 3 or 4 acres underlain by gravel, as shown by
rough tests, on the farm of Samuel Bell, ill the southwest quarter
of section 20 (21 N., 9 E.). The depth of the bed is 11 feet and
the stripping is 3 feet. The sizes of the material are 12 per cent.
clay, 18 per cent. nne medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand,
10 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 30 per cent.
gravel, and 5 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are about
the average for the county. ·At a cost of 25 cents per cubic yard
this material is used in building and repairing roads for 3 miles
north, 2Yz miles w.est, 1/-S mile south, and 2Yz miles east.

Township 20 North, Ranges 9, 10, 11, and Part of 8 East.
In this area of 114 square miles are a large number of small
deposits along Mud Oreek, Big Kill Buck, White River and its
tributaries, and some glacial ridges in the eastern portions.
Along a tributary to Big Kill I3uck, in the northeastern quarter
of section 1 (20 N., 8 E.), on the place belonging to' 1. Perry, is
a small bed of gravel, beneath from 1 to 4 feet of surface, which
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has a depth of 7 feet. The rock percentages and sizes of material
are about the average, except that 20 per cent. is clay, which
makes the roads on which this gravel is used muddy in the winter
and dusty in the summer.
In the bank of Mud Oreek 2 or 3 acres are underlain by gravel,
sand and clay in the northwest. quarter of section 10 (20 N., 9
E.), on the George McKinley property. The depth is 21 feet at
the pit and the stripping from 2 to 4 feet. The rook Composition
is about an average for the county, and the size is below the
average. One thousand two hundred cubic yards, at a cost of 25
cents per cubic yard, are put on the roads annually.
Probably 25,000 cubic yards of gravel are available on the J. R.
Compton land in the northeast quarter of section 22 (20 N., 9
E.). The amount of surface underlain is about 1 acre, the depth
is 21 feet and the stripping is 4 feet. The rock composition is
average and the size of material is a little below.
A large deposit of gravel is found in the bluff of Mud Creek,
200 yards from the stream, on the farm of Stanley Russey, in
the northwest quarter of section 13 (20 N., 9 E.). The area
underlain is about 4 acres, as is indicated by the exposure of a 200
square yal'd cross section, a well at a house 300 yards a:way that
is in 22 feet of gravel, and post auger holes.
The stripping at the pit is from 1 to 3 feet and the depth is
10 feet. The rock percentages are average, the size is above, and
the mddation below. One thousand two hundred cubic yards at
25 cents per cubic yard are used in the all!lual repair and building
of roads for 5 miles north, 1f2 mile east, 1f2 mile south, and 1 mile
west. These roads are hard, smooth and durable.
In the northeast corner of section 25 (20 N., 9 E.), on the
place of Nathan Williams, is a bed of gravel beneath from 1 to
6 feet of surface, with an average rock composition and size of
material. The extent and depth were not learned by the writer.
A deposit which is likely workable is found in a bluff of White
River on the property belonging to Mary Allison, in the northwest quarter of section 18 (20 N., 10 E.) Three hundred square
yards of material are exposed on the pit walls, which show a
depth of 10 feet, a stripping ranging from 2 to 8 feet, a rock
composition of about the average, with 14 per cent.. of clay, a size
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of material which is below average, and an amount of oxidation
that is above. Roads on which the material has been used are
dusty in the summer and rather muddy in the winter.
On the Joseph Sutton land in the southwest quarter of section
32 (20 N., 9 E.), is one of a number of kame deposits that are
found in this vidnity. The material is of average quality, with
exception of a high content of clay. It sells for 10 cents pel'
cubic yard and is hauled but a short distance because of other
pits.
In the northwest corner of section 1 (20 N., 10 E.), on the
farms of W. Sherry and J. Doggeth, are pits in the prominent
morainic ridge which extends northeast from near Muncie. At
these pits the material is high in fine medium sand, which is salable at this location for concrete work in Muncie. The amount of
stripping is 5 feet and tho depth is 20 feet. The sizes for the
latter pit are about the average and for the former below.
A small deposit above ground-water level is found in the southcentral part of section 22 (20 N., 10 E.), on the property belonging to C. R. Wall.
In the south-central part of section 27 (20 N., 10 E.), on the
Oliver McConnell land, beneath 2 feet of stripping, is a small
deposit of gravel, clay and sand all commingled, which has a
depth of 8 feet. Because of inavailahility and a high per cent.
of clay this material has a very local use.
About 3 or 4 acres on the Sherman Whitney place in the southwest corner of section 26 (20 N., 10 E.), are underlain by a bed
of gravel having from 4 to 8 feet of stripping and a depth of 18
feet. This is a morainic deposit and the material is unstratified,
with a high amount of clay, which makes muddy roads in the
wet season. Otherwise the material is of a good size and little
weathered. The rock percentages are almost average.
Several small locations are found on and near the \V. M. Heaton
farm, in the northwest quarter of section 26 (20 N., 10 E.). The
depth at an old pit IS 12 feet and stripping 1% feet. The material is about the average for rock composition and a little below
for size. The color is brown and the oxidation high.
Three or four acres in the flood plain of the White' River in the
southeast quarter of section 25 (20 N., 10 E.), are underlain
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beneath 2% feet of surface, w.ith a bed of stratified gravel,
which has been worked to a depth of 12 feet and no bottom
found. The rock composition, size of material and oxidation are
about the average, with exception of only having 6 per cent. of
clay. The roads on which this gravel is used are smooth and
durable.
On the place belonging to .T ane Cecil, in the northwest quarter
of section 30 (20 N., 10 E.), are beds of gravel in kames which
beneath from lj2 to 3 feet of surface underlie about 2 acres, as
rough tests, such as post auger holes and the withering of crops
in dry weather, indicate. This gravel often grades into sand and
clay. At the pit the depth is 10 feet and the size of material and
rock composition are about an average. This material packs well
and is durable.
On the Ray Cecil farm in the southwest quarter of section
20 (20 N., 10 E.), is a bed of gravel and sand, with about 1 foot
of stripping and a depth of 15 feet. From the pit walls and
places tested back from the pit, about 3,500 square yards seem to
be still underlain with either sand or gravel. The si~e of the
gravel is above the average, but the rock percentages are 82 limestone, 15 crystallines, 2 shale, and 1 chert.
By screening~ a workable amount of gravel may be found on
the side of a stream valley in the southwest part of section 7
(20 N., 11 E.), on the property belonging to John Truett. At
the pit the stripping is 2 feet, depth from 6 to 20 feet, rock composition and size of material about average, and color brown and
yellow. Abrupt grading into sand is very characteristic.
In the northwest quarter of section 9 (20 N., 11 E.), on the
property of J. Plmtney, beneath from 2 to 6 feet of surface, is
an area of about 1 acre underlain with gravel and sand, as has
been learned by several excavations. At the pit the depth is 10
feet, the rock composition and size of material are about average,
and the color is brown. To determine the exact amouIit of gravel
and sand, tests by pipe driving or some other means will be
necessary.
In the southwest corner of section 23 (20 N., 11 E.), and
the northwest corner of section 26 (20 N., 11 E.), is a gravel bed
beneath 1 to 3 feet of surface, which has a rock composition of
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about the average and a size of material considerably below. The
color is brown and the weathering considerable. The extent and
depth are not known.

Norrthern Four Mile8 of Townsh'ip 19 North, Ranges 9, 10, 11;
mnd Part of 8 East.
This area of 76 square miles, which has a length from east to
west of 19 miles and a width from north to south of 4 miles, lies
along the Henry Oounty boundary. Its gravel deposits, which are
of economic importance, are found for the most part in morainic
hills and ridges. Only bmall beds are known to occur in the bluffs,
terraces and :flood plains of streams.
For 1,4 of a mile along a small creek in a ridge in the northcentral part of section 13 (19 N., 11 E.), is a bed of gravel,
sand and clay which has been dug into at various points. On
the farm of Jane Mills, in this ridge, is a pit which shows from
2 to 7 feet of stripping and a depth of 30 feet. The mean of two
samples gives the average for the county with exception of 15 per
cent. clay, and the rock composition is also about average. The
color is from gray to brown, and the amount of weatherring a
little below the average. One thousand cubic yards are used in
the annual repair and building of roads for 3 miles east, 2 miles
south, 21h miles west, and 21;2 miles north. Otherwise than making the roads somewhat muddy in the wet season and dusty in the
dry it gives good satisfaction.
On the farms of L. Doddy, in the southeast and that of George
Keisling in the southwest quarter of section 3 (19 N., 11 E.),
and W. Sissel in the southeastern corner of section 4 (19 N.,
11 E.), are workable deposits of gravel which alternate with sand
and clay. They all, when the sand is screened off, have an average
rook composition, an average size of material, with exception of
14 per cent. clay, and a brown color. The first has a depth of 11
feet and the second 15 feet.
Along a stream in the northwest quarter of section 9, on the
Jacob Reese place, and in the southeast corner of section 9 and
the northeast corner of section 16 (19 N., 11 E.), on the Lewis
Keisling farm, are several very fair -locations for gravel pit!;!.
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These have been tested with post augers and other excavations and
are said to contain a good quality of material.
In so.me morainic hills and ridges beginning in the northeast
corner of section 19 (20 N., 11 E.), on the P. H. Chatman farm,
and continuing north along the eastern border of section 18 (20
N., 11 E.), through the R. Felton, Jr., R. Felton, S'r., M. Carand the C., H. & D. Ry. Co. farms, are so.me large
michael,
,
deposits of gravel. At all places where openings have been made,
the gravel grades from a bro.wn at the top to a grayish brown
7 or 8 feet lower. On the P. H. Chatman place, a small pit
shows a depth of 5 feet and no. bottom, and the fo.llowing sizes of
material: Eight per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand,
20 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent.
roofing pebble, and 12 per cent. gravel. The depth on the Felton,
J'r., place is 7 feet, 'Felton, Sr., 8 feet, Oarmichael 10 feet, and
0., H. & D. 30 feet. In none Qf these cases, except the last, has
the bottom to the gravel been found, and the deposit at no. place,
except at the last mentioned, has been thoroughly opened or tested,
but as numerous excavations indicate, several hundred thousand
cubic yards may be obtained in this vicinity. Of course, there
will be some clay and sand to. contend with, but this probably can
be screened and worked arQund. The walls of the 0., H. & D.
pit alQne show over 1,000 square yards of material which is as
coarse or coarser than the average.
In kames on the farms belonging to George Gibson, of the
southeast part Qf sectiQn 14 (19 N., 10 E.), and James Deaver,
of the northeast corner o.f section 23 (19 N., 10 E.), are Qver
100,000 cubic yards Qf gravel, mixed more or less with sand
and clay. At a pit on the Gibson place the stripping is from 1
to 3 feet and the depth 25 feet. Several acres of the hill are
known to be underlain by either gravel or sand. The color of
the material is brown to gray, and the sizes are 6 per cent. clay,
15 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 25
percent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, 3 per cent.
gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. The rock percentage" are 85
limestQne, 11 crystallines, 2 shale, and 1 ched. At the Deaver
pit the stripping is from 1 to 3 feet and the depth 30 feet, but
200 yards from the pit, in the same hill, of 8 or 9 acres, is 12
.,
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feet of stripping and 40 feet of gravel. Also at other places on
the hill thE' gravel is known to underlie the' surface. The sizes
of material are 6 pel' cent. clay, 8 per cent. fine medium sand,
8 per cent. medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent.
roofillg pebble, and 33 per cent. gravel. The rook percentages
are 82 limestone, 16 crystallines, and 2 shale. Six hundred cubic
yards, at a cost of 25' cents per yard, are used in the a~nual
building and repa.iring of roads for 11;2 miles north and 1,4 mile
east. These roads are hard, smooth, and are more durable than
the average. A bottom to the gravel has been found at neither
of the pits.
In the northeastern and north-central parts of section 17 (19
N., 10 E.), are morainic deposits on the places of S. Flemming
and a Mrs. Flemming, where, as various openings indicate, 60,000
cubic yards of gravel could probably be obtained by working
around hardpan and sand masses. The rook composition is about
average and the size a little above.
Probably 2 acres, with a stripping of 6 feet at a minimum, are
underlaid with gravel in the northwest. corner of section 4 (19
N., 10 E.), on the property belonging to William Drisco. The
bed is 8 feet thick, resting on a fine sand bottom. The size of
material and rock composition are about the average .. One thousand five hundred cubic yards, at a eost of 25 cents a yard, are
used in the annual repair and building of roads for 2 miles south,
2 miles north, 3 miles east, and 11)1 miles west. This material,
with its heavy stripping, would be inavailable if it was not for a
scarcity of gravel to the north, east and west.
In the northeast corner of section 8 (19 N., 10 E.), on the
Marion Tuttle farm, is reported a good quality of gravel with a
light stripping. Nothing was learned as to extent or depth.
A bed of gravel, with only a few feet above water level and
an insufficient depth beneath fdr dipping, is found beneath 4 feet
of stripping on the land of J acah Reynolds, in the south-central
part of section 6 (19 N., 10 E.). The writer would suggest
~hat tests he made for the endless chain, which can be set for a
shallower bed than a gravel excavator.
Gravel is found in morainic hills on the Irving :Moffett place
in t·he ~outh-central 'part of section 2 (19 N.? 9 E.) I and that of
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Perry Stewart, in the northwestern part of &ection 11 (19 N.,
9 E.). A pit at the latter shows a depth of 8 feet with a clay
bottom, and a stripping ranging between 2 and 5 feet. The
size of the material is above average and the color is brown. The
amount is workable, but. the inavailability makes it rather impraCticabJe.
In a lower terrace of a stream in the southwest corner of section
14 (19 N., 9 E.), on the land belonging to the Cromer heirs, is
a bed of gravel which is under from 1 to 5 feet of soil, and ha&
no bot.tom ot.her than water. Tests have been made for a few
feet beneath water level, and it is possible that a location for dipping can be found. The size of the material is average and the
color above water level is brown. It is used in building and repairing for 3 miles west, 2 miles south, 2 miles east, and 2 miles
north, and is found to make a durable road.
Beneat.h from 2 to 4 feet of surface and with a depth of 10
feet where known are beds of gravel located in a morainic deposit
in the southeastern corner of section 17 (19 N., 9 E.), on the
farm of P. Shoemaker, and in the northeastern corner of section
20 (19 N., 9 E.),on the Cyrus Van Matre property.
Rough tests indicate about 4 acre.. to be underlain by the gravel,
sand and clay which grade into one another. At pits on both
places t.he rock composition is found to be about average and the
sizes of material a little above.
Deposits, which are not tested as to depth or extent, are found
in the east-central part of section 24 (19 N., 8 E.), on the land
belonging to Joseph Prigg; in the southeastern corner of section
18 (19-N., 9 E.), on the John Branon farm; and on the place of
Henry Moreland, in the northeast corner of section 8 (19 N.,
9 E.).
Morainic ridges and kames are found in sections 5 and 6 in
which there are a number of workable deposits. Among these
are those on Joseph Myers' place, in the southeastern corner of
&ection 6 (19 N., 9 E.); on that of John May, in the north-central
portion of section 5 (19 N., 9 E.), and on the farm belonging to
Carrie Fenwick, of the northwest quarter of section 5 (19 N.,
9 E.). On the May place, the pit walls show from 2 to 7 feet of
stripping and a depth of 12 feet of gravel. The size and qualit:
of the material is about average.
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LIMESTONE.

Limestone comes to the surface at numerous places in the beds
of White River and the MissisE>inewa, and somewhat in the larger
tributaries. The rock is generally hard and has a light buff color.
In the e,astern part of }\Iuncie is located two small crushing
plants. The larger, which is located at the Mock stone quarry,
crushes on an average 100 cubic yards daily. This material is
used for the most part. on the streets of Muncie. A section at this
quarry is as follows:
Section at the Mock Quarry in East Muncie.
Feet.

Yellowish gray, ferruginous, and thin bedded limestone ........ ,
2. Gray, thin bedded, fragmental, and somewhat argillaceous limestone ....................................................
3. Blue, fragmental .limestona ....................... : ........... ,
4. Gray, thick bedded, somewhat ferruginous limestone ........... ,
1.

4
3
3
8

Nos. 1 and 2 are inferior to 3 and 4, being softer and more
brittle. The beds of No. 2 are from 2lh to 5lh feet thick.
The amount of this material available will without doubt reach
several hundred thousand cubic yards.
Another small crushing plant, where the output is 100 cubic
yards per day, is located in the southeastern part of Eaton, at the
Eaton. stone quarry. At this plant 25 men are employed for 6
months of the year.
A section at the quarry shows the following:
8ection at the Eaton Quarry.
Feet.

1.
2.

Yellow to red and weathered limestone ..................... '"
U
Porous, hard, and blue limestone. : ........................... , 34

The beds of No. 2 vary from 1 to 14 inches in thickness, and
are free from clay. This stone, where used in the vicinity of
Eaton, is giving very good satisfaction, being much more durable
than the gravel
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MADISON COUNTY.
460
Area in sqllare miles ......................................... .
70,470
Population in 1900 ....................................... , ... .
900
Miles of public roads .................. ·······················
Mi~es of improved roads .......... '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
325
. Percentage of roads improved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36.1
325
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
None
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .
$3,500
Total original cost of improved roads .......................... $1,137,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. ... .
$95
14!
Miles of lmprov(~d roads (gravel) built in 1905. .. .... .. .. .... .. .
First improved roads built. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1862
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . .
16
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. .
Good.
Authority ........................ .- ..... Jos. D. Kinnard, County Auditor

Madison County, with Anderson as its county seat, lies south
of Grant; west of Delaware and Henry, north of Hancock, and
east of Hamilton and Tipton Counties. Its surface is, in the
main, an undulating till plain. White River, which with its
numerous tributaries, drains the northern three-fourths of the
county, traverses the southern half from east to west.
Three geological periods are represented in the surface rocks
of this county, viz., the Niagara limestone of the Silurian, the
Pendleton sandstone of the Devonian, and the glacial drift of the
Pleistocene. The Niagara limestone outcrops at numerous places
in stream beds, some of which are found *200 yards below the
falls at Pendleton; on the north bank of Fall Creek north of
Alfonte; at a quarry two miles west of the Anderson courthouse;
and near Frankton on Pipe Creek. The Devonian sandstone occurs *in the lower edge of Pendleton, at the foot of the fall. The
drift is the compact till, sand and gravel that cover the bed rocks
of the county.
The transportation facilities of the county are good. The
Michigan Division of the Big :Four crosses it from north to
south; the P., C., C. & St. L. from the northeast to the southwest; the Chicago and Southeastern, near the center, from east
to west; and the L. E. & W. the northern third, from east to west.
For quality of gravel, Madison County is about the average
*Rep. GeoI. 8urv. Ind., 1903, page 426.
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Fig. 36. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Madison County.
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for central Indiana, but in amount is below. For limestone, on
the other hand, it ranks among the very first in both quality
an~ amount. The principal deposits of gravel are found in the
bluffs, terraces and flood plains of the main streams, such as
White River, Killbuck, Fall and Pipe creeks; in the morainic
ridges and hills, such as those south of Anderson three miles and
those west of Chesterfield; and in the old valleys in the vicinity of
Summitville, that have been deeply filled with drift and are noW
entirely obscured.
The average sizes for the gravel are 10 per cent. clay, 15 per
cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium sand, 19 per cent.
coarse sand, 22 per cent. roofing pebble, 17 per cent, gravel, and
2 per cent. boulder. The average rock percentages are 84 limestone, 10 crystallines, 2 shale, 2 chert, and 2 slate.
GRAVEL.

N orlhern Five Miles of Township 1313 North, Rarnge 7 and Parris
of 6 and 8 East.
With the exception of the deposits in the old filled up valleys
and the terraces and flood plains of Duck Creek, there are no
workable deposits in this township.
In an old pre-glacial valley, that has been filled up with grave1,
sand and clay, and in which Pipe Creek has cut its channel, are
gravel beds below the water level on the farms belonging to J.
\V. Hammilton, in the northeast quarter of section 26, and J.
Ellsworth, in the northwest quarter of section 35 (22 N., 8 E.).
The bed on the) former place was tested to a depth of 35 feet and
no bott0'm to the gravel was found.
A small quantity of a very sandy gravel is found on the J. and
S. Eccles place, in the southwest quarter of section 10 (22 N., 8
E.). Another deposit, which is 'said to be below ground-water
level and t0' underlie, 10 acres, is found on the C. M. Leach place
of the same quarter section.
Commencing in the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter
of section 7 and extending south to the northeast quarter of the
northeast quarter of section 18, and here forking, the one fork
e:xtending in a general westerly direction for 1 mile and th~ other
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east into the central part of the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 17 and then south near the border line of
sections 17 and 18, until the northern parts of sections 29 and
30 (22 N., 8 E.) are reached, where a southeasterly course is
taken to the central part of section 36, is an old stream valley 14
mile wide, and its tributaries, that have been so completely filled up
with gravel, sand and clay that all original topographical characteristics have been lost. At numerous locations general tests have
indicated that the gravel is in sufficient quantities to be of eco~
nomic importance. Some of these locations, where pits have been
operated, aTe found on the H. Trader land of the northeast quarter of section 7~ the H. Tomlinson and the E. Payne places of the
northeast quarter of section 18 (22 N., 8 E.), on those of H. E.
Vinson and F. Vinson of the southeast quarter of the same section,
O. Griffe, W. Roseboom, A. Roseboom, and D. W. Webster of
western Summitville, H. McOlain of the northeast quarter of section 25, and A. E. Harlan of the southeast quarter, and W. A.
Ellsworth of the northeast quarter of section 36 (22 N., '7 E.).
With exception of the first three pits, which are above the groundwater level, all are below water level. At the Roseboom pit the
depth is 25 feet, stripping 3 feet, and extent wO'l'kable. The
depth at the Webster has been found to be 30 feet, the stripping
3% feet, and the extent workable.
The average of three samples which were obtained from the O.
Griffe, W. Roseboom, A. Roseboom, and D. W. Webster pits,
shows the following sizes of material: Thirteen per cent. clay, 12
per cent. fine medium sand, '7 per cent. medium sand, 12 per
cent. coarse sand, 23 per cent. rOQofing pebble" 29 per cent. gravel,
and 2 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 82 limestone,
13 crysta11ines, 3 shale, 1 chert, and 1 slate.
The amount of clay, which causes the material to pack quickly
and keep its place on the road, and the unoxidized condition,
makes this one of the best road building gravels of the county. It
is used on the roads fQor 3 miles north, 2 miles west, 3 miles east,
and 3 miles south.
When a sC'l'ies Qof systematic tests have been made in this Qold
valley, undoubtedly a large amount of material that at present is
unknown will be found. Where the clay is found to be too great
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or the depth insufficient for the *gravel excavator, the endless
chain apparatus should be carefully considered. Although it will
not lift out as much material in a day, it can be operated at a
lower expense, and washes out a portion of the clay and dirt.
Along Duck Creek in the south central part of section 21 (22
N., 7 E.), on the farms of M. J. Sullivan and J. C. Hull, two
locations have been found for setting a gravel excavator, and by
general tests 2 or 3 acres to be underlain with gravel. At the
pit, where gravel has been thrown out, the depth is 20 feet and no
bottom found, and the stripping 3 feet. The rock percentages are
74 limestone, 19 crystallines, 3 shale, 3 chert,and 1 slate; and the
sizes of the material are 8 per cent. clay, 12 per cen. fine medium
sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 25 p.er cent. coarse sand, 25 per
cent. roofing pebble, 9 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder.
Along this same stream gravel is known to occur benea.th
ground-water level, on the W. Tomlinson property in the northcentral part of section 28 (22 N., 7 E.). The bottom of a ditch
for several rods is found to be in gravel, below ground-water level,
on the J. W. Can place in the northwest quarter of section 10
(22 N., 7 E.). A small deposit of gravel is found in the southcentral part of section 34 (22 N., 7 E.), on the G. Carver land.
The extent of the bed is small and shallow.
Below the water level in the central part of section 18 (22
N., 7 E.), on the property belonging to W. Townsend, a workable amount of gravel is found beneath 8 feet of stripping. The
depth of the deposit is 10 feet, and rock composition and sizes 0'£
the materia} are about average. Only because of a great scarcity
of road material in this neighborhood can such an i~available deposit be considered practicable.
Located under 3 or 4 acres of low ground and beneath the
ground-water leveJ, with from 4 to 7 feet of strippin~, &re workable gravel beds in the southeast quarter of section 16 on the
Frank Leisure place, and on that of P. Shay, in the northwest
quarter of section 21 (22 N., 6 E.). These rest upon clay bottoms; the former has a thickness varying between 4 and 15 feet,
and the latter about 15 feet. The quality of the material is
about average in both size and rock composition. The amount
·See page 324.

31-G~ology.
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of weathering is almost nothing. Pronounced gradations between
the gravel, fine sand and clay are often met, and only by very
careful testing can locations be found for taking the gravel out.
For the parts of this township where gravel is being hauled
2112 or 3 miles, it will be well,to consider the availability and cost
of obtaining crushed limestone, which is far more durable than
the gravel. At both the Abbott quarry, 1112 miles northeast of
Frankton, and the Nicoson quarry of West Alexandria, very fair
qualities of rock for road building purposes are found.

Township 2;G, Range 7 and Part of 6 and 8 East.
In range 6 of this township very few gravel beds of economic
importance are found. The only two being used are in the northeast quarter of sect.ion 28 on the Henry Myerly farm, and on that
of A. and L. Funkhous8; in the southeast. quarter of section 36.
The former bed, which is in the Duck Creek flood plain, rests on a
clay bottom, is 11 feet thick at the pit, 7 of which is above groundwater level and 4 below, and has a stripping of 2 feet. Three
acres of the flood plain has been hastily tested and are known
to be underlain by gravel and sand. The latter bed has from 1
to 3 feet of stripping, a thickness at the pit of 13 feet, and underlies 2 or 3 acres, as has been learned through very general tests.
The rock percentages o.f both of these gravels are about the average, and the sizes of the material for the first are about average,
and for the second above. Both deposits are of good quality, but
the merging into sand and clay makes the regions questionable as
.
to amount of available gravel.
In the bluffs of Pipe Creek, on the farms of Aleexander Wise
and C. and N. Quick that are in the northeast quarter of section
31 (21 N., 7 E.), and the northwest quarter of section 32 (21
N., 7 E.), is a bed of gravel that gives a cross section of 300 by
4 yards in the pit wall. By various tests it. is known to extend
back for at least 50 yards from this wall, thus giving a possible
content of 60,000 cubic yards. No bo,ttom has been found to thi~
bed, and the stripping is from 1 to 3 feet. IIi some places the
gravel merges into fine sand. The sizes of the material are 8 per
cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 12 per cent. medium
sand, 18 per cent. coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 31
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per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages
are 88 limestone, 8 crystallines, 2 chert, and 2 slate. The ooxidation is about average. This material is used for 5 miles north in
the annual building and repairing of roads which, where the grading and ditching at the sides have been properly done, are smooth,
hard and durable.
. A workable amount of gravel is found in the bluffs of Pipe
Oreek on the farm belonging to Daniel Abbott, in the southwest
quarter of section 28 (21 N.,7 E.). This bed is known to foUow
the bluff 200 yards and to extend back from it as much as 100
yards, but with a great increase in stripping. The stripping at
the bluff face where the pit is located is 2 feet, the depth is 12 feet,
and the bottom is clay. The rock composition is average, and the
sizes of the material are 12 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 5 per cent. medium sand, 10 per cent. coarse sand,
15 per cent. roofing pebble, 40 per cent. gravel, and 8 per cent.
boulder. Because of the proper amount of clay and coarseness
this material makes a durable road.
Along the same stream, on the John Little land in the southwest quarter of section 21 (21 N., 7 E.), is a deposit of gravel
with similar physical characteristics to that on the C. H. Gipe
place. This material is used for 6 miles to the north.
On the farm of C. H. Gipe, in the northwest quarter of section
22 (21 N., 7 E.), is a workable bed of 50 per cent. fine sand and
50 per cent. gravel. No bottom has been found, the depth is 15
feet, and the stripping from 2 to 6 feet. The rock composition,
sizes of material, excepting fine sand, and amount of weathering
are about average.
A similar deposit is found on the adjacent farm to the west
belonging to G. H. Smith. Here the gravel and fine sand are
known to underlie 8 or 9 acres. The many sudden gradat.ions of
the gravel to fine sand requires careful testing before opening
a pit.
Beneath from 2lh to 4 feet of stripping in the flood plain of
Pipe Creek on the place of Albert Gordon, in the south-central
part of section 3 -(21 N., 7 E.), is a bed of gravel which has been
tested to a depth of 16 feet at a numbe,r of places over an area of
10 acres and no bottom found. The material in both size and
rock composition is almost average. About 2,000 cubic yards are
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used annually in building and repairing roads fQr 2 miles north
and 3 miles west. These rQads, where properly attended to, are
smooth, hard and durable.
In the :Hood plain of a small valley, beneath water level, is
a bed Qf gravel on the farms belonging to R. R. Beck and W.
Cooper, in the southeast quarter of section 34 (21 N., 'I E.).
On this location tests were made with an auger at two points 12
rods apart which shQwed 4 feet of stripping and 4 feet Qf gravel,
no bottom being reached. About 15 rods from a line connecting
these two tests is a ditch with its bottom in the gravel fQr several
rods. This locatiQn is Qne that should be carefully tested, because
of the great scarcity Qf gravel in this vicinity.
In the nQrthwest quarter of section 1 (21 N., 'I E.), Qn the W.
Heritage and Samuel Phillips farms, in an Qld filled up valley
with a width of % mile, are locations fQr dipping beneath frQm
3 to 'I feet of stripping and with depths of 35 feet. No bottom
has' been found. The stripping is found tOo increase rapidly as it
gets away from the center. The extent is known to be large,
several acres having been tested in a general way and no limits
tOo the deposit found. The rock compositiQn is about the average,
but the sizes Qf the material are a little belQIW. Twelve per cent.
being clay, together with the unQxi~ized conditiQn, makes this a
very desirable material for road building and repairing.
In the southeast quarter Oof the sOoutheast quarter of section
24 (21 N., 7 E.) and the southwest quarter of the southwest
quarter of section 19 (21 N., 8 E.) in the lower terrace and :Hood
plain of a branch to Pipe Creek, telegraph poles and cellars are
said to be in the gravel. The main part of the gravel is beneath
the grQund-water level.
A bed Qf gravel and fine sand merging frequently into Qne
another underlies several acres in the northwest quarter of section
31 (21 N., 8 E.) Qn the J. BrQnnenberg place. This bed rests
uPQn a clay bottom, is belOoW ground-water level, has a stripping
ranging between 2 and 4 feet and a thickness Oof 10 feet. The
sizes of the material are cQnsiderably belOow the average.
In the central part of sectiQn 18 (21 N., 8 E.), on the lOots of
Mrs. D. M. Scott, is a bed Qf gravel and fine sand in the terrace
to a branch of Pipe Creek. It underlies about 5 Qr 6 acres, has a
depth of 4 feet and a stripping Qf 21/2 feet. The sizes of the
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material are average and the amount of weathering high, the
colors being yellow and brown.
Along another branch of Pipe Creek on the W. M. King farm,
in the southwest quarter of section 29 (21 N., 8 E.), a bed of
gravel and fine sand beneath ground-water level has been found
to underlie 2 or 3 acres in the flood plain; but as to depth, nothing
is known.
A ditch dug across the farms of U. C. Vermillion, S. A. Vermil-·
lion and E. R. Dilts, in the southeast quarter of section 33 and
the southwest quarter of section 34 (21 N., 8 E.), showed gravel,
more or less, all along in its bottom. This area would be an
especially good one for testing for the setting of a gravel excavator
or some other machine, since there is a great scarcity of road
material in this vicinity.
Beneath ground-water level and in the flood plain of a branch
of Pipe Creek deposits are found on the farms of P. Hartman, in
the northeast quarter of section 8; J. B. Schreiber, in the northwest quarter of section 9; R. H. Zimmerman, in the northeast
quarter of section 9, and D. Webster, in the southeast quarter of
section 4 (21 N., 8 E.). An: examination of that on the Webster
place showed from 2 to 5 feet of stripping and a depth of 18 feet
without any· bottom being found. The extent has not been well
determined, but another location for dipping is said to be known.
The rock percentages are about average and the sizes of the material are a little above, there being 13 per cent. of clay and 24 per
cent. of gravel. These sizes, together with the unoxidized condition, makes this a particularly good road metal. The deposits
on the other farms are only known to be present, depths and extents not being known.

Township 20 North, Rarnge 20 arnd Pads of 6 and 8 East.
A gravel, which contains much sand, is found on the B. W.
Scott property in the southwest quarter of section 26 (20 N., 8
E.). The extent of the bed is 2 acres, depth 11 feet and stripping from 1 to 3 feet. The material is only suitable for very light
repair work.
In the east-central part of section 22 (20 N., 8 E.), on the land
of I. W. Burton, is a large deposit of fine medium sand to coarse
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sand mixed with a fine sand. Roads repaired with this material
are sandy and not durable.
In a morainic ridge which runs southeast and southwest from
the V. J. Pence place in the southeast quarter of section 2 across
the N. Fountain~ L. Ohilds, and George Heagy farms of section
11, and across the W. W. Hancock, of section 14, and onto the
J. Noland and L. Noland property of the .southeast quarter of
section 15 (20 N., 8 E.), are some large deposits of gravel.
On the Noland place the gravel extends for 100 yards north of
the pit to where a dug well shows a depth of 25 feet. At a number of places in the ridge on this farm gravel is known to be
present. At the pit the depth is 14 feet and stripping 1 foot.
The sizes of the material are 12 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine
medium sand, 5 per cent. medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand,
35 per cent. roofing pebble, 22 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent.
boulder. The amount of oxidation is about the average.
By dug wen records, post holes, and plowing, Mr. Heagy has
found on his farm the area underlain with gravel and sand to
range from 70 to 200 yards in width and to be 500 yards long.
At his pit the depth of the deposit is 20 feet and the stripping
from 1 to 3 feet. The mean of two samples gives the following
sizes of the material: Eight per cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine
medium sand, 12 per cent. medium sand, 11 per cent. coarse
sand, 22 per cent. roofing pebble, and 35 per cent. gravel. About
1,100 cubic yards of this material are used in the annual building
and repairing of roads.
~Workable deposits, with similar material, are reported on the
Pence and Childs places. Without doubt a hundred thousand
cubic yards of gravel might be obtained from this ridge.
In the bluff of Kilbuck Creek, in the southeast quarter of section 10 (20 N., 8 E.), on the William Fountain farm, seve,ral
acres are known to be underlain with gravel and fine sand, merging into one another. The stripping is from 1 to 4 feet and the
depth over 10 feet. The quality is similar to that on the, J. and
L. N oland farm.
Along a branch o.f Kilbuck Creek, on the Jacob Maynard farm
in the southeast quarter of section 5 and the L. Johnson in the
southeast quarter of section 7 (20 N., 8 E.), gravel has been
found to underlie the surface, but extent and depth are not known.
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A deposit of gravel, fine sand and clay are found with all kinds
of gradations between them beneath from 2 to 8 feet of surface in
the southeast quarter of section 19 (20 N., 8 E.), on the land of
John Tappen. The depth is 18 feet at the pit. Although 8 or 9
acres are underlain, it is very questionable as to the workahility,
on account of fine sand find clay. Something like 3,000 cubic
yards are used in building and repairing thel roads for· 5 miles
north, 4 miles west, and 3 miles east.
In the bluff of Kilbuck on the property belonging to H. Cawaday in the southwest quarter of section 31 (20 N., 8 E.), is a bed
of gravel 12 feet thick a~d underlying from 1 to 4 feet of soil at
the pit. Four hundred yards north of the pit is another opening
in the bluff, which shows a similar material. This indicates a
possible connection and a large amount of gravel. The sizes of the
material are below the average and the oxidation a little higher.
Mingled with considerable sand and clay is a gravel deposit in
the southwest quarter of section 31 (20 N., 8 E.), on the, place
of A. Forkner. At the pit the stripping is from 3 to 6 feet and
the depth from 7 to 15 feet. The area underlain is 2 or 3 acres,
but the sand and clay are so great that. the deposit can hardly be
termed workable.
There are no gravel deposits that are being used in range 7
of this township, and only two locations that. are at all promising.
One of these was found in digging a ditch on the H. Cawaday and
J. Cawaday farm in the southwest quarter of section 15 (20 N.,
7 E. ). Besides finding a few inches of gravel in the bottom of the
ditch, no tests were made as ttl depth or extent. Another was
found in drilling a well on t.he property of T. F. Lee in the northeast. quarter of section 15 (20 N., 7 E.). The drillers claimed a
depth of 40 feet of gravel, but the comminuted condition in which
the material was bailed out made it almost impossible to tell much
about. the quality.
Op the bluff of Pipe Creek, underlying 2 or 3 acres, is a bed of
gravel, fine sand and clay merging into one another, in the southwest quarter of section 1 (20 N., 6 E.), on the, land belonging
to J. W. Benefield. The thickness is 7 feet and the stripping 2V2
feet. The rock"" composition and size of the material are average,
and the amount of weathering a little above. A similar deposit
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is found on the S. Lister place in the southeast quarter of seetion
2 (20 N., 6 E.). The extent is not determined.
Along a small tributary to Pipe Oreek in the northeast quarter
of section 14 (20 N., 6 E.), on the farm of Noah Richwine, is
a workable bed of a small-sized gravel underlying about 5,000
square yards, as very general tests with a post auger have shown.
The strippiI~g is 3 feet and the depth undetermined.
A still
smaller material is found on the Z. Beckwith place in the northeast
quarter of section 20. It is too fine for anything other than very
light local repair work.
A workable deposit in the bluff of White River is looated on
the farms of 1. E. McOlintock in the southeast quarter of section
35, and of M. J. Wise in the southwest quarter of section 36 (20
N., 6 E.). At the pits the depth is 15 feet and stripping 1112
feet. The rook composition is about average, the sizes of the
material a little below, oxidation somewhat higher, and durability
slightly lower. On various farms along White River gravel is
known to underlie the terraces and bluffs, but careful tests have
not been made to learn the depth or extent. Several small pits
have been opened, and among these is one on the John Wise property, in the southeast quarter of seetion 33 (20 N., 6 E.), where
gravel of an average quality is obtained.
Township 19 North, Range 7, arnd Pads of 6 amo, 8 East.

An ex-trustee of the civil township of Stoney Oreek says that
10 acres, in the flood plain of a Ifulall creek, on the places of S.
Wright and L. Aldred in the southeast quarter of section 21 (19
N., 6 E.), have been carefully tested and are known to be underlain with about 10 feet of gravel, which is beneath the groundwater level and is covered with 2% feet of stripping. For sizes
of the material, 10 per cent. is clay, 15 per cent. fine medium
sand, 15 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 20. per
cent. roofing pebble, 19 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder;
and the rock composition is
t the average. This material is
pumped out with a gravel
and is used in building and repairing the roads for several
about. Th~ roads are, in
general, smooth and durable.
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An average sized material is found on the farms of Susan Wise
in the northeast quarter of section 3 (19 N., 6 E.), and D. W.
Kemp in the southeast quarter of section 1 (19 N., 6 E.) .. The
quantity of either deposit is probably workable. On the N. Ryan
place in the southeast quarter of section 1 (19 N., 6 E.), is a deposit beneath from 2 to 5 feet of stripping, and with a depth of
12 feet. The extent is not known. The size of the material
and rock composition are about the average.
Five feet of gravel underlying, with from 2 to' 5 feet of stripping, a surface of several acres is found in the southwest quarter
of section 5 (19 N., 7 E.). The bottom of the bed is clay. Very
noticeable changes from gravel to fine sand are often met with.
The sizes of the material and rock percentages are about the average. Heavy stripping and a shallow bed makes this deposit rather
inavailable.
On the property of R. W. Wilson in the northeast quarter of
section 9 (19 N., 7 E.), is an exposure of gravel and fine sand
showing, more or -less, for 400 yards in the bluffs of White River.
Probably one-half of the material is fine sand and Qne-half gravel.
The depth at the pits is about 14 feet and the stripping from 2
to 7 feet. The color of the material is brown and red, the rock
composition about average, and the size of the material a little
above. On the road this material packs well and is durable.
A workable amount of gravel is found on the J. W. Sansbe,rry
land in the southwest quarter of section 10 (19 N., 7 E.), but it is
so commingled with sand and clay that, for the present, it is not
a practicable deposit.
In the bluff of White River, under from 2 to 5 feet of stripping and resting on a clay bottom, is a bed of gravel underlying
about 4,000 square yards in the northeast quarter of section 10
(19 N., 7 E.), on the J. H. Hatter property. The rock composition is about average, but the sizes of the material are far below
the average, and the amount of weathering is high. These characteristics, together with the frequent gradations into fine sand
and clay, make the deposit rather undesirable.
Another bluff deposit is found in the northwest corner of section
12 (19 N., 7 E.), just north of the bridge. A cross section of
450 square yards is seen in the pit, which shows a stripping rang-
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ing between 3 and 6 feet and a depth of 15 feet. The quality is
a little above the average, for a deposit above ground-water level,
the sizes of the material being somewhat above the average and
the oxidation less. This material is used in the repair and building of roads for as far as 6 miles north.
In a morainic ridge running almost north and south through
section 35 and into the southern part of section 26 (19 N., ~ E.),
are at least several hundred thousand cubic yards of available
gravel. A number of openings have been made in this ridge,
among which are those on the Thomas ~fcCollough property in
both the northwest and southwest quarter of section 35, on the S.
Orbaugh place in the southwestern part of the same section, and
the H. Seybert in the northwestern, The Big Four Ry. Co.'s pit
is in the south central portion of section 26 (19 N., 7 E.). All
of these deposits are largely unstratified, being made up of a heterogeneous mass of gravel, clay and fine sand. Because of this
careful investigating should be done before opening up a pit. The
stripping ranges from 1 to 10 feet, and the depth' from 8 to· 25
foot. The gravel, excluding fine sand, is, in general, about the
average for size.
Another morainic bed is found on the property of W. Hanneson in the northeast quarter of section 25 (19 N., 7 E.). It, also,
is a commingled mass of gravel, fine sand and clay. This bed
has a clay bottom, a depth of 7 feet, a stripping of from 2 to 3
feet, and the sizes of the material are ahout the average. The
amount of material is not determined.
In the northwest cor.ner of section 6 (19 N., 8 E.), on the land
belonging to R. McFarland, is a large workable deposit in the
stream bluff. This deposit continues on north across' the road
and onto the next farm, following the bluff 150 yards. It also
follows the bluff south for some distance. The depth is 15 feet
and the stripping from 2 to 6 feet. Excluding large masses of
fine sand and hardpan, the sizes of the material are a little above
the average.
Along a stream on the G. A. Sims land in the northeast quarter of section 2 (19 N., 8 E.), are several workable beds of grave1.
A pit, in one of these, shows a thickness of 10 feet, and a stripping
ranging betwoon 1 and 3 feet. The rock percentages and dura-
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bility are about the average and the sizes of the material are a little above.
Two. or 3 acres, in the northwest quarter of section 11 (19 N.,
8 E.), on the W. B. Bronnenberg place, are underlain by a deposit of gravel and fine sand, which very frequently grade abruptly into one another. The stripping is from 1 to 4 feet,and
the depth, at the pit, is 25 feet. The rock composition is about
the average, and the sizes of the material are 7 per cent. clay, or
fine conglomerate, 12 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent.
medium sand, 20 per cent. co.arse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble,
29 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder. The clay is made
up of minute particles of gravel with an almost pure calcium carbonate matrix, which makes the best cement that is found in
gravel. This cement CUtises the gravel to' pack very quickly, thus
forming a hard and smooth road, and one on which the gravel is
not working off at the sides.
From the bluffs and terraces of the White River on south for
several miles nnmerous gravel beds, above ground-water level, are
known to exist, and road material is hauled only short distances.
Openings in some of these deposits have been made on the places
of Martin Bryant in the north central part of section 23, of Amos
Hodson in the east central part of section 34, of Gray and WilliamsOn in the south central part of section 9, of Samuel Hughel in .
the central part of section 17, and of a Ur. Beckman in the south
central part of section 7 (19 N., 8 E.). With a large portion
of this gravel the greatest. difficulty is the fineness, and consequently high amount of ~eathering. A coarse gravel will stand
the heavier traffic far better than the fine.
Under from 1 to 5 feet of stripping, and with a depth of 30
feet, at the pit, is a bed of one-third gravel and two-thirds clay and
fine sand on the M. Tousey lots in the south central part of section 7 (19 N., 8 E.). The- amount of surface underlain is about
2 acres, as is seen from various diggings; but the size being considerably below the average and there being so much fine sand
and clay to contend with, the deposit could not well be operated,
if it was not for supplying considerable sand for concrete work at
Anderson.
On the land belonging to Mrs. J. H. Stanley in the southeast
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quarter of sect.ion 18 (19 N., 8 E.), is a bed of gravel underlying
several acres, with a st.ripping of frOom 2 to 4 feet., and a depth
of 11 feet. The rock ~omposition is average, and the sizes of
the material are above. About. 1,000 cubic yards are used in the
annual repair and building of the roads, which are smooth, hard
and durable. Other workable deposits with an average size material are found in the bluff of White River Oon the S. Allen farm
in the sOoutheast quarter of section 17, and the BrOonnenberg land
in the sOouthwest quarter Oof sectiOon 6 (19 N., 8 E.).
Along the bluffs of a small stream, on the W. A. Forkner property in the southwest quarter of section 23, and that Oof E. Gustin in the nOortheast quarter of sectiOon 26 (19 N., 8 E.), are gravel
and fine sand beds, which, as has been learned by crude tests,
underlie 5 Oor 6 acres. At the pits the stripping is frOom 1 to 3
feet, the depth about 12 feet, and the sizes Oof the material and rock
composition about. average, if the fine sand and clay, into which
the gravel often merges, be excepted. Another deposit is known
to exist on the land belonging to E. R. Williams, in the east central part Oof section 34 (18 N., 8 E.). Depth and extent are not
known.
Township 18 a,nd Parrt of 1'i N orth, Ra1~ge 7 arnd Parts of 6
and 8 East.

Abundance of gravel is fOound in the bluffs Oof Fall Creek. Pits
have been opened in Township 18 North, Range 8 East,in the
bluffs on the farms of H. Cummins in the northwest quarter of
sectiOon 2, D. Keesling in the southeast quarter of section 3, E.
Hodson in the northwest quarter Oof section 11, J. Rent and J.
Franklin in the nOorthwest quarter of section 15, J. Rector of the
northeast quarter of section 16, and Z. Mustard in the nOorth central part of section 18.
The Cummins deposit is workable, has a depth Oof 14 feet, and
from 2 to 6 feet of stripping. The sizes of the material and
rock percentages are about the average.
The Keesling deposit is workable and is made up Oof a very
splendid quality of material. The sizes Oof the material are 9
per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 5 per cent. medium
sand, 10 per cent. ('oarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 45
per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. The depth Oof the de-
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posit is 11 feet, and the strippi ng from 1 to 2 feet. On the Rector place the deposit is workable and the materi al is about the
average in size, rock composition and amoun t of weathering. The
bed is 14 feet deep withou t a bottom being found, and has a stripping rangin g between 1 and 2 feet. The Mustar d deposit has
from 2 to 4 feet of strippi ng, a depth of 10 feet, and is probably
workable. The rock composition is about the county average, and
the size of the materi al is considerably above.
A very fine materi al is found on the place of J. Biddle, in a
ridge in the northwest quarter of section 18 (18 N., 8. E.), and
N. Cox in the northea st quarte r of section 13 (18 N., 7 E.).
Gradat ions into fine sand and clay are frequent. The areas underlain , as shown by post auger holes and various excavations,
comprise about 6 acres. The strippi ng, at the pits, is 2 feet and
the depths 11 feet.
In the blu.:!r of Lick Oreek in the northwest quarter of section
28 (18 N., 8 E.), on the-lan d of S. Walker, is a deposit underlain, as crude tests have indicated, about 5,000 square yards. The
strippi ng is from 2 to 6 feet, and depth not determined. The
gravel is of a very good quality for road building, the size being
above the average and the oxidation lower. The rock composition is average. The strippi ng is from 1 to 3 feet.
Gravel on an average quality is reported on the F. M. William s
farm in the northwest quarte r of section 32 (18 N., 8 E.), on
the R. M. I.ewis place in the southeast quarte r of section 5 (17 N.,
8 E.), and on that of M. Compton in the southwest quarte r of
section 4 (17 N., 8 E.). Extent s, depths and amounts are not
known.
A workable deposit containing a high percentage of clay and
fine sand is found in the bluff of Fall Creek on the farms of W.
M. Hull and !L E. Cox in the southeast quarte r of section 12 (18
N., 7 E.). The strippi ng ranges from 2 to 10 feet, and the material is about average in size.
Just south of the bluffs of White River 300 or 400 yards, along
a small tributa ry, is the. large pit of the Union Tractio n Co. A
wall of this pit presents a cross section 200 yards long and 5
yards wide. The section is as follows: (1) Strippi ng, 2% feet;
(2) average sille gravel, 4 feet; (3) boulders and fine sand, 1
foot; average size gravel, 2Vz feet; (4) gray gravel gradin g
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from a fine to an average size material, 7112 feet. Fully 95 pel'
cent. of this section is gravel and about 5 per cent. fine sand.
This deposit is known, by rests, to extend hack from the pit wall
for 200 yards. About 300 cubic yards are taken from this pit
daily, and used for ballast on the interurban line. As a road
material this deposit is about the average for the county.
Another deposit, one-fomth mile west. of the Union Traction
pit, is in the bluffs of White River on the O. McOarty and F. McOarty place. It is similar to the Union Traction deposit in quality, has a· stripping of 1/2 to 2 feet, and a depth of 30 feet. A
section of 100 by 6 yards is exposed at this pit, and it seems very
probable that the.re may be a connection between this and the
Union Traction deposit. If so, there is an area of 450 by 350
yards with a depth ranging betwe.en 18 and 30 feet.
Oonsiderable gravel is reported in the terraces on the Henry
Ooburn property, which is across :Fall Crook from. that of the
Union Traction 00. In the bluffs of Lick Oreek deposits are
found on the farms of R. A. Kirkman in the northeast quarter of
section 4, R. Davis in the northeast quarter of section 5, and U.
McOartney in the southeast quarter of section 4 (17 N., 7 E.).
On the Kirkman place the bed is 9 feet deep, and is under 2 feet of
surface. The material is about the average for size and rock composition.
Located in a ridge, which extends about north 10 degrees east,
in the northeast quarter of section 33, southeast quarter of section 28, and southwest quarter of section 27 (18 N., 7 E.), and
is from 70 to 200 yards wide, are several good locations for gravel
pits above groun~-water level. Pits that have been opened in this
ridge are those of the P. Loy and L. Kinnard farms. The former
pit shows 15 feet of gravel and no bottom, from 1% to 2% feet
of stripping, and an a.verage size material and rock composition.
About 800 cubic yards, at a cost of 15 cents each, are used in the
annual repair and building of the roads for 11/2 miles west, 11/2
miles north, 1 mile east, and 1/2 mile south. The latter pit shows
a depth of 10 feet, and a similar size, rock composition and stripping. Other openings have also been made in this ridge, which
indicate that a very large quantity of material might be obtained
in this vicinity.
In a small morainic ridge on t,he place of B. F. Aimen in the
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south central part Qf section 15 (18 N., 7 E.), is a bed of gravel
underlying 2 feet of surface and with a depth of 12 feet.. The
sizes of the material, excluding fine sand and clay masses, is a
little belQW the average. The amQunt of gravel, in this particular ridge, is not sufficient to be termed workable, but if a number Qf other similar ridges, which are in the immediate neighbQrhood, and are knQwn to contain "some gravel, are considered,
10,000 cubic yards can easHy be obtained.
In some small ridges in the southwest quarter of section 10 on
the B. F. Aimen land, and on that of E. A. Dille in the southwest quarter of section 10 (18 N., 7 E.), are some gravel beds,
with depths of 8 feet, strippings ranging frQm 1 to 4 feet, and
extents undetermined. The quality of the gravel for good road
building and repairing is about the average for the county.
In the southern part of the glacial ridge, which was described
in CQnnection with the Big Four Ry. OQ.'s pit, is a large gravel
bed on the E. W. Gilbert land, in the nQrthwest quarter of section
2 (18 N., 7 E.). The thickness of this bed is 15 foot, at the pit,
and the stripping from 1 to 8 feet. . The mean Qf two samples
gives the following sizes of the material: 5 per cent. clay, 7 per
cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent.; medium sand, 28 per cent.
coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, 13 per cent. gravel, and 2
per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are about the average.
On the places belonging to G. A. Williamson and O. Goodrich
in the northeast quarter of the sQutheast quarter of section 13 (18
N., 6 E.), several acres in the flood plain Qf a tributary to Fall
Creek are known by tests t.o be underlain by gravel. These tests
have been dug wells, PQst auger holes and an old bank pit, which
was worked down to water level and then abandoned.
In the bluff of this same stream in the east central part of section 25 (18 N., 6 E.), Qn the property of J. R. Page, is a workable bed, which is beneath 3 feet of surface and has a depth of
12 feet, at the pit. The rock composition is about average, and
the sizes of the material are a little above. 'Roads on which it
is used are smooth and durable, where proper care is given them.
In the bluff of Fall Oreek and Qn the farm of John Raymer in
the northwest quarter of sectiQn 34 (18 N., 6 E.), is a rather extensive gravel and sand deposit. On this place there are three
gravel pits, the two ends being 300 yards apart. The extent back
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from the face of the bluff is known to be at least 10 or 11 yards.
At the pits there is from 112 to 3 feet of stripping, and a depth of
from 8 to 12 feet. The sizes of the material are 9 per cent. clay,
14 per cent. fine medium sand, 15 per cent. medium sand, 20 per
cent. coarse sand, 22 per cent. roofing pebble, and 20 per cent.
gravel. About 600 cubic yards of this material, at from 10 to
12lh cents each, are used in the amiual building and repairing of
the roads for 4 miles north. It is said to give very good satisfaction.
, In the northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 34
(18 N., 6 E.), on the property of E. F. Springer, is a bed of
three-quarters sand and one-quarter gravel, underlying about 10
acres in the bluff of Fall Creek. The depth is 15 feet, stripping
4 feet, and the size, excluding fine sand, is somewhat below the
average. This deposit is not worked, at present, on account of
sand.
Another deposit on a farm belonging to E. F. Springer is
found in the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 34 (18 N., 6 E.), on the bluff of Lick Creek. Here is a
bed underlying 2 or 3 acres with a depth at the pit of from '7 to
15 feet, and an average stripping of 4 feet. The sizes of the
material are about the average, and the fine sand is not abundant. The flood plain and terraces of Lick Creek have at this
point a width of one-quarter mile. Both are said to be underlain
by gravel at a number of places, but neither have been opened
because of the more available bluff deposits .
.A gravel of average quality is reported in the bluffs of Fall
Creek in the southwest quarter of section 33 (18 N., 6 E.), on
the places of M. Wiggins, T. Wiggins and N. Vanzandt.
Without doubt many more deposits will be found in the bluffs,
terraces and flood plains of Fall and Lick Creeks when the demand requires them; but for sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12; 14,
15, and 16 (18 N., 6 E.), the need is very different, gravel being
hauled from 3 to 5" miles to repair and build the roads of this
vicinity. The writer would advise that careful investigations be
made as to the durability and satisfaction given by the crushed
limestone of the Miller quarry, llj2 miles northeast of Ingalls.
Because of its greater durability, it will probably be the cheaper
road material.
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The general location and ages of the limestone beds have been
discussed in the introduction.
One and one-half miles northeast of Ingalls in the northwest
quarter of the northeast quarter of section 36 (18 N., 6 E.), on
the property of David V. }.{iller, are 60 acres underlain by limestone, which is available, as tests by Mr. Miller have indicated.
A section of the stone taken from the quarry is as follows:
Section at the Miller Quarry.

•

1.

2.

Thin bedded, light buff limestone ............................. .
A gray limestone, with beds ranging between 1 and 3~ feet in
thickness ................................................

Foot.
4

7

The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from the Miller Quarry.*
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.29
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.6

French coefficient of wear.
H.ardness.................
Toughness......... .......
Cementing value--Dry. . . .
Wet....

7.2
8
5
16
50

"Fair resistance to wear and fairly good cementing value. Suited for
highway and country·road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist at the. Road Testing Laboratory shows the composition of the limeston~ to be as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Niagara Limestone from the Miller Quarry.
Per oent.

Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
.60
Iron oxide (Fe.O.) ............................................... .
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 50.00
Phosphoric acid (P,O.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.17
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. " ................... , ....... " ... ,. 10.24
Loss on ignition .. : .. , ....... '" ., ......... '" ....... , .. , ... '" .,. 38.33
Total ................... '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.84
"Insoluble portion is fine sand and silt."

At present D. V. Miller is building a macadam plant, which
will crush 150 cubic yards per day.
°For standard of comparison see p. 79.
32-GeoloiY.

I
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On the farm of Daniel Abbott in the northwest corner of section 33 (21 N., 7 E.), are about 5 acres underlain with limestone
within from 6 tOo 7 feet of the surface, as has been learned through
tests made by Daniel Abbott. At the quarry belonging tOo Daniel
Abbott the following section is exposed:
Section at the A bbott Quarry.
1.
2.

Thin bedded, buff colored limestone. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
A light buff limestone, with beds ranging from 6 to 20 inches in
thickness ................... '.............................

Feet.
3
3

The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as follows:
Re8ults of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from the Abbott Quarry.*
Specific gravity ....... , .. .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 1.57
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.4

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness.................
Toughness. .. .............
Cementing value--Dry. . . .
Wet....

9.2
7.8
7
28
29

"Abov~ the average in resistance to wear, and fair cementing value.
Suited for highway and country-road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist at the Road Testing Lab-oratory shows the composition of the limestone to be as follows:
Chemical AnalYilis of Niagara Limestone from the Abbott Quarry.
Per cent.
Alumina (AI2 0.) ................................................. 2.00
Iron oxid (Fe2 0.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.76
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 35.85
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 3.64
Phosphoric acid (P.O,.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.10
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23.28
Loss on ignition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 34.66

Total ....................................................... 100.29
"The insoluble portion consists of fine silt and clay."

In the western part. of Alexandria is lo~ated the macadam plant.
of L. O. Nicoson. At the quarry, which is 100 feet from the
plant, the following section is exposed:
-For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Section at the Nicoson Qllarry ..
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stripping..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Fragmental, thin bedded, buff limestone, ... , .... , , , , . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Light buff limestone, with beds from 2 to 6 inches in thickness. . . 5
Gray limestone, with beds from 6 inches to 3 feet in thickness. .. 15

N .o. 4 is much superior to No. 2 or No.3, being harder and
less brittle. The extent of the area underlain with available
limestone is at least 14 or 15 acres, and probably much greater.
About 125 cubic yards are crushed at the plant daily, and are
shipped for the most part to other counties, very little being used
in the local road building, outside of Alexandria.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as fonaws:
Re8'l1lts of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from
Specific gravity ...............". .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 1.41
Per cent. of weal'. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.3

th~

Nicoson Quarry. *

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Toughness................
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

9.3
1.8
7
26
28

"Above the ayerage in resistance to wear, and fair cementing value.
Suited for highway and country-road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist at the Road Testing Laboratory shows the composition of the limestone to be as follows:
Chemical Arwlywis

({f

Ningara. Limestone from the Nicoson Qu('rry.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0 3 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.00
Iron oxid (Fe.O.)................................................
.75
Lime (OaO) .. , ................................................... 38.50
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 3.64
Phosphoric acid (P2 0,) ............................................ Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ..................................... 21.33
Loss on ignition .................................................. 34.69
T'otal ....................................................... 99.91
"The insoluble portion consists of fine silt and clay."
';For standard of comparison

s~e

p. 79.
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HANCOCK COUNTY.
Area in square miles ...................... , " .......... , .. .... .
290
Population in 1900 ..................... •... · .... ·· ...... ········ 19,189
Miles of public roads ...................... , ... , ........ ,. '" .. .
605
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402
Percentage of roads improved .......... , . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.3
402
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles improved with crushed stone .......... '" ......... , ... .... None
Average original cost of gravel roads per' mile. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ...
$900
Total original cost of improved roads .................... , ....... $361,800
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$60
Miles of improved road,s (gravel) built in 1905. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .
71
First improved roads built ....•.... , ....... , .. , ...... '" .. . ... ..
1860
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
30
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .... .. Good
Authority .............................. Wm. 1. Garriott. County Auditor
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Hancock County is situated in the east' central part of the
State, south of Madison and Hamilton, west of Henry and Rush,
north of Rush and Shelby and east of Marion Counties. The
northern por~ion is almost a level plain, but the southern is undulatory, having numerous swells ?f 20 or 30 feet in height. The
drainage lines have a southwestern direction.
The gravel deposits of economic importance are found, mainly,
in the terraces and bluffs of Sugar, Brandywine, Six Mile and
Nameless Creeks, and Blue River. Smaller deposits are found
along the smaller streams and in kames, north and south of Eden,
and south of Warrington.
In amount and quality of gravel for road building purposes,
this county is about the average for central Indiana. The average sizes of material for the county· are 4.5 per cent. clay, 11 per
cent. fine medium sand, 14 per cent. medium sand, 24 per cent.
coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, 14 per cent. gravel and
2.5 per cent. boulder, and the rook percentages are 84.5 limestone, 9 crystallines, 3 shale, 1.5 slate, 1.5 chert and .5 sandstone.
The railroad facilities are most excellent. The Peo,ria Division of the Big :Four traverses the northern half of the county
from east to west, the Michigan Division cuts the northwest corner, and another division the northeast co'rner. The P., C., O. &
St. L. crosses the southern half from east to west, and the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Indianapolis the southwestern corner. An
interurban traction line crosses the county from west, to east
through Greenfield.
Township 17 North, Ran.ges 6 and 7.• and Parrts of 5 and 8 East.

This township of 91 square miles occupies the northern portion
of the county, and corresponds to the civil townships of Vernon,
Green and Brown. Its principal gravel deposits are located along
Sugar Greek, in morainic hills north and south of Eden and morainic ridges south of Warrington.
The percentage of improved roads in Vernon township is 70;
in Green, 85; and Brown, 85.
Near the east central part of section 14 (17 N., 6 E.), on the
O. Jackson place and in the west central part of section 13 (17
N., 6 E.), on the property of J. Rash, is a morainic hill of 4 or
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5 acres, underlain by a bed of gravel, clay and fine sand, merging
into one another. The depth ranges from 4 to 20 feet and the
stripping from 1 to 9 feet. The sizes of the material are a little
below the average, and the rock percentages are 78. limestone, 9
crystallines, 3 che.rt, 4 shale, 4 slate and 2 sandstone.
Large deposits of gravel are known to exist in the flood plains,
terraces and bluffs of' Sugar Creek, but those in the bluffs, because of their accessibility, have been the only ones opened.
Among the main openings are those on the farms of O. Schneider in the northeast. corner of section 35 (17 N., 6 E.), Mr. Wilson in the southeast corner of section 20, H. Hunt in the south·
west quarter of section 21, M. lIfurfin in the north central part
of section 22, H. Kelley in the northwest corner of section 14,
Hayes heirs in the northeast quarter of section 13 (17 N., 7 E.),
and Keller in the northwest corner of section 18 (17 N., 8 E.).
On the Schneider farm a very fine gravel, mingled more or less
with fine sand, underlies an area of 150 by 200 yards, as learned
by three pits, a dug well and other tests. The thickness of the
bed is from 12 to 20 feet and the. stripping from 1 to 4' feet. The
rock percentages are 70 limest.one, 16 crystallines, 4 shale, 4 slate,
4- chert and 2 sandstone. This material, because of its finellesfi
und oxidation, should only be used in the immediate vicinity,
unless screening is resorted to.
The workable deposits on the Hunt and Wilson places are also
fine and considerably oxidized. By screening, a much less ocxidizl'd and better qualit~ of material can be obtained.
Pits and groundhog diggings signify t.hat an area of 100 by
100 yards are underlain by gravel on the M. lfurfin property.
This deposit rests upon a clay bot.tom, has a depth ranging between 10 and 20 feet and a stripping between 2 and 4 feet: An
average of two samples gives the following sizes of mater~ial: 5
per cent. clay, 11 per cent. fine medium sand, 11 per cent. medium sand, 21 per cent. coarse sand, 37 per cent. roofing pebble,
14 per cent. gravel and 1 per cent. boulder. This material is used
in the repairing and building of roads for 1 mile west, 1 mile
north, lh mile east and 3 miles south. These roads" where properly cared for, are smooth, durable and giving good satisfaction.
Both the Keller and Hayes deposits contain a material which
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frequently grades into fine sand, is about the averai~~ in-r~k· composition and is somewhat below in size. Both pits have been
worked down to ground-water level and no bottQm has been
reached. The stripping rangefi between 2 and 5 feet. The
former, as learned in digging two wells and post auger borings,
underlies about 2 acres, and its depth, at the pit, is from 7 to 15
feet. The depth of the second deposit is from 6 to 10 feet, and
the e:xtent is unknown.
In a kame on the farm of Mrs. D. Fort in the northeast quarte1r
of sedion 32 (17 N., 7 E.), is a bed of gravel, which has been
a source of supply for road material during the past 35 years.
Two acres have been worked to ground-water level and no bottom found, and 1 acre still remains to be opened. The depth
of the bed is from 6 to 15 feet to water level, and the stripping
is 2 feet. Both in size and rock composition, the material is
about the average for the county. Aoout 800 cubic yards, at a
cost of 15 cents each, are used in the annual building and repairing of the roads. Its size causes it to be less weathered and more
durable than that in the bluffs otSugar Creek. The fact that
no bottom has been found' will" make-ihisa very favorable place
to make tests, for dipping or chaining when the demand requires
such.
Underlying an area of 20 acres, as has been shown by various
tests, is a bed of gravel on the place of William Jones in the
northeast quarter of section 17 (17 N., 7 E.). This bed has been
worked to the water level and no bottom has been found. The
stripping is from 2 to 4 feet, the depth 12 feet, the size of material above the average, and the rock percentages 74 limestone,
12 crystallines, 6 shale, 3 slate, 2 chert alld 3 sandstone. About
600 cubic yards, at 15 cents each, are used for 3 miles west, 1
mile north, Y2 mile east and 1 mile south, in the annual repairing
and building of the roads, which are smooth, durable and giving
good satisfaction, where properly attended to.
Near the central part of section 36 (17 N., 7 E.), on the land
belonging to J. Braddock, a gravel bed is found in a stream bluff.
The area underlain, judging by the space intervening between
two pits, is 35 by 150 yards, the thickness is from 3 to 10 feet,
and the stripping from 2 to 4 feet. The size of the mate-rial is
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conside"rable -below the average, and large lense,s of fine sand are
frequent. The rock percentages are 93 limestone, 5 chert" 2 shale,
~ slate_Jlnd V2 sandstone.
In a broken morainic ridge, extending approximately north and
south, are gravel beds, located in thl( southwest quarter of section 20 on the William Marsh place, and in the southwest quarter
of section 29 (17 N., 8 E.), on the J. Price property. Both of
these deposits are about average in rock composition, a little below in size of material, have been worked down to ground-water
level without any bottom to the gravel being found, and have a
stripping ranging between 2 and 5 feet. The former has a depth
of 7 to 20 feet, and underlies, as has been learned by post auger
borings and the plowing up of gravel, about 2 acres. At the pits
frequent gradations into fine sand are quite noticeable.
The
Marsh material is used on the roads for 4 miles we,st and 5 mile's
east. It gives fair satisfaction, but does not wear as well as a
coarser and less oxidized material. Very likely, other similar
deposits can be found in this same ridge, when tests are made.
A morainic deposit is found, underlying about 2 acres, on the
place of RTltus in the north~ quarter of section 28 (17 N.,
8 E.). The depth of the deposit ranges between 6 and 20 feet
and the stripping between 2 and 6 feet. An average of three
samples gives a material with the following sizes: 4 per cent. clay,
15 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 35 per
cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble and 1 per cent.
gravel. The rock percentages are' about the average fOT the
county. Abrupt merging of the gravel into fine sand is commOTIo
This material is used on the roads for 5% miles northeast.
A morainic deposit of about 2 'acres, as shown by the exposures
in two pits, a dug well which shows 20 feet of gravel, and other
tests, is found on the farms of J. Reck and George Reeves, in the
southwest quarter of sedion 34. The stripping is from 2V2 to 7
feet, and the depth, above ground-water level, from 4 to 10 feet.
In the bottom of the Keck pit, a pipe was driven down for 10 feet
below water level and no bottom found. The rock composition is
about the ave:rage and the size of the material a little below.
Gradations of gravel to fine sand and clay are frequent.
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Townsht:p 16 North, Ranges 6, 7 ood Paris of 5 anil8 East.
In this area of 119 square miles, which occupies the central
part of the county, the workable deposits of gravel are, as far as
is known, confined to the bluffs, terraces and flood p~ains of Brandywine and Sugar Creeks.
This congressional township includes the three civil townships,
Buck Oreek in the west side, Jackso n in the east, and Oenter in
the central part. The percentage of improved roads in Buck
Oreek is 50; in Center, 82; and in Jackson, 75.
No workable deposits of. gravel are known in the western part
of the civil township of Jackson. However, small deposits are
presen t on the J. Smith property. One of these is in the southwest quarte r of. section 26 in a flood plain and the other in a bluff
in the southeast quarte r of section 27 (16 N., 8 E.). The first
deposit contains from 5 to 7 feet of strippi ng, and underli es an
area of 2 acres, in which the bank pit has been wOifked to groundwater level and no bottom to the gravel found. No tests have
been made to determ ine the depth. The second pit has 5 feet of
strippi ng, a depth of 7 feet and a knawn extent of 35 by 10
yards.
Restin g upon a clay bottom and with a strippi ng of froon 1 to
7 feet, is a bed of gravel on the Braddo ck heirs pr~operty in the
southwest corner of section 6 (16 N., 8 E.). The depth is
from 4 to 10 feet and the area underl ain is about 2 acres, as rough
•
tests have indicated. An abrupt gradin g of the gravel into fine
fine
ng
excepti
l,
materia
the
sand is very com~on. The sizes of
sand, are above the average. The materi al has been used for 2
miles north, 2 miles east, 5 miles south and 2 miles west in the
buildin g and repairi ng of roads, which have been very durable.
Furthe r operation in this pit will be diffieult on account of the
fine sand and heavy strippi ng. At a numbe r of places in the
bluffs, terraces and flood plains of Brandy wine, gravel is reported to be present, but only in a few of these have pits been
opened and tests made that give an idea as to the possible amoun t
of materia l. Some of these are found on the McInty re place
in the east central part of section 3, on the farms of E. Martin
in the central part of section 16, F. Hinchm an in the northw est

r
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corner of section 21 and F. Boots in the southwest quarter of section 21 (16 N., 7 E.).
The McInt~re deposit. is in the bluff, with 50 to 200 yards
known to be underlain by gravel. The bed rests upon a clay bottom, is above ground-water level, has a thickness of from 6 to 15
feet. and a stripping ranging between 1 and 3 feet.. The mean
of t.wo samples gives the average size of material for the county.
The rock percentages are 91 limest.one, 6 cryst.allines, 2 shale, lj2
chert, % slate and % sandstone. This material will make a
durable road.
The deposit in the east bluff of Brandywine, on the Hinchman
place, consists in layers of fine sand interstratified with gravel.
At the pit the' stripping is 2 feet and the depth to the groundwater level is 13 feet. The area underlain by gravel is 70 by 80
yards, as scattered tests have indicated. The rock composition
is about average and the size of material is a little below.
The Boots deposit is found in the first terrace above the flood
plain, and underlies an area of 100 by 100 yards, as shown by the
pit openings mid other tests. The depth is 7 foot and the stripping 3 feet. The rock percentages are about the average and the
sizes of the material are 7 per cent. clay, 7 per cent. fine medium
sand, 3 per cent. medium sand, 8 per :ent. coarse sand, 30 per
cent. roofing pebble, 40 per cent. gravel and 5 per cent. boulder.
This material, for durability, is among the first of those above
• ground-water level in the county.
Excepting the fine sand, we find a similar gravel, in size and
rock composition, on the R. Frost land in the southeast quarter of section 9 (16 N., 7 E.). This bed is located in the Bluff
of a tributary to Brandywine, possibly underlying an area 0] 40
by 50 yards, as learned through a few scattered tests, has a depth
of 20 feet and a stripping of 2 feet.
A deposit, which is two-thirds fine medium sand and onethird an average size gravel, is found in the southwest quarter of
section 18 (16 N., 7 E.), on the land belonging to R. Boyd. It
contains 3 feet of stripping and has a depth ranging betwoon 8
and 20 feet. The extent is undetermined.
As in the congressional township 17 North, the bluffs, terraces
and flood plains still contain considerable g'l'avel, as learned by
I
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post holes, groundhog diggings and other excavations. Pits have
been opened in the bluff on the property of O. Groves in the
northeast quarter of section 1, on the J. Jared land in the northwest quarter of section 12, in the first terrace above the flood plain
on the J. O'Donnel farm in the northeast quarter of section 14
and on the first terrace above the flood plain on the Mary I. Duncan property in the southeast quarter of section 27 (16 N., 6 E.).
The Groves deposit, underlying an area of 40 by 150 yards, has
a depth of from 12 to 20 feet and a stripping of 2 feet. The
material frequently.grades into fine sand. The Illean of two saIllpIes gives the following sizes: 4 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine
medium sand, 25 per cent. medium sand, 34 per cent. coarse
sand, 21 per cent. roofing pebble and 1 per cent. boulder. The
rock percentages are about the average. This material is too fine
to give the best wear.
The Jared deposit contains considerable hardpan, and for this
reason the gravel, which underlies about 2 acres and has an average size and rock composition, is rather inavailable.
The O'Donnel is known by two pits and post auger holes to
underlie about 8,000 square yards, to have from 1 to 2 feet of
stripping, and a depth of 7 feet to water level, without any bottom being found. The sizes of the material and the rock percentages are about the average. Undoubtedly considerable more
of this material can be found in this terrace if the tests be extended. The quality is very good, the material being of a. fair
size, little weathered and there being snfficient clay to make it
pack well.
The Duncan pit is the only one in the civil township of Buck
Creek. It is known, by tests through plowing, post auger boring
and various pits, to underlie, either as gravel or fine sand, an area
of 200 by 300 yards. The bottom to' the bed has not been found,
but at the pit, a depth of 10 feet above water level and 6 feet below are known, and a stripping of 2 feet. An average of three
samples gives a material with the following sizes: 6 per cent. clay,
10 per cent. fine medium sand, 12 per cent. medium sand, 18 per
cent. ~oarse sand, 20 per c~mt. roofing pebble, 23 per cent. gravel
and 11 per cent. boulder. This material.is O'f exceptionally good
quality. About 4,500 cubic yards are used in the annual repair

r
I
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of the roads for 7 miles west, 7 miles north, 4 miles east and 1 mile
south; and all of these roads, where properly attended to, are
smooth, durable and giving good satisfaction.
Immediately south of this farm and in the same terrace, the
continuation of this deposit is known to be present on-the George
Black place. The extent is not known, but the topographical position and relation to that on the Duncan farm indicate a very
good deposit, both in quality and extent.

TO'llJ'n8hip 15 NMth, Ranges 6, 7 a;nd PartH O'f 5 OIfId 8 East.
This area of 102 square miles comprises the southern third of
the county, and corresponds with the civil townships Sugar Creek,
Brandywine and Blue River. The principal deposits of gravel are
found along Sugar, Brandywine, Six Mile Creek and Blue River.
The percentage of improved road in Sugar Cree'k Township is
88; in Brandywine, 80; and in Blue River, 80.
The gravel deposits of Sugar Creek Township are confined to
the flood plains, terraces and bluffs of Sugar Creek, with exception
of the bed of gravel on the land belonging to V. R. Snodgrass In
the southeast quarter of section 33 (15 N., 6 E.). To get the
extent. of thIS deposit, tests have been made at three points, 100
yards apart, in the stream bed and 60 feet at another place from
the stream bed, by driving a pipe down into the gravel for 9
feet.. No bottom was found and the stripping ranged from 2 to 4
feet. The rock percentages are 89112 limestone, 10 crystallines,
112 chert, 112 shale, 14 sandstone, and 14 slate, and the sizes of the
material are considerably below the average. In the bluff of Sugar
Creek, on the property of J. Mathews in the southwest quarter of
section 3 (15 N., 6 E.), is a workable bed of gravel having a
depth of 14 feet and an average size of material.
In the bluff of the same stream in the northeast corner of section 9 (15 N., 6 E.), on the land belonging to R. Black, is a
bed of gravel underlying a well tested area of 60 by 80 yards,
with a thickness ranging between 10 and 20 feet and a stripping
between 1 and 4 feet. The sizes of th/i'Atmaterial are about average
and the rock percentages- are 77 limestone, 12 crystallines, 8 shale,
2 chert and 1 slate. About 1,000 cubic yards are used for 3 miles

... .; ,~
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west, 4 miles south and 3 miles east, in the annual repairing and
building of the roads, which are smooth and durable.
A material about the average in rook composition and a little
below in size is found above ground-water level on the first t,errace
above the flood plain of Sugar Creek in the southeast quarter of
section 31 and the southwest quarter of section 32 (15 N., 6 E.),
on the property of G. Murnan. The bed rests on a clay bottom,
has from 1 to 4 feet of stripping and a depth ranging between 6
and 12 feet. The area underlain is known to be about. 20 by
200 yards, as learned through several pits and other excavations.
In the flood plain of Little Sugar Oreek near the central part of
section 35 (15 N., 6
on the land of J. Andis, is a bed of gravel
mainly beneath ground-water level underlying, as a number of
tests are said to have shown, an area of 20 by 200 yards, which
follow the stream. The depth above ground-water level is 4 feet
and below 15 feet.
A similar deposit is known to underlie the surface in the southeast .comer of section 26 (15 N., 6 E.).
East of Little Sugar Oreek no deposits of importance are found
until the flood plains, terraces and bluffs of Brandywine Oreek
are reached. From Greenfield on south the first terrace seems
to be almost a continuous bed of gravel and sand. At most places...
the depth to ground-water level is too small or the stripping too
heavy, but when the demand becomes great enough many locations
for dipping will undoubtedly be found. The main openings are
found on the first terrace in the southwest quarter of section 4, in
the northwest quarter of section 9 on the Moorehead place, in the
bluff on the farm belonging to William Thomas, in the southeast
quarter of section 9 and the northeast quarter of section 16 and
on the Drapier farm, which adjoins the Thomas on the south; in
the first terrace above the flood plain on the places of L. Jeffrey,
William Milburn and John Smith, in the northwest quarter or
section 21, and William Milburn, in the southeast quarter of
section 29 (15 N., 7 E.).
The deposit in the southwest quarter of section 4 and on the
Moorehead place has a depth of 6 feet to ground-water level,
while the stripping ranges between 2 and 3 feet. The bottom of
one pit, which is in a good quality of gravel, covers an area of

E.;
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about 10 acres and the area intervening between the tWQ pits is
fully 10 acres more, thus leaving a possibility of 20 acres being
underlain by gravel. The rock percentages are about the average,
the sizes of the material are above and the amount of weathering
below. For durability on the roads this is one of the best gravels
of the county.
By groundhog diggings the area underlain on'the Thomas place
appears to be about 80 hy 100 yards. At the pit. the depth is 18
feet, without the bottom being found, and the stripping 3 feet.
In size of material, rock composition and oxidation this gravel iF!
about the average. }-'our thousand cubic yards are used in the
annual repairing and building of the roads for 4 miles east,
2 miles north and 4 miles west. The wearing quality is about
the average. The Drapier location is a continuation of this sa-r;ne
deposit.
The extents of the deposits, on the Jeffery, Milburn and Smith
places are such as to make them workable. The depth of the
beds to water level ranges between 4 and 7 feet and the stripping
is about 3 feet. The rock percentages are about average and the
sizes of the material are above. Since a large portion of this
material has been below the ground-water level in recent geological
}imes the amount of weathering is low and the durability considerably above the average. Another deposit with an average rock
composition and size of material and durability above the average
is the Milburn, of section 29. Here the depth is 4 feet to water
level and the stripping 3 feet.
In Blue River Township the main deposits occur in the bluffs
and terraces of Nameless and Six Mile creeks and Blue River.
In the bluffs of Nameless Oreek openings have been made on the
farms of J. H. Oox, in the northwest quarter of section 18; W.
Rewalls, in the northwest quarter of section 9; R. W. Brooks,
in the northwest quarter of section 30, and Marion Moore, in the
southwest quarter of sect.ion 30 (15 N., 8 E.).
The Oox d~posit has been worked down to water hivel over an
area of 25 by 110 yards and no bottom found, and the portion
still left above water level is 10 by 110 yards. The depth above
water level is 20 feet and the stripping from 4 to 7 feet. The
sizes of the material, as taken from the average of three samples.
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are 5 per cent. clay, 16 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent.
medium sand, 21 per cent. coarse sand, 27 per cent. roofing pebble,
16 per cent. gravel and 5 per cent. boulder; and the r0'ck percentages are 89 limestone, 9 crystallines, 1 chert and 1 slate.
About 1,500 cubic yards, at a cost of 20 cents each, are used annually f0'r 5 miles n0'rth, 1 mile east, 1Jz mile south and 3 miles west
in the repairing and building 0'f roads, which, where taken care
.
of, give good satisfaction.'
A similar quality of gravel is found in the Brooks deposit.
This deposit, also, has been worked down to ground-water level
over an area of 10 by 110 yards, and no bottom found. Of the
p.ortion above ground-water level, an area of 20 by 70 yards has
be<:u partially tested and seems to be underlain with gravel. The
depth of this latter portion is 20 feet and the stripping from 1
to 8 feet. About 500 cubic yards are used in the annual repair
and building of the roads for 1 mile north, 1112 miles west, 1
mile south and 2 miles east.
A deposit. which is claimed to be workable is found in the northeast corner oc{ section 28 (15 N., 8 E.) on the A. Luse property.
The size of the material is somewhat below the average. In the
first terrace above the flood plain is a bed of gravel on the land
belonging to E. W. Felt, in the southeast quarter of section 29
(15 N., 8 E.). The thickness is 6 feet to water level and the
stripping is from 1 to 2112 feet. The area that has either been
worked down to water level and no bottom found or is known to
be underlain with gravel is about 2 acres. The rock percentages
and sizes of material are about the average, but the amount of
weathering is lower. This material will make a good wearing
road.
In the north bluff of Six Mile Creek in the southwest quarter of
section 28 (15 N., S E.), on the Stanley place, is a bed of gravel
underlying an area of 5 by 100 yards, with a thickness of 9 feet
to water level and a stripping of 2 feet. The size of the material
is a little above the average.
A bed having a depth of 10 feet and a stripping of 2 feet with
a probable extent of several acres, is located in the bluff of White
River on the Charles Winslow property in the northeast quarter
of section 33 (15 N., 8 E.). The pit on this place has been
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worked down to water level and no bottom found. The sizes of
the material, as taken from the average of three samples, are 4
per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent. medium
sand, 16 per cent. coarse sand, 32 per cent. roofing pebble, 13 per
cent. gravel and 15 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are
90 limestone, 8 crystallines, lh 'slate, % sandstone and 1,4 chert.
With the sizes, rock percentages and a small amount of weathering, we get a very durable and satisfactory road material.
On the farm of David Benford, in the northeast quarter of
section 28 (15 N., 8 E.), is a bed of gravel which by the outcroppings seems to follow the bluff of Six Mile Creek for 300
yards. The depth of the deposit to water level is 12 feet and
no bottom found and the stripping is 1% feet. For sizes of the
material, rock percentages and quality, the deposit is similar to the
Winslow, which is described in the preceding paragraph.
S'ome small deposits of gravel are found on the Wright place in
the southeast quarter of section 5 (15.. N., 8 E.).
In reviewing briefly- the deposits of Hancock County we find
the main deposits along the larger streams and in some kames in
the civil township Brown. The barren areas comprise the western
two-thirds of the civil townships Vernon, Buck Creek and Sugar
Oreek, the central part of Green, the northwestern half of Brandywine and the northeastern half of Jackson. Through the centers
of all of these areas we find railroad transportation, by means of
which a crushed limestone, which is more durable than the gravel,
could be delivered within a few miles of where it would be used.
For information regarding the cost, se'e page 156; for the quality
see the results of tests on a number of samples of limestone from
various parts of central Indiana made by the Road Testing Laboratory of the United States, on page 157; imd an explanation of
these tests on pages 64-79.
HAMILTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles .......................................... .
Population in 19()() ............................................ .
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
Miles of improved roads ..................... " ................ .
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
Miles improved with gravel. '" .. , ...... '" ......... , .......... .

402
29,914
700
500

71.4

500
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Miles improved with crushed stone ......................... " .,. None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ....... , .. .. .. .. ... $1,200
Total original cost 0': improved roads ........ '" '" .. , .... , ...... $600,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. ... .. .
$50
12
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. ...... .. .. .. .. .... .
9
Miles of improved road (gravel) contracted for 1906 .. , . . .. .. . . . . .
First improved roads built (toll) ........................ ~.. .. .. .
1865
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . . .
20
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved road,s. . . . . . . Good
Authority ................................ N. W. Cowgill, County Auditor

Hamilton, which is the center county of the State, forms a
square of 400 square miles. It lies south of Tipton, west of Madison and Hancock, north of Hancock and Marion, and east 0'£
Boone and Olinton.

HAMILTON COUNTY
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Two geological ep~hs are represented in the surface rocks of
the county, viz., the Niagara limestone of the Silurian, and the
Wisconsin drift of the Pleistocene. The Niagara outcrops at only
a few places in the county, the most extensive of these being at
Connor's Mill, on White River, five miles above Noblesville, and
at two small quarries southwest of Fishersville.
The topography of the eastern two-thirds o.f this county is nearly
a level plain, except as it is traversed in the southeastern part by
the valleys of White River and its tributary, Cicero Creek, which
flows into it from the north, and Fan Creek, which cuts the
southeastern corner of the county. The western portion of the
county, because of a heavier covering o£ moraine, has an elevation
ranging between 900 and 950 feet, while the elevation of the
eastern portion is from 800 to 850 feet.
The main gravel deposits are l~ated along White River, Fall
Creek, and in old valleys which have been filled up, in the northwestern part of the county. For amount of gravel, Hamilton
County falls below the average for central Indiana. An average
foJ' the rock percentages o:f the county would be 84 limestone,
10 crystallines, 4 shale, 1 chert, and 1 slate; and for the sizes, 8
per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 16 per cent. .medium
sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 26 per cent. roofing pebble, 15 per
cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder.
The transpo'rtR!tion facilities are only fair. The Michigan
Division of the L. E. & W., running north and south, and the Midland, running east and west, intersect at Noblesville. The Chicago an? Louisville cuts the southwest part of the county, and an
interurban traction line passes north and. south through N oblesville.

Township 20 North, Ranges 3,4,5, a,nd Pa,rt of 6 East.
This area o:f 120 square miles' which is :found along the northern
boundary of the county is poorly equipped for road material, the
principal deposits lying along White River and in filled up stream
valleys near and north of Sheridan.
In the civil townships of Adams and Jackson almost all of the
gravel is taken from beneath the ground-water level by dipping,
chaining and pumping; but in White River it is, for the most
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part, obtained from dry pits. In Adams Township 60 per cent.
of the roads are fairly well graveled, 20 per cent. being poorly
improved, and 20 per cent. dirt. In Jackson, 25 per cent. are
dirt, and in White River, 22 per cent. are dirt and 28 per cent.
poorly graveled.
On the farms of A. Underwood, in the northeast quarter of section 32 (20 N., 3 E.); William Farrow, in the southeastern
corner of section 29 (20 N., 3 E.) ; Eli Hutchins, in the southwestern corner of section 28 (20 N., 3 E.), and W. H. Cox, in the
southwest quarter of section 28 (20 N., 3 E.), is a bed of gravel
in an old valley which has long been filled up. This entire area
has been tested more or less by driving a llh-inch pipe, and is
known to be underlain by gravel and sand under from 5 to 11
feet of stripping. On the Underwood place, where considerable
material has been thrown out, a couple of locations have wen
tested for dipping where the depth is 25 feet and the stripping
5 feet. As one goes either north or south from these locations
for dipping the stripping rapidly increases until it attains a
thickness of 9 and 10 feet.
The sizes of the material fife 10 per cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine
medium sand, 25 per cent.. medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand,
20 per cent. roofing pebble, and 18 per cent. gravel; and the rock
percentages are 78 limestone, 16 crystallincs, 4 shale, 1 chert, and
1 slate. The color is gray and the oxidation practically nothing.
This material is sold at 45 cents per cubic yard. The roads OIl
which it is used are very excellent, being hard, smooth and
durable.
On the places belonging to John Burton, of the southwest quarter of section 8; .T. H. Osburn, of the southeast quarter of section
7, and David McMurty, of the northeast quarter of section 8 (20
N., 3 E.), is another case where an old valley has been filled up
with deposits of gravel, clay and sand. Tests have been made
in this na.rrow strip for about 1 mile which show the gravel to
be associated with large amounts of clay at most places. At a
few points, however, it is workable, particularly on the John Burton farm, where it is being taken out by the endless chain process.
With this process, the stripping, which is from 3 to 5 feet,
does not have to be taken off, but is allowed to faU into the pit
and mix with the gravel; but it is not lifted out with it, because
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the opened bottom and top of the chain buckets which carry the
gravel out permits a circulation of water between the particles of
gravel that washes away the dirt and a part of the clay. From
70 to 150 cubic yards of material are chained out daily.
The pit is from 22 to 28 feet deep, with a clay bottom. The
material is gray in color and is unoxidized. The rock percentages
are 80 limestone, 14 crystallines, 3 shale, 2 chert, and 1 slate;
and the sizes, as taken from the mean of two samples, are 2 per
cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium
sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, and 8
per cent. gravel. This low amount of clay does not allow the
roads to become as well packed as if the amount was higher.
Furthernlore, a loose material works off at the sides of the
roads and grinds up much more than when it is cushioned and
held by matrix of clay. Since clay 0:£ a good quality can be supplied, the writer would suggest its addition. Eight thousand cubic
yards of this material, at a cost of 40 cents each, are used in the
annual repair of the roads for 6 miles north, 2% miles west, 2%
miles east, and 4 miles south. These roads are smooth and
durable.
Extending in a northeast and southwest direction, as was the
case with the two preceding deposits, is a bed of gravel and sand
about 500 yards long and with an average known width of 25
yards, in the northwest quarter of section 14 and the northeast
quarter 0:£ section 15 (20 N., 3 E.), on the farms belonging to S.
A. Vickory and A. Smith. At Beveral places in this bed locations
have been found for setting a gravel excavator, but for a general
thing it is either too sandy, clayey or shallow. On the Vickory
place, where 12,000 cubic yards of gravel have been dipped, the
bed ·was from 20 to 45 feet deep and the stripping :£rom 3 to 8
feet. Three hundred yards southwest of this point is another
location that has as great a depth as 45 feet.
The quality of the material is below the average for. that from
beneath the water level. The sizes are 12 per cent. clay, 18 per
cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 25 per cent.
coarse sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 4 per cent. gravel, and 1
per cent. boulder; the rock percentages are 78 limestone, 16 crystallines, 4 shale, 1 chert, and 1 slate; the color is gray, and the
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oxidation almost nothing. Where used on the road it packs well
.and makes a smooth and hurd road, but its fineness causes it to .
be less durable than if it were coarser.
On the land of Malissa Drake, of the northwest quarter of section 35; the W. E. Owens property, in the southwest part of section 35 and· the southeast of section 34, and that of .J. Reagan,
in the southeast quarter of section 34 (20 N., 3 E.), is a bed
of gravel, clay and sand apparently filling an old stream channel.
The length is roughly 500 yards, the width 25 yards, and the
depth and quality sufficient in places so that a few more locations
for dipping have been found.
A small deposit is found on the G. W. Bean farm, in the southcentral part of section 24 (20 N., 3 E.), and a bed of gravel underlying 2 or 3 acres, in the east-central part, on the land of Asa
Wiles. At this place is a wet pit 200 yards long and 12 feet
deep. The material taken out has the following rock percentages: Eighty limestone, 14 crystallines, 3 shale, 2 chert, and 1
slate; the sizes are 5 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand,
25 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent.
roofing pebble, and 10 per cent. gravel; the oxidation is almost,
nothing and the color is gray. Although the roads on which this
material is used are smooth and hard, they are not as durable as
they would be if it. were coarser.
Locations for dipping may be present on the farms of Henry
DeVaney, of the southeast part of section 20 (20 N., 4 E.), in the
flood plain of a small s~ream; and on the land of Martha McOarthy, in the southwest corner of sectio~29 (20 N., 4 E.). These
two locations seem to connect with one another by a filling up of
an old valley with gravel, sand and clay, as tests have shown, and
to extend for lh mile northeast of the De Vaney place. Tests for
about 400 yards in a northeast and southwest direction on the
DeVaney farm and the adj acent land to the east are said to show
a number of points where the bed of gravel is over 18 feet thick
and where a machine could likely be SHt. On the McOarthy place,
a depth of 30 feet is claimed and a sufficient extent for setting a
dipping machine.
In the southwest quarter of section 34 (~O N., 4 E.), on the
L. N. Ohew farm, 'is a ditch which shows a good depth of gravel
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for 100 yards north and 100 west. At several points in its bottom
tests have indicated a bed 17 feet thick. The stripping ranges
between 3 and '7 feet. The sizes of the material are similar to
those of southeastern Adams Township. The material, being for
the most part beneath ground-water level, is very little oxidized.
On the places of D. Jacobs, in the southwest quarter of section
10, and that of M. Wilson, in the northwest quarter of section 10
(20 N., 4 E.), are gravel beds containing material whose sizes are
10 per cent. clay, 18 per cent. fine medium sap.d, 22 per cent.
medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble,
and 5 per cent. gravel. The former deposit is not workable on
account of a very heavy stripping. The second has a tested extent
of 1h acre beneath from 5 to 10 feet of surface. Beyo.nd the
1h acre limit the stripping increases and the material grades into.
fine sand. The depth is from 10 to. 20 feet, 3 feet of which is
above water level.
Advancing eastward in this congressio.nal to.wnship no. other
deposits of importance< are found until Cicero Creek is reached,
and none on this until we follow south to the bluffs and flood
plains on the H. Klotz property, in the, northwest quarter of sectio.n 30 (20 N., 5 E.). The bluff deposit contains from 4 to 7
feet of stripping, and a very small size of material, 10 per cent.
being clay, 20 per cent. fine medium sand, 25 per cent. medium
sand, 25 per cent. coarse sand, and 20 per cent. roofing pebble.
Because of this heavy stripping and smallness of material, the
deposit can hardly be termed workable., The flood plain deposit
has not been opened, and.,is only known to underlie a few thousand
square yards.
A small amount of gravel is taken from the flood deposits of
Cicero Creek, in the northwest quarter of section 31 (20 N., 5
E.), on the Carson heirs' farm.
On the property belonging to Michael Schmitt, in the northeast quarter of section 4 (20 N., 5 E.), is a fair quality of gravel
beneath the ground-water level. A tested location for dipping is
said to be found here.
In the bluff of a tributary to. White River, beneath from 2 to
4 feet of surface, is. a bed of gravel on the John Griswell farm,
in the so.utheast quarter of section 35 (20 N., '5 E.). This bed is
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10 feet deep, with no bottom other than water, and has a known
extent of 3,500 square yards. The sizes of material are about
average, and the oxidation a little above.
Located in the bluff of Duck Creek in the southwest and northwest quarter of section 19 (20 N., 6 E.), on the places of Lewis
Gwinn and Robert House, and in the southwest quarter of section 17 on the Samuel Templeton land, are some beds of gravel
which have depths of about 10 feet and from 2 to 4 feet of stripping. The sizes and oxidation of material are about average.
The amounts at the first two deposits are apparently workable, but
the third is doubtful. At all of the beds the gravel often merges
into a fine sand which can not be used.
In the bluffs of Fall Creek, on the property belonging to. N.
F. Foland, in the southeast quarter of section 29 (20 N., 6 E.),
beside the road is a workable bed of gravel with a stripping ranging between 2 and 5 feet, and a depth of 12 feet with no bottom
other than gravel. The color is brown and the sizes are somewhat
below the average.
At numerous places along White River are workable deposits
to be found in the terraces. Among some that have been opened
are those on the farms of J. S. Hougham, S. B. Lee and L. C.
Gentry, of section 32 (20 N., 6 E.). On the Hougham place dug
well records show the following section: (1) Soil, 2 % feet; (2)
till, 1V2 feet; (3) gravel above water level, 8 feet; (4) and .gravel
beneath water level, 8+ feet. A large portion o£ the post holes
over the 80 acre farm have reached gravel at their bottoms. The
sizes are '7 per cent. clay, 12 per cent. fine medium sand, 21 per
cent. medium sand, 32 per cent. coarse sand, 22 per cent. roofing
pebble, and 6 per cent. gravel. One thousand loads at 12%
cents per cubic yard are used in the annual repair and building
of roads for 4 miles east, 1,'2 mile north, 1 mile west, and 2 miles
south. The Lee deposit is also known to. underlie a large area and
to be similar in physical characteristics to the Hougham. The
Gentry bed is found on the bank o£ an old water course between
White River and Fall Creek. Its amount is workable and size
a bout the average for the county.
A brief summary of this congressional township shows us that
the eastern portion of the civil tGwnship, Adams, practically all of
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Jackson, and the northern two-thirds of White River, will soon,
unless some unknown deposits are discovered, have to obtain road
material from outside sources. Because of the much better durability, the writer would suggest that crushed limestone be shipped
to the most convenient points. To learn how the limestone of your
Qwn county compares with that of others, see" how the tests made
upon it, by t.he U. S. Road Testing Laboratory, compare with
those made upon stone from other count.ies. In choosing a crushed
limestone, the que'stions of qualit.y and cost of transportation are
the most important.

Township 19 North, Ran,ges 3, ft., 5, and Part of 6 East.
This rectangle, with a length from east. to' west of 20 miles and
a width from nO'rth t.O' SQuth of 6 miles, occupies the central portiO'n of the county. In the eastern part of this area are the main
gravel deposit.s in the bluffs, terraces and floQd plains Qf White
River, and in the western portion are smaller deposits in O'ld
valleys that have been filled with gravel, clay and sand. These
latter depoElits are almost all beneath the' grnund-water level, while
the fnrmer are, fQr the most part, above.
As .in the township immediately north, great abundance of
gravel is fnund in the bluffs and terraces of White River. On the
farm pelonging to' L. P. Newton, in the nnrthwest quarter O'f
sectiQn 1 (19 N., 5 E.), is a workable bed O'f gravel, with a
thiclmess abO've water level of 13 feet and an unknQwn one below,
and with from 2 to' 5 feet of stripping. The sizes nf the material
are about the average for the county. Other pits which contain
workable amounts of gravel mnre or less mixed with fine sand are
fnund nn the second terraces nf White River, in sectinn 4 (19
N., 5 E.), on the W. Mosebaugh and D. Overdorf places; in
section 9 (19 N., 5 E.), on the farms of M. MQsebaugh, Hannah
Mnrris and W. F. Oonway; J. G. Slusher, in the northwest quarter nf section 21 (19 N., 5 E.), and in the flood plain on the
W. H. Harrison farm, in the southeast quarter of section 20
(19 N., 5 E.). In addition to' the pit gravel on the D. Overdnrf
place, 500 loads are obtained annually from the flood deposits of
White River.
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On the farm belonging to C. & N. Sylvester, in the northeast
quarter of section 13 (19 N., 5 E.), is a bed of gravel with a
thickness of 10 feet above ground-water level and at least 4 foot
beneath, 3 feet of stripping, and a tested extent of 2,500 square
yards. The sizes of the material are above the average.
In the southwest portion of this same section, on the farm
belonging to J. Abney, is a bed beneath 3 feet of surface, with a
depth of 8 feet. The area underlain has not been determined.
The quality of the material is very good, the sizes being considerable above the average and the amount of oxidation not being
very much. Five hundred cubic yards, at 40 cents each,are put
on the roads annually for 2 miles east, 1/.1 mile north, % mile
west, and 1 mile south. A road running eaElt and west past the
pit was built 15 years ago from this gravel and today is in good
cO'lldition with a small amount of repair.
In the southwest quarter of section 7 (19 N., 6 E.), on the
place of W. H. Cray, is a deposit of gravel underlying to a greater
or less extent 7 or 8 acres, as has been learned by turning the
material up with the plow.
Another deposit is found on the W. H. FlandeTs place, on the
side of a valley and in the flood plain in the northwest quarter of
the same section. In the flood plain 2 or 3 acres are said to, have
been tested and found, under 2~~ feet of soil, to be underlain with
a bed of gravel which had a thickness of 4 feet above ground-water
levBI and an unknown depth below.
- On the lots belonging to F. M. Evans, beneath from 1 to 4 feet
of stripping, in-the northern part of Noblesville, is a bed of gravel
on the second terrace of White River. The length of the deposit
is 200 yards, the width 50 and the depth 3, as is seen from the
exposure on the pit walls and tests made with a post, auger. The
sizes of the material are about the average and the amount of
weathering higher.
One thousand cubic yards of gravel are obtained annually for
repairing and building roads for 4 miles west, from the flood de~
posits along Cicero Creek, on the E. Metsker farm, in the southeast corner of section 35 (19 N., 4 E.), and 2,000 from that of
C. and M. Horney, in the northeast quarter of the same section.
On the Jand belonging to N. O. Haw~rth, in the northeast cor-
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ner of section 21 (19 N., 4 :E.), is a morainic hill with an area o£
about 4 acres which is underlain with gravel and fine sand that
frequently grade into one another. The depth is 10 feet and the
stripping 5 feet. The mean of two samples gives about. the average
sizes of material. The rock percent.ages are a"l$o about average.
In the northeast corner of section 17 (19 N., 4 E.), on the
Isaac Hawort.h place, on a valley side, is a workable deposit which
is 2-3 gravel and 1-3 fine sand. Its depth is 10 feet and stripping
4 feet. The sizes of the material are 12 per cent. clay, 15 per
cent. fine medium sand, 10 per cent. medium sand, 10 per cent.
coarse s.and, 23 per cent. roofing pebble J 20 per cent. gravel,
and 10 per cent. boulder. The wearing quality is also above the
average. Two hundred cubic yards, at a cost of 15 cents each, are
used in the annual building and repair work.
In digging ~ di tch and making an excavation for a fish pond, on
the Isaac Chance property, ~n the northwest quarter of section
29 (19 N., 4 E.), gravel was found in the bottom of the former
for 15 rods, and to underlie 1Vz acres of the latter. The depth
was' not determined.
Small deposits are also known to occur on the farms of Charles
Hiatt, in the northwest quarter of section 8, and in the southcentral part of section 5 (H) N., 4 E.), on the farms of W. A.
Perry and the Commack heirs.
On the W. W. Anderson place, in the south-central part of section 18 (19 N., 4 E.), is a bed of gravel and fine sand under from
2 to 7 feet of stripping along a stream bluff. An area 250 yards
be underlain, as' is indicated by
long and 30 yards wide seems
a well 250 yards back from the bluff, that showed a stripping of
5 feet and a depth in the gravel of 5 feet and no bottom found.
The depth along t.he bluff is 15 feet. The rock composition is
average and the sizes of the material are above.
In the flood plain of a' small stream beneath the ground-water
level on the land of J. B. Foulke, in the northeast quarter of
section 1(19 N., 3 E.), is a bed of gravel underlying 3 or 4 acres
which have been roughly tested, except in a place where a location
has been found for setting a dipping machine. The bed rests
upon a clay bottom and has a depth ranging between 15 and 40
feet. The material is about the average for size, with exception
of 12 per cent. clay, and has a rock composition of 78 per cent.
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limestone, 17 per cent. crystallines, a per cent. shale, 1 per cent.
chert, and 1 per cent.. slate. At a cost of 40 cents per cubic yard
the material is put on the roads for 4 miles west, 4 miles north, 1
mile south, and ~2 mile east. These roads are smooth, hard, and
very durable.
On the Robert. Inman place, in t.he northeast. quarter of section
24 (19 N., 3 K), is, a bed of gravel wit.h a depth of 10 feet which
is partly above ground-water level and part.ly below, and a stripping ranging between 1 and 3 feet. This material is very much
under size and considerably oxidized. It should be used only in
very light repair work.
In the northwest quarter of section 10 (19 N., 3 E.), on the
William Harrison farm, a considerable amount of a fine material
has been dipped. The sizes are too small for building and heavy
for repair work.
Beneath the ground-water level and under from 4 to 5 feet of
stripping in the flood plain of a creek on the W. S. Swain land,
in the northwest quarter of section 20 (19 N., 3 E.), is a bed 0'£
gravel resting upon a clay bottom with a thickness of 21% feet
at maximum. Two hundred and twenty feet either up or down
stream from this maximum thickness the bed is only from 6 to 7
feet thick. The mean of two samples gives about the average sizes
for the county. The rock percentages are 82 limestone, 10 crystallines, 5 shale, 3 chert, and 2 slate. The wearing quality is
very good.
e h
a similar topographic position in the same creek, and in .
the northeast quarter of the same section, on the land belonging to
Mary Newcomer, is a bed underlying from 2 to 5 feet of stripping, containing similar gravel but a ve:ry high content of clay.
The depth is 40 feet at one place and the area underlain is 200
by 100 square yards. Although a g:reat amount of material is
available at this location, the clay makes it undesirable. Probably the endless chain p:rocess would give a cleaner gravel than the
dipping.
A workable deposit under water level is found in the southeast quarter of section 19 (19 N., 3 E.), on the S. A. Paddock
prope:rty. Twenty thousand cubic yards have been pumped out,
which were used in building 4 miles of road. The depth to which
the gravel was taken out was 22 feet and no bottom was found.
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Without a doubt 30,000 cubic yards more can be obtained at this
location.
In the vicinity of Eagletown considerable gravel is dipped from
the creek bed. Eight and wn feet are the general depths of
material.
A very extensive deposit is found in section '7 (19 N., 3 E.),
traversing in a northeast and southwest direction the farms of
W. Gillman, W. B. Jarrett, Watson Stahl, D. W. Hand, and
Aaron Rawling, and that of John Stahl in the southeast quarter of
section 6 (19 N., 3 K). A man who assisted in testing this bed
says that for l1h miles, northeast of the pit on the Gillman farm
and 112 mile southwest the material, which was sand and gravel
merging into each other more or less, was from 6 to 40 feet deep.
The average width of the bed seems to be about 80 yards, but
careful determinations as to this have not been made.
At the Gillman pit about 100 cubic yards are being taken out
daily by exhausting the water with a pump and hauling the gravel
out with wagons and horses. This exhaustion, the ground-water
level being lowered 8 or 10 feet, shows that the bed is encased
with clay or some other fine grained material and that this particular part of the deposit has not a great extent until it grades
into this substance.
The quality of the material varies greatly, but probably an
average of the gravel, excluding hardpan masses and fine sand,
would give the following sizes: Nine per cent. clay, 15 per cent.
fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse
sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 13 per cent. gravel, and 1 per
cent. boulder. The rock percentages !tre 85 limestone, 10 crystalline, 3 shale, 1 slate, and 1 chert.
Taking this eong~ssional township as a whole, it is fairly well
supplied with road mawrial and very well provided with transportation to obtain it whellever it becomes necessary to. depend
upon outside resources. Up to the present the many flood plains
and filled up valleys have only begun to' be carefully tested. When
this is done there is little doubt but that numerous other deposits
will be found.
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Township 18 a;nd Pa'lft of 17 North, Ranges 3, 4-, 5,
.
of 6 East.
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This area, which comprises the southern 160 square miles of
the county, has extensive deposits along the bluffs, terraces and
flood plains of White River, and is alsO' well supplied along Fall
Oreek and the larger streams of the part of the civil township,
Delaware, which' is west of White River ;bnt further the deposits
are small and seldom workable.
On the. land belonging to the Gardner heirs, in the southwest
quarter of section 7 (18 N., 3 E.), are 2 or 3 acres underlain with
4 feet of gravel above ground-water level and an unknown depth
below. The stripping is 2% feet. The rock percentages are
about the average and the sizes of the material are a little below.
Similar deposits for rock percentages and amount of stripping
are found in the west half of section 18 (18 N., 3 E.), on
the farms of George Stultz, E. White, W. White and James Mount.
All of these locations are found in the flood plain and first terrace.
In the flood plain on the Stultz place no bottom to the gravel has
been found and it has been tested to a depth of 7 feet below
ground-water level. On the first terrace three openings have been
made, the two end ones being 14, mile apart. All of these show
a bed of gravel and fine sand grading into one another. The
thickness of the middle bed is 6 feet, and the sizes of the mate,rial.
are about average. The oxidation O'f the material is average for
that above ground-water level and practically nothing for that
below.
In the southeast quarter of section 24 (18 N., 3 E.), on the
property of Thomas O. Owan, is an area of 250 by 250 yards,
with a depth of 5 yards and a stripping ranging from 8 to 25 feet.
The deposit would not be available except that the Ohicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Ry. 00. took off the stripping over about 2
acres to make a fill. The quality of the material is extraordinarily
good, because of a very calcareous clay or conglomerate, which is
made up of very small pieces of rock with a calcium carbonate
matrix. This cement is so pure that. a large amount of the
gravel comes out in great masses, which have to be blasted out.
Often in the interstitial spaces of these masses, little stalactites
and stalagmites are seen. When the material is put on the roads

I.
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it sets almost immediately, staying right where it i!3 placed,
whether on a hillside or on the level. The sizes of the material
are a little below the average. Three thousand cubic yards, at a
cost of 15 cents each, are used in the annual repair and building
of roads for 5 miles west, 4 miles north, and 2 miles south.
As can be seen from the use of this material, little gravel is
found to the west and south. The deposits that are found are very
small and of a very poor quality.
Several workable gravel locations are found in a glacial ridge
extending for V2 mile, about E. 10° S., in the southern part
of section 6 (17 N., 4 E.).
The most important location is
on the land of John Wilkinson, where a pit section shows, from
1 to 3 feet of stripping and a depth of 15 feet. As in most
morainic deposits there are many abrupt changes in material,
in some places being gravel and in others fine sand or clay. The
material is .about the average for size and amount of weathering.
The color is a brown near the top and a gray at the bottom. The
wearing quali1y is about average for a deposit above the groundwater level.
In the bluffs, terraces and flood plains of Coal Creek valley,
which is Vs of a mile wide, are many workable deposits. Also the
floods of this stream furnish considerable creek gravel. On the
M. Wise place, in the northwest quarter of section 4 (17 N., 4 E.),
a number of cubic yards are taken from the stream bars annually.
About 10 acres have h€en roughly tested by digging wells, post
auger holes and plowing, and seem to be underlain by gravel and
sand, in the stream bluffs and terraces of the northwest cornel'
of section 4 (17 N., 4 E.), and the sOoutheast corner of section 32
(18 N., 4 E.). The stripping over this area is from 1 to 5 feet,
and the depth is not determined. A small pit. opening 9 fee,t deep
shows the sizes of material to be somewhat below the ave~age
and tOo run high in the fine medium sand. Considerable fine sand
is also associated with the material, which makes the roads on
which it is used sandy. Although this condition of roads exists
in this vicinity, it can be easily avoided by screening the gravel
as it is loaded.
In the flood plain of this flame creek, in the sOouthwest quarter
of section 19 (18 N., 4 E.), on the farms of John Jeffries and
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E. H. Collins, are some very probable locations for dipping. At
several points on his flood plain, Mr. Collins has driven a pipe
to a depth of 25 feet and was in a good quality of gravel all the
way, without finding any bottom. The Jeffries flood plains are
also known to be underlain by gravel, but the depth has not been
determined.
On the A. E. Mendenhall place, in the northwest quarter of section 29 (18 N., 4 E.), and at a number of other points, workable
quantities of gravel are reported along this valley, which will be
ope~ed as soon as the demand requires them.
On the L. O. Wise property, in the northwest quarter of section
33 (18 N., 4 E.), is a bed of gravel 13 feet deep and no bottom
found, beneath from 1 to 21/2 feet of stripping. This bed is in a
kame, which is a frequent phenomena in this immediate locality.
It. stands from 10 to 20 feet above the adjacent region and comprises about 2 acres of surface. This material is about the
average for size, and is coarser than that along the streams in
this vicinity. The roads built and kept in good· repair by it
are smooth, hard, and durable.
In the northeast quarter of section 22 (18 N., 4 E.), on the
place of S. Klingersmith, is a bed of gravel and fine sand extending for 250 yard8 along the bluff and 20 yards back of it, as is
seen by a number of groundhog diggings. The depth is 13 feet
and no bottom found, and the lOtripping from 1 to 4 feet. The
sizes of the material are 9 per cent. clay, 13 per cent. fine medium
sand, 5 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 40 per
cent. roofing pebble, 13 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder,
the fine sands and hardpan masses heing excepted.
Occurring with a large amount of sand beneath from 1 to 4 feet
of stripping in a stream bluff on the E. J. Vance place, in
the northwest quarter of section 14 (18 N., 4 E.), is a deposit
about 100 yards long and 50 wide, with a depth of 9 feet. The
sizes of the material are a very little below the average, if the fine
sand be screened out. Because of considerable oxidation, the
quality would hardly be average.
On a level scope of land, in the southwest qnarter of section 9
(18 N., 4 E.), on the farm .of R. Shugart, the following tests
have been. made, which show a possibility of gravel ahd sand,
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mostly beneath ground-water level, underlying about 20 acres:
In the central part of the area at his pit Mr. Shugart went down
for 25 feet and found under from 2 to 3 feet of stripping no bottom to the gravel; northeast of the pit 150 yards he dug a well
to a depth of 33 feet with similar results; and 300 yards southwest of the pit he found, in digging his well at the house, 20 feet
of gravel with a stripping of 8 feet, and no bottom other than
gravel. On all sides of this area gravel is not reached until from
20 to 25 feet of clay are passed through. The material contains
considerable fine sand and is slightly below the average in Elize.
Six hundred cubic yards, at 15 cents each, are used in the annual
repair and building of roads.
In a stream bluff on the land belonging to S. S. White, in the
northwest quarter of section 9 (18 N., 4 E.), is a bed of gravel
and sand which has been opened at 4 places and abandoned because of a heavy stripping. These openings, which follow the
bluff for % ()If a mile, show a stripping of 1 foot at the bluff
face and 8 feet 100 feet back. The material is a little below the
average for size and frequently changes to a fine sand or clay.
An unstratified bed of gravel occurs in a small hill along a small
stream valley, and stratified beds in the flood plain, in the southwest quarter of section 4 (18 N., 4 E.), on the place of C. J.
Davis. Of the former deposits very little is known, with exception of an exposure in a small pit, which shows a depth of '7
feet with no bottom being found and a stripping of 3 feet. The
sizes of the material are above the average, and the rock percentages are 83 limestone, 14 crystallines, 2 shale, and 1 chert. Three
hundred cubic yards are used in the annual repair and building of
roads for 1 mile north, 2 'miles west, 1;2 mile east, and 1;2 mile
south. The flood plain deposit has' been found in the bottom of a
ditch for some 40 rods. Mr. Davis, at several places in this
ditch, drove a crowbar down into the material below ground-water
level and found no bottom.
In the northwest quarter of section 12 (18 N., 4 E.), on the R.
Farley property, is a surface 300 by 100 yards, and about 3 yards
deep, which from pit wall exposures and some tests seems to be
underlain by either gravel or fine sand, there being striking gradations between these. The stripping is from 1 to' 3 feet and the
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availability is very good. The sizes of the material are below the
average, and the amount of weathering a little above.
As mentioned before, the larger deposits of the township are
confined to the bluffs, terraces, and flood plains of White River.
The flood plain and lower terrace deposits are almost continuous
across the township, but are little used because of the better
availability of those in the bluffs. Among the more important
pit exposures are those of the bluffs on the farms of Mrs. C. E.
Randolph, in the southwest quarter of section 7 (18 N., 5 E.),
F. C. Eller, in the southwest quarter of section 35 (18 N., 4 E.),
and James Eller, in the southwest quarter of the same section,
and of the flood plains and lower terraces on the 8. H. Moffitt
place, of the southwest quarter of section 34 (18 N., 4 E.).
On the Randolph farm several acres have been tested and are
known to be under 2 feet of soil. Nine feet of the bed is exposed
at a small pit. The material is about the average for size and
amount of weathering.
At the Black gravel bank 18 feet of gravel are seen beneath
from 1 to 6 feet of surface'. Since the deposit is found at several
places along the bluff, and at the nouse the dug well is in gravel
for 30 feet and no bottom found, it is probable that there is a large
amount available at this place. Excluding the numerous lenses
of fine sand and clay, the size is about an average and the oxidation a little below.
Beneath 2Y2 feet of soil, and with a similar depth and quality
to that of the Black, are some very extensive deposits on the farms
of F. C. Eller and James El1er.
The S. H. Moffitt bank, which is located in the first terrace
deposit, and apparently has an extent of some acres, as rough tests'
indicate, shows a stripping ranging between 2 qnd 3 feet and a
depth of 9 feet without finding bottom., The sizes of the material and amount of weathering are about average.
In the southwest quarter of section 24 (18 N., 4 E.), on the
M. Maryfield farm, where the river makes almost a right angle
in its turn from the north to the west, 1,000 loads of gravel are
obtained annually from the stream bed. This material is little
oxidized and is of about the average size.
For over an area of 7 or 8 acres in the flood plains of the same
3'-Geolocy.
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farm the gravel comes almost to the surface and quite so in
places.
On lots belonging to N. Teter and the Gascho heirs, just east
of Noblesville, are some gravel beds which are claimed by tests
t.o have shown a considerable extent of gravel. The writer did
not see any good samples of the material.
In the flood plains and terraces of Stony Creek very few deposits of any economic importance are found. Beds from which
a few thousand cubic yards of gravel, with average sizes and
quality, can be obtained, are found on the M. Heiney place, of
the northwest quarter of section 8 (18 N .. 5 E.), and that of S.
Haverstick, of the southeast quarter of section 4 (18 N., 5 E.).
In a kame on the land of David Israel, in the southeast quarter
of section 3 (18 N., 5 E.), is a small bank deposit and a possible
dip location of 2 acres which are known to be underlain because
the dry pits were worked down to water level without any bottom
to the bed being found. The depth of the bed above ground-water
level is 8 feet and the stripping from 1 to 5 feet. The material
of the dry pit contains a very high per -cent. of fine medium sand,
which· has been used in repairing to a considerable extent, but is
entirely too fine to make a hard and durable road. The rock perc.entages are 88 limestone, 8 crystallines, 2 shale, 1 chert, and 1
slate. One thousand two hundred cubic yards, at a cost of 10
cents each, are put on the roads for 5 miles east, 4: miles north,
1;4 mile west, and 4 miles south. Because of this great demand,
the writer would suggest that tests be made for either setting a
dipping or endless chain machine. The quality of the material
below water level will be considerable better than that above,
since there is oxidation, which is very noticeable in the dry pit.
Beneath an aJerage of 5 feet of stripping on'the F. Bradley
place, in the northwest quarter of section 10 (18 N., 5 E.), is a
bed of gr~vel which seems to underlie about 2 acres of a kame.
The few tests giving this information were such as plowing and
digging with a post auger.
Another location is found in the northeast quarter of the same
section, on the farm belonging to Mrs. Bush. Here a test showed
a depth of 12 feet of gravel and no bottom, with a lj2 foot of stripping. The extent of this deposit has not been learned.
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For the improvement of roads in the civil township, Fall
Creek, the greater amount of material comes from the terraces of
Fall Creek valley. Among these terrace deposits are those on
the L. Patterson fann, in the northeast quarter of section 5 (17
N., 6 E.), where 10 or 12 acres on the first terrace are underlain by a bed of gravei and sand which rests upon the limestone,
This terrace is 250 yards from the stream, and is 200 yards wide.
The depth of the gravel bed is 12 feet, and the stripping from Y2
to 5 feet. The quality is above the average for the county, the
sizes being 5 per cent. clay, 13 per cent. fine medium sand, 15
per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent.
roofing pebble, 16 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder; and
the rock percentages, 80 limestone, 12 crystallines, 5 shale, 2
chert, and 1 slate.
Other deposits in the southeast qua,rter of section 32 (18 N.,
6 E.), on the M. Bell farm, and the north-central part of section 5
(17 N., 6 E.), on the M. Brooks place, are a continuation of the
Patterson. At these, the quality and amount of gravel are sufficient, but the stripping is too heavy for the preserit demand.
On the property belonging- to the De Camp lieirs, in the northwest quarter of section 1 (17 N., 5 E.), is a splendid quality of
gravel occurring beneath from 2 to 3 feet of surface, and having
an extent of 8 or 9 acres, as is seen by its, outcropping on the tOp3
of seve1:al small hills and being exposed in the cellar under a
house which lies between them. The pit exposure shows a depth
of 14 feet and about the average sizes of material. One thousand
cubic yards, at a cost of 15 cents each, are used in the annual
repair of the roa,ds for 5 miles north, 2 miles west, and 2 miles
east.
Along Stoney Creek, on the land of James Kincade, in the
northeast quarter oJ section 2 (17 N., 5 E.), is a workable deposit
which has 3 feet of stripping and 15 feet of gravel that is very
much beJow the average in size and is high in amount of weathering. A section shows: (1) Stripping, 3 feet; (2) gravel, 8 feet;
(3) fine sand, 5 foot; (4) gravel, 2 feet.
On the Cynth Trittipo farm, of the northeast quarter of section
10 (17 N., 5 E.), is a deposit similar in material to the Kincade
and of workable extent.
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Deposits of very fine material are found in the northeast quarter of section 4 (1'7 N., 5 E.), on land belonging to Mrs. Gustin,
and in the northwest quarter on the W. McKinstray place. The
depths are 12 feet, the stripping from 2 to 5 feet, and the extents
undetermined. Roads repaired by material from these deposits
are sandy.
In a stream bluff in the northwest quarter of section 5 (1'7 N.,
5 E.), on the property of T. N. Manship, is about 1 'acre that has
been tested by Mr. Manship with a post 'auger and found to be
underlain with gravel. .At the pit there is from 4 to 6 feet of
stripping, a depth of 12 feet, and a. clay bottom.· The sizes of
the material and rock percentages are about average. Six hundred cubic yards are used in the annual repair and building of
roads for 3 miles north, 1 mile east, 2 miles south, and 11j2 miles
west For packing and durability, the material is the best in
the vicinity.
In the northwest quarter of section 22 (18 N., 5 E.), on the
place of T. Olawson, is a tested location for setting a dipping machine. Three years ago material was obtained from this deposit.
to build the road running east and west past the old pit. The
road today is smooth, hard and giving splendid satisfaction.
LIMESTONE.

Very few outcrops of limestone occur in this county, because
of the heavy drift covering. Besides the outcrops at Oonnor's
Mill and Fishersburg, mentioned in the introduction, there is
one on the E. Lutz place in the southwest quarter of section 32
(18 N., 6 E.). .All of these exposures present a hard, light buff
dolomite.
At Oonnor's Mill the outcrop occurs for 200 or 300 yarde
below the dam, in the bed and along the banks of the stream. Although the depth has not been determined, it seems very probable
that 50,000 cubic yards of stone and likely much more could be
obtained at this place.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are give.n herewith as follows:
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Results of Tests of Niagara Limestone from Connor's Mill. *
Specific gravity ................ .
2.8
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 171.5
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 1.08
Per cent. of wear ............. .
4.9

French coefficient of wear. 8.1
Hardness ................ , 13.8
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Cementing value~Dry. . . . 15
Wet.... 26

"Above the average in resistance to wear and cementing value, for
dolomite. Best suited for light highway and country-road trafnc."-Page.

A chemical analysis by the chemist of the Road Testing Laboratory shows the composition of the limestone to be as follows:
Chemical Analysis of the Niagara Limestone from Connor's Mill.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
Iron oxide (Fe2 0.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lime (CaO) .....................................................
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ............................... , .....
Loss on ignition ... , .................................... " ........

.85
.25
29.00
16.94
12.13
41.11

Total ....................................................... 100.28
Insoluble portion is silt.

TIPTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
260
Population in 1900............................................. 19,116
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560
Miles of improved roads ............. '" ..... , .. , ..... , ..... , .. .
410
Percentage of roads improved ....... " .: ....... , ..... , .. .. .. ...
73.2
Miles improved with graveL •••..... '" ......... '" .~. ... ... .. ..
395
Miles improved with crushed stone .............. , .•......... , .. .
15
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. " ........ " .. .. .. $2,200
Average original cost of stone roads per mile .... , .......... ',' ... $3,500
Total original cost of improved roads ............................ $921,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. ..
$50
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 .... , ..... , ..... , .. .
28
4
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
33
First improved roads built....... ... .. . ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... .. ..
1878
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
80
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. . . . . . Good
Authority ............ W. H., Marker, Cashier Fir.s,t National Bank, Tipton
*l!'or standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Tipton County is situated in central Indiana, immediately south
of Howard and north of Hamilton Counties. The surface is a
gently undulating till plain. There is a difference of 100 feet in
alt.it.ude between the southwest and northeast. parts, which is due
to a difference in the thickness of the drift, it. being from 200 t.o
300 feet thick in' the southwest and from 75 to 100 feet in the
northeast.
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Fig. 39. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Tipton County.

The railroad facilities of the county are fair, the Michigan
Division of the L. E. & W., running north and south, and the
main line -of the same system, east and west, intersect at Tipton,
and the P., C., C. & St. L. cuts the northeast corner. In addition, two interurban traction lines. intersect at Tipton, one running north and south and the other east and west.
For amount and quality of gravel this county is one of the
very poorest of central Indiana. The average sizes of the material are 7 per cent. clay, 23 per cent. nne medium sand, 23 per cent.
medium sand, 20 per cent.. coarse sand, 17 per cent. roo·nng pebble, and 10 per cent. gravel. The aver~e rock percentages are
83 limestone, 10 crystallines, 4 shale, 2 slate, and 1 ch~rt,
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The deposits of economic importance in Tipton County are,
with exception of two or three in hills along Mud Creek and one in
the southeast corner, all below the ground-water level, and are
operated by exhausting the water with a pump and then hauling
the material out of the pits with te,ams. The main locations are
along Shanty, Wildcat, Cicero, and Prairie Creeks, and old fille·}
up v!'llleys in the civil township of Madison.

Township 22 and Pard of 23 N olfih, R(JffI;ges 3, if> 5, (JJfI,(], Parrt
.of 6 EalSt.
In the flood plain of Shanty Creek, beneath the ground-water
level and resting upon a clay bottom, some fair deposits have
been found on the L. Miller farm of the northwest quarter of
section 11, on that of W. Scale in the central part of the same
section, and on the property of C. Vanbriggle in the southeast
quarter of section 16 (22 N., 3 E.).
All of these are unweathered. The first deposit has a stripping of from 6 to 9 fee,t
and the depth and extent are undetermined. The second bed is
covered with from 5 to 1 feet of surface, has a depth ranging between 8 and 11 feet, but the extent is not known. Gravel that
has been taken out has the fonowing sizes: Three per cent. clay,
21 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 25 per
cent. coarse sand, 18 per cent. roofing 'Pebble, 10 per cent. gravel
and 2 per cent. boulder. Two thousand cubic yards have been put
on the roads for 3 miles south and % mile east, and is giving
splendid satisfaction. The third deposit has from 4 to 6 feet of
stripping, a depth of from 3 to 18 feet, and a tested extent of
200 by 30 yards. The sizes of the material are 4 per cent. clay,
25 per cent. fine medium sand, 25 per cent. medium sand, 25 per.
cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roo,fing pebble and 6 per cent.
gravel. .Two thousand cubic yards of this material have been
used on the roads for 6 miles south. The price charged per cubic
yard is 10 cents, plus c~st of lifting the material out, which is
about 20 cents, thus making the total cost 30 cents per cubic yard,
at the pit.
Under from 1 to. 3 feet of stripping and resting on a clay hottom with a thickness ranging between 7 and 12 feet, is a bed of
gravel, beneath ground-water level, on the W. H. Lee property in
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the northeast quarter of section 17 (22 N., 3 E.). The extent
over which the tests have been made are 150 by 100 feet.
By driving down pipe in an old swamp, which is now drained,
S. Rodgers found on his farm in the southeast quarter of section
9 (22 N., 3 E.), a bed of gravel to underlie an area of 400 by
25 yards. It rests upon a clay bottom, has a thickness of from 7
to 12 feet and a stripping ranging between 2 and 5 feet. Where
some material has been pumped, the mean of two samples gives
the following sizes: Five per cent. clay, 28 per cent. fine medium
sand, 25 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 13 per
cent. roofing pebble and 9 per cent. gravel. The amount of
weathering, as in the case with almost all gravel beneath ground_
water level in this vicinity, is practically nothing.
Beds of gravel, below ground-water level and resting upon a
clay bottom, are found beneath from 2 to. 5 feet of stripping in the
flood plain of Bro.ad Oreek, on the farms of A. Rose in the west
central part and F. Adams in the east central part of section 11
(22 N., 3 E.). The area known to be underlain on the latter is
150 by 50 yards, and the sizes of the material are above the average. The extent of the former is not determined, but the depth
at one place is 8 feet, and the sizes of the material similar to the
latter.
On the J. F. Mitt land in'the southwest quarter of section 31
(22 N., 3 E.), is a bed of gravel resting upon a clay bottom and
beneath 4 feet of surface. The depth is 9 feet and the extent, as
learned by tests, is said to be 66 2-3 by 16 yards. Other small
deposits in this locality, which have been pretty well exhausted,
are found in the same section on the farms of O. rlough in the
southeast quarter and Frank Miller in the northeast quarter, and
'in the northwest quarter of seet-ion 32 (22 N., 3 E.), on the J.
E. Forkner place.
Another small dep<lsit below ground-water level is fomid on the
W. McIntyre land in the central part of section 27 (22 N., 3 E.),
beneath the flood plain of Broad Oreek.
In the flood plain of a tributary of Wildcat Oreek in the west
central part of section 32 (23 N., 4 E.), on the Becker and Wilson farms, is a bed consisting of one-third gravel and two-thirds
fine sand, covered with from 2 to 6 feet of stripping and having
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a clay bottom. The depth at the pit is 9 feet, and the area known
to be underlain is about 4: acres. The sizes of the ma.terial, as
taken from the average of two samples, are 10 per cent. clay, 13
per cent. fine medium sand, 14: per cent. medium sand, 14: per
cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 32 per cent. gravel,
and 2 per cent. boulder; and the rock percentages are 82 limestone, 10 crystallines, 5 shale, 2 slate, and 1 chert. This deposit
is worked by exhausting the water with a pump and then hauling
the material out with horses.
Beneath the same flood plain in the northeast quarter of the
southeast quarter of Election 31 (23 N., 4: E.), 8 or 9 acres are reported to be underlain by gravel and fine sand, as is shown by the
following tests. The bott()ll of a ditch is in the gravel for 350
yards. About 150 yards from this ditch a driven well is in the
gravel for 18 feet, the stripping being 6 fE)et. Another well, 50
yards farther from the dtich, was driven 18 feet befo·re re!aching
gravel. The writer would expect a very large per cent. of this
deposit to he fine sand and would suggest very careful testing by
driving a 11~-in('h pipe befo1'e opening it up.
Occurring in a moranic hill, which is 25 feet above the adjacent region, in the southeast quarter of section 7 (22 N., 4: E.),
on the Vanbiber land, is a deposit of gravel, above ground-water
level, which underlies an area of 300 by 200 yards, as has been
learned by tests. It rests on a clay bottom apd has an average
thickness of 5 feet. The sizes of the material, as taken from the
average of two samples, are 5 per cent. clay, 23 per cent. fine
medium sand, 16 per cent. medium sand, 16 per cent. coarse sand,
22 per cent. roofing pebble, 17 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent.
boulder; arid the amount of oxidation is above the average. About
2,000 cubic yards of this material, at 15 cents each, are used' in the
annual building and repairing of roads, 'Rnd gives good satisfaction.
Occurring in a morainic hill, in the northeast corner of section
10 and the southwest corner of section 3 (22 N., 4: E.), on some
land belonging to the county, is a bed of gravel which probably
contains several thousand cubic yards, with about an average size
of ma.terial. Gradations of the gravel into fine sand and clay
are frequent.
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In a hill along Mud Creek on the land of Henry Roler in the
northwest quarter of section 1 (22 N., 4 E.), is a deposit of gravel
and sand underl;ving a surface of 200 by 30 yards, with from 9 to
7 feet of stripping. A section at the pit shows (1) stripping, 3%
feet; (2) fine gravel, 1],;2 feet; (3) fine sand, 2 feet; (4) gravel
above the average in size, 3 feet; (5) very fine gravel, 3 feet. The
depth ranges between 5 and 20 feet, and the bottom is clay.
About 12,000 cubic yards were put on the roads in 1904 for 7
miles south. In the flood plain of Mud· Creek between the Roler
pit and the strp-am, gravel has been found in the bottom of a
ditch for 250 yards.
A deposit of two-thirds fine sand and one-third gravel is found
along Mud Creek in a hiJl near the eenter of section 33 (23 N.,
5 E.), on the places of Rufus Plumber and William Kleyla. It
underlies about 8% acres, as appears by four pits being opened
on the sides of the hill, so that they enclose an area of 350 by 100
yards. The depth ranges from 10 to 35 feet, the stripping is
from 2 to 5 feet and the bottom is hardpan. An average of three
samples gives the following sizes of the material: Five per cent.
clay, 12 per cent. fine medium sand, 23 per cent. medium sand,
25 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 19 per cent.
gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder. This material is used in the
building and repairing of the roads for seven miles both north and
south, and where the coarse,r is used the roads are durable and
are giving good satisfaction.
A bed of fine gravel, beneath ground-water level, is found in the
flood plains of J\f ud Creek in the northwest quarter of section 34
(23 N., 5 E.), on the land of .John Ogle. The depth at the pit
is 18 feet, but the extent is not determined.
Beneath ground-water level, and under the flood plain of Turkey Creek, 150 by 150 feet are underlain with a bed of gravel,
which has a depth of 15 feet and a clay bottom, in the southeast
quarter of section 4 (22 N., 5 E.), on the property belonging to
William Owens. Testing showed very abrupt changes from gravel
to clay and fine sand. The sizes of the material, excepting fine
sand and clay, are a little below the average of the county.
East and south of the Owens deposit, no known deposits of economic import~nce al'e known nearer than 7 miles. For this area,
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as well as the southel'n halves of the civil townships of Liberty
and Prairie, the writer would suggest that the shipping of crushed
limestone, to the nearest railroad switch, be considered. Because
of the distance that gravel is being hauled, the limestone, with its
much greater durability, will probably be the cheaper and more
satisfactory material.
Crushed limestone from the Nicoson quarry at Alexandria is,
at present, being used on 4 or 5 miles of road at and north of
Tipton. Roads a mile north and 2 miles east of Tipton are repaired by gravel that also comes from outside sources.
Township 21 North> Ranges 3> -1-> 5> and Part of 6 East.

Deposits of gravel are known to exist beneath ground-water level
on the Callaway farm in the northeast quarter of section 6, the
Milligan place of the southwest quarter of section 5, and the Bess
property in the northwest quarter of section 8 (21 N., 6 E.). The
first is beneath from 2 to 6 feet of stripping and has a clay
bottom.
In what appeal'S to be a filled up stream valley, a deposit 400
yards ~ong and 50 feet wide has been found by pipe driving in
the southwest quarter of section 19 (21 N., 6 E.), on the Burkhart farm. This deposit is covered with from 2 to 4 feet of stripping, has a depth ranging between 2 and 14 feet, and rests on a
clay bottom. The sizes of the material are small, being 8 per
cent. clay, 20 per cent. fine medium sand, 35 per cent. medium
sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 5 per cent. roofing pebble, and 2
per cent. gravel.
In the flood plain of Duck Creek in the southeast corner of the
county is a bed of gravel partly above and partly below the groundwater leve1 on the :J\iIassey p1ace. It has from 2% to 5 feet of
stripping, a depth, at the pits, of 10 feet, and a clay bottom. The
extent is not definitely known, but several pits, all showing a similar quality of gravel, have been opened, at various places, in a
distance along the stream of 300 yards. The sizes of the material
('xcepting fine sand and clay, are a little above the average. About
2,000 cubic yards are used in the annual building and repairing
of roads. These roads are less Randy and better packed than the
average in this part of the county.
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In an old filled up stream valley running northeast and southwest from the Jackson place in the southwest quarter of section
2, diagonally across section 10, and to the south central part of
secti on 16 (21 N., 5 E.), are a number of pookets of a rather
fine and inferior material beneath the ground-water level. These
pockets contain from 500 to 5,000 cubic yards, and merge frequently into a fine sand. Ail rest upon clay bottoms and have
strippings ranging from 2 to 6 feet. An average of several samples gives the following sizes of the material: Fifteen per cent.
clay, 35 per cent. fine medium sand, 35 per cent. medium sand,
10 per cent.. coarse sand, 3 per cent. roofing pebble, and 2 per
cent. gravel. The general color is gray.
Pits have been opened on the Jackson place of section 2, the
Carr and Hartman of section 10, the G. Dillinger of section 16,
the J. P. Foutch of section 16, and the L. Dillinger of section 21.
On the Foutch farm the depth of the bed is from 1 to 15 feet,
and the material is used for building and repairing the roads for
about 6 miles in all directions. These roads are somewhat sandy
and not as durable as those built with coarser material. In the
southeast quarter of sectjon 33 (21 N., 5 E.), on the John Renner land, is a small bed of gravel beneath from 2 to 5 feet of
stripping. Extent and depth are not· determined.
About 11;2 acres have been tested on the property of M. Hobbs
in the northeast quarter of section 26 (21 N., 5 E.), and are found
to be underlain with a bed of fine gravel, beneath from 2 to 4
feet of surface. The depth ranges between 2 and 26 feet and the
bottom is clay. This material is used on the roads for 2 miles
north, 2 miles south, 2 miles east and 3 miles west. Like most
of the roads of the civil township of Madison, they are sandy and
not well packed. SmaU deposits of gravel are found on the Summer farm in the southwest quarter of section 31 (21 N., 5 E.),
and on the Harran place in the northeast quarter of the same section.
In a filled up valley on the Meryncke place in the southwest
quarter of section 29, Mr. Meryncke has tested an area of 500 by
50 yards, and found it to he underlain by a fine gravel. The
stripping is from 11/2 to 6 feet thick, the bottom is clay, and the
depth is 18 feet at the center, hut becomes less as the sides are
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approached, where the gravel grades abruptly into clay. Some
6,000 cubic yards were pumped out in 1904 and used on the roads
for several miles to the south, west, and north.
In the flood plain of Oicero Oreek and beneath the ground-water
level of the Cochran and Potts farms jn the northeast quarter of
section 24~(21 N., 4 E.), is a gravel bed, underlying, as is i:q.dicated by scattered tests, about 4,000 square yards. The stripping
is from 2 to 4 feet, the depth range.~ between 5 and 12 feet, and the
bottom is clay. The sizes Oof the material are 6 per cent. clay, 25
per cent. fine medium sand, 35 per cent. medium sand, 20 per
cent. coarse sand, and 14 per cent. roofing pebble.
A carefully tested area of 550 by 50 feet is located on the land
of the Wiggins heirs, at the junction of Prairie Creek and a
tributary, in the we&t central part of section 21 (21 N., 4 E.).
Beyond the limits of this area tests show an abrupt change frOom
gravel to clay. The bed has an average thickness of 10 feet, a
stripping of 4 feet, and a clay bottom. The sizes of the material
are 1 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 25 per cent.
medium sand, 35 ~r cent. coarse sand, 17 per cent. roofing pebble, and 7 per cent. gravel; and the rock percentages are 73 limestone, 12 shale, 10 crystallines, 3 slate, and 2 chert. The quality
of this material, because of its size and absence of oxidation, is
one of the best of the county.
In the flood plain of a branch to Cicero Creek, beneath the
ground-water level, are some gravel beds on the land of Henry
Garhart in the northwest quarter of section 31 (21 N., 4 E.).
The average thickness of these is 18 feet, the stripping from 3
to 4 feet, and the bottom clay. In an area of 125 by 70 yards, between 25 and 30 tests have been made by driving a pipe down,
which shows depths ranging from 18 to 22+ feet. Beyond this
area a few scattered tests have been made, which indicate that it
is probable that an area of 250 by 100 yards is underlain with
a sufficient depth of grave] for setting a gravel excavator or an
endless chain apparatus. The sizes of the material are 1 per
cent. elay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium
sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble, and
4 per cent. gravel; and the rock percentages are 75 limestOone, 10
shale, 10 crystallines, 3 slate, and 2 chert. With the Wiggins
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material, this ,is the best quality in the county. There are, however, two objections to these materials. One is the high per cent.
of shale, which is not a durable rock for road purposes, and the
other is the low per cent.. of clay. This. makes the roads pack
slowly, allows the gravel to work off at the sides, and the individual pieces to rub against one another. If 4 or 5 per cent. of
clay could be carefully mixed with the gravel, it would wear longer
and give better satisfaction.
Rather scattel"ed tests have been made in the flood plain of a
tributary to Oicero Creek, on the I.J. Spurgeon place in the southwest quarter of section 33 (21 N., ~ E.), which show an area of
about 200 by 25 yards to be underlain with a bed of gravel, beneath ground-water level. This bed rests upon a clay bottom, has
an average thickness of 15 feet, and a stripping ranging between
4 and 6 feet. The sizes of the material are a little below the
average, and the rock percentages are 76 limestone, 9 shale, 11
crystallines, 2 slate, and 2 chert. About 1,000 cubic yards are
used in the animal repairing and building of roads. As with the
Garhart material, this gravel is too low jn clay.
Below the flood plain of a tributary to Oicero Oreek, in the
east central part of section 19 (21 N., 3 E.), on the land belonging to J. H. Ferguson, is a bed of gravel beneath water level,
underlying, as learned by tests, an al"ell of 66 2-3 by 20 yards, with
a depth of 20 feet and a stripping of 4 feet. A further extent has
not been determined. The sizes of the material are rather fine,
but 10 per cent. of clay aids it in packing and wearing on the
roads. Rock percentages are 65 limestone, 20 shale, 5 slate, 8
crystaHines, and 2 chert. Something like 4,000 cubic yards have
been used in the annual repair and building of the roads for 3%
miles north and 4 miles east. These roads are well packed and
smooth, but not as durable as they would be with a lower per cent.
of shale and slate.
A possible location is found on the C. Ploughe property in
the southeast quarter of section 19 (21 N., 3 E.), where a bed
of gravel, with unknown extent, is known to exist beneath the
ground-water level.
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Illustrat ing the distribut ion ot road materIal s in Clinton County.

Clinton Oounty lies north of Boone, east of Montgomery and
Tippecanoe, south of Oarroll, and west of Tipton and Hamilt on
Counties. The topography is that of a level plain gradua lly ris-
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ing toward the southeast portion, where the drift attains a thickness of 300 feet.
The principa! gravel deposits of this county are found in the
bluffs, terraces and flood plains of Killmore and Wildcat Creeks,
in the flood plains of Campbell's Run, Potato and Sugar Creeks,
and in filled up stream valleys in the southeastern part of the
county.
For amount of road material this county is somewhat below the
average, but considerably better than Tipton. The quality of the
material is about average, the sizes being, on the average, 6% per
cent. clay, 15 per cent. nne medium sand, 18 per cent. medium
sand, 20 per cent. coarse sand, 26 per cent. roofing pebble, 13 per
cent. gravel and 1lj'Z per cent. boulder; and the rock percentages,
78 limestone, 11 crystallines, '7 shale, 1.5 chert, 1.5 slate, and 1
sandstone.
The transportation facilities are' ample, the Vandalia, the Lake
Erie and Western, the Toledo, St. I.Jouisand Kansas City, and the
Chicago, Indianapolis and I,ouisville diverge in all directions from
Frankfort.
An interurban traction line also passes northwest
and southeast through Frankfort.
Township 22 and Farrt of 23 North, Ranges 1 and 2 West a.nd
1 and 2 East.
This area comprises the northern half of the county. Its principal gravel deposits are found along Wildcat and Killmore
Creeks, and Campbell's Run. Smaller beds are found along some
of the small creeks and in old filled up stream valleys.
Numerous locations are present along Campbell's Run in the
bluffs, terraces and flood plains, but the annual flood deposits are
so large that very few pits have been opened. Many loads are
obtained from the stream bars in the north central part of section 29 and the southeast corner of section 21 (23 N., 2 W.).
Several acres are underlain by gravel within 6 inches of the
surface on the W. M. Beydler property in the northwest quarter of section 34 (23 N., 2 W.).
In the northeast corner of section 5, on the land of P. Rothenberger, is a bed of gravel, abo'Ve ground-water level, in a hill along
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a small tributary of Campbell's Run., The extent of the bed is
known to be 100 by 25 yards; has a depth at the pit of 18 feet
and no bottom found to the gravel, and a stripping ranging between 2 and 4 feet. The quality of the material is very good,
the sizes being 4 per cent. clay, 8 per cent. nne medium sand, 7
per cent. medium sand, 13 pel' cent. coarse sand, 40 pel' cent. roofing pebble, 27 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder.
Along Campbell's Run and under 5 feet of surface are beds of
gravel on the W. F. Bell and Sims farms in the northwest quarter of section 1 (22 N., 1 W.). The former has been worked to
a depth of 11 feet, where the ground-water level was reached,
and the second reached this level at 8 feet. The latter is known
by groundhog diggings and a few other excavations to follow the
stream for 100 yards. The material of both deposits is a little
below the average for size, and has the following rock percentages: Eighty-nine limestone, 7 crystallines, 3 shale, and 1 chert.
In a hill, which is partly on the P. W. Shaw place of the northwest quarter of section 7, and on the H. D. Bisel land of the
southwest quarter of section 6 (22 N., 1 W.), is a bed of gravel
beneath from 2 to 6 feet of surface, which underlies an area of 2
acres. At the pit, the depth is 18 feet and no bottom other than
water has been reached. In rock percentages, amount of oxidation and sizes, with exception of the clay being 3 per cent., the
material is about the average. The location of this deposit is
exceptionaHy good because of a scarcity of road material for sev-.
eral miles in all directions. Roads built and repaired with it are
very satisfactory, with exception of being slow in packing.
Probably the best localities for gravel in the county are those
adjacent to Wildcat Oreek. Many locations are found in its
bluffs, terraces and flood plains, but only a few have been opened.
In the bluffs of this creek in the southwest quarter of section 20,
on the 8. A. Slipher farm, the southeast quarter of section 20 on
the Daniel Hock place, and on the J. Olendenning property in the
northwest quarter of section 28 (22 N., 2 W.), are beds containing
a material of average rock composition and a little below average
for sizes. Abrupt gradations between the gravel and fine sand are
common. The stripping ranges between 11j:3 .and 4 feet.
On the Olendenning place an area of 6,000 square yards are un1!5-·GeQlogy.
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derlain by grave], as shown
tests along the bluff, and post auger
holes. The depth, at the pit, is 16 feet. A deposit 200 yards
north underlies fully as much surface and has about the same
depth.
Another deposit, similar in rock composition and sizes, is located
in the bluff of Wildcat and along t.he road, in the southwest corner of section 21 (22 N., 2 W.). This bed also, as is seen by
several excavations north and south, is probably workable. The
depth, at the pit, is 17 feet, and no bottom reached, and the stripping ranges between 1 and 4 feet.
In the south central part of section 27 (22 N., 2 W.»on the
land of'Mary Stafford,· iR a bed of gravel in the bluff of a small
tributary to Wildcat Creek. This bed can readily be traced in
the bluff for !3f)Oyards, which brings one to the junction of tJ;18
tributary and Wildcat. By advancing east about 200 yards along
the bluff of Wildcat Creek one comes to the H. A. Wallace pit',
where a similar qnality of material is found to that on the Stafford, both being almost the average for rock percentages and a little below for sizes. Since the gravel can be traced around the
bluff, it is barely possible that the intervening area is also underlain by e,ither gravel 01' sand, as kettle basins between these will
not hold water, oven after a heavy rain. If this connection exists
there would be an area of 10 acres underlain by gravel. At the
Stafford pit the stripping iR from 3 to 5 feet, the depth 20 feet
and no bottom reached, while at the \Vallace the bed rests upon a
clay bottom, has a thickness of 17 feet and a stripping ranging between 2 and 3 feet.
In a bluff in the north central part of section 36 (22 N., 2 W.),
on the property of E. .H. Knapp, a bed of gravel, resting upon a
fine sand bottom~ has, at the pit, a depth of 17 feet and a stripping of from 2 to 4 feet. For 80 yards along the bluff the deposit is found to occur, and 150 feet south of the bl\lff at the houso
a dug well showed 7 feet of stripping and .18 feet of gravel.
These evidences apparently give an extent of 150 by 80 yards.
Excepting a number of lenses of fine sand, some havillg lengths
of 20 feet and diameters at the center of 2 feet, the ,average of
two samples gives the following sizes: Six per cent. clay, 10 per
cent. fine medium sand, 14 per ('cnt. medium sand, 15 per cent.
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coarse sand, 29 per cent. roofing pebble, 25 per cent. gravel and
1 per ~ent. boulder. The rock percentages are about average, and
the amount of weathering below for the material above groundwater level. This material is utled for ~~ mile north, 3 miles east,
7 miles south and 1 mile west in building and repairing the' roads,
which, where they have beellproperly attended to, are hard,
smooth, durablE' and giving the best of satisfaction.
In the bluff of Wildcat in the southeast quarter of section 29
(22 N., 1 W.), on- the Dewitt place, is a deposit of gravel beneath from 2 to 3 feet of surface and with a depth of 15 feet, at
the pit, underlying an area of 100 by 25 yards. The sizes of the
material and the oxidation are about average.
In the northwest corner of section 33 (22 N., 1 W.), on the
Cohler farm, is a bed of gravel in the bluff of a tributary to Wildcat Creek. The extent of this bed is known to be 150 by 30 yards,
the depth 12 feet at the pit, and the stripping from 2 to 3 feet.
The sizes of the material are about average. Besides the Cohler
and Dewitt deposits there are a number of others, reported in this
vicinity, along the bluffs, terraces and flood plains of Wildcat.
Several acres, as learned by scattered tests, are underlain by
gravel on the J. L. Black property in the northeast quarter of sec-tion 19 (22 N., 1 W.). This bed, at the pit, has a depth of 20
feet, a stripping ranging between 1 and 4 feet and a material below the average for sizes. The material, where it has been used
on the road, is very low in clay and is slow to pack. Groundhog
diggings and other excavations show gravel at a number of places
in the bluffs of this neighborhood. Careful tests would very
likely locate some other workable deposits.
About two miles east of the Black deposit and in the bluff of
the same stream is a bed of two-thirds gravel and one-third fine
sand on the land belonging to N. Burris in the northwest quarter
of section 21 (22 N., 1 W.). This bed, as has been learned by
groundhog diggings, seems to follow the bluff for 300 yards, and
at the pit extemls back 50 yards from the face of the bluff. The
bottom of the bed has not been found, and it has been worked to
a depth of 15 feet. The stripping ranges from a few inches to
:3 feet. The sizes of the material, excepting fine sand, are above
the average and the oxidation below.
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In a flood plain in the west central part of section 35 (22 N.,
1 W.), on the place of Cicero Sims, is a bed of fine gravel beneath ground-water level with a depth, at the pit, of 20 feet. The
extent is unknown. A sandy, considerably oxidized and shallow
bed of gravel is found, benE'ath from 2 to 5 feet of stripping, in
the bluffs of the South Fork of Wildcat Creek, on the farms of C.
Lee and B. D. Parvi~ in the southeast quarter of section 25 (22
N., 1 W.).
One and one-half miles east of these deposits on the farm of 1.
C. Michaels, in the northwest quarter of section 29 (22 N., 1 E.),
a number of tests, by driving a 20-inch pipe down, have indicated that an area in the flood plain of 250 by 150 yards are underlain by a bed of gravel, beneath ground-water level and having
from 2 to 3 feet of stripping. No bot,iom was found. From a
few. tests made by the writer a material was obtained that had
the following sizes: Two per cent. clay, 5 per cent. fine medium sand, 14 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand,
30 per cent. roofing pebble, and 19 per cent. gravel; and the rock
percentages were 70 limestone, 16 shale, 8 crystallines, 4 slate, and
2 chert. This material, with exception of being low in clay,
which will make it slow in packing, and being high in shale, which
is not durable, is a very good road material, being of a good size
and unoxidized. Furthermore, it is located in a vicinity where
gravel is very scarce and is often hauled for several miles. Another location for obtaining gravel from beneath the flood plain
of this same stream is found 2 miles east of the Michaels place on
the Goodnie farm. The extent and depth of this deposit is not
well determined.
In the north central part of seetion 32 (Z2 N., 1 E.), on the
William Gangwer place, is a bed of gravel beneath ground-water
level and beneath the flood plain of a tributary to the North Fork
of Wildcat Oreek. This bed is near the road, rests upon a clay
bottom, has a depth ranging between 6 and 20 feet, a stripping
of 2 feet and an extent, as a number of tests have indicated, of 70
by 450 yards. The sizes of the material, at the pit, are about the
average, except for 2 per cent. clay, and the rock percentages are
70 limestone, 16 shale, 8 -crystallines, 4 slate, and 2 chert. About
4,000 cubic yards of this material are used in the annual build-
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ing and repairing of the roads. These roads are slow to pack
but are durable..
In the bluff of a small stream, in the northeast quarter of section 22 (23 N., 1 W.), on the Kempler farm, is a deposit of fine
gravel and fine sand, grading into one another. Beneath groundwater level and in the flood plain of this same stream is a bed of
gravel in the southwest corner of section 24 (23 N., 1 W.), where
8 feet of gravel have been found. A gravel' excavator was set at
this location, but the depth of material was not sufficient. Possibly the water level could be lowered with a pump so that it might
. be worked the same as a deposit above the ground-water level.
The only known gravel deposit in the civil township of Warren, that is of any practical importance, is found beneath the flood
plains of the Middle Fork of Campbell's Run, on the place belonging to F. M. Tisen in the southeast quarter of section 21 (23
N., 1 E.). This deposit is beneath ground-water level, has a
stripping of from 112 to 3 feet and a depth at the pit of 18 feet.
The area underlain is 200 by 200 yards, as scattered tests have
indicated. The sizes of the material are 9 per cent. clay, 20 per
cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent.
coarse sand, 10 per cent. roofing pebble, 18 per cent. gravel, and 3
per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 85 limestone, 8 crystallines, 3 chert, 3 shale, and 1 slate. Because of its clay, which
makes it pack quickly, and its unoxidized condition, this material
makes a durable and satisfactory road.
On the Maxwell farm in the southeast quarter of section 18
(22 N., 1 E.), in the flood plain of Killmore Oreek and beneath
from 2 to 5 feet of stripping, six feet of gravel are found, 2 feet.
of which are below and 4 feet above water level. The area underlain, as learned by rough tests, is 200 by 50 yards. The sizes
of the material are very much below the average and gradations
into fine sand are found in places.
About 1% miles east, in the flood plain of the same stream,
gravel deposits occur on the S. Loucke, Shoemaker and Brandy
farms in the southeast quarter of section 16 (22 N., 1 E.). On
the Loucke place, the depth ranges between 6 and 12 feet, the
stripping is from 2 to 4 feet and the extent, as a few tests show,
may be 150 by 150 yards. The sizes of the material are about
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like those of the Maxwell deposit; Oil the Shoemaker and
Brandy places, the flood plain is known at a few places· to be underlain by gravel, but neithe! the extent nor the thickness of the
bed are known.
As we advance eastward along the flood plain of this stream,
gravel is reported to be present in a number of places, especially in
the north central and the northeast parts of section 13 (22 N., 1
E.); but it has not been carefully tested or worked, to any extent, until we reach the H. Davis property in the southeast· quarter of section 17 (22 N., 2 E.). :At this place an area of 200
by 400 yards is said to have been tested by pipe driving, and is.
known to be underlain with gravel and sand to a depth ranging between 10 and 50 feet. For 4 miles both north and south this
material ·is used in the building .and repairing of roads, which,
when taken care of, are smooth and durable.
A material, which frequently grades into fine sand, is found in
the flood plain of the same stream, below water level, in the northwest corner of section 22 (22 N., 2 E.), on the land belonging to
D. A. Coonrod. The stripping, at the pit, ranges' between 3 and
6 feet and the depth between 6 and 16 feet. An area of 30 by
100 yards has been tested and is said to be underlain by gravel.
The sizes of the material are much smaller than the average.
In the west central part of section 31 (22 N.; 2 W.), on the
place of A. N. Spurgeon, is a bed of fine gravel, beneath 3 feet
of surface and the ground-water level, with a depth of 18 feet,
and a tested extent of 20. by 50 yards.

TO'W11ship 21 amd Pa{rt O'f 20 North, Ranges 1 arnd 2 West arndi
1 arnd 2 East.
Almost all of the gravel in this area is found beneath the
ground-water level, in stream valleys that have been partially or
entirely filled up.
Gravel is found beneath the flood plain of a tributary of Killmore Creek, on the Sievers place in the northwest quarter of section 1 (21 N., 2 E.). The stripping is 4 feet, but the extent and
the depth are not known.
Gravel a little below the average for size is located in an old
swamp on the Cowder place in the east central part of section 10,
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and the Wood place in the west central part of section 11 (21 N.,
2 E.). This deposit is below the ground-water level, rests upon a
clay bottom, has 3 112 feet stripping and 'I depth ranging between 8
and 20 feet. The extent., as indicated by a few scattered test.s,
is probably '75 by 200 yards.
A number of fair pockets of gravel are known to exist in an
old filled up valley, and have been opened up on the farms of
George Alexander in the northwest quarrer of section 26, W. Oli·
dence in the northeast quarter of sect.ion 27, Mr. Boyer in the
southwest quarter of section 27, and William Price in the east
central part of section 33 (21 N., 2 E.). At all of these pits the
gravel is below the ground-water level, rests upon a clay bottom,
has from 2 to 5 feet of stripping, and a depth ranging between
15 and 20 feet. The material is a little below the average for
size and has the following rock percentages: Seventy-three limestone, 13 shale, 10 crystallineB, 2 chert, and· 2 slate.
The
extent, on the Alexander place, is small; on the Clidence, it
is known by tests to underlie an area of 20 by 200 yards; on
the Boyer a location for setting a gravel excavator is knoWn,
and on the Price only a very limited area has been found to, be
underlain. The roads built and repaired with t.his material are
smooth and fairly durable, but are slow to become packed. Oareful testing will, undoubtedly, give other practical locations along
this old filled up valley. Several locations are also reported for
setting a gravel excavator in the southwest quarter of section 11
(20 N., 2 E.), on the Stauers land.
In the southwest. corner of section 28 (21 N., 2 E.), on land
belonging to George Price, is a bed of gravel in a filled up valley.
This bed rests upon a clay bottom, has a thickness of 15 feet and
a stripping of 3112 feet.. Three locat.ions for· setting a gravel excavator are reported.
In a filled up valley in which a fork of Sugar Creek has its
present channel are a number of small deposits: Some of these
are found on the Howe place in the south central part of section
24, on the Winecup and Cox places in section 25, ~md on the
Furgnson in the south central part of section 35 (21 N., 1 E.).
All of these beds rest on clay bottoms, are beneath ground-water
level and contain material that is considerably below the average
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for sizes. On the Howe place the depth is from 8 to 20 feet,
and by detailed testing one location has been found for setting a
gravel excavator. On the Cox farm and the place immediately
south, careful pipe tests have been made for 500 yards along the
stream, and the results were one location 150 by 250 feet, with an
average depth of 20 feet. A small deposit of a fine material is
found below the ground-water level in the southeast corner of section 1 and the northeast corner of section 2 on the Bernett farm.
In an old swamp in the southeast quarter of section 21 (21 N.,
1 E.), on the Clark property, is a bed of gravel underlying an area
of 23 by 90 yards. It rests upon a clay bottom, has a depth of
12 feet and a stripping of 5 feet. The sizes of the material are
about average, except that the clay is only 3 per cent. The rock
percentages are 74 limestone, 11 crystallines, 10 shale, 3 chert, and
2 slate; and the amount of weathering is practically nothing.
With the exception of not having sufficient clay to pack readily,
this gravel is of a splendid quality for this locality.
Beneath the ground-water level, in the northeast quarter of
sect.ion 18 (21 N., 1 E.), on the Maish farm, is a bed of gravel
rest.ing on a clay bot.tom, and having a stripping of 4 feet and a
dept.h ranging between 6 and 15 feet. The sizes of the material
are 9 per cent. clay, 20 per cent. fine medium sand, 23 per cent.
medium sand, 35 per cent. coarse sand, 10 per cent. roofing pebble, and 3 per cent.. gravel. The extent is not known.
A bed of gravel, beneath ground-water level, is found in East
Frankfort on the property belonging to R. N. Stone. The stripping is from 1 to 3 feet and the depth, at the pit, is 15 feet. An
area extending 250 yards north of the pit and having a width at
one place of 80 yards is known by tests to be underlain with
gravel, but the depth has not been determined.
In the flood plain of a stream on the land belonging to S. Oarr
in the northeast corner of section 1 (21 N., 1 W.), a bed of gravel
has eeen found, by digging down at four or five places with a
spade, to underlie the surface. Further tests have not been made.
In th€ northern part of sect.ion 7 (21 N., 1 W.), a county ditch
has its bottom in the gravel, more or less, for 800 yards. The
depth or further extents have" not been det.ermined. The sizes
vary from a very fine gravel, which grades into fine sand, to a
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material above the average. The rock percentages are 68 limestone, 15 shale, 10 crystallines, 5 slate, and 2 chert. This location would be an especially good one, because no known deposits
are nearer than 2% miles.
Some very fair deposits have been found beneath the flood plain
of Potato Oreek. Among these are those on the Anderson place
in the southwest quarter of section 24, the Dukes and William
Harshman farms in th~ northwest corner of section 26, and the
property of J. Ooyner in the south central part of section 32 (21
N., 2 W.).
On the Dukes place the bed is 9 feet deep, but sufficient extent
has not been found for setting a gravel excavator. The gravel
that was dipped out contained a very high percentage of clay,
which was considered very detrimental. However, 11 or 12 per
cent. of clay is generally beneficial to a gravel, as it assists it in
packing quickly and k~eps the particles cushioned from one another so that the grinding is greatly lessened. It also holds the
material on the roads, so that it is not necessary to be continually
grading in order to keep it on. The sizes of the material for the
deposit are 25 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 20
per cent. medium sand, 15 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, 8 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder.
At the Harshman bed a gravel excavator was set, but was taken
away because of the high percentage of clay. Subsequently an
endless chain apparatus was set, which is lifting out a very good
quality of material. The sizes are 11 per cent. clay, 20 per cent.
fine medium sand, 17 per cent. medium sand, 20 per cent. coarse
sand, 20 per cent. roofing pebble, 8 per cent. gravel and 4 per
cent. boulder. The rock percentages are about the average for the
county. The tests of the *gravel excavator and the endless chain
apparatus at this pit give one a good idea of how the latter machine washes the finer material out of the gravel, and how it is
possible to use it where the excavator can not be used.
The Ooyner deposit'is located in the flood plain between Potato
Oreek and a tributary, near their junction. Ten acres have been
roughly tested, and several locations for setting a gravel excavator
in detail. Where the gravel was dipped it was taken out to a
·See page 124.
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depth of 40 feet and no bottom was found. The stripping ranges
from 2 to 4 feet. The sizes of the material are 8 per cent. clay,
25 per cent. fine medium sand, 22 per cimt. medium sand, 15 per
cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble, and 15 per cent.
grave]; and the rock percentages are 70 limestone, 12 shale, 10
crystallines, 3 slate, 3 sandstone, and 2 chert. Where this material has been put on the roads it packs well Rnd makes a smooth,
hard and durable road.
A bed of gravel containing len~es of fine sand occurs in the east
central part of section 7 on the Hayes place. Tests have .indicated
a length of 150 yards, a width of 10 yards, a depth ranging between 10 and 15 feet, and n stripping from 3 to 5 feet. The
sizes of the maJerialare 12 per cent. clay, 35 per cent. fine mediumsand,18 per,cent. medium saild, 15 per cent. coarse sand,
10 percent. roofing pebble, 8 per cent. gravel, and 2 per cent.
boulder; and the rock percentages are 69 limestone, 12 shale, 10
crystallines, 5 sandstone, 3 slate, and 1 chert. Although this material is too fine for good satisfaction, it is the only deposit known
-of: within 3V2 miles of this locality, and because of its availability
is the cheapest for the immediate vicinity.
In closirlg the mmarks for Olin ton County the writer will say
that in those 10<'alitiesin which gravel has to be hauled for sev,eral miles, or whe:r:e it is of a POOl' quality,such as in the northern
.part of the civil township Qwen,::eastern and southernW arren,
southern Johnson, eastern and southern :l\1:ichigan, northern Kirklin, all of Jackson, southeastern 'Perry:and southern and central
Washington,. it would be well to investiga te as to the C08t* of getting crushed limestone, which is a more durable road material
than gravel, to the nearest railway or traction line switch. 'The
results of +tests on various limestones of central Indiana by the
Road Testing Laboratory of the United States, given in this report, might be of service in determining the wearing quality.
·See page 154.

tSee plio,. 156. An explanation oC the~e tests i.
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BOONE COUNTY.
Area in square miles .........................•.......... ". . . . . . .
427
Population in 1900............................................. 26,321
Miles of public roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816
600
Miles of improved roads ......... , ... " ............. " .. .. .. .. ..
Percentage of roads improved .... ; ......... '" .,. ... .. ... .. .. ..
73.5
Miles improved with graveL.......................... . .. . . . . . .
600
Miles improved with crushed stone.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ....... " .. .. .. .. .. $1,200
Total original cost of improved roads ....... " ...... " .......... $72(),OOO
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$54
6
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ............... " .. .
First improved roads built.....................................
1880
Miles of improved roads built Since 1895 ....... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads .. " ... "Good
Authority ............................ Benj. F. Simmons, County Auditor
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Fig.41. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Boone County.

This County is situated near the central part of the State, lying
south of Clinton, west of Hamilton, north of Manon and Hendricks, and east of Montgomery. In shape it is a rectangle, with
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a length from east to west of 24 miles, and a width from north
to south of 17% miles.
The topography is that of a level plain, broken by an occasional gentle swell, which scarcely exceeds 20 feet in height, and
a few kame deposits in the northwestern part of its area. The
main part of the gravel deposits is found in the bluffs, terraces
and flood plains of the larger streams, and a smaller portion in
old filled up stream valleys and kames. For amount of gravel this
county is about the average for central Indiana.
The quality of the gravel is somewhat below the average, because of such a low percentage of clay, which causes it to pack
slowly, work off at the sides of the road and grind up more rapidly
than it would if it contained a higher percentage. The average
sizes of the material are 4112 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 16 per cent. medium sand, 26 per cent. coarse sand, 27
per cent. roofing pebble, 15 per cent. gravel and 11;2 per cent.
boulder; and the rock percentages are 81 limestone, 9 crystallines, 6.5 shale, 2 slate, 1 chert, and .5 sandstone.
.
The transportation facilities are very fair, the Ohicago Division
of the Big Four traversing the county diagonally from the southeast corner to the northwest corner, crosses at Lebanon the Ohicago
and Southwestern, which crosses the county from east to west, and
the Wabash cuts the northeastern corner. The interurban traction lines extend out from Lebanon in three directions-to the
north, to the southeast, and to the southwest.

Pard of Township 2(i North, Rarnges 1 arnd 2 West, and 1 arnd
East.

~

The deposits of this township are almost all found in the bluffs,
terraces and flood plains of the larger streams. Especially is this
true with Sugar Oreek, whose bluffs and terraces form almost a
continuous deposit of gravel and fine sand from wheTe it enters
the county, three miles northeast of Mechanicsburg, until the
point of leaving, 4~-2 miles west of Thorntown.
Mixed with numerous fragments of a shaly limestone is a bed
of gravel along Sugar Oreek on the W. O. Daggy farm, in the
northwest quarter of section 31 (20 N., 2 W.). This bed is cov-
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ered by one-half foot of stripping and is workable. The fragmental limestone makes the material very coarse, and the roads
built by it are rough at first., but when they become packed and
worn down a little they are very satisfactory.
For 300 yards along a valley side on a tributary to Sugar Creek
is a deposit of gravel and fine sand beneath 4 feet of stripping
on the Royer farm in the southeast quarter of section 29. The
extent along the valley side was learned in making an excavation
for a cistern and noting the material thrown out by groundhogs
at a number of places. The depth of the deposit is 6 feet to water
level, below which it is not known. The rock percentages and
sizes of the material are about the average for the county.
Gravel with a small per cent. of fine sand is found beneath from
112 to 6 feet of surface on the land of J. W. Morrison in the northwest quarter of section 32 (20 N., 2 W.). The extent is known
for 300 yards along the valley side of a small tributary to Sugar
Creek, and the depth is 9 feet, no bottom being found. The sizes
of the material are a little below the average.
Ten or twelve acres are said to be underlain by gravel and sand
in the first terrace above the flood plain of Sugar Creek on the
J. T. Wild place in the northwest quarter of section 33 (20 N., 2
W.). Post auger holes have been the main tests.
In the north central part of section 34 (21 N., 2 W.), on the
property belonging to M. Riley, is a bed of gravel and sand, above
ground-water level) which is claimed to underlie 40 acres, as has
been learned by post holes and plowing. At the pit, where no
bottom has been found, the depth is 18 feet and the stripping from
1 to 3 feet. A section shows (a) strippmg, 3 feet; (b) an average
size gravel, 4 feet; (c) fine sand, 1% feet; (d) an average size
gravel, 4 feet; (e) fine sand, 2 feet; (f) a material a little below
average in size, 6 feet. The rock percentages are 60 limestone, 16
shale, 12 crystallines, 6 sandstone, and 5 chert.
Near where Prairie Creek empties into Sugar Creek, and 11;4
miles east of this place on Sugar- Creek, also on Prairie Creek in
East Thorntown, a large amount of gravel is obtained from the
bars in the creek beds. These are formed by the floods, and give,
when sufficiently coarse, a very durable materia1. The main objection to it is the insufficient amount of clay to aid in packing.
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.On the land o.f J. S. Corrie in the southwest quarter of section 36 (20 N., 2 W.), is a bed of gravel in the bluff of Prairie
Creek. The extent of this bed, as has been learned by th{l drying
up of crops and post holeR, is 4 or 5 acres. A section at the pit
shows the following: (a) Stripping, 2 to 4 feet; (b) very coarse
gravel and boulders, 6 feet; (c) fine sand, % foot; (d) average
size gravel, 3V2 feet; (e) fine gravel, 1% feet; (f) average size
gravel, 4 feet. The rock percentages are 60 limesto~e, 16 crystallines, 12 shale, 6 sandstone, and 4 chert..
Rather similar deposits, which are workable, are reported on
the Cook and Crouch farms of the southeast quarter of section
26 and the northeast quarter of section 35 (20 N., 2 W.).
In the flood plain of a tributary to Sugar Creek in the southwestern quarter of section 14 (20 N., 2 W.), is a bed of gravel
beneath ground-water level, which is sufficient in extent fOol' the
setting of a gravel excavator, as has been learned by detailed
tests.
In the bluff, where Sugar Creek has made a broad meander to
the north, is a large bed of nne-third gravel and two-thirds fine
sand, on the places of W. Beck and C. Beck in the northwest quarter of section 29 (20 N., 1 W.). This deposit follows the bluff
for 300 yards and extends back from 1 to 15 yards, as has been
learned by groundhog holes and rough tests. The stripping is
from 2 to 4 feet, and depth 6 to 20 feet.. Gradations from gravel
to fine sand are very frequent. Excepting the fine sand, the material is above the average for size. The roads built and repaired
by this material are smooth and durable. The association with
fine sand and being 112 mile from the public highway makes this
deposit somewhat inavailable.
Other openings into the deposits along Sugar Creek are found
on the Foster place in the southeast quarter of section 21, the N.
H. Bunten and H., Witt farms in the southeast quarter of section
22, the J. Wells ii1. the southwest quarter of section 23, the J.
Richey in the southwest quarter of section 24 (20 N., 1 W.), the
Andrew Sheets in the northwest quarter of section 19, and the,
Ingleman place in the southwest quarter of section 17 (20 N.,
1 E.).
The Bunten and Wells deposit is located in a ridge between
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Sugar Creek and a tributary. At each end of an area 250 by 100
yards are the pits of the two part.ies. The intervening area has
been tested at various points and is known to be underlain with
gravel and sand. At one point the deposit was tested to a depth
of 50 feet by driving a pipe, and no bottom to the bed was found.
At the pits) a numoor of lenses of fine sand are exposed, the stripping ranging from 2 to 3 feet. The material varies greatly in
size, an average of three samples showing 3 per cent. clay, 13 per
cent. fine medium sand, 13 per cent. medium sand, 24 per cent.
coarse sand" 19 per cent. roofing pebble, 25 per cent. gravel, and
4 per cent. boulder. The rock percentages are 80 limestone, 13
crystallines, 5 shale, 1 slate, and 1 chert. On the roads this material is durable and gives good satisfaction. A workable and
similar quality is found on the Witt farm.
For about 200 yards in the stream bluff on the Richey place,
gravel and fine sand have been found to. underlie the surface,
but the high pe.rcentage of fine sand and its frequent alternations
with the gravel makes it'S economical value do.ubtful. Very careful testing will be necessary before opening it. The gravel, if separated from the fine sand, is a little below the average for the
county.
On the Sheets place, a hill, with a surface of 50 by 40 yards,
and 15 feet high, is kno.wn tOo be filled with gravel, under about
2V2 feet of stripping, as is seen by a number of groundhog diggings about it and pits at either end. The sizes of the material
are a little belo.W the average. Another hill, of about equal dimensions, is found 300 yards west. On this, the corn withers away
and the plow turns up the gTavel. In the flood plain of a small
tributary to Sugar Creek on this place, Andrew Sheets has made
tests, which show the surface to be underlain with gravel fo.r o.ver
100 yards along the stream.
Tests have been made in the bluffs of Sugar Creek on the Ingleman place that show the gravel to underlie a surface o.f 100 by
30 yards. The depth of the bed is from 7 to 8 feet to groundwater level, and the stripping 2% to 6 feet. The sizes of the
material are about average.
In the flood plain of a tributary to Sugar Creek on the property belonging to A. Hogshier in the northwest quarter of section

I
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30 (20 N., 1 E.), is a 4-foot bed of gravel beneath 4 feet of stripping and below ground-water level. The material is obtained by
pumping out the water and then operating it the same as a deposit above water level. The extent of the bed, as a few general
tests have indicated, is 2 or 3 acres. The quality is about the
average for the county.
A large portion of the gravel obt.ained for this part of the civil
township of Clinton is taken from the flood deposits, 200 yards
south of the Hogshier pit.
On the Brenton and Oaldwell farms in the southeast quarter of
sect.ion 32 (20 N., 1 E.\ is a bed of gravel beneath the groundwater level and 3 feet of surface. This bed rests upon a clay
bottom, is from 6 to 12 feet deep at the pit, and underlies 2 acres
of surface, as tests have shown. The sizes of the material are
8 per cent. clay, 15 per cent. fine medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 30 per cent. coarse sand, 15 per cent. roofing pebble,
11 per cent. gravel, and 1 per cent. boulder; and the rock percentages are 80 limestone, 13 crystallines, 5 shale, 1 chert, and 1
slate. The amount of clay and the unweathered condition greatly
aids this material in making a smooth, hard, and, durable road.
Three or four acres are said to be underlain by gravel, beneath
ground-water level, on the Mutchler place in the southwest corner of section 13 (20 N., 2 E.). Some of this material that has
been taken out i~ a little above average in size and of very durable
quality.

Township 19 North, Rarnges 1 a.nd 2

We,~t,

arnd 1 and 2 East.

Small beds of gravel are found beneath the ground-water level
on the William R:;tines plaoo in the south central part of section
13, the J. Hancock :in the east central part of section 15, the 1.
Coupland in the southwest quarter of section 10, the C. A. Berry
in the southwest quarter of section 16, and the T. O. Cobb in the
southeast corner of section 18 (19 N., 2 E.). The Hancock deposit has 3 or 4 feet of stripping, underlies a tested area of 80 by
15 yards, and has a depth of 10 feet. The rock percentages are
'75 limestone, 10 crystallines, 10 shale, 3 chert, and 2 slate; and
the sizes of the material are '7 per cent. clay, 25 per cent. fine
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medium sand, 30 per cent. medium sand, 20 p.er cent. eoarse sand,
8 per cent. roofing pebble, and 10 per cent. gravel. This is a
very fine material for road purposes. A similar material is found
in the Ooupland farm. The arela underlain is 33 1-3 by 15 yards,
and the depth is 4 feet.
On the Tucker farm in the north central part of section 6 (19
N., 2 E.), is a carefully tested area of 130 by 15 yards, with an
average depth of 12 feet.. The sizes of the material are about
the average. With the exception of the Mutchler deposit, this
is the best quality of gravel found in the civil township of Marion. The roads on which it is used are smooth, hard and durable.
On the W. N. Bohannon llnd O. Bohannon land in the southeast quarter of section 24 (19 N., 1 E.), is a bed of gravel and
fine sand 350 by 35 yards, which has received the following tests:
At the north end a location has been thoroughly tested for setting
a machine for dipping; 70 yards south gravel has been chained out
to a depth of 18 feet, where clay was struck; at the southern end,
80 yards north and 160 yards north, small tile ditches running
east and west struck the gravel at about 3 feet from the surface
and remained in it for about 7 yards. The gravel obtained is a
little below the average for size and quality, having only 2 per
cent. of clay. The rock percentages are 75 limestone, 10 crystallines, 10 shale, 3 chert, and 2 slate. Roads built with this material are very slow in packing.
Beneath an old swamp, which has been drained" in the southeast quarter of section 35 (19 N., 1 E.), on the farm belonging to
Samuel Heath, is a bed of gravel, beneath ground-water level,
which is claimed to have been tested by digging and pipe driving,
and to have been found tn underlie an area 700 by 15 yards. The
average stripping is 3 feet and the average depth is 10 feet. The
sizes of the material, excepting the fine sand into which the gravel
frequently merges, are about the average.
On the I. O. Adney and Edmund Lovingfa ust farms in the
northeast quarter of section 29 considerable surface appears to be
underlain by gravel. An old pit on the former place was worked
down to w~ter level and abandoned, no bottom to the gravel having been found, while on the latter a ditch was in the gravel for
about 200 yards. The stripping ranges from 3 to 5 feet and the
depth is unknown.
86-GeololJ.
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Passing the southeast corner af Lebanon and extending for 2
'or 3 ~iles northeast is an old filled up stream valley, which is
known to contain gravel beds at a number of places. One of
these, which is on the :F. B. Spenser property in the southeast
quarter of sectian 31 (19 N., 1 E.), is known by E. B. Spenser
to llilderlie an area of 400 by 15 yards. At one end of this area
a ditch is in the grl!-vel for 6 feet; in the central part, chaining has
been done to a depth of 15 feet and no bottom found; and at the
qther end, a well at the h9use is in the gravel for 15 feet and no
~ttom reached. ,At the pit, the stripping is 3V2 feet.
The sizes
of the material are 1 per cent. clay, 2 per cent. fine medium sand,
3 ,P!3r !?ent. medium sand, 18 per cent. coarse sand, 52 per cent.
roofi»g pebble, 20 per cent. gravel, and 4 per cent. boulder; the
rock percentages are 78 limestone, 8 shale, 10crystallines, 2 slate,
and 2 chert, and the amount of weathering is nothing. With exception of not having sufficient clay to pack well, this will rank as
the, best road material in the county.
One mile north and one-quarter of a mile east of this deposit is
the Miller deposit, in the same old valley. Here, the depth is 7
feet; the stripping 9 feet, and the extent unknown. The sizes of
the material are above the average and little oxidized.
Beneath the flood plain and channel of Prairie Creek are gravel
beds on the property of D ..J. Partner in northwestern Lebanon,
J. Kersey in the northeast quarter of section 26:"and on the Partner farm in the central part of section 23 (19 N., 1 W.).
The D. J. Partner deposit underlies an area of 150 by 4 yards,
has a depth of 19 feet at the pit, and a, stripping of 4 feet. About
~ne-half of the material ranges between a fine sand and fine 'roe,dium sand. A sample gives a gravel below the average in size
,and with arock composition of 85 per cent. limestone, 8 per cent.
crystallines, 4 per cent. shale, and.3 per cent. chert.
The Kersey deposit was found, in dredging out .the E\tr~m, to
extend 100 .yards and then run into clay. The w~dth and depth
~ere not determined .. The material thrown out is too fine for
road purposes. '
: ',:
In the bluff of Prairi.e Creek in the northwest quarter of;~
tion 9 (19 R, 1 W.), on the land of J. ~ta~ley, isra bed o~,gra,ye]
bepeath from 5~to ~Jeet of stripping,:wi~h' a depth,ra,n~ing)ft..
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tween 7' and 10 feet, and an unknown extent. A section, at the
pit, shows (a) stripping, 6 feet; (b) gravel a little below the'
average size, 2 feet; (c) average size gravel, 3 feet; (d) fine sand,
2 feet; ( e) average size' gravel, 5 feet. OtherlocatioiIsare re~
ported on this farm~
In the northeast quarter of section 11 (19 N., 1 W.); on the
property belonging to J. Witt, is a bed of gravel beneath from 2112
to 4 feet of stripping, with a size a little below the average. A
similar deposit is found in the northwest quarter of the same
section with a known extent of 30 by 30 yards, and a depth of 12
feet. The rock composition of both is about the average.
A little better than an average size of gravel is found underly- .
ing an area of 90 by 18 yards beneath ground-water level on the
Sweet farm in the southwest quarter of section 19 (19 N., 1 W.).
The depth is 12 feet and the stripping from 3 to 6 feet.
A gravel of similar size is found, beneath the' ground~water
level, in the south central part of section 19 and the north central
part of section 30 (19 N., 1 W.), on the place of Carl Bowman.
An area of 300 by 15 yards has been tested and is kno,wn to contain several pockets, one of which is sufficiently larg~ for the setr
ting of a gravel' excavator. Excepting the fine sand, which occurs as lenses in the gravel, the size of the material and the rock
composition are about ;verage. This material has been used on
the roads' for 3 miles w~st, 4 miles south, and 3 miles east, and
has given good satisfaction.
In a kame on the farms of L. Taylor and D. Craft in the west
central part of section'15 (19 N., 2 W.), underlying ~n area of
200 by 30 yards, is a deposit of gravel, which freque'ntly merges
into clay and fine sand. Two pits are found in this deposit,
which show a depth ranging between 16 and 25 feet, and a stripping between 2 and 6 feet. For rock composition the material is
about the average, but low in size.
In the southeast quarter of section 10 (19 N., 2 W.), on the
place of Addison Orear, is a bed of gravel and fine sand in'
a stream bluff which shows at the pit a depth of from 15 to 34
feet and II stripping ranging between 1 and 4 feet. An area of
150 by 3 yards has been tested and is known to be underlain, but
a much larger extent is almost certain. The average of 3 sam-
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pIes gives about the average sizes for the county, and the rock
percentages are also average. Very pronounced gradations of
the gravel into fine sand are quite noticeable, and the fine sand
and gravel become so intermingled that' it is necessary to use a
screen before the material·is suitable for road use.
On the property belonging to 1. W. Beesley, in the westcentral part. of section 4 (19 N., 2 W.), is a bed of gravel in the
bluff of a tributary to Sugar Creek. It is covered by 3% feet
of surface, has a depth rangiQ.g between 6 and 10 feet, and a
possible extent of 300 yards along the bluff, as was learned by
the bottom of the excavation for a cistern, which is 300 yards
from the pit, being in the gravel. . Several other excavations were
made along the bluff between these points, which also showed
gravel. It is, however, very possible that it will be with some
difficulty that further locations will be found, because of the frequency of the abrupt grading into fine sand. The sizes of the
material and general quality are about average.
A poorly stratified bed of gravel is found on the Edmund
Beesley property, in the northwest corner of section 18 (19 N.,
2 W.). This bed underlies an area of 100 by. 20 yards, has a
depth ranging between 6 and 30 feet and a stripping of 1%
to 6 feet. The rock percentages are about average, and the
sizes of the material are a little above. About 1,000 cubic yards,
at a cost of 20 cents each, are used in the annual repairing and
building of the roads for 3 miles west, 4 miles south, and 3 miles
east. These roads, where properly attended to, are smooth, hard
and durable.

Township 18 and Part of 17 North, Ranges 1 and 2 West, and
1 and 2 East.
Along Walnut Creek and beneath the ground-water level in the
southeast corner of section.5 and the northeast corner of section
8 on the farms of J. Beck, "V. Hunt and R. Gordon is a bed of
gravel which by general tests S€ems to have a length of 450
yards and a width of 20 yards. On its northeastern portion three
settings have been located for a gravel excavator, which will yield
about 15,000 cubic yards of material. Further detailed tests have
not been made. The depth ranges between 20 and 25 feet and the
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stripping from 4 tG 6 feet. The Rizes of the material are about
the average fDr the cGunty. The roads built with this material
are hard, smooth, durable and less dusty than the average.
In the> sGuthwest quarter .of section 7 (18 N., 2 W.) the bottom
.of a ditch which crDsses the G. Davis place is said to be in gravel
for Y2 .of a mile.
A setting for a gravel excavator is reported to be present
on the J. Coons place in the west-central part .of section 17 (18
N., 2 W.). The depth of the deposit is 18 feet.
AIGng Raccoon Creek tests have indicated 10catiGns for setting
a gravel excavator on the J .ones farm in the nGrtheast quarter of
section 26 (18 N., 2 W.), and the Holsteter, near the central
part .of sectiDn 27 (18 N., 2 W.). Along the same stream on the
D. Duncan farm, in the northeast quarter of section 31 (18 N.,
2 W.), gravel of a rather poor quality underlies the surface; a
pipe test .on the Howard farm, in the northwest quarter of section
26 (18 N., 2 W.), showed 15 feet of gravel, and tests on the
Caldwell and Lewis places, in the southeast quarter of section
28 (18 N., 2 W.), showed the surface to be underlain by gravel.
Some very scattered tests are said to have indicated a thickness of
12 feet of gravel at several points, in an area of two acres, on the
McLachlin property, in the southeast quarter of section 13 (18

N., 2 W.).
A number of fair sized deposits are found in the bluffs of the
North and South Forks of Eel River. Among these is a workable deposit on the Osborne heirs' land, in the north-central part
of section 12 (17 N., 2 W.). The material is average in rock
composition and size.
Along the bluff of the North Fork of Eel River, on the prDperly belonging to T. Kibby, in the southeast quarter of section
31 (18 N., 1 W.), is a bed of gravel beneath from 2 to 5 feet
of surface extending for 300 yards. This extent has been determined by pit openings and groundhog diggings. The depth
is 10 feet, the rock composition is about the average for the
county, and the sizes .of the material, excepting fine sand into
which the gravel frequently merges, are a little below.
On the Budd and Morrison places, in the southwest quarter of
section 15 (18 N., 1 W.), are some beds below ground-water
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level which contain gravel· with an average rock composition,
but the sizes are 6 per cent. clay, 30 per cent. fine medium sand,
28 per cent. medium sand, 25 per cent. coarse sand, 5 per cent.
roofing pebble, and 6 per cent. gravel, and these are commingled
with a fine sand, so that the material is very poor for road
purposes.
In a kame which stands out very conspicuously, being 25 feet
above the adjacent country, in the southwest quarter of section
7 (17 N., 1 W.), on the farms of Mrs. J. O. Gibson and W. L.
Dale, is a bed of gravel and fine sand, mainly unstratified, beneath
3 feet of stripping and with a depth varying between 12 and 20
feet. The amount of surface underlain is 350 by 15 yards, and
the sizes of the material and the rock percentages are about the
average. Although somewhat oxidized, this material makes a
smooth, durable, and very satisfactory road.
In a hill in the east-central part of section 5 (17 N., 1 W.),
on the land of D. W. Highland, is about 1,000 square yards
underlain with 6 feet of gravel and w~th 3 feet of stripping. The
sizes of the material are above the average and the material is
of a very good qllality.
A poorly stratified bed of gravel is found in a kame on the
J. Kemodel place in the northeast quarter of section 33 (18 N.,
1 W.). The thickness of this bed ranges between 5 and 20 feet
above ground-water level and is morfJ than 2 feet below. The
area underlain, as rough tests have indicated; is 2 or 3 acres. The
sizes of the material are about the average and the rock percentages are 85 limestone, 9 crystaHines, 5 chert, and. 1 shale.
For road purposes this is a good material.
On the \V. Highland place, in the northwest quarter of section
4 (17 N., 1 W.), is a bed of gravel beneath ground-water level
underlying an area of 200 by 100 yards. This area has been
determined by a bank pit being worked down to water level and
then abandoned without reaching the bottom.
Located in a low morainic hill in the southwest quarter of
section 14 (18 N., 1 W.), on the land of J. B. Ounningham, is
a bed of gravel beneath ground-water level underlying a tested
area of 150 by 20 yards, with a stripping of 7 feet and an unknown depth. The sizes of the material are somewhat below
the average.
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Besides the morainic deposits mentioned in the southern half
of'the civil township, Harrison, there are, without doubt, a number of others in the many kames of this region.
On the T. Acton place, near the center of section 6 (17 N., 1
E.), gravel of a fair quality has been found beneath ground-water
level, but the dimensions of the bed are not known. A workable
bed beneath ground-water leve,l is also located on the land ofM.
Wiley, in the northeast quarter of section 18 (18 N., 1 E.). It
lies beneath 3 feet of surface, and has a thickness of 10 ~ee~.
The'sizes of the material are 4 per cent. clay, 20 per ,cent. tine
medium sand, 20 per cent. medium sand, 26 per cent.CO{lrse
sand, 25 per cent. roofing pebble, and 3 per cent. gravel.
A material a little below average for size is found in the ;northeast corner of section 27 (18 N., 1 Eo), on the, Smith, 'farm.
There are :3 pits on this place from which it is said the water was
pumped out and the bed worked to a depth of 8 feet below groundwater level without finding any bottom. By taking the, bottom
of these pits together with the space intervenillg between them,
we get an area of ~OO by 20 yards that is underlain with gravel.
This would be a good place to make tests for chaining or dipping,
since it lies in a region that contains no deposits of economic
importance.
In the flood plain of a stream on the property of L. Cheney,
in the east-central part of section 10 (17 N., 1 E.), two locations
have been found for setting a gravel excavator. The stripping
over these deposits ranges between 3 and, 4 feet, and ,the size
pf the material is a little below the a~erage. Resting upon 'a
clay bottom and with a depth varying between 7 and 2.0 .feet is
a bed of gravel with a possible extent of '200 b150 yards. The
evidenee for this extent is as follows: When the wate,!, is pumped
out of the pit, whieh is in the central part of the area and is
about 125 by 40 feet, wells at either end of it immediately become
dry, thus showing either a gravel or coarse sand connection.
" At 40,cent,s per cubic yard this material is used in 'the building
and repairing of the roads for 4 miles west, 2% rqile;s north, 1
mile east, and 1% miles south, and gives good satisfaction. The
greatest difficulty, with this gravel,and also the gravel of the
greater part of this county, is that it does not contain enough clay
to pack readily.
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One acre is underlain by a bed of gravel above ground-water
level on the L. D. Pavey place, in the northeast quarter of section
5 (17 N., 2 R). The thicknef>s is from 6 to 7 feet and the
stripping ranges between 2 and 3 feet. The sizes of the material
are splendid, being 6 per cent. clay, 10 per cent. fine medium
sand, 5 per cent. medium sand, 13 per cent. coarse sand, 40 per
cent. roofing pebble, 24 per cent.. gravel, and 2 per cent. boulder.
The roads built and repaired with this material are durable and
give good satisfaction.
Some very good deposits, both in size and quality, are found
in the bluffs and flood plains of Eagle Creek. Among some of
the bluff openings that have been made are those on the places
of B. Bender, in the southeast quarter of section 2; J. Byers
and J. Beeler, in the southeast quarter of section 35; P; l\foore,
in the northwest quarter of section 26 (18 N., 2 E.); H. Nichols,
in the northwest quarter of section 11, and J. New, in the northwest quarter of section 11 (18 N., 2 W.). All of these deposits
are above the ground-water level.
The Bender deposit is kown to underlie an area of 70 by 15
yards, to have an average depth of 15 feet, and a stripping of
2% feet. A section at the pit shows (a) stripping, 2% feet;
(b) gravel, a little above average in size and with lenses of fine
sand, 2% feet; (c) a very nne gTavel and fine sand grading into
one another, 2% feet; (d) crystalline boulders, ranging from 2
to 8 inches in diameter, 1 foot; (e) gravel a little above average
for size, 9 feet. The amount of weathering is below the average
for a bed above ground-water level, and the durability for road use
is above.
On the Byers and Reeler places the deposit has an extent of 60
. by 20 yards, a depth of 22 feet and a stripping of 21;2 feet. The
sizes of the material are a little below the average.
Besides the two deposits mentioned in the preceding paragraphs
there are numerous others in this neighborhood. Many of the
cellars and dug wells of Zionsville are in the gravel, and at various
places, both north and south of this town; material is known to be
present in the bluffs, but has not been opened. In addition to
these unopened bluff deposits, excavations of various kinds have
shown that great quantities of gravel exist beneath the flood plains.
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Creek gravel, which is deposited in bars on the lower flood plain
and in the creek channel at times of flood, furnishes one of the
main sources of supply for this vicinity.
The bed on the Moore farm is known to underlie the bluff for
about 200 yards, with a stripping of about 3 feet and a thickness
of 15 feet. The sizes of the material would be about average
if the fine sand, which composes -over half of the deposit, were
screened off. The flood plain on this same farm for 2 or 3 acres
is known by rough rests to be largely underlain by gravel and fine
sand, but the depth has not been determined.
On the Nichols and New places a deposit of gravel and fine
sand extends for a couple of hundred yards along the bluff, having a depth ranging between 10 and 22 feet and a stripping between 1 and 4 feet. Many lenses of fine sand and gradations into
fine sand are present. A section shows (a) stripping, l:I;2 feet;
(b) average size gravel, 2 feet; (c) fine sand, 2 feet; (d) gravel
above the average for size, 3 feet; (e) average size gravel with
large lenses of fine sand, 2 feet; (f) gravel above the average
for size, 5 feet. The rock percentages are 87 lime&tone, 9 crystallines, 3 shale, and 1 chert. About 1,500 cubic yards, at a
cost of 15 cents each, are used in the annual repairing and building of roads. These roads, where kept in proper repair, are
smooth and giving good satisfaction.
With 8 feet of gravel above and 8 feet below ground-water level,
is a workable bed of gravel on the L. Kendall place, in the southeast quarter of section 16 (18 N., 2 E.). The stripping is 3 feet,
and the sizes of the material, excepting fine sand, which makes up
a third of the deposit, are about average. The rock percentages
are 85 limestone, 10 crystallines, 3 shale, 1 chert, and 1 slate. "A similar material is found underlying about 2 acres, as plowing and post holes show, on the Susan Hull property, in the northwest quarter of section 21 (18 N., 2 E.). This deposit is 7
feet deep and is covered by 2Yz feet of surface.
An extent of 50 by 15 yards of gravel beneath ground-wate-r
level is known to be present on the William Groover property, in
the northeast quarter of section 24 (18 N., 1 E.). The stripping
is 3 feet and the depth has not been determined. The size of
the material is considerably below the average.
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On the W. H. Witt. land, in the southwest quarter of section 13
(18 N., 1 E.), is a small bed of gravel beneath 2lj2 feet 'of
stripping.
In concluding the mention of the Boone Oounty deposits the
writer will suggest that for areas without gravel and where it is
necessary to hanl it for several miles, as in the central part of the
civil township of "'orth, the northwest and central parts of Perry,
the central and eastern parts of ;refferson, the southern part of
Clinton, and the northwestern part. of :Marion, that careful investigation be made as to the durahility of the better road metal,
limestone, and the cost of obtaining the same on the nearest
railway switch.

SECTION IX.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF A PORTION
OF WESTERN INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE COeNTIES 01,' TIPPECANOE, WAItREN, FOUNTAIN,
1\fON'I'GO~UmY, VERMILLION, PARKE, VIGO, CLAY,
SULLIVAN AND KNOX.
By J. T.

SCOVELL.

The counties abO've mentioned whO'se rO'ad materials are treated
in this section are in the valley of the Wabash and, excepting
Clay and 1\fontgO'mery, they border on that river.' The Wabash
rises in the central-western part of Ohio and flows northweSterly
to Huntington, in northeastern Indiana:, thenCe southwl'JISterly
to the region of CO'vington, in Fount.ain Count.y, t.hence sOutherly
intO' the Ohio River. lTrom its source to Huntington the river
occupies a recent or pO'st-glacial channel, with banks and bed
of drift materials, having no bluffs, terraces nor jlood plains.
Belo,,' Huntington the river followtl t.he O'ld Erie-Wabash channel,
that formerly carried the surplus waters of I.Jake 1\faumee.
For much the greater part of its course t.his old channel fO'llows
an ancient preglacial channel that, l).as been partially filled wit.h
glacial drift. In' the northeastern part. of Fountain Count.y the
river flows for a few miles in a recent. channel with bed and
banks of rock. The same is true at Delphi, in Carroll Count.y,
at I.Jogansport, and at other places. It is supposed that some obstrnction, probably masses of gla~ial drift, forced the old ErieWabash to t.ake shorter cO'urses and cut new channels across the
necks of curves in the ancient channel. From Attica, in Fountain County, southward there is no doubt about the preglacial
channel. From Huntington the valley of the Wabash, including
flood plains and terraces, is one to three miles wide, spreading out
in some places, as in Vigo County, to a width O'f five or six miles.
The flood plain is from a half mile to twO' miles wide, reaching
(571)
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in some places a width of three or four miles. This flood plain
rises from 8 to 20 feet above low water in the river, and is usually
composed of silt, clay and fine sand, but sometimes the great body
of the plain is heavy gravel covered with a thin layer of silt,
as in the southern part of Vigo County. In.general the fine silts
characteristic of the flood plain rest on the masses of sand and
gravel that form the bed of the river.
The river zigzags across the flood plain from bluff to terrace and
terrace to bluff, cutting the plain up into sections of different
lengths. The terraces rise from 15 to 75 feet above low water
in the river, and are generally composed of sand and gravel.
Sometimes what se€ms to be a terrace is really a rock shelf, sandstone, limestone or shale. The old river that formed the terraces
zigzagged across the ancient channel from bluff to bluff, so that the
terrace is cut up into sections. A t Williamsport, in Warren
County, the river flows along the bluff on the west. At Portland,
in Fountain County, it flows along the bluff on the east. In the
southern part of Warren County the river, or its flood plain, has
again shifted to the bluff on the west, and the terrace is on the
east. Below Covington the river flows near the east bluff, and the
terrace is on the west. Below Newport the river has again
crossed to near the west bluff and the terrace is on the east.
At Lyford, in the southern part of Parke County, the river is
near the bluff on the east and the terrace is on the west. Through
Vigo County the river is nearer the west bluff and the terrace is
on the east. In the northern part of Sullivan Oounty the river
flows near the bluff on the east and the terrace is on the west.
The terraces at Cayuga, in Vermillion County; at Montezuma,
in Parke County, and at Terre Haute, in Vigo County, seem to
occupy basins or wide places in the ancient channel. Along the
bluff in the northern part. of Parke County,· at several points in
Vigo County, and in the northern part of Sullivan County, there
are sand dunes and great deposits of wind-blown sand.
These
dunes seem to indicate that the ancient channel must have been
occupied for a long period of time by a lake or a sluggish· stream.
Deep wells at Lafayette, Attica and Terre Haute show that there
are at least 100. feet of sand and gravel between low water in
the river and the bed of the ancient channel. Deep wells in the
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terrace at Terre Haute and tests made fo.r gravel sho.W in general
rather coarse gravel at.or neal' the surface, while the Io.wer Po.rtio.ns
are o.f sand o.r much finer gravel. This arrangemE;lnt suggests a
delta fo.rmation. It is interesting to note that the sand and
gravel in the terraces are stratified but no.t well asso.rted, fine sand
and co.arse gravel sto.nes o.ccurring together, o.ften associated with
large bo.ulders and so.metimes with angular fragments o.f coal and
shale and masses of bo.ulder clay.
At many places in 'Warren, Tippecano.e, Mo.ntgo.mery, Clay
and other co.unties o.ld channels and basins have been partially
filled with sand and gravel, and these materials then co.vered with
prairie soil or with boulder clay of varying thickness. In Jordan
Township, Warren County, o.n sectio.ns 7, 8, 17 and 18 (22 N.,
10 W.), there is a deposit of "water gravel" having an area o.f at
least 1,000 acres. The gravel is from 10 to. 15 feet thick and is
covered with from 3 to 6 feet o.f prairie So.il and clay. Such gravel
deposits are usually filled with water. In the no.rthern part of
Clay County there is a preglacial channel that has been partly
filled with sand and gravel, and these co.vered with boulder clay
from 5 to 30 feet deep. In a mine at Fontanet, Vigo Co.unty,
they found a little stream bed with sand, gravel alid boulders
covered 100 feet deep with bo.ulder clay.
In Tippecano.e, }'o.untain and J'lfo.ntgmnery co.unties there are
irregular gravel ridges that seem to be eskers, and hundreds of
little mounds 0.1' hills o.f sand and gravel that are perhaps kames.
Shawnee Mo.und, in southwestern Tippecano.e Co.unty, is tho.ught
to be a kame, and a long gravel ridge no.rth o.f Romney, in the
same county, is a good illustration of an esker. But many gravel
depo.sits that look like kames when investigated are found to' extend far -below water level, filling some o.ld channel 0.1' basin.
Thus we may ·find a gravel depo.sit whose base and bo.dy is subterranean or water gravel with a summit of kame gravel. About
Lafayette and Attica these kame-like deposits co.ver the face of
the bluff and blend with the terrace so as to greatly obscure the
features o.f each.
There are also. quantities of good gravel in the streams. This
gravel may come from the terraces, may come from disintegrating
boulder clay, but perhaps more largely from little pockets of gravel
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distributed irregularly through the boulder clay. In Tippecanoe
and Warren counties gravel and boulder clay are frequently interstratified, the clay being sometimes the more abundant and sometimes the gravel forming the thicker beds. These masses of sand
and gTavel are supposed to have been deposited by the glacier, but.
in general the forms have been largely determined by running
water. As the glacier moved slowly southward, t.he sunlmerfloods,
the streams from the wasting ice, filled many 'of the old channels
and basins with sand and gravel, much as a delta is formed, the
finer materials in general below, the coarser above, but the materials in the upper portions are seldom well, assorted.· The advancing ice gradually covered these deposits, protecting them
somewhat from erosive agencies. As the gl~cier retreated the
materials of t.he drift covered the deposits of gravel. In some
cases the summer floods carried away the drift and o.ften large
quantities of the gravel. In other cases thp sand and gravel
remained undisturbed under its cover of drifti materials. Recent
drainage channels, cutting down into the drift, occasionally disclose some of these hidden masses, or it may !be that a well or a
mining shaft reveals the presence of these buri~d gravels.
The interstratification o.f clay and gravel ¢'ay perhaps be explained by a second advance of the ice, or by! alternate advances
and retreats of the ice for a few miles, on a/?count of changing
climatic conditions. Eskers, kames and similat forms o.f drift are
possibly divisible into two dasses; first, tlJ!ose that stand on
boulder clay and are probably the products of I the last advance of
the iee,perhaps formed while the glacier was ~uilding
the ShelbyI
ville moraine; second, those that stand in old ichannels or basins,
seeming to be products of the first advance of ~he ice, modified in
form by later ice, and perhaps surrounded wi~h boulder clay, but
not covered by it. The sand and gravel of thje region under discussion is therefore seen to be abundant and to! exist under a.great
variety of forms and circumstances.
.
i
.
In general the sands and gravels o.f this r~gion are of glacial
origin. Tlwy are for the most part derived: from broken-down
granite, sandstone and limestone rocks. The rand, especially the
finer sands, are neady pl1l'e quartz. This qu~rtz may have been
derived .from disintegrating sandstones or gra*itic rocks, or from
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geodes of limestone rocks. In the coarser sands and finer gravels,
diorite, felsite, granitic and limestone grains occur, and in the
coarser gravels they make up the bulk of the mass. Fully one-half
of the quartz iri the coars€r gravel is derived from geodes. A
large per cent., often as much as 2i5 per cent. to 35 per cent., of
the pebbles in coarse gravel are of limestone. These limestones
may be solid and of good quality and may help cement the I!lass
together, but they can not compare with the granites in capacity
to resist a crushing iorce.
Almost everything called gravel is used for road building.. In
general bank run material contains too much sand for first-class
road metal. In some places rock has been used in road builging, but there are no profitable quarries in the region covered in
this report.

TIPPECA NOE COUNTY.
Area in square miles ........ : ......................... : ........ " . 488
Population in 1000............................................. .38,659
825
Miles of pulJlic roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads .. , .... " ......... , ......... , ......... , .
400
Percentage of roads improved. '" ............................,. ..
48.4
Miles improved with graveL................ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .
400
Miles improved with crushed stone .. , ........ " .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads pel' mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
$850
Total original cost of improved roads ..... , ..................... $:340,500
Annual cost'of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$50
First improved roads lJuilt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1868
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
5
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority ................................ R. R. Cheney, County Auditor

Tippecanoe County is in the western central part of the State.
It is bounded on the north by Carroll and White. counties, on
the west by Benton, Warren and Fonntain counties, on the south
by Montgomery County, and on the oast by Clinton and Carroll
counties. The c...ounty comprises townships 21, 22, 23 and 24
north, in ranges 3, 4, 5 ~nd haH of 6 west of the second meridian.
The. Wabash River flows across the county and its valley is
the dominant feature in the topography of its area. The river
enters the countv
at the northeast corner and flows southwesterly
.
.
to near the center, then westerly to within about two miles of the

.
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west line of the county, thence southwesterly, crossing the county
line about ten and a half miles north of the southwest corner. The
surface of the county for the most part slopes toward the Wabash,
and the smaller streams of the county all fJ.ow into that river.
Tippecanoe River enters the county about three and a half miles
west of the northeast corner and flows into the Wabash after a
course of about six miles in the county. Other streams from the
north are Burnett's Creek and its branches, Big Indian Creek and
its tributary, Little Indian Oreek, and Little Pine Oreek, which
flows into Warren Oounty. From the southeast and south the
chief tributaries are Sugar and Buck creeks, which rise in Oarroll Oounty. Wildcat Oreek and its branches drains the southeastern part of the county, 'Vea Oreek drains the central southern
part, and Flint Oreek drains several sections into the Wabash near
the west county line.
The elevation of the Wabash at I,afayette is about 500 feet,
and the bluffs about I,afayette rise about 230 feet above the river.
Probably few if any points in the county rise more than 800
feet above tide.
Sand and gravel are abundant in Tippecanoe Oounty. There
are immense quantities of sand and gravel in the banks and bed of
the Wabash River and great quantities along the Wildcat and
Vvea creeks in their lower courses. In the southern portion of the
county there are immense deposits of esker gravel. There is also
considerable stream gravel and some morainic gravel. . In addition there are some gravel deposits of unknown extent buried
under thick beds of clay.

Tippecanoe Township.
In Tippecanoe Township, in the northeastern part of the county,
there is considerable gravel in the second bottoms and bluffs of
the Wabash and Tippecanoe rivers. Tyler Hill, on section 3
(24 N., 3 W.), is a gravel deposit in the bank of the Wabash.
LefHer Hill, on the southeast quarter of section 5, is a gravel
deposit in the bank of the Tippecanoe, and Hog Point Hill, in the
north half of seGtion 9 is also a gravel deposit of considerable
extent. The Booth gravel pit, on the northwest of the southeast
of section 9, is perhaps in the Hog Point Hill deposit. The gravel
in these localities is of good quality. There are a few boulders
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and 30 to 40 per cent. of sand, but bank run mat.erial makes good
roads. No definite idea could be gained of the area of these
deposits except that they are large, many acres in extent. The
cov~ring of soil or clay is generally very thin, seldom more than
12 to .30 inches, so that the gravel is easily accessible.
The gravel at Hog Point Hill is from 20 to 30 feet thick, resting on heavy beds of blue clay. I found nO place in this region
where the gravel deposits reached water level: They appear to be
bluff deposits. The Skigley gravel pit, on the east half of the
northeast quarter of section 8 (24 N., 3 W.), is in a deposit of at
least five or six acres, and there is a face of about 20 feet exposed. Nothing definite is known about the depth. The soil
covering is very thin, being only a few inches. The gravel is of
good quality with a few boulders and considerable sand intermingled. There is some cemented gravel in the bank, but it does
not occur in large masses, so it does not seriously interfere' with
the working of the pit.
The Sterrett gravel pit, on the south part of section 7; the
Smith pit, on the northeast quarter of 7, and a pit in the southwest quarter of 5 (24 N., 3 W.), each furnishes good gravel. In
general there are only 12 to 15 inches of soil over the gravel.
Nothing definite is known as to the area of these deposits, but
there are doubtless several acres in each. The,re are only 10 to
15 feet of gravel exposed in these pits, but the deposits are. claimed
to be at least 20 to 30 feet thick.
In the 15th Annual Report of the Indiana Department of
Geology Prof. Gorby gives sections of a large number of wells.
Some of these sections give information in regard to the distribution of gravel in this region as fonows: A well at the residence
of Mr. John Gross, on the southwest quarter of section 4 (24 N.,
3 W.), near Leffler's Hill, shows:
Section of Gro.qs Well.
Feet.

1.

Son..........................................................

2.
3.
4.

Gravel... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
Gray clay .................................................... 10
Gravel .......................................... : ............ 10

6

Water at .........................................•.......... 66
About the level of the water in the Tippecanoe River.
37-GeologY.
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A section of M. L. Thomas's well, on Moats Creek, northeast of
the northwest of section 8 (24 N., 3 W.), not far from the Sterrett
and Smith gravel pits, shows:
Section of Thomas Well.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.

Soil and clay ..... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

4
Gravel and sand .............................................. 20
Hardpan ......... : ............. 0' • • "• • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • •" • • • • • • • • • • 20
Sand and gravel ............................................. 25
Gray "clay .................................................... 2
Total ........................................................ 71

The section of Newton Smith's well, on the south line of section
6 (24 N., 3 W.), near the Smith gravel pit, shows:
Section of. N. Smith' 8 Well.

Feet.

1.
2.

2
Soil
Sand .................•...................................... · 28

3.
4.

Blue clay .................................................... 50
(JQarse gravel ................................................ 5
Total to water ........................... " ................. , 85

Mr. Smith says it is common to find water in the gravel below
the clay. These gravel deposits are exposed in the bluffs of
streams "in some cases clearly resting on beds of clay. The well
sootions inoicate that sand and gravel are somewhat widely distributed in this region; that the deposits are from 20 to 40 feet
thick, resting on thick beds of clay or hardpan, and that below
the clay there are also extensive beds of gravel.
The town of Battle Ground is located on section 23 (24 N., 4
W.). It stands on a terrace of clay, sand and gravel. The latter
seems to be abundant, yet only a few pits have been opened. The
Fisher pit, on lot 3 of Burnett's reserve, and others on lots 1
and 2 of the reserve, are just east of town. The gravel is of good
quality but contains considerable sand. N. Klassen has a pit on
the southwest quarter of section 27 (24 N., 4 W.), just southwest of town. It furnishes good road material. A section of
J. M. Hicks' well at Battle Ground, as given by Prof. S. S.
Gorby, shows:'

~
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Section of lhcks' Well.
Feet.

1. Soil
3
2. Hardpan .................................................... . 3
,3. Gravel and sand ............................................. . 73
•••

0

•••

0.0

•••

0

•••

0.0

•••

0

••

00

'"

••••••••

'0

••••••••

,

••••••••

Total ........................................................ 711

A section of J. P. Clute's well shows:
Section oj Clute's Well.

Feet.

1 Soil and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
2. Coarse gravel ................................................ 25
3. Sand ......................................................... 30
4. Blue clay .................................................... 1

Total ...................................... : ................ 60

A section of the bluff of Burnet.t's Creek, north of Battle
Ground, as given by Prof. Gorby, shows:
Section of Bluff of Burnett's Creek.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

,Soil and yellow clay ......................................... . 10
Fine sand ................................................... . 30
Blue clay ............. " ....... , .... '" ... , ...... '" ., ...... . 50
Total ........................................................ 90

Another section of the same bluff shows:
Feet.

1.
2.

Yellow clay .................................................. 4Q
Gravel ....................................................... 50
Total ........................................................ 90

The section of John Livingstone's well, on the northeoast of the
northeast of section 28 (24 N., 4: W.), about two miles west of
Battle Ground, shows:
Section of Livingstone Well.
Feet.

Soil and yellow clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2. Dry sand, fine .................................................
3. Blue clay ... : ................................................
4. Cemented gravel .............................. :..............
5. Loose gravel .................................................
1.

30
20
30
2
13

Total to water............................................... 95

I
I
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The section of James Bryant's well, on the west half of the
northeast quarter of section 29, about three miles west of Battle
Ground, shows:
Section oj Jame8 Bryant Well.

Feet.

1. Soil and yellow clay ........................................ . 4
2. Blue clay .................................................... 50
3. Dry sand •................................................... 20
4. Coarse gravel ................................................ 2
Total to water ................................................ 76

There is a good gravel pit on Mr. Bryant's place. Mr. A. P.
Oatherwood, on the east half of the southwest quarter of section
29 (24 N., 4 W.), also has an abundance of good gravel. There
are about 15 feet of gravel exposed in the pit, with not much
sand. P. G. Smith, in the east half of the northeast quarter of
section 9, has several acres of good gravel. Material from this
deposit was used in making the Brown gravel road. along the east
line of sections 4, 9 and 16 (24 N., 4 W.). Gravel is found at
several places in the banks and bed of Burnett's Greek, which
drains the western portion of Tippecanoe Township.
Wabash Township.
Along the river in the edge of the terrace on sections 8, 17, 18
and 19 (23 N., 4 W.), there is an abundance of sand and gravel.
Nothing very definite is known as to the extent or depth of the
deposit, but it is supposed to be several hundred acres in area, and
from 50 to 75 feet belO'W low water in the river. The Oatherwood
pit, on section 19, yields large quantities of excellent sand and
gravel. Occasionally great masses of cemented material occur.
The Big Four Railway and the Lake Erie Railway have extensive
gravel pits on sections 30 (23 N., 4 W.), and 25 (23 N., 5 W.),
just south of the Purdue University grounds. Great quantities
have been taken out for the use of the railways, as well as for
shipment. These pits furnish good .road material.
The Pierce gr3;vel pit, on the northwest quarter of section 36
(24 N., 5 W.), is in a deposit of four or five acres, which shows
soil and clay 4 to 6 feet and sand and gravel 8 to 10 feet, to
water. This pit. furnished gravel for the Lyman gravel' ;{;ad and
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others in its neighborhood. In the northern portion of the township there is very little gravel. I could not learn of any workable
pits.
Miller's pit, on the southwest of the northeast of section 3, and
Gaylord's pit, on the southeast of the northwest of 3 (24 N., 5
W.), are in a deposit of unknown depth and area. The section
exposed is:
Feet.

1.
2.

Soil aud clay ................................................ 2 to 3
Sand and graveL ............................................ 5 to 6

to water. \ With a scoop in the Miller pit they took out gravel to
a depth of 34 feet below water level, without reaching the bottom
of the deposit. This gravel is in the valley of Indian Oreek and
is thought to be several acres in extent. The material is rather
fine, containing about as much sand as gravel, but it is considered
good road material, and has been used in .improving most of the
roads in the central portion of the township. There is some gravel
along the streams in the north and in the southern portion. Bole's
pit, Kidwell's pit, and Oole's pit may be mentioned, but they are
not considered of much importance.
There is thought to be an. abundance of gravel in the southwestern part of the township, but little has been developed.

Shelby Township.
The northern portion of this township has no good gravel pits.
The material for improving the roads of this portion of the
township came largely from the Judd pit in White County. The
gravel roads in the central portion of the township were made
with gravel from the Gaylord and Miller pits in Wabash Township. In the western central portion several deep wells show:
Ji'eet.

1.
2.

Soil and clay .....................................•........ 20 to 25
Sand and graveL .......................................... 20 to 80

It is quite. possible that in some localities the sand and gravel
may be so near the surface that It might be taken out with profit,
but no such localities have been disoovered, unless Gaylord's

I
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and Jordan's pits, and other deposits along Indian Creek, are such
localities uncovered by the work of running water.
In the southern portio.n of the township in the river terraces and
along the bluffs of Indian Creek there is an abundance o.f gravel.
The Indian Hill pit is in the bank of Indian Creek on the no'rth
half of the northwest quarter of section 17 (23 N., 5 W.). As
opened the pit shows:
1.
2.

Feet.
Soil and clay ................................................ 2 to 4
Gravel .................................................... 18 to 20

It is called good road material. Large quantities of gravel are
shipped from this pit to points in the northeastern portion of
Warren County.

Washington, Township.
This township, lying in the northeastern part of the county,
has plenty of gravel. In general along the river bluffs there is
sand and gravel and boulder clay. Peter Ritterath has a good
gravel pit on the northeast quarter of section 31 (24 N., 3 W.).
It is several acres in extent and shows soil and clay one to three
feet, gravel exposed 15 to 20 feet. There is considerable fine sand
in the deposit, but it is called good road material. George Frida
hasan abundance of gravel on the northeast quarter of section 20
(24 N., 3 W.). It. is of good quality, perhaps a. little coarser
than that in Ritterath's pit, and makes a good road.
On the southeast of the northeast of section 16 there is a large
body of good road material, containing some fine sand and a few
boulders. On the northwest of the northeast of section 15 there
is a large deposit of gravel and sand. There is but little very fine
sand and but few bo.ulders. This deposit consists of several acres
and is pe:r'haps 20 feet thick to the level of a little creek. The section exposed contained a large per cent. of coarse gravel. The
Culp gravel pit, in the northeast of the southwest of section 11,
yields an abundance of good road material. There is also. some
good gravel along Sugar Creek.
Buck Creek S"tation is on the northeast cornBr of the northwest
quarter of section 33 (24 N., 3 W.). A section of a well, given
by Prof. Gorby, shows:
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Section oj Well at Buck Creek Station.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Soil and yellow clay.......................................... 5
Blue clay .................................................... 15
Fine yellow sand............................................. 30
Total .................................. -....... , .............. 50

Another section by Prof. Gorby, about one mile west of Buck
Creek, shows:
Section One Mile West oj Buck Creek.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Soil and yellow clay ................'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Gravel and sand .............................................. 49
Blue clay .................................................... 5
Total ........................................................ 60

East of 13uck Creek are the Buck Creek bottoms, a flat, prairie
like country with deep black soil. Wells in this region, according
to J. C. Eckhart, show:
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Black soil about. .......................................... ··· 6
Quicksand about ............................................. 20
Blue clay .................................................... 6
Sand or gravel. ................................................ lOt

Perry Township.
This township lies south of Washington, and corresponds to.
township 23 north, range 3 west. The North and Middle branches
of Wildcat Creek flow across the township from the east, uniting
in seetion 18 near the western boundary. The surface along these
streams is much broken, exposing many deposits of gravel, some
of considerable size.
Blinkenstaff's pit, on the northeast of the southwest of section
11, is in a deposit of 5, or 6 acres in extent. An exposure in
the bank of a little creek shows soil and clay 1 to 3 feet and good
gravel 18 feet. There are small deposits at other points along the
North branch of Wildcat Creek. On George Griffith's place, in
section 7, there is a large deposit. of gravel extending on to other
farms. It is a good material and is perhaps the largest deposit in
the township.
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On the northwest quarter of section 21 Owen McOormick has
8 or 10 acres of gravel in the bluff of the Middle branch orf Wildcat Creek. Where it outcrop~ in the bluff there is but little stripping, but back in the hill there is 10 to 15 feet of soil and clay
over the gravel, so that there are probably not more than 2 or 3
acres that can be worked at a profit. There are only about 10
feet of gravel exposed in the pit, but it is thought to extend much
deeper, a, thickness of 25 to 30 feet being claimed. It appears to
be of very good quality. Frank Eagleshoff has also a deposit of
good gravel on the northwest quarter of section 20.
Wallace Patton has an ablindance of gravel on the south part
of section 22 .• but it is under 4 to. 6 feet of soil and clay. F. M.
Widner, Samuel vVeaver and Samuel Payne have large quantities
of gravel on section 28, with only two or three feet 0'£ stripping
above, and so situated in the creek bluff ~s to be easily accessible.
The gravel is generally good, with some cemen~d material and
some fine sand. Wells and exposures in pits and bluffs show this
deposit to be at least 15 to 20 feet thick, apparently resting on
blue clay.
Ben De Long has gravel on the so.uthwest quarter of section 22,
and R. Baker on the northwest quarter of, section 27. Ed Snyder
has considerable good gravel near the center of section 25, and
Harry E. Yundt has some gravel on the southeast of the southwest
of section 25. In general gravel is common along the Middle
branch of Wildcat Creek.
On the northeast of the southeast of 27 and the no.rthwest of
the southwest of 26 there is a large deposit of gravel o.n Irwin
Peters' farm south o.f the creek and on H. Hoffman's place north
of the creek. It is a good material and easily accessible. On
Calvin Peters' place, southwest of the northwest of 26, there is
a great bluff of boulder clay that, within 40 rods, becomes a bluff
of gravel. Browning Hill, on the southeast of the southwest of
section 34, is apparently the highest point in the region. It
seems to be made up mainly of fine sand with some gravel. The~
is an abandoned gravel or sand pit in the summit of the hill.
This hill is perhaps a kame or other form of glacial deposit.

---------------r
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Fairfield Township.
This township, including the city O'f Lafayette, lies west of
Perry and forms the greater part of toWnship 23 north, range
4 west. The Parker gravel pit, O'n the southeast quarter of section
3, is in a large deposit on the east side of Wildcat Oreek, near
the river. There are 30 or 40 acres O'f gravel of unknown thickness. There is some cemented material, some fine sand and a few
boulders, but in general the gravel is of excellent quality. Hilt's
pit is on the east half of the nO'rthwest quarter of section 10, on
the west side of Wildcat Oreek. This pit is in a deposit 10 or 12
acres in extent. The exposure' shows:
Feet,

1.
2.

Soil and clay................................................. 2 to 4
Good gravel .................................................
10

The gravel is knO'wn to' extend much deeper, at least belO'w
water level in the creek. The Heilman pit, the Dave Miller pit,
and others on the northeast quarter of section 10, east of Wildcat
Oreek, indicate abundance of gravel along- this stream. It really
is more widely distributed than these pits indicate, for pits are
opened only in the most available places.
Frey's pit is in an extensive deposit of gravel near the center
of sect.ion 21. Nothing definite is known about its thickness or
extent.. This deposit. has furnished large quant.it.ies of gravel t.o
Lafayette for many years, and there are at least four or five acres
remaining available for the future. The following sectiou was
exposed in the pit:
Seetion at Frey Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.
Soil and yellow clay ... " ............... , ............ " ....... 2 to 8
Gravel ...................................................... 1 to 2
Yellow clay, about...........................................
4
Cemented gravel ............................................ 1 to 2
Good gravel .........................•......................
15

There is some fine sand and a few boulders intermingled, but
in general the gravel is of t.he best quality.
On the i'louthwest of the southeast of section 29 there is a large
deposit of gravel from which great quantities have been removed.
An exposed section in Reed Beard's pit shows:
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Section in Beard's Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Soil and yellow clay .......... ~ ............................... 2 to 4
Yellow clay with pockets of gravel. ........ , .................. 2 to 3
Yellow clay ................................................. 2 to 3
'rhin layers of clay alternating with thin layers of gravel. .. .. .
3
Blue clay with pebbles. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .
3
Yellow clay with pockets of gravel. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .
2
Fine gravel or sand exposed. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ....
15

The material is good for concrete or roads, but there is t0'o, much
clay for profitable working at the present time.
On the east half of the northwest quarter of section 29 in the
north bank of the creek there is a gravel or sand pit which shows
the following section:
Sa·tion of Pit 1'n Jl\urlh Blink of the Creek.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Soil and clay, about. ..................................... " ... 4
Gravel.,...................................................... 1
Yellow clay .................................................. 3
Sand......................................................... 1
Yellow clay .... '" .......................... , ............. :.. 3
Fine gravel or sand exposed .. " ........ " ..................... 10

On the south side of the creek there is a great bluff of clay as
follows:
Section of Pit on the South Side of the Oreek.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Soil ......................................................... 2 to 3
Yellow clay with thin layers of cemented gravel. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
30
Coarse gravel ...............................................
.5
Blue clay ...................................................
20

On the south side of this bluff, about 40 rods away, there is an
abundance of gravel. On the southwest quarter of section 29, on
the south part of section 30, and on the northwest of section 31
there is an immense body of gravel. There are pits on each side of
the Wabash Railway in the southwest quarter of section 29 and
Stidham's pit is on the northwest qRarter of 31(23 N., 4 W.).
The gravel is of excellent quality; The inwcrstratification of clay,
sand and gravel found on the southeast quarter of section 29 does
not appear on sections 30 and 31 in the pits opened. The gravel
runs deep, at least to low water in therivetj a-bout 60 feet.·
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In the 15th Annual Report .of the Indiana Department of .Geology, page 87, Prof. Gorby says: "The area of the great basin
in the central part of Tippooanoe County is not less than 250
square miles. This ancient basin is now filled with gravel, con- .
taining a small proportion of clay, sand and boulders. The following section of the drift at I~afayette is approximately c.orrect:
Section of Drift in the Vicinity of Lafayette.
1.

Soil •...••............................... · ... ···· •• •·••·••••

2. Sand ......................................................
3. Gravel, clay and sand ... , ...................................
4. 'Gravel, coarse ........................ , ................... ,.
5. Gravel and boulders ....... ~ ....... " ., ................ " .,.
6. Oemented gravel ...........................................
7. Sandstone (cemented sand)..................................
8. Oemented gravel and boulders .............................. ·

at

Feet.
2
10
70
20
20
40
6
15

To ,surface
artesian well. .............. , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Section of artesian well. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

183
170

Total......................................................

353

Other sections given by Prof. Gorby show a much larger proportion of cemented gravel than I saw, and a much less amount of
blue and yellow clay. No accurate estimate can be made, but if
the gravel only extends to water level, the amount about Lafayette
is simply immense.

Sheffield Township.
This township lies in the eastern central p01tion of the county,
and corresponds to township 22 north, range 3 west. The South
branch of Wildcat. Creek flows into. the townBhip from t.heeast
through sections 25 and 26 into 27, then turns north through the
central portion of the township. Dayton, on sections 4 and 9,
is the chief town of the township. Along the creek there are great
bluffs of boulder clay with many small deposits of grl!Lvel, and this
is generally of good quality. But the great body of gravel in the
township is 'in the. northwest portion in the vicinity of Dayton.
The Dayton Mound, an esker, is the most conspicuous feature of
this regio.n. It is located mainly on sections 5, 6, 7 and 8. It
is about 3f,,, of a mile long, 1,4 of a mile wide and about 150 feet
high, and is composed of sand and gravel, perhaps more sand than
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gravel. The Lake Erie, and Western Railway has taken immense
quantities of material from this mound, and an interurban railway
is now taking material from it for ballast.
To the east of the Mound on the southwest of the southeast of
section 4 the railroad has an e,xtensive pit. The depos.it is at least
12 to 15 acres in extent and there are about 10 feet of gravel to
water, and at least as much more below water level. In this deposit I found some rather rotten stones and some fine sand, but
the railway people call it good material for their purposes.
On the northwest of the southwest of section 4 there is another
pit in which there are 25 to 30 feet of gravel to water. The
gravel in this pit seemed coarser than in the mound and of better
quality than that in the railway pit.
From the Mound several pits were in sight, some of which were
in hills that seemed to be kames or the remains of eskers. Among
others are the Frends pit, on the northwes,t of the northwest oof
section 17, and Elliott's pit, on the southwest of the northeast of
18 (22 N., 3 W.). Northwest of the, Mound there is a large deposit of gravel on the southwest quarter of section!? It is covered
by 2 or 3 feet of soil and has not been fully explOlred. On the
northeast of the northeast of section 4 and the northwest of the
northwest of section 3 there is a considerable deposit of gravel.
In fact, sand and gravel are abundant everywhere in the northwestern part of Sheffield Township. The gravel along the creek
in section 4 may be terrace formation, but it seems possible that
the whole mass is of esker formation that has been spread out by
the action of water.
On Catherine Baker's land, in the Richardsville Reserve, on
what would be about northwest of section 22 and southwest of
section 15, there is a large deposit of terrace grayel. As opened
it seems good material. Gravel in the bluff on the east side of the
creek from t!Ie terrace seems to rest on a bed of blue clay, while
that in the terrace probably rests on the clay and is not very
thick, not moore than 10 to 15 feet. I sa,w and heard of several
outcrops of gravel along the creeks that were so deeply covered
with clay that they could not be worked with profit. Such deposits contribute largely to the sand and gravel found in the creek
beds, which is often of very good quality.
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Wea. TOum8hip.
Wea corresponds to township 22 north of range 4 west. Woo
Oreek flows through the township northwesterly from section 35
to section 7, and Little Wea Oreek drains four or five sectiO'ns in
the extreme southwest. There is some good gravel in the northeast
The House pit, on the south half of the southwest quarter of
section 12, and the Steckel pit, O'll the west half O'f the northwest.
of section 13, are in depO'sits that seem associated with those about
Dayton. The Quaintance pit on the west half of the southeast
quarter of sectiO'n 17 shows the follO'wing section:
Feet.

1.

2.

Soil and clay ................................ ··············· 1 to 3
Good gravel (to blue clay) .................................. 15 to 25

There a,re a few bouldern and some fine sand, together with sO'me
cemented gravel. This pit is said to furnish excellent road material. The depO'sit has. an extent of 40 to' 50 acres.
The Richey pit, on the sO'uthwest of the northeast of section 27,
furnishes some gravel, but is not much used. Elmer Waters,
George Williams and others also have gravel pits along Little Wea
Oreek, in sections 30, 31 and 32. This gravel seems to' be part
of an old esker, trending toward the southwest into Randolph
Township. The gravel is of good quality, making good rood
material.

Union Township.
This township borders the river on the north, and Wea Oreek
flows across its northeastern corner. There is said to be an abundance of gravel in the nO'rthern part of this township, but no pits
of importance have been opened except along Wea Oreek. The
Wabash Railway has a large pit, in the west half of section 1 (22
N., 5 W.). Jas. Vess, Will Bebee and Jas. Oroweach have extensive pits in section 2. This deposit cO'ntains considerable sand
and some cemented gravel, but in general it yields a gO'od road
material.
In sections 13, 23, 22 and 21 there is a range O'f esker-like
hills of sand and gravel. There is' a pit in High Gap Ridge, on
the northwest quarter of section 22, and another on the northwest
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of section 21 (22 N., 5 W.). The gravel is of excellent quality
and of uniform size. John Griffin, 0'n the southwest of the, northwest of section 28, has several acres of good gravel. There are
only about 12 feet 0'f gravel exposed in the pit, but a driven well
near by is 75 feet deep in sand and gravel. 'There is also an abundance of gravel on the southeast. quarter of section 36 (23 N., 5
W.) and northeast 0'f section 1 (22 N., 5 W.) in a continuation of
the terrace down the river from Lafayette. A pit has been opened
on the southeast quarter of section 36 by the Lafayette Gravel &
Concrete Company which own 20 acres southeast of the crossing.
of the Monon and Wabash railways. The deposit has been tested
to·a depth of 65 feet. The material, as exposed in the bank,
consisted mainly of uniformly coarse gravel, with very little
sand. It is said t0' be good for concrete work.
The Monon Railway has a sand and gravel pit on the south
half of section 1 and the north half of'section 12 (22 N., 5 W.).
This deposit of 700 to 800 acres is mainly .of fine sand, a section
being as follows:
Section of Monon Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Soil and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 to 6
Fine sand ................................................. 12 to 18
lliither fine gravel ........................................ " 8 to 12

to water in bed of creek. This section is given as an illustration
of the great variety of deposits about Lafayette. The Semple
gravel pit is in a lit.tle kame or conical hill cut through by the road
between sections 20 and 21 (22 N., 5 W.). The hill has an axea
of several acres. The pit sho.ws 8 to 10 feet o.f unifo.rmly coarse
gravel, apparently extending much deeper. The grains of gravel
were about the size of hazel-nuts and the deposit is said to' furnish
good road material.

awne

tv

ToW'nship.

The river flows along the north and northwestern margins of
this township. Flint Creek flo.ws across the central portion int.o.
the river. The kame or eske~ hills of Wea and Union townships
extend into Wayne Township and there is an abundance of gravel
in the central portions.

--
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Acheson's pit, on the southeast quarter of 18 and the northeast
of 19 ( 22 N., 5 W.), is in a large ooker hill. In, the northeast
corner of section 19 there is a gravel pit, and there is gravel along
the line between sections 17 and 20. Just north of West Point,
on lots 5 and 6 of Burnett's Reservation, there is a large deposit
of gravel. This deposit is at least 25 or 30 acre<;! in extent and
more than 20 feet thick. The gravel is of good qmiJ:ity but
irregular in size with considerable sand intermingled. This pit
is said to furnish good road material. There is gravel in the banks
of Flint Oreek in lot 1 of Burnett's Reservation. Also on M. E.
Sherry's place on lot 2 of the reserve.
The Sherry pit as opened shows soil and clay 1 to 5 feet and
gravel 12 to 15 feet, to clay. The ma.terial is very good, but uncertain in quantity. There is also an abundance of gravel in th~.
Semple deposit, east half of section 20, and on the east half of
section 29 (22 N., 5 W.).

Laummie Township.
This township forms the southeastern portion of Tippecanoe
Oounty. It includes township 21 north, range 3 west and the
east half of range 4 west. The main streams are Lauramie Oreek
in the northeast and Wea Oreek in the west.. Gravel is not very
abundant in this township.
The Martin pit, near Stockwell, is one of the best pits in the
township. It is on the northwest of the southwest of section 5
(21 N., 3 W.). The deposit comprises a low hill of sand and
gravel of perhaps teu acres in ar~a. About two acres have been .
workoo·over, seiveral miles of road' having been improved from this
pit. The pit shows the following section:
Section of Martin Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.

Soil and clay with some coarse reddish gravel. ., . ::..... , ... 1 to :3
Sand ~d gravel, exposed .................................. 12 to 15

There is some fine sand and a few boulders. The material
seems to be of good quality and is said to be good road material.
Near Ooncord, along Wea Oreek, on the southwest of the southeast of section 2, and the north half of the northeast quarter of
section 11 there is a deposit of sand a~d gravel. It is mainly below !ater level in the creek. A pit about 30 feet deep has been
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scooped out on the northwest of the northeast of section 11 (21 N.,
4 W.). The material is rather fine and does not pack very well,
but the grains are largely quartz and will doubtless wear weH.
There is also gravel on Grove Givins' place on the northeast of 23
and on Wm. Morin's place on the northwest of 25 (21 N., 4 W.).
In each case about. 8 feet of gravel is exposed, which is said to
be good 'road material, although it has considerable fine sand
and a few boulders intermingled. There are at least four or five
acres of gravel on the Morin place.
The Nydegger pit, on the west half of the southwest quarter of
section 19 (21 N., 8 W.), shows soil and clai}'" 1 to 2 feet and
gravel of good quality, 8' to 12 feet exposed. There are at least
three or four acres of the deposit. The pit is opened in good
shape and t.he gravel is easily accessible. JYlrs. Delia Waddell has
a pit on the northwest of the northwest of 11. The gravel seems
of good quality, but it has not been fully tested. On Geo. W.
Switzer's place, on the southwest of the southeast of section 11, a
pit is being opened in water gravel. The material appears to be
:first-class, but it has not been well tested. The Davis pit, on the
northeast of the northeast of section 31 (21 N., 3 W.), shows as
follows---,

1.

2.
3.

Feet.

Black soil and clay···· ...................................... 1 to 2
Gravel to water .... '" ...... '" ... '" ............ , ......... , .
5
Gravel under water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15

without reaching bottom. The material is rather fine, but it
packs well and wears well. I heard several speak of it as exooJ.lent for road use. Mr. Davis tpinks there are at least ten acres
of the, depo~it, but knows nothing de:finite concerning its thickness.
Gravel pits on Ennis Coo's land, southwest quarter of section
21 (21 N., 3 W.), and Henry Shobe's land, southwest of 35 (21
N., 4 W.), have been abandoned, at least for the present, although
the gravel has not been exhausted. No pits have been opened in
the eastern portion of the towship. Lauramie Township has improved some roads with gravel from Sheffield Township.
Rarulolph 'Poql)nship.

Gravel is abundant in this township. The deposits in general
.
seem to be in esker 'hills, &ome of considerable extent.
The Whipple pit, on the southeast quarter of section 31 (2i N.,

,
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4 W.), is in a large deposit of sand and gravel.
pit shows--

As opened
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the
Feet.

1.
2.

Soil and clay. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 to 2
Sand and gravel.. .......................................... 1Q to 12

There is considerable good coarse gravel in this deposit, but
as a whole it seems rather fine for good road material and should
be screened before using. It will then furnish material of good
quality, which will wear well on the road. The deposit is a large
one, extending into section 32, where another pit has been opened.
This shows about 20 feet of gravel and is known as the Dan Simison pit. The material found in this is a,bout the same as in the
Whipple pit. The Stock Farm pit, on the southwest of 28, is
another pit in the same depOsit of gravel. This deposit on sections 28, 32 and 31 is thought to be an esker, extending westerly
into Jackson Township.
M. F. Inskipp and G. C. Learning each has a pit on the northeast of section 21 (21 N., 4 W.). The mat~rial is much the
same as that from the Whipple pit, and' probably if> part of the
same old esker. A well marked esker extending from the no.rtheast toward the southwest through section 6 (21 N., 4 W.), and
sections 1, 12, 11, 10 and 16 (21 N., 5 W.), contains large quantities of go.od gravel. Pits have been. opened on sections 6, 1,
12, 11 and 10. The gravel in this deposit seems a little coarser
than that on sections 28 and 32 above mentio.ned, and so.me call it
better road material, but there is certainly no great diffea-ence.

J aCH:son, Township.
There are numero.us hills of sand and gravel in the southern
and central portions of Jackson Township, possibly continuat,ions
of the Simi&on and Whipple deposit of Randolph Township. The
most prominent feature in the topography o.f this township is the
"Shawnee Mound." It is a great hill or mound of sand and
gravel in the western part of the township on the northeast of
the northwest of 23, southwest of the southwest o.f 14, southeast
of the &outhe,ast of 15 and northeast of the no.rtheast of 22 (21 N.,
6 W.). It is mainly in section 22. The mound is quite symmetrical in fo.rm, rising 80 to 90 feet. above the surrounding country, and h[lS an area of 10 or 12 acres. No.t only is the mound.
38-Geology.
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composed of sand and gravel, but a copsiderable area of surround·
ing land is underlain with 15 to 20 feet of the same material.
Over the mound there is from 1 to 6 feet of soil and clay, while
from 3 to 6' feet of black soil covers the surrounding gravel.
There is a large pit near the summit of the mound. As opened
the pit shows more sand than gravel, but it seems to be of good
quality and is said to make good roads.
There are several other pits in the vicinity, namely: The
Duncan pit, on the northeast of the northeast of section 11; the
Wray pit, on the northwest of the northwest of 6; the A. Wallace
pit, on the southwest of the southeast of 24, and the Abe Meharry
pit, on the southeast of 3 (21 N.,6 W.); also the B. Simison pit,
on the west half of the northeast quarter of section 20; the W.
Boland pit, on the northwest of the southwest of 28, and the
J ames Stewart pit, on the north half of the northeast quarter of
section 30 (21 N., 5 W.). The, material ~n these different pits
seems to be of good quality, but in general, unless screened, there
is too much sand for fi:rst-class road use. The fine material is
quartz sand and it wears well, so that the "bank run gravel" makes
a fairly good road material.

WARREN COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366
Population in 1000............................................. 11,371
Miles of public roads ..................................... , .. .. .
610
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186
Percentage of roads improved..................................
30.5
Miles improved with graveL...................................
186
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ............. " .. .. $2,100
Total original cost of improved roads ............................ $390,600
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$100
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32
First improved roads built.....................................
·1884
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
45
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"Most generaily are well satisfied"
Authorities-R. L. Winks ........................................ County Auditor
W. H. Gemmer .................................... Oounty Surveyor
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Warren County lies O'n the western border O'f the State, and is
bounded on the north by Benton County, on the west /by IllinO'is
and a small part of VermilliO'n County, on the south by Vermillion
County, on the southeast by the Wabash River and on the east
by Tippooanoe County. It is divided into eleven townships-Medina, J. Q. Adams, Pine and Prairie on the north, in township 23
nO'rth; Warren, bordering the river; Jjberty and J O'rdan, in township 22 north; Washington, Pike and Steuben, in township 21
north; Kent and Mound, extending frO'm the river to Illinois, in
township 20 north.
The county is drained by several small streams flowing intO' the
Wabash. In the east Litde Pine Creek drains 1fedina and the
east part of vVarren Township. Kickapoo drains Adams and the
western part of Warren, while Pine Creek drains Pine Township,
part of Adams, and Uberty Township. Rock Creek, between
Washington and Pike Townships; Redwood, between Pike and
Steuben; Possum Run, in Steuben, and Spring Creek, in Mound
Township, are the principal streams. Prairie and Jordan Townships are drained by .rordnn Creek, a tributary O'f the Vermillion
River in Illinois.
There is a narrow flood plain along the Wabash River, then
a terrace, or second bottO'm of sand and gravel, then the uplands.
The uplands fronting toward the river are somewhat brO'ken, and
there is considerable broken country along Pine Creek in Liberty Township, but in general the northern and western parts of
the county are rolling prairie lands.
The shales and sandstones of the Coal Measures outcrop along
the streams on the river side of the upland, but in general they
are deeply covered with drift, perhaps as much as 100 feet in
thickness. The county in the north and west has an -elevation of
about 700 feet, rising about 200 feet above low water in the river.
Rock is common in the bluffs and sometimes in the bed of the
river from the east line of the county, southwesterly five or six
miles to Independence. Below Independence the bed of the river
seems to be of sand and gravel.
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Medina TO'wMhip.
Medina Township has, but little gravel and but few miles of
gravel road. The roads were improved with gravel from the
banks or bed of J-"ittle Pine Creek, from small local pits and from.
"Indian Rill," in Tippecanoe County. On the northwest quarter
of section 28 (23 N., 6 W.), near Green Hill, Jacob Mann has a
small pit. The gravel is from 7 to 10 feet thick and of good
quality, but it is covered with from 8 to 12 feet of soil and clay, so
that it can not be profitably worked except along the outcrop.
Gravel is reported on the northeast, quarter of s.ection 28, but it
has not been developed, and nothing is known of its extent or
depth. W. E. Cooper has three or four acres of gravel on the
northwest quarter of section 32 (23 N., 6 W.). It is 12 to 18
feet deep and is said to make a good road. It has not been very
well developed. There is also some gravel on the northwest quarter of section 17, but it contains a great deal of sand and soil, so
that it is not considered of good quality.
,
Johnson's gravel pit and Harvey and Franklin's pit, on the
southwest quarter 0'£ section 29, show 8 to 10 feet of gravel to
water, but the stripping is heavy and the gravel can not be worked
with profit. It is called good road material. The area of the
deposit is quhe extensive, but not definitely known, and is deeper
than the deepest wells. Roads in this township are being improved with imported gravel.
Adams T01/)'1M'Ihip.

There are a few small gravel pits in Adams Township, but
none ?f importance. Home roads have been improved with material from 'local pits; but repairs are made with gravel shipped
from Kickapoo, in Warroo Township, or from Indian Hill, in
Tippecanoe County.

Pine Township.
Some roads in Pine Township have been improved with gravel
from local pits. Will Hurst, George Hillyerd, Frank Brian,
Lillie A. Gray and others in the neighborhood of Rainsville, sections 20, 21, 22, 23, etc. (23 N., 8 W.), have furnished gravel
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for roads, but repairs are generally made with material from
Kiekapoo, in Warren Township.

Prairie Township.
There is no bank gravel in Prairie Township that could be
called workable. Some roads have been improved from local pits,
but these seem exhausted, so tha.t the repairs in general are made
with gravel from Kickapoo.
There are some deposits of water gravel, but they have not
been well explored and little is known of their extent or quality.
They are pumping gravel from a pit on section 30 (23 N., 9 W.)~
but it is not of a very good quality. There is some gravel in
section 12 (23 N., 10 W.), in the northwest part of the township, but it does not seem to be of special value. There is an old
pit on the Vennum land, northwest quarter of the southeast quarter
of section 36 (23 N., 9 W.). It is in the top of a hill some 40
feet high. The deposit is perhaps six or seven acres in extent
and some 15 to 18 feet of good gravel is exposed in the pit, also
some sand and a few boulders.
Gravel is reported on Harrison Goodwin's land, on the northeast quarter of section 30, and on John Oarlson's land, northwest
quarter of section 21 (23 N., 9 W.). Other deposits were mentioned, but none were well developed and none appeared to be
of much impmtance.

Warren Tawnship.
On the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 5
(22 N., 6 W.), there is an acre or so of good but, rather fine
gravel, perhaps 10 feet deep. It is, covered with only a foot or
two of soil, is easily accessible, and is said to make a good road.
This gravel is part of a ridge extending about a quarter of a mile
eastward into section 4. The ridge seems to be made up largely
of sand, with some gravel. A little pit on the southwest. of the
southwest of section 4 shows a fine quality of coarse sand, highly
prized for concrete work. There is some gravel on the northeast
of the northwest of section 4 on Wm. Young's land, and on the
northeast quarter of the same section is the Francis pit.
In the bank of Little Pine Oreek, on the southeast quarter of
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section 5, on the Banning land, there is an extensive depO'sit of
gravel or of sand and gravel, mixed with cO'nsiderable soil. In
making an approach to a hridge a deep cut was made through this
depO'sit and some three or four miles of road were improved with
material taken out, but it is not called good road material. The
deposit is perhaps ten acres in extent and 20 feet deep, with
but little stripping. The road made from this pit seemed fairly
good, but appears to be wearing out rapidly. On the sout.heast
O'f the southeast of sect.ion 7, Clarence Dawson has two or three
acres of good gravel, but it is co'Vered with six 0'1' seven feet of soil,
so that it can hardly be worRed with profit.. There are several
O'ther small banks of gravel alO'ng I~ittle Pine Creek, but none of
importance.
On the nO'rtheast of the northeast of section 23 (22 N., 7 W.),
near Independence, there are two hills O'f gravel about an acre
each in extent, owned by Jade Steadman. The gravel is from
1 to' 16 feet thick and makes a good road. The Independence
and ClawsO'n road, about four miles in length, was made frO'm
this deposit.
There is a gravel pit on the northeast quarte,r of the southeast
quarter of sectiO'n 29 (22 N., 7 W.), which has yielded large quantities of gravel. The material is of good quality, with some fine
sand and a few boulders mixed through it. Nothing definite is
knO'wn as to the depth or area of this deposit. There are at least
from 80 to 100 acres of grayel from 75 to' 100 feet thick. It is
part of the bank of the valley of Kickapoo Creek, where it opens
intO' the valley of the Wabash.
in section 21 (22 N.,
Northeast of this deposit up the valley
,
7 W.), a well shows soil three feet and gravel 73 feet. On section 22, on Mr. King's land, the gravel in a well of about the
same depth was separated intO' distinct beds or layers by strata
O'f clay. Mr. H. L. Winks, it wen digger, says that there are at
least. twO' sections, or 1,280 acres·, of land underlain with thick
beds of gravel, as shown by wells which he has dug or which he
has knO'wn personally.
On the west side O'f Kickapoo CFeek on the east half of section 30, the W€l'lt half of sectiO'n 29 and the east half of section
20, there is an abundance O'f good gravel. The Chicago & East-
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ern Illinois Railway runs over this land, and the railway people
have opened a large pit in sootions 20 and 29. William Douglass
has a pit on section 29, and Mrs. Lindsey has some 20 acres of
gravel on the southeast of sootion 20. H. L. McKenzie has 40
to 50 acres of gravel in the south half of section 20, and Robert
Milligan has considerable gravel in the southeast of 30 and the
northeast of 31(22 N., '7 W.). This gravel is of good quality,
but contains considerable sand a~d a few boulders. Near the surface there are many large'masses of cemented gravel. The railway people break these up and use the material for rip rapping,
etc. . This cemented portion does not extend very far back into the
deposit. Nothing is known as to the depth of the deposit.
Malady's gravel pit, on the southwest quarter of section 17 (22
N., 7 W.), is in a large deposit of sand and gravel from 15 to
20 feet thick. In it there are many small bOlllders. The deposit is covered by from 2 to 4 feet of soil and clay. T. A. Barns
has a pit on the northeast quarter of section 16, but it is not
very large.. The gravel is abundant in section 20 and in the
south paI:t of 16, and runs deeper than the deepest wells. On
the west half of the southeast quarter (jf section 2 (22 N., 7 W.),
Henry Brutus has ~ well showingFeet.

1.
2.

Soil and clay .............................. ' ..................... 80
Fine sand ..................................................... 118

to water and sand.

No bed rock at 198 feet.

Liberty

Toum~~hip.

Pine Oreek runs through this township and much of its area
is broken. 'In general the blu:fl's are of boulder clay, sometimes of
rock, but occasionally there are deposits of gravel. On the northeast of the northeast of section 22 (22 N., 8 W.), J. P. Bennett
has a gravel pit. J. P. Hunter has one on the southeast of the
northwest of section 23 ; H. L. Kramer one on the southwest quarter of section 23; 'William Johnson one near the center of section
22, and Oharles Di~k one on the southeast of the northwest of section 22. 'NewtOn McOlure has four or five acres of' gravel on
the north~~t
of'the northeast
of section
27. There
are doubt.,
-.. ,
.
. ,
.
l~,:Yffi:ther d,epoeits, but:t,he?nes mentioned furnish most of the
_~'<jL.~,,>·,
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road material used in the township. These deposits are often
deeply cQvered with boulder clay, sO' that little is. known Qf their
extent. In some cases there are 30 to 50 feet Qf gravel dow~ to
the level of the creek bed. Mr. J Qhnson thinks he has about 25
acres of gravel at least 50 feet thick. The gravel is of good quality, but contains some fine sand and a few boulders. It is called
good road material, as it wears well.
Several pockets of gravel occur on Sam Creamer's place, on
the sO'utheast quarter of section 9 (22 N., 8 W.). SO'me are good
and sO'me nQt very good. None of th€iffi are well developed.
William BQttorff, Qn the nQrthwest of the northwest Qf 7 (22 N.,
8 W.), has a hill with 12 to' 15 feet Qf gravel to water. The de~
posit extends QntO' adjacent land, covering an area of five or six
acres. It extends at least ten feet below water level. Part of
that above water' level is rather dirty, but is called good road material. There is a 8mall deposit Qn the nQrthwest Qf the SQuthwest of section 6 called good gravel, but it has nO't as yet been developed.
J or,dan Town8h~p.

No bank gravel was found in this township, but several d~
PQsits Qf water gravel are known to' occur. W'illiam Sibbits has a
pit on the sQutheast quarter of the northeast quarter of sectiO'n 12
(22 N., 10 W.), which shows SO'il and clay 2 to' 3 feet and fiDf~
gravel or sand 2 to' 13 feet. Similar material occurs on the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of sectiO'n 12. Not much is
known about the area of these deposits, but Mr. Sibbits thinks he
has at least 10 acres of workable gravel in the southeast of the
nQrtheast of sectiO'n 12. The material is very fine, really sand,
but, contrary to' expectation, makes a very good road material,
and WQuld make a better if it were screened. At first Mr. Sibbits pumped water and shQveled gravel, but soon thought it mOore
profitable to pump the gravel.
On the nOortheast quarter of section 17, on the nQrthwest quarter O'f section 16, and on sectiOons 8 and 9, ill in township 22,
range 9 west, there is an extens,ive deposit of water gravel. A
pit has been opened on the nQrtheast of the northeast of, section
17 (22 N., 9 W.), on the land of Harry Pense. Soil about 3 feet
covers gravel 10 to 14 feet. It is Qf excellent quality and makes /
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good concrete, but it is rather fine for ideal road mate;rial. Not
much is known about the extent of the deposit, but it underlies a,t
least 1,000 acres. This: depo&it was opened in the season of 1905.
There is also good gravel on the south half of section 32 (22 N.,

9 W.).
The wells in this township show considerable deep gravel. One
in the, north half of section 31 (22 N., 9 W.), shows 85 feet of
soil and clay and 25 feet of gravel. Anothe,r in the same neighborhood shows 72 feet of soil and clay and 9 feet of gravel. A
third. on the Hedrick land, southeast quarter of section 36 (22 N.,
10 W.), shows 80 feet of soil and clay and 25 feet of gravel,
while a fourth on the John Crawford farm, northwest of northwest of 36, shows 75 feet'soil and clay and 25 feet of gravel.
On the northeast quarter of secti~n 10 and the northwest quarter of section 11 (22 N., 9 W.), the wells show clay and soil of
varying depths, 5 to 21i feet, then ,gravel from 30 to 50 feet, over
an area estimated at 200 acres.
TVashington Township.
This township borders on the river and has considerable gravel
on or in the second bottom. There is an abundance of gravel on
both &ides of the railway in sections 10 and 11 (21 N., 8 W.).
The gravel in this 'deposit runs deep and is of good quality.
There is also a plentiful supply on the east half of section 29 and
the west half of section 28 (21 N., 8 W.), on the lands of D. B.
Crane, Wilmer Schaefer and George Bowlus. No extensive pits
have been opened in the- south, part of this township, but pits in
the same deposit a little farther west show the gravel to be of good
quality. Wells show this gravel on sections 28 and 29 to be more
than 90 feet thick. It may not be as good as that along Kickapoo
Creek, but it is called good road material. There is doubtless
considerable gravel between sections 10 and 28 in this township.
but none has been developed.

Pike Township.
Pike Township borders on the river and has some terrace gravel.
William Brennan has a pit on the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of section 29; T. H. Crane one on the southwest qual"
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ter of the northeast quarter of section 30; Mrs.. Warrenfield one on
the southeast of the northwest of section 30, and Geo.W. Beggs
one on the northwest of thesolJ.thwest of 31 (21 N., 8 W.). All
are on the terrace, each showing good gravel. There is some gravel
along the streams, but the pits mentioned are the only ones of importance in Pike T~wnship.

Steuben Township.
Not very much gravel occurs in Steuben Township. There is
a pit on the Van I.-eers place, near the creek, in the east ha1£ of
the northeast quarter of section 22 (21 N., 9 W.), shoowing soil
and sand 5 to 7 fee.t, and gravel 12 to 18 feet. The gravel is
dirty, contains many flat pebbles and bits 01 shale and some rootten
stones. The road running east and west about one mile north 01
Marshfield was improved with material from this pit. It makes
a fairly good road 10r light travel.
Some gravel is taken from the creek bed on Bent Reynolds's
place on the east half of the northwest quarter of section 26 (21
N., 9 W.). The road through Marshfield was made from gravel
taken from the Reynolds pit, on the William Smith land in the
eastern part oof Steuben Township. Some gravel has also been
taken from the Starry pit on the southwest quarter of section 18
(21 N., 9 W.), but it is not very good road material.

Kenol Township.
The second bottom is narrow in this township, and gravel is
not common. Several pockets of gravel of small size occur along
the bluffs, but no pits 01 importance have been opened.

Mound Township.
The,re is an abundance of good gravel in the southeast portion
On the Dave Talbot place in the north
part oof section 28 (20 N., 9 W.), and on the Richey place, in the
southeast of 28, there are quantities of good gravel. The Big
Four Railway has extensive gravel,pits on the southwest quarter
of section 27. Some of this gravel is very fine quality. .There
must be more than 100 acres of good gravel in sections 27 and 28.
of Mound Township.
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There are no other pits of importance in the township, but the;re
is doubtless plenty of gravel in sections 33 and 34: (20 N., 9 W.).
In Kent and Steuben townships the bluffs toward the river arc
generally of boulder day, with pockets of gravel, and there is considerable terrace gravel. There is but little gravel in the western
part of Kent and Mound townships. Much of that in sections
27 and 28 probably extends below water level.

FOUNTAIN OOUNTY.
Area in square miles .......................... , ............ ,.
383
Population in 1900...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21,446
1,200
Miles of public roads .............. , ..... , ..... , ....... " ... , .
502
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved ............ , ..... , ..... , ... ... ..
41.8
500
Miles improved with graveL ....... , ..... , ..... , ......... ; .. ,.
2
Miles Improved with crushed stone. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ................ , .
$2,000
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
$2,500
Total original cost of improved roads .......................... $1,005,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old ... , .
$100
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old .... , .
$100
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ................ , .
. 50
First improved roads built ............... , ........... , ... .....
1883
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . .
40
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads". . . .
Good
Authority ...... , ................... , ....... Jas. T. Bell, County Auditor
oA very large per cent. of the farmers would prefer having the roads placed back on the
townships, as they could be taken care of better and cheaper.- J. 'f. B.

Fountain County borders on the Wabash River, which separates
it from Warren County on the northwest and from Vermillion
County on the west. Parke County is on the south and Montgomery and Tippecanoe bound it on the east. The principal
streams are Big and Little Shawnee Creeks in the north; Coal
Creek and its tributaries draining the central portion, while the
Mill Creeks qrain the southern part of the county. Low water
in the Wabash at Attica is· about 500 feet above tide, while at
Covington it is 4:91 feet. Hillsboro, in the eastern part of the
county, has an elevation of 728 feet, and hills about Attica have
about the same elevation.
The surface is rugged along the larger streams, but in general
it is a gently undulating plain, sloping toward the river. There
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are grea,t quantities of sand and gravel in the terrace along the
rIver. In the northern portion of the county there are a numbe,r
of hills, made up largely of sand
. and graveL These hills may
,
be kames or remains of eskers, and in formation were doubtless
associated with similar hills found
Tippecanoe County. These
hills contain large quantities of gravel. Along the larger streams
there are many deposits of gravel, put down in glacial times
perhaps, but opened up by the erosive work of the streams. In
the larger streams there are frequently deposits of good gravel put
down by the present streams from subsiding floods.
In general the co'unty is well supplied with gravel of a good
quality. On section 28 (18 N., 8 W.), there is an outcrop of
hard limestone in the banks of Wabash Mill Creek that would
doubtless make good road material, and on section 16 (22 N., 6
W.), there is a large bed of flint rock that makes an excellent
road material.

in

Da(IJis TOUJ'/1J?hip.
This township is in the northeastern portion of the county, bordering on the river. It extends northerly about se,ven miles from
the middle of township 21 north. The river bluff is largely of
boulder clay, although sandstone strata outcrop in many places.
The Flint bar, on the bank of the river in the southwest of 16
(22 N., 6 W.), has an area of about 100 acres. The upper three
or four feet consists of flint rock that has been broken in fragments ranging from three inches downward. Then there are
three or four feet of unbroken rock to shale. This broken rock
has been used extensively in making streets, in Lafayette and in
making roads. For many years the material was used as found
in the bar, but a few years ago the Western Construction Company installed an extensive plant and began crushing the stone,
screening it into desired sizes and washing it, thus putting it into
much better form for use. For some time a large business was
done, but for some reason the work has been abandoned, at least
temporarily.
The flint is sometimes used as a foundation and covered with
sand or fine gravel as a binder. In other cases somewhat finely
pulverized flint it is used as a binder or top dressing. G. H. Steven-
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son, engineer, says the flint wears better than limestone, is not so
dusty, and that the dust formed is not so irritating as the lime
dust. Mr. Stevenson said the flint was especially used for improving the steep grades so common in Lafayette. The bar is
flooded by very high water. I could get no idea of the extent of
the flint rock, but heard of outcrops about three miles south of
West Point, in Tippecanoe County. Samples of the flint were
tested in the laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
at Washington, with the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Flint from near Attica: Fountain County. *
SpeCific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.5
Weight per cu. ft .......... (11:>8>.) 152.8
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 2.83
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3

French coefficient of wear. 13.5
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
2
Wet.... 15

"Good resistance to wear and fair cementing value.
material for hardness and toughness tests."--Page.

Not sufficient

An analysis of the flint was made at the same laboratory, with
the following results:
Analysis of Samples of Flint from near Attica, Fountain County.
Per cent.

Alumina (AIO) .................................................. 1.00
Iron oxide (FeO).................................................
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 2.25
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................
.SO
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid .................................... 91.47
Loss by ignition ................................................. 4.39
Total ....................................................... 100.IG

This flint rock has been used for street improvement in Lafayette on Perrin Avenne and on Ninth Street; on the Sixth Street
hill, on Fourth Street and on Heath Street, between Sixth and
Ninth.
Along the bluff there are occasional deposits of sand and graveL
On the southeast quarter of section 16 there is an abundance of
sand, but no gravel. It seems possible that there might be some
gravel in this deposit.
On the southwest of section 30 (22 N., 6 W.), there is a large
*See page 79.
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deposit of gravel, in which the Funk pit has been opened.
exposure shows1.

2.

The
Feet.

Soil and clay ..................................... ; ......... 1 to 2
Gravel ..................................................... 8 to 10

In this deposit there is considerable fine sand and a few boulders.
In it I found many rotten granite and ironstone pebbles, so that
it could hardly be called first-class road material. The roads
made of it are smooth and hard, and seemingly wear well under
ordinary traffic. The deposit is thought to' be at least 20 to 25
feet thick, and to have an extent of six to eight acres.
The Thompson pit is on the northwest quarter of section 25
(22 N., '7 W.). There is here a small deposit of gravel which
contains considerable sand and some clay. As opened there are
only five or six feet of gravel, which is not much used.
Thompson's pit, on the southwest of the southwest of 36 (22 N.,
'7 W.), is in quite a large deposit of fairly good gravel. It extends into section 1 (21 N., '7 W.), and into the adjoining sections 0'11 the west. No gravel has been taken from this deposit
for several years. The road on the line between section 36 (22
N., '7 W.), and 1 (21 N., '7 W.), cuts through a hill that shows
some gravel toward the top. On the northeast of the northeast
of 1 about 15 feet of gravel is exposed in the Morgan and Britt
pits. The area is probably not more than two acres. There
are perhaps three or four acres in section 36, across the road. It
does not seem to be very good gravel, but is said to make a fairly
good road. There is a gravel and sand hill or ridge on the south
part of the northwest quarter of section 1 (21 N., '7 W.), which
may be a kame or part of an old esker, but no pit has been opened
in it. There are other deposits of gravel reported in the southern
part of the township, but there are none of much importance.
The E. B. Hughes pit on the southeast of 4 (21 N., 6 W.), and
the Waldrip pit on the southeast of the northeast of 12 (21 N.,
6 W.), have furnished some road material.
Logan 'Po'wnship.

This township borders on the river and lies west of Davis
Township. The bluff in the north is largely of boulder clay, with
many boulders and a few small pockets of gravel. Sandstone out-
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crops at several places along the bluffs. Great quantities have been
quarried on section 26 (22-N., 7 W.). Much of this is hard sandstone and might make good material for the foundation of a. road.
The city of Attica stands on a great mass of gravel. The wells
show gravel 95 feet below low water mark,while the reservoir
on a gravel hill is 215 feet above low water. The city reservoir
and Arms gravel pit are on the southwest of the southwest of 5
(21 N., 7 W.). On the northwest. of section 5 there is consi,lerable gravel, but. not very t.hick, only 20 to 30 feet. to rock. _On
-the sout.hwest and northwest of 7 and on the west half of 8 gravel
is abundant.. Pits opened show soil and clay 1 to 6 feet, sano.
and gravel to bed rock, 40 to 50 feet.. An eight-acre swamp or
swale, on the sout.h~ast. of the nort.hwest. of 8, showsl.
2.

3.

-Feet.
Muck ..................................................... 1 to 2
Clay ...................................................... 5 to 16
Sand and graYcl ............... , '" ......................... 30 to 40

Young's pit, on the northwest of the southwest of 7, is in t.he
edge of the terrace, where a face of 30 feet of grave,l is shown.
The area is not. known, but it. must be extensive. The gravel is
of fine qualit.y, but it contains a great many small boulders.
The Wabash Railway has opened a great sand and gravel pit
along the terrace in sections 12 and 13 (21 N., 8 W.). There
are about SO feet of gravel exposed in the pit. The material from
this pit is called good for road making, for cement work and for
plastering. Looking eastward from the reservoir at Att.ica, one
may see several conical-shaped hills, which; on investigation, appear to be kames or eskers, and generally contain gravel.
The Slusser gravel pit, on the northwest of 3, and the Leasure
pit, on the northeast of 3 (21 N., 7 W.), are in kame-like hills,
and there is an esker hill of gravel and sand on the northeast
quarter of sect.ion 2 (21 N., 6 W.), on which stands a school
house, church and cemetery. There is a gravel pit on Mrs. Huddle's land in the bank of Nave Creek, in the southeast of the southeast of 14 (21 N., 8 W.), which exposes an abundance of gravel
of good quality. Along t.he road south, between sections 7 and 8,
17 and 18 (21 N., 7 W.), the telephone poles are frequently set.
in the gravel.
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Shawnee Township.
This township has a river front of about four miles.. There is
considerable gravel along the terrace in sections 22, 23 and 27
(21 N., 8 W.), but it is not as abundant as it is farther north.
There is also gravel along the Big Shawnee Oreek in section 23,
but I saw no gravel pits.
The Orland pit, on the southeast of the northeast of 27 (21 N.,
8 W.), appears to be in a large deposit. The pit. shows soil and
clay 2 to 3 feet and gravel 10 to 12 feet. to level of water in the,
branch. There is some fine sand and many boulders, but. there is
a large proport.ion of coarse gravel of good quality. It is called
good road material. There is an abundance of good gravel along
the Big Shawnee in section 24 (21 N., 8 W.), and on section 19
(21 N., 7 W.). The gravel is of good quality, but. the deposit
is not very thick, not. more than 10 or 12 feet. John L. Foster
has a large area of sand and gravel in section 30 (21 N., 7 W.).
The deposit yields an excellent material for cement and plaster,
but is rat.her fine for road material. The Ganoway pit on the
sout.hwest of section 11 (20 N., 8 W.), furnishes some fairly good
gravel. In the southeastern part. of the township considerable
gravel from the bed of Ooal Oreek is used for road material.
Gravel of very good quality is found on the northwest. quarter of
8 and t.he northeast of 7 (20 N., 7 W.). Some consider this
stream gravel as good or better than bank gravel.
There is some gravel along the Shawnee cre€ks in the eastern
part of the township, but no good pits have been opened. In general the pits in Shawnee Township yield more sand than gravel,
but the material is of good quality and wears well. 80me gravel
occurs along Bear Oreek, on the southeast of section 32 (21 N.,
8 W.), but no pits were seen. Along Bear Oreek there is an
abundance of good sandstone. There is a good supply of gravel
on the Evans Olaypool place on section 21 (21 N., 7 W.), along
the Big Shawnee.

Troy Township.
This township has a river front of about twelve miles. Oovington, the county seat, is the chief town, and is situated on the
bank of the river. There is an abundance of gravel in the terrace
in the northwestern part of the township.
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On George Hunt's place, in the northwest of section 5, there
is a great body of good gravel, and there is also a deposit of similar material on the southeast of section 6 (20 N., 8 W.). A
large part of sections 12,14 and 23 (20 N., 9 W.), and parts of
adjoining sections consist of sand and gravel from 75 to 140 feet
thick to water level in the river. A pit has been opened on the
northeast of the southwest of 12, on R. S. Nebeker's land. The
gravel is of excellent quality, but rather fine for good road material. John Bilsland also has a pit on the northwest of 24 and
anothe'r on the north half of the southeast quarter of section 22,
while E. II. Nebeker has a third on the east half of the southwest quarter of section 24 (20 N., 9 W.). The supply of good
gravel in this region seems to be unlimited.
The McCabe pit, on the northwest of the northeast of 36 (20
N., 9 W.), furnishes great quant,it.ies of good gravel. It is in
the suburbs of Covington, and is 'said to' yield better material
than any other pit in the township. The DeHaven gravel pit is
Gn the east half of the southeast quarter of 30 (20 N., 8 W.).
This pit yields large quantities of medium quality gravel. The
Anderson pit on the southwest of the southwest of 12 (19 N., 9
vV.), furnishes also an abundance Gf gravel, but rather fine for
first-class road material. John Tamberlane and others in this region have good gravel. Troy Township gets some gravel from
the Galloway pit in Shawnee Township and some from the Hepler pit in Van Buren Township. There is nGt much gravel in
the sGutheastern portion of the township.
Wabash TmvlIship.
The bluff along the river in this tGwnship is largely of boulder
clay. The pockets of gravel are few and small.
There is quite a large deposit of sand and gravel in the lands
of E. R. Marlatte and others, mainly on the northwest quarter of
29, and the southwest of 20 (19 N., 8 W.). On the Marlatte
land, on section 29, is the Buckhorn pit. It is on the bank of a
branch of Cool Creek. There are perhaps 20 acres in this deposit. The pit as opened shows: Soil and clay, 1 to 3 feet, and
gravel, 10 to 12 feet. Another pit in the same deposit shows
about the same material. There is some sand and a few boulders,
but the material is of good quality and makes a fairly good road,
39-Geology.
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Mr. Wells, on sootion 20, has an abundance of gravel, much
like that. on 29. It is called good road material. This deposit,
something like a terrace along the creek, is the chief source of
bank gravel for Wabash Township. Oonsiderable gravel is taken
from the bars of Ooal Oreek for road purposes. A good quality
is found near Snoddy's Mills, on the southeast of section 1 (18
N., 9 W.), but it does not pack very well and is not considered
first-class road material. \'labash Township also gets some gravel
from the Ratdiff pit, in Fulton Township, and some from the
Patton pit, in Yan Buren Township.
fi1ulton Township.

This township forms the southwestern portion of Fountain
Oounty. It borders on the· river for about five miles. Ooal
Oreek flows southerly across the township just west. of its center,
and Wabash Mill Creek flows across the soptheastern part of its
area. These stre'ams and the river give Fulton Township considerable broken surface. Sand and gravel are quite abundant.
The Richardson pit is on the southeast. of the southwest of section 7 (18 N., 8 W.), in a deposit of four or five acres of gravel.
As opened the pit shows soil and clay 1 to 3 feet and gravel 12
to 15 feet. It is called good road material. On the northwest
of the northwest of section 7 there is a large deposit of sand good
for plaster and cement. About the corners of sect.ions 7, 8, 17 and
18 there is a deposit of gravel in which" several pits have been
opened by Elwell, Getts & Hardesty. This deposit yields fairly
road material. Samuel Oates's pit. on the southeast of section 9 (18 N., 8 W.), furnishes material that contains too much
sand.
The following pits in this region all supply a good road mate~
rial: The Burnside pit, on t.he southeast. of section 13; the
Oharles Guy pit., on t.he southwest of 24; the McLean pit, on the
southeast of 36; the E. M. Waterman pit, on the southwest of 35;
the Samuels pit, on the southwest of 23; the Ratcliff pit, on the
southeast of the southwest of 10, and the"J. Hathaway pit, on the .
northwest of 23 (18 N., 9 W.).
The Olover Leaf Hailway has a large pit on the east half of
section 34 (18 N., 9 W.). They have worked over 15 to 20 acres
of gravel. As shown in the pit, there is-

good
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Section oj Clover Leaf Pit.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.
Soil ....................................................... 1 to 3

Sand and graveL .......................................... 18 to 20
Boulder clay and boulders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
Bed rock.................................................. . .....

In the edge of the terrace near the river there is another deposit of gravel at. least 40 feet t.hick and several acres in extent.
The deposits seem much alike, ar-e bot.h of excellent. quality and
are near one another, but the railroad gravel is above that. by the
rIver. The railway pit is on a rock, the south end of Silver
Island. The island is three or four miles long from north to south
and about one mile wide. Several gravel pits have been opened in
the deposits along this ridge. In the railway pit there are a few
boulders and considerable sand. In one region of the pit a great
many clay boulders are found. They are composed of different
kinds of variet.ies of boulder clay, and reach a size of two and a
half to three feet..
The George Towell pit., on the northeast of 28 (18 N., 8 W.),
near the falls of Wabash Mill Crook, shows 2 to 3 feet of soil and
clay and 10 to 12 feet of g0'od gravel to water. The gravel extends considerably below the level of the rock at. the falls, and
may be in an ancient channel. About. t.hree acres have been
worked over and there i" as much more available. Quite as much
gravel goes from this pit into Mill Creek Township as is used in
Fulton Township.
The falls in Wabash Mill Creek are caused by a stratum of
hard, blue limestone, seven t0' nine feet thick, that rests on a bed
0'f shale. It might make good r0'ad material and is more promising t.han [my other I saw in the county. A large area could be w0'rked witho~t the expense of stripping.

Mill Creek Township.
The surface of the township is quite uniform, there being no
large st.reams and but little broken ground. The supply of gravei
is rather scanty.
.
M. Little's pit, on the northwest of 27 (18 N., 8 W.), contains two or three acres of gravel perhaps 10 feet thick. It-is of
fairly good quality and many think it the best in the township.

is

812
The Reath pit, on the southwest of 32 (19 N., 7 W.), neal'
steam Corner, has been sunk about 15 feet to water. The gravp,l
below water level is of good quality, but the depth is not known.
Some gravel from the bed of :Mill Creek is used in repairing roada.
The township gets gravel from Fulton, Van Buren and J acksou
Townships.
Limestone from a quarry near Yeddo, on the southwest quarter
of section 7 (18 N., 7 W.), has been used to some extent for i~
proving roads. The rock is hard, but it splits into flakes, thin and
wide, not a very good form for road material. The mile or so of
road improved with it is not ideal, but it does not seem to have
been well made, so that the material has not had a good chance to
show its fitness.

Van. Buren T07JJTU;;hip.
Veedersburg is the chief town of the township, and Coal Creek,
with its valley, are the dominant features in the topography. In
the banks and bed of the creek there are sandstones, shales and
coal. There is also an abundance of boulder clay, with large
quantities of sand and gravel.
Near Stone Bluff, John M. ]\.feeker has a gravel pit on thb
northwest of the northwest of 19, and two on the southeast. of 18
(20 N., 7 W.). Apparently the gravel is abundant, but nothing
very definite is known as to its extent or depth. It only make:>
a medium 'quality of road material. Stream gravel, mainly from
Coal Creek, is used to some extent in this township. On section
12 (19 N., 8 W.), southwest of Veedersburg, there is a great mass
of gravel in the edge of the terrace or bluff. James Songer and
Richard Hatfield have pits in this deposit. The pits show 1 to 2
feet of soil and clay and 15 to 20 of. gravel exposed. There are
some boulders and considerable sand, but in gene:ral the materiai
is very good for road building. There are probably 50 or 60
acres in the deposit, and it may go deep below water level. There
is gravel on. the southwest quarter of the section, and also at
places along the railway between Stone Bluff and Veedersburg.
Volney Patton, on section 24 (19 N., 8 W.), and William Dice,
on the west half of section 19 (19 N., 7 W.), each have an abundance of good gravel. In general it is abundant along Coal Creek.
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Richlamd Towllship.
This township extends thrQugh tQwnship 20 and three sections
into 21 north, and is in ranges 6 and 7 west. It is drained by
the branches of Big Shawnee and Coal creeks, but the valleys are
not deep and the surface is quite uniform. Considerable of the
gravei used fO'r road purPQses is taken from the beds Qf' the
streams. Sand and gravel are widely distributed, but there is
very little first-class rQad material in the township.
JQhn Neal, on section 26 (20 N., 7 W.)., has a large depooit Qf
graveJ, 10 to 12 feet thick, but it is rather fine for road material. Several miles of road have been improved from this de-posit, and there are several acres left f<!r future use.
Will Gallagher's pit on sectiQn 19 (20 N., 6 W.), shows much
the same material as is fQlmd in the Neal pit, but it is oonsiderably thicker as Qpened. Sand of gO'Qd quality for plastering or
cenient wQrk is ltbundant in this deposit. The Broderick pit, on
section 21, is in a deposit of twO' O'r three acres of medium marerial, about 12 feet thick. The Keyte pit, O'n section 17, a~d the
Ooon pit, on section 7 (20 N., 6 W.) ; the Parnell pit, on section
19, and the Dodge pit, on 21 (21 N., 6 W.), all furnish material
Qf a medium quality. The, Bookwalter pit, on sectiQn 2 (20 N.,
7 W.), is in a depQsit of several acres of what is called gQod road
material. The soil and clay are from 4 to' 6 feet thick above 8
feet of graveL It can nO't be worked with ml~ch profit.

Cain Township.
This township is drained by a branch of Ooal Oreek. HillsbO'rO' is the chief town. There is cQnsiderable sand and gravel in
the township, but it makes Qnly fair road material.
Jake Hesleve, on the southwest quarter of section 27 (19 N.,
7 'V.), has four or five acres of fairly gO'od road material, and
. Joe Glascock, on the southwest O'f 10, has several acres of sand
and gravel, but the sand predO'minates, sO' that the deposit dQes
riot yield first-class road material. It is, however, about as good
as the township affords.
JO'el Tinsley, on the southwest qllarter of section 7 (19 N., 6
W.), has an abundance of sand and gravel, hut as a whQle it is
too fine fQr first-class road mftterial. The sand is said to be g~
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for concrete work. The bank run material makes a fairly good
road--one that beats a clay road out of sight. J esse Brant, on
the southeast quarter of section 8, and Charles Armentrout, on the
northeast of 21 (19 N., 6 W.), each has several acres of sand and
gravel. The sand is of good quality and there is some good gravel,
whic.h could be had by screening. H. S. Edwards, on the southwest quarter of section 5, has 5 or 6 feet of gravel to water, but
little is known of how much there may be below water level. The
material is of good quality. Gravel from the streams is used extensively for road building in this township, and is called good.·

Jackson Township.
This township comprises township 18 north, ranges 6 and 7
west. Sugar Mill Creek flows southwesterly across its area. The
suface is somewhat broken along the creek, but in general is undulating. Wallace, just south of the cente,r, is the chief town. GOod
road material is not common.
Jonathan Cunningham, on the southeast quarter of section 26
(18 N., 7 W.), has an abundance of sand and gravel. The material is of good quality, .but too fine for first-cla8s road material.
This deposit contains the best material in the neighborhood and
supplies large quantities to the southwestern portion of the township, sending 80me into Parke County.
The Carter graveJ. pit, on the southea8t quarter of section 13, is
a large, shallow pit, with about 8 feet of medium road material.
There are perhaps six acres in the deposit. It makes fairly good
roads, but does not wear very well. Columbus Young, on section 12, has several acres of sand and gravel. Some portions of
this deposit yield very good road material.
Jacob Bowman, on the' southwest of 17 (18 N., 6 W.), has an
abundance of good gravel, but it is under 4 to 6 feet of soil and
clay, so that it is difficult to work. Much of the road from Wallace north to Hillsboro was built from the J. B. West bank, on the
northwest of the northwest of section 6 (18 N., 6 W.), but this
bank has not been in use for Beveral years. There are some deposits of gravel about Wallaoo and at other places in the township, but none of milch importance have been opened. Jackson
Township uses considerable stream gravel.
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MONTGOMERY OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ..................... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
50S
Population in 1900 ........ :..................................... 29,388
827
Miles of public roads ..................... " .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .
450
Miles of improved roads ....... '" .... , ............. '" ... ... .. .
Percentage of roads improved ....................... " .. .. .. .. .
54.4
450
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles improved with crushed stone ..................... , ... .... None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1,500
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $675,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$4()()
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
10
First improved roads built.....................................
1879
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
10
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority ................................ B. F. Carmen, Connty Auditor

Montgomery Oount;}'", in the western part of Indiana, is bounded
on the north by Tippecanoe Oounty, on the west by Fountain
and Parke counties, on the south by Parke and Putnam, and on
the east by Hendricks, Boone and Olin ton counties. The county
is regular in form, extending through townships 17, 18, 19 and
20 north, and ranges 3, 4, 5 and the east half of 6 west.
Sugar Oreek, flowing southwesterly througp the central portion
of the county, drains the greater part into the Wabash. Ooal
Oreek drains the northwestern portion, and Raccoon Oreek the
Muthern portions. There is considerable broken country along
Sugar Oreek, but in general the surface of the count;}'" is a gently
undulating plain.
Gravel is widely distributed over Montgomery Oounty. There
are no great deposits, such as occur in the terraces of the Wabash,
but there are large numbers of comparatively small deposits that
may be kames or fr'agments of eskers. Deposits along the streams
that may seem to be terraces are in many cases kames that the
streams have disclosed and which are the chief source of the sand
and gravel in the stream beds. There are many deposits of
"water gravel," occupying channels or basins of various depths and
covered with more or less soil and clay.
In the southern part of the county there are several outcrops
of rock that would probably make valuable road material. Some
quarries have been opened, but none were found in operation.
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Buga.r Creelc Township.
This township is in the northeastern part, of the county. There
is considerable good gravel in the bed of Sugar Creek, which
bounds the township for four or five miles on the snutheast. E.
Russell's gravel bank, on the northwest nf the southeast nf 34 (20
N., 3 W.), is a large pit in a deposit several acres in extent. As
opened the gravel is only about 15 feet thick, but is thought to
be much thicker. This pit yields good road material.
In the central pnrtion of the township many pits have been
opened in an old esker. William Fisher, on the northeast of the
southwest of section 22; Benj amin Stitt, on the northwest of the
northwest of 27; Wm. H. Marts, on the nnrtheast of the northeast of 28; Marion Holloway, on the southwest of the nnrthwest
of 28; Wm. H. Marts, on the southwest of the northeast of 29,
and Mrs. Corbin, on the southeast. of the nnrtheast nf 29 (20 N.,
3 W.), all have gravel pits in the esker, and each has an abundance of good road material. There is a deposit of water gravel
on the west half of the nnrthwest quarter nf section 34 (20 N., 3
W.), knnwn tn be from 30 to 40 feet thick. Its area is nnt
known. In quality the material seems to be good.
Mrs. Betty Bowers, on the northwest nf 10, has a deposit of
gravel that is 3 or 4: feet down to water, the depth below water
level not being known. It is called good road material. Grant
Gray, on the southwest of the southeast of section 7, has a large
deposit of water gravel. There are from 6 tn 8 feet of gravel to
water and at least 20 feet below water level. This deposit is also
said to yield good road material.

Madisorn Township.
This township is largely prairie land. Stingley's gravel pit, on
the southwest of the northeast nf section 11 (20 N., 4 W.), is
in a deposit several acres in extent, and shows soil and clay 1 to 3
feet, gravel to water, 8 to 10 feet. The depth belnw water level
is said to be 25 to 30 feet. The material is said to make good
roads. Harry C. Shobe, on the northwest nf the nnrthwest of
section 1, has considerable gravel of a medium quality. The Harrigan pit, on the northwest of the southwest of 17, is in a large
deposit, 25 to 30 acreS in extent, but the quality is only fair.
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The Elijah Bowers pit, on the north half of seciion 13; that
of James Gayley, on the southeast of the southeast Gf 15, and one
belonging to James Booth, on the southwest of the sGuthwest of
22 (20 N., 4 W.), have all been worked down to water level.
There seems iG be an abundance of good gravel in this region, but
no one seems willing to undertake the getting of it out by machinery from below water level.

Coal Creek Township.
This is a large township, six miles north and south by nme
miles east and west. Sand and gravel are well distributed,
Thomas Cook's bank, on the northwest Gf section 14 (20 N., 5
W.), is in quite a large deposit, many acres in extent. As Gpened,
this pit showsSection of the Cook Bank.
1.

2.
3.

Feet.

Soil and clay.............................................. 3 to 4
Fine sand ..................................................
3
Good gravel ............................................... 15 to 18

There are a few boulders in this deposit, but the material is of
excellent. qualit.y, makes good roads and wears well. Thomas
Grantham, on the sGutheast of the sout.heast of sect.ion 3, has a
gravel pit in the t.op of a hil1. There are abGut. 18 feet of gravel
exposed in the pit, but. it is thought to run much deeper. The
deposit seems to be four or five acres in extent. It is called good
gravel. On the northeast of the southeast of 9 (20 N., 5 W.), in
the edge of the town of New Richmond, Mr. H. K. Lee has taken
out a great quant.ity of water gravel. The pit shows 1 to' 4 feet
of black soil and clay, the» 20 feet. of gravel in wat.er. The
material is rat.her fine, but is said to' make good roads. It is at
present extensively used in repairing roads in the vicinity. .J ame3
Tribby, from his pit on the nO'rtheast O'f 10, furnishes gravel to
t.he rapway and to the township.
Clarkson's pit, Gn the northwest of the southwest. of 6 (20 N.,
5 W.), is in a deposit of several acres in extent. As opened, it
shows---'Feet;.

1.

2.

Soil and clay ................................................. 1 to 3
Gravel exposed ......... '. , ....... , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15

There is some fine sand and cGnsiderable good road material.
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The Meharry pit, on the southwest of section 2, and Arthur
Evans's pit on the southeast of section 3 (20 N., 6 W.), are in
the banks and bed of Coal Creek. They find a good gravel in each
locality. Some people in·this region consider the stream gravel
the best road material.
The Cottrell pit, on the soruthwest of the southwest of section
15 (20 N., 6 W.), is in water gravel, 20 to 30 feet thick. There
are at least three acres of gravel. On the northwest of section
26 there is a great hill of sand and gravel owned by Mr. Lawson.
The pit has not been in use for some years. Gravel has been
furnished to the township from the following localities: The
Dewey place, on the northeast of the southeast of section 2 (20
N., 5W.) ; the Beach place, on the southeast of the northwest of
11; the Crane place, on the southeast of the southwest of 23, and
the Hornell place, on the northeast of the northeast of 13 (20 N.,
6 W.) ; also from the- southeast of the southwest of 35, the southeast of the southwest of 22, and the northwest of the southwest of
25, the northeast of the northwest. of 29, the northwest of the
southeast (\f 36 (20 N., 5 W.), and from several other tracts of
land.
Wayne 1'o'UJnship.

Sand and gravel are well distributed over this township, but
there are no large deposits, and the gravel is generally only a
medium quality of road materia1. The following named persons
have furnished gravel to the township: J ames Rivers, from the
southwest quarter of section 3; Howard Yaughn, from the southeast of 12; James Switzer, from the northwest of the southwest
of 32, and Philip Biddle, from the. north half of the northwest
of 9 (19 N., 5 W.); F. M. Harvey, from the south half of the
northeast quarter of section 22; W. H. Munn, from the southeast of 26; Meda Ball, from the southeast of 31 (19 N., 6 W.),
and others at different times. In this township but very little
creek gravel is used.
Ripley Township.

This township is bounded on the southeast by Sugar Oreek, and
has considerable broken land along th"at. stream. There is quite
a quantity of good gravel within its area.
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J. W. Taylor, on the northwest of the northwest of section 8,
and Francis Thompson, on the southwest of the southeast of 4 (18
N., 5 W.), have great quantities of excellent road material. IDysses Wright, on the east half of the east half of 30, has also an
abundance of good road material.
James R. Gilkey, on the east half of the northwest quarter of 17,
has 30 to 40 acres of good sand and gravel, and there is an abundance of good gravel on the north half of the southwest of 19 and
on the northwest O'f 16 (18 N., 5 W.). This deposit is in the
bluff of a little creek and is of considerable depth. Mr. Gilkey
says that it is at least 40 feet thick. There is considerable cemented gravel in this deposit. The sand fO'und in it is especially
good for concrete work.
ThO'mas A. Herron, on the southwest of the northeast of section 10; Hannah Dochterman, on the south half O'f the nO'rthwest
of 10; N. R. Meyers, O'n the northeast O'f 15; F. M. HO'lman, on
the southeast of 35, and Benjamin P. Earl, on the northwest of the
northwest of 36 (18 N., 6 W.), each has an abundance of good
road material. J oh:n Ammerman, on the northeast of the northeast of 26, has a large pit in a depO'sit of only fair quality.
There are only 8 to' 10 feet of gravel, and the 3 to 5 feet of soil
covering it makes the working difficult.
Un,£on T01umhip.
This township is twelve miles long from north to' south and
about nine miles wide. The city of Crawfordsville is near its
center. The township is well supplied with graveL
There is a large deposit. of sand and gravel near the center of
section 28 (19 N., 4 W.). The Vandalia Railway Company
opened a large pit in this deposit alongside their road. G. W.
Stafford opened a pit along-the wagO'n-rO'ad to the east, and William Stitt has twO' pits in the same deposit which must be at least
40 acres in extent. As exposed in the pits, this gravel is O'nly 18
to 20 feet thick, but it is known to' be considerably thicker. This
material is of gO'od quality, makes a good road and wears, well.
J. R. Carpenter, on the west half of the northwest O'f 22 (19
N., 4 W.), has 15 to 20 acres of excellent road material. It has
been worked to a depth of 30 feet. On the south part of section

•
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14 there is a great body of sand, with some good gravel. TheVandalia people once opened a pit on this section. AI. B. Smith,
George Downing and Ella Flannigan each have pits in this de!,osit. The material is of good quality~ but is mainly sand rather
than gravel, and should be screened before using.
. J. J. Diluter, on section 36.; John Swank, on the east half of
the northwest of 23; William Loffiand, on the southeast of 7, and
James Butcher, on section 5 (19 N., 4 W.), furnished good gravel
to the township. Large numbers of gravel deposits in the north
part of Union Township seem to' be kames or deposits of somewhat similar origin. On sections 1 and 12 (18 N., 4 W.), there
is a large body of sand and gravel. Jehu Chadwick, on the
southwes,t quarter of 1; Wm. Stafford, on the southeast of 12, and
Otis Stafford, on the northeast of 12 (18 N., 4 W.), have pits in
this deposit. The gravel is only 15 to 20 feet thick to shale.
There is some fine sand in these pits, but good gravel largely predominates.
Charles Smith, near the center of section 3 (18 N., 4 W.), furnishes large quantities of gravel to the township. Henry Davidson, on the east half of the northeast of 33,' has a large pit. It
has furnished large quantities of gravel for the last eight years.
The deposit is perhaps four acres in extent, and from 10 to 12
feet thick.
J. C. Walters, on the north half of the southwest quarter of
27, has quite a large pit worked down 8.or 10 feet to. water. A
little to one side in the bed of a small stream a deposit of water
gravel was recently discovered. A scoop was installed and gravel
is being taken out to a depth of 20 feet. The material seems
rather fine for road purpose8. There is some medium gravel on
the southeast of the southwest of 32, and on the northwest of the
southwest of 36 (18 N., 4 W.). Conside!l"able quantities of
gravel are taken from the bed of Sugar Creek for use in improving roads. During the year 1904 Union Township paid over 60
different persons for gravel for road improvement.
I-'--"--::-';""''':-~-

--'--',

Franklin Township.

-:-Y:-:

'i

ii'

'~"-!'-_

;r~,,---q'""'--''TICCT"TI1-'''c;1~

This is township 19 north. Darlington is the chief town.
Charles Welvier, on the north half of section 8 (19 N., 3 W.)~
near the west line of Darlington, has a quantity of good 'sand and
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gravel. As opened, there are about 20 feet of gravel exposed.
The deposit probably contains several acres. Clayton Cox, on the
southwest of the southwest of 4, has a pit that seems to be about
worked out. There may be some gravel below water level.
Miller's pit, on the northwest of 23, is in quite an extensive
deposit of very good road material. Several miles of good road
have been made from this pit. Mount's pit, on the east half of
the southwest of 27, is in a "large deposit of fairly good road
material.
The Elmore pit on the west half of the northeast quarter of
section 33 (19 N., 3 W.), is in a deposit of gravel that has an extent of about three aeres.As opened the gravel is about 12 feet
thick. The material shows considerable sand, a few rotten stones
and some small boulders. It makes a fairly good road but does
not wear very well.
On the west half of the northwest quarter of section 34 (19 N.,
3 W.), are two gravel hills known as the Castor Mounds. The
larger mound is somewhat conical in shape, about 40 feet high and
250 feet in diameter at the base. It seems to be composed of sand
and gravel. On its slopes there are several great granite boulders.
Just east is another mound or hill of wider area but not more than
25 to 30 feet high. It also seems to be composed of sand and
gravel and there are many large boulders upon its slopes.

Walnnt TOl1mship.
This is township 18 north, and is not very wen supplied with
gravel. "\V. W. Ward has five or six acres of gravel on the northwest quarter of the southeast of section 7 (18 N., 3 W.). The pit
as opened shows:
Feet.

1.
2.

Soil and clay ....... '.................•........... " ......... 3 to 5
Sand and gravel to shale ............. " .............. , ..... 12 to 14

The sand is good for plastering and cement work and cons,iderable good road material is present. The Fletcher pit, on the east
half of the southwest of 7 and the I,ockridge pit on the east half
of the southeast of 8, yield an abundance of gravel about the
same in quality as that from Ward's pit.
The Bruce pit is on the southeast of the northwes-t of 14 (18 N.,
3 W.). The deposit seems to be several acres in extent and, as
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opened, the gravel is about 12 feet thick. There is some water
gravel in an adjoining creek bed. In each case the quality seems
good, but the material is too fine for good road material, and
should be screened before being used. William Miller's pit, on the
southwest of section 12 (18 N., 3 W.), as opened, shows:

Feet.
1. Soil and clay ........................... _................... 3 to 5
2. Good gravel to wuter ............. : .......................... 3 to 10
3. As tested under water. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ... ... ... .
20

It is not thought to be a very extensive bed. The material contains too much sand for first-class road material, and if used
should be screened.
There is some gravel on the northwest quarter of section 24,
on the southeast of 12 (18 N., 3 W.), and at other localities in the
township. On the southwest of the southwest of 5 John Ward has
a deposit ocf water gravel under from two to five feet of soil and
clay. It is thought to be several acres in extent.
Olarrk Township.

This township is in the southeast portion of the county, and is
township 17 north. Ladoga is the chief town. At different places
along Raccoon Oreek there are extensive deposits of sand and
gravel. On the northwest of section 2 (17 N., 3 W.) there is a
deposit in which Mr. Standiford has a pit and on the northeast of
the same section Mr. Tipton has another. Nothing definite is
known as to the extent or depth of this depof>it. It must be at
least 40 to 50 acres in area and as opened shows about 10 feet
of gravel to water. Sand predominates in this deposit, but there
is some good road material present.
On the north half of section 3 (17 N., 3 W.) there is an extensive grave] pit opened by the railway on Dan Myers' land. F.
W. Baldwin's pit on the west half of the northeast of 9 is also
in the valley of Raccoon Oreek. In each of these pits the material is abundant and of good quality, but contains too much sand
for first-class road material, and should, therefore, be screened
before using.
Sam Otterman, on the west half of the northeast of 22, furnishes considerable gravel to the township, which is said to make
fairly good roads.
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Nathan Hulett, on the northeast of 34, has a large deposit
of water gravel. Nothing very definite is known as to its area
or depth, but it is thought tG be extensive. It is called good
material. This township gets some material from Scott Township on the west.

Scott Township.
On the southeast of the southwest of section 13 (17 N., 4 W.)
James KnGx has perhaps' 20 acres of gravel. As opened, the
gravel is about 12 feet thick, but is known to run much deeper.
On the northwest of the northeast of 24, James Danewood has a
large deposit of gravel, much like that of Mr. Knox, on the other
side of the creek. In each case the gravel is of good quality.
Albert Goodbar has plenty of gravel on the southwest of the
- northeast of 27, but the bank has not been opened for several
years. David Britt., on the north half of section 26, has an abundance of both bank gravel and stream gravel of good quality; J.
W. Foster, on the northwest Gf 33, also has quantities of stream
gravel. On the northeast of the northwest of 5 (17 N., 4 W.)
there is a shallow deposit of water gravel about 12 feet deep
and of good quality, but rather fine. Good road material is rather
scanty in the western part of Scott Township.

Brown Township.
This township is in the southwestern portion of the county. It
is drained by Indian Oreek and several branches of Raccoon
Oreek. There is considerable broken land along the streams. The
Township is not very well supplied with gravel.
On the northwest of '7 (1'7 N., 5 W.) Mr. R. Kirkendall has an
abundance of good road material. On the southwest of the northwest of 9 I.ee Mottens has some good gravel, and Walter Grimes,
on the northeast of the southeast of 35, has also quantities of good
gravel. The Gorman pit on the west half of the northeast of
15 supplies only a medium grade of gravel. The township gets
some gravel from pit~ to the south in Putnam Oounty. It also
uses considerable stream gravel, which many think is very good.
Owing to the scarcity of gravel, Brown Township has.,tried some
stone for roads. On the north half of the northeast of 18 (1'7 N.,
5 W.) a limestone quarry was opened and a crusher installed.
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Stone was broken and some road was built. The road IS not
satisfactory but the fault seems to be in the construction rather
than in the material used. The crusher did not run the second
year. In the quarry there are several thin layers of hard limestone, but much the greater part is soft, clayey limestone. Doubtless each rock would make a fairly good road, but the harder would
wear the better.
On the southeast of the southeast of·34 (17 N., 6 W.) there is
another quarry, on the land of J. E. Oldshoe. It was opened and
operated for several years by a Terre Haute company. The material produced was used in making roads in the Terre Haute
Cemetery. It was also used in South Bend, in New Market, in
Waveland, Rockville and other places, giving good satisfaction.
The quarry has a face, as opened, of from 25 to 30 feet. Thereare several different strata that vary in texture and thickness,
and the strata vary in different parts of the quarry. A series of
specimens designed to represent the average of the quarry. were
sent to the Laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
for various tests, the results of the physical tests being as follows:
Results of Physical Tests oj Mitchell [,imestone from Oldshoe Quarry near
Waveland, Montgomery County. *

Specific gravity.... .. . . .. .. .. . ..
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs,.) 1G5.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 1.35
Per cent 0,' wear..............
3.9

French coefficient of wear. 10.2
Hardness ................. -5.2
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Oementing value-Dry. .. . 23
Wet.... 43

A (hc:nical analysis of the specimens was made at the same
labor;; !'jry, with the following results:
Chemical AWt.l!fsis of Mitchell Limestone from Old.~lwe Quarry, near Waveland,
Montgomery County.
Per cent.
Silica (Si02) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.00
Iron oxide (Fe2 0.) ...............................................
.50
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 54.10
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 2.17
Loss on ignition ............................... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42.06

Total,.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 99.83

The quarry was not in operation during the season of 1905.
-For standa I'd of comparison

S0e

p. 79.
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VERMILLION OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ....................................... " ..
255
Population in 1900............................................. 15,252
Miles of public roads... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ... . . . .. . .. .. .. .
800
300
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved..................................
aQ.5
Miles improved with gravel. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300
Miles improved with crushed stone .......... '" ............ " .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,800
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $540,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. ...
$50
Miles improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ... " . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
20
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
20
Satisfactiol). of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. ... Good
Authority .................................. H. T. Payne, County Auditor

Vermillion Oount(Y is in the central western part of Indiana.
It is bounded on the north by Warren Oounty, on the west by
Illinois, on the south by Vigo Oounty, and on the east by Parke
and Fountain counties, from ~hich it is separated by the Wabash
River. The county is about 35 miles long from north to south
and has an average width of about seven miles. It consists of extensive flood plains along the Wabash, a wide terrace of sand and
gravel and the uplands on the west. The uplands rise to an elevation of about 200 feet above the river. The county is drained
by Spring and Jordan creeks, Big and Little Vermillion rivers,
and Raccoon, Norton's, Feather and Brouilett's creeks, all flowing
into the Wabash River.
The county is divided into five civil townships, viz., Highland
Township in the north part, with about 60 miles of gravel road;
Eugene Township, with 40 miles of improved roads ; Vermillion
Township, with 40 miles of gravel road; Helt Township, with 100
miles of gravel road, and Olinton Township, with about 50 miles
of improved roads. The gravel deposits of the county are found
mainly in the river terraces and along the larger streams.
N Mthern Pm'tim/' of the Oounty.

In the northern part of the county a pit has been opened on the
Talbot land, in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarte'r
of secdon 4 (19 N., 9 W.), on the bank of Spring Creek. The
deposit seems to be a continuation of beds in the southern part
4O-Geo!ogy.
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of Warren County. There al'e three to eight feet of soil and sand,
then 12 to 15 feet of gravel in the pit"" Wells in the neighborhood
show that the bed of gravel is at least 30 to 40 feet thick. There
are several hundred acres of sand and gravel in this region, a large
portion of which seems to be gravel. The gravel exposed in the pit
was of the first quality.
The next gravel pit south is on the northeast quarter of the
southeast quarter of 21 (19 N., 9 W.), on J acoh Doring's land.
The deposit is only 3 or 4 acres in extent and is from 15 to 18 feet
thick, as shown in the pit. _.Lt yields good road material. Gravel
from this pit goes north and south and several miles to the west.
Philander Goff has water gravel on the southeast quarter of section 'I (19 N., 9 W.), the gravel being about 10 feet thick to
clay. E. Shute, northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 16; J. R. Dunlap, southwest quarter of the northwest quarter
of section 16, and David Talbot, on the southwest quarter of section 4 (19 N., 9 W.), each have water gravel. The material
makes fairly good road, but is rather fine grained.
Considerable gravel for road bu,ilding has been taken from Coal
Creek, a branch of the Big Vermillion. It is said to make a good
road, but does not pack as well as that from the pits.
The Hicks gravel pit, on the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 28 (19 N., 9 W.), near Perrysville, yields
good gravel and is in a deposit which appears to be several acres
in extent. There are also gravel pits on the northeast quarter of
section 32, and on section 33, with an abundance of gravel. These
pits are near the head of a broad terrace that extends for several
miles toward the south, practically to Newport, on the Little Vermillion River.
Buzzard's gravel pit, on the northeast quarter of the southwest
quarter of section 5 (18 N., 9 W.), shows 2 or 3 feet of soil and
8 or 10 feet of gravel. The deposit runs much deeper, as shown \
by *ells in the neighborhood. This pit furnishes good road material. There are no gravel pits along the terrace between Buzzard's
pit and Eugene, but gravel is abundant, and many miles of road
have been improved with gravel from the sides of the road. There
is some gravel on James Fleming's place, on section 20 (18 N.,
10 W.)~ in the banks of the Big Vermillion, and the~ are several
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other small deposits along this river. There is also some good
gravel in the bed of the stream, but the quantity is small Its compared with that in the terrace.
Dr. E. A. Flaugher has a gravel pit on the northeast quarter of
the southeast quarter of section 30 (18 N., 9 W.), from which.
three or four miles of road have been improved.

Vicinity of Eugene and Cayuga,.
There is an abundance, of gravel about Eugene and Cayuga,
especially on the northeast quarter of section 31 (18 N., 9 W),
near Eugene, and on the northeast quarter of section 6 and the
southeast quarter of section 5 (17 N., 9 W.), south of Cayuga.
All of these contain good gravel. In Cayuga, alongside the Clover
Leaf Railway, there is a pit. Between Cayuga and Newport, or
between the I.-ittle and Big Vermillion rivers, there is a broa·d
gravel terrace. Gravel occurs in the banks and bed of the creek
on the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 8, and
there is a pifnear the north line of the northeast quarter of section
17 (17 N., 9 W.). W. H. Dallas has a pit. on the northwest quarter of section 16 and Joe Morehead one on the east side of the
railway on section 26 (17 N., 9 W.). William Coffa and others
have also gr:vel pits on section 28 of the same township.
Newport, on section 26 (17 N., 9 W.), is underlain with gravel.
West of Newport, in the bluffs of Little Vermillion River, on the
northwest quarter of section 30, Arthur Betson has an abundance
of good gravel. Isaac N. Sager also has a pit on section 31, and
Mr. Skidmore has one on the southeast quarter of the northeast
quarter of section 29 (17 N., 9 W.). From Newport south to
Hillsdale there is practically no gravel along the river, as the flood
plain reaches the bluff, cutting out the terrace.

Southern Portion of Oounty.
The Highland gravel pit, on the southeast quarter of section 27,
(16 N., 9 W.), and the Alta gravel pit, on the southwest quarter
of section 2 (15 N., 9 W.), furnish a good quality of gravel, much
of which goes to Dana and other points in the western part of the
county. The James pit and Strangs pit, in the central part of
section 8 (15 N., 9 W.), on Norton's Creek, yield an abundance

•
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of good gravel. From' Alta southward to the county line the terrace is well developed and gravel and sand are abundant. A. L.
Mack, on the southeast quarter of section 15 and the northeast
quarter of section 22 (15 N., 9 W.), has plenty of good gravel, the
. deposit being supposed to be at least 90 feet thick. Mr. Stutzman
has an extensive gravel pit on the north half of section 23. There
are also two pits at Summit Grove, section 26 (15 N., 9 W.),
owned by Albert, and Oharles Miller. The gravel about Summit
Grove is especially good for road purposes. It is of good quality
and large quantities are composed of grains of uniform size, like
beans, and all solid, mainly of granite with some limestone.
John Strain has an extensive sand pit on the north half of section 34 (15 N., 9 W.). The material is especially fine, being
nearly pure quartz. There is a gravel pit. about the center of
section 10 (14 N., 9 W.). In this deposit theTe is considerable
cemented gravel.
The town of Olinton is largely underlain with gravel, and it
also is abundant in sect.ions 21, 22, 27 and 34 (14 N., 9 W.).
Pits have been opened on the Whitcomb place, section 27, and '
on the Wm. Morley place, section 34. In general the gravel is of
good quality and practically unlimited in quantity. There is some
gravel along the bluffs of Brouilett's Oreek. The RdtJertson bank,
on the southwest quarter of section 11, and· Shew's bank, on the
northwest quarter of section 18 (14 N., 9 W.) ; Stafford's pit, on
the southeast quarter of section 15 (14 N., 10 W.), and others
furnish a medium qualit.y of gravel, but it is not as abundant as
on the terrace farther east.
The roads in the western part of Vermillion Oounty have been
built partly from local bank gravel, partly from stream gravel,
but largely of material from pits on the terrace. Gideon Jackson
has a gravel pit on the northeast quarter of section 15; Benj.
J ones one on the northwest quarter of section 11, and J. L. Smith
one on the west. half of the northeast quarter of section 15 (14
'N., 10 W.).
Some roads have been built of slag from the old Indiana blast
furnace on the southwest quarter of section 23 (14 N., 10 W.).
The slag as a foundation was covered with gravel. Oonsiderable
stream gravel is also used for improving roads in the Elouthwestern
portion of the CQUnty.
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PARKE OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ...... , ......................... , ......... ,
453
Pupulation in 1900 ........ , ......................... , ......... , 23,000
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,200
Miles of improved roads..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
Percentage uf. roa~s improved ............................ · .... ·
50
Miles improved with gravel. ............... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580
20
Miles improved with crushed stone.................. . . . . . . . . . . .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ........ , ......... , $1,500
Average original cost of stone roads pel' mile .............. , .... , $2,000
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $910,000
Annual cost of repairs pel' mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$40
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 year.s old. . . .. . . .
$30
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905 .... , ......... , .. .. .
50
First improved roads built. ................... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1867
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . . .
50
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority .. , ......... , ......... , ......... Henry Grubb, Oounty Auditor

Parke County is bounded on the north by Montgome1ry and
Fountain counties, on the west by Vermillion Oounty, from which
it is separated by the Wabash River, on the south by Vigo and
Clay Counties, and on the east by Putnam and Montgomery
counties. The surface varies in elevation from 474 to 800 feet
above tide. It is drained by Sugar Creek and Big Raccoon Creek,
with Hs branches, Little Raccoon, Iron and Leatherwood creeks.
The flood plain and terrace are from 1 to 2 miles wide along the
Wabash River, and there is considerable flood plain and terrace in
the valley of the Big Raccoon. Along these streams there is much
broken country and many rock exp()sures. There is, an abundance
of sand and gravel in the to: _d.Ces along the river and in the valley of the Raccoon, but over much of the count.y gravel is wanting.

Liberty ToU;nship.
This township is in the northwest portion of the county, bordering on the river. Coal Cre€k from Fountain County flows across
sections 1, 2 and 3 (17 N., 9 W.), in the extreme northwest of
the township, Wabash Mill Creek flows across the township a
little west of the center and Rush C:reek drains the central portion. Lodi, on Coal Creek, is situated on a ridge of gravel in section 2, and there is a large deposit. owned by D. Shirk on section
~.
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3, next to the river. There is here at le,ast 30 to 40 acres of
gravel, some of it 40 feet thick to water level. From Lodi southeasterly to Howard, on the southwest quarter of section i8 (17
N., 8 W.), there is an abundance of sand with occasional deposits
of gravel, as at Miller's place, northwest quarter of section 12,
and Elijah Lewman's place, on the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 13 (17 N., 9 W.). About Lodi and in
Lewman's pit the gravel is of excellent quality. Nothing definite
is known as to the extent of the deposit at Lewman's. It seems to
be a gravel hill surrounded and partly covered with dune sand.
The Leonard bank, the Picard bank and the Church bank, on
the northeast quarter of section 18 (17 N., 8 W.) are near How"
ard, along Wabash Mill Creek. David Commons has two banks,
one on the west half of the southeast quarter of section 15, the
other on the west half of the northeast quarter of section 22 (17
N., 8 W.), both in the valley of Rush Creek. The gravel is of
good quality but not as abundant as about Lodi and Howard.
The east part of the township gets gravel from the Towell bank,
in Fountain County, and from the Wolf and Millikan banks, in
Penn Township,· Parke County. Gravel from the beds of the
larger streams is sometimes used in road building, but it is not
considered as good as bank gravel. There is some gravel in section 32 (17 N., 8 W.), but in general it is covered deep with
boulder clay and can be worked only along the outcrop.
Reser1,e Township.

This township borders the Wabash River. Montezuma, in the
southwestern part, is the chief town. S"ugar Creek flows across the
northwestern part of the township and Leatherwood across the
southeastern portion. The terrace in this township is about 1%
miles wide and deeper than the deepest wells. On the north half
of section 6 (16 N., 8 W.) there is some gravel, but it is under
considerable clay and is not considered good road material. Near
West Union, on the south half of seotion '" Mr. Linebarger has
opened several gravel pits Jllong the terrace. He claims to have
300 or more acres of sand and gravel, and that he can get good
gravel wherever it is convenient to open a pit. Nothing is known
about the depth of this deposit. The gravel is of good quality, but
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is rather fine and is not considered as good road material as that
found farther south in the same terrace.
The Adams pit, on section 1.9, and the Vestel pit, on the southwest quarter of section 30 (16 N., 8 W.), show abundance of
gravel about like that in the Linebarger pits. The 0., H. & D.
Railway has also a large gravel pit on the west ha1£ of section 31.
The gravel as exposed in the pit is about 30 feet deep and of good
quality. In the north part of Monte'zuma, on the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 26 (16 N., 9 W.), there is
an extensive pit, which yields excellent road material, rather
coarser than from other pits in the township. Several other pits
have been opened along the terrace. East of this terrace there is
practically no gravel.

WabMh Township.
This township corresponds to 15 north, ranges 8 and 9 west.
It includes a wide terrace along the Wabash River and considerable terrace land along the Big Raccoon as well. The Pratt pit,
on the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 1 (15
N., 9 W.), near the north line of the township, shows good gravel
and pits on the northeast quarter of section 12 show fairly good
gravel, but farther south the terrace is mainly sand with but little
trace of gravel. On the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 7 (1.5 N., 8 W.), there is plenty of sand or fine
gravel, but it does not pack well. As one man says, "it is creepy."
George Ussleman, Duncan Puett, Henry Underwood, Peter Pence
and others have sand or gravel pits along the terrace south of
Armiesburg.
About Mecca, on section 20 (15 N., 8 W.), in the valley of
Big Raccoon, there are several pits furnishing good gravel.
Among them are the Hixon pit, the Montgomery pit and the Dee
pit. North of Mecca there are several pits along the railway,
and an abundance of fairly good gravel South of Mecca, up the
creek, there is an abu¥dance of ~?Od sand, but no really good road
material.
Florida Township.
This township corresponds to township 14 north, ranges 8 and
part, of 9 west. At Lyford, sections 12 and 13 (14 N., 9 W.), the
flood plain reaches the bluff cutting out the terral'e. South of
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Lyford, on section 23, the "Big Gravel Terrace" begins. On the
east half of section 20 (14 N., 9 W.) is located the famous Lyford
gravel pit. In the north end of this pit there is a section of fine
sand, then a section SOome 300 feet long .of fairly good gravel, in
which there are fragments Oof cOoal, pieces Oof shale and sandstOone,
and large pieces Oof bonlder clay, all apparently local material
showing little water aetiol!. Mingled with these are quartz sand
and gra:riite pebbles, evidently of foreign origin. Beyond this
there is an abundance of gravel of excellent qualit3'. There are
a few large boulders and some fine sand, but in general the deposit is good road material. There are from 40 to. 50 feet of
gravel down to water level.
In the so.uthwest part of :Florida Township there is an area of
about three sections of gravel. There is some gravel and considerable good sand about RGsedale, Gn section 27 (14 N., 8 W.),
but little good rOoad material. There is good sand alGng the valley
of Raccoon Creek, but the only gOoGd road material ill the township
seems to be in the Lyford terrace.
Racco011 Townsh1·p.
This township, lying east Gf :Florida TGwnship, is wholly in the
vaney of Big Raccoon Creek. It consists of flood plain, terrace
and upland, with considerable coal and shale. Good gravel is
abundant. O. A. Cole has a pit on the southwest quarter of sectiOon 12; J. N. Miller on the nGrth half of section 14, and J. R.
Johns Oon the southeast quarter of section 15; all in township 14
no.rth, :r:ange 7 west. On section 15 the Chicago. and Southeastern
Railway has a gravel pit in which there are 8 to. 10 feet Gf
gravel above grOound-water. The quality seems good but the material is rather fine for first-class rOoad material. There is good
gravel Oon sect~ons 21, 28, 29 and 30 (14 N., 7 W.). Not very
much is known about the depth of this deposit, but a well drilled
in the valley near RGsedale shGWS 80 feet of sand and gravel to
bed rock.

J ackso11J Township.
This township is in the southeast pGrtio.n Gf the county. In the
bed and banks Gf RaccoGn Creek there is considerable sand and
gravel. Johnson's banks, Gne Gn the :northeast quarter Gf section 8
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(14 N., 6 W.), and anDther Qn the sDuth~ast quarter of the nOortheast quarter of section 7 (14 N., 6 W.), show fairly gOood gravel,
but the deposits are nDt large, perhaps five Oor six acres, with 6
to. 8 feet of gravel to water level.
In Raccoon Creek, at Mansfield, on the northwest quarter of
sectiQn 8 (14 N., 6 W.), there is a great mass Qf good gravel
knQwn to be 20 to. 25 feet thick. N. Derman, on the .southeast
quarter Qf sectiQn 7 (14 N., 6 W.), has about 20 acres Oof good
material, 6 to. 8 foot thick, situated alOong the creek bed. Other
stream beds furnish some gravel. Elijah White, Qn the nQrtheast
quarter of section 2 (14 N., 6 W.); MiltDn Murphy and Green
TaylQr, a little south Qf White's place, have some gQQd road material. Aside frQm the stream depQsits, Jackson Township is nQt
well supplied with road material.

Union Township.·
This is tQwnship 15 nQrth, range 6 west. Raccoon Creek flDWS
sDutherly through the central part Df the tOownship. Stout's bank,
Qn the southwest quarte.r Qf the sQutheast qua.rter Qf sectiQn 10, is
several acres in extent and shows 10 to' 12 feet Qf good gravel for
rQad building. About 10 miles Qf ~Ooad have been imprQved fr<YID
this bank.
F. N elsQn and J. S. Shalley, Qn sectiQn 13, have each furnished
some gravel to. the township. OOonsiderable material has also. been
taken frOom the bed Qf Raccoon Oreek and Qf other streams fOor use
in improving rQads.
There are several QutcrQPs Qf good rock in the township. The
lack Qf gOQd gravel has led to. the building Qf stQne roads. John
Wilson has a quarry Qn the sDuthwest quarter Oof section 21, and
William Kinsey Oone Qn the sQutheast quarter Qf section 28 .. In
the WilsOon quarry there are tWD strata of lime.stone, Qne white,
about 8 feet thick, the other blue, abOout 6 feet thick; bOoth hard,
the blue stone having the more uniform texture. In the Kinsey
quarry the stone appears, to be more unifQrm in color but seems to
be sQfter than that in the Wilson quarry. The rock frOom these
quarries would apparently make a good road material, but the
rQads made of it are not satisfactory. This is not because the
stone was nQt gOQd, but because the roads were not well graded
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and drained, mainly because> the township was not able to pay the
price of a good road. The poor stoneJoad is, however, very
much better than a clay road.

Adams Township.
This to~ship lies between Union and Wabash townships. It.
is drained by Little Raccoon, Williams and Sunderland creeks.
Rockville is the chief town. The improved roads have been built
largely of creek gravel. Of the ten persons furnishing gravel to
the township in 1904, seven furnished stream gravel. James
Ryan has 8 to 10 acres of fairly good gravel on the east half of
section 36 (15 N., 8 W.). It is from 12 to 15 feet deep, but
rather fine for the best of road material. Guy Alden has some
gravel on section 26 (15 N., 8 W.), and Nelson Thompson has a
good pit on section 31 (15 N., 7 W.). The la.rger part of the
stream gravel 'comes from the bed of Little Raccoon Creek.

Penn' '1'o1m1.ship.
This corresponds to township 16 north, range 8 west. Sugar
Creek flows across the northwestern corner and Leathe>rwood flows
from east to west across the central portio:g. of the township.
Bloomingdale is the chief town.
The Rauch gravel pit, on the northeast quarter of section 35;
the Wolf pit, on the sout.hwest qua.rter of section 25; the Rice
pit, on the so~theast quarter of section 29, and the Russell pit, on
the northwest quarter of section 32, all furnish fairly good road
material, and the supply is abundant, but it was impossible to
make any definite estimate of the area and depth of gravel in any
case. Considerable gravel is taken from the bed of Sugar Creek,
and from the bed and banks of Lootherwood Creek, for road improvement.· The Keny gravel pit, on the northeast quarter of
section 26, also supplies some good road material.

Washington Township.
This corresponds to township 16 north, range 7 west.. Marshall
is the chief town. Little Raccoon Creek flows across the southwestern corner of its area. . There is no workable bank gravel in
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the township. C. K. Huff has some material In the bed and
banks of Roaring Creek in section 6.
W. H. Barnes) on the southeast quarter of section 24, and J. C.
Buchanan, on the southeast quarter of section 26, get some good
gravel from the banks and bed of Little Raccoon Creek. The
township gets gravel from John Lusk's bank, in S'ugar Crook
Township, and Bome from Howard and Greene townships.

Greene Town.<:hip.
Thi.s is township 16 north, range 6 west. I,ittle Raccoon Creek
flows westerly across the northern part of its area, and a creek
from Montgomery County comes in from the northeast. Along ._
this creek, in the southeast quarte-r of section 5 and the northwest
quarter of section 8, there is a terrace of sand and gravel. William Jarvis has a gravel pit in each end of this deposit. This deposit has ait area of 50 or 60 acres, and varies fr~m 10 to 12
feet to water level. Above the grave,l is a soil and clay stripping
from 16 to 36 inches in thickness. It is called good road material,
There is some terrace on section 21 along the east fork of Little.
Raccoon Creek. The Sulton bank and the Peyton bank are in thL .
deposit. It has an area of 25 to 30 acres, and there is 10 to 12
feet of gravel above 'gTOllnd-water. About eight miles of road have
been improved from these banks. The material from this deposit
makes a good road. Considerable gravel is also taken from the
bed and banks of Little Raccoon Creek for road impl'Ovement.

H.mva,rd Town.<:hip.
This township borders on Fountain and Montgomery counties.
Sugar Creek flows southwesterly across the northern part of its
area.
Henry Windle and Sherman Delph each have an abundance of
gravel along the banks of Sugar Creek in the western part of the
township. William Clore and Henry I.Jitsey, in the southwestern
part of the township, furnish good gravel to Howard and Washington townships. Johnson Clore has 12 to 15 acres of good
gravel on the banks of Sugar Creek. The gravel is from 30 to 40
feet thick and is easily accessible.
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Sugarr Creek Town81hip.
Brush Creek, Sugar Mill Creek and Green Crook flow southerly across the area of this township. John Lusk has quantities
of good gravel on sections 22, 23, 26 and 27 (17 N., 7 W.) along
the bluffs a~d second ~ttoms of Brush and Sugar creeks. Paul
Lungen has an abundance of gravel on the north ha1£ of the southeast quarter of section 22, along Brush Creek. George Alexande;r,
on the southeast quarter of section 16, has plenty of gravel.
Luther Delph, on the west ha1£ of the southeast quarte.r of section
11, and :Marion Harrison, in the west half of the southwest quarter of section 10 (17 N., 7 W.), both have large deposits of good
gravel. Sugar Creek Township gets some gravel from Howard
Township and some from Fountain County. In general the
greater part of Parke County is well supplied with gravel.
VI GO COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402
Population in 19O()............................................. 62,005
Miles of public roads ............. " .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
725
220
Miles of improved roads ................... " .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .
Percentage of roads improved .... '" ...... '" .. .. .... ... ... .. .. .
30.3
Miles improved with gravel....................................
220
Miles iniproved with crushed stone ......... " . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . None
A verage original cost of gravel roads per mile ................. " $1,414
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $311,187
Annual cost of repairs per mile on' gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$180
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
30
Miles of improved road (gravel) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
First improved roads built.....................................
1898
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority .......................... Jerome W. Denehie, County Auditor

,

Vigo County is situated on the western boundary of Indiana,
and is bounded on the north by Parke and Vermillion counties,
on the west by Illinois, on the south by Sullivan County, and on
the east by Clay County. The Wabash River ,flows through the
northern part of the county, forming its western boundary in
township 10 north. The river valley in the county is four to five
miles wide, and its flood plain is from one to four miles wide.
The big. terrace is on the eastern side of the river and is fully
three miles wide. It. rises from 60 to 80 feet above low water in
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the north, diminishing toward the south to 15 or 20 feet near the
north line of township 10 north. The uplands on either side rise
70 to 80 feet above the terrace.
The principal streams of the county are Spring, Otter, Lost, Honey
and Prairie creeks on the east, flowing weOlterly into the Wabash.
On the west in the extreme north is Bl'ouilett's Creek, then Coal
and Sugar creeks. There are imniense quantities of sand and
gravel in the valley of the Wabash. The wells drilled for oil show
from 75 to 150 feet of sand and gravel to the bed of the old
channel. Vigo County has a bed of sand and gravel 24 miles long
and 4 miles wide, averaging 100 feet in thickness. Large portions
of this mass are first-class road material.

A1'ea West of the Wabash River.
West Terre Haute, on the southeast quarter of section 19 (12
N., 9 W.), and viciniiy, is on a gravel terrace of about 400 acres
in extent. The Big Four Railway Company h .' a gravel pit of
about 50 acres on the west half of the northw(;;,t quarter of section 20, and the Vandalia Railway Company has a pit of about
the same size, mainly on the east half of the northeast quarter of
section 19 (12 N., 9 W.). In these pits the gravel has been
worked down to water level some 15 to 20 feet, and large quantities have been taken out with dredge and pump from below water
level. There is a large gravel pit on tho west half of the southwest quarter of section 20, and 2 or 3 on'the southeast quarter of
section 19 (12 N., 9 W.). This is called good gravel. It is rather
coarse in some places, containing many large stones up to 5 inches
in diameter. There is also c6nsiderable fine sand. The larger
pebbles are of different kinds of granite and of limestone, while
the finer grains are mainly of quartz. Of 600 gravel stones examined,' about 35 per cent. were limestone, the ~mainder were
mainly of different kinds of granite, with a few fragments of
geodes. The limestones are usually solid, but they go to pieces
under a crushing power that would scarcely affect the granite..
The Vandalia Railway Company are opening a gravel pit on
the southeast quarter of section 36 (12 N., 10 W.), where they
have about 70 acres of sand and gravel shown to be more .than 50
feet thick. The tests show a larger per cent. of sand at a depth of
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50 feet than was found nearer the surface. On sections 11, 15,'
16 and 21 (11 N., 10 W.), in the southern part of Sugar Creek
Township, there are at least 200 acres of gravel from 20 to 30
feet thick. There are no large pits, but gravel has been taken
out at 8 or 10 different localities for making and repairing roads.
The material is finer than that about West Terre Haute, but it
packs well and make~ a good road.
There is gravel near the road on the southeast of the northwest
of section 17; on the Broadhurst place, north half of the southwest quarter of section 8, and on the Barbour place, on the southeast quarter of section 5 (12 N., 9 W.). These deposits do not
seem to 00 ve,ry extensive. There is some, gravel along the valley
of Sugar Creek, as on the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 23, and on the northwest quarter of. the southeast
quarter of section 16 (12 N., 10 W.). There is also gravel on the
west half of section 31 (12 N., 9 W.).
From section 8 (12 N., 9 W.) northerly along the river, the
only deposit of workable gravel found was in the banks of Brouillett's Creek, near the north line of the county. A pit has here
been opened on the Guy Briggs place, on the southeast quarter
vi the northwest quarter of section 4 (13 N., 9 W.). It is in the
bank of a little creek, and shows a face of 10 to 15 feet of gravel
with 2 to 4 feet of soil and clay. The sand in the pit and in the
creek bed appears to be nearly pure quartOl. The coarser material
is largely of granite and limestone pebbles, with many rotten
stones, pieces of coal and shale, and an occasional lump of boulder
clay. This depDsit extends easterly into the northeast quarter of
section 4, apd is at least from 6 to 8 acres in extent and of unknown depth. There are also several acres of gravel on Fred
Armstrong's place, on the northeast quarter of section 3 (13 N.,
9 W.). On the uplands west of the river valley there is practically
no bank gravel.

Area East of the Wabash River.
East of the river there is practically no workable gravel in the
uplands, and only a few small deposits along some of the streams.
Along the bluffs north of Otter, Honey and Prairie creeks there
are immense deposits of fine sand and many 'sand hills that seem
to be sand dunes, but they contain no gravel. The sand and
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gravel in the big terrace in this part Qf the county is practically
inexhaustible. Only a few good gravel pits have been opened,
and those are in the victinity of Terre Haute. Oonsiderable
quantities of good sand and gravel ha.ve been taken frQm the
banks .and bed of Spring Creek. There is a gravel pit on the
nQrtheast quarter Qf the northwest quarter of section 31 (13 N.,
9 W.), and 2 near the railway on the east half of section 13 (13
N., 8 W.). Several other small pits occur in Otter Creek Township, but nQne of great importance.
In Harrison Township there are three large gravel pits in the
south part of section 9, and an abandoned pit across the stroot.
on the northeast quarter of section 16 (12 N., 9 W.). There is
an abandoned pit along the Big Four Railway in the southwest
quarter of section 1, another on the northeast quarter of section
2, and one Qn'the southwest quarter of section 3, in the banks of
Lost Creek. The Vandalia Railway has a gravel pit on the southeast quarter of section 14. Other old pits occur on the south half
of the nQrtheast quarter of section 26, Qn the southeast quarter of
the sQutheast quarter of section 27, on the northeast quarter of the
northeast quarter of section 34, and on the northeast quarter of
the southeast quarter of section 33 (12 N., 9 W.). There is also
a pit along the terrace on the northwest quarter of section 33.
The Southern Indiana Railway has a pit along the edge of the
terrace Qn the sQutheast quarter of section 32 (12 N., 9 W.), extending sQutherly into the northeast quarter of section 5 (11 N.,
9 W.). There is also a large pit on the south half of the southeast
quarter of section 35 (12 N., 9 W.), which has supplied gravel
for several miles of road on the uplands to the SQuth and east.
Farther south, in PrairietQn Township, there is a gteat body of
gravel in the southwest quarter of section 34 and the southeast
quarter of section 33 (11 N., 10 W.), and on sections 3, 4 and
9 (10 N., 10 W.). On section 18 and the SQuth part of section 7,
same township and range, there is a great mound of gravel, aoout
100 acres in extent, rising more than 50 feet above low water in
the river.
In the valley of Prairie Creek, on the southwest quarter of
section 26 (10 N., 10 W.), is the Piety gravel pit, which has
furnished material for gravel roads both in Vigo and Sullivan
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counties. On the other side of the creek, on the northeast quarter
of the northeast quarter of section 27, is the Trueblood gravel pit.
There is also a small pit on the southeast quarter of section 29.
The gravel on the east side of the river is generally of excellent
ql!ality. The deposit on sections 9 and 16 (12 N., 9 W.) is quite
coars~ like that in the Railway pits at West Terre Haute. In the
other pits the material is of finer grain with very few large
pebbles.
OLAY

OOUNT~.

Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B57
Population -in 1900............................................. 34,285
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800
218
Miles of improved roads ................. '.' ... ". ... ...... ... ..
Percentage of roads improved... ... ............................
27.2
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. .. ..
32
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. '. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. $2,000
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,500
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $452,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$100
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$100
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
8
21
Miles of improved roads( stone) built in 1905. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. .. .. .. .. .. ..
25
First improved roads built. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1892
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
75
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority .......................... Jacob Luther, County Commissioner

Olay Oounty, in the western part of Indiana, is bounded on the
north by Parke Oounty, on the west by Vigo and Sullivan counties, on the south by Greene, and on the east by Owen and Putnam counties. It is 30 miles long from north to south and from
10 to 16 miles wide. The northern portion is drained by the
branches of Otter Oreek into the Wabash, and the southern portion by Eel River and its branches into White River. There is
some broken country along the creeks in the northwest, also along
Oroy's Oreek in the southeast, but in general the surface is quite
uniform, the general elevation being between 550 and 675 feet
above tide. While the surface is generally uniform, drillings for
coal and mining operations show that the bed rock has been deeply
41-GooIOIlY.
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eroded and is furrowed by wide, deep channels with intervening
ridges.
Prof. G. H. Ashley, in the Report of the State Geologist for
1898, page 520, says: "Some of these hidden channels have bren
revealed by mining operations or the drill. Thus, near arbon ,
section 5 (13 N., 6 W.), three old channels exist, running southwest, one passing a short distance east of the Litchfield shaft, the
other two, some 100 feet or so broad, crossing the property of
Eureka No. 2 shaft, cutting out the upper coal. S'outh of Oarbon
drillings are reported to have revealed a broad channel crossing
section '7 (13 N., 6 W.), and running SQuth on the top of the
hill west .Of Otter Creek, then 8till south to the west of Brazil, then
turning and passing SQuth to Turner, section 11 (12 N., '7 W.),
and going west into Vigo County. In like manner these old valleys have been met in all parts of the county." These preglacial
channels often contain deposits of sand and gravel.
Clay County has about 220 miles of improved roads; about 160
miles: improved with gravel, 20 miles with broken stone, and about
40 miles with broken stone as a f.Oundation and gravel as a top
dressing. The c.Ounty is divided into 11 townships varying greatly
in size.

o

Dick Johnson Township.
This township lies in the extreme n.Orthwest, being a part of
township 13 north, range 6 west. The improved roads of this
township in the main were built of gravel taken from the Leachman gravel pit on the southeast quarter of section 12 (13 N., '7
W.). This gravel seems to be in a preglacial channel, perhaps
the one spoken .Of by Prof. Ashley as running southerly from Carbon. Mr. Leachman says: "My neighbors, east and west, have
coal at the same level I have a bed of sand and gravel." Wells,
drillings and mining shafts show the depQsit to be at least 100
acres in extent, with a thickness of 10 to 50 feet. This deposit is
opened along the bed of a little stream, where the gravel is covered
with only from 3 to 5 feet of soil and clay, but outside this valley
the soil and clay covering is from 15 to 30 feet thick. In general
the water stands about at the surface of the sand and graveJ.
Mr. Leachman has installed' a pump throwing an eight-inch
stream of water, sand and gravel. This material is scree;ned into
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two grades, a fine sand and a good gravel of rather small grain.
The sand i»-compDsed mainly of quartz grains, while the gravel is .
largely of different kinds of granitic pebbles, with a large number
of limestones. This material makes good roads and wears well.
In this deposit I found no rotten or disintegrating pebbles, all
being of good quality.
There are other doposits of sand and gravel in this township,
but like the greater part of the Leachman deposit, the material is
covered so deep with soil and clay that it can not be worked with
profit. SDme gravel is found in the beds of the streams, but it is
seldom of good quality, and is not much used.

Van. Buren TO'W'f/..Sh'ip.
Van Buren is the northeast tDwnship of the county, and includes the greater part of tDwnship 13 nDrth, range 6 west. In
this township are located the towns of Carbon, CardDnia, Harmony, Knightsville, Benwood and others. The improved roads
in this township have been made for the most part of gravel fDund
on sections 8, 10 and 11 (13 N., 6 W.).
The Lamb gravel pit, on the sDutheast qU3lrter of section 11,
about four miles nDrth frDm Harmony, has supplied most of this
gravel. There seems to. be a large deposit of good road material
in this locality, but I could get no. definite idea as to its depth or
area. The gravel is somewhat yellowish in colDr and contains
some rotten pebbles, due to oxidation. It makes a fairly good
road, but does not wear as 'IDng as sDme Dther gravels.. The pit
was not open for use in the season of 1905, and the investigation
was therefore nDt very satisfactory.
The McQueen gravel' pit: on the northeast of the SDUthWest Df
section 10 (13 N., 6 W.), and the Bell gravel pit, on the southeast of the nDrthwest of the same section, are in a deposit of what
seems to be a good road material. It is at least 6 to 8 acres in
extent and 8 to. 15 feet thick. About 5 miles of road have been
improved with gravel from these pits. The roads are fairly good
and the material wears well. In general, this material is covered
with from 3 to 5 feet of soil and clay.
The Charles Orma pit, on the northwest quarter of the northeast
quarter of section 8 (13 N., 6 W.), is in a deposit several acres in
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extent, and from 3 t0' 12 feet in thickness. The deposit is opened
.along the. bed of a little stream, where it is covered ~ith from
1 t0' 3 feet of soil and clay. The pit was opened in August, 1905.
Water was reached about 1 foot below the suriace of the gravel.
A horse-P0'wer pump lowered the water about 4 feet, S0' that about
5 feet of gravel could be worked. The material is a clean gray or
bluish gray gravel, becoming lighter when exposed to the sun on
the road. As a whole it is rather fine, with mo;re sand than gravel.
The larger pebbles llre granite and limestone, with occasi0'nally
one of quartz, while the sand 'is mainly of quartz grains. The
material seems to be about like that in the Leachman pit, about 3
miles farther west.. It packs well and promises much as a road
material.
Bt·a,zil Toumship.
Brazil Township is 2112 miles square in the south part of township 13 north, and partly in range 6 and partly in range 7 west.
There are no workable gravel deposits in this township. Its roads
have been improved mainly with gravel shipped. in from West
Terre Haute, in Vigo Count.y. Some material for stroot improve~
ment. in the city of Brazil, came from t.he Summit Grove gravel
pits in Vermillion dounty.

Posey Township.
This corresponds to township 12 north, range 7 west. There
is practically no wo.rkable gravel in this township and no rock
available for road purposes. Some roads have been improved with
gravel shipped from West Terre Haute, Vigo County.

Jackson Town:!hip.
This corresponds to township 12 north, range 6 west. There
is practically no available road material in this township. Some
roads in the western part of the township have been improved with
gravel from West Terre Haute, while some in the eastern portion
were built of gravel from the Trester pit in Putnam County.

Cass Toumship.
This township, consisting" of 12 sections east of the southern
portion of Jackson Township, has but little road material. Some
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roads were improved with gravel from the Trester pit. Later,
some new roads have been built and old ones repaired with gravel
taken at various places frOID the bed of Eel River above Bowling
Green.
Wa.~hington

Township.

This township, south of Jackson and Cass, has some gravel in
the beds of Eel River and its tributaries. Some roads were improved with gravel from the Trester pit, hut gravel for repair
work was taken from the bed of Eel River, while some roads have
heen improved with river gravel, which seems to be good road,
material.

Sugar Ridge Township.
This township, lying west of Washington, has no available road
material. The sand bars in Eel River along its southern border
do not contain good road material. Some roads in this township
have been improved with gravel from West Terre Haute.

Perry Township.
This township, adjoining Vigo County in townships 10 and 11
north, has no availablel road material and practically no improved.
roads.

Lew'is Township.
This is the southwest township of Clay County. There is practically no available gravel in this township. Some roads have
been improved with gravel from West Terre Haute. Others have
heen improved with broken sand rock about 8 inches thick, covered
with about 4 inches of gravel, from West Terre Haute. The stone
was quarried on Mr. Barrett's farm, section 29 (9 N., 7 W.), and
on the Harris land, section 20 (iON., 7 W.).

Harrison Townsh'ip.
This township, the southeast portion of Clay County, is 12
miles long from north to south, extending through townships 9 and
10 north. In this area considerahle road has been improved with
river gravel, which is said to make fairly good road material.
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Some roads have been improved with rock and gravel, as follows:
Broken sand rock about 6 inches, covered with river gravel about
6 inches. This combination is said to make good. roads, but their
durability is questionable. The rock for these roads is quarried
on the Cooprider place about 2 miles southwest of Olay Oity.

SUI.LIVAN OOUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440
Population in 1900............................................. 26,006
974
Miles of public roads .................. , ... " ..... " . . . . . .. .. .. .
Miles of improved roads ....... " .......... " ..... " .. .. .. .. .. ..
332
Percentage of roads improved..................................
34.1
272
Miles improved with graveL...................................
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ........ " .. .. .. ... $2,600
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,2()O
Total original cost of improved roads ... " ........ " ............ $844,623
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$50
22
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .
30
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First improved roads built.....................................
1895
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"As a rule good"
Authority ................... '.' ... , ....... E. E. Russell, County Auditor

Sullivan Oounty borders on the Wabash River and is bounded
on the north by Vigo Oounty, on the west by Illinois, on the south
by Knox Oounty, and on the east by Greene and Olay counties.
!tis 24 miles in length from north to south and has an average
width of a.bout 18 m!les. The grea.ter part of the county is
drained into the Wabash through Thurman's and Busseron creeks~
The southeastern portion of the county drains into White River.
The surface is generally level. Some broken country lies along the
streams, but the bluffs' are not more than from 25 to 75 feet high,
and the valleys are wide. About one-fifth of the area is flood
plain and terrace.
The Wabash flows along the bluff at Narrows, on section 25
(9 N., 11 W.), and again at Merom, on sections 7 and 18 (8 N ..
10 W.), thus cutting the flood- plain and terrace into three portions Above Merom they are from one to three miles wide and the
terrace is quite sandy. Below Merom they are from 2 to 4 miles
wide and the terrace is made up more largely of gravel. There'
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is sandstone at the Narrows, and at Merom the sandstone bluff is
about 170 feet high. Good sandstone outcrops at several places
in' the county.
Sullivan Oounty has about 250 miles of improved roads and
about 80 miles in process of construction. Of the new roads,
about 50 miles are being made of stone, the balance of gravel.
Some of the stone comes from ThOirnton, near Ohicago, sOime from
Spencer, some from Bedford and some frOim local quarries. The
gra vel is, in general, from local pits.

Pa,iybanks Township.

.

Fairbanks, the northwestern township of the county, consists Q1f
flood plain, terrace and upland. There is an abundance of sand
in the terrace, the gravel occurring in isolated localities. The
pits furnishing gravel for improving roads in this township are
Hunt's pit, on section 6; Bowen's pit, on section 7; BOistick's pit.
on the llorth half of secti'6n 19, all in township 9 north, 10 west,
and Parker's pit, near the Bostick pit. In addition, some gravel is
obtained from the Piety and Trueblood pits, in Vigo Oounty. In
general, this gravel is oJ good quality, but rather fine for first-class
road materia~.

Thurman Township.
This township borders on the river south of Fairbanks. The
surface is much as in Fairbanks Township. The pits furnishing
gravel for this township are Nowlin's pit, on the northwest quarter
of section 23; Gray's pit, on the northeast quarter of section 23,
and Monk's pit, on the southeast quarter of the northwest quarter
of 14 (8 N., 11 W.). This gravel is said to be very good road
material.

Gill T011mship.
Gill Township borders on the river, but 'the flood plain is not as
wide as in Thurman Township. Below Merom the ter.race for
some distance is near the river. Roads, have been built with
gravel from Woods' pit and from the Niles pit, both near Merom
Station, on the southeast of the southeast of section 20 (7 N., 10
W.). The Merom Gravel Oompany's pit, on the south half of section 20, has furnished large quantities of gravel for local use,
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and from it large quantities have been shipped. The pits about
Merum Station have from 20 to 30 feet of gravel down to water,
withve,ry little soil and clay. The deposit extends to the river and
the gravel company is pumping gravel from the bed of the river.
CDnsiderable gravel has been taken frDm two pits on the Funk
land, on section Hi (6 N., 10 W.). Sand and gravel are abundant
in Gill Township, but good road material occurs at irregular
intervals.

Haddon Township.
This township is somewhat irregular in form, having only about
two and a half miles of river front.. The gravel and sand terrace
extends frDm Gill Township across Haddon into Knox County,
but the Wolf pit, on section 25 (6 N., 10 W.), is the only one
of importance that has been ·opened in the township. The roads
have been made mainly from the Funk pits and the Wolf pit, and
of gravel frDm Emison, in Knox County.

H armilton Township.
Sullivan, the count.y seat, is located i:'1 this township. There
are about 17 miles of gravel ana. seven miles of stone roads within
its bounds. The gravel came from the pit!: b Gill Township; and
frDm Emison, in Knox County. The stone (n me from Spencer,
Owen County, and from Thornton, near Chicagc'. There IS no
gravel and no stone in t.he to'wnship available for roads.

Curry Township.
There is practically nD good road material in this township.
The roads have been improved mainly with gravel from the Piety
pit in Vigo County, while some came from Emison, in Knox
County.
Jackson, Cass and J ~fferson tDwnships, comprising the eastern
pDrtiDn Df Sullivan County, ha.ve no available gravel. The grave]
used came from Merom Sta.tion, in Gill Township, or from Emison. Some stone road has 0000 made of material from Spencer
or ThDrnton. SDme native rock has ooen used, but in general it is
not of very good quality.
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KNOX COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510
Population in 1900............................................. 32,746
580
Miles of public roads. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .
264
Miles of improved roads. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Percentage of roads improved ... ' .' ............ ' .... '. ... ... ... .
45.5
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200
64
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. . . . ... . .. . . . . . .. . . . ... .•. ..
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ......... , .. .. .. ... $1,800
Average original cost of stone roads per mile... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. $2;000
Total original cost of improved roads .. , ................ " ... , .. $488,000
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1005 ........... " ... , ..
35
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Miles of improved road (gravel) contracted for 1006. .. . . . . . . .. . . .
40
First improved roads built ....... '" ............ '" ... . . . . .. . .. .
1900
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"Many are of the opinion that better roads should be built for the
money, as thll cost for repairs is already large, though none of the
roads have been built five years."
Authority ................................................. T. H. Adams

Knox County lie..q south of Sullivan, and is bounded on the
west by the Wabash River, and on the south and east by White
River. It is very irregular in outline, having an area of about
510 square miles. The surface is generally level or gently undulating, with some broken country in the northea&t. Lying between the two rivers, the slopes are short and gentle, so that no
large streams occur. Along the rivers the :flood plain is from one
to three miles wide. Along the Wabash there is considerable
gravel terrace, but there is very little gravel in the vallr'y of White
River.
A large portion of Knox County was settled before the adoption of the rectangular system of survey, so that a pmtion of
the county is divided into sections, while other portions are divided into surveys and donations, the dividing lines, in most
cases, running northeast-southwest and northwest-soutJ1east, though
in wme cases they are irregular.

Busseron. Township.
This township is in the northwest part vi the county. There
is a great body of sand and gravel in its area, the sand largely
predominating. Gravel occurs in workable quantities on sections
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11, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 26, 35 and 36 (4 N., 10 W.), and on
donation 210 between sections 13 and 24; also on sections 2, 11
and 13, and on donations 204, 205,209, 211, and on other land
along the ditch and railway in township 3 north, range 10 west.
On dOonation 204 the Terre Haute & Evansville Railway Oompany have a large gra,vel pit. The A. Pfaffiin Gravel Oompany are working thE:< pit. They pump the material and screen
it to Buit the purchaser. They can furnish from 300 to 350 cubic
yards of screened gravel per day. As Oordinarily screened, about
half the deposit is sand, which is of excellent quality, being
nearly pure quartz. The screened material COonsists mainly of
granite and limestOone pebbles, and has a gOood reputation as a
rood material.
Several pits of small size have been opened on the tracts Gf
land mentioned above, fOor IOocal purposes, but none are Gf much
importance. T,he railway pit is about two miles southerly from
Emison, and the graverl is generally known as Emison gravel. Dr.
Orman's pi4 Purcell's pit and the 'Grand Orossing pit are located
two to three miles west and north of Emison.

Washington Township.
This tOownship has a frOontage Oof abOout two and a half miles on
the river and extends easterly about eight miles. There is some
flood plain alOong the river and a little terrace material, but in
general the surface is clay. There is practically no gravel nor
stone in the township available fOor ;Ooad making. The improved
roads within its bounds are made Oof gravel frOOl the railway pit,
near EmisOon.
'

Vincennes Township.
This township is aoout 14 miles IOong from nOorth to south, in, eluding all of townships 2 and 3 nOorrth, with about two miles of
township 1. It has a river frontage: Oof at least 25 miles. In the
north the rock blu:ff at Gld FOorrt KnOox is washed by the river, and
fGr a mile Oor so there is nG flood plain nor terrace.
Thrro and a half miles south of the "Old Fort" is the city of
Vincennes. It stands on a terrace of sand and gravel that, in
the north, rises from 30 to 40 feet above low water, diminishing
in elevation toward the SGuth. Gravel is abundant. Lanahan &
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O'Donnel have a large pit in the edge of the terrace on the west,
where there is 201;0 25 feet of gravel down to ground water. This
company has another pit in the north part of the city, near the
edge of the terrace, and the city of Vincennes has a gravel pit in
the same neighborhood. O'Donnel has two pits near the railway south of the city. One of these Mr. O'Donnel calls a sand
pit, the sand making up four parts and the gravel one part. The
other, which he calls a gravel pit, is composed of four parts gravel
and sand one part. The material is much ,alike in these pits.
The sand is nearly pure quartz and good for plastering or concrete work, while the coarser material makes good roads. The
O'Donnel gravel pit shows from 6 to 8 feet of gra,vel to water, and
he has pumped the material to a depth of 17 feet below water
level. At least ten miles of road have been built from this pit,
besides large quantities of gravel that have been used for improving the streets of the city. There is a gravel pit near the coal
mine in the eastern part of the city, and others in the south in
the neighborhood of O!Donnel's pit.
South of Vincennes, along the terrace, there are several small
gravel pits. These are the Brevoort pit, the Whitehead pit, o'Hned
by the township, and the Vieke pit, about five miles south of the
city. The connty also has a pit on ,the Dicksbury road, about
two miles south of the ci~y. The township is well supplied with
gravel, but there is not much improved road south of the city.
Decker Town.<;hip.

This township is in the southwestern part of the county. It
has the Wabash on the west and White River on the south and
east. There is considerable sand and gravel in the township, but
no pits of importanc~ have been opened. Practioolly no roads
in this township have been improved with either gravel or stone.
Johnson Township.

This township lies south and east of Vincennes Township. In
general it has quite a uniform surface. There is plenty of sand
and clay, but no gravel or stone that is available for road building.
, The roads in contemplation are to be built of imported gravel.
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Harrrison Townsh'ip.
This township is in the southeastern portion of the county.
It has no bank gravel and no available stone for road building.
There is some gravel in sand bars along the river, but it is not
called good road material. There are practically no improved
roads in this township.

Palmyra Township.
This township lies east of the northern part of Vincennes
Township. It has no gTavel and no stone aVftilable for road building. The improved roads in its area have been made of gravel
from Emison or from Illinois, brought in by the B. & O. S. W.
Railway.

Steen. Township.
This township, lying east of Palmyra, has no good road material except, what may be found in sand "btlrs along White River.
Some roads have been improved. with gravel from Emison or
from Illinois.

Vigo· Township.
This township extends from Steen northeasterly along the river
to the north line of the county. It has about 35 miles of road
improved with stone, mainly from Spencer, Owen Oounty, quarries. About three miles of road were improved with stone from
local quarries. The quality of the lat,ter appears to be, good, but
the beds are thin and the stripping heavy, so that it probably can
not be worked at a profit. There is no gravel except a little in
the river sand bars.
Weidne1' Township.

This township lies along the north line of the county, between
There is practical1y no grave]
Busseron and Vigo townships.
within its area. It has 22 miles 'of road improved with broken
stone. About ten miles were improved with stone from local
quarries, and the balance with imported stone.
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The most extensive looal quarry is ()ill section 21 (4 N., 8 W.),
owned by Gustave Stoelting, a section of which showsSection of Quarry on Stoelting Farm.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Soil and clay ................................................. 3 to (j
Shu Ie rock ..................................................
2
Hard limestone .............................................
4

The limestone makes good l'oad material, but, as worked, it costs
more than imported stone. There are several outcrops of this
rock in the township, but in no case does it occur in such form as
to promise that it'might be quarried with profit.

----------
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SECTION

X.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF A PORTION
OF CENTRAL INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF PUTNAM, HENDRICKS, MARION,
'MORGAN, JOHNSON AND SHELBY.

By E. J. CABLE.

The territory cGvered in this report includes a strip of country
In the central part of Indiana, extending frGm near the eastern
to near the western border of the State.

N EEl)

OF ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

A careful examinatiGn of the roads in the various counties
wGrked reveals the fact that there are many miles Gf unimproved
rGads, as well as many that have been improved that need remodeling. SGme counties, though well supplied with good road materials, have no.t made the advancement in improvement made by
Gthers not, so well supplied with the necessary materials. This is
probably due to· the lack of the right kind of feeling with regard
to. the matter, Gr to the indifference Gf the farmers, to. whom the
questiGn o.f good roads should appeal with great fGrce. Many
farmers do. not stop to think or reaSGn that the value of their prGPerty is raised or lowered in accordance with the conditions of the
roads of the community. The American people of today, and
especially the farmer, is quite particular as to the house he, lives
in, the manner of vehicle he uses, the style and breed Gf horses
he drives, but is quite indifferent Gf the animals' feelings when
he forces them to draw a load of prGduce to market., over roads
so deep with mud that the animal sinks in to the knees at every
step. A count.ry with good roads is always a prosperous one and
Gne that hGlds high rank amGng the nations Gf the world. The
cGunties leading in road imprGvement are Marion, Putnam and
Johnson.
(655)
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The writer was strongly impressed with the fact that in counties
where road improvement has been made and is being made, it has
enhanced the value of land to the extent of ten and fifteen dollars
an acre. When good roads have become universal through the
country, the land that is now farthest from the market will bring
a much higher price than the same land will now bring with the
roads unimproved. Availability of markets will then not be a
serious problem.
MAT.ERIAHJ USED FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

~

The materials used for road improvement in these areas are
gravel and limestone. Gravel is the one most extensively used,
as limestone is. not availahle in all the counties, and if used must
be shipped in from counties that have it. This is being done in
several of the counties worked, where gravel is a scarce article.
GRAVEL.

The gravel of the region covered occurs in various topographical positions. In some of the counties it occurs in kames and
eskers, associated with the terminal moraine or with the recessional
moraine. while in others it occurs in flood plains of streams, in
bluffs along the river or smaller streams, while in still others it is
found in local pockets 'of the ground moraine, in pockets in old
valleys and as valley trains and flood plain terraces.
The gravel deposited by fluvial action ma.y easily be determined
by its peculiar stratification. The fluvial deposits make up by
far the larger per cent. of gravel deposits of economic importance.
Next to those of fluvial deposit are those of glacial deposition.
These deposits are likewise easily determined by their peculiar
stratification and character of material. In many cases the origin
of a large percentage of these deposits is the weathering of the
country rock by oxidation, chemical reactions, temperature changes
and stream erosion, together with glacial erosion.
There are some lacust.rine deposits found in the western part of
Morgan County, but they are of little value for road purposes, as
the gravel js too sandy. These depooits make up but a very small
part of the gravel of· economic importance.

----------------
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Quality of Gra,vel.-The quality of the gravel is determined by
the composition, the oxidation that it has undergone, the size of
the pebbles and the cementing principle. Often large deposits
are of little value, because of poor cementing qualities, or because
the pebbles are too small, or of too soft a material. In other
places, especially in counties where the Mitchell limestone outcrops, many of the deposits are of little valuel because of the large
percentage of such limestone.
.
Availahility of Gravel.-The workable deposits are not in all
cases so located as to be of the greatest advantage. In many cases
the deposits are small in amount of good gravel. Such is the
case where we have small pockets in the ground moraine or pockets
in the river valley. In other cases we have fairly good deposits
in areas where gravel is scarce, but the gravel is covered so deeply
that it is very difficult to get at. In this case the expense of getting the gravel out of the pit is great,. It often happens that
gravel occurring along the river in the old flood plain, or a valley
train, can not be quarried because of interference of ground water.
In such cases the gravel must be dipped or pumped. This means
that the expense per yard is trebled. In many cases the problem
of transportation enter's into the question of availability. Often
the deposit is of little value because of the distance the material
must be hauled, or IS so located as to be almost impossible to
get to.
LIMESTONE.

The problem of suitable limes~one is not an easy one, as limestone does not outcrop in all the counties. Limestone, of workable
quality outcrops in Putnam, Morgan and Shelby counties.
Morgan County is especially rich in good limestone in the southwestern part, in Ray Township. The central and southern parts
of Putnam County have unlimited amounM of good stone. In this
county several crushers are at work supplying stone to the county
and to other distant points in the State and outside the S'tate.
Some stone outcrops in Shelby County along the Big Flatrock
River. In every case the limestone outcrops along the stream's
bluff or is found in the stream's bed.
Since some counties are well supplied with gravel and others
well supplied with stone, the cost of road improvement will largely
42-Geo!ogy.
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depend upon the material used. The average cost of road improvement with stone is $2,000 per mile, while the average cost for
gravel is but $1,000 per mile.
The average wearing quality of the two materials was carefully noted, and it was found that a road properly graveled would
wear at least five years without further improvement, while those
of stone required some repair work within the same time. This
was probably due to the faCt that the road was not properly built
in the first place, or else poor stone had been used.
The gravel deposits of the counties worked will now be described. Each county is worked out very carefully with regard
to both limestone and gravel deposits, sections of the pits and quarries having been taken .• With each county is a map of the same
showing the distribution of the quarries and the location of the
gravel deposits.

PUTNAM OOUNTY.
Area in square miles.........................................
482
Population in 1900...........................................
21,478
900
Miles of public roads......................... .. ... ... ... .... .
Miles of improved roads ................... " .:.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
635
Percentage of roads improved................................
70.5
Miles improved with graveL..................................
335
300
Miles improved with crushed stone ........ , " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$1,500
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$2,000
Total original cost of improved roads ....... " ................. $1,102,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. .. .
$50
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone r<>ads 5 years old. .. .. ..
$40
Miles of improved road (gravel) built'in 1905 ...... " ... .. .. .. .. .
20
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. .. .. .. . . .. .
12
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 190~. . . . . . . . . . . .
6
First improved roads built..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1868
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . .
65
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"They are highly pleased, are wanting more improved roads and are
disappointed because the law allows only 4 per cent. the assessed
value of the township t<> be used for road improvement."
Authority ................ , ........... J. F. O'Brien, Ex-County Surveyor

The northern part of Putnam Oounty is comparatively level,
while the southern is extremely rough. In the southern part, especially in Oloverdale Township, the drift capping the hills of
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Mitchell limestone, is extremely thin, and is the older of the two
found in the county. In the northe:r;n part of the county the drift
is much thicker, and limestone outcrops, along the small streams
are not so munerous. 'Two ages of drift are readily discernible
in Putnam Oounty. In the north, 'the latest extends as far south
as Greencastle, the county se~t, then strikes off in a southeasterly
direction.
Road improvement in Putnam Oounty is not a difficult one.
There is plenty of material, both stone and gravel, and within easy
reach of unimproved roads. At present there is a strong sentiment in the county in favor of good roads, and this sentiment
should result in improvement in every part of the county.
Most of the important roads of Russell, Franklin, Jackson, Monroo, Floyd, Marion, Washington, Jefferson and Greencastle have
been graveled or rocked. 'The improvement has not been so rapid
in the south central and eastern parts, owing to the fact that
gravel is not plentiful, and what improvement is made must be
made with crushed rock. 'The materials available in Putnam
Oounty are gravel and limestone.
GRAV1<JL DEPOSITS OF PUTNAM OOUNTY.

Gravel deposits are plentiful in the following townships:
Washington, Marion, Floyd, Jackson and northwest Olin ton townships. Bar gravel is found in Olinton, Greencastle and Madison.

Clinton Tow'nship.
Julia: A. Ralcliff Pit.-Northeast quarter section 7 (16 N., 5
W.). This pit is located in the bluffs bordering Raccoon Oreek.
The known depth of gravel is 25 feet, and the circumference, 900
feet.
Section oj Ratcliff Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ChLY stripping ..... " .......................... .4 to 6
Gravel and clay ..................................... ..
Gravel mixed with fine layers of sand .... , ....... 8 to 10
Seam of clay .................................... 1 to 2
Clean gravel ......... , .......... , ............... 6 to 8
Hard blue till ................................ '" ...•..

The best gravel runs in lenseR or pockets.

It may thus

Inch ••.

6 to 8

be ob-
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tained free from clay or dirt. In size the pebbles average from
one-half to one-fourth of an inch in diameter. A great many
large granite boulders, as well as pillars and masses of clay, are
found throughout the deposit, but not in such quantities as to be
harmful. The gravel is interbedded with thin seams of sand,
averaging from one-half to six inches in thickness.
The gravel is well stratified, and of a grayish blue color.
Quartz, diabase, hornblendite, schists and "basalt pebbles predominate, while limestones are in abundance.
T.he deposit is off the main road about one-quarte,r of a mile,
but is easily gotten to, so that the transportation is not a difficult
problem.
Unlike so many other pits, this pit is free from water, so that
all the gravel may be taken out without extra expense. The stripping is the most difficult part, as there is from 6 to 8 feet of clay
that must be removed before the gravel can be gotten at. Care
should be exercised, so that little of the dirt gets' into the graveL
The price for both township and county purposes is 7 to' 10 cents
per yard, the owner stripping the pit and keeping it in good
condition.
Something like five miles of road have been graveled from this
pit. At present the gravel hauled has been used for repair work
only. Roads examined where this gravel has been on for several
years shows the gravel to, be of good wearing quality. It packs
well where the gravel has been taken from the pit free of dirt,
making a smooth, even roadbed.
Walter H. Sigle?' Deposit.-Southeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of section 6 (15 N., 5 W.). This deposit is located in the
bluffs along Raccoon Creek. The hills are elliptical in shape, in
every case being covered with from 2 feet to 4 feet of clay.
By means of spade and post auger I was able to make the following estimate as to size of deposit:
Depth of deposit ...................... "
20 feet
Circumference of hill .................... 625 feet
Diameter ............................ " 200 fee;t
The gravel is of a grayish blue color, except the upper 8 or
10 inches, which is highly oxidized. The pebbles aVeTage from
one-fourth to one-half inch in size. Lenses of coarse, bluish gray
sand are found throughout the deposit.
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This deposit has not been opened up, but can be with very little
cost, as it. will be an easy matter to dump the stripping in the
gullies below and make a roadway out to t.he main t.raveled road,
which is about one-fourth oLa mile away.

Russell Township.
Bert Long pii.-Northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of
section 15 (16 N., 5 W.). This pit is situated in t.he bluff bordering Raccoon Creek, and is river-deposited gravel. The deposit
has been a large one, but has been extensively used, so that there
is not more than 10,000 cubic yards left.
Section of P# on Land of Bert Long.
Feet.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
G.

Clay stripping.................................. 6 to 8
Clay mixed with gravel--oxidized .... , ......... .
Sand and gravel-sand interbedded ............. 6 to 8
Clay..........................................
2
Gravel with lenses of sand ............ " ....... 14 to 16
Hard bluish clay.

Inches.

6 to 8

There is a great amount of sand and dirt in this deposit of
gravel, which can not be avoided because of the difficulty in stripping. The best gravel occurs in pockets, which are surrounded
by sand. Sand is continuous throughout the deposit, the layer~
of gravel being interbedded between thin layers of sand. In different parts of the deposit lenses of clay are prominent. The pebbles are largely quartz, with limestone in abundance. In portions of the pit the whole mass is cemented together by lime, thus
forming a conglomerate.
This deposit. is difficult to get at, being about one to one' and
one-half miles off the: main road. A deep ravine must be crossed,
and several steep hills must be pulled up. The price charged
both county and township is 10 cents per yard.
Brumfield Depo~i.-Southeast quarter of sect.ion 11 (16 N.,
5 W.). This deposit is located in the bluffs bordering a ravine of
Raccoon Creek. The pit has been worked to some extent and is
in a long ridge bordering a flat.
Section of Brumfield Deposit.
1.

2.
3.

Fett.

Clay .............................................. 1 to 2
Oxidized gravel and clay .......................... .
Gravel with intersected layer of sand ... " .....•.•• ,

,,"ehes.

6

"
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It is impossible to get to the bottom of the gravel on account of
ground water. Just west of the barn is a deposit of some value,
which has not yet been 9pened.
.
This gravel is not of the best quality. There is a large amount
of dirt in it, and a large part of the pit shows fine gravel. There
is little clay present. Only the upper part shows oxidation, while
the larger part is of a· grayish blue color. The pebbles average
from one-fourth to one-half inch in size. The deposit is. rather
unfortunately located, as it is off the road some distance, and to
get to it a rather hilly road must be traveled. Little stripping
is required, as the gravel comes very near to the surface. But
very little can be said with regard to its wearing qualities, as it
has been used but little on the public highways.
Frank 'McGa.1lghey Pit.-Section 26 (1<6 N., 5 W.). This pit
is of fluvial origin and is situated in the bluff bordering Raccoon
Creek. It is one of the largest and best deposits in Russell Township, the estimated amount present being 20,000 cubic yards.
As the deposit is located right on the main traveled road, it
is very easy to get to it, and thus the pit is mOore valuable. Not
only is the deposit well located, but it is so near the surface that
little stripping is required. The bluff bordering the Oold flood
plain Oof Raccoon Creek is about 60 feet high, 80 that no. interference is experienced with ground water.
Section of McGaugheyPit.
Peet.

Clay and soil.. .................................... 1 to 1!
2. Clayey graveL....................................
3. Gravel interbedded with thin layers of sand. .. .. .. .
30

Inch ••.

1.

6

Since little stripping is required and the gravel itself is free
from dirt, it is of excellent quality. The average size of the pebbles is one-half inch. There are pockets where much coarser
gravel may be had. The colOor is a light grayish blue. About 75
per cent. Oof the p~bbles are quartz, with sOome limestone, and other
rocks. There is enough limestone to form a good cement. The
owner strips the pit, and receives 15 ce~ts per cubic yard for all
gravel hauled out.
Since this pit has been opened for a shOort time, but few miles
have been graveled, but roads examined where this gravel has been
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used show it to be a material that packs well and suffer~ little
abrasion by traffic.
Nlolly Crodian Pit.--Southwest quarter of section 23 (16 N.,
5 W.). This deposit is a long, narrow tongue-like hill, about one~
fourth of a mile in length, 50 to 75 feet wide, and 20 to 25 feet
high. B;r prospecting along this ridge, gravel was found running its entire length.
Section of Crodian Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Blackish soil
Yellowish clay ............................. .
Gravelly clay ............................... .
Gravel interbedded with layers of sand •....... 10 to 12
Boulder clay.

•

Inche••

6 to

8

12 to 18
6

This gravel is not of a good quality, because there is too much
sand and clay mixed with it. There is about 40 per cent. of dirt
and sand present. The gravel is of a dark, grayish color, very
small, averaging one~fourth inch in diameter. Little of this material is being placed on the road, as the McGaughey pit is close by.
J. W. Sutherlin Deposit.-Northeast quarter of section 26 (16
N., 5 W.). This deposit outcrops on the side of a steep' bluff
bordering the old, wide flood plain of Raccoon Oreek, and is of
fluvial origin.
The height of the hill is about 60 feet. By boring down into
the side of the hill it was found that the gravel extended back into
the hill 200 or 300 feet, with a vertical depth of 30 feet to bottom
of cliff. A well dug some distance away from the bluff, on the
flat, showed gravel below the water table. The deposit is a large
one and of excellent quality.
The deposit is right on the main tr3"Veled road and but a short
distance from unimproved roads, and is therefore easily gotten at.
As the gravel outcrops 'at the bottom of the hill, little st.ripping is
necessary. The deposit can easily be opened when' necessary.
The gravel is of a grayish color, is free from clay and dirt, and
is of good size. Numerous boulders are present throughout the
deposit, the predominating type being those of granite.
The
gravel is largely made up of quartz, with quite a percentage of
good-sized, flat limestone pebbles.
'
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FrarnkZin Township.
This township has no pit gravel. The southwestern part is
supplied with gravel from the beds of South and North Ramp
creeks. Gravel is also hauled from Jackson and Russell townships.
All of the important roads of the township have been graveled.
Jackson 'l'ovm,ship.
Oharrles Johnson Pit.-Southeast quarter of section 20 (16 N.,
3 W.). This deposit is located in a high tongue-like hill bordering Walnut Creek. It is. probably of fluvial origin.

Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 300 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 feet
Depth of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet
Section oj Old Pit, South Side.
inches.

Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Clay ........ : ................................. 2
Fine gravel, mostly sand ....................... 1
Coarse gravel with thin layer of sand ........... 2
Boulder clay, occurring in lenses ................ 1
Coarse gravel ................................. 5
Gravel interbedded with fine layers of sand ..... .
Gravel for unknown depths.

to
to
to
to
to

4

1!
4

1!
6

8 to 12

Section, North Side.
Feet.

Clay ...................................................... 3 to 6
2. Fine sand ................................................. 1 to 1!
3.. Gravel with very thin layers of sand ........................ 10 to 15
4. Boulder clay.
1.

The gravel is of a bluish gray color, is free from dirt and clay,
as the clay occurs in pillars 01' lenses and can easily be separated.
The· gravel is well stratified, dipping from the north to the south,
side, in the southeast direction. The size varies in different parts
of the pit. In some parts coarse material may be had, while in
others finer may be obtained.
This deposit is located right on a main traveled road. Not
all of the best gravel can be gotten, as water interferes after a
certain depth has been reached. A rod was run down in the water
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and it was found that excellent gravel is belOow the ground-water
level.
This pit has been opened nine years, and from 5 to 8 miles
have been graveled from the pit, some gravel having been hauled
into Franklin Township, MOontgomery County. One road examined, where the gravel had been on fOor eight years, showed the
road to still be in good condition. J__ itt.le repairing was needed.
The gravel packs well and wears little, making a hard, smooth
roadbed. The pit is stripped and kept open by the owner, so
that both the township and county pay 15 cents per yard.
A new deposit not yet opened was located a short distance north
of the old one. This can easily be opened up, as little stripping
is necessary, the gravel outcropping at surface of the hill.
Height of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 feet
Length of hill ......................... , 150 feet

Willimm Allen Pit.-Southwest quarter of section 16 (16 N., 3
W.). This deposit is lOcated in the banks of a small stream tributary to the Big Walnut Creek and is Oof fluvial Oorigin. There
are three openings, with an estimated content of 10,000 cubic
yards.
' i: : i \
This deposit is off the road about three-quarters of a mile" and
is rather difficult tOo get at, as it necessitates a pull over several
steep hills.
Section of Allen Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clay stripping ............................................. 1 to' 4
Fine sand ................. " ... : ........................... 1 to 1t
Stratified gravel and sand .................................. 10 to 12
Boulder clay.

The gravel is of a grayish color, and free from dirt. Clay occurs throughout the deposit in the forms of lenses or pillars. As
a whole the gravel is rather fine, and contains a great deal of
sand. There is too much sand to make the gravel the best for
road purposes. The pit is stripped and kept open by the owner,
who charges both county and township 15 cents per yard for the
gravel.

-----------~

-~-
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Floyd Township.
Big Fonr Railway Pit.-Northwest quarter section 34 (15 N.,
3 W.). This deposit is but a part of a long ridge that extends
in a northeast-southwest direction through sections 34, 27, 23, 14
and 11 in the east central part. of Floyd Township. This ridge
is not continuous throughout all these sections, but is in place$'
disconnected. It is of glacial origin. The ridge in sections 11
and 14 is very prominent, reaching a height od: from 75 to 100
feet. It is in one place more than 150 feet wide, and in many
places the gravel outcrops at the top.
It is difficult to make an estimate of the amount of gravel, as
all the hill is underlain with it. This pit was opened by th~
Big Four Railroad years ago. A large portion of the road built
between Indianapolis. and Terre Haute in 1870 was graveled from
th~p~
•
Section oj Big Pour Pit.
Inches.

Feet.

1.
. 2.

3.

Clay .......................................... 2 to 6
Clayey gravel oxidized......................... . .....
Cross bedded gravel and sand ............... .D •• • 20 to 30

6 to 8

The gravel is quite free from dirt and clay, is of a bluish gray
color, and jn sections of the pit rather coarse. Almost any degree
of fineness may be had. On the, north side of the pit toward the
west end, the gravel is cemented together by lime, so that a
morainic conglomerate is formed. To the extreme west end of the
deposit may .be found very fine sand, of a very light gray color,
free from dirt or clay. There are few large stones present. The
gravel is largely quartz, although considerable limestone is present.
It is now sold for road purposes, the railway no longer using the
pit.
The Loyd Campbell Deposit is located in the same section as
the above. This deposit is just opposite the Big Four pit but has
not been opened. It is in the form of a long ridge-like hill-probably a kame.
Length of hill .......................... 2,000 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Height ............................... 50 feet
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The gravel is of excellent quality, of a light gray color, and is
free from dirt and clay. The average size of the pebbles is onehalf inch.
Andrew Lewis Deposit.-Section 34: (15 N., 3 W.). This deposit is a part of the same ridge just mentioned. The owner has
not yet opened the pit as there are a numoor of pits close by.
Robert Underwood Pit.-Northeast quarter of southwest quarter of section 23 (15 N., 3 W.). This deposit. is of glacial origin,
ooing a long, high, narrow tongue-like ridge.
Length of ridge ......................... 1,500 foot
Width of ridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 feet
Height ...............................
60 feet
This pit is off the road some dist.ance but is easily gotten to.
Th~ pit has been opened right on top of the ridge so that no
stripping is necessary, as the gravel outcrops at the: surface.
This is probably one of the best pits in this part of the township. The gravel is of a light gray color, free from dirt and
rather coarse. It averages about one-half inch in diameter, and is
largely quartz. Roads examined where this gravel has been on
for two years prove it to be of good quality, in that it packs well
and wears through slowly. The gravel is sold to both county and
township for 10 cents yer yard. This pit has been opened for
several years.
F. M. Cha.tha.m's Pit.-Northeast quarter of southwest quarter
section 14: (15 N., 3 W.). In topographic position this deposit
is the same as the former. It is but a continuation -of the same
ridge, known in this vicinity as "gravel ridge." The supply is
sufficient to gravel many miles of road.
Length of ridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 600 feet
Width ................................ 100 feet
Depth ........ -........................ 20 feet
Section of Chatham Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Olay ...................................................... 1 to 4
Gravel with pockets of clay ................................. 1 to H
Gravel with thin layers of sand and lenses of clay. " ., ...... 12 to 14
Boulder clay.
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This pit is located right on the road and is close to unimproved
roads. The gravel is of a gr.ayish blue color and is quite free from
dirt and clay. Throughout the deposit occur immense granite
bowlders. The gravel is coated with a thin film of clay so that
when placed on the road it packs and makes a smooth bed. When
placed on the road with little sand It makes an exceUent road bed.
The owner being interested in good roads has stripped the pit,
keeping it in good order, and charges 7 cents per yard and even as
low as 5 cents per yard. A large amount of gravel has been
hauled from this pit into Hendricks County.
Jacob Michaels Pit.-Central part of section 8 (15 N., 3 W.).
This deposit is in the steep bluff along Big Walnut Creek. It is
of fluvial origin and well stratified. . It occurs up about 80 feet
from the present river level.
The following measurements were made after careful prospecting:
Length ................................ 450 feet
"Tidth ................................ 50 feet
Depth ................................ 15 feet
Section of Jacob lYichaels Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Clay ....................................................... 1 to 1!
Oxidized gravel and clay.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Gravel interbedded with thin seams of sand. " ., .. " .... " .. .
12
Boulder clay.

This deposit is located right on the road just before crossing
the bridge across Big Walnut It is within one mile of unimproved roads, is easily gotten at and should be of value. The
gravel is of good quality and makes excellent roads. The pit
has been opened for four years and about 500 yards have been
hau~ed out yearly. The owner strips the gravel and sells it to the
township at 10 cents per load.
John S. Michaels Pit.-A deposit of six or more acres is located
about a quarter of a mile west of the pit last described, on the
land of John 8'. Michaels, Mrs. Sarah Rice and the Powers heirs.
The pit as opened shows the gravel to be 16 feet thick above ground
warer, with a necessary stripping of about two and a half feet.
The gravel is of excellent quality. It does not cave, but stands
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perpendicular in the bank when the pit is opened, and can not be
dislodged except by the use of the pick. It packs quickly and
firmly when placed on the roads and has been used for 15 or more
years.
The "Fish-line" road to the southwest was partly built of it,
and it has been used for r~pairing roads five miles wnthwest, one
and one~half miles east and two miles north. About one per cent.
of the deposit is composed of la.rge boulders, which have to be
thrown aside.
Kaleb Richardson.-Southwest quarter section 9 (15 N., 3 W.).
Here is a good sized deposit which has not been opened up. The
gravel is of good quality, and could be used Gn the new road
about one-half mile to the west" which is not graveled.

Marion Township.
The northern part of Marion is well supplied with gravel, but
little could be located in the southern part. Some gravel is obtained from the bed of Deer Creek and its branches. In the
northern part of the township the morainic ridge so prominent
in Floyd township and so rich in gravel, begins to fade out, and
almost fades out in section 20. More or les& gravel is found in
parts of this ridge.
Oharley BO~V1na:n Pit.-West half northwest quarter section 15
(14 N., 3 W.). This deposit is located in a long ridge-like hill,
which is associated with the morainic ridge. The hill is a kame.
Length of ridge with workable gravel ....... . 400 feet
Width of ridge with workable gravel. ...... . 150 feet
Depth of gravel ........................ . 30 feet
Section of Bowman Pft.
,

Feet.

1. Clay soil stripping ........................................... 3 to 5
1
2. Brownish red sand and gravel. .... " ................. , ... , ...
3. Stratified sand and gravel with pillars of cemented gravel. . . . .
5
4. Coarse stratifi~d gravel with little sand ........ , ....... , .. .. .. .
12
5. Gravel and sand, with sand in lenses .............. , ... , " ., .. .
10
6. Layer of gravel with numerous granite boulders ....... , .. .. .. .
2

This depooit contains excellent gravel for road work. The
gravel has varying degrees of coarseness, the largest pebbles aver-
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aging one inch in diameter. The color is light gray below and
a brownish red above. It is quite free from clay and dirt, but in
parts of the pit contains l~rge amounts of sand. The pebbles
are largely quartz, hornblendite, basalts, schists, and diorites, with
some limestone and chert..
This pit has been opened for thirteen years. A large amount
of gravel from it has been placed upoo the National road. The
pit is located right on the public road, is easily gotten to and
worked. The bottom of the gravel can not be reached, since a
large amount of the lower portions of the gravel is below ground
water. The dep08it is well located with reference to unimproved
roads. Mr. Bowman strips the pit and keeps it in good shape,
charging 10 cents per yard for gravel.
Deposit vn Sections 10 and 3.-A large deposit occurs just north
of the school house in section 3. Here is a long ridge which is
underlain with gravel. The deposit has not been opened, as the
Big Four pit is located just to the no;rth.
M. Marlin Deposit.-Southeast quarter section 31 (14 N., 3
W. ) . This deposit is located in the hills bordering Deer Creek.
Length of hill bearing gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill bearing gravel. .............. 100 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 feet
The color is of a light gray below and a dark reddish above.
A large amount of sand is associated with the gravel, there being
only small pockets or lenses free from sand.
This deposit is located right on the public road and close to
unimproved :mads. There are several hills close to the one opened,
that have not been opened. The owner strips the pit and sells the
gravel to the county and township at the rate of 10 cents per yard.

Greencastle Township.
There is little gravel in Gre€ncastle Township, save that found
in the beds of streams.. The township is underlain with limestone. Some gravel was loeated in the southeastern part of the
township.
MontgomeryPit.-Southeast quarter section 36 (14 N., 4 W.).
The deposit is located in the hills bordering Deer Creek. There
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is a sufficiency of gravel here to gravel eight or ten miles of
road, but the gravel is rather sandy and not of good quality.

WashVngton. T()wnship.
This township is well supplied with gravel in the southern and
eastern parts. In the northern part bar gravel is largely used.
Joseph Hulchinson.-Northwest quarter southwest quarter section 11 (13 N., 5 W.). The gravel here occurs in an old cutoff
of Big Walnut Creek.
I,ength of abandoned channel ............. . 200 feet
Width of abandoned channel ............. . 30 feet
Depth of gravel ........................ . 12 feet
The gravel is coarse, the pebbles ave,raging in size 1 to 11/2 .
inches in diameter. Little dirt is present with the gravel. It
is sold to the county and township at the rate of 15 cents per yard.
J. Trester Deposit.-Southeast quarter section 8 (12 N., 5 W.).
The deposit here occurs in a long ridge like hill, bOirdering a tributary stream to Deer Creek.
Length of gravel bearing ridge ........... 1,500 feet
Width of gravel bearing ridge. . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 feet
This pit contains the best quality of gravel in the township.
The gravel is of a light gray color, free from clay and dirt, is
coarse throughout, except in places where pockets or lenses of
sand occur. The pebbles are largely quartz, diorite, diabase, with
numerous limestone pebbles and few sandstone.
The deposit is so located that. it is easily gotten to, the pit being
off the road about lti mile. Little stripning is required, and the
entire deposit may be worked without interference of ground
water.
The gravel wears well and is resistant to traffic. It cements
well; making a smooth rOiad bed. A road, upon which gravel from
this pit has been used 3 years, was examined and found to be: in
excellent shape. The pit. is stripped and kept in good condition
by the owner, who charges the county and township 10 cents per
yard.
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Henry ,Barnett Pit.-Northeast quarter section 34 (12 N., 5
W.). The deposit is located in a high bluff bordering a tributary
of Big Walnut. The gravel outcrops on the side bluff.
This is a large deposit, capable of graveling 20 miles of road.
Length of gravel bearing hill. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500 feet
Width of gravel bearing hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet
Section of Barnett Pit.
Fe.t.

1.

2.
3.
'4.
5.
6.

Inches.

Clayey soil stripping ............................... 2 to 3
Reddish brown gravel and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .
Gravel and sand rather coarse. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
8
Gravel and sand rather sandy... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Stratified gravel and sand crossbedded. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
15
Blue till at bottom.

8

The gravel is a bluish gray color, is free from clay and dirt,
and is of all degrees of coarseness. The pebbles are largely
quartz, diabase, and diorite, with a large perc€!Iltage of limestone.
The deposit is located right on the public highway, is easily
gotten to and easily worked. All of the gravel may be worked,
as it is above ground water. The gravel is sold to the township and county for 10 cents per yard.
J. Roob Pit.-Southwest quarter section 8 (13 N., 5 W.).
This deposit is located along a t.ribut.ary stream of Big Walnut.
I.Jength of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet
Section of Raab Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clayey gra vel stripping ............................. 2 to 3
Reddish brown gravel. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
Coar~ stratified gravel with some sand ... " .. ... .. .
3
Stratified sand and graveL........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
15
Cross bedded sand and gravel. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
6
Clay at bottom.

Inch e•.

8

The gravel is free from dirt and clay, is. of a light gray color,
and of different degrees of coarseness·. The pebbles average 112
to 1 inch in thickness. Coarse, lines of gravel often merge into
fine gravel and even sand.
43 -Geology.
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The gravel when placed upon the road cements well and wears
evenly, the pebbles being tough. Most of that gravel now taken
from the pit is used in the county on the county and township
roads. The pit is located about liz mile from the road, but is
easily gotten to and close to unimproved roads. The gravel is
sold to the county and township at the rate of 10 cents per yard.
LIMESTONE Dr';POSITS OF PUTNAM

COUNTY.

Putnam County is well supplied with limestone. All of the
important streams cut down to limestone rock. In certain portions of the county covered with the later drift, thick outcrops are
not so frequent. The townships well supplied with limestone
are Russell, Clinton, Monroe, Madison, Greencastle, Warren,
Cloverdale and Jefferson.
Stone for road ,purposes WItS being crushed in Warren, Cloverdale, Marion, Russell and Greencastle townships. The formation
universally used in the county is the Mitchell limestone of the
Mississippian Epoch.
J. D. Torr Quarrry.-Southeast quarter section 25, Madison
Township. The limestone outcrops here along the side of a gully
tributary to Big Walnut Creek. It is difficult to estimate the
area, as it is covered with 12 to 14 feet of clay. Several acres are
underlain with the rock.
The quarry is located about 3 miles west of Greencastle; on a
switch of the Big Four Railway, so that cars may be loaded directly. The main traveled road runs close to the quarry, so that
it is not a difficult matter to halll stone on to roads needing
improvement.
Section oj Torr Quarry.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7..

Feet.

Clay soil stripping.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Light gray limestone in beds 2' to 4 inches in thickness ...... '. . .. 2
Limestone in beds from 4 to 6 inches in thickness ............. ,. 3
Dense bluish limestone nonfos.siliferous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Fine grained, compact, bluish limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 4
Dark blue, finely crystalline limestone ... " ..... , ... , .. " .. .. .. . 6
Dark colored, finely crystalline, slightly fossiliferous limestone.. 8

TeMs of samples made in the road laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture resulted as follows:
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Results of Physical Tests of Mitchell Limestone from Ql(arry of J. P. Torr. *

Specific gravity ........ " .... '"
2.69
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Wa ter absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
.79
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.87

French coefficient of wear .10.34
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Toughness.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
8
Wet.... 24

"Rather high resistance to wEjar for limestone, but rather low cementing value. Should give satisfacto~y resu·ts under highway traffic."-Page.

Samples of the stone were analyzed by the chemist at the same
laboratory, and the chemical constituents found to be as follows:
Analysis of Mitchell Limestole from QtlaTl"Y of J. D. Torr.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0,) and iron oxide (Fe2 0,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.80
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 53.50
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... . . .. ... 2.77
Loss on ignition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43.00 •
Total ....................................................... 100.07

A large amount of stone from this quarry is used in the
county. It is, also shipped to Indianapolis and various points
in Illinois.
The quarry is equipped with a crushing plant consisting of a
No.4 Gates crusher, bucket elevator, the stone being hauled from
the bottom of the quarry to the crusher in small steel carriages,
by means of a wire cable attached to a revolving iron cylinder.
Twelve to 15 men are employed at the average wages of $1.75
per day. The crusher is capable of putting out 300 yards daily.
The output for 1904 was 18,000 yards. The crusher has been in
operation here for a period of about 25 years. Another crushe.r
about ~ mile east of Mr. Torr's has a capacity of 150 yards
per day.
Several miles of road have been improved with material from
this quarry. The road leading from Ohlla to Greencastle, the
county seat, was built from it in 1902. Examination of this
road has shown the stone to p~sess good wearing as well as fair
cementing qualities.
Simpson McGaughey Deposit.-Olinton Township. The limestone here outcrops in a bluff bordering a tributary of Little Walnut Oreek for several hundred feet along the roadside and extends
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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back several hundred feet unde,r the hill. A well near by the outcrop was sunk 40 feet in limestone.
The deposit of stone is so located as to be easily accessible to
all parts of the township. It could be easily worked, as there
would be no. need of working a deep quarry.
Section of McGaughey Quarry.

Feet.
Olay soil stripping ................................. ···.······ 4 to 6
.A. light colored limestone, with now and then patches of yellowish coloring, in beds 2 to 4 inches in thickness. . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3. Very fine grained, light colored limestone, compact beds 2 to 6
inches in thickness ............................ ··········
4
4. .A. dark gray, finely crystalline limestone, with beds 12 to 18
inches in thickness...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
5. Very fossiliferous, medium textured limestone at bottom near
stream's edge. Numerous seams filled with silica .

1.
2.

•

Samples tested at the road laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture gave the following results:
Results of Physical Te8ts of Mitchell Limestone from McGa:ughey Quarry.-

Specific gravity ................ . 2.63
Weight per cu. ft .......... (Ibs.) 165.3
Water absorbed Der cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.53
Per cent. of wear ............. . 4.50

French coefficient of wear. 8.89
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Toughness. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
8
Oementing value-Dry. . . . 16
Wet.... 20

"SamDle gives about the average resistance to wear for limestone.
Below average in cementing value. Should give satisfactory results."Page.

A sample was analyzed at the same laboratory and showed the
following chemieal constituents:
Chemical AnalY8is of Sample of Mitchell Lime8tone from McGaughey Quarry.
Per cent.

Iron oxide (Fe2 0.) ................................................ Trace
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 55.25
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. Trace
Phosphoric acid (P2 0 .) ............................. ···············
.54
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
.85
Loss on ignition ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43.31
Total ....................................................... 99.95

J. B. Hillis Quaa'ry.-Southeast quarter section 22 (14 N., 4
W.). This quarry, which is located about ljz mile southeast of
'For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Greencastle, is owned by J. B. Hillis. It has boon in operation
for several years. During this period a quarry 600 feet long,
300 feet wide, and about 30 feet deep ha.s been made. It is
situated in a little valley of one of the tributaries of Deer Crook.
Several acres are underlain with limestone. The foundation for
the new court house at Greencastle rests upon the same formation,
the stone coming to within 6 feet of the surface.·
The quarry is well located for transport.ation. The Vandalia
R. R. has built a switch up to the quarry so that the material can
be loaded direetly into the car.
Section of Hillis Quarry.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Clayey soil stripping ........................................ .4 to 6
Tbin)y bedded, light gray limestone, in places highly colored
with iron oxide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Finely crystalline, dark gray limestone, beds 12 inches to 18
inches in thickness......................................
5
Thinly bedded, light gray limestone, beds 6 to 8 inches thick. ..
4
Thick bedded, bluish' gray, finely crystalline limestone... . . . . . .
6
Light gray, slightly fossiliferous limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Dark blue, compact, fine grained limestone at bottom.

The results of tests made at the U. S. Road Laboratory were as
follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Mitchell Limestone from the Hillis QuaM'Y. *
SpeCific gravity ..... , .... .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (1bs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.43
Per cent. of wear... . . . . . . . . . . . 4.34

French coefficient of wear. 9.22
Hardness................. 4.3
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Cementing value-Dry.... 13
Wet.... 22
"Above the average in resistance to wear for limestone, but below in
cementing value. Should give satisfactory results under highway and
country road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the stone made at the same laboratory
showed results' as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Mitchell Limestone from the Hillis Quarry.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
.55
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 55.2
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.12
Loss on ignition ................................................. 43.40
Total ............................ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.27
"For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Stone from this quarry is used for roads in the county, and
for railway ballast is shipped into Illinois and other points. Several of the streets at Greencastle have been macadamized with
stone from the Hillis quarry, and also several miles of road in the
eastern part of Greencastle Township.
The crushing plant consists of a No. 4 Gates crusher with
elevator and screen, and has a capacity of 150 to' 250 yards per
day. Stone is elevated frO'm the quarry to the crusher by means of
little steel carriages operated by machinery. "About 20 men are
employed daily.
Jerry CliffCYrd Quarry.-Northwest quarter of the southeast
quarter of sectiO'n 32 (16 N., 5 W.), Russell TO'wnship. The
limestone here O'utcrops in the bottom O'f a tributary stream of
Raccoon Creek. This quarry was opened up in 1904. It has a
face of 200 feet, a width of 75, and a depth of 15 feet.
Plate XI.

Quarry of Mitcbell Limestone on land of Jerry Clifford, Russell Townsblp,
Putnam County.
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Section 'of Clifford Quarry.
Feet.

1.
2.

Clayey soil stripping·.· ...................................... 2 to 3
Light-colored, fine-grained limestone in thin slabs, 2 to 4 inches;
in places oxidized ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
3. Dark gray, thin-bedded limestone, beds being 4 to 6 inches. ... .
2
4. Compact, dark gray, crystalline limestone ... " ...... , .. .. .. .. .
4
3
5. Fine-grained, bluish-gray, slightly fossiliferous limestone .... " .
6. Dark blue limestone at bottom, extremely hard.

The tests made of this stone at the: U. S. Road Laboratory resulted as follows:
Physical Test,~ of Mitchell Limestone/rom Clifford Quarry.*

Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.67
Weight per cu. ft .......... (Ibs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.99
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.44

French coefficient of wear. 9.0>1
Hardness.................
6
Toughness ..... " .. .. .. .. .
9
Cementing value-Dry.... 16
Wet.... 29

"Above the average resistance to wear for limestone.
cementing value. Should give satisfactory resuIts."-Page.

Only fair in

Samples of the stone analyzed at the same laboratory showed
the chemical constituents to be as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Mitchell Limestone from Cl~tford Quarry.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0 3) and iron oxide (Fe,03)' . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.54
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 53.65
Phosphoric acid (P,O.)...........................................
.16
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ... , . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . ... .. .. . . .. . . . .... 4.39
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.37
Total ....................................................... 100.11

,
The crusher used at the quarry is of the Gates type and capable
of turning out 100 to 150 yards pel' day. Twelve men are
employed to work in the quarry and run the crusher, and five to
haul the stone on the road.
Six miles of road were built from this quarry in 1905. Where
the roadway is properly graded and drained the stone will doubtless prove a lasting macadam material.
Putnamwille Orusker.-Section 22, Warren Township. This
crusher is owned by Mr. Ingler. It is moved from one to the
*Forstandard of comparison see p. 79.
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other of twO' quarries which Mr. Ingler owns. Both quarries are
on a small tributary of Deer Oreek. The rock outcrO'ps along the
stream where the latter has cut a narrow gorge in the rock. The
quarry has a face of about 100 feet and. a d~th of 15 to 20 fe€t.
Section oj Ingler Quarry.

Feet.

Clay stripping ............................................... 3 to 6
Light gray, weathered limestone, colored more or less with iron
3
oxide ............................................. ; ... .
2
8. Light gray, finely grained, thinly bedded limestone ........... .
3
4. Hard, compact, coarse grained limestone ..................... .
6
5. Bluish gray, finely crystalline, thick bedded limestone .. , ...... .

1.
2.

No test was made of this stone, but a rO'ad was examined which
had be€n built fO'r a year. The stone cements well, makes a fairly
smooth road bed, and wears quite evenly.
The stone crushed at the Ingler quarries is used largely in
Warren Township. The }.1:itchell limestone has been quarried at
Putnamville for- flagstones and for building purposes. The
crusher is a small one, being able to turn out 100 to 150 yards per
day.
Quarries are found in Cloverdale Township, in sections 5 and
7, where stone has been taken out for use on roads. One alsO'
occurs in section 2, of J cHarson Township.
In Monroe Township stone suitable for macadam purposes
occurs in quantity in sections 23, 26 and 35, along a tributary of
Walnut Creek, and close to the C., 1. & L. (Monon) Railway,
which runs down the valley of the stream. The Mitchell limestone also occurs close to the surface in many places in the western half o£ the township.
HENDRICKS COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
408
Population in 1900 ........................ ····· .. ·············· 21,292
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820
210
Miles ot improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.6
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
187
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. ... ... .. . .. ... .... $1,850
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,683
Total original cost of improved roads ............................ $407,659

-
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Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.......
$85
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. " .. " .
$60
l\1iles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Miles of improved roa9,s (stone) contracted for 1906 ........... " .
13
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads .. " .. . Good
. Authority .. , " ........ " ., .................. D. D. Mills, County Auditor
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Hendricks County is much smoother than Putnam, and is covered with the later drift, while Putnam has this drift only in its
northern half. The roughest part of Hendricks is probably in
the northwestern part, where we find the fading out of the re-
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cessional moraine so prominent in Floyd TOwnship, of Putnam
County. This moraine extends t0' and a little beyond Danville,
the county seat, around which the country is hilly. The county
is deeply covered with the later drift., so that'the streams in only
a few places have cut down to bed rock. This occurs in EelRiver Township, where in two places the river has cut down to the
Knobstone shale, and also in Center Township, where' the same
shale is exposed along White Lick Creek. In all other parts of
the county the st.reams have cut into the hard, blue till.
}Iost of the main t.raveled roads have been graveled and are in
fairly good condition. There are a few miles of stone road in
the western part of the county, where the gravel is difficult to
obtain. Clay Township has few miles of graveled roads because
of the scarcity of gravel.
ROA.D MA.T1~RIA.LS OF HENDRICKS COUNTY.

As the county has no stone, gravel is extensively used. Not
all parts of the county are well supplied with gravel. It is plentiful in Eel River, Lincoln, Franklin, and Guilford townships,
but scarce in Brown, Middle, Union, Marion, Center and Liberty.
In several of the latter mentioned townships no pit gravel can
be located. What is obtained is taken from the beds of the
streams and must be pumped or dipped. This makes the total
cost per yard high, as all dippers ask 30 cents per yard for
dipping.
.

Eel River Township.
This t.ownship is well supplied with gTavel. In nearly every
case the gravel occurs ~n bluffs along streams.
D. C. Irwin Pit.-Northwest quarter section 17 (17 N., 2 W.).
This deposit is located along the bluffs of Ramp Run.
Section of Irwin Pit.
Feet.

Clay and solI .................................. 2 to 3
Coarse reddish sand ........................... .
Cross-bedded gravel and sand..................
6
Layer of fine sand-not continuous ............. .
5. Gravel with thin seams of sand ................. 8 to 10
6. Till.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Inch ...

6 to 10
4 to

6
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The deposit is a large Dne, about 20 acres being underlain with
gra:vel. The gravel is of a light gray color, free frOom dirt and
clay. The size Df the pebbles varies. In SDme parts Df the pit
coarse gravel may be had, while in Qthers it is much finer. There
are many pockets Df coarse sand with pebbles averaging Vs of an
inch in diameter. This is used extensively in North Salem fOol'
concrete. The gravel is about 80 per cent. quartz, with SDme
limestDne and chert..
The owner strips the pit and kee,ps it in gDod cOondition,
charging in 1902, 10 cents per yard; in 1903, 15 cents pel' yard;
in 1904, 15 and 20 cents; and in 1905, 15 cents. For concrete
gravel which is used fDr bridge wDrk the tDwnship and county
pay 25 cents.
N Dt all Df the gravel taken from the pit. has been used in Eel
River Township, as SOome has been hauled into. Marion and J ackson townships. Over 6 miles of road has been graveled in Eel
River Township, all in Dne stretch. It is often hauled 6 and 7
miles for repair wDrk.
This is withDut question the best gravel in Hendrick~ Oo.unty.
A rDad built from it nve years ago was examined and today is
little the worse for wear. The road supervisor states that little
repairing is necessary when the road is built of this gravel. It
packs well, making a hard, smooth road bed, and exhibits' excellent wearing qualities.
H. M. Ba.llm Pit.-Northeast quarter section 10 (17 N~, 2 W.),
This pit is located in the edge Df the moraine bDrdering East
Fork of Eel River, which is here a long tongue-like ridge.
Section of Baum Pit.
F"I.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Inch,••

Clay and fine sandy loam ........................... 1 to 2
l<'ine sand ........................................ .
Gravel and fine sand, alternating, the sand layers
1 to 2 inches thick ............................ .
14
Till.

8

Length of ridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width or' ridge.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 feet
Height of ridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 feet
This gravel is not of the best quality for road purposes, as
there is too much sand in it. It does not pack well Dn the road.
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This gravel is now mostly used for repair work in Eel River
Township. It is sold to the township at 15 cents per yard, the
owner stripping the pit and keeping it in good condition. As
the deposit is close to the main traveled road it is easily available.
J. A,. Ha;dley Pit.-Oenter of section 4 (17 N., 2 W.). This
deposit is located in the edge of a moraine, and is a kame. It is
impossible to get to the bottom of the gravel on account of ground
water.
Length .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Width ................................ 75 feet
15 feet
Depth
Section of Hadley Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
E.

Clayey loam ................................. 2 to 3
Yellowish red sand and gravel. ............... , ..... .
Horizontally bedded sand and gravel. ... .. .. .. .
2
Highly cross-bedded layers of sand and gravel. .8 to 10
Till.

Inches

12 to 18

The gravel is of good quality, and packs wen. There are certain area'S in the pit where it grades into fine sand. The deposit
is largely of quartz, the pebbles being well rO'Unded.
About three miles of road has been graveled from this pit. At
present it is used only for repair work, as most all of the roads
of the' township have been graveled. There is a variety that makes
excellent concrete, so that much is being used for that purpose.
This pit has been worked for 12 or 15 years. For road purposes
the owner gets 10 cents per yard, and for concrete work 20 cents.
H. W. Davis Pit.-Southwest quarter section 5 (17 N., 2 W.).
This deposit is located in an old terrace of a branch stream to
Eel River. The gra,vel is about the same size and quality as that
in the Hadley pit.
J. H. Fleece Fit.-Southeast quarter of southeast quarter section 32 (17 N., 2 W.). This large deposit is a, part of the old terrace of the West Branch of Eel River, and is a river deposit. of
large size, there being about. 5 acres underlain with good gravel.
1
2
3
4
5

Section of Fleece Pit.
Feet,
Olayey loam .......................... " .. , ....... " ........ 2 to 3
Reddish yellow sand and gravel. .... , , ...... , ........ , , .... , .1 to H
Horizontally bedded layer of sand and gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Gravel interbedded with thin seams of sand and clay ....... '. .
16
Till.

---------

- - -
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The upper portion of the gravel is of a reddish color, while
lower down a bluish gray predominates. There is in certain
parts of the deposit. large amounts of fine sand and clay. The
size varies in different parts of the pit, ranging from a very fine
to a coarser, the pebbles of the coarser averaging % inch in
diameter. The gravel packs well when placed on the road, as
there is just enough clay around the pebbles to bind them together.
This pit is l~a.ted right on the main traveled road so that it is
easily available. Most of the material taken from this pit has
been hauled into the northwestern part of the township. The
pit is stripped by the owner, who charges the nounty and township
10 cents per yard for the graveL
R. K. Speers Depomt.-Northwest quarter section 16 (17 N.,
2 W.). There is a good deposit here, but it can not be worked as
pit gravel on account of the water. The deposit is l~ated in the
creek bottom, and if used must be either pumped or dipped. This
makes the gravel expensive, as it can not be dipped fOT less than
30 cents per yard, which added to the 10 cents paid to the owner
of the gravel makes the cost per yard 40 cents.
James TroUer PiC.~East half of northwest quarter section :?
(17 N., 2 W.). This deposit is l~ated in the old flood pJain of
East FOTk of Eel River, now a terrace. The deposit is an exceedingly large one, covering 20 acres. The gravel outcrops along
the edge of the terrace, but continue1s back into the farm land.
This was determined by sinking holes at various places over the
farm. Nowhere is the gravel covered with more than 3 feet of
dirt. The c.istern dug by Mr. Trotter at the house showed exceJlent gravel. A well was also sunk into the gravel.
Section oj Trotter Pit.
1.

2.
3
4.

F••t.

Clayey soil .................................. 1 to Ii
Yellow clay and gravel ........ , ., ... " ...... .
Stratified gravel and sand ........ , .. " :. " ... 16 to 18
Hard blue till at bottom.

IncA ••.

10

to 14

The gravel is quite uniform in size, of grayish color, is clean
and largely quartz. Throughout the pit there occurs large granite
bowlders and now and then one of limestone.
Gravel from this pit hasbeon placed in road district NO. 2. A
large amount is hauled into Union and Centre Townships. This
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pit has been opened about 8 years. Several miles of road have'
been graveled. It is now largely used for repair work. A II.uch
traveled road built from this gravel 6 years ago was examined
and found to be in excellent condition, showing little wear. As
this pit is right on the public r0'ad, it. should be used, f0'r the
gravel is of excellent quality.

Union Township.
Union Township is level and lit.tle cut. up by stream!:'. There
is but little pit gravel in the township .. What gravel there is, is
located along the streams. Dat.a gathered from wells in this region showed t.he drift t.o be very thick.
Deposit on Ed. While's Farm.-East. half of northeast quarter
section 28. This deposit is located in the bed of an old st.ream,
which has been diverted from its old channel into a new one to the
east.
By means of the auger the following estimates were made:
I~ength

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 600 feet
Width ................................ 15 feet
Depth ........................ ~ . . . . . . .
8 feet
The gravel will 1;>e rather difficult t0' get at, as there are 4 or 5
feet of clay to be removed. As the gravel is down to ground water
here, it will probably have to be dipped or pumped, which will
make the cost 30 to 40 cents per yard.
Pritchett Pit.-Southeast quarter section 31 (1'7 N., 3 W.).
This deposit is located along the East F0'rk of Eel River, on the
present flood plain. There is still a large supply of gravel here,
but. it. is difficult to get at., as the gravel must be dipped. Two
pits have been opened and all the gravel removed that could be by
means of a steam dipper. Both pits were dipped to a depth of
25 feet. The owner charges 10 cents per yard for the gravel, but
the township must pay 30 cents per yard f0'rthe dipping.
The gravel is of excellent quality, and makes good r0'ads. It
is of a light gray color, rather coarse, free from dirt, and is largely
quartz. About 5 miles of road have been graveled fr0'm this pit.
John Leach Pit.-West half of section 32. This pit. is on the
same stream as the one last mentioned and must be w0'rked in the
same way. Little gravel has been taken from this pit, as it is
difficult to get room to set the dipper.
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Middle Township.
There is little available gravel in Middle Township, there
being no pit gravel of any value. What has been placed on the
roads has been taken from the beds of streams and hauled in
from Brown Township.

Brown To,wnship.
There is very little gravel to be had in Brown Township. Most
of the gravel used in the township is hauled from Marion County
on the east and Boone on the north, and from the bars along the
streams in the township. During the last two years the stream~
have been high and bar gravel is abundant.
Rob Smith Pit.-Southeast quarter section 15 (17 N., 1 E.).
This deposit is found on the bottom ofa branch of White Lick
Creek. The deposit is an extensive one, covering about 20 acres.
The pit was first opened in 1870, and since that time more or less
gravel has been taken out every year.
There is only one way of securing the gravel, and that is by
dipping, as the gravel is below ground water. A stripping of 3
feet of clay is necessary before the gravel can be gotten at. The
gravel is dipped by contract., so many yards for so much. The
cost of the gravel to the township or county is 40 cents per yard.
The gravel is of excellent quality and makes good road beds. A
road graveled about 20 years ago was examined and found still
to be in fair shape. The gravel is free from fine sand and clay,
is largely composed of quartz, and resistant to abrasion.
Lincoln Township.
The western part of Lincoln Township is well supplied with
gravel. There is little in the eastern part. Although ph'llty
of pit gravel may be had in the western part, a large amount of
bar gravel is used. The main roads are mostly all improved, but
gravel is needed for repair and for new roads opening up.
Alexarnder Arbuckle Pit.-Northwest quarter section 11 (16
No, 1 E.). This deposit occurs in the bluff bordering a branch of
East Lick Creek.
Length
Width
Depth .. ,
0

0

0

0

0

••

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

0

••

0

0

•••

0

•

0

0

••

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

0

••

0

••
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0

•

0

0

0

0

0
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••

0
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0

••

•

o. 150 feet
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0

•

0

•

0

0

0

•
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0

0

•

0

o.

_
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This gravel is not of excellent quality, as there is too much dirt
and clay in it. The gravel is highly oxidized in places, and of a
yellowish color. Farther down, near the base of the deposit, it is
of a grayish color.
Near the stream's edge little stripping is necessary, but as the
gravel is worked back into the hill more is required.
If the owner strips the pit the county or township must pay 25
cents per yard. If the township strips the pit 15 cents per yard
is charged. This pit is located about % mile from the rood.
Thomas Miller Pit.-Northwest quarter section 16 (16 N., 1
E.). This deposit is located along a small branch of White Lick
Creek. It is in a valley train, and is one of the largest deposits in
Lincoln Township. There is sufficient quantity of gravel here to
improve 10 miles of road.
Section of Miller Pit.

Feet.

Clayey soil ............................................... 4 to 6
2. . Fine loamy sand........................................... 1 to 1!
3. Gravel and sand cross-bedded .................... , ......... 16 to 20
1.

The gravel is of a light gray color, is free from dirt, contains
little sand, and is of various sizes, some portions of the pit containing coarse gravel, other parts finer, and still others a fine sand.
The sand occurs in pockets as does the clay. The pit is stripped
by the owner, who sells the gravel to the township and county at
the rate of 20 cents per yard. The gravel is easily gotten. out and
is located close to the main traveled road, so that transportation
is easy. The bottom of the deposit has not been re'ached, but can
not be worked on account of water interference. A rod was sunk
some distance into the water and the bottom of the gravel was not
reached. The deeper one goes the better the quality of the
material.
This pit has been opened about 8 years. Some gravel has been
hauled out every year. In the last two years several thousand
yards have been hauled into Middle and Brown townships. It is
now largely used for repair work.
John Hufford Pit.-West half of southwest quarter section 21.
This pit is located in a high bluff bordering White Lick Creek and
is of fluvial origin.

--

- - ---------,-
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Length of ridge ....................... "
Width of ridge ....................... "
Height of ridge ....................... "

600 feet
150 feet
15 feet

Section of Hufford Pit.
.

1
2.
3

Peet.

Yellow clay ............................................... 4 to 6
Gravelly clay .............................................
1
Gravel and sand ........................................... 12 to 14

The gravel is of a reddish color at the top of the pit, while
below it is of a grayish color. There is considerable clay throughout the deposit, the clay occurring in lenses and thin seams.
There is also a large amount of fine sand. The gravel is coarser
at top and finer at bottom. It is not very good for road purposes,
as it does not pack well and cuts through quickly.
A. E. Ho1'nada.y Pit.-Section 15 (16 N., 1 E.). This deposit
is similar to the above mentioned and of the same origin. This
pit has been worked for several years, but not much gravel has
been taken out lately. The gravel is· limited in qu.antity and is
of poor quality. It is too fine and sandy. There is probably
3,000 to 4,000 yards available, if stripped. The upper surface is
covered with clay 6 to 8 feet thick.
Da.ve Doyal and Ohas. Cummings Deposits.-Center of section
22 (16 N., 1 E.). These pits are not now worked as there is
plenty of bar gravel along the branches.
The Doyal pit is opened, but the deposit on Mr. Cummings'
farm has not been opened. Both deposits are close together and
along ~he same branch of White Lick Creek.
Both deposits will furnish enough gravel to gravel 5 miles of
road. There is one difficulty with these deposits and that is the
stripping, both being deeply covered with drift.
The gravel is of good quality and makes good roads.
John Han'lalfl. Deposit.-Southwest quarter section 22 (16 N.,
1 E.). Here is located a new deposit which has never been
opened. It is in a high hill upon which sets Mr. Harlan's house.
The whole hill is underlain with gravel.
J. H. Barlow Deposit.-Northwest quarter northeast quarter
section 28 (16 N., 1 E.). There is a large sized deposit he:re
which has not been opened.
(4-GAO!Ogy.
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Washington Township.
Gravel is scarce in this township. Most of the gravel used on
the roads has been obtained from the beds of the streams in the
township. All of the principal roads of the township have been
graveled, but some need repairing.
Interurban Gravel Pit.-Southwest quarter section 3 (15 N.,
1 E.). This deposit. was discovered while grading through a
bluff east of Danville. The deposit is a large one, the company
buying up about 20 acres of land, all of which was underlain with
gravel. Little of this will be available for road purposes.

Oentre Township.
There is little gravel in Oentre Township except the bar gravel
along the streams. The gravel u&ed upon the roads' i~ taken from
the bed of East White Lick Oreek and its branches.
E. and B. Kiger Pit.-Southeast quarter section 34 (15 N., 1
W. ). The gravel outcrops along a steep bluff of East Lick Oreek.
J~ength of outcrop ...................... . 200 feet
Width of outcrop....................... . 50 feet
Depth ............................... . 15 feet

The gravel is of a grayish color, is rather fine, and contains
much sand. It does not make good road material, and is u&ed
mostly for repair work.

Marion Township.
There is little gravel in Marion Township outside of that found
in the bed of streams. Gravel is hauled from Eel River Township
and from Putnam Oounty. All the main traveled roads have been
graveled. A knob sandstone outcrops near New Winchester. A
mile or two of road has been made from this stone and then
covered with gravel.

Oiay TOWf/ship.
The beds of the East, Middle and West Forks of Mill Oreek
are rich in gravel. There is no pit gravel. Gravel may be
pumped or dipped almost any place along these streams. Seams
of from 15 to 20 feet are common. Gravel has been pumped in
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sections 10 and 12 (14 N., 2 W.), on the farms of Miles West
and Enery Mosten. S'everal miles of l'oad were built from gravel
from these two farms. The gravel is not of good quality, as it is
too fine and there is too much sand in it.
Where the township owns the pump, the gravel costs 10 cents,
but where it is owned by private parties the gravel costs the
township 20 cents.
In the western part of the township gravel is hauled from the
Big Four Pit in Putnam County. The improved roads of Clay
are graveled.
.

Franlclin Township.
But little graveling has been done in Franklin Township. The
southern part has little gravel, so that the roads are in bad condition. There is now a petition before the county for improving
17 miles of road.
The knob sandstone outcrops in several places along Mill Creek,
but the stone is of no value for road purposes, as it is too soft and
friable. The northern part of the township has sufficient gravel.
John Walls Pit.-Northwest quarter section 22 (14 N., 2 W.).
This deposit is of glacial origin, and consists of a long, elevated
ridge extending in a northeast and southwest direction, from
where the public road entering Stilesville crosses Mill Creek to
the town of Stilesville.
Length of ridge on land of Mr. Walls ...... 1,000 feet
Width of ridge o~ land of Mr. Walls. . . . . .. 150 feet
Depth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 feet,
Section of Walls Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.

3.

Clay and soil .............................................. , 2 to 4
Reddish sand .............................................
1
Gravel and sand ........................................... 15 to 20
Boulder tlII.

This gravel is not of the best quality, as there is too much sand
and dirt in it. There is also present a large percentage of sandstone pebbles. The gravel is fine, the pebbles averaging % inch
in diameter. There are certain portions of the pit. where the
gravel is coarser.
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This pit was opened 30 years ago, and the Stilesville and
Greencastle road was improved from it. Only about 3 miles of
road in Franklin Township has been graveled. The gravel taken
from here costE> the county and township 5 cents per yard.
O. E. Hume Depo,si.t.-Notthwest quarter section 22 (14 N.,
2 W.). This deposit is but a continuation of the ridge above
mentioned. It has not been opened, but may be when necessary.
It is a large deposit
McI-Iarffie Pit.-Southwest quarter section 22 (14 N., 2 Vi.).
This pit was opened one year ago and 2,000 yards of gravel taken
out. It is no longer used because the gravel is too fine and sandy
and of little value for road purposes.

Liberty T <YUmship.
The southern part of the township gets most of its grave~ from
the bed of Mud Oreek. Little gravel could be located in the
central part of the township. In the northeastern part gravel
occurs in section 25, along the west fork of White Lick Oreek.
Deposit in Section 25 (14 N., 1, W.). This deposit is located
in the ridge of hills to the north of the main traveled road
from Plainfield to Danville. It has not been opened, but the
gravel may be seen. outcropping in the side hill. Examination
was made and it was found that the whole hill for a distance of
several hundred feet was underlain with gravel which is of fair
quality but contains a, larg~ amount of fine sand. By screening a
good supply could doubtless be obtained. _
This deposit is well located with reference to unimproved
roads. It could be easily wl;)l'ked, as the gravel now outcrops in
the side hill.
Deposit North of Ca.rtersbu1·g.-Section 25 (15 N., 1 W.).
Gravel outcropE> in the bluffs bordering the East Fork of White
Lick Oreek, just where the road leading from Danville:to Oartersburg crosses the bridge. The deposit here is of good size and
good qualit-y.

Guilford Township.
This township is well supplied with gravel. Very few pits are
worked, but gravel is obtained from the beds of the streams.
White Lick Oreek is rich in bar gravel. South of Plainfield
grave] may be obtained from the bed of White Lick Owel\ ~t
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almost any place. Excellent bar gravel was located in sootioos
23, 14, 11, 2 and 34.
The East Fork of White Lick Creek is equally rich in hal'
gravel. Large deposits were also located in the prominent ridge
of hills to the east of White Lick Creek in sections 14, 11, and
the north half of 23. Also in sections IS and 17 along the East
Fork of Lick Creek. In both cases the hills were carefully examined and gravel was located in the ridges.
A.be HoadlelJ! Fit.-Southwest quarter sect.ion 19 (14 N., 2 E.).
This deposit occurs along a branch of White Lick Oreek, and is a
river deposit.
Len@:h of hill ........................ " 500 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 feet.
Depth 0'£ gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 foot.
Section oj Hoadley Pit.
Feet.

Clayey soil stripping ............................ 2 to 4
2. Fine loamy sand ............................... . .. .
:1. Gravel and sand highly oxidized ... .-. " '" ....... 2 to 3
4. Stratified, rather coarse graveL.................
3
5. Stratified sand and gravel. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. . .. .
6
6.· Blue clay at bottom.

Inche••

I.

6 to 12

The color ranges from a reddish brown above to a yellowish
gray below. In places the gravel is highly oxidized, being of a
deep yellow color. Sand occurs in pockets or loos like masses.
Some clay is presoot throughout the deposit, but occurs in pillar
like masses. Iron oxide is largely t.he cement.ing principle. The
pebbles are largely quart-z, diabase, diorite, and hornbloodite, with
a few of sandstone and limestone present..
A large amount of gravel from this pit has been hauled into
Monroe Township, Morgan Oounty. Several thousand yards have
been used on t.he roads in Guilford Township. The pit has been
worked for several years. A road was examined which had been
graveled from this pit. several years ago. The road, where well
graded before the gravel had boon placed on, was in excellent
condit.ion, the gravel having packed well, making a smooth, hard
roadbed. The owner skips the pit, charging the township and
county 10 cents per yard for the gravel. The pit is easily stripped
and worked, since there is no interference of ground water, the
deposit being located on the top of the blue clay.
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MARION COUNTY.
Area in square miles .. , " .... " ......... , " " .. " '" .. " ., .. .. .
400
Population in 1900 .............................................. 197,227
1,190
Miles of public roads ......... " ......... , " .... " ........ , . . .. .
Miles of improved roads ... , .. , ............. , .... " ........... , .
800
Percentage of roads improved. " ......... , " .... " ............ , .
67.2
Miles improved with gravel....................................
800
Miles improved with crushed stone .............. , .......... " ., . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ................. ,. $1,100
Total original cost of improved roads ..... " .... '" ........... , .$880,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old ..... , .
$75
Miles of improved roads.(gravel) built in 1905. .. . . .. .. ... . .... .. .
25
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
70
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority ... " .......... " ......... ' .... Cyrus J. Clark, .County Auditor

Marion Oounty is quite undulating except in the northern and
western parts. The only terminal moraines in the county are
in the northwestern part, in Pike and Washington townships, and
in the southern part in Perry, Decatur and eastern Warren townships. The West Fork of White River e-xtend& through the entire
county from north to south in a wide valley, bordered on both
sides by prominent ridges. .The drift is from the later or Wisconsin ice sheet, and is exceedingly deell, so that no stream reaclies
bed rock.
Nearly all the locations of gravel made were confined to three
morainic ridges in Pike, W ashington~ Perry, eastern Wayne,
eastern Decatur, eastern Franklin, and Wa.rren townships. A
large gravel plain borders White River, so that gravel may be obtained in the rivffi" valley at a depth of from 3 to 10 feet. This
gravel could only be removed by dipping or pumping. Nearly the
whole of Oentre township, in which Indianapolis, the county seat
and state capital is situated, is underlain with graveL
The cellars of many houses were examined, and all had to be
walled, as the gravel would cave in.
ROADS OF THE OOUNTY.

In general, the roads of Marion Oounty are in good shape,
nearly all of the important roads having been graveled. This
county is better supplied with gravel in all parts than either
Putnam, Hendricks, or Morgan. There are no steep ridges or
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extremely rough surfaces over which important roads must go,
so that the problem of road improvement is not so difficult.
Seven miles of stone road have been built, the crushed stone
having been sent in from Putnam County, where stone is plentiful.
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Fig. 45. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Marion County.
q'Atll;l

Parts of the Cobland Pike have been stoned and gravel placed
over it. There is no stone in Marion County, so that the stone
used must be shipped in. Marion County has 400 miles of fine
graveled roads, constructed at a cost of $850 per mile.

Pike Township.
This township is well supplied with gravel in the western part,
but there is little in the eastern part. Gravel is plentiful along
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Eagle and Fishback creeks. In the eastern part of the township
the gravel used comes from the beds of Orooked and Little Eagle
creeks.
James Eudaly Pit.-Northeast quarter section 28 (17 N., 2
E.). This deposit is found in the old terrace of Eagle Oreek, and
is of glacial origin.
Length ................................ 100 feet
Width ................................ 30 feet
Depth ................................ 15 feet
Section of Eudaly Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Clayey loam .................................. 1 to 2
Gravelly clay ................................. . ',"
Coarse stratified gravel. ........................ 2 to 3
Gravel and sand..............................
4
Coarse gravel with thin seams of sand and clay ..
5
Blue till.

Inch ..

10 to 12

The gravel is of a light gray color, rather coarse in places, free
from soft pebbles, and clean, as great care has been used in
stripping. Most of the gravel taken from this pit is used in Pike
Township. Some has been hauled into Brown Township, Hendricks Oounty. This pit has been opened three years, and most
of the gravel now taken from it is being used for repair work.
This deposit is located right on the road and is easily gotten at.
The owner strips the pit and keeps it in good condition, charging
15 cents per yard for the gravel.
Moor TalboU FalJ"m.-Section 22 (17 N., 2 E.). This deposit
occurs in a high hill bordering Eagle Oreek. This hill is continuous through sections 22 and 15, with numerous places where gravel
may be obtained.
Mr. Talbott's deposit has not been opened, but may. be if
needed. It is a large deposit and sufficient in quantity to build
several miles of good road.
Wa.shington Township.

The central part of Washington Township is quite rough, having in it twO' morainic ridges. while the western and eastern portions are smoother. While there is considerable pit gravel, a
large amount of the gravel used on the roads is hauled from
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White River. Pit gravel is plentiful along Fall and Crooked
Creeks.
Broad Ripple P. a.-Northeast quarter of northeast quarter
section 36' (17 N., 3 E.). Here is a very wide channel of the
White River, made shallow by damming up of the main channel
and sending water down the hydraulic main. This channel is
filled with excellent gravel. It is easily gotten out, as the teams
drive into the channel and scoop up the gravel.
Deposit ill Nonhead Quarter Section 1 (16 N., 3 E.).-This
deposit has not yet been opened. It is located in the second river
terrace, and is a large depOl'3it.
Deposit in the Northeast Quane?' arna N olJ'thwest Quarter
Sections 20 a.na 21 (17 N., 4 E.).-These deposits have n~ yet
been opened up, but may be with little expense, as the gravel
occurs in the terrace bordering the river on the present flood plain.
It would be impossible to reach the bottom of the gravel here without dipping, as it goes below the present river level.
Pit in the Southwest Quarter Section 9 (16 N., 4 E.).-This
deposit occurs in a morainic ridge bordering Fall Creek. The
stream has cut up against the bluff so that the gravel outcrops
in a steep cliff. This is an extremely large deposit, as shown by
the following dimensions:
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill ........................... 100 feet
Height of hill .............. , .......... , 40 feet
Section of Pit in Southu'est Quarter Section 9 (16 N., 4- E.).
Feet.

Clayey soil ..................................... 1 to 2
Fine loamy sand .................... ······ .. ····· ..... .
Gravel with thin seams of sand .................. 2 to 4
Cross-bedded gravel and sand cemented in large
blocks ..................................... 6 to 10
5. Gravel with pockets of sand ............ " ...... .4 to 6
6. Blue clay.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Inche •.

2 to 8

The gravel from this pit is fine in certain horizons and coarser
in others. The average size pebble is one-half inch. About 70
per cent. are quartz, with quite a large percentage of limestone.
In places the gravel merges into sand pockets. Thin layers of
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clay are interbedded with the gravel. Where stripped carefully
the gravel contains little dust and dirt.
This gravel packs wen and resists abrasion. One road was
examined where the gravel had been on for two years, and the
roadbed was hard and e:ven, showing the equal wearing of the
gravel. The pit is stripped and kept in good condition by the
owner, who charges 15 cents per yard. Most of the gravel is
used in southeastern Washington and southwestern Lawrence
toWnships.
Depo.c;it in Northweg/; Quartet' 8ectio'n f37 (17 N., 3 E.). The
gravel occurs here in a high bluff-like ridge bordering Orooked
Oreek.
. I.ength of outcrop ....................... 600 feet
Width of outcrop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 feet
Depth of outcrop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 feet
Section oj Pit on Crooked Creek.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clay ........................................................ 1 to 3
Gravelly clay ...................................•..........•
1
Gravel with numerous layers of sand and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
10
Blue clay.

This gravel contains large quantities of fine sand and clay.
The better gravel runs in pockets or lenses, and is a dark gray
in color. A number of large stones are present. This gravel
is not the best for road purposes.

Lawrence Township.
The northeast and north central parts of the township are well
supplied with gravel, while in the southern and northwestern little gravel is to be had. Some bar gravel is obtained from the bed
of Indian oreek, west of Oaklandon.
Gravel for the southeastern part is hauled from Warren Township, while the: west is supplied from WashingtQn.
Wilson, &: Hill Pits.-Southwest quarter section 15 (17 N., 5
E.). The gravel is here located in the bluff bordering North
Fork Creek, and is of fluvial origin.
Length of gravel-yielding bluff ........... . 300 feet
Width of gravel-yielding bluff ............ . 175 feet
Depth of gravel ........................ . 15 feet
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Section oj Wilson & Hill Pits.
Inche••

Feel.

1. Clayey soil .................................... 1 to
2. Clayey gravel, oxidized ....................... .
3. 'Gravel and sand ............................ ..

4.
5.
6.

Very coarse gravel, pebbles 2 to 4 inches in diameter ................................. .
Gravel with thin seams of sand ............... .
Clay at bottom.

1!
6
1

12 to 18
12

At top the gravel IS of a yellowish color, having been oxidized.
Some distance from the top the gravel is of a grayish color. It
is not uniform in size, there being certain horizons where the
gravel is too coarse for road purposes. There are a number of
large boulders in the pit. The pebbles are flattened and well
rounded, showing them to be of river origin. This gravel does
not pack well when placed on the road, as it is too coarse and contains too much sand. The gravel is sold to the township at the
rate of 15 cents per yard. The expense of stripping is slight, and
as the pit is situated on the road the cost of transportation is
slight.
Ringe?' Pit.-Northeast quarter section 20 (17 N., 5 E.).
This is a small deposit and would scarcely pay for the working,
as the gravel is covered with a heavy stripping of clay, about 8
feet of which must be removed. The gravel is of poor quality, of
a reddish color, and contains a large percentage of clay.
Deposit in Southwest Quarter Section, 30 (17 N., 5 E.).
Here along the roadside, in a steep ridge bordering Fall Creek
gravel was seen to outcrop. A careful examination of the hill
showed the deposit of con&iderable size. This deposit might be
opened with little trouble, as it is right on the road and therefore
easily available.
Gravel Pit in Section, 36 on U. S. Reserve (17 N., 4 E.). The
gravel outcrops along the uppe,r river terrace and is of river
origin. The terrace here is quite broad and extends for one-half
mile. Several acres are underlain with gravel.
Section oj Pit on U. S. Reserve.

Feet.

Clayey loam ......................................... 3
2. Reddish gra veUy clay ................................ 1
3. Gravel and sand highly stratified ...................... 12
4. Fine sand .............................................
5. Blue clay.

Inches.

1.

2
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This gravel is not of the best for road purposes. Too much
sand and clay are present, and'the gravel is too fine. The upper
portion is oxidized and is of a reddish brown color. The lower
portion is of a light gray color. The material does not pack
well on the roads, the wheels of vehicles soon cutting through it.
It is sold to both the county and township at 15 cents per yard.
C. A. Schofield Pit.-Northwest quarter section 2 (16 N., 4
E.). This pit has been opened on Fall Creek bottom near the
stream. Gravel has been taken from the pit for concrete work,
but little has been placed on the road. The deposit here is not
large, there probably being but 4,000 or 5,000 yards available.
,

Center Township.
Center Township has an abundance of gravel, both pit and bar.
The whole western border of the township has a plentiful supply
in the high bluffs to the west of White River. Indianapolis is
located on the old flood plain east of the river, and is everywhere
underlain with gravel. In digging cellars and water mains in the
city gravel is struck after one or two feet of stripping has been removed.
Gravel is dipped by steam dippers from Fall Creek at numerous
points for street car lines and other purposes. On the map I
have outlined the main gravel deposits along the river.

Wa.rren Town8hip.
Little gravel is to be found in northern and central Warren.
In the west gravel is taken from the bed of Pleasant Run. In
the iioutheastern part of the township along Grass Creek, large
quantities of gravel are located. An of the roads have been
graveled, but some need repairing.
Harris Deposit.-Southeast quarter section 16 and northeast
quarter section 21 (15 N., 5 E.). This deposit occurs in Grass
Creek bottom and the gravel must be dipped, as the water level
comes very near the surface.
About 100,000 cubic yards are available. Three or four acres
are underlain with gravel. Mr. Harris' owns a dipper and dips
the gravel for. the township and county, charging them 35 cents
per yard.
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.John. Kitley Fit.-Southeast quarter of section 21 (15 N., 5
E.). This deposit occurs in the second terrace along Grass Creek,
and is of large size, several acres being underlain with a seam of
gravel 12 to 14 feet thick.
Section oj Kitley Gravel Pit.
Flet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Sandy loam ...................................... ..
Clayey gravel .................................... ..
Gravel with thin layers of sand from 1 to 2 incheD in
thickness ..................................... 12
Clay.

InC/UB.

12 to 14
14

The seam of gravel alternates with a seam of sand. The gravel
is not all of the same degree of coarseness. Masses of clay are
prominent in different parts of the pit. The gravel is largely
quartz, with limestone and chert present. It is mixed with much
sand, so that when placed on the road it does not pack wel1.
This pit is easily gotten at and worked, since the gravel can be
gotten out without interference of water. The owner strips the
pit and gets 20 cents per yard for the gravel. A large amount
of it has been used in the township and large quantities have also
been hauled into Hancock County. The interurban street car
line has used several thousand cubic yards.
Reynolds Fit.-No.rtheast quarter of section 28 (15 N., 5 E.).
This pit is pretty well exhausted. It is a very shallow deposit,
occurring in the second terrace of Grass Creek. Not more than
3,000 yardE! of workable gravel remain.

Franklill Township.
Franklin Township is quite level in the western and central,
but· rolling in the eastern part, where several quite prominent
morainic ridges are present, bordering on Grass Greek.
Almost all of the gravel of the township occurs in the ridges
and on the creek bottoms. Very little can be located in the western part. An the principal roads of the township have been graveled .
.J. H. Meyer Deposit.- -Northwest quarter and southwest quarter of sections 34 and 35 (15 N., 5 E.). Mr. Meyer has not yet
opened this deposit. By prospecting, it was found that an area of
4 or 5 acres was underlain with gravel, which must be dipped, as
it can be worked in no. other way.
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W. H. and C. M. Harris Pit.-NortheMt quarter section 28 (15
N., 5 E.). This large deposit is in the present flood plain of
Grass Creek. The only way that the gravel can be gotten out is by
dipping. This makes the gravel cost the township 35 cents per
yard. Mr. Harris owns a dipper and in 1904: dipped 8,000 cubic
yards. There is still available 50,000 yards. The seam of gravel
is from 25 to 30 feet deep.
This gravel is of excellent quality. It is clean, f1'oo from clay,
largely quartz, and averaging onef-half inch in diameter. A road
examined upon which the gravel had been placed in 1903 showed
it to be of excellent wearing qualities.
Ba,user Pit.-N ortheast quarter section 28 (15 N., 5 E.). This
deposit occurs in a high ridge bordering Grass Creek. The gravel
outcrops just below the barn, and by prospecting I found the entire
hill underlain with gravel.
Perry Township.
The west half of Perry Township is quite rough, there being
a prominent morainic ridge along the river. The eastern part is
gently rolling.
In the western and central parts of the township gravel is plentiful, being found in the morainic ridge and in the river plain.
In the southeastern, little gravel could be located. Some of the
largest and finest ,deposits in the county occur in this township.
H. Arms Pit.-West haH of section 15 (14 N., 3 K). This
deposit is but a part of a much larger one, which is continuous
in the form of a ridge throughout the section. The ridge is a
sub-glacial deposit. It is quite prominent, reaching up above the
valley plain to a distance of about 60 feet. This pit is practically unlimited in supply, as the entire ridge is of gravel. 'No
stripping is required, as the gravel comes to the surface on the,
top of the ridge. The gravel here, where opened, is of poor
quality, there being too much sand and dirt mixed with it. But
little of this gravel has M yet been placed upon the roads.
Clark S'Uttcm Pil.-Southeast quarter section 21 (14 N., 3 E.).
Mr. Sutton's pit is 'but a continuation of this same ridge above
mentioned. This ridge extends through sections 11, 10, 15, 22
and 21 (14 N., 3 K). The general direction is northeast and
southwest.
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This is an extremely large deposit, probably the largest in Perry
Township.
Length of ridge ......................... . 1J2 mile
Width of ridge ........................ . 200 feet
Height of ridge ....................... . 50 feet
Section of Sutton Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Sandy loam ....................................... ..
Reddish brown gravel ............................. ..
Gravel and sand cross-bedded ...................... 4{)

Inche••

6 to 10
18

This pit shows cross-bedding to a high degree. Certain lenses
of gravel will run into coarse sand and then into gravel again.
This is the best deposit in the county, the gravel is of good size, is
free from dirt and clay, is of a light gray color, and well-rounded
pebbles. There are few soft. stones present, tpe largest percentage
being quartz pebbles.
This pit was opened up in 1875, and the road from Glenn Valley to Indianapolis was graveled trom it. A large amount of the
gravel is used 011 the county and township roads in the township.
Some is hauled into Johnson County. It is now used also for
concrete work. This deposit is located right on the main traveled
road, so that it is easily avaHable. Little stripping is necessary,
so that the pit may be kept open at small expense. Gravel is sold
at 8 and 10 cents per yard to both county and township.
Roads examined upon which this gravel has been for some
years prove it to be of the best. The gravel packs well, making
a smooth, hard roadbed. Being so largely of one kind of mineral
-quartz-it wears evenly.
W. M. Wishard.-North of the center 0.£ section 16 (14 N., 3
E.). This deposit is located in the present flood plain of White
River, but is not used at present, as it is impossible to get the
gravel out of the water without dipping. About six miles 0.£ road
have been graveled from this pit.. The gravel seam is from 25 to
30 feet thick.
William Hamilton Pit.-Southeast quarter section 4 (14 N., 3
E.). Mr. Hamilton's deposit occurs in a terrace of a small tributary to White River and -is of river deposition.
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Length of opened deposit. .............. .
Width of opened deposit ............... .
Depth of opened deposit ............... .

60 yards
40 yards
12 feet

There is an unopened deposit right south of Mr. Hamilton's
house of the same size.
Section of Hamilton Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clayey sand ..................................... .
Gravelly sand .................................... .
Gravel, coarse, oxidized............................ 4
Gravel, finer, interstratificd with sand.............. 5
Boulder clay.

Inch ...

6 to 12
6 to 8

The color of the gravel at the tQP is yellowish brown, while
below it is of a bluish gray coJQr. The upper part is very coarse,
while the lower is finer. Cobble stones make up about 70 per
cent. of the upper part of the deposit. The gravel is quite free
from dirt. LimestQne forms about 20 per cent. of the deposit.
The gravel needs little stripping, as it outcrops at the surface.
The owner strips the pit and <!harges 20 cents per yard. Most
of the gravel hauled out is used in the township for repair of the
roads, about 800 cubic yards having been taken out in 1905 for
this purpose.
Jordan Pit.-Northwest quarter section 11 (14 N., 3 K).
This depot:;it has not been opened for road purposes. The Indianapolis Southern Railway passes through Mr. Jordan's farm,
and it was while cutting through this ridge, upon which a nurse1ry
is located, that the gravel was discovered.
The ridge is a prominent morainic ridge, extending in a northeast-southwest direction, and is a part of the same ridge already
mentioned. Mter some prospecting, it was found that this entire ridge is made of gravel and sand, and is prQbably of subglacial water deposition.
The ridge on Mr. Jordan's farm is about Qne-fourth Qf a mile
long, 100 to 150 feet wide, and 30 to. 40 feet high. In certain
parts the o/Rvel comes near the surface" while in other places a
covering of from 4 to 5 feet of clay is found.
On Mr. Jordan's farm is a well, which was sunk at the bottom
of the ridge, 35 feet in gravel and sand. Judging from this the
gravel must go down 40 or 50 feet.
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In the cut made by the new railway the gravel was exposed.
It is of excellent quality for road purposes, being free from clay,
with little sand, and largely quartz.
The sand runs in pockets; a gravel selam often grades into
sand. The railway company is considering the question of buying 10 acres of Mr. Jordan in order that they may obtain gravel
for ballasting their new roadbed.

Decalur TO'1ltnship.
Decatur Township is quite rolling in the northwestern and extremely so in the southeastern, where a morainic ridge is quite
prominent. In the ridge are numerous gravel deposits. The
eastern part of the township is well supplied with gravel, while
little could be located in the western and northern portions.
Starrbr-eech Pit.-NorthweRt quarter section 33 (15 \N., 2 R).
The deposit here is located on a high hill bordering East Lick
Crook.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 feet
Height of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 feet.

•

S cetion of Starbreech Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Clay ........................................................ 1 to 4
Stratified sand with little gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Gravel with thick Geams of clay and sand. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .
18
Boulder clay.

The gravel is not of good quality, as there is too much clay
and sand present. Large masses of clay occur throughout the deposit. Many large limestone boulders are also present.
This pit is not now worked, but has been worked extensively,
several thousand yards having been taken out.
John E. Smith.-Northwest quarter section 7 (14 N., 2 R).
ThiS' deposit is located in the banks of a tributary to White River.
There are probably 5,000 to 8,000 cubic yards available. Little
stripping is necessary, as the gravel comes very near the surface.
This pit has not yet boon opened, but may be if necessary. 'The
deposit is well located for easy transportation to the central part
of the township.
45-Geology.
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Newman Pit.-Northeast quarter sootion 6 (14 N., 2 E.).
This deposit is located in the second terrace of White River. It
is of river deposition. Several acres are underlain with gravel,
which is of a light gray color, rather coarse and free from clay
and dirt. It contains some limestone, and packs well when
placed on the road. The gravel is sold at the rate of 10 cents
per yard to the county and township. Most of it is used in the
township. This pit was opened 25 years ago, and roads built
from it are yet in good shape.
E. Lane Pit.-S'outhwest quarter sootion 18 (14 N., 2 E.).
This deposit is located in the morainic ridge bordering the river.
The gravel from it is not used, as it is toO' sandy. The deposit
is an extremely large one, but. not of good quality.
Wayne Township.
Wayne Township is well supplied with' gravel in the eastern
and central portions, but little gravel is to be had in the western
part. Gravel is obtained from the bed of Eagle Creek and White
River. In the northeast part of the township pit gravel is plentiful.
J. J. Cooper Pit.-Northwest quarter section 21 ('"1.6 N., 3 E.).
There is a ridge extending through sections 21 and 28, along
White River, which is underlain with gravel. This deposit IS
extremely large, several acres being underlain with gravel
Section of Cooper Pit.
Feet.

Clay soil ..................................... 2 to 4
2.. Sand and gravel, reddish brown ....... " .. " .. .
3. Stratified gravel and sand ............ " : ...... 14 to 16

I"ches.

1.

6 to 10

The gravel occurs in lenses, no seams being continuous, thb
gravel merging into sand, and the sand into gravel. Often pockets
of fine sand occur. Where the gravel can be gotten, free from
sand, it is of excellent quality, being lig-ht bluish gray in color,
largely quartz, with some limestone.
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MORGAN COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415
Population in 1900............................................. 20,457
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
Miles of roads improved ......... , .............. , ......... '" .. .
140
Percentage of roads improved .................. , ...... " .. .. .. .
28
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100
40
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. " ., .. .. ... .. .. .. .
$900
Average original cost of stone roads per mile .... , .............. , $1,700
Total original cost of improved roads ......... " ................ $158,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... " .
$50
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$50
17
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905 .... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
12
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved road (gravel) contracted for 1006. .. .. .. .. . . .. .
14
5
Miles of improved road (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First improved roads built .....................................
1860
Proportion of roads improved since 1895 (per cent.). . • . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority ........... " ................... B. R. Johnson, County Auditor

Morgan County is level in the northwestern part, while in the
central, southern and southwestern portions it is hilly and broken.
In the northern part, we find the later drift exceedingly thick,
while in the central and southern portions we have the hills covered but thinly with the earlier or Illinoian drift.
The central part of the county is traversed by the valley of
the White River, which at its widest point in the county reaches
II width of two miles.
This valley is bounded on both sides by
high hills, some reaching an elevation of over 100 feet.
Morainic ridges are prominent. In the southeastern, a ridge
extends from Martinsville, the county seat, in a southeast direction to :Morgantown. In the northeast a ridge is prominent
through Harrison, southern Madison and northwestern Green
townships. In the west central another ridge passes through the
townships of Olay, Gregg, East .Jefferson and South Monroe.
Road improvement in parts of the county is a difficult problem,
not only from the stalldpoint of road material, but also of surface
topography. In some townships the region is so rough that it is
impossible to gravel or stone the roads on account of steep hills.
Althongh most of the townships have an abundant supply of gravel,
but few miles in the county have been graveled.
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The townships having a good supply of gravel are: Harrison,
Clay, North Washington, Ray, Green, Madison and Brown.
Those having a small supply are Gregg, Monroe and Jackson,
while those almost devoid of gravel are Adams, Ashland, Ray and
South Washington.
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Fig. 45. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Morgan County.

Gravel occurs in the morainic ridges above mentioned in Harrison, Madison, Green and Washington, in large deposits, while
in the broad valley of the White River gravel may be obtained
anywhere by dipping. In the southern part of the county, where
the drift is not too deep, the Mitchell limestone or the knobstone
shale outcrop on every hill. Every stream finds its bed o~ the
shale.
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In Ray and Ashland townships the Mississippian limestones
(Mitchell, Harrodsburg and Bedford limestone) outcrop in a
quarry, which is now being operated for rock metal. This is
the only part of the county in which the limestone occurs near
the surface.
Adams Township.
This township has no pit gravel, as it is level, at one time being
a lake. Some attempt has been made to dip gravel, but the drift
is too deep, and the gravel, where found, is too sandy to be of
any value. Some gravel has been pumped in the southeast. quarter
section 24, but the gravel was mostly sand.
Monroe Township.
There is little gravel in the western part of this township, but
some in the eastern part.
S. Hubbard Pit.-Northwest quarter section 33 (14 N., 1 R).
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Inche •.

Clayey loam ...................................... .4 to 5
Reddish clayey gravel. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. .
Gravel and sand...................................
12
Clay.

8

Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 feet
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 180 feet
Depth of gravel. ...................... "
12 feet
Estimated 7,000 cubic yards.
This gravel is not of good quality. There is too much sund
and clay present. The upper portion of the gravel is oxidized and
is of a reddish color, while the lower is of a grayish color. The
gravel is rather fine; there are coarse seams in different parts of
the pit. Roads built of this are often repaired, as the traffic of
vehicles soon cuts through the gravel.
O. A. Ken,nedy.-Northwestquarter of section 3 (13 N., 1 W.).
Here is a small deposit located under Mr. Kennedy's barn. The
deposit would not aggregate more than 3,000 cubic yards.
Ashland Township.
This township has no gravel, but has eleven and one-half miles
of stone road and a cQintract let for eleven and a half miles more.
The stone comes from Owen County.
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Ray Township.
The southern part of Ray Township has plenty of gravel, as it
borders-on White River. The w~tern part has no gravel. Limestone outcrops at several places, and is quarried on the land of
Martin, in the northeast quarter of Election 3 (11 N.,
2 W.).
Section of Jfurtin's Quarry.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clay and soil stripping........................................ 4 to 5
Fine grained limestone much weathered and broken, highly
colored by iron oxide ......................... " .... " . . .
3
Hard, bluish gray, compact, tine grained, nonfossiliferous limestone...................................................
4
C1>mpact, finely crystalline, bluish gray limestone, slightly fossiliferous with distinct bedding plains. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Finely crystalline, bluish, nonfossiliferous, compact limestone. .
G
Dense, dark blue, finely crystalline, highly fossiliferous limestone ...................................................
5

The formations are the Mitchell and the Harrodsburg of the
Mississippian peTiod.
The sto'11e from this quarry has been placed on the road from
Lewisville, in Ashland Township, to Paragon, Ray Township.
About eight miles of road have been improved from it.
The crusher is owned by Mr. Martin, who took the contract. for
the making of 22 miles of road for the county. It is of the
Gates type, a small one, capable of turning out 150 cubic Yblrds
per day. Twelve men al'e employed at the quarry and six or
seven to haul the rock to the re-ad. The rock is crushed and
placed on the road at the rate of $1.00 per yard.
As no test was made of the stone its value for road material
could only be estimated by examining the road where it has been
used nearly a year. This road showed the stone to be of excellent quality. It packs well, has a good cementing value, and
makes a smooth, even track.

Jefferson Township.
This township is exceedingly rough, a prominent ridge covering almost its entire area. Only the county roads are graveled.
The eastern part of the township can get sufficient gravel from
the White River valley. The hills bordering White River are
thinly covered with drift, the knobstone "hale outcropping ill
nearly every hill.
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Gregg Towr/ship.
Gregg Township is very rough, so that hut few of the roads
have been graveled.
The S. Miller Pit.-Southwest quarter section 33 (13 N., 1
W.). The gravel outcrops here along the bluffs. bordering Burnett's Creek. It is a river deposit, comprising almost 7,000 cubic
yards.
Section nf Afilltr

P~·t.

Feet.

Inches.

Clay stripping .................................. 2 to 4
8 to 10
GravelJy clay with iron oxide ................ , .. .
3. Gravel and sand stratified, sand layers 1 to 2
14
inches thick .............................. .
4. Shale.
The upper four to six feet of gravel in No.3 are coarser than those
below.

1.
2.

This is the best deposit in Gregg Township. The gravel is
free from dirt, but contains numerous large boulders of granite
and limestone. The color of the upper eight or ten inches is reddish brown, while the lower portion is of a light gray. The pebbles are largely quart.z, there being a smaH percentage of limestone and little shale, chert and sandstone.
This gravel makes a good roadbed, packing well and wearing
evenly. Roads were examined upon which it. had been used for
three years and were found to be in good condition. The owner
has stripped the pit and kept it in good condition, charging the
township 15 cents per yard. The gravel is easily gotten at, and
can be worked with little cost.
H. Brewer Pit.-Northwest quarter section 27 (13 N., 1 W.).
This pit has been very nearly exhausted, there being not more
than 3,000 or 4,000 yards left. More might be obtained if it
could be dipped.
William Marrtin's Deposit.-Northeast quarter section 33 (1~
N., 1 W.). This deposit has not been opened. The gravel is located in a bank bordering a branch of Barnett's Creek. It was
impossible to estimate the amount of gravel here, as it is covered
with a deep mantle of clay. It would be difficult to strip this deposit, as 6 to 10 feet of clay must be removed.
James Wilheit Yit.-Southeast quarter of southwest quarter
section 4 (12 N., 1 W.). This is not a large deposit and occurs
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in a small knob-shaped hill along Barnett's Oreek.
mDre than 4,000 yards available.
.

There is not

Section oj Wilheit Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clay stripping .................................. 2 to 3
Reddish brown gravelly sand .................... .
Gravel, upper part reddish yellow, lower grayish .. .
8
Sandstone.

IncheB.

6 to 8

The gravel is nDt Df the best quality, as it contains a great
amount of sand and some clay. There is, a largo percentage Df
sandstone pebbles present. It does not cement well when placed
upDn the roads. The pit is located close to' roads that need graveling, and about three~quarters of a mile has already' been graveled from it. The pit is stripped by the Dwner alld the gravel is
sold to the towmhip at the rate of 15 cents per yard.
Joseph Bryant Pit.-Southe1ast quarter section 4 (12 N., 1 W.).
This alsO' is but a small deposit, located on the tO'P Df a hill bordering Barnett Oreek. The gravel is not 0.£ good quality, there
being tDD much clay, sand and sandstone pebbles in it. There is
not more than 5,900 yards at most. The same may be said of the
Nicholson pit, which is located in east half of northwest quarter
sectiDn 4.
There are alsO' small deposits in Brewer's and Hicks's pits, .sectiDn 27, but difficult to' get at on account of heavy stripping.

Madison Township.
The Albert Haymaker Pit.--Northwest quarter section 22 (13
N., 2 K).
Section.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Feet.

Stripping of clay ............................................. 6 to 8
Fine sand and graveL.......................................
5
Gravel stratified, not coarse .................................. 3 to 4
Sand with little clay.........................................
1
Coarse gravel, free from sand and clay. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .
5
Fine gravel playing out on one edge into sand. '" .. , ....... " .
3
Gravel and sand.............................................
7
Coarse gravel ...............................................
10

This is a large deposit, in a bluff bordering a tributary to' White
River.
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Length of hill ......................... . 200 feet
Width of·hill ........ , ........... , ..... . 150 feet
Depth of gravel. ....................... . 40 feet
A well, dug at the level of the bottom of the pit some distance
from the bluff, was 30 feet in depth and all the way in gravel
and sand. This is one of the best deposits in the township. The
gravel is of a light gray color, is of all degrees of coarseness, and
contains few friable pebbles, the largest percentage of the pebbles· being quaJ.'tz, diabase and chert. The limestone pebbles are
quite numerous. This gravel makes excellent roads. Some were
examined upon which the gravel had been in use for several
years.
The pit has been opened for 25 or 30 years, but gravel has not
been taken out every year. In 1905 about 1,000 yards were
hauled on the township and county roads. Some has been hauled
into Olay Township. It is now mostly used for repair work.
The pit is located right on the main traveled road, and is easily
gotten at. The stripping is not expensive, so that the gravel is
sold at the rate of 5 cents per yard.
Walter H arys Pit. -North half of northwest quarter section
22 (13 N., 2 E.). This pit is located about one-half mile back
of !he Haymaker pit. It is in a roundish hill about 40 or 50 feet
high. It is of glacial origin, the hill being a kame. The pit is
circular, having a diameter of 200 feet. The deposit contains
10,000 to 12,000 cubic yards.
Section of Hays Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.

Clay soil stripping ................................... .
Fine loamy sand ... '" ., .... '" .. ' " .. , .............. .
Coarse gravel, around pit, with stones averaging 2 inches
in diameter ....................................... 1
Layer of fine stratified gravel. Thins out in places and
thickens in others. Cross-bedded.................. 4
Coarse stratified gravel and sand running in lenses ..... 12

Inches.
18

8

The Mooresville and Waverly pike, a county road, was graveled
from this pit 14 years ago, and has only had to be regraveled in
. patches, and these were where washouts had removed the gravel.
The latter cements well when placed on the roads, making a hard,
smooth roadbed.
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The pit is located one-half mile from a main traveled road, is
easily stripped and worked without interference o.fground water.
The gravel is sold to the township and county for 5 cents per
load.
James Thacker Pit.-Southeast quarter section 14 (13 N., 2
E.). This deposit occurs in the second river terrace on the old
flood plain of White River and is of river deposition. It is a
large' deposit, 5 or 6 acres being underlain with a vein of gravel
12 to 14 feet thick.
Section of Thacker Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Loamy soil stripping .............. ·················
Coarse gravel, pebbles averaging 2 to 3 inches in diameter ........................................ .
Finer gravel, pebbles averaging 1 to H inches in diameter ......................................... 3
Layers of fine and coarse alternating with thin layers
of sand ....................................... 12

Inche••

6 to 12
8

The quality of this gravel is equal to that of the Haymaker
pit. It is clean, free from soft pebbles, cements well, making
solid roads, is of a grayish color and of good size. Roads built
of this gravel 8 or 10 years ago are yet in gOOd condition. The
cost to county and township is 10 cents per yard. Little of the
gra vel is used now except for repair work.
Milt Thornbu.rg Deposit.-South half of southeast quarter section 21 and northeast quarter of section 28 (13 N., 2 E.). Here
is a large deposit of gravel, but of poor quality, as there is too
much clay and dirt mixed with it. But little of this gravel has
been' placed upon the roads.

Brown. Tow.nship.
Brown Township is well supplied with both pit and bar gravel.
White Lick Creek flows through the northwestern part of the
township, and through the eastern, a branch of White Lick, both
of which contain good bar gravel.
Newby Pit.-Southwest quarter section 12 (13 N., 1 E.).
This pit is no longer used, as the gravel is too sandy. The deposit is quite a large one, but of little value. It y,ould do for
repair in case of necessity. By screening much good gravel could
be obtained.
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DMJers and Fletche1' IJ.eposits.-West half of northwest quarter section 14 and southwest quarter of southwest quarter section
11 (13 N., 1 E.). Neither of these deposits has been opened.
They occur in a prominent. ridge, bordering a branch of East Lick
Creek, and are of glacial origin, being kames.
Length of ridge ........................ 1,000 feet
Width of ridge. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 feet
Height of ridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 feet
A well sunk close to the hill passes through 30 feet of grave1.
These deposits are located right on the public road and close to
unimproved roads.
Everett Allen Deposit.-Northeast quarter section 2 (13 N., 1
E.). An extensive gravel deposit is located on Mr. Allen's farm,
just outside Mooresville. It is located in the high river terrace
bordering East Lick Creek, which runs in an east and west direction south of the town. The deposit has not been opened, but
could be utilized with little expense. Gravel also occurs on William Morris's farm, northwest quarter section 1. The outcrop
may be seen at base of hill, along the side of the road.

Harrison Township.
Harrison Township is supplied with a large amount of excellent gravel, the deposits so located as to be within short distances
of unimproved roads. They all occur in the morainic ridge and
are of glacial origin, a large number of them being kames.
Scott Kelley Fit.-Southwest quart.er section 25 (13 N., 2 E.).
Mr. Kelley has an excellent deposit of gravel which is just
being opened up. It occurs in a ridge~like hill bordering a branch
of White River.
Length of hill ......................
400 feet
Widt.h of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 feet
Depth of gravel ................ ' ....... 20 feet
<

•

••

The gravel is of a light gray color, free from sandstone and
clay, contains a little sand, grades from coarse to' fine in different
parts of the deposit, is large:ly of quartz pebbles, flrrl cements
The pit is back off th., road about
well when placed on the :'()lI.n.
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one-half mile, but is easily available. Little stripping is necessary, as the gravel comes close to the surface.
GeO'f'ge Brenton Deposit.-Southwest quarter sectiQn 24 (13
N., 2 E.). Mr. Brenton's deposit is IQcated in a ridge--like hill
bordering a small tributary O'f White River. It is a large O'ne
and c'Ould easily be O'pened up, as very little stripping is necessary. The gravel is Qf good quality and clO'se to a section road.
The deposit WQuld easily supply 15,000 to' 20,000 cubic yards O'f
gravel.
T. S. Underwood Pit.--SQuthwest quarte1r section 26 (13 N., 2
E.). This is undQubtedly the largest and best depO'sit Qf gravel
in Harrison T·Qwnship.
Length O'f hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 240 feet
Height O'f hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 30 feet
Section oj Underwood Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.

Clay and soil stripping ........................... ·· ..
Gravel and fine sand .... , ...... , ............. , ...... .
Stratified gravel and sand, well cross-bedded ........ 10
Coarse stratified sand and gravel, cross.-bedded, with
lenses of sand alternating with lenses of gravel. 20
Bottom of gravel not reached.

inch e••

6 to 12
6

The gravel is almost free from dirt and clay, and little stripping is required. Sand QCcurs, but nQt in sufficient quantity to'
destroy the value Qf the gravel. The cQIO'r varies. At the top
it is, O'f a reddish colQr, while below it is Qf a light gray. The O'xidized portiO'n is but slight. The pebbles average Qne-haH to Qne
inch in diamelter. There are seams Qf finer gravel, which Qften
merge into lenses Qf sand. The pebbles are largely quartz, with
sO'me limestone, and a small percentage each O'f sandstO'ne, diorite,
diabase and chert. The cementing principle is mQstly lime. The
pebbles are tough and withstand the abrasiO'n Qf vehicles.
This depO'sit has been opene~ twO' years. In 1904, 200 yards
were hauled O'nto the township rO'ads. Aborut one and Qne-haH
miles O'f rO'ad have been graveled frO'm the pit. It is used nO'w
largely for concrete work and rO'ad bridge.s. The pit needs little stripping to' keep it open, sO' that the owner, to' encourage
road imprO'vement, sells the grovel at 5 cents per load.

•
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J ()hn Paul Pit.--Northwest quarter of northeast quarter section 35 (13 N., 2 E.). This pit has been opened for about 25
years. A large amount of gravel has been hauled from it into
J ohnson Oount~. Last year 300 yards were hauled into that
count~.
The pit still contains enough gravel to gravel several
miles of road. The gravel costs the township 6 to 8 cents per
yard.
Green Township.
Green Township is well supplied with gravel. The deposit'> are
large and of good quality. They are well distri!>uted throughout
the township, so that long hauls are not necessary. In spite of
this fact the township has few miles of improved roads. The deposits are associated with the terminal moraine and are mostly
kames.
J. W. Musser.-Northeast quarter section 3 (12 N., 2 E.).
This deposit occurs in a long ridge-like hill, a kame, and is of
glacial origin.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 360 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 feet
Section of Musser Pit.

1.
2.
3.

Feet.
Clayey soil
Yellowish brown, oxidized graveL .................. .
Gravel, with pockets of sand, both highly cross-bedded 40

Inche•.

2 to 6
10

In places gravel outcrops on top of the hill. The main hill of
gravel is free from dirt, hut contains numerous sandstone pebbles. The color is of a light gray below and yellowish brown
above, where oxidation has taken place. The pebbles average onehalf inch in diameter. 80me parts of the deposit are fine, while
others are coarser. The pebbles are largely quartz, diabase, dolorite, with some chert, limestone and sandstone. They are tough,
resisting the wear of vehicles excellently.
A road was examined upon which the gravel had been placed
two years ago. The pebbles show little wear. The gravel packs
well, making a firm, compact roadbed. About two miles of road
have ~~p improved from this pit. All of the grovel from this
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pit has been used in the township. The price paid for it is 5
cents. per load.
The pit is back off the road some distance and is difficult to
get to, so that hauling to the place needed is the most expensive
part. Little stripping is necessary, as gravel comes to the surface and can be loaded into wagons without interference of water.
Dr. Hortons Pit.-Northeast quarter section 4 (12 N., 2 E.).
This deposit occurs in a rounded-like hill, a kame, in structure.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill ........ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 feet
Depth 0.£ gravel ........................ .
Section of Horton Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Clayey soil stripping .......................... .
Fine gravel and sand ......................... .
Coarse, stratified gravel.......................
1
Gravel with thin layers of sand. The layers of
sand varying in thickness, averaging onehalf to one inch .......................... 20 to 30

IncheB.

6 to 8
8 to 10

The depth of gravel was not determined. A well sunk at the
foot of the hill penetrated sand and gravel for 20 feet. The
gravel is of a bluish gray color, is free from clay and dirt, and the
pebbles of good size, the average diameter being one-fourth to
one-half inch. The quartz, dinrite and diabase pebbles abound,
with a small percentage 0.£ chert, limestone and sandstone present.
Roads made of this gravel three years ago are in excellent condition, the gravel showing little wear, packing well, and making
a smooth, compact bed. The pit, is located right on the public
highway, and needs ]ittle stripping, so that gravel is sold to the
county at the small price of 5 cents per load.
Thomas Adams Fit.-East half of southeast quarter section 19
(12 N., 2 E.). This pit is located along Clear Creek, and is a
prominent ridge, standing about 40 feet above the level flat along
the river. The ridge is a kame, of glacial origin.
Length of ridge ........................ . 600 feet
Width of ridge ........................ . 150 feet
Depth of. gravel. .............•.......... 40 feet
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Section of Adams Pit.
Peet.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Clayey loam ................ , ................... .
Clay and gravel ............................... ..
Fine, stratified gravel and sand .................. 1 to 3
Coarse, stratified gravel with little sand .......... 1 to 2
Stratified sand and gravel, with layers of sand
ranging from one-half inch to three inches in
thickness ..................................
30

Inch ...

6 to 12
8 to 10

The gravel is highly cross-bedded, nO' layer being continuous
across the pit. The sand ocCurs in lenses, while large masses of
.gravel have become cemented together by lime carbonate. The
gravel is of a light gray color throughout, with little dirt or clay.
The pebbles average one~hal£ inch in diameter. Those of quartz,
diabase and diorite predominate, with a good percentage of limestone and chert.
The gravel is of good quality, resisting to a marked degree the
wear and tear of traffic. It packs well, the limestone furnishing
the cementing material. It is sold to the county and township at
the tate of 9 cents per yard. The pit is located close to a main
traveled road, so that its availability is of the best.
William .Adams Pit.-Northeast quarter section 21 (12 N., 2
K). This pit is of about the same size as the Thomas Adams pit
and of the same quality.
Jacob Dressler Pil.-Northeast quarter of northeast quarter
section 33 (12 N., 2 E.). This deposit is of glacial origin, occurring in a kame-like hill.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 320 feet
Width of hill .......... : ....... - . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 30 feet
Section of Dressler Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Clayey soil (on top) ................................ .
(On sides deeper.)
A reddish clayey gravel (oxidized) .................. .
Coarse gravel ..................... ,. ... .... ... ... ... 2
Stratified sand land graveL ......... _. _.............. 20

IncheB.

4 to 6

8

The upper surface of the gravel is oxidized, being a reddish
brown color, while below it is a light gray. Throughout the de-
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posit masses of clay and sand occur. In portions of the pit the
gravel has been cemented together. It is of medium coarseness,
with a large percentage of limestone pebbles. These pebbles are
surrounded with a thin coating of clay, which together with the
lime, cause them to cement closely together when placed on the
road. A roadbed was examined where this gravel had been in use
for two years and was found to be as good as the day placed on.
The gravel packs well, making a smooth, hard roadbed. The pebbles wear evenly, so that few rut holes were found in the road.
This pit is located close to a main traveled road, so that it is·
not difficult to get at. It is also close to unimproved roads. Little stripping is required and there is no water to interfere. About
two miles of road have been graveled from this pit. The owner .
strips the pit and charges the county and township 9 cents per yard
for the gravel.
Felix Eastmg Pit.-Southwest quarter of southwest quarter
section 36 (12 N., 2 E.). This pit was opened during the last
year, so that little gravel has been taken out. The pit is a large
one, and the gravel of good quality. This should be a valuable
deposit, as it is in a part of the township where gravel is not so
plentiful.
Jackson Township.

This township has no gravel of any consequence. The township
is very rolling, the hills being covered with a pebbless clay. Smal1,
worthless deposits were located in section 34, on the farms of Telford Merriman and James Miller.. Here the deposits are largely
clay and sandstone.
lVashl:ngton Township.

This township is well supplied with gravel, except in the southern part, where no gravel could be located. The country here
is too rough for road improvement were the material present.
Gravel may be obtained anywhere in the mora)nic belt that extends southeast of :Martinsville, and also in the valley plain of
the White River, which here reaches a width of two miles.
Big FO'Ur Pit.--Section 23 (11 N., 1 E.). This deposit is a
large one, being a union of three ka~es. The hill is a long ridge

---

---

--

--

-----
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and stands about 60 feet above the surrounding plain of Indian
Creek.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 600 feet
Width of hill ............. '. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200 feet
Height of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60 feet
This pit is owned by the Big Four Railroad, the railroad buying up the land when the road was first built for the purpose of
getting gravel for ballast. After some time the railway did not
carer for continued use of the gravel, as it was not coarse enough,
so sold the land but retained 10 acre~, on which the pit is lo>cated.
-Section of Big Four Pit.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

A clayey loam ................................ .
A reddish brown (oxidized) gravelly clay ........ 1 to 2
Stratified gravel and sand, highly cross-bedded..
50

Inch •••

12 to 18

No layer of gravel or sand is continuous across the' pit, but
a gravel layer merges into sand or into another layer of gravel
with a different dip. Some layers are coarse, others fine.
The gravel is free from dirt, but contains some clay, and numerous sandstone pebbles. These pebbles often reach good sizes.
The gravel is of a light gray color below. Different degrees of
coarseness may be had. The lower portions are ofum cemented
together into great masses. The road from Mahalasville to Martinsville, built from this pit 15 years ago, has only had to, be regraveled in places. The pit has been opened for 25 years. A
large amount of the gravel is used in 'Washington Township, but
quite a quantity is also hauled into Jackson. The deposit is right
on the main traveled road and close to unimproved roads. 'The
railroad sells this gravel to the county and township at the rate
of 10 cents per yard. A blower must be used to, get the gravel
down, as the face of the pit is about 60 feet in height.
John. W. Halnmond Pit.-Center of section 36 (11 N., 1 E.).
This deposit occurs in a long ridge-like hill. The hill is of a glacial origin, and is associated with the morainic belt before mentioned.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 600 feet
Width of hill ........................... 120 feet
Depth of deposit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet
46-Geology.

----
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Section oj Hammond Pit.
Feet.

1. Olayey soil stripping................................ ..
2. Deep red sandy clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
3. Gravel with pillars of clay and pockets of sand ...... 30

Inche•.

6 to 12
8 to 12

In the east end of the pit prominent pillars of clay, highly oxidized, occur. With this clay is fine sand.
The gravel in places is free from impurities, but in others contains much clay, sand and dirt. The color of the upper two feet
is deep red, while below a light gray color predominates. In the
lower portion of the pit the gravel has been cemented together in
huge masses. All grades f)f coarseness may be obtained. Quartz
and diabase pebbles predominate, but a large percentage of limestone and sandstone pebbles are present.
The gravel packs well and wears evenly. A road was examined
where this gravel had been in use for a period of 12 years, and
was found to be yet in good condition.
The pit is .right on the main traveled road, easily gotten at, fl.nd
easily stripped and worked. The county and township pay the
owner 5 cents per load for all gravel hauled.
Gr(JfIJel Deposit in Southwest Qu,arter Section 20 (11 N., 1 E.).
This deposit is owned by the county. The deposit is not a
large one, and not of good quality. There are probably 5,000
yards available.
Kit Kamer Pif.-Southeast quarter of southeast quarter section
10 (11 N., 1 E.). This deposit occurs in the prominent ridge
which extends southeast of Martinsville. It is a well defined
bme.
Length of opened deposit ................ . 300 feet
Width of opened deposit ................ . 150 feet
Depth of opened deposit ................. . 40 feet
This gravel is of about the same quality as that of the Big Four
pit, being found in the same ridge. Most of that hauled from
this pit is used in Washington Township. It is sold to county and
township for 5 cents per load.
Gravel may be located at numerous points in the ridge, which
extends just to the southeast of Martinsville.
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Olay Township.
The- eastern part of Clay Township is well supplied with gravel,
as it is located in the plain of White River. Gravel may be had
any place in this valley plain, as all the wells show it very near
the surface. The western part of the township has little gravel,
and were it present it would be of little value, as the region is too
rough for road improvement.
Bar gravel is plentiful along East Lick Creek at numerous
points.

JOHNSON COUNTY.
Area in square miles .... '" ..... , ...... '" ... '" ............ " .
312
Population in 1900............................................. 20,223
620
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240
Percentage of roads Improved..................................
38.7
240
Miles improved with graveL...................................
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile .......... , . . . .. . .. $1,250
Total cost of improved roads .................. '" ............ " .$300,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... " .
$90
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. " " ., .......... " .
6
First improved roads built.....................................
1868
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
10
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority ................................ Oscar V. Nay, County Auditor

Johnson County is much more level than' Morgan. It is essentially a plain, except in the northern part, where there is a prominent p10rainic ridge running in an east and west direction, through
the townships of White River, Pleasant and Clay. In the central part there is another ridge entering the county in the northwestern part of Union Township, extending in a southeasterly direction, passing just south of :Franklin, the county seat, then turning to the east through Franklin Township and passing out into
Shelby County.
There are also short ridges in the southwestern part of the
county, in the townships of Hensley and Nineveh, and in the
southeastern part of the county: in Blue River and S'outh Franklin townships.
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of the last ice invasion, while in the southwest the older Illinoian
drift is present.
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Fig. 46_ Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Johnson County_

All of the main traveled roads have been graveled, but large
amounts of gravel are needed for repair work, and new roads that
are opening up. Johnson County has up to date 240 miles of
fine graveled road. In 1904 the county spent $23,438.06 for road
improvement.
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Since the county is so deeply covered with drift, none of the
streams have cut down to bed rock, nor have quarries: been opened.
The only material accessiblE.J in the county is therefore gravel.
The following townships are well supplied with gravel: White
River; Bhte River, Union, &Outhwestern Franklin and eastern
Olay. In all the other townships gravel is not plentiful. In the
southeastern part of the county, bordering Blue River, are gra.vel
plains which are probably the outwash from the morainic ridge in
this vicinity. In Olark and Pleasant townships gravel must be
dipped, as no pit gravel could be located. Grave~ is plentiful
along Sugar Oreek, but must be dipped in many portions of the
county. In White River large deposits occur associated with the
mOraInIC ridge.

Hensley Tmvnship.
Very little pit gravel could be located here. That for the roads
has been taken from the bed of Indian Oreek and other small tributaries. There are two pits of good size in the township.
Margarret WolfingtonPit.-Northeast quarter section 29 (11 N.,
3 E.). This deposit is associated with the morainic ridge in southwestern Hensley. It is a long ridge.-like hill, in the western end
of which the gravel occuri'.
Length of hill. .- ....................... , 250 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 feet
Section of Wol/ington Pit.
Inches.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.

Yellowish clay stripping............................
18 to
3
Gravel and sand slightly oxidized ........ " ..... '" .6 to 8
Coarse gravel stratified. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .
8
Gravel and sand cross-bedded. Sand occurring in
lenses ....................................... .
12
Clay and shale at bottom.

The grave~ is of a reddish color at the surface, but quickly
passes. into a light gray color, when below the zone of oxidation.
The deposit is free from dirt and clay. The gravel is largely
quartz, with some limestone. No sandstone is present. All
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grades of coarseness and fineness may be had. The gravel runs in
lenses; in one part of the pit coarse, in another finer.
This deposit was opened in 1905. No gravel has yet been sold
to the county for public roads. A large amount has been sold to
the Indianapolis Southern Railway, which is passing through Morgantown, Morgan Oount(Y. It is used in concrete work.
This gravel is of excellent quality and would make the best of
road materia]. The pit is located off the main road one-quarter
of a mile, but is easily available. I.,it.t.le stripping is required and
the deposit is high enough so that water does not interfere. The
railroad company is paying 15 cents per yard for concrete gravet
R. T. Coffmatn Pit.-East half of southeast quarter section 23
(11 N., 3 E.). This deposit occurs in the bluffs bordering Indian
Oreek, and is of both glacial and river origin.
Length of deposit along bluffs .......... 800-1,000 feet
Width of deposit along bluffs ............ , 100 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 f8€t
The gravel is of a yellowish gray hue, the upper portion being
highly oxidized. Deeper down the color is more of a bluish gray.
The pebbles average one-half inch in diameter and are largely
quartz, though some limestone, slat.e and sandstone are present.
The deposit is free from clay and sand.
This gravel is all used in the township. The pit is now being
opened to obtain gravel for the graveling of a new road about
two miles south of the pit. About five miles of road have already
been improved from this pit, as it has been opened for about 20
years. More or less gravel has been taken out every year. A road
was examined where this gravel had been in lIse for a number of
years and was found to be in excellent condition. The gravel
packs like clay and wears evenly, thus making a smooth roadbed.
The gravel costs the county and township 15 to 20 cents per
yard, and the county must strip it. The stripping is difficult, aR
the gravel is covered with several feet of clay.

Union Township.
Union Township has little gravel. The only locations of any
importance were made in the eastern part.
Noel Boaz Pit.-Southwest, quarter section 24 (12 N'l 3 E.).
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This deposit is located along a branch of South Fork Oreek. It
occurs in a long ridge-like hill, which is continuous with a large
deposit of the old river plain.
There are twenty acres underlain with gravel. This deposit
has been examined by the railway company and pronounced of
good quality. There is some talk of the railway putting III a
switch and getting gravel for their new roadbed.
Section oj Boaz Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

[nelle8.

Loamy soil .........................................• 2
Gravel slightly oxidized ..................... ·· .. ······
Gravel and sand, stratified, cross-bedded ............... 15
Bottom not reached.

A well near the deposit penetrates gravel and sand for a distance of 30 feet. The gravel is free from dirt, is bluish gray in
hue, and of different degrees of coarseness, probably averaging 1
inch in diameter. Patches of sand occur, but in such manner as
not to affect the quality of the gravel. The pebbles a.re largely
quartz and diabase with some limestone and chert.
The deposit is located within a few rods of the road and close
to unimproved roads, is worked with little expense, since little
stripping is necessary, and enough is above grGund-water level,
so. as no.t to require dipping.
This depo.sit was o.pened in 1899 and since that time 6 miles of
rGad have been graveled from it. The gravel does no.t pack well,
but wears wen. A ro.ad was examined where it had been in use
for several years, and fGund to. be in good condition.
Robert Vandi-ne.-Northeast quarter section 30 (12lf., 4 E.).
This is a small deposit, and o.f poor quality. The gravel is very
clayey and dirty. There is an estimated amount of 5,000 yards
that is still available.
Mollie Drenn'ing Deposit.-East half of northeast quarter section 24 (12 N., 3 E.). This depo.sit has not been opened for
public use. SGme gravel has been taken out for private use.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Depth of gravel. ....................... , 12 feet
The gravel is only of fair quality, there being considerable clay
and sand mixed with it.
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William Garshwiler Pit.-West half of southwest quarter section 24 (12 N., 3 E.). This deposit occurs in a round knoll-like
hill, and is of glacial origin.
Diameter of hill ........................ 100 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 feet
Section of Garshwiler Pit.
Feet.

Clayey soil stripping.................................. 2
Reddish gravel and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gravel and sand, cross-bedded ......................... 12
4. -Blue till.

1.
2.
3.

Inches.

8

The gravel is of a grayish color, is free from clay, but contains large portions of sand in certain portions of the pit. The
pebbles are largely quartz, diabase, hornblendite, diorite and basalt.
Their average size is one-half inch. The owner strips the pit
and. sells the gravel to the county and township for 20 cents per
yard.

Blue Rit'er TO'UJ'nship.
This township is well supplied with gravel, especially the southeastern part, where we have a well pronounced gravel plain along
Blue River. This plain is probably the outwash from the morainic ridge to the north. All of the principal roads have been
graveled.
Sam Brockman Deposit.-Southea&t quarter section 4 (11 N.,
5 E.). This deposit occurs along the bank of Sugar Oreek and
is terrace gravel. It is very shallow, but continuous for some distance alo~g the stream. The upper portion is of a yellowish
color, being oxidized. There are probably' 5,000 cubic yards
available.
James Ha,yes Pit.-West half of southwest quarter section 15
(11 N., 5 E.). Mr. Hayes's house is located on the ridge and
also a schoolhouse. This deposit has not been opened, as there is
a sufficiency of gravel without it.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill ........................... 100 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 feet
This will be difficult to work, as,it is covered to a depth of6
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to 8 feet with clay.

It is located at three corners, so that it
w(.uld be easy to get to unimproved roads.
Deposit in Southwest Quarrfer Section 27.-Southwest of section 28 and n~rthwest of section 33. This is part of the gravel
plain bordering Blue River. Gravel may be obtained here by a
removal of 2 to 6 feet of clay and soil. In the first mentioned
section the interurban railway company has opened a pit and is
hauling gravel on its line. The gravel is scooped up by steam
shovel and loaded onto the car. It is rather coarse and of excellent quality.
Thomas Durbin Fit.-Southeast quarter section 30 (11 N., 5
E.). This deposit occurs in a long ridge-like hill. It is asso>ciated with the morainic ridge and is in origin a kame.
Length of area furnishing gravel. . . . . . . . . .. 200 feet
Width of area furnishing gravel. . . . . . . . . .. 75 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 feet
This gravel is not of good quality, as there is too much clay and
sand present. It is too fine, and when placed on the road fails
to pack well.
Nineveh Towrrk'lhip.
But little gravel could be located in this township. In the
northern part bar gravel is taken from Buckheart's Oreek, and in
the south from Nineveh Oreek.
A small deposit was located in the southwest quarter of southeast
quarter of section 28. The gravel is of little value, however, as
it is too sandy.
Franklin Township.

Gravel is not plentiful in this township. Some pit gravel was
located in the western part, but little in the central and eastern.
The eastern part of the township obtains gravel from S'ugar Oreek,
along which it is plentiful, both as bar and terrace gravel.
Samuel Beyers Fit.-Northwest quarter secliOOl 29 (12 N., 4
E.). This deposit is assoeiated with the ridge drift which passes
to the west of Franklin, and is a well worked kame.
Length of gravel hill .................... . 300 feet
Width of gravel hill ..................... . 75 feet
Depth of gravel ........................ . 16 feet.
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Section of Beyers Pit.
feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Inch e•.

Clay and soil stripping .......................... l to 4
Gravel and sand slightly oxidized ............... .
Fine, stratified s,and ........................... .
Gravel and sand, stratified and cross-bedded .... , .
12
Blue till at bottom.

8 to 10
4

In parts of the pit the gravel becomes quite sandy, the sand
lenses often merging into gravel or the gravel into sand. The
lower portion of the deposit is of a grayish color, while the upper is of a reddish yellow hue. Some clay is present in the gravel,
but not in harmful amountcl. The gravel varies in coarseness.
The predominating pebbles are quartz, diabase, diorite, with some
limestone and chert.
This pit has been open for a number of years. Gravel has
been taken from it to improve the road from Franklin to Trafalgar. As most of the roads in the township are now improved, the
gravel is used chiefly for repair work. The gravel does not pack
well, as there is too much sand in it. The pit is stripped and kept
in shape by the owner, who charges 15 cents per yard for the
material.
Curtly Pit.'-Northeast quarter section 8 (12 N., 4 E.). This
. deposit occurs in a very prominent hill, which has an elevation oJ
about 60 feet above the surrounding country. The longer axis of
the hill extends in a north and south direction. The deposit is of
glacial origin and is a kame.
Length of hill with gravel. .............. . "100 feet
Width of hill with gravel ................ . 200 feet
Depth of gravel. ....................... . 30 feet
Section of Curtly Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Loamy sand stripping ............................. .
Fine sand .........................................
Gravel with little sand .... , ... , " ............. " .. .
Gravel with small lenses of sand ............... " .. ,
Gravel, cross-bedded ............................. .
Sand interbedded with lenses of gravel. .... , ....... ,
Gravel and sand cross-bedded, pockets of sand numerous ......' .................................

Inche••

6 to 12
1
6

4
16
2
18

The gravel is not coarse, averaging about one-half inch in diameter. There is too much sand for the quality to be of the best
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for road purposes. There are lenses ef excellent gravel and then
portions of the pit where 50 per cent. is sand. The gravel is
clean, of a grayish color and largely quartz. This gravel would
be excellent fer concrete werk.
The gravel is mainly used in Franklin Tewnship, theugh some
has been hauled into Union Township. It is new used mestly for
repair work. It fails to pack well, remaining loose on the reads,
so that the wheels of vehicles cut through. The deposit is located
on a main traveled road and central to an area needing gravel.
The ·cost of stripping is very small, as little is required. The
gravel is seld at the rate of 15 cents per yard.
James Eades Pit.-Southwest quarter section 18 (12 N., 4 E.).
This deposit is a long ridge-like hill associated with the morainic
belt. It is a kame, the gravel showing cross-bedding nicely.
Length of gravel-bearing ridge ............. 400 feet
Width of gravel-bearing ridge. . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 feet
Depth ef gravel. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 feet
There is another hill to the east of the opened pit, which has
net been epened.
Section of Elides Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Clayey soil stripping ............................... 2 to 4
Gravelly clay .....................................
Oxidized gravel ...................................
1
Gravel and sand-sand occurring in lenses. .. .. .. .. .
12

Inches.

8

This gravel is of geed quality, centaining but a small per cent.
ef clay and dirt. The sand eccurs in lens-like masses througheut
the gravel. The gravel is coarse in places, the pebbles averaging
one inch to one and one-half inches in diameter. Quartz, diabase and dierite predominate, with limestone and chert pebbles
numerous.
The gravel is largely used in the township, being placed on both
county and township roads. About two miles of road have been
graveled from the pit, which has been opened two years. A read
built two years ago of this gravel is in excellent condition. The
gravel wears evenly, and packs well, carbonate of lime being the
cementing principle. The owner strips the gravel, charging the
county and township 20 cents per yard. The bottom of the gravel
can not be reached, as probably 20 feet. occur below greund-water
level. To get it all it. will he necessary to dip.
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Clark Township.
Olark Township has little pit gravel. The only important locations that could be made are found in the gravel plain bordering
Sugar Oreek. Gravel may be obtained almost anywhere along
this stream. It is being dipped along Hurricane Oreek in the
southwestern part of the township. There is no gravel in the
northern part. A prominent boulder belt is here associated with
the morainic ridge.
G. W. Hicks Deposit.-Northwest quarter section 16 (13- N.,
5 E.). 'Ihis deposit is located in the bottoms of Sugar Oreek.
There are several acres underlain with a vein of gravel 8 to 10
feet in thickness. This gravel could not be obtained without
dipping, as the ground-water level comes very near the surface.
McClaiJn.'s Pit.-Southeast quarter o£..southeast quarter section
8 (13 N., 5 E.). This deposit occurs on the old flood plain of
Sugar Creek, and is of river origin. Several acres are underlain
with a vein of gravel averaging from 6 to 8 feet in thickness.
Section of McClain Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clay soil stripping.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
Brownish clayey graveL .... , ...... , .............. .
Gravel and sand, of yellowish gray, stratified ... , ... 10
Blue till at bottom.

Inches.

12 to 18
12

The coarseness of the gravel varies, in certain horizons being
coarse, while in others it is finer. The, coarsest pebbles will average 1 inch in diameter. . Between the layers of gravel are thin
layers of sand, ranging from one-half to one inch in thickness.
The gravel above is oxidized, some iron oxi,de being present, while
below it approaches a dark gray co] or. Quartz, diabase, diorite
and basalts make up the largest percentage of pebbles, with limestone and chert next.
The pit is kept in good condition by the owner, 'who charges
15 cents per yard for gravel. The deposit is off the road onefourth mile, but is easily available. This deposit and the preceding should bE' used, as they are close to roads needing improvement. This one can easily be worked, as it is higher than the
oue above referred to, so that wate,r does not intedere.
J. L. Griffith.-Northwest quarter of northwest quarter section
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30 (13 N., 5 E.). Gravel is here pumped from the bottQm of a
tributary. of Sugar Creek and sold at 35 cents per yard. A goodsized deposit is also located on :Mr. Hougham's farm, west half
of northwest quarter section 25. This gravel must also be dipped..
Pleasarnt l'oumship.

The only deposits of gravel located were found in the northwestern part of the township. No pit gravel could be located in
the southern part. Some gravel is obtained from the beds of the
streams. In the northwestern part of the township some gravs]
was located in aSBOciation with the morainic ridge.
George _~fcCarty Pit.-Southwest quarter section 31 (14 N., 4
E.). This deposit occurs in a large ridge-like hill back some dis·
tance from Pleasant Run. The hill is a kame.
Length of hill with gravel. ............... . 175 feet
Width of hill with gravel ................ . 75 feet
Depth of gravel. ....................... . 15 feet
Section of McCarty Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Feet.

Clay soil stripping ........................................... 3 to 4
Gravelly clay and sand ................... " .... " ...... '" .. .
1
Stratified sand, quite fine ................ '" ............ " . .. .
4
Gravel and sand, stratified and cross-bedded ..... ; .. , .. . . . .. .. .
6
Gravel with large amount of sand.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Blue till at bottom.

Parts of the pit contain good gravel, while others are altogether too fine for road purposes. The deposit, as a whole, is
very sandy. The gravel is cross-bedded, so that a layer of sand
often runs into a layer of sand. The color varies from reddish
brQwn at the top to a light bluish gray at the bottom. The pebbles are largely quartz, diabase, basalts and diorites, ~ith a large
percentage of limestone, some of the limestone reaching a diameter
of 6 to 8 inches. The gravel is free from dirt and sandstone.
This pit has been opened since 1900, gravel from it having
been placed on both county and township roads. Some has been
hauled into \Vhite River Township. Too much sand is present
with the gravel to allow it to pack. Wheels cut through it easily.
Where the gravel has been placed on the road free of the sand it
packs well and wears evenly. The pit is stripped by the owner,
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who charges the county' and township 20 cents per yard for the
gravel. Arms Pd.-Northwest quarter section 30 (14 N., 4 E.). This
.deposit occurs along the banks of Pleasant Run. It is not a large
deposit, the estimated amount still available being 5,000 cubic
yards:
.
Section of Arms Pit.
Peet.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Inches.

Clay stripping ...... , ................. , .. , ......... 5 to 6
Reddish brown gravel and clay .... , ............... .
Oxidized gravel, of a reddish brown color........... .
1
Stratified sand and gravel with now and then thin
seams of clay................................. .
10

8

The gravel is of poor quality, as it contains too much clay,
sand and dirt. A large number of sandstone pebbles are present.

White River Township.
This township contains enough good gravel to gravel all the
roads in the county. Exceedingly large deposits occur in the
northwestern and western part of the township. Gravel may be
found in the bluffs along White River in sections 7 and 8 (13 N.,
3 E.). On the river bottom we find a gravel plain, where gravel
may be had with very little stripping. The dotted line on the
map locates definitely this area. All of the large deposits are
kames, associated with the morainic ridge which in this county
reaches its highest elevation in White River Township. There
is little gravel in the southeastern part of the to,wnship.
Chris Nolarn Pit.-Southeast quarter section 18 (13 N., 3 E.).
This pit is located just opposite the bridge across Bluff's Creek.
It is a long ridge-like hill, with a northwest-southeast direction.
The hill is of glacial origin, and the gravel the deposition of glacial
waters.
Length of hill with gravel. ..... : . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 feet
,c;;edifYn of Nolan Pit.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.
Clayey soil, stripping ............................... 2 to 3
Reddish brown gravel and clay ......... " . . ... .. . . .
Gravel and sand highly cross,bedded and stratified. .
15
Clay at bottom.

Inches.

IS
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This gravel is of good quality, there being little clay and dirt
in it. The sand occurs in lenses, so that the gravel can be taken
out by itself. The gravel is of a reddish cQ10r above, while below
it is of a grayish hue. It is largely made up of quartz, diorite,
diabase and schist, with limestone and chert. The pebbles average
one-half to one inch in diameter.
This gravel is tough, the pebbles withstanding the traffic of
vehicles excellently. A road was examined where the gravel had
been in use for several years. It was found to be in good shape,
the gravel well cemented and free from ruts. The pit is located
right on the public highway, so that it may be easily obtained.
The gravel is easily stripped and worked, since water does not interfere. The owner strips the pit and sells the gravel to the
county and township at the rate of 15 cents per yard.
N. K. JJfan(yt Pit.-Northwest quarter section 18 (13 N., 3 E.).
This deposit is located just north of the preceding and is a part
of the same ridge. There are about 20 acres underlain with gravel
here. A well passes through 30 feet of gravel.
Section of Mann Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.

Clayey soil stripping............................... ..
Gravel and sand (the layers of sand varying in thickness from 1 to 2 inches) ....................... , 15

Inc"es.

S to 10

This gravel is also of exceHent quality. The color is of a light
gray. The pebbles vary in size from the top of the pit down, so
that gravel of varying degrees of coarseness may be obtained. The
deposit is free from clay, dirt and sandstone. The gravel is
largely quartz, diabase, diorite and limestone.
This pit has been opened for ten years, and more or less gravel
has been taken out every year. A large amQunt is now being used
for concrete work and cement. About two miles of road have been
graveled from the pit. The gravel is all used in White River
Township, on both county and township roads. A road was examined where the gravel had been on for a period of three years.
The roa~ has required no repairs, and is little the worse for wear.
The material packs well and wears evenly. The gravel is used
for roads, for cement and concrete work. For cement, the owner
gets 25 cents per yard, and for road purposes 15 cents per yard.
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Le Roy Templeton.-Northwest quarter section 18 (13 N., 3
E.). There is here a large deposit which has not been opened. It
occurs in a long ridge-like hill, which extends the entire length of
the section. This hill stands above the river plain about 60 foot.
The gravel is of good quality, but has not been opened because
there is. a sufficiency of gravel in the township already opened.
William Smith Pit.-Northeast quarter section 33 (14 N., 3

E.).
T.Jength of hilI in which gravel is found ..... . 600 feet
Width of hill in which gravel is found ...... . 75 feet
Depth of gravel ........................ . 15 feet
Section of Smith Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.

Clayey stripping on sides ................... " .. ... ..
Gravel and sand, occurring in lenses highly crossbedded ...................................... 15

IncheB.

10 to 18

A large amount of sand is present. in the gravel. The latter
is of a grayish color, is free from dirt and clay, and contains few
soft. pebbles. Quartz pebbles predominate. Most of the gravel
used from this pit has been hauled on the township roads. The
owner strips the deposit and charges 15 cents per yard for the
gravel.
Granl Hardin Deposit.-Northwest quarter of northwest quarter section 35 (14 N., 3 E.). This deposit is located in a hilllike knoll and is of glacial origin. The deposit. has been opened
about two years. It is not of good quality, as there is too much
sand present. It has been p~!l..ced on the roads, but does not prove
to be of good quality.
Edwards Pit.-North half of northwest quarter section 35 (14
N., 3 E.). This large deposit occurs in a prominent hill, associated ~ith the morainic ridge. The major axis extends in a
n.orthwest~southeast direction.
The ridge has an elevation of 50
or 60 feet above the level of the surrounding plain.
Length of gravel ridge .................. . 600 feet
Width of gravel ridge ................... . 100 feet
Depth of gravel. ....................... . 30 feet
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Section of Ed/l ards Pit.
Ji'eet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Gravel and clay stripping ........................... .
Brownish red graveL .............................. .
Coarse gravel, pebbles 2 inches in diameter. . . . . . . . .. 2
Gravel and sand.................................... 6
Gravel with thin seams of sand ..................... 25

Tnek •••

6 to 8
6

This gravel is of excellent quality and probably as good as any
in the township. Any grade of coarseness may be obtained. The..
pebble& average one inch to one, and one-half inches in diameter.
The gravel is clean and of a grayish color. Quartz, diorite, basalt.
and schist;; predominate, with limestone following. The cementing material is the lime. This deposit has been opened for 30
years. From it gravel has been hauled on the county and township roads. The new railway from Indianapolis is considering
putting in a branch switch up to the pit, so that they may obtain
gravel for their new road. This pit is well located for unimproved
roads. The gravel is sold to the county and town at the rate
of 15 cents per yard, the owner stripping the pit. Little stripping is required, as the gravel outcrops at the surface and wagons
can go on the top of the ridge and scoop up the gravel. This
gravel, where placed upon the road, packs well and resists the
wear of traffic. Roads built of it several years ago are yet in good
shape, repairing only having to be done where the material has
been washed away because of poor grading of the road.
John Fulmer Pit.-Northwest quarter section 15 (13 N., 3 K).
This deposit occurs in a large dome-like hill, standing about 70
feet above the surrounding country to the north. It occurs on the
northern side of the morainic ridge. This is by far the largest
deposit in Johnson Oounty. There is enough gravel in this deposit alone to gravel 70 miles of road.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70 feet
Section of Fulmer Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Clay stripping ............................................... 2 to 3
Clay and gravel oxidized ................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1
Fine sand and gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Gravel and sand with cross-bedding nicely shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
47-Geology.
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In the lower stratum sand occurs in lenses, and the gravel often
occurs likewise. A layer of gravel is often followed by one of
sand. Lower down in the pit the gravel has been cemented together by lime carbonate. This gravel is of excellent quality and
ought to' be used on roads. It is clean, free from dirt and clay,
the sand not lUnning through it, so that gravel may be obtained
with little sand. The gravel is of all grades of coarseness. If
'fine is desired it may be had; if coarse, it is there in large quantities. There is also excellent material here for concrete work.
The pebbles are largely quartz, diabase, 'diorite and limestone.
This material is tough, wears evenly and cement.s well, making
a smooth, compact roadbed. A road made of gravel from this pit
was examined and found to be in .excellent. condition, though built
several years ago. Most of the gravel has been used in the township, though some of it has been hauled into Pleasant Township.
Several miles of road have already been improved from this pit.
This gravel is sold at. the rate of 10 and 12% cent.s per yard. The
pit is well located, being on a public road, easily gotten to and
worked with little difficulty.
O. H. T1'essler Deposit.-East half of northeast quarter section
19 (13 N., 3 E.). This deposit is located in the southern border
of the morainic ridge, and in origin is similar to the Fulmer deposit. It is also a large deposit and capable of affording enough
gravel to build 20 miles of road. In quality it is equal to the Fulmer pit., and is of about the same nature.
Martha Wiley.-Southeast quart,er section 31 (13 N., 3 E.).
A small deposit occurs here, but the gravel is not good, as t.here
is too much clay mixed with it. It would be difficult to strip the
gravel, as it is covered deeply with clay.
Ooda Dresslar.--East half of northeast. quarter section 30 (13
N., 3 E.). This deposit occurs in a steep bluff along Crooked
Creek. The deposit is a kame and the gravet is highly crossbedded and stratified.
Length of hill ........................ " 175 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120 feet
Depth of wavel .. , ..... , •... , ..•..••• , .. 3Q f~~t
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Section oj Dre881ar Pit.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Olay stripping .................................. .4 to 5
Oxidized clay and graveL ....................... .
30
Gravel, stratified ................................ .

739
Inches.

6 to 8

The gravel is well stratified and crOoss-bedded. This is one of
the best depOosits in the county. The gravel is of about even quality
thrOoughout, there being little sand present and nOo clay. Around
each pebble there is a thin film of clay and lime, soo that when
placed on the road it packs quickly. The pebbles average one
inch in diameter, are largely quartz, and are tough. The color is
a drab gray.
This pit has been Oopeneel three years, and gravel has been taken
out every year fOor road repair and concrete work. About one and
a half miles have been graveled from it.
One-half mile was placed on the county roads and the rest on
the township roads. The gravel will stand the traffic, because it
packs well and is tough, wears evenly and not wearing more in
one place than another. The depGsit is located right on the main
section road, is easily worked, since no water interferes, and well
located with regard to' unimproved roads. The owner strips the
pit and receives 10 cents per yard for all gravel hauled.
SHELBY COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
408
Population in 1900............................................. 26,491
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285
Percentage of roads improved......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
47.5
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . None
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ........... " .. '"
$1,500
Total original cost of improved roads ......... " ................ $427,500
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... " .
$100
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905. " .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .
1
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. . . . . . Good
Authority ... " .............. " ......... Thos. Hawkins, County Auditor

Shelby CGunty is largely a rolling plain of a ground moraine,
there being a difference in surface topography in the southwest,
where we find a well marked morainic ridge with an elevation of
50 to 60 feet above the surrounding surface plain. This is part
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of the ridge from Johnson Oounty. Another rough topography is
developed in the southeastern part of the county along Flat Rook
River, which is also a morainic ridge. The eastern part of the
county is essentially a plain surface, while in the western part we
find several ridges, the most prominent occutringin western
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Moral, north Van Buren, west Hanover, east Brandywine and
western Addison townships. The drift is all of the later ice invasion, and is thick in the western and shallower in the southern
and southeastern parts of the county, where Flat Rock River cuts
down to bed rock in several places.
Shelby County has 285 miles of graveled road, constructed at an
average cost of $1,500 per mile. This rather high cost is due to
the fact that the county is not well supplied with gravel in all
parts, so that the C06t of transportation and the gravel make the
tQtal cost per mile large. There are many miles of unimpr0'ved
roads in the county.
ROAD :MATERIALS OF SHELBY COUNTY.

Shelby County has no stone suitable for roads. Limestone
outcrops in East Washington and Noble Townships, but not of sufficient quantity for road purposes. The material l'!-t hand, then,
f0'r improvement is gravel. As this is not plentiful in all parts of
t.he county, it must 0'ften be hauled long distances. This increases
the cost.
The townships well supplied with gravel are 'as follows: Brandywine, Sugar, Hendricks, west ,Tackson and central Van Buren.
Those having little gravel are: Southeast Addison, Union, Liberty, south Noble, :Moral and west Van Buren. A large amount
of the gravel used is obtained from the bed of streams. Bar gravel
is plentiful along Big Blue River and Sugar Creek on the west,
and Flat Rock River and Little Blne in the' central porti0'n. Very
little pit gravel could be located.
A large gravel plain is found east of Fairland and north and
west of Morristown. These gravel plains are probably outwash
plains from the terminal moraine, or may be valley trains. Probably the nearest appr0'ach t0' an 0'utwash plain is found in the extensive gravel plain to' the east and -p.orth 0'f Fairland. This plain
sl0'pes to the east intO' the drainage basin of the Brandywine. In
the southwestern part of the county, in Jackson Township, the
gravel is associated with the morainic ridge. Here are numerous
kames, with abundance 0'f gravel. Along the Big Blue gravel may
be obtained by dipping.
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Moral To'wnship.
No pit gravel could be located in Moral Township. What
gravel is obtained is largely taken from the bed of Sugar Creek.
The roads in the northwestern part of the township are little improved.
Deposit in Southeast Quarie?' of Section 35 (14 N., 5 E.). A
small deposit occurs here along Sugar Creek. It is terracel gravel
and is stream-deposited.

Van Buren l'ou;whip.
The eastern part of Van Buren Township is well supplied with
gravel, but none could be located in the western portion. The
roads are all graveled, but new ones are being opened that need
graveling, and old ones need repairs. In the eastern part of the
township gravel is plentiful along Brandywine Creek.
Van Buren Pit.-Northeast quarter of southeast quarter section
18 (14 N.~ 7 E.). This deposit occurs on the flood plain of the
Brandywine, in the second terrace. It is probably a valley train,
and was deposited when the last ice was in and the drainage of the
Brandywine was greater than now.
Length of opened deposit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200 feet
Width of workable gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 feet
Depth of workable "gravel. ............... , 6-8 feet
Section oj Van Buren Pit.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Feet.

Yellow soil stripping ...................... ".. ··.···· 5
Reddish brown gravel and sand .. , .................. .
Layer of large sized pebbles, cobble stone well waterworn ............... ·· .. ···· ................... .
Gravel and sand stratified ................ , .. .. .. ... G

Inch •••

6

8 to 10

The uppE'r part of the deposit is too coarse for road purposes.
The,re is more or less dirt and sand present. Lower down, the
gravel is much finer, and more suitable for road purposes. It is
more or less oxidized, the color varying from a brownish red above
to a yellowi.sh gray below. The pebbles are largely quartz, limestone, diorite and diabase.
This gravel wears well, but does not pack or cement well. There
is too much dirt and sand present. It is hauled five and six miles
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and all is used in the tnwnship. The pit is. stripped by the mvner,
who charges 15 cents per yard fOol' the gravel.
John Hardy Pit.-Northwest quarter section 8 (14 N., 7 E.).
This deposit is in the second river terrace, and is of fluvial nrigin.
Length of terrace with wnrkable gravel. . . . .. 400 feet
Width of terrace with workable gravel. . . . .. 300 feet
Depth of wnrkable gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 feet
The gravel goes much deeper, but can not be worked on account
of water interference.
Section of Hardy Pit.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.

Clayey loam stripping ............................. .
Reddish brown gravel. ............................ .
Brownish black loam and sand ............... , " .. .
Coarse graveL..................................... 1
Fine gravel and sand.............................. 1
Coarse gravel .................................... .
IPine sand with little graveL ...................... .
Gravel with thin layers of sand. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 6

Inches.

S to 10

12
3

14
6

This gravel is nf good quality. It is free from clay, and not
enough sand is present to prevent it. packing well. The color is
a yellowish gray: the upper portions being oxidized. The gravel
is of good degree of coarseness for road purposes. It is largely
quartz: diorite, diabase and l'asalt. The gravel is largely used in
the township, often being hauled five and six miles to the central
and northern parts. The owner strips the pit and charges 12
cents per yard for the gravel.
Mason Parley Pit.-East half of northeast quarter section 8
(14 N., 7 E.). Mr. :Farley's pit is of the same origin and kind
of material as the one last mentioned. In size it is about the
same.

Hanover Township.
The western part of the tOWnship is well supplied with grave],
but little could be located in the eastern. That used in the eastern part is hauled from Union and from nnrth of Morristown.
W. N. Bassett Deposit.-N ortheast quarter seetion 1 (14 N., 7
E.). This deposit occurs in the valley plain of Big Blue River.
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It is located in the second terrace. The deposit is a large one.
Several acres are underlain with good workable gravel.
Section of Bas8ett Pit.
Feet.

Loamy soil stripping ........................... 1 to 2
Reddish brown clay with graveL .............. .
Fine gravel and sand ....... " ................ , .
4. Coarse gravel. Pebbles averaging 2 inches in
diameter .................................
2
5. Layer of fine sand ........................... ..
10
6. Gravel and sand .............................. .

1.
2.
3.

JftcheB.

10 to 12
8 to 10
2

The bottom of the gravel can not be reached, as the groundwater level is struck at a depth of 10 fee,t. A rod was sunk several feet into the gravel and no bottom found.
This gravel is the best in the township. It is free from clay,
contains little dirt and sand, and is of the right degree of coarseness for public roads. The color is of a grayish brown. A number of limestone pebbles are present.
This gravel is hauled six and seven miles. Not all is used
in Hanover Township, but large amounts are hauled into Hancock
County. It is placed on both the county and township roads. A
road built about three years ago with gravel from this pit was examined. The gravel packs well, making an extremely smooth
roadbed. It is soM to the county and township at the rate of 15
cents per yard. The pit is not well located, as it requires Ion!"
hauls to unimproved roads.
C., H. &: D. Rarilwary Pit (John Foner).-Northwest quarter
section 12 (14 N., 7 E.). The C., H. & D. Railway has an immense pit here, from which the gravel used for their roadbed is
secured. A track has been built. down into the pit, so that cars
may be loaded from the banks. Several acres have been removed.
Tom Miller Pit.-S'ollthwest quarter section 11 (14 N., 7 E.).
This deposit occurs along the Blue River. It is mostly bar gravel.
. There is sufficient quantity to gravel several miles of road. The
gravel is coarse and free from sand. It is sold to the township at.
the- rate of 10 cents pel' yard.
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Union Township.
Gravel in Union Township is very scarce. The Qnly locations
made were those along the Little Blue River. The gravel used
upon the roads has been obtained from the bed of Blue River and
other small streams.
A. Roades Pit.--Northwest quarter of southwest quarte:r:. section
13 (13 N., 7 E.). The deposit is located along the east bank- of
Blue River and is a river deposit. This is a large deposit; the dimensions of workable gravel are as follows:
Length of workable gravel. .............. . 400 feet
Width of workable gravel. ............... . 250 feet
Depth of workable gravel. ............... .
8 feet
Section of Roades Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

F •• t.

Sandy loam stripping .............................. .
Brownish black clay and gravel. ................... .
Stratified gravel with thin layers of sand. ... ... .. ... 8
Blue till.

Inch•••

S to 12
12

This is the best gravel deposit in the township. The gravel is
free from clay and containR little sand. The color varies from
reddish brown at the top to a reddish gray below. The pebbles
average one-half inch in diameter, and are largely quartz, diabase, diorite, basalt and limestone.
A large amount of the gravel has been hauled into Marion Township, where, during the summer of 1905, about two miles of road
were graveled. It is also used in Union Township, on both county
and township roads. This deposit has been opened for public use
about four years. The gravel is sold to the township and county
at the rate. of 15 cents per yard, the owner stripping the pit and
keeping it in good workable condition. The deposit is located
handily to unimproved roads, and is easily available, as it is situated right by a public highway. Little stripping is required, and
all the gravel may be obtained without interference of ground
water.
Warfield ])eposit.-Southwest quarter section 4 (13 N., 8 E.).
The gravel here is located in the bank of Blue River, in the sec-
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The deposit is a large onc, several acres being underSection oj Warfield P-it.

Loamy soil stripping..................................
2. Oxidized sand and gravel ............................. .
3. Gravel and sand......................................
4. Blue-- till at bottom.
1.

Feet.

Inches.

1

10
S

The gravel is too sandy for road purposes, the layers of sand
being quite thick and numerous. A large amount is placed upon
the roads, because gravel is not plentiful. The color varies from
a brownish red above to a yellowish gray below. The gravel is
fine, the pebbles averaging one-fourth to one-half inch in diameter.
A large amount of the gravel is hauled into Rush County, as
the pit is close to the county line. Some has been placed on the
roads in the township and some is hauled into south Hanover
Township. In 1904, $200 worth was hauled into Rush County.
The pit has only been open a little over a year. The owner strips
the pit and sells the gravel to the county and township at the
rate of 20 cents per yard.
Jasper Hester.--Northeast quarter section 9 (13 N., 8 E.). On
Mr. Hester's place is an old channel which contains several thousand yards of good river- gravel. When high ,,;ater occurs, the
current passes through the channel and fills it with gravel, so that
in this way it may be obtained in large quantities. The gravel
is coarse and contains little sand. The price for county and township is 15 cents pel' yard.

Marion. To-wn,<;hip.
Gravel Gccurs along' Blue River, which runs through the township and along Little Brandywine in the northwestern part.
Along both of these streams is a gravel plain, extending out some
distance from the river channel. In places about 1 foot to 2 feet
of stripping covers the gravel.
S. Briliman..-Southwest quarter section 9 (13 N., 7 E.). This
deposit occurs just west of the station of Marion, along Blue River.
It is a part of the old natural levee of Blue River. The gravel
extends along the river for some distance. There is a vein of
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about 6 to 8 feet that can, be worked without water interference.
The bottom of the gravel can not be reached without dipping.
Section of Briliman Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Sand and soil stripping ............................ .
Coarse, yellow graveL .............................. .
Gravel and sand, colored somewhat. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... 7

Inches.

S to 10
12

The upper portion of the gravel is very coarse, the pebbles averaging 1 to 2 inches in diameter, and of a brownish color, while
below the gTavel is finer and mixed with mDre sand, and of a yellowish gray color. There are numerous large pebbles of limestone
present. Quartz, diabase and basalts predominate.
Southwest Quarter Section 31 (14 N., 7 E.). ReTe is lo~
cated a gravel plain bordering Little Brandywine Creek, in which
the gravel comes within a few inches of the surface. Wells along
on the plain show the bottom to be underlain with sand and gravel.
The bottoms in sections 32 and 33 along this same stream are underlain with gravel. Not all Df this gravel could be obtained
without dipping.
Shady Depo,'lit.--Southeast quarter section 10 (13 N., 7 E.).
A small deposit occurs he,re on Mr. Shady's farm. Enough gravel
might be secured here to gravel two Dr three, miles Df road, but it
would be difficult to obtain, as it is covered with a thick layer of
clay.

Brandywine Township.
This township is well supplied with gravel. East of Fairland is
what appears to be an outwash plain from the morainic ridge to
the' west. This plain extends down the valley of the Brandywine.
Just north of Fairland, wells examined show a drift of blue till
15 to 20 feet in thicknesi'l, while to the south and east well data
show no till, the wells all being sunk into the gravel. Gravel
occurs along the Brandywine. At several points examinations
were made, and a vein of gravel varying in thickness from 6 to 8
feet was found. At various points the river has cut back into its
flood plain, revealing the gravel below.
Trotter Pit.-Northeast quarter of northeast quarter section Hi
(13 N., 6 E.). This pit occurs on the gravel plain just south and
east of Fairland. There arE' tW<'ll~y lH'l'PR l111derlail1 here with a
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seam of gravel 30 to 40 feet deep. The interurban traction company has opened a large pit just opposite Mr. Trotter's, where
thousands of yards have been taken out and hauled on the line
between Indianapolis and Shelbyville.
Section of Trotter Pit.

F•• t.

1. Clay and gravel stripping .......................... 3 to 4
2. Oxidized gravel and clay .......................... .
3. Dross-bedded gravel and sand, with now and then
10
pillars of clay ................................ .
4. Water.

Inehes.

8

The gravel is of all grades of coarseness. In sections nf the
pit coarse gravel may be had, while in others fine gravel is plentiful. The color ranges from a brownish red above to a gray below.
80me clay and sand occur, but generally in pillars and lenses, so
that gravel of good quality may be worked. The pit is stripped
by the owner, who charges 15 cents per yard for gravel. Not all
of the best gravel can be obtained, as ground water interferes. To
get the best gravel dippers should be used.
Mitchell Ham Farln.-Northeast quarter section 15 (3 N., 6
E.). This deposit is a part of the gravel plain along the Brandywine, east of Fairland. Several acres are here underlain with
gravel.

Sugar Creek Township.
Sugar Creek Township is well supplied with gravel in the western part, where it may be found' underlying the river plain. Several wells examined here shnw that the old valley has been fined to
a depth of 30 to 40 feet with gravel. No gravel of any value
could be located outside of this plain.
J. H. Le(!) Pit.-Northwest quarter of northwest quarter section
24, and northeast quarter of northeast quarter section 23 (13 N.,
5 E.). Here both bank and bar gravel may be obtained. Very
little bank gravel is used, as bar gravel is plentiful. The latter
is of excellent quality, being free from clay, with little sand, and
IS coarse.
The pebbles average one to one and one-half inches in
diamet~r.

J. Smith Deposit.-Northwest quarter section 25 (13 N., 5 E.).
A large deposit. occurs here on Mr. Smith's farm. As yet it has
not been opened.
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J. T. Means.-South half section 26 (13 N., 5 E.). A large
deposit is found here in the gravel plain along Big Sugar Creek.
A large amount of this gravel may be gotten out without dipping.
W. McF'adden Deposit.--Southeast quarter section 1 (13 N., 5
E.). This pit is located on the bottom of Sugar Creek, and is a
portion of the Sugar Creek gravel plain. Several acres are underlain with gravel.
Section of McFadden Pit.
Feet •.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Black soil stripping ............................... .
Brownish black clay and graveL ...... '" ......... ..
Gravel and sand, upper part of gravel coarse ..... '"
5
Water.

Inche ••

S to 10
10

The gravel is of a yellowish gray color, being highly oxidized.
The upper portion is coarse, while the lower is finer and sandy.
Some clay is present with the gravel. The pebbles are largely
quartz and diabase, with some limestone. A road was examined
where some of the gravel had been used for repair work. It packs
well, making a smooth surface. The gravel is sold to the county
and township for 15 cents per yard.
Francis MiUon.-Northwest quarter section 12 (13 N., 5 E.).
The gravel here occurs in the river plain and is of river origin. It
is but a continuation of the gravel plains found all along Sugar
Creek. There are several acres underlain with gravel here. It is
not possible to obtain all of it without dipping, as a good part of
the vein is under ground water.
The gravel is of fair quality, is of a yellowish brown color,- is
only medium for coarseness, and in places sandy. The pebbles
are largely quartz, hornblendite, diabase and basalts, with so~e
limestone and chert. The gravel is sold to the township at the
rate of 15 cents per yard. The gravel packs well, the cement being
lime carbonate and some iron. A little film of clay surrounds
many of the pebbles, making a matrix.

Noble To,wnship.
Little gravel could be located in the southern part of Noble
Township. Some was located in the north~astern part, where it
was found associated with the morainic ridge. Gravel occurs in
numerous places along Flat Rock River. In the east part of the
township the bed of .Flat Rock River is on the Niagara limestone.
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Limestone outcrops along the river in the following sections:
12, 13, 7 and 8. It appears also in Washington township in the
northwest quarter section 21, just where the public road crosses the
Flat Rock River, and also in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 21, at base of hill.
Major's Pit.-Southwest quarter southwest quarter section 9
(11 N., 8 E.). This large deposit occurs in a high hill bordering
Flat Rock River, and is a kame in the prominent morainic ridge in
southeastern Noble.
Length of gravel-bearing ridge ............ . 600 feet
Width of gravel-bearing ridge ............ . 100 feet
Depth of gravel ........................ . 16 feet
Section of Mujor's Pit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Clayey loam stripping .............................. 1 t02
Fine loamy sand ... , ............... · .. ·············
15
Stratified, cross-bedded gravel and sand ............ .
Blue cla~ at bottom.

Inches.

6

The gravel is of a grayish color, is free from clay and dirt, and
is of a good grade of coarseness, the pebbles averaging one-half
inch in diameter. They are largely quartz, limestone, diabase,
hornblendite and basalts.
This deposit is located right on the public' road and within a
short distance of unimproved roads. The stripping is not a difficult matter, as the material can be dumped into the ravine close
by. The deposit is located on the top of the hill, so that all the
gravel may be gotten out without interference of ground water.
The gravel is sold to the county and township at the rate of 5 cents
~d 10 cents per yard. The gravel cements well, lime carbonate
being the cementing principle, making a smooth, hard roadbed.
The pebbles are tough and wear evenly.
John's Deposi-t.-Northeast quarter section 8 (11 N., 8 E.).
Here is a large deposit located in the edge of the morainic ridge,
which borders Flat Rock River on either side. This deposit has
never been opened, but is of large size and of equal quality with
that of the Major pit.
J.' Buxton Deposit.:-Southeast half section 12 (11 N., 7 E.).
Here the deposit occurs in the bluff bordering Flat Rock River.
It would, however, be difficult to get at, since the river is wide at

----------
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this point. The deposit is not of good quality, as too many rooks
are associated with it. About 50 per cent. o.:f the pebbles are limestone, averaging three to five inches in diameter.
Deposit in N o1'theast Quarrter Section 35 (11 N., 7 E.). A
small deposit occurs here, but is covered with a heavy stripping
of clay, so that it woU:ld be difficult to work.

Washington Township.
Little gravel could be located in Washington, outside of the
valley plain of Flat Rock River. At numerous places along the
river gravel may be obtained with little difficulty. The Niagara
limestone outcrops in sections 21 and 31.
A. 1'rimble Pit.-Southeastquarter section 17 (11 N., 7 E.).
This large fluvial deposit occurs in the wide river plain bordering
Big Flat Rock Creek. Several acres are here underlain with a
seam of gravel 8 to 10 feet, deep.
Section oj 7'rimble Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Fine loamy soil .................................. .
Reddish brown gravel and clay, many large stones
present ...................................... .
Stratified, cross-bedded gravel and sand. .. ... .. .. ... 8

Inche•.

8 to 10

The gravel in portions of the pit is very coarse, with little sand,
while in other portions it is finer and more sand is present. In
the upper portions of the pit it is of a yellowish gTay color, while
below it i;; more of a dark gray hue. A large number of limestone boulders occur in Hie upper portions of the deposit, while the
lower is almost free £:i'6hI large pebbles. The 'pebbles will average
one-half inch in diame'ter.
This gravel is hauled into the. extreme' northern part oJ Washington Township, a distance of' six miles, and also into Noble
Township. The pit has been opened for 20 to 30 years, but gravel
has not been taken out every year. The owner strips the pit and
sells the gravel at the rate of 13 cents per yard. .It is mostly used
for repair work. This gravel is of excellent quality, packing
quickly and making a smooth, compact bed. The pebbles are
largely quartz, diorite, diabase anct limestone.
'.
S. Boone Deposit.-South half section 17 (11 N~, 7 K). This
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deposit has never been opened up, but is of excellent quality and of
good size. Mr. Boone has eight Dr ten acres underlain with gravel.
J. W. Rosencran~ Pit.-NQrtheast quarter sect.ion 21 (11 N., 7
E.). This deposit Qccurs in the secQnd terrace bQrdering Flat
Rock River Qn the west.
Length of terrace wit.h gOQd gravel. ........ 400 feet
Width Qf terrace with good gravel. . . . . . . . .. 200 te€t
Depth of terrace with gDod gravel ......... "
12 feet
Section of Rosencranz Pit.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Sandy loam stripping. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brownish red clay with large stones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Layer of cobble stones averaging 3 to 6 inches in diam1!ter .......................................... 3
Gravel and sand stratified and cross-bedded .......... " 6

Inches.

8
10

This gravel contains too. many large stones to. be Df the best
for rQad purpQses. The western end of the deposit is composed
almost entirely Qf pebbles of diorite, granite and diabase', about 2
to. 5 inches in diameter, all well rounded. A large number of
limestones are a1sQ present..
Underneath the layer of coarse pebbles is a vein of about six
feet Qf good gravel, but it is almost. impossible tOo get this out withQut getting the coarse pebbles mixed with it.. Little Qf this is being used on the rQad, as it. is too coarse.

Jackson Township.
This township is well supplied with gravel, in almost all parts.
In the southwestern' part a terminal mQraine ridge is prominent,
in which gravel may be found at will. I have marked out Qn the
map an area showing these depQsits.
Gravel is plentiful alQng Big Blue River, the bot.toms being underlain wit.h it. TOo the east. and north of Mt. Auburn, in sections
4 and 9, is a gravel plain, called "Flat Plain," over which the
gravel reaches a depth of 15 to 20 feet.
R. Piles Pit.-Northwest quarter section 4 (11 N., 6 E.). The
gravel QCCurs here in a large hill, which stands above th~su.r
rounding level about 40 feet. The. depo,;lit is a largeOOlej bJ!t,par:t
of it is covered with a. heavy clay stripping.
' ,'.'."
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Section of Pile8 Pit.
Feet.

1.
2.

3.

IncheB.

Clay stripping ................................ 5 to 7
Gravel and- clay higbly oxidized ................ .
Gravel and sand, with more sand than gravel. ... 10 to 12

3 to 4

This gravel is of poor quality, as it is too fine and contains
large amounts of clay and sand. It will not make good roads.
Coffin Deposit.-Northeast quarter of section 4 (11 N., 6 E.).
This deposit is part of the same hill in the above mentioned pit.
The gravel is of about the same quality. It is too clayey and
sandy for road purposes.
Wilson Co'chrarn Fit.-Southeast quarter section 28 (11 N., 6
E.). Mr. Cochran's pit is located on the present flood plain of
Lewis Creek, a branch of Flat Rock River. The gravel is a river
deposit in origin. There are five acres here underlain with workable gravel.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Section of Cochran Pit.
Feet.
Sandy loam stripping ............................. .
Reddish brown gravel and sand .............. , ..... .
Gravel and sand, stratified ...................... '" .6 to 8
Blue till at bottom.

Inches.
10

8

The gravel here is of good quality, be,ing coarse enough for road
work. The color grades from a reddish brown above to, a yellowish gray below. The deposit is free from large pebbles, is clean,
and composed largely of quartz, limestone, diabase, diorite and
basalt pebbles. The pit is located right on the public road, is
easily worked, since ground water does not interfere. The owner
gets 5 cents per load for gravel.
Deposit in Northwest Quarter Section 27 arnd Northeast Quarter Section 28 (11 N., 6 K). Here is a good-sized deposit occurring along the bank of Lewis Creek. This deposit has not been
opened, but may easily be worked when necessary.
George Snapp Fit.-North half of southeast quarter section 30
(11 N., 6 K). This is probably one of the largest deposits in
Jackson Township. It occurs in a long ridge-like hill which
flanks the eastern side of a prominent morainic ridge. The hill
is of glacial origin and is probably a kame.
Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500 feet
Width of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 175 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet
48-Geology.
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Section of Snapp Pit.
Feet.
Sand soil stripping ............................... .
Reddish brown sand and gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
Stratifi·ed gravel and sand, in places cemented together ....................................... 25

1.
2.
3.

Inche8.

210

6

12 to 18

This is one of the best deposits in Jackson Township. The
gravel is of a light gray color below, is free from dirt and clay,
and varies with regard to coarseness. The sand occurs in lenses,
anyone layer of sand not being continuous for any great di.3tance. Layers of gravel often merge into lenses of sand. The
gravel is free from soft stones, the quartzes, diabases, hornblendites
and basalts predominating, while limestone pebbles are numerous.
In the lower portions of the pit it has become cemented together
in one solid mass.
This gravel is largely used in the township for road graveling.
It is sold the township at the rate of 10 cents per yard. A road
was examined where this gravel had been on for two years. It
had packed well; worn evenly, so that the road was in as good
condition as when first built.
P. A. W1'nterowd Deposit.-Southeast quarter section 8 (11 N.,
6 E.). The deposit here occurs in a roundish -Uke hill, a kame in
the edge of the mOl'ainic ridge. There are two kames, one of
which is opened, the other one not. The dimensions of the opened
one are as follows:

to

Length of hill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250 feet
Width of hill ........................... 100 feet
Depth of gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 feet
Section of Winterou:d Pit.
1.
2.
3.

r

Feet.

Loamy sand stripping ........................... ..
Fine gravelly sand ................................ ..
Stratified sand and gravel, coarse at top and grad:ng
into finer below ......... , ....... , ............. 15

Inche•.

10 to 16
6 to 8

. The gravel is of a light gray color, is free from clay, and dirt,
but contains a large amount of fine sand. This deposit has just
been opened, so that little has as yet been placed upon the roads.
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Hendricks Township.
There is little gravel in the western part of the township.
Gravel for the roads is obtained from the gravel plains along Blue
River, in the east, and Big Sugar Creek, in the west. Gravel is
taken from the river in sections 32, 4, 11 and 14.

Addison Township.
Little pit. gravel could be located in the township. In the western part gravel is obtained from Blue River, many o£ the streets
in Shelbyville having been graveled with gravel taken from Blue
River. In the southeastern part some gravel is obtained from the
beds of Middle and North Fork Creeks. The western part of the
township is underlain with gravel, but the gravel would be difficult to obtain, as it is covered with several feet of stripping, and
even were jt not for the stripping, ground water would interfere,
so that it would have to be dipped.

SECTION

Xl.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATElUALS OF SOUTHEASTERN INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE OOUNTIES 01<' DEARBORN, OHIO .• SWITZERLAND,
JEFFERSON, .JENNINGS,

RIPLEY,*

DECATUR,

BARTHOLOMEW,

JACKSON,.SCOTT, OLARK, :E'LOYD AND HARRISON.

By ROBERT W. ELLIS.

In the preparation of this report it has been the intention of
the writer to present the subject in a manner that will be helpful to
those readers to whom good roads are of the utmost importance.
While much of the information herein contained may not be entirely new to the citizens of certain localities, it is hoped that it
may prove to be of considerable advantage to them in determining
and in understanding the possibilities of their· respective regions .•
To the general reader, also, this information, with the other accompanying reports, should give a fair idea of the possibilities of
the State in respect to the making and the wear of roads. A brief
and simple description of the geology of the region under consideration is given, in the belief that many readers will value
such a statement of the larger facts connected with the origin,
the nature and the occurrence of the rocks and gravel that are
commonly observed by everyone.
GEOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN INDIANA.

The counties treated of in this report are as follows: Dearborn,
Ohio, Switzerland, Jefferson, Jennings, Decatur, Bartholomew,
Jackson, Scott, Clark, Floyd and Harrison. Other counties embraced within this area or lying adjacent to it, have practically
the same geologi~l structure as those counties which they join.
Ripley County, while not worked by the writer, is not distinct,
geologically, from the counties that ~lUrround it, and, in a general
"Ripley County was worked and reported on by L. C. Ward.
(757)
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way, a descriptio.n o.f the surro.unding counties is a description o.f
the rocks within it.
The area embrace3 rocks of every age from the Ordo.vician to
the upper part of the Lower Carboniferous o.r Mississippian.
These rocks co.nsist of limestones, sandsto.nes, shales and certain
intercalated beds o.f no.n-indurated clay. The rocks lie in an almost ho.rizontal positio.n, but dip gently in a westerly direction.
The lo.west rocks crop out in the eastern part o.f Switzerland
County; the uppermost rocks o.f the area lie in disconnected patches
in the western part o.f Harrison County.
To. understand the arrangement of the rocks o.ne sho.uld know
that they have originally been formed in the bed of the sea under
greater o.r less depth fro.m the surface of the water. The original
condition of what is no.w solid rock was that o.f a level bed of clay,
mud or sand. This applies Qnly to the kinds of rocks found in
the area under consideratio.n; it does not include rocks of igneous
origin, such as the numerous boulders which have been introduced
from the far north.
Sandstones are beds of sand that have been cemented by calcareous or siliceous oolutions percolating through them. If the
cementing material is abundant the beds are :firm; if the cementing material is little in amount the beds are loosely conso.lidated.
Sandstones, moreover, are formed from material that has been carried to its positio.n by waves or ocean currents, and that has been
derived from othel' rocks in their disintegration.
Shales were originally beds of mnd or clay lying beneath the
sea in which they were deposited. The material of which they
are composed was derived from so.me adjacent land area, as was
also. that of the sand beds.
Limestones have a different origin. They are formed from
shells of sea organisms or are chemically derived from sea water,
and do not depend for their formation upon material being brought
in by movements o.f the sea. These shells are deposited in more or
less abundance alo.ng with the material that is chemically precipitated from sea water. N atnra11y, the limestones were accumulated
in waters'more remote from land than were shales and sandstones.
Sometimes conditions were favorable for a mingling of materials,
and clayey limestones were formed, or calcareous sandstones. Ac-
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cording to the prevalence of one or the other material, the rocks
took on the form of clayey limestones, sandy limestones, argillaceous sandstone or calcareous sandstone.
In order that conditions might be favorable to the deposition of
rock beds in their region, the area over which deposition was taking place must have been at a much lower level than the area is at
present. After consolidation, and while deposition continued in
the lower parts, the beds have been upheaved until the upper portion lay a'{posed in an even sloping plain, with the highest part in
the neighborhood of Oincinnati. The surface sloped toward the
west and the lower portions still lay beneath the. sea. Thus the
successive formations were laid down, each with its edge a little farther removed from the central uplift. The strata would
then lie
a series of blankets, with their edges successively outcropping toward the east or center of uplift, the most recently completed formation having its outcropping edge farthest away from
the central uplift, and so on.
At this stage of development of the rook beds little erosion had
taken place. Later, the exposed surfaces of the strata were deeply
cut by streams. River valleys with all their many branches laid
open the rocks deep into the successive strata, so that now the formations of several periods may be distingllished on the steep sides
of the deeper valleys.
In addition to the modification of the surface due to the weathering and erosion of the rocks, certain other changes were caused in
more recent times by glacial action. It is thought that during the
period called the "Glacial Period," most of the area of the United
States north of the Ohio River, and also other parts, were at certain times more or less largely covered with a sheet of ice a thousand feet or more in thickness, and which, in a southerly movement, transported loose surface material, greatly modifying the
pre-existing surface. On account of this movement the surface in
some places bears a thick coat of "drift," which is a heterogeneous
mass of clay, sand and boulders. In some pla.ces valleys have
been filled and courses of streams changed. In other regions valleys have been modified by the deposition of great quantities of
gravel, which, having been washed out of the drift, has been swept
along by the streams filled to overflowing by the exCessive quantities of water coming from rain and melting ice. The gravel de-
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posits found along the valley of White River in Jackson and Bartholomew counties, and in the Ohio River terraces, bear evidence
of the magnitude of the work of this kind accomplished.
Much of the material found in the drift is not of local origin.
Scattered boulders of granite, greenstone, etc., which are found in
some placeR of the region, have been transported to those places
from regions far to the northward by the movement of the ice
sheet.
In those regions where no drift occurs, notably in Harrison and
Floyd counties, the surface is covered from 2 to 15 feet deep with
residual soil, the insoluble parts of limestone or the disintegrat.ed
material of sandstones and shales. In such regions the gravel
found along t.he small streams is made up wholly of material
formed in the rocks of the region. Of course, a larger stream,
having its ~ource outside of a driftless region, may bring into that
region a certain amount of gravel from the drift deposited along
its source. Such instances in this area are, however, rare.
In order thoroughly to appreciate the significance of the different kinds of rock samples sent from tliis al'ea to be tested for roadmaking, it will be necessary to know something of the names, kinds,
order of deposition and extent of outcrops of the different rock
format.ions of t.he area. The following column of rock succession
gives the principal divisions of rock formations occurring therein
and corresponds to the grouping given on the geological map accompanying the Twenty-eighth Annual Report. of the Indiana Department of Geology.
Mitchell Limestone.
Lower Carboniferous. .... .... Bedford Oolitic Limestone.
(Mississippian).
{ Harrodsburg Limestone.
Knobstone Shale.
( New Albany Shale.
Sellersburg Limestone.
Devonian ............... ....
Silver Creek Limestone.
Jeffersonville Limestone.
Silurian ...................... , . Niagara.
Richmond.
(
Lorraine.
..
Cincinnati
......
.
Or d Ovlclan .................. .
{ Utica.
Trenton.

t
l

The first column gives the age or period, the second the corresponding formations.

I
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Rocks of the oldest formation exposed-the Trenton-are found
only in the eastern part of S'witzerland County and are very limited in area. This formation is usually struck in the drilling of
gas wells and in other parts of this area lies at a depth of from 400
to 800 feet below the surface. None of the Trenton rock is available for quarrying.
The area covered by rocks of the Oincinnati formation is a wide
one. It embraces the counties of Dearborn, Ohio, Switzerland
and the eastern part of Jefferson. The surface is generally covered with old drift from a few inches to 15 feet in depth, but the
rocks are exposed at many places throughout the much eroded
regIOn.
The rocks of this fo.rmation are limestone, usually hard, bluegray and highly fossiliferous, being thin-bedded, two to eighr,
inches in thickness, while intercalated between these layers <if
limestone are beds of soft shale and clay. The shale, and clay
form a little more than one-half the total thickness of the formation.
The Niagara formation covers the eastern part of Decatur, Jennings and Olark counties and the central part 00£ Jefferson Oounty.
It embraces beds of limestone and of clay of varying thicknes3,
amounting to about 125 feet in all. There are many thick-bedded
layers. The limestone varies in hardne8s from comparatively sof~
to the hardest, firmest and most fine-grained variety. The formation is distinguishable from the Oincinnati formation by the
greater thickness of the limestone beds and the less abundance of
shale or clay. The firmness and thickness of the strata, give a precipitous slope to hills capped by it.
Next. west of the Niagara limestone come the limestones of the
Devonian period. These embrace the Sellersburg, the Silver
Oreek and the Jeffersonville limestones. The area covers the
western half of Decatur, the eastern margin of Bartholomew, the
central part of .Jennings, the western part of Jefferson and the
central part of Olark countie8. It varies in width from two to
fifteen miles, the wider portion being toward th~ north.
The Sellersburg limestone is a grayish-blue, moderately hard,
fossiliferous limestone, sometimes with a very arenaceous layer
between it and the overlying black shale. Beneath it. is a, fine-
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grained, massively bedded argillaceous magnesian limestone.Tha
Jeffersonville limestone is a white, buff or grayish limestone. In
some places it is soft and very fossiliferous, cO'Iltaining many
corals. Other parts are hard, firm and crystalline.
Overlying these limestones is the New Albany black shale.
This covers an are:a twelve to fifteen miles, wide in the central
part of Bartholomew, the eastern margin of J ackson,the western
half of Jennings and eastern Scott and western Jefferson counties.
It narrows toward the south and passes through central Clark
County, where it covers irregularly an area some eight miles wide.
The shale is bluish to black in color, fissile, and contains considerable amonnts of irGn sulphide and bituminous matter.
The KnGbstGne shale area embraces ,the western third of BartholOomew County,- all of Jackson except the eastern margin and
the western halves of Scott, Clark arid Floyd counties. The rocks
consist of soft sandy shales, greenish gray in color, and moderately
hard sandstones. The fOormatiOon contains much iron oxide, which
exists as nodules mOore Gr less pure, but in many cases acting as the
cementing material of small sand concretions. These nodules and
concretions weather Gut of the ]Oooser and softer shales and are
washed together by heavy rains, being collected in the beds of
streams heading among the hills. This provides nne source of
road material th.at has proven very suitable for pike~making.
The Harrodsburg limestone is not very extensIve in this area,
being found to a. limited extent in the western part of Jackson
County and over the western part of Floyd County; One characteristi.c feature of the formation in .r ackson County is the occurrence in it of numerous quartz geodes. From the disintegration
of the surrounding rock material, the geodes are left in considerable abundance. Heavy rains wash out great numbers of' the
smaller ones, and they are frequently gathered up with other gravel
to be used on roads.
The Bedford oolitic limestone occurs in the southwestern part
of this area, in narrow outcrops in :Floyd and Harrison counties.
This limestone is a thick-bedded, moderately soft, even~textured
oolitic limestone, and is well knOown throughOout the United States
as a building material.
The Mitchell Emestone occurs in this area chiefly in Harrison
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Oounty. It is largely a compact, drab-colored limestone, resembling lithographic limestone in texture. It occurs in comparatively thin bedf', which are traversed with many open joints, so
that the stone can not be obtained in large pieces. It makes a
good road metal, but has not been used extensively in this area.
This stone is characteristically distinguished by a cavernous structure, and the surface bears the sink-hole type of topographY: The
upper portions contain cOllsiderable quantities of chert, which is
left scat.tered through the residual soil as the limestone becomes
disintegrated.
PRESENT

OONDITIONS.

That portion 0'f Indiana covered by t.he writer and t.reated in
this sect.ion has f0'r the most part. a yell0'w clay soil at the surface. While varying in quality in the different parts of the area
it is, on the whole, a SQiil poorly adapted to making good roods.
If much traveled in wet. weather it becomes very miry, and does
not quickly become smooth after it is dry. Added to this is the
fact that in much of the region the surface is comparatively level.
In such regions under-drainage is very slow, owing to the impervious nature of t.he sub-soil, and wat.er st.ands many days aft.er a
rain. Oonditions would be bad enough if the roadbed were well
graded and drained. But, as a matter of fact, few dirt roads are
carefully treated in this way. The result is th~t the roads are
almost. impassable during much of t.he winter and spring seasons.
The conditions of the dirt. roads are probably not. so bad as they
were when the country was heavily forested and lit.tle or no drainage had been done. The effect of excessive shade upon roads is
very well shown in places where trees are now growing near the
road.
But there is progress toward bet.ter conditions. The vast resources at. hand for building pikes are beginning t.O' be ut.ilized.
Permanent. roads, of good qualit.y, are taking the places 0'f t.he inferior dirt roads. Wherever a start has been made the farmers
are quick to see t.he advantage of such improved roads and they
are willing to take steps toward extending them.
IIi no count.y of the area is there an absence of rock or of gravel
in great enough abundance to supply all the roads in these counties, while in some counties material is unlimited in amO'unt.
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There ii:l one feature of road-making operations that seems to
prevail in every part of this region, and which is a considerable
drawback to the best results in road-making. This is the unscrupulousness of road contractors. The pikes are very frequently
poorly constructed and do not fairly represent. the possibilities of
road construction in the region. In almost every county visited by
the writer he found some instance of dishonest construction of
road and manipulation of county commissioners, who are responsible for the proper completion of road contracts.
KINDS OF ROAD METAL.

In the building of pike roads in this area a great variety of
material is used. Limestone, shale, several kinds of gravel, and
sandstone--one or the other-are used more or less, according to
their relative abundance in the vicinity of the improved road.
We shall briefly consider each of these in regard to' its distinctive
features and qualities as a road metal.
Limestone.-Of all materials fO'und in the region, limestone is
the most abundant and the best material for roads. It is found
in greater or less amount in every county within the area. The
only cO'unty in which it is not used to any great extent is J acksO'n.
It occurs in great variety of hardness, texture and composition.
In some places it is quarried with some difficulty, owing to its
depth below the surface. In many places it is a common outcrop
and occurs, in great enough abundance for use, as loose pieces in
fields and on the hilleides.
In its preparations for road metal, it may be crushed by machinery or is broken up into the desired size by hammer. Many
people hold that the rock broken by hand is preferable to that
broken in a crusher. This th~ory is not clearly substantiated in
the opinion of others.
Shale.-In SQme parts of the area, where limestone is not available and gravel.is too scarce for use in building pikes, recourse
has been taken to the next best material found in those regions.
The New Albany black shale ("slate") has lately come into prominence as a road metal. For some time it was thought to be unsuited for this purpose. As to' its wearing qualities, something
will be said when those counties where it is used are considered.
This shale is not used to a great extent.
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Gra:vel.--There is considerable variety in the kind of gravel
that is found in different parts of the area and that is used on
roads. The two most important kinds are the gravel of glacial
stream deposits and the gravel of the Knobstone hills.
, Bank Gra:vel.-Along the OhiO' River valley in many places,
from Lawrenceburg to New Amsterdam, extensive deposits of
gravel are found. This gravel was deposited in terraces, two or
three in number, where the Ohio River Rowed with greater volume and at a higher level than at present. The lower terraces'some 30 and 45 feet above the river at ordinary stage-are overflowed in time of high water. The gravel where it occurs in the
lower terraces is coveTed from 8 to 40 feet deep with fine silt.
The highest terrace--some 60 feet above the river-is not deeply
covered with silt; often the gravel appears within two or three
feet of 'the surface. Other streams have gravel deposits along their
courses, notably the Whitewater and the Whit€ Rivers, flowing out
of the newly glaciated regions lying to the northward. On the
Whitewater, the gravel deposits are mainly ih the higher terrace,
while on the White River both high and low terraces produce
gravel. The gravell'egion of White River is very extensive, as is
shown by the map.
I ron Oxide Gravel.-The most abundant gravel found in creek
beds is the reddish sandy gravel of the Knobstone region. This
gravel is composed of concretions of iron oxide which contain more
or less sand, sometimes the oxide being quite free from sand, sometimes the sand being the major part.. The gravel is derived from
the shales, from which the concretions are washed as the shales
are disintegrated. This gravel is found mainly within two miles
of the hills and is comparatively more abundant in the snialler
runs or brunches than in the large;r 'creeks.
Bar Gravel.--Much of the course of the Ohio River, where terraces are found, has a graveny bank, and gravel bars appear in
the river when it is at. a low stage. This gravel is similar to that
found in t.he terraces, but is coarser and has less sand and clay intermingled.
Red Flint Gravel.--In a few localities is found a gravel which
is made up largely of cherty fragments, with some iron oxide. Decatur and Jefferson counties have a limited amount of gravel of
this kind.
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Limestone Creek Ura(lJel.-In certain localities where short valleys open into the Ohio valley much limestone is washed from the
neighboring hills and is collected at the mouths of small runs or in
the lower part of their oods. This gravel is coarse, ranging in
size from pieces an inch in diameter to those six inches in diameter.
Chert and Limestone Gravel.-In Harrison Oounty a gravel occurs in creek beds. It is composed mainly of chert and limestone
particles, derived from rocks of the region. Also in Jefferson
Oounty occurs a limited amount of this kind of gravel.
SANDSTONE.

'Where other better material is wanting, sandstone has been used
as a road metal. This has been done to' a small extent in Jackson
Oounty. Sandstone, being quite easily crushed by travel upon
the roads, is of doubtful adaptability to permanent r0'admaking.
Some results of its use as such will be found under the discussion
of Jackson County roads.

DEARBORN COUNTY.
Area in square miles .................................. " .. .. .. .
309
Population in 1900............................................. 22,194
Miles of public roads ............................... , . . . . . . . . ....
255
Miles of free improved roads .................. " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . None
Miles of toll improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
Toll roads constructed ..................................... 1830 to 1860
Authority. " .... " .... " .... " .................. Albert T. Gridley, C. E.
"About 60 miles of road In the county have been improved by the farmers club·
bing together and putting broken stone on six Inches deep and nine feet wide, without grading or drainage. Our commissioners have been able to defeat every attempt
of the people to convert the township roads Into free Improved county roads, the
auditor giving them ready assistance. That Is why we have no improved roads."A. T. G.

With unlimited quantities of material for road making, Dearborn County is one of the least advanced with good roads. Along
the 'Whitewater River there is much gravel in terraces on either
side of the river. Throughout the county limestone occlirs, cropping out on the hillsides, while in the level northwest pbrtion it
occurs in most of the stream beds. There are about 70 miles of
improved rOil-ds in the connty. Much gravel occurs in the channel
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of Whitewater River. This is utilized to some extent. Limestone
O'f a hard variety, bluish in color and quite fossiliferous, occurs
within eight or twelve feet Qf the surface of all the upland in Miller, Harrison, I,ogan and Kelso townships. It is easily accessible
in all parts. In ravines it may be gathered up in the form of
bO'ulders washed down by the water. In this form it is taken by
the farmers to the crushers and then is placed On the road where
it seems to be the most needed. This county also has a considerable amount of Ohio River terrace gravel.
Much of the road throughout Logan and KelsO' townships has
been scattered with a thin covering of large rock, three to' five
inches in diameter. This can scarcely be said to be an impro'Vement, as the road is thus made intolerably rough. NO' cO'ntract
w.ork has been done. Even the roads the most traveled are in a
deplorable conditiQn. With the present methods the roads Qf this
region will remain unserviceable for many years, and will never
be as good as they might be had they been properly built from the
start.
LOCAL DEPOSITS

A VAILARLE

FOR FUTURE USE.

Frank Volz;-Southwest quarter section 10 (5 N., 1 W.), Lawrenceburg Township. At the nO'rthwest edge of the city of Lawrenceburg an excavation has been made in the high terrace.
Gravel has been used from this pit for many years. At. the top
is soil two to' three feet thick. Below this are sand and gravel,
alternating with layers of fine silt. The material is rather fine for
roads and must be sifted to remQve the finer portions, which comprise the greater part of the whole. There is nO' gravel larger than
one and a half inches in diameter, and very little as largtl. as that.
The most of what was left after sifting would average Qne-fourth to
one-half inch in diameter. About 25,000 cubic yards have been
removed. Four acres are remaining.
Joseph Burkheim.-Southwest quarter section 36 (6 N., 1 W.),
Lawrenceburg TO'wnship. Here is a gra,vel pit 100x75 yards in
area. The soil at top is three to' four feet deep, and there are
25 feet of gravel, one-half to one and a half inches in diameter.
The pike from here to Lawrenceburg has been kept in repair from
this pit fO'r the last 50 years. This deposit is at the end of a small
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ravine leading down into the Miami valley near its junction with
the Ohio River valley, and continues in a northeasterly direction,
more or less interruptedly, for one-fourth of a mile. The top is
about 40 feet above the low terrace, which forms the "bottom land"
of the vicinity. At about 12 feet from the top there is a stratum
2 to 16 inches thick, cemented with calcareous cement. This
stratum extends horizontally through part of the deposit and crops
out on one side of the hill. On the opposite side of the ravine a
similar deposit of gravel is found, which also contains a cemented
layer.
Mary Rogers.-Northwest quarter of southweRt quarter of section 35 (6 N., 1 W.), Lawrenceburg Township. An abandoned
limestone quarry is situated near the top of a high bluff which overlooks the Ohio valley, two miles northwest of Lawrenceburg. A
section of the quarry shows about 25 feet comprising a hard, drabcolored limestone containing many fossils, and intercalated layers
of soft shale or clay. The limestone varies in thickness from 1 to
12 inches, and includes about half the whole thickness of the section. The stone would be good for roads. A large amount of
stripping would, however, be necessary in order to utilize any
great portion of the quarry. About 5,000 cubic yards would be
available, with 2 to 6 feet stripping.
At Bright.-Southwest quarter sect.ion 35 (7 N., 1 W.), Harrison Township. I,imestone is 6 to 15 feet below the surface. At
several places near here gravel was reported to have been found
underneath the limestone. Mr. G. H. Gibson stated that his father
dug a well in 1823, passing through ten feet of soil, six feet of
limestone, then "blue clay." Underneath this was gravel. Water
was a year coming in; then came in in one night. Since that
time it has been a never-failing water ffilpply. This well is located on the northwest quarter of section 3 (6 N., 1 W.), Miller
Township.
Henry Bimonson.-Northeast quarter section 25 (7 N., 1 W.),
Harrison Township. About a mile southwest of Harrison, Ohio,
there is a gravel pit near the road and in the edge of a double
terrace on the right side of Whitewater valley. The upper terrace is about 60 feet above the river bottom. The second terrace
is 15·feet lower. Both of-the terraces seem to be made up largely
of gravel. The upper one is about 200 yards long and 40 yar~s
49-Geology.
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wide. The lower is about l'75 yards long and 50 yards wide.
The lower terrace is cut by two gulches, which expose the gravelly
exterior. Some gravel has been taken out and the pit is being
used at present.
Section of gravel pit on land of Henry Simonson, Dearborn COlmty.

1.

2.
3.

Feet.
Soil ... : ...................... 00•• 00 • 0 0• 0000 • 0 0• 0•• 0 ••• : • 0• 0.1 to 2
Coarse gravel G to 2 inches in diameter). 0• 0• 00•• 0• 0• • • • • • • • • • •
10
Fine gravel and sand .. 0 ••• , • 0 ••• , • 00.00.00.00.0.0 ••
0•• •• •
10
o' •

The top of the exposure is 25 or 30 feet below the top of the
upper terrace, which may be considered to be made up 0'£ coarse
gravel. It is probal)le that all of these two terraces would he
available. This piece of terrace, like that on the Burkheim property, is situated above the mouth of a small valley leading into the
Whitewate! River from the west. It. is a common thing to find
just snch gravel terraces on the upper side and at the mouths of
tributary valleys. The cause for this is easily attributable to the
fact that a large volume of water, flowing at a high level in the
larger valley and bearing quantities of gravel in its current, would
have its current checked by the entering stream of the tributary
vaney and would consequently drop some of its load at that point.
Such an occurrence of gravel may be noticed at thel junction of
many tributary streams along the Ohio River, and when any terraco is notire!) b1e at such places it is "cry likely that gravel is contained within it.
i
Charles OUo.-Southeast quarter section 12 (7 N., 1 W.), Harrison TowII: 11 ip. Here a gravel terrare extends for a mile or morc
northwest from Harrison, Ohio. It is about 40 feet above the
Whitewater River bottom. This part is 150 yards wide and 200
yards long. No gravel has been removed, but places on the side
of the slope show gravel one-half to two inches in diameter. It is
practically the same kind as is found at the Simonson pit.
Charles F. FrizeUe.-Southwest quarter of section 12 (7 N., 1
W.), Harrison Toownship. The terrace extends from the Otto
farm to about a qu:arter of a mile west of this farm house. Here
it is nearly a quarter 0'£ a mile wide and it has gradually lowered
in level from the Otto place, being about 20 feet above the river
bottom.
Catherine 8tenger.-Southeast quarter of section 10 (7 N., 1
W.), Harrison Township. At this place are two gravel terraces.
I

I
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The first is about 50 feet above the bottom land, is 150 yards wide
and a quarter of a mile' long.. The second terrace is about 20 feet
lower and 1S 50 by 150 yards in area.
The frequent occurrence of gravel along this pike furnishes a
ready material for UBe thereon. It makes a good road metal, although, during a dry time, it loosens up considerably.
M. V. Fox.-Northwest quarter of section 10 (7. N., 1 W.),
Harrison Township. A gravel terrace extends for about onefourth of a mile, and with a width of 20 to 40 rods. It is about
25 feet above the bottom land. Twenty-five feet above this terrace a narrow strip of terrace, one to ten rods in width, clings to
the sides of the steep limestone bluffs.
G. H. Meyer.-Northeast quarter of section 5 (7 N., 1 W.),
Harrison Township. On this place there is an extensive widening
of the high terrace. About a half mile southeast of the house the
wagon road leaves the valley of the Whitewater and passes up a
small ravine to the northwest toward Trenton. The terrace is
here about one-fourth of a mile wide, and more than that in
length in Dearborn County, extending into Franklin County..
John lJ. L(J;, Croix Estale.--Southwest quarter of section 4 (7
N., 1 W.), Logan Township. A portion of a low terrace 25 feet·
above the bottom land and 40 feet above the river bed, extends for
half a mile with a width of 10 to 15 rods. About 15 feet higher
up another terrace appears, and this extends back from the river
20 to 30 rods.
Fra,nh: H. Viel.-Southeast quarter of section 14 (7 N., 1 W.),
Harrison Township. The gravel terrace, which for about two
miles has been scarcely represented, here widens out to one-fO'urth
mile in width and extends for a mile or sO' down the valley. Some
cemented gravel occurs here.
Da,ir Bros.-Southwest quarter of section 13 (7 N., 1 W.), Harrison Township. Just east of Viel's place both terraces appear.
The lower is about 40 rods wide and extends as far east as the
point where the road forks, one branch running south up the hill,
the other running east to Harrison. The upper terrace is 40 rods
wide and extends 'some 50 rods farther dovm the vaJley.
In the valley of Tanner's Creek and those of its branches lime~
stone crops out on the hillsides.
At New Alsace, limestone occurs under about, 10 feet of soil and
glacial drift. About. a mile and a half west of New Alsace, on a
branch of Tanner's Creek, northeast quarter section 31 (8 N., 3
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W.), limestone is found in the creek bed. There is also an outcrop on the hill 10 to 20 feet above the creek and on the road a
short distance west of the stream. It is a hard, fine-grained limestone, with few or no fossils. Above this is a coarse-grained fossiliferous limestone.
At Lawrenceville, a limestone outcrops in the sides of the valleys near town. Also about two and a half miles south of Lawrenceville, ·northwest quarter section 30 (8 N., 3 W.), a finegrained, hard limestone outcrops in the bottom of a ravine by the
road. The outcrop is about 20 feet below the generalleve~ of the
surrounding country. By stripping one to eight feet, two or three
acres would be uncovered. Similar conditions might be found in
many parts of this locality, although it is high land, not cut by
deep valleys.
John Wiesahan.-South part of the southwest half of section 6
(6 N., 2 W.), Jackson Township. Limestone crops out in many
place~ 00 this farm and there are at least 20 acres which would
be available with two to three feet of stripping. The rock, as
is common in· this :formation, is generally thin-beddedr two to
. ten inches thick, possibly some 18 inches thick. It is of hard
quality and well suited to pike making. The rock is easily
quarried, being interbedded with soft shale. A few instances were
noticed where this kind of rock had been used 00 roads. Some
parts were in good condition; .others were quite dusty, due probably to an excessive application of dirt. But as no properly constructed road has been made, it is difficult to form a fair estimate of the suitabilit.y of the rock for road making.
Samples of stone from one of the outcrops were secured and
sent to Washington; D. C., tor testing in the U. S. Road Laboratory. The results of the physical test were as follows:
Re8ults of PhY8ical Te8t8 of Ordovician Limestone from the land of John
Wie8ahan, Weisburg, Dearborn County.·

Specific gravity.................
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed 'per cu. ft.: (lbs.)
.62
Per cent. of wear..............
4.8

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness.. .. .. .... .. .. ...
Toughness. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
Cementing value-Dry....
Wet....

8.3
2.5
8
44
59

"Below the average in hardness and toughness for limestone, and
about the average in resistance to wear, with good cementing value. Ex·
cellent for highway and country-road traffic."-Page.
• For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Ordovician Limestone from the land of John Wiesahan,
Weisburg, Dearborn County.
Per cent.
Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
.80
Iron oxide (E.'e20.) ...............................................
.51
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 52.65
Magnesia (~fgO) .................................................
.50
Phosphoric acid .................................................
.10
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ............................ ,....... 5.00
Loss on ignition ................................................ 40.69
Total ....................................................... 100.28

In this part of the county rock can be obtained within a hauling
distance of two milee, while for few roads would it be necessary
to haul for more than one mile. The rock is near the surface, and
a stripping of two feet would lay bare unlimited amounts of
limestone.
Terrac~ of silt extend up the creek vaneys six or eight miles,
but no gravel occnrs corresponding to the gravel deposits of the
Ohio valley.
On the divide between Tanner's Creek and North Hogan Creek,
the limestone is six to ten feet below the surface, decreasing in
depth as the slopes of the valleys are reached. Rock could be obtained in any part of Manchester Township on the level upland at
a depth of six to ten feet., or by hauling from the hillsides not
more than two miles. No quarries exist, as it is easy to obtain
what is needed from the hillsides and valleys.
The roads in this townE,hip (Manchester) are in very poor condition, none 'being piked except the road from Lawrenceburg to
Manchester. Some broken rock has been placed in spots, but has
only resulted in making a very rough road.
From Moores Hill to Dillsboro, thence through the southern part
of Dearborn-County to Aurora, limestone is abundant and easy of
access for quarrying. South Hogan Creek ab.ounds in fragmentary rook, which has been brought by the water. The hills above
South Hogan Creek are full of rock from the top to the creek level,
some 175 feet below. Hard limestone, fine-grained, gray-blue, one
to six inches thick, alternates with 8Mt blue shale. These condi-
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tions make not only greater ease in quarrying, but give a rock
of suitable size to run into the crusher.
Thomas Croxton.-Northwest quarter of section 7 (4 N., 3 W.),
Olay Towmthip. Limestone outcrops on South Hogan Oreek near
the B. & o. S. W. Railway station at Dillsboro. A number of
thick beds of a hard, bluish gray limestone reach from the water's
edge to the top of the bank. None has been used for, road material. The amount availab1e is unlimited. A sample of stone secured from a ledge about six feet above the water was sent to
Washington, D.O., for testing in the U. S. Road Laboratory.
The results of the physical test were as follows:
Results of Physico:! Tests of Ordovician Limestone from the land of Thomas
.
Croxton, Dillsboro, Dearborn County. *
Specific gravity.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight pel' cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
'Vater absorbed pel' cu. ft.. (lbs.)
.78
Pel' cent. of weal'. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.8

French coefficient of wear. 8.3
Hardness................. 9.8
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Oementing value-Dry. . . . 67
Wet. ... 100

"A rather hard limestone, somewhat low in toughness; of average resistance to weal' and excellent cementing value. Should give excellent
results under highway and country-road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as fonows :
r:ltemical Analysis of Ordovician Limestone from the land of Thomas Cl'Ox/on,
Dillsboro, Dearborn Connty.

Per cent.

Alumina (Al,03) .................................................
.76
Iron oxide (Fe,O,) ...............................................
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 52.20
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................
.50
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... . .. ... .. .. .. 5.45
Loss on ignition ................................................. 40.36
Total ....................................................... 99.52

The pike from Dillsboro to Aurora has been built 50 years. It
is one of the smoothest roads in all the urea traversed. Even III
the dry time in which it was viewed it had a hard surface, with
very little dust. It was built from rock picked up from the fields
"For standard of comparison s{'{' \l. 79.
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and valleys in the vicinity. The rock was broken up by hammer
and the grades are moderate and not badly washed.
Thomas Balcer.-Northeast quarter of sedion 29 (5 N., 1 W.),
Center Township. About a mile and a half north of Aurora there
is a small portion of terrace from which gravel has been removed.
Some 15,000 yards have been taken out. The deposit lies like
a delta in the mouth of Wilson Creek.
Section of gravel pit on land of Thomas Baker.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.

Loess-like, buff colored silt. ................................ .4 to 10
Fine gravel (1-16 to ! inch diameter).........................
()
Coarse gravel (l to 1 inch diameter). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
()
Coarse sand ...............................................
2+

The deposit extends back some 40 rods, but since there is such
a great depth of silt, not much more gravel can be taken out
readily. Gravel is not used to a great extent in this vicinity.
A continuation of this terrace north of 'Wilson's Creek and east
of the wagon road may contain gravel. No other gravel deposits
appear between Aurora and Lawrenceburg.
In the Ohio River north of Aurora there is a gravel bar about
a mile long and some 20 rods wide, averaging three feet deep,
which is accessible only at low water in the river. This gravel
is used on the streets in Auro-ra· for concrete work, etc.
River V1:ew Cemetery.-Northwest quarter of section 9 (4 N.,
1 W.), Center Township. ,1 ust north of the wagon bridge over
Laughery Oreek there is an extensive gravel terrace, part of which
is occupied by the River View Oemetery. The terrace is about
60 feet above the Ohio River. Gravel occurs in irregular deposits.
In some places it is coarse, in others it is as fine as sand. A well
dug for cemetery purposes shows a section of 16 feet of soil and
100 feet of gravel.
Mr. Ne'l'it.-East half of section 8 and west half of section 9
(4 N., 1 W.), Center Township. This is an extension of the
same terrace as the above. The terrace extends west from the
road about three-quarters of a mile on the no-rth side of Laughery
Oreek, with a width of about one-fourth of a mile. Some 125
acres are probably underlain with gravel.
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OHIO COUNTY.
Area in square miles .......................................... .
87
4,724
Population in 1900 ...............•...............••............
Miles of public roads .....................•.....................
160
Miles of improved roads ...................................•....
35.5
22.2
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
4
Miles improved with graveL .................................. .
31.5
Miles improved with crushed stone ............ , '" ............ .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ............. , .... . $1,200
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ........ , .......... . $1,964
Total original cost of improved roads .......................... . $66,671
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old ..... .
$100
$100
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old ....... .
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 19015 ............ , ...... .
2.75
Miles of improved roads contracted for 1906 .................... . None
First improved roads built .................................... .
1869
Number of miles of toll roads yet in operation ................ , .
10
50
Propertion of Improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.) ........ .
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"The majority are well satisfied."
Authority .............................. Jas. W. Oorson, County Auditor

Ohio Count~ is similar to Dearborn in regard to the amount of.
available rock and the ease of obtaining it. The county is onl~
fairl~ provided with pikes.
Some important roads between villages are in the poorest. condition imaginable.
A rook road running west from Rising Sun about se,ven miles
was mainl~ completed in 1893. Some parts were built recently
and have not become packed. It is now in good conditiorn most of
the way. It foUows the valley of Arnold Creek and was cornstructed of loose rock obtained all along the route.
There is a pike, mainly of gravel, six miles in length, leading
from the northwest cornel' of section 33 (4 N., 2 W.), Union
Township, along the south side of Laughery Creek toward Aurora.
It is a fairly good road, but the gravel used was rather fine, averaging about one-fourth inch in diameter, with considerable sand.
A portion of this road has a rock bed topped with gravel. The
gravel forms a good surface, but washes badly on the hills.
A gravel pike runs from Rising Sun northward to meet the
pike in Dearborrn County running to Aurora. It is in poor condition, being rough and muddy in a wet time.
A good stone pike runs from Rising Sun to Aberdeen, a distance of about nine miles. It has been built fO'l' many years.
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Gravel occurs in Laughery Oreek from the mouth of South Fork
to near the mouth of Laughery Oreek. The bars are sometimes
as large as 100 yards long by 5 yards wide. The-material is rather
coarse, ranging in size from one-fourth inch to three inches in
diameter. No bank or terrace gravel was observed along this
creek. The amount of available gravel would not be sufficient
for all roads in the vicinity, but since the hillsides are all filled
with rock there would be no need to depend on the gravel.
Ohio Oounty is much cut by valleys, and there is no place in the
whole county where good limestone for roads may not be quarried
within one-half mile of the place where it is needed. The soil is
6 to 15 feet deep on the upland, and diminishes in depth toward
the slopes. The rock crops out on the sides of all ravines. Quarrying is not necessary, since it is easier to gather the loose rock
from the surface, even though by so doing a little longer haul is
made.
Ohio River terrace gravel occurs in abundance in the vicinity of
Rising Sun. The upper terrace, some 60 feet above the river, begins at the northern edge of Rising Sun and extends some two
miles to a small creek on B. B. Loring's farm, soothwest quarter of
section 26 (4 N., 1 W.), Randolph Township, where the,re is a
small gravel pit. This terrace averages one-half mile in width,
narrowing toward the north and the south.
As usual in the high terraces, the gravel is quite near the surface. About 15 fee~ lower is another terrace, lying along the
eastern and southern sides of the upper terrace. -This terrace extends about a mile and a half farther down the valley and lies beneath most, of the town of Rising Sun. The relati~ boundaries
of these gravel terraces may be seen on the map. Excavations
made in Rising Sun show the gravel to be from three to four feet
below the surface in the second terrace and 24 feet below the surface on the lowest terrace, which is some 30 feet above the river.
Dry Branch Oreek, at a point about 40 rods north of the city
limits, has cut into the terraces and has washed much gravel out
into its channel. This gravel covers the bottom of the creek, thus
obscuring the little water that is in it and giving rise to the 11. me
of the stream.
,Henry Schroeder.-Sonthwest quarter of section 34 (4 N., 1
W.), Randolph Township. A sample of limestone from this farm
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was tested at the U. 8'. Road Laboratory, with the results shown
in the table. This is practically the same rock that is used all
over the county, where roads are being built of stone, and the
quantity is unlimited.
Result8 of Physical Test8 oj Ordovicinn Limestone from land oj Henry Schroeder,
Ohio County.

Specific gravity ...... " .. .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
.46
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.5

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
<Rmenting value-Dry. . . .
. Wet....

7.3
4.7
9
15
98

"A .soft limestone of average toughness with a low resistance to wear,
but with a good cementing value. Suitable for light traffic or as a binder
in connection with harder material."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample, made at. the ~amf\ laboratory,
showed the following results:

] ,

Chemical Analysis of sample of Ordovician Limestone from land of Henry
Schroeder, Ohio County.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0.) ...................................................
.73
Iron oxide (Fe 2 0 3 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 53.15
Magnesia (l\fgO) ................................................
.63
Phosphoric acid (P ,0 5) , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.38
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ................. ··················· 2.92
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.90
Total

•••••

,

••

'0'

••••••••••••••

0

•••

,0'

••••••••

0

••

0

•••••

0

•••••

99.96

SWITZERLAND COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225
Population in 1900................. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,840
Miles of public roads .......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
108
Percentage of roads improved .......................... ···.····
31.3
Miles improved with graveL ......................... ··········
28
80
Miles improved with stone ... , ..... , ....... , .. ,. '" .. , ... . .. .. ..
Average originar cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... $1,300
Average original cost of stone roads pH mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,800
Total original cost of improved roads ...... , .. , ........ , ........ $180,400
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$50
Average cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . .
$70
Miles of improved roads built in 1!Y}5 ...............' ........ ,.. None
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Miles of improved roads contracted for 1006. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. None
First improved roads built.....................................
1851
80
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. . Good
Authority ............... " ............... L. !- Woollen, County Auditor

A number of miles of pike road have boon built in Switzerland
County during the past five years, and the county compares very
favorably in the amount Qf improved roads with the other counties
of the area under consideration. The extent of limestone available
for road-making is unlimited. The rock formation is in the eastern part, similar to that of Dearborn and Ohio counties; in the
western part higher formations appear. The surface is alsQ like
that of those counties, being much dissected by valleys. The outcrops of rock are very numerous on the hillsides, while much rock
is washed down intOi the stream beds. In the northern part, where
the surface is more level and less cut by valleys, the limestone does
not appear at the surface; but it is usually not over eight or ten
feet below.
There are probably greater deposits of gravel along the Ohio
River in this county than in any other county of this area. On
none of thel smaller streams is there found gravel worthy of mention, although many of them contain loose stones of a size varying
from OIne inch to ten inches in diameter. No great use. has been
made of these extensive river deposits, and for part of the way
the "river road" itself has not received the benefit of a gravel top.
At the mouth of Grant's Creek, northwest quarter of section 27
(3 N., 1 W.), Posey Township, there is a portion of terrace which
may contain gravel. Its position at the mouth of Grant's Creek
valley would indicate this. There are about three acres in the deposit here.
Near the middle of the west half of the southwest quarter of
section 30 (2 N., 1 E.), Posey Township, lies the north end Qf
a large tract of terrace gravel. This point is about 30 rods west
of the Gibson house and just west of the mouth of a small creek.
The area embraces a high terrace, about 60 feet above the river,
and lower terraces. The eastern limit is the Ohio River. The
western limit passes just east of the high rocky bluffs running
SQuth through the middle of section 3i (2 N., 1 E.), southwest
through tlie west half of section 6 (1 N., 1 E.), and through the
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western part of section 7 (1 N., 1 E.), mee1ting the river about half
a mile northeast of Patriot. This area comprises about three sections of land. The gravel may be found at a depth of from one
to four foot. It is of g?od quality, and in size ranges from onefourth of an inch to two inches in diameter. In SQme places a few
large stones, five to eight inches in diameter, occur. The grave~
is mostly limestone, but a considerable portion is shale, greenstone,
flint, etc.

Almira. Abbott.-SectiO'n 7 (1 N., 1 E.), Posey Township. A
large gravel pit occurs by the roadside about one and a half miles
northeast of Patriot. AbO'ut 150x30 yards, 20 feet deep, have
been removed. The gravel ranges in size from one-fourth of an
inch to two inches in diameter, and the depO'sit is covered with
from two to four feet of soil. Gravel is being hauled from this pit
for the repair of the pike in this vicinity.
One of the least improved parts of the river road in this cO'unty
lies directly over the rich deposit of gravel near the Gibson place.
Through sections 25, 36 and 35 (2 N., 1 W.), the roads have not
been graveled. The tract of grave] above referred to' averages at
least 50 feet in depth, or what WO'uld equal 150,000,000 cubic
yards.
An area two or three miles SO'uth of Patriot, including parts of
sections 30 and 31 (1 N., 1 E.), and parts of sections 25, 35 and
36 (2 N., 1 W.), as shown on the map, does not strictly produce
gravel, but it is underlain by gravel at a depth of from 12 to 40
feet. Gravel bars occur along the river in this locality, and from
these it is obtained for roads in the neighborhood. At low water
the gravel appears as a gently sloping beach rising from the water's
edge to a width of five to ten rods. The gravel contains many pebbles of black shale and greenstone, some gr.flnite and some limestone. This river gravel contains little cementing material, and,
as a rule, does not pack well on roads.
At Vevay the high terrace ha·s a width of nearly half a mile,
while the lower terrace is much narr(Ywer. There is an extension
of this terrace for most of the distanee between the mouths of Indian and Plum creeks. This higher terrace is not overflowed by
the river in its highest stages. At. the west edge of town t.here is
an old gravel pit in the edge of the terrace, containing about ten
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feet of silt and 50 feet of gravel. The pit is not in use now. In
size the gravel varies fron: one-fourth inch to two inches in diameter.
Amy Gola.y.-South half of section 7 (1 N., 2 W.), Jefferson
Township. A gravel pit in the edge of the terrace just east of
the mouth of Plum Creek shows 8 to 10 feet of bluff silt' above 12
to 15 feet of gravel. The gravel is good, one-fourth inch to one
inch in diameter. About 6,000 yards have been removed. There
is an unlimited amount left. Here, as in some other places, there
are cemented portions. In some places of this exposure there
is a six-foot layer of sand between the silt and the gravel.
East of Plum Creek the high terrace extends only about onefourth of a mile. From there to Markland the river generally
keeps near the bluffs. At 1.farkland the middle terrace begins and
extends toward Florence, gradually rising to the height of the
highest terrace near that town. It is about half a mile wide.
Will Armstrong.-Northwest quarter of section 6 (1 N., 1 W.),
York Township. The only gTavel pit observed in this neighborhood has been opened on this farm in a field about half a mile
below Florence. The pit is in the edge of the upper tm-race.
About 15,000 cubic yards have been excavated. The gravel is
coarse and fine, with much sand. About five miles of road have
been graveled from this pit. It was used on roads between Markland and Florence, north of Markland and north of Florence. It
is too sandy to make good roads. There are about ten feet of silt
on top of the gravel.
Mr. Bodey.-Parts of sections 26 and 35 (2 N., 1 W.), Posey
Township. A gravel pit is looated on the east side of this farm,
about one-half mile from the Ohio River. It is on the highest
terrace, which extends eastward, embracing the larger part of the
bottom land in this bend of the river. The gravel is one-quarter
of an inch to an inch in diamerter. This pit is not used now,
owing to the fact that the gravel became too fine for road making,
and was rejected for that purpcse.
Mrs. Abbie North.-Part of section 31 (1 N., 1 E.), and part
of section 36 (2 N., 1 W.), Posey Township. About one-fourth
mile northeast of this farm house a terrace begins, and, rapidly
widening as the bluffs retreat to the west, extends about two miles
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southwestward to the neighborhood of the Bodey farm and to the
river on the south.
At the mouth of Indian Creek some very coarse gravel has been
washed down. This would require crushing in order to be used
on roads ..
In other parts of the county there is scarcely enough gravel to
be worth mentioning. A small amount is obtainable on Indian
Creek, south of Aaron postoffice. It is used to some extent in repairing roads in the vicinity.
From Vevay to Bennington there is a good pike. It was built
20 or 30 years ago from rock gathered up near at hand. The pike
is smooth and is kept in good repair as occasion requires. There
is no place where rock need be hauled over half a mile, since limestone occurs throughout all the region.
George H otchkiss.-Sontheast qnarter of section 9 (5 N., 12
E.), Pleasant. Township. In this region limestone comes to within four to ten feet of the surface. Rock was quarried on this farm,
it being taken from near the top of the divide between Indian
and Indian-Kentuck creeks. The rook is found in beds of six
inches to four feet thick. Five thousand loads were quarried for
pike. Two hundred aCrAS are easily available on this farm and
the farms of H. B. Voris and James S. Paully.
Samples of rock from this deposit were secured and sent to
Washington, D. C., for testing in the U. S. Road Laboratory.
The result" of the physical tests were as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Niagara rJmestone frum the land of Geurge
J[otchkis." SU(fpville, S1.1J1:lzerland County.

Specific gravity.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
.8
Per cent. of wear .... , ., .. .. .. .
4

French C<Jefficient of wear.
Hardness.................
Toughness ...... , . . . . . . . . .
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

9.9
.3
9
10
20

"A rather soft rock, about the average for toughness in limestone,
with fair resistance to wear, but tather low in binding power. Best suited
for country-road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
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Chemical Analysis oj Niagara Limestone jrom land oj George Hotchkiss,
Soapville, Switzerland County.
Per cent.
Alumina (AI2 0.) .................................................
.63
Iron oxide (Fe2 0.) ...............................................
.51
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 49.55
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................ 3.46
PhosphQric acid (P2 0,) ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.26
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid .. :................................. 6.24
Loss on ignition ................................................. 39.28
Total ....................................................... 99.93
"The Insoluble portion is clay."

Mrs. S. P. Harper.-East, half O'f the southwest quarter O'f section 9 (5 N., 12 E.), Pleasant Tuwnship. A limestone quarry has
been opened and about 3,000 cubic yards have been removed; The
following· section is exposed.
Section oj Quarry on land oj Mr8. S. F. Harper.

Feet.

Soil
Disintegrated limestone and shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
Hard greenish-purplish colored limestone in layers 6 inches
to 2 feet thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

Inche8.

6

The rock is not largely fossiliferous, but is fine-grained and hard.
The outcrop is on the side, of a small valley about 30 rods northwest of the farm house, and is easy of acce,ss. This rock has been
used on a new pike toward the north line of the county. Eighty
acres are available. The upper part of this rock is similar to' the
sample tested from the Hotchkiss quarry.
O. M .. Gopher.--Northwest quarter of section 9 (r. N., 12 K),
Pleasant Township. A section of rock frO'm the top layer exposed
on this farm to the formation outcropping in the middle part of
Mrs. Harper's quarry is as follows: The upper layer is a softmedium, sandy limestone, yellowish in some parts; drab-colo.red
in others. Below this is a friable limestone~ somewhat fossiliferous, gray colored, rather coarse texture, cracking on exposure to
sun and weather. This layer is similar to that from which the
sample from the Hotchkiss farm was taken. Below this is a finegrained, blue-purple limestone similar to the rock at the base of the
Harper quarry.
About the middle of section 11 (5 N., 12 K), where a small
valley crosses the road, the interbedded thin limestone and soft
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shale Qutcrop. Also. in the bed Qf a branch Qf Bear Creek, which
crQsses the pike at a point abQut half way between the church and
Mr. Cooper's place, the same shale-limestone fQrmation appears.
This is the same as most Qf the upper formatiQn of Ohio CQunty.
It is prQbably the Lorraine formatiQn. It seems to. be not far below the thick-bedded limestone Qf the quarries just described.
In the region of AarQn postoffice is a flat "divide," where rock
dQes not appear at the surface. About half a mile southeast of
Aaron, where the rQad branches, rock outcrQPs on the hillside and
in the bed of a small valley. This could be quarried, with one to
three feet Qf stripping, over a large area.
Harry Blodget.-East half of northwest quarter of section 3 (3
R, 3 W.), Cotton Township. On this farm, in making a cistern
12 feet deep, rock was penetrated several feet.. This was on the
level highland divide between the valleys of Laughery Creek and
the Ohio River. AcrQss the road from this place rock was struck
in a well at a depth of 12 feet. The divide here is about threefourths of a mile wide.
About 40 rods east of Fairview, near the head of Sugar Branch,
and on the hill between the creek and the village, rock crQPS out in
the road. One to two acres CQuld be laid bare with one to three
feet of stripping. Much could be obtained with Qne to four fee't
of stripping.
From Fairview to East Enterprise many small valleys cut the
road and rock outcrQPs Qn the sides of all these valleys.
The road from Soapville to East Enterprise is not improved,
thQugh it is a much traveled road. From East Enterprise a good
pike leads to Patriot by way of Quercus Grove.
Rock fQr the East Enterprise end of this pike was obtained from
the Dunning farm east of town. On the upland level rock is from
10 to 15 feet below the surface and crQPS out in many valleys.
George W. Oa:ks.-NQrthwest quarter of section 1 (3 N., 2 W.),
Cotton Township. Rock is obtainable in considerable quantities
on this farm.
Around Quercus Grove tho limestone is near the surface. A
cistern dug about Qne mile southeast of the village penetrated rock
at a depth of eight feet. It is thus seen that even in this most level
part Qf the county the rock is not too far below the surface fm~
quarrying.
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:From Quercus Grove to Patriot there are some parts of the road
where the pike has been. made on one side of the highway, space
having been left for a dirt road. This arrangement is not conducive to the maintenance of the best conditions on the pike, since
the loose clay of the road is much washed from the hillsides down
upon the pike in its lower parts. A covering of mud two to
six inches deep is thus frequently found upon these lower parts
after every hard rain.
SamueZ Loc7ce.-Part of the southeast quarter of section 14 (2
N., 3 W.), Jefferson Township. A sample was taken from the
hillside on this lot in the real' of Vevay and tested at the Road
Laboratory at Washington, D. O. It is practically the same kind
as is obtainable in all parts of the county. The results of the
physical tests were as follows:
Results oj Physical Tests oj Ordovician Limestone from land of 8amu'el Locke,
Vevay, Switzerland County.*
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water abSQrbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.57
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5'-'"

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness.. .... .... .......
Toughness. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Oementing value-Drry. . . .
Wet....

7.5
4
8
25
46

"Somewhat above the average in hardness for limestone, but below
in toughness and resistance to wear; cementing value good. Best suited
for light highway and country-road traflic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis oj Ordovician Limestone j1'Om land oj Samuel Locke,
Veva,y, Switzerland County.

Per cent.
Alumina (AI,O,) ..... , ................................... ,.......
.33
Iron oxide (Fe,O,) ..... ,.........................................
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 54.50
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. Trace
Phosphoric acid (P,O.)...........................................
.62
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 2.2S
Loss on ignition ................. " ....................... " ..... 42.14

Total ....................................................... 100.12
'For standard of compariS(}D see p. 79.
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J:EEFERS01\ COUNTY.
Area in square miles ............ , ....... , ............. " .. .. .. .
362
Population in 1900............................................. 22,913
Miles of public road. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
790
Miles of improved road .. , ....... , ............... , ....... , ... ... 107.3.
Percentage of roads improved. ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
13.6
Miles improved with gravel. ..... , ....... ,. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . None
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
107.3
Av,erage original cost per mile of toll roads purchased. " .. .. .. ... $2,075
Average original cost per mile of stone roads built. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,282
Total original cost of improved roads ............................ $177,363
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. " . . . .
$50
Miles of improved roads built in 1905 ..................... , ..... . None
Mil-es of improved roads contracted for 1906. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . None
First free improv-ed roads built. . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1897
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in Improved roads...... Good
Authority ................................. G. F. Crozier, County Auditor
·Of the£!e, 54.71 miles were formerly toll roads which have been purchased by the
county, while 52.62 miles have been built undC'r the present laws.

The greater part of J efl'crson County has rock easily aceessible
for road making, while the gravel is confined mainly to the terraces on the Ohio River. From the southwest part of Switzerland
Oounty a broad gravel terrace enters this county and extends' as
far as the town of Brooksburg. Many of the streams have more or
less coarse limestone gravel, 1 inch to 6 or 8 inches in diameter.
This has been used to a considerable extent, but crushed rock is
now coming to be generally used for pike building. There is a
very small amount of flint and iron oxide gravel washed up by
the freshets on the small streams in the northern and western
parts of the county. It comes from the soil covering this regiom.
This makes a good top dressing for roads, but since. it is so limited in amount it is not to be depended upon, except for some
slight repairs where it can be conveniemtly used. The flinty gravel
does not pack and is unusually hard for horses' feet. N () definite
location of these gravel beds is practicable, but many creeks in
Lancaster Township have beds of gravel from 5 to 50 square rods
in area.
J efl'erson Oounty OWllS no stome crushers, nor are any owned by
any township therein. Several crushers are oWlled by private
parties. Much of the rock used on pikes is broken by hand. Several old toll roads have been bought by the county. Madison
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Township has more pikes than any other township in the county,
since most of the pikes in the county lead to Madison. There are
many poor roads, but the prospects are encouraging for greater
improvement.
S. F. La.mb.-Sect.ion 21 (3 N., 12 E.), Oraig Township,
Switzerland Oount.y. A small st.ream coming from t.he highlands
of Swit.zerland Oounty cuts the high terrace in the southwest
corner of that county and enters the Ohio River about half a
mile east oft.he boundary between the count.ies of Switzerland
and .Jefferson. On the banks of this stream gravel is exposed in
several places for about. a mile. Some has been used from this
farm.
J. A. Phillips.-Northeast quarter of section 21 (3 N., 12 E.),
Oraig Township, Switzerland Count.y. This adjoins the Lamb
farm and has gravel of the same kind as is there found. Some
of the gravel from these farms has been used on the road between
I",amb and Brooksburg. It does not pack wen since there is> much
sand contained therein.
The road from Lamb to. Brooksburg lies through a region where
gravel and rock are abundant, but it has received very little improvement. For much of t.he way from Lamb to Brooksburg the
river's edge is bordered with gravel, while the terrace is covered
with 10 to 20 feet of silt.
On the McHay farm, northeast quarter of section 12 (3 N., 11
E.), Milton Tcwnship, about 20 rods south of the mouth of
Indian-Kent.uck Creek, occurs a prominent exposure of gravel in
a terrace abont. 45 feet high. The top 10 feet is silt, the rest is
gravel. This slopes gradually to t.he river's edge a distance of
some 12 rods. The gravel is % inch to 3 inches in diameter.
The amount exposed decreases towards Lamb. Below Brooksburg
coarse gravel lines the river edge for about 1~~ miles. It is hauled
from here to repair roads ~ear Brooksburg.
From the west side of the northwest quarter 0.£ section 5 (3 N.,
11 E.), to the southeast corner of sect.ion 33 (4 N., 11 E.), the
river is edged 2 to 10 rods wide with the coarse limestone gravel
that has been washed out of the rocky banks. This gravel if;
used on the streets of Madison, the larger pieces> being broken up
with hammers as it is applied.
Not. much gravel occurs between Erooksburg and Madison.
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Some coarse gravel is washed out by swift streams emptying into
the Ohio. River. At Madison the terrace begins near the east
end Df town and extends to the mouth of Olifty Oreek The city
is built largely Dn the upper terrace, where gravel comes to within
6 or 7 feet of the surface.
From MadisOon to Marble Hill several depOosits Oof gravel occur.
Many intermittent streams bring down CDarse limestone gravel
from the neighboring hills. At HanOover Landing there is a strip
of gravel extending half a mile or so along the edge of· the Ohio
River. This has been tried on the hill roads, but is fDund tOo be
very unserviceable on account of the ease with which it is washed
off by the rains.
No gravf'l occurs from Hanover Landing to Plow Handle Point.
In the northwest quarter Oof sectiOon 32 (2 N., 10 E.), Saluda
Township, the high terrace begins, rapidly widening to about
40 rods, and extends for about 3 miles at a distance from the river
of about % mile. Below this the middle terrace extends some
20 rods tOoward the river. The lowest terrace reaches to the
river some 30 rOods farther.
Gravel may be found outcrOopping along the edge of the high
terrace. On the F. M. Lee farm a large pit has been Oopened.
A. D. Harrell.-Southeast quarter Oof section 7 (2 N., 9 E.),
Saluda Township. This farm lies near the south end Oof the terrace and a small pit has been opened for repairing the road in the
vicinity.
From Saluda Oreek southward to about 1 mile north of Bethlehem the river keeps near the hluffs and there is no terrace
gravel.
The whole length of the river boundary of this county is marked
by steep limestone bluffs, some 400 feet high. In order to reach
the higher level of country, advantage is taken of the little valleys
which cut through to the river level. In some places the wagOon
road has been cut along the face of the bluffs, rising with a slope
of 16 to 2·4, inches tOo the rod.
The Madison-HanOover pike, seven miles long, has a very easy
ascent to the top of the bluffs, and the roadway is very smooth.
This pike has been in use for some 40 years, and a great amount
of travel passes over it. It is in very good condition.
Stephen Le'wis.-SDuth half of the southwest quarter of section
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13 (3 N., 9 E.), Hanover Township. Here is a limestollc quarry
about 1 mile south of Hanover, near the roadside. Two miles of
pike were built from this quarry five years ago. The pike was
built largely from a soft sandy limestone layer found near the top.
The material is so soft that it easily grinds up into dust and sand.
When wet, this forms a layer 2 to 3 inches thick of mortar-like
mud. Other layers of this quarry are of a, hard, fine-grained rock
that would furnish a road metal far superior to the kind used.
Section on land oj Stephen Lewis.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.

Soil ............................................... 3 to 8
Limestone in 3 to 12-inch layers, firm, hard, containing: crystals of calcite thinly scattered throughout
5
Limestone, similar to the above except containing
some sand ................................... .
Limestone in 6 to 24-inch layers, buff colored, very
sandy ....................................... .
9
Limestone, thick-bedded in 2 to 24-inch layers, grayish
6
blue in color, a little sandy ..................... .

Inches.

6

.No. 2 of the section contains. few fossils and at the junction
of this stratum with the next lower has the peculiar dove-tail
structure sometimes noticed. Stratum No. 4 contains intervening
layers largely made up of chert nodules, which extend also into the
layers of limestone. The limestone contains crystals 6f calcite.
varies much in texture, some layers being soft enough to pulverize
easily, some being very firm. The few fossils are mainly corals.
The upper layers of stratum No. 5 contain some chert. Some of
the layers are _separated by the rough dove-tail structure, the fracture frequently showing a peculiar pearly lustre.
Samples of rock from this deposit were secured and sent to
Washington, D.O., for testing in the U. S. Road Laboratory. The
results of the physical tests were as follows:
Re8Ults of PhY8ical Te8ts oj Del'onian Lime8tone from Land of Stephen Lewis,
Hanover, Jeffer80n County.*
Specific gravity.................
2.5
French coefficient of wear. 3.2
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 159 Hardness .... ' ............ -16
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 3.58 Toughness. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
7
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.3
Cementing value--Dry. . . . '28
Wet.... 42
"A very soft limestone, below the average in toughness and very low
in resistance to wear; cementing value good. Best suited for country-road
traffic."-Page.
"For standad of comparison see p. 79.
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A chemical analysis o~ the samples, made at the same laboratory,
resulted as follows:

'"

Chemical AnalY8is of Devoni(tf/. Limestone from Land of Stephen Lewis,
Hanover, Jefferson County.
Per cent.
Alumina (AI2 0.) .................................................
.59
Iron oxide (FezO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.51
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 30.00
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 19.15
Phosphoric acid (P20,) ...........................•............ ".... Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ................................... " 5.13
Loss on ignition ................................................. 44.37
Total ....................................................... 99.75

Saluda Township had no pike np to the year 1905, but in the
fall of this year 26. miles were voted to be constructed, some of
the strongest opponents several years ago being now the most enthusiastic in favor of the proposition. While most of the township is easily supplied with rock, there are some parts little cut
by valleys, and here the rock lies at 10 to 30 feet below the surface.
AndreW' Berry.-Southeast quarter of section 8 (2 N., 9 E.),
Saluda Township. Where a small ravine crosses the road just
west of this farm house there is an outcrop of black shale, under
which is a sandy limestone. This stone crops out at several places
along the road as far north as Edward Berry's place. Several
acres lie with only a few inches of soil on top of the rock. Limestone caves are frequent in the vicinity. On the Hines Hardy
farm, southwest quarter of section 8 (2 N., 9 E.), there is also
rock existing under similar conditions.
On a small creek north of the Berry place sandy limestone crops
out 9 to 15 feet abnve the cTook bed. Below this is about two
feet of very firm limestone, then six or seven feet of friable limestone: with numerous fossils. Bet.ween this place and the Corie
farm severfll outcrops 0.£ black shale appear along the road.
James Coric.-Southwest quarter 0.£ section 20 (3 N., 9 E.),
Republican Township. Limestone outcrops in a small run by the
road about 40 rods north 0.£ the north line of Saluda Township.
Shale lies above and crops out on the hillside.
In the southeast corner of the northwest quarter of section 20
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(3 N., 9 E.), Republican Township, where the Swanville-Hanover
pike crosses a small creek, limestone crops out in the ~reek bed and
for 15 feet above. The stone is similar to the HGt~hkiss sample.
The sandy layer does not here appear beneath the sh:t1e. Five
to' ten acres along this valley CGuld be obtained with not more than
four feet of stripping, while much lies uncovered.
Hervry Hensler.-Part Gf the southeast quarter of sectiGp 32
(4 N., 9 E.), Republican Township. About. six miles of pike
east and west of Kent were made from a quarry opened on the
banks of Little Oreek, 20 rods north Gf Kent. This is. a sandy
limestone ledge 16 feet high, underlain by fine-grained limestone.
NO' shale appears. There is about two feet of SGil on top. The
pike was made frGm the softer sandy ]ayer. The surface Gf the
road is moderately even, but has a considerab~e amO'unt of pulverized material on top.
The west end Gf the Kent pike was built Gf crushed rock and
covered with creek gravel. This has a smooth top with little dust.
Rock for this part of the Kent pike came partly from Pleak's
quarry and partly from Davis's quarry. It is a fine-grained, hard
limestO'ne, and makes a fine rGad.
Robert Dunlap.-Southeast quarter of section 35 (4 N., 9 E.),
Madison Township. Rock outcrops on Ramsey Oreek, which here
crosses the pike. The rOck is sO' situated as to' be easily quarried ..
From here down to' Big Oreek :rock may be fGund alO'ng the
stream.
J. B. Milligan.-NGrtheast quarter Gf section 16 (3 N., 9 E.),
Hanover TGwnship. Limestone crops Gut by the rGad. Rook
was obtained here fo1' twO' miles Gf pike. It is a shaly, fossiliferous limestone above, and a hard gray limestGne below. Two
O'r three acres would be available with considerable stripping.
J. A. Slider.-Northwest quarter of section 16 (3 N., 9 E.),
HanO'ver TO'wnship. A limestone clift 20 feet above the creek bed
has boon used to repair roads in the vicinity. The rock is a dark
gray, hard, fossiliferous limestone. Several acres would be available with one to foUl' feet of stripping. Rock from this Detighborhood was used on the pike running south from the HanGver-Swanville pike. It is wearing only fairly well, being easily crushed
into dust. It was built four years agO'.
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The Hanover-Swanville pike was built of creek gravel. It has
been made 40 years. There being no rock bottom, the road is
easily cut through in times of much rain or when frost is coming out. •
In the wesrem part 0'£ Graham Township limestone is rather
difficult to secure and the black shale is used to some extent.
TweJ!.ty-six miles of pike are to be built in this township, and for
its entire length rock can be obtained within a distance of one
mile.
The road from North Madison to Wirt is made of creek grave,l,
and, in some places, of gravel over broken stone. It wears up to
one or two inches of loose material in a dry time, and is not a
smooth road to tra,vel.
In sections 16, 17, 20, 21 (4 N., 10 E.), Madison Township,
and other places in the vicinity, where branches of Olifty Oreek
reach back into the level upland,limestone can usually be discovered in the creek beds.
On Herbert's Oreek, where the Deputy pike crosses, there is a
rock outcrop. Gravel is washed up in the bed of the creek into
bars containing 25 .to 500 square yards. This gravel consists of
limestone 50 pel' cent., in pieces three to six inches in diameter,
and 50 per cent. chert and limestone, one-half to two inches in
diameter. From Olifty Oreek to Herbert's Oreek are some places
where the flint gravel top dressing is well packed and smooth.
This occurs mainly in places where the shade of trees prevents the
ground from becoming dried out entirely.
At Wirt, limestone outcrops ()n the banks of Herbert's Creek, 30
or more feet above the creek bed. Rock underlies the level country here at 10 to 15 feet below the surface. Herbert's Greek,
which runs through Wirt, has considerable flint gravel, both in
the channel and in a low rerrace, just below the wagon bridge.
Joseph Fisher.-West half of the southwest quarter of section
17 (4N., 9 E.), Smyrna Township. Mr. Fisher has several
places on his farm where rock can be conveniently obtained. One
of these produces hydraulic limestone. A blue limestone, suitable
for pikes, has been u~d to repair the gravel pikes near by.
Frank La,w.-Northeast quarter of section 14 (4 N., 8 E.),
Graham Township. On the north side of the road west of Big
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Creek, where the road crosses, and about a mile northeast of Graham, there is an outcrop of very hard, fine-grained limestone, in
beds one to two feet thick. It is an excellent stone, and has been
used for building purposes to some extent.
David Robertson.--Southeast quarter of section 8 (4 N., 8 E.),
Graham Township. At the edge of the vi11age of Deputy is a
limestone quarry from which rock has been taken for many years.
It is located in the bank of Lewis Creek, and the rock rises to 20
feet above, the creek bed_ It is a hard, gray-blue, fine-grained
limestone, containing few fossils. Ten to 20 acres are available
with one to three feet of stripping. The face of the quarry is
about ten feet high. The layer from which the sample was taken
is about four feet thick. Other layers are not quite so hard.
Samples from the quarry were tested in the U. S.Road Laboratory with the following results':
ResUlts of Physical Tests of Devonian Limestone from land of David Robertson,
Deputy, J~tferson County.*
Specific gravity ........... , .. . . .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (Ibs.)
.43
Per cent. of wear ............. '.
4.7

French coefficient of wear. 8.5
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -.3
Toughness ..... " .... " " .
7
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 53
Wet.... 81

"A rather soft limestone and below the average in toughness; about
the average in resistance to wear, with good cementing value. Best
suited to country-road traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample was made at the same laboratory, which resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Devonian Limestone from the land of David Robertson,
Deputy, Jefferson County.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0.) ................................................. 1.40
Iron oxide (Fe2 0.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.23
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 31.90
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................ 15.18
Phosphoric acid (P 20.)...........................................
.25
Insoluble in hydrochloriC acid ..... '" ., .... '" ..... , .. '" ... ... ... 7.88
Loss on ignition ................................ :................ 42.75
Total ....................................................... 99.59
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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The pike from North Madison to Deputy is mainly of flint
gravel. On Mr. Joseph Fisher's place are gravel bars in Big
Creek; comprising 800 to 1,000 loads. The gravel is one-fourth
to two inches in dinmeter.
Lancaster Township is well supplied with rock, which can be
obtained on Big Creek and all its branches. In the northeast
part of the township there are two or three sections without exposure of rock.
Section at Lancaster Flour Mills, south half of southeast quarter of section 33
(5 N., 9 E.), LancCU!ter Township.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Limestone
brownish-gray,
hard,
fine-grained,
weathering or diSintegrating into cavernous
structure ................................... 12 to 14
Limestone blue-gray, hard, fine-grained, somewhat
thin bedded (3 to 12 inches) ................. .
8
Limestone, . light gray, without chert, but other2
wise like No.2 ............................. .
Limestone, variegated, greenish-yellowish, grayish,
pearly lustre on fresh fracture, fine-grained. . . .
5

Inche8.

G

Strata Nos. 2 and 3 are more easily e>roded, so that the massive
bed above forms an overhanging cliff. S'tratum No.2 contains
much chert arranged in layers more or less regularly between the
layers of limestone, some.times embedded in a layer of limestone,
sometimes forming a distinct layer by itself, one to two inches
thick. The layer two feet from the bottom is about three inche~
thick and is very persistent along the exposure.
No. 4 is harder than No.3, somewhat shaly in arrangement
and fracture, slightly arenaceous.
The above section gives the lower 30 feet of the rock through
which Big Creek cuts. In many places the cherty upper laye.r has
disintegrated, leaving a brownish red soil, containing many cherty
fragment.s, which, being washed out by rains, are collected in the
st.ream channels.
From IJancaster to Wirt. rock is found in the valleys of at the
streams.
Along the north line of the county from the middle of section
6 (5 N., 10 E.), to the middle of sect.ion 3 (5 N., 9 K), rock is
expooed.
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Monroe Township has rock in abundance along all the larger
streams. Big Oreek forms a gorge-like valley with rocky sides
rising 30 to 40 feet above the creek bed. Also in the branches
of Middle Fork and of West Fork of Indian-Kentuck Oreek, rook
is available. On the divide between these streams the soil lies
at a depth too great fGr quarrying, but rock Gn any of the creek
branches may be found within easy hauling distance.
James Denny.--Northwest quarter of sectiGn 23 (5 R, 10 E.),
MGnroe Township. About half a mile north of Bellevierw school
house and church a little run crGsses the road_ Here rock is exposed, while Gn top of the hill where the house stands rock is
within eight feet of the surface.
The Michigan rGad runs in a northerly direction from Madison
towards Bl'yantsburg, ten miles. It has been built forty years or
more and is made Gf brGken stone, obtained largely from IndianKentuck Creek. The road lies alGng the divide between IndianKentuck and Big creeks. Throughout its length rock is nGt exposed at the surface for a distance of a mile or mGre on each side.
Part of the way it is topped with flint gravel. The surface is
moderately sPlooth and SGlid, but is not kept in very good repair.
From Brooksburg to Manville alGng Indian-Kentuck Creek fGr
about two miles the road is to some extent bedded with broken
rock, but it is a very rough road, as the rock is applied too thinly
and in too large pieces. The rest of the way it has little Gr no
improvement- There is some gravel in this creek. A bar appears in the southwestern quarter of section 24 (4 N., 11 E.),
comprising half an acre two feet deep. This gravel is a mixture
Gf fine and coarse limestone and flint, varying from one-fourth to
five inches in diameter. Some has been used on the rGad nearby,
and it makes a solid bed with smooth surface.
Lucy Sinkho1"1I.-Northeast" quarter of section 22 (4 N., 11
E.), Milton Township. Gravel appears on the bank of the IndianKentuck Creek by the side of the road. There is about four feet
of silt on top. The gravel is modera.tely coarse, being one t,o
twO' inches in diameter, with some soil intermingled.
At Manville there is much gravel in the creeks just above the
bridges, ill an probability an acre, Gne to two feet deep. It
varies in size frGm sand to boulders three to six inches in diameter,
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but is mostly of one to three inches in diameter. It is made up
largely of limestone. This is used on roads in the vicinity and
makes a good surface. Farther up the streams the gravel becomes
coarser and more abundant.
A large area south of Oanaan is high level country and the roads
are unimproved. Rock would have to be hauled two to three
miles for some of the roads. Other parts of Shelby Township lie
within easier ac(''css to limestone outcrops.
The Canaan-:M:adison pike, eight miles long, has beoo built
eight years. It is made of broken stone and topped with creek
gravel. This gravel, largely of limestone with some flint, forms
a smooth, hard surface, that does not easily wear into dust.
Agnes Va1tghan.-Northwest quarter of section 28 (4 N., 10
E.), Madison Township. Limestone crops out at the head of a
small valley near the house. This level is probably 30 feet lower
than the railway station at North Madison, and is the nearest-outcrop on a direct west line from North Madison. This is a firm,
gray limestone. About 30 feet lower, farther down the valley, is
another outcrop. This is of a somewhat sandy limestone, which
resembles one of the strata at the Lewis quarry.
•
Richard J ohnson.--Northwest quarter of section 28 (4 N., 10
E.), Madison Township. The sample was obtained from a hard,
fine-grained) thin-bedded layer, forming the upper ledge. of a small
waterfall in a branch of Olifty Creek. Below this layer were
about eight feet of soft clay and clayey limestone.. This is probably the lower part of the Niagara fnrmation. Several acres
would be available with little or no stripping. None has been
used for roads.
Samples were tested at the U. S. Road Laboratory with the
following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from the land of Richard
Johnson, North Madison, Jeffer80n Coun.ty.
SpeCific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.6
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 3.21
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.2

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness.................
Toughness................
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

7.8
3
12
36
53

"Slightly above the average in hardness for limestone, and fairly
tough; rather low in resistance to wear, and fairly good cementing value.
Best suited for light highway and cQuntry-road traffic."-Page.
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A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysi8 of Niagara Lime8tone from Land of Richard Johnson,
North Madison, Jefferson County.

Per cent.

AllllUi~~

(AI,O.) ........................................... ,..... 1.14
Iron oxide (Fe,O,) ................................................ Trace
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 52.00
~ragnesla (MgO) ................................................. 2.30
Phosphoric acid (P,O.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.16
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ......................... , " ........ , 1.77
Loss on ignition ................................................. 42.40
Total ....................................................... 99.77

JENNINGS OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380
Population in 1900 ......................•................... , ... 15,757
621
Miles of public roads ............ , ......... , ................... ,
218
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved .............................. ·.·.
35.1
6
Miles improved with graveL ......................... , .. .. .. .. .
212
Miles improved with crushed stone ........ , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1,348
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $1,975
Total original cost of Improved roads ...... , .................... $426,788
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$25
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$30
14
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905 ........... , ....... , .
7
Miles of improved road (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First improved roaiis built. .......................... ·· .. ··· .. ·
1896
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.)... . . . . . .
100
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. . Good
Authority .............................. W. S. Campbell, County .Auditor

Except for about three miles o:f the west side of .rennings
Oounty, it is well supplied with limestone. Some gravel is used
to' repair roads, but it is not considered desirable :for permanent
and exclusive use. In most townships the aim is to use crushed
rock. There are no gravel banks. All the gravel that occurs is
:found as bars in streams. It is flinty and sandy and is not good
road metal.
This county is one o:f the most advanced in the improvement
of roads. While for some parts rock must be hauled three or four
miles, the roads have not been neglected on that account. Roads
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are built by contractors. A few townships own crushers. Both
white and "blue" limestones are used. Some sandy limestone has
been placed on one road southwest of Vernon.
About one mile east of Grayford limestone outcrops in a, small
run by the road. The limestone is a firm, gray and cavernous
stone, about five acres of which are available. Black shale outcrops on top of a hill 40 rods east of Grayford.
The pike running from Vernon to the Ripley County line by
way of San Jacinto was built seven years ago. The two miles
next to Vernon are mainly of gravel. The rest is rock. Two
miles of pike east of Grayford is in poor condition, owing to
excessive wash bv rains. The side ditches have washed back
into the road, so that the rock is falling out. In some places the
soil has washed down and covered the lower parts of the road, making much mud in a wet time. ]'arther east, where the country is
not so hilly, the pike- has not washed so badly. This road was
not graded enough before the rock was applied and there is little
if any slope to the surface. The rock used here makes a smooth,
hard surface, with little dust. That for the east end of this pike
was obtained from the Henry St.anley farm. For one-half mile
or so north of San ;r acinto the pike has been topped with flint
gravel. It here has a smooth, solid, even surface.
Henry Stanley.-Northwest quarter of section 23 (6 N., 9 E.),
Bigger Township. A quarry is located on the bank of Graham
Creek, just east of the bridge near San Jacinto. There is a 12 to
14-foot face of rock, which is a hard, gray-colored, fine-grained
limestone, containing some chert nodules in layers one to, three
inches thick. Some 30 acres of surface are yet available. It is
a very good road metal, and about seven miles of pike have been
made from this quarry.
About 100 rods north of Daniel Walk~r's farm house, southeast quarter of section 24 (6 N., 8 K), Yernon Township, limee
stone outcrops at the base of the black shale in a little valley crossing the road. The shale is not oyer ,25 feet thick, and from it;>.
top to the level of the upland is about the same distance.
E. B. O. Lamb.-Southwest quarter of section 31 (6 N., 9 E.),
Vernon Township. Limestone crops out of the ground six to eight
feet above the bottom of a small valley, about two miles west of
the P., C., C. & St. L. Railway crossing.
_
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Alice Deputy.-Southwest quarter of section 3 (5 1'1" ~ K),
Lovett Township. A small valley about 20 rods west of the road
has rock exposed on its sides. Several acres could be obtained
with little stripping. The pike here is comparatively new. Not
all the rock has yet been thoroughly packed. The surface, for the
most part, is hard and smooth.
The whole length of Graham Fork lies in a valley cut into limestone, while outcrops may be found in the tributary valleys one to
two miles away from that stream. Near Comiskey, black shale
is within eight or ten feet o£ the surface.
From Oomiskey to the west line of Jennings Oounty runs a
rock pike, built about four years ago. It is an unusually wellmade pike. The road is well graded and the surface is very hard,
smooth and even. It runs over a generally level upland for much
of the way. The first mile or 50 west of Oomiskey is hilly.
John A. Lidrlle.-Southwest quarter sectjon 14 (5 N., 7 E.),
Marion Township. Part of the rock for the 13 miles of pike in
Marion Township was obtained from here. The quarry is located in a valley and the outcrop is about the westernmost limit
of the Devonian limestone in this part of the county.
Valentine Gruber.-West half of tlw southwest quarter of section 14 (5 N., 7 E.), Marion Township. About 20 rods west of
Liddle's quarry and lower down the valley another opening was
made for rock for these pikes.
Section of Liddle's (Ind Gruver's Quarrie.•.

1.
2.
B.

4.

5.

Soil
Shale, black to brown ............ , ... '" '" ... , ... '" .... " .. .
Limestone, tough, gray, fine grained, not many fossils .. , .,. .. ...
Limestone, light gray and more brittle, containing a good manr
fossils ...................................................
Limestone blue, clayey, fine-grained, non-fOSSiliferous (hydraulic).

Feet.
6

3
3

6
2+

Rock crops out on the road just north of Tea Oreek, southeast
quarter of secti0ll 11 (5 N., 7 E.), Marion Township.
T. Wiley Child.-Northeast quarter of section 35 (6 N., 7 E.).
Lovett Township. In a small valley opening into Muscatatuck
River limestone outcrops and a quarry has been opened. About
three miles of pike in Spencer Township were built from this
quarry. Rock is now being secured for two miles of pike in
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Lovett Township. The crusher is owned by private parties. The
rock is a. hard, fine-grained, gray limestone, with few fossils ..
About two acres would be available with three to four feet striP"'
pmg.
No rock is exposed in the bed of the Muscatatuck River at the
south line of S'pencer Township.
Hayden pike, south of Belleview church, is in poor condition.
The wheels have cut through the stone to some extent on the bottom land, leaving ruts and uneven places. North of Belleview
the pike is in better condition. There is no outcrop of limestone
from the Muscatatuck River to Hayden. At Hayden shale crops
out in the road south of the schoolhouse.
Wm.. S. Balcet·.-Northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of
section 4 (6 N., 7 E.), Spencer Township. This is the western
limit of Devonian limestone in Spencer Township. Limestone is
found in the bottom 0;1' a valley about t.wo miles northwest of Hayden. Several quarries have been opened in this valley. About
one mile of pike has been built from the quarry last opened.
From three to four feet of soil lies on top. The top layer of rock
is the same as the last two or three feet of the second stratum in
Liddle's quarry.
Below this comes a two-foot layer of blue
hydraulic limestone, foUowed by four to six feet of grayish-blue
limestone, somewhat fossiliferous and not so fine-grained as the
layers above.
Mr. Baker has constructed most of the pikes in this part of the
county. He is now buildin~ two miles of pike in the westerrn part
of Spencer Township. This limestone makes a smooth pike. The
new pike is built of rock crushed to the size of about two inche,
in diameter and is topped with screenings. Samples from this
quarry were tested in the U. S. Road I.aboratory, the results being
as follows:
ResultIJ of Physical Tests of Devonian Limestone from land of Wm. 8. Baker,
Sp"n1,er TOl£nship, Jennings County.
Specific gravity.................
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorlJed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
.93
Per cent. of wear ..... " .. .. .. .
3.2

French coefficient of wear. 12.6
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.5
Toughness................
9
Cementlngvalue--Dry. .. . 49
Wet.... 97

"A fairly tough rock with a good resistance to wear and an excellent
cementing value. A good all-around r?ad materiaI."-Page.
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A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratorry
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis oj Devonian Limestone from land of Wm. S. Baker,
Per cent.
Spencer Township, Jennings County.
Alumina (AI,OJ ................................................. '.18
Iron oxide (Fe2 0,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.25
Lime (eaO) ...••••••.•.••••••••.•.••.•••••••.••.•.•..•.••..••••• 47.80
Magnesia (l\:£gD) ................................................. 3.44
Phosphoric acid (P.O.). . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.52
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.M>
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.04

Total ...................................................... :-99:63

Limestone forms the bed of Six-Mile Creek at the bridge, east
of Hayden. From 10 to 15 feet of black shale is exposed above.
Where the road crosses Indian Creek, northeast quarter of section'7 (6 N., 8 E.), Vernon Township, limestone crops out three
to four feet noove the creek bed. Five acres or more would be
available.
The Hayden-North Vernon pike is much out of repair, being
much worn by traffic and by rains. Some attempt is being made
to repair the worst. places.
The road running northeast from Vernon to Butlersville has
lately been graveled for two and a half miles, and had not serttIed sufficiently for good travel.
The pike running west from Butlersville is quite smooth and
altogether a good road. It has been in use about five years.
Rock occurs on the farms of Phillips Bros., southwest quarter
of section 26 (7 N., 9 E.), Campbell Township, and of J. H.
Grimstead, northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section
19 (7 N., 10 E.), Campbell Township.
O. P. M. Brougher.-Northwest quarter of section 21 (7 N.,
9 E.), Campbell Township. Rock for the pike west of Butlersville was obtained from this farm on Pleasant Run, the section being as foHows:
Section on farm of O. P. Brougher.
Soil ........................... " .............. " .... " ... , ...
2. Sandstone, friable, easily weathering into an irregular surface. ..
3. Limestone, hard, gray.........................................
4. Limestone, sandy, thin-bedded and containing much chert,either
in layers or scattered nodules .............................
5. Limestone, gray, sandy, fine-grained, containing some crystals of
calcite. Bottom level with creek bed ......... '" ....... ,. ..
1.

51-Geology.

Feet.

4
5
1
6
4
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Rock for a pike running about. twQo miles north of Butlersville
was obtained from here. This pike is moderately smooth and
even. It has been built five years. The north end is now being
repaired with stone from William Price's place sout.h of Brush
Creek.
The stone fQor the pike running south frQom Butlersville and
east to Ripley County came from the Mary Page rarm, norlhwest. quarter of section 35 (7 N., 9 E.), Campbell Township.
Rock for t.he west end of the Butlersville-North Vernon pike
came from the Gamon quarry, northwest quarter of section 35
(7 N., 8 E.), Center Township. The pike running south from
Butlersville is in fair condition, though it is moderately dusty and
needs repairs.
Gravel is quite plentiful in Campbell Township, on N Oorth Fork
and its branches. On the hill between Brush Creek and North
Fork there is a small accumulation of chert,y gravel. On the
north side of North Fork, about 25 feet above the creek bed,
where the road cuts t.hrQough the hillside, there is a depQosit Oof
coarse gravel, mOostly chert., arranged in such a way as tOo suggest
depOosition by water. It is 2 tOo 3 feet thick, running in a hOorizOontal directiQon. From 5 to 6 feet Oof yellow SOoil lies on top.
The gravel is in size from 11l Oof an inch tOo 3 inches in diameter
and is mixed with some sand.
William Mor7'1:s.-Part o.f the east half Oof t.he sOoutheast quarter
Oof sectiOon 16 (8 N., 9 E.), Columbia Township. A quarry was
opened up here and rock was taken out fOol' about a mile Qof the new
pike running nOorth frOom the Zenas-North Vernon pike, 2 miles
east of th~ west line of Columbia TOownship. The rock here
proving to be inacce!lsible in sufficient amOount, the crusher was
remOoved to William BIOowbell's farm in the edge of Decatur
County. The rOock taken from the Morris farm was a moderately
hard limestone, containing some sand. The opening Oof the quarry
on the BlOowbell farm was attended with SOome dissatisfaction on
the part Oof the road superintendent, because the stone there being
quarried was merely a sandstone, which pulverized easily in the
process of crushing and did not appear to be suitable for road
purposes. This quarry was visited by the writer, and the attitude of the road superintendent seemed easily justifiable. The
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rock section showed about 10 feet. of sandstone, much decomposed on the surface, with about 4 feet. of sandy limestone below.
On a fresh fracture the sandstone presents a tolerably hard
texture, but there is much loose sand coming from the crushing
process. Had the quarry been opened in the creek bed it is likely
that a good limestone could have been obtained.
Thomas Woods.-Northwest quarter of section 25 (8 N., 9 E.),
Columbia Township. There is here a limestone quarry from
which rock was obtained for pikes west and south of Zenas.
Section oj quarry oj Thomas Woods, Columbia Township, JenningB County.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Soil.........................................................
4
Disintegrated limestone containing chert. ..................... 2 to 3
Limestone, gray, fine-grained, hard, somewhat arenaceous, in
beds of 6 to 18 inches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6

Rock outcrops on the hill east of Zenas, about 50 feet above the
creek. The creek bed is in rock, but is partly covered with a
limited amount of chert~ gravel. There also occurs on the hillside
a deposit of cherty gravel, which seems to be the result. of disintegrated limestone. The pike toward Nebraska is in a fairly good
condition with some loose material on the surface.
J. R. Hazen.-West half of the northeast quarter of section 30
(8 N., 9 E.) Sand Creek Township. Limestone was taken from
here for the pike near by.
C. A. Jackson.-Northwest quarter of section 32 (8 N., 9 E.),
Columbia Township. From this farm on Little Bear Creek rock
was obtained for part. of the Zenas-North Vernon pike. The rock
is a soft white, fine-grained, clayey limestone. On the road it
grinds up considerably, but does not form a very loose surface.
It is said to cut through in spring time.
J. A. llfiller.-Northwest quarter of section 1 (7 N., 8 E.),
Sand Creek Township. From this quarry rock was obtained for
part of the Zenas-North Vernon pike.
Section oj quarry of J. A. Miller.
1J'eet.

1.
2.

Soil lying on a much eroded surface of limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Limestone, white, fine-grained, soft,containing considerable clay.
Upper 2 to 3 feet containing much calcite .................. 12

This rock is only fairly good for roads, it being so soft as to
grind up easily under traffic.
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In the coentral pa.rt of Columbia Town&hip. rock is not easily
obtained as it lies deep (20 to 40 feet) below the surface. But
all along the North :Fork of the Muscatatuck River rock occurs
close to the surface; also on Little Bear Creek near the west line
of the township. In the northwest part of the county the soil is
sandy and the valleys have much sand deposited in them.
I. B. Stearns.-Part of the northeast quarter of section 3 (7
N., 8 E.), Sand Creek Township. This farm borders Sand
Creek for half a mile or more. The creek has high banks with
outcrops of limestone in which, as yet, no quarry has been opened.
The rock is a tough, fine-grained, bluish-colored limestone, in
layers 3 to 12 inr.hes in thickness. About 100 acres are available.
Samples were scnt to Washington for testing in the U. S. Road
Laboratory, with the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Devonian Limestone from land of I. B. Stearns,
Sand Creek Township,' Jennings~Cot!nty. *
Specific gravity ........... , .. .. .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.7
168
.57
3.7

French coefficient of wear. 10.9
Hardness ............. , ... 6.3
Toughness................
8
Cementing value-Dry... . 28
Wet.... 94

"A. rock of fair hardness, toughness and resistance to wear and good
cementing value. Suitable for highway and suburban traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Devonian Limestone from land of I. B. Stearn." Sand Creek
Township, Jennings County.
Per cent.

Alumina (A.12 0.) ..............................................•..
.41
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ...............................................
.24
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 46.35
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 5.67
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. ... ... . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . . . ... .. .. .. ... 5.00
Loss on ignition .......... , ................. , ................... , 42.71
Total ........................................................ 100.38

A. N. Robinson.--Part of the southwest quarter of section 2
(7 N., 8 E.), Sand Oreek Township. A quarry was opened on
the east bank o~ Sand Creek for building the pike running a
mile and a half each way, north and south, through Brewersville.
-For standard ot comparison see p. 79.
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Road built of this rock has a moderately good surface.
are easily available.

Five acres

Section of quarry of A. N. Robinson.
Feet.

1. Soil ................•...•.....•.............................. 3 to 4
2. Limestone, yellowish-gray, sandy .............................. 1 to 2
3. Hard clay, bluish-yellow or buff on exposures, pale gray-blue on
fresh fracture. Breaks readily into rectangular pieces... .
5
4. Limestone, bluish-gray, fine-grained, tough, containing few
fossils .. , " ........................... , .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .
2
5. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, tough, thick-bedded; the lower
four feet in. some places with numerous chert nodules. .. .. .
5

Stratum No. 3 is probably correlative with the soft limestone
of the !Iiller and the Jackson quarries. No. 4 is similar to the
sample tested from the 1. B. Stearns place. The bottom of No.
5 is about 12 feet above the creek bed.
O. E. Coryell.-Southwest quarter of section 34 (8 N., 8 E.),
Sand Creek Township. Mr. Coryell is just opening a quarry on
the north bank of Sand Crook about a mile west of Brewersville.
The rock is similar to that on the Stearns farm adjoining. Ten
acres could be quarried with the removal of one to eight feet of .!{)il.
The road from Brewersville west to the township line is unimproved, lying over a hilly, timbered country.
The Queensville pike begins about oue-half mile west of Pleasant View church near Wyaloosing Creek. Thi& part of the pike
is not traveled enough to settle the rock into a smooth surface.
The loose pieces have been so much worn by tra,ffic that they
have become rounded. This road shows the effects of leaving a
pike of crushed rock without a top coating of fine material and
without rolling. It has been built five years.
William Byron.-Part of the northeast quarter of section 32
(8 N., 8 E.), Geneva Township. Rock for the north end of the
Queensville pike (two miles) was taken from the. east bank of
Wyaloosing Creek, on this farm.
Section from farm of William Byron.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Soil, containing chert ................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Limestone, blue-gray, fine-grained, massive, cracking on exposure.
Few if any fossils. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • ..
Limestone, dark gray, finely crystalline, tough, thick-bedded, few
fossils ............................. :.....................
Limestone, bluish-gray, fine-grained, containing some chert. . . . ..

5
2
6
1
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. The bottom of this layer is about ten feet above the bed of
Wyaloosing Creek. Hock outcrops all along this creek.
From Sand Creek to Queensville the road is graveled. This
gravel, obtained from creeks, is mainly cherty, varying in size
from coarse sand to pieces an inch in diameter. The surface does
not pack well, even in damp weather.
From Queensville to Scipio and the county line is a stone pike
called the old "State road." Much of the way it has a smooth,
firm surface, but where repairs have become necessary creek
gravel has been applied and the effcct is to make a very poor
surface.
Mr. BenneU.--Ncrthwest quarter of section 35 (8 N., 7 E.),
Geneva Township. From this quarry rock was obtained for pikes
in the vicinity. The rock makes a fairly good road.
Sectionfrom Bennett Quarry.
1.
2.
3.

Feet.

Soil and disintegrated limestone ............................... 1 to 3
Limestone, gray, fine-grained, in layers 6 inches to 2 feet thick. .
8
Limestone, blue-gray, in beds 10 to 12 inches thick ........... , .
2

The bottom of strat.um No. 3 is about 8 feet above the valley
bot.tom of Sand Creek.
Mr. Hutchings.-Part of the northeast quarter of section 2
(7 N., 7 E.), Geneva Township. A limestone quarry northwest
of Scipio on the hill near the Stat.e road shows the following
sectioll :
Section from Hutchings QW1rry.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Feet.

SOil ................................. ·············· 2 to 8
Disintegrated limestone .............................
2
Limestone, gray, fine-grained, finely striated or banded
12
Limestone, dark gray, fine-grained, tough, not shOWing much of the banded appearance .. , ...... , ..
2
Limestone, buff-gray, fine-grained, tough .. , '" ...... .

IncheB.

'6
6

Stratum No.3 is somewhat clayey in nature and has a tendency
to fracture at right angles to the bedding plane, with a dove-tail
structure bet.ween certain layers. No: 4 is separated from the
layers above and below by a very rough surface.
Limestone from this quarry has been used on pikes in Geneva
Township, about 2,500 cubic yards having been removed. Several
acres are here available.
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At Scipio, limestone is struck at about seven feet on the level
upon which the town is built.. From here west, Sand Creek has
a wide bottom and no rock exposures except what may outcrop
on the hillsides at the edge of the valley.
The pike southeast of Quoonsville for about three miles is made
of a blue-black limestone. The road has not. been kept in good
repair and is much washed and worn. Th-e North Vernon end
of this pike is made of a light colored limestone softer than the
blue-black stone used beyond. It has a smoother top than the other
part. This rock came from the following quarry near North
Vernon:
Pat McGinty.-Northwest quarter of section 34 (7 N., 8 E.),
Center Township:
Section of Limestone quarry at the northeast edge of North Vernon.
Fed.

1.

2.
3.

lSoil... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Limestone, gray, thick·bedded, moderately fine-grained, some lay. ers containing calcite ..................................... 20
Limestone, gray, banded ..... , ........... , ........... , .. .. .. ... 6

The bottom is level with the bottom of the ravine where the rock
is quarried.
Joseph Smith.-Part of the southeast quarter of section 18 (7
N., 8 E.), Geneva Township. Rock for the pike southeast of
Queensville was obtained from this farm.
Geneva Township has plenty of rock in the nor.th and east
parts. A portion of the southwest part has little rock exposed
and it would be necessary to haul road material three or four
miles for some roads. The creek gravel, of which there is a limited amount, IS mainly cherty. It is used to repair roads, and
several miles of pike are wholly constructed of it. In no case
was this gravel found to make a good top for roads, as it wi11
not pack. The r6-ck in this township, being mainly of Hamilton
formation, is a tough, grayish limestone, usually thick-bedded.
No sandstone occurs and little shale was observed.
W illaird N ew.-Vernon Township. Here is a good outcrop of
limestone from which rock was obtained for the pike running
s0uth from Vernon.
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Section of Lime8tone on farm oj Willard New.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Soil ............................................... 1 to 3
Limestone, gray, clayey, in layers 6 to 12 incbes thick
4
Limestone, blue-black, fossiliferous, hard layers, 1
to 14 inches thi~k. " ............. , ....•...•... "
3
Limestone, gray, somewhat crystalline, thick-bedded.
2

inche•.

6

The bottom of strat'bm No.4 is about 30 feet above the creek.
The pike running south from Verrion towards Lovett, east of
the B. &' O. Railway, was built about seven years ago. The
north part is not ve~y smooth, but the south end is in very good
condition. Much of this part is made of the blue-black limestone
which, when firmly compacted, gives a smooth, hard surface.

RIPLEY COUNTY. *

.

447
Area in square miles ..... " ................................... .
Population in 1900 ..................... ························ 19,881
462
Miles of public roads ......................................... .
135
Miles, of improved roads .............................. ·········
29.2
Percentage of roads improved ................................ ··
15
Miles improved with graveL ............................ ·······
120
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................ .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile* ........... : ..... .
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. ... ... ... . . . ... ... $2,500
Total original cost of improved roads ......................... , .$300,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... :. .
$75
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$75
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18
26
Miles of impr!lved road (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved road built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority .................... , ........... Nicholas Yolz, County Auditor
.~'he 15 miles of 'gravel road Is the abaudoned right of way of a railroad turned
into a public highway, and cost the county nothing.

Ripley County, with Versailles as its county seat, is in the
southeastern portion of the State. It lies beyond the limits of the
Wisconsin drift, with its accompanying gravel sheet. The northern half of the county is covered 10 to 25 feet deep with a peculiarly fine-grained compact clay or loess, under which comes very
often 1 or 2 feet of blue till. As a rule, between the till and the
lower Silurian limestone there is a thin bed of gravel 6 to 10
.The report for this county was written by L. C. Ward.
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~ STONE QUARRY

(fjj}]; STONE ABUNDAN T IN
CRtf K BE:.D5 AND Bl urr5
Fig. 49. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Ripley County. ,
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inches thick. In those portions of the county where the bed
rock is' Osgood or Niagara limestone, the gravel is usually absent.
In the southern portion of the county the yellow clay thins out
very much. ~From Versailles south there are outcmps of stone in
many of the fields, and the soil is, instead o£ the glacial loess, a
clay derived from the underlying limestone.
The county is drained by Laughery Creek and its tributaries,
Little Laughery, Ripley, and Haccoon creeks and by Little Grac
ham and South Fork, parts of the Muscatatuck system. A small
portion of the northeast c~rner drains into the ·Whitewater by
way of Pipe Creek. Laughery Creek follows pretty closely in its
course through' Ripley County, the contact ootween the Cincinnati formation of the Ordovician, and the Niagara of the Silurian.
The limestones exposed in the eastern half of the county are
therefore Cincinnati; and this is true also of the lowest rocks
exposed in the western portion. The upper strata, averaging 12
to 15 feet, are Niagara. It. is these latter that are quarried for
lime, building purposes and for road purposes. There are three
or four quarries in the Ordovician also, but the rock while hard
enough when first removed weathers easily unless protected .. In
the vicinity of Batesville and Ballstown blocks of apparently
hard, so~id limestone weather in 5 or 6 years to blue mud. At
the latter place, and on the Lipps place a mile west of Cross
Roads, there is a heavy looge of rock, underneath this easily
weathered ledge, which seems to stand up better. The new stone
road from Batesville to Napoleon has wen partly built from this
ledge. This same rock is exposed in the bed of Laughery Creek
on the Shover farm, four miles northeast of Napoleon, and the
crushed rock was used on the N apoleoll end of the above road.
Between Sunman and Ashton P. O. a small quarry has been
opened, and stone gotten out for two miles of road between the
two places. This is a fairly hard limestone, very similar to that
used upon the Sunman-}.Ililan pike. It makes a good road 'Yhen
care is taken to keep chuck-holes in repair.
In the western portion of the county there are two excellent
macadam stones. The Clinton limestone is represented here by a
salmon-brown ledge 8 to 24 inches thick, consisting of white
siliceous pebbles bound by a limestone cement. It is a hard,

I
I
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crystalline stone and works well upo~e roads. Besides this,
there are from 3 to 15 feet of the Laurel and Osgood limestones
exposed in most of the streams, and these rocks make very good
macadamizing material. The Osgood-Versailles road was piked
with this substance many years ago and was a good road with little
repair for a long time:'
In the southern part of the county there has not been any
great effort made toward improving the highways. In this hilly
district the rG-ads are pretty well drained and the necessity for a
hard surface is not so apparent. These townships, several of
them, have a poor soil, and could hardly stand the expense of
macadamizing, cheap- though that would be.
There is only one considerable stretch of gravel road in the
county. The N apoloon-Osgood pike has been built of creek
gravel obtained from Otter Creek and Laughery. The roadbed
is very narrow, and the owners in the old days were hard put to
it to find enough gravel to keep the road in repair. The gravel
obtained was from the little bed mentioned above, washed down
into the creeks in freshet times.
There are no gravel pits of a workable size in this county.
It is too far removed from the ice-front for that; for, according
to the law of deposition, the gravel and boulders fall first as
the water loses its velocity, then the sand, and finally the clay.
Ripley County is in the clay district.
Gradually, as the woods are being removed and farming grows
more exact, the people of these poorer counties are beginning to
make some money. Houses are better, barns larger, blooded
cattle are taking the place of scrubs, and there are signs that the
first necessity of modern farming, a good road system, has begun
to impress itself upon this county.
,-

-

DECATUR COUNTY.
Area in square miles ...................................... _. . . .
384
Population in 1900 ............................... ·····.········ 19,518
600
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
175
Percentage of roads improved .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.2
Miles improved with graveL............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Miles illlproved with crushed stoue •.............. , . . . . .. .. .. . . .
167

•
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Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,500
Average original cosy of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,500
Total original cost~of improved roads ........................... $420,500
$75
Annual (lost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$75
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. " .. .. .
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1005. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . .
32
First improved roads built ............................. " ... ....
1856
110
Miles of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads...... Good
Authority ..... " ........................ Frank ID. Ryan, County Auditor

Decatur County is very well supplied with limestone suitable
for pikes, and in some parts there is considerable gravel. Rock
is the prevailing material used on roads. Much attention has
been given to the improvement of roods in this county.
Ghas. T. Robertson.-Northwest quarter of section 20 (11 N.,
9 E.), Adams Township. On the left bank of Clifty Creek a little
above Adams, a gravel pit has been opened. It is about 100 by
75 yards in area, about 12 feet deep and is overlain with 3 feet
of soil. The gravel contains much iron oxide. It is 1~ to 1
inch in diameter, with some of the stones 4 to 6 inches in diameter and with considerable chert.
A strip 30 rods wide and % of a mile long extends along the
south side of Clifty Creek to Adams or farther. This gravel
deposit forms a high terrace in many places along Clifty Creek
in this county and in Bartholomew.
Will Plcak.-South half of section 12 (11 N., 8 E.), Adams
Tow'Iiship; On the back part of this farm, where Flat Rock
Creek comes against ah1gh bank, there is an exposure of gravel
20 feet thick with a cover of 8 inches of soil.' The gravel is %
to 1112 inches in diameter and there are a few boulders 4 to 6'
inches in diameter.
This has not been used for any but private roads. The deposit
is part of a high terrace extending to the southwest a distance
of % of a mile with an average width of 40 rods. An old glacial
valley, now 30 feet above the bed of Flat Rock Creek, extends
southwestward a distance of some 6 miles to the valley of Clifty
Creek, just north of Milford. This old valley contains extensive
deposits of gravel throughout its length. On the higJ:iway west
of the Pleak residence is a gravel pit covering some 2,000 square
yards. The gravel is 112 to 1 inch in diameter, with many stones
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4 to 6 inches in diameter. Ther~ are ~ 80 acres available in
this neighborhood.
Henry PorCen.-Southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of
section 1 (11 N., 8 E.), Adams Township. A small rock quarry
has been opened in the bank of Flat RoCk Creek near the"l:>ridge,
about % mile south of St. Omer. The location is admirabi~. A
30-foot face of rock is exposed above the creek. Twenty or more
acres could be had with from 5 to 10 feet stripping. Rock crops
out all along Flat Rock Creek in Adams Township and is being
quarried for building purposes. It is well suited for roads.
Ray Pearce.-Northwest quarter of section 3 (11 N., 8 E.),
Adams Township. A gravel pit was opened up here last year.
About 2,500 cubic yards of gravel have been taken out.' The
gravel deposit is 6 feet thick and covered with 2 feet of soil. It
'is coarse, running from 1/2 to 1 inch in diameter, and mixed with
much fine material, becoming more clayey and sandy as the hill
is worked into.
This gra.vel is located about 14 mile northeast of St. Paul, on
a high terrace 20 feet above Mill Creek, near its junction with
Flat Rock. It is probable that further excavation will develop
more extensive deposits.
H. O. Adams.-Southwest quarter of section 2 (11 N., 8 E.),
Adams Township. There is here a rock quarry, about 114 miles
east of St. Paul. Umestone has been quarried in this vicinity
for 30 years. No rock is crushed for roads, but about 500 car
loads of bridge material is produced annually. Some 5· acres are
covered with about 2 feet of soil. The rock is being rorcavated
to a depth of 28 feet.
St. Paul Stone Quarry Oompany.-West half of the northwest
quarter of section 10 (11 N., 8 E.), Adams Township. This
quarry has been operated 40 years, about 30 men being employed.
Part of the quarry is in Shelby Oounty. About 180,000 cubic
yards have been removed and 5 tOo 10 acres are easily available.
Much of the rock is quarried for road purposes. A crusher is
operated and crushed rock is ship!led to various parts of the
State.
Landis Miller.-Southeast quarter of section 27 (11 N., 8 E.),
Olay Township. A gravel pit is located in the old glacial valley
referred to above, about a mile and a half north of Milford. It
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is in a low ridge 1 rods wide, and % mile long, rising about 8
feet above the re of the valley. The gravel runs from 14 to 1
inch in diam '.Br, is 12 feet thick and underlies 2 feet of soil.
About 40,0
cubic yards have boon removed. It has been used
along th road near, and is being hauled some distance for road
purposes. It makes a good road material.
. Hamlin. Anderson.-Northeast quarter of section 34 (11 N.,
8 E.), Olay Township. A gravel pit 1 mile north of Milford
. has an exposed face of 15 foot with 3 to. 6 feet of soil above. The
gravel is, for' the most part, too fine fOor rOoads. AbOout 3 acres
are available.
L. C. Bunker.-East half of the southwest quarte,r of section 3
(10 N., 9 E.), Washington Township. A limestone quarry is
here located 2 miles west of Greensburg on the Oolumbus pike,
on Muddy FOork. The rock outcrops on bOoth sides of the creek,
rising about 5 feet above it. It has be€n used for roads in the
vicinity. This is a sandy limestone, brOownish-gray in color.
Samples were secured and tested at the U. S. Road Laboratory,
with the following results:
Result8

of Physical Tests of Devonian Lirllfstone from land of L. C. Bunker,
Greensburg, Decatur County .•

Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
Per cent. of wear ........ , .. .. .

2.6
159
2.99
4.7

French coefficient of wear. 8.5
Hardness.................
0
Toughness................
9
Cementing value-Dry. .. .
8
Wet.... 38
"Extremely soft limestone, with about the average toughness and resistance to wear. Cementing value good. Best suited to country road and
light highway traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis Oof the sample made at the same laboratory
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis

of Devonian Limestone from land oj L. C. Bunker,

Greensburg, Decatur County.
Alumina (AI,O.) .................................................
.70
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ............................................... Trace
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 34.90
MagneSia (MgO) ................................................. 17.00
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 1.78
Loss on ignition ................................................. 45.86
Total ....................................................... 100.24
"For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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From Greensburg to Milford, rock ndedies the surface at a
depth of 4 to 6 feet.
~, .
N.Mowrey.-Northeast quarter of section~ (10 N., 8 E.),
Olay Township. An old rook quarry, not used since 1902, is
here located. It is at the edge of a little creek bed and·~ rods
south of the road. The outcrop rises about 3 feet above.., the
creek and water must be removed by pumping while quarrying IS
going on. About 3 miles of pike have been made from this
quarry, being finished about 3 years ago. This road is in good
condition.
Watson B08tic.-Northwest .quarter of section 11 (10 N., 8
E.), Olay Township. In a limestone quarry near the road much
the same condition prevails as at the Mowrey place.
Nelson Mowrey.-Southwest quarter of section 4 (10 N., 8
E.), Olay Township. About Y2 mile west of the bridge on Olifty
Creek and % mile south of the road is a gravel deposit. The
pit is about 100 by 20 rods in area. The gravel underlies 3 feet
of soil, is % of an inch to 1 inch in diameter and runs 5 to 8
feet in thickness. The pit is situated in a terrace above Olifty
Oreek, about 40 feet above the bed of the creek, and extending
back toward the north about % of a mile, with a width of 10 to
20 rods. Gravel is being hauled 3 miles from here into Shelby
Oounty.
J. Barney.-Northeast quarte,r of section 8 (10 N., 8 E.),
Olay Township. A grave~ pit has helre been opened from which
about 2,000 square yards have been taken. The pit is 1000Ilted
in what seems to be a portion of a terrace rising about 40 feet
above Olifty Oreek. The gravel is moderately fine, with no large
stones, and runs 4 to 12 feet in thickness, with 2 to 6 feet of soil
above. The deposit is a ridge about 10 rods wide and % of a
mile long, running nearly due north and south. This is being
used on roads in the vicinity and makes a fairly good material.
F. M. Ohamp.-Southeast quarter of section 7 (10 N., 8 E.),
Olay Township. An irregular excavation has been made at the
end of a hill overlooking Olifty Oreek, and about 45 feet above
it. The grave~ is much mixed with clay and sand, ~nd is a very
poor quality for roads. About 2,500 cubic yards have been
removed.
Morgan Miers.-Northwest qua.rter of section 23 (10 N., 8
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E.), Olay Townshi / A limestone quarry has been opened on a
rk. The rock lies only 2 or 3 feet above water
branch or Fall
level. About feet of stripping is necessary. A good quality of
rock occurs~ere and much more is' available. Six miles of pike
have bee~made from this quarry.
W. E. W oodruff.-Southwest quarter of the northeast quarter
of section 33 (10 N., 8 E.), Olay Townt>hip. Limestone ouj:crops
here in the bed of a creek, not much above the water level.
J. J ones.-Northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 33 (10 N., 8 E.), Olay Township. This place lies adjacent
to and north of the Woodruff Place. Rock crops out in the bed
of a small stream, which is dry during part of the summer.
Thomas Shirk.-East half of the northwest quarter of section
21 (9 N., 8 E.), Jackson Township. A limestone quarry has
been opened in the valley of a small creek. The surface of the
rock is about 6 feet below the top of the ground. Seven miles of
pike have been made from this quarry. Water stands in the
quarry above the level of the limestone.
Sarah Updike.-Northwest quarter of section 29 (9 N., 8 E.),
Jackson Township. A small limestone quarry was opened for
building 1 to 2 miles of pike south of Waynesburg. The rock
was taken out of the creek bed just east of the bridge across Bear
Oreek, 1 mile south of Waynesburg. From 5 to 6 feet of earth
covers the rock.
Greensburg Limestone Oompany.-Southwest quarter of section 28 (10 N., 9 E.), Sand Oreek Township. Ten acres are covered by this quarry, rock having been removed to a. depth of 33
feet to "soapstone" below. About 150 acres are yet available,
with 2 to 3 feet of stripping. The yearly output of crushed stone
is about 300 cars; of other rock, 450 to 500 cars. Thirty to 40
men are employed. The shipments of crushed rock are to various
parts of this and adjoining States for use on country roads, traction lines, etc. Samples were tested at the U. S. Road Laboratory
with the following results:
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Results of Physical Tests of Niagara Limestone from land of Greensburg Limestone Company, Decatur County,·

Specific gravity" , , . , ........ , . .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.27
Per cent. of wear, , , , , , ..... , , .
4.5

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Toughness ... , , . , . , , , ... , ,
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

9
12
8
151
56

"A hard limestone, slightly below the average in toughness and a little
above in resistance to wear, with good cementing value. Best suited for
highway and country-road tra1fic."-Page.

An analysis of the stone, made at the same laboratory, showed
as follows:
Analysis of Niagara Limestone from land of the Greensburg Limestone Company,
Decatur County.

Alumina (Al2 0.) ............................................. ,...
.60
Iron oxide (Fe.O.) ............................................... Trace
Lime (OaO) ..................... , ... , ........................... 49.75
Magnesia (l\fgO) .......... , ..................................... , 2.98
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 4.27
Loss on ignition .... '" .............. , .................... " ...... 42.17
Total ....................................................... 99.77

Jesse Styers.-Southeastquarter of section 32 (10 N., 9 E.),
Sand Oreek Township. A gra.vel pit has recently been opened
about 1 mile south of Ha~is Oity, west of the road, in a terrace
about 40 feet above Muddy :Fork. The gravel of these terraces
is not consi.dered to be very good and is not used to any great extent on roads. It runs from 6 to 15 feet in thickness, with 3 to
6 feet of stripping neeessary.
O. A. Whipple.-Northeast quarter of section 8 (9 N., 9 E.),
Sand Oreek Township. A limestone quarry is to be opened up
for use on pikes in the neighborhood. Rock outcrops at the bottom of a ravine leading into :M:uddy Fork. 'It also occurs in many
places in the bluffs along the valley from Greensburg south.
J.' W. Tremain.-Northwest quarter of section 15 (8 N., 8
E.), Jackson Township. A limestone quarry has just been
opened. Three miles of pike are to be made from this quarry.
The creek valley is here about 15 rods wide, and the outcrop extends up into the hills, having a clay veneering of drift 3 to 16
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
52-Geology.
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feet deep on top. The cost of the pike near here is about $2,650
per mile.
John E. Eoicourt.-Northwest quarter of section 18 (8 N.,
9 E.) Sand Oreek Township. A limestone quarry has been operated here for 20 years. . The quarry is in the valley of a small
creek. T,vo miles of pike have been built from the stone and. it
is i~ good condition. About 15 acres are yet available, with 4 or
5 feet of Skipping.
Natharniel Gentry.-Southeast quarter of section 13 (8 N., 8
E.), Sand Oreek Township. A limestone quarry exists 3 miles
south of Westport. Rock is now being rem0'ved for a pike 2%
miles long. Outcr0'Ps of the stone occur al0'ng the ravines leading
to Sand Greek, which is here bordered by rocky cliffi'> 40 feet
high. The upper layer at this quarry is a sandy limestone, similar to the sample from the Bunker farm. This layer is n0'W
being used for pike making. Below this is a thin layer 0'f shale,
then blue limestone.
. vrestport Stone Cornpany.-S0'uthwest quarter of section 5 (8
N., 9 E.), Sand Oreek T0'wni'>hip. The yearly output 0'f this
quarry is about 1,000 cars, about 150 cars of crushed stone being
shipped each year. This is sold in Indiana, Illinois and Ohio.
Eighty men are employed. About 20 acres have: been rem0'ved
and 90 acres are yet available, with a shipping of 5 to 15 feet.
Biddinger Bros.-Northwest quarter of section 21 (9 N., 9
E.), Sand Oreek Township. Thii'> quarry 0'n Muddy Fork has
an output of 800 yards of crushed rock and 300 yards 0'f rubble
yearly. It is necessary to remove about 2 feet of soiL A 20-foot
secti0'n 0'f rock can be quarried above the creek bed. Ten acres
are available;
Alec Purvis.-S0'uthwest quarter of section 4 (9 N., 9 E.),
Sand Oreek Township. Limestone outcr0'PS on the side of the
valley of Muddy Fork. No quarry has been opened.
Samuel Hodson.,-Southwest quarter of secti0'n 16 (9 N., 9
E.), Sand Oreek- Township. Limestone quarries are operated
near Biddingers, 20 to 50 acres being available.
The Magness· Place.-'-N ortheast quarter of section 12 (9 N.,
9 E.), Marion TOWI1Ship. Limestone outcrops along Sand Oreek,
rook f0'r the Greensburg-Milhausen pike being taken from here.
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On Muddy Fork rock crGps Gut from near the bridge Oon the
Columbu.s-f1ireenshurg pike to the junctiGn with Sand Creek.
Panther Creek has rock from sectiOon 24 (9 N., 9 E.) to its mouth.
Squaw Creek has outcrOops of rock frOom near Milhausen to its
junction with the N Oorth Fork of Muscatatuck Rive,r.
E. J. J?orkert.-SGuthwest quarter of section 35 (10 N., 10
E.), Salt Creek Township. An outcrOoP Oof limestone here marks
the upper limit of limestone on the N Oorth Fork Oof the Muscatatuck River.
Thomas Smith.-NQirtheast quarter of sectiGn 21 (10 N., 10
E.), Washington Township. A limestone quarry Qin Sand Creek
is nOoW being used fOor a, pike near l;>y. Three miles of road ar~
being built this year. A good blue limestone is found here, the
outcrop being in the creek bed. Sand Creek frGm here to Scipio
has more Oor less limestone crOopping out in its channel and banks.
Cla.y Castor.-East half of the sGuthwest quarter of section 32
(10 N., 11 E.), Salt Creek TOownship. Limestone appears on
Leather Creek on this farm, and may be expected to crop out farther dGwn the valley.
Big Four Stone Oompan.y.--Southwest quarter Gf section 8 (10
N., 11 E.), Salt. Creek TQiwnship. About 6 acres have been excavated to a depth Gf 10 tOo 20 feet. One hundred and 20 acres
are available with 1 to 12 feet Gf stripping. Forty to 50 men
are employed. The yearly output is 630 ear loads. About 100
.cars Gf crushed stOone are prGduced annually. Samples of this
stone were sent tOo the RGad Testing LaboratGry at Washington,
with the following results:
Results oj Physical Tests of Niaga:ra Limestone from land of Big Four Stone
Company, New Point, Decatur County. *
Specific gravity............ . . . . .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.93
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.5

French coefficient of wear. 11.3
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.3
Toughness ................ 10
Oementing value-Dry. . . . 12
Wet.... 34

"A rather hard limestone, s1ightly above the average in toughness and
.lbove the average in resistance to wear, with fairly good cementing value.
Suitable for highway and country-road traffic."-Page.
'For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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An analysis of the sample made at the ,same laboratory showed
the following results:
Chemical Analysw of Niagara Limestone {rpm land (If Big Four Stone Company,
New Point, Decatur County.
Alumina (AI,Os) .................•...•.....•............•........ 1.60
Iron oxide (Fe,Os) ... :...........................................
.25
Lime (OaO) .............................................•....... 44.85
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 7.24
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ...........................• ·· .. ···· 2.05
Loss on ignition ........... " .......... '" ............... , ... , ... 43.21
Total ....................................................... 100.10

Henry Hascamp.-Northeast quarter of section 6 (10 N., 11
E.), Fugit Township. Limestone outcrops on a small creek.
Three miles of pike have been made from this place. About 3
acres are available.
N. Herrick.-Northeast quarter of section 19 (11 N., 11 E.),
Fugit Township. A limestone quarry occurs 2 miles north of St.
Maurice.
Jesse Plue.-Southeast qnarter of section 9 (11 N., 11 E.),
Fugit Township. A qururry was opened here and a crusher
started, but the rock was condemned by the connty surveyor. The
stone is a coarse, granular; yellowish limestone, rather soft.
Where it has been used for 4 or 5 years on a small piece of pike,
it has worn fairly well.
Fred Huber.-Northeast quarter of section 21 (11 N., 11
E.), 'Fugit Township. Limestone crops out on the bank of Right
Hand Fork.
J. King.-Northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of section
34 (12 N., 9 E.), Adams Township. A pit by the road near the
house on the higher terrace of Little Flat Rock Creek shows
gravel 6 feet thick and 14 of an inch in diameter, with some
stones 3 to 12 inches in diameter. About 1,000 cubic yards have
been removed and 2 acres are yet available.
Orlatndo Lee.-Southeast quarter of the northwest quarter of
section 34 (12 N., 9 E.), Adams ToWnship. A gravel pit on this
place is in an extension of the deposit found on the King farm.
About the same amount has been removed. Two acres are yet
available.
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Harry H~Jes.-Southwest quarter of section 32 (12 N., 9 Eo),
Adams Township. A limestone-quarry has been opened on Flat
Rock Creek about 1% miles north of Downeyville. Three thousand 500 cubic yards have been removed.
R. T. Lemons.-South hali of the southwest quarter of section
32 (12 N., 9 E.), A'dams Township. A limestone quarry exists
south of :F'Iat Rock Creek. This quarry is operated on a small
scale, similar to that of the Hayes quarry. The outcrop rises
30 feet above the creek. 80me 15 acres of surface are easily
available at these quarries.
Wesley Ga,rreU.-Southeast quarter of s~tion 31 (12 N., 9 E.),
Adams Township. Here is a limestone quarry called the "MeNeely quarry." About the same method and amount of work is
carried on as in the two quarries previously mentioned.
Joseph Garrett.-Northeast quarter of section 31 (12 N., 9
E.), Adams Township. A gravei pit here occurs with about 5
acres yet available.
Late Shellhom.-Southwest quarter of section 5 (11 N., 9
E.), Adams Township. A small limestone quarry exists near the
bridge over Little Flat Rock at Downeyville. The creek has
rocky banks 10 to 20 feet high. Rock occurs in *e bed and the
banks of Flat Rock Greek and its branches throughout the county.
On Clifty Creek rock outcrops from a point 2 miles east of Sandusky to its exit from the county.
J. A. Oa,rr.-Northeast quarter of section 7 (11 N., 10 E.),
Clinton Township. Limestone appears in the creek bed and from
it has been quarried enough rock for about 6 miles of pike between·
Sandusky and Olarksburg.
About 2 miles above the junction of Little Flat Rock with Flat
Rock and on the south side of the former there is an extension
of the "second bottom," apparently part of the old valley which
shows up west of the Pleake place. Gravel appears along the
road where a cut has been made. It is probable that this old valley contains much gravel. Across the bridge to the west, on Lafe
Shellhorn's place, a pit has been opened at the edge of this high
terrace, which shows gravel 10 to 15 feet thick beneath 1 to 2 feet·
of soil. At present the showing is rather fine gravel. This is but
an example of the extensive deposits of gravel lying between Flat
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Rock and Little Flat Rock creeks. All the region lying between
these st.reams as far north as about a mile south of the county line
may be expected to produce gravel at a depth of 2 to 3 feet.. Also
on the right bank of Big Flat Rock Creek the gravelly terrace
appears to a width of about. half a mile and at a he'ight above the
crook of about 40 feet.
John. Shellhorn..-Southwest quarter of section 6' (11 N., 9 E.),
Adams Township. A gravel pit has been opened 1 mile west of
Downeyville about a quarter of a mile above the fork of the creek
and between its branches. The gravel is, 8 feet in thick ness and
rather coarse, 112 to 1112 inches, with stones 2 to 6 inches in diameter scattered through. It. is overlain with 2 feet of <'oil and
underlain with 6 feet of coarse sand.
Raymond Lea~h.-Southwest quarter of section 6 (11 N., 9
E.), Adams Township. There is a gravel pit west of the bridge
on Flat .Rock, just above the fork. The gravel is moderately fine,
but towards the stream is coarse and bouldery.
Clifty Creek.-S"outhwest quarter of section 10 (11 N., 9 E.),
Adams Township. Rock outcrops in the bed of the creek at this
bridge. Gravel could possibly be obtained in small quantities
on the north "ide of the creek, above the bridge, on "first boo1tmn." No high terrace gravel appears here.
W. W. Ha.milton,.-Southeast quarter 6f section 16 (11 N., 10
E.), Fugit Township. Limestone has been quarried from the
creek here, but during late years no rock has been used on roads,
. as the owner was unwilling to dispose of the rock to the township
trustees.
Big Four Railroad Grade.-Northeast quarter of section 12
(10 N., 9 E.), to northeast quarter of section 15 (10 N., 10 E.),
Washington Township. This is an abandoned railroad grade, and
offers a supply of probably 10,000 yards of gravel. It is moderately coarse, being 114 of an inch to 1 inch in diameter, with
some larger stones. This gravel is now being used to repair the
Greensburg-Kingston pike.
Benjamin Garver.-Northwest quarter of section 21 (10 N.,
• 9 E.), Washington Township. Limestone from the quarry here
has been used in making several miles of pike in the township.
Mr. Turner.-Northwest quarter of section 23 (10 N., 9 E.),

----------- -
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Washington Township. A limestone quarry has been in use for
l~any years and much stone has been taken out for roads in the
vicinity. The rock is obtained partly from the bed o£ the creek
and partly from the banks.

BARTHOLOMEW OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ..... " ........ " .... " ...... " ........... ,
400
Population in 1900 ....... '" ........... , ........ , '" ... '" '" ... 24,594
Miles of public roads ............... " ......... ,. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .
900
276
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved..................................
30.6
Miles improved with graveL...................................
250
.26
Miles improved witb crushed stone .................... ,. ... ... ..
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ..... " ...... " .. .. $2,000
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,200
Total original cost of improved roads ........... "' ................ $583,200
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$60
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$60
15
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1005 ..... " ...... " .. ..
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1006. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2!
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3}
First improved roads built ....... " .: ......................... , .
1886
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
70
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority ............................... Wm. A. Morris, County Auditor

The most striking feature in respect to road making in this
county is the extensive deposit of gravel that occurs in the valley
of White River. The area of this deposit is not less than 100
square miles, one-fourth of the whole, area of the county. The
gravelusunlly has from 2 to 4 feet of soil on top. In the places
where it may be most easily secured, the gravel forms ridges
slightly above the surrounding level bottom. These ridges are
quite freqnent over most of the bottom land and may be' detected
b-ycarefulobservat.ion of the undulations of a plowed field or by
the retarded growth of corn over these gravelly patches. The
depth of this gravel deposit is undefined over most of the area,
but wells have pooetra:ted 50 feet or more of gravel. It is probable that the gravel reaches to- even a greater depth in some places.
It :is;howcver, not practicable to excavate nlUch below the water
level,whieh is reached generally at a depth of 10 feet on the
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lower bottom or terrace, and at about 30 feet on the higher terrac~.
The size of the gravel is usually 1,4 inch to % inch in diameter,
with some sand and some layers of pebbles. Pits have been
opened here and there throughout the valley, but there is practically no limit to the number of places where gravel may be
taken out.
In addition to the deposits in White River valley, there is
another source of gravel which furnishes abundant and suitable
material for roads in this and neighboring counties. This is the
outcrop of Knobstone shales which rises in high hills along the
western border of the county. A 3-mile strip along the west
edge of Bartholomew County embraces most of the area where
this gravel is found. It consists of pieces of iron oxide and of
sand concretions cemented by iron oxide. In size it varies from
~ inch to 1 inch in diameter. It is a moderately soft material,
crushing readily by continued traffic into a compact mass, which
cements together, forming a smooth and solid surface. This
gravel may be found in all the streams running out of the Knobstone hills, and for a distance of aboot 2 miles from where it was
derived. These two gravels vary considerably in regard to their
suitability as road metals. The hard gravel of the White River
valley requires at least a year to become packed sufficiently to
make a good surface. The softer gravel from the hills packs
quickly. While the former is comparatively resistant to traffic
at· all £aasons of the year, the latter is liable to "cut through"
when frost is coming out of the ground. Samples of this Knobstone gra.vel from Wolf Creek Were tested at the Road Laboratory
at Washington, and the results show its dry grinding cementing
value to be 74, and the wet grinding 190.
A width of 5 miles through the east side of Bartholomew
Oounty is provided with limestone of good quality. This is quarried in several places, and rock instead of gravel is here used for
road making.
W. J. Oook.-Part of the east half of the northeast quarter
of section 28 (10 N\, 5 E.), Union Township. A gravel pit has
been opened about ~ of a mile east of the road. About 15,000
cubic yards have been removed, being used on the roads of the
vicinity. The gravel averages 1 inch in diameter, and runs 10
feet thick, with 2 feet of soil above.
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Mary E. Royce.-Southeast quarter O'f sectiO'n 21 (10 N., 5
E.), Nineveh Township. A gravel pit 300 by 70 yards in area
and 6 feet deep has here been opened. The gravel is about like
that in tho Cook pit and has 2 feet of soil ahove it. Material
for about 4 miles of road has been secured from this pit. The
road is now in good condition after being in use about 6 years.
It has been repaired. every year with gravel from Hickey's pit.
John Hickey.-Southwest quarter of sectiO'n 16 (10 N., 5 E.),
Nineveh Township. A gravel pit is situated in a low ridge 100
by 85 yards. Four miles O'f road have been made from this pit
and the road is in very good condition. The gravel is abO'ut 6 feet
thick, with about 30 inches of soil above.
James D. Barnhill.-SO'uthwest quarter of section '1 (10 N.,
5 E.), Nineveh Township. At the junction of Mud and Nineveh
creeks a gravel hill rises to a height of GO feet abO've the creek
bed. Gravel is exposed on the sides, while on the east slope it
has been removed in quantity. It is overlain with 1to 3 feet O'f
soil. Near the top is a layer 1 to 2 feet thick of finely cemented
gravel. This crops out in heavy ledges on the west side of the
hill for 200 yards. Below the cemented layer down to the level
of the creek the gravel is mostly loose but arranged in a somewhat
stratified manner, the planes of stratification dipping toward the
southwest at an angle O'f 15 to 20 degrees. The gravel ranges in
size from % of an inch to 2 inches in diameter, and there are
many large boulders 4 to 20 inches in diameter. Limestone,
shale, greenstone and quartz pebbles are frequent. _ Two and onehalf miles of roa.d, southeast O'f Kanflas,' were built from this
pit 5 years agO'.· The gravel packs well and the road is in goO'd
condition at present.
A. E. Royce.-NO'rtheast quarter O'f section 2 (10 N., 4 E.),
Nineveh Township. A knoll of gravel with no soil on top exists
here, about 3,000 cubic yards being available. One-fourth of a
mile of road has been made from this pit. The pike from Kansas
to Edinburg was ma.de from gravel taken from Nineveh Creek,'
Driftwood River and the .Toseph Watts farm. It was built 20
years agO', and is now a good road.
John Royce and Granville Smith.-Southwest quarter of section 13 (10 N., 4 E.), Nineveh Township. A pit has been
opened up in the barnyard near the base of a hill. A similar de-
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posit. to t.hat. found on the B"arnhill farm is here exposed. There
is a ('emented portion above 5 to 7 feet of gravel. Across the
fence on the Smith place a thicker section is shown. No stripping
is necessary. Two and a half miles of pike were built from these
pits in the fall of 1904, running south from the west side of
Royce's farm.
I
Lewis Royce.--Southwest quarter of section 13 (10 N., 4 Eo),
Nineveh Township. Gravel is expOfled on a hill where the road
has been cut through. At the top the,re are 2 or 3 feet of red
sandy clay. There is some cemented gravel here, as in the last
two places described. ThE'. cliff faces the northwest and the material is arranged in arched strata. The hill to the north is cut
to a depth of 12 foot, and shows only red gravel, or coarse, sandy
clay. Gravel from tlfis pit, with a gravel from the John Royce
place, was used on the pike near by, having been put on in 1904.
It wears well, but on the hillsides is badly washed. This gravel
deposit seems to be an extension' of the deposit, on the John Royce
and Barnhill places, which are doubtless more or less connected
through the high hill which separates them.
John Lon,q.-Southeast quarter of section 23 (10 N., 4 E.),
Nineveh Township. In the bed of a small creek leading from
the hills at the west, gravel is found in considerable quantities,
occurring both in the channel and in the banks of the stream.
It consists of fiat fragments of fine, shaly sandstone cemented
with iron oxide and glacial boulders, the latter frequently reaching the diameter of 8 inches, but mostly smaller. About 2 miles
of pike were made fro~ this kind of material in September, 1904. "
The gravel packs well and forms a hard, smooth surface.
P. N. Darum.-Northwest quarter of section 6 (9 N., 4 E.),
Union Township. On the south side of a little valley running
through this farm there is an outcrop of cemented gravel like that
on the Barnhill place. No material has been taken out, but the
indications are such as to suggest an extensive deposit.
J. Q. Owe1l8.-Northwest quarter of section 7 (9 N., 4 E.),
Union Township. There is a.bout 11/2 miles of gravel on Catherine Creek, beginning a.bout 14" of a mile west of section 7 and
extending up the stream. Bless Creek, just south, has little or no
gravel. Most of that which has been used on the roads south of
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Bless Creek came from Driftwood River, 1 mile south of Lowell
Mills.
Dr. lFr£ght.-Southwest quarter of section 22 (9 N., 5 E.),
Columbus Township. Two miles west of Columbus, in the bed
of Driftwood River, is a gravel bar from which material is hauled
frequently. It. is about 200 by 25 yards in area, and averages 3
feet deep. High wateT always brings in fresh gravel to renew
places from which it has been removed, so that there is a never
failing supply. In size the gravel varies from coarse sand to 2
inches in diameteT. Much has been used on pikes near by and at
a distance. The pike running west from Columbus up the valley
of Wolf Creek was built largely from these bars many years ago.
It is in fair condition, but becomes loose and dusty on top soon
after damp weather has ceased.
Valentine AuU.-North half of section 30 (9 N.,4 E.), Harrison Township. Gravel sets in in Wolf Creek at the bridge 1f2
mile west of this farm, and extends to the hills. The amount obtainable at different places along this stream is variable.
. S. C. Daugherty.--Southwest quarter of seetion 12 (8 N., 5
E.), Wayne Township. A gravel pit 500 by 90 yards in area,
lying along the P., C., C. & St. L. Railway, a quarter of a mile
northwest of Walesboro, has been opened. It shows the following
section:
Section at grat'el pit of S. C. Daugherty, Wa.yne Township, Bartholomew County.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.

Soil, reddish, sandy ................................ ·.. 3
Sand .................................... ···· .. ·.····· 1
Gravel, mostly fine, averaging about one-fourth inch in
din meter ........................' ................. 10

Inches.

• 2

The magnitude of this excavation shows the great prevalence
of gravel as an underlying deposit in this valley. This gravel pit
has' been nsed by the railway company.
Sherman Swa.ney,--Northwest q~larter of section 12 (8 N., 5
E.), Wayne Township. A gravel pit lies jllst across the road
from th~ -Daugherty place. It is 80 by 30 yards in ~rea and is
the same kind uf deposit in every way as the other.
Many gravel bars are found in the channel of White River
between Columbus and Azalia.
C. E . ..iVlassie.-Northwest quarter of section 33 (8 N., 6 E.),

r-----------------.----,~~.~
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Wayne Township. A gravel bar occurs in White River a.t this
place. It is 250 by 50 yards in area and 3 feet deep above low
water. The gravel average~ about 14 of an inch in diameter.
Mr. 8purgeon.-Northwest quarter of section 32 (8 N., 6 E.),
Wayne Township. There is her~ ~ gravel pit about 150 yards in
diameter and 12 feet deep.
A. Kiel.-Northwest quarter of section 16 (7 N., 6 E.), Wayne
Township. About 1Y2 miles southeast of Jonesville is a gravel pit
in a pasture near the road. It is about 100 yards in diameter.
Section of gravel pit on land of A. Kid.
Feet.

1.
2.

Soil, dark colored, pebbly....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 1
Gravel, one-fourth to one-half inch in diameter with finer '
material ................................ ,........ 4

IncMs.

6
6

At least 5 acres occur in the same ridge. There is not much
demand for this gravel at 5 cents a yard. Mr. Kiel has also
6 or 7 grave-I bars in the river, of 5 to 10 acres each.
Southern Indiana Railway Gravel Pit.-Northwest quarter of
section 3 (7 N., 6 E.), Sand Creek Township. A pit 400 by
200 yards in area has hero been opened. Gravel has been used
for ballast on the railroad. It is much mixed with sand and, in
general, is too nne for roads. It runs about 7 feet thick with 3
feet of pebbly soil above.
Lewis Da.1,£s.-S'outhwest quarter of section 3 (7 N., 6 E.),
Sand Creek Township. :From a gravel bar in White River at this
point the pike south of Azalia was being made.
P"ank Crump.-Southwest quarter of section 10 (7 N., 6 E.),
Sand Creek Township. A gravel bar here occurs, about % of
a mile below the Davis bar. These two gravel bars each comprise
about 15,000 cubic yards.
N. Newsom.-Northwest quarter of section 28 (8 N., 6' W.),
Sand Creek Township. A gravel pit 50 by 30 yards in area has
been opened near White River 1 mile west of the Azalia-Columbus pike. The gravel averages % of an inch in diameter and
runs 10 foot thick, with 2 feet of dark, gravelly soil above.
John Crnmp.-Northeast quarter of section 20 (8 N., 6 E.),
Sand Creek Township. A gravel pit 100 by 200 yards in area
is located about 112 mile east of the river and 3112 miles northeast
of Azalia.
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1f2

mile abQve the
bridge Qn the Azalia-CQlumbus pike, Qn the line between section
32 (9 N., 6 E.) and sectiQn 5 (8 N., 6 E.), Columbus TQwnship.
Much gravel has been taken from this depQsit fQr the pike
neaJI'by;
A. McEwen.-East half Qf sect.ion 31 (9 N., 6 E.), CQlumbus
Township. A gravel pit 50 by 30 yards in area Qccurs here which
shows the following:
Section of gravel pit on land of A. McEwen.

Feet.

Soil, gravelly< ................................................ 3
Sand......................................................... 6
3. Gravel, i inch in diameter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

1.
2.

Gravel from here was used Qn the pike 20 years ago. The rQad
is in good condition. The gravel has been taken Qut frQm the
PQint Qf a knQn running nQrthwest frQm the residence. The
top Qf this knQll is 35 feet above low water in White River.
J Ohl1 Beatty.-CQlumbus Township. Mr. Beatty has fQur
gravel bars in White River, cQmprising 100 acres, with an average
depth of 2 feet. Much has been used fOil' piking rQads near
CQlumbus.
The "State RQad," running sQutheast frQm Oolumbus, Was
piked many years agQ with river gravel and pit gravel. It is in
rather PQQr cQnditiQn, Qwing to the fact that the gravel is tQQ
fine tQ pack, and 2 Qr 3 inches Qf the top is always lQQse.
Near the CQlumbus-Indianapolis interurban line bridge at 00>lumbus there is a pit 70 by 70 yards in area; from which gravel
was taken for ballasting the interurban track. It shQWS 3 feet
Qf gravel, 1M to 1h inch in diameter, overlain with 4 feet of
brQwnish pebbly soil.
Lowell8tation.-NQrtheast quarter Qf section 11 (9 N., 5 E.),
CQlumbus Township. There is here a railrQad gravel pit 275 by
275 yards in area which shows 6 feet Qf gravel overlain with 4
feet Qf brQwn pebbly soil. The material taken Qut Qf this pit was
used as ballast Qn the railrQad.
Isaac Bredin.-Southeast quarter of section 9 (10 N., 5 E.),
German TQwnship. A gravel d~posit here occurs which is the result Qf Qverwash frQm a break in the dike. AbQut 1,000 cubic
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yards have been removed and as much more is lying on the ground.
This is being used on roads in the vicinity and is of good quality.
Driftwood River.-Southwest quarter of section 4 (10 N., 5
E.), German Township. Near the bridge on the Kansas-Edinburg road is a gravel bar from which material was taken for pikes
in the neighborhood.,
Flat Rock Creek has much gravel from where it enters the
county to its junction with Driftwood River, while the lat.ter
stream has gravel only in occasional bars. From Flat Rock comes
most 0'£ the gravel used on the pikes in German Township. The
roads made of it are good, though built. many years ago.
John Warrd, o.f Hope, has a gravel bar in Flat Rock Creek;
about half a mile up stream from the bridge west o.f St. Louis
Crossing. Of this, 10,000 cubic yards have been remo.ved for
use on the ro.ads in the vicinity. Much of the gravel used near
Hope is brought from Flat Rock Creek.
H. Snider.-Northeast quarter of section 18 (10 N., 7 E.),
Haw Creek Township. Just at the edge o.f the village of St.
Louis thm'e is a large gravel pit in the hill on which the house
and barn are standing. It is 70 by 60 yards in area and averages
18 feet in depth. The excavation has proceeded so far as to
threaten the safety of the foundation of the house. Much o.f
the material is sandy 01' gravelly soil. The best gravel is in a
buried ridge, which runs under the house. About 20 miles of
road have been made from this pit. It makes a good road, remaining smooth and firm.
The roads about ~t. Louis are unusually good. In one part of
the deposit above mentioned cemented gravel appears. Mr. Snider says that after blasting through this cemented layer no gravel
was found below. This depo.sit is also outside the limits of the
ordinary valley deposit farther west, and bears evidence of glacial
deposition. There is a parlial stratification, with the dip towards
the northwest.
Mr. Bowman.-Southwest quarter of section 6 (10 N., 7 E.),
Haw Creek Township. A gravel pit is located in a field a quarter of a mile southeast of the residence. The pit was just being
opened when it was visited by the writer. The deposit is at the
edge of a little valley, and on the southeast slope 0'£ a hill rising
some 30 feet to. the west. There is an acre or so available.
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Section at Bowman gravel pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Soil, coarse, pebbly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Boulders, 2 to 6 inches in diameter ........................... "
Gravel,! to 1 inch in diameter................................

2
1
2+

Mr. Harker.-Northeast quarter of section 9 (10 N.,7 E.),
Haw Oreek Township. A gravel pit is located at the edge of
the woods a quarter of a mile west of the road. Its area is 4D
by 60 yards, and is ab@ut 14 feet deep at one end, running out
to the surface on the hillside. The deposit is in the form of a
buried ridge running back into the hill, the end being exposed in
the pit. About six feet of clayey soil rests on the top and sides
of the gravel ridge, a cross section of which is probably eight. feet
high and twelve feet wide. The gravel is from half an inch to
one and a half inches in diameter and contains some boulders
six to ten inches in diameter. It is rather difficult. of access and
is now used only for repairing roads. A three-foot hole dug in
the top of the hill 30 yards farther back shows coarse gravel at
the bottom.
Lewis Solomon.-Northwest quarter of section 20 (10 N., 7
E.), Haw Oreek Township. A limestone quarry northwest of
Hope is located on the west bank of Haw Oreek. This quarry
has produced rock for about ten miles of road. The stone is a
moderately hard limestone, and by some is thought to be better
for roads than is the blue, limestone, since its softer quality permits it to pack more readily. The top of the formation is about
12 feet above Haw Oreek, and the rock extends back into the hill
indefinitely. There is too great a depth of soil on top to make
a paying quarry, except just along the outcrop. A crusher is located here.
I
Samples of this stone were secured and sent to the U. S. Road
Laboratory for testing, with the following results:
I

Results of Physical Test3 of Devonian Limestone from land of Lewi.~ Solomon,
near Hope, Bartholomew County. *
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.7
French coefficient of wear. 6.7
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 171.5 Hardness ................. -1
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.71 Toughness................
5.
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.9
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 20
Wet.... 41
"Fail' resistance to wear and fairly good cementing value. Best suited
for country-road traffic."-Page.
"For standard of comparison see

p.

79.
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An analysis of the stone, made at the same laboratory, showed
the following results:
Analysis of Devonian Limestone from land of Lewis Solomon, near Hope,
Bartholomew County.

Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ............................................... Traee
Lime (OaO) ...................................................... 55.70
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................
.23
Phosphoric acid (P,O.) ...................... '.' ................... Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acId....................................
.86
Loss on ignition ................................................. 43.32
Total ............................~ ........................... 100.11

Sarah Trotter.-Northeast quarter of section 32 (10 N., 7 E.),
Haw Creek Township. About two miles south of Hope a quarry
of limestone is being opened up An area 10 by 40 yards has been
removed to a depth of 12 feet. With from 3 to 10 feet of stripping, 20 acres could be quarried. The stone is much the same
as that on the Solomon farm. Two miles of pike have been made
from this quarry, the rock being sold at eight cents per. cubic
yard.
John Keller.-Southwest quarter of section 8 (9 N., 7 E.),
Olay Township. A gravel pit just south of the township line
bridge on Olifty Creek, about a mile west of Newbern, is 80 by
80 yards in area. This pit has been used 25 or 30 years, and
some 50 miles of pike have been made from it. About 40 acres
are yet available. The soil is two feet deep, below which is some
12 feet of gravel, alternating with layers of sand or of coarse
material and containing some boulders up to one foot in diameter.
]fr. McCauley.-East half of section 8 (9 N., 7 E.), Olifty
Township. About ten rods northeast of the Keller pit is a newly
opened gravel pit in an extension of the same.Jerrace.
Mr. Shafer.-Southwest quarter of section 5 (9 N., 7 E.), Olay
Township. From a quarry located. back of the barn some rock
lias been removed for foundations. This rock is in thick layers
and is a moderately compact stone. With a stripping of one to six
feet, five or ten acres would be available.
D. Hop7cins.-North half of section 22 (10 N., 7 E.), Haw
Creek Township. Here is 8 limestone outcrop, but no quarrying
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has boon done. About one mile east., on Duck Oreek, limestone
outcrops in the bed of the creek.
Arthur Galbraith.-Southwest quarter of section 25 (10 N., 7
E. ), Haw Creek Township. A gravel/pit three~fourths of a mile
north of Hartsville, on the west side of Clifty Creeik, is in an
area of. terrace containing about two acres.
Dr. MorrisO'n.-Southwest quarter of section 36 (10 N., 7 E.),
Haw Creek Tovmship. On the west side of Olifty Oreeik, just-below Hartsville, rock outcrops about 30 feet above the creek. A
quarry has been lately opened, thel rock being used mainly for
building purposes. The quantity is unlimited.
John Collins.-Southwest quarter of section 36' (10 N., 7 E.),
Haw Oreek Township. A limestone quarry is located west of
Olifty Creek, one-fourth of a mile southwest of Hartsville. It is
100 by 40 yards in area. Little stripping is necessary and unlimited amounts are available.
W. B. Davis.-Northwest quarter O'f section 18 (9 N., 7 E.),
Clay Township. On t.he south side o.f Clifty Creek there is a
gravel pit 100 by 30 yards in area and 12 feet deep. The quality
is about like that of t.he gravel on the Keller farm.
Willia.m Henderson.-Northwest quarter of section 14 (9 N.,
6 E.), Olay Township. A gravel pit is located by the road in
the side of the bank of a small run leading intO' Olifty Oreek from
the north. About 400 square yards in area have been removed.
Twenty-five acres could probably be utilized. There are two
feet of SO'il above the six or eight feet. of gravel. The latter contains some boulders as large as six inches in diameter, and many
chert nodules.
Township Gravel Pit.-Southwest quarter of section 14 (9 N.,
6 E.), Clay Township. Just across the road from the Henderson
pit is a gravel pit owned by the township. In area it is 20 by
50 yards, and has been opened to a depth of 12 feet.
James Perry.-Southeast quarter of section 14 (9 N., 6 E.),
Clay T'ownship. A gravel pit located west of the road, about a
quarter Qf a mile SQuth of Petersville, is 150 by 150 yards in
area. Gravelly soil to a depth of one 0'1' two feet cO'vers the gravel,
which is cQarse, with some boulders six inches in diameter. There
is a depth of 12 feet of gravel. To the northwe~t the deposit exu'b-Geology.
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tends over probably 15 acres, while east of the road there are
about 20 acres. From this pit gravel for the northern part of the
township is secured, while from the Keller pit the south central
part of Clay Township is supplied.
Roads in the central part of Olifty Township are not impro'Ved
to any great extent. Material has to be hauled from Clifty Oreek
or from rock quarries farther east. _ The road on the line between
sections 20, 21 and 28, 29 (9 N., 7 E.), is now being graveled
from the Keller pit.
John, Oarter.-Southwest quarter of section 23 (9 N., 7 E.),
Clifty Township. Limestone outcrops about two miles west of
the county line and one mile north of the south line of Clifty
Township. Much material is available. Limestone also outcrops
on the farm of Mr. Hamm, northeast quarter of section 27 (9 N.,
7 E.), Clifty Township.
N. Bradley.--Northeast quarter of Bection 10 (9 N., 7 E.).
Clifty Township. A gravel pit located on the south side of Clifty
Creek, 40 by 30 yards in area, is in a terrace about 30 feet
above the creek. Towards the creek the material is coarse, containing many boulders six or eight inches in diameter. Farther
away the material gradual1y becomes finer. The appearance o.f
a section taken at right angles to the stream indicates that the
coarse material near the stream was first deposited, then the finer
parts were successively laid down across the top and beyond the
coarser part. From two to three feet of soil lies on top. About
one~third of the material is of boulders too large for road purposes.
Five acres are available. About 15 rods south of this pit a sandy
limestone outcrops some 40 feet above the creek.
William Broc7cmam.-West half of section 12 (9 N., 7 E.),
Clifty Township. A gravel pit has been opened at the north end
of a hill rising some 40 feet above the valley bottom, in which it
stands isolated from other high lands to the west. The whole hill,
which is a quarter of a mile long and 40 rods wide, has the appearance of being made up largely of gravel. The average size
of this gravel is half an inch in diameter, with some boulders six
inches in diameter.
Oombs Anderson.-Southwest quarter of section 12 (9 N., 7
E.), Clifty Township. On Falls Fork there is a terrace about 30
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feet above the stream. It seems to be made up partly of gravel and
partly of underlying limestone. At the house of Mr. Anderson,
in digging a cistern, rock was struck at ten feet. Farther north
of the house gravel outcrops· at th~ edge of the terrace. Much
rock is found all along this creek. It has been used to some extent on the pikes west of here, and it wears well. A crusher has
been located on this creek for several years, but no rock has lately
been crushed.
Section at the Falls oj Falls Fork.
1. Limestone, hard .....................................
2. Limestone, shaley ................................... .
3. Limestone, soft, clayey................................
4. Shale ....... , ................................ '.' . . . . ..

Feet.

3

Inches.
6

1

6
6
6

6

The limestone of the ledge No.1, over .which the wate,r falls, is
continuous up the side of the ravine some 25 feet.
F. W. Barbour.-Northeast quarter of section 4 (8 N., 7 E.),
Rock Creek Township. About a quarter of a mile south of the
road and a quarter of a mile west of Burnsville t!lere is a gravel
pit 150 by 20 yards in area. Under t~wo feet of soil there is some
four feet of rather fine gravel, containing much clay. About six
miles of pike have been made from this pit. After seven or e,ight
years' use the road is firm and smooth. The clay in this gravel
seems to be of proper amount to make a solid road when the material is subjected to continuous traffic. The deposit is, however,
about used up. One-fourth of a mile to the northwest is another
pit 30 by 50 yards in area, but here, likewise, the gravel is nearly
exhausted.
Mrs. O. Huffm(JjJl,.-Northwest quarter of section 3 (8 N., 7
E.), Rock Creek Township. A limestone quarry has been opened
at the east edge of Burnsville. It is 100 by 15 yards in area and
rock rises to a height of 12 to 20 feet above the creek. Less
than ten feet of stripping is necessary to lay bare two or three
acres.
David :AI. Walker.-Northeast quarter of section 6 (8 N., 7
E.), Rock Creek Township. A limesto,ne quarry and lime kiln
are sit.uated on the south side of Little Sand Creek on this farm.
Exposures are visible for 40 rods or more along this part of the
creek.

-
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Section of quarry on land of D. M. Walkej'.

Inch.a.

Feet.

1.

&>i1 ....•...................... , .......... , ....... 6 to 10

2.
3.
4.
5.

Shale ............................................
Limestone, hard, blue ............. ,' .. ·············
Limestone, medium hardness, gray .......... ·,····
Limestone, soft, buff, ................ ····.········

3
2

7

8
4

White limestone cont.inues below the level of the excavation iuEldillitel;y. The hase of the buff colored limestone is about ten feet
above the creek. Some four or five acres w·ould be available with
little or no stripping. Stratum No.3 is very hard and will not
burn into lime. It. makes a fine road metal, hut is slow in packing.
No. 4 is softelr and makes a good road. No. 5 is a good stone for
making lime and for roads. Its lasting qualitie~ are not quite so
good as are those of the blue. :Mr. vValker has sold some stone for
roads, but no crusher has been operated at. the quarry.
Samples of this stone were sent to the Road Testing Laboratory
at Washington for testing, with the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Devonian Limestune from land of D. M. Walk~r,
Burnsville, Bartholomew County. *
French coefficient of wear. 6.7
Specific gravity ....... , . . . . . . . . .
2.7
lIardness ................. --8.3
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 168.4
T'oughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.96
6
Oementing value--Dry. . . . 18
Per cent. of wear ............. .
Wet.... 25
"Best suited for country-road traffic."--Page.

An analysis of the sample made at the same laboratory showed
as follows:

I

Chemical Analysig of Devonian Limestone from land of D. JI. Walker, BUrrlsville, Bm'tholomew County.

Per cent.

_

Alumina (AI2 0,) .................................................
.11
.51
_ Iron oxide (Fe2 0 3) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 52.70
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................
.51
Phosphoric acid (P2 0.) ........................................... 1.08
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ....... , .,. '" .. , ., .. , ........ , .. , .. , 3.51
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.68
Total ....................................................... 100.10
"The sample is unusually rich in phosphoric acid."
'Fo~ standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Oscar Oasei.-Northeast quarter of seetion 6 (8 N., 7 E.), Rock
Creek Township. At this place there isa limestone quarry on Little Sand Creek, 100 by 50 yards in area.
Section of quarry on land of Osc-ar Ca.~e.
1.
2.
3,.
4.
5.

Feet.

Soil........................................................
6
Shale ...................................................... 1 to 2
Limestone, blue ............................................ 1~ to 2
Limestone, gray ................................... : ........ 1~ to 2
Limestone, buff, with two layers of chert nodules 4 to 5 in.
thick ..................................................
8

The base of the last layer is about four feet above t.he creek
bed. The quarry was opened in 1891. A mile and three-quarters of the Burnsville-Columbus pike were made from this quarry,
parts of each layer having been used. About ten acres are availa. ble without. much stripping.
George Taiylor.-Northeast quarter of section 5 (8 N., 7 E.),
Rock Creek Township. There is an old limestone quarry on LittIe Sand Creek, similar to the Case quarry. It is little worked
now.

Charles BO'Ody.-Southwest quarter of section 12 (8 N., 6 E.),
Sand Creek Township. A gravel pit 40 by 50 yards in are,a shows
a depth of soil two feet, then gravel containing many boulders. six
to ten inches in diameter five feet, and below this sand one or more
feet in depth. About two acres. are available. The pit being situated in that part. of the deposit lying nearest to the creek, it
is possible that, farther back in the unworked portion, gravel of a
more even size may be found. Material from this pit hasl been
used in repairing roads near Elizabethtown.
Mrs. Ryan. -Northeast quarter of section 16 (8 N., 7 E.), Rock
Creek Township. Rock for six miles of pike was here blasted out
of Rock Greek bed. There is much more available.
M. A. (A. D.) Rainey.-West half of the northeast quarter of
section 12 (8 N., 7 E.), Rock Creek Township. About three
miles of pike have lately been made from a quarry located on this
place. About five acres are available. This quarry has been operated for·4:0 years. Samples tested at the, U. S. Road Laboratory showed the physical properties t.o be as follows:
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Resu/t8 of PhY8icai Test8 of Devonian Lime8tone from land of M. A. Rainey,
Grammar, Bartholomew County."'
French coefficient of wear. 6.5
2.5
Specific gravity ................ .
8
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 159 Hardness.................
Toughness.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
8
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.37
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 38
6.2
Per cent. 'Of wear ............. .
Wet.... 49
_

"A fairly hard, though not very tough limestone, with rather low resis~o wear, bljt gOO!l cemellting value. Best suited to c~untry-road
----~tr-a--;ffic."-Page.

An analysis 'Of the sample, made at the same laboratory, showed
the following results:
Chemical Analysis of Dp-vonian Limestone from land of M. A. Rainey, Grammar,
Bartholomew County.
Per cent.
Alumina (Al.O.) ................. '......... , .......... , ..... , .. .. .
.71
Ir'On 'Oxide (F'e.O.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 53.35
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................
.22
.54
Phosph'Oric acid (P.O.) ...........................................
Ins'Oluble in hydr'Ochl'Oric acid ...... " ............. , ... ... ... .. .... 2.65
Loss 'On igniti'On ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42.10
Total ....................................................... 99.82

JACKSON COUNTY.
Area in square miles ................ , ........... , ........... , ..
520
P'Opulati'On in 1900 ........................ '. ... ... ... .. . .. .. .... 26,633
650
Miles 'Of public r'Oads.. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. ... . . .. . . . . . . ... .
Miles of impr'Oved r,oads .................... , .. , ...... , .. , .. , .. .
500
Percentage of r'Oads impr'Oved... ... ... ... ... ..... ..............
76.9
Miles impr'Oved with graveL .................. ·················
490
Miles impr'Oved with crushed st'One ............................
10
Average 'Original c'Ost 'Of gravel r'Oads per mile ............... , .. , $1,057
Average 'Original c'Ost 'Of st'One r'Oads per mile .................. , $2,000
T'Otal 'Original cos.t 'Of improved r'Oads ...................... , ..... $537,696
Annual c'Ost 'Of repairs per mile 'On gravel roads 5 years 'Old. . . . . . .
$175
Miles 'Of impr'Oved r'Oads (gravel) built in 1905 ............ , .. .. .. .
29
First impr'Oved r'Oads built ..................... ··.·············
1893
Pr'Op'Ortion 'Of impr'Oved r'Oads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
75
Satisfacti'On 'Of farmers with investment in impr'Oved r'Oads.. . . . . . Go'Od
Auth'Ority ............................... H. W. Wacker, C'Ounty Audit'Or

The general sources 'Of r'Oad materi~l in J acks'On C'Ounty are similar t'O thOSE> in Barth'Ol'Omew, with the excepti'On of the absence 'Of
"For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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limestone in the eastern part of J acksOin. The gravel deposits of
White River continue throughout the county, the gravel gradually
becoming finer as the junction of Muscatatuck River with White
River is approached. As a rule there is a greater deposit of silt
above the gravel in this county than in Bartholomew. The Knobstone shales furnish a wider area of the red creek gravel than is
the case in the latter county. There is only one limestone quarry
in Jackson Oounty-the Luedtke quarry in Oarr Township.
There is a small outcrop of the Goniatite limestone in the eastern
part of the county, which might possibly be used for road purposes, although the formation is comparatively thin and the supply limited. Some townships are very well equipped with improved roads; others have less than a dozen miles each. Some
limestone has been shipped in and used on roads, but that in only
limited aml)unt.
The total number of miles of improved roads in this county in
October, 1905, was 480, of which only ten miles were rock roads.
About 50 miles were being built or were soon to be built. The
cost per mile of river gravel roads is about $1,500; of the red
gravel, $'700 or $800.
The following list shows the number of miles of improved road
per township in October, 1905:
Driftwood .......................................................
Grassy Fork ....................................................
Brownstown ....................................................
Washington .....................................................
Jackson .........................................................
Redding .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Vernon .........................................................
Hamilton .......................................................
Carr ............................................................
Owen ...........................................................
Salt Creek ......................................................

21.33
8.71
88.0'1

12.61
68.96
44.07
23.98
82.58
54.89
43.50
75.35

Total ....................................................... 479.39

The pike from Seymour to Brownstown is built mainly of rive,r
gravel. About three miles of the Brownstown end is topped with
red gravel. The part that is made wholly of river gravel or bank
gravel has a loose surface, while the part which is topped with the
red gravel has a smooth, even surface.
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Gravel for the Seymour-Comiskey pike, in this county, was obtained from White River at Rockford. It was put on in 1893-94.
This is not a smooth pike. the gravel being too fine to pack well,
and a lot I)f loose material is always lying on top.
Philip Sweaney.-Southwest quarter of section 1 (5 N., 6 E.),
Vernon Township. An outcrop o£ limestone and shale occurs, here
on the Muscatatuck River, and eiXtends about five rods along the
c
ank of the stream. Ten rods above, on the same side of the
stream, is a' similar outcrop; also SO rods farther down the stream
the rock is exposed :for eight or ten rods. The bed of the river
cuts through about ten feet of New Albany shale and the limestone lies just above the shale.
Section at Sweaney's F01·d.
1.
2.

3.

Feet.

6
Soil •• '0' • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • . 0 • . • • • • • • • • 0 . · · · ·
Limes,tone, knobby, fine-grained, impure, easily breaking into
small pieces along many natural joints .... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .
6
Shale, black, hard, fissile, bituminous ......................... 6 to 10

In an lS-£oot well on the Sweaney place, about 30 rods back
from the river, the same limestone was struck. On the E. E. Foster farm, east half of section 2 (5 N., 6 E.), limestone above the
shale was penetrated four or five feet. No. attempt, has been
made to use this limestone on roads, though it would douhtless
make a good road metal. Lying as it do.es in a region where o.ther
road material is scarce, it deserves careful investigatiO'n.
The pike from Brownstown to Medora is very poo'r. It lies
along a sandy country, and the usual manner of applying gravel
has not been suited to this kind of soil. :Much of the way the road
is, a mushy miiXture o£ sand and gravel twO' or three inches. deep.
A little better surface has in places been secured by using the" red
creek gravel, but the crust formed by this gravel is liable to' be
cut through and let the wheels sink through to the loose sand
below.
VaUonia.-Part o.f the northeast quarter o£ section 29 (5 N.,
4 E.), Driftwood Township. A gravel pit owned by the county
lies in the edge O'f the to.wn. It is about 100 yards' in diameter
and shows one to two feet of sandy soil, below which is siiX feet or
more of gravel. This is one-fourth to one-half an inch in diame·
ter and contains much sand.
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John Mahan.-Southeast quarter of section 1 (4 N., 3 E.),
Driftwood Township. Gravel is obtainable on this farm, and
also on the farm of Henry Peters near by, part of the southeast
quarter of seetion 12 (4 N., 3 E.).
.
Along the pike running northwest from Ewing to White River
there is an old gravel pit, in whieh gravel is found within one foot
of the surfaee. At the bridge are large graveJ bars in the river,
comprising some four or five acres.
W. Clayborn.-Northeas.t quarter of section 18 (5 N., 4 E.),
Brownstown Township. The limit of available gravel lies about
as far from the river as is the pit located on this, land. Farther
away from the river the gravel beeomes more and· more deeply
overlain with the light-colored silt called here "white slash."
Henry Lehrman.-Northwest quarter of section 19 (5 N., 4
E.), Brownstown Township. A gravel pit is located about 40
rods east of the west line of Brownstown Tovvnship. This also
is at about the limit of accessible gravel in this bottom. The, pit
has not. been used for some years.
William Hunsuckcr.-Northwest quarter of section 9 (4 N.,
3 E.), Carr Township. In a well dug near the house, which is
situated at the fOot of the Knobstone hills., shale was struck at a
depth of 30 feet, but no gravel was found. Another well was dug
some 15 rods farther out on the bottom, in which were found about
10 feet of whitish clay, 10 feet of "blue mud," and gravel. The
gravel was penetrated eight feet. This shows that gravel may
occur below the "white slash," contrary to the opinion held by
some.
A. King.-Part of the northeast quarter of section 3 (4 N.,
3 E.), Carr Township. A gravel pit 100 by 30 yards in area
here shows two feet of s~il and five feet of gravel, the latter being
rather fine, averaging one~fourth of an inch in diameter.
J. C. Hinderlider.-Part of the southwest quarte'r of section 3
(4 N., 3 E.), Carr Township. Just north of King's pit is a pit
of about the same dimensions, containing a similar quality of
gravel. Material from these two pits was used on the new pike
just completed in the vicinity. One of the owners states that
gravel is fo:und beneath the "white slash," and it is only a matter of increasing depth of the latter as the hills are approached
that renders the gravel inaccessible. The pike made from the

I
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gravel of these pits is quick to pack and appears to be of a superior quality.
Robert ..liJshom.-Southwest quarter of section 10 (4 N., 3 E.),
Carr Township. About one mile of pike was made from a grave~
pit on this farm. The grave~ is very fine and does not pack
readily. The inferiority of tpis material as compared with that
from the King and Hinderlider pits is strongly noticeable where
the two parts of the ike come together.
ong the road near Thomas Zollman's place, southeast quartN
of section 8 (4 N., 3 E.), Carr Township, river gravel has been
used. It is too fine and contains too little cementing material to
pack weill.
Near Sparksville there is an extensive area of bottom land,
but the gravel is too deeply buried to be available. Considerable
gravel is secured from bars in the river at the "bend."
The pike north from Sparksville follows up a ravine to the top
of the hills. The metal used on this road was taken from crooks
in the region. It consists of a sandy gravel of a reddish-brown
color. There are many small geodes, in size from half an inch to
three inche13 in diameter. The rest is largely sandy, iron oxide
concretions.
The mixing of the red creek gravel with the river gravel has
boon tried in a small way in this township, but it is said to be
not as good as the red gravel alone.
Albert Luedtke.-Part of the southwest quarter of section 11
(4 N., 2 K), Carr Township. This place is noticeable as being
one of the few where limestone occurs. A quarry has been operated here for many years. About 140,000 cubic feet have been
removed.
Section at Luedtke's quarry.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Feet.
Soil
10
Limestone, drab-colored, rather soft, containing much clay _. _.. . 8
Limestone, gray oolitic, tough, moderately soft, massive_ .. .. .... 8
Limestone, blue, harder and firmer than No.3 ......... " ., .. ... 4

No. 4 is used for monuments, while No. 3 is saru to be equal
to that of the Bedford quarries as a building stone. This limestone outcrop furnishes an opportunity for successful. quarrying,but is so remotely situated that it has not been fairly developed.
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Rook is taken from here for bridges, tombstones, etc. Only two
miles of pike have been made from it, and that is in Lawrence
Oounty. Twenty acres would be available.
While the streams of the Knobstone region of Jackson County
are liberally supplied with red gravel, that material is not inexhaustible. A road superintendent in the eastern part of Owen
Township stated that his six teams had that day cleared about
a mile of Butler Creek, and he could not get enough good gravel
without hauling two or three miles.
Some sandstone, such as is found in these hills, has been used
on the Clear Spring-Brownstown pike. This rook was broken up
with hammers and thinly spread on the road, then was covered
with red gravel. The piece of road so constructed is in fair condition, although the surface is not so compact as is usually the
case with the red gravel roads. It is said that in a wet time this
road becomes very rough. This is hardly a fair test of the efficiency of sandstone as a road meta1. Doubtless, with proper grading, with a thicker application of metal and with a liberal top coat
of red gravel this rock would be found to be more serviceable
than is now thought to be the case. However, it should never be
used when other material is available.
At Shieldstown there is a large gravel bar in White River,
owned by William Bikeman. Fresh material is brought in with
every freshet.
Elizabeth Garvey.-Northwest quarter of section 35 (6 N., 4
E.), Hamilton Township. Here is located a gravel pit, from
which was built, ten years ago, the pike running along the north
side of sections 35 and 36 (6 N., 4 E.). The road has, been re"
paired in many places, and is now in very good condition.
A wide extension of White River valley maches beyond Surprise, in the western' part 0.£ Hamilton Township. Gravel lies
deep beneath "white slash" over much of this area, but it is usually struck in the making o.f weHs on the bottom land.
The pikes o.f Salt Creek Townspip are made of the iron oxide
gravel, and for the most part are in good condition. On Salt
Creek gravel is abundant as far as Freetown. Below this it occurs in the branches, but not to any extent in the main stream.
The rQad from Kurtz w Maumee has been thinly covered with a

I
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poor quality of gravel taken from the creeks, and is now not much
better than a dirt road. Red gravel is used on the F'reetownCortland pike to within four miles. of Oortland. From there on
river gravel is used.
John BeaUy.-Northeast corner of the nortIwast quarter of section 16 (6 N., 5 E.), Hamilton Township. A gravel pit is located half a mile south of Cortland. The gravel is about two
'8, and has been removed to a depth of six
feet below
feet. The material is rather fine, ranging from sand to grave]
one-fourth of an inch in diameter. Two or three miles of road
were made from this pit some years ag/)o Repairs are now being
made from it.
William Shields.-East half of the southeast quarter of section
35 (7 N., 5 E.), Hamilton Township. A graveJ pit 150 by 100
yards in area IS located just east of the schoolhouse. It is owned
by the county. There is soil to a depth of three and a half feet.
Below this is four feet of gravel one-eighth to one-fourth inch in
diameter. Several acres are available.
Fred M ellen,camp.-Northeast quarter of section 2 (6 N., 5 E. \
Hamilton Township. On this farm there is apparently a good
place for a gravel pit, but none has been opened.
Harry Peters's lIeirs.--East half of the southwest quarter of
section 31 (7 N., 6' E.), Redding Township. North of R()Ckford, on this farm, gravel is obtainable from a small pit. The
gravel is one-eighth to onerhalf an inch in diameter.
J. J. Ra,pp.-Pan of the southeast quarter of section 32, and
John Hamilton. sou1hwest quarter of section 28 (7 N., 6 E.),
Redding Township. Each of these farms has accessible gravel
bars in White River.
Margmret Amick.-Southwest quarter of section 15 (7 N., 6
E.), Redding Township. About a mile and a half northwest of
Reddington is located a gravel pit 100 by 100 yards in area. Five
feet of soil overlies ten feet of gravel, one-fourth inch in diameter,
with intervening layers of sand. This gravel has been used on
roads, but is rather too fine to make a good surface. The pit is
owned by the county.
From Reddington to Rockford, White River keeps close to the
highland on the east. Hi~h sand dunes border the edge of the
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upland and extend back one or two miles. To the east of these
sand hills lies a rich, clay land, with considerable black soil.
Redding Township has practically all the roads. improved.
Most of the gravel used in this part of the county comes from bars
in White River.
The pike running east from Brownstown is made of red gravel.
It is smooth and solid and has been in use two years. The gravel
came from a creek on the Swine and Henry Heller farms. It is
above the average in size, being one"fourth inch to one inch in
diameter.
A. Olaybeaker.-Southeast quarter of section 8 (5 N., 5 E.),
Brownstown Township. Much iron oxide gravel occurs in Horse
Lick Creek, but funds are not sufficient to utilize it on the roads.
On the east line of Brownstown Township a line of pike was
laid in the fall of 1904. River gravel was used. The road is in
a very umettled condition. The wagon wheds have cut deeply
into the gravel and have pushed it aside rather than packed it into
a solid bed.
A pike running on the north line of Washington Township
was built, 12 years ago from river gravel taken from a bar in
White River just north of Rockford, near the P., C., C. & St. L.
Railway. This pike is now well packed and has a smooth, solid
surface.
"Bells FO'1'd."-Northwest quarter of section 12 (6 N., 5 E.),
Hamilton Township. A gravel bar in White River is located just
above the Southern Indiana Railway bridge. Gravel has been
used from this place for many pikes in the southeastern pa.rt of
the county. The Seymour-Dudleytown Dike is made of this gravel
and it is now a good, solid road.
The White River bottom merges intocbe bottom of Grassy Fork
southwest of Seymour over a scarcely pe,rceptible divide. The
main dividing line is about the middle of section 25 (6 N., 5 F .
and section 30 (6 N., 6 E.). This region appears to be an old
valley of White River leading into the valley of the Muscatatuck
through the present valley of Grassy Fork Creek. On the southwest quarter of section 32 (6 N., 6 E.), two and a half miles south
of Seymour, a well was dug which showed 45 feet of clay, 10 feet
of sand, and then gravel. The top of this well was on a slight.
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eminence, 10 or 15 feet above the surrounding level. A' deep
well drilled on the farm of William Oasting, southwest quarter of
section 35 (6 N., 5 E.)) in the southwestern part of Jackson
Township, was described from memory by one of the drillers as
follows:
Section oj well onjarm of William Casting.
Feet.

1.

Clay and sand.................................................

17

3.
4.

Black shale ...................................................
Whitish-gray rock, changing color frequently to black and reddish.

40
53

---.2,----"~:.rn;;;-sfiolrn;pe;,"~.:-:.~._:_:
.. ~-:-~ ~ ... '.................................... , .. 150

"In this well a kind of ore was found at a depth of 150 feet.
was a hard. brittle, lead-colored, shiny SUbstance."

This

The "soapstone" here described is probably the Knohstone shale
formation. The "ore" found near the bottom was evidently iron
pyrites.
About three and a half miles northeast of the Casting well
another well was drilled hy the same parties-Wieneke Bros.-on
the farm of George Whitsund, section 35 (6' N., 5 E.), Jackson
Township, which disclosed the following section:
Section oj well on land oj George Whitsund.
Feet.

Clay and sand, alternate layers, with "blue muck" at 50 feet. . . . . 53
Black "clay," containing moss and wood at bottom ... " .. " .. ... 40
"Soapstone"... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Rock, whitish-gray ............................................
5
Rock, reddish .................................................
2
"At 150 feet the well was left over Sunday. By Monday morning
water had risen to within eight feet of the top, and gas was noticeable."

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The low., flat land lying southwest of S'eymour, now well drained
and never overflowed by the river, was formerly-in 1810-a
swamp, with water standing two feet deep throughout most of
the summer.
Au.gust Wiene7ce.-Southeast quarter of section 7 (5 N., 6 E.),
Washington Township. Two miles north of Dudleytown, on the
Dudleytown-Seymour pike, there i~ a high glacial hill called Chestnut ridge. The highest point on this hill is at the base 0.£ a walnut tree a short distance south of the church, which stands 10 or
15 rods north of Mr. Wieneke's house. This elevation is 365 feet
above the Ohio River. Near the summit of this hill Mr. Wieneke
has a well which, at a depth of 18 feet, reaches into gravel.
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Vernon Township roads are built mainly of gravel shipped from
without the township, mostly from the William Shields gravel
bar in White River, about a quarter of a mile above the bridge of
the P., 0., O. & St. L. Railway. Some of the bottom roads are
made of rock, which was shipped from Cementville, Clark County.
Grassy Fork Township has only six or seven miles of pike.
This is made of rock and is included in the Crothersville-Brownstown pike. This rock pike is in poor condition, being rough and
much covered with loose material.
A short range of Knobstone hills, lying across the eastem part
of Brownstown Township and extending into Driftwood Township, is the source of a red gravel which supplies many of the
roads in that region. The :Muwatatuck River has no gravel bars
of consequence.
SCOTT COUNTY.
Area in square miles...........................................
190
Population in 1900.............................................
8,307
400
Miles of public roads..........................................
Miles of improved roads .... '" .......... " ..... , ....... , .. " ..• 116.36
Percentage of roads improved..................................
29
Miles improved with graveL...................................
37.8
Miles improved with crushed stone............................
29.14
Miles improved with black shale*..............................
49.42
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,047
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ................... , $1,198
Average original cost of shale roads per mile .... , .......... " .. , $1,087
Total original ,cost of improved roads ... , .................. " ... $128,214
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel and shale roads 5 years
old ........................................................
$35
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$45
Miles of improved roads (shale and gravel) built in 1005 ........ ,
3
6.9
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906 ............ ,
First improved roads built ....................................
1898
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. " ... , Good
Authority ............................... Frank Gardner, County Auditor
·Some of our roads are built of black shale or "Slate." The most of these shale
roads have a gravel covering of from two to five inches. It costs more to repair
the stone roads than it does to repair the gravel and shale roads. One reason for
this is that 1he first stone roads were not built strong enough and are subjected
to the most travel. None of our roads have enough repairs put on them.-F. G.

From tlle above table it will be seen that Scott County is fairly
well provided wit.h improved roads. In this county we find for
the first time the New Albany black shale being used extensively
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as a road metal. Rock and red gravel are also used. Most of
the material is provided in the county; some of the rock is shipped
m. The roods are built Jargely by contractors, who furnish their
own material. The county does not own a crusher. The best
r0'ads of the county are made from red creek gravel fr0'm the
Knobstone area. The New Albany black shale makes a very
smooth pike, but it is liable t0' be cut up by heavy traffic. The
------~k pikes are very_poorly constructed.
Lexington Township has 33.74 miles of pike. Johnson and
Jennings together have 34.13 miles, each having about an equal
am0'unt. Finley and Vienna townships have 48.95 miles, about
half the number in each. The first r0'ads were built in 1898 in
Finley and Vienna townships.
Running east fr0'm the north side 0'f the C0'urt house square at
SC0'ttsburg is a limestone pike, the Scottsburg-Lexington pike, built
about seven years ag0'. The pike is in poor condition, being uneven in surface and having much 100'se material on top, which,
when th0'roughly wet, remains muddy for several days.
Half a mile east of Scottsburg a pike runs nmth from the
Scottsburg-Lexingt0'n pike. For about a mile the material is
limestone. This was built two years ago and is in only fair condition. The r0'adbed is too low, being on a level with or below the
dirt grade 0'n each side, and traffic has, cut into the surface.
About a mile north of Stuckers Fork the limestone macadam is
succeeded by shale. J-ust after a protracted rain this shale pike
was much smoothe,r and drier than the rock pike. In respect to
sm0'0'thness and freed0'm from loose material this piece of shale
pike surpasses m0'st 0'f the gravel pikes and _many of the rock
pikes in this area.
The Frankf0'rt pike is made largely of shale, and for the m0'st
part is smooth and free from loose material on top.
The pike running north from near W oostertown was made in
1900. The shale was laid down in rather largei pieces and was
c0'vered with dirt. The dirt kept the surface from the air until
the road had become solidly packed. 'Vhere not S0' covered, shale
roads are less solid, owing to the disintegration or "slacking" of
the material due to the action 0'f the weather. After the shale
is 0'nce packed the wear and weathering are confined to the surface, the l<:lrge fragments bel0'w furnishing a solidity of bed.
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\
Joseph 8mith.-So~theast quarter of section 10 (3 N., 7 E.),
Jefferson Township. \1\, shale quarry was here opened for building the neighboring pike\\
Sectio'n,. o'j Smith quarry.
1.
2.

Feet.

Soil ......................................................... 2 to 3
Shale, hard, black .. : ....................................... .4 to 8

The quarry is situated well up to the general level of the surrounding upland. Another outcrop of shale occurs near the road,
about half a mile northeast of the Smith place. Other places
along this road show outcrops of shale.
In Johnson Township shale outcrops may be found as follows:
Andrew Arbuckle.-Southwest quarter of section 25 (4 N.,
7 E.).
Cynihw Townsel.-N orthwest quarter of section 25 (4 N.,
7 E.).
John Tobws.-Northwest quarter of section 24 (4 N., 7 E.).
On the dirt road running east and west through the center of
sections 14, 15 and 16 (4 N., 7 E.), in the northern 'part of Jennings and Johnson townships, several outcrops of the black shale
are noticeable in the small vaneys crossing the road.
The pike along the north line of section 17 and the east haH
of section 18 (4 N., 7 E.), was made in 1905. It is well packed
already, but in some places the wagon wheels have cut through the
macadam.
On the Muscatatuck River at many places shale underlies the
stream and outcrops on the bank. About a quarter of a mile south
of the mouth of White Oak Branch is a shale quarry from which
was made part of the pike running from the middle of section 18
(4 N., 7 E.), to the river. On the south half of section 13 (4
N., 6 K), is another outcrop. This piece' of pike, built some
six years ago, is in poor repair. Heavy traffic has cut into the
road and almost destroyed it.
Shale quarries in Jennings Township are located on the following farms:
L. A. Truelock.---'-N orthwest quarter of section 31 (4 N., 7 K).
J. S. Morgan..-Northeast quarter of section 30 (3 N., 6 K).
Melinda Williams.-Southeast quarter of section 36' (4 N.,
6 E.).
51-Geology.
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The pike running south from the middle of section 18 (4 N.,
7 E.), to S'tuckers Fork has been badly cut by heavy teaming
when the ground was water-soaked.
The Oard Spring pike, running through Jennings Township a
mile west of the east line, is in good order. This pike has not
been subjected to excessive traffic during .a wet time, and it remains in a fairly smooth condition.
In almost any part of Jennings and Johnson townships shale
may be obtained in the' small valleys at a depth of six feet or less.
The creeks have wide valleys in which no shale is· found near the
surface as a rule. These townships are poorly provided with
good roads. The few shale pikes that they have are very serviceable as long as heavy traffic is kept off in wet weather.
The Scottsburg-Marshfield pike, running from Scottsburg to
Stuckers Fork, is made of stone. The west end of it is in fair
condition, but is in need of repairs. The last mile or so leading
into Scottsburg is covered with two or three inches O'f dirt. In
time of rains this is wholly loosened up and mixed into mud.
The pike from Scottsburg to Little York is very rough for the
first twO' miles or SQ. The surface is channeled with two or three
wheel ruts. The tO'P is low and without slope. The whole road
needs to be made O'ver; the stone to be placed on a higher grade
and the top to be coated with gravel or rock screenings. Next
west of this is a mile O'f stone pike which is in very good condition. This difference is due to the better grading of the road
and the greater care taken in putting on the rock.
Most of the pikes in the southwestern part of the county are
built of the red creek gravel, which is there abundant. They all
are of exceHent quality and are not badly affected by wet weaL er.
From Vienna to Lexington the road is made of stone taken from
the English quarry at Lexington. It is not very well constructed.
The rock used is of large size and no screenings or gravel have
been put on top. In some places dirt has been applied; in others
black shale has been put on top. This method leaves a rough
road and often a muddy or dusty one at the same time. It was
built three years ago. On Kimberlin Oreek the New Albany black
shale is seen outcropping on the sides of the valley. At several
other places on this road shale crops out on the sides of thE; val-
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leys. There seems \ be about ten feelt of drift on top of the
shale; and in general t~resent drainage follows the preglacial
drainage system.
'
Willi.am E. English.-Northwest quarter of section 34 (3 N.,
8 E.), Lexington Township. A limestone quarry 30 to 100 yards
in area is located north of Le:xington on 8tuckers Fork.
Section of quarry on land of W. E.

1.
2.

Engli~h.

Feet.
Soil and New Albany black shale .............................. 2 to'4
Limestone, hard, blue-gray, fossiliferous, clayey, thick-bedded. .
10

This limestone crops out along the creek for a mile or more in
this vicinity. The bottom of the ocverlying shale is about 40 feet
abocve the creek. Twenty or more acres are acvailable. Samples
of this stone were secured and sent. to the U. S. Road Testing
Laborat.ory at. Washington, with the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Devonian Limestone from land of W. E. English."
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Weight per cu. ft ...... : ... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear... . . . . . . . . . . .

2.65
165
2.27
3.3

French coefficient of wear. 12.3
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.7
Toughness. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
9
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 28
Wet .... 103

"A soft but tough limestone with a good resistance to wear and excellent cementing value. Suited to highway and country-road traffic."Page.

An analysis of the sample, made at the same laboratory, showed
as follows:
Analysis of Devonian Limestone from land of W. E. English.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0,) .................................................
.70
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ...............................................
.25
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 44.85
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................. 5.43
Phosphoric acid (P2 0.) ...........................................
.25
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 7.39
Loss on ignition ................................................. 40.85
Total ........................................................ 99.72

Joseph Amos.-Southwest quarter of section 34 (3 N., 8 E.),
Lexington Township. Rock was taken from this farm for part of
·Jror standard ot cowvarlson lIee p. 79.
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the Lexington-Madison pike. It is essentially the same type of
outcrop and the same format:on as the English rock.
The Lexington-S'cottsburg pike is made, of stone. Some parts
are covered with dirt and some with river gravel. Where the
gravel is used on top the road is moderately smooth; where dirt
is used the surface is rough, with many ruts and mud holes.
The Scottsburg-Vienna pike was one of the earliest built in the
county. It is made of rock, hut the material was applied so thinly
and so little grading was done that it is unbe'arahly rough, and,
in rainy seasons, exceedingly muddy. The size of the rock is
three to four inches in diameter.
CLARK COUUTY.
Area in square miles .......................................... .
375
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 31,835
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
600
Miles of improved roads .. , " ., " ., ... , ....... , ... , '" .... , ... , .
171
Percentage of roads improved..................................
28.5
Miles improved with gravel.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35
Miles improved with crushed stone ........... " .. " .. " .. " .. "
136
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile .... , " ...... " .. .
$808
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . . .
$993
Total original cost of improved roads* .......................... $138,546
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$50
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . .. . . .
$57
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. ..
2
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
First improved roads built. " .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
1885
66
Miles of improved roads built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads ...... '. Good
Authority ............................................ V. W. Lyon, C. E'.
'Cost of toll roads not included.

As seen from the above table, there are, 171 miles of improved
roads in Clark County, of which 25 miles are toll pikes. One
pike, 3.74 miles long, formerly a toIl pike, under the name of the
J effersonvi11e, Cementville and Silver Creek pike, has recently
been bought by the county for $3,500. Three pikes are yet operated as toll roads, viz., the Jeffersonville-Utica pike, eight miles;
the J effersonvilIe-Charlestown pike, 12 miles, and the UticaCharlestown pike, 5 miles long. The owners of the first-named
recently refused to sell their road to the county at $1,243 per
mile. Considerable, improvement has been done by fa1'1lWl:'~ 'W01k."\
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ing conjointly, with ~me assistance from the county, but on the
whole the county is ~hindhan:d in the good roads mo;vement.
Some townships ha;ve no1\t single mile of improved road, though
road material lies around in abundance. The western part of
the county is in the Knobstone shale district" which furnishes a
good iron oxide gravel. The central part has both the New AI·,
bany black shale and limestone; the eastern part has limestone and
river gravel.
David lII. Schuler.-Grant 271, Monroe Township. An outcrop of shale by the road, on a branch of Millers Creek, is 10 to
12 feet thick. . An area 20 by 20 yards was removed three years
ago for bullding two and a half miles of pike. This pike nms
from one mile south of the north line of the county to near Henryville. Shale was put on and was covered with the red gravel. It
is a smooth, solid road. The cost of repairing this and two and
a half miles more is this year $200. A pike similar in construction runs five miles northeast of Henryville. Part; of this is
made wholly ~f shale.
From the eastern end of this pike to the east side of Washington Township there is no pike. Oregon, Washington and Owen
townships have not a rod of improved road, while the greater part
of Charlestown Township is also without such roads. Black shale
nnd('rlies tho region from Henryville to Newmarket and outcrops
on every hillside in that region.
James Cortner.·-Grant 246', Oregon Township. On this farm
there is a shale quarry, owned by the township. A section ten
feet thick is exposed on the side of a small valley and is overlain
with one to three feet of soil. Materjal is being taken from here
and spread thinly on some parts of the most-traveled roads, but no
thorough pike-making is in progress.
At Newmarket, limestone of the Hamilton formation comes to
the surface. It outcrops all along Fourteen-Mile Creek, and, at
this place, appears on the hillsides 60 feet above the creek. The
following locations along the N ewmarket-New Washington road
have outcrops of limestone:
Charles Smith.-At Newmarket.
Sa.rah Bower.-In the same neighborhood.
J alee Bottorff.-Grant 179.
Emarnuel Clapp.-Grant 197, and Grant 198.
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From New Washington to Bethlehem Township limestone crops
out in every valley. At the west line of Bethlehem Township begins a rock pike which extends to the village of Bethle.
hem, five and a half miles. This pike was built about three years
ago from various outcrops of limestone along the route. It is in
fairly good condition, but needs a top layer of fine stone. Heavy
traffic has cut into the, top, leaving ruts two or three inches doop.
In some places the pike has been thrust to one side of the highway, leaving room for a dirt. road on the other side. In a dry
time most of the travel is on the dirt road, which thereby becomes thickly coated with dust. When heavy rains come this fine
material is washed down hill and is spread over the rock road to
a depth of three to six inches. Rock for this pike was quarried at
the following places:
Camp Creek.-Where the pike ends.
G. D. Walkins.-Farm.
S. A. Stansbury.-Part of the southeast quarter of section 36
(2 N., 10 E.).
G. D. Giltner.-Northwest quarter of section '7 (2 N., 10 E.),
about one mile from Bethlehem.
This last quarry is at the brow of the bluffs overlooking the
Ohio River.
Section of quarry on farm of G. D. Giltner.
1.
2.

Feet.

Soil

2
Limestone hard, fine.grained thick-bedded ..... " ............... 20

The lower part of No.2 breaks easily into slabs and bears a
streaked appearance, being bluish-green and pink in hue.
William Ross.-Northeast quarterr of section 8 (1 N., 10 E.),
Bethlehem Township. About a quarter of a mile west of Bethlehem a gravel pit is located in a high terrace of the Ohio valley,
which continues southwest for about three miles, with a width of
40 to 60 rods. The lower terrace extends about a mile north of
Bethlehem, where the river comes close to the rocky bluffs. Not
much gravel has been removed, but the amount available is unlimited. The soil on top is from two to four feet deep. In building cisterns on the lower terrace gravel is struck a few feet belm,v
the surfa9c. There is much gravel obtainable along the river's
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edge. From Bethlehem down the river the bottom land continues
to the mouth of Oamp Oreek. There is no pike along the bottom,
although gravel underlies the whole surface at a depth of a few
feet.
A road leading from the Ohio valley up the hill toward Solon is
very steep, narrow and poorly constructed. It was built at an
expense to the county of $400, and is absolutely impassable during
much of the winter season.
From the southwest corner of Bethlehem Township to FourteenMile Creek the Bethlehem-Charlestown rO'ad runs along a high and
generally level country. Rock is accessible to' any part, with a
hauling distance of not over one mile. Outcrops O'f limestone are
noticeable at the following points along the road:
Southwed of Solorl.-A quarter of a mile.
Joseph Taggart Ji1m'm.-Grant 81, 0-6 feet stripping necessary, a 16-£oot ledge being exposed for 20 rods or more along the
valley. From the southeast ,side of Grant 99 a pike leads intO'
Charlestown. This is made of broken rock six to ten inches in
diameter. It has apparently had some finer rock on tO'p, but this
being largely wa8hed off, the larger rocks are exposed.
At Charlestown several outcrops of limestone occur. About half
a mile northwest of town the road runs over the rocky bed of
Fallen Run. Within the town limits the banks O'f this stream
are filled with limestone. At this pO'int a sample was secured fO'r
testing. The exposure is 15 feet high, with from none to' six feet
of sO'il on top. An acre or mme could be here quarried.
Results of Physical ']'ests of Devonian Limestone from quarry near Charlestown. *
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.6
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 162.2
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs,) 1.41
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.6

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness ............... "
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet....

7.1
3.5
8
17
52

"A rather soft but fairly tough rock with a fair resistance to wear
and a good cementing value. Suited for country-road and highway
traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the stone, made at the same laborato'ry,
showed the following results:
"For standard of comparison see p, 79.
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Analysis of Devonian Limestone fl'om quarry near Charlestown.

Per cent.

Alumina (AL,O.) .................................................
.25
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ...............................................
.25
Lime (eaO) ..................................................... 53,45
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................
.80
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ........... :........................ 3.22
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.98
'.rotal ....................................................... 99.95

One mile northwest of Charlestown, on the Memphis road, is the
easternmost outcrop of the black shale in this part of the township. From here to Memphis the shale appears in several places.
Edga,r lIaas.-Grant 153, Charlestown Township. Limestone
crops out east and west of the housE'. One to two acres are available with little stripping.
James Mathes.-Grant 170, Union Township. There is a limestone outcrop 20 feet above Sinking Fork on the west side, in the
road.
E. L. Gurnsey.-Grant 186, Union Township. On this place
is a hill about 100 feet high, consisting wholly of black shale.
Any amount of material would be available.
From'Memphis a pike built of crushed stone and covered with
red gravel extends southeast for one mile. Some shale has been
used on the road from a deposit near the end of this pike one or
two miles toward Charlestown. Both the rock pike and the portion of shale road are in good condition. This pike was built in
1903. Between Charlestown and SeHersburg there are many outcrops of limestone.
Silver Creek Township is well supplied with limestone. This
township is in the center of the cement manufacturing industry of
the count~y, and is well supplied with pikes, limestone being the
prevailing metal used. The Sellersburg-Watson pike has been
built piece by piece by the farmers. It is not uniform in condition. Some parts are smooth, some are rough, while some are
low and muddy.
North from Sellersburg toward Memphis and southwest through
Hamburg to the county line the pike is constructed of crushed
limestone put on six inches deep, and covered with iron oxide
gravel three inches deep. This combination gives a more solid
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road than does the red gravel alone, but it is not quite so smooth,
since the gravel wears up and is washed away, leaving the roek exposed. The gravel coating apparently has kept the rock from being cut into ruts b€fore it has become thoroughly packed, and
the top prcsents a rounder surface on that aceount..
In Cass and Wood townships the farme·rs have used the red
gravel from the Knobstone hills and have worked up the roads
until they are in a commendable condition. While the amount
of gravel put. on is insufficient to stand heavy traffic, yet for much
of the time they are far superior to dirt roads. These townships
are wholly within the Knobstone area, and enough of the red
gravel can be obtained for the principal roads.
A large part of Jeffersonville Township is a low plain cut by
the stream valleys, which lie 15 to 25 feet lower. A part is underlain by limestone, and a part by gravel. The approximate
boundary of the Ohio River deposits is shown on the map. It is
uncertain how far up the valley of Silver Creek the grave,l deposits extend, but it is probable that the limit is not farther north
than a line running west from the B. 10. Burtt, place.
William Ingraham.-Grant 8, Jeffersonville Township. A
gravel pit near Jeffersonville comprises about six acres. This
pit is in the edge of a high river terrace, which extends from Utica
to this point.
Section oj Ingraham's gral'el pit.
Feet.

1.
2.
3.

Soil, silt ............. _........... _................... - .... - -. 16

Sand ...... _............. __ .7. _ .... _ ... _ ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . _.....
Gravel,:l: to ! inches in diameter ... __ ... _.... _. _........ , .. - . -.

4
8

Much of this gravel has b€en used on the pikes in the neighborhood and for concrete work. Ten acres more can be readily
utilized.
B. L. Burtt.--Grant 9, Jeffersonville Township. About a mile
north of Jeffersonville a new quarry is being opened up, but rock
has been removed from other parts of the farm for several years.
This quarry is more easily accessible to Jeffersonville than any
other. Rock from this farm has frequently been used in makin3"
pike for the past four or five years.
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Section
1.
2.
3.

of the Burtt quarry.

Soil and rotten limestone.... . . . ... .. . . .. .. . ... .. . . ... .. . .. . ...
Limestone, soft (hydraulic) ...................................
Limestone, hard, coarse-grained, containing many fossils. .. . . ...

Feet.
6
8
6

Ten acres or mOore are available.
The results of a test of a sample from stratum No. 3 are as
follows:
Results

of Physical

Tests

of

Devonian Limestone from quarry

Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
W£:ight per cu. ft ........... (lbs.)
Water absorbed pel' cu. ft..(lbs.)
Pel' cent. of wear... . . . . . . . . . . .

of

B. L. Burtt. *

French coefficient of wear. 11.7
Hardness ..... , .. .. .. .. .. .
3
Toughness................
7
Oementing value--Dry. . . . 31
Wet.... 91
"A soft limestone of fair toughness and resistance to weal', and a good
cementing value. Suitable for light traffic roads or as a bil1der."-Page.
2.65
165
1.23
3.4

The Jeffersonville-Hamburg pike was built many years ago.
It is made of large, flat pieces of rock set on edge crosswise to the
road. This makes a very solid foundation for a road, but without
a covering of finer rock it is exceedingly rOough, so that, when pOoSsible, most of the travel is shifted to a dirt road at one side.
This pike is about on the western edge Oof the limestone outcrop,
Oof the Hamilton formation, while a line drawn frOom Hamburg to
Memphis would leave practically all the outcrops of this fOormation
to the east. From Memphis the edge of the outcrOoP swings toward
the east and passes about a mile west of Newmarket. Thence it
passes tOoward Lexington. It may be said tha.t all that portion Oof
Olark Oounty lying southeast of this line has an ahundance of
limestone within easy hauling distance of any road desired to
be piked. T'o the northwest Oof this line the county is well supplied
with shale or with gravel.
'The J effersonville-Oharlestown pike was built 50 years ago.
It is cOonstructed of large pieces Oof limestone set on edge and
packed closely toge,ther. It is now cOovered in SOome places with
crushed stOone. W~ile sOome parts are comparatively smooth, there
are many low places 10 to 15 rods long where water stands after
rains. It is nOot well graded, the ditches being sometimes filled
with mud. S'teps are being taken tOo put it in repair.
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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J. B. Wilson.-Northwest corner of Grant 4, Jeffersonville
Township. On this farm a well was dug which disclosed gravel at.
a dep~ of 12 feet.
About a mile east. of this place, some years ago, gravel was taken
from the farm of William Gilmore, Grant 5, .teffersonville Township. This region is wit.hin the OhiQ River depO'sit which extends, as shown on the map, about 2 miles from the river, narrowing to a few rods just. east of Utica.
About a mile west of Jeffersonville there is an Qutcrop Qf gravel
near the base O'f the terrace. The gravel lies 15 feet deep Qn top
of the J effersO'nville limestone, that forms the lower bank Qf the
river at this place. Above the gravel the silt depQsit reaches 15
or 20 feet.
Edward H01uord, "Arctic Springs."-Grant 3, JeffersO'nville
Township. Gravel crops out Qf the river bank 15 feet ab~ve the
water, with 12 feet of silt on top, and is distributed along the
river's edge for a quarter of a mile or mO're. N 01 farther QutcrQP
was noted until within the vicinity' of Utica, where a limited.
amount appears along the river. This gravel is not valued for
pike purposes here, as it shifts about on top Qf the rO'ad, gradually working out to the sides by the action O'f traffic upon it.
William Hobson.-Grant 7, Utica Township. A limestone outcrop here is abQut the southern limit. of limestone near the river.
From Utica to the Jefferson County line, limestone appears in the
steep bluffs overloQking the OhiO' River.
George Zinck.-Grant 17, Utica Township. Gravel extends
alQng the river abQut 1112 miles nQrth Qf Utica. In this vicinity
a rock road 2112 miles long was made and kept in repair for many
years by a public spirited individual, Mr. William Goodwin.
This case Qf unusual interest in public roads deserves the praise
of every fair minded citizen in the cQunty. Since the departure
of Mr. Goodwin the rQad has nO't been kept in repair. .
Mary E. w.ork.-Grant 41, Utica TO'wnship. Gravel is eXPO'sed
where a small run cuts through the high terrace. Eighteen feet
of silt rests Qn tQP of 8 feet of moderately coarse graveL At the
George Zinck place the river bottom has a width Qf abO'ut 14
mile.
James Steelman.-Grant 41, Utica Township. Gravel borders
the river from here down fQr about 3 miles. It was struck in a
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well on the second terrace at a depth of 20 feet and was penetrated
more than 20 feet to below the level of the water in the river.
Above the terrace, about 20 rodSi west of Mr. Steelman's. place,
is a small strip of the high terrace. The second terrace runs about
Y2 mile above the Steelman place. From there on to the mouth
of Bull Creek the river keeps close to' the rocky bluffs. At the
mouth of Bull Crook the bottom widens to ~ mile or more and
extends along the river fQr about 1 mile. Gravel may be found
alQng the river's edge here. From this point to the mouth of
Camp Creek the river again keeps near the bluffs.

FLOYD COUNTY.
Area in s.quare miles .......................................... .
150
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 30,118
Miles of pu'blic road ........................................... .
350
lVliles of improved road'" ............................... : ....... .
126
Percentage of roads improved .................................. .
36
Miles improved with graveL.: ................................ .
90
Miles -improved with crushed .stone ............................ .
36
Average original cos.t of gravel roads per mile .................. .
$4{)0
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ................... . $1,000
Total original cost of improved roads** ........................ . $42,000
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1905 ................... .
40
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905 .................... .
2
First improved roads built ...................... " ............ .
WOO
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. . . . . . Good
Authority ............................... .'rhos. Hanlon, County Auditor
'Including 30 miles of toll road.
"Not including cost of toll rORds.

Floyd County lies mostly in the Knohstone belt and most of
the material used for roads is the iron-oxide sandstone gravel
tha t, collects in the creek beds among the Knobstone hills. ThE:
western part of the county, however, has an abundance of limesto.ne belonging to. both the Bedford and Mitchell formations,
while the impure limestone of the Harrodsburg formation covers
the higher parts of the hills in the central part of the county.
Much of the gravel of the western part is of the cherty Mitchell
. limesto.ne variety. The New Albany black shale crops out along
Silver Creek and on somel parts of the Ohio River bank in the
southeastern part of t.he county. This shale is not used as a road
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metal in Floyd County. The Ohio River furnishes gravel such as
is usually found in bars along that stream. No gravel pits have
been opened, a.s the terrace gravel lies too. deep below the surface
to be available. At New Albany gravel is struck, in digging wells,
at 40 to 45 feet on the high terrace on which the main part of the
city is built. On the second terrace, 40 feet above the river, gravel
was struck in a well by the flour mill at 30 feet, and was penetrated 30 feet when shale was encountered. The upper terrace
deposit of gravel does not extend far north of the city, probably
1 mile from the river. The second terrace is about 15 rods wide.
The principal pikes of Floyd Cnunty are the New AlbanyBridgeport pike, running along the Ohio River; the PaoH pike,
running frnm New Albany through this county and beyond to
Paoli, Orange County, and the New Albany-Corydon pike, running westward from New Albany and leaving the cnunty near the
headwaters of Little Indian Creek.
The Paoli pike bears the distinction nf being the oldest pike in
the State. * It was graded and macadamized as far as Panli in
1839, and in 1852 a plank road was built over the macadam.
This plank road did not last long, being easily affected by traffic
and weather. The stone road was made by placing flat pieces of
limestone, 6 to 12 inches in diameter, on edge, generally ~ross
wise to the direction of the road. These stones still remain as the
foundation of the pike. :For most of the distance a top of crushed
stone has been applied. From Galena to Greenville red gravei is
the top coating. This pike is at present in very good condition,
the grades being gentle and the surface smooth and solid. Repairs
are well kept up. Several stage lines run between the important
towns on the route, and there is generally a heavy traffic. This
remains a toll pike. Rock fnr the repair of this pike is secured
at several places along the route.
The Bridgeport pike also has a very great traffic. It is the, principal outlet from a wide farming region extending tOo the southern
part of Harrison County. The pike, being constructed of river
gravel, does not have a very firm tnp, owing to the lack nf cementing material. The constant wear has left many chuck-holes, and
the work of repairing has nnt kept up with the need of repair.
'For an account of the lmildlng of this pike see p. 33 of this report.
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The New Albany end of the New Albany-Oorydon pike was begun in 18'50. From then on until 1854 work was continued, when
the pike had reached to within five miles of Oorydon. The road
at first was made of plank, and the name of the company is still
.the "New Albany, Lanesville and 001'ydon Plank Road Oompany."
As was the case with the PaoE pike, the planks soon gave place to
gravel or rock. The part in Floyd Oounty is made of rock. The
portion from the west county line to Edwardsville is in fair condition, but from Edwardsville to New Albany the pike is in need
of repairs.
The Oherry Street pike almost parallels the Paoli pike as far
as Greenville. This pike is made largely of rock covered with red
gravel from the creeks. In some places simply loose soil has been
applied to the top. Much of this pike is not equal in smoothness to some of the red gravel roads built by the farmers in other
parts of the county.
Numerous other improved roads traverse the county. These are
generally made of the red gravel and are remarkable for their
smoothness and firmness.
The total number of miles of improved road in Floyd Oounty is
126. There are 10 miles of river gravel pike and 30 miles of
rock. (toll) pike. The rest is principally of the iron-o:xide sandstone, or red creek gravel.
Owen Ta,gga,rt.-Northwest quarter of section 10 (3 S., 6' Eo),
New Albany Township. On this farm Mr. Taggart found two
or three feet of gravel below 20 feet of sand. This was near the
hills. At another place, nearer the river, a well sunk for a schoolhouse was dug 30 feet and shale was struck without encountering
any gravel. There seems to be very little gravel in the bottom
land here, and that is at a considerable depth. A small amount
of gravel occurs along the edge of the river, about a mile below
New Albany.
Thomas Harnlon.-Southwest quarter of section 15 (3 S., 6
E.) , New Albany Township. Gravel is noticeable along the river
at this point.
Dr. William _Mo01·e.-Southwest quarter of section 28 (3 S., 6
E.), Franklin Township. From this farm house a gravel bar
e:xtends down the river for about three miles. It is exposed only
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when the river is very low. The gravel is one-fourth 0.£ an inch
to three inches in diameter, about 30 per cent. of the material
being sand. This is one of the sources of gravel used on the
Bridgeport pike.
Vi(:tor Knadler.-Southeast quarter of section 31 (3 S., 6 E.),
Franklin Township. Gravel crops out of the river bank 12 to 15
feet above low water. In size it runs from one-fourth of an inch
to three inches, with some stones six to ten inches in diameter.
The top of the river bank and bottom land is about 25 fee·t above
the gravel outcrops. Material is hauled from this place to repair
the pike.
Edwardsville Limestone Quarry.-West half of the northeast
quarter of section 1 (3 S., 5 E.), Georgetown Township. This
quarry belongs to the New Albany, Lanesville and Oorydon Plank
Road Company, and is 50 by 150 yards in area and 20 feet deep.
Four to six feet of soil lie on top. The rock is mainly of the Bedford oolitic formation. This is the principal source of the rock
used on the New Albany-Corydon pike, about ten miles of the pike
having been made from it. The quarry has been worked 45 years.
Samples f;om this quarry were tested at the Road Laboratory at
Washington, with the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Bedford Oiilitic Limestone from quarry near
Edwardsville. *

Specific gravity. _____ . ______ .. - - 2.65
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.32
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.4

French coefficient of wear.
9
Hardness.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 4.6
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 25
Wet .... 114

"A soft but fairly tough limestone with a rather low resistance to
wear, which develops an excellent cementing value. Suitable for all but
very heavy traffic and as a binding material."-Page.
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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HARRISON OOUNTY.
Area in square miles ......................................... .
470
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 21,702
Miles of public road ......................................... .
675
Miles of improved road* ...................................... .
55
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
8.1
Miles improved with gravel (toll road) ......................... .
11
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................. .
44
A verage original cost of stone roads per mile ................... . $1,800
Total original cost of improved roads ........... " ............. . $64,800
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old ....... .
$60
Miles of improved road (stone) contracted for 1906 ............. .
23
First free improved roads built. .............................. .
1898
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. .. .. Good
Authority ........... " " ............. F'rank E. Watson, County Auditor
'Includes 19 miles of toll road, owned hy private corporations. The cost of this
toll road is not included in the total original cost of Improved roads.

Harrison Oounty is a little behind in the: good roads movement.
With an area of about 470 square, miles, there are less than 40
miles of free improved roads. Jackson, Spencer, Scott, "Webster,
Boone and Taylor townships are without a single mile of pike.
The ordinary dirt roads here are no better than are those in other
counties and pikes are needed. The fall of 1905 may mark the
beginning of a revival of interest in road-making. Oontracts were
then let for ten pikes, each about two miles in length, to be built
on the dirt. roads leading out of Oorydon. This should be a stimulus to the townships lying adjacent. to work for an ext.ension of
t.hose pikes into their respective townships. The following is the
number of miles per township, date of construct.ion and cost per
mile of the roads already improved:
J.1/ile8.

rear.

Posey...................................... 7
Posey...................................... 3
Heth ...................................... 7
Washington ................................ 4!
Harrison................................... 7
Blue River ................................. 8
To be constructed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23

co.t per Mile

1895
1901
1901
1901
1902
1902
1906

$1,341
1,266
1,935
1,925
2,410
1,660
1,086

Harrison Oounty is very well supplied with limestone, which,
in most parts, is easily accessible. The low cost of the rock pikes
already constructed shows that the cost of obtaining rock is below what it is in many counties. Gravel may be had from the
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Ohio River at many places, but this would naturally be little used,
where rook is so abundant. Many of the creeks have a plentiful
supply of gravel, usually the chert-limestone variety from the
Mitchell limestone. This makes a peculiarly smooth, solid road:
In Taylor Township a surprising deposit. of chert and sandstone
gravel was found as a talus at the foot of some of the rocky hills
bordering the Ohio River valley. The prevailing surface limestone is of the Mitchell formation, although the underlying Bedford limestone is in many places found on the sides of the valleys. The surface of the county being much marked by sinkholes, the roads are often necessarily hilly.
At Bridgeport the river bottom narrows to about 20 rods in
width, and continues that width for some two miles.
J. V. B,auer.-Section 24 (4 S., 5 E.), Posey Township, Bauer's
Landing. Gravel crops out of the river bank about 15 feet above
low water and extends to the water's edge. In size it is one-fourth
of an inch to three inches in diameter, some stone being six to
ten inches in diameter. The river bottom is here, about 15 rods
in width. Limestone is plentiful in the bluffs overlooking the
river. Gravel continues along the river, more or less abundantly
down to the McHarry farm.
Fmnk McHarry.--Southeast quarter of section 1 (5 S.,
5 E.), Posey Township. A gravel bar on this place is said by
river men to be the best bar between r~ouisville and Evansville.
Some gravel is taken from here to repair roads.
Ellen Stewa,rt.-East pa~ of section 1 (5 S., 5 Eo), Posey
Township. A gravel hal' adjoins that on the McHarry place, the
combined length being about 60 rods, with an average width of
four rods. It. extends from low water to about 15 feet above.
The gravel is the common size, with no large boulders. The bot, tom land at this point is 100 rods wide.
Bruckle.-Section 12; Stubblefield, section 13, and Reeves, section 24 (4 S., 5 E.), Posey Township. These adjoining farms
are skirted with gravel, which crops out about 15 feet above the
river's edge a,t low water and covers the intervening beach. On
the river bank a small ravine cuts through and exposes nine feet
of gravel one-fourth of an inch to one and a half inches in diameter, with much sand, and one to three feet of silt above. The
55-Geology.
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shore gravel here, extends for about three-fourths of a mile, with
a width of from three to five' rods. The river bottom is here ahout
15 rods wide.
J. W. Colvin..-Northwest quarter of sootion 35 (5 S., 5 E.),
Taylor Township. A gravel talus slope about 100 yards long extends about 40 feet above the road. This gravel is a mixture of
chert fragments and small sandstone concretions derived from the
disintegration of certain limestones and shales above. This forms
a coating five to ten feet thick on the slope. The material pacb
well where it has been tried in the re'pair of roads.
Wa,ite.-Section 2; Bert McRae, sections 3 and 10, and Keny,
sections 9 and 10 (6 S., 5 E.). Near the mouth of Four-Mile
Creek, extending some three miles down the river, a gravel bar
is exposed on these farms at very low water.
A gas well drilled several years agO' on the farm of A. McCauley, west side of the east half of section 3 (6 S., 5 E.), Taylor
Township, disclosed the fO'llO'wing section:
Section of McCauley well.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Feet.

Silt ..................................... ············· 40
Gravel .............................................. , 10
Clay ................................ ················· 10
"Soapstone" ..................... ,' ............ ········ .140+
Black shale-gas at bottom ........................... , 97
Limestone ........................................... , ..

Inches.

6

J. O. Fox.---:Fraction section 9 (6 S., 5 E.), Taylor Township..
Here is another rather extensive gravel slope, about 75 yards long,
20 yards wide and 2 to 6 feet deep. The gravel is one to four
inches in diameter, with considerable dirt intermixed.
MO'l"vins Landing.-Northwest quarter of section 11 (6 S., 3 ~
E.), Heth Township. A large gravel bar extends along the river
about a mile in each direction, and 25 yards wide, more or less, according to the height of the river.
Gtreene Bra,ndenburg.-Section 32 (5 S., 3 E.), Hath T6,wnship. From Mauckport down the river about a mile is a gravel
bar, exposed at low water. Gravel was taken from this bar for
the south end of the Corydon-Mauckport pike.
Lopps Lallding.-Section 25 (5 S., 2 E.), Hath TO'wnship.
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From about a quarter of a mile above to two miles below, gravel
may be obtained. when the river is low. Beyond this bar there
is no gravel worth mentioning to the mouth of Blue River.
The New Amsterdam-Central pike was built in 1901. Crush~d
limestone was used on top of stone broken to about six inches in
diameter. This pike is in very good condition.
The Corydon-Mauckport pike is made almost wholly of limestone. A bed of large pieces of broken rock was first laid. Then
this was covered with a layer of rock' crushed to a size to go
through a tw(}-inch ring. This part of the pike is smooth and
solid. The part that was built of gravel has much coarse material on top and is liable to cut through with traffic in the spring.
The Corydon-New Albany pike in Harrison County is built of
gravel. At first a plank road was laid. This in time gave place
to the gravel. Creek gravel, consisting la,rgely of limestone and
chert, with some iron· oxide, was the metal used. The pike has
been repaired each year wherever it most needed it. The surface has, therefore, been continually building up and growing
more solid. The top is smooth, with little loose material upon it.
Laconia Hill pike is a road leading from the Corydon-New Albany pike about a mile above Breckenridge toward New Middleton, which is being built hy farmers. It is made of gravel &uch
as comes from Little Indian Creek and other creeks in the neighborhood. It is a good, solid road, in marked contrast with the
ordinary dirt road that formerly existed here. This is an example of what might be done in any township if attention were given
to properly applying the usual labor of "working out taxes." The
credit of the improvement of this road is due to Mr. Richart.
The Paoli pike in this county runs over a generally level coun
try, with no outcrop of rock in the immediate vicinity. As in
Floyd County, the pike is here very smooth and solid.
James W. McKil1ster.-Northwest quarter of section 36 (3 S.,
3 E.), Harrison Township. Limestone outcrops on a hillside
where a new pike is being built. About 500,000 cubic yards are;
availahle, with one to ten feet of stripping. The rock is a finograined, lithographic limestone, very hard. The sample from
this place is from the Mitchell formation and is characteristic of
much of that limestone over most of the county.
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Results oj Physical Tests oj Mitchell Limestone from land of J. W. McKinster.*

Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.5
156
1.97
4.5

French coefficient of wear. 8.8
Hardness ................. 13.6
T'oughness................ 11
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 24
Wet .... 131
"A hard, tough rock, which develops an excellent cementing value.
A good, all-around road material."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the sample made at the same
resulted as follows:
Chemical Analysis of Mitchell Limestone from land of J.

w.

laborat()l~Y

McKin.~ter.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0 3 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.41
Iron oxide (Fe,O,) ...............................................
.24
Lime (eaO) ..................................................... 51.80
Magnesia (MgO ................................................. ~.OO
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 2.65
Loss on ignition .................................................. 42.46
Total ........................................................ 100.56

***

In the construction of country rock roads in this area the besL
results are probably not attained through the common method~
employed. While in some cases the contract calls for rolling the
rock after it is applied, the usual custom is to spread the crushed
rock and leave to ordinary traffic the work of packing and of putting on ·the permanent features of surface. The most frequent
appearance of a newly made pike is to have two depressions, or
ruts, which are formed by the wheels of heavy wagons running
along the middle of the pike, where its highest part should be.
Heavy traffic before the whole mass of rock has become packed
solidly together ruins the smoothness and evenness of the surface,
and permanent injury is done to the dirt grade underneath. An
ideal cross section of a new rock pike left to the mercy of continuous and excessive teaming would appear somewhat as indicated
- in the following diagram:
The depressions, cut into the clay below, catch and hold water,
which has no way of escape except by evaporation Oor slow percolation through the almost impervious clay. These depressions must
be refilled by surface applications of rock, after the road has be*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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come settled. With a liberal use of fine screenings, such conditions may be partially prevented, as the whole surface then settles
more evenly. The use of a heavy steam roller, such as is employed on the streets of cities, would leave the newly built pike
solidly packed throughout and with an even, smooth surface, over
all of which traffic could proceed with equal facility. One such
roller in each county would be sufficient to accommodate all advancements in road building throughout the county.
Gravel roads are very frequently ruined by heavy traffic during
a prolonged wet spell of weather, or while the frost is coming out

oiQ.9,..a I'ltm Qt,::

c.ross

con~trl..l~fIQhJ/~v"fl9

Q

se~t/." of rCa c.#' thllt
bro«., I/ll'~'" surfa<!"IL

hA" be.el"1 ro//.¢o' dur"n~ ;ts
rtJr

traffic.

D,Qj'ro,.,f1,at,c cross seO-No" 11~ ro".c/ thot /,0< been bUilt ",/tj,q.. t
f,e/ny ro//u;{, sh~w",'Y

,,1'1"... t

of t"raff"tc "po" ,""'ael heel.

Fig. 50. Illustrating the effects of heavy traffic on a new unrolled pikelroad.

of the ground. Notwithstanding the ordinances to the contrary,
every me,ans is taken to evade them by hauling heavy loads at
night, by misrepresenting to the officers who are charged with the
enforcement of the law the actual weight of loads hauled, and by
the weakness of these' officers in not acting when they know of
cases of infringement. "The writer observed six teams, each hauling a load of logs of such great weight that it was only by thf'
utmost exertion they could be drawn without a stop a distance
of 20 rods over a level shale pike. Afte,r these teams had passed
the road presented a spectacle which would rouse the wrath of
any man who really cared for public interests.
The use of gravel that is too sandy and the application of soft,
sandy and non-cementing limestone upon pikes should not be tolerated. The accumulation of loose material upon the surface
of a road increases the difficulty in drawing a load over it probably
50 or more per cent.
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It is rarely that enough cementing material is found in the
river gravel or in the bank gravel to -produce a surface as hard
and smooth as that of a crushed limestone surface. Where pit
gravel is taken out there is usually a -layer of a foot or so just
above the gravel, containing much iron oxide. This layer, when
used with the other gravel for the top of the road, generally
makes a more compact surface than when the clear gravel alone
is used. It is usually too limited in amount to furnish any available supply. There is a possibility of some combination being
made with the bank gravel, or the river gravel, and the red creek
gravel of the Knobstone shale area which would' result in producing a metal at once capable of forming a compact surface and
having good resistance to heavy traffic.
While many regions are naturally unsupplied with limestone,
and other material has been used for pikes, it should not be thought
for a moment that these other materials are as serviceable and as
permanent as the lime,stone. The best pikes in this whole area
are made of limestone. It, may be questioned whether many of
those townships now using the local material-not limestonewould not be making a paying investment by shipping in limestone
and using it on the roads as fast as improvements are made. The
first cost would be greater, but in taking into consideration the
accruing results of permanency, solidity and increased ease of
travel, the advantage seems to be with the limestone pike.
A common practice in repairing roads is to put off the matter
until the fall of the year. Such method leaves the road in bad
condition for the winter. A better time, as suggested by one
practical farmer, would be "just after cor~-planting time." There
is then a period of comparative leisure for all the farmers, and
roads repaired at that time would be, by the beginning of winter,
in as good condition as it were possible for them to be.
The making of the best roads and their maintenance are matters of enough importance to the farmer to merit his deepest interest. The best plan for road-making now being pursued in these
connties is that of giving the work into the hands of experienced
road-makers. The work of keeping the roads in good repair should
be attended with equal care and skill. Experience has shown that
it is not always safe to leave the construction in the hands of oon-
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tractors without direct supervision by road superintendents who
can not be bribed. The election of unreliable men to township or
county offices is probably responsible for much of the poorly constructed road. Not. until the rank and file of the farmers insist on supporting a man for office, not because of party affiliations
but from the principle of "the best man for the office," will they
find their own interests conserved in the making of improved
roads.

I-

SECTION

XII.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF A PORTION
OF CENTRAL SOUTHERN INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF BROWN, OWEN, GREENE, MARTIN,
LAWRENCE, ORANGE AND WASHINGTON.

By

W. S.

BLATCHLEY.

The counties ahove mentioned, together with Mo.nroe and J ackson, comprise an irregular quadrangle area, approximately 50 by
65 miles in size, occupying the central portion. of the so.uthern half
of the State. When it was seen that the assistants in the field,
gathering data for this report, would not have time to finish the
entire State ¥ore the season closed, the writer undertook the
work in the counties comprising this area. On account of the
many o.ffice and other routine duties which fall upon. the director
of thc Department, I was able to give hut a few days to each of
the counties. As a co.nsequence, the subject is not treated so much
in detail as in the other counties where the assistant had more
time at his disposal. It was at first the intention to cover both
Monroe and Jackson counties along with the others, but findinb
that Mr. Oharles W. Shannon, o.f Bloo.mingto.n, had already made
a special study o.f the road question in Monroe Oounty, arrangements were made with him to. furnish the report om that county,
while Jackson Oounty was afterward added to. the territory assigned to. Mr. R. W. Ellis.
General Geology of the 2ire-a,.-The surface rocks of the seven
counties treated in this section 'belong, for the most part, to. the
Sub-Oarboniferous or Mississippian Period. The Knobsto.ne formation covers the whole of Brown and the eastern portions of
Lawrence and Washington counties. This formation comprises
shales or shaly sandstones and its general characters have been set
forth on preceding pages. * The only road material which itoffets
~See

Section V. 1). 128.
(873)
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is the creek gravel derived from the weathering of the nodule!;
or concretions of siderite or iron carbonate which are abundant
in the lower shale strat,a.
The Harrodsburg, Bedford Oolitic and Mitchelllimesrones lie,
in order named, to the west of the Knobstone, and form the surface
rocks of the greater part of easte'rn Owen, western LawrencJ,
northeastern Orange and western Washington counties. The Harrodsburg and Mitchell stones are both well adapted fO'r macadam
roads, but the intervening Bedford oolitic is too soft and should
not be used for that purpose, if either 0.£ the others can be readil;v
obtained.
The limestO'nes and sandstones fO'rming the Huron grO'up come
to the surface over a part of western Owen, eastern Greene, western Lawrence and eastern Martin counties, and also over th,;
greater portion of Orange Oounty. The middle and 100wer Huron
limestones are, as already noted;* well adapted fO'r road construction.
The rocks of the Ooal Measures or Oarboniferous Period form
the greater part of the surface of the western halves of Owen,
Greene and Martin counties, but have little to offer in the way of
road material. Where the Mansfield sandstone is truly conglomerate in character, i. e., made up of Quartz pebbles cemented together by iron o'Xide, as in portions of Martin Oounty, it has been
used to some extent as a surfacing material, but in the greater part
of the area covered by the Oarboniferous rocks the material for
road-making will.have to be imported.
Topography.-The area under consideration lies, for the most
part, in the driftless region of the State, and is therefore a part
of a great plain of degradation, formed by the removal of the original rock surface to an unknown depth and now represented by the
summits of the flat and even-topped divides, ridges and hills. Subjected for millions of years to weather and stream erosion, its surface has been dissected into a complex network of valleys, interstream ridges and isolated knobs. With no mantle of drift to fill
up the old preglacial valleys and covel' the many outcrops of stone,
it is at once the most rugged and the most picturesque portion ·of
the State. That part of the area covered by the Mitchell limc*See p.l45.
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stone is the most level, and, aside from the valleys of the largel~
streams, the most fertile portion of the region. This widens out
to the southward and forms a broad, rolling area between the
higher hilly region of the Huron and Mansfield groups on the
west and the generally lower hills and valleys of the Bedford
ooolitic limestones on the east.
In the vicinity of Quincy, Owen County; Mitchell, Lawrence
County; Orleans, Orange County, and Campbellsburg and Martinsburg, Washington County, the Mitchell area is a fine farming
region, well adapted to the raising of cereals, blue grass or fruit.
Aside from the valleys with their alluvial soil, the remainder of
the area is poorly adapted to agriculture, the rocks coming close
to the surface and the soil being mostly a residual clay derived
from their decay.
Dminage,.-Both the east and the west forks of White Riveil"
flow through the area and, with their larger tributaries, comprise a most excellent system of drainage. This, for the most
part, is to the southwest toward the Wabash. From southern
Washington County, Blue River drains south to the Ohio, and
from southern Orange the Patoka flows west to the Wabash. All
these streams carry large quantities of gravel, which in luany
places has been used as a road material, though, for the most part,
it is much inferior to the limestones. in which the region abounds.
BROWN COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
317
Population in 1900 .. _......................... _.. .... ... ... ... .
9,727
350
Miles of public roads. _.............................. - .. .. .. .. .
Miles of improved roads .................. ·····················
30
Percentage of roads improved. ... .. . .. . ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ..
8.6
30
Miles improved with graveL ................... ······,·········
0
Miles improved with stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,028
Total cost of improved roads ....................... - . . . . . . . . . . .. $30,840
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. . . . . . .
$15
First improved roads built ................... ···· .. ············
1899
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
100
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. .. ... Good
Authority ................................. Jno., B. Seitz, County Auditor

The northern boundary of Brown County is about 30 miles
nearly due south of Indiana,polis. The county is bounded on the
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east by Bartholomew, on the south by Jackson and Monroe, on the
west by Monroe, and on the north by Morgan and Johnson counties. It is quadrangular in shape, 20 miles long from north to
south, by 16 miles in width from east to west. With the e:xception of fragments of the reddish crinoidal Harrodsburg limestone
on a few of the higher ridges, the surface rocks of the county are
wholly of the soft sandstones and shales of the Knobstone Epoch
of the Mississippian Period. For that reason they have, been
easily eroded. and the, county is very broken, except in the southeastern corner, where there is a large' area of level tableland. The
':;Knobs" of southern Indiana, stretching northward from Floyd
Oounty, attain, in "Weed Patch Hill," south of Nashville, the
('ounty seat, their highest elevation-l,147 feet above sea level.
Salt Oreek, the principal stream of Brown Oounty, is composed of three main branches-the "North," the "Middle" and the
"South" forks, whi('h unite near the southwest corner of the county
and flow thence through Monroe and Lawrence into East White
River. Thus almost the whole watershed of the county, together
with a considerable portion of Jackson, on the south, is drained
by this stream. Bean Blossom Oreek has its source in the northeastern part, its principal tributaries in northwestern Bro,wn being
Bear and Lick creeks, both flowing nearly south.
High ridges surround the county on all sides, while from east
to west and southwest three similar ridges traverse the county, all
connecting on the divide near Trafalgar, in Johnson Oounty.
The first and the most northern constitutes the southern bluff of
Indian Oreek, and is> called "Indian Oreek Ridge" j the second~
south of Bean Blossom Oreek, is known as "Bean Blossom Ridge,"
and the third, passing nea.i'i.y through the middle of the county,
is named "Oentral Ridge." All these ridges slope gently to the
south and west, but present. steep faces to t.he north and east. The
"alleys of the county, now cont.aining its richest soils, have been
eroded. by flowing streams, leaving the strata of the hills as they
were originally deposited by sedimentation in an ocean which covered this region ages before the dawn of the Glacial Period.
As one ascends' the higher elevations on some, of the winding
roads, knoo after knoh and ridge after ridge are unfolded to view,
disclosing the lmohstone topography in all its pristine beauty.
The narrow valleys trend mainly east and west, making the' slopes
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of the ridges north and south. The latter are everywhere eroded
into many gulches and ravines. Here and there, on some distant
ridge, can be seen a roadway; winding in and out in great halfspiral convolutions, like a great snake, stretched out in lazy grace"
ful curves. The greater part of the original growth of timber has
been removed and the knobs and slopes of the ridges are now
thickly covered with second growth and underbrush. It is one of
the most rugged and picturesque portions of the State, well worthy
the name of the "Switzerland of Indiana."
Only the northern third o£ Brown County is within the glaciated or drift area. The northwestern part of Hamblin Township and the greater portion of J acksonTownship are covered with
drift accumulations as far south as Bean Blossom Ridge, the' drift
being found on the slope of this ridge nearly 200 feet above the
water in the stream. Boulders of granite, gneiss and jasper,
three to five feet in diameter, occur frequently in this region. In
the Salt Creek vaney, northeast of Nashville, but little drift was
seen. Bean Blossom Ridge, then, marks the southern limit of
the first and only glacial invasion of the county.
RoAD MATERIALS.

Aside from the drift gravel found along Bean Blossom and its
tributaries in Jackson and Hamblin townships, the only material
suitable for the improvement of roads in Brown County is the so"
called "creek gravel," derived from the weathering of the iron
nodules in the lower portion of the Knobstone shales. This gravel
occurs in quantity in the bars along every small stream in the
county, and results have proven that it is fully as good, if not better, for road-making than much of the drift gravel which has been
so commonly used in the counties to the northward. It is usually
in small, rectangular pieces, with sharp edges, the latter not having
had time to be worn off since the concretion of siderite was beroken
up by weathering.
The roads constructed from cTe€k gravel are light reddish brown
in color. The gravel is compacted by traffic in a few weeks into
a hard, smooth, even-surfaced roadway, which seems to be as durable as the average improved road of the State. They are less
noisy than the ordinary gravel roads, as the iron carbonate is free
from that quartz or "grit" which causes a grinding noise when it
meets the tire of a heavily loaded wagon. Since the first roads

Plate XII.

Slope 01 weathered Knobstone shale, showing the formation of creek gravel
from nodules of iron carbonate. Side of Columbus-Nashville pike, four
miles west of Columbus.

Bar of creek gravel on Henderson Creek, near Mt. Liberty, Brown County.
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were constructed from this gravel in 1899, there has not been time
sufficient to fully prove its durability. It is said that in March
and April the surface of the roads becomes somewhat sloppy, but
they are seldom, if ever, cut into deep, miry places. They are
not washed into gullies by heavy rains as readily as roads built
of either drift or river gravel, as the material packs more firmly
together, the iron carbonate acting in this respect much like a
cement.
An average sample of the Knob creek gravel, collected on WoH
Oreek, Bartholomew Oounty, by Dr. M. N. Elrod and Mr. F. M.
Stevens, of Oolumbus, was tested at the Road LaboratOory at Washington. The results show its dry grinding oornenting value to be
74, as against the average Oof 82 for 59 samples Oof gravel previously tested at the same laboratory, while the wet grinding cementing value was 190. Of it Mr. Page wrote: "Oementing
value excellent. Admirably suited fOor a binding material for
road surfaces."
Along Henderson Oreek, in the eastern part of the county, large
beds of this gravel were noted, esepcially near Mt. Liberty. N umerous bars were also seen along the tributaries of the Middle fork
Oof Salt Oreek in northern Van Buren Township, and along the
tributaries of Bean Blossom Creek in Jackson and Hamblin tOownships. In the latter, or northern third of the county, prOobably Oonethird of the material in the bars is of drift origin, and care should
be taken to remOove the pieces over two inches in diameter. In
other localities the gravel, as far as noted, will not need screening.
Only the eastern and northern portions of the county were visited, but careful inquiries show that the creek gravel occurs everywhere along the streams, and in sufficient abundance to easily and
cheaply improve every public road in the county.
IMPROVED ROADS.

While but 30 miles of imprOoved road have so :&r been constructed under contract, many of the public rOoads have been partially covered with creek gravel. If they had been properly
graded and drained, this imprOovement would have been permanent, but as it is the great majority of them will ('ost as much or
more to improve as a new road or one on which no gravel has
been placed.

I
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The main road or highway, 20 miles in length, between Columbus and N ashville, was improved in 1901. Seven miles of the
eastern end were surfaced with river gravel, and .the remaining 13
miles with the Knobstone gravel. This road was in good condition in September, 1905, that portion made of Knob or creek
gravel being, if anything, the better and the more agreeahle to
travel.
In Van Buren Township the main road running east and west
through Pike's Peak was improved by assessment on the farmers
and was later tur.ned over to the county to be kept in repair. The
same plan has been followed on several of the principal roads of
Johnson Township.
In summer and autumn the surface of the unimproved country
roads of Brown County is in fair condit.ion. The grades, however, are many of them entirely too steep, especially those of the
north and, sout.h roads, which ascend and descend the main ridges.
Where improved roads are built, many cuts and fills will have to
be made to reduce these grades to anything approximating 4 per
cent. It will be found far better and cheaper to relocate the
roads in many places, rather than to improve those now existing.
Aside from the grading, the roads of the county can be permanently improved very cheaply, as the creek gravel is so generally
distributed that it will not have to be hauled over three or, at the
most, four miles at anyone locality.

OWEN COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
393
Population in 1900 ................ '. .. .. .. .. ... ... .... ..... .. ... 15,149
692
Miles of public roads ... " .... , .......... ,. '" ............. " .. .
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2()()
Percentage of roads improved..................................
28.9
Miles improved with graveL...................................
30
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................
170
Average original cost {)f gravel roads per mile ......... '.' " " .. , $1,900
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ................... , $1,800
Total original· cost of improved roads ....... " ., " '" .. " ....... $363,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$5()
Miles of gravel road built in 19Q5 .. , " ......... ' ........... " .. .
4
Miles of stone road built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
J!'irst improved roads built.....................................
1885
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
80
Authority ............................... Qeo. O. Mitten, County Auditor
56-Geology.
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Owen County lies southwest of the center of the State and is
bounded on the north by Putnam, on the west by Clay, on the
sooth by Greene and on the east by Morgan and Monroe counties.
The geological' epochs represented in the county are seven in
number, viz., the Knobstone, the Harrodsburg, Bedford Oolitic,
Mitchell and Huron limestones of the Lower Carboniferous, and
the Mansfield Sandstone and Coal Measures of the Carboniferous
Period.
The Lower Carboniferous rocks form the outcropping strata
()Ver much of the eastern part of the county and are most readily
recognized by the presence of heavily bedded limestone. This
limestone at places immediately underlies the Coal Measures; at
other places there is a considerable thickness of shale or sandstone
between. The Knobstone and lIarrodsburg limestones occur only
along the eastern border of the county; the former outcropping
along the bluffs of White River near Gosport; the latter being
found over an area of several square miles above and below that
town, and also over a small area in the northeastern corner of
the county. The Bedford oolitic limestone forms the surface of
several parts of sections just to the west of the Harrodsburg
and has been quarried extensively at Romona and near Spencer.
The Mitchell is the predominating limestone over the eastern
half of the county, and has been used in a number of places for
macadam purposes. The Huron limestones and sandstones are
exposed mainly along the streams of the western half, where the
overlying Mansfield sandstone has been eroded from above.
The Mansfield sandstone forms the surface of irregular patches
"or tracts of the higher land in the :western half, These table-lands
often cover an area of a dozen or more square miles and are characterized by possessing a less fertile soil than that above, the limestones. The Coal Measure rocks proper lap over the western edge
of the southern part of the connty, covering an area of 15 to 18
square miles n?rth and south of Coal City, and also a very irregular tract of 8 or 10 square miles in the vicinity of Patricksburg.
In the northeastern part of the county, near Quincy, the surface
is rolling, the valley of Eel River broad, level and shallow,
From the northwestern to the southeastern corner stretches a betlt
of high hills or ridges and deep, narrow valleys, the ridges rising
150 to 250 feet above the valleys and up to 300 feet above White
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River.. To· the southwest the hills become lower and brQiader, with
broader valleys between. All but the southeastern corner of the
county lies in the drift area. Over its hiflier part the d.rift is
shallow OIl' wanting, SOl that it interferes but little with observing
the rocks. Toward the northern and southwestern parts the drift
increases in depth, but still proba.bly averaging less than 20 feet
and not often running over 30 feet in thickness.
The principal stream is the West Fork of White River, which
flows across the southeastern corner of the county from nGrtheast
to sGuthwest. Its tributaries are Mill, Rattlesnake and Fish creeks
from the nGrth, and McOormick's and Raccoon creeks from the
south and east. The South Fork of Eel River, rising near the
northeastern corner of the county, flows west orr northwest and
joins the main or North Fork in the southwestern CGrner of Putnam Oounty. It then swings around through eastern Olay
Oounty and, after receiving the Jordan, Six Mile and Lick creeks,
crosses the extreme southwestern corner of Owen Oounty, flowing
a little south of east. All these streams furnish ample drainage
and have, by their erosion, rendered the great err part of the surface
of the county very rough and broken.

Road Materials.
Harrodsburg Limegtone.-The eastern two"thirds of Owen
OGunty is bOlmtifuIIy supplied with road material. The Harrodsburg limestone outcrops in a number of places in sections 19, 20,
21 and 24 (12 N., 2 W.), Harrison Township, in the northeastern
corner of the county; also in sections 4, 5 and 6 (11 N., 2 W.)
of the same township. The same stone also occurs abundantly in
the hills north, west and south of GospGrt, and has been used
in the construction of a number of miles·of road in the vicinity of
that t()IWn. It also occurs in the hills and bluffs on the south side
of White River, in the northeastern portion of Washington Township. It is a heavy bedded, dark gray, hard, rough limestone, with
intercalated beds of clay containing in places many geodes and
partings of cherrt. At Oave Spring, in the northwest quarter of
section 5 (11 N., 2 VV.), the following eedion is exposed:
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Section at Cave Spring.
Feet.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Harrodsburg limestone crowded with crinoid stems .............
Clayey limestone wit.ll suture partings at fossil beds ............
Hard, blue limestone in beds of 1 to 2 feet, with fossils; outlet
of spring ................................... :............
Clayey sandstone, geodes and thin piates of limestone ..........
Knob standstone, etc..........................................

20
22
7
11
25

Total .................................................... 85

On the slope of the hill at Gosport there is an exposure of 24
feet 6 inches of Harr?dsburg limestone in twO' beds, the upper 20
fee,t; the lower, 4 feet 6 inches thick. Between the two is a clay
shale 1 to' 4 feet in thicknes&. These strata dip to the southwest
30 feet too the mile.
While not as good a road material as the Mitchell limestone,
the Harrodsburg will make a good and durable road and there
is no excuse for unimproved roadways where it can be had in
quantity close to the surface both under and alongside the country
roads of this region of the county.
Bedford Oijlitic Limestol1e.-This well-known building stone
comes to the surface over limited areas in Harrison, Wayne and
Washington townships. It is quarried for build.ing purposes on
an extensive scale at Romona, a station on the I. & V. Railway
between Gosport and Spencer. While it will make a fair macadam road it is, on account of its softness" inferior to both the
Harrodsburg and Mitchell limestones as a road material and will
not, therefore, be mentioned further in this connection.
Mitchell Limestone.-This limestone forms the surface rock
and is exposed at numerous points along the ravines and streams
of a large area in eastern Owen County. It covers nearly the
whole of Harrison and the eastern half of Jennings; also the
greater portion of Montgomery and Washington townships. It
forms the surface ro<~ks along the northern and eastern tiers of
sections of Clay Township, with outcrops at numerous localities
on Raccoon Creek and also along White River in Franklin Township as far down as section 16. It. is typically a thin layered,
heavy bedded limestone, often concretionary or argillaceous, sometimes dark colored from disseminated iron. The upper division
is often in thin layers, and has been quarried for paving stoncs
at the old Fletcher quarry near the mouth of Rattlesnake Creek
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and at Mills' quarry on Mill Creek. At Stone Cut, on the C., I.
& L. (Monon) Railway, a mile north of Cave Spring Station, the
lower division of the Mitchell, rich in itB characteristic fossils, is
well exposed.
. Nume~rries have bee~ opened in the Mitchell
lImestone· of Qwen County for securmg macadam or crushed
stone for local use for roo d making Imrposes. Several of these
are loeated along the Spencer and Oataract road in Washington
and Montgomery townships, and flll'nished material for its building. One on thE' north side of the I. & V. Railway, % of a mile
below Romona, was worked on an extensive scale for se,veral years,
but has now been abandoned. The top layers of the Mitchell were
there crushed for macadam purposes and shipped mainly to Greene
and S'ullivan connties, while the lower courses were used as a flux
by the Illinois Steel Company, of South Ohicago. .
Other quarries which were visited were on the "Texas" road,
1112 miles northwest of Spencer; on the Patricksburg road, in
the northwest quarter of section 23 (10 N., 4 W.), and on the
Rattlesnake road, in the northwest quarter of section 13 and the
southwest quarter of section 2 (10 N., 4 W.). The quarry on the
... "Texas" road had just been 0pE'ned and was being operated to
furnish stone for a road then building. The exposure was 12 feet
in thickness, with 3 to 5 fee,t of stripping above. The two upper
layers, aggregating 24 to 28 inches, were semi-oolitic and subcrystalline in structure, while the lower ledges, 4 to 12 inches
thick, were of the fine grained, closel textured structure which
characterizes the best of the Mitchell :;tone. An average sample
t,aken from the loaded wagons was sent to the laboratory of the
Office of Public Roads at Washington for testing, the results showing as follows:
Results of Physical Tests of Mitchell Limestone from quarry one and a half miles
northwest of Spencer. *
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.6
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 162.2
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
3
Per cent. of wear..............
3.4

French coefficient of wear. 11.8
Hardness................. 4.5
Toughness................
9
Cementing value-Dry.... 2()
Wet.... 45
"About the. average in hardness and toughness .. for Iitllestone, and
above the average in resistance to wear; cementing vafue good. Should
give good results under highway and country-road traffic."
*FOf standard of comparison see p. 79.

Plate XIII.

Quarry of Mitchell limestone by the side ot the "Texas" road, one and a half
miles northwest of Spencer, Owen County.

Rock crusher used in preparing macadam material from above quarry
for "Texas" road.
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The chemical analysis of the same stone showed its constituents to be as follows:
Analysis of Mitchell Limestone from quarry one and a half miles northwest of
Spencer.
Per oent.

Alumina and iron oxide (AI.O.+Fe2 0.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Lime (eaO) ..................................................... 29.70
Magnesia (MgO) .................................................. 7.00
Phosphoric acid ................ :................................
.10
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30.43
Loss on ignition .................................................. 31.38
Total ....................................................... 99.91

At the quarry on the Patricksburg road, 3 miles west and 1
mile north of Spencer, a crusher owned by the township is still
in place. The MitcheH stone, here capped with 2 to 4 feet of
Huron sandstone and 3 to 5 feet of claj, has been opened to a
depth of 14 feet. The stone for several miles of the Patricksburg
road was secured at this quarry.
The quarries on the Rattlesnake road have been opened to a
depth of 15 to 18 foot in the Mitchell, the UppeT layers of which
show semi-oolitic in structure, with the middle layers in part
cherty and the lower portion the close~textured blu~gray stone.
Along McOormick's Oreek, east of Spencer and south of White
River, the Mitchell stone is exposed in great abundance. One
outcrop on the farm of Rufus Oline was being worked to furnish
macadam for 2~·2 miles of road southeast, in what is known as
the Flat-woods district. From 2 to 4 foot of stripping was being
removed and 12 feet of the exposed stone then quarried and
crushed. The contractor paid the owner 2 cents per cubic yard
for the stone. A fine exposure of the Mitchell stone, which could
be used to advantage on the road, occurs at the south end of the
new wagon bridge across White River, 1~t2 miles southwest of
Gosport.
The largest and most extensively worked quarry of Mitchell
stone in Owen Oounty is that of the Spencer Stone Oompany, 10'"
cated on a spur of the I. & V. Railway, % of a mile southwest
of Spencer, in the northwest quarter of s~tion. 29 (10 N., 3 W.).
This quarry has been opened for 35 years, and for a long time
was operated by BeTnhard Schweitzer, who quarried and shipped
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large quantities O'f rubble stOone and alsO' burned lime from certain
of the strata. Since 1900 it has been operated mainly for furnishing macadam stO'ne on a large scale fOT the rO'ads O'f Owen and
adjoining counties. The company owns, 20 acres of land, on one
side of which the crushing plant and quarry are located. After
removing 4 to 6 feet of clay the quarry has been opened to a depth
of 51 feet in the Mitchell stone. A 4 to' 6 foot ledge on the top
is a bastard oolitic stone, belO'w which are several thin layerrs,
aggregating 8 feet in thickness, which cO'ntain numerous chert
nO'dules. The remainder is a clO'se grained, blue-gray limestone in
layers 2 to 14 inches in thickness. These afte'!' blasting are easily
broken by sledges and 100aded into tram cars, which are hauled to
the crusher. The floor of the quarry is le:vel with :very little refuse. FrlYID. the lower ledges, rubble and building stone are
secured in sufficient quantity to satisfy the demand. Both upper
and lower surfaces of this rubble stone are very smooth and
require nO' working.
An average sample frO'm a mixture of the different layers was
tested at the U. S. Road Testing LabO'ratory with the fO'llO'wing
results:
Results of Physical Tests of Mitchell Limestonf. from quarry of Spencer Stone
Company, Spencer. *
French coefficient of wear .10.87
Hardness.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 6.3
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
8
Wet.... 21
"Rather high resistance to wear for limestone, but rather low cementing value. Should give satisfactory results under highway traffic."

SpeCific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.68
Weight per cu. ft .......... (Ibs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (Ibs.)
.88
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.68

A chemical analysis of the stone made at the same laboratory
showed its composition to be a& follows:
Analysis of lilitchell Limestone from quarry of Spencer Stone Company, Spencer.
Per cent.

Alumin.a and iron oxide (AJ,.Os+Fe,Os)' ... , ....... , ....... , .. .. .. ..
.85
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 50.25
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 9.49
Loss on ignition ................. " ........ " ........ " .......... , 39.61
Total ....................................................... 100.20
"The insoluble portion is fine silt."
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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The 'crushed stone from this quarry has been used for the
making Qf macadam roads in Owem, Sullivan, KnQx, Daviess,
Greene, and MQrgan counties. Where the rQads have been properly built it has everywhere given the best Qf satisfaction.*
Huron Limesiones.-The rocks Qf the Huron Group come to the
surface over a large portion Qf west,ern Owen County, especially
in Morgan, Lafayette and Franklin townships. The Huron sandstones cap many Qf the hills between SpencN and Santa Fe and
those sQuthwest of Spencer toward Freedom. The HurQn limestones are nQt as well represented in this count~ as further southward. In a number of places, however, they will be found Qf
sufficient thickness and close enough to the surface to be utilized
as rQad metal, a nse fQr which they are, in general, well adapted.
At Jackson's Bluff, southwest qnarter section 33 (9 N., 4 W.),
between Freedom and Farmers, the upper Huron limestone is
exposed 18 feet in thickness. On the slope Qf the hill southwest
of Freedom, east half of section 20 (9 N., 4 W.), the same
ledge of stQne is 22 feet thick. Other exposures of the same
stone 11 to 18 feet in thickness, occur between Arney and Patricksburg, in sectiQns 26, 34 and 36' (10 N., 5 W.) ; in the northeast qnarter of 22, just southeast Qf Patricksburg; along Fish
Creek, in the SQuthwest quart.er Qf 33 (10 N., 4 W.), and in
sections 5, 6 and 7 (10 N., 4 W.), northwest Qf Vandalia, in
Lafayette Township. Still Qthers occur in Morgan TQwnship,
notably in sections 28 and 31, SQuth and sQuthwest Qf Atkinsonville. Any or all of these will furnish a fair grade of road
metal.
Overyling the H urQn limestone is the Mansfield sandstone,
which has beem used to some extemt for rQad metal, but is who.lly
unfit for that purpQse.
Gravel.-Extcnsive bars of gravel Qccur alQng White River, in
numerous places, and along the other principal streams Qf the
county. This gravel is largely composed of limestone and sandstone pebbles from the country rocks and is, therefQre, much inferio.r to. the drift gravel Qf the counties to the northward. It
has, ho.wever, been used to- some extent fo.r surfacing the roads.
In but few places do. deposits Qf drift gravel occur of sufficient
size to justify working. Qne of these is nela.r the schoolhQuse on
*See subsequent page for description of <'rusher, etc.
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the Patricksburg road, in the southeast quarter of section 14
(10 N., 4 W.). A pit has here ooen opened to' a depth of 12 to
18 feet. FrO'm 2 to 8 feet of clay surface must 00 stripped to
secure the gravel. The latter is cemented quite firmly with calcium carbonate and when placed on the roads packs very closely.
Some 3,000 yards have been sO'ld at 5 cents per yard for repairing
the unimproved roads of the vicinit~.
IMPROVED ROADS.

Owen Oounty, considering its size and resources, has spent a
large sum of money on improved roads, especially in the last 10
years, but the auditor in his report to me has well said that "the
farmers think the roads are not what they ought to be for the
money spent." With an abundance of excellent macadam stone
fairly well distributed, a careful and close supervision by experienced roadmasters should have resulted in far better roads for
the money expended.
The only gravel roads in the county are in Jackson Township,
in the northwest corner. They are built of Eel River gravel and
cost $1,900 per mile.
Of the stone roads, those from Spencer to Patricksburg and
from Spencer to Oataract are probably the best. Both were made
of Mitchell stone, which is the best road material in the county;
but on both of them. are grades which handicap the hauling of
full loads.
In the western part of the county several roads have been recently constnlcted of sandstone and creek gravel. One of these!
17 miles in length in J eHerson Township, extends from Middletown to Ooal Oity. Another, 11 miles in length, is in MlU'ion
Township. Six inches of broken sandstone thrown loosely on the
grade was used as the bottom layer. Over this was spread 4
inches of creek gravel. Being recently built, the defects of these
rO'ads are not yet visible, but time will show that a mistake has
been made in the ma,tenal, as sandstone is wholly unfit for use
in any part of the rO'ad. As soon as the surface is worn through
the sandstone will be ground into powder and large ruts and miry
places will result. Moreover, as the sandstone lacks in cementing
qualities, the larger pieces will, in time, work up through the
gravel and make a very rough surface.
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STONE ORUSHING PLANTS.

The largest and only permanent crushing plant in the county
is that nf the Spencer Stone Oompany, erected; in 1900 at a cost
0'f about $20,000. It is wen constructed, but its locatinn is not
of the best, as it is on a hill at the top of a heavy grade, when
it might have b€€n built on the level of the railway and the stone
lowered to it by gravity. The stone, after being blasted. and
broken into c0'nvenient size, is loaded int0' tram cars and hauled
up an incline by steam and dumped into a No. 7% Gates crusher.
Passing through this it is elevated to a revolving screen 16 feet
long by 40 inches in diameter, with perforations 1/2, %, 1 14, 11/2,
2, 2% and 3 inches in size. The 2-inch openings were beling
used at the time of my visit, as the contract (for roads in Sullivan
Oounty) called for straight 2-inch crusher run material, which
includes everything from 2 inches down. However, not 1 piece
in 30 was 2 inches in its largest diamelter, the grelatelr part running from % to 1112 inches and from 18 t0' 25 per cent. being
1h-inch screenings or less. All was being dumped promiscuously
in the same car, this being the desire of the road contractor. The
return stnnel, or in this instance that nver 2 inches in size, is again
-passed through a No. 4 Ga,tes crusher and reduced to' the proper
size. From the screens the broken stone is passed directly into
large bins set above the railway switch. Oars a,re pushed beneath
these bins and a sliding horizontal trap door is pulled to one side,
allowing the stone tol fall into the car, the loading nf a car in
this manner not taking over 8 to 12 minutes.
Drilling in the quarry is done by steam, a separate' boiler
being used. The cost of eexplnsives averages about 3 cents per
cubic yard Qf stone on account of the many thin layers 0'f the
rook.
The output of the plant runs from 300 to' 500 cubic yards per
day, according to the demand and supply of railway cars. The
stone is all sold by weight, 2,500 pounds to the yard, though,
according to the specific gravity, a cubic yard of solid stone
weighs 4,546 pounds. The average railway car ho~ds 31 cubic
yards. The stone is sold at 50 to 621/2 cents per cubic yard,
f. o. b. the plant, the present freight rates to most points where it
is shipped being 40 cents per ton. On an average, about 1,200
cubic yards are used t0' the mile. Thirty-five men are employed
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in both quarry and plant. Day laborers receive $1.40 to. $1.50
per day. Piece workmen, who. break and load the s,tone int{)
tram cars, receive 10 cents per car holding 1 1-5 yards, making
a,t this price $1.50 to $2.25 per day. The plant is opera1;ed about
9 months each year, shutting dQwn in Decmnber and resuming
in March.
". :.;,:",,: .:
The stone shipped from thisplan,t is all free from dirt, and if
screened and placed on ,the roads in the proper manner, offers
as good a ro'ad ma,terial as is found in the rerriwry in which it
is used. It is sold at a reasonable price and yet yields a fair
profit to the operating company.
Besides the township crusher, which was idle at the quarry
on the Patricksburg road, but 2 others were seen in ,the county.
The one operating on the Texas rQad, northwest of Spence1r, was
a No.3 Gates crusher with a capacity of 75 yards daily. The
stone was being hauled in wheelbarrows and dumped directly into
the machine, 12 men being employed at both quarry and crusher.
At the Oline quarry southeast of Spencer a Fort Wayne jawcrusher was in use. It is operated at a lower leve,l and will take
in a larger sized stone than the Gates. Ten hands were employed
in its operation and in supplying the stone from the quarry, the,
output being 65 to 75 tons per day.

GREEN E OOUNTY.
Area in square miles .......................................... .
482
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 28,536
Miles of public roads .................... , ... , .. '" .. " ........ .
900
Miles of improved roads ..................... , .. '" .. " ........ .
350
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
38.8
Miles improved with graveL .................................. .
25
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................ .
25
Miles improved with stone and gravel. ....... , .. , .... " ..... , .. .
300
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ............. " ., .. . $2,500
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. " .. " ........... . $1,500
Average original cost of combination (stone and gravel) roads per
mile* .................................................... . $1,600
'Part of the gravel used in the western section Of the county is from the Merom
deposits along the Wabash River, and is excellent. However, this gravel adds much
extra expense to construction. The sentiment is growing in favor of all llmestone
roads, and the limestone ought to be fully a foot thick. The 50 miles of new road
contracted for 1906 will cost $109,770. This amount is not included in the total cost
above glven.-W, B. M.
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Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $576,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on all kinds of improved roads,. . .
$65
20
Miles of improved road built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Miles of improved road contracted for 1906. " ....... , " ....... ,
First improved roads built.....................................
1890
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . .
80
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"Good, but not satisfied with the continuous flimsy process of repairs.
The leading question now is 'Repair.' 1st, to get good material.
and; 2d. to get competent men as superintendents of repair."
Authority .............................................. W. B. Maddock

Lying near the center of the southwestern quarter of the State
is the county of Greene, comprising a rectangle 30 miles long
from east to west by 18 miles in width from north to south. It
lies we~t of Monroe, south of Owen and Olay, east of Sullivan and
north of Knox, Daviess and Martin counties.
The rocks of four different geological epochs form the surface
of the county, viz., the Mitchell limestone and Huron group of the
Lower Oarbonife,rous and the Mansfield sandstone and Ooal
Measures of the Oarboniferous periods. The Mitchell limestone
comes to the surface only OiVer small, irregular areas in the northeast and southeast corners of the county. The limestone8 and
sandstO'nes of the Huron group form the surface of the greater
portion of the eastern half of the county, being exposed every·
where along the streams, which have wol'll their way down through
the softer overlying Mansfield sandstone. East of White River
the latter formation occurs in very irregular isolated areas which
comprise the crests of the higher ridge!s and hills of this section
of the county. West of White River the Mansfield sandstone
forms the surface of two large disconnected areas which lie adjacent to that stream, and are separated by a narrow tongue of
the Ooal :Measures, which extends east to the river opposite Bloomfield. The Ooal Measures proper are practically limited to the
western third of the county, only 3 or 4 small isolated areas, being
found east of White River..
The topography of the eastern portion of the county is very
broken. The divides are usually very narrow, as are the stream
channels, with steep slopes between. As White River is approached the topography becomes less broken. West of the river
are extensive marsh-like prairies, evidently filled up valleys, while
the divides between are broad rolls rising from 25 to 75 feet above
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the level prairies. In the northwestern corner of the county the
stream channels are narrow, with rather steep banks, rising to
narrow divide:;.
The county is divided into almost equal halves by the west fork
of White River, which flows in a southwesterly direction across its
center. With the eX('{'lption of the northwestern and s0'utheasterrn
corners, all of the drainage is into White River. The main
branches from the east are Richland Creek, with its. tributaries,
Beech and Plummer's creeks and Doan's Creek, while from the
west are Eel River, Latta's, Beech and Black crooks. Indian
Creek, a, tributary of the East Fork of White River, drains thc
southeastern corner, while the head waters of Busseron.., Creek
extend up into the n0'rthwestern C0'rner.
•
The eastern end of the count~ lies within the boundaries of
the driftless area of the State. Over the uplands of the rest of the
c0'unty the drift is generally met with, though usually less than
a score 0'f feet in depth. In the lowlands and prairies the deposits
are f0'und to be considerable, often over 100 feet in depth, these
places evidently being old preglacial valleys which have been partially filled.
ROAD MATERIAL.

Greene C0'unty is but fairly well supplied with road-making
materials. Lying as it does mostly t0' the west of the principal
macadam limestones 0'f the State, and south of the drift gravel
region, it has to depend largely upon river gravel, on the little
known Huron limestones, 0'1' on sandstone, which is always a very
poor r0'ad metal. '
Mitchell Limestone.-This well-kn0'wn and valuable limestone
f0'r road purposes occurs over but a small area of the c0'unty,
being exposed only al0'ng the head waters, o.f Richland Oreek from
a point a mile southeast of Newark t0' the northeastern corner
of Beech Creek T0'wnship and along ~ndian Creek east of Owensbor0', in the southeastern corner of Jackson T0'wnship. In both
these localities it will be found in sufficient abundance at a number of different points t0' furnish a first-class r0'ad metal for all
unimproved r0'ads within easy hauling distance.
Huron Limestone.-The rocks of the Huron group lie close t0'
the surface over the greater part 0'f Greene County east of White
River. On the higher ridges and hills they are ca.pped with the
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Mansfield sandstone. For the most part the exposed Huron rocks
are also sandstone, but at several localities there are outcrops of
the hard bluish Huron limestone which appears wen adapted for
road improvement.
The principal one of these exposures visited was on the land
of George Cox, southwest quarterr of the northwest quarter of section 3 ('7 N., 4 W.). At this point the Indianapolis Southern
Railway Company was cOlIlstructing a viaduct 2,215 feet in length
and 14'7 feet in height across Richland Creek, and a, quarry had
been opened to secure crushed stone for the concrete work in connection theTewith. At this quarry the blue limestone was exposed
in 14 layers each 4 to 30 inches in thickness and aggregating 1'7
foot. This limestone was both overlain and underlain with a
Huron sandstone, the overlying portion being 3 to '7 feet in thickness which, with a foot of soil, had to be stripped. The Jimestooe
appeared to be very hard and semi-crystalline in structure. About
45 yards of screened stone for the concrete work were being quarried and crushed daily on a portable Canton, Ohio, jaw crusher.
For this the contractor was getting $1.00 per yard at the plant.
Samples taken at the crusher were tested at the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory, the results of the tests showing as follows:
ResultB of TestB of Huron Limestone from quarry near crossing of Indianapolis
Southern Railway and Richland Creek.*
SpeCific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.7
French coefficient of wear. 13.2
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4
Hardness................. 13
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.) 1.15
Toughness. " ........ " ., . 10
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 21
Wet.... 66
"A very hard and fairly tough limestone, with good resistance to wear
and cementing value. Suitable for suburban and highway traffic."-Page.

An analysis of the stone made at the same laboratory showed
its constituents to be as follows:
Analys~

.

of Huron Limestone from quarry near crossing of Indianapolis Southern
Railway and Riehland Creek.

Per cent.

Alumina (Al,O.) .................................................
.25
Iron oxide (F'e,O.) ...............................................
.75
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 50.40
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.................................... 7.17
Loss on ignition ................................................. 40.92
Total .................................................•..... 99.49
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Another exposure visited was on the land of George Shipman,
northeast quarter section 15 (7 N., 4 W.), where a, quarry has
boon wQrked fQr macadam road material. At this point the blue
Huron limestone was1exposed to a thickness of 15 to 17, feet, with
4 to 7 feet of buff Huron sandstone overlying. Sufficient mate'rial
to cover six miles of rO'ad had been secured at the quarry, the
supply in sight being practically inexhaustible.
The same stone outcrops at many pO'ints along Beech Creek,
and especially in section 12 (7 N., 4 W.), where it forms part of
a great precipice or perpendicular bluff, 120 feet Qr more in
height, the upper PQrtion of which is a massive bed of Mansfield
sandstone. At the junction of the limestone and overlying sandstone there is at this point a, large spring which was, at one time,
used to' run the overshot wheel Qf a gristmill.
AnQther exposure of the limestone which may be used for road
metal is on the Ore Branch of Richland Creek, in the northwest
quarter of section 28 (7 N., 4 W.), and a number of others can
doubtless be found with little search.
This stone has been used in building 24 miles, ~f macadam roads
in Richland and Center townships. The oldest, «f these has been
in use eleven years" with but few necessary repairs. On account
of its hardness, the stone takes some time to pack and get smooth,
but when it does so it makes a very hard and durable road_
Gravel.-Aside from the limestones above mentioned the O'nly
available road material in Greene County which should be used is
the gravel fO'und in extensive bars alO'ng White River and the
larger creeks. That along White River has been extensively used
for road purposes in the townships bordering that stream. The
bars occur both in the bed of the river and O'n the 100wlands close
alongside, where they are fO'rmed during every freshet. That on
these outside bars is finer than that in the bed of the river, and
all of it contains too much sand to be used without screening,
though the most of it has been so used in the past. It does not
pack O'r cement as readily as does the drift O'r pit gravel farther
north, and fO'r that reason, whenever the seaSQin is dry, the sand
wO'rks to' the top of the rO'ad and makes very heavy hauling. The
gravel bars are claimed by the owners of the adjoining land and
the gravel is usually sO'ld to the road contractolrs at 5 cents per
cubic yard.

Plate XIV.

Quarry of Huron limestone on land of Geo. Cox, near the viaduct of the
India.napolis Southern Railway across Richland Creek.

Gravel bar on White River, one and a half miles nQrthwt;lst of BIQQrntit;lld,
:i7-G~Qloif.
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Just above the wagon bridge across White River, 1 mile west
of Bloomfield, the E. & I. Railway has a spur running out to extensive bars. Here a private firm has had for several years a
steam pump on a large barge or hOluse boat. With it the gravel
has been sucked up from the bed of the river, screened and
dumped directly into the car, the tracks being laid in the sha low
water, so that the ('ar could be run dose to the pump. This
gravel was shipped mainly to Daviess County, where it was used
in road construction.
The gravel deposits along 'White River are extensive enough to
build many miles of road. If properly graded and constructed,
this road would be sufficiently durable under the traffic of the
region, provided the gravel used was screened, and all that passed
through a· No.4, or %-inch mesh discarded. Used as it, occurs,
without screening, the cost of the roads, would be toOl great for
their durability, while "bhe cost of the annual repairs made neeessary would soon more than counte,rbalanc'€, the cost OIf screening.
IMPROVED ROADS.

While Greene County ranks well in number of miles O'f improved roads, the condition o.f many of these' roads is, not of the
best. This is due to the fact that a number of them have been
constructed in part of sandstone, this stone being broken into
pieces 3 to 8 inches in size, dumped ~nto the grade, spread out
rO'Ughly with a. rake or O'ther implement, and then covered with
3 or 4 inches of creek or river gravel and left fO'r traffic to' compact. In many places, especially where the grade or foundation
is any way sandy, the sandstone does nO't bed down or compact,
but gradually works its way to the top and the road beeo.mes
bumpy and disagreeable to tmve-l. On hillsides and grades, where
the rainfall washes the top dressing of gravel, this road is especially r011gh. Yo.reover, bo,th sandstone and graveil readily
grind up under heavy loads, and as the former is wholly lacking
in cementing qualities, the ruts fill with dust which will not pack.
Into these the larger pieces of sandstone work in time, and cause
a rough, jolting roadway. It is best, therefore, never tol use sandstone in the construction of any improved roadway unless it is
covered with 4 to 6 inches of a material which will compact
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quickly and finely, and so furnish a ha.rd, smooth surface which
will keep the underlying sandstone in place. Even thoo. sandstone
should not be used if limestone or good gravel is to any extent
available.
In Beech Oreek Township there is not a mile of improved roadway, though the Mitchell limestone, the best road material in the
county, occurs in quantity. Specifica,tions were, in 1905, prepared
and advertised for 8 miles of improved roads in this township,
of which the bottom layer of the surface material was to be lime>stone hauled in large pieces onto the road and there napped or
broken so that all pieces would pass through a. 4-inch ring. This
was to be 5 inches thick, and on it was to be placed a second layer
of limestone 3 inches thick, broken until no piece, would pass
through a l-inch ring. The commissioners had the right to change"
this top dressing from the limestone to creek gravel if they so desired. The roadbed was to be 9 feet wide and the material
gauged between 8-inch planks placed on edge. This road of 8
miles was estimated to cost $14,685, or $1,870 per mile. Even
at. that figure, with the rude method of construction specified and
with limestone abundant no bidders could be had and the road
was not built.
In Highland Township bonds have been reeently SQld for 6+
miles' of improved roads to be constructed of river bar gravel a.t
a cost of $2,500 per mile.
In Jefferson Township every road has been impro'Ved, some
wholly with river gravel, others with a sandstone base and a top
dressing of gravel and still others with Mitchell limestone from
Spencer, Owen Oounty.
In Smith Township 3 roads, aggregating 10 miles in length,
have been constructed of gravel from the bars of Eel River, at a
cos.t of $2,500 peT mile.
In Wright and Stockton townships there are a number of
miles of improved roads, the material used being either Mitchell
stone from Spencer, or Wabash River terrace gravel from near
Merom, Sullivan Oounty. "More than $31,000 will be e'Xpended
for new imprO'Ved roads in Stockton Township in 1906.
In Grant Township 7 miles of road were improved in 1905,
the material used being Spencer limestone and grave.l, the former
comprising the 6-inch bottom layer and the latter the 3-inch top
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layer. The roadbed is 9 feet wide and the limestone supposed
to be less than 2% inches in diame1:eT.
In Stafford Township a number of miles of road were also being
improved in 1905, the surface material being gravel from Sullivan
County. The total cost of the improvement will be $32,124.
About 1895 the 5 southwestern townships, viz., Fairplay, Grant,
Stookton, Stafford and Washington constructed about 100 miles of
improved roods, that along the 1. & V. Railway being principally
of Spencer limestone, while that closer to the river was of bar
gravel. The improved roads of Oass Township are all of the latter
material.
The first improved road in the county, built in 1890, was
the 10 miles from Bloomfield southwest to Lyons. The old dirt
road was followed, and very little grading done. The surface
material was wholly bar gravel from White River. On some
stretches where the foundation was quite sandy the road is in
poor condition, but elsewhere it is yet a good road.
In Richland Township the improved roads have mostly been
built with a sandstone base and a top dressing of gravet The
following roads running out of Bloomfield, the county soot, are
so constructed:
Miles.

Worthington road ... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31
Spencer road ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Wild Cat road. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Tulip road ...................................................... 3
Park road....................................................... 7
Salisbury road ................................................... ~
Scotll'lIld road .................................................... 10

Where these roads have been built on a good firm. clay foundation and have a thick cover of closely packed graveJ., they are fairly
good roadways, but not so good as if they had been built of limestone. The Elliston road is wholly of graveJ., and in places quite
heavy on account of the proportion of sand used.
The eastern 3 miles of the Salisbury road and a number of
miles of the road in Oenter and Jackson townships have been
built of the Huron limestone. These roads are hard and durable,
but quite uneven and rough in places. This is due to the facts
that they were not properly rolled and that the top layer of stone
was too coarse. If fine material had been used for the binding
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or top layer and a heavy roller passed over each layer several
times, the roads would have been far smoother and more lasting.
Another fault of construction was the lack of proper shouldering
or embanking of the stone, thllS allowing it to scatter or spread out
on the side. The value and durability of any stone or gravel roads
depe!11ds as much, if not more, upon the way it is constructed as
upon the nature of the material used in its making.
One of the better roads of Greene Oounty is that extending
from the Richland Township line to Oincinnati, and running
northeast and southeast from the latter point. It has a sandstone
base but is heavily top dressed with finely crushed Huron limestone, which has compacted and solidified so tha,t the sandstone
can not work its way upward.
MARTIN OOUNTY.
Area in square miles..........................................
340
Population in 1900 ...................................... "....... 14,711
400
Miles of public roads..........................................
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65
Percentage of roads improved.................................
16.2
MUes improved with graveL...................................
30
35
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................ , .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ...... , .. .. .. .. ... $2,000
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... $1,900
Total original cost of improved roads .......................... $125,930
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$15
.Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$15
Miles of gravel roads built in 1905 ............ , .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . None
Miles of stone road built in 1905 ............ " .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .
14
First improved roads built ....................................
1878
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads ... " .Only fair
Authority ............................... John T. Morris, County Auditor

Near the center of the southwestern fourth of the State is
the county of 1.fartin, comprising an oblong strip of territo'ry
whose maximum length from north to south is 28 miles, and greatest width 13 miles. It lies south of Greene, east of Daviess, north
of Dubois and west of Orange and Lawrence counties.
Three geological epochs are represented in the surface: rocks of
the county, viz., the Ooal 1.1:easures and Mansfield sandswne of
the Oarboniferous and the Huron limestones and sandstones of the
Lower Oarboniferous periods. The Mansfield sandstone covers at
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least 2-3 of the area, the Coal 1[easures proper being found only
in the southwestern corne[" and in irregular isolated patches on the
tops of the higher hills' and ridges of the central portion. The
Huron group is mainly confined to the eastern third, though it has
been exposed along the streams north of the center and along
White River to a point west of Shoals.
With the exception of the extreme northern portion, which is
drained by Furse Creek into the West Forrk, the entire county is
drained into the East Fork of White River. This river is a
stream of some imporrtance, ha,ving its head in the easltern-central
part of the State. It enters :l\fartin Oounty near the middle of its
eastern border and :flows in many meandering curves to near the
southwestern corner, where it turns to the west and forms a, small
portion of the southern boundary. From the north part of the
county it receives Indian and Boggs creeks, while from the eastern
and southern portions Beaver Oreek and Lost River enter.
By far the greater part of Martin Oounty is within the driftles:3
zone of the State, the massive sandstones and limestones coming
everywhere close to the surface. It, therefore, has all the characteristic ruggedness of a region in which these conditions prevail.
White River and its main tributaries have been the chief agents
. in carving the surface rocks into fantastic shapes and plowing
those deep gulches and valJeys which are so prominent a part orf
the scenery of the county. In the northe,rn portion, between
Indian and Boggs creeks, is an almost continuous ridge from
100 to 250 feet above the valleys. ]'rom it project numerous
nearly level arms between the branches of the two crooks. East of
Boggs Oreek the county is so broken that the grea.ter part of it
can not be cultivated. South and east of White River the surface
is still more rugged than that north of White River, due to the
Mansfield sandstone being here mOore massive and probably
thicker. As before, the ridges. are n~rrow on top, the valleys
brood. Often the Mansfield sandstOone produces high pe1rpendicular bluffs, orr nearly as steep slopes, 50 to 100 feet high.
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Nearly % of the area of Martin CO~lllt.y is lacking in material suitable for the improvement of the roads. Like Greene,
the county lies too fM' west for the Mitchell limestone and too
far south for the drift gravel. The }\{itcheIl stone is exposed in
the county only in section 1, Mitcheltree Township, where it
outcrops aloog Indian Creek. It can there be obtained in sufficient quantity to improve many miles of road in Baker and
Mitchelt.ree townships, and is highly suitable for that purpose.
H urOTh Limestones.--The streams of the eastern half of Martin
County have in many places cut through thel massive Mansfield
sandstone and exposed the underlying rockS' Qif the Huron group.
Especially is this true in the eastern half of Baker and the greater
part of Mitcheltree townships wherre, in the bluffs Qif Sulphur and
Indian creeks and their tributaries, as well as those of White
River, the Huron sandstones and limestones outcrop. In Brown
Township exposures of limestone occur along Boggs Creek and in
Centm" Township north of the river, alQing Beech Creek and its
branches and White River as far down as Shoals.
South of the river numerous orutcrops of Huron limestone are
found along BeaveiI' Creek, in Halbert Township, and along Lost
River and its tributaries in Lost River and Columbia townships.
The western PQirtion of the corunty is, however, wholly lacking in
limestone suitable fQir road purposes.
The Huron limestone available for road metal is usually that 0'£
the upper and middle beds, the lQiwer bed not being noted in the
county. It is a hard, semi-crystalline bluish-gray stQine, which
will stand heavy traffic, but will not pack as re1adily or compactly
as the sQifter Mitchell stone. If the lower portion of the roadbed
be composed. of pieces less than 21j2 inches in size and properly
rolled, then covered with 3 Qir 4 inches Qif fine pieces', all of which
will pass through a l-inch ring, it will make a road which will
last for years. On all the roads which I saw in the county which
had boon built of it, the pieces of stQine were entirely too large, the
majprity of them being 3% to 5 inches or more in diameter. The
principal reason for this< is the almost universal custom there in
vogue of bre~king or napping the stone on the road by hano
rather than breaking with a crusher and hauling thereto. Where
a person is breaking with a hammer at so much per cubic yard;
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unless he is under careful and strict supervision, most of the
stone will be left too large. It is impossible to build a good road
from a hard stone of any kind unless it be broken into pieces 2¥2
inches or less in size.
But two quarries in the county were being worked fOIr road
metal at the time of my investigation. One of these was on the
land of John Scott, in the southeast quarter of section 10 (3 N., 4
W.), about 3 miles southwest of Dover Hill. Here, on the bluff of
a branch of Beech Greek, an outcrop of Huron limestone had been
opened to a depth of 14 feet. From 3 to 5 feet of sandstone and
soil had to be removed from a.hove the limestone. The latter was
in layers> ranging from 3 foot down to 4 inches in thickness. It
was being quarried out in large blocks, then broken with a sledge
into pieces small enough to handle. These were loaded on wagons
and hauled 1112 to 3 miles to points on the Dover Hill and Loogootee road where it was being napped for rood metal. The owner
received 25 cents per cubic yard for the stone in sizes ready for
hauling, and the teamsters, at 621/2 cents per yard, averaged 4
loads per day. Samples of the stone were taken and tested at
the Laboratory of the U. S. Office of Public Roads, the tests
resulting as follows:
Results of Tests of Stone from the land of John Scott, Martin County. *
Specific gravity. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .
2.6
French coefficient of wear. 12.4
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 162.3 Hardness................. 8.5
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
2
Toughness................
9
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.2
Cementing value--Dry. . . . 18
Wet. ... 67
"A rock of fair hardness, toughness and resistance to wear and good
cementing value. Suited to suburban and highway traffic."-Page.

A chemical analysis of the stone showed its composition to be
as follows:
Analysis of Stone from land of John Scott, Martin County.
Per cent.

Alumina (Al,O,,) .:............................................... 1.30
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ...............................................
.75
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 51.80
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. 2.10
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 2.74
Loss on ignition ................................................. 41.36
Total ....................................................... 100.20
"For standard of comparison sel' p. 79.
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Two old quarries in the Huron limestone were noted on the
west side of the Shoals and Dover Hill road, where the stone fOor
its surface had been obtained. The Oothm- quarry in operatiorn was
on the land of .Tohn B. Lloyd, along Oone of the tributaries of
Beaver Oreek; section 29 (3 N., 3 W.). Stone for the Shoals
and Weisbach road, 5 miles in length, was in part being taken
from this quarry.
With 2 or 3 stone crushers, properly located at some of the
better exposures of Huron limestone, good and serviceable road
material for improving the great majority of the roads in Lost
River, Oolumbia, Halbert, Center, Mitcheltree and Baker tOiWnships can be re~dily obtained and the hauling distance nowhere
be greater than 4: miles.
Gra'1)el.-No deposits of drift gravel large, enough to be utilized
for road improvement occur in the county. The crook and rive,r
gravel is of little ~count, being for the most part pieces, of sandstone, shale or limestone derived from the country rock.
There are, however, a number of large deposits of true conglomerate, comprising in paxt the Mansfield sandstone ()Il' Millstone grit, which have been utilized as a top dressing fo[' stone
roads and have served the purpose well. This conglomerrate is
composed of quartz pebbles, ranging in size from a hickorry nut
down, and firmly cemented by iron oxide. This fQll'IDs in places
thick ledges, which can be broken by dynamite and the pieces then
crushed with a sledge. In dry, warm weather it can be easily
worked, but when placed on a. road and exposed to rain it quickly
packs and cements. It can not be w()ll'ked in winter, as the fl"OOt
and moisture cause it to cement very dosely almost as soon as
broken.
Two deposits of this conglomerate gravel have been extensively
used. One of these, on the land of Samuel Cottingham, near
Hickory Ridge Schoolhouse, northeast quarter section 13 (~ N.,
4 'V.), between Shoals and Dover HilI, was visited. Here the
exposure is in the form of a bo;J.d ledge, 80 yards long and 20 feet
in thickness. Several large piles of the conglomerate, which had
recently been dynamited down and erushed into ita component
parts of quartz pebbles and iron oxide, were awaiting the haulers.
The owner receives 25 C8ll1ts per yard for the material ready f()ll'
the roads,. Being used at present only for repair of the surface

'Plate X\',

Outcrop or Conglomerate Gravel on land of Samuel Cottingham, three miles
north ot Shoals. Used extensively as top dressing tor roads.

StretC!l of Shoals and Loogootee road, built wholly of Conglomerate Gravel.
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of the improved roads of the vicinity, the annual sale is not
large, probably running 500 to 700 yards per SeaSiOlIl. Many
thousand cubic yards are, however, available. A sample was taken
from the Cottingham bank and sent to Washington, D. C., for testing at the Road Material Laboratory. It was reported on as
follows: "Dry grinding cementing value, 4; wet grinding value,
20. A gravel which develops a fair cementing value on wet grinding."-Page.
Broken quartz or quartz pebbles are by themselves nearly useless as a road material on account of the1irhardness and total lack
of binding power. Shaler says of them, after speaking of other
forms of gra,vel: "Where the gra,vel is composed mainly od: whlte
quartz, because of the smoothnoos and slight binding power of the
quartzose bits the material is of much less value. __Wherever these
white quartz pebbles constitute more than half the mass it is
usually worthless as a covering for road':J. It can be made serviceable only by the admixture with it of some binding material, such
as iron ore."* While the quartz pebbles in this conglomerate
make up half or more of its bulk, the cementing or binding material is already present in quantity in the form of iron oxide.
Where used as a top dressing over the Huron limestone, the surface is smooth, compact and seemingly fully up to the ave,rage
of that produced by drift gravel or smaller pieces of the limestone. The great trouble with most of the roads on which it has
been used is that they have not been properly constructed, the
under layers of stone being too coarse and the conglomerate gravel
being dumped without embankment of earth to keep it from
spreading. As. a consequence, much of the gravel has boom lost
by being washed or worked out into the side ditches.
Thousands of cubic yards of an excellent grade of this gravel
occurs in ledges along the north side of the R & O. S.-W. Railway, 1 to 3 miles west ()If Shoals on lands belonging to John B.
Lloyd and James Guthridge. These ledges occur some 20 to 50 feet above the railway grade and in many places are so exposed
that they can be readily broken and reduced into the gravel, ready
for the roadway.
Another large deposit, or rather outcrop, of the gravel which
l
,

·American HIghways, p. f6.
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has been drawn upon extensively fO'r tap dressing mate,rial is on
the land O'f Valentine Barthel, section 2 (2 N., 4 W.), near Beech
Grove Schoolhouse, 3 miles southwest of Shoals.
IMPROVED ROADS.

The old N e,w Albany and Vincennes road, discussed in section
1 of this report, runs east and west through Martin Corunty, about
2 miles south of Shoals, the county seat. It was graded and
bridged by the State in! 1837-38 as far west as Mt. Pleasant; near
the western edge of the county and then the-county seat. It passes
through the hamlets of Independence and Pleasant Valley and in
the eastern part of the county is very rough, with many steep
grades. East of Pleasant Valley, about 5 miles of this road has
been recently improved (1) with broken sandstO'ne and a, top
dressing of branch gravel. The broken sandstone has already
in many places wO'rked its way up through the gravel and made
the roadway very rough. The gravel being largely sandstonel and
limestone in nature, will not wear long before the road is full
O'f ruts.
In Lost River Township in the southeastern corner of the
county and Rutherford in the southwestern corner there is nO't a
mile of improved road. An election was held in LO'st River Township in the spring of 1905 to vote on the question O'f making
graded roads, withO'ut a metal covering, but the project was defeated. In Rutherford Township there has, as yet, been nOi agitation O'f the improved roads question, the residents being content to
travel the same rough roadways their fathers have trod.
In Center TownsHp tho road from West Shoals to Dover Hill,
a distance of nearly fnur miles, has been improved with Huron
limestone, covered for r:lost. of the way with a top dressing of conglomerate gravel. ./I. "pur of this road, about 1% miles in length, •
running west toward,' Loogootee from the top of the hill, has
alsO' been imp!."!}v€d with limestone and gravel. In most places
these twO' roads are in fair condition. Their most serious fault is
a roughnesR in places, due to the use of h:l'ge stone, all of it being
3 inches and over. The side ditches have not been kept open
properly, and as a consequence' the roadway has been badly washed
on. a number of the grades. On the side road mentioned there is
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a stretch of almost

;-'2 mile huilt wholly of the conglomerate graveL

It has been used 5 years, is very smooth and firm and is said to be
free from ruts at all seasons of the year. Not being properly
emhanked, the heavy rains have in places washed a quantity of
the gravel into the ditches. From the appearance of this road
I would jlldge the gravel to be well adapted for use on country
roads with a medium or light kaffie.
South of West Shoals, the Shoals, Mt. Pleasant and I.Joogoortee
road, eight miles in length, is of Huron limestone. About ornehalf of the road has th.e same limestone as a torp layer, the other
half gravel from the Barthel pit.
The Shoals and Weisbach road, five miles in length, under construction at the time 0'£ my visit, was being covered with Huron
limestone. The accompanying view of a portion of the completed road from a photograph taken by me' tens better than words
the quality of the road. The rock was broken by hand on the
road, and if any of the pieces were less, than four inches, in diameter I did not see them. There was little grading, no top dressing and no rolling, yet the road was to. cost. $1,800 per mile.
The Sampson Hollow road, southeast of Shoals, about three and .
a half miles in length, is in part of limestone cmTered with branch
gravel and the remainder of sandstone with gravel cover. The
limestone portion is a fairly good road, but that with a sandstone
base is a, failure. It has been built less than two years, and is already gullied into ruts along the wheelways. It will last but
a few years under light traffic, yet it cost $1,400 per mile.
The Huron system, comprising seven miles north and northeast
of Shoals, is one of the best roads in the county. It is built
whony of Ifuron stone, the: upper layer being of finer matmial
and binding weH.
In MitcheJtree: township the road from Trinity Springs north
to the township line and two prongs, aggregating about 12 miles,
are of limestone with a conglomerate: gra.vel top, the material for
the-latter being secureft from a. ledge .'1bout one and a" half miles
east of Tri.nity Springs.
In neither Brown nnr McCameron townships are thelt"e any improved roads, or any building. In Baker Townsh ip, in the northeast corner of the county, the five-mile Rtretch from Cale to Mountain Springs has been improrved with Huron limestone.

Plate XVI.

Showing a section of the I"hosls and Weisbach road 8S completed. The stone
was hroken by band and the pieces were ttlree or four times too large. The
surface is very rough and uueven and will not be c"mpacted by travel.

(

Section of unrolled macadam stone road, built of Huron limestone, near French
Lick, Orange County. The stone on this road was broken by machInery and
is much finer than that shown on the road above. The road could have been
much improved by rolling with a heavy steam roller. (See p. 928.)
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In Pm-ry Township, in which Loogootee, the largest town of the
county is located, about 25 miles have been improved. The roads
running southeast to Mt. Pleasant, south to \Vhitfield and north
to Burns Oity, in all about 19 miles, have been graveled with ma··
terial shipped in from Greene Oounty. They were not properly
graded and drained and when heavy rainfalls came much of the
gravel went down into the mud. They are everywhere better
than mud roads, and in some places much better, but that is as
much as can be said for them. A macadam road from Loogootee
to Dover. Hill was being constructed from Huron limestone, the
material being napped on the road.
While Martin County in the last seven years has made a good
start toward the improvement of her roadways, she has, in few instances, gotten what she should have for the money invested. Inexperience, poor grading, no rolling and co·arse stone have been
the chief causes which have led. to this result. While the roads
are far better than they were when improvements began, an experienced roo.dmaster, who would have used. strict supervision over
their construction, would have doubled the lease of life which most
of them will possess.

LAWRENOE OOUNTY.
Area in square miles..........................................
454
Popula tion in 1900............................................. 25,729
Miles of public roads ..........................................
600
Miles of impr~ved roads.......................................
350
Percentageof roads improved ..................................
58.3
Miles improved with gravel. ......... , '" .... , '" ............. , .
275
Miles improved with crushed stone... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
75
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. '" ...... " .. " .,. $1,500
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. '" .,. ... ... ... .... $1,900
Total original cost of improved roads ........ , ............ , . " .. $555,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old. .. . . ..
$60
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old .. , " ., .
$60
Miles of gravel road built in 1905. " ., ........ " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
35
Miles of stone road built in 1005. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
First improved roads built.....................................
1895
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.) ... , .. .. .
661
Authority ............................ Walter G. Owens, County Auditor

Lawrence Oounty is situated in the south central part of the
State, 75 miles southwest of Indianapolis. It lies south of Mon-
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roe, west of Jackson and Washington, north of Orange and east
In outline it is nearly square,
being 22 miles in width from east to west and 21 miles in length.
It is wholly within the driftless area ()f the State.
The rooks forming the surface of the county represent six
geological epoohs. The Knobstone covers the northern half of the
of Martin and Greene counties.

ROAD MAP
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northeastern fourth and a narrow strip along the eastern border.
The Harrodsburg limestone forms the greater part. of the eastern
half, and where eroded through by the streams" has exposed the
underlying Knobstoue in a number of the valleys. The famous
Bedford Oolitic limestone covers Ii narrow, irregular strip just to
the west of the Harrodsburg. The Mitchelllimestoue occurs over
the surface of a strip three tOl nine miles in width extending from
northwest to southeast, just west of the center, the wider portion
being in the area south of White River. The Huron Group covers
large areas in the northwestern and southwestern portions, while
the Mansfield sandstone forms the surface of sOlme of the higher
elevations in the extreme southwestern corner.
On account of the presence 0'£ so many rook fo,rmations, the surface of the county is exceedingly diversified. The eastern and
northeastern parts are undulating or gently rolling plateaus
drained by deep, narrow valleys, the central region' north of "White
River is hilly, and the western and southwestern is rough and
broken. Each of these divisions is covered with a soil almost
wholly formed from the decomposition of underlying rocks. We
consequenHy find the soil in the first tenacious cla,y and sand; of
the second, a calcareous clay, and of the third, principally siliceous material, with an intermixture from bOlth of the others. In
that part of the county underlain by the, oolitic and the Mitche:ll
limestones, comprising a broad belt about 12 miles wide, passing
centrally from northwest to southeast, sink holes are so numerous
as to form a striking feature in the configuration of the surface.
The East Fork of the White River, which, with its tributaries,
drains the entire' county, crosses the county from east to west in
a very meandering course a little south of the center. It is a
broad, clear stream, as large, as the 'Wabash at Lafayette, and flowing with a rapid, strong current. From the north it receives Indian, Salt, Leatherwood and Guthrie creeks, while from the south
enter Sugar, Fishing and Beaver creeks.
ROAD

MATERIALS.

Lawrence County is rich in materials suitable for the improve~
ment of her rqads. That the people are beginning to find this out
and to appreciate it is shown by the fact that, over onee-half of the
public roads have been ma~adamized orr graveled since 1895.
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That gravel is preferred to' stone as a, surface covering is also
shO'wn by the fact that 275 miles of gravel rO'ads exist, as against
75 of crushed stGne.
Ha,r1'odsbu,rg Limestone.-This stGne lies to the east of the
oolitic, and comes tu the surface as the cO'untry rock over the
greater part of Flinn, Shawswick and Guthrie tGwnships, and alsO'
Olver portions OIf Pleasant Run) Marshall and Bono townships.
_Many exposures occur along the streams and ravines of the townships mentioned. It consists mainly of a series O'f strata of
light drab to' dark blue limestone, some of which are composed
very largely of bryozo~, while others appear to be made up of
finely comminuted crinoid stems and shell fragments. Intercalated with the lower layers are thin beds of shale, which contain
many geodes. The thickness Gf the. HarrGdsburg formation as exposed ranges between 25 and 60 feet, the average in the county being about -1-0 feet.
While the Harrodsburg limestone is nGt as durable a road metal
as the Mitchell, it is far superio.r to. the oolitic 001' to any sandstone
001' shale for that purpose.
It. has beem, as yet, but little used in
the county, as the roads within the areas which it covers have been,
for the most part, built Gf gravel, of which it is the main source.
00litic Limesto11e.-This wen known and easily wGrked building stone has its principal developmemt in Lawremce and MGnroe
counties. In the former it occupies a narrGW, tGrtuous strip just
tOl the west of the HarrGdsburg, in Marshall and Sha,wswick townships., and alsO' caps a number Gf thel ridges to' the east, nGrtheast
and southeast o.f Bedford: It is toOl SGft and easily pulverized
to withstaIld traffic on any but little-traveled country roads,.
Mitchell Limestone.-A broad area of this. excellent road metal
stGne extends from nGrtheast tOo southwest through the center of
the count~. It fG~ls the greater part Gf the country rock: in
western -.Marshall, eastern and southwestern Perry and the grea,ter
part of Indian Creek townships. South Gf White River it outcrops over a broad area from near Huron. St.ation on the wes,t tOo
sevelral miles east Gf Mit.ehen. It is typically delVeloped in the
vicinity o,f Mitchell, in -Marion Township, and frGm that tOown its
name is derived. Large iS01ated areas alsG occur in Sha,wswick
TO\\'nship aro.und Bedford, and tOo the southeast of that city.
As has been stated, the Mitchell limestOone is one of the best
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road metal stones in the State. In Lawrence Oounty its lower
strata consists of yellow, drab or gray limestone, while the upper
portiO'll is a compact, blue or gray limestone, with intercalated thin
beds of shale and considerable gray chert.. In placesl it runs up
to 150 or more feet in thickness..
One of the best exposures of the Mitchell stone in Lawrence
Oounty is that at Rook Ledge, west' half of section 11, one and
three-tenth miles west of Williams, a station on the Southern Indiana Railway. Hm-e a quarry has been operated since 1898 by
the railway company, a la.rge crushing plant having been installed
for making ballast and macadam.
In Septembeoc-, 1905, the quarry exposure was 91 feet in height.
Above the top layers of the Mitchell stone were one to three feet
of clay and soil and three to four feet of HurO'll sandstone. Both
have to be removed when road material is being crushed, but the
sandstone is left when the output is used for ballast. The layers
of the Mitchell stone run from 8 inches to 12 feet in thickness.
The lower 14 feet of the face of the quarry is semi-lithographic
in character, being very fine-grained, and breaking easHy with a
conchoidal fracture. The upper portion of the stone is tougher
and more difficult to spall. The rock is mostly gray, shading into
blue in places, and showing thin but irregular seams of blue clay
between a number of the layers. Ohert nodules occur scatterred
through the upper portion. The company owns 30 acres surrounding the quarry, over which the Mitchell stone averages 80
to 90 feet in thickness. Average samples of stone from this
quarry were tested at the Road Testing I~aboratory at Washington, D. c., the resultsl of the tests being as follows:
Results oj Tests oj Mitchell Limestonejrom-quarry at RockLedge, Lawrence County.

Specific gravity .............. " .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear. .. .. .... .. .. .

2.7
168
.7
4.1

French coefficient of wear. 9.7
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Oementing value-Dry... . 34
Wet .... 141

"A hard rock with a fair toughness and resistance to wear, and an
excellent cementing value. A good, all-around road material."-Page.

Other excellent exposures of the Mitchell stone which have
been worked extensively for lime, macadam and cement-makin~
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purposes occur near Mitchell. The best known of these is on
Rook Lick Oreek) northeast quarter of section 24 (4 N., 1 W.),
where the Mitchell Lime Oompany operates a large quarry and
plants for burning lime and crushing and grinding the stone for
road-making, ballast and other purposes.
In September, 1905, the face of the quarry was 44 feet 6 inches
in height. FrO'm above this 5 to '{ feet of soil and clay had been
remO'ved. The stone is in 9 to 11 layers, which vary in thickness from 10 inches to 5 feet. The stone is quite tough and diffi<mIt to' grind; and it is said that the drier it gets the tougher it
becomes. The edges of the macadam made frmn it are rounded
rather than sharp. It packs well and makes a hard and durable
surface. Samples from this quarry tested at Washington showed
the following results:
Results of Tests of Mitchell Limestone from the quarries of the Mitchell Lime
Company, on Rock Lick Creek, Lawrence County.

SpeCific gravity;................
2.6
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 162.2
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.66
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.6

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness.................
T'oughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cementing value-Dry. . . .
Wet ....

8.8
4

9
28
26

"Above the average in hardness for limestone and about the average
in toughness and resis,tance to wear. Cementing value fair. Best suited
for highway and country-road traffic."-Page.

The analysis of the stone by the chemist of the R.oad Testing
Laboratory showed its constituents to be as follows:
Results of Analysis of Mitchell Limestone from quarries of the Mitchell Lime
Company, on Rock Lick Creek, Lawrence County.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI,O.) ................................................. Trace
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ........................................ ; ....... Trace
Lime (CaO) ....................................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55.05
Magnesia (MgO) ... ; ............................................. Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid .................. , .............. , ... 1.86
Loss on ignition................................................. 43.06
Total ....................................................... 99.97

From near Georgia to beyond Fishing Oreek the Mitchell stone
forms the top and upper portion of the hills overlying the Bedford oolitic limestone which outcrops at the base of the hills. In
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the upland area ar'Ound Mitchell there are large quantitie's 'Of chert
fragments scattered through the reddish br'Own clay soil, which
have been derived from the decay of the upper porti'On 'Of the underlying Mitchell stGne. Besides the larger quarrieS' above ment.ioned, numerous smaller 'Ones are scattered thrGugh'Out. the Mitchell area 'Of Lawrence C'Ounty, which are used lGcally fO'1" macadam,
well curbing, foundati'Ons, bridges, etc. Similar quarries, which
will yield unlimited quant.ities of exceHent road metal, can be
opened 'On the side of almost eve1ry ravine or creek bluff in the area
mentiQlned.
Huron Li,mestone.-The Hur0'n group of rocks form the surface of the hills, and ridges 0'ver large portions of the western third
'Of the county. The limestones, of the gr0'Up, three in number, can
be drawn upon f0'r large quantities of road metal, should nece1ssity
require, which is nQlt likely in a region where the more available
and better Mitchell limestone is so abundant. H0'wever, for most
of t.he roads of Spice Valley T0'wnship the Huron will be the
cheaper stone to use" as the Mitchell o('curs near the surface only
in the area betwOOl1 Bryantsville and White River. The properties and qualities of the Huron st0'ne for r0'ad metal have been
fully discussed on prf'vious pages. *
Gra,vel.-The creek gravel" 'Of eastern Lawrence County have
been extensively used f'Or road improvement. As already noted,
these gravels have been de,rived fo.r the mos,t part, from the H arrodsburg limestone and the Knobstone shales, and consist largely
0'f small ge'Odes, chert nodules and other hard material, with
enough iron 'Oxide, angular pieces of limestone and red day intermingled to' causel them to cement quickly and firmly under traffic. Almost all the improved r'Oads north of White River and eas,t
'Of the Monon Railway have been built of this gravel.
Mr. G. O. Houston, city engineer of Bedford, who has had a
wide €t.'{pel'ience in superintending the construction of improved
roads, claims that the Leatherwood Orook gravel is the best road
material in Lawrence County; that roads constructed of this gravel
last longer than stone roads, are smoother and less liable to become
filled with ruts along the wheelways. Leatherwood Orook and its
trihutaries extend into the heart of the Harrodsburg limestone
·See p.143.
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area of the county, and the bars of these streams have furnished
the material for the majority of the gravel roads. The supply is
in places limited at times, but 'new bars are formed after every
freshet, as the streams are fed from ravines and gullies, do.wn
which the debris o.f the decaying Harrodsburg stone is washed by
every rainfall. The farmers along Leatherwood Oreek get 10
cents a yard fO'r the gravel forr road purposes. A sample taken
by Mr. Houston from a. bar on Leatherwood was elvidently below
the average in cementing constituents as, when tested at the road
laboratory at Washington, D. u., it showed a dry cementing value
of only 2, while its wet value was 12. Of it Mr. Page wrote:
"A gravel of rather low cementing value. Should not be used if
a higher binding material is available."
Other streams along which the same character of gravel occurs
in quantity are, the head waters of S'alt Oreek in the northern part
of Pleasant Run Township, and Back and Guthrie creeks in Flinn
and Guthrie townships. The gravel usually occurs in bars in the
streams, which are readily available at low wate'r. In the overflowed bottoms these bars are often found co.ve,red with alluvial
soil, and the latter is stripped to get at the gravel.
Extensive gravel bars also occur in 'White River, but the~ are
largely composed of limestone and shale fragments and are therefore much inferior to the creek gravel fo.r road purpores. N 0 de~
posits of drift gravel occur in the county.
IMPROVED RoADS.

From the statistics given at the head of this chapter it will be
seen that the citizens of Lawrence County are, fully alive to' the importance of the gravel road queiRtion. To improve, nearly 60 per
cent. of the public roads of the county in ten years is, a reCO!l'd
of which thc(y may well be proud, and one which some of the o.ther
counties of southern Indiana which'have abundant road materials
would do well to imitate. :Moreover, the majority of the roads
have been built under the supervision of moo of experience and
the taxpayers have gottern .fair returns for their money.
With the exception of one or two roads of river. gra~el in Bono
Township, all the roads south of White Rive,r have been built of
Mitchell limestone. North of the river, those west of the Monon
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Railway are of stone, while those east of that railway are of creek
gravel. A few of the first roads cons;trnctOO were of oolitic stone,
and these are today the poorest roads in the county, though their
annual repair has cost large sums. All the improved roads have
been built by contract under the free gravel road laws now in force.
The farmers throughout the county, having learned the value of
good roads, now vote for them whenever they have opportunity,
and e farm not in easy reach of a pike road is not considered salable, even at a low price.
During the year 1905 improved roads aggregating 50 miles in
total length were built in Pleasant Run, Marshall, Indian Creek,
Marion and Spice Valley townships. In the first two townships
named the roads were of graveJ, in the others of Mitchell stone.
The gravel roads east of Bedford are in general in exceHent
condition, being wen graded, smooth and firm. Some difficulty is
experienced when the gravel roads are new in keeping up those
portions close to the red clay unimprorved roads, as this clay is
very sticky, and wagons frQllll it gather up on the wheels quantities of the gravel and carry it from one point to another. The best
of the creek gravel roads have cost $1,800 per mile, as against
$2,800 for some of the stone roads. One or two of the roads
east of Bedford have the lower layer of crushed Mitchell stone and
the upper of creek gravel. This makes an exceUent road, provided the stone is roned compactly before placing the gravel, otherwise much of the latter sinks between the interstices of the fragments of stone; the latter rise to. the top and the roads become very
rough.
STONE CRUSHING PLANTS.

Two large and permanently installed stone crushing plants are
in operation in Lawrence County. These are the plants of the
Southern Indiana Railway Company at Rock Ledge, west of Williams, and the plant of t~,: Mitchell Lime Company on Rock Lick
Creek, northeast of ]I,fitchell.
Rock Led,ge Crushing Plant.-The plant at Rock Ledge was
erected mainly for the purpose of preparing ballast for the Southern Indiana Railway. This railway is' weil ballasted with limestone for almost its full length between Seymour and Terre Haute,
a. distance of 121 miles, and most of the material was prepared at
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this Rock Ledge plant. A Gates No.7 crusher, having a daily capacity of 500 cubic yards, is in use. An average of 300 cubic
yards is the daily output, 312 being made on October 3. The
crusher can be so gauged as to make diffeTent slizes of stone, and
when running on macadam two-inch material is the largest which
passes through. Enough finer pieces, one inch or less, are produood to furnish binding material sufficient to cause it to pack and
_cement in good shape.
In get.t.ing out the stone in the quarry 20-foot holes are drilled
with steam, and dynamite and Judson powder used in blasting
down. Both carts and tram-cars are used in taking stone to the
crusher, which is so set that it is neady on a level with the floor
of the quarry. The macadam or ballast is elevated from the
crusher to a bin holding 28 cubic yards', which is placed above a
railway switch. From 23 to 30 railway cars are loaded each day,
the average car holding 23 cubic yards. About 50 men are employed in the quarry and at the plant, the average wage being
$1.45 for a ten-hour day. n costs 231!z cents per yard to put
the stone into the railway car ready for ballast or macadam.
When sold fo'r the latter purpose it has been bringing $1.25 per
yard at the plant.. The plant was operated continuously from
1898 to January, 1905, when it was closed down until August 1,
1905. Macadam for road construction has been shipped to Odon,
Indian Springs, Jasonville, Elnora and other points, along the
railway. A large order was taken for Sullivan Oounty roads in
August, 1905, but the contractor, after securing selVeral carloads,
was not satisfied with its fineness, although all of it was less thaJI
two inches in diameter, and annulled the ordelr. The results of
tests of samples of the stone have been given above. Wherever
used it has given the best of s'atisfaction.
Orushing Plant of Mitchell Lime Oompany.-This plant has
been operated. for crushing and grinding the Mitchell limestone
since 1901. Previous to that the lime burning plant in connection had boon operated four years. Two Gates crushers~a. No.
71!z and a No. 4---are in use, the former having a daily capacity
.of 750 tons and the latter 300 tons. On account of the toughness of the stone only about 500 tons are crushed daily.
In the quarry drilling is done with compressed air operated by
a special engine, which produces 250 cubic feet of the air per min-
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ute. The stone is then dynamited down and loaded into tramcars, which are elevated by steam power to the level of the larger
crusher. From this. the broken stone is elevated and passes
through a 12-foot rotary screen with lj2, 1lj2 and 2lj2-inch openings. What does not pass through these openings is returned and
passes through the smaller crusher. About 60 men are employed
in the quarry and at the plant, the a,verage wage for common lablOr
being $1.40 per day.
The macadam is dumped from bins into cars and sells a,t 50
cents per ton at the plant, a cubic yard, after screening, weighing
about 2,400 pounds. Large quantities of the stone are als0' ground
into a fine powder for glaes making and fe,rtilizer purposes,. For
the latter use it is shipped mainly to Illinois·, where it serves to
correct the acidity of the soil. This ground stone brings $1.50
per ton at the plant.
In additi0'n to the. plants mentioned, the Lehigh Portland Cement Company operates three Gates crushers. at their quarry, a
half mile north of th~t of the Mitchell Lime Company. These
are Nos. 9, 7lj2 and 2, respectively. The Mitchell stone is crushed
at this quarry only for use in Portland cememt manufacture.

ORANGE COUNTY.
Area in square miles. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
400
P.opulation in 1900............................................. 16,854
Miles of public roads ..........................................
700
168
Miles of improved roads,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage of roads improved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24
Miles improved with gravel. ................................. : . .
40
128
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1,250
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,800
Total original cost of improved roads ............................ $280,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old.. .. .. .
$30
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stOone roads 5 years old. .. .. .. .
$50
Miles of gravel road built in 1905. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1
30
Miles of stone road built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of gravel road cOontracted for 1906. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
3
Miles of stone road contracted for 1906. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
21
I<'irst improved roads built. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1897
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"More than pleased"
Authority ................................ Alvin R. Ham, County Auditor
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Orange Oounty occupies a. place in the second tier of counties
north of the Ohio, about 85 miles southwest of Indianapolis.
Lawrence Oounty forms its northern and Orawford its southern
boundary. Wa~hington and Orawford bound it on the east and
Martin and Dubois on the west. The county is square in outline,
being 20 miles in length by 20 in breadth.
The Mitchell limestone forms the surface 0'£ the eastern twothirds of the northern half. The Huron limes,tones and sandstones cover the southern third and part of the northwestern fourth,
while the Mansfield sandstone occurs on the higher ridges in the
southwestern and northwestern portiOills.
'
The northeastern part of the county, embraced in the Mitchell
limestone area, is comparatively leve~, but the topography is varied by the numerous sink holes and basins characteristic of that
formation. The southern, central and especially the wes,tern parts
of the county are very :rugged and br:oken. High and steep ridges,
with narrow winding valleys, are the prevailing surfacel features.
Mount Arie, near Woo,t Baden, and Burtin Hill, southwest of
French Lick, are two orf the highest points in this region. Two
streams, Lost River and Patoka River, with their tributaries" drain
the county. Their general course is from east to west, but very
meandering, the former across the northern and the latter across
the southern thirds.
ROAD

MATERIALS •

•

The northern half oJ Orange Oounty iSI ahundantly supplied
with material suitable for building the best of improved roods,
and the great majority orf the mileage of such roads is in that
portion of the county. In the southern half the roal material is,
in most localities, limited tOo the Huron Jimestooe, though in Southeast township there are numerous exposures of thel Mitchell s,tone.
Mitchell Limestone.-This. well known macadam material forms
the country rock in Northeast, Orleans, Orangeville and the grea,teT
part of Paoli and Stamper's Oreek townships. On the higher hills
and ridges of the last two townships it is capped with Huron
sandstone. The Mitchell stone is easily available almost everywhere in the three first mentioned, lying close to the surface and
being exposed in many ravines and the bluffs of all s.treams.

..
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The Mitchell stone is here, as elsewhere, a cQmpact, even-bedded,
gray to blue, fine-grained, calcium carbonate, breaking usually with
a conchoidal fracture. The upper three to seven feet usually contains numerous chert nodules, which by decay and ero.sion o.f the
limestone are Qften left as component parts of the red clayey soil or
surface covering. In thickness the entire, formati()iIl ranges 00tween 50 and 90 foot.
Numerous abandoned quarries of Mitchell stone occur alo.ng the
improved stone roads where the metal fQr their surfacing has been
obtained. In October, 1905, but three quarries were being worked
in the Mi~hell stone for macadam material. Of thesel, two. were
visited. The first was by the roadside a,t the east end o.f the neIW
steel bridge on the Monon Railway, one-half mile northeast of
Paoli. Here a qua,rry had been recently opened in an eocposure
of ~ the Mitchell stone to secure material for repairing the Paoli
and Orleans macadam road. The face of the quarry was but
ten feet in height, with but eight inches to a foo,t of necessary stripping abave. The stone was in nine layers, ranging in thickness
from two inches to one foot, and was easily quarried and broken.
A force of ten men were at work getting out and crushing the
stone. About 50 cubic yards daily were produced on an Indiana
road machine operated by a tra,ctio.n engine. Thousands of cubic
yards of macadam can be readily o.btained at this point, and o.thers
in the near vicinity.
The seco.nd quaxry visited. was in the no.!I.'theast quarter of section 27 (3 N., 1 W.), about two and a half miles no.rthwest of
Orleans. Here in the side of a large sink hole a quarry had been
recently been opened to secure macadam for building two miles of
stone road, running north and south pas,t the quarry. The Mitchell stone was exPo.sed tol a depth of 12 foot, with but 6 or 8 inches
of stripping above. The stone was much whiter and a little softer
than other exposures of the MitcheH stone noted, but otherwise appeared well suited for road construction. The contractor, Mr.
O. P. Turley, was receiving $1.00 per cubic yard, 0.'1' $1,462 per
mile, for crushing and placing the stone o.n the road. He paid
$50 to the owner of the land for ·the stone, with the privilege of
hauling over the land abo.ut 100 yards to the road. He had just
completed a contract of throo miles on the same terms~i. e., $~.OO
per yard for getting out and hauling the stone, he paying $25 per
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mile for the stone. privilege from the land owner. FoT' hauling
he was paying $2.50 per day for teams, and was wm-king 15 to 35
men in the quarry and at crusher, at an average wage of $1.50.
He stated that the Mitchell stone varies much in toughness and
difficulty of working. At the quarry just opened he had used
but 75 pounds of dynamite in securing enough stone for half a
mile of road. At the former quarry worked, about two and a half
miles south, he used 1,000 pounds in securing stone for the three
miles.
Lying as it does so close to the surface, the Mitchell stone offers throughout most of its area· in Orange Oounty an easily available and durable road material; and every road within the area
should be improved in the near future.
Samples were taken from the quarry northwest of Orleans and
tested in the U. S. Road Labm-atory at Washbgton, the toots resulting as follows:
Results of Tests of Mitchell Limestone from quarry lu;o and a half miles northwest
of Orleans.*

Specific gravity. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
2.5
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 155.9
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
3
Per cent. of wear... . . . . . . . . . . .
4.4

French coefficient of wear.
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T'oughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C€menting value-Dry. . . .
Wet ....

9.1
8
5
11
37

"A hard and fairly tough limestone, with average resistance to wear,
and fairly good cementing value. Best suited for light highway and
country-road traffic."-Page.

An analysis of the same stone showed its chemical composition
to be as follows:
AnalY8is of Mitchell Limestone from quarry two and a half miles northwest of
Orleans.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI.O.) ................................................
.75
Iron oxide (Fe.O.) ............................................... Trace
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 56.00
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................ Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid....................................
.40
Loss on ignition ................................................ 43.23
Total ....................................................... 100.38
-For standar.l of comparison see p. 79.
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Huron Limestones.-The HurOin limestones o,ffer an abundance
of mateTial fOir road construction in western and southern Orange
OGunty. Their general character and fitness for such purpose
has already "b€en mentioned.* One Q1r mOire of the three HurOin
limestooes are eiXposed in almost every ravine Q1r creek bluff in
N Q1rthwest, French Lick, Jackson, Greenfield and Southe,ast townships, and in the south halves Gf Paoli and Stalllp€'r's Oreek, and
the west. half of Orangeville tGwnships.
The only wQlrked quarry visited was on the farm of Lee HenSGn, one and a fourth miles east of French Lick, where macadam
stone was being secured for improving three and a half miles
of the French I.ick and PaGli road. At the quarry, which was
near the crest Q1f a ridge in the! northeast quarter Q1f section 2 (1
N., 2 W.), the hard, blue, semi-crystalline middle Huron stone
was opened to a thickness Q1f 14 feet. It was in seven layers"
ranging from 9 inches to 6 feet in thickness, with a surface stripping Gf Q1ne to two and a half feet. This stripping was mostly
SGil and clay, though remains, of a thin layer of sandstone occurred in places. The limestone was readily quarried, brealdng
freely with a hammer. The land Q1wner was paid $25 per . nile
Q1f road for the stOine used. A National jaw-crusher, with eightfoot revolving screen and Ingersoll s,team drill, were used.
,Yhere the Huron stQlne is brOiken tOi the proper fineness, it
seems to pack well, though nOi steam rOilIer was being used on
the roads in course of coustructio!ll. The cOIJ1:tractorsi--Smith
Bros. Q1f :French Lick-had just completed threel and a half miles
to the south Q1f that tQlwn, in which the same limestone was used.
Gra.vel.-In the nOirtheastern part Q1f Orange Oounty, notably
alGng Lost River and' its tributaries in Orleans and N Q1rtheast
townships, occurs a creek gravel which has "b€en used extensively in '
rOiad building. It is composed largely Q1f chert nodules frOllll the
uppe,r portion of the Mitchell s,tone, and small geodes, from the
Harrodsburg limestone to the east, combined with enough red clay
and part,icles oJ irQln carbonate tQl causel it to, pack firmly and make
a road surface equal in smoothness and durability to that of any
gravel road which has come to the writer's nQltice in the State. A
sample of this gra.vel was secured from a bar of Lost River on
l

l

"See p. 143 of this report.
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the land of Cyrus Finley, just above the Finley ford, three and a
half miles southeast of Orleans, and tested at Washington, the, re~
suIts of the test showing its dry grinding cementing value tQ be
19, as against 82 for the average of 59 samples of gra:vel pre:viously tested at the laboratory, and its grinding value 58. . Of it
.Mr. Pagel wrote as follows: "A grave~ with good cementing
value; will do well for gravel roads or as a binder." About 40
miles of roads ha:ve been improved from the bars of I~ost River
and new bars are constantly forming each year. The stream
gravel in the southern part of the county, as well as that about
French Lick, in the nO'rthwestern pO'rtion, is O'f nO' value fO'r roads,
as it is largely composed of fragments of the Huron and Mansfield sandstones, which quickly grind into dust.
IMPROVED

ROADS.

The majO'rity of the 168 miles O'f improved rO'ads of Orange
County have been well constructed of good material, and are proving an investment with which the :farmers are "more than
pleased." The first improved road in the county was the old New
Albany and Paoli turnpike, finished by the State in 1839,* and
later turned over to a private corporation, which O'perated it as a
toll road until1S97, when the eleven miles of it in Orange County
were purchased f0'r $1,000 per mile and made free. It was macadamized mostly with Mitchell limestone secured from alongside
its course and napped by hand o.n the road. The first free imprO'ved road constructed under the present law was the Orleans and
Paoli pike, built in 1897 on the same plan, the rO'ad metal being
placed in three layers and all broken by hand. The first layer,
fo.ur inches thick, was co.mposed of stone four or five inches in
SIze. The second layer, three inches thick, was of stone three
inches in size, and the top layer, three inches thick,. of finer stone.
The road was ten feet wide, and O'n level ground is yet in good
condition, but the drainage on the inclines was not sufficient, the
ditches being too shallow, and in such pla.ces the road has been
badly washed each year.' A heavy rainfall in September, 1905,
in many places washed great gullies through the center of the road
and exposed in others the large stone at the bottom. The citi"See p. 33 of this report.
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zens profited by erxpel'ience, and all stone roads are now being built
with better grades, better drainage and with ,Stone crushed by machinery. The grades are built 14 to 16 feet in width, with the
macadam 10 feet wide and wen embanked 011 each side.
When the first eJections for improved roads were held in the
county there was strong opposition, the farmers having exaggerated ideas of their cost, and the elections were carried by a bare
majority. N ow from 65 to 85 per cent. of the total vote is' cast
in favor of road improvement.
In Southeast Township there is not yet a mile of improved road,
but a contract has been let fQr improving the Paoli and Leavenworth road with s,tone in 1906. North of Valeen the road runs
along a narrow ridge and stone can be gotten from the slope on
either side.
In Greenfield Township there is not a mile of improved road,
and none under c0'nsideration, though Huron limestone is abundant. In Jackson Township the contract is let for improving the
French Lick and Newton Stewart road with Huron limestone as
far as the 4 per cent. levy will permit.
In French Lick Township seven miles were improved with Huron stone in 1905, Smith Bros., the cant,ractors, building three and
a half miles of the Unionville road for $1,920 peT mile and three
and a half miles of the French Lick and Paoli road for $1,980
per mile. Two layers of three~inch stone, each three inches thick,
were covered with a top layer, also three inches thick, of onerinch
stone. All the principal roads radiating from French Lick and
West Baden are now improved with stone.
In Paoli Township therre are eleven pike roads constructed of
Mitchell stone either leading into Paoli 0'1" connecting with one
anotherr just outside the town. The Orleans and Paoli raad, the
first built, is one of the poorest in the county.
In Stamper's Creek Township the road east and west through
Millersburg to the Washington County line is of stone, and one
otherr is building south of Millersburg.
The roads of Northeast Township are all of the creek gravel of
Lost River and excellent in characterr. In many instances the
gravel was hauled three t0' five miles over Mitchell stone, but as
the stone lies deep, with heavy stripping, the gravel was cQnsidered the cheaper.
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In Orleans Township most all.roads are improved, 40 per cent.
with gravel lWd 60. per cent. with stone. On two or three of the
roads the base of the surface is of stone and the top dressing of
creek gra:vel, a combinJ>_tion which seems successful. The Orleans
and Livonia all-gravel road is one of the best in the State, the surface very E'mooth, well packed, a brownish yellow in color, with
little dust in dry and no mud in rainy season. Some of these
gravel roads, for example the Lancaster and Valoon roads, are six
years old and have required little if any repairing. These roads
are, however, mostly on level land, and might not prove so smooth
and durable were they in the broken region to the west or south.
'The two miles of stone road built in 1905, west of Orleans, cost
$1,700 per mile. Neither the grade or drainage is all that it
should be, and no roller was used in compacting the stone. Otherwise it was very well constructed.
In the northern part of Orangeville Township one and threequarter miles of stone road was being constructed in October at
a cost of $1,250 per mile.· The stone was all of one size, the
surface to be nine inches, thick and nine foot wide. The estimate
had been placed too low and the contractor threw up his job, it
bemg. afterward finished by the residents along the line. Four
miles of the Orleans and Orangeville road was built for $1,350 a
mile, the basal stone being four inches in size and the top layer one
and a half inches.
In Northwest Township the West Baden and Huron road, running north and south across the township, is of crushed stone.
1Ir. O. :P. Turley, the contractor above, mentioned as crushing
stone for a road in Orleans Township, has an excellent portable
outfit for producing macadam. He kindly gave me the cost of the
same as follows:
No.4 Austin jaw-crusher, including rotary screen and elevator. .... $900
Ingersoll steam drill ...................................... : . . . . . . . 300
16 H. P. Huber traction engine ... A • • • • • • • • " , ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,750

The engine runs both crusher and drill. The former has a capacity of 200 yards of macadam daily, but only from 125 to 135
yards were being produced. The screen is eight feet long, with
one and a half to two and a half-inch openings, each sized opening being over a separate bin. To the prices above given the
freight must be added.
59-Geolosy·

..-----------~-----
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All in all, Orange Count~ is- to be congratulated on the e;xceJlent beginning she has made in solving the good roads problem.
If in the future a little more care be given to grading and drainage and a heav~ steam roHer be used on each la~er of stone or
gravel, the roads will be so much the b€tter and more lasting. It
is to be hoped that the good work will continue until every road
of any importance in the county will be permanently improved.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Area in square miles ........................................ .
523
Population in 1900 .......................................... .
19,400
1,500
Miles of public roads ....................................... .
Miles of improved roads ..................................... .
113*
Percentage of roads improved ............ '" ., ...... , ........ .
7.5
Miles improved with gravel..................................
8
105
Miles improved with crushed stone. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Average original cost of gravel road per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$900
Average original cost of stone road per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$2,000
Total original cost of improved roads ... ' ..... , ................ $183,200**
Annual cost of repairs on gravel roads 5 years old. .. . . .. .. .. .
$50
Annual cost of repairs on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$100
20
Miles of stone road built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Miles of gravel road contracted for 1906. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Miles of stone road contracted for 1906... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .
5
First Improved roads built. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1895
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . .
88
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"The majority are well satisfied"
Authority ... " ............. , ............... Jno. C. Prow, Civil Engineer
*Includlng eight miles of the old New Albany and Vincennes turnpike owned by
private corporation and operated as a toll road.
"Not Including cost of eight miles of toll road.

Washington County lies near the center of the southern third
oJ the State. It is separated from Lawrence and Jackson Counties on the north by the East Fork of White River, and its largest
tributary, the Muscatat:g.ck River~ On the east it is bounded by
Scott and Clark, on the south by Floyd, Harrison and Crawford,
and on the west by Orange. and Lawrence counties.. The oounty
is one of the large1r ones 0'£ the. State, being 25 miles in oo.:treme
width from north to south and 25 miles in greatest length from
east to west.
The rocks of four geological epochs of the Lower Carboniferous
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Period form its surface. These are the KnQbstone, coveil.'ing the
weateil.' part Qf the northern fourth and eastern third of the county;
the Harrodsburg limestQne, occurring Qn the higher hills and
ridges east and nQrth of the center; thel Bedford Oolitic limestone,
occupying narro.w, tortUQUS areas in the central third and northwestern fourth, and the Mitchell limestone, covering the greater
part of the western third. A few outliers Qf thel HurQn GrQup
also occur in the southwestern portion.
From the vicinity of Salem westward to. the county line, especially along the line o.f the Monon Railway, the surface of the
county is generally level, or nearly so. This area cQmprises the
better awicultural portiQrn. The no.rthern and eastern parts Qf
the county are bro.ken and rough. Going westward or southward
from the Muscatatuck River, the upper part of the KnQbstone is
approached. This has a large proportion Qf sandstone and is
capped by the hard lime'stones of the Harrodsburg Epoch. These
withstand erosiQn much better than the lower members of the
Knobstone, and give rise to a belt of cQuntry Qf extremely bro.ken
character. The hard, overlying limestonels ternd to form a high
plateau sloping to. the west with the di-;} of the rocks. The eastward and northward flowing streams have eaten thrQugh this oveTlying crust, where it is thinning Qut along its edge, and ornce
through that and the hard sandstone in the upper part of the Knobstone formation, they have cut rapidly thrQugh thel So.ft underlying
shales nearly to the base level of the region to' the east. The result
is a series of valleys from 250 to. 300 feet deep and from one to.
five miles lo.ng, separated by narrow divides. The divides tend
to. be flat-topped, evidently being unerQded prolo.ngations of the
plateau. As they extend out from the plateau they tend to become narro.wer and to. have low saddles cut in the crest, and finally
the ridge ends abruptly, making a bold headland, to which the
name "knQb" has been given. The central and southern part,s of
the county are in many localities cO'nsiderably broken, but the
land is not so rough as much of the north and east,.
The creeks of the northern part of the cO'unty flQrw a northerly
course, with a slight trend to the west, and empty their waters into
the East Fork of White River or the Musca.t.atuck. Named in order from th.e west, they are Olifty, Twin, Rush, Buffalo., Delaney
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and Elk creeks. All of the eastern and southern portions of the
county are drained by Blue River o.r some o.f its many branches,
its principal tributaries in the co.unty being the· North, Middle and
South Forks. These unite near Fredericksburg, close to. the south
county line.
The transp<lrtation facilities of the county are poor, the C., 1.
& L. ,(Monon) being the only railway within its bounds. This
crosses the county in a, northwest-southe3Jst direCition, parssing
thro'ugh Salem, the co.unty seat.
ROAD MATERIALS.

Washington Oo.unty is rich in materials suitable for the permanent improvement o.f her roads, but it is only within the past
few years that her citizens have been a,wakened to the value of
good roads, and have begun to utilize the materials which nature
has so bounteously bestowed upo.n them.
Harrodsburg LiJrnestovne.-As already noted, this limestone
forms the country rock: of extensive areas north and east of Salem, the county seat. The portions of townships embracing these
areas are the southwestern corner of Gibson, the greater part of
Franklin, the northwestern corner of Polk, the eastern third of
J acksorn and Pierce and the eastern half of Washingtorn. There
are also numerous exposures in the ravines and on the slopes, of
the ridges in western :Mo.nroe, central J e:fferson and northern
Brorwn.
For the most part, the Harrodsburg Group consisrts of a series
of limestones, with thin beds of shale, and with sandy limestones
in place just at the bottom, wheTe it meets the Knobstone. In
places the top layers are full of bryozoa. Geodes are usually very
abundant in the lower strata and range from two feet in diameter
down to a pea in size. The thickness of ,the series runs from 35
to 90 feet, averaging about 65 in the county. The following section of the face of the quarry below thecemete,ry just west of Salem, as given by Dr. Ashley,* may be taken as fairly representing the stratigraphy of the Harrodsburg in the county. This
quarry has been extensively worked forr railway ballast.
'27th Ann. Rep. Ind. Dept. GeoL and Nat. Res., 1902, p. 86.
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Section of quarry just we8t of Salem.
Feet.

Inche8.

1. Soil, red ······.· ................................. 2 to 3
2. Bedford oolitic limestone ....................... " .
5
Harrodsburg.
3. Light drab limestone, with crow-feet ......... '" .. .
5
4. Yellow to light drab limestone, with crow-feet. " .. .
6
5. Light to dark blue limestone, crow-feet, fossiliferous,
bryozoa common, top layer crinoidal, numerous
cavities with calcite crystals. " ........ '" " .. .
6
6. Gray, fine-grained limestone, composed largely of
finely comminuted. crinoid stems and shell fragments ....................................... .
6
7. Soft, blue shale .. , ...................... , ........ .
0-6
8. Gray to drab limestone, similar to No.6 ... " ...... .
3
9. Shale like No.7, only more persistent. " ...•.... " .
6
10. Limestone, like Nos. 6 and 8 ....... " " ........... .
4
11. Blue shale ........... ; ........................... ".
1 to
6
12. Blue, shaly limestone, full of goedes ..... , .... " .. .
2
0+

The upper layers; Nos. 3, 4 and 5, are quite. hard and well suited
for macadam stone. * Small quarries have been opeI!led in the
Harrodsburg stone at many points olVer the area of its ol\ltcrop for
soouring material for building or repairing the roads.
Mitchell Limestone.-This well known stone comprises the
country rock over the greater part of the western half of Washington Oounty and offers an abundance of the best of road material. The townships, or portions thereof, which the Mitchell stoille
covers a,rel, roughly speaking, as follows: The south half of
Brown, the southern third of Jefferson, the western half of Washington' all of Vernon, Madison, Howard and Posey; the west~rn
half of Piorce and the western half and southeastern fourth of
Jackson. Whererver the streams have eroded their way down
through the overlying soil or surface of this area, exposures of
the Mitchell stone appear. The general character of this stone
and its fitness for road-making have been fully discussed on previous pages. t Suffice it to say that no better macadam material occurs in Indiana than it offers, and the greater proportion of the
mileage of improved roads in the county have boon built of it.
Of the 20 miles so built in 1905, the Orleans road, running
northwest from Salem, had just been completed at the time of
my visit. The quarry from which most of the stone was obtained
*For result! of tests of Harrodsburg lime.tone for road purposes see pp. 140, 159.
tSee pp. 142, 159.
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is located on a branch of Highland Creek, a short distance west
of the Monon Railway and about two miles northwest of Salem,
nOO'thwest quarter of section 13 (2 N., 3 E.). Here the following section was exposed:
Section of quarry two miles northwest of Salem.

Feet.

1. Soil ....................................... ··.········ 2
2. Soft, blue to gray shale .. , ... , ..... , .. '" ............. , 2
3. Hard, light blue to gray Mitchell limestone ...... , ....... 12
4. Softer, dark colored limestone......... .. .. .. ....... ... 5
5. Oolitic stone ......... '.' ........................ , .. ... 5

IncM8.

6

The uppe,r stone, No.3, is well suited for macadam, but the
next lower layer, No.4, is too soft and contains too high a percentage of iron o:xide for road purposes. The bottom layer, No.5,
should also be condemned ona.ccount of its softness. Too high a
percentage of these layers had been used in pla~e,. on the road and
as a result water was standing in a number of places, in the wheelways'. If lessi than 10 per cent. of these two laye,rs be mixed intimately with the harder material-No. 3-they will cement readily and make a lasting roadway.
One mile to the northeast, on the Bayne land, northwest quarter
of section 7 (2 N., 4 E.), is another quarry opened in an outcrop
of the Mitchell stone, from which much of the material for the
Oox's Ferry and Highland road has been obtained. The stone
used is in two layers, a light gray, softer uppe'rcourse six feet
thick and a darker blue, hard, fine-grained stone, 12 feet thick.
These had b€en mixed in the proportion in which they occur and
made a good roadway.
A new quarry in the Mitchell stone was just being opened on
the land of Charles Cauble, northwe&t quarter of section 6 (2 N.,
4 E.), where the material for the Sparks Ferry road is to be obtained. The exposure on the hillside showed a hard gray stone,
which will doubtless serve well as macadam. If care be taken
to reject all layers which have a clayey, shale-like appearance, or
which approach the oolitic in softness and structure, the Mitchell
stone can be derpended upon to furnish the best of material for
macadam.
9ravel.-The creek gravels of nOil"theastern Washington County
have b€en used on a numoor of the il"oads and have proven durable
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and excellent in ~menting qualitieB. The gravels from the Harrodsburg limestone areas, composed as they are largely of small,
very hard geodes and pieces of flint, make a smooth, firm roadway.
The Canton-Salem and the Saaba roads furnish example1s where
this gravel has been used in working out the taxes. They run
through one of the finest farming districts of the county and are
in good condition for the greater part of the year. Many of the
small geodes are seen along the roadside wherever the Harrodsburg stone forms the surface, and each season the bars on all
the streams in this area are replenished, furnishing a never-failing
supply of the best nf gravels. fnr road impro·vement..
In Gibson and the greater part of lIfonroe, Franklin and Polk
townships the creek gravel from the decompnsing iron carbonate
or siderite nodules of the Knobstone fnrnisheB a source of excellent
road material which has been utilized to some extent. * On the
Little York and Salem road, 11 feet wide, 1,800 cubic yards were
used to the mile. This road is six years old and has required very
little repairing. The same can be said of the Lesterville and Litthe York road. This gravel occurs abundantly nn Elk Orook and
its tributary, Price's Mill Branch, especially in thoBe parts of their
courses which run through the knobs or hiJIs. When first used
for road construction it sold at 3 cents per yard, but the farmer:;
now ask 5 cents.
A new road two and an eighth miles long, to be built in 1906,
'will extend from the snuth edge nf section 35 (4 N., 5 E.), no;rth
to Tatlock's ferry across the Muscatatuck River. The gravel will
be gotten from Robinson's branch to the west of section 32, as the
lower course of Elk Oreek is through a flat area where there is
but little gravel. The engineer's estimate of the cost nf the road
i.s $1,600 per mile.
The tributaries of the Middle and Mutton forks of Blue Rher
in Franklin and Polk townships have cut through the overlying
Harrodsburg limestone, deep into the Knohstone and large quantities of creek gravel occur nn the bars, which is derived from
both formations, and is therefore excellent in quality.
The riVer gravel of the Muscatatuck has boon used to some
extent on the roads of Washington and Jackson counties, but is

-

.866 p.l28 for an account of the character and quali1y of this Knobstone gravel.

I

I
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inferior to that of th~ creeks, as it is, in general, too fine, and does
not pack well.
On the crest of a high hill Qr knob in sectiQn 30 (4 N.,4 E.),
Monroe Township, 300 or more feet above the Muscatatuck River,
is a deposit of gmvel covering about 30 acres which has been used
extensively fQr top dressing the roads of the township, especially
the Millport and S'alem road, which passes close by the pit. The
gravel is composed mostly of chocolate colored chert, pieces of
quartzite, ana brOlwn and yenQW hard s.andstone. In size the
pebbles range from 3 inches dOlWn. There is much Qxide of iron
intermingled which causes the gravel to cement V&y clQsely and
firmly, thus making 'a rOiad surface which does nOit wear into
ruts and which is free from dust at all seasons. The pit
has been opened tOi a depth Qf 30 feet and the deposit is known
to be 20 feet deeper. The gravel sells at 5 cents per cubic yard
and is esteemed so highly as a surfacing material that it, is
hauled several miles across the Muscatatuck River into J ackso~
CO'Unty.
IMPROVED ROADS.

While the mileage OIf improved roads in Washington CQunty is
not large, those which have been built are, for the most part, well
constructed. With such a beginning there is little doubt hut that
those of the future will be even better.
The first macadamized rQad in the county was, the old New Albany and Vincennes turnpike, built between 1836 and 1839 by
the State.* It ente['s the county near the southeastern corner OIf
Posey Township, southwest quarter of section 14 (1 S., 3 E.),
and passing through :Fredericksburg and Hardinsburg in a nOirthwesterly direction, enters Orange County from the sQuthwes,tern
corner of Madison TOIwnship, sOluthwest quarter of section 33
(1 N., 2 E.). There is, therefore, a little more than 8 miles
within Washington County. This is owned by a corporation
known as the New Albany and Vincennes Plank Road COl., and
is operated as a toU road. Prof. 'V. \V. Borden informs; me
that there is a streltch of about % mile of this road in FIO(Yd
County which, as an. experiment, was improved with the Knobstone creek gravel instead of stone. The gravel was placed on
"'See p. 32 of this report.
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the road 18 inches thick for its full width; and, though heavily
traveled for nearly 70 years with little repair, it is still a good
.
piece of roadway.·
Between 1837 and 1839, the New Albany and Salem pike was
all'lO graded as far as Salem and, in part, bridged by the State. *
The grade was aiterward turned over to the New Albany and
Salem Railway, now the main line of the 0., 1. & L. (Monon),
which utilized it to within 1~ miles of Salem as a parl of their
roadbed. This 12 miles was, kept up by the county and was
finally improved under the free gra.vel road law.
The Millport and Salem road, e\Xtending from Salem northward
a distance of 13 miles through Washingto:ll and Monroe townships
to Millport on the Muscatatuck River, was the first free pike road
in the county. At one time it was a plank road, built and operated
by W. C. DePanw, who had extensive lumber interests at Millport. It was improved with stone iIi 1895 and '96, the bottom
layer, 5 inches in thickness, being napped on the road to a 5-inoh
size. On the middle portion this was covered with creek gravel
and on the northern end with gravel from the pit near Millport
to a depth of 3 inches. On the south end the top dres,s,ing was
of limestone less than 2 inches in size. As the improrved portion
is 15 feet wide, teams can easily pass and wagons travel (!ver all
parts of the roadway, so that the surface is kept even, there being
no wheelway ruts, as on a narrow road, where the wheels t,ravel
all the time in the same track. On acoountof the large sized stone
used in the bottom layer, which often, especially on the slopes,
work to the surface, the road is quite rough in places, but nowhere
becomes muddy or much cut, into gullies.
In Gibson Township, in the northeastern corner of the county,
there are 7~ miles, of road improrved with Knobstone gra~el from
Elk Creek and its tributaries. This co,st from $800 to $1,400 per
mile, depending upon the distance from the gravel supply. The
roads average 11 feet in width, the gravel being placed 12
inches thick in the center and 8 inches on the sidesl. These roads
were constructed for a low price but are smooth and seemingly
durable under the traffic to which they are subjected.
In :Monroo Township the Millport road, already mention.ed, is
the only one improved. In ,} efIerson. Township, the Rush Crook
-8ee p. 30 of this report.
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Valley and Sparks Ferry roads are improved with Mitchell limestone. On the Hush Creek road the large bottom stone has worked
t.o the surface in many places and on a portion, seen by the writer
during a heavy rainfall, water was running down the gullies o.f the
trackways on all the slopes, showing that the side ditches, were
not performing their duty. Five miles o.f the Sparks Ferry road
were built by Shrum and Standish, the leading contractors in
the county, at a cost of $2,700 per mile. The improved portion
is 12 feet in v,idth; the bott.om layer, 5 inches thick, being napped
to 5-inch ring size, while the upper port,ion is of crushed stone 2
inches and less in size and placed in 2 layers.
In Brown Township there al'e several short roads improved with
Mitchell stone, and 1 or 2 about Saltillo and Campbellsburgh
with creek grave1, O'f the same quality as used in northeastern
Orange County. Vernon Township has nO' improved roads.
In Washingt()n Township all the main roads leading from
Salem, with the exception of the Center road, are improved with
stone or with stone base and creek gravel top dressing. The Corydon road begins 1 mile south of Salem and runs to the township
line 3 miles. The improved portion is 14 feet in width, built in
the same manner as the MillpOTt road, and cost $8,100 for the 3
miles. The Charleston road, 5 miles in length, leaving Salem
from the east, was built in 1897 of Harrodsburg limestone, top
dressed with creek gravel. It cost $9,000, and is in excellent
conditiO'n.
The Salem and Livonia road, 12 miles in length, half of which
is in Madison Township, is 12 feet in width, of crushed Mitchell
stone, 12 inches, deep at the cente'r and 6' inches on the side, and
cO'st $2,000 per mile. A 12-foot road is of little, if any, more
value than one 10 feet wide. A roadway should be 16 fee,t
wide to allow wagons to pass readily, though they can pass on a
14-foot road by crowding the edges. The main highways subject
t.o heavy traffic should, if possible, be built 14 to 16 feet in
width, while for country roads 9 to 10 feet is sufficient.
There are no improved county rO'ads whatever in: Franklin,
Polk, Pierce and Jackson tO'wnships, tliough many of the country
roads in Pierce Township and about Pekin have been improved
with Knobstone gravel by the farmers working out their road tax.
In Howard Township there is only 11/2 miles of stone road.
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This is a part of the Salem and Beck's Mill road, built of Mitchell
stone. This road is subjected to heavy traveJ and has cost more
for repairs than any road in the county, mainly on account of
the grade being too flat with insufficient drainage on the sides,. In
Posey Township the old toll road previously mentioned is the only
one improved.
A combination of Mitchell limestone ~nd creek gravel makes an
excellent road, the grave~ being used as a top dressing. The
Martinsburg road, 4 miles> in length and 10 feet wide, was so
constructed in 1897 for $1,500 per mile, and has cost less for
repairs than any road in the county. It has a high grade and
well cons,tructed side ditches, which have added much to its
durability.
STONE CRUSHING PLANTS.

The only stone crushing outfit seen by the writer in the county
is that of Shrum & Standish.. It was used in producing macadam
for 12 or more miles of road in 1905. This outfit consists. of
the following:
1 No.4 Austin crusher. costing, with elevator and screen ... " ...... $1,500
1 Avery 20 H. P. traction engine .. , ......................... , ..... 1,380
1 Ingersoll steam drill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325

In addition they h[lve a smaller traction engine with which they
plow and grade; also a 4-ton steam roller with which they com
pact the grade and layers of sto'ne on all roads built. When in
operation they employ 20 to 25 men and produce about 250 cubic
yards of stone daily.

SFjOTION
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XIII.

ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF MONROE
COUNTY.
By CHARLES

W.

SHANNON, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA.

414
Area in square miles .......................................... .
Population in 1900 ............................................ . 20,873
865
Miles of' public roads .. , .... '" ........................ , ....... .
165
Miles of improved roads ....................................... .
• Percentage of roads improved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.1
Miles improved with gravel....................................
None
Miles improved with crushed stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
165
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,200
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $365,000
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$60
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905 ..•..... , .. .. .. .. .. ..
4!
Miles of improved road (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
First improved roads built .... " . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .
1880
Proportion of improved roads built since 1895 (per cent.). . . . . . . . .
80
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads ...... , Good
Authority ......... " ........................ J. 1\1:. Kerr, County Auditor

Histovry.-Mooroe Oounty, named in hooor of James. Monroe,
fifth President of the United States, was organized in 1818,
There are 12 civil townships, with a total are1a of 414 square miles.
The county Was first settled in 1819. For many years afterward
there were but few roads in the county. The first road was the
old State road, but as the land was cleared for farming purposes,
the original route of the road was changed in many places, and the.
old roadbed can be traced through farms in the central and northern parts cf the county; other portions of the old road ndw well
improved constitute. several miles of the most traveled way in the
county.
In these early days there were no other roaQ.s. except the pa,ths
laid out by the settlers as they established their homes in the
different parts of the county and found it necessary to open lines
of communication with other settlements over the county, and the
c<mstructioll aud repair of sllch roads was a matteT of private con(9U)

Plate XVII.

Road-metal quarry in Harrodsburg limestone, one and a half miles north of
BloomingtO[I, on North Pike.

•

(a)

Near view of same quarry, showing structure and bedding of the stone.
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cern; but many of these ways, however, determined many of the
public highways of the present time.
As sta.ted above, there are in the county 865 miles of roadway,
with 165 miles improved with crushed stone and gravel. The
first improved ro.ad in the county was, built in 1880 o.n the Bloomington and Columbus ro.ad, east of the city o.f Bloomington.
Concerning the actual state of the highways of the county for
several years but little informatio.n is to be found, since in the
county offices there is nOi detailed record of ro.ad affairs.
Topography and Its Relations to the IIighwa.ys.-aAll landways are, as regards their locatio.n, CQIllstructio.n, and maintenance,
very greatly affected by geological conditions-by the state o.f the
earth over which the ro.ads pass, by the character o.f the suil 0.1' the
underlying rock, by the way in which the materials are affected by
rain and frost and the pressure of wheels and the feet o.f animals,
and by the topography of the country."
The diversified physical features of Monroe County have so far
reaching an influence upon the many problems presented in highway construction as tOi demand the careful consideration of the
people of the county. The greatest diff€Tences in e~evation in the
county range from 150 to 250 feet. The topography has profoundly influenced the location o.f the highways. Far too little
advantage has, however, been. taken of these to'P0graphic fe,atures
in the location of the ordinary rOiads; notwithstanding this fact,
a system of public roads, mo.re or less fully adjusted to. the surface
o.f the county, is being gradually built up. One has only to' examine the roads to see how frequently advantageous locations have
been igno.red and very poor positions '3elected tOi be, convinced of
the value of such a s.ystem. Many OIf the roads were built diredly
across parts of the county without much reference to the to.pography, with the result that they have a. constant succession of
ascents and descents; such is especially true where an attempt
has been made to' have the roads follow the section lines. In
general, howeveT, the highwa.ys run up and down the valleys,
crossing from one to the other at the lowest points in the div:ides,
or following the channel of some stream, which has been able to
maintain its course through' the ridges. In other cases the roads
follow along on the summit of the ridges, and in order that
passage may be made from the roads of the valley to those of the
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much higher elevations it would appe'ar that steep grades could
not be avoided. This adjustment of the highways to the topography of the county, although being carried out with marked intelligence as regards the general conditions, involved, presents generally, as described, many errors: in detailed location.. Frequently
a very small amount of grading would make it possible to utilize
the natural relief of the land. It is, clearly evident that new locations better adjusted to the topography of the county will have to
be selected along many portions of the main roads before they can
be made of the greatest pract,ical> benefit to the agricultural and
commercial interests of the county. Such adjustments, whether
in the location of new rOlad" or in the reloca,tion and grad!ng of
old ones will neeessitate the careful and intelligent use of engineering methods. To the wrveyor in charge of such work an accurate topographic map of the county would be of inestimable value,
as in this way routes could be projected by the surveyor without
the expense of a surve(y, and in this way it would be very easy to
compute the relative grades presented by several possible ways,.
Grades and Drainage.-The steepest, most rugged and wildest
portions of the county are found in parts of :Marion, Washington,
Indian Creeik and Polk townships, where the roadways are so little
traveled that the roads are little better than wen cleared pa,ths
through the woods. The difficulties have also been so great that
little effort has be.en made tOi locate and const.ruct these roads to
advantage. That these difficulties are surmountable is shown in
the few roads of the better class that pass through these parts.
The U Monville-:Marrtinsville road, which passes through H ubbard's Gap, although unimproved with any road metal, could be
made an exceUent road with a relatively small amount of grading,
and by the use of the stream gravel of that section 0'£ the county,
which will be described late,r, the cons.truction could bel comple1ted
at a very reasonable cost, and would become a much traveled road.
The several miles 0'£ road leading through the county and known
as the Gosport and Columbus road, is an unimproved road and
presents some very difficult problems along a considerable part of
its way.
Perhaps the greatest improvement that can be made in a road
would be to lessen the grade. Such an improvement will be noted
on the new stone road to be built in Indian Crook Township,

Plate XVIII.

View in quarry of Mitchell limestone. on farm of James Blair, northwest of
Bloomington.

View in quarry 01 Mitchell .limestone, west 01 cemetery, Bloomington.
6O-0eology.
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passing through Buena Vista and along J.. ittle Indian Creek and
over the ridges to the east, in such places as the route is changed
from the old way to avoid the steep grades.
In many parts of the county the connection between the valley
and ridge part of the road involves steep grades, which invariably
are much higher than is suitable for a good highway. Although
a grade greater than 5 per cent. is impracticable, grades of 12 to
15 per cent. are of frequent occurrence. ExamBles of such grades
are found at Mt. Tabor; near Stinesville; south of the Reeves
Schoolhouse; and west of the Cross Roads church. All the above
are in Bean Blossom and Richland townships and are on improvfJld roads. Other such grades are fOlmd on the old State road
north of Hindostan; on the Gosport and Oolumbus road, in Washington Township; and near t1?-e Precinct Ohurch, and several other
places along the eastern part of Marion Township. In Olear
Oreek Township very steep grades are found on the Ha,rrodsburg
Pike, just east of the railway station, and also in section 13, near
the township line.
On many of the roads 10 per cent. grades are very common, and
in a number of cases where the roads 'follow the section lines, 6 or
8 such' grades occur in 1 mile.
Such steepness in the ro~ds, together with the roughness of
their surface, precludes economic hauling. The greatest load
which can he hauled over a road is the load which can be haulerl
through the deepest mud hole or up the steepest hill on that road'.
The cost of hauling is, therefore, necessarily increased in proportion to the roughness of the surface and the steepness of the
grade. We find from Gillespie that "if a horse can pull on a
level 1,000 pounds, on a rise of 1 foot in 10 he draws only 250
pounds; that is, on a grade of 10 per cent. he is able to, draw only
lit as much as on a level road, and that it costs 11/2 times as
much to hflul over a road having a 5 per cent. grade, and 3 times
as much to haul over one having a grade of 10 per cent. as on a
level road." As a perfectly level road can seldom be had for any
great distance, it is well to know the steepest grade allowable.
"If the hill be one of great length, it is best to have the lowest
part steepest upon which the horse is capable of exepiPg his full
strength, and to make the slope more gentle toward~e summit,

Plate XIX.

Road-metal quarry in the Harrodsburg limestone, two miles southwest
of Gosport, near River Bridge.

Trench through deposit of cherty gravel, along Jack's Deffat Creek at
StilJ(lsville.

Plate XX,.

Side view of stone crusher, showing elevator and box dump for loading
the crushed stone in the wagons.

View of quarry and crusher, showing the feeding of stone into the crusher
and the means for scree~ing the crushed material.
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to cQrrespond with the continually decreasing strength Qf the fatigued animal."
An essential feature of a good rQad is good drainage, and
the principles, of good drainage remain practically the same
whether the rQad be cQnstructed Qf earth, gravel Oil' stone. There
are many places in the county where washQuts in the rQads are Oof
very common occurrence. It is safe tQ say that if the stoop gradefi
were properly reduced, 1-3 Oof the rQads nQW frequently rendered
almost impassable frOom washQuts WQuld be free frQm the effects
of such accidents. "The wear tQ a rQadbed increases with the
velocity OIf the storm water flQwing down it, and the velocit~ depends, primarily upon the grade." Aside from the grade the
first demand of good drainage is to attend tOo the shape of the rOiad
surface. On mOost Qf the imprQved rQads, Qf the county the surface
has been crowned, or rounded up in the center, SOl that there is, a
fall from the center to the s,ides, thus cQmpelling the water tOi flow
rapidly from the surface into the gutters and ditches on the sides
OIf the .roads. On SQme Qf the first improved rQads the surface
has become almost flat and even in SQme cases depressed, SOl that
the water is, nQt shed from the surface, but is absorbed by the
material of the road. The material then loses its firnmess and
yields to' the grinding action OIf the wheels of vehicles. The
snrface thus becomes rutted and if nQt prQperly attended to at once
is almost destrOlyed. When the water is' allOlwed tQ s,tand in the
hOlIes in the roads., especially the earth roads, the rut!' become
deeper and deeper, until the road becomes quite impassable, as is
frequently found in many parts Qf the county during the winter
and spring seasons. The earth roads in the8e parts. of the CQunty .
where the wil is the stiff, red, residual clay of the Harrodsburg
Limestone, become very bad even after a summer shower. In the
Mitchell Limestone and the KnobstQne regions the roads become
dry very much quicker,. and in this particular dOl not present as
great a difficulty as to the drainage.
The effect of locked wheels upon the surface Qf the road is
readily seen on the hillsides Qf the earth roads and in many
places Qn the impro'Voo stQne roads. The locked wheels OIf the
heavily loatilrui wagons cut down through the surface and trenches
,!lre formed down the slQpe of the hill. . Every wheel track om an
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inclined roadway becomes a channel for carrying down the water,
and unless some means of turning the water 0'ff to the sides is
provided f0'r, these tracks are quickly deepened into waterways
and will destr0'Y the best improved roads; not only that, but such
trenches bec0'me sources of danger to vehicles passing over such
roads.
Upon the steeper P0'rtions 0'f many of the r0'ads "water-breaks"
o.r "breakers" have been constructed at, intervals of a fe,w feet, for
the purp0'se of turning to one side the storm-water, and thus
prevent the gullying o.f the r0'adway. These breakers are made in
various ways; usually they consist of a mound of earth 0'r stone
extending directly across the roadway. Although these serve very
well their purpose of turning the water to the side, they forrm bad
O'bstructiO'ns to travel and increase the work of a hO'rse haulingover them. In a few cases in the northeaste.rn part of the county
these brookers consist of small logs placed across the road and
cO'vered with dirt, thus making a very bad obstruction in the
roadway.
The specifications O'f the improved roads of the county as rer
corded give but little definite ins,tructions as to the drainage conditions. The following are the conditions as set forth in the rer
ports which apply in a general way to most of the improved roads
in the county: "The drainage shall be by side-ditches in all
excavations and in an embankments under 1 foO't. These ditches
shall be 1 foot wide at the bottO'm, 3 feet wide at the top and 1
foot deep, and are to' incline parallel with the grade lines shown
on the profile. Side~hill cutSI are to' be channeled off at the first .
suitable depression. The cross drainage shall be by the best
socket sewer pipe at least 22 feet 100ng and of the size and at the
location shown on the profile, and the tiling must be laid deep
enough to be out of danger of breakage by travel, and to ca,rry
off water."
Bridges.-No detailed examination of the bri~o-es was attempted, though n0'te was made 0'ftheir general character and
cQnditi0'n. They may be divided intO' 3 classes-wooden, iron,
and st0'ne. Under the head bridges is included not Qnly bridges
proper, but also culverts and smaller drains. The . r i t y of the
small bridges, culverts and drains are 0'f wood. "They are in

---------------------------~~

Plate XXI.

Steam drill used in drilling for blasting in road· metal quarries and in places
where deep cuts are to be made.

Steam road roller used in Bloomington. Weight 12 tons.

1952
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various stages of repair varying from t.hose newly built to those
over which it is unsafe to ride. Over some of the larger streams
are enclosed or covered wooden bridges. Iron bridges are, however, fast repla..cing the longer wooden spans, and stone and sewer
tile are replacing the smaller bridges, culverts and drains. The
bridge spedfications in general are as follows: "All bridges shall
be constructed according to the section on Exhibit 'X.' The masonry shall be of the kind commonly known as broken range.
No stone shall be used that is less than 6 inches in thickness, 1
fOQt in length, and equal to 112 the thickness of the wall in width,
and at least every third course shall be of a width or length equal
to the full thicknesS' of the walls. The bulk-heads for sewelr tile
shall be 1 foot thick and shall be capped with a stone their full
length. and not less than 6 inches thick and of a width sufficient
to over-jet the walls on either side OT end. All of the a,]ve to be
of the size and style as shown in section on Exhibit 'X.' * * *
All stone shall be laid in the mortar of 1 part cement an 2 parts
of clean sand. Any mortar which has been mixed and a lowed to
set will not be permitted to be remixed and used. * * * The
box culveds at stations Nos. 1, 2, 3, etc., shall be covered with
stone 6 inches thick and of a width sufficient to lap 1 foot on
each wall. * * ·x· All wooden culverts shall be constructed
of sound white oak timber of a strength sufficielnt to carry 60
pounds to the square foot, with a safety factor of 4. The floors
of the culverts shan be raised 1 foot above the grade line. All
culverts shall be provided with hub-guards and hand-rails and shall
be eighteen foot wide. The superstructure of all wooden culverts
shall be built of rubble masonry in the following manner: Walls
long enough to bear up the structure placed upon them shall be
built; to these walls shall be joined wing wallS' elXtending from
the main walls at an angle of 45 degrees for a distance of 9
feet. These walls may be s,tepped by permission of the engineer
in charge. All walls are to be laid in good cement mortar."
In some of the stone abutments there are traces of weakness and
disintegration, cauS&.l by the water and the action of the frost.
One) of the items of cost in the construction of a bridge is that of
the abutments, upon which the stability of the whc8f;tructure
depends; it. is therefore important that they be properly located,

Plate XXII.

View on Eleventh street and Vernal Pike extension, showing foundation
stone and placing of top dressing.

Showing that fine gravel used as top dressing for stone on steep grades
is soon deposited at foot of hill.
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and this can be done only after a careful study has been made of
the proposed bridge site. With the great. supply of stone at hand
in Monroe CQunt.y the bridges as they are being built may at a
very reasona.ble cost be made with unyielding foundations..
ROAD MATERIALS.

The€lSSential qualities of a good road surface are hardness and
smoothness at all times. These qualities are obb,dned, first, by
properoollstruction; second, by the selection of a good road material; and it is a matter of very great importance to determine
before making the road what is the best available material to use
upon its surface. The forces tending to destroy roads must first
be considered in order to -see what qualities the stone must have
to resist them; such forces are first, the we~r and tear of travel;
second, the forces of nature.
Monroe Oounty is abundantly supplied with stone and gravel,
such as are of various values as road material, and are therefore
of much significance to the road builder. Not only do the physical
characteristic of the materials composing the ,'roadbed largely
affect the permanency of the traveled way, but the character and
distribution of the materials of t11e different portions of the county
determine the: quality of the road metals which are actually placed
upon the roads of the county. The character Qf the roadbed is of
great importance, and depends largely upon the undmlying geo~
logical formation. The limestones, sandstones, gravels, sand,
shales and clays present various conditions which are difficult to
deal with, both in the preparation of the bed and in the surfacing
of the road. Every year thousands of donal'S are spent for the
construction and repair of the roads and it is the duty of the peo~
pIe of the, county to make sure that the best methods of construction and the very best mate,rial at hand are used, in ordm that
the cost of maintenance may not be too great.
The specifications of the improved roads of the county as to the
metal used are as follows: "The metal to be used upon the road
shall be of the best hard limestone * * * and the contractor
shall examine the quarries and satisfy himself as to the nature
and location of the material befQre he bids * * '*"; the gravel
used shall be of the best stream gravel."
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In many places, however, the "best materials" have proven to
be Qif little value, and in passing over the roads of the county, one
can see the actual value o,f the materials used, as, regards the resistance to wea,r and the cementing value. A great saving can be
made if it. is known before building the road what is the best
material to use. Although experience is t.he best. test of road
materials, it WQiuld t.ake several years with very accurate recQrds
tQi get results Qif any value, and the methQid would not be a prac;
tical Qne. LabQiratory methods must therefore be used tQ deterrmine the wearing qualities of a rQad metal and its resistance to the
weather, and such results are Qif great value, although the~ may
nQit be as accurate aR might bel de~ired.
With the descript.ions of the rQiad materials of the county
given belQw will be fQund tables of laboratory tests made in the
RQiad Material Laboratory of the United States De'Pa;rt.meni of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. These tests were made at the
request, of W. S. Blatchley frQm samples t.aken from the locations
described belQiw. The results Qif the tests and the actual showing
of the materials Qin the roads of the county, as well as could be
ascertained by a close study Qif the rQiads and the records available,
are in very close accord, and such tests will no doubt be Qif practical use in the construction Qf the roads of -the county.
LIMESTONES.

The Salem or Bedford Oijlitic Stone.-- This stone comprises
an irregular st.rip t.hrough the county, beginning a little south of
t.he river at the northwest corner Qf the county, and elXtending in
a southeasterly direct.iQn, varying in .width frQim 1 mile to, 3
miles near Bloomington. From there the belt turns slightly to the
southwest and becomes wider as it approaches the southern limit
of the cQiunty, unt,il it is almost 6 miles in width. The chief value
of this stone is for building purposes, and for use in making
Portland cement. This stQne has been used to some extent on the
rQad passing thrQiugh the section Qif the county where it. is: found.
The stone is soft and doos not give a lasting roadway; the cementing quality is good, but it will not stand the grinding action. or
the wheels as; do the harder stones. The planer dust, which can be
had from the mills for the cost of transportation, has been used

Plate XXIII .

•

View on West Pike at location of power house and lake of city water works .

. ..

View on Bloomington-Colnmbus Pike, near Stobo P. O. Foun'datlon,
limestone; top-stream gravel.
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in places as a top dressing for other stouer. Whe,re this stone has
been used on much traveled roads, rapid wearing produces a sur-.
face of dust that becomes often intolerable during dry and windy
periods. When first placed upon the roads the "oolitic"s.tone is
very white, but soon becomes of a dull slaty color.
Although this limestone is not. an ideal one for road purposes
it is the most abundant and accessible in the region in which
it occurs and can well be recommended for roads where the hea,viest traffic is not present. It is very certain that a more extended
use of this stone will be made on the roads. through the quarry
districts. Roads of greater durability could be constructed if the
foundatiOOl were made of the "oolitic" stone and the top dressing
be of harde.r limestone or of the che.rty and quartzitic gravel found
in the same parts of the county; this gravel is a good binder and
offers a strong resistance to wear.
Results of Physical Tests of the Salem or Bedford "Oolitic" Limestone from the
property of the Hunter Valley Qaarries, Bloomington."
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.4
French coefficient of wear. 3.7
Weight per cu. ft. ., ....... (lbs.) 149.7
Hardness ............ , ... -47.5
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 4.44
Toughness. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .
4
Per eent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.8
Cementing value--Drry. . . . 18
Wet.... 63
"A very soft limestone, very low in toughness and resistance to wear,
developing a good cementing value. Best suited for country-road traffic."
-Page.

A sample of the stone was analyzed by the chemist at, the same
laboratory, with the following results:
,
Analysis of Bedford Oolitic Limestone from H"lMter Valley Quarries, Bloomington,
Monroe .County.

Per cent.
Alumina (AI,O.) ................................................. Trace
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 56.10
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.12
Loss on ignition ............ :.................................... 42.50

Total ....................................................... 99.72

The Harrod8b1~r,q Limestone.-This limestone is the surface
stone alOOlg the eastern outcrop of the "oolitic," where it comprises
a belt from 9,to 5 miles in widt,h. To the east there are detached
patches of this stone capping many of the hills of the Knobstone.
*For standard of comparison see 9. 79.
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This stone is very fossiliferous, and also cont.ains great numbers
of geodes and masses of "chert. The Harrodsburg, although not a
hard limestone, is a much more durable ro'ad metal than the
"oolitic." It has been used quite extensively on the roads of the
county with fairly good results. The residual clay of this limestone is very stiff, and a small amount of the clay used with the
crushed stone aids greatly in binding the particles togerther.
I
In parts of the county where the Harrodsburg limestone was
once the surface stone, the geodes and' cherty masses are found
in considerable quantities along the streams" and are, of valne
as road metal. The Upper Harrodsburg is, massive but not sO'
firm and durable as the Lower.
Results of Physical Tests of the Upper Harrodsburg Limestone from land of
Indiana University, Bloomington.
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.7 ' French coefficient of wear. 3.8
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 168.4 Hardness .. , ............. -14.5
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.) 3.32
Toughness.................
6
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.6
O€menting value-Dry. . . . 19
Wet.... 49
"A very soft limestone, low in toughness, with very low resistance
to wear. Develops good cementing value. Best suited for country-road
traffic."-Page.
Results of Physical Tests of the Lower Harrodsburg Limestone from roadside
quarry on north pike, one and one-half miles north of Bloomington.
2.6
French coefficient of wear. 7.5
SpeCific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 165.3
Hardness ............ " ... -3
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
.97
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.3
Oementing value-Dry. . . . 23
Wet.... 62
"A soft and brittle limestone, with rather low resistance to wear, but
good cementing value. Best suited for highway and country-road traffic."
-Page.

Samples of both the Upper and Lower Harrodsburg limestones
were analyzed at the same laboratory, with the following results:
Analyses of Upper and Lower Harrodsburg Limestones from Monroe County.
Upper stone.

Lower stone.

Alumina and iron oxide (AI2 0.+Fc,O.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.65
Lime (eaO) ....................................... 52.95
Magnesia (MgO) ................................... 0.20
Phosphoric acid (P 2 0.,) ............................. .
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... ..• 3.~6
Loss on ignition .•................................. 42.04

0.63
50.50
2.50
0.32
4.53
41.65

Total .......................................... 99.60

100.13

Plate XXIV.

stone road on which no screenings were used. One mile south CrossRoads Church.

I

i

Outcrop of stone in roadway in the southwest corner of Bloomington.
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The "Mitchell Lirnestone.-This limestone extends in the main
from the north to the south side of the county along the western
,edge of t.he Oolitic belt, and west almost to the county line t.o
where the Eandstones appear as the chief surface stones with limee
stone outcr?pping here and there. The Mitchell limestone oon~
sists of massive, compact layers of dark blue and gray limestones,
with interbedded impure and fossiliferous limeston~s, shales and
chert.. In the main this is a very hard limestone and is of great
value as a road ma,1Brial. It has boon used chiedly in the construction of the stroots in Bloomington and on several miles of the
best improved roads of the count;)'. As far as it is pOBsihlel to
determine from statistics now at hand and by the actual wear on
the roads the Mitchell limestone is the best road material in the
county.
Results ofPhysical Tests of Upper Mitchell Limestone from the land of James
Blair, along the Ellettsville pike and Maple Street extension, Bloomington.
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.6
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
1.7
Per c.-ent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3

French coefficient of wear. 13.4
Hardness .... " .. .. .. .. ... 9.3
Toughness ................ 13
Oementing value--:-Dry. . . . 30
Wet.... 41

"A tough, hard rock with a fairly good l'esistance to wear and cementing value.~uited for highway and suburban traffic."-Page.
<~.~;

Results of Physical Tests of the Lou'er Mitchell Lime~tone from the road· metal
qaarry of P. M. Robinson, west of the cemetelY, Bloomington,"
2.6
Specific gravity ................ .
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (lbs.) 162.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 2.16
Per cent. of wear ............. .
3.5

French coefficient of. wear. 11.5
Hardness ............... " 10.5
Toughness ........ ; . . . . . . . 12
Oementing value-Dry. . . . 14
Wet.... 74

"A very hard limestone, rather high in toughness and resIstance to
wear, developing a good cementing value. Should give excellent results
under highway traffic."-Page.
'For standard of comparison see p. 79.

Plate XXV.

View Bloomington-Ellettsville Pike, where creek crosses road.

Showing the effect of summer showers on road in the residual clay of
Harrodsburg limestone.
61-Geology.
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Samples of both the Upper and' Lower },Etchelllimestones were
analyzed at the same laboratory, with the following results:
Analyses oj Upper and Lower Mitchell Limestones jrum Monroe County.
Upper 8tone.

Lower stone.

Alumina and iron oxide (AI2 0.+Fe2 0.)..... . . . . . . . . . .
.50
Lime (OaO) ....................................... 55.00
Magnesia (MgO) ................................... Trace
Phosphoric acid (P2 0.) ............................. Trace
insoluble in hydrochloric acid. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. ... 1.84
Loss on ignition ................................... 42.69

.50
47.00
5.29

Totals ........................................ 100.03

100.26

5.44
42.03

The aborve mentioned quarry is the largest road metal quarry
in the county. It has furnished much of the material for the
city streeta, for consIderable of the country roads west of town,
and during the past year has furnished several hundred yards of
broken stone for repair work ()IIl the improved roads of the county
within reasonable hauling distance. The chief reasons for this
quarry now being so largely worked are its nearness to the city of
Bloomington, the quality of the stone, and the saving in expense
in moving crushers, etc. (see description of road machinery).
The quarry on the property of James Blair was but recently
opened, but it will prove to he a quarry of value, because of the
value of the stooe, and the small amount of stripping necessary to
make the stooe available. Two pieces of roadway just completed
will show the value of this stone on much traveled ways, i. e.,
Eleventh Street extensi()lIl to the Vernal Pike and the Maple
Street extension to the Ellettsville Pike.
The showing of the .tests and the durability as shown' upon the
roads where the stone has been :used, should lead to the Mitchell
limestone being made the important source of road material.
GRAVEr..

In the different parts 0'£ the county there are various classes of
gravel of more or less value as road material. All these gravels
have been used to some extent as road metal. In themselves they
are not first-class, but when used as a binder or top dressing with
crushed stone are very serviceable. Short distances have been improved with these gravels alone, but in most places they have been
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used with the stone, and in other places have been uS€d by the
farmers and supervisors to repair earth roads.
The best of these gravels is a ('..hert~ gravel found in considerable quantity along .Tack's Defeat Creek, especially in the vicinity
of Stinesville. This material has boon used on the roads in part
around Stinesville, :Ellettsville, and on the road betwoon Ellettsville and Mt, Tabor. When tested it shows a cementing value
when dry of 23; when wet, 54.
"Is a gravel which develops a good cementing value. Will do
well for gravel roads or as: a binder."-Page.
Along I~ittle Richland Oreek and its branches is found a gravel
compOS€d of chert, geodes, sandstone, fragments of limestone and
shale. This is plentiful south of Ranard Schoolhouse, S€ction
29, Richland Township. This mixture is very suitable for road
material and has been used on the improved roads in sections
20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33, Richland Township.
Along Big Richland Creek and the streams south there is It very
similar gravel, but composed chiefly of sand, and fragments of
sandstone and limestone. This hal'l been used in sections 31, 32
and 33 of Richland Township, and wherever gravel has been used
in the townships south.
In the southeastern part of the county is a gravel which consists
chiefly of geodes, chert, and the red residual clay of the Harrodsburg limestone. There if> also a considerable amount of sandy
gravel from the Knobstone. These are rued on some of the roads
of Salt Creek Township.
Farther north in the vicinit,y of Stobo and still farther north is
a gravel composed of sandstone, geodes and shale. It has ,been
used on the roads near Stobo and along Stephen'B Creek.
In the northeastern part of the county there is a supply of
gravel very similar to the last one mentioned, but also there is in
addition glacial gravel. North of Hubbard's Gap, in Marion
Townf>hip, are deposits of glacial material. This is found most
plentiful along Robert's Creek and its tributaries and farther west
along the valleys and the streams tributary to Hacker's Creek.
Also south of the gap in the streams of Honey Creek is found
sufficient glacial material to give durability to the stream gravel
above mentioned, i. e., that consisting of sandstone, geodes and
shale. No use worthy of mention has been made of this material.
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From the description of the materials given above it may be
seen that it is possible for Monroe County to have a varied assortment of good roads. There are no improved roads in Marion and
Polk townships, and of the total mileage of improved roads more
than 50 per cent. is found in the three townships. of Bloomington,
Perry, and Richland. Nine well improved stone roads lead out
of the city of Bloomington to the different parts. of the county;
of these tbe Bloomington and Whitehall road is probably the
best, and the north pike is the one which has the most picturesque
scenery. All these roads are much traveled, the wear and tear of
the vehicles is very gl'eat, and too much care can not be taken in
the construction and maintenance of such roads. The total mileage of improved roads as given is exclusive of city streets and
roads improved by the farmers of the various townships.
METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION AND MACHINERY USED.

The Road-bed.-The right of way for most of the roads improved is 40 feet in the clear. The road-bed proper in most cases
is required to be 20 feet in width with the center line 6 inches
higher than the outer edge. Other mattms in regard to the roadbed must be determined by the location under consideration, by
the materi[ll passed over, the natural drainage, the grades, etc.
Surfacing.-The specifications state that the met.al placed upon
the road shall be of gravel or crushed stone. Where the stone is
used it is to be crushed' so that no piece will cube greater than
2V2 inches or of such a size as will at its greatest diameter paS3
through a 2lh-inch ring. The advantage oJ uniform size is explained by the fact that the strength of a broken stone road
consists. in the firmness with which th0 different pieces are held
together. If the stones are of various sizes, smaller ones will be
found between larger ones, preventing the latter from coming
together. "The metal is to be placed upon the road 12 feet wide
or 6 feet on each side of the center line. It. shall be 1 foot deep
at the center and 6 inches deep at the outer edge. The metrd
shall be banked up a.t the sides with earth extending at least 2 feet
from the edge of the metal. The met.al shall consist of 2 courses
of stone-the first course shall be 9 inches deep and crushed so
that no piece will cube greater than 2% inches; the top course
shall be of sCl'eenings 3 inches deep."
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The roads fo:rmerly built in the county have not been rolled
with a steam roller. The roads which have been constructed would
require from 1,600 to 2,000 yards of stone per mile and the tot.al
cost. of the road would approximate $2,500 per mile. But where
there is the heaviest. t.raffic the grade should be somewhat more
than 20 feet, we will say 30 feet, with the metal 20 feet in width,
and should he well rolled with a steam roller. Such a piece of
road has been built from the corner of Thirteenth and Maple
streets to the Ellettsville Pike. Such a road would cost from
$4,000 to' $5,000 pe·r mile, but the increase in durability and the
small cost of maintenanco would make it advisable to cornstruct
such roads where wide roads are necessary.
Steam Rollers.-As stated above, the steam roller has not been
used on the improved roads of the county outside of the limits of
the city of Bloomington, except on short extensions built in 1905.
Such a roller as is used on the streets of Bloomington would now
cost about $2,500. The weight is 12 tons. Such a roller is
capable of climbing any grade that should be permitted on an
improved stone road. The e,ngineer in charge would be paid about
$2.50 per day, and he could roll about a mile of road in a day
or about it half mile of surfacing in a day. Although the first
cost would be great the roller is very lasting, and the better
condition of the roads, and the saving to vehicles and horses,
would more than compensate for the original cost.. The amount
of fuel used would be about 600 pounds. of coal per day. The
roller should be used both in the cornstruction and the repair
of the roads. The road-bed should be carefully rolled, then the
crushed stone placed upon the surface and rolled and finally the
screenings be put in place and rolled. Every road is made
smoother, harder; and better by rolling. If the rolling is not
done in damp weather the surface shnuld be sprinkled in order
that the best cementing results. may be had.
CrusherSl.-The machines used in the county fnr crushing the
stone for road purposes are shown in the illustrations accnmpanying this report. These cl'Ushers have !1 capacity of 100 yards in
10 hours. This material is crushed and the screen at the top of
the carrier separates the material. The stone is crushed and delivered on the rnad for $1 per cubic yard. In the construction
of a new road a quarry is usually opened at a place that will make
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the materifll mo.st available, but on account of the cost of stripping,
moving, crushing, etc., the owner of a crusher can not affo.rd to
move to a new place unless he has a contract for at least 500 OT
600 yards. Thus f01' repair work it is often necessary to haul the
crushed stone for some distance, and often at a small additional
cost per cubic yard.
Steam Drill.-The steam drill as shown in the illustra,tion is
used in the quarry to drill into the stone for the purpose of blasting the material in order to get it rHady for the crushe,r.. The drill
is used in many places where roads are being constructed and it is
necessary to cut through the stone to lessen the grade.
Other Tools.-The graders, scoops, plows, shovels, picks, mattocks, sledges and axes are the other necessary tools. "The contractor is required to. furnish all tools, material and labor necessary fo.r the construction of the road. All work must be do.ne in
strict acco'l'dance with the pro.file and to the satisfaction of the
county commissioners and the engineer in charge."
While the success of any particular class of work depends
largely upon the use of proper toQtls and machinery, the amoont
of improvHd road machinery owned within the county is very
small, and before the county can have the best possible roads it
must be supplied with the requisite implements.
Broad Tires.-·Wide tires are road makers. It is generally admitted that broad tires are an advantage to. the roads, and it has
also been proven that they also benefit those using them. The
greater number of tires used in the county are less than 3 inches
wide. Most of the tires are 2 and 2% inches in width, and some
are only l%-inch tires; such are very injurious to the roads.
SURVEY RECORDR, MAIL RoUTES, GUIDE-BOARDS, DOUBLE
TRACK, ETC.

Plats and Records.-All the roads should be surveyed and
accurate plats and records preserved for :future reference. The
property boundary lines should be made very definite. Often the
"middle of the ro.ad:' is a very indefinite line, which changes
position every time a fence is repaired.
Mail Routes.-There are in the county fifteen rural routes, including one that goes oot from Gosport and touches the northern
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persons.
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These routes serve approximately 7,500

Gu.ide-boa,rds.-There are but few guide-boards in the county,
and a greater number of these- guides placed at the cross-roads
would be great convenience to travelers. They should be well
made. The habit of using guide-boards as a target and destro~ing
them is inexcusable, and persons injuring them shGuld be
punished.
Double Tracks.- While there are no roads in the county where
double tracks were originally constructed, there are places where
double tracks have been fOormed by persOons seeking tG keep Gff the
stone road in the dry summer weather. The best example Gf this
is on the Columbus rOoad east of Bloomington. The,se side tracks
are a saving to the stone rGad. The dirt roads wear down more
rapidly and are soon at a lower level than the stone road, and are
sometimes cut so far below as to form a dangerous ·bank.
The stone roads constructed of the best material and kept in
perfect condition are the most satisfactOory, the cheapest, and most
economical roads that can be cGnstructed. The good rOoads being
constructed will lead the people of the county to appreciate good
highways and gradually all the important roads will be imprOoved.
When the economic value alone Oof the good rOoads is considered it
will be seen that the mOoney spent is paying handsome dividends.

Sl<JCTION

XIV.

THE ROADS AND ROAD MATERIALS OF A PORTION
OF SOUTHWESTERN INDIANA.
EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF DAVIESS, PIKE, GIBSON, POSEY,

V ANDERBURGH,

WARRICK, SPENCER, DUBOIS, PERRY,
AND CRAWFORD.

By A. E. TAYLOR.

The area treated in this section comprises about 3,845 square
miles of southwestern Indiana and embraces the counties above
mentioned.
Although this portion of Indiana has been noted for its poor
roads and cheap land, the efforts put forth in road improvement
during the past 6 years have wrought a marked change. The
miles of improved roads have been more than doubled, and several
counties which previously contained no road improvement now
have from 20 to 90 miles. The farms. along these roads have also
become more valuable; not merely on account of an available
market at the time of the year when prices are at their best, but
because of numerous improvements in buildings, fences and tiling.
The improved road is truly a great incentive to industry. To
fully appreciate this, one only needs to pass from a neighborhood
of southwestern Indiana where the roads have been improved and
the farms have been made to correspond, into another section
where the roads are unimproved, and note the old dilapidated
buildings and fences. The land is just fiS fertile as that. along the
improved road, but the farmer is discouraged because he can not
market his crops, except in the busy season of the year, at a time
when the prices are at their lowest. He can not send his children
to the high school 6 or 7 miles distant unless he goes to considerable expense and at the same time be deprived of their presence.
He can not get the benefit. of the free rural delivery, and is thus
(969)
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shut off, to a considerahle extent, from what is going on about him.
These are a few of the many reasons why he has not the ambition
and pride to improve his farm and home.
KIND OF ROAD MATERIALS.

The availabJe road materials of this area are gravel and limestone. The gravel, as the writer will generally use the word, will
include, strictly speaking, the following: (a) A fine medium
sand, 1-100 to 1-40 inches in diameter; (b) a medium sand, 1-40
to 1-8 inch in diameter; (c) a coarse sand, 1-8 to 3-8 inch in
diame1er; (d) a roofing pebble, 3-8 to 7-8 inch in diameter; (e)
a gravel, 7-8 to 2 inches in diameter. Anything larger will be
termed a boulder, and any sand smaller than 1-100 of an inch will
be known as a fine sand. Only when the word gravel is used to
mean the percentages of the various sizes of mate['ial in a deposit,
will it mean from 7-8 to 2 inches; as, for example, when we say
10 per cent.. coarse sand, 50 per cent. roofing pebble, 30 per ce!llt.
gravel, and 10 per cent. boulder. The word ferruginous means
a rock containing red iron O'ldde; argillaceous means clay-like,
and argillite is an indurated form of shale. Phenocrysts refers
to the large crystals or grains in the fine grained rocks.
Gravel.-With the exception of the flood plains, terraces and
bars' of the Wabash, gravel beds of economic importance are rare,ly
found. Besides the deposits along the Wabash, the only workable
ones known are located in a stream bluff of Gibson County, 1
mile north of Princeton; in the terraces of Black River in northern Posey County; in some bars of the Ohio River a mile east of
West Franklin; and possibly in the bluffs of the Ohio at Cannelton and Tell City. The only deposits worthy of our notice here
are those, along the Wabash and Black rivers.
These deposits are mingled with a large portion of fine sand,
which has to be screened. They are also almost froo from clay,
which causes them to be extraordinarily slow in packing. This
slowness in packing permits the gravel to> rub wgether and work
off at the sides of the road, thus causing a rapid wearing down by
friction and a frequent grading of the road. If 6 to 10 per cent.
of clay in some way could be supplied it would cushion the individual pieces from one another, thus doing away with a large
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amount of friction, and would keep the mateTial in its place.
Furthennore, it would very soon cause the road to become hard
and smooth, thus getting rid of the cumbersome hauling through
a loose gravel. Outside of the amence of clay, this gravel is of a
very good quality. The amount of o'Xidation is low and the rook
percentages are about 43 limestone, 18 chert, 14 granite, 11.
quartz, 6 diorite, 6 shale, 1 argillite and 1 slate, thus giving us a
high percentage of the harder and more durable rocks.
Limestone.-In this portion of Indiana limestone is much more
available, has a greater durability, is more used and gives better
satisfaction than the gravel. It is found, more or les8, in all of
thes.e counties; the limes.tones of the Lower Oarboniferous or Missis.sippian and Coal Measures occurring in Crawford, Perry and
Dubois counties, and the Coal Measure limestones in the remainder of the area.
The Ooalllfeasure limestones appear in a great variety of colors
rtIld qualities. A black dolomitic limestone, with a low degree of
hardness, a fair degree of toughness and durability, and a good
cementing value, is found in northern Pike and Gibson counties.
A gray, medium grained rock, with a medium hardness, occurs
in Posey, Vanderburgh and southern Gibson counties. A hard,
tough ferruginous limestone, with a high cementing value, outcrops in Warrick and SpenceT counties. The Huron rock of the
Lower Carboniferous, which is found in the stream beds and bluffs
of eastern Perry, northeastern Dubois, western and central Crawford, ranges from a, blue, fine grained to a gray, coars.e grained
stone. Taken as a whole, the durability of this rook is probably
superior to those of the Coal Measure rocks.
The limestone, which is being used most in this area for road
building purposes, is the Mitchell of the Lower Oarboniferous.
It occurs in eastern Crawford Oounty, and is quarried on a large
scale at Marengo and Milltown. Several hundred miles of road
have been built with this stone during the last 6 or 7 years. In
general it is showing, where the roads are propeJ'ly graded and
ditched, a veJ"y fair durability. TheJ"e iSI, however, a considerable
difference in the character of the road metal obtained from the
Mitchell fonnation. Some of the material is a, bluish, flne grained
stone; other has a grayish color and is medium 01· coarSB grained.
Some of this rock, which is infeJ"ior in quality, contains streaks of
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iron oxide. There streaks are lines of weakness, along which the
stone is likely to break upon being subjected to pressure or a
blow.
A great many localities of this area are fr()llIl 5 to 15 miles from
a railroad, but at the same time have more or less limestone outcropping in the stream beds and valley sides. These same neighborhoods, in almost all cases, are without any impro'Ved roads.
For such the writer will suggestl a portable crusher that can be
moved from place to place with little expense. With this 10
men can turn out from 40 to 60 cubic yards per day at a cost
ranging between 50 and 70 cents per cubic yard. At such a cost
a rather inferior material might be the most, practicable for the
local use.
DAVIEBS OOUNT'Y.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
430
Population in 1900 .................................. ··········· 29,914
Miles of public roads. . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
860
Miles of improved roads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
106
Percentage of roads improved..................................
12.3
70
Miles improv,ed with gravel. ...... , ........ , ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .
36
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................ , .
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ........ , .. .. .. .. .. $1,875
Average original cost ofs,tone roads per mile.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $2,125
Total original cost of improved roads .......................... , .$208,050
Miles of improved roads (gravel) built in 1906. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
70
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36
Miles of improved roads (gravel) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . .
33
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906 ............ , .
10
First improved roads built .................................... , .
1903
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads. . . . . . . Good
Authority ................................. Thos. Nugent, County Auditor

S'eparated :from the Illinois State line by Kno~ County is
Daviess', in the southwest portion of Indiana. The West Fm'k
of White River forms its western and the Eas.t Fork its. southern
boundary, the two uniting at the southwestern corner.
Almost the entire county has for its surface formation the
Coal lfeasure rocks" the Mansfield sandstone outcropping along
the streams of the northern and eastern parts. The limestone,
which outcrops only in a few places near the East Fork of White
River, will be take'll up later. The drift, which ranges between
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90 feet in thickness with an average of less than 20 feet,
covers most of the natural outcrpp..s.
The topography of the northeastern part of the county is
broken by sandstone ridges, bl:lt advancing west and southwest. this
quickly gives way to a rolling country, and this in turn to a level
smface. N um~rous prairies are found along Smither's and Prairie creeks, where lakes or swamps once existed. In the southern
portion of the county, the larger trihutaries of the, West Fork of
White River have cut very pronounced valleys, which give a, hilly
surface.
Three railroads traverse this county, the Southern Indiana
from east to west across the northern third, the B. &
S.-W.
from east to west a little south of the center, and the E. & I. the
western third from north to south.
For road building materials, this is one of the pom·est counties
of the State. The only known sources are the gravel deposits in
the bars and flood plains of the West and East Forks of White
River, in small pockets along Prairie Creek and near Cannelsburg, and the limestone at Hudsonville and at a. few places along
the East Fork of White River.

o.

GRAVEL.

A gravel bar belonging to T. Hill is found in the West Fork of
White River 1 mile north of Maysville. This bar has an area of
1112 acres, and is made up of gravel and fine sand, thoroughly
washed. The sizes of this material are 45 per cent. fine to a fine
medium liand, 45 per cent. fine medium to coarse sand, 6 per cent.
roofing pebble and 4 per cent. gravel; and the rock percentages
are 41 limestone, 30 crystallines, 11 argillaceous chert, 10 slate,
6 chert and 2 sandstone. Before this material can be used for
road pU~'les it has to be screened. The absence of clay makes
it very slow to pack, and requires frequent grading to keep it from
working off from the roads. Until it becomes packed traffic over it
is carried on with conside!l"able difficnlty.
Immediately west of Cannelsburg and north of the B. & o.
Railroad, a good quality of gravel is reported beneath the groundwater level. Tests have shown the extent to be several thousand
square yards and the stripping to be from 10 to 15 feet. The
depth of the bed has not been determined.

~-

-------------
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In the :flood plain of Prairie Creek the writer made 4 tests
by driving down a lYz-inch pipe on the Brady farm in the eastcentral part of section 27 (4 N., 6 W.). He tested to a depth
of 10 foot and found in the first te,st 5 feet of a material running
5 per cent. clay, 3 per cent. fine medium sand, 2 per cent. medium
sand, 5 per cent. coarse sand, 35 per cent. roofing pebble, 50
per cent. gravel; 2 feet of mud with a little gravel; and 3 feet of
a material running 10 per cent. fine medium sand, 25 per cent.
medium sand, 30 per -cent. coarse sand, 30 per cent. roofing pebble
and 5 per cent. gravel. No bottom was reached. Seventy foot
from this test another showed 4 feet of stripping, 4 feet of a material made up of 1;2 clay and 112 medium sand, and 2 feet of a
good sized gravel. The other 2 tests showed only a clay, fine sand
and fine medium sand. All of the gravel lies beneath the groundwater level. Further tests may possibly locate a practicable
deposit.
An average of 4 samples gives the following rock percentages;
40 sandstone, 19 chert, 14 quartz, 12 argillaceous chert, 12
granite and 3 andesite. All of these rocks are highly weathered,
and the sandstone is useless as a road material. Some of the
granite and andesite are so oxidized that they can be crumbled
in one's fingers. Although this vicinity is 7 miles from a railroad
and no other road material is known, the writer believes that unless a larger deposit is found and a better quality of gravel, it
would be cheaper in the.lcng run to haul a good crushed limestone
from the nearest railroad switch.
The gravel used on the Washington and Evansville road near
Washington was shipped from Elliston, Greene County, where
it was obtained from a bar in the West Forrk of White River. The
rock percentages are 68 limestone, 18 crystallines, 8 argillacoous
chert, 4 shale and 2 chert. This material is of a good size and
little oxidized, but is too low in clay to pack readily. HQlWeveiI",
when it does become packed, it makes a smooth and durable road
for a gravel, but the wearing qualities are not equal to a good
CT'Ushed limestone.
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LIMESTONE.

The only known limestone that is at all promising for a road
metal is found at Hudsonville and in the north-central part of
section 8 (1 N., 6 W.), in the bed of a tributary to the East Fork
of White River. The limestone at Hudsonville is found outcropping in the side of a small stream vallelY. It is also found 70
yards back from thel valley, 32 feet beneath the surface, in the side
of a dug well. Here 3 feet of it were passed through. It has a
gray color, is hard and contains no impurities. It is very probable
that careful investigation will locate enough of this material to pay
for setting a portable crusher.
The stone of section 8 is a dark, soft limestone, containing some
shale and other impurities. Although a large quantity seems to be
available, the writer does not think it advisable to use it for a road
metal, because of its softness. and impurities. It would not be
likely to be very durable. It may be that other portions of this
formation are of a better quality, since a similar co~ored limestone, without impurities, is being quarried and crushed a little
farther down the river in Pike County. This rock seems to be,
durable and is giving good satisfaction.
Ten miles of road in the vicinity of Odon have been built with
the Bedford stone. This stone seems to be rather' soft and is net
giving the best of &atisfaction.

PIKE COUNTY.
336
Area in square miles .... , ..................................... .
Population in 1900 ....................... ······················ 20,486
1,200
Miles of public roads ............ , ........ , ............. " .. , .. .
36.4
Miles of improv,ed roads .......... , ....... , ................. , .. .
'3
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
Miles improved with gravel* ................................... . None
36.4
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................ .
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ................... . $2,530
T'otal original cost of improved roads .......................... . $92,100
$100
Annual cost for repairs per mile on stone roads 2 years old ..... .
10
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905 ..................... .
1902
First improved roads built ..................................... .
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads ... , .. . Good
Authority .............................. T. W. Basinger, County Auditor
·About .me-half of the roads have a top dres,ing of White River gran\.
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This county lies in the southwesteTll part of the State, south
of Daviess and Knox, west, of Dubois, north of Warrick and Gibson, and east of Gibson. White River forms the northern boundary and drains the northern third. Patoka River :flows from east
to west across the oonter and drains the greater portion.
The bed rocks of the entire county belong to the Ooal Measures
orf the Oarboniferous Period. The drift covers theiSe in the
northern portion. The surface near White River is dissected by
the drainage, but south it becomes level or rolling until the slopes
and broad bottoms of the Patoka River are reached. South of
the Patoka River the land becomes hilly and graws more and
more so until the divide between this river and the Ohio i~
reached.
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Only 2 railroads are found in this county, the E. & I. crossing
from north to south, a little west of the center, and the St. Louis
Division of the S'outhern from east to. west near the center.
Road materials are very scarce, no gravel being present except some sand bars of White River 1% miles northeast of Petersburg, which contain only a low per cent. of gravel. The principal
limestone outcrops are within from ljz to 2 miles of the E. & 1.
Ry. between Hedden and Rogers; along Harbin's Creek northwest
of Union, and about a mile northwest of Coats Spring. For
road building, part of the crushed limestone is shipped in from
Milltown and part is obtained from the quarry belonging to J.
lL Kinman, in the northwest quarter of section 13 (1 N., 8 W.),
on the land of L George.
The stone obtained from. the Kinman quarry is a black limestone with a medium hardness. This rock has been used on the
roads for the past 3 years, and is generally claimed to be wearing
as well and giving as good satisfaction as that shipped in. The
writer, however, is of the opinion that its durability can be better
determined after it has been on the road a few more years, since
both this stone lind that shipped in are only beginning to wear
down. In the quarry it is very well bedded and jointed, occurring
in 6-faced prisms with acute and oblique angles between the
faces. It lJas been taken out to a depth of 8 feet. Although tests
have not been made, it is very likely that much more than a
workable amount is available.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as follows·:
Results of Physical Tests of the Carboniferous Limestone from the J. M. Kinman
quarry. *
Specific gravity ................ .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear ............. .

2.75
172
.81

Flench coefficient of wear. 8.1
Hardness ................ -22.5
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
4.9
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 24
Wet.... 71
"A very soft but fairly tough rock with a good cementing value.
Best suited for country-road traflic."-Page.

Samples of the stone were analyzed at the same laboratory,
the results being as follows:
*For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Analysis of Carboniferous Limestonefrom J. M. Kinman quarry.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI 20.) ................................................. 2.45
Iron oxide (Fe2 0.) ...............................................
.50
Lime (OaO) ..................................................... 9.60
Magnesia (MgO) ......................;. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . ... 2.71
Phosphoric acid .................................................
.15
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7~W6
Loss on ignition ................................................. 12.14
Total ............. <';......................................... 99.61

On the ,Joseph :McCarty property and adj acent farms in the
sorutheast quarter of section 15 (1 S., 8 W.). are numerous outcrops of a gray limestone, with a medium hardness. Where exposed to the weather it has taken on a very irregular cracking,
which is due to a more or less heterogeneous composition and a
differentiation in expansion and contraction. At least 200,000
cubic yards of this rock are available.
In the vicinity of the :McCarty outcrop all of the roads are
dirt and the people are very anxious for improvements. Two
sources present themselves, the shipping of stone to the nearest
railroad switch, which is about 1 mile west, or the setting up of a
small portable crusher at some of the outcrops heretofore mentioned. An examination of the results* of the tests of the U. S.
Road Testing Laboratory on a somewhat similar limestone found
in a quarry at Laubscher :Mills, of Vanderhurgh County, may be
of some assistance in determining the more practicable source.
Along Harbin's Creek and about a mile southeast of Union,
limestone is reported that is similar to this on the :McCarty place.
The limestone obtained from the drainage canal, about 3% miles'
south of Petersburgh, and used in the building of the road in this
locality, also appears similar to the McCarty stone.
On about 100 yards of the road, which was built a, couple of
years ago with the stone obtained from the excavations of the
drainage canal, in the northeast quarter of section 16 (1 8., 8
VV.), sandstone was used as an experiment. Where the stone of
the remainder of the road has scarcely bEboun to wear down, the
sandstone portion is very smooth. This fact is pointed to by
many as showing the splendid quality of sandstone as a road building material; but on the other hand it shows it to be very low in
~3ee

p. 992.
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its durability and wearing quality. Where the limestone can,
for a long time, withstand the grinding and friction produced by
the wagon tire and the horse shoe, the sandstone crumbles readily.
In Orange, 'Martin and Greene counties and other place,s where
sandstone has been used as a road metal, it has proven a failure .

.

GIBSON OOUNTY.
Area in square miles .......................... " .............. .
490
Population in 1900 ..... '....................................... . 30,099
Miles of public roads .......................................... .
1,350
Miles of improved roads ....................................... . 136.87
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
10.1
Miles improved with graveL .................................. .
31.85
Miles improved with crushed stone............................. 105.02
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $2,659
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ..... " . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,431
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $380,060
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.3
Miles of improved road (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.3
First improved roads built.....................................
1899
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads....... Good
Authority ............................ Harry R. Embree, County Auditor
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Gibson County, which is one of the largest of the State, is
found on the Illinois and Indiana line in southwestern Indiana.
Its extreme length from east to we~t is 36 miles, and from north
to south 25 miles. The entire surface is covered by the Coal
Measure rocks of the Carboniferous Period. The topography
of the c;astern part is hilly, but the western half il3 gently roning
or level, large areas of bottom land being present.
The transportation facilities are fair. The Evansville & Terre
Haute, running north and south, and the St. Louis DivisiOon of
the Southern, running east and west, intersect at Princeton. The
Mt. Vernon Branch of the E. & T. H. cuts the southwestern fourth
and the E. & I. the southeastern corner, while the Peoria DivisioiIl
of the Illinois Central touches the southwestern cOomer. An interurban traction line runs south from Princeton to Evansville.
This co'unty, for southwestern Indiana, is fairly well supplied
with road building materials. All along the terraces and flood
plains of the Wabash and somewhat of the Patoka River are large
deposits of gravel and sand. It is also found in the stream
bluffs about a mile north Oof Princeton. Limestone, which seems
to be suitahle as a rOoad metal, is found 1% miles, north of Prince~
ton, and in a ridge, which extends for about 5 miles in this county,
a few milffi nOorth, northeast and east of \Varrent()n.
At present the main sources Oof the road materials being used
in the county are th(, limestone shipped from MilltOown, the carbonaceous limestone obtained about 11/2 miles norrtheast of Princeton, and the gruvel taken frOom a river bar at Hazleton.
GRAVEL.

Numerous dug wens have shOown abundance o.f gravel and
sand in the broad terraces and flood plains o.f the Wabash River,
but because o.f its inavailabilit.y it has not been used. Because of
fineness, screening in almost all cases would have to be resOorted
to. In both the northern and southern parts of sections 20 and
21, and in the northern parts of 28 and 29 (1 S., 11 W.), dug
wells have shOown the gravel to occur within from 4 to. 20 feet of
the surface. In the southeast quarter of section 23 and the eastr
central part of section 20 (3 S., 13 W.), a good quality o.f gravel
is rep()lJ"ted within a few feet of the surface.
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Since the grelater part of this gravel is berneath the groundwater level, it would be necessary to use a gravel* excavator or
endless chain to lift it out.
The gravel obtained from the bars, near Hazleton, is VffrY free
from clay, which causes it to' pack very slowly on the roads.
Gravel, which was put on the road one-half mile east of Fort.
Branch 18 months ago, has scarcely commenced to' pack, and vro;y
frequent grading is necessa.ry to keep it on the road. If some
clay could be added to this material it would make it pack more
quickly and wear longer. The rock percentages are 47 limestone,
26 crystallines, 12 chert, 12 argillaceous chert, 2 shale and 1 slare.
About 11;2 miles north of Princeton on the Robert Mitchell farm
is a bed of gravel and clay O<'.curring in a stream bluff. In this
bluff the bed has been found, by digging and ground-hog excavations, to have a depth ranging between 20 and 90 feet without any
bottom being reached, a length of 300 feet and a width of 115 feet.
Abrupt gradations of the gravel intO' clay are frequent. The rock
percentages are 26 very hard, chert.yargillite, 24 soft shale, 23 ferruginous, argillaceous chert, 10 quartz, 6 indurated shale, 6 sandstone, 3.5 granite, diorite and andesite, and 1.5 limestone, and the
sizes range from a fine sand to' a medium-sized gravel. The clay,
which occurs with this gravel, is very calcareous and makes a splendid cement. It has cemented the gravel so well together in places
that it comes out in great masses. On the road this gravel packs
very quickly and seems to be very durable. Some of it was used in
front of ~Ir. Mitchell's house, 35 years ago. Since that time it
has been driven over a great deal, but still remains as a hard,
smooth bed.
LIMESTONE.

Small quarries are located about two miles northeast of Princeton, near the northeast corner of section 4 (2 S., 10 W.), and the
central part of the same section. The rock obtained in these is
a sO'ft to medium, bluish black limestone, which occurs in beds
ranging from 1 to 3 feet in thickness. It is very similar to the
stone found at the J. J\,f. Kinman quarry, north of Petersburgh,
Pike County. The jointing and bedding is very good. Where
the lime hgs dissolved out along the bedding plains, a ferruginous
argillite is left, which is as hard as the limestone.
"See p. 124.
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Samples tested at the Road Laboratory at Washington, D. C.,
shocwed the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Carboniferous Limestone from near Princeton,
G-ibson County.

Specific gravity .... , .. .. .
Weight per cu. ft ... (lbs.)

2.7
168

Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.13
Oementing Vlalue-Dry.. .. .. .. .. . 021
Wet........... 191

"Not sufficient material for tests other than those given above. The
stone shows excellent cementing value and should make a very good
binder."-Page.

Samples of the stone analyzed at the same laboratory shQwed
its percentage compositiQn to be as fQllQws:
Chemical Analysis of Carboniferous Limestone from near Princeton, Gibson County.
Per cent.

Alumina (AI.O s ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 1.36
Iron oxide (Fe.O.) ......................................... ······ 2.44
Lime (CaO) ..................................................... 39.00
Magnesia (MgO) ........................................... :.... 7.61
Phosphoric acid (P.O.) ................................... · ... ····
.15
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ............................ ·· .... ·· 8.75
Loss on ignition .......... ;..................................... 40.47
Total ....................................................... 99.78

Although sufficioot time has not elapsed to' get a good compari.son of the durability of the Princeton stone with that shipped in
from Milltown, it seems to be wearing fully as well. The amount
of this material available has not been determined, but it is likely
that careful tests will show at least a workable amQunt.
The limestone ridge extending through sections 21, 22, 28,
27,34 and 35 (3 S., 10 W.), and 2, 11, 12, 14 and 13 (4 S., 10
W.), was examined by the writer, also that on the W. Karnes
place in the sQutheast quarter of section 21 (3 S., 10 W.). Here
the limestone is in small knob-like hills, which rise 15 to 30 feet
above the adjacent region. It occurs in beds from 2 to 3 feet
thick, has a light bluish colo!!.' and is well bedded and jointed.
It has a fai!!.' degree of hardness and toughness, and appears very
similar to the rock found at Laubscher Mills, of Vanderburgh
County. Although it has not been used in road building, it probably will, because of its availability, be suitable for the local building and !!.'epair wQrk.
In the bluffs of the Sooth FQrk of the Patoka River, a few hun-
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dred yards southeast of where the E. & I. Ry. crosses this stream,
and 2V2 miles northeast of Oakland Oity, is a rather extensive
outcrop of a gray limestone with similar physical characteristics
to that of the limestone found on the McOarty place, in Pike
Oounty. Probably 100,000 cubic yards of stone are available in
this vicinitv.
POSEY OOUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410
Population in 1900............................................ 22,333
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
Miles of improved roads. ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ..
94.24
Percentage of roads improved .. , ................. , .. .. .. .. .. .. .
18.8
Miles improved with graveL.................................. .
30.99
Miles improved with crushed stone.............................
63.25
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ................ '"
$2,456
Average original cost of stone roads per mile ...... , .. .. .. .. .. ... $3,785
Total original cost of improved roads ........................... $297,520
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$20
Miles of improved road (gravel) built in 1905. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .
W.99
Miles of improved road (stone) built in 1905 ................ , " ..
10
Miles of improved road (stone) contracted for 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.2
First improved roads built .....................................
. 1900
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads"Good, and want more"
Authority ................................ S. G. Howard, County Auditor

The county of Posey occupies the southwestern corner of the
State. On the west it is separated from Illinois by the Wabash
and on the south from Kentucky by the Ohio River. The only
surface rocks are those of the Upper or Barren Goal Measures.
The topography, except for hills along the river bluffs, is made
up of broad flood plains and terraces, and gently rolling uplands.
The northern and southern portions of the county are drained into
the Wabash by Black River and Big Oreek, and the southern third
into the Ohio by way of numerous small streams.
The transportation facilities are very good. The EvansvilleSt. Louis' Division of the L. & N. traverses the southern third
from east to west, while the Peoria Division of the Illinois Oentral, with a branch to New Harmony, crosses diagonally the northern third. The Mt. Vernon branch of the E. & T. H. enters at
the northeastern corner of the county and rum in a southwesterly
direction to Mt. Varnon.
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The westE'rTI quarter 0'£ this county is fairly well supplied with
road-building material, while the remaining portion, with exception of the region about West Franklin, is almost barren. Large
deposits of sand and gra,vel are found in the :flood plains, terraces
and channel of the Wabash. The :fIood plains of Black River also
in places contain,large quantities of gravel. The principal limestone outcrops are in the bluffs of the Ohio, at and near West
Franklin. 'Smaller available deposits are on the north side of Big
Creek, 2112 miles north of Farmersville.

GRAVEL.

In a river bar of the Wabash, near the ferry that is due west of
Mt. Varnon, grave,l was obtained for building several miles of
road, running east and west between the ferry and Mt. Vernon.
It was obtained by screening off 50 per cent. of the fine sand ..
This road was built Viz years ago, and is 10 feet wide. It contains 14 inches orf gravel at the cente'r and 8 inches at the sides.
Although traveled considerably, the material has scarcely begun
to pack, and is constantly working off at the sides. This bad quality is due to the absence of clay to pack it. Another unsatisfactory
character is its fineness. The sizes are 40 per cent. fine medium
sand, 25 per cent. medium sand, 25 per cent. coarse sand and 10
per cent. roofing pebble; and the rock percentages are 43 limestone, 18 chert, 14 granite, 11 quartz, 6 diorite, 6 shalel, 1 argillite
and 1 slate.
Advancing either north or south from this point, numerous diggings have shown the broad :flood plains of the Wabash to be underlain with gravel and fine sand. The greater amount of this
gravel is beneath the ground-water level, and would have to be
dipped and then screened. These deposits are said to continue,
more or less, beneath the :flood plains to the Gibson County border.
The best quality of gravel that is being or has been obtained in
this county is from the channel of the Wabash at New Harmony.
Adam Weikel, with a gravel pump which screens and throws out
225 cubic yards of gravel daily, has contracted to furnish gravel
for several miles of road in Harmony Town&hip. He says
that only one~sixth of the material is taken, this being that which
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will n,ot pass through a quarter-inch screen. This material contains n,o clay, and for this reason packs very slowly. Its rock
percentages, as taken from the average of two saniples, are a~
fQllows: Fifty-eight limestone, 14 granite, 8 andesite, 5 diorite,
5 chert, 4 sandstone, 3 shale, 1.5 cherty argillite and 1.5 quartzite.
The roads built with this material are 10 feet wide, with a
thickness of 14 inches of gravel at the center and 8 inches at the
sides. The durability ,of these roads, because of the unoxidized
condition of the gra.vel, will undoubtedly be good.
The amount of gravel that may yet be obtained from the channel
and bars of the Wabash for a few miles north and south of New
Harmony is estimated tol be over a hundred thousand cubic yards.
Other large deposits are known to exist farther up, but a gravel
pump can not be floated up to them on account 0'£ the shallowne,ss
of the river.
On the lIumford and Blood farms, in the no,rthwest quarter of
section 4 (4 S., 13 W.), is a bed of gravel in the flood plain of
Black River, which probably underlies 25 acres. The stripping,
where tested, has been from 0 to 3 feet. The average of several
samples shows the rock pereentages to be 36 limestone, 25 granite,
25 chert, 10 sandstone and 4 shale. The sizes vary grelatly, but
there is a large amount of material with the following sizes:
Twenty per cent. roofing pebble, 70 p€r cent. gravel and 10 per
cent. boulder. This material is not much weathered and would,
without doubt, be durable, but its low per cent. of clay will cause
it to be slow in packing. With exception of one-half mile of improved road near Griffin, there is no g"!"avel or stone road within
seven miles of this, location.
I,IMEST,oNE.

In the bluff of the Wahash, ,one-fourth of a mile southwest of
New Harmony, is an outcrop of a gray limestone with a medium
hardness. Thel same quality of stone is reported to outcrop to
the extent of 25 acres two miles southwest of New Harmony, in
the stream bed of the Wahash. At this place the rock is quite
available in dry weather, wl~en the water does not cover this portion. A similar stone, which is available in workable quantities,

-
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is found ontcropping in the central and southern parts of section
5 (6 S., 14 W.).
'
About 31/2 feet of a bed of limestone is exposed ()ill. the bluffs of
a tributary to Big Creek, in the east central parl of secti()ill. 7 (6
S., 13 W.). This limestone has a gray clor, a, medium hardness, and 9. good cementing value_ It is a good all-around road
material, and ranks above the average for southwestern Indiana.
Other outcrops of this same quality of stone are reported at various places along Big Creek. Since this vicinity is 7 or 8 miles
from any other known road metal, it would probably be the cheape,r
for the immediate' locality to quarry this stOlIle and have it crushed
with a port,able crusher.
Samples of stone from the property of Wyatt H. Williams were
tested at the U. S. Road I-,aboratory at. Washington, D. C., with
the following results:
Results of Physical Tests of Carboniferou8 Limestone from the land of Wyatt H.
Williams, near Mt. Vernon, Posey County. *
Specific gravity .............. " .
Weight per cu. ft. ......... (Ibs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft..(lbs.)
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.7
168
1.67
3.5

French coefficient of wear. 11.3
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11.5
'roughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 22
Wet .... 108

"A rather hard, tough dolomitic limestone which develops an excel·
lent cementing value. A good all·around road material. "-Page.

A crushing plant is located at 'Vest Franklin, where the limestone outcrops in the bluff of the Ohio. The outcrop has an extent of ooe mile down the river, and at the plant is 20 feet thick.
The lower portion of this outcrop, which contains thick beds, is
being crushed and used on the streets at :M:t. Vernon. This stone
is a hard, tough limestone, with a good cementing value. As a
road material it ranks among the very be;;,t of southwestern Indiana, and is available in large quantities.
At the plant 100 cubic yards are crushed daily, and 25 men
are employed. 80 far, most of the crushed stone has been floated
down the river to :M:t.. Varnon, where it is used in building streets.
For this work it is very well adapted and is showing splendid
durability.
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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Samples of stone from the quarry were tested at the Road Laboratory at Washington, with the following resultB:
Re8ults of Physical Tests of Carboniferou8 Limestone from the quarry of W. M.
Williams, at West Franklin, Posey County.*
Specific gravity ................ .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear ............. .

2.7
168
.82
1.8

French coefficient of wear. 21.7
Hardness ............... ',' 9.8
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 43
Wet.... 56

"A fairly hard and tough limestone with a very high resistance to
wear which develops a good cementing value. Suitable for suburban and
highway traffic. It has the highest coefficient of wear for limestone yet
made."-Page.

VANDERBURGH OOUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
236
Population in 1900............................................. 71,769
600
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
129.6
Miles of improved roads.......................................
Percentage of roads improved ........ '" ... '" ., ........ ,. ... ..
21.6
Miles improved with graveL.................................. .52.5
Miles improved with crushed stone ...................... , .. .. ..
77.1
Average original cost of gravel roads per mile ........... ,. ... ..
$750
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $1,000
Total original cost of improved roads ............. : ............. $116,475
Annual cost of repairs per mile on gravel roads 5 years old .... ,. .
$150
Annual cos,t of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. .. .. . . .
$150
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads.. .. .. . Good
Authority ............................... Harry Stinson, County Auditor
'''In 1880 there were in Vanderburgh County 72.45 miles of gravel and macadam
roads, which were established as free turnpikes at that time. Since then there has
been added 57.15 miles of roads that had originally been Improved by the variou.s
township trustees and by resident freeholders, until there had been sufficient gravel
or broken rock placed upon them to authol'ize the turnpike directors to Include
them as' free turnpikes.
"There has been expended for repairs of free turnpikes since 1880 the sum of
$482.265, making an average of $19,290 for each year."-H. S.

In the southwestern part of the State, separated from Kentucky
by the Ohio River, is the county of Y!lllderburgh. It lies east
of Posey, south of Gibson and west of Warrick counties. The
surface rocks of this county are, for the most part, the Upper or
Barren Ooal Measures. The topography consists of the broad bot.For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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toms of the Ohio, and other streams, with intervening uplands,
which are somewhat rolling.
The railway facilities are splendid. Diverging in all directions
from Evansville are the E. & T. H., the E. & I., the Peoria Division of the Illinois Oentral, the St. Louis Division of the Southern, the Ohio Valley, the I.ouisville and Nashville and the St.
Louis Division of the L. & N. In addition to' these, the Evansville and Princeton traction line runs north from Evansville, almost bisecting the county, while another t;raction line is being built
be,tween Evansville and Mt. Vernon.
The roods of this, county for the last 25 years have been. built
by repairing. The material for this repair work has been obtained from the limestone quarries at Milltown, fro~ small limestone quarries of the. county, where the stone is crushed by hand,
and from the gravel bars of the Ohio River. Limestone outcrops,
which have not been a source of supply but probably will be in
the future, are found at numerous places in a ridge which eoctends
southwest from the northeast corner of the county to Laubscher
Mills, through the southeast corner of German Township, across
Perry Township and on to West :Franklin. At various points in
the bluffs of Pigeon Creek outcrops a ferruginous limestone, which
is t,oo soft and impure for a road metal.
GRAVEL.

The only deposits of economic importance known are found
in the old river bars of the Ohio. One of these is located on the
J. Roth farm in the west central part. of section 20 ('7 S., 11 W.).
The bed of gravel is one-half mile long, 300 yards wide and 1 foot
dee,p. Below this depth it becomes sandy and then grades into a
conglomerate. The material is of a very durable character, as is
shown by its wear on a road which was built with it 23 years ago.
This road is said to have never bee'll repaired and is still in a good
condition.
LIMESTONE.

In the ridges, which enter Scott Township at the northeastern
corner and exte'TId southwest through sections 24, 23, 26, 2'7 and
34 (4 S., 10 W.), and sections 4,9,8, '7,18,19,30 and 31 (5 S.,
10 W.), are numerous outcrops of available limestone. This
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stone was examined by the writer in the southwest quarter ot section 4 (5 S., lOW.), and found to be similar in physical character tOo the Ooutcrop of this same ridge, which occurs' on the W.
Karnes place" in Posey County.
The Laubscher quarry, at Laubscher Mills, shows a section of
20 feet, tho lower 9 feet of which are made up of a thick bedded,
gray limestone, with medium hardness. Overlying these 9 feet
are 9 feet of sandstone and 2 feet of soil.
The results 0'£ the tests of the U. 8. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith a.s follows:
Results oj Physical Tests oj Coal Measure Lime.~tone jrom the C. 8. Laubscher
quarry ...
French coefficient of wear. 10
Hardness.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Cementing value-Dry. . . . 17
Wet.... 52
"A rock of fair hardness, toughness and resistance to wear, which
develops a good cementing value. Suitable for suburban and highway
traffic."

Specific gravity.. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.)
Water absorbed per cu. ft.. (lbs.)
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.7
168
1.38
4

A crushing plant, which is capable of an output of over 100
cubic yards per day, is located at the Laubscher ]\fills, but is not
operated, because of the heavy stripping. This location is on the
Evansville and Princeton interurban traction line.
This ridge, in which the Laubscher quarry is found, extends
in a somewhat broken manner southwest through sections 1, 2, 3,
10, 11, 14, 15, 22, 27, 28, 33 and 32 (6 S., 11 W.), and sections
5, 6 and 7 (7 S., 11 W.). On the J. Kum place of the southwest quarter of section 10 (6 S., 11 W.), some limestone has been
taken out and pounded up for macadam. The section of the
quarry shows two ledges of limestone, each of which is four feet
thick. These are covered by 10 feet of sandstone, shale and soil.
The upper ledge is of I:l gray color, with a, reddish tinge, which is
due to iron oxide. It has a medium hardness. The lower ledge
is not so hard, but runs high in lime, which would give it a good
cementing quality. The coJor is a bluish gray. The wearing
quality of these stones, where they have been used in repaumg
the roads, is reported tOo be good.
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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A very good exposure has been found in the bluff of a small
valley on the property belonging to Henry Schutte, in the southwest quarter of section 32 (6 S., 11 W.). Here the limestone occurs in beds from 2 to 5 foot thick, has a gray color and a, medium
hardness. This stone has been broken by hand and used in repair work. It seems to show a fair durabi1ity.
A half mile northeast of the Schutte outcrop, in a bluff of the
same valley, is an outcrop of limestone, which has a thickness o£
30 feet. Without doubt a large quantity of stone is available in
thiEt vidnity.
WARRIOK OOUNTY.

\_."3"'

".

Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
397
Population in 1900............................................. 22,329
Miles of public roads..........................................
750
Miles of improved roads .................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
29
Percentage of roads improved .. '" ........ , '" ......... '" .....
3.8
Miles improved with graveL ............ -... , ................. , . None
Miles improved with crushed stone .......... '" ........ '" .. .. ..
29
Average Original cost per mile of stone roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,785
Total original cost of improved roads ....... " .................. $51,760
First improved roads built.....................................
1899
Satisfaction·of farmers with investment in improved roads....... Good
Authority ............................... R. D. O. Moore, County Auditor

With the Ohio River forming part of its southern border, and
lying east of V anderburgh, south of Pike and the southeastern
corner of Gibson, and west and partly north of Spencer Oounty,
is the count,Y of . . Varrick.
.
The surface rocks of this entire county
belong to the Coal Measures. The topog-raphy is roning, some
conspicuous ridges being found in the northwestern, north central
and alO'llg the western edge of Pigeon Township.
The railway facilities of this county are poor. The Evansville
branch of the Southern traverses the southeT1l. half from east to
west, while the E. & I. cuts the northwestern corner. A suburban railway runs from Newburg to Evansville.
With exception of a few small bars of gravel and :fine sand in
the Ohio, the road material of this county is con:fined to, the limestone. Outcrops of this, which are of economic impm-tance, are
found in a ridge near Millersburg, in sections 2, 4, 5, eastern 6',
northern 8, western 3 and northwestern 1 (5 S., 9 W.), and 35,
i
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36, southwestern haH 0'£ 25, southe.astern half of 26, southern
parts of 32 and 33 (4 S., 9 W.). Another series' of outcrops
are found in a ridge near Lynnville, in the northeastern haH of
sectioo 34, the southern part of 27, the southwestern corner of 26
and the northweBtern corner of 35 ( 3 S., 8 W.). Both of these
ridges tower very conspicuously above the adjacent regions. A
small outcrop occurs in Pigeon Creek, llh miles west of Chandler.
The outcrops near Millersburg have boon tested in the northwestern part of section 5 (5 S., 9 W.), by a large stone company,
and are reported as being of a good quality for road building, and
practically unlimited in amount. The E. & 1. Ry. is within threequarters of a mile of the place where the tests were made, and is
connected to it by a valley with a gentle gradient.
At several places the WI,iter examined the rook and found it to
be a bluish gray, fine to medium-grained limestooe, more or less
streaked with iron oxide, and having a medium hardness. Under
the stroke of the hammerr it breaks in a heterogeneous manner, the
streaks of iron oxide forming the plains of fracture. The durability of the rock as a road metal will undoubtedly be considerably
affected by the ferruginous nature. Where this stone was used
in building one-half a mile of road in the southwest quarter of
section 19 (5 S., 9 W.), in the year 1881, the road is reported to
still be in a fair condition, without having had any repair.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road Testing Laboratory
on a sample of this rock, which was obtained from Louis Meyer's
farm in the western part. of this area, are given herewith as follows:
Results of Physical Te8ts of Carboniferous Limestone from the Louis Meyer farm. *

Specific gravity ............... , .
2.7
Weight per cu. ft. ...... : .. (lbs.) 168.4
Water absorbed per cu. ft.(lbs.)
.97
Per cent. of, wear..............
3.3

French coefficient of wear. 12.3
Hardness .. " .. .. .. .. .. ... 14
Toughness................ 11
C€menting value-Dry.... 15
Wet .... 126
"A hard, tough rock with high resistance to wear and excellent
cementing value. Suited for suburban and highway traffic."-Page.

By a comparison of the various tests of the Road Testing Laboratory of the United States, this rock is seen to be above the
.For standard of comparison see p. 79.
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average for Southwestern Indiana, and fully as good as the stone
that is being shipped into the county.
Samples of this stone were analyzed by the U. S. Laboratory,
with the following results:
Analysis of CarboniferoW3 Limestone from the Louis Meyer farm.
Per cent.
Alumina (Al,O.) .................................................. 1.90
Iron oxide (Fe,O.) ............................................... 0.50
Lime (OaO) ..........................................•.......... 45.40
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................. Trace
Phosphoric acid (P,O,) .....................~ ...................... Trace
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ............................... " ... 15.32
Loss on ignition ................................................. 36.93

Total ....................................................... 100.05

This rock is found outcropping more or less over an area extending northeast and southwest fOT ahout 5 miles and having a
width ranging between 112 and 2 miles. With a portable crusher,
which with the labor of 10 men would turn out from 40 to 50
cubic yards per day, stone could be cnlshed so. as to supply 40
square miles in the northwest portion of the county, with little
transportation.
The outcrop, nOorth of Lynnville" is similar to. that near Millersburg, in topographical position, quality and availability. It
is a bluish, fine to. medium-grained limestone, somewhat streaked
with iron oxide. As soon from various' exposures, it seems to, cap
the ridge and has a thickness of 35+ feet. Great blocks of this
stone 20 feet across and 5 feet thick have. broken off from the
bedrock and are slowly sliding down the hillside.
The extent o.f this outcropping is at least one square mile, and
probably much more. Since there is no railroad near by, and the
roads are in need of improvement, a portable crusher would probably be a very practicable investment.
The outcrops found in the bed of Pigeon Oreek, west of Ohandler, are similar in physical ('haracter to those near Millersburg.
The extent has not been determined.
Most of the 29 miles of improved road in this county were
built six years ago, with the stone from Marengo. The depth of
the macadam bed was made six inches flat and the Width eight
feet. In most places the macadam is put on to a depth of 14
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inches at the center and 10 inches at the sides, and widths are
from 9 to 10 feet. These roads of Warrick County would be in
very fair condition if they were kept properly graded and ditched
at the sides. The writer noticed where they were rutty, tha,t oftall
ditches had been allowed to dog up or the roadbp<1 became sagged
toward the center.
SPENCER OOUNTY.
406
Area in square miles ...... , ................... , .. : ............ .
22,407
Population ·in 1900 .......... : .................. ················
1;008
Mile~ of public roads .......................................... .
29.5
Miles of improved roads ..... " ................................. .
2.9
Percentage of roads improved ................................. ·
Miles improved with gravel* ................................... . None
29.5
Miles improved with crushed stone ............................. .
Average original cost of stone roads per mne .... , ... , .......... . $2,000
Total original cost of improved roads .... '" ........ , .......... . $58,510
$25
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 4 years old ....... .
1901
First improved roads built ................................ ·····
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roadsGenerally good
Authority ................................... J. '£. White, County Auditor
'About three and a half miles of streets In the town of Grandview are Improved
with gravel by working out the road tax.

This cOlmty, which is situated in the. southwestern part of the
State and is separated from Ke'ntucky by the Ohio River, lies east
of Warrick, south of Dubois and Warrick and west of Perry
Oounty. With exception of the Mansfield sandstone outcropping
along Anderson Oreek on the eastern oorder, the E>urface along the
Ohio River and Pigeon Oreek is bottom land, but advancing east it
first becomes gently rolling, then more and more hilly until the
eastern haH is reached, where the surface is broken into high hills
and sharp ridges, with narrow intervening valleys.
The transportation facilities are only fair. Of the St. Louis
Division of the Southern, the Rockport branch passes from Lincoln Oity south to, Rockport, and the Oannelton branch from Lincoln Oity through Maxville. The, Evansville branch 'of the Southern Railway runs east and west from Pigeon Station to Rockport
Junction.
This is one of the poorest counties of southwestern Indiana III
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road metal. No gravel occurs, except l'Oiffie small bars 0& gravel
and fine sand in the' Ohio River. The limestone outcrops are
found for one mile in the bluff of Sandy Creek, in the northern
part of section 35, the southern pa.rt of section 26 and the southwestern portion of section 25 (6 S., 5 W.), and in the south bluff
of Pigeon Oreek, in the southeast cOlmer of section 27 (4 S., 5
W.). A ferruginous argillaceous chert caps the top of a ridge .
in the northern halves of sections 27 and 28 (4 S., 5 W.).
The limestone outcropping in the bluff of Sandy Oreek is a
g-ray to dark gray rock with a fine tQ medium grain. Its hardness rang-es beltween soft and medium. The beds vary from % to
1% feet in thickness. Under the blow of a hammer the rook
breaks irreg-ularly, following- to- some extent numerous seams of
iron oxide. The iron oxide is found in about the same proportion as that in the limestone of Warrick County. In addition
to its extent of one mile along- the bluff, it iSI seen by outc.rops in
tributary valleys to 8andy Creek that it extends back in the Muff
at least a~quarter of a mile. The thickness of the formation is
30+ feet, and the stripping is light alon.!!.' the bluff face, but rapidly increases as the stone extends. back.
This outcrop is about 11j2 miles from the Ohio River and is 9
or 10 miles from a railroad. The roads in this vicinity are all
dirt. Because of these facts and the fair quality of this stone as
a road-building metal, it would probably be the cheapest and moet
satisfactory source of supply to crush this stone with a portable
stone crusher.
The rock occurring in the bluff of Pigeon Creek is a gray, calcareous limestone, with only a small amount of iron. It also is
of a fair qualit.y, but the stripping is rather heavy and the opening of a quarry would be rather expensive.
The ferruginous, argillaceous chert, which caps the ridge on~
half mile north of the limestone outcrops, mentioned in the preceding paragraph, is harder than steel. This chert occurs in a
bed 8+ feet thick and forms a small ledge where it meets the
side slopes. It is said to outcrop in the sides of this ridge, more
or less, for four miles. As a road metal it would be dura hIe, but
the crushing would be difficult, and it would not pack wen on the
road, bec'Inse of no cementing material.
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The 29.5 miles of improved. road that are £O'1llld in this county
have been built with crushed limestone from Marengo and Milltown. These roads, where proper care has been given to ditching
and grading, are smooth, dura.ble and giving good satisfaction.

DUBOIS OOUNTY.
Area in square miles..........................................
425
Population in 1900............................................. 20,357
Miles of public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
700
Miles of improved roads .... : .... , ......... '" .... ... ... ... .. .. .
32
Percentage of roads improved ................ , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
4.6
Miles improved with gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
32
Miles improved with crushed stone ....................,.. .. .. .. .
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $3,062
Total original cost of improved roads ....... '" ............ " .... $98,225
Annual cost of repairs per mile on stone roads 5 years old. . . . . . . .
$35
Miles of improved roads (stone) built in 1905 .......... , .. .. .. .. .
10
First improved roads built.....................................
1903
Satisfaction of farmers with Investment in improved roads.. . . . . . Good
Authority .............................. M. A. Sweeney, County Auditor

Dubois Oounty" which is found in the southwestern part of the
State, is bounded on the north by Daviess and Martin, on the' east
by Orange, Orawiorrd and Perry, on the south by Perry, Spencer
and Warrick, and on the west by Warrick and Pike counties. The
rocks of three geological epochs are found in this county, viz., the
Huron limestones and sandstones of the Lower Oarboniferous and
the Mansfield sandstone and Ooal Measures of the Oarboniferous
Periods. The rocks of the Huron group occur only in small isolated areas along Patoka River and its tributaries in the northeastern part of the county and along Anderson Oreek in the southeastern corner. The Mansfield sandstone covers the greater part of
the eastern third, and the Ooal Measures most of the western twothirds. The topography of the county is considerably broken.
Hills from 75 to 200 feet are numerous in the northeastern part,
and from 50 to 150 feet south and west of Huntingburg. The
northwestern part is more level.
The railway facilities are poor. The St. Louis Division of the
Southern crosses the county from east to We!'t a little south of the
center. From Huntingburg, a branch of this roaCl extends north
to Jasper and another south to Lincoln Oity.
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For road materia1$ this is one of the poorest counties of southwestern Indiana. No gravel is found in it, and the limestone only
~cnrs in the northeast and southeast corners, and seven miles
southwest of Jasper in the bluff of Patoka River in sections 7
and 18 (2 S., 5 W.). The limestone d the northeast corner of
the county occurs in ridges and in stream bluffs. In a ridge onehalf mile east of Ellsworth is a soft, coarsergrained limestone, with
a fair degree of toughness and a buff color. For a quarter of a
mile along this ridge it is found within a few feet of the surface
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Fig. 59. Illustrating the distribution of road materials in Dubois County.
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in large quantities. Abundance of this stone is available in the
eastern half of the civil township of Columbia.
The stone in the southeastern corner varies between a coarse
and fine-grained limestone, and is said to be of a fair quality.
The limestone that occurs, seven miles southwest of Jasper in the
bluff of Patoka River is a soft, bluish gray, coarse-grained rock,
which is from 50 to 70 feet above the stream bed. It is from four
to six feet thick and is found more or less along the river forr three"
quarters, of a mile. This stODel is high in lime, and is closely associated with a black, argillaceous limestone, which would be almost useless as a road metal The stripping ranges between 0
aud 10 feet.
PERRY COUNTY:
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
383
Population in 1900 .......................................... ,.. 18,778
.Miles of public roads ..........................................
800
Miles of improved roads. " ....................... , ...... " ... , None
Percentage of roads improved ................................. .
Authority .................................. A. P. Fenn, County Auditor

A little west of the south central part 'of Iudiana, and bordering on the Ohio River, is the county of Perry. The rocks of three
geological epochs form its surface., viz., the Coal Measure and
Mansfield sandstone of the Carboniferous and the Huron limestonp
and sandstone of the Lowerr Carboniferous periods. The rocks of
the Huron group make up the surface of the greater part of the
eastern half and are exposed in the vaneys of the western half.
The surface rocks of the western half are about equ'ally divided'
between the Coal Measures and Mausneld sandstone. The surface of this county is very broken, the hill summits being from
250 to 400 feet above the valleys of the larger streams. The only
level country is found in the str~am bottoms.
Although this county has only a quartHr of a mile of improved
road, which was built by private donations, it ranks above the
average of southwestern Indiana in road materials. N umerom
outcrops of the IIuron limestone occur in the stream channel" aud
bluffs of the eastern half of the county, while a few scattered exp0Suree of.the CO'al Measure limestone are found in the western
half. On the bluffs of t.he Ohio, River above Cannelton and Tell
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Oityare some very fair gravel deposits.
from river bars of the Ohio.
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Gravel is also obtained

GRAVEL.

The gravel occurring in the bluff above Oannelton and Tell
Oity is beneath 11 foot; of stripping and has a depth of 15+ foot.
Tests have not been made to determine the extents. The sizes of
the material are 45 per cent. clay, 1 per cent. fine medium sand,
2 per cent. medium sand, 4 per cent.' cOiarse sand, 25 per cent.
roofing pebble, 21 per cent. gravel and 2 per cent. boulder. The
rock percentages are 74 ferruginOous argillaceous chert, 4. ferruginous argillite, 2 ferruginOous sandy argillite, 8 limestone, 10 .
quartz and 2 shale. This material, as a whole, is very hard, but
considerably weathered. Its wearing quality has nOit been well
tested, but seems to be fair fOol' a gravel.
The gravel found in the river bars that occur at several pla.eeIS
both north and south of Oannelton is mingled with a large amount
of fine sand, which wTlI have to be screened. The rock percentages of this gravel, taken frOom the a~erage of three samples, are
31 granite, diorite and andesite, 26 limestone, 16 ferruginous argillaceous chert, 9 quartzite, 6 quartz, 5 ferruginous argillite, 4
shale and 3 sandstone. FOol' road use this material will be less
durable thim the crushed limeBtone, and will be very slow in packing, because of the absence of clay.
LIMESTONE.

Of the numerous outcrOoPs of the HurOon limestOone in the eastern halfOof the county, the writer visited some in the bed Q1f Mill- .
stOone Oreek, in sectiOons 9, 16 and 17 (7 S., 2 W.), in the bluff of
Little Blue River, in section 2, and in the bluff Oof a tributary to
Little Blue River, in the northeast quarter Oof section 11 (4 S.,
1 W.). )fany Oother outcrOoPs of a similar nature are reported
between these two points in either the stream beds of the bluffs of
almOost pH i.ntervening tributaries of the OhiOo River.
This stone ranges between a gray limestone with a coarse grain
to a blue, compact limestone with a fine grain. Oonsiderable of
the ston~ i:p.. Millstone Oreek is a fine-grained rook with pheno. crysts of calcite, ,me of which are 40 millimeters acrOo8&. This

.1
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rock contains scarcely any iron and seems to have a fair degree
of hardness and toughness. It would probably be suitable for
local use, and since there are no railroads in the ea&tern half of
the county, a portable crusher would be likely to give the best satisfaction.
The Coal :Measure limestone outcropping in the bluffs of De€f
Creck, in section 6 (7 8., 2 W.), and section 31 (6 S., 2 W.), is
ferruginous and softer than the Huron rock.

ORAWFORD COUNTY.
Area in square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304
Population in 1900............................................. 13,476
229
Miles (If public roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miles of improved roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7!
Percentage of roads improved........................... ... ....
3.4
Mlles improved with gra\-el.................................... None
Miles improved with crushed stone ..... , ... " ........ " ... , .. ..
n
Average original cost of stone roads per mile. '" ..... , .... ,. .... $1,731
Total original cost of improved roads ....... " .. ~ ............... $14,110
Miles of improved roads (stone)' built in 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.6!
Miles of improved roads (stone) contracted for 1906. .. .. .. . . . . . . .
15
First improved roads built. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1892
Miles of improved road built since 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6!
Satisfaction of farmers with investment in improved roads-Not stated
Authority ................................. S. E. McFall, County Auditor

Crawford County is found in the south central part of Indiana,
bordering on the Ohio River. It lie& east of Perry and Dubois,
south of Orange and Washington, west of Harrison and north of
Perry County. The surface rooks of this county are the Huron
group and the Mansfield sandstone, the latter being confined to
the western third. Rocks of the Coal Measure occur in the high
hills in the vicinity of Taswell and Eckerty, and the Mitcherll
limestone is found in the eastern part. The surface of this county
is very broken, hills near the Ohio and Blue Rivers ranging from
250 to 480 feet in elevation.
The only railroad in this county is the St. Louis Division of
the Southern, which crosses the northern third from east to west.
For road material this is the best county of thi& southwestern
Indiana area. Limestone outcrops in almost all parts of it, but
that of the best quality is confined to the eastern half.
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On a hillside, 11h miles east of Wickliffe, in the southwest quartero'£ section 3 (2 S., 2 W.), is an outcrop of a dark grayish
limestone, with a fine to medium-grain and a rather low degree
of hardness. It is a:vailable in worbble quantities, and is located in a :vicinity where t~e roads ha:ve not been imprQlVed.
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Fig. 60. Illustrating the distribution of road materials tn Crawford County.

The rock coming to the surface in a small stream bed in the
northeast corner of Engli&h has a dark gray color and a medium
hardness. In grain it ranges from a fine and compact to a medium. I,arge quantities are apparently a:vailable. The stone
found in the hills lY2 miles northwest of Engli&h is rather ferruginous and would make an inferior road material.
A tough, medium-grained stone, with a gray color and average
hardness, is found 2112 miles southeast of English along the English-Magnolia road. Along this same mad, 2Y2 miles northwest
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of Magnolia, outcrop" in a hillside a dense, fi~e-grained limestone,
with a bluish gray color. It has a medium ha,rdness and toughness and occurs in large quantities. Since there, are no. railroads
in this vicinity, a portable, crusher might be used to advantage for
the local supply.
•
Two and one-half miles south of Grants, in the bluffs of Little
BlueRiver, are numerous outcrops of a coarse-grained and rather
ferruginous limestone, with a medium hardness, and fair deg;;
of toughness. These alternate with beds of sandstone, and show
in places a thickness, of 15+ feet. Where they run low in iron
oxide, they might serve for local use.
A similar stone to the one mentioned in the above paragraph,
interstratifi~d with a bluish gray, fine-gTained and dense limestone,
with a medium hardness, occurs in the bluffs near Sulphur Well.
Large quantities of this stone are avaIlable.
The entire region between Leavenworth, Wyandotte Cave, Marengo and Millto,wn contains, numerous outcrops of the light bluish
gray, compact and very fine-grained stone that is being shipped,
on a large scale, from the qua,rries of the two latter towns. The
rock, generally, is almost free from iron oxide and contains phenocrysts of calcite that are very noticeable to the naked eye. Another rock of this area which outcrops to a much less extent is a
gray, coarse-grained rock with a fair degree of hardness and toughness.
The largest quarry of this, southwestern area is found at Milltown. The quarry wall is 300 yards long and 100 feet high. In
this 100 feet, 49 are used as road material. Thirty-five feet of
these are a fine-grained, compact, hard and brittle lime,stone" with
a light, bluish gr;)y color. This is the rOOk that composes the main
macadam for this southwestern area. Eight.feet are oomposed of
a yellow, medium-grained s,tone, which is somewhat tougher and
softer t~an the light blue. Six feet are a gray, very coarse-grained
limestone, with a fair degree of hardness and toughness. In ad'dition to this rock, which i& used for macadam, are 26 feet that are
used in making lime. Samples of macadam stone were tested in
the road laboratory at Washington, the results of the tests being
as follows:
.
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Result8 of Physical Tests of Mitchell Limestone from Speed's quarry at .Milltown,
Crawford County.-

Specific gravity........ . . . . . . . .. 2.66
Weight per cu. ft .•........ (lbs.) 165.3
Water absorbed per cu. ft .. (Ibs.)
.46
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.4

French coefficient of wear. 11.6
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
8
ToughneslS ..... L .. .. .. .. .
Oementing value-Dry. . . . 18
Wet.... 95

"A hard and fairly tough rock with an average resistance to wear and
excellent cementing value. A good all-around road material."-Page.

Samples of the stone were analyzed at the same laboratory, and
their percentage composition found to be as follows:
Result8 of Chemical Analysis of Mitchell Limestone from Speed's (tuarl'yat
Milltown, Crawford County.

Per cent.

Alumina (AI2 0.) ................................................ 0.11
Iron oxide (Fe2 0.) ............................................... 0.24
Lime (eaO) ......................... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52.10
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................ 2.48
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ............................... ····· 1.82
Loss on ignition .. '.' ........... , ................................. 43.45
Total ....................................................... 100.20

At this quarry the stone crusher, which is the Gat€S No. 7112,
crushes on an average of 650 cubic yards daily. To operate the
lime kilns, and the crushing plant 150 men are employed at an
average wage of $1.62 per day.
Next in importance and output to the Milltown quarry is that
at Marengo, where we find a section showing 40 feet. of the fine>grained, compact, hard and brittle limestone, with the light bluish
gray color; 6 feet of the yellow, medium-grained rock, and 4 foot
of the gray and coarse-grained limestone that are found in the
Milltown quarry. The main quarry wall is 150 feet wide and 74
feet high. The side walls are 80 feet long, and from a few feet to
74 foot high.
The results of the tests of the U. S. Road T'esting Laborat.ory
on a sample of this rock are given herewith as. ,follows:
l

"For standard of comparison see p. 79.

•
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Results of PhYMical Tests of Mitchell Limestone from the Marengo Manufacturing
Company's quarry .•
Specific gravity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.65
Weight per cu. ft .......... (lbs.) 165
Water absorbed. per cu. ft .. (lbs.) 1.61
Per cent. of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.7

French coefficient of wear. 10.8
Hardness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.9
Toughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Cementing value--Dry. . . . 16
Wet.... 53
"A rock of average hardness. toughness and resistance to wear which
develops a good cementing value. Suitable for suburban and highway
traffic."

The Gates No. 5 is the stone crusher used at this quarry, and
the daily output is 350 cubic yards. Thirty-five men at an average wage of $1.62 per day are employed at this quarry.
·For standard of comparison see p. 79.

SECTION

XV.

THE ROAD LAWS OF INDIANA. IN FORCE JANUARY
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LOCATION, VACATION AND CHANGE.

HIGHWAYS-PETITION

AND

NOTICE.

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the general assembly of the State of
Indiana, That whenever twelve freeholders of any county, six of whom
shall reside in the immediate neighborhood of a highway proposed to be
located, vacated, or a change therein made, shall petition the board of
commissioners of such county for the location, vacation or change thereof,
such board, if satisfied that notice of such application has been given by
publication once each week t1!r two weeks success,ively in a newspaper
published in the county, or by posting up notices in three of the most
public places in the neighborhood of such highway, at least twenty days
before the meeting of the boord at which such petition is to be presented,
and by the county auditor mailing a copy of such ·notice to the postoffice
address o'f each land owner affected by said proceeding at the time of
posting, providing such postoffice address can be ascertained by inquiry
at the office of the county treasurer, shall appoint three disinterested freebolders of the county to view such highway.
DU'l'IES OF VIEWERS.

SEC. 2. The auditor of such county shall issue a percept to the sheriff
thereof, ~ommanding him to notify such viewers of the time, place and
ohject of their meeting. Such viewers, at such Lime, after having taken
an oath, before some officer authorized to administer the same, faithfully
to perform their duties, shall proceed to view the high~ay to be located,
or vacated or the change to be made; and if they shall deem such location,
vacation or change to be of public utility, they shall, in case of a new highway or. a change in an old one, proceed to layout and mark the same on
the best grollnd, not running through any person's enclosure of one year's
standing without the owner's consent, unless, upon examination, a good
way can not otherwise be had without departing essentially from _the
route petitioned for: Provided, That where the road is laid out upon the
line dividing the lands of two persons, it shall be laid one-half on each
side of such line: And provided further, That whenever the location of a
highway is petitioned for upon and along any line which forms also the
boundary of any city or town, the board of commissioners shall, for the
purpose of locating such highway, have jurisdiction over the lands and
lots lying within such corporate limits, and immediately affected by such
proceedings and location; and the owners of such lands and lots so
affected, shall have the same rights and remedies in the matter of the
(1007)
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location, vacation or change of suchtliighway as the OWners of the lands
lying on the opposite side thereof, and outside of such city or town.
REPORT OF VIEWERS-PROCEEDINGS.

SEC. 3. Such viewers, or a majority of them, shall make a report of
their proceedings at the ensuing session of the board of commissioners,
giving a full description of such location, change or vacation, by routes
[metes] and bounds,and by its course, distaDfe and width, except that III
case of the vacation of a road, or any part thereof, such description only
as will designate it clearly shall be required; and, in such case, a copy
of the order vacating such highway shall be transmitted by the proper
auditor to the trustee of the township or trustees of the townships in
which such vacated highway is situated, who shall cause the supervisor
or supervisors thereof to be notified accordingly.
NO OBJECTION-ORDER AND NOTICE.

SEC. 4. If no objection be made to such proposed highway, vacation
or change, such board shall cause a recor~ thereof to be made, and, in
case of such location or change, shall order the highway to be opened,
and kept in repair, which order shall be transmitted to the trustee o·f the
township or trustees of the townships in which such Location or change
is made; and such trustee or trustees ·shall cause a copy of such order to
be entered at length on the township's record book or books, and notice
thereof to be given to the proper supervisor or supervisors to work such
highway as so located or changed.
REMONSTRANCE FOR DAMAGE8--REVIEWERS.

SEC. 5. If any person through whose land such highway or change
may pass shall feel aggrieved by reason of 'such location, vacation or
change, such person may, at any time before final action or the board
thereon, set forth such grievances by way of remonstrance under oath,
stating therein that he is damaged thereby in a sum mentioned; and the
said board shall thereupon appoint three disinterested freeholders of the
county as reviewer:s, and assign a day and place for them to meet.
REVIEWER8--0ATH AND DUTIES.

SEC. 6. Such reviewel'S shall meet at the time and place deSignated,
and take an oath faithfully to discharge the duties assigned them, and
shall then,or on any other day to which a majority may adjourn, prior
to the next session of such board, proceed to review the proposed highway
and assess the damages" if any, which such remonstrator may sustain
from such highway being opened, vacated or changed through his lands,
and shall report the same to the ensuing session of such board.
REVIEWERS' REPORT-ACTION.

SEC. 7. If a majority of the reviewers assess and report damages in
favor of the remonstrator, and the board shall consider the proposed
highway, vacation or change to be of sutHcient Importance to the public,
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it shall order the costs and damages to be paia out. oj' the couuty treasury;
otherwise such costs and damages shall be paid by the petitioners or
others interested. If a majority report against the claim for damages the
remonstrator shall pay the costs. When payment of damages is made as
herein provldoo, such highway shall be recorded and ordered to be opened
and kept in repair, as hereinbefore provided,after notice to the proper
trustees.
ANOTHER REVIEW.

SEC. 8. If it shall be made to appear to the board that the damages
assessed are unreasonable, it lllay set aside such assessment and order
another review, under the same regulations as provided in case of the
first review.NEW VIEWERS-UTILITY AND DAMAGES-DUTIES.

SEC. 9. If any freeholder of, and residing in, such county shall remonstrate against the proposed highway at any time before final action
thereon, as not being of public utility, other reviewers may be appointed,
who shall, after having taken an oath faithfully to discharge the duties
assigned them, meet at the time and place designated and then, or on a
day to be by them fixed, proceed to examine the proposed highway, and
shall make r~ to such board -at its next session, whether, in their
opinion, the said highway, vacation or change will be of public utility:
Provided, however, That a remonstrance for want of public utility and for
damages may be filed at the same time, and may be referred to the same
l'eviewers, who shall then be required to report both as to public utility
and as to damages.
ACTION ON REPORT.

SEC. 10. If a majority of the reviewers last named report against
the public utility of such highway, vacation or change, the petition shall
be dismissed; but if they report favorably thereto, the remonstrator shall
pay the cost of the review, and, in case of a location or change, the highway shall be recorded and ordered to be opened and kept in repair: Provided, however, That an appeal shall lie to the circuit court from any such
order dismissing such petition or ordering such highway established, as
provided in section one hundred and two of this act.
DAMAGES-PAYMENT.

SEC. 11. No such highway shall be opened, worked or used, until the
damages assessed therefor shall be paid to the persons entitled thereto, or
deposited in the county treasury for their use, or until such persons shall
give their consent thereto in writing, filed with the auditor of such county.
COSTS-BOND.

SEC. 12. Whenever any petition for the location, vacation or change
of any public highway has been presented to the board of commissioners
of any county in this State, and such board shall have appointed viewers
for the same, and such viewers shall have reported that they deem the
proposed location, vacation or change of such highway of no public utility,
then no second or subsequent petition for the location, vacation or change
64-Geology.
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of such highway shall be acted upon by the commissioners, unless the
petitioners shall first file with the county auditor a bond with surety to be
approved by him, conditioned that such petitioners will pay all costs in
the case if the viewers to be appointed to view such proI!Qsed location,
vacation or change of such highway, shall report that they deem the same
to be of no public utility.
WHO CAN NOT BE VIEWEBS.
SEC. 13. No person owning lands, or who is related by consanguinity,
within the sixth degree, to any person owning lands, along any highway
proposed to be opened, vacated or changed shall be competent to act as
viewer, or reviewer thereof.
FENCES-REMOYAL NOTICE.
SEC. 14. Whenever any public highway shall have been laid out
througl1 any enclosed land, the supervisor shall give the occupant of such
land, or the owner, if a resident of the road district, 's,ixty days' notice in
writing, to remove his fences,; but such owner or occupant shall not be
compelled to remove any such fence between the first day of April and the
first day of November; and if such fence is not removed pursuant to such
notice, such supervisor shall cause the same to be done at such owner's
expense, which may be recovered in an action by the supervisor, in the
name of the towIliship trustee, before any justice of the peace in the
county, and, in case of recovery, the judgment shall also include costs
and attorney's fees.
HIGHWAYS BY USE-WIDTH-RECORDING.
SEC. 15. All highways heretofore laid out acording to law, or used as
such for twenty years or more, shall continue as located and as of their
Original width, respectively, until changed according to law; and hereafter
no highway shall be .laid out less than thirty feet wide, and the order
for the laying out of the same shall specify the width thereof. The board
of commissioners shall have power to cause such of the roads used as
highways as shall have been .laid out, but not suffiCiently described, and
such as have been used for twenty years, but not recorded, to be ascertained, described and entered of record. Such action of the board shall be
on petition filed by one or more resident freeholders of the county, of which
petition notice shall be given by posting in three public places along the
line of such road twenty days before the session at which such petition
shall be considered. And such board shall declare and establish 'the
width of any such highway, which width shall not be less than thirty
feet; and where any such highway shall be located upon a line dividing
the lands of different owners one-half thereo'f shall be taken from the
"land of each owner.
NON-USER OF HIGHWAY.
SEC. 16. Every public highway already laid out, or which may hereafter be laid out, and which shall not be opened and used within six years
from the time of its being so laid out; shall cease to be a highway for any
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purpose whatever; but if any distinct pa ..... thereof shall have been opened
and used within six years, such part shall not be afrected by the provisions of this ,section, nor shall this s'ection be applied to streets and alleys
In any city or town.
PE~ITION

TO CHANGE LOCATION-NOTICE.

17. Any person through whose land any highway heretofore
located and established, or hereafter to be located and established, may
run, may petition the board of commissioners of the proper county for
permission to change the location of such highway on his land, or on the
lands of any other person consenting thereto. E,very such petitioner shall
give notice of his intention to file such petition, by posting written or
pr'.Llted notices thereof, in three or more public places in the vicinity of
such proposed change, for twenty days before the first day of the term of
the board at which such petition is to be presented.
SEC.

VIEWERS ON RELoCATurG--DUTIES.

SEC. 18. Upon the filing of sucb petition, and proof of notice as provided for ill the preceding section, the board of commiss;ioners shall
apPOint three disintevested freeholders of the county as viewers, who shall
meet at such time as the board may appoint, und, after having been duly
sworn, or affirmed, shall then, or on any other dny to which the majority
may adjourn prior to the next session of such board, proceed to view the
premises; and they, or a majority of them, shall rellort the respective
lengths of the established and proposed highway, and the situaUon of the
ground along each, and whether, in their opinion, the pubHc would be
materially injured by such proposed change, and shall file their report
with the board of commissioners at its next session thereafter.

REPORT-REMONSTRANCE-PROCEEDINGS-COSTS.

19. Upon the filing of such report, and before action thereon,'
if the report be favorable to ,such change, any freeholder may file his
remonstrance against the same, stating therein the reasons why such
change ought not to be made, and an issue may be made thereon; and if
the report of the viewers be unfavorable to such change, the petitioner
may make an issue thereon, and any such issue shall be trilld before the
board of commissionevs, as other issues of fact are ·tried; and if, upon the
report of the viewers, or upon any issue tried as above, the board shall be
of opinion that the public will not be materially injured by such proposed
change, it shall make an order granting permiSSion to the petitioner to
make such change, and upon satisfactory proof, then or thereafter, that
the new road has been opened and improved, and made equally convenient
for travelers, the board shall make an order vacating so much of the
former highway a·s lies between the difrerent points of intersection. All
the costs of such proceeding shall be paid by the petitioner: ProvIded,
That when a remonstrance is filed, and the issue found against the remonstrant, he shall pay all the costs occasioned by such remonstrance.
SEC.

~-------------~
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COMPENSATION-VIEWERS-SURVEYORS.

SEC. 20. Viewers and reviewers, for each day engaged in viewing or
reviewing a highway by order of any board of commissioners, shall
receive two dollars. Surveyors, for their services in locating highways,
will receive two dollars and fifty cents a day, and five cents for each mile
necessarily traveled; and for making out a complete report of survey of
such highway, one dollar, and, in case the survey exceed five miles, two
dollars. Chainmen and axmen employed in such surveys will each receive one dollar and fifty cents a day.
'I'WO OR MORE COUNTIES-PETITION-PROCEEDINGS, ETC.

SEC. 21. In case of the proposed location, vacation or change of a
public highway, extending into two or more counties, jurisdiction as to all
the proceedings shall be in the board of commissioners of the county
before whom the petition is first filed; and such proceedings shall be the
same as those hereinbefore provided for in case of the location, vacation
or change of a public highway in one county, so far as the latter are
applicable--except that the petition shall be signed by not less than
twenty-four freeholders of one or more of the counties into which such
highway proposed to 'be located, vacated or a change therein made, is to
extend, six of whom shall reside in the immediate neighborhood of the
propos'ed highway, and not less than three of whom shall reside in each of
such counties; except, also, that each set of viewers or reviewers to be
appointed shall be equal in number to the number of the counties to be
affected, and one of whom shall be appointed from each of such counties;
and in case the number of such viewers or reviewers shall be even, and
they can not agree, the viewers or reviewers so appointed shall
select another who shall perform the same duties and receive the same
fees as the viewers or reviewers first appointed. Costs and damages shall
be paid as in case of proceedings for the location, vacation or change in a
highway in one county; but the county having jurisdiction of the proceedings shall be entitled to recover from each of the other counties a
proportionate amount of the expenses paid out ·of its treasury according
to the proportion of the length of such highway in each of such other
counties, to be recovered as any claim due from one county to another.
Whenever any such highway Is located, vacated or changed, a certified
copy of the order therefor shall be transmitted by the auditor of the
county havirtg jurisdiction of the proceedings to the auditor of each of
the other counties and entered of record in the order book of the board
of commissioners of each of such counties, and a copy of the order shall
be transmitted to the proper township trustees, as in case of a highway
located, vacated or changed in one comity.
ON COUNTY LINES-WORKING-PROCEEDINGS, ETC,

SEC. 22. Whenever twelve freeholders of any county shall present
to the board of commissioners a petition setting forth that a public highway, describing it, in their road district or districts, township or townships, is situated upon or near a county line, and has not been worked
for a time to be stated, in consequence of a difference of opinion as to
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whose duty it was to work such highway, such board shall appoint as
viewers two freeholders of the county, not belonging to the road district
where such highway is required to be worked, who shall employ the
county surveyor to perform the duties required by this section. The
auditor of such county sball immediately, through the auditor of the
other county, give notice to the commIssioners of the county upon whose>
border such highway is situated of the filing of such petition, sending a
copy of the same, and also of the appointment of such viewers; whereupon it shall be the duty of the county board thus notified to appoint two
other viewers of like qualifications, and the four persons so appoint,ed,
with such county surveyor, shall meet at the time and place des,ignated
by such first board of county commissioners, and, having first been sworn
according to law, shall proceed carefully to examine the condition of such
highway, and, if practicable, shall locate the same upon the county line,
one-half in each county. Such viewers shall make out a report of their
proceedings, describing such highway by metes and bounds and showing
its beginning, termination and width. One copy of such report shall be
transmitted to the board of commissioners of each county, and recorded
as in case of other highways, and the proper township trustees shall each
be furnished with a certified copy of the same. It Is made the duty of
such trustees to open and improve such highway as required by law.
The said county surveyor is authorized to act with such four viewers in
locating such highway; and whenever the board of commissioners of either
county shall fail, refuse or neglect to appoint viewers to act upon any
petition filed according to the provIsion of this section, the two viewers
appointed by the other county, in connection with the county surveyor,
shall' proceed to discharge all the duties required of the four viewers, and
their action in the premises shall have the same force and effect, and be
equally binding, as the action of the four viewers.
ON STATE LINES-IMPROVEMENTS-PROCEEDINGS, ETC.

23. Whenever it may be desirable to layout, construct or improve, by straightening, grading, draining, paving, graveling or macadamizing, any highway or any part thereof, lying on, along or near to the
State line between the State of Indiana and any' adjoining State, the
boards of commissioners of the several counties of this State so adjoining
another State shall have authority to join with the county commissioners
or other proper authorities of the adjoining counties of such other State
in the constructjoh and improvement in the manner a,foresaid of such
highways; an" such boards of commiss,igners are hereby authorized jointly
to enter into ~ntrscts with the proper authorities in such adjOining State,
for the constl1lction and improvement of such highways. Each county
shall pay sucll proportion of the cost of such improvement as shall be
determined by a.nd between the said board of commissioners of this State
and the proper authorities of such adjoining State to be equitable and just.
Such improvement shall be made by the boards of commissioners on petition by the land owners, pursuant to the laws now or hereafter in force in
this State, and this section is supplementa:! to all the provJ.sdons of this
act for the construction and improvement of highways, so far as the same
SEC.
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ean be made applicable. Any highway so constructed or improved under
this section shall be free of toll and shall be perpetu'ally kept in repair by
the provisions of this act for the repair of highway,s; the said adjoining
county or counties contributing proportionately in keeping the same in
repair according to the proportions paid for the original cost thereof.
STREAMS AND WATER,COURSES.
STREAM DECLARED NAVIGABLE-PETITION.

SEC. 24. The boards of commissioners in the several counties in this
State are authorized to declare any stream or water-course in their respective counties navigable, on the petition of twenty-four freeholders of
the county, residing in the vicinity of the stream which it is intended to
be declared navigable.
EXAMINATION OF STREAM.

SEC. 25. On the filing of the petition provided for in the last section,
any such board shall cause an examination of the stream or water-course
intended to be declared navigable to be made by some suitable person,
who shall ascertain and report to the board the length of the same, and
how much thereof is capable of being declared navigable, which report
such board shall confirm if satisfied that the stream, if navigable, would
be of public utility; and thereupon ,such board shall declare such stream
navigable and cause the report to be recorded on the records of the board,
as public highways are recorded.
REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS.

S1I:C. 26. The supervisor of the road district through which such
stream or water-course, or any part thereof, may run, shall take charge
thereof as a part of his general duties as supervisor of public highways;
and for the purpose of keeping the same in a navigable condition he may
annually callout for two days the inhabitants of such district, liable to
work on the 'public highways, who shall work on such stream and clear
out timber. and other obstructions that may interfere with the' navigation
thereof.
PENALTY FOR OBSTRUCTING.
SE~.

27. Any person obstructing any stream or water-course declared
navigable shall be liable to the same pains and penalties a,s persons
guilty of obstructing public highways; and the general laws governing
public highways, and the laying out and working thereof In all other
respects,shall, so far as applicable, govern in the defining and working
of navigable water-courses.
PIERS, WHARVES, ETO.
SE~.

28. Any riparian owner of lands within this State bordering
upon a navigable stream may build and maintain within his premIs,es so
bordering on such stream, and upon the submerged lands beneath the
water thereof, piers, wharves, docks or' harbors in aid of navigation and
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commerce, and may use, occupy and enjoy the same as appurtenant to his
. said lands: Provided, That such piers, docks and wharves shall not extend into such stream further than is necessary to accommodate shipping
and navigation, and in no case so as to obstruct the same.
NOT TO AFFECT MILLS, ETC.

SEC. 29. The declaration of water-courses as navigable by county
boards shall not affect any mill, dam, aqueduct, viaduct, bridge or machinery on any such stream, except in cases where the same have been
abandoned for a ~eriocl of twelve months.
FUND TO REMOVE OBSTRUCTIONS.

SEC. 30. The boards of commissioners of the several counties shall
have power to use such sums as may be appropriated from the county
treasury, and as they may deem necessary, to remove obstructions from
streams that have been heretofore or may be hereafter declared navigable
according to law;
CAVING-NOTICE-FENCE REMOVAL.

SEC. 31. When any public highway, running or passing along the
bank of any water-course, shall, by the faIling or washing away of the
bank of such wat-er-course, become unsafe or inconvenient for use as a
public highway, it shall be the duty of the supervisor having such highway in charge forthwith to give the owner or occupant of the land over
which such highway passes, notice to remove his fence back from the
bank of such water-course far enough to admit of the opening and construction of a road at least forty feet wide; and if the owner '01' occupant
of such land should neglect to remove such fence, as required by such
notice, it shall be the duty of such supervisor to call out the hands liable
to work on highways in his road district, and forthwith to remove -such
f,enee, doing to the owner or occupant no greater damages than is necessary for the removal of the fence. If any dwelling or building should
stand so near such water-course that a sufficient space is not left for such
road, then such supervisor may open such highway in the rear of such
dwelling house or other building.
DAMAGES-VIEWERS,

SEC. 32. When such fence shall be removed, or road changed to the
rear of buildings, as provided for in the preceding s-ection, the owner of
such land may file with the board of commissioners of the county where
the same is situated a claim for damages for the removing of such fence
or the change of such road, and for the use of the ground over which the
said road shall pass; and upon the filing of such claim, it shall be the
duty of such board of commissioners to appoint two reputable freeholders
of such county to view such premises and assess the damages of such
claimant, by reason of the appropriation of his said land for such highway
and the removal of such fence.
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OATH-REPORT-REVIEWERS-PAYMENT.

The viewers appointed as provided for in the last section
shall be sworn faithfully and impartially, and upon actual view of such
premises, to assess such damages and report the same to such board of
commissioners, and such board may allow and ·order the same to be paid
out of the treasury of such county; or if the board deem such assess.ment to be too high it may appoint reviewers to make another assessment.
who shall be sworn, and proceed in_ like manner to assess such damages,
and report the same to such board, and such board shall order the amount
of the assessment to be paid ,out of the treasury of the countv. If sucb
claimant shall feel aggrieved by such assessment, he may demand a
review of liuch premises, and a new assessment of such damages, whereupon such board shall appoint reviewers, as aforesaid, who shall review
such premises, and re-assess such damages; but if such last-named reassessment shall be for no greater sum than the first assessment, ~uch
claimant shall pay the cost of such last named review.
SEC. 33.

GATES AT RI"\rER BANK.

SEC. 34. Persons living on or owning property along any watercourse that is navigable for boats of a large size, are hereby authorized
to hang gates at or near the top of the bank, across any road leading down
the bank and terminating at such water-course, save in the limits of towns
and cities.
RAILROAD, INTERURBAN, STREEtT-CAR, TE,LEGRAPH AND
TELEPHONE LINES.
RAILROAD, ETC.-OROSSING STREAM OR HIGHWAY.

SEC. 35. Every steam or electric railroad company shall have the
right to construct its railroad across any stream, water-course, road, highway, railroad or canal which the route of its road shall intersect, in such
manner as not to interfere with the free use of the same and so as to
afford security for life and property; but such railroad corporation shall
restore and maintain the stream or water-course, road, highway or canal,
thus intersected, to and in its former state, or in a sufficient manner not
unnecessarily to impair its usefulness or injure its franChises. Whenever
the track of such railroad ahall cross a road or highway, such crossing
may be at grade or such road or highway may be carried under or over
the track, as IIlay be most expedient; and, in cases where an embankment
or cutting shall make a change in the .line of such road or highway desirable, with a view to a more easy ascent or descent, the said railroad
corporation may take such additional lands for the construction of such
road or highway, or such new line as may be deemed requisite. Unless
the lands so taken shall be purchas,ed or voluntarily given for the purposes aforesaid, compensation therefor shall be ascertained in the manner
provided by law, and duly made by such corporation to the owners and
persons interested in such lands; and the aame, when so taken and compensation made shall become part of such intersecting road or highway.
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in such manner and on such terms as the adjacent parts of such highway
mny tie held for highway purposes.
INTERURBAN-EXTENSION ON HIGHWAY.

•

SEC. 36. - Any interurban or street railway company, organized under
the laws of the State of Indiana and operating such railway' within any
of the towns or cities of the State, desiring to extend its road beyond such
town or city limits on any public highway, or any other company organized under the laws of the State of Indiana for similar purposes, or
any corporation desiring to build an interurban electric railway outside
of any city or town on any public highway, may do so by procm:ing the
consent of the board of commissioners of the county in which such highway is situated. If such highway is graveled or planked by a gravel or
plank road company, such interurban or street railroad company shall also
be required to procure the consent of such gravel or plank road company
to run its road over such gravel or plank road. Such interurban or street
railroad company shall, in all cases in which any road or highway shall be
used by it for the purposes expressed in this section, locate its tracks on
such part of such highway, keep its track and roadbed in such condition
and perform such other reasonable terms and conditions as may be fix,ed
in the order of the board of commissioners of the county made in granting
such consent or at any time afterwards.
RAILROAD, ETC.-REAL ESTATE TAXATION.

/SEC. 37. All officers engaged in the assessment of property for taxation are prohibited from a-ssessing for taxation, against any adjacent
property holder, the real estate occupied by any railroad, interurban or
street railway, or by any public highway, and no part of the land so belonging to snch property holder shall be assessed against him for taxation
except the portion beyond the lines of the right of way of the railroad,
interurban or street-car company or the right of way used and occupied as
such public highway: Prov.ided, That if the assessor and the land owner
,shall fail to agree on the amount of land contained in such railroad,
interurban or street-car right of way, on such ,public highway, then such
land owner, to receive the benefit of such exemption, shall determine the
amount of land in dispute by actual survey and shall bear all expenses of
the same.
POLES, WIRES, ETC.

SEC. 38. 'I'hat corporations organized for the purpose of constructing,
operating and maintaining telephone lines and telephone exchanges are
authorized to set and maintain their poles, posts, piers, abutments, wires
and other appliances or fixtures, upon, along, under and across any of the
public roads, highways and waters of this State, outside of cities and
incorporated towns; and individuals o,wning telephone lines are hereby
given the same authority: Provided, That the same shall be erected and
maintained in such manner as not to incommode the public in the use of
such roads, highways and waters: Provided, also,That no pole or appli-
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ance shall be so located as to interfere with the ingress or egrelll:! from any
premises on said road, highway or waters: Provided, further, That nothing herein contained shall be construed as depriving the county commissioners of ~y county of the power to require the re-Iocation of any such
pole, poles or appliances which may affect the proper uses of such highway for public travel, for drainage, or for the concurrent use of other
telephone lines; that the location and setting of said poles shall be under
the supervision of the board of commi·ssioners of the county.
BRIDGES.
BRIDGES-BUILDING OR REPAIRING.

SEC. 39. Whenever, in the opinion of the board of commissioners of
any county, the public convenience shalf require that a bridge upon any
highway should be repaired or built, the board shall cause surveys and
estimates therefor to be made and plans and specifications to be prepared
and filed in the office of the county auditOr, and shall direct such bridge
to be erected or snch repair.s to be made. If, in the opinion of the board,
the estimate therefor shall exceed the ability of the road district in which
such bridge is to be built, or repairs to be made, by the application of its
ordinary road work and tax, the commissioners may use any appropriation
made from the county treasury to build or repair the same.
FUNDS.

SEO. .ro. Such board of commissioners shall receive and appropriate
all donations for the erection and repair of bridges, and shall make such
regulations in reference to payments and kinds of bridges as to it shall
seem proper.
SEALED PROPOSALS-oONTRAOT-BOND.

SEO. 41. In case any board of commissioners determine that a bridge
should be erected or repaired out of funds appropriated therefor from the
county treasury, as provided in section thirty-nine of this act, such board
shall direct the county auditor to advertise for sealed proposals to do the
work according to the plans and specifications on file in his office. Such
notice shall be given by publication for two weeks, once each week, in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county, the last publication to be
ten days before the day set for receiving bids. The commissioners may
provide in such notice that each bidder, in guaranty of good' faith and
that he will enter into !!ontract to do the work if his bid is accepted, shall
deposit such money or give such bond as the board may deem proper.
and may fix such other terms and conditions for the reception of bids as
may be desirable. The board may let the contract to the lowest and best
bidder, if his bid be reasonable, and may enter into written contract with
him. But the board may reject all bids and re-advertise for other bids.
Such contractor shall be required to give bond in an amount and with
surety to be approved by the board, conditioned for the due performance
of his contract.
'
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PURCHASE OF BRIDGE-ABANDONED BRIDGE.

SEC. 42. The board of cOllllllissioners of any county lllay purchase
any toll bridge, or buy any private interest therein, and order the same
to be paid for out of any money appropriated therefor out of the county
treasury; and whenever any bridge company has abandoned, or may
abandon, any bridge, or when the right to take toll has expired, or may
expire, it shall be lawful for the commissioners of the county in which
such bridge may be situated to require the same, and the grades leading
thereto, to be rel~:J.il'e<l; and for that purpose such board shall possess all
the powers that are given by law to boards of commissioners for building
and repairing brillges.
REPAIR OF BRIDGES.

SEC. 43. The board of commissioners of every county shall cause all
bridges therein to be kept in repair, and shall cause the supervIsor of the
proper road district to keep in a conspicuous place at each end of any
bridge in his district, whose chord is not less than twenty-five feet, the
following notice in large letters: "One dollar fine for riding or driving on
thi~ bridge faster thm: a walk." And if any person shall ride or drive over
any such bridge faster than a walk, or if he shall tn any manner wilfully
injure such bridge, he shall, for every such offense, forfeit and pay any
f'lich sum not less than one dollar nor more than treble the damages
lpgally ascertained, to be recovered by the proper supervisor befote any
jintice of the peace of the proper county, which sum so recovered shall
he app}i.ed to the repair·s of such bridges.

Wl'rHIN CORPORATE LIMl'fs.

SEC. 44. The board of commissioners of any county may build or repair any bridge within the corporate limits of any city or town in such
county.; and any such bridge, if built or repaired by order of such board,
shall be built or repaired in the same manner and paid for out of the
same funds that other bridges without such corporate limits are by law
built or repaired and paid for. Nothing in this section, however, shall be
so construed as to take away from any such city or town the right to
build or repair any bridge within its, corporate limits, nor to take away
the jurisdiction of such city or town over all bridges within such limits,
whether built or repaired by such city or town or by the county board.
ACROSS BOUNDARY LINE-PROCEEDINGS, ETC.

SEC. 45. Whenever public convenience shall require the erection,
repair or purchase of any bridge across a stream forming the boundary
line between two or more counties in this State. the boal'd of commissioners of such counties, upon application therefor, may. by ordl'r entered
of record, declare its willingness to aid in the erection, rellair or purchase
of such bridge, and shall cause notice of such order to be given to the
boards of commissioners of the other counties interested therein. And
whenever it may be ascertained that each of such other boards has made
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a like order, as shown by the certificates of the auditors of the res.pective
counties, such boards shall, in case o.f the erection or repair of such
bridge, by CQncurrent resQlution, cause a survey and estimate to. be made,
submitting plans and specifications therewith, by SQme competent perso.n,
to. be presented to. such bQards at a specified time and place when and
where they shall meet in jQint sessiQn at Qr near the site Qf' such bridge,
to. estimate and determine the kind Qf bridge which shall be erected, 0.1'
repairs made, and the manner and time Qf payments therefQr; and they
shall cause the plans and specificatiQns that ~ay be agreed upon at such
meeting to. be placed Qn file with the auditor of the county which first
declared its willingness ·tQ aid in the erection Qr repair Qf such bridge,
and a complete recQrd .shall be made by the auditQr Qf such cQunty Qf all
the prQceedings in relatiQn to. such bridge: PrQvided, 'fhat whenever a
board Qf cQmmissiQners Qf any cQunty shall have nQtified the bQard 0.1'
bQards Df any other cQunty Qr cQunties interested in the. erectiDn, repair
or purchase Qf any bridge as !!pecified- in this sectiDn, and any such bDard
Df CDmmissiQners so nQtified shall fail Qr refuse fQr the periQd of thirty
days to. accept or act Dn the same by jDining in the building, repair Dr
purchase Df such bridge, then the bDard Qr bQards Qf cDmmissioners passing such Qrder, may, if in their Qpinion public cQnvenience require it,
build, repair Qr purchase such bridge under the same rules and regulatiQns
as are nQW or may hereafter be in fQrce for the building, repair Qr purchase Qf bridges wholly within Qne cQunty, after first having Qbtained,
in case Qf the erectiDn Df a bridge, the written CDnsent Qf the land Dwner
in the adjQining CQunty whQse land will be occupied by such bridge. In
case Df the erection 0.1' repair of a bridge, it shall be the duty of such
boards Qf county commissioners, while in jQint session, to apPo.int one Qr
mDre persons as superintendents', who. shall have full contrDI and supervision of the erection ·or repair of such bridge, subject, however, to such
regulations as such boards of cQmmissioners may determine upDn; and
such superintendent or superintendents shall each give bond in such sum
as may be required by such boards of commissiQners, and to be approved
by them. It shall be the duty of such boards, in joint session, to fix the
amount of the appropriation which shQuld be made by their respective
counties in payment of the CDSt of construction, repair 0.1' purchase Qf
such bridg·e; which apportiDnment to. each county Qf the whQle cost Qf
the CQnstruction, repair or purchase Qf such bridge shall be in proportion
to. the taxable property Qf such counties. In case Df the refusal of any
cDunty, as afQresaid, to jDin in the constructiQn, repair or purchase Df
such bridge, the CQunty desiring such imprDvement may construct, repair
or purchase such bridge, as hereinbefQre provided, and when the cost Df
such bridge Qr repairs dQes not exceed five thousand dollars the county
making such improvement shall be entitled to recover from each of such
adjQining cDunties affected by such improvement the amount that such.
county should have paid had it joined in such improvement, such claim
to be enfDrced as other claims are enforced against cQunties in this State;
and when such claim is litigated the judgment shall include a rea·sonable
attorney's fee for the plaintiff's attQrney. All boards Qf commissiQners,
prDceeding under this sectiDn to erect, repair or purchase jDint bridges, in
.adyertising fOl" bids, letting cDntracts and requil"ing affidavits and bonds
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for bidders and contractol"s, shall be governed by the laws now in force
or hereafter enacted, providing for advertising for bids, letting of contracts and requiring affidavits and bonds of bidders and contractors for
the erection of bridges wholly within and by one county. E,ach county
shall be regarded as the owner of an interest in any bridge erected, repaired 01' purchased in pursuance of this section, and each shall have a
voice in regulating the use thereof.

G RAVE'L ROADS.
CONSTRUCTION BY ASSESSMENT-PROCEEDINGS.

SEC. 46. The board of commissioners of every county in this State
shall have power, as hel'einafter provided, to layout, construct or improve,
by straightening, grading, paving, draining, graveling 01' macadamizing
any public highway, 01' any part thereof, within such county. Upon the
presentation to any such board of a petition stating the kind of improvement prayed for, and the points between which the same is asked, signed
by a majority 'of the adult resident landowners of the county whose lands
will be benefited by the proposed improvement, ,such majority shall rep-'
resent a majority of the acres owned by said residents, such. board, if
satisfied that due notice of such application has been given by publication,
once each week for two weeks successively, In a newspaper published in
the county, the last of which publications shall be at least ten days before
the meeting of the board at which such petition is to be presented, 01' by
posting up notices in three of the most public places in the neighborhood
of such highway, at least ten days before such meeting of the board, shall
appoint three disinterested freeholders of the county as vIewers, and a
competent surveyor or engineer to consider such proposed improvement
and to proceed, upon a day to be named by the commissioners, 01' on any
other day to which a majority may adjourn, prior to the next session of
such board, to examine, layout, straighten 01' otherwise improve such
highway, as in their judgment public utility or convenience may require;
and the auditor of the county shall notify such v1ewers and surveyor of
the time and place of their meeting, and they shall meet accordingly, and
after taking an oath or affirmation faithfully and impartially to discharge
the duties of their appointment, respectively, ,shall determine what lands
will be benefited or damaged by the proposed improvement, and shall take
to their assistance two suitable persons as chain can'iers, and one marker;
and if the said viewers find [that] such improvement will be of public
utility, twd that the costs and expenses thereof and damages caused
thereby will be less than the benefits to the lands within two miles of the
improvement, excepting such lands and lots as lie within the limits of any
incorporated town or city, they shall upon the actual view of all the lands
within two miles of the improvement, excepting such lands and lots as lie
within the limits of any incorporated town or city, apportion the estimated
. costs, expenses and damages upon all the said lands within such two
miles that will be benefited, according to the -benefits to be derived therefrom. They shall assess the damages, if any, to be sustained by any
person or persons through whose lands such road is proposed to be laid
out, straightened or improved.
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VIEWERS AND SURVEYOR-REPORT-NOTICE.

SEC. 47. The viewers and surveyor, as soon as they have performed
the duties prescribed by the preceding section, shall make a report to the
board of commissioners, and file the same with the auditor of the county,
which report shall show the public utility of the proposed improvement,
an estimate of the costs and expenses thereof, including reasonable attorney's fees for the petitioners, the damages, if any, assessed to the several tracts of lands, the benefits to each forty-acre tract of land or less,
where such exists, and give a description of the work proposed, the grade,
drains, culverts, kind of improvement, the commencement, width and
terminus of the road: Provided, That no lands shall be assessed for
benefits that do not lie within two miles of the contemplated work or
improvement, nor lands within incorporated towns or cities. As soon as
such report is filed with the auditor, it shall be his duty to give notice of
the filing thereof by publication. for two successive weekS, once each we,ek,
in some newspaper published in the county where the improvement is to
be made, and state therein the points between which such improvement is
to be made, and the time set for the hearing of such report, the last of
which publications shall be not less than ten days before the time set for
such hearing.
HEARING OF REPORT-ORDER.

SEC. 48. At the time fixed for the hearing of the report, the board of
commissioners shall proceed to hear the ,same, and if it is found that notice
has been given, as required by the preceding section, that the proposed
work is of public utility and that benefits assessed exceed the expenses
and damages, such board shall enter upon its records an order that the
improvement be made, which order shall state the kind of improvement
and the width and extent of the same.
AMENDMENT TO PETITION.

SEC. 49. ~'he board of commissioners shall have power to permit
amendments to be made to the petition or report, and to extend the time
to the viewers to make their report, and to continue the hearing from
time to time, so as to subserve the ends of justice.
REMONSTRANCE-CAUSES.

SEC. 50. On or before the day fixed for the hearing of such report
the owner,s of any lands affected by the work proposed may remonstrate
against the report, which remonstrance shall be sworn to, and may be for
any or all of the following causes:
First. That the report of the viewers is not according to law, stating
specifically the illegality claimed;
Second. That the lands of the party filing the remonstrance are not·
benefited, or are assessed too much as compared with other lands assessed
as benefited, specifying such lands;
Third. That the lands of the party filing the remonstrance are damaged, and that the damages assessed are inadequate;
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Fourth. That it is not practicable to accomplish the proposed work
without an expense exceeding the aggregate benefits;
Fifth. That the proposed work will not be of public utility.
If more than one party remonstrate, the remonstrancs shall be consolidated and tried together, and the report of the viewers shall be prima
facie evidence of the facts therein stated. The board of commissioners
shall try the issues thus formed, and if such board find for the remonstrants upon the fourth or fifth cause of remonstrance, the petition and
report shall be dismissed at the cost of the petitioners: Provided, That if
donations shall be made or secured to the satisfaction of the board, sufD.cieRt, with the a-ssessments, to equal the expenses of the work and damages allowed, the petition and report shall not be dismissed for the 'fourth
cause of remonstrance, and such donations are hereby authorized to be
made. If the board find for the remonstrants upon the first cause of
remonstrance, the report shall be referred back to the viewers for correction, or for a new report, to which new or amended report remonstrance-s
may be filed as before; and if the report shall finally be made according
to law the board shall find against the remonstrAnts for the first cause of
remonstrance. If the board find for the remonstrants upon the second or
third cause of remonstrance, such board shall modify the assessments and
equalize the same and assess the damage as justice may require, and
thus modified and equalized the assessments ,shall stand and be adjudged
valid. The only questions that shall be raised shall be those raised by the
remonstrance. If the assessment upon the lands of any remonstrant is
not reduced twenty per cent. or the damages claimed by any remonstrant
are not increased twenty per cent., such remonstrant shall ,pay all ('osts
occasioned by such remonstrance; but if such assessment be reduced more
toon twenty per cent., or the damages be increased more than twenty per
(Jent., then the remonstrant shall recover costs and the board shall apportion such costs pro rata upon the lands assessed for benefits. Such assessments when confirmed by the board of commissioners, or higher court on
appeal, shall constitute first and paramount liens on the real estate
respecively assessed, as taxes are liens, which liens shall relate back and
bind the real estate so IlSsessed from the time of the filing of the report.
The auditor shall at (,llCe enter such assessments upon the tax duplicate,
to be collected by the county treasurer as State and county taxes are
collected, with interest at six per cent. per annum, [in1 installments as
hereinafter provided, and the moneys collected shall be used exclusively
in payment of the bonds, costs and expenses of such work, as hereinafter
provided.
SUPERINTENDENT OF CONSTRUCTION.

SEc. 51. After the improvement has been ordered and the assessments confirmed, as provided in the last ,section, the board of commissioners shall appoint a competent person to superintend the construction of
the work, who, before entering upon the duties of such trust, shall take
an oath or affirmation honestly, faithfully and impartially to discoorge
the duties of such trust, and shall execute a bond, payable to the State of
Indiana, for the use of the parties interested therein, in double the amount
of the assessments, with surety conditioned for the faithful performance
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of the duties assigned him, which bond shall be approved by the board
of commissioners. Suit may be brought on such bond by any person or
corporation aggrieved, and any judgment rendered thereon in favor of
any person or corporation shall be without relief from valuation or appraisement laws and with attorney's fees.
SUPERINTENDENT'S DUTIES.

SEC. 52. It shall be the duty of. the superintendent charged with the
execution of the work provided for in the preceding six sections to proceed to have the same constructed as ordered. He shall let the contyact
for s11ch construction as a whole or in parcels, as he may deem best. He
shall give notice of the time and place the contract or contracts will be let,
by publication once each week for two successive weeks in one or more
papers published in the county, which notice shall state the time within
which the work is to be completed, and the parcel or parcels to be let.
Sealed proposals .shall be received, and the work let to the lowest responsible bidder or bidders. A bond with surety executed by the bidder,
to the State of Indiana, in the amount of the bid, shall accompany each
bid. Such bond shall be executed by freehold sureties, at least one of
whom- shall be a resident of such county; or the bond may be secured by
a surety company to the approval of the board. Suit may be brought on
such bond on the relation of the superintendent or that of any person having an interest therein, for any and all breaches thereof, and any judgment rendered thereon shall be without relief from valuation or appraisement laws, and include reasonable attorney's fees. If any per,son or persons contracting to construct the work, or any part thereof, shall fail to
perform the same according to the contract, the superintendent shaJl have
the right to relet the same, on notice and after receiving bids as on the
first letting, and deduct from the contract price of the original contract
whatever sum the last eon tract is in excess of the original contract, and
shall also deduct the expense of the reletting; and the superintendent shall
i;tave the right to continue the reletting as above until the work is fully
completed.
ASSESSMENTS-PAYMENT-ISSUANCE OF BONDS.

SEC. 53. As soon as the contract or contracts are let for the construction of the work as provided in the pI'eceding section, the superintendent shall assess upon all the lands benefited, ratably upon the amount
of benefits as confirmed and adjudged by the board of commissioners, or
court on appeal, such sum as may be necessary to pay for the work and
aU costs and expenses accrued or to accrue, not exceeding the whole benefits adjudged upon anyone tract. He shall immediately thereafter
make out a notice stating that the work has been established by the board
of commissioners, setting out also the several assessments to the several
tracts of land, as confirmed by the board, or court on appeal, and cause
such notice to be recorded in the office of the recorder of the . county.
Whenever any assessment shall have been satisfied, it shall be the duty
of tIre superintendent to enter satisfaction of the lien thereof in such
record; and in case bonds are issued, as hereinafter provided, it shall be
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his duty to enteron the margin of such record the words "bonds issued,"
which entry shall have the effect to transfer tl}e record of the lien of any
such assessment to the gravel road duplicate in office of the county
tlleasurer. Should such superintendent fail to enter such satisfaction, the
board, by order duly entered, shall direct the auditor to make such entry
of satisfaction in the recorder's office. Such superintendent shallbe liable
on his bond to any person interested for such failure of duty. The superintendent of construction, out of the funds collected from the assessment so made and confirmed. shall pay all cO'sts of the gravel road improvement not otherwise adjudg,ed, and all expenses incident, to the
construction of the work, including the reasonable attorney's fees of the
petitioner or petitioners in the preparation and presentation of the petition, the establishment of the work and Oother services rendered in such
work, and also such other costs and expenses as the board shall allow;
but no claim for costs or expenses, except payments on the contract for
constructing the work, shall be paid until such claim is allowed by the
board. All costs not taxable to the petitioner or petitioners, remonstrants
or appellants, shall, in the first instance, be paid out of the county treasury, and shall be refunded to the county by the superintendent of construction out of the first moneys collected by him; next in order he shall
pay all awards of damages; and thereafter he shall pay to the contractor
such sums as shall from time to time becOome due under the terms of the
contract, reserving, however, twenty per cent. thereof, which ,shall be due
and payable only on completion and approval of the whole work. For
the purpose of raising funds for making such payments, the superintendent shall collect of the assessments of benefits adjudged by the board,
such sums as may be necessary therefor, not exceeding the whole, amount
of benefits assessed against any tract, and require the same to be paill to
him in installments not exceeding ten per cent. per month, at such times
and places as he shall fix, after thirty days' notice thereof given by' one
publication in a newspaper of general circulation published in the county.
If any such assessment is not paid in the amount and at· the time by him
required, the superintendent shall make his certificate showing the ,amount
of the assessment against any tract, and the default in its 'payment as
reqUired, and shall file the same with the auditor of the county; thereupon the auditor shall place such amount, together with ten per cent.' ,p~m
alty for the default, upon the tax duplicate, to be collected as, state:'and
county taxes are collected, at the next ensuing date for semi-annual: payment of taxes. If such assessment and penalty are not then paid, an
additional penalty of five per cent. shall be added, and the land ,shall be
sold for such assessment and penalty with interest thereon at six per cent.
from the date of last default to the date of sale, as lands are sold for the
non-payment of delinquent taxes; and the redemption from such sale may
be had in the same manner, during the same time and on the ,same terms
as provided by law for the redemption of lands sold for delinquent taxes.
Gravel road bonds may be issued to procure funds fOol' the payment of Jhe
cost, damages and expenses of the construction of such work, and of the
proceedings had therein, provided the owners of lands assessed for be;nefits shall, within thirty days from the establishment of the work' andapproval of the assessments of benefits and damages, file their written
55-Geology.
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requests therefor with the superintendent of construction. In ,such written request any such land owner shall agree that in consideration of the
right to pay his assessment in ten yearly installments he will not make
any objection to any illegality 01' irregularity, if any, in the proceedings
up to and including the letting of the contract and the issuing of such
bond,s and that he will pay such assessments with interest as the same
become due. The filing of such requests and the issue of bonds, if any
there should be, shall in no manner affect the collection of assessments
from land owners and others assessed for benefits, who have not filed
requests for the issue of bonds, and as to them the collection of the
assessments as hereinbefore provided for shall be made as if no bonds
were issued; and bonds shall be issued to cover only so much of the cost,
damages and expenses of the work and of the proceedings had therein
as is apportioned to the lands of those who have filed requests therefor,
and shall be liens only on such lands and payable only out of the assessments made thereon. Such apportionment shall be made as follows: The
superintendent of construction shall carefully ascertain the total original
cost of the work, including all damages awarded to the owners of lands
and all incidental ·expenses, and shall apportion such total cost, damages
and expenses to the several tracts of land and parties assessed for benefits,
in proportion to the assessments for benefits, not in any C3JSe exceeding
such benefits. Thereupon the superintendent shall report all such facts to
the board of commissioners, together with all such requests for bonds and
waivers of irregularities by land owners, which report and waivers the
board shall examine, and, if found correct, shall approve; whereupon
such report and requests and waivers, with such approval, shall be
entered in full in the order book of the board. The board of commissioners, after the entry of such order, shall direct the county auditor to prepare an assessment sheet, or gravel road duplicate, showing the totaJ cost
apportioned to all the parcels of land for which the owners of lands
request the issue of bonds, with proper columns for the payment of installments and interest. And such auditor shalI assess ratably from year
to year upon such lands a sum sufficient to pay such bonds and interest
as they severally mature. The first of such assessments shaU be due and
payable at the semi-annual payment of taxes next following the letting
of the contract, and the remaining assessments on the same day each year
thereafter for nine successive years, with interest at six per cent. per
annum, payable semi-allnuaUy, 011 aU unpaid assessments. Such assessments and interest shall be coUected by the county treasurer as State and
county taxes are collected, and shall be subject to the same penalties in
case of non-payment when due; and all laws for the coUection of delinquent taxes, and for the sale of lands for taxes and redemption from such
sale, shaU. apply equally to the coUection of such assessments. Any land
owner desiring to relieve his land of the lien of such cost of gravel road
improvement may, at any time, pay the whole amount of the unpaid instaUments, with all interest due thereon. The treasurer shaU receipt for any
payment on such installments, and mark such payment on the duplicate,
as in the case of payment of taxes; and any such payment shaU be a releaflc of the lien of such cost, and of the assessment for such work, to the
extent of such payment. As soon as such duplicate is so prepared, the
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bQard Qf commissiQners shall issue the bQnds Qf the cQunty tOo the amQunt
Qf the CQst SQ placed Qil the duplicate fOol' oQllectiQn. T'he bOonds shall be
numbered cQnsecutively, and shall be in denQminatiQns Qf Qne hundred
dQllars Qr any multiple thereof, except that Oon~ bond may be fOol' less than
Qne hundred dQllars. One-tenth Qf such bQnds, as near as may be, shall
fall due and be payable Qn the first day Qf June Qr December, as the case
may be, fQllQwing the next succeeding semi-annUal payment Qf taxes; and
Qne-tenth Oof such bQnds, as near as may be, shall fall due and be payable
Qn the same day every year thereafter, fOol' nine successive years. All such
bonds shall bear interest frQm the date Qf letting the cQntract fOol' such
wOork until the bQnds are paid, respe~tively, at six per cent. per annum,
payable semi-annually, Qn the first day Qf June and first day Qf December,
each year. They shall shQW Qn their face fQr what purpQse issued; and
shall be payable Qut Qf coliectiQns made Qn such assessments, and nQt
Qtherwise. UpQn the ,signing Qf such bQnds by the board Qf cQmmissiQners
and the attestatiQn thereQf by the cQunty auditQr, they shall be turned
Qver tOo the county treasurer, whQ shall receipt to the auditQr therefor.
ThereuPQn the treasurer shall give nQtice, by publicatiQn Qnce in a newspaper Qf general circulatiQn published in the cQunty, and by PQsting a
CQPy Qf such [nQtice] at the door Qf the cQurt house, that, at the Qffice Qf
such treasurer, Qn and after the hour Qf ten Q'clQck a. m., on a day tOo be
named, not less than twenty days thereafter, the treasurer will prQceed tOo
seli such bonds, at nOot less than the principal sum named in such bQnds,
tOo the highest and best bidder fQr cash: PrQvided, hQwever, That in lieu
Qf selling such bQnds, as herein prQvided, the bQard Qf cQmmissioners, by
Qrder Qf recQrd tOo that effect, may direct that the bQnds shall be exchanged at par and held by the cQunty treasurer for any unlQaned school
funds Qr Qther unused funds held in the cQunty treasury; in which ca,se
the assessments and interest cQllected fOol' the payment Qf such bQnds shall
be paid intQ and credited tOo the fund SQ used in their purchase. The prQcfeds Qf such bQnds shall be drawn Qut Qf the cQunty treasury Qnly Qn
t11e warrant Qf the auditQr, UPQn the certificate Qf the superintendent, in
p8J"m€nt Oof the COost Oof construction of such work and the expenses inci([Pnt thereto. In case tile bonds sell at a premium, the aggregate amount
pf such premium shall be apportioned pro rata to the several assessments
of cost against the respective parcels Oof land; and the amOount thus apportionEd tOo each parcel shall Qperate as a payment, to. that extent, Oof the
first maturing installment.
ACCEPTANCE-FINAL REPQRTS-SURPLUS FUNDS.

SEC. 54. When the wQrk ,of graveling, macadamizing 001' otherwise
imprQving such highway, as hereinbefQre prQvided, is cQmpleted, and the
"uperintendent sllall certify the same tOo the auditor Qf the oQunty, the
bQard Qf cQmmissiQners shall receive the improvement and provide for
the keeping Oof such rQad in repair, as hereinafter required. It shall be
the duty Qf the said superintendent, within sixty days after certifying
the cQmpletiQn Qf the improvement, tOo file his repQrt with the auditQr,
shQwing the receipts and disbursements, accQmpanied with vouchers fOol'
all disbursements, which repQrt shall be submitted by the auditQr tOo the
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board of commisSioners at their next ensuing term, for approval or rejection. Ai; soon as such report shall have been approved by the board of
commissioners, the superintendent shall, within ninety days thereafter,
distribute the surplus funds, if any, remaining in his hands to the persons
from whom the same were collected, according to the several assessments,
and take vouchers therefor; and as soon as he has completed such distribution he shall file bis report thereof, accompanied by such voucher8,
with the board of commissioners, for approval or rejection, and when the
sanie has been approved, he shall be discharged by order of the board.
If for any reason any surplus funds remain in the hands of the said superintendent after having made distribution the same shall be ordered
paid into the gravel road repair fund~ to be used only in the repair of the
road for the construction of which the funds were collected. Whenever
the owner of any tract of land assessed for the construction of any such
road shall have paid off such assessments, it shall be the duty of the
auditor to release and satisfy such assessment lien by writing the appropriate words of such payment and satisfaction upon the record where
such assessment appears, and sign his official signature to such release,
with the date thereof.
CONTRACTOR-PURCHASE OF MATERIALS.
SEC. 55.
Any contractor for the construction of such work, or any
part thereof, as provided for in the preceding nine ,sections of this act,
shall have the power to contract for and purchase any materials that may
be necesl;lary for the construction of such road; and if such contractor can
not agree with the owner of such materials, as to the price thereof, he
may apply to the circuit court of the county, or the judge thereof in vacation, to appoint appraisers to condemn and assess the value of such materials as provided by law for the condemnation of real estate under the
power of eminent domain. The appraisers shall also assess the damages
that may accrue to the owner of such materials by the removing of the
same through his premises, and shall immediately return their award to
such circuit court, or to the judge thereof in vacation; and such court
o~ judge shall, upon the return of such award, on application of such contractor, furnish him with a copy of such award. Thereupon such contractor shall enter upon the lands, either enclosed or unenclosed, and
remove such materials as may be required to make a good road. An
appeal from such award by the owner shall not prevent the immediate
entry upon the premises by the contractor for the purpose of taking ~uch
materials. If the ,contractor appeal and the award be not reduced ten
per cent. thereof, he shall pay all costs occasioned by the appeal; and if
the owner o,{ the materials appeal and do not receive ten per cent. more
than the award, such owner shall pay all the costs occasioned by the
appeaL

.( .
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56. Any person who appeared and filed a remonstrance before
the board of commissioners as provided for in section fifty of this act,
s'hall be allowed an appeal to the circuit court, in like manner as other
SEC.
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appeals are now allowed; and on such appeal the only question that shall
be tried in the circuit court shall be the question raised before the board
of commissioners by the first, second or third causes of remonstrance,
which questions shall be tried by the court without a jury. On such trial
the report of the viewers shall be prima facie evidence of the facts therein
contained. If more than one party appeal all such appeals ,shall be consolidated and tried together, and the rights of each appellant separately
determined. If the court find for any appellant upon the first cause of
remonstrance the report shall 'be referred back to the viewers for correction, or for a new report; and if the repo,rt as so amended is found to be
correct it shall be approved by the court. If the court find for any appellant upon the second or third cause for remonstrance, it may modify and
equalize the assessments as justice may require, by diminishing or increasing any assessments or benefits, or by giving or withholding, increasing or diminishing, damages. }j~or the purpose of so ruling upon such
causes of remonstrance, and so modifying the assessments, all persons or
corporations who are reported as affected, or whose lands are reported as
affected, or who are named in the petition as affected, or who have appeared to the petition, shall be deemed to be in court for all purposes, by
reason of such appearance or by virtue of the notices theretofore given
them; and as thus modified and equalized the assessments shall stand
and be adjudged valid. Such judgment of the court shall be final, and no
appeal be allowed therefrom. If the assessment upon the lands of any
appellant is not reduced twenty per cent. or the damages awarded by the
board of commissioners are not increased twenty per cent., such appellant shall pay all the costs occasioned by such appeal, but if such asscssment be reduced more than twenty per cent., or if the damages be increased more than twenty per cent., then the appellant shall recover costs,
and the court shall apportion such costs pro rata upon the lands assessed
for benefits: Provided, That the decision of the board of commissioners
as to the fourth and fifth causes for remonstrance shall be final and no
appeal shall be allowed therefrom: And provIded, further, That if any
appeal is taken from the board of commissioners to the circuit court, the
bonds hereinbefore provided for shall not issue until after the final judgment of the circuit court on such appeal.
ERROR IN PROCEEDINGS.

SEC. 57. No person shall be permitted to take advantage of any error
committed in any proceedings to layout, construct or improve any highway under and by virtue ot this act, nor of any error committed by the
board of commissioners, or by the county auditor, or by the engineer,
surveyor, superintendent or other person or persons in the proceedings to
layout, construct or improve any such road, nor for any informality, error,
or defect apparent in the record of such proceedings, unless the party complaining is affected thereby.
TAXATION IN CITIES OR TOWNS.

SEC. 58. When any highway to be improved under and by virtue
of sections forty-Six to fifty-seven, inclusive, of this act, begins or terminates in any city or town, the corporate authorities of such city or town
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may, .on agreement with the board of commissioners, levy a tax f.or the
payment .of an am.ount llQt exceeding .one-fifth .of the entire C.ost .of such
impr.ovement, in addition tQ any amount that may be assessed upon the
real estate in such city .or tQwn by virtue of the provisiQns .of said sections: PrQvided, That the entire tax to be impQsed fQr road purposes by
virtue .of this sectiQn shall nQt in anyone year exceed fifty cents .on the
.one hundred dQllars of taxable values of such city .or t.own.
INT.o ADJOINING C.oUNTY.
SEC. 59. When it may be desirable tQ c.ontinue any highway imprQvement cQntemplated under the prQvisions of the preceding sections frQm
f.orty~six to fifty-eight, inclUSive, into .or through an adjoining county, the
same proeeedings 'shall be had in such county as to petitions, bonds,
viewers, appraisements and all other f.ormalities as are prescribed in said
sectiQns fQr the commencement of such improvement in the first county,
and all such proceedings shall be had before the bQard of commissiQners
of the county in which 'such pr.oposed extension is located .
.oNE ]\fILE OR LESS.
SEC. 59!. Whenever there shall be constructed in any county of this
State any public gravel road or turnpike n.ot less than one (1) mile in
length, except where the entire length of the road is less than one (1) mile,
and connecting with any free gravel road or terminating at any town or
city, the same having a substantially graded rQadbed not less than twenty
(20) feet wide, with suitable side drains, culverts and bridges, and with
grades not exceeding the maximum of free gravel or turnpike roads .of such
county, and having placed thereon not less than one (1) yard of suitable
gravel or brQken stone for every three (3) feet in length in such manner
as tQ make a suitable road for public travel; that on the written reque.st
t.o the board of commissioners for such county, of not les'S than thre'e (3)
freeholders residing in the r.oad district wherein such road is situated.
said b.oard of commissi.oners shall make inspectiQn thereof, and for such
purpose may employ a competent engineer to assist them. If uP.on such
examination such road in their opinion is of public utility, and shall conform to the requirements herein, they shall cause an entry to be made on
their records of such facts, and also enter thereon a descriptiQn .of the
commencement and terminus there.of, and general description of the rout.e
of the same, and thereafter such road shall be deemed a part of the free
gravel .or turnpike r.oads of such cQunty, and maintained as by law
provided.
ON COUNTY LINE-PROCEEDINGS.
SEC. 60. When it is desirable to make any gravel or other highway
imprQvement UPQn the boundary line between tWQ counties, such as the
improvements contemplated in the preceding fourteen sections, the petition
therefor may be filed before the board of commissi.oners .of either county,
and such b.oard shall direct the county auditQr t.o transmit to the b.oard of
commissioners .of the other interested c.ounty a copy of Such petiti.on and
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a nQtice Qf the time and place when and where bOoth bQards shall meet tOo
act upon the petitiQn. Such meeting shall be held nQt less than twenty
days nQr mOore than thirty days frQm the date Qf the giving of such nQtice
and transmitting Qf such CQPy Qf such petitiQn. The tWQ bQards shall act
together in all matters relating tOo such imprQvement. The same prQceedings shall be had as near as may be, as tOo the petitiQn, viewers, assessments, superintendent, bQnds and all Qther matters as are prescribed in
said fQregoing sectiQns Qf this act in relatiQn tOo gravel rQad and other
like imprQvements afQresaid when made in Qne CQunty. ShQuld the board
of cQmmissiQners Qf .such s.eCQnd county refuse or neglect to meet and act
with the board of the first county, then said first board, before which the
petition was filed, may proceed tOo make the imprQvement on such boundary line, as if the highway were whQlly in the first county, and shall have
power tOo make all assessments on lands within two miles on each s,ide of
such line; and such first county shall have a claim upon such second
county for Qne-half Qf all necessary expenses paid out of the treasury of
the first county in relation to such work, which claim may be cQllected
frQm the second county as any other claim due from one county to anQther.
Whenever a petition for any such imprQvement of a highway Qn the
boundary between this Slate and any other State is filed before the bQard
Qf commissioners of any county adjoining such Qther State, such board
of cQmmissiQners and the other proper officers of such county shall have
authQrity to unite with the proper Qfficers of any adjQining county in such
other State in the doing of such work, in accordance, so far as may be,
with the proceedings herein authorized when the highway is on the boundary line between two counties: Provided, That the adjoining county or
counties in such other State shall pay one-half Qf all expenses and assessments for the construction of such improvement and shall thereafter keep
Qne-half of such highway in repair. The commissioners and other proper
officers in such adjoining county in this State are given full power to
enter into any equitable contract with the proper authorities in such adjoining county or counties in such other State to do such work and keep up
such repairs in accordance with the laws of this State for making and
keeping up such improvements in any county of this State, so far as the
;;ame can be made applicable.
FREE OF TOLL-TOWNSHIP ROAD FUNDS.

SEC. 61. All highways improved under the provisiQns of sections
forty-six to .sixty, inclUSive, Qf this act shall be free of toll. Nothing in
said sections shall be so understood as to prevent township trustees from
grading, graveling, macadamizing or otherwise imprQving the highways
in their several tQwnships and paying for the same out of the road funds
Qf such townships.
GRAVEL ROADS BY TAXATION.
TOWNSHIP CONSTRUCTION, ETC., BY TAXATION.

SEC. 62. 'rhe boards Qf commissioners of the several counties of the
State of Indiana are hereby authorized and empowered to lay Qut, establish and cause to be graded, drained and paved with stone, gravel 001' Qther
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road-paving material any new highway or part of a highway in any township in said State, or on the line dividing any two or more townships in
any county in this State, or to cause to be graded, drained and improved
in like manner any public highway already established in any such township or on the line dividing any two or more of 'such townships, in the
manner and upon the conditions hereinafter prescribed.
PETITION-NOTICE.

SEC. 63. Whenever a petition signed by fifty or more freeholders
and voters of any township in any county in this State, includes any
incorporated town or city in such township having a population of less
than thirty thousand inhabitants, praying that any public highway or
highways within such township ,'shall be laid out, established and improved by grading, draining and paving with stone, gravel or other road
paving material, or that any public highway, or highways, or any part
of any public highway, or highways, already established, shall be graded,
drained and paved with stone, gravel or other road-paving material, or
by fifty or more freeholders and voters of two or more townships in such
county praying that a public highway shall be laid out, graded, drained
and paved on a line dividing such townships, or that a highway on such
line shall be graded, drained and paved, shall be addressed to the board
of commissioners of the county in which such township or townships are
located, and filed in the office of the auditor of such county, it shall be
the duty of such auditor to cause to be published in a weekly newspaper
of general circulation, printed and published in said county, and to be
posted in not less than three public places within each of the townships
named in such petition, and at the door of the court house of such county,
a notice setting forth a copy of such petition, and the day upon which the
same will be presented to such board of commissioners.
CONTENTS OF PETITION.

SEC. 64. 'l'he petition herein contemplated shall set forth the beginning, course and termination of each new highway or part of highway
sought to be laid out, established, graded, drained and paved, and the beginning and termination and a general description of each public highway
sought to be graded, drained and paved, together with a recommendation
of the width of each such highway and of the character of the improvement to be made, and such petition may include one or more of such
highways at the option of the petitioners.
PRESENTATION TO COMMISSIONERS.

SEC. 65. Upon the filing of such petition the auditor shall designate
by endorsement thereon the day in a regular session of such board of
commissioners, not more than thirty days thereafter upon which the same
shall be presented to such board and the notice herein prescribed shall be
signed by such auditor and published for two consecutive weeks in sucll
newspaper, and posted not less than fifteen days, before the day so designated by the auditor.
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HEARING ON PETITION-PROOF--ENGINEER-VIEWERS.

SEC. 66. On the day so designated, by such auditor, the petitioners
may make proof of the publication and posting of such notices and present such petition to such board of commissioners, and any taxpayer of
any township named in such petition, or any person or corporation whose
lands or property will be affected by the work' therein prayed for, may
file in writing his objections to the form or sufficiency of such petition,
and in the event that such board shall deem such petition to be deficient
in form, or insufficient in substance, the petitioners shall be permitted to
amend the same, but if such petition be not amended in such manner as to
be in due form and sufficient, it shall be dismissed at the cost of the petitioners. If on the other hand such petition shall be adjudged by the board
to be in due form and sufficient, either in the first instance or after the
same has been amended, such board of commissioners shall make an order
causing such petition to be spread of record and referring the matter
therein prayed for to a competent civil engineer to be appointed by such
board and two viewers, each of whom shall be a responsible freeholder
and voter of such county, and not a resident of, nor the owner of taxable
property in any township named in such petition.
ENGINEER AND VIEWERS-OATH-BOND.

SEC. 67. Such engineer and viewers shall meet at a time and place
to be designated by such board of commiSSioners, within ten days after
their appointment, and shall each take and subscribe an oath faithfully
and impartially to discharge his duties, and such engineer shall execute,
and file with such auditor, his bond, with good and sufficient sureties to
the approval of such auditor, payable to the State of Indiana, in a penal
sum of five thousand dollars, conditioned for the faithfui discharge of his
duties as such engineer, which bond may be put in suit by any person or
corporation whose property shall be injured or damaged by any wrongful
act or negligence of such engineer.
DUTIES OF ENGINEER AND VIEWERS-REPORT-PROFILE.

SEC. 68. When such engineer and viewers shall have taken the oath,
and such surveyor hRS executed the bond, herein preSCribed, they s,hall
proceed, without delay, to view and make all needful surveys of the road
or roads mentioned in the petition, and shall determine
(a) Whether any proposed new highway or part of highway described in the petition will be of public utility;
(b) In respect to each separate highway or part of highway named in
the petition, whether it will be of public utility to grade, drain and pave
the same as therein pray,ed;
.
(c) The width of each highway or part of highway'to be established
or improved;
(d) '.rhe character of the improvement, including the grading. draining and paving, to be made of each highway mentioned in the petition,
which they shall find to be of public utility, together with complete plans
and specifications of each such improvement and of all bridges, culverts
and waterways required therein;
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(e) The estimated cost of each improvement to be made.
And on a day to be designated by such board of commissioners, in the
order appointing them, said engineer and viewers, unless the time therefor
shall have been extended by an order of said board, shall file in the office
of said auditor their report in writing, signed by each of them, setting
forth their determination. in said matter in respect to each highway or
proposed highway mentioned in the petition, including an accurate de·
scription of each new highway to be laid out, established, graded, drained
and paved, and of each public highway to be graded, drained and paved,
together with their recommendations in respect to the paving materials to
be used in each instance and complete plans and specifications for each
improvement to be made, and the estimated cost of each such improvement, and such report shall be accompanied by an accurate profile of each
highway or part of highway to be improved, showing by proper lines and
figures the elevation thereof at each one hundred feet of its length and the
changes to be made therein by excavation or filling, which profile shall be
made by the engineer.
ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGES-CLAIMS.
SEC. 69. The report and profile. of the engineer and viewers shall
remain in the office of such auditor, open to the inspection of every person
interested therein and of his agents and attorneys for at least ten days,
and dUring such time said viewers shall assess such damages as shall be
justly due to any infant, idiot or person of unsound mind, and to any
other person or corporation making written claim therefor, on account
of the appropriation of or injUl'y to lJois property by the laying out and
establishment of any such new highway or any improvement of any highway prescribed in such report. At the next regular session of such board
of commissioners, after the expiration of said ten days, said viewers
shall make to said board their supplemental report in writing setting
forth the sums allowed as damage's to each infant, idiot or person of
unsound mind, and the sum allowed as damages to each other person or
corporation making written claim therefor as herein prescribed, together
with a description of the property in each case on account of which such
damages have been allowed. No damages shall be allowed to or recovered
by any person other than an infant, idiot or persons of unsound mind,
unless claim therefor shall have been made by him to such viewers before
the filing of such supplemental report. Ervery person or corporation who
ha:s made such written claim for damages, and every infant, idiot or
p,erson of unsound mind or his guardian, who shall be dissatisfied in
respect to the action of such viewers in respect to his claim or in respect
to the damages allowed to him, may except to such supplemental report in
writing on that account at the session at which the same is filed, whereupon such board of commissioners shall appoint three other viewers to
reconsider the same, which viewers shall take and subscribe an oath
faithfully to discharge their duties, and shall examine the lands or property claimed to be affected and assess such damages in each case as they
deem to be just and reasonable, and make report of their doings in writing
to said board. The board shall cause said supplemental report and thE:'
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report of such additional viewers to be spread of record, and in event that
the road or improvement on account of which such damages are allowed
shall be finally established and ordered to be constructed, such damages
shall be paid out of the proceeds of the sale of the bonds hereinafter au·
thorized: Provided, That if the amount of damages awarded by the reviewers is not 10 per cent. greater than the amount assessed by the reviewers, the claimant shall pay all costs made by said reviewers.

ORDER FOR ELECTION-WHEN MADE-NOTICE.

SEC. 70. When all matters in respect to damages have been determined finally as hereinabove provided, such board of commissioners shall
examine the reports and profile made by engineer and viewers and if they
find and adjudge the same to be in due form and sufficient, they shall
make an order requiring the auditor to give notice by publication for three
consecutive weeks in a weekly newspaper of general circulation, printed
and published in said county, that on a day to be named by the board the
pollff will be opened at the several voting places in each township named
in the petition and report for the purpose of taking the votes of the legal
voters thereof upon whether the proposed'new highway or highways
named in the petition and report shall be laid out, established, graded,
drained and paved, or the public highway or highways named therein
shall be graded, drained and paved, and that said petition and report and
all records and matters pertaining to said matters may be found at the
office of said auditor, and the auditor shall publish such notice as required
by the order: Provided, That said publication shall contain the report
of the' viewers and engineer, excepting the plats and profiles: And provided further, 'rhat if any petition filed as provided in section 62 of this
act calls for the building or improvement of a road less than three miles
in length connecting at each end with an improved free gravel or macadamized road either within said township or townships or at the boundaries thereof, the board of county commisflioners may in their discretion,
if they find said petition otherwise complies with this act, establish and
order the construction of sajd road without submitting the question of
building the same to an election of the voters of the township or townships concerned, and when said board shall so decide they shall proceed to
have said road constructed in all other respects as if submitted to an
election and voted as hereinafter provided.
OPENING OF POLLS-RULES-BALLOT-CANVASS OF VOTE.

SEC. 71. On the day named in said notice such polls shall be opened
and the votes of the legal voters shall be taken upon the matters named
therein, and such election shall be governed in all respects by the general
laws of this State concerning elections in so far as the same are applicable.
The board of election commissioners for such election shall consist of
the auditor and two commissioners to be appointed by the board of ('ommissioners, and they shall prepare and cause to be printed the ballots
therefor and distribute the same in the manner required by law. The
ballots shall set forth a description of each highway and proposed hlgh-
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way in question, and following the description in each instance there shall
be printed two squares and words as follows:

IYES I

For the road.

I~

Against the road.

Each voter desiring to vote for the establishment or improvement of any
such road shall mark a cross with a blue pencil in the square containing
the word "Yes," and each voter desiring to vote against such establishment or improvement shall mark such cross in the square containing the
word "No." The votes cast at such election shall be canvassed at the
office of such auditor on the T'hursday next following the election, and a
certificate of the votes cast for and against each road or improvement,
signed by the inspectors, shall be filed with said auditor and by him
shall be submitted to the board of commissioners at their next session.
If a majority of the votes cast at any such election be found to be in favor
of the establishment and improvement, or improvement of any suc!; road
or proposed road, the board of commissioners shall make an order establishing such road or work and requiring the same to be laid out, established, graded, drained and paved, or graded, drained and paved, as the
case may be, in accordance with the terms of the report and the plans and
specifications and profile therefor.
SEPARATE ROADS-PETITION-VOTING ON WHOLE-TOWN OR CITY.

SEC. 72. If all of the roads described in the report of the ~ngineer
and viewers are connected with each other so as to form one system, the
whole may be voted upon as one road, if the petitioners so pray in their
petition. If two or more petitions respecting roads in the same town!'hip
shall be pending at the same time, they shall be voted upon at the same
election. No street in any incorporated town or city shall be improved
under the provisions of this act without the consent of the trustees of said
town or the common council of such city, by resolution duly adopted, a
certified copy of which resolution shall be filed in the office of such auditor
and entered upon the records of such board before such improvements
shall be ordered. After any street shall have been improved hereunder,
the trustees of such town or the common council of such city shall have
control of the same and shall maintain the same in repair.
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.

SEC. 73. When any such highway 01' part of high WilY shall have been
ordered to be laid out, established, graded, drained and paved, as herein
provided, or any public highway or part thereof, shall have been ordered
to be graded, drained· and paved, as herein provided, it shall be the duty
of the board of commissioners to maIm an order requiring the auditor to
give notice by publication one time in a daily newspaper of general circulation throughout this State, published at Indianapolis, and by publication
for three consecutive weeks in a weekly neWSPaper of general circulation
printed and published in the county, that on a day to be named by sncb
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board in such order, sealed proposals will be received by said board for
the making of said improvements in accordance with said .profile and
report and the plans and specifications therein set forth. If there be more
roads than one the notice shall relate to all. The auditor shall give the
notices as ordered, and the notice to be publisihed at Indianapolis shall ·be
published at least two weeks before the day named therein. If the board
deems it advisable, it may require similar .notices to be posted at public
places in the township in which the road or roads are located.
CONTRACT-BOND BY BIDDER.

SEC. 74. On the day and at the time and place named in the notices
the board shall convene in session and shall receive all Sealed proposals
tendered and shall open the same in the presence of the bidders and slIall
let the contract for the construction of such' road or 'improvement to
the lowest responsible bidder therefor, but no contract shall be let
for a bid higher than the estimates made by the viewers: Provided, That
with his proposal such bidder. shall submit his bond,' payable totJile' State
of Indiana, in a penal sum equal to double the sum of his proposal, with
good and sufficient sureties to the approval of the board, conditioned for
the faithful penormance of the work in accordance with the profile and
report and the plans and specifications therein set forth, which bond shall
be for the benefit of any person or corporation who shall ·suffer loss or
damage by reason of any failure or neglect of such bidder to enter into a
proper contract to perform such work or to carry out the· same' in any
particular, or to pay for any labor or material therefor that Shall have
been furnished either to him or to any 'sub-contractor, agent or superintendent' under him. If the propoRal includes more than one highway or
improvement one bond covering all shall be sufficient.

..
BONDS-INTEREST.

SEC. 75. For the purpose of raising money to pay for construction "the
board ofcommissio'ners shall issue the bends of the county not to exceed
in amount the contract price and all expenses incurred and damages
allowed prior to the letting of the contract and a sum sufficient to pay the
per diem of the engineer and superintendent hereinafter provided'for :during the construction of the work in denominations not less mali· fifty dollars ($50.00) each in forty (40) equal series, the first series payable ill six
(6) months, the second series in one year, the third series in one year and
six months, the fourth series in two years, the fifth series in two years
and six months, the sixth series in three years, the seventh series in three
years and six months, the eighth series in four years, the ninth series in
four years and six months, the tenth series in five years, the eleventh
series in five years and six months, the twelfth series in six years, the
thirteenth series in six years ands·ix months, the fourteenth series in
seven years, the fifteenth series in seven years and six monihs, the sixteenth series in eight years, the seventeenth series in eight years and six
months, the eighteenth series in nine years, the nineteenth series in nine
years and six months, the twentieth series in ten years,: the tw-e-nty-first
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series in ten years and six months, the twenty-second series in eleven years,
the twenty-third series in eleven years and six months, the twenty-fourth
series in twelve years, the twenty-fifth series in twelve years and six
months, the twenty-sixth series in thirteen years, the twenty-seventh
series in thirteen years and six months, the twenty-eighth series in fourteen years, the twenty-ninth series in fourteen years an,d six months, the
thirtieth series in fifteen years, the thirty-first series in fifteen years and
six months, the thirty-second series in sixteen years, the thirty-third series
in sixteen years and six months, the thirty-fourth series in seventeen
years, the thirty-fifth series in seventeen years and six months, the thirtysixth series in eighteen years, the thirty-seventh series in eighteen years
and six months, the thirty-eighth series in nineteen years, the thirty-ninth
series in nineteen years and six months, the fortieth series in twenty years
from the 15th day of November or the 15th day of May, as the case may
be, after the date of their issue, said bonds bearing interest not higher
than four and one-half pel' cent. per annum, and the principal and interest
thereon both to be paid semi-annually on the 15th day of November and
the 15th day of May: Provided, That the petitioners for the improvement
of any road or roads, as in this act provided, may, in their petition, ask
that the issue of bonds to be issued and sold to raise moneys to pay for
such improvement be issued in series, payable in not less than ten years
and not to exceed twenty years in the denominations named in this act,
as the petitioners may designate in their petition, and the board of county
commissioners ·shall issue the bonds for such improvement in compliance
with the request of such petitioners: Provided, further, If the petitioners
in any such petition fail to ask for any certain term of years in which such
bonds shall be payable, then in case of such failure the board of county
commissioners shall designate and determine the term of years. for which
such bonds shall issue and be payable. Such term to be not less than
ten, nor more than twenty years. The county treasurer shall sell bonds
at not less than their face value, and the proceeds shall be kept as a separate and specific fund to pay for the construction of the particular road
or roads for which they were issued, and shall be paid by him to the contractor upon warrant of the auditor, as directed by the board of commissioners. The commissioners shall order the same to be paid in such
amount and at such times as they may agree, but no payment shall be
made by the commiSSioners for more than eighty (SO) per cent. of the
engineer's estimate of work done by the contractor, nor shall the whole
amount of the ('ontract be paid until the road shall have been received as
completed by the board of county commissioners.
TAX TO PAY BONDS.

SEC. 76. For the purpose of raiSing money to meet said bonds and
interest thereon, the board of commissioners shall annually thereafter, at
the time the general tax levy is made, levy a special tax upon the property
of the township or townships, including the towns and cities, if such there
be, of less than thirty thousand (30,000) inhabitants, in such manner as to
meet the principal and interest of said bonds as they become due, and
,Iluch tax shall be collected /l.S otber taxes, and shall be applied to the pay-
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ment of such bonds and interest. If the road or section the)."eof so constructed runs into or through two or more townships, the amount paid
thereof [thereon] shall be divided and charged upon the property of each
township, in the same ratio that the assessed valuation of-all the property
in each township bears to the assessed valuation of all of the property in
all of the townships through which the said road or roads runs, and said
special'tax be levied accordingly. That when any contract shall have
been awarded to any contractor for the construction of said road or roads
under this act he shall give preference in employing labor for the construction of said road or roads to the citizens of the township or townships,
towns or cities in which said road or roads are to be constructed: Provided, however, 'I'hat said preferred labor shall be as good and effective
as that which could be procured elsewhere, and at no higher cost: And
provided further, That any taxpayer of the township or townships where
said roads are, who may render any service or labor, or may furnish any
material for the construction of said roads, may, if he shall so elect,
demand of the contractor a certificate stating the value of the amount of
service or material furnished, and if any such certificate shall be issued
the county treasurer shall receive the same and it shall act as a quietus
against a similar amount of taxes against the property of sa.id taxpayer,
and all such certificates shall be deducted from the contract price of the
said road or roads by said contractor.
FREE OF TOLL--REPAIR.

SEC. 77. All roads built under this act shall be free of toll, and shall
be kept in repair the same as other free gravel roads constructed under
the other laws of the State are repaired.
SURPLUS TAX.

SEC. 78. After the payment of the costs of construction of said road
or roads, should there be any s11t1llus collected or due on delinquent taxes
for that purpose, it shall be transferred to the gravel road repair fund.
AMENDMENTS--SUPERINTENDENT--BOND.

SEC. 79. The board of county commissioners shall have power to
permit amendments to be made to the petition of said freeholders, or
report of viewers and to extend the time to the viewers to make their
report Ilnd to continue the hearing from time to time, so as to subserve
the ends of justice. It shall be the duty of the board of county commissioners to appoint a competent superintendent to supervise the oonst~
tion of such road or roads according to the plans, profiles and specifications filed by the engineer and viewers, on which the contract to construct
such road or roads was let. He shall be a resident of one of the townships in which the road or roads' are located, and his compensation shall
not exceed two dollars ($2.00) per day for the time actually employed, to
be paid out of the construction fund of said road or roads, and he shall
render an account of his time to the commis,sioners monthly' at the regular
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term of their court, subscribed by oath. He shall give bond in the penal
sum of five thousand dollars for the faithful discharge of his duties. The
engineer of such road or roads shall also give bond in the penal sum of six
thousand dollars for the faithful discharge of his duties, and said superintendent or engineer or both if in default, shall be liable to the township
or townships constructing such road or roads on such bond or bonds at the
suit of any taxpayer interested in such road or roads for failure to cause
said road or roads to be built and constructed according to the plans, profile and specifications under which the contract to construct the same was
let.
RECORD-COUNTY AUDITOR.
SEC. 80.
The county auditor shall make a complete record of all proceedings in making such improvements.

LIMIT AS TO BONDS.

81. 'It shall be unlawful for any board of county commissioners
to issue bonds, or any other evidence of indebtedness payable by taxation,
for the const\"uction of free gravel or macadamized roads, when the total
issue for that purpose, including bonds already issued and to be issued, is
in excess of four (4) per centum of the total assessed taxable valuation of
the property of the township or townships wherein such roads are located
or to be located, and all bonds or obligations issued in violation of this
act shall be void.
SEC.

COMPLETION-REPORT-FINDING---APPEAL.

82. Whenever any superintendent and the engineer of any road
or roads constructed under the provisions of this act, believes that the
road or any part thereof, less than the whole of such improvement is completed, 'as required and according to the plans, plats, profiles and contract,
under which the improvement was let, then such superintendent and engineer shall each file their sworn statements with the auditor of the county,
which sworn statements shall state that such road or roads, or part
thereof, has been completed according to the plans, plats, profiles and contract, under which said improvement was let, and that the quantity and
quality of, material used in making said improvement was the' kind of
material, and that the quantity was used as required in the contract, the
board of county commiSSioners shall not act on such proof of the completion of such road or roads or part thereof, until the said sworn statements
have been filed with the auditor at least ten days before the first day of
any regular term of said board, and if, within said ten days, any taxpayer
interested in such improvement shall file his sworn statement with the
auditor that such road or roads or part thereof has not been completed
according to the plans, plats, prOfiles, and contract under which such improvement was let, and states specifically in what particular the same has
not been completed, then, in such case, the board of county commissioners
shall· set a day for hearing such issue and hear other proof on such matter,
and'may cause witnesses to be subpoenaed, and hear sworn evidence in
SEC.
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the same manner as other issues are heard before the board of commissioners. And if the board of county commissioners find that sucli road or
roads or part thereof, has been completed according to the plans, plats,
profile, and contract under which such improvement was let, then such
board of commissioners shall accept and receive such road or roads or part
thereof, but if the board of county commissioners find that such road or
roads or part thereof has not been so completed, then such board shall
refuse to accept the same and require the contractor to complete the !lame
according to the plans, plat, profiles and contract: Be it further provided,
That if the board of commissioners find that such road or roads or part
thereof has been completed according to contract, then in such case the
taxpayer who filed his affidavit and formed said issue shall pay all costs,
made in any such hearing, and a judgment shall be rendered against him
for the same; but if they find that the road or roads or part thereof has
not bee.n completed according to contract, then the costs made in such
hearing shall be paid by and judgment rendered against the contractor for
the same: Provided further, That such taxpayer or contractor may appeal
from such decision and finding of the board of commissioners to the circuit court of the county at any time within thirty days from such decision,
upon filing a bond to the approval of the auditor of the county, conditioned for the payment of all costs in the cause that may be adjudged in
the circuit court against the person taking such appeal, such proceedings
to be tried de novo in the circuit court.
ADDITIONAL BONDS.

SEC. 83. Whenever in any proceedings heretofore had under the provisions of an act of the general assembly of the State of Indiana entitled
"An act concerning the location and construction of free gravel, stone or
macadamized roads, p·roviding for raising funds to pay for the same and
for their maintenance, and providing for the repeal of other acts touching
the same SUbject-matter, and declaring an emergency," approved March
11, 1001, or under said act and acts amendatory thereof or supplemental
thereto, the board of commissioners of any county sh_all have en'oneously
let a contract for the construction or improvement of any free gravel,
stone or macadamized road or roads, in any township, at a contract price,
witbin the estimates made by the viewers, but in a sum so large as not
to leave sufficient of the funds realized from the sale of bonds in the
same proceedings to pay the sum named in said contract and also the
other expenses incurred in such proceedings, such board of commissioners,
for the purpose of raiSing money to meet such deficiency, shall issue and
sell additional bonds of the county in an aggregate sum equal to such
deficiency, but in no event in excess of five per centum of the original
estimates in said proceedings, payable within five years, in the same manner, with interest at the same rate and out of funds raised by the same
process, as in tbe case of other bonds issued in the same proceedings.

66-GeoloIlY.
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PURCHASE OF TOLL ROADS-PETITION-APPRAISEMENT-PAYMENT.

SEC. 84. The board of commissioners of any county in this State,
when petitioned so to do by one hundred freeholders of the county, ma;r
purchase any or all plank, gravel, macadamized and other toll roads in
such county held or owned by any person, persons or corporation, and may
pay for the same as hereinafter provided. Upon the filing of such petition, such board shall make an order directing that the road or roads
Bamed in such petition shall be appraised, and for that purpose shall
appoint one appraiser, and request the judge of the circuit court of such
county to appoint another, and the person, persons, company or corporation owning such road or roads, a third; whose duty it shall be to appraise
such road, or roads, as hereinafter provided, and report such appraisement
to such board of commissioners: Provided, however, That where such
petition asks for the purchase of more than one road, the person, persons,
company or corporation owning each road shall have the right to select
one appraiser, who, with those selected by such board and judge, shall
appraise the road owned by the person, persons or corporation appointing
him. Such appraisers, in making an appraisement of any such road shall
value it at its fail' cash valu·e, taking into consideration the manner of its
construction, its condition as to I1epair and its net annual income, to be
determined by the average amount. thereof, for the five years next preceding such appraisement, as shown upon the books of such company,
which average income they shall also report. After the return of such
appraisement, which shall be filed with the county auditor, such auditor
shall convene such board in special session, if it is not at the time in
session, and .shall notify the president of the company or the person or
persons owning the road of the time of such meeting, and if such board
and such owner or owners can agree upon terms, such board shall make
an order upon its records tor the purchase of such road or roads, setting
forth the price and manner of payment; which price shall in no case
exceed the appraised value thereof. Whenever an agreement to purchase
any such toll road has been entered into as herein provided, the purchase
money may be paid, .in whole or in part, out of the general funds in the
county treasury appropriated therefor, and if the funds in the treal"ury
that can be used for such purpose are not .sufficient, the bonds of the
county may be issued therefor in the usual form, bearing not to exceed
six per cent. interest, to an amount sufficient to perfect such purpose, and
falling due at such times as shall be determined, not exceeding ten years;
and the county· treasurer shall sell [such] bonds, in the same manner as
other county bonds are sold, to procure the amount required, or may
deliver the same to the vendor of such road in payment thereof: Provided, however, That no money shall be paid, or bonds delivered to such
vendor until a conveyance has been made of such toll road, including its
franchises, to such county. And when so conveyed, such road shall
thenceforth be free, and shall be kept in repair, as provided by law for
the repair of other roads.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS--COUNTY COMMISSIONERS-DISTRICTS.

SEC. 85. By virtue of their office, the commissioners of each county
in this State are hereby constituted a board of directors for all free gravel,
macadam and turnpike roads in such county, under whose management
and control all such roads are hereby exclusively placed. Such board shall
purchase all material necessary to keep such roads in repair; such material to be purchased in accordance with the provisions of law relating to
the purchase of supplies by boards of commissioners. The county auditor
shall be clerk of such board and keep its records in a book provided for
that purpose. It shall be the duty of such board of directors to divide the
free gravel, macadam and turnpike roads of such county into three districts, each district to contain as nearly as practicable the same number
of miles of such roads. Such directors shall by agreement assign one of
their number to each of such districts, and such director shall have entire'
charge of the district so assigned him. Such director shall employ all
labor and make all contracts necessary to keep the district under his control in repair, and also make such improvements in such roads, and make
such contracts therefor as the board of directors may authorize. He shall
oversee and superintend the labor employed and see that faithful work is
done.
SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS-RONDS.

SEC. 86. Such board of directors may divide the free turnpikes in
each of such districts, so as to appoint superintendents therein on the
basis of one superintendent for not less than ten, nor more than fifteen
miles of free gravel road therein: Provided, That where any district
may contain, in the aggregate, less than ten miles of free gravel road the
board may, in its discretion, appoint one superintendent thereof; such
superintendents so apPOinted shall execute a bond to the State of Indiana
for the use of the board of commissioners of such county in any sum not
less than five hundred dollars, nor more than one thousand dollars, for the
faithful performance of their duties as such superintendents; such bonds
to be approved and the amount thereof fixed by such commissioners.
DUTIES OF SUPERINTENDENTS-PAY.

SEC. 87. Each superintendent, under order of the director in charge
of his district, shall have charge of the repairs on his division of roads,
and shal! under such order have the employment of labor to keep such
roads in repair; and he shall also oversee and superintend all labor employed and material us,ed and see that proper material is furnished and
that faithful work is done. He shall file necessary affidavits against
persons violating the laws against heavy hauling on highways and see to
the enforcement of all laws relating to the cutting of weeds along such
highways. Each of such superintendents s,hall receive as compensation
for his services not to exceed twenty-two and .one-half cents per hour for
his work done in person, and if he drives .or uses his own team, with
wagon or other implements, he shall receive not to exceed thirty cents
per hOllr, but any such superintendent shall not use more than one team

,.
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of his own. Such boards of directors are authorized to adopt rules and
regulations concerning the work on gravel and macadamized roads and
turnpikes in their respective counties, not conflicting with any provisions
herein, and all superintendents and men employed shall be governed
thereby in all gravel road and turnpil(e work.
PREFERENCE TO LABORERS-PAY-PURCHASE OF MATERIALS.

88. Such directors or superintendents in employing labor on
roads shall give preference, when the same is equal in character and price
with that to be had elsewhere, to the land-owners and laoorers along the
line of such road; and such directors or superintendents shall each keep a
complete and itemized time-book showing each laborer employed and all
material purchased and placed on his said roads; which said time-book
shall be produced to the board of directors for its inspection and that of
the general public, when any such director or superintendent makes his
renort to such board; which said report shall be made in writing, quarterly,
on the last day of the month of March, June, September and December of
each year, and shall show the time and rate of compensation of each laborer, the dates thereof and the amount of any and all material and the
purchase price of the same, placed on his said roads and when and where
placed for the preceding quarter, and' shall also show all sums paid on
contracts, which contracts shall be filed with such report. Such report
must be signed and sworn to; and, when filed, shall be preserved by the
auditor, and be open to inspection by the general public at all times.
Each of such commissioners shall receive for his annual services as such
gravel road director, ten cents for each mile of gravel road or turnpike
road in his county, which compensation shall be paid quarterly. All such
fees are to be paid out of the free gravel road repair fund.
SEC.

MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS-SUPERINTENDENT.
SEC. 89. When the director or superintendent of any free gravel road
or turnpike shall file his verified petition before the board of commissioners of his county at any regular session thereof, setting forth that in
his opinion the interests of any such free gravel roads or turnpikes require an entry upon any land in such county to make drains or procure
gravel, stone, timber or any other material necessary for the repair of
such free gravel road or turnpike and giving a description of the land to
be entered upon, together with the name of the owner, and the probable
amount of drainage or material required, together with the probable cost
of the same; such board after having satisfactory proof that due notice,
in writing, of the presenting of such petition has been served upon such
land owner or the occupant of such land for at least ten days before the
presenting of such petition, shall thereupon aPPOint three disinterested
freeholders of the county, who, after being duly sworn, shall proceed upon
,such land and hearevid·ence and view the premises, and make written
report, under oath, to such board at its next regular session, showing the
amount of damages such land owner will sustain by reason of the appropriation of such drainage or materials for such purpose; and thereupon
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such board shall allow such amount specified by Isuch viewers' report and
cause the auditor to issue his warrant for such sum to such land owner;
and such board shall also cause the auditor to issue his warrant for the
reasonable charge of such viewers in doing such work, which damages
and expenses shall be paid by such county out of the gravel road repair
fund, and thereupon such director or superintendent shall have the right
to immediate entry upon such land to make such drainage and take and
use such materials for such purpose. Such land owner if he deem such
amount so allowed inadequate for the payment of his said damages, shall
have the right of an appeal to the circuit court from such order allowing
and assessing such damages, in like manner as other appeals are now
allowed to be taken from the board of commissioners to the circuit court.

GRAVEL ROAD FUND-TAX LEVY--COMPENSATIONS.

SEC. 90. In any county in which free gravel, macadamized or turnpike roads are maintained under the commissioners of ,such county, acting
as a board of directors of such road, as provided in the last preceding five
sections, the said board of commissioners shall annually levy upon all
taxable property of such county such sum as such commissioners shall
deem necessary for the repairs of such i'oads, not to exceed one cent upon
each one hundred dollars of such taxable property for every ten miles
of free gravel, macadamized or turnpike roads completed in such county,
the proceeds of such levy to constitute a gravel road fund in the county
treasury to be paid out only upon the order of the county auditor issued
upon the certificate of the board of directors of such gravel, macadamized
and turnpike roads. The compensation of such gravel road directors for
their services as such shall be three dollars per day for the time actually
served, which shall be in addition to the ten cents per mile hereinbefore
provided for. The compensation of each superintendent, or director acting
as such, shall be subject to the agreement of the board of directo))s, not
to exceed two dollars per day. All such compensation is to be paid out
of the gravel road fund.
REPAIR OJ!' HIGHWAYS.
SUPERVisORS-ELECTION-PAY-DISTRICTS.

SEC. 91. The qualified voters in each road district of the several
townships of the several counties in the State shall, on the second Saturday after the first Monday in December, 1905, and every two years thereafter, elect a :supervisor who shall hold his office for the term of two
years and until his successor is elected and qualified. Road districts shall
not be held to include any part or parts of cities or incorporated towns
that may be in the township in which such road districts are located.
Each supervisor shall receive the ,sum of one dollar and fifty cents per
day for his services actually performed, not exceeding forty days in any
one year to be paid out of the township treasury, but before receiving
the rame he shall file his sworn statement with the trustee of the townsbip, wbich statement sball specify the days on which such services were
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performed: Provided, Such supervisor shall not be entitled to charge or
receive any compensation whatever for a number of days equal to the
number required of other persons of his road district liable to work on
highways. Upon the taking effect of this act, if deemed necessary by any
trustee of any township, ,s~ch trustee shall divide his township into not
more tl11ln four nor less than two road districts as nearly equal in number of miles of road as practicable and appoint supervisors therefor, to
hold their offices until their successors are elect,ed and qualified, and if
any additional road districts .shall be created he shall appoint supervisors
thereof to hold their offices until their successors shall be elected and
qualified as herein provided; and whenever such trustee shall deem it
necessary he may make any change in sueh road districts that may subserve public interests; Provided, That any change of the existing boundaries of road districts shall .not be made except upon petition of six freeholders living in the immediate vicinity of the change proposed to be
mad'e. On dividing his township into road districts, or where any change
is made therein, such trustee shall record a plat theI'eof in the highway
record of his townShip, which shall show the roads and parts of roads
belonging to each road district. Each supervisor shall at the time of his
election or appointment be a qualified voter of the road district for which
he is elected or appointed.
NOTICE OF ELECTION-HOW CONDUCTED.

SEC. 92. The township trustee of each township shall on 01' before
the first Monday in December, 190.5, and every two years thereafter, post
up or cause to be posted, in at le!Lst two public places in each road district
of his township, written or printed notices of an election of supervisor of
such road district, giving therein the place, day and hour at which such
election is to be held. The day and hour of such election shull be the same
in each road district of the township. The pluce of such election shall, if
practicable, be a schoolhouse, IDeated in the road district. The township
trustee shall act as inspector of the election in the road distlict in or nearest to which he resides, and shall name from among the qualified voters
present two clerks, who shall, if pOSSible, not both be of the same political
party. Such clerks, with the trustee, shall form an election board to judge
of the qualifications of voters, and shall collect or receive and shall count
the ballots cast. If one or more members of the election board, or one
or more freeholders among the qualified voters present shall challenge
anyone offering to vote, and declare under oath that such an one is not
entitled to vote, giving reasons for such declaration, then, after the one
offering to vote and challenged as aforesaid shall have been given an
opportunity to reply and to declare under oath his qualifications, if such
one or more members of such election board or such one or more freeholders among the qualified voters present persist in their challenge and
declarations, the one thus challenged ,shall not be allowed to vote unless
a freeholder among the qualified voters present shall declare under oath
that such challenged voter is entitled to vote in that road district at that
election. For the election of supervisor in each road district of his township, other than the one in or nearest to which he resides, the trustee
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shall name an inspector of election, and ,such inspector shall name two
clerks, of different political parties, if possible, from among the qualified
voters present. Such inspector shall be a freeholder in the road district in
which the election is held. The inspector and the two clerks shall constitute
an election board to judge, as heretofore provided, of the qualifications of
voters, and to receive or collect and to count the ballots cast. Such inspector or trustee shall be authorized to administer all necessary oaths in
relation to such election. 'fhe inspector and clerkS provided for in this act
shall serve without pay, but the township trustee shall be entitled to his
regular pay for one day for the day on which the notices aforesaid are
posted up and for one day for the day on which he files reports of election
of supervisors with the auditor of the county. 'The trustee shall prOVIde
paper for ballots and for the clerks in their count of such ballots. The
trustee or inspector shall be present promptly at the place and hour
named in the notice of election, and if the said trustee or inspector shall
not appear within fifteen minutes after the time set, then the qualified
voters present shall s,elect a freeholder from their number as inspector.
The polls shall close two hours after the trustee or inspector shall have
announced that the polls are open, if all voters present have voted, or have
been given an opportunity to vote, provided that the election board may
close the polls sooner if all voters present have voted or have been given
an opportunity to vote, and no vote has been cast for ten minutes. Immediately upon the announcement that the polls are closed, the election
board shall proceed to count the ballots, and during the count all voters
shall be excluded from the room in which the count is made, excepting
only the election board and two watchers, who may be named, one by
each of the cIerI,S. The person receiving the highest number of votes
cast shall be deemed to be elected. Only those ballots shall be counted
which contain the name of but one person, and mistakes in spelling or in
initials shall not prevent the ballot from being counted where the intent
of the voter is evident; all counted or uncounted ballots shall be preserved
under seal by the trustee until June following the day of election. Ballots
may be either written or printed. When the count is completed the
trustee or inspector shall at once announce the result and the trustee shall
issue a certificate to the person so elected. The inspector of each district
other than that of which the township trustee is inspector shall file with
such trustee the report of election in his district, together with all papers
and ballots. The trustee shall within three days file with the auditor of
such county a report of all elections of supervisors held in such trustee's
township, which report shall be certified to, in the case of each road district, by the members of the election board in such district.
V ACANCIES--HOW FILLED-EXEMPTION.

93. When there shall be a failure to elect a supervisor for any
district, and also in case a vacancy shall occur in such office for any
cause, the trustee of the township in which such district is situated, as
soon as he is informed of such failure or vacancy, shall appoint a supervisor who shall hold his office until the next biennial election; and when
an appointment of supervisor is made by such trustee he shall make out
SEC.
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a certificate of such appointment and deliver the same, within three days
after such appointment, to the person so appointed. .Any person may be
exempt from serving as such supervisor by paying into the township
treasury tbe sum of six dollars. and in such case, the vacancy shall be
filled as hereinbefore provided; but no person shall be compelled to serve
oftener than one term in six years.
OATH AND BOND-DUTIES-VACANCY.

SEC. 94. Such supervisor shall take an oath, before entering upon the
discharge of his duties, for the faithful performance thereof, and give a
bond with surety, to be approved by the township trustee and conditioned
for the faithful discharge of his dUties, in a sum not less than two hundred dollars, which bond shall be deposited with the township trustee.
He shall carry into effect all orders of the trustee of the township in
which the roads district is situated, touching the highways and bridges
therein, and keep the same in good repair. He shall also call out all
persons in such district liable to work on highways therein, superintend
the laoor thereon, s'ee that the same is faithfully performed and report
to the trustee all .fines and commutation moneys due such district and the
same shall be collected by such trustee: Provided, T'hat if any person
elected or appointed supervisor shall be unable to give such bond, such
inability shall be a defeIUle to the collection of the forfeiture provided for
in the preceding section, and the township trustee shall appoint some one
else as supervisor.
WHO REQUIRED TO WORK-TIME.

SEC. 95. Such supervisor shall call out all able-bodied male persons,
except insane, idiotic, deaf and dumb, and blind persons, who are residents of such district and are over the age of twenty-one years, and under
fifty years of age, and not exempt from such labor, during not less than
two nor more than four days of each year, between the first day of May
and the first day of December of each year. The supervisor shall require
such persons to work on the highways of such district eight hours each
day, and t~ furnish in such labor any tool that the supervisor may direct,
if the demand therefor be a reasonable one. Any person able to perform
an ordinary day's labor shall be deemed able-bodied, within the meaning
of this act, although the person may be in some respects disabled: Provided, That no person who served in the army or navy of the United
States during the war for the Union or the war with Spain or in the
Philippine Islands, and who was honorably discharged therefrom, shall
be required to labor on the public highways.
TEAMS-CREDITS.

SEC. 96. Such supervisor may require any person liable to work on
such highways who is the owner of an ox, mule or horse team, road
scraper, road scoop, cart or wagon to furnish the same, and a driver, in
such labor on such highways, and such person shall receive credit for two
days' labor for each day's service by such driver and team, and shall be
given a receipt by such supervisor accordingly.
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FALSE CREDITS-PENALTY.

g'EC. 97.

Any road supervisor who shall issue and deliver to any

perso~ his receipt, giving credit for work done on highways in his district,

when such person to whom, or for whom such receipt is issued, has not
actually worked or caused work to be done for the full time that such
receipt gives credit for at the rate of eight hours for one day's work or has
not paid the commutation money as provided by law, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be fined not less than
ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars for every such receipt so issued.

NOTIlJE OF WORK.

SEC. 98. Such supervisor shall notify each person in his road district
liable to work on the highways thereof of the time and place of working
on such highways, at least three days prior to the time designated for
such work. Such notice may be verbal or written, and if written shall be
left at the residence of the person so notified.
EXEMPTION FROM LABOR.

SEC. 99. On application to the township trustee any person liable to
work on the highways may be exempt therefrom if it be shown that he is
unable from bodily infirmities to work thereon and that he is too poor to
pay the commutation therefor; also any person who is a bona fide member
of a legally organized fire company, located in any city or town in this
State. And in such cases the township trustee shall execute to such person a certificate, which shall, on being presented to the supervisor, entitle
him to such exemption.
COMMUTATION MONEY-USE.

SEC. 100. Any person liable to work on the highways may be exempt
therefrom by pa)ring to the supervisor of his road district one dollar and
fifty cents for each day he is liable to work thereon, and in that case he
shall receive a receipt therefor from the supervisor. Such supervisor shall
be authorized to employ some person or persons to work out such money,
at the rate of one dollar and fifty cents per day, on the roads of his district; or, failing so to do, he shall pay over all such money into the township treasury, for the benefit of the road district.
FAILURE TO WORK-PENALTY•

.SEC. 101. Every supervisor, within ten days after warning out the
hands liable to work in his district, shall notify the trustee, who shall
bring suit before any justice of the peace of the township in which such
district is situated, and in the name of such township, against such persons as fail to work or pay over the commutation money therefor; and in
such suit it shall be necessary to file only an account stating the number
of days which each of such persons so failed to work or pay for, and
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charging one dollar and fifty cents per day each therefor; and in case of a
recovery against any such defendant, the judgment shall be rendered for
one dollar and fifty cents for every day the defendant so failed, and costs
of suit, and no stay of execution or benefit of exemption, valuation or appraisement laws shall be allowed on such judgment. In case any such
trustee shall fail to bring suit, after having been so notified by such supervisor, he shall forfeit and pay the sum of ten dollars, to be recovered in
an action bl'ought by I the prosecuting attorney, before any justice of
the peace of the township, in the name thereof; and all money so recovered under the provisions of this section shall be received and expended
under the direction of the township trustee by the proper supervisor in
the improvement of the highways of his district: Provided, That any
such trustee shall not be required to bring suit against any person from
whom there is no probability of collecting, or who, at the time of working,
shall be sick or otherwise unable to labor. If such person so temporarily
sick or disabIed be liable to pay commutation, he shall so pay, or the
trustee shall sue therefor within sixty days. No person able to pay commutation shall be exempt on account of bodily disability.
SUBSTITUTES.

SEC. 102. Any person liable to perform labor on the public highways,
when notified for such purpose, may appear in person or by an able-bodied
substitute, and the person or substitute so appearing shall actually work
eight hours each day, under penalties of twenty-five cents for every hour
such person or substitute shall be in default, to be deducted by the supervisors from the price of the day's labor.
IDLING-PENALTY.

SEC. 103. If any such person or his substitute, after appearing, shall
remain idle or not work faithfully, or shall hinder others from working,
such offender shall, for every such offense, forfeit the sum of one dollar
and fifty cents, to be collected from such person as other fines and forfeitures herein specified, and such person or his substitute shall be dis~
charged by the supervisor without credit for any part of the work he may
have done.
REPAIRS-HOW MADE.

SEC. 104. Such supervisor, within ten days after the receipt of any
money which he is not required to pay over to the township trustee, shall
proceed to employ laborers to repair the highways in his district, but shall
not pay more to such laborers than is customary in his district for similar
services, and such supervisor shall superintend such repairs; but in no
case shall such supervisor neglect to repair such highways, and if such
labor shall be insufficient therefor, he shall callout the hands in his district to complete such repairing. If any person so called out shall refusE'
to work, he shall be liable to pay the commutation money therefor, and it
shall be the duty of the trustee to bring suit for the same. as provided in
section one hundred and one of this act,
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EXTRA LABOR---CREDIT.

SEC. 105. When such extra labor provided for in the next preceding
section shall not l'equire all the hands in the district, or an equal amount
of labor from each, the supervisor may assess the same upon such hands
as he may deem suffiCient, and for the excess of work performed by any
one over the average amount performed by all he shall give to each person performing snch excess a certificate of the amount thereof, which
shall be credited to the holder on account of any subsequent labor to be
done by him on the highways in his district.

ENTRY ON LAND-DAMAGES ASSESSED-APPEAL.

SEC. 106. The .8upervisor, or any other person by his order, may
enter upon any land adjoining or near to any highway in his district,
and thereupon construct such ditches, drains and dams, and dig and
remove such gravel, earth, sand or stone, or cut and remove such wood
or trees as may be necessary f·or the proper construction, repair or preservation of such highways; and the supervisor, together with two disinterested persons, shall .proceed at once to the locality and assess such
damages in favor of the owner of the lands thereof, as in their judgment
seem right and proper, and report the same under oath, within ten days
after such assessment, to the trustee, having first given notice thereof to
the party damaged, and such trustee shall pay the damages assessed out
of the township treasury. The oath to such appraisers may be administered by the supervisor, and the oath to the supervis,or may be administered by the trustee. No person's land shall be entered when material
can be found ,on the roadway, or convenient in the district on the roadways thereof, nor when drainage can be made on the roadway, at a cost
not exceeding the cost and damages of entering upon private lands. In
all cases contemplated in this section, demand ishall first be made of the
owner of the land before ·entering thereon or taking material. If he ass,ent, he may point out the material and the location from which it is to
be taken, and. if accessible and fit for the purpose intended, the material
shall be there taken. If consent be refused by the owner, the supervisor
shall notify such owner of his intention to so enter, for what purpose and
for what time, and point out the land to be occupied, or the material to
be taken. In all assessments of damages the owner shall be notified,
and have leave to select one appraiser, and shall have notice of the time
and place of the meeting of the appraisers, and privilege to offer evidence
as to damages at the time of the assessment by the appraisers: Provided,
also, That any person aggrieved may appeal from the action of the appraisers to any justice of the peace of the township, by giving notice in
writing to the road supervisor. Such notice must be given within ten
days after final action by the appraisers, and such person shall give bond
within thirty days after final action by the appraisers. Such bond shall
be payable to the trustee, and shall be filed with and approved by the
appraisers, and thereupon the papers shall be delivered to the justice of
the peace; and such appeal shall be determined as other questions arp
determined in civil cases before justices of the peace.
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OBSTRUCTION-REMOVAL.

SEC. 107. When a public highway, running through or bordering
upon a tract of real estate, shall become obstructed, the owner or occupant
of such land shall remove such obstruction as soon as the same shall come
to his knowledge, for which the proper supervisor shall allow him a reasonable credit on his liability to worl, on the highways, unless the obstruction be caused by the act of such owner or occupant, in which case
he will be required to remove th·e same without any credit.
TREES-oWNERSHIP.

SEC. 108. All trees standing or lying on the land over which any
highway shall be laid out, which it shall be necessary to remove in the
opening of such highway, shall belong to the ·owner of such land, if he
shall remove the same before the supervisor is required to oIJ€n such
highway; but all such trees and down timber, or other material found on
such premises, may be taken and used by the proper supervIsor for the
construction or repair of the highway or of any bridge thereon.
BRIDGE OR CULVERT.

SEC. 109. If the township trustee of the township where any proposed bridge or culvert is to be located or repaired shall notify the board
of commissioners of his county of the necessity of such location or repair,
and if in the opinion of the commissioners the public convenience ,shall
require the building or repairing thereof, they shall cause surveys and
estimates to be made and provide for the erection of the same: Provided,
That if the board of commissioners shall not deem such bridge or culvert
of sufficient importance to justify an appropriation from the county treasury for the building or repair thereof, the trustee of the township in
which is located such bridge or culvert may appropriate any part of the
road fund in the township treasury for that purpose, if he shall deem it
right and expedient to do so.
LEVY OF ROAD TAX-HOW PAID.

SEC. 110. The township advisory board, on an estimate made by the
township trustee, shall levy annually on or before the first Tuesday in
June a road tax of not more than thirty cents on one hundred dollars to
be levied according to the amount of real and personal property owned
in such township, outside of the corporate cities and towns subject to taxation for road purposes, to be collected as other taxes are collected, except
all road taxes are to be collected with the first yearly installment of
taxes: Provided, however, That the taxes so assessed on real estate shall
be worked out, as near as practicable, in the road district in which such
real estate lies, and the taxes assessed on the IJ€rsonal property in the
district where the owner reSides, at the rate of one dollar and fifty cents
per day for each man. Such supervisor may require any person liable to
work on such highways who is the owner of an ox, mule or horse, team
and plow, road scraIJ€r, road scoop, cart or wagon to furnish the same.
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and a driver, in such labor upon such highways, and such person shall
receive a credit for two days labor therefor, and shall be receipted by
such supervisor accordingly: Provided, further, That the township trustee
may, with the cons,ent of the township advisory board, levy an additional
tax, not to exceed ten cents on one hundred dollars' valuation, to be paid
into the county treasury with the first installment of taxes and to be paid
by the treasurer to the township trustee, to be expended for the construction and repair of bridges and culverts and for other road purposes. It
shall be the duty of the county auditor to procure and deliver each year,
on or before the 10th of September to the proper township trustee; a list
of all road taxes assessed on each individual in his township, and the
receipt of the supervisor of the proper district for the amount worked out
by any taxpayer shall be taken by the treasurer of the county in payment
of so much of said taxes, if presented during the year in which the labor
has been performed, or the year following upon the performance of said
labor. No supervisor shall issue receipt for work performed by himself,
except for his own road tax, and no county treasurer shall receive the
certificate of any supervisor except in payment of taxes on which the
work shall be performed: And, provided further, That the taxes so
assessed on the real estate and personal property shall be worked out,
as near as practicable, in the road district in which said real estate is
situate, and the personal property under the supervision of the supervisor
of the district where said labor is performed, in the district in which the
owner resides, upon three days' notice of the time and place such labor
is to be performed: Provided, further, That the road tax assessed on
real and personal property shall be worked out on or before the first day
of December of the year for which the levy was made. All credits
allowed by county treasurers for road taxes worked out, upon setUement
with the township trustee, to be properly distributed and charged, and
road supervisors are required to make out and deliver to the township
trustee, on or before the first day of December in each year, a statement
containing a true list of persons of their respective road districts having
worked out their road tax, er any part thereof, during the year, together
with the amount worked out by each person.
EXPENDITURE OF ROAD TAX.

SEC. 111. The township trus'tee shall order the expenditure of the
funds derived from the tax provided for in the last section in the improvement of the highways of his township under such regulations as he may
deem expedient for the public interest, and for this purpose shall pay ,such
'Sums as may be necessary, on the order of the supervisors of the township,
for work done by them under his direction. Such order or orders drawn
upon the trustee shall distinctly state the services performed by the
person or persons to whom the order is given.
LETTING WORK BY CONTRACT.

SEC. 112. Such trustee may let out the work contemplated in the last
preceding section to the lowest responsible bidder, and for this purpose he
may cause notices to be posted up in three of the most public places in
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the township, that proposals will be received under such regulations as
he may prescribe, at a time and place to be by him designated, for the
improvement or repair of all the highways and bridges, or any part
thereof, in such township; and in all such cases such trustee shall
adopt such regulations as to the extent of the improvements or
repairs, terms of payments, superintendence of the work, and the time
of commencement and completion thereof, as he may deem proper.
Payments on such contracts, according to the terms thereof, shall be
made by the trustee out of the road or bridge funds in his hands.
INJURING OR OBSTRUCTING HIGHWAY-PENALTY.

113. Any person who shall injure any dam, drain, embankment,
ditch or other construction made for the protection of any highway or
bridge, or who shall wilfully destroy any guide-post, or deface any
inscription or device thereon, or who shall unnecessarily, and to the
hindrance of passengers, obstruct any highway or bridge, and who shall,
when driving any vehicle, fail to pass to the right when meeting another
vehicle, so as to allow it to pass without injury, for every such offense,
shall forfeit the sum of five dollars, to be recovered by the trustee in the
name of the township before a justice of the peace of the county; and
for every day such obstruction is continued the same sum shall be
recovered. In all such cases such trustee, within three days after
receiving information of any such offense, shall commence such suit, and
the sum recovered thereon shall be used for the benefit of the highways
of such township. In case of a recovery in any such action the justice
of the peace shall tax, as costs, the sum of five dollars as attorney's
fees for plaintiff's attorney.
SEC.

SUIT BY SUCCESSOR.
SEC. 114. All such suits commenced by one trustee may be continued
by his successor in office, and no costs, shall be taxed against him
therein. Any supervisor who shall fail to use due diligence in keeping
the highways of his district in good repair, under the regulations herein
prescribed; or who shall fall to" call out the hands of his district to work
on the highways thereof the number of days herein prescribed, unless the
tax assessed for such repair of such highway is sufficient; shall, for every
such offense, forfeit the sum of ten dollars, to be recovered before any
justice of the peace of the county, in the name of the township, by the
trustee of such township; and all 'sums so recovered shall be for the benefit of the district for which such supervisor was elected or appOinted, and
such trustee shall bring suit within three days after receiving information
of any such failure of duty by such supervisor.

DUTIES OONTINUOUS-TOOLS.
SEO. 115.
Every supervisor shall hand over all books, papers and
moneys, as well as all tools in his posseSSion, to his successor in office
when called for. Township trustees shall procure, with available road
fund in their hands, such tools and implements as may be necessary for
road districts.
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ORDER OF WORK-DONATION

SEC. 116. In determining upon the amount and character of work
which shall first be done on any highway, or part thereof, the township
trustee shall take into consideration the importance of the highway to
the traveling public, and its convenience to. gravel, stone or other
material to be used in its construction. Whenever the citizens interested
in the permanent improvement of any highway of public importance,
shall, by donation, properly ditch, drain, gravel, embank or otherwise
improve any such highway, such trustee may contribute and perform
work thereon equal in value to such donation, if he have the means in
his hands to do so: Provided, moreover, That every township trustee
shall set aside not less than five per cent. of the road funds received by
him each year as an emergency fund, to be used in keeping in repaIr all
highways in his township along or on which United States rural free
delivery mail routes have been or may hereafter be established and
maintained; and it shall be the duty -of every such trustee, and of every
road supervisor, to give the preferenoe to such highways in keeping the
same in repair. Such highways shall be kept properly drained and free
from all obstructions, including snow-drifts, so as to be at aU times in
good condition for ordinary travel.
OATHS.

SEC. 117. E,ach township [trustee] is empowered to administer oath
in all cases touching the prosecution of the business of the township of .
which he is trustee.
DISBURSEMENTS OF ROAD FUND.

SEC. 118. All road money on hand or that may hereafter be paid to
the county treasurer under the provisions of this or of any previous act,
shall be paid to the proper towns,hip trustee, and be expended by him as
other road funds are required by this act.
SUPERVISOR'S REPORT.

SEC. 119. Elach supervisor of each road district shall, on or before the
first day of December in each year, make a full and succinct report, under
oath, of his proceedings, showing the names of all persons liable to perform, or who have performed, labor on the roads in his district; the
amount of commutation money received, from whom receIved, and the
amount of money received from any and all sources Whatever, and how
the same has been expended; and shall pay such balance to and file such
report with the trustee of his township on that day.
REPORTS AUDITED.

SEC. 120. Such township trustee shall audit the reports referred to in
the last section, and enforce the payment of any such balance, and compel such report by suit.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR TOOLS.

SEC. 121. E,very road supervilSor shall be responsible for the care and
safe-keeping of all the tools belonging to his road district, and on going
out of office shall report the number and kind of tools in his hands to the
trustee of his township, under oath; and SUCll trustee shall charge each
supervisor, on corning into office, with the whole amount of tools in his
district, as shown by the statement of his predecessor in office. Such
supervisor shall be liable for any loss of, or damage to the tools belonging to his road district, occasioned by his neglect, to be recovered in the
name of his township, upon complaint of the trustee of such township
before any justice of the peace therein.

ROADS ON DIVISION, LINES.

SEC. 122. All roads running on township, county or road district
lines arl1. aSSigned for construction and repairs as follows: On roads
running north and south, the north half is assigned to the township or
townships and district or districts on the west side of such line, and the
south half is assigned to the township or townships and district or districts on the east side of such lines; and on roads running east and west,
the west half is assigned to the township or townships and district or districts on the south side of such line, and the east half to the township or
townships and district or districts on the north side of such line. And
the highways so assigned shall be under the control of and be kept in
order by the township trustee of the township to which they are assigned.
All roads running on lines dividing this State from other States shall be
worked in con.iunction with such other State, and shall be assigned for
construction and repairs in the same manner as above provided in cases
where roads run on township or county lines, as far as applicable.

APPEAL TO CIRCUIT COURT-EFFECT oJ!' ACT.

SEC. 123. EXcept as otherwise pl'ovided in this act, any person aggrieved by any decision of the board of commissioners of any county, in
any proceeding in relation to highways, may appeal therefrom within
thirty days thereafter to the circuit court of such county, by filing a bond,
with surety and penalty, to he approved by the auditor of such county,
conditioned for the due prosecution of such appeal, and the payment of
costs, if costs be adjudged against him; and in case proceedings shall be
had in more than one county, the appeal shall be to the circuit court of the
county in which the proceedings were first instituted, and the auditor of
each county, on being notified of such appeal by the auditor of the county
in which the appeal is taken, ,s,hall transmit to the clerk of the court to
which the appeal is taken a transcript of all the proceedings in such
county; and upon the determination of such appeal such clerk shall give
notice thereof to the auditors of aU the counties interested. Such appeal
shall be tried de novo, and may be had as to any issue [tried], or that
might have been tried, before the county board; but every report made to
the board by viewers or reviewers or by any committee, body or officer,
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under the provisions of this act, shall be considered in evidence on such
appeal. The court may make final determination of the cause so appealed,
or may refer the case back to the county board or boards, with directions
how to proceed. This act shall not have the effect to release any penalty,
forfeiture or liability incurred under any former statute, nor shall it
affect any pending litigation or proceedings, but the same shall be concluded and be 'effective in all respects as if this act had not been passed.

67-Geology

REPORT OF STATE INSPECTOR OF MINES.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OF MINES,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, ::B~ebruary 12, 1906.

Prof. W. 8. Blalchley, Stale Geologist:
DEAR SIR-I have the honor to submit to you herewith my seventh annual report as Inspector of Mines, covering the calendar
year of 1905, and being the Twenty-seventh Annual Report of this
Department and the fifteenth made to. the Department of Geology
and Natural Resources.
I trust it will receive your approval and be found worthy of consideration by the public.

JAMES EPPERSON,
Inspecto.r of Mines.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR OF MINES
FOR INDIANA.
The subject-matter of this report is treated under the same
several captions as in preeeding reports, viz., Production of Ooal,
Oondition of Coal Trade, Condition of Labor, Statistical, and
Mine Accidents.
While following the same general lines as in former reports we
have endeavored to improve on the different subjects reported,
making the information more complete ~d reliable and of greater
interest to the general public. There have also been included in
this report the following new tables, which we think contain information desirable especially to tpose interested in mines and
mining: A comparative average wage table. has been added, a table showing the per cent. gain or loss in tons of coal produced,
number of employes and wages paid from 1900 to 1905 inclusive.
Tables of Mining Machinery, Table of Mines Suspending opera'
tions for a period of thirty days or more, a table showing the Geological Number and the Number of Tons of Coal Mined from each
seam of coal in the State. The following summary contains most
of the important totals for the year.
SUMMA~Y.

Number of oounties having shipping min~s ................. .
Number of companies operating mines .. f " ., " ..•...•.••.••
Number of new companies organized.•. " ......... , ........ .
Number of new mines opened ... "....... " ;.. " ... " .......... " ..
Number of mines changing hands ..... " . ~ .. " ... " ........... .
Number of machine mines .............. I, • • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • •
Number of pick or hand mines .......... ; .................. .
Total number of mines working more tha~ ten men ......... .
Number of mines abandoned ............................ " .
Number of pick miners employed ........ " ................. .
Number of machine runners and helpers employed ..••.••....
Number of loaders employed......•.........................
Number of inside day and monthly men employed .......... .
Total number of all employes ........ , " ." ................ .
Number of mules used .................................... .
Number of electric chain machines ............•..........•.
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14
95
6
14
81

76
114
208
16

8,760
876
3,693
1,657
18,609
1,449

374
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158
Number of compressed air punching machines .............. .
432
Total number of mining machines .................. , ...... .
23
Number of electric traction mine motors ................... .
11
Nu~berc()f third-rail electric mine motors .................. .
34
Total number of motors .......... , ........ , ........ , ...... .
85
Number of dynamo engines ............................... .
85
Number of dynamos ............. , ........................ .
25
Number of compressors ................... , ........ , ...... .
385
Number of steam boilers .................. , '" ............ .
190
Number -of hoisting engines ................................ .
244
Number of .automatic cages ................................ .
42
Number of shaker screens ................. , ........ , ...... .
Number of box car loaders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26
Number of coal washers .......... , ................. , .. .. .. .
1
Total estimated value represented by tables of machinery .... $1,531,235 00
Total number of days mines have been operated. ... .. .. .. .. .
29,277
Total tons hand-mined block 'coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583,662
Total tons machine-mined block coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75,073
Total tons of block coal ............ , ........ , ...... , ... ... .
658,735
Total tons bituminous hand-mined coaL........... . . . . . . . . .
6,275,540
Total tons bituminous machine-mined coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,061,697
Total tons bituminous coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10,337,237
'rotal tons hand-mined coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6,859,202
Total tons machine-mined coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,136,770
Total tons of coal produced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10,995,972
Total tons of coal consumed in Indiana .... , ........ , .. .. .. .
5,786,035
Total tons coal shipped outside the State ... , ... , .... , . . . . .. .
5,200,937
Total wages paid to miners ......................... · .... ·· .$6,174,749 73
Total wages paid to inside day and monthly men .... , ....... 2,100,474 38
Total wages paid to outside day and monthly men. . . . . . . . . .. 1,078,670 44
Total wages paid to all employes .......... , ........ , ....... 9,353,894 55
Amount expended on improvements........................ 149,838 12
Total number of fatalities .......................... , .. .. .. .
47
Total number of serious accidents .................. , .. .. .. .
103
Total number of minor accidents. " ....... , ........ , .. .. ... •
101
Total number of accidents to employes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251

COAL PRODUCTION BY MONTHS.

TABLE
Showing by Months and by Oountie8 the Number of Tons Mined and>~~ge8 Paid .to
Employe8 (fYI' the Year 1905 at Mines Employing }loTe/han Xen·Men ..

•
DAVIESS ·COUNTY.

CLAY COUNTY.
MONTHS.
Tonnage.

~~~~:~~i

:::'. ::':. :::: :::::: ::::

I

Wages.

~:1i1

$~gi~I ~

P:1J:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

" !~:*'

H~~ il

September. ...... ...... .... ....
October".. .... ...... ...... ....
November............... ......
December.............. ........

77,200
85,106
93,402
126,059

March.. .. .. .... .... .... .. .. ....

i':.~U8i:·.:~::: :::: ::'.:::','.::::::

9,777
, 8,!it2
6,665
6,186
7,096
5,513
2,899
2,322
. '4,211
5,493
8,623
9,346

59,209 46

44,518

~r:~~~

~l:~~ ~~

82,928 10
96,656 8~
95,405 03
1:8,94287

~:g~:::y::::: :::::::::::: ::::::
March.. ...... ...... ...... .....

rJJ:::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

~:~~~

~:~~}

i:~i~

tn~
Ii
5,561 76

5,349

July .. '... .... .... .... ...... ....
5,367
August....... ............ ......
6,803
September....... ...... .... ....
6,664
October ...... .... .... .... ......
5,762
November....... .... ...... ....
6,8H
December ...................... _ _ _ _
5,812
Total.. .. . .. .. .. .. .... .....

70,535

II.

7,470 77
6,8~2 33
7,196 37
6,518 49
5,537 90
5,123 07
7,575 48
.. 7,970 96
10,434 54
10,87786

GIBSON COUNTY.
13,167
1u,828
8,371
5,323
2,855
3,714
6,024
·5,965
8,086
12,477
11,920
12,117

5,355 27

6,77806
6,49\1 36
5,732 53
6,09450
_~70 39

I

I

$10,963 56
9,726 25
8,384 '67
6,807 44
3,lR6 21
3.523 14
5,394 74
5,583 70
6,81)6 69
10,705 34
10,61S 62
10,978 '88

---------100,847
$92,719 24

$68,410 54

GREENE COUNTY.

,9,343 33

---_.- -$94,795
- - 24, .)6,653

Total. ...................... - - 815,860 15907,45816

FOUNTAIN COUNTY.

' $10,704 14

'II

KNOX 'COUNTY . . ...[
"
"

January .......................
February ......................
March ..........................

¥J.J::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

July ............................
August ........................
September .....................
flctober .......................
November .....................
December ................
00

...

Total .......................

231,705
218,164
189,007
124,155
142,019
152,655
13U,668
155,251
189,488
225.262
232,116
25b,7oo

$193,557 06
178,014 11
149.48055
10t.U5 60
117,33276
125,067 88
1\0,7822{
130,401 46
149,9'71 19
176,23737
185,771 32
200,41301

18.207
15;fj30
8,909
6,743
11,206
15,826
, 20,100
,19,300
24,805
23,939
28,166
3l,ISll

--

$14,264 24
-13;1!43 -'79
7,705 91
5,589 54
8,660 15
14,011 74
17,(l26 14
16,302 .08
21,87151
22,22744
23.32.~ 1~

25;45601

- - 2,246,190
- - - -$t,821,144
- - - 55- - - -223,9114
- - - -$189,6110
- - 70-
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PARKE COUNTY.
MONTHS.
Tonnage.
January .......................
February ......................
March ..........................
April ...........................
May ............................
June ....................-; ......
July •....•••....................
August .. ; ......................
September .....................
October '" ....................
November .....................
December ......................
TotAl. ......................

St,R73
67,859
52,396
44,165
39,616
45,48 )
61,936'
68,5~8

62,969
75,612
76,584
80,105

I

Wa&,es.,

March ..........................
t?a~l:: :: ..... ::: : .... :: :::'. :'.:: ::::
June ...........................
July ........ ..................
August .........................
September .....................
October ........................
November .....................
Dec.mber ......................
Total. ......................

I

$70,37661
73,910 04
48,200 50
40,920 13
36,81597
47,024 . .
67,432 69
83,073 37
69,56671
80,636 71
75,~21 49
72,896 20

Total .......................

31,879
38,624
26,679
20,g94
20,932
25,022
30,976
28,476
40,015
45,260
41,833
43,135.

71

775
865
1,012
974
786
702
456
684
528
739

II

r:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::
July ............................
August .........................
Se-ptember .....................
October .......................
November ......................
Dec .. mber ......................
Total .......................

I

Wages.
$405 45
15837
77782
74702
96697
933 66
721 77
660 99
50226
69660
59971
73445

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
212,353
177,681
182,816

$25,84766
26,386 11
22,060 29
17,60274
17,477 49
20,26154
25,\133 15
24,37502
31,912 58
35,338 ~9
33,195 40
33,52074

14~,393

145,974
146,829
173,143
154622
195,541
227,448
199,504
437,614

$171,489 38
135,94488
H7,308 41
Jl8,051 47
118,15067
125.548 17
147.714 29
142,690 45
109.635 95
166,877 18
151,68725
359,795 82

- - - -$1,944,953
- - - 92- - 61- - - 2,395,918
- - -388,845
- - - -8313,911

31,092
32,379
19,143
15,906
12,778
13,995
18,211
22,202
28,691
36,326
39,539
37,519

$26,149 71
28,92167
16,844 08
14,252114
12,809 11
15,59808
li,55877
21,08242
25,268 02
30,719 11
32,29498
32,060 21

VERMILLION COUNTY.
87,901
74,344
96,802
112,956
134,035
132,668
129,170
110,405
113,550
116,539
128,716
144,160

$74,14630
64,986 37
79,34616
93,346 65
10~.796 60
108,877 27
101,066 13
87,6n8 04
91,09363
94,43062
102,169 34
108,375 18

- - -307,781
- - ----- - 1,381,246
- - - -81,108,802
- - - 29$271,579 10
VIGO COUNTY.

January .......................
February ......................
March ..........................

Tonnage.
303

IVANl>ERBURGH COUNTy·1I
January .......................
February ......................
March..........................
April ...........................
M.y ............................
June ...........................
July ............................
Augu.t .........................
September .....................
Ootober ........................
November .....................
December ......................

PERRY COUNTY.

- -07- -$766,695
- - 19
- ---- - -$7,905
----7,895
741,013
PIKE COUNTY.

i:~~:~'::::::: :::::::::::: :::

I

150,067
152,260
153,417
151,494
154,470
139,166
141,816
139,336
161,465
155,489
193,333
203,254

$129,98020
124,125 70
124,851 10
120,170 79
132,441 55
120,601 87
121,505 73
117,09123
132,78908
129,360 98
151,31355
159,74365

II

WARRICK COUNTY.
37,149
38,274
26,637
20,413
20,255
23,543
22,930
23,947
2'~,202

31,710
35.670
36,978

$23,505 65
23,03978
16,~95 78
13,071 76
12,434 37
12,96768
9,794 36
14,314 84
13,60243
19,297 31
21,046 49
21,90.~ 06

- - 1,898,617
- - - --.------------$1,563,975 43
340,608
$201,86351
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PRODUOTION OF OO~-lL AND :MINING OONDITIONS.
A review of the coal industry in Indiana for the year 1905 discloses it to be one of marked features; During the spring arid
summer months the business was apparently in a depressed condition. A majOority of the mines throughOout the State were running less than half time, while a numb~r:we're closed entirely fOol'
indifferent periOods. Tqe selling priceofooal was also very low
during these months, ranging from 85 ceIl.t~ to $1.25 per ton, mine
run, at the mine. Business, 4owever,' wa.s much better commencing in September, and continued so th:toughout the remainder of
the year. The selling price of coal was also much better, during that period, ranging from $1.25 to $1.50 per ton, mine run,
at the mines. Notwithstanding the idle time above mentioned,
the total production for the yea.r was 10,995,972 tons, an increase
of 1,003,419 tons, 001' a. fraction over 10 per cent. greater than any
preceding year in the history of the State.
The aggregate wages paid to mine employes in 190'5 was. $9,353,894.55, an increase of $188,490.17, or a fraction over 2 peI'
cent. greater than in any preceding year. The total number of
eniployes for 1905 was 18,609, an increase of 771 employes, orr a
fraction over 4 3-10 per cent. greater 'than in any previous year.
Oonsidering the time the mines were idle, the above increase in
production, wages paid and number of employes may be surprising to some, yet the following reasons shOould explain the situation
thoroughly, viz.: In 1904, 42 new mines were opened, a majority
of which had only reached their full producing capacity at the
close of the year. All of these new mines, of course, secured a
proportionate share of the trade. One other reaSOon is the fact that,
while some of the mines were closed indefinitely by the large coal
cOompanies who purchased them, yet the trade thus apparently JOISt
was concentrated at other mines Oowned by them. This was especially true in Greene, Sullivan, Vermilli.on and Vigo counties.
A fair illustration can be had from the SOouthern Indiana Ooal
Company. WhIle their Hoo~ier No.2 mine was practically closed
the entire year, yet their Lattas Creek mine produced 214,853 tons,
or' 30,721 tons more than in 1904.
The average wage table shows the average earnings of empl~ yes
to be $463.26 pel' miner, $579.76 per inside day and monthly
man, and $650.98 per outside day and monthly man. Taken as
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a whole, the above figures speak favorably as to the coodition of
m:i~~ -~PIoyes; also that of cool trade generally. .
, The labor conditions during the entire year were good, no troubl~, of any consequence having occurred, with the eocception of a
few strikes of only a few days' duration. The contract between
miners and operators covers the period from April 1st, 1904, to
Ap!il1st,1906. This contract was given in our last report, hence
we will make no further mention of it.
....

,~.'

,>

NEW MI:ijES.
The number of new mines opened and developed during the
year. 'fas much smaller than in anyone of the three years pre~~ing.. ,

. In 1902 twenty new mines weere opened, and in 1903 thirtyseven, il;! 1904 ~oTty-two and in 1905 fourteen. This large decrease in the development of new property is probably due to three
cau~es, viz., the unusual activity exhibited in the opening of new
nj.inei d~ring the three years prior to 1905, thereby causing an
over-p'roouctlon, the reduction in selling prices of coal commooci~g~n.i90~ a:n:dcontinuing thrQugh 1905, and the organization of
large 'consolidations of the coal interests affected in the State, of
;hicit 'we
will ~~:ke
~ention later.
r _
..' ,
.Th~ follrteen ,new mines opened in 1905 are distributed in dif~erep.t cou?t~es as fQllows: Clay County 5, 3 block and 2 bituminous, ,all of w,hich are hand or pick mines; Knox County 2,
both bit~inQus machine mines; Sullivan County 4, 1 pick and 3
mac~ine, all of which are bituminous, mines; Vigo Coonty 2, 1
b+?'C;k lllld lbittlminous, both pick mines ; Warrick Co<unty 1 bituminous, machine,mine.
iEa~ of the ~bove mines, especially in the bituniinous field, has
been o~en~d with' a view, to having a large output, being equipped
throughout with the latest up-to-date machinery, and should add
:r):m1ie;rially, to the producing capacity of the State. In the an"
nexed table will be found the names of the different companies
owning these mines, the names of the mines, the geological numoer and thickness of the coal soom mined, the depth and size of
shaft, railroad on which the mines are located, location and disfa;i{ce from nearest town or city, and the date on 'which the first
shipm~t. of coal w~s made.
,'.',
"~I

• •

TABLE OF NEW MINES.

BLOCK COAL MINES.

s

CLAY COUNTY.

COMPANY.

1-;;~~

'0

~

.S..c .

MINE.

"9"

08";;1
gz~
C!)

Monarch Block Coal and
Mining Co ................ Monarch ...........
Vandalia Cool Co ........... AEhervilie No. I ...
Pr'!!!fessive Coal and MinmgCo .................... Progressil'e ........

IV

".
"S

.:::

I
-'"
"
w
...
~

1 -'""
U2

....0

~"

-'"

Eo<

0

4'6/1

70
105
105

:.=~

III

3'

III

3' 9"

~

'-

0

A
<I)

I

...
"

.."

".

~S
~.=-;

:;::.. 1

0

<I)

'~-"I

-",,,
".~

"

iii"

0
~.,

Locatiun.

Railroad.

"-'" 0

~

~

~

~7.l0

il::

7x 16
8x16

Pick ......
Pick ......

9-29-05
2- 1-05

3 miles ea~t of Clay City ..... Evansville & Ind'pls.
~ mile west of Asherville ... SouthB'ch Vandalia.

8x 18

Pick ......

7-25-05

Yo mile south Clf Brazil ......

~

r'-'

Main line Vandalia.

VIGO COUNTY.

1

Domestic Block Coal Co .... Domestic Block ..

001'

IV

I 4'

110

I

8x

15 1Pick .... 001

6-

1-0514 miles west of Brazil.. ..... 1Chicago & East. Ill.
"'oOb""

~

~

~

o

ell>
00

TABLE OF NEW MINES-Continned.
BITUMI80US MINES.
CLAY COUNTY.

COMPANY.

MINE.

L'.....o
0,..Q
"
....

0

•

"Ss

2==,
~zJi
c!:l

...., I d..
.,
....
".
"s
0"
""=
:.coo
Eo<

--

!

C. Ehrlich CoaT Co .......... K1ondike· .. ·· ......
Mestor Coal Co ....... ...... Chicago No.7......

1 VI
VI

7'
7'

.. I ....
00
.0

0

~

Co

"

A

i

"s:l

....0
"
ti.l'"

~

... ,

o

... 0

d

.0
al

~

Ill ....

.!::s:t
r><"

'Q ~..:ce

•

'~..Id

.00

~

_L

<I) ....

o.~

I

~:...

Railroad.

Location.

=000

.... .0 0

A

ISlope
~ Is
x'20 ! Pick ..... ·1· - S-2(H}5!3 miles we.t-o~~razil .....•.. ! Main line Yandalia.
....'.... Pick......
S-I9-05 IX miles S. E. of Coal Blull'. Chicago & East. Ill.

!

!

V
V

6'

7'

!

1~

190 179 xx 18 1 Machine
Machine ..
..
234

6-15-051 Towns limits of Bicknell .... 1 I. & V . (Vandalia).
11- 0-05 1 mile S. W. of Bicknell ..... I. & V. (Vandalia).

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
United Fourth Vein Ooal 00
Ca.rlisie Coal an d Clay Co ..
Clover Leaf Coal 00 .........
Shirley Hill Ooal Co ........

R1ackHawk .......
Viola ...............
Clover Leaf ........
Shirley Hill No.2 ..

TIl

VI
IV
IV

6' 4"
4' 6"
5' 8"

4' 7"

240

9x15

307

9x 18

245 10x20
306 8x 19

~
~

8

KNOX COUNTY;
LynnooaIOo." ............ Lynn ...............
Freeman Coal 00 ........... Freeman...........

g

Machine .. 12- o-O! ~ mile S. W. of Coalmont ...
Pick ...... Noshipm't ~ mile west of Carlisle ......
~- 001\
Machine ..
Xmile westofCass ..........
Machine .. 12- 0-05 3 • miles S. W. of Dugger ....
---_._-

Southern Indiana.
Evansville & T. H.
Illinois Central.
I. & V. (Va.Dda.!ia.).

~

VIGO COUNTY.

I

Lower Vein Coal Co ........ Lower Vein ........

I

V

I 4' 6" I

201

Is x 16) Pick ...... 1

7- 3-05)2 miles N. W. of W. Terrel
Haute...... ...... .... ..... Big Four.

W ARRICK COUNTY.

1

Elberfield Mining Co ....... Elberfield ..........

I

V

I 4' 4" j 1751 7x 151 Pick ...... 1

8-

1-051 Yo mile South of Elberfield

.J

Evansville & Ind'pls.

~

t;,;

t"

t:<J

ob;j
~

t:<J

~
~

H

~

!7l

......
o

0:>
<:!>
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IMPROVEMENTS.
Large sums of money were spent on impmvements of various
kinds at the mines in the State during the past year. This expenditure is represented in new tipples, the sinking of second outlets, installation of new machinery and O1ther general impr01vements. The monthly rep01rts of Coal Companies made to this office during that time show a total of $149,838.12 to have beel, ~:X
pended for this purp01se, and the following data, while not representing the total amount expended, will show some· of the most iillportant improvements made:
The Vivian OO1al Oompany of Clay Oounty has installed an
automatic steam lift for handling empty cars. at the bottom of their
No.2 mine, which will quite materially reduce the cost of caging
the coal as well as increasing the capacity of the mine.
The Olinton Ooal Oompany has installed shaker screens, built
additional side tracks and made other general improvements at
their No.1 mine, amounting to about $8,000.
The Oaladonia Coal Company of Ohandler, Warrick Oounty,
sank a new manway during the year and have located their power
plant at that p01int, effecting great improvement in the ventilation
of the mine; also adding to its capacity.
The Princeton Ooal and Mining Company of Gibson Oounty
suspended operations May 1st at their Oswald mine for the purpose' of building a new tipple, which was. completed August 26th
at a cost of $6,500.
The Indiana Southern Ooal Oompany, Sullivan Oounty, has
built a new tipple and installed shaker screens at their Oitizens'
mine, in addition to which they have built side tracks from S. 1. R.
R., placing the mine on the list of railroad shipping mines.
The Southern Indiana Ooal Oompany,' Sullivan Oounty, has
sunk and equipped with stairs a second outlet at their Semi-Block
Mine.
The Ayrshire OO1al Oompany, Pike Oounty, during the month
of September installed a Link Belt Washer at their No. 4 mine.
The washer has a capacity of 150 tons per eight hours, and cost
$6,000.
The Oak Hill Ooal Company of Vermillion Oountyhas installed an electric light plant of 125 volts at the bottom of the Oak

•
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Hill mine, the purpose being to light the bottom of the shaft and
double partings.
The Diamond Ooal Oompany, Vanderburgh Oounty, has
erected a new pit head and tipple, built twO' new cages and made
O'ther extensive improvements at the Diamond mine.
The Indiana Southern Ooal Oompany has installed motor haulage in their Farnsworth mine, Sullivan Oounty; also made other
improvements incident to a large output.
The Jackson Hill Coal Company, Sullivan County, has installed
a. third-rail motor haulage system in the Jackson Hill No. 2 mine.
The VandaEa Coal Company has installed traction motor haulage in the east side of the Island No. 1 mine, Greene County, in
addition to which they have expended about $20,000 on improvements of various kinds at many of their otherI' mines.
The Charles F. Keeler Coal Company has added a nerw generator to their electric light plant at their Atherton mine, Vigo
County, also installed two new tubular boilers.
The Crawford Coal Company has cO'mpleted and equipped with
a stairway the second outlet at their No.4 and No. 8 mines.
The Southern Indiana Coal Company has installed a system
of light motor gatherers at the Hoosier No. 1 mine, which not
only will reduce the cost of handling the coal, but will add greatly
to the producing capacity of the mine.
CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION
OF NEW COAL COMPANIES.
Coal trade during part of 1904 and all of 1905 was generally
in a depre.'lsed condition. Notwithstanding this fact capital has
boon more eagerly seeking investment in mining property within
the past twelve months than ever before in the history of the State.
During that period 81 of the largest producing mines in the State
changed hands, these transfers representing an aggregate of approximately thirteen million eight hundr.ed thousand ($13,800,000) dollars, or more than half the production and value, of operating plants in the State. There were also seven new coal companies formed during that time, three of which are operating block
coal and four bituminous mines. The names and location ad: these
new companies' are as follows: The :Monarch Block Coal Com-
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pany and Progressive Coal Company, both operating block co,al
mines, are loeated in Cla~ County, and the Domestic Block Coal
Company in Vigo County. One of the Bituminous Coal Company's mines, the Metzer Coal Company, is located in Clay
County. The Clover Leaf Coal Company and Carlisle Coal and
Clay Company, both bituminous, are located in Sullivan County.
The Lower Vein Ooal Oompany, also bituminous, is located in
Vigo County.
Of the 81 mines' changing hands, 71 bituminous and 1 block COial
mine were bought and their operations assumed by six large coalcompanies, viz.: The Dering Ooal Company, Indiana Southm-n
Coal Oompany, Southern Indiana Coal oomp any, Oonsolidated
Indiana Coal Oompany, United Fourth Vein Ooal Oompany and
the Vandalia Coal Company.
The Dering Coal Oompany was the first of these to orgallize.
On February 1st this company assumed the ownm·ship and op6['ations of the following mines: Bruilettes Oreek No.5, noW called
Dering No.5; Riverside, Dering No.6; Bruilettes' Creek No.3,
Dering No.7; Rhodes, Dering No.8; Glen Oak, Dering No.9;
Klondike, Dering No. 10; Bruilettes Oreek: No.6, Dering No.
12; Mildred, now called Dering No. 13; Wilfred, nolW' the Dering
No. 14, and the Willow Grove,. which is now known as Dering
No. 15.
April the, 1st the Indiana Southern Ooal Oompany assumed the
ownership and operations of the Gilmour, Bunker Hill, Caladonia,
Green Hill, Phoenix No.1, Phoenix No.3, Phoenix No.4, OUmmins, Hooking, Oitizens' and Forest Park mines. About the same
date as above the Southern Indiana Ooal Oompany took over control of seven mines, five of which are located in Greene and two in
Sullivan, as follows: Greene Oounty, Hoosier No.1, Hoosier No.
2, Midland, Towm- Hill, LaWs Oreek, and in Sullivan Oounty
the Semi-Block and Mammoth Vein. June 1st the Oonsolidated
Indiana Ooal Oompany assumed the ownership and ope,ration
of 10 mines in Sullivan County, as follows: The Union, now
called Consolidated No. 25; Glendoria, now the Oonsolidated No.
26; Virginia, now Oonsolidated No. 28; Star Oity, now Oonsolidated No. 29; St. Olair, Oonsolidated No. 30; White Ash, Oonsolidated No. 31; Hymera No.2, Consolidated No. 32; Hymera
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No.3, Oonsolidated No. 33; and Hymera No.4, now called Oonsolidated No. 34.
The Vandalia Ooal Oompany was the next to form. September 1st.· this company took over and assumed the operation of 27 mines, situated· along the 1. &, V., the; Logansport Branch, and main line of the Vandalia Railroad, 5 of
which are in Olay Oounty, 9 in Greene, 1 in Knox, 3 in
Parke, 2 in Sullivan and 7 in Vigo Oounty. The names of the
mines prior to the time of their purchase and the numoors under
which they are now operated are here given. In Olay County
the Asherville No.1, now called the Vandalia No. 50; Fairview,
Vandalia No. 60; Pearl, Vandalia No. 63; Cloverland No.1,
Vandalia No. 64 and the Cloverland No.2, now called Vandalia
No. 65. In Greene County, Island No.1, now called Vandalia
No.2; Island No. 5, Vandalia No.4; Island No.2, Vandalia
No.5; Island No.3, Vandalia No.6; South Linton, Vandalia
No.3; Atlas No.1, Vandalia No.8; Atlas No. 2, Vandalia No.
9; Island Valley No.2, Vandalia No. 21, and the White Rose,
now called Vandalia No. 20.
In Knox Oounty t.he Enterprise, now called Vandalia, No. 40.
In Parke Oounty, thel Minshall No.1, Vandalia No. 316, Minshall No.2, Vandalia No. 317, and the Raccoon, now called Vandalia No. 314. In Sullivan County, the Dugger Mine, now called
Vandalia No. 30; Island No.4, Vandalia No. 10. In Vigo
Oounty, the Hector, now the Vandalia No. 68; Rose~bud, Vandalia No. 67; Royal, Vandalia No. 66; Broadhurst, Vandalia No.
81; Greenfield No.1, Vandalia No. 80; I.-ost Creek, Vandalia
No. 69 and Sugar Crook No.1, now called V andalia No. 82.
A short time later the United Fourth Vein Coal Company was
organized and purchased the following mines: Island Valley
No.4, Black Creek, Island Valley No.3, Glenburn, Antioch,
North Linton and Black Hawk. Sixty-eight of the mines owned
and operated by the above coal companies are ~ocated in the 5
following counties: Clay, 5; Greene, 22; Sullivan, 26; Vermillion, 5 and Vigo, 10. These 5 counties produced in 1904 7,281,445 tons of ('oa], or more than %, of the entire production. of
bituminous coal of the State; Greene and Sullivan counties alone
producing 3,897,938 tons, or nearly 1-3 the total output. Co;n68-Geology.
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sidering the fact that out of 25 mines in Greene County the 6
companies above- mentioned own 22 and of the 34 in Sullivan
County they own 26, while in Clay, Knox, Parke, Vermillion
and Vigo counties they have purchased none but the largest producing mines, it is evident that considerable more than 112 the
production of bituminous coal in the· State, will be controlled by
them. In addition to the above the following changes in O1WlleTship were made in 1905, viz.: The North West Mine, in Greene
County, was bought and operation taken Oover in December by the
Central Coal &. Mining Company. The Carbon Mine, in Pike
County, was sOold during the fall to the Ayrshire Carbon Coal
Company. The Winslow Gas Coal Company's property was sold
at public sale during the summer, but we have been unable to
learn the name of the company who made the purchase. The S.
H. Wulfman Coal Company, alsOi in Pike County, reorganized
during the fall months and is now known as the Patoka Valley
Coal Company. The Le,wis Coal & Mining Company, in Clay
County, disposed of !.heir mine at COoalmont to the Big Vein Coal
Company, of Terre Haute,. The Oak Hill and McClellan Sons
coal properties in Verrnillion County were purchased in Oct0'ber
by the Shirkie Br0's. The Reliance Coal Company, in Sullivan
County, changed hands in November. It was sold to the Peabody
Coal Company of Chicago. In VigOo COounty the old Chicago
No.6, or Monkey Mine, was purchased during October by M. D.
West and 3 partners who have secured a new block of coal near
the old mine which they will open up.

ABANDONED MINES.
Sixteen mines were abandoned during the year, in addition to
which the Caladonia mine, Oowned by Indiana Southern Coal
Company, reduced its working force to. less than 10 men. This
shows an increase of 2 in number of abandoned mines over the
new ones opened.
We exhibit in the follOowing table the names of the mines
abandoned; the names of the companies owning them, date of
abandonment and the counties in which the mines wer~)ocated.
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TABLE OF ABANDONED MINES.
MINK.

DATIl.

COMPANY.

G artNo.10 ........ ..
Cornwall .......... ..
Klondike ... , ...... ..
Crawford No. !\ .... ..
Mon tgomery No.2. ,
Templet"n ........ ..
Cox No.3 .......... ..
Lucia .............. ..
~accoon. ...
.. .. .
~l .. y County No.1.
Green 'Hill. ...... .
Hup:ger ............ ..
Phoenix No.3 ...... .

Bra zil Block CORI Co ...... , ............. ..
•Jackson Coal and Mining Co ............. .
C. Ehrlich 00"1 Co...................... ..
Crawford Ooal C" ......................... .
Daviess County Coa.! Co ................. ..
Coal Bluff Mining Co .................... ..
Brazil Block Coal Co .................... ..
Mpcca Coal Go .......................... .
Vandalia Coal Co ....................... .
Cla.y County Coal Co .................... ..
Indiana Soutbern Coal Co ........ '" .. ..
V" .. dalia Coal Co ........................ .
New Pittsburg Coal Co .................. ..
McClellaq Coal Co.... . ................. ..
~~i~~e\V'~~·kS~ ~:::::: Terre Haute Hrick and Pipo Co ......... ..
Heeleyville ........ .. J. Ehrlich Coal Co ..... .. ............. ..
C.ladonia ......... .. Indiana Soutbern Coal Co ............... ..

Jan. 1 ....
Aug. 1. ...
Nov. 14 ....
Feb. 1.. ..
March 1 .. ..
May 1. .. .
Aug. 11 .. ..
May 1.. ..
Jan. 1 ....
Jan. 1. ...
Jan. 1 .. ..
I'ept. 10 .. ..

~:~:

COUNTY.
Clay.
ClaY •
Clay.
Clay.
DavieBs.
Greene.
I'arke.
Parke.
Parke.
Parke
Sullivan

oullivatl.

SuI Ii, .. "
Vermillion.
Vigo.
Jan.
Jan. 1 .. . Villo.
Sept. 1. .. . Sullivan.

t:::.
1 .. ..

The Caladonia mine has not been entirely abandoned; about
six miners are employed loading coal for the Illinois Olentra1
Railroadt iengines.
Added to the above quite a number of large producing mines
suspended operatioll':'! for indefinite period$ on account of slack
trade, accidents, strikes, etc., all of which combined explains the
shortage as shown in the table of production for 1905. We show
in the following table the names of mines suspending operations
for a period of 30 days or more, the length of time they were idle
and the cause of suspension.
SUSPENSIONS.
CLAY COUNTY.
NAMR OF MIXE.

Rebstock ............
l:iuper,ior No.4 .......
F .. Irvlew .............
PMr!.
...... ....
Crawford No.8.....
Fortner ..............
Glen No. 1. .........
World'. Fair No.2..
Island Vnlley No.4.
Superior No.4 .......
Gin'ord No.2.........
Harrison No.3 .......

LENGTH OF TIMlil

InLE.

Mayl to July31 ...... , ........... .
A,.rill to July 31 .. "
....... .
January I to Deoember 31. ...... .
August I to October 3l. .......... .
Febru.ry 1 to December 31. ..... .
J .. nuary 1 to July 31 .............. .
April I to April 30 ................ .
April I to August 31 ............. ..
Aprill to August 31 ............. .
March 1 to July :n .............. ..
February 11 to October 31 ...... ..
April 1 to October Bl ............ ..

CAUSlil OF SUSPEXSJON.

Slack trade.
SIRck trade.
Strike in 1904.
During cbange of ownership.
Slack trade.
Slack trade.
Cause unknown.
Slack trade.
SI;,ck trade. change in ownership.
STack trade.
SIRek trade. making repairs.
Making repairs. slack trade.

HREENE COUNTY.
I.land Yalley No.3.
Glenburn , ..........
Atlas No.2..... .....
Island No.3 ... : .....
Hoosier No.2......
Midland ............. ,
Letsinger.... ..... ..
Island No.4 ........

Aprill to Sep·ember30 ............ 1 Flooded. ~hanged ownership.
JUDe) to August31 ............... l:ilack trade.
April! to October 31.. ..... .... .... SIa.ck trade.
June to September ................ Mine flooded and no orders.
January to September .......... SIRck trade.
April 11 to May 31. ........ ,... Slack trade.
September. 1904. to October. 1905. f:anse unknown.
May 1 to Bl. ........................ Strike.

---------------.--_.---------
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SUSPENSIONS-Continued.
KNOX COUNTY.
NAME

OF

MINE.,

LENGTH

OF

TIME IDLE.

CAUSE

OF

SUSPENSION.

Bioknell. ......•.• "1 June I to July 3t." .... '.. .......... I Slack trade.
Lynn ................. February 1 to April 30 ............. Slack trade.
Enterpri.e....... .... March I to OClober 1. ...... .... .... Slack trade.

PARKE COUNTY.

1

·····1

Superior No.3 ....... April 1 to June30 ............
Slack trade.
Minshall No.I. ...... April I to Augu.t 31 ............... No order•. change ownership.
Minshall No.2 •....•. April 1 to "une 30 .................. Black trade.

PIKE COUNTY.
Blackburn ........... , June 1 to August 31.. .............. , Mine flooded.
Winal0:W Nos.a and 5 Idle entire year..... ... .. .... ...... In hands receiver, sold.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
Shirley Hill No.1...
Bunker Hill .........
New Linton •.........
Shelburn .............
Reliance .............
Linton Bituminous'l
Freeman .............

May 1 to June 30 ................... , Making repairs.
Aprill to July 31 ................. Making repairs.
June 1 to December 1.............. Strike. slack trade.
January to September ............ Completing equipment.
September I to October 30 ......... In hands of receiver, sold.
April to October ................... Slack trade.
May 1 to October 1. ................ ·Making repairs.

GIBSON COUNTY.
Oswald ............... 1 May 1 to August 26 ................. [ Rebuilding tipple.

VIGO COUNTY.
Hector ............... 1 April 1 to September 1. ............. I No orders, change ownership.

WARRICK COUNTY.

I

Ohandler............. , June 1 to August 31. ............... Slack trade.
Star City No.1....... April! to October 1. ............... , Slack trade.

TABLE
Showing by Counties the Name of Mine, Number of Tons Screened, Slack and Nut and Mine Run Coal, Total Tons of All' Grades of Coal Produced,
and the Di.~tribution Thereof, the Production of Block and Bituminou8 Coal, Each Being Shown Separately, as is the Machine and Pick or
Hand Mined Coal.
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1.873
380 .... .....
2,253 16,556
3.330.... .... 19.886\
2,028
20,111
19.966 69
13.103 76
6,844 82
39,915 27
--- ---- - - - - - - - - - - ------ -----,----------------Total .... '" .... 28.234
5.490 ........... ~.724 16~
3.3501........ 20,016 _16,367 .37.373_1_$40,893 ~ $26,92192 $13,76250
$81,57762
1
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255
37,408

30
3,656

Total. ..........

37,663

3,686

Total Machine
Block CoaL ..
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41,064
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16,074
4,213
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-20,287
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75.073

36.953
-

19,304
4,688

5252
'858

14,:)37
44,894
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PARKE COUNTY.
Brazil Block N 0.12
Mary ...............

~
~t"

-

---.

$18,092 67
31,87953

$9,81930
17,26229

15,402 16
8,26~ 04

$33,314 13
57,409 86

$90,865 40

$54.00351

$Z7.43270

$172,30161

---- -----------$27,08159 $13.6;020
$19.97220
$90.723 9!l
----- ----- ---- ----

--

---
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BITUMI~OUS MACHI~E
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1-3

Gifford No. 1.......
Gifford No.2.......
Lewis........ ......
Vivian No. 1. ......
Vivian No.2.......
Gold Knob..... ....
Island yalley No.4

4,040
10,073
27.598
15,717

Total...........

79,328

3,240
1,801
68,732
6,932... . ....
11,590
33,119
12,553
7,368
7,350
8,126

- --51,740 122,386

30.654
9,702
68,732
10,972
54.782
47,519
31,193
253,454

13.049 .... .... ........ 13,049
10,254
229
927
11,410
...............
865
865
864
2,048.... ....
2,912
........ ........ .... .... ..... ....
1,452
379
179
2.010
25,619

2,656

1,971

30,246

13,049
5,217
46,014
8,068
47.491
16.894
17,720

30,554
15,895
23,583
5,816
7,291
32,635
13,473

154,453

129.247

$26,16'366
14,021 27
31,28730
8,595 57
27,56712
19,43884
13,817 22

$13,33728
8791 86
4.97440
2,639 04
8,42097
13,191 18
6,309 66

$5,11882
2,890 02
5,62152
5,686 26
6,:,0635
9.70570
3,17859

$14,61976
25,703 15
41,88322
16,920 87
42,29444
42,335 72
23,335 47

------------ -----$1;0,92098
$57.66439 $38,50726 $2:\7,002 63

o";I
00

~
4)

t>i

o

8

s

GREENE COUl\TY.

00

Bla.ek Creek .......
Vandalia No.2 ....
Vand~lia. No.5 ....
Vandalia No. 21. ..
Vandalia No.8 ....
Vandalia No.9 ....
Gilmour ...........
Hoosier No.1 ......
Midland ..........
Summitt No.2 .....
Glenbnrn ..........
Antioch ...........
La·ttis Creek .......

2~,369

16,840

36,546
10.135
38,237

15.266
5.225
23,912

......... .......
22,566
25,649
43,219
7,355
329
90,205

16,224
13.328
21,802
3,412
198
8J,813

11,293
35, In
17,209
18.761
76.675
9,691
103,229
23,154
16,624
72,712
4,854
293
35,680

57,502
35,173
69,Otl

34.121
138.824
9,691
103,229
61,!l44
65.601
137,733
15,621
820
210,698

26,673

15,9J9

10,245
71,133

'36;876' 'ii;,724' 17,937
"4',i40' "i',909' ";i,25ii

........

52,867
71,133
70,537
"ii(308

. ....... B,169
13,169
........ ........ ........ . ........
......
.... '42' .... "iii' "'li
66

'14,635' ";i.968· "ii.400
IM03
2,435

11,221
812

"3'1',093
43,~¥~ 68,551
4,155

66,524
84,220
91,316
19,357
139,884
22.860
49,529
12,694
15,833
80,681
39,0110
62.395
117,68!

43,815
22,086
48,242
14,764
12,248
53.7(0
49,250
39,8:\4
57,052
7.654
6,976
97,169

$55.918 21
52,30069
73.618 51
13,86701
74,061 98
12,721 69
63.01500
28.003 13
26.454 45
59,66728
29,53898
44,300 96
112,951 70

$22.79821
23,17374
27,909 69
7,422 M
31,295 75
4,95807
19.55500
17,959 11
10,4411 04
27.931 4:1
15,90697
17,245 80
44,692 92

87,88454
7,437 53
12,914 .9
6.1H 95
12,11122
4,021 26
7,~16 00
8,34641
8,3H 25
15,576 33
5,545 42
7.617 20
16,609 73

886,630
82,911
114,442
27.4:\4
118,068
21,701
89,886
54,S08
45,235
103,175
50,991
69,163
174,254

:7
'6

19
,0
15

12
00
65

4

'4
:7
96
35

!"

T

~!~h Vi ~8te~;; ::: :

ower Rill •.........
reen Valley .....

62.164
24.549
18.042
54,109

---

28.284
12.236
9.724
3t,656

61.167
12.788
2.725
21,442

151.615
49,~73

30.491
110,206

---

Total.. ......... 462,474 :85,920 523,470 1,271864

10,813

23,758

127,614
39,575
12.791
67.963

58,383 183,900

349,241

I,Ot9,980

····403· ····i63·
4.,594
8.361
106,958

.... '3S' .... '604'

24,001
10,602
41,458
42,244

19.8U (Y1
16.23015
9.31922
17,21685

78.69805
23.111 62
28.99587
49,158 39

12,48440
8.143 29
• 6.31237
9.396 ~9

---$827,01352
- - - -------571,125
$833,89947 $156.202 98

111,026
47.485 06
44,627
75,771
$1.317,115

'i.

t!.

KNOX COUNTY.

'<l

Lynn ............... ......... ........
Enter~rise .........
Pine not ......... .. ii;S09' "1".909'
Total. ..........
~-

-

11,809

5,909
._. . ' -

-

l"l
12,704
1.512
3.900

12.764
1,512
21.618

18,176

35.894

-----

-

150

350

5.796
7,915
150

1,599

1.592

13.861

··i'.449· "i',24Z'
-

- -

5,796.
10.606

16,382
2.178
12.118
16,875 "'5;393'

650

17,052
--

45.375

7,571
_.

-

87.6838i
5.819 19
11.612 65

8!.12145
2,185 65
8,51350

$3,704 71
'2,05398
11.406 30

815,51000
10.008 72
31.53245

---- ------------857,051 17
814,770 50 $17,164 99
$25.11568
----

- -

25.602
3,327

8,363
1.981

6.024
4,482
92.456

39,989
9,790
92,456

50.519
6.213

........

22,519
3.814
........

--- - ---- --- - - - Total; .......... 28.929 10.344 120,962 142.235 56.73~ 26.333
.,

14,270
27.995
22.358

87.308
38.022
22.358

64,623

147,688

t>-

b:I
t"I

77,4.89
.. 84;685'
162,174

49,808
47.812
30.129
127,749

$69.084 09
27.54215
55,34955

$19,83938
14.79129
16,707 119

$10.805 86
7.40423
6,664 10

899.729 33
4\1.73767
78.78164

--.-- - - - --------$51,39856 $24.87419 8228.248 54
$151,97579
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PIKE COUNTY.

1.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:1·~·=1.:.:.::.:.=1.:.:.::.:.=11~1051~6;11~5551~~~11~!0111~.270
1-1~~58
211. $13.~46 371
7.105
4.621 66,555
78,281
61,011
17,270
$16.15821
$13,04637

Ha.rtwell ..........
Total .................................... \.... .....
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PARKE COUNTY.
Mecca No, 3.~ ......
Lyford No.1. ......
Parke No.n .......

Z

H

$7,633 41
$7.633 41

I $67.~
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1167,23799
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BITUMINOUS MACHINE MINES-Continued.

o

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
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MACHINE MINED.
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00·
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Eo<

Bunker Hill . ...... . 9,262
5,030
19,434
33,726
Caladonia.. .... ..... 13,642
5,157 . 2.492
21,1~1
ConsolhJated io.32 30,127 '33,119 '37,~33 101.179
Consolida'ed 0.33 50,696 42,526
56,222 149,444
Consolid •. ted N 0.34
2,141
8,403
49,427
59,971
Consolidated No.29 58,705 37,271
256 • 96,232
Consolid,ted No.3l
1,537
589
624
2,750
Consolidated No.26 34,626 17.596 ......... 52.222
Consolidated No.28 33,586 25,505
42.434 101,525
Consolidated N 0.30 24,726 14.464
613
39,803
Consolidated No.25 ' 9,966 11,640
85
21,691
Vandali.. No. 30... 13,872
5,397 ,5,941
25,210
Vandalia No. 10 ... , .................................
New Lintun ....... , 4.024 ,2,000 ! 6.506 '12,530
Jack.on Hill No.2
86,741> 29.175
32,235 148,155
Jaokson Hill No.4. 15,850
8,325......... 24.175
Phoenix No.4..... ......... ........ 38,319
38.349
Shelburn. .........
3.220...... ..
4.180
7,400
Sun Fl{llner........ 102.535 30,070
719 133,324
Hami n..... .... Idle, no report.
Derin,I&;No.14 ...... ,86,390 67,873
7,625 161,888
Dering :'010.12 ..........................................
Dering No 13 ...... '17,343' 8,592
59,446
85,381
Semi'Block ...... ;. 15.309
9,164
11,724
36.197
Mammoth Vein .. : : 15.028
9.943
1.794
26,765
Sllirfey Hill No.1 .. i 5,869
1,823
52,196
69,888
Cnmmins...... .... ......... ........ 13.264
13.264
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WAGES PAID.
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10,200
27,681
2,314
19,102
19,754
85,138
19,656 138,916
27,R06
32,665
15,586
80,996
7,188
22,288
8,766
43,733
41,143
60.471
13,541
26,262
4.146
17.758
17,262
8.156
93,523 .........
12,530 .........
14 ,371 133,784
6.791
67,228
16.884
21.465
2.568
4,832
2,6!l7 130,627

818,821 84
7,270 98
41,122 02
64,51751
28,94424
49,:!4JI65
17,408 75
25,360 99
28,03346
19,27085
12.117 60
12.514 50
56,768 95
5.55760
70,459 22
36.277 88
20,31583
2.795 00
72,06806

88,135 26
6,208 82
15,230 74
21,581 40
12.89791l
29,260 99
4,4;)030
12,49008
12,434 56
11,36743
6,87886
8,40865
12,16935
4.37517
27,91935
8,27006
8,32300
4.30000
12,49761

84,07055
4,964 13
11.04685
12.086 54
13,562 76
13,655 64,
3,21362
5,75996
7,50738
7,879 31
3,930 06
6,60737
6,796 62
' 2,755 50
10,38056
7,671 20
5.629 00
6.371 90
11,58163

$31,02765
18,44393
67,399 61
98,185 45
55,404 9(J
92,260 28
25.05267
43.611 03
47,97540
38,517 59
22,92652
27,530 52
75,734 92
12.68827
108.759 t:l
52,219 14
3t,26783
13.466 90
96,14730

6,6M 155.304
12,346
53,248
19.751
86.587
7.621
29,105
.... ;.... 26,765
88,390 .'........
17.700
12.744

80.27976
"5.71760
50.8!)499
19,87975
12.805 83
33,768 55
19.055 00

27.29707
15,349 26
17.272 62
15.183 31
7,42836
11,04080
7.772 ()()

21,296 29
10,005 77
11,461 70
8.377 83
.6,16550
5,82~ 60
4,038 00

128,87312
. 71.07263
79.58931
43,44089
, 26.399 69
' 5n,83795
30,865 00
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Hocking ...........
Citizens ............
Kettle Creek .......
Reliance ...........
Little Giant .......
Black Hawk .......
Clove~Leaf ........

71,179
2,914
19,102
8,819
17,397
2,79'3
3,760

44,537
986
10,410
4,896
7,516
1,475
991

-.---

33,885
5,988
S,95~

3,3S8
100,448
8,597
1,768

1'9,601
9,888
:13,466
17,053
125,SSI
12,865
6,519

1,838
862
128
2,828
. . .. .... ..... .. ..... .. .........
200
50
10
260
....... ........ 2,250
2,250
13,251
2,226 14,733
30,210
2,365
1,413
856
4,634
72
18
31
121

47,9;0

104,459

21,1Il1·
87
155,1)71
9,427
'8J61

"i'2;&25'

9,8~8

19,216

"'8:072'
3,479

- . - - - -----

'.Ifq'\~I ........... 761,063 444,473 601,477 1,807.013 133,869 72,254 145,393\35i,516 73ri;S67 1,427,662 1$1,038,564 76

1 9,0;671
9,01242
,6,014 41
30.641 21
106,80705
;3,548 05
9,97371

16,145 10
2,211 119
6,574 81
9,70292
14,21819
5,51954
3,96736

25,35390
1,~72 40
11,20139
10,931 83
28,56847
9,58785
1,98356

77,577 71
4,928 13
18,2:18 21
10,006 46
64,02039
8,44066
4,02279

$118,02235 $270,984 08

$1,~

;7,57119

~

Z

VIGO COUNTY.
Atherton...........
Parke No. 10.......
Ray No.2..........
j<'orrest Park.......
Glen Oak ...... ....
Klondike...... ...
Vandalia No. 82....
Total....... ....

29,890
19,925
7,898

15,880
19,023
4,376

13,716
65,195
9,505
35,652

798...... ..
798.. ...... .........
11,671
3,2.44
5,751

--- - 70,980

42,523

---

59,486
104,143
21,779
35,652
798

I?:I

5,370
2,971
2,289
10,630
................ 5,222
5,222
26,000 12,01l 27,t!08
65,819
.................................
20,795 10,856 70,600 102,251
169
181 103,343 103,693
31,922 12,983
7,\25
52,030

7~8

20,666

---

~---

129,819,243,322

84,256

-----339,645

?,248
82,641
64,983
17,226
798
838
52,851

60,868)
26,724
22,615
18,426
102,251
1036.'>3
19,845

228,585

354,382

--- ---

39,002 216,387

$34,05767
55,028 14
52,34425
20,42100
52,353 37
54,019 25
46,57666

815,631 42
$8,377 64
20,85200
12,71729
8,76201
7,433 95
5,925 00
4,701 00
29,123 05
9,224 M
23,350 028,593 ~8
14,007 06
7,39518

858,066 73
88.59743
68,53021
31,047 0(]
90,700 96
85,962 35
67,97890

------------- ---$314,800 34 $117,640 56 $58,442 68 $490,883 58
-----_._---

~

E
t<

I
~

a

p;
H
Z

W ARRICK COUNTY.
7,294
4,856
45,~51
Big Four....... ....
Big Vein No.3..... ......... ........ 95,606
Chandler...... ....
6,717
3,028
16,074
De Forrest... ......
4,070
1,970
240
Electric...... ...... ......... ........ 122,409
Total.. ......... 18,081 19,854

Bit~minonsl

279,980

57,t!01
230
149
6,085
6,464
95,606 ............................. ....
25,819 .................................
6,280.................................
122,409 ................ ........ ..... ....
307,915 -230 -149 6,085

I I I

Total
Machine Mines .. 1,432.,664 850,763 1,778,270 4,061,697

I

I

I

'\

51,330
12,935
95,606..... ....
25,81~.... .....
6,280.... .....
48,752
73,6.57

$27,305 09
40,934 16
12,09755
2,792 87
49,12005

-6~464 m.787186:592

$132,24972

I

\ I

$7,184
8,359
2,381
613
14,585

$33,125 38

I

S4,90~

74
53
5,';
78
78

12
5,276 05
1,816 55
423 52
6,16268

$39,39295
54,569 74
lti,295 65
3,830 17
69,sS851

$18,581 92

$183,95702

I

I?:I

Is::

~rn

I

416,368 204,990 698,775 1,320,133 2.660,232 2,721,598 $2,676,799 00 $1,040,067 58 $592,391 51 $4,309,25809
1
1

......
o
00

......

~

o

00
1>0

BLOCK COAL-HAND OR PICK MINES.
CLAY COUNTY.

I DISTRI~TION. I

PI{ODUCTION.
~

""
"...
"c

NAME OF MINE.

....
00

c-

I
Br..zil Block No.4 ........................
G.. rtNo.7 .................................
Continental No.1. .......................
R .. bstock ..................................

~~~:~~~~ ~~: ~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::

Cornwall ..................................
Cr ..wford N<1.4 ............................
Crawford No.5 ............................
Cr..wford No.8 ............................
Crawfo~No.9 ............................
Mon ..rc ..................................
Indi .. na Block ............................
World's F ..ir No.2 .......................
Cr ..wford No.6 ........... : ...............
V .. nd ..li.. No. 50.........................
Eureka No.5 ..............................
Totals ................................

~8

Eo<

33,947
42,892
1,126
13,208
13,653
20,465
10,189
15,576
1,632
782
14,571

..,c"

",0

_0

00 ..

...oL;"
","d

"" .
Eo<
0"

-253,473
--

~

l=Io~

,;

....

"0
~
~

"',"

§~
Eo<

o~p..

Eo<

.... i;·,'i55·
1,537

1,748
11,520
3,427
1,845

...... 3Si"

55,729

12,733

56
32

...."

I

5,227
40,742
51,477
31,606
6,471
6,471
2,112
16,053
15,834
16,963
25,427
25,709
10,862
19,400 .. '14;.262'
482
1,982
532
932
17,851
6,457
5355 .
5,355
5,105
13:104 i
7,679 .
7,679
62,316
22,479
12,693
10,659
12,346
7,227

I

321,935

.s
iii"
...

.
:;"

0",,,

E-'''d''d

6,795 ..........
8,585
212 .... i;,iil3·
2,845
3,310 ..........
5,025
219
673
3,804
20
350
150 ..........
3,280

"'9,40'( .... ii,ioo'
5,931
50,415
9,210
10,469

::a... 00
o"

... "'"

Co'
",

~

"

~

"'0

I

:l'"
0

33,515
19,871
13,941
1,129
282
10,862
5,138
1,5CO .
400
11,394

. "'7,999'

... 89;837'
2,034
5,119

--- --166,914

.,...

II

155,021

'"d

o

~-;

".

.~"';

~
pj

WAGES.

I

"

""

Si0

"
'6""
::;:

Eo<

Eo<

$37,815 49
47,609 07
5,110 69
12,f.65 14
18,19758
2355968
10,71328
17,246 67
1,631 64
77366
14,503 00
9,450 00
13,78058
8,312 30
52,100 48
10,86907
12,18020

A

A

o

!l.

~..;

en

0'"

";S';

Eo<

E-<

"

'w =

I

$11,57308
10,04591
1,996 01
5,010 81
7,674 47
10,790 56
2,41895
6,962 19
499 27
31992 6,76911
2,97688
7,59855
2,902 19
11,02951
3,99293
2,576 90

~

"...'"

~

"d

I

""
o::a

$7,917 51
6,22344
1,44824
2,771 92
3,451 76
4,97051
1,181 82
4,00360
33720
260 17

4,11368

1,02004
3,82416
2,30337
5,56479
2,62140
3,54245

':::I

aI

~

C;~

$57,306
63,878
8,554
20,347
29,323
39,320
H,314
28,212
2,468
1,353
25,385
13,446
25,203
13,517
68.694
17,483
18,299

pj

8

2

~

8·
~

6
1

5

9
'2
29
6
8

o

,5

---$296,41853
- - - -------$95,137 24
$55,556 06
$147,111 3

:->

PARKE COUNTY.
Brazil Block No.9 .......................

li~:iWeRLt: ~ ~ ~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:

T~ls .................................

30,113
39,494
44,760
19,013
36,030

6,030
10,070

...... iii'

4,980
6,585

145

36,143
49,686
57,016
23.993
42,70u

169,4lO

39,250

938

209,598

11,fi85

671

11 ,562
24,581
49,686
57,016
2;,993
14,730 .. , 2fi,030
156,987

52,611

$32,893 63
41,SO~ 63
48,7,6 90
20,83658
39,767 45

..

19,9n 76

5,61469
13,350 70

86,419 08
B,\48 48
9,9137;'
2,597 68
6,125 80

$50,91952
67,031 61
78,638 n
28,54895
59,14395

-----$183,578
- - -- - - ----$284,28244
$33,204 79
19
$67,49946
I

-- --

$11,606 81
17,1\79 50

--

--

-

------<;:l

t"l

VIGO COUNTY.

Z

t"l

Domestic block ..........................

4,871

3,250 ..........

8,121

4,957

3,164

$9,01035

$2,67838

$2.11661

$13,80534

--- ------ - -3.164
- -- - ----- ---- - - -$9,01035
$2,678 38
$2.11661
a13.805 34
3,250 ..........
4,957
4.871
8.121
----$745,199 61
Tota! hand mined block .............. 427.754
$165,315 08
890,87746
539,654
328.858
210.796
$489,007 07
98.229
13.671

Totals .................................
----

~

S
t-'

1""
i>

Z

I:;)

~

....

Z

t"l

rn

~

o

00
C!)

J-l

o

00

ff'-

BITUMINOUS HAND OR PICK MINES.
CLAY COUNTY.
~~-

--

-

~-

I
NAME OF MINE.

...,,0
'd
.. 0

-.,

w"

....

'oZ

0 .....

,.~

0I01

=0
0 0

Vandalia No.1i4 .........................
Vandalia No. 65 ..........................
Vandalia No. 60. Idle, no report.
Vandalia No. 63 ..........................
Fortner ...................................
Klondike ..................................
Glenn No.I. ..............................
Glenn No.2 ...............................
Total. .......... : ......................

DISTRIBUTION.

.....

.,
.,.,=
.
W
"
.... '.
~

0"

ce~

'" 'd.
...."
;:';0

.... CJ

e

Ol
w"
8~

E-t

E-t

E-t

39,208
44,962

17.141
22,061

10,336
I.M9
2,580
14.211
6.642

6.563
494
1,338
2.866
1.680

6.665
10,944
1,256
.. .... ....
..........
..........
.........

119,488 1-s2.143

~865

I

---

~-

PROnUCTION.
..... 0

I

°CJ •

oo .... ~
",0"

ooog

r-<"",~
..... " 0
ciS· ... ~

~~~

..;a."

I ....=
63.014 I 60.980
77.9671
74,470

E-t

.,..

WAGES.

I

...
"

~
w

..

-:l"
0

::a"

I

°

E-t

..

~

A

"

~

.;~

OI",

~~

E-t

..

~

A

"

....,

].
,,=

~.,,;

E-t

E-t

0"
~~.-- o~

CI\

-;.;
c;~

2.034
3.497

$36.376 34
49,876 05

$9,783 6.1
8,484 12

$5,171 34
4,086 14

$51,331 32
62,446 31

18,155
17,031
1.124
2,043
2.013 ...... ....
3.918
3,918 .... ......
17.077
17,077) ..........
8,322 .........
8.322

9,390 44
1.91561
2.209 !!8
14.1147 40
6,743 55

1.947 71
755 90
515 3(
4.320 05
3.283 15

1.«7 07
120 44
514 72
2.159 90
1,641 55

12.785 22
2,7~1 95
3,239 34
20,527 35
11.668 25

$2-=089911$i5,141 16

~~~7~74

190,4961

158.442

._-32.054

----$120,558 67

DAVIESS COUNTY.
Stucky ....................................
Montgomery No.3 ........................
Mutual. ...................................
Mandabach ...............................
Total. .................................

'''oo;3ii' .... i'.476·
8,600

--44.9:2

950

2.355
2.4U
14.700
9.819

2.355
40,229
24.2.)0
9.819

2.355
31,591
15.6110
9,819

····s.sis·
8,650

$1.365 15
30,610 56
22.16300
6,74753

$23487
13,53925
6,45000
67281

$19894
7,64035
4,700 00
72748

$1,79896
51.790 16
33,31300
8,147 82

----$60,886
---$20.896
------ 59,365
- - ----$13,26677
--- -----29,315
76,653
21
2.426
17.288
93
$95,04994

~
~
~
rn

~

t;J
~

8e
f4

FOUNTAIN COUNTY.
Rush ................................ ···· .. 1
Silverwood............ . ..... ...... .... ....

21,213 1
832

8,M6 1
620

11,075 1
28,98!

40,654
30,436

- 22,045
-- -- --- - - Total. ........................... " ... .
8,986
40,059
71,090

40.224/
29,863

430 /1
573

$26,48<)
99 \
20,75057

84 1
62 1
$6,106
tl. ,762
6,587 81'3,721
71

$37,35045
31,060 09

-70,087 -1,003 -im,23156Im,69465 -SS,48433 -$68,41054

GIBSON COUNTY.

~a~:!~::::::::

::::11~;i25

:::: :::::::::: ::::.: ::::
Fort Branch ........................................
Total ......... :.. .. . . .. ... ............

25,352

16,185
5,455
21,640

8,160
26.835
18,959

42,554
39,433
18,959

38,941
:;9,433
18.959

3,613

53,954

100,946

97,333

3,613

$24,557 78
23,35228
12,720 17

$7,22883
7,63020
3,37892

$5,93146
5,68950
2,230 10

$37,718 07
36,671 98
18,329 19

------- -$13,85106
- - - ._----$92,71924
$60,63023
$18,2S795

~
~

1-3

~

GREENE COUNTY.
VandaliaNo.6 ...................................... 1..........
Vandalia No.4.. ........ .... ...... .... ....
10,900
4,891
Vandalia No.3........ ...... ...... .... ....
36,086
20,218
Hoosier No.2 ........... , .... , .... .. . . .... .......... .........
Island Valley No.3....... ..... ..... ......
9,604
4,886
Templeton..... ....... ......... .... ......
1.273
430
Victoria...... .......... .... .............
93,380
7~,'97
North Linton....... .... ......... .........
31,246
16,246
Pennsylvania .......... · .. ·· ............. 1
8,867
4,448
Total\.... .... .... ........ ...... ...... ..

191,356

124,516

31,435 1 31,435 1 31,435 1..........
37,337
53,128
53,128 ...... ....
51,205
107,509
81,5:6
25,933
4,238
4,238
4,2.38.. .. ....
10,603
25.093
16,172
8,921
15,556
17,259
17,259..........
113,991
280,768
262.988
17,780
8,545
56.037
89,683
16.304
5,110
18,425 1
9,121
9, 304 1
278,020

593,892

515,600

$17,17382
31,96773
61,67305
5,660 51
15,530 8~
10,06750
158.86387
37,302 29
8,96831

78,292

8347,20793

28.438
35.()(I0
52,706

12,210
42,634

$22,,2897
41,833 84
31,556 26

116,144

54,874

$6,970461
7,21056
19,118 99
2,028 42
5,44215
3,369 00
32,775 92
11,596 02
2.475 83

$3,85371
3,56354
7.230 02
1,214 41
3,235 96
1,674 25
13,1 6 18
5,911 3~
3,008 431

$90,987 35 . 842,377 83

$27,49799
42,74183
88.n22 06
8,903 34
24,20896
15,110 75
204,82597
54,80964
14,452 57
8180,573 11

~

I::l

~
~

KNOX COUNTY.
Bicknell ...................................
Knox
Wheatl~nd"::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::

Total. .................................
-

-

--

-

14,752
29,981
1,320

12,499
30,210
544

13,.27
17,443
50,842

40,678
77,6.34
52,706

- 46.053
- - -43,253
- - -81,712
- -171.018

$6,15639
11,03686
6,320 04

$4,570 12
4.691 44
3,735 61

833,455 48
57,562 14
41,611 91

--------------$23,51329
$132,62953
$96,11907
$12,99717

J-L

o

00
:Jt

,....
o

00
0)

BITUMINOUS HAND OR PICK MINES-Continued.
PARKE COUNTY.
~-~~-

~~---

PRODUCTION.
1
NAME OF MINE.

"""

"""

"'"
'Xi.
.....
.
c","
,,0
0

r,.o

Cox No.3 ..................................
Harrison ..................................
Lucia ......................................
Vandalia No. R16 .........................
Vandalia No. 317 .........................
Total. .................................

0

,!dOl

g8
00"
. . .z

"
.9-;

o""

~~

'"gP:;" ~

r,.o

r,.o

-+'

.......... ..........

-........

1I

.... 0

0:,)

- -

--

---

::>lo
..... 0

0"

.."
cO

Eo<""""
-<10
ce· .... J..i

;a

r,.o

>-<

~~~

41.390
38,397

13.661
11.421

8i,SOl

26.820

64.030

1

44.897

I»

..

"

~

"

+'

00

;ii"

,s""

0

18.683

12.172
55.411
49,849

26.214
12.822
9.500
36.221
25.658

175,151

110,415

64,736

12,82~

..

on

.£

g~~

2.672
19,190
24.191

--

- - - - -

0

1

Eo<
$25.253 74
S.~72 78
7.317 06
38,32409
36,21771

A

CD

~

>-3

..

I»

A

"

""!l

,,<I
0"

r,.o

Eo<

9.10652
J.45337
U4747
14.11348
8.305 12

..."
~.-d
'"

""'iD=
<I"

~::>l

.

o::>l

$5.00128
97000
1.618 63
7.005 64
3,97440

~.;

o~

r,.o

$39.~61

54
10.796 15
13,083 1£
59.44321
48.497 2~

-$115,485
---$37,12596
- - - - $18,56995
-'-- ---38
$171,181 2~

---

PERRY COUNTY.

Troy~ ................................... "1:..:..:..:..:...:..:..:..:.1:..:.::.:.:.::..:..:1~8951_ 7,89511_7,8951.:..:..:..:.:.:...:..:..:..11_ $5'12~1_ 81,641151_81,}42 50 1_~905 ~
TotaL.. .... .... ............ .... ...... ..... .... ...... ....

7,895

7,895

7,895...... ....

$5,12142

81.611 15

~

o

WAGES.
1

•

"' .... ""

44.897
12,8225.920
360
31

.... 4·.5i4" ····i·,'i3S·

----

DISTRIBUTION.

$1,14250

$7,905 07

~

~

~

o

t"'

o

S
U1

;'1

PIKE Co.UNTY.
Aberdeen .................................
Carbon.... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ......
Ayr.hire No.3............................
Ay .. hire No.4.... .... .... .... .... .... ....
Ayrshire No.5........... ....... .... ......
Rogers. ..... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ....
Blackburn .... .... ...... .... .... .. ......
Littles..... .... .... .... ...... ...... .... ....
Winslow No.2.............. ..............
Winslow No.5 ...........................

I

Idle no report.
Idle no report. .. ................ ..
34,62!
21,611
4,179
60,412
50,862
35,643
45,432
131,\137
.......... ..........
3,587
3,587
.......... ..........
6,986
6,986
.......... ... ....
6,5R4
6,581
39,953
56,365
4,742
101,060
Idle nO I report. .. ................ ..
~Ie no\~ort. .:.:.:.::.:.:..:.:.: ':":':':':":':'::

Total...... .... .... ...... .... ......

125,437

113,6191

71,510

310,566

.............. .............. . ............. . .............

... 36,083' '''24',3211 ... $3i',498'73' ... ®ii",7i5'63' .... 85;483 '33' ... $4S;697'ti9'
60,205
71,732
3,587 ........ ..
6,986 ..........
6,584 . .......

75,74624
2,436 04
3,852 76
3,460 31

20,540
929
885
1,300

56
79
43
00

9,515
630
119
1,064

81
99
57
14

::: ~;:~~: ::: ~~:~~~: I :::: ~~:~~~:~~: :::: ~~:~~~ :~: ::::: ~:~~~ :~~:
177,292

133,2,4

S172,6.33 19

$50,713 07

$23,227 36

105,802 61
3,996 82
4,857 76
5,~24 45

~~: U:~~~:~~:
$'246,573 62

o

t<:
Z
t:rJ

~

..;

>-td

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
Phoenix No.1. ...........................
Freeman ..................................
Vandalia No. 10...........................
Dering No. 12 .............................
Superior ...................................

.......... ..........
6,618
41,217
34,865
24,125

3,306
17 ,120
14,879
14,699

2,210
2,404
35,186
15,850
16,6U

2,210
12,358
93,523
65,594
55,465

1,000
3,674
93,523
12,346
33,157

1,210
8,684

&1,300 00
7,86301
56,76895
45,71760
30,240 72

... 53;248
22,308

8620 00
2,178 79
12,16935
15,349 26
14,30264

$24000
1,364 16
6,796 62
10,00577
4,166 35

$2,16000
11.405 96
75,734 92
71.07263
48,7L9 71

- - - - - . - - - - - - - ---- ----- - - - - ---- - - ---$209,08322
$44,62004
$22,57290
50,004
72,291
229,150
143,700
85,450
3141,890 28
Total. ................................. 106,855
--

-

-

----

1
~
zI:;j

~
H

Z
t:rJ

rn

VANDERBURGH COUNTY.
Unity ..................................... 1
Diamond ................................ ..
First Avenue ............................ .

§~~1:;~?3~:::::::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::::::::::

Union .................................... .
·Total. ................................ .

28'7221 25, 837 1 85,122
17,19!
10,634
7,387
9,2.<;3
8,974
. 9.242
1.988 ..........
40,036
30.784
28,075
269
9,698
5,414
9,152
97,639[18,934

119,681 [
35,215
27,469
42,024
59,128
24,264

119,681..........
35,215.... ......
25,945
1,524
42,024.... ......
50,144
8.984
24,264..........

131,208[-307,781 [ 297,2731w.508

II

$72,221851
21,71794
17,33245
25,613 43
26,84223
18,646 50
$182,37440

$17.4.QO
5.709
4,412
6,680
11,355
3,379

70
06
35
10
07
85

$9,710051
4,5627:!
3,883 15
5,95(\ 721
11,55763
4,567 SO

899,36260
31,98972
25,6~7 95
38.250 25
49,75493
26,59365

848'96713[~'23i57 $271,57910

.......
o(f)
-f

~

BITUMINOUS HAND OR PICK MINES-Continued.

o

00
00

VERMILLION COUNTY.
PRODUCTION.
'"d

NAME OF MINE.

',::"
...'"'"

"
.....
fI.l

0_
,::0
00
Eo<

","

Dering No.5.... .... ...... .... .... .... ....
Dering No.6...... .... .... .... ........ ....
Dering No.7...... .... .... ........ .... ....
Dering No.8.... .... ............ .... ......
Dering No.15....... .... .... .... ..........
Eureka.... .. .... ............ ... ....... ....
Buckeye No.2 ............................
Crown Hill No.1. ...... ...... .... .... ....
Crown Hill No.2............. .... .... ....
Oa.k Hill .... ....•. ..•. .... .... .... .... ....
PrlDce... .... ...... .... ............ .... . ...
Maple Valley. .... .... .... .......... ......
Total.... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ....

.~~

,,0

r;--;;

'" "

.... Z

""':
.~
;:':0
.... 0

g~

"'''
g~

Eo<

Eo<

-."

00"
0'"d

D,STRIBUTION

0,::

.... 0
00 •
",_'"d

§~~

Eo< "0 "0
-'::0
CI! ..... ~
o::':~
Eo<

'_11

~" ~. II

;a,::0=
>-<

00

~

."

0

WAGICS.
I»

~

'"

,::

i0

Eo<

"

A

0
'"d

'enS;;

'::",

~::a
Eo<

I»

".,

A

.,

'"

].

""'
:::.
_:5

0"
0;:':
Eo<

o~
Eo<

"0

",::

""

58,444
32,025
120,791
211,260
19,679
191,581
&111,01753
$U,89116
$9,951 58
$162,860 27
15,232
6,055
173;l66
19t,653
14,778
179,875
1011.66408
30,34886
7,03114
138,01408
...... .... . ..... .... 145,012
145,012
1.865
1~3,147
76,68773
26,44237
6,601 52
109,nI62
64,182
42,18~
81,106
187,471
25,894
161,577
105,04636
38,1982l
8,981 76
152,226 33
576
610
105,900
107,086 .... ...... 107,086
5M4836
20,73740
5,65740
80,94316
..........
10,655
10,655
10,655
6,.01 18
2,457 42
2,265 36
10,923 96
" ...... , ............................................................................................. '" ....... .
23,386
7,763
50,945
82,074
21,249
60,825
61,82115
12,49317
4,32380
78,63812
30,912
10,636
75,512
117,060
26,479
90,581
91,114 4ft
17,488 80
4,84658
113,449 78
6,397
4,3\0
58,165
68,872
68,872
39,04332
10,814 66
1,844 22
51,7()220
..........
165,884
165,884
165,884
97;667 41
27,820 88
7 ,7~9 71
13~,288 00
6,636
4,945
83,074
94,655
17,226
77,429
59,040 37
11,443 75
6,510 65
76,994 77
205,745

108,527 1,070,410 1,384,682

137.8251.246.857 S802-;s5i8"9' 8240:i366Sr'865-:si372r81.108,80229

;g
...,

~
00

~

~
o

8

s
00

~

VIGO COUNTY.

B~!:~~l~:.~::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

Peerless ................... _...............
Lawton •........ : ..... ; .....................
Grant No.2 ...............................
MiamiNo.1. ..............................
MiamiNo.2...............................
Miami No.3 ...............................
Redbird ...................................

No r8110 rt.·.· ....
22,964
49,080
1,110
6,108
52,566
88,671
26,~25
393
78,534
84,741
37,R95
35,770
57,521
2T ,69\1
15,334
18,177

. ".i·,38.5· "iig',429' .. iiii,429' .......... ... $66',174" 30' ... $22;858 '70' .... $9;3ido' ... $98',347' io'
6,865 10
19,475
12.257
2,229 "'i7;2i6'
12,566 35
3,43260
22,8~4 05
45,R97
186,931
186,934
25,766 30
10,39105
149,92645
113.769 10
122,102
149,080
86,M92O
30,496 42
12,47504
129,330 66
124,147 .. '24',933
28,214 53
163,275
9.028 .7
135,245 46
98,002 76
163.275
"'i4::i67' 87,732
87,732
41,19215
11,1\90 85
3,97992
116,762 92
15,266
60,560 83
13,978 13
4,230 69
78,76965
100.486
100,486
12,654
46,165 '" 46,i6S'
11,507 61
3,00849
36,35086
21,834 76

!
co

g,

~

andalia No. 67 ......••...................
&.ndalia No. 66•..........................
.......•..........
V.omdalia No. 811•.....•.........•..........
V.andalia No. 69.....................•....•
D eep Vein. .. . .........................
V andalia No. 68 •.. , . " ........••.•....• , ..

v,andalia No. 81. ...... ,

Totals .................................

29,978
27,743
25,556
6,132

16,388
17,211
24,927
4,070
58,104
18,036
3,020

3~,597

81,488
5,097

--501,052

404,183

76,285
6,733
17,867

14,431
4,234

21,362
23

122.851
51,687
68,350
24,633
96,935
70,886
8,UO

-404,623
- - ._-1,309,858

116,214
50,569
49,422
24.493
93,182
51,634
6,570

6,437
1,118
18,928
140
3,753
19,252
1,570

864,988

444,870

73,236 26
29,45342
24.46258
15,37642
53,()5990
49,37542
4,830 48

21,70786
11,01429
6,587 20
4,688 15
12.19882
8,623 SO
2,2S1 58

5,92337
3,71926
6,487 73
] ,64249
6,348 25
6,105 22
1,697 62

00,86749
4,18697
.7,537 51
1,707 06
1,606 97
64,104 44
8,809 68

-------- ----il750,253 93 $218,37934
SS7,784 00 $1,( 156,417 27
o

WARRICK COUNTY.

to:J

!Z

··1

1

I.... · .... I

Air Line ............................ · ..
400
200
600
Star No.I. .... ............................ .. ........ ..........
17,709
17,709
Burk..... ..... ........ ............ .... .... ........ ..........
7,920
7,920
Caladonia ................................. Rednced to less tb an ten men ...... ..

400
17,709

200

7;920

$325 00
10,390 77
4,11840

$11500
2,76,s 03
1,204 73

$65 00
1,57708
86037

$505 00
14,73288
6,183 50

$2,502 45
$21,42138
Totals ................................. I
400 I
200 I 25, 629 1 26. 229 11 18,109 1
8,120 II $14,834 171
$4,084 76
Total bituminous pick-mined coal.. 1,570,635 1,035,251 2,349,521 4,955,407 2,774,468 2,180,939 $2,918,078 36 'li841,088 21 1-----1
$367,968 77 1$4,127,135 34

['j
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~

I:"

I
:::j
~

'-'i
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~

H
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to:J
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~

o

00
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~

<:::>

<.0

o

~

REOAPITULATION.
Showing Total Production and Wages fJf Indiana l'Ii'fles for 1905.

~

TOTAL PRODUCTION OF BLOCK COAL.

~

MACHINE MINED.

II ""'" I
."'"
'"
00
"
......
0-

"' .

,,0
,,0

~~
.... 0

oo~

.... Z

. " §"
.. " .. "

,,0
00
Eo<

Total machine mined
block coal .... _.....
Total pick mined
block coal ..........

65,897

Total block coal ..

65,897

0"

0""

Eo<

-

~';;j

~-;;

I

"Il

§~
Eo<

9,176 .... ....

..... 0

00.

....... ""

II

"""'" I

.."'""

-cd·"...0
J.o
~~P-I
Eo<

00

0,,0
00
Eo<

75,073

36.953
427.754

-----

75,073

'"
".

,,0
,,0

-...,

~.! I ...... ". .. ""
""

.. , ..............

9.176 .... ....

..>I";;

~~

00"

... 0
0"

'oZ

0"
Eo<

I

"'''
§~
Eo<

7.055 ........
98,229

461,707 105,284

~

II DISTRliUTION'1

PICK MINED.

I .....~';i0

00.

....... ""
"0'"

.;

~,~
-="
....0 I ;a"
"
....."
Eo<
~

c;~il<

44,008

13,671 539,654

I

..
.s
.s
.

,

0

I

00

cS'"

22.4771 96,604 1
328,8581 210,796

13,671 583,662 351,335

307 ,400[

e;
l;I

WAGES.

...

"
".
"""",
"'"
';!,i;l
0

..,;"

~"

.~

Eo<

...

"
""'"

I

A

I·

2·

I

I

..'"
"

.,

,,"
0"

j:: .

Eo<

Eo<

o:a

""

~.:;

'Oil<

890,86540

$54,00351

$27,43270

$172,301 61

489,00707

165,31508

90,87746

~,19961

--------- ----$579,872 47 $219,31859 $118,310 16

$917,50122

~

S

s
~

TOTAL PRODUCTION OF BITUMINOUS COAL.

I

Total bituminous machine mined coaL .. 1,432.664 1 850,763 1,778,270 4,061,69'{ 416,368 204,990 698,775 1,320,133 2,OOr,232 2,721,598 $2,676,799 001 $1,040,067 58
Total bituminou8Pick
mined coal ......... . .... ........ .................. 1,570,635 1,035,251 2,349,521 4.955,407 2,774,468 2,180,939 2,918,C~8 36
841,088 21

-----'-----

~"

.,---- -----

Total bituminous
coal.. , .......... 1,432,661 8-50,763 1,778,270 4,061,697 1,987,003 1,240,241 3,048,296 6,275,540 5,434,700 4,902,537 $5,594,87736 1 $1,881,155 79

$592,391 511 $,1,309,258 C'9
867,968 77 4,127,135 a

_ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _-

$960,360 28 $8,486,393 43

!

Total machine mined
coal ................. 1,498,561 859,939 1,778,270 4,186,770 453,321 212,045 698,7751,364,141 2,682,7092,818,202 $2,767,664 40 $1,094,071 09 $619,824 21 $4,481,5&9 7o
Total pick mined
coal. ........................
3,407 ,085 43 1,006,403 291 458,846 23 4,872,334 9
:.:..:..:...:..:.::. :..:.:..:..::::..:... ! 1,998,389 1,133,480 ::~,192 5,495,061 /3,103,3262,391,:35
Grand total ....... 3,950,271 2,205,464 4,840,237 1O,995,~72 ........ .... .... ........ .... .... 5,786,035 5,209,937 86,174,749 73 $2,100,474 3ti $1,078,670 44 $9,35~,8~4 5

--'-- ---------- -----

~
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TABLE
Showing by Countie8 the Number of Miner8, Xumber of Outside Day and Monthly Men, Number of Inside Day and Mom.1iIy Men, Total WageS
Earned by Same and the Average Wages per Employe.
BITUMINOUS MINES.

..

rl
COUNTY.

~Si"

.,;

li:
S
Z

i

,&2

"

~~r~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::.::::
Greene .............•.•..•.•....•.........................•........

Gibson .........••.................................................
Knox .............................................................. .
Parke ...................•••.•...................•.................
Perry ............................................................. .
Pike .......................•...........................••......••..
Sullivan ....•.....................................................

~:~!~fl~~~g~:::·.::·:..:.:: .... :: ::::':. ::::':. :::: :::::: :::: :::::::: ::::
Vigo .......•.........................................•.............
Warrick ........................................................ ..

1,681
150
92
2,569
130
286
1,189
15
551
2,659
291
1,173
2,232
311

':';

..

Pot

~

$598,791 38
60,386 24
47,2.,1 56
1,174,221 45
60,630 23
121,234 75
501,011 56
5,121 42
218,791 30
1,180,455 04
182,374 40
802,851 89
1,074,064 62
147,083 89

General average ........................•.................... Jl3,329 $6,174,74973

...
:..:

~~

.,

.,;
"" ::01
...

..

~"C~

''';

= .. ..,.,
~
dl;>'

..
:

~1
~.

394
40
20
771
38
66
344
3
184
826
67
299
553
68

$208,813 46
200§~ 93
~,Ol1't 65
424~ 82
18,237 95
38,283 79
183,105 57
1,641 15
64,25934
462,642 89
48,967 13
240,136 68
338,698 28
37 ,210 14

98
522 17
634 73
551 10
479 95
580 06
532 28
547 05
479 55
585 84
730 85
836 58
612 49
547 21

$46326 3.623

$2,100,47438

;Si
....
.,,,
!il>.
$356 21
405 91
filS S9
457 07
466 S9
423 89
421 37
841 43
397 08'
443 98
626 72
684 53
481 21
472 9~

.. I'l..cl

co ....

""~"
S .. Q
,,A::01
Z

':';

Pot

~

.....,,,

1>1>.

<

~.
.''"" .
.:co:!

S"
,,::01
Z

228
26
11
267
19
61
130
3
70
394
58
97
244
49

.,

.~:s""

dl"

.
ca-; ~

~~

~Pot::01

Eo<

$122,966 98
13,266 77
8,484 33
198,580 81
13,851 06
30,162 16
90,319 73
1,142 50
30,860 77
293,556 98
40,237 57
65,813 72
148,843 29
21,084 37

f;l

.. .,

"d

.,.,

o

~

c8""

~:s

~5

.

~~=

~~

-<

$539 33
510 26
771 30
743 75
729 '00
494 46
694 77
380 83
440 85
745 07
693 75
678 49
607 96
430 29

579761.657 $1,078,67044 - $650 98

~

~
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g

o
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TABLE OIl' EMPLOYES.

TABLE
Showing Nnmber of Miners, Machine Runners and Helpers, Loaders, Inside Day and
Monthly Men, Person8 Employed Outside; Total Number of Employes at Each
Mine, Number of Days W OJ'ked and Number of Mules Used; Totals by Counties;
Expenditures for Improvements.
CLAY COUNTY.

5
.
....
., ""''''...
~Si"
.;

NAME OF MINE.

~

"
~

~

.~
.... ..

~

-§'" I '""0'"
~

I~=
.."'., =
~~ A..
.,

1 ,,~

H

~

Po

I

.;
.,

Po

-a

'""....'

~

j::

0

.,'" I " .
]=S
Ad

,"",0

::l"

!l

IS

~

~

0

~

0

I

'"~

A

I~" ~.,.
~

!I

..S
0

...S....

....

Brazil Block No.1 .................. '7'5"
6
22
20
6
54 271
9 .......... ..
Brazil Block No.4.... .. .. .... ....
.. .... ......
22
22 119
190 4 .......... ..
Brazil Block No.8.................
24 ...... ......
14
7
45
184 7 ........... .
GartNo.7.........................
88 ...... ......
15
!l
112
192 8 ........... .
Continental No.!........... ......
12 .... ,. ......
13
3
18 200 1 .......... ..
Rebstock.. . .. . .. . .. . .... .. .. . ... ..
50.. .... ......
9
6
tI5 125 3 .......... ..
Vandalia No. 64......... ..........
51 ...... ......
12
8
71
206
7 .......... ..
Vandalia No. 65......... ..........
92 ...... ......
10
8 110 183 6 .......... ..
Superior No.4....................
38 ...... ......
12
5
55
]53 3 ........... .
Superior No.7........ ............
36 ...... ......
14
5
55 207 6 .......... ..
Vandalia No.GO................... Idle ............... '1'8" .. "8" .. '96'" "'9'2" .............. ..
Vandalia No. 63.......... ... . .....
70.. .... ......
7 .......... ..
CornwalL... ................. .....
39 ...... ......
6
3
48 144 3 ........... .
Crawford No.4........ ............
43............
8
6
57
173 3 ........... .
Crawford No.5.... ................
30 ...... ......
5
4
39
22
2 .......... ..
Crawford No.8............ ........
42............
5
4
51
10 2 .......... ..
Crawford No.9....................
37 ...... ......
Ii
4
47 190 3 .......... ..
Fortner......... .... ........ ......
33............
9
4
46
85
2 ........... .
30
6
32
16
8
92 172 7
....... ..
Gifford No. 1... ..................
GiffordNo.2 .....................
80
6
27
34
9156
8810'''$1,34472
Glenn No.1. .... ........ ..........
45 ...... ......
9
6
60 123 3 .......... ..
Glenn No.2........ ...............
23............
3
4
30 143 ... , .......... ..
Monarch.... ...... ............ ....
12 ...... ......
7
2
21
251
2 .......... ..
Lewis. .... .... ........ .. .. .... ....
4
12
40
11
10
77 155. 4
Vivian No.2................. .....
22
18
60
20
12 132 225
7 .... "553'52
Vivian No.!.... .... ........ ......
6
12
45
12
10
85
193 8
127 25
Indiana Block............ .... ....
36............
12
5
53
15 4 .......... ..
Gol d Knnb.... .... .... .... .. .. .. ..
7
10
36
11
11
75
178 4
2,215 09
World's Fair No.2................
25 ............
6
4
35
167 2
7500
Brazil Block No.9...... ..........
44 ...... . .....
22
7
73
7 6 ........... .
Crawford No.6.............. ...... 118 ...... ......
17
8 143 171
8 .......... ..
Vandalia No. 50........ ..... .....
3(\. ..... ......
7
5
48 180 2
1,191 ]0
Eureka No.5......................
45 .. '1'0" "'4'6"
6
6
57 115 2
2,26435
Island Valley No.4.........
......
13
9
78
74 8 ......~ .....

- - --- - - --- -- -- ---80 308 394
228 2.303 4,884 153
$7.771 03

TotaL..... ...... ..... .. .. ..... 1,293

DAVIESS COUNTY.
Stuckey..... .... .... .... .... ......
Montgomery No.3................
MutuaL..... .... .... ..............
Mandabach. ................ ......
TotaL .........................

7.. . ... ......
Il8 ...... ......
71............
14...... ......

150

==

1
20
11
2

2
13
l!

3

10
91
96
19

22....
$80 50
204 11 .......... ..
175 9
815 00
140 2 .......... ..

40 26 2i6 541221--$89550

!-
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REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST.

Table Sh'lWing Numb6?' of Miners, Machine Runners and Helpe?'s, Etc.-Continued.
FOUNTAIN COUNTY.

NAME OF MINE.

~

oS;::;l
~>.

p::,S<

.;

"10.

w

COoS
;::;l

~

"0

0

Eo<

0

65

11

37 ...... ......

9

0

p.
S

~

""0

,!<I

Rush ............................ ..
Silverwood.......... _........... ..

.;

;::;l
10.
oS

1
.~ .1 "".;
"" "
... ,,,,
" ,," ... 1=I{i 1=1
~" :ci-c
== " "" ~"
0=
0
p;
...""" 1]:>'1 ::;
.;

.,;

...0"

,!<I

~

'">.
oj

1=1

6
5

72
51

179
231

9
5
5

86
74
27

210
220

9
13

139
186
161
53
58
233
86
33
66
119
171
98
47
188
270

w

.,;
~"

"'"

I~

r:;

"
S

."
I>-

'0

""13

H

5
$365 00
4 ............

- - --- --123- -- -----92 -...... ...... 20
Total. ........................ .
11
410 9
$36500
GIBSON COUNTY.

Oswald.... .... .... .... .... .... ....
Massey .... -... .... .... .... .... ....
Fort Branch........ ..............
Total..... ..... .... .... .... ....

I......
I......

56 ......
57 ......
17............

21
12
5

10~

10 ........... .
8
$500 00
1
225 00

--- - - - 38- --- -- - ---130...........
19 187 535 19
$725 00
GREENE COUNTY.

Black Creek.......................
Vandalia No.2 ......... ' .........
Vandalia No.5 ...................
V,mdalia No.6 ........ : ..........
Vandalia No.4 ...................
Uilmour ........................ _..
Hoosier No.1 .....................
Hoosier No.2 .....................
Vandalia No. 21 ••••• f' ••••••••••••
Island Valley No.3 ...............
Vandalia No. a ...................

'!1!~~d. :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

Summitt No.2 .......... '''' ......
Victoria
lJIenburn'::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
Antioch ...........................
Tower Hill
Ur.eu Valley'.::::::::::::::::::::
Lattia Creek ......................
Vandalia No.8 ...................
Vand.alia No.9 ..................
Twin ..............................
North Linton .....................
Pennsylvania .....................
North Western ...................

57
82
47
36

39
26
2'
25

8
14
16

40
27
3t

...... ......

'''is' "iii'
10

41

'''i4' '''34'

'''84' ...... ......
133
2 '''ili' '''42'
35
14 '''is' '''ili'
202 .... .j; ...
IS'
61
81 .... S'
'''3S'
138
1
32
23
10

18
20
20
20
20

'''s4" ......
28
9

100
110
100
140
92

......

"'io' '''if

25
50
50
12
13
58
27
4
8
24
28
33
5
55
51
26
31
11
37
63
40
34
17
31
6
32

14
0

6
17
6

4

10
11
10
11
7
10
17
6
13
8
11
20
12
12
10
8
6
11

115

125
201
167
245
195
216
139

123

40

126 13
124 19 .. $2;527' ii'
125 20
6,811 67
148 7
55140
1,68257
171 4
151 25 ............
224
7 ............
33 2 ............
129 3 . ...........
49 17
152 17 . "5:485'64'
147 6 ............
'20 3 ............
182 21 ............
244 21 ............
82 10 ............
215 10 ............
103 6
116 13 .... '652 '79'
189 24
li9 18 '''4;434'53'
76 21
3,94437
184 8 ............
101 9 .. · .. 500·00·
157 3
72 10 ............

133
- -- ----- --- - - -- -267- -3,607
3,494 317 $26,590 68
Total. ................. : ....... 1,251 226 1,092 771

KNOX COUNTY.
Bicknell ...... ... .•. ...... .... ....
Knox........ .................. ....
Lynn.. .... ...... ..................
Vandalia No. 40 ............ ,....
Wheatland '.............. , .. .. .. ..
Pine Knot ........................
Total.. ..................... '. ..

531...........
68............
1
4
18
23
4
27
61, .... , ......
10
27
196
18
72

I···..

I

13
18
7
8
9
11
66

9~'1

I

6
7
22
61

75 111
95 193
38
80
68
72
67
205
70 1 182
413
843

I 89

.......... ..
.......... ..
3
$128 60
3
1,601 78
4 .......... ..
41
900 00
31
$2,629 78
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Tahle Showing Number of Miners, Machine Runners and Helpers, Etc.-Continued.

,;

...

NAME OF MINE.

"Q
:i

...

It
~

~"
pZ,.5'

."
Q~

:8'0
"I'l

"

.,
I~=. ...= I 'a.,
~I»
A:a A 8

...

~

";<l

...,;

.....

.."

,,~

.~o

'0

:;;l

I»

I»

0

]"

f't1

~

o

1l

.e I
"... .e.,

,;
~

!:::
'"I»

.

8"

~

0

~.,

"I>...
0

~

8

H

PARKE UOUNTY.
B'..zil Block No. J2 ..... ., ........
Cox No.3 ..........................
Brazil Block No;9 ................
Lucia ..............................
Mecca No.3 .......................
Lyford No.1 ......................
M .. ry ..............................
Superior No.1 .................. .,
Superior No.2 .......... ., ........
Superior No.3 ....................
Minshall No.1.. ..................
Minsh ..ll No.2 ....................
P ..n Americ ..n ....................
Parke No. 11 ......................
Harrison ..........................
Total ..........................

40
4
7
67 ...... ......
71 ...... ......
50 .... (;.
'''33
77
44
8
18
16
48
5

16
16
23

13
32
20
33
30
38
12
45
]5
15
20
16

112 ...... ......

110 ...... ......
65 ...... ......
109 ...... ......
81 ...... .......
70
21 "'28' .. '48'
4
40
7

--.
962

3
13
7
6
13
9
]2
7
11

6
12
7
10
11

70
96
101
69
161

159
158
163
50

6
7
6
11
16
8
9
]2
12
3
15
6
6

128
70

]91
185
181
]75
213
98
130
184
209
207 9
159 ....

21

2

99

114
149
159
83
166
103
95

............
.............

·····$300·00
500 00

............
............
............
............

.. "s',oi7'Bil
3,085 28

............
............
...........

3
--- -- -- - ------161
344 130 1,663 2,462 126
t6,92308
66

PERRY COUNTY.
2111
........... .
-- --- -- --31
--31
- 21-1---2 1---3
3
211
........... .

Troy ............................... 1 ]51 .. ·· .. 1...... 1
Total........ ... . .. .. . ... .. . . ..
15.. .. .. ......

PIKE COUNTY.
Aberdeen. ........ .... ............
16
Carbon.. .... ...... ...... ...... ....
40
Ayrshire No.3. ...... ......... ....
72
Ayrsnire No.4 .............. ;. .... 118
Ayrshire No.5.. ..... ..... ........
25 ...... . .....
Rogers.. ................. ..........
17...........
Blackburn ...... ...... ...... ......
27.. .... ......
Littl...... ......................... 137............
Ha.rtwell ............ .......... ....
99............
Petersburg...... ...... ...... ...... Idle.
Winslow No.2 .................... Idle.
Winslow No.5 .................... Idle.
Total....... ............... ....

551

.= =-

3
12

I

3

1I

31
3
5
6
31
23

7
12
3
5
5
14
13

134

70

211

22
60
90
161
31
27

26
212
201

]35

182

RS
182

205

110
220

33
143

2
12
]5
13
3
1
3
13
13

............

..i 32.234" 95
............

~

......... .
,

............

............
............
............

-- - ----7[5 1,332 75 $32,234 95
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Table Showing Number of jl{iners, Machine Runners and Helpers, Etc.-Continued.
SULLIVAN COUNTY.

I~ .
.,

.;

...
<1

NAME OF MINE.

I

~

~

iC"

I~=
r:l"

r:l~

ca::s
1»1»
ca_

:S"

.

Il'l.e
.,
<1tr1

:E'd
,,<1

caca
::s

.,...'"

~

ca
0
H

Mammoth Vein....... ...... ......
Shirley Hill....... ...... ...... ....
Cummins.. ...... ...... ...... ......

~it¥;!:t:::i;::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::

D:~t~hg: 13: :::: :::::::::::: ::::

~o

2~

Total...... ...... ...... .... ....

671

"I»0

~

"
~

:3

:s

34
34
28
41
37
23
17
33
18
30
24
4-5
13
10
27
42
50
20
28
18
11
26
39
17
23
17
19
18
15
B
17
32

2
16
70
28
12
40
68 .......... ..

24' "iii'
Consolidated No. 28....... .... ....
10
12
Superior....... ...... ..............
76 "'1'0"
Consolidatod No. 30............... ......
Pearl.. .. .. . .. .. . .. .... ...... .. .. ..
10
8
Reliance.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ......
6
Union .................... ......... ......
8
Hamilton.... .................... Idle
Little Giant...... ...... ..........
43
14
Black Hawk ...................... 112
6
Clover Leaf. ............. ..... .... ......
4

-aS
0

Eo<

0

sg .. "S' '''36'

... ~:.

.;

~~ I !'l
]::S

Bunker Hill ......................
26
8
38
Caladonia. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ..
5
14
72
Dugger...... ...... .... ...... ......
3
10
90
Consolidated No. 32....... .... ....
5
22
114
Consolidated No.33....... .... ....
5
20
102
Consolidated No. SL .................. .
10
35
New Linton....... ...... ..........
3
6
30
20
112
Jackson Hill No.2 ................. "4'7"
Jackson Hill No.4 ............. ..
12
63
Phoenix No.4...... ..............
2
10
61
Shelburn...... ........... ........
5
8
12
Consolidated No. 29....... .... ....
7
14
65
Consolidated No. 31.... ..........
49 .......... ..
Freeman ...... ....................
58
Sun Flower ............................ . ."iii' '''92'
Consolidated No. 26....... .... ....
1
16
88
Dering No. 14 .... ..... ............
2
16
96

l:~t~:~c~~:~~.:::: :::::::::: ::::

.,s:i
::s
I»
ca
A

~7

'''«'54
"'j,,'

ow

33
22
31

6!
15
20

29
7
6

344 1,6<14

826

18
12
12
10
15
10

7

15
12
18
7
18
6

124
137
14$
192
179
78
63
180
152
121

36

.,

~

...

~

0

.

~

~I

144
73
93

10
10

7
190 11
202 10
233 4
68
6
181 15
235 . 7

164 11

139
180
133
101
167

9
10
13
8
12
18
12

53
83

180
165
183
95
228
160
184
135
175
223
161
142
159
166
123
120

10
6
6

160
46
36

229
188
106

12
14
25
13
11
13
7
10
14

7

7

66

~

ca
A

I

I»

149
68
75
147
161
189
123
86
119
98
104
179
32
101
107
108
102
82

7

I~.,

207

11
15
6
6
11
13
16
7
3
8
5
12
14

2

8

8
7
5

4
4
3
3

....r:l,;

"S
"...
~

0

'"S

H

"'$i;500'OO
4,95534
6,808 12
4,403 S7

.. "'542'00

.... 3,700'00
...... 289' 20
60580
96200
4,414 10
15000
1,726 03
8,95792

8 .......... ..
2 .......... ..
2 .......... .

394 3,879 5,632 274

$50,434 23

VANDERBURGH COUNTY.
Diamond ..........................
First Avenue ................... ..
Ingleside ....................... ..
Sunnyside ...................... .
Union ........................... ..
Unity .......................... ..
Total ........................ ..

I

35
27
51
53

_.1 ......

...
.. .... ......
...... ......
.. .... ......
............

921" .... .. .... I
3.~

291

50 1 222
71
8
41 .......... ..
4
9
40
261
3 .......... ..
10
10
71
308
8 .......... ..
16 \ 12
8t
139 12 ........... .
8 7 4 8 2 1 5 5 .......... ..
22
121126
232115 .......... ..
47

~~67r5s4i6I,377

==~

VERMILLION COUNTY.
Dering No.7...... ...... ...... .... 140............
Dering No.5............ .......... 152. ..... .....
Dering No.6............ ..........
85........ ....
Eureka............................
20....... .....
Buckeye No.2 .................... Not repo rted.
Crown Hill No.1...... ...... ......
96 ...... ......
Crown Hill No.2............ ...... 122 ............
Oak Hill .......................... 132
Prince. ... ...................... 154 ...... ......
Dering No. 15............... ......
82...... ......
Dering No.8................ ...... 120...... ......
Maple Valley.. ..................
70............
Total ..........................

1.i73 ~

=

35
51
25
5

9
12
8
3

184
215
118
28

195
222
296
198

18 .......... ..
24 .......... ..
8
3 .. "$235'50

20
18
34
48
15
31
17

7
8
11
13
8
10
8

123
148
177
215
105
161

176
167
198
234
195
238
189

11
10
15
14
9
15
8

!15

5,11000
3,605 00
.... 2",06"9"

io

.......... ..
.......... ..
.......... ..

[299 97 l,5OO 2,808 i35 $t1.Ot960
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Table Showing Number of Miners, Machine Runners and Helpers, Eto.-Continued.
VIGO COUNTY.
-

...'"

.;

...

NAME OF MINE.

",

"
"'.

.

I'll'

eO"

>=~

="
~..e
>="
<D" .;...
~

1>.)\
",I>.

A:d
...,

ci

.;

"

1>0

I>.

'a
8

=
A
.,

0

,,= :s.
~~
" .;:)\
.l4
.., .s
"I'l
=
"~ ;:;leO", '"
..::I
.e 0= Eo<
~

"'0

0

0

Atherton ..........................
Chicago No.6 .....................
Diamond .........................
Peerless ...........................
Lawton ............................
Seeleyville. Idle.
GrantNo.2 .......................
Glen Oak No.9 ...................
Vandalia No. 68...................
Klondike No.10 ..................
MiamiNo.l ........
Miami No.2 ......... ::: :::: ::::::
Miami No.3 ......................
Parke No. 10 ........... : ..........
Redbird ...........................
Vandalia No. 67 ..................
Vandalia No. 66 ......... '..........
Vandalia No. 81 ...................
Deep Vein ........................
Vandalia No. SO ...................
Vandalia No. 69...................
Vandalia No. 82 ...................
RayNo.2 .........................
Forrest Park ......................
Domestic Block ...................

'"

)\

.e
.l4
"...0

.e

~"

.. "3."

!::

I>.

!i

.,>=
8

...."
0

....""8

A

'"

)\

174

............
i~ ............
4 ............
19 ............

7

............

23

81,000 00

9
118
115
37
190

12
50
...... ......
...... ......
...... ......
...... ......

19
16
37
9
33

10
8
12
6
14

100
142
164
62
237

157

'''ii;'

·"ss·

61
50
14
22

13
15
10
12
10
8
8'
15
7
12
13
12
9
6
8
7
9
12
8

231
169
62
124

9
9
4
3

80
102
32
20

1 219

204
100
73

71
8859 55
8 ........... .
2 .......... ..
2 .......... ..

5

30

104

2 .......... ..

"'38' ...... ......
90
190
90
102
54
45
173
SO
72
65

59
64
56
64

...... ......
...... ......
...... ......
;"iti· '''S3'

......
......
......
......
......

......
......
, .....
.....
......
..... , ......
'''ii!' '''iii'
12
20

23
37

"'33' ...... ......

35

13
17
39
12
33
20
14
18
25
16
12
12
19
7

235

111
127
157
64
218
113
98
92
90
88
99

120
88
48

111

2U
209
227
224

206

55
190
94
166
196
178
230
141
162
185
212
153
202
225
210
184
104

"S' .... "ii>5"io
'is' .............
...........
9
6
13
6
14
8
8
6
6
8
4
5
5
2

............
............
............

.. .. 2·,.j,is·Q3
2,384 19
1,14632
1,725 00
1,109 03
2,11057
1,750 23

............

.... i;595' il5

--- --- -- -- - - -- - -$15,38912
88' 243 553 244 3,029 4,252 202

Total. ......................... 1,901

W ARRICK COUNTY .•

Big Four.. .. .. .... .... .... .... .. ..
11
Big Vein No.3....................
8
Chandler.. .... .... .... .... ........
De Forrest... . .... .... .... .... .... ......

~\!~e~·.~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::

Burke. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. ..

Total. .........................

121
18
8
4

36
54
16
10

44 "'iii' "'57
21. .. ... ......

121
13
4
3

2~

4

1~ 19A 4~ 19 :::: :::: ::::

B4 54 173f68 491428" 9961~ -$85955
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TABLE
Showing Comparative Statement of Coal Produced, ·Number of Employe~, Wagea Paid
and Per Cent. l1Icrease and DecreaseffY(' Each Year from 1900 to 1905, Inclusive.

YEAR.

1901 over 1900 ..... .
1902 ............... .
1903 ............... .
1901. .............. .
1~05 ............... .

12,096
13,139
15,128
17,838
18,609

22
•08
15
17
.043

7,019,203
8.763,197
9,992,553
9,872,404
10,995,972

11 ....... . $5,680,539 86
24 .••••••. 7.078.91312
14 .... :<ii 9,149,572 12
9,165,404 38
'''if ....... . 9,353,894 55

17
24
29
.01/10
.02

TABLE
Showing a Comparison of Average Wage8 Earned by Miners, In,Le Day and Monthly
Men and by Outside Day and Monthly Menfrom 1901 to 1905, Inclusive.
'd,j

"''''
'";:!\

1»1»

""-

YEAR.

~0:5
<PI'!

"",0

'~:a

H

1901. .............................................................. .
1902 ............................................................... .
1903 ............................................................... .
1904 ............................................................... .
1\105 ............................................................... .

$436 29
50027
566 14
45030
46326

$54447
64246
699 67
63138

57936

'd'
I'! I'!

"",

I»~

"I»

~",0:5

""''''
~:a
'- 0

0

$59324
631 85
68954
609 36
650 98

NOTE -In 1904 the block coal miners' wages were separated {rom the bituminous, while
in the above table the block coal and bituminous wages are combined.
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MINING MACHINERY.
We exhibit in the 6 following tables the number of steam
boilers, number of hoisting engines, number of dynamos, number
of compressors, number of automatic cages, number of shaker
screens, number of box car loaders, number of coal washers, number of mines having rope haulage, number of mine motors, number
of electric chain mining machines and the number of compressed
air punching machines now in use at Indiana mines. Also an
estimated cost of the various kinds of machinery.

TABLE
Of Steam Boilers and Hoisting Engines.
HOISTING
ENGINES.

STEAM BOILERS.

COUNTY.

...'"

.,...

~

·S

~

~

""~'" 3

..!:;
...

-;'"

.Q

"

Eo<

Clay ............................................... .
Davies •...................................•.........
Fountain .......................................... .
Greene ............................................ .
Gibson •.............................................
Knox .............................................. .
Parke •..............................................
Perry .............................................. .
Pike ............................................... .
Sullivan .................... '" ................... .
Vanderburgh ...................................... .
Vermillion ........................................ .
Vigo
........................................... .
Warrick: .......................................... .
Total... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

3i

r!

~0

~

...

"""

<I

"

E<;

4

'''53' '''iil
5 .... i"
3
11
91
6
24
32
6

4
1
4
2
10
4
12
5

269

57

.....f"

0

Eo<

0

16
8

R

4

····7·

.... 4·
"'i7
59

54
8
X
67
5
4
22
1
8
97
16
28
61
11

385

....

..,;

A

ell

""...

.."... 3
ol

8

"'22'
1
3
5

'''24'
3

11
12
89

0

Eo<

29
4
2
7
2
4
8
1
7
12
3
1
13
8

34

101

100

4
2
29
3
7
13
1
7

36

6
12
25
8

Total estimated cost of tubular boilers.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .. $196,185 00
Total estimated cost of fiued boilers.... ....... .... .... ...... .... .. .... .
2~,200 00
Total estimated cost of cylinder boilers.... .... .... .... ...... .. .... .... .
17,000 00
Total estimated cost of all kinds of boilers .................. '" ...... .... .... .... ... $235,385 00
Total estimated cost of direct hoisting engine •......................... $156,850 00
Total estimated cost of geared hoisting engines.. .......... .... .... ....
87,50000

----

Total estimated cost of all kinds of engines.... .... .... .... .... .... .... . ...... ...... $243,850 00
Total estimated cost of engines and boilers .................. '"

................... $479,235 00
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TABLE
Showing by Oounties the Number of Dynamos in Use and Names of Manufacturers.
,;

o

,.;

.,.,

~

COUNTY.

..<:I

=
..

~

""o

...."o

.I!l

...

a
o

o

~

Clay ................... .
Greene ................ .
Knox .................. .
Parke ................. .
Pike ................... .
l:lullivan ............... . '1;'
Vermillion ....... '" ••. 1
Vigo ......... 9. .....•..•
Warrick ............... . 1
Total ...............

1

5

'T

.... 110
22
.... 1 2
....
.... 2
2

1

5
6

i

6

13

'T

5

2

1 35

'T :::: ::::'T ::::

3
8
1

:::r::

i514345222141~ll-l-1

85

Estimated cost of dynamos f. o. b. factory ............................................ $153,000 00
The above nnmber of dynamos will require tbe same number of steam engines to
drive tbem, the estimated cost of which will be ................................. 136,000 00
Total estimated cost of dynamos and engines ................................ $289,00000

TABLE
Showing Numbe1' and Kind of Mining Machines and Compre88ors,. Also Names of Manufacturers of &me.
Comprepsed
Air Punchers

Electric Chain Machines.

COUNTY.

.,;

.,~
=

~

~
"=
... ~'"
0

~

Clay .................... \30
Greene ................. 32
Knox .......................
Parke .................. 12

§~~11~;,:;.:::: :::: :::: ::::

..;

..":;;=

."

"":;;

..

.....
..=
., . .i W
., ..
....... a ..=. ~.i..
.. d
.9 ""

..,'"

0
0

>4

C!:>

0

~

w.

Air Compressors.

.; ""t

:3

.~...

'£...

Eo<

~

>-<

0

al

..'"

Q

I ...,.....
~

.,,;

,;

~

al

~

:3 ...

w.

Eo<

d

~

0

0

Z

...;

~
d

w.

~0

,;

E ~ 3
....= ~ Eo<
OIl

3~ \'is' .~:... ~. "i·llg 'arl :'9: 14i "5·j·T ··~·I ::::
.... \ 3

4 ....

111 'i5'

'ii;'

30

3
.:::

7

l~'T

••. 175

21

6
2
2

1 ....

14

It
21

.'2~.

Vanderburgh... .... .... .... ....
2
2 2
Vigo .... ...... ...... .... 16 I.... .... 3........ 19 25 1 14 40 3
Warrick ................ ~I"': .:.:.:.:1:.:.:..:..:.:..:.:.1:.:..:.:.~1...!._712:.~1
,
Total ............... 209 69 31 50
7
5 1374 I 91 118 49 158 16

!

0

1
6

1
2
2
2
6

4

Estimated cost electric chain machines f. o. b. factory ............................... $411,400 00
Estimated cost compressed air puncher machines f. o. h. factory... .... .... .... .... 46.400 00
Estimated value compressors f. o. b. factory.... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ....... 75,000 00
Total estimated cost machines and compressors ................................. $532,800 00
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TABLE
Showing by Countiea the Number of Shaker Screens and Automatic Cages tn Use, Also
Names of Manufacturers.
AUTOMATIC OAGIIS.

SHAKER SCREENS.

Ij..

.
,.;

COUNTY.

,.!oj

""

...,.,"

Po<

~

"d
~

0

S{!:,~ne::::::::::::::::::

Gibson ..................

Knox ...................

Parke ...................
Pike ....................
Sullivan ................
VermilJion .............
Vigo ....................
Warrick ................

~

Po<

"

.,;
0

.

I~.,'"

.;

3
8

.,0
,.d"
,,1-0
00

"7'

-

Total ............... 21

..

~
0

"s'2

2

f];

0

III

'T
''i'

'T
'T "2'

~.

Po<

1

'T
1
1

....."

;1':1= ..~I ..~ .a
ui
" ...,

" ti

\1

l~::s"

OJ,

~"
000

" ~
~

~

.,

.,,.!oj

"i'

'T ''i'

..

I~ I~
., " I~ ...:.,
...... . ..
" \1
..,.;

""

Po<

fi

0

14
3
2

0

!

~

:B

"d
~

,&>

Po<

III

..." 3
,.d

0

14 14
24 [2

4
9
2
3

2

''i' "S'

'T

~

,.!oj

8
8
4
2
36
8
26
4

14
2

12
10
2

0

Eo<

2S
42
10
12
18
468
20

"4' '"2"
2
"i!'

"i!'
26

0

",'

"2'

36

- 5 - 5 -'2 - - 1 - 3 - 1 - 3 -42 134
- -94- 4- - 8 - 4.

6
-244

Total estimated value of shaker screens .............................. 863,000 00
Total estimated cost of automatic cages...... ...... .... ...... ....... 73,200 00
Total estimated cost of cages and screens ..................... $136,200 00

TABLE
Box ()al' Loaders and Coal Washers.
Box CAR LOADiCRB AND

I

COAL
NAME OF MANUFAC- WABH-

TUBERS.

ERS.

COUNTY.

1
8Parke
;:::,;;;,: :::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
......................................................... .

Pike .......................................................... .
Sullivan ..................................................... ..
Vermillion .................................................. ..
Total ..................................................... ..

~ '''T

1

4
4

I ·.. ·· .. i

1

'''T

2

1

2

13
3

5

26

'''ii'

Total estimated cost of box car loaders installed.. ............... ..................
Total estimated cost of coal washers ...................................... : .. .. .. ....

$65.000 00
6,000 00

Total estimated cost of loaders and washers.... ...... ...... ...... .... .... ......

$71,000 00
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TABLE
Of Mine Haulage by Counties.
.....
THIRD RAIL
MOTORS.

TRACTION MOTORS.

,;'
.;:

,.;

"'"

'0

...,

COUNTY.

~

......

""'
0
<1>

'"

.

'0

:g

o

S
o

o

O~
~

0 ..

3
0

Eo<

.~

~o
.;:~

I'«

.,

~

i2

- -..."

"'0

g.;::

~

...
oo.!;

,J:>.

... "

-~

.... .

-~

g

...''""

0

"

.8~
os.!;

~

0

..so

.>I"

~.~

<1>

...

0

0

0

'0

.~~
~
'0'"
.. 0

;o;~
Eo<

e

3 I~!
-0"
"

Eo<

I······

Totals. .•........ ...... ....

0

~

Eo<

Eo<

Clay .....•..
.. . .. .
21
12 .....5 '1
31. . . . 1. . 1 11 1 :l41"
(heene
... " ..'.'. ......
. . . .. . ,. ..........
. . . . . . . . .. j ......
S
Parke.... ..... ....... ...... .... . .....
. .. '1" ••••••. , ••. .. ••.. .•••• .••••. .•....
Pike.. ............. .... .... .... . ..... "'3"
2 ' .....
1 " ....
15
51
l~
Sullivan... ..... ....... .... .... .....
. . . . .5. . .... .
Vermillion....................
2 ...... ......
2
4 .........
4
Vigo....... .. ..... ...... .... .... ......
2.. .... ......
2 . . ....
3
3
5

·.1......

i

d~

'"
...1.
1

I}
1
2

-------1 --- 34- - 2
8
6
7
23
10
11
7

Total estimated cost of motors f. o. h. factory.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... $58,400 00
Total estimated cost of rope-haulage plants, complete, including engine, ropes,
sheaves, labor, etc.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ..•. ..•. .... .... .... ......
28,000 00
Total e timated cost of motors and rope· haulage ..................•.........

---$86,40000

SUMMARY OF MINING MAOHINERY.

Total number of direct hoisting engines ........ , ....... , ... .
89
Total nmnber of geared hoisting engines. '" ........... , ... .
101
Grand total number of hoisting engines .................... .
190
Total estimat~d cost of direct hoisting engines .............. . $156.35000
Total estimated cost of geared hoisting engines ............ , .
87,500 00
Grand total estimated cost of hOisting engines ........ , ., ... . 243,850 00
2hH
T'otal number of tubular boilers ....... '" ....... '" ....... .
Total number of fiued boilers ..... " ... , .. " ., .. " ... " ., ., .
57
Total number of cylinder boilers ........................... .
5D
Grand total number of boilers ................ '............. .
385
Total estimated cost of tubular boilers .................... . $196,185 00
Total estimated cost fiued boilers ... , '" .. , ... '" ... '" .. " .
22,20000
Total estimated cost cylinder boilers ....... " ............. .
17,000 00
Grand total estimated cost of boilers .... , ........ " ..... , .. . 235,385 00
Grand total hoisting engines and. boilers .................... . 479,235 00
Total number shak.er screens ..... " .. " " .... " '" " ... , .. .
42
Total estimated cost shaker screens ....................... . $63,00000
Total number automatic cages ................ , ... '" ...... .
244
Total estimated cost automatic ('ag~s ... , .......... '" .. ' : .. $73,200 00
Total number box car loaders .. , .......................... .
26
Total estimated cpst box car loaders. " ....... , .... " ...... . $65,000 00
Total number coal washers................................ .
1
~9st of c~nJ wllsper· .•• , • ! • , 1 , • ! ! , • , , , , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
$6,000 00

r---------------~

SU:M:MAl~Y

-----

OF lUNING MACHINERY.
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ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

85
number of dynamo engines. " ....... , ............•.•.
85
number of dynamos ................................. .
374
number of chain mining machines .............. , .... .
34
number of mine motors.............................. .
estimated cost of dynamo engines .................... . $136,000 00
153,000 00
estimated cost of dynamos ..................... , .. ,. "
estimated cost of chain mining machines ............. . 411,400 00
58,400 00
Total estimated cos,t of mine motors ....................... .
Grand total estimated cost ,electrical machinery............. . 758,800 00
7
Total number of mines having rope haulage ............... .
Total estimated cost of rope haulage ....................... . $28,000 ()()

Total
Total
T'otal
Total
Total
Total
Total

COMPRESSED AIR MACHINERY.

Total number of compressors .............................. .
Total number compressed air punching machines ...... '" .. .
Total estimated cost of compressors ....................... .
Total estimated cost punching machines ........... " ...... .
Grand total estimated cost compressed air machinery ....... .

25
158
$75,00000
46,400 00
121,400 00

RECAPI'fULATION.
T'otal estimated cost of hoisting engines ..... " .... '" ...... . $243,85000
Total estimated cost of steam boilers ...................... . 235,385 00
73,200 00
Total estimated cost of automatic cages ... , ................ .
65,000 00
Total estimated cost of box car loaders .................... '.
Total estimated cost of coal washers ....................... .
6,000 00
Total estimated cost of electrical machinery. " ........... " . 758,80000
Total estimated cost of rope haulage ....................... .
28,000 00
Total estimated cost of compressed air machinery .......... . 121,000 00
Grand total ........................................... $1,531,235 00
Note 1. There are no electric hoisting engines at any of the Indiana mines.
Note 2. The above, while representing the important parts of machinery, cost, etc., that make up the complement of a mine, does not
represent by far the actual amount expended in opening and developing
a mine. To this must 'be added the sinking and timbering of shaft, t,ipple,
engine room, boiler room and other buildings ventilating fan, scales,
ropes, blacksmith sllOP, smithing tools, mine cars, mine pumps, mine'
mules, railroad switch and many other articles aU of which would amount
to a sum about equal to that representeq in the recapitulation.
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TABLE
Showing names of mines in which mining is done with mining machines, also numbel' 01
Loaders, Machine Runners and Helpers and Average Ton8 Per Machine
and Per Loader and Number of Days Worked.
BLOCK COAL MINES.
CLAY COUNTY .

..:

~

'<iJ

Nun: OF

.<:I
0
.~
~

MINB.

.,'"

~
Brazil Block No.1 •......••.•..........
Brazil Block No.8 •................. "

...

""

Il<

-cl

Eo< '"<I

,,~

0

'"o

"•

.~

s

'"
3~
0'"<1

0

Eo<

Po

0

3 ......

.
....

'"" . 'I>."
~.e
"'" "

0

Il<

...

...'"

,

.g'"

,,=
:EPd

",,,

~

"

'"<I

"'0

'"
a
o .

.,;

...'"0

.!OI

...'¢I.9"
".<:I

~

~~

~

""
.. "

'"~

"OJ
" ;:!l""

:~
-cl

22
15

6
8

1,7(8
150

10,490
563

271
16

7
48

16

40

14.2
5,120

8
181

0
~

31.471
2,253

~=
,,~

...

I>.

......
- 33,724
- - -----74 --4,817 143
913
......
37
U
Total. .......•...•................
PARKE COUNTY.

Brazil Block No.12 •.•.••...•.... " ....
Mary ... , ............. , .. .... . .. . . .. . . .
TotaL .•...............•...•......

=

2.. ....
8. . .. ..

10

2851

41,064

41.349

1M

41

855

201-757

4,13i 94

BITUMINOUS MACHINl£ MINES.
CLAY COUNTY.
3
GilIord No.1 .... :.. ...... •..... .... ....
Gilford No.2 .......•......... '" .,. ....
3.. ....
Lewis, ........•... ,. ....... ...... ...... ......
6
Vivian No.4... ..... ..... ...... .... ....
9
Vivian Yo. 5....... ............ .... ....
6......
Gold Knob •....•..•••... , .•... .... ....
5'......
Tot..l ..............................

30,554
9,702
68,732
M,782
10,972
47,519

32
27
56
60
45
36

6
6
12
18
12

954
359
1,227
913
243
1,319

4,349 172
3,418 70
11,455 155
6,086 225
1.828
87
9,503 178

1,437
1,302
2,030

14,375
5,025
8.627
11.469
12.388
4,874
11.120
15.'W3
3905'
'820
10,168
12,215
27,069
13,882
969
1.077
15.161
9,91i

2s -6- zz2.ifl256" 54""'-869" 6,945 177

GREENE COUNTY.
4 ......
Black Creek .............. , .. , .........
7
Vandalia No.2 ........................ ......
8
Vandalia No.5 .............,........... ·· .. 9·
......
Gilmour ............................... '
5
Hoosier No. 1. .........................
....
1'
Island Valley No.2 ...... , ....•....... .. ··5·
......
Midland ...............................
9 . .....
SummiU No.2 ...................... ,.
4 .....
Gleuburn ..•...•.•.••••••........•.....
1 ......
Antioch •...............................
S . .....
Tower Hill ......................•.....
9 ......
Green Valley ..............••..........
10 ......
Latta. Creek .....•..•..... , ...... , ... , .
10 ......
Atla. No. ] •...........•................
10
Atlas No.2•..•.........................

"'"4"

¥~r~~ge~ :::'.:::: :::::::: ::::: ::::'.: ::: "'io' ......
North West ..•...•..• ". .........•.... ,.

Total ..............•...•.•.........

57,509
35,173
69,021
103,229
61.944
34,121
55.601
137,733
15,4121
820
30,491
110,207
210,698
138,824
9.691
4.'W9
151.615
49,573 .

__

40
27
34
114
41
34
42
91
18
8
38
100
110
100
140
20
92
'71

8
14
16
18
10
14
10
18
8
2
6
18
20

20
20
8
20
10

905'

1.510
1,003
1,323
1,518
81\7
]02
802
1,102
1,915
1,388
69
2]5
1,648
698

126
124
125
151
224
129
147
182
'S2
1
103
11 6
]89
179
30
37
184
7S

°

5 . ..... _.
-1,139
- -----' -10,634 122
SOB
M
26 1,276,173 1,120

. NOTE.-Employe. in the Letsinlrer and Antioch mines are not shown in table of employes.
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KNOX COUNTY.

NAME OF MINE.

~rn"::Kj;oi::::::::: .:::::::::: :::::::::
I£nterprise ............................ .
Total .....

>0', ••••••••••••••••••••••

Ii .... 2

12,764
21,618
1,512

18
37
'l!l

10
4

4

709
564
56

6,382 80
4,323 182
756 27

7

35,894

82

18

437

3,988

96

33
18
48

6
8
28

1,211

13,329
2,447
6.604

191
52
150

2

2

PARKE COUNTY.
Mecca No.3 ...........................
. Lyford N 0.1. ., ....... , ................
Parke No. 11 ..........................
Total. ..............................

3 ......
4

'''i4"

3,989
9,790
92,456

544
1,924

--7 ------1,436
- --142,235
14
99
42
6,773 450

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
Bunker Hill....... .... .... .... ........
4......
Caledonia. .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
7......
Vandalia No. 30. .... .... ....... .. ....
5......
Consolidated Southern Ind. No. 32...
11.. ....
Consolidated Southern Ind. No. 33. ..
10......
Consolidated Sonthern Ind. No. 34...
5.....
Consolidated Southern Ind. No. 29...
7 ......
Consolidated Southern Ind. No. 31. .. No re port.
Consolidated /:louthern Ind. No. 26...
8......
Consolidated Southern Ind. No. 28...
6......
Con&olidated Southern Ind. No. 30...
5......
Consolidated Southern Ind. No. 25. ..
4.. .. ..
NewLinton...........................
3 .....
JaoksonHiIINo.2 ....................
10 .....
Jaokson Hill No.4. ...................
6 ......
Phoenix No.4................. ........
5 ......
Shelburn ... , ............... ,.. . ......
4 ......
Sunllower ... :......... .... ............
8......
DeringNo.13..........................
6 ......
Dering No. 14...... .... ........ ........
8......
Wolford ...............................
4 ......
Mammoth.............. .... ........ ...
8......
Shirley HilI No. 1. ................ ""
6......
Cummins.... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... .......
Bocking .... , ................ '" . . . . ..
11. . . .. .
Citizens.. ........ .... .... .... .... ......
2......
Kettle Creek..... ........ ... ....•.•..
4......
Relianoe..... ...... ..•. .... ........ ....
3......
Little Giant..... .... .... .... .... .....
7......
Bla.ck Hawk..... .... ........ ...... ....
31......
Clover Leaf... .... ...................
2......
Total......... .... .... .... .... ......

33,726
21,191
25,210
101,179
149,444
59,971
96,232
2.750
52,222
101.525
39.803
21.691
12.530
148,155
24.175
38,349
7,400
133,324
85.381
161,888
36.197
26.765
59,888
13.264
149.601
9.888
33,466
17 .05~
125.361
12.865
6,519

38
8
887
72
14
294
90
10
280
104
22
972
102
20
1,465
35
10
1,713
65
14
1,480
Mac hines not re
88
16
593
54
12
1.g00
45
10
884
31
8
699
30
6
415
112
20
1,322
63
12
:l83
61
10
628
12
8
616
92
16
1,449
44
12
1.917
96
16
1,694
36
8
1.005
70
16
3.382
40
12
1,4117
Mac hines taken
86
22
1,739
14
4
706
33
8
1.014
22
6
775
64
14
1,958
15
16
8'>7
20
4
325

172 ...... 1,807,013 1.634

344

8,431
3,O'l!l
5.042
9,198
14,944
11,994
13,747
ported.

124
52
93
190
202
233
180
20
6,5~7
207
16,920 161
7,960 159
5,422 120
4.176
68
14.815 18L
4.029 68
7.669 164
1,850 139
16.665 167
14.230 223
20,236 180
9,049183
3,345 95
9,999 141
out.
13.600 184
4.944 135
8.366 166
5.684 ]23
17.908 229
4,288 188
3.~59
60

1,106 10-,s<lsTi47

VIGO COUNTY.
Atherton....... .... .... .... .... .... ....
6......
Parke No. 10..... .... .... .... .... ..... ......
13
VandaliaNo.82.......................
6
Ray No.2.. .... ........ .... .... .... ....
6" '1'0"
Forrest Park ..... '" .... .... .... ......
Klondike...... .... .... .... .... .... ....
TotaL... .... .... .... .... .... .....
70-Geology.

59.486
10204'666143
•
21,779
35,652
798

50
12
1.189
9,914 174
33
26
3.155
8.011 178
12
12
1.722
3.444 212
23
12
946
3.629 210
37
20
966
3,565 184
Mac hines taken out.

Is 23 24i52i 135 82fl,055 5.915liii
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W ARRICK COUNTY.

..
,.;

~

~

"
=
A.

.2
.!::

.;.

10

.;;
NUIE OF MINE.

0

"

~"

De Forrest ............................. .... i;
Electric ................................
Caledonia .............................
0
Total .............................

.
~

S
0

0

6

Big Four...............................

g~~~3;~r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :

0:

.....

..,.
p..,

10'
o:~

0:

o .
0-<'"

.;

"=

...
'""

Eo<

...:l

"

~"
~~

o:~
""

:E"d
QO:
01"

"
0

57,801
9
95,606
25,819
4
6,280
2
0
122,409
3 not rep'd

~

36
54
16
10
57
12

--6 ----24
3b7 ,915 185

..

...

"
="
~..e

c

12
18
8
4
12
6

"

"A

A

'"100>

'"0:

o·
0-<"

0-<.

~.~

:~
,,'"
... "
1--'<

,,~

""'"

,,0

1,605
1,770
1,613
628
2,147

c
~

...

~

-<

A

~~

-<

'Ci

...."...

9,633
10,622
6,454
3,141
20,401

"

219
2\14
100
73
221

-- ---60
1,664 10,263 163

N ou. See General Table for Cummins, Consolidated Southern Indiana No. 31, Klondike

TABLE
Showing the Number of Tons of Coal produced in each County, the Number of Keg8 of
Powder used, Numbel' of Tons of Coal produced per each Keg and the 1'otal
production for the State for the year 1905 and a general
avera.qe of Tons produced per Keg of Powder.
County.

Total Tons
of Co a!.

I

No. Kegs of
Powder.

I

Tons per
Keg.

Clay...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ...... .... .... .....
Daviess .... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... . ....
Fountain..... ...... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ... ......
Greene.... .... ............ .... .... .... ...... ...... ....
Gibson. ..... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... ......
Knox.. .... ...... ....... ..... ...... ..................
Parke...... ...... ...... .... .... ....... .... ...... ......

815,860
76,653
70,535
2,216,190
100,847
223,964
741,013

'22,457
3,921
4,231
53,601
4,674
29,327

25.1
195
16.6
41.9
21.1
18.6
25.2

Su1Iinn ...... .......... .. .... ...... .... .... .........
Vander burgh ........... ....... .......................
Vermillion..... ........ ......... ................ ......

2,395.918
307,781
1,381,246

45.333
13,886
87,939

52.8
22.1
15.7

~r~~:::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: ::::

W:~ricik::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::::: ::::
Grand Total. ........................... , .....

38~:~tt

1,~~g:g6Z

1l.9~3.

18,~t~

7g;~tg

~U

g~J

- 10,995,972
- - - -------427,650
25.7

NOTE. 1. The price paid for powder during the year was one dollar and seventy-five
cents ($1.75) per keg, which represents a total sum of seven hundred and forty-eight thousand three hundred and eighty-seven dollars and fifty cents ($748,387.50) or a fraction over
six and eight tenths (6.8 cents per ton for each ton of coal produced.
NOTE. 2. Mining in Daviess, Fountain, Gibson. Perry, Pike, Vanderburgh and Vermillion Counties is done by hand exclusively. By referring to the above table it will be seen
that the average tons of coal produced per keg of powder in the.e counties is far below the
general average for the state. It will also be noticed that the averageS in Greene, Sullivan
and Warrick Counties are very high; this is accounted for by res son of the fact that the
greater portion of coal mined in these three conn ties is done with machines.
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TABLE
Showing by Counties the Geologicol liumber of coal Reams operated in the Bituminous
Coal fields of Indiana and the Number of Tons mined from each seam in 1905.
TOTAL.

GEOLOGICAL NUMBER OF SEAMS AND NUMBER OF TONS MINED.

I n. I

Count,..
Clay. .... ...... .... .... ....
Davie~s...... .... . ..... ....
j!'ountain.... ..............
Greene.... .... .... ........
Gibson ...... ..............
Knox........ ......... .....
Parke........ .......... ....
Pike....... ...... .... ......

IlL

I

V.

IV.

VI.

I VII.

....... 139,643
99,859
71,640
163,054...... ....
.......
26,605
50,048 .......... ..........
.. .....
71,090............. ...... .. ........ ..........
....... 128,275 1,972,556
114,166
..,
..... .......... ..........
81,987" 1il,959 ::::::::::
....... .......... ..........
18,li60
152,698
52,706
....... 244,729
12,822
207,523 .........
....... .......... .......... 388,847.... ...... ..........

§~rri;'~~·.:::::::::::::::::: y~~ ii4',i96' .. ioi:i,ii;3' .. 302'.557' 'i,7iii,260' .. i'51,503'
Vanderburgh.... ......... ....... .......... .... ...... 307,781..... .....
..
Vermillion ............................................................... 1,384,682
Vigo ............................................................ 1,824,475
68,350
Warrick.. .... ....... ..... ....... ... . ...
340.608

. ..

Total.. ........ 17,8951 724,53812,185,400 11,689,01614,086,36911,657,241

474,196
76,663
71,1·90
2,214,997
100.946
:.123,964
465,074
!l88,847

2,38U~~
307,781

l,~84,682

1.892,82fi
340,608

110,337~237

EXAMINATIONS.
Examinations of applicants for certificates of competency to
serve as mine boss, fire boss and hoisting' engineers were held in
Terre Haute on the foUowing dates during the year 1905, and the
result of each examination exhibited in the table below:
Applicants.

II

Passed.

II

Failed.

M. B.I F.B.IH. E·IIM. B·I F. B·IH. E 11M. B·I F.RIH. E.
------------------~---+--~
32
22
3
April 11 to 13. .. ................... .
14
11
7
August 2Q, 24, 25 .................. ..
It
12
6
I
December 27, 28 ................... ..
ill I
-24'
TotaL ......................... .. 119

l~ 2! U ~~ Ii ~g
40

u

56 45 16 58

We give herewith a list of the names and addresses of persons
who passed at the above examinations and to whom cerrtificates
were granted, also number .of certificate and per cent. of grade:
HOISTING ENGINEERS.
Examination Held April 11, 12 and 13, 1905.
No.
Per
Certifioate.
Name.
Addr.88.
Oent.
7 ......... W m. H. Southerlin ....................... garlisle . .... .... .... .... ...
79
8 ......... Lon Wilson ............................... Carlisle... .........................
78
9 ......... Her~hel Wence ........................... Shelburn .......... '... ... .... ......
80
lea!!c Kauble ............................. Linton.......... .... ...... ...... ....
76.

to .........
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Oertificate.
Name.
Addre8..
Cent.
ll ......... J.N. Arthur .............................. Gilmour............. ................
76
15 ......... John Strietelmier ......................... Linton ........... ..... ...... ........
75
17 ......... Frank Gam bilL ........................... Sullivan.. ..... .... .... .... .... ......
77
18 ......... George A. Gastinean ...................... Sullivan..... ........... .............
77
22 ........ Thad Miller.............................. Seeleyville............ ..............
79
31. ........ A. M. Dale ................................ Bicknell .... ...... ...... .... .... ....
77
33 ......... J o8eph Fox........................... " ... Bicknell.... .. . .. .. . ... .. .... .... .. ..
84
63 ......... Jas.N.Wa.tson ........................... Linton..............................
78
66 ......... Oscar L. Lind ............................. Sa.ndborn......... ..................
83
65 ......... W. B. Beattie ............................. Littles....... .............. ...... ....
77
70 ......... Allen Ruble ............................... Tritchton ..... .... ...... ...... ......
77
85 ......... J. A. Baker................................ Coalmont................... ........
79
90 ........ Cha.rles Miller ........................... Linton.. .... ...... ...... ...... ......
77
93 ......... Ja•. C. Winn .............................. Brazil....... ........................
76
94 ......... J. E. West ................................. Linton .......... ...... ..............
78
95 ........ C. H. Rumbaugh .......................... Brazil..... ...... ...... ...... ........
77
99 ......... Benj. H. Ruble ............................ Wheatland........ .......... .... ....
76
104 ......... Albert Weaver ........................... Bicknell ...... .... ...... ...... ......
79
113 ......... Scott Amour .............................. Linton .... ...... ........ ...... ......
76

MINE BOSS.
Examination Held April 11.12 and 13. 1905.
No.
Per
Certificate.
Na me.
Addre...
Cent.
6 ......... Areh Fisher ............................... Diamond............ ................
81
25 ......... Herbert M. Stewart ....................... Burnett. ...... .... ...... ....... .....
84
26 ......... Ambrose Johnson ......................... Terre Haute...... .......... ........
77
29 ........ E. Kent Davis ............................ Shelburn...... ...... ...... ..........
77
32 ......... George H. Burton ......................... Princeton ........ ..... ...... .... ....
81
36 ......... William Treager.......................... Brazil....... ............ ............
84
37 ......... James Gray ............................... Diamond ...................... ,....
78
39 ......... Reuben H. Crabb ......................... Edwards .... ........ .... ...... ......
77
42 ......... Thomas E. Cassady ...................... C..nnelburg....... ............ ......
82
43 ......... John Pintin ............................... Edw ..rds....... ...... .......... ......
77
45 ........ George Benefield ......................... Shelburn...... ...... ...... ...... ....
84
46 ......... Oliver Hou.tin ........................... Clinton........ .... ...... ...... ......
87
51. ........ Alex. Wright .............................. Ehrmandale...... ...... ...... ......
79
52 ......... H .. rry Harvey .............................. Linton ...... .......... ..............
79
72 ......... T.A.M .. thews ............................ Jasonville ................. :.........
80
75 ......... William Sampson ........................ Linton ......................... ......
77
76 ......... Charles E. Sherwood ..................... Linton .......... ...... ........ ......
86
78 ......... John D. H ..rper .......................... Linton ...... ............. ...........
87
79 ......... Stephen J. Robinett ...................... Linton .................. ............
81
91. ........ Charles S. Perry .......................... Cate..... ...... ...... .... .... .... ....
91
96 .... , .... Otto R. Chamberlain ...................... SeeleyviJIe.. ...... ..................
76
24 ......... Charles McAtee ........................... Linton .... ........ ...... ...... ......
79
106 ......... Thomas Race ............................. Br... n ....... .... .... ...... ...... ....
77
108 ........ Archie McCulloch ........................ Clinton.. ...... ...... ...... .... ......
82
109 ......... L. L. Reese ............ ............... ~ .... Bicknell....... ...... .... .... .... ....
77
FIRE BOSS.
E" .. miUlttion Held April 11. 12 and 13.1905.
No.
Per
Certificate.
Name.
Address.
Cent.
5~ .......... Ju\os Surmont ............................ Linton............ ............ ......
80
54 ......... Robert E. Collins .......................... Linton ................. ..... ........
78
58 ......... Patrick Byrne ............................ Linton .......... ...... .......... ....
76
82 ......... George Murdock .......................... Linton.... .......... .......... ......
76
97 ......... W. H. Chandler ........................... Clinton..... ...... ...... .... .... ....
8t
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HOISTING ENGINEERS.
Examination Held August 22, 23 and 24, 1905.
No.
Per
Certificate.
Name.
Addre...
Cent.
2 ......... John Mem'mert ........................... Pleasantville....... ...............
80
4 ......... Ed A. Allen ............................... Jasonville ............ ........ ......
76
7 ......... Charles Beadley .......................... Midland....... .... .... .... .... ......
78
8 ......... Fred G. Marshall ......................... Sullivan........... ............ ......
81
9 ......... Otis Ethridge ............................. Farmersburg.. ......................
78
ll ......... W.H.Coker .............................. Linton ......................... ·....
78
13 ......... William Roseberry ....................... Farnsworth....... ..................
75
14 ........ D. E. Alumbaugh ......................... Sullivan............................. . 75
15 ......... Henry Ballard ............................ Dugger................ ..............
75
16 ......... Daniel Brown ............................ Dugger.......... ...... .....
76
MINE BOSS.
Examination Held August 23, 24 and 25, 1905.
No.
Per
Certificate. l'ame.
Addr....
Cent.
18 ......... George W. Chambers ..................... Clinton....... ...................
90
20 ......... Charles A. Thompson .................... Carbon...... ............ ...... ......
76
21. ........ Urick Decker ............................. Sullivan. ..... ...... ...............
85
2:3 ......... W. S. Harris .............................. Terre Haute..... ...................
82
25 ......... J.A.Crltbb ............................... Terre Haute ....................... ·
77
26 ......... Robt. P. McKinney ....................... Linton .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ..
78
27 ......... Frank Crooks ............................ ClLladonia............. .... ..........
80
28 ......... Mont Ayler .............................. Carbon..............................
82
30 ......... Robert T. Peel ........................... Farmersburg .... ...... .............
90
32 ......... Clay Moss ................................. Jasonville ......... ...... ..........
77
33 .... : .... JulesSurmont ............................ Paxton .............................
92
35 ......... Edgar Livingston ........................ Liuton .... .... .... .... .... .... ......
76
36 ......... Albert Wheatley .......................... Linton.... .... .... .... .... .... ......
75
37 ......... Iver Risher ............................... Linton.... .... ...... .......... ......
80
40 ......... Reuben Street ........................... Terre Haute...... .... .... .... ......
79
42 ......... George H. Richards ..................... Terre Haute.... ...... .... .... ......
76
43 ........ Arthur Love .............................. Linton.... ...... ..... ..............
83
44 ......... Scott Amour .............................. Linton.. .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
84
45 ......... J. F.Leigh ................................ Linton ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
75
46 ......... Oscltr J. Pleschner ....................... Linton ..................... .........
75
4l. ........ Noah Duchene ........................... Bra..il....... ...... ........ ..........
76
22 ......... Clem Phillips ............................. Brazil...... .... ...... ...... ........
78
89
79 ......... Alvah Halbert ............................ Linton ........................ ......
HOISTING ENGINEERS.
Examination Held December 27 Itnd 28,1905.
No.
Per
Certificate. Nallle.
Addre...
Cent.
11 ......... Wm. Meiring ............................. Brazil......................... ......
83
16 ......... Charles McCarter ......................... Shelburn...... .... ...... .... .... ....
78
20 ......... James Powell. ............................ Dugger........................ ......
75
22 ......... R.C. Lewellyn ............................ Duge-er...... .... ........ ............
76
23 ......... Charles Weltver ........................... Sullivan................ .... ........
77
25 ......... J.O.Stewart .............................. Linton..............................
78
27 ......... Sherman Turvy ........................... Linton....... ......................
76
28 ......... (larnet Gardner.......................... Linton...... .......................
77
30 ......... RobertBaird ............................. Cardonia.... ......... ........ ......
77
3l. ........ William Smith ........................... Boonville ...... ;.. .... .... .... .... ..
76
3'.! ......... Harry Lewis.... ... .. .................... Princeton.... ...... ...... .... ...... .
00
35 ......... Edward Jones .......................... Linton............ .......... ......
76
37 ......... EdShott................................... Burnett..... ...... ...... ...... ......
75
65 ......... Alphlt M. Withrow ........................ Diam.ond ....... .... .... .... .... ....
81

..
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Certificate.
Name.
Addre.8.
Cent.
66 ....•••.. Oscar Hall ................................ Caladonht..... .... .... .... .... .... ..
89
76 ......... George Chadwick ......................... Fontanett... .... .... .... .... .... ....
80
77 .......•. Bluford Gadberry .. : ..................... Shelburn....... ...... .... .... ......
79
79 .•...... Garfield Dugger .......................... Shelburn.... .... .... .... .... .... ....
76
78 ......... VickVandvoir ............................ Coal Bluff......... .... ..............
78
83 ......... Samuel FI"ming.......................... Carlisle..... .... .... .... .... .... ....
75
M ......... Ollie Ring ................................. Farmersburg. .... .... .... .... ......
93
89 .....••.• J. Thomas Williams ..................... Carlisle..... .... .... •..... ..... .....
79
94 •........ George B. Russell. ....................... Burnett. .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
89

MINE BOSS.

No.

Examination Held December 27 and 28, 1905.
p~

Certificate. Name.
Address.
Cent.
2 ......... John.T. Rowa ............................. Farmershurg.. ........ .... ...... ....
84
5 ........ . Cooper Taylor ............................ Jasonville ...... .... .... ....... .....
76
6 ......... Morgan Thomas .......................... Rosedale...... ...... .... ...... ......
90
7 ......... Adam Vonderschmitt ................... Vicksburg ....... ,. ...... .... ......
76
10 ......... William Pierce ........................... Boonville. .... .... .... .... .... ......
76
12 ......... W. L.Brown .............................. Harmony ....................... ....
88
14 ......... William Burcham ........................ Linton.... .... .... .... ...... .... ....
78
15 ......... Theodore Linder ......................... Terre Haute...... .... .... ...... ....
76
17 ......... P. Wiggs .................................. Littles .............. ............ ....
79
33 ......... Jess Thomas ............................. Sbelburn.... ...... .... .... ...... ....
80
41. ........ Wm. Gregory ............................. Cass. ...... .... .... .... .... .... ......
85
43 ......... T. H. Mills ............................... Shelburn •..........................
83
47 ......... R.M.Hugbes ............................. Burnett.............................
77
49 ......... David Wilson ............................. Sullivan ...... ...... ...... ...... ....
88
51. ........ Charles Martin ........................... JasonvilIe ...... ...... ...... ... ....
76
51. ........ John Henry ............................... CoxvilIe .... ...... .... ...... .... ....
82
5t ......... William Anderson ....................... Linton ........ .... ........ ...... ....
87
58 ......... WiIIiam Gambill ......................... WestTerre Haute...... ............
81
61. ........ James Kennedy .......................... West Terre Haute...... ...... ......
82
63 ......... James Simons ............................ Ayrshire...... ...... .... ...... ......
78
72 ......... Milburn Little ............................ Winslow.... .... ..... .... ...... ....
7r,
74 ......... James White .............................. Jasonville .... ......................
8~
75 ......... David Evans ............................. Coal Bluff. .... ..... ..... .... .... ....
79
78 •....... Willi ..m H ..ys ............................. 'ferre Haute.... .... .... .... .... ....
80
81. ........ George Anderson ......................... Farmersburg . .... ....... ... ........
86
86 ..........r ..s. Vanderver ........................... Coal Bluff.. ................. .... ....
82
98 ......... Wm. W. Hugbes .......................... Clinton....... ...... .... .... .... .....
76

FIRE BOSS.
Examin ..tion Held December 27 and 28, 1905.
·/io.
Per
C"tillcate. Name.
Addre88.
Cent.
2 ...... , John J. Rowa ............................. Farmersburg ............. ..........
84
3 ......... Steve Robinett ........................... Linton .. ........... .............. ...
79
4......... Walter Lambert ........................... J8~onvi1le.. ...... ...... ...... ......
86
40 ......... John Sutton .............................. Farmersburg ....... .... ...... ......
87
42 ........ Clay Moss ................................. Ja·sonville .... ...... ...... .... ......
85
45 ......... Thos. Thomas ............................ Sbelburn.. .... .... .... .......... ....
8b
46 ......... James Nol .. n ., ........................... Linton .............. .... ........ ....
83
57 ......... Harve Conrad ............................ Bicknell ...... ...... ...... .... ......
86
59 ......... Sol Davis ................................ Bicknell .. ...... .... .. ........ ......
80
71 ......... John Arcber ............................... Shelburn.......... ............ ......
91
73 ......... William Myers ............................ Turner ........................ " ....
87
93 ......... R. B. Coleman ............................ Sullivan ...........................
76
I!O ........ Urie Decker ...................... , ....... Slliliv!'lI ... ,''', .. ",. , ..... , ..... ,.
8Q
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No.
Per
Addres..
Cent.
Certificate.
82 ..•...... S.J.Wilton .............................. I.inton..............................
82
87 .....•... James Dunn .............................. Vicksburg ..........................
86
91. ••.•..•. Harry Evans .............................. Hymera. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . .
85
92 •.•...••. E. B. Rouse ............................... Sullivan...... ...... .... ......•.....
83
99 ..•...... William Burrows ......................... Shelburn.. .... ...... .... •... .... ....
99

Certificates of service granted the following in 1905 :
MINE BOSS.
H. E. Hosteller ....................•......................................... '" Jasnnville.
Benjamin King ................................................................... Seeleyville.
David Wesley..... .... ...... .... . ................................................ Clinton.
George B. Stuthard ............................................................... Clinton.
W. F. Bosley ......... '" ......................................................... Troy.
Joseph Helron .................................................................... Evansville.
William Seckinger ............................................................... Farmersburg.
Thomas Wilson ................................•.................................. Washington.
Martin Cahill .............................................•.................•..... Cannelburg.
HOISTING ENGINEERS.
John H. Merrill ..................................................... '" .......... Newburgh.
Charles A. Wilder ................................................................ Boonville.

MINE OASUAL.TIES.
The monthly reports of coal companies and mine bosses made to
this office during the year 1905 show an aggregate of 251 accidents to mine employes, classified as follows: Fatal, 47; serious,
103, and minor, 101. The causes of these accidell1ts are shown
in the anne.xed table:

TABLE
Exhibiting Number of Oasualties Arising if! Indiana Mines During the Year 1905 and
the Different Causes Thereof.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENT.

! Fatal. ! seriOUS.! Minor.

Falling slate. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ......
18
37
Falling coaL... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .. ... 1.....
6
~moke explosion..... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ......
2
.... ·6" .. ·
Delayed shots.........................................
Premature shots................... ....................
2
2
Blown-out .hot. ..... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... ..........
7
Misplaced shots........ .... .......... .... .... ...... ....
9

~:~:~i\~~ ~::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::': :::::::: ::::

30
25
2

..... ~........ ·2....
4
.... io....

Kicked by mule... ..... .......................... ...... .........
Miue cars.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ......
3
F":I1jllg down. shaft.. .. .... .... .... .... .... ........ ....
2

21
..

12

tt!fI~~~J"c~~~~~~~::::::::::::::: ::::::'.:::::::::::'.:::: .. '''C'' ... 2.... ·.... 6....

Coal falling down shaft..... .... .... .... .... ...... ....
Explosion of fire-damp.. .... ...... ....................
Shot blowing through pillar....... ...... ...... .... ....
Powder explosion.. .... .... ...... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. ..
Miscellaneous...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ....
Totals.. .. .... .. .. .. • ..... .. .... .... .... .. .. .... ....

1
1
1
3
4

.....9..... ..........
...... .... ..........
2
.... is" ..

Total.
85

31
3
8
4
7
9

~

14
36
2

~

1
10
1
5
20

----------47
103
101
251
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FATAJJ AOOIDENTS,
We give herewith, by months, a detailed statement of facts
and circumstances attending each of the above fatal accidents as
established by investigation made by this department, acting in
conjunction with the coroner of the county in which the accident
oecurred, also such comments on same as we deem necessary, with
recommended legislation relating to mine accidents.
JANUARY.

The records for this month show a t0'tal of 4 fatal accidents
arising from different causes. The first of them occurred on the
4th inst., in the McOleHand Coal Oompany's Buckeye Mine, Vermillion Oounty. John Galloway, American, a shot firer, aged 26
years, met his death as the result of a smoke explosion, caused
by blown out shots. Decedent and a fellow miner by the name
of Oharles Houser, were employed to fire the shots. in this mine
after the miners and other workmen had compJeted their daY"l
work and left the mIne. About 3 :30 o'clock p. m. (firing time)
of above date, they had commenced firing the shots, as usual,
which had be€Jl1 prepared by the miners during the working hours
of the mine and had completed all of their work on the north
SIde of the mine, except one pair of ('ross entries, viz., the 1st
and 2d northwest. Both men were lighting shots O'll the 2d west,
Galloway commencing at the head of the entry and Houser a
numoor of rooms farther back, each to continue lighting shots
one after the other as long as there were any to light in the district,
allotted him. Some 8 or 10 shots had boon lighted in this manner before anyone of them had time to explode, when a shot
located in face of the entry and one in room 4 (both resulting in
blown out shots) exploded simultaneously, the flames· of which
entering the dense body of hea.ted powder smoke made by the
shots previously fired, caused a smoke explosion of such violence
as to almost wreck the interior of the mine. The shot firers evidently feared an explosion would follow some one of the shots
they had lighted, as they had gone over into room 1 on the first
west for safety. The explosion, however, covered the entire area
of both entries and when found by searching parties several hoUl's
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later, Galloway was dead, having succumbed either to after damp
or powder smoke, possibly both. Houser was unconscious, but
on being" taken to the surface was revived with much difficulty,
otherwise he suffered no serious inconvenience and was at his
work again in a few days.
A very dangerous practice, one for that matter which a majority
of shot firers are guilty of, is exhibited in.this instance, viz., that
of lighting a number of shots in succession, frequently causing a
dozen or more to explode at the same moment, thus c.reating a
dense body of powder smoke, sometimes at almost white heat.
Also the extra. heavy eoncussion of so many shots raising the cool
dust in suspension and should the flame of a blown out shot enter
the atmosphere in this condition an explosion of greater or less
violence is sure to follow.
On January 12th, Fred Willis, American, aged 18 years, single,
was fatally injured by being nm over by a loaded mine car, in the
Victory Mine, Greene County. At the time of the accident he
was coming down a slight grade with a trip of loaded cars at a
rapid rate of speed, riding by standing with one foot on the draw
bar in the front end of the first car and the other foo·t on the tail
chain. Just as he reached the bottom of the grade, his foot slipped
and he fel] under the front car and dragged for some distance,
crushing him about the head and chest, injuring him so that he
died a few days later.
On January 17th, George Hugh, American, aged 46 years,
was killed by falling slate in the Linton Semi-Block Mine, Sullivan County. At the time of the accident Hugh and 3 other persons were at work cleaning up a slate fall near the face of a cross
entry. A few feet inside the point where they were working was
a very dangerous piece of loose slate, which the mine boss had
examined when starting the men to work, and gave them orders
that no one should go under it until it had been properly secured
or taken down, but for some reason decedent, at about 11 :30
o'clock, had gone under it and was working when suddenly, with·
out warning, it gave way and a large piece of the slate, measuring
8 feet wide, 10 feet long and 13 inches thick, fell on him, killing
him instantly. He leaves as dependents a wife and 5 children.
A conformance to the orders given by the mine bOss in this
instance would havB prevented the loss of a life.
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On J aimary 25th, Andrew Trueblood, American, loader, aged
25 years, was fatally injured by falling slate in the Wilfred No.
1 ::Mine, also in Sullivan County. At about 8 :00 o'clook a. m. of
above date, Trueblood and his buddy were engaged in loading a
car of coal and were working within 6 or 8 feet of the face of
this room, when a piece of slate 7 feet wide, 8 feet long and 51;2
inches thick fell, striking decedent, injuring him so badly that
he died 9 hours later at his home. He leaves a wife and 1 child.
The accident was inves,tigated by Assistant Inspector Mr. Dodds,
who reported plenty of timbers of proper length and cap-pieces on
hand, and 1hat the accident could have been prevented had a numoor of them been set under the slate, which was not done..
FEBRUARY.

Three deaths resulting from mine accidents occurred during this
month, the first of which was that of .Lew E. Webb, Ame'rican,
aged 52 years, night foreman at the Glendora Mine, Sullivan
Oounty. At about 11 o'clock p. m. of the 14th, Webb and 1
other person were engaged thawing out some steam pipes with
burning waste. The pipes were located a short distance above the
surface, and in order to reach them they weT0 using the east
cage. After they had completed the work of thawing out the
pipes they came down to t.he ground, landing on the cage, and the
night being very cold they went into the engine room to warm,
leaving the cage stationary at the ground landing. After staying
in the engine room about 5 minutes decedent started to gO' down
the shaft for the purpose of starting the pump. Both of the shaft.
gates were standing open and although the pit. head was well
lighted with electric lights, he in some way made a, mIstake and
stepped into the open or west side of the shaft, falling to the bottom, a distance of 160 feet., killing him instantly. He leaves as
dependents a wife and 2 children. An observance on the part of
decedent of the statute requiring the mine management to keep
shaft gates closed, except when in use, would have prevented this
accident.
i; :! i !
On February 18th Tillman Shoemaker, American, miner, age~
28 years, was fatally injured by a premature blast in the Oswa*
Mine, Gibson Oounty. At about 3 o'clock p. ID. of above date l
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deceased was attempting to charge a shot and his cartridge having
stuck fast before reaching the back of the drill hole, it is presumed that he waf> trying to drill it out with the steel bitt on his
tamping bar, and fired. the powder by the steel coming in COlltact
with a piece of sulphur, making a spark. This opinion is based
on the fact that a fresh cartridge of powder was standing about
4 feet back from whe,re he was working. Also from the fact that
the tamping bar was found some 20 feet back from the face of the
room, with the bitt pointing toward the drill hole. The bitt was
also very warm when examined a few minutes after the accident.
When found, decedent was lying about 21 feet back from the drill
hole where he was thrown by the shot, and although conscious, his
pain was so intense from injuries received that he was unable
to give any information as to how the accident occurred, and died
20 hours later without having done so. He leaNes a wife and
1 child.
On February 28th, Daniel Shake, American, miner, aged 44
years, was fatally burned by an explosion of blasting powder in
the Knox Mine, Kno'X County. From evidence given at the investigation by deceased him:lelf, he at the time of the accident
(12 :20 p. m.) was. engaged making up cartridges preparatory to
charging his shots. He had made and filled with powder 1 cartridge about 2lj2 feet in length and about 2 inches in diameter,
which he leaned up agajnst the coal within a foot or so of his
lamp, which was setting on the floor, and while preparing a second cartridge the one leaning against the coal was in some way
knocked over on the lamp, igniting the pcmder, exploding both
cartridges and nearly a full keg of powder, from which he was
filling the cartridges, burning him both internally and externally,
from which injuries he died on March 3d following. He, leaves
as dependents a wife and 4 children.
MARCH.

•

Eleven fatal accidents were recorded during this month, the
first of which occurred in the .J ackson Hill N 01. 2 Mine, Sullivan
County, whoo on the 6th inst. J aoob Brumitt, American, a drive;r,
aged 26 years, was fatally injured by falling down the hoisting
shaft off ap ascending cage. At about 3 :45 o'clock p. m. deceased
having completed his day's work was bringing his mule up the
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shaft and when within about 10 feet of the; surface landing he
in some way fell over and 'was caught and dragged through between the cage bottom and the buntins, crushing him about the
head and chest, permitting him to fall to the bottom of the shaft,
a distance of about 90 foot, injuring him so badly that he died
7 days later. He leaves a wife and 2 children. There were no
eye witnesses to this accident and it is not known what caused him
to fall. It is reported, however, that he stated to some persons a
short time after the accident that his mule had reared up while he
was holding it, causing him to lose his footing. This statement is,
in all probability, true and will explain the cause of his fall.
On March 9th Harlin Lee, American, loader, aged 19 years,
single, was killed by a premature blast in the Island Valley No. 2
Mine, Greene Oounty. Decedent and his father were working to-gether as loaders, their duties being to shoot down and load out
the coal after it had been und~ cut with an electric chain machine. Also to timber their working place. On the evening of
the above date they had prepared their shots in one of their rooms,
which had been under cut 6 foot deep. One of the shots known
as the breaking down shot was located in the center of the room,
the other two were located one on each rib of the room,
the two latter being tamped on fuse, while the center or breaking
down shot was tamped on a needle to be fired with a squib. When
firing time came the center shot was lighted and both men ran
to a place of safety, where they waited until they heard it explode. When they returned to light the 2 shots remaining, the
father taking the one on the left and the son the one on the right
rib, the father succeeded in lighting his shot, but just. as the
son was attempting to light the one on the right he discovered that
the powder in the fuse was burning, ha.ving been lighted from
the flame made by the center shot. He called to' his fa.ther warning him of the danger and they both started to run, the son in the
lead, and when he had reached a point some 20 feet from the
faoo of the room, the shot exploded, a piece O'f the flying coal
.. striking him on the head, killing him instantly. Had common
squibsbeOO<'used to fire these shots, one more victim sacrificed to
the practice of using fuse in shot firing would have been spared.
On March 22d occurred in the Oswald Mine, Gibso;n Oounty,
()ne 'of the most appalling mine accidents in the history of the
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State. Nine lives were sacrificed on that date, 5 of whom were
taken from the mine dead and 4 fatally injured, as a result of an
explosion of powder smoke, blasting powder and a small amount
of coal dust, caused by a windy or blown out shot. This shot had
been prepared by a miner named Roscoe Hedrick, and his utter
disregard of the statute governing the use of powder and the
manner of placing and preparing shots in coal mines, as W!3l1 as
the geilleral methods of mining followed by miners, amounted to
nothing more nor less than criminal negligence. An examination
of the scene of the accident was made on the day following the
€O{plosion by Assistant Inspectors Dodds and Thomas, 2 pra.ctical
mine superinteilldents, viz.: Michael King and John Eddy, and
myself, which, together with the investigation made by the coroner
of Gibson County, and myself, disclosed the following facts: That
during the forenoon of the above date, Roscoe Hedrick had prepared a shot ·in the face of room "10 (his working place) on the
fourth south cross entry, on the west side of the mine, by drilling
a hole 6 feet 4 inches deep in an almost straight line of face,
there being no loose end or chance whatever, other than an offset
Of probably. 18 incheb. in depth at a point 91/2 feet distant, mea~
ured at right angles from· the drill hole. This hole, probably 4
inches in diameter, was drilled perfectly straight with no lift
whatever,and RcCording to te,stinionygiven by Hedrick, was
charged with 3 feet powder. It is eVident to persons conversant
with mining that :here could be no other reSult. from a shot so
arranged than that which occurred, viz.: a windy or blpwn out·
shot.
After having prepared the shot .;HedriCk, wishing
to leave the mine for the balall(~e Of the day,' (it then being 11
0' clock a. m.), requested his fat;her, whoSe' ·working P1aC.e;:\vas 011
the same entry, to fire it .for hiin· atfiriDgtim~. Th,e fath&
refused to do so and requested him to ask SOme one.eise tonreit..
He then. asked Harry T~ett, whose working place was ro~h>:.
adjoining ~at of Hedrick, to fire it for him, which he agreed. to
do. Hedrick then left the mine and did not return during the .
day. The hour as above stated being 11 o'clock a. m. would have
given him until 3 :30 o'clock p. m. (firing ,time) 41/2 hours in
which to have made a shearing, or chance for his shot to do the
work intended. It was customary, when firing shots on this entry,
to Qegin at the :first rooms and fire toward the face of the entry,

of
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the miners leaving the mine in that direction, traveHng against
the air, thus avoiding the powder smoke. This same rule Was
followed on the evening of the accident and some 6' or 8 very
heavy shots had been fired one aiter the other in turn in quick succession. Immediately before Tagett fired that of Hedrick, these
shots were all shot off the soEd. In addition to the' dense body
of heated powder smoke made by them, was a certain amount of
coal dust brought into suspension by the extra heavy concussion.
When Hedrick's shot exploded, the point of least resistance being
along the drill hole, it merely seamed the coal from roof to floOor,
resulting in a windy or blown out shot, the flame of which enter- .
ing the body of powder smoke and coal dust mentioned, was
followed by a smoke explosion which in turn exploded a number
of kegs of powder located along the entry in different working
places. This, combined with the other two elements, i. e., smoke
and dust, added greatly to the ir:tensity of heat, as wen as the force
of the explosioo, which covered the entire area from the face to
the mouth of both the third and fourth south entries, also extending down the main entry to within a short distance of the
hoisting shaft, tearing out doors and brattices, overturning mine
cars, knocking out cross bars, props, etc., wrecking that part of
the mine .generally. Immediatcly after the explosion the mine
boss, fire boss and others began the work of Jcscue at great peril
to their own lives. No serious results fonowed, however, and
within about 2 hours after the explosion all of the dead bodies
and all of the injured, as well as the uninjured, had been rescued.
The following is a list of the names of the dead:
Alfred GeiseiI' (German), miner, age 20, single.
Edmun Geiser (German), mineit' (brother of above), age
also single.
William Biggs (American), miner, age 38.
Harry Tagett (English), miner, age 48.
Hudson Weatherly (AmericaJl), mine.r, age 30.
Those fatally injured were:
John Dill (American), miner, age 21.
George Dill (American), miner, age 4';'.
Joseph Ward (AmericaJl), miner, age 52.
William Jones (English), miner, age 65.

2~,
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After the investigation had been co,mpleted and having secured
all;lple evidence, which in my opinio,n would justify the prosecution' of Hedrick, I pla.ced all of the facts and circumstances relative to' the case before the deputy prosecutO'r of Gibson County,
and requested. that prosecut.ion be filed against Hedrick in 2
counts, also requesting that he ·be arrested and placed under bond
so, that he might nO't escape punishment., but. for some reason the
affidavits were not made fQr several days and when arrested Hedrick was placed under a bond of $150. Later I was informed
t.hat. Hedrick had plead guilty in the Circuit Court to the charges
preferred against. him. Up to, the present time, however, I have
been unablel to learn what decision the court has rendered, but am
informed that the judge still has the case under advisement, and
t.hat Hedrick has been released on his own recognizance, and it
is supposed that he had left the place.
A.PRIL.

Two, fatal accidents occurred during this month, the first O'f
which occurred in the yards Qf t.he Oal\: Hill !{ine:, Vermillion
County, when on the 14th inst. James Haga, American, a flat
trimmer, was instantly killed by railrQad cars at. about 1 :30 o'e:lock
p. m. Decedent was chaJking a car Qn the scales, and after he
had chalked the car and stopped it, he stepped backward out onto
the passing or main railroad track just as a .coal train was approaching. The brakeman was on the front end of the train and
shouted at. him, but Qwingto the noise made by the hQisting and
screening machinery, dumping of coal, etc., he could nQt make
him hear. There was a train of 18 cars ahead of the engine and
he was strnck by the first, car, the entire train passing Qver him
befo,re it could 00 stopped, severing his head and legs frQm the
body.
On April 19th J. W. Spraggins, American, driver, aged 19
years, was fatal1y injured by being crushed between a IQaded mine
car and the roof in the Ayrshire No. 8 M~ne, Pike County. On
the morning· of above date, at about 10 o'cloek, dooedent was coming out of the mine with a trip of 10 loaded cars, riding on the
front end Qf the first car. At the time of the accident he was
coming down a steep grade and was fixing his lamp so that it
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would give better light, and his attention being so absorbed, he did
not notice a low place in the roof which he was apprOiaching
and failed to stoop low enough t() avoid it. His head struck the
ro()f, crushing him down on the car, injuring his spine, causing
total paralysis, from which be died 19 hours later. He leaves as
dependents a wife and a .younger brother.
MAY.

But 1 fatal accident occnrred in this mouth, viz., that of Anton
Lackman, German, a miner, aged 55 years, single, who was killed
on May 9th in the Lost Creek Mine, Vigo County. At about 12
o'clock nOon decedent was engaged drilling a hOile when suddenly, without warning, It large piece of rock 12 feet 100ng, 9 feet
wide and 18 inches thick gave way and fell on him, killing him
instantly. But one prop had been set under the slate where at least
4 or 5 were needed. Lackman was warned of his danger by a
fellow miner, who advised him not to work under the rock, he continuing to do so, however, with the above result.
JUNE.

The records for this month show a total of 8 fa.talities occurring
in or about the mines, as f()llows: On June 2d James Phillips,
S'cotch, miner, aged 30 years, and Jack Ferells, Scotch, also a
miner, aged 30 years, were killed by falling slate in the Hocking
Mine, Sullivan County. At about 1 :30 o'clock p. m. both of the
decedents, who worked buddies, were engaged loading a car of
coal at the face of a cut off entry. The entry was about 10 feet
wide, under cut, 6 feet deep; with an electric chain mining machine, and t.he empty car which they were loading stood within
about 6 feet of the faoo of the. entry. They had loaded out a"OOut
2-3 of a shot or undercut, which had lillcovered a slip extending
directly acrQSS the place and up into the roof. They had nearly
completed the loading of their car, when suddenly a piece of slate,
9 feet long, 3 feet wide at the bottom (in V shape), 19 inches
thick in the center, tapering to a feather edge on the sides, fell
out of this slip, striking both men, killing them instantly. Both
decedents were married. Phillips leaves a wife and 3 children,
and Ferells a wife and 1 child. Both families are in Kilmarnock,
Ayrshire, Scotland.
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On June 3d, Franz Gerper, POolander, miner, aged 38 years,
was killed by a blast in the Lattas Oreek :Mine, Greene Oounty.
At firing time on the evening of above date, Gerper had prepared
2 shOots to fire, 1 on each side of his room, both of which were
tamped Qn fuse. When firing time came, he fired 1 of the shots,
and his place being fined with pOowder smOoke he called to a neighbor by the name of Steve Kotchis tQ hold a light for him while
he lighted his remaining shOot. KOotchis went up into the rOOom
and happened to notice that the fuse was burning in the shOot,
it having been lighted from the :flame of the first shOot. He shouted
tQ Gerper notifying him of the fact and both men started to
run, but when they had reached a point about 11 feet distant. from
the shOot it exploded, pieces of flying coal striking decedent, breaking his necK and killing him instantly. Kotchis was also. knocked
down and badly bruised, but managed to walk to the bottGm of the
shaft, where he gave the alarm. Decedent leaves a wife and 5
children, supposed to be in Westphalia, Deutchland. This accident is identical to that occurring in the Island Valley No.. 2
Mine. Had commOon squibs been used in preference to fuse, a life
might have been spared.
On .Tune 9th, Paul Phillips, American, l?ader, aged 19 years,
single, was fatally burned by an explOosion of fire damp in the
Reliance Mine, Sullivan County. From evidence adduced at the
investigation of this accident it was learned that prior tQ the
accident.. William and Paul Phillips had beem. driving the main
east. entry. Their duties were to shoOot. down and load out the
cQal from thiEl place after it had been under cut with an electric
chain mining machine. On t.he afternooI;l of the 8th the machine
runner in undercutting the place struck a fault from which fire
damp was generated after the cGal had been shot down by Phillips
at firing time (3 :30 p. m.). On the morning of the 9th the fire
boss, when examining the mine fOir fire damp, discovered a body
of gas extending from the face of the entry back nearly to the first
break through, a distance of 40 feet. This he immediately reported to the machine boss, who instructed him to take 2 othe,r
persons with him and put up a temporary brattice. along the side
of the entry to the face, thus directing the air current into the
place for the purpose of driving out the gas. The fire boss, however, took 4 men with him instead of 2, viz., his two brothers,
71-Geology.
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Fred and Henry White, and the twO' tJ."ackmen, J. A. Garwood
and Fred Jones, the two Phillips boys also going along so as to be
on hand when their working place had been cleared of the, fire
damp and made safe. The brattice'had been constructed to within
10 or 12 feet of the face of the entry and the fire boss was
brushing out the gas inside that point with his coat. At this
time (7:45 a. m.) the othe,r parties, 6 in number, were sitting
in the last break through and some one or more of them had left
their lamp8, through oversight or carelessness, setting on the entry
directly in the path the gas would have to travel whem brushed
out. The momernt the gas came in contact with the open lights,
an explosion followed, fatally burning Paul Phillips, also burning the other 6 persons, some of whom were injured more seriously than others; among the latter was William White, the fire
boss, whose injuries for a time it was thought would prove, fatal.
Fred White and Fred Jones were also very seriously burned, the
others escaping with slight burns about the face and \hands.
Phillips died 0'£ his injuries on the 12th following.
On June 13th Clinton Harris, American, driver, aged 33 years,
was killed by falling slate in the Indiana Block Coal Company's
No.1 Mine at Saline City, Clay County. At about 2 :30 o'clock
p. m. decedent had gone into a room for the purpose of pulling a
car of clay and had sat down near the face of the room and was
talking to the two miners who had loaded the car of clay. While
so erngaged a piece of slate 8 feet lomg, 4 feet wide and.2 inches
thick fell am him, breaking his neck, kllling him instantly. He
leaves a wife and 1 child.
On Sunday morning, ,Tune 25th, Viola Yates, daughter of
J. W. Yates, a miner, was killed by falling down the Island No.
1 hoisting shaft} Greene County. Mr. Yates was employed as a
loader in the above mine and lived but a short distance from the
works, and on the morning of above date had gone over to the
shaft to :visit, taking his little daughter with him. He was sitting talking to a number of other miners and the child was
playing under the tipple and around the shait with some other
children. At about 9 :30 o'clock she was missing and search was
immediately instituted. Parties descending the shaft found her
at the bottom, dead, where, she had fallen a distance of 66 feet.
There were no eye witnesses to the accident and the general sup;
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position is that the child was looking down the shaft, became dizzy
and losing her balance, fell in.
On June 28th Richard A. Spurr, American, jerryman, aged
46 years, was killed by falling slate in the Pan American Mine,
Parke County. Decedent at the time of the accident was engaged
removing some iron rails from an abandoned part of the mine
where the pillars had been drawn. At about 11 :50 o'clock a,. m.,
while lifting some.rails, a large piece of slate, 16 feet long, 7 feet
wide and 7 inches thick, suddenly gave way, falling on him, killing him instantly. He leaves a wife and 7 children.
On June 30th Matt Ka,rnge, Russian, miner, aged 37 years,
was fatally injured by falling slate in the Jackson Hill No. 4
Mine, Sullivan County. Decedent was in his working place as
usual on the morning of above date and while engaged in loading a
car of coal at about 10 o'clock, working within a few feet of the
face of his room, which was well timbered up to that point, a
piece of slate six feet long, three feet wide and four inches thick
fell on him, inflicting injuries from which he died on July 10th
following. He leaves as dependents a wife and four children.
JULY.

Two fatal accidents is also the record for this month. On
the 13th inst. Samuel Anderson, Scotch, miner, aged 38 years,
was killed by falling slate in the Brazil Block Company's No. '7
Mine, Clay County. At the time of the accident-11 :45 a. m.
of above date-decedent was engaged mining off a block of coal
at the face of his room, when a piece of slate 14 feet long, 11 feet
wide and 8 inches thick on the inside, tapering to a thin edge on
the outside, fell on him, killing him instantly, also slightly injuring his buddy, John O'Neil, who was loading a car at the
time. This slate fall was in the nature of a flat or sand-rock roll,
and a slip extending up over the rock along the outside edge and
around each end had been uncovered, but not noticed by either
of the men. They had sounded and examined the rock earlier
in the day, and while they knew it was loose, considered it safe
to work under, and proceeded to do so with above results. -There
were ample timbers in the room of proper length to have secured
the rock had they bren set under it as they should have been.
Decedent leaves a wife and two children.

-
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On July 27th George Hillagas, American, miner, aged 23 years,
was fatally burned by an explosion of blasting powder in the
Island No. 4 Mine, Sullivan County. At the time he received
his injury, decedent was and has been for some time employed
driving the fourth southwest entry in the above mine and on the
evening of the 27th had arranged to fire two shots, one a snubber
and the other a back or butt shot. When firing time (3 :30 d clock
p. m.) came he tamped up his snubber shot and after lighting it
ran back to the first break through, a distance of 27 feet, and
while waiting for it to explode was standing about the center of
the break through and directly over a full cartridge of powder,
40 inches in length and 2 inches in diameter. There was also an
open keg containing about 16 pounds of powder setting beside the
cartridge. When the snubber shot exploded, either the flame from
the shot traveled back to where he Was standing or the extra
heavy concussion from the shot jarred a spark from his lamp,
falling into the powder, exploding it. Hillagas was unable to
furnish us any information on the matter whatsoever, but owing
to the fact that the distance from the shot to the break through
was but 27 feet and the shot being very heavily charged, I believe the former theory correct-i. e., that the powder was exploded by the flame from the snubber shot. His burns were supposed to be only external and thought not fatal at first" yet he
died as a result of his injuries August 9th following. He leaves
a wife and two children.
AUGUST.

Seven fatalities is the record for this month, the first of which
occurred on the 2d inst., in the Lawton Mine, Vigo County, at
which time Earl Marlin, American, a trapper, aged 16 years, me,t
his death-resulting frOlJJ1 being hurled against a mine door by an
extra heavy rush of air. There was no eyewitness to the accident, but from evidence brought forward at the investigation held
by Assistant Inspector Thomas and the Coroner of Vigo County,
together with an examination of the scene of accident made by
Mr. Thomas, it was learned that decedent was trapping a door
within a short distance of a portion of the mine in which a number of rooms had been worked out and the pillars drawn. At
about 1 :20 o'clock p. m. of the above date an extra heavy fall of
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roof oceurred in two of these rooms, the, fall or cave having an
area of 80 by 100 feet, or 8,000 square feet, and falling a distance of six feet, the height of the coal seam, caused a rush of
air equal to a tornado. A driver with a loaded car had just passed
through door which decedent was tending, and the supposition is
that he was in the act of closing the door when the cave oocurred
and the rush of air came, which hurled him against the door,
crushing his head and breaking his neck, killing him instantly.
On August 3d Peter Francone, Italian, miner, aged 25 years,
single, was killed by falling slate in the Glen No. 1 Mine, Olay
County. At about 10 o'clock a. m. of above date decedent was assisting Dominie lYIaretta, a day man, to ron a heavy piece of
slate off the roadway, which the latter had pulled down when a
second fall came and a, piece of slate 4 feet long, 4 feet wide and
6 inches thick fell on him, killing him instantly. Maretta had
examined the slate which fell on decedent a few minutes prior to
the accident, and decided it was safe to work under, yet his ,axamination could not have been very rigid, as the accident occurred
immediately after he made it.
Augnst 7th Ed Evans, American, driver, aged 18 years, was
fatally inj ured by being caught and crushed under a loaded mine
car in the Dering No.8 Mine, Veil"Illillion Oounty. At about 9 :00
o'clock a. m. on this date decedent was coming out of the mine
with a trip of loaded cars, riding by standing with one foot on
the drawbar of the first car and the other on the tail chain. At
the time of the accident he was passing through a cut-off and down
a short grade, on which was located a canvas door. There were
no spraggs in the cars, although there "hould have been, and the
cars were running at rather a high rate of speed. When the mule
reached the door for some reason it checked its speed, allowing
the cars to run up against it, causing decedent to lose his footing
and fall under the front end of the first car, crushing and injuring him so that he died at 5 o'clock p. m. of the same date.
August 8th Victor Bombasorow, Italian, loader, aged 56 years,
single, was fatally injured h.y fallipg slate in the Big Muddy Mine,
Knox Oounty. From evidence adduced at the investigation of
the aCcident, it was learned that some days prior to the accidemt
decedent had fired three shots in his room, which had been undercut with an electric mining machine. Two of the shots were
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placed one on each rib and the third one in the center of the
room. The latter was known as the breaking-down shot, and was
drilled up into the roof some three inches. This shot when fired
loosened.a pieee of siate 7 feet long, 6 feet wide and from 3 to 4
inches thick. At about 10 :30 o'clock a. m. of above date deceased was loading a car of coal, working directly under this loose
slate when suddenly, without warning, it gave way, falling on
him, crushing him and inflicting injuries from which he died at
2 :30 o'clock p. m. of the same date.
On August 9th Archie McClelland, Scotch, boss timber man,
aged 45 years, was killed almost instantly by falling slate at a
double parting in the Glendora Mine, Sullivan County. There
was no one immediately present at the time of the accident and little was learned as to the cause other than decedent had charge of
the timbering and caring for loose slate on that side of the mine
in which th€! accident occurred and that he knew the slate was
loose, having a few minutes prior to his death warned a driver
not to pass under it, as it was dangeTous. The presumption is
that he was either trying to take the slate down or was making
arrangements to timber it. When found he was lying under a
piece of slate 8 feet long, 5 feet wide and 4 inches thick, and
lived about twenty minutes after it had been taken off him. He
leaves as dependents two children.
August 21st, at about 8 :00 a. m., Ross Williams, American,
driver, aged 28 years, was instantly killed in the Cloverland No.
2 hoisting shaft, Clay County. Little could be learned as to the
exact caus€! of this accident except the fact that the mine being
idle, the drivers and mules were being sent out of the mine.
When it came his turn Williams, with his mule, got on the cage
and gave t.he word to bell it away, the hoisting signal was given
and after the cage had ascended the shaft some distance an unusual noise was heard and the engineer was signaled to' stop. As
soon as the cage was stopped the mine boss called up the shaft to
Williams, but got no reply. A miner by the name of Oliff J ackson then climbed up the shaft a, distance of 53 feet to where the
cage was and found decedent lying on his back on the floor of the
cage, his bead hanging over and between the cage bottom and a
buntin, life extinct. The presumption is that he in some way lost
bis balance and fell, or was probably thrown against the bun~im
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by the mule. He leaves a wife and three children. Oharges of
fast driving and incompetency were preferred by some members
of the looal union against the ho,isting engineer, Fred Shefferman. These charges were investigated by the State President of
the miners' organization and myself, at which investigation the
charges were proven false and the engineer rul:onerated from any
blame whatever.
August 25th John Duning, American, miner, age unknown, w'
killed by a shot blowing through a pillar in the Shirley Hill N Q.
1 Mine, Sullivan Oounty. From evidence brought forward at the
investigatiQn of this accident, together with my inspection of the
premises, it was learned that the course of room one on the third
southwest entry, which was being driven parane,l to the main entry, had in some way been turned off its prQper course and that
the barrier pillar between the two places reduced to about eight
feet two inches in thickness. This room was undercut six feet
deep with an electric chain mining machine on the day of the
accident and a hole drilled five flnd one-half feet deep on the rib
next to the main entry. This shot was cha.rged with 18 inches
(possibly fwo pound,,) of powder, and when fired blew through
the pillar, throwing out probably one-half a ton of coal, expending
its entire force on that side of the pillar. The main entry was the
traveling rQad intQ and out of the mine for all persons working
inside that point. Dunning, whQse working place was on the
third northwest entry, having completed his day's work, was on
hif3 way to the shaft bottom and had reached a point directly
opposite that where the shot came thrQugh the pillar just as it exploded, receiving the full force of the blast, pieces of flying coal
striking him, crushing his skull and mangling him otherwise, killing him instantly. He leaves a wife and five children. Oonsiderable negligence on the part of the mine boss is shQwn in this
accident, as he testified on the witness stand that he thought the
pillar was 19 feet thick, but that the only examination made by
him to determine that fact was listening to the machine retreat
after it had made an undercut. Oonsidering the fact that all of
the persons working inside the point where the accident occurred
must pass directly by that point, also the additional fact that the
men who were driving the room were not English-speaking peo.pIe, unused to th~ custom and methods of this country, ShOl11d
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have caused him to take every precaution possible to prevent an
accident such as occurred.
OOTOBER.

Three deaths due to mine accidents oocurred during this month,
the first of which was that of William Mattingly, American, miner,
aged 62 years, who was killed instantly on the 16th inst. by falling
slate in the Montgomery No. 3 Mine, Daviess County. Noone
witnessed this accident, and little was learned at the investigation
other than the fact that Mattingly had been driving an entry in
which the roof was very bad. He had been warned repeatedly to
be careful of it by the mine boss, who at one time seriously contemplated stopping the place on account of having so much falling
slate to handle, but at the insistence of Mattingly decided to drive
it a short distance farther in hopes that the roof would get be,t~
tel'. Decedent when discovered by the driver at about 10 o'clock
a. m., was lying under a large piece of rock which would wigh
probably two tons, and life had been extinct for some time. He
leaves a wife and three children.
October 23d Edward Boger, German, driver, aged 30· years, was
killed by falling slate a,t the Big Muddy Mine, Knox County. At
the time he met his death (9 :00 o'clock a. m.), decedent was going into a rOOm with his mnle for the purpose of pulling a car
of coal, and when within about 35 feet of the face of the room,
while passing under a fault or slip in the roof, a large piece of
slate, V-shaped and of slip formation, 7 feet in length, 5 feet
wide and 12 inches thick in the center, suddenly, without warning, ga,ve way, falling on him, killing him almost instantly. He
leaves a wife, but no children.
On October 24th a second fatal accident occurred in Knox
County, when Wilson Moore, American, trackman, was killed by
a falling boulder (commonly called by miners "nigger head"), in
the Lynn mine. At firing time on the afternoon of the day previous to the accident the coal had caught fire from a shot in the
face of one of the working places, and On the following day Mome
and several other persons were at wmk trying to' extinguish the
fire by mining off the coal that was on fire and throwing water
on it. At the time he met his death (2 :30 o'clock p. m.) decedent,
knowing the boulder which caused his dBath and the slate sur-
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rounding to have been loosened very much by the heat of the fire,
was at work shoveling out some falloo slate from under it, preparatory to setting up some props. The place was filled with
smoke and steam made by throwing water on the fire, which prevented as thorough an examination of the roof as should have beoo
made, and later development proiVed the boulder and slate much
looser than it was supposed to be. Decedent had jllst commenced·
sh()veling, and while standing directly under the boulder it and the .
ootire mass surrounding it gave way, falling ()n him, killing him
almost instantly. A son and daughter survive him, but no dependents.
NOVEMBER.

Four fatalities were reeorded during this month, the first of
which was the death of John Stoivanof, a Servian miner, aged 25
years, single, who was killed on the 19th inst. by an ascending
cage in the }\{ecca No.3, hoisting shaft, Parke County: Dece~
dent had been showing a couple of friends through the mine, the
latter never having been in or seen a mine prior to this time, and
at about 3 :30 o'clock p. m., having completed their visit, they were
returning to the surface. When about twenty feet up from the
bottom of the shaft, decedent from some cause fell over against
the buntins and the cage, which was running very fast, caught and
dragged him thr()ugh a space of about four and onet-half inches
between the buntins and the cage bottom, killing him instantly and
permitting him to fall back to the bottom of th81 shaft. There
were hand bars within easy reaching distance and had decedoot
taken the precaution of holding to them the accident would in all
probability not have happened.
On November 24th John Kiddele, a Polish miner, aged 40
years, was fatally injured by falling slate in the Lawton Mine,
Vigo County. At about 12 :00 noon decedoot was engaged in
loading a car of coal, when a piece of draw slate 5 foot long, 21j2
feet wide and 3 inches thick feU on him, dislocating his spine,
breaking his leg and injuring lJ.im otherwise, so' that he died
two days later. A dependent wife and three children survive
him.
On the same date as that on which the above accident occurred
Charles Groves, a Russian miner, aged 28 years, single, WfiS killed
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by an ascending cage in the Vigo County Coal Company's Ray
Mine, Vigo County. Decedent had forgotten his dinner pail and
left it on the pit head when going into the mine to work on the
morning of above date, and was returning to the surface to get it
at about 6' :45 a. m. He stepped on the cage and gave the word to
bell it away, and when the cage had re,ached a point aoout 25 feet
from the bottom he in some way fell over against the buntins llJ \d
was drawn through between them and the cage bottom, crushing
his head and chest, killing him instantly. The, cage was wen
provided with handle bars or supports, and had decedent taken the
precaution of holding to them his life might have been spared.
November 28th Lorenzo Patritto, an Italian miner, aged 28
years, was killed by an explosion of nre damp and blasting powder
combined jn the ZeHar McOlelland Superior No. 2 Mine, Parke
County. I!'rom evidence adduced at the investigation of the accident it was lea.rned that Patritto's working place was room No.
2, on the third east entry, and that a heavy faU or cave-in occurred in room No. 1 the evening prior to the accident, opening a
small pocket of gas, which accumulated at the face of No. 2 room,
and when decedent entered his working place at 7 :30 a. m. of
above date he nred this gas, which in turn exploded a keg of powder and possibly some dynamite. The force of the explosion
hurled decedent across the entry and against the opposite pillar,
crushing almost eJVery bone in his body, killing him instantly. He
leaves a wife and one child.
DEOEMBER.

Two fatalities occurred in this month as follows: On the 18th
inst. Frank Ashey, an Austrian miner, aged 26 years, single, was
killed by falling slate in the Zellar McOlelland Ooal Oompany's
8uperior No.3 Mine, Parke County. At the time of the accident
-8 :00 0' clock a. m.-decedent was engaged mining off a loose
shot, when a large piece of slate 20 foot long, 4Yz feet wide and 2
feet thick feU OIl him, killing hi,m instantly.
December 22d George Cassey, American, miner, aged 26 yoors,
was instantly killed by a deJayed shot in the Sunnyside Mine, Vanderbu:rgh County. At nring time on the evening of above date
decedent had prepared two shots to nre, one of which was tamped
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on a needle to be fired with a squib and the other on fuse. Afterr
lighting the squib he ran to a place of safety, where he waited
until he. thought the shot should have had time to eocplode, and
thinking the squib had eithelr missed or had gone out, he returned
to light the fuse. When within a few feet of the shot which he
was trying to fire with the squib it exploded, hurling him about
25 feet or more down the room, killing him instantly. He leaves
as dependents a wife and one child.
The following summary table contains the names, age and occupation of persons killed, cause and date of each accident, the
name of mine and county in which the accident occurred, the name
of the mine owner and the number of p(;~rsons dependent on those
killed.

SUMMARY OF FATAL

I-""
I-""

ACCIDE~n8.

~
l~

·1

A•

DATE.

NAME.

"'''' I
. I"'!"'

"
..

",

..; Ci

Jan. 4 .. 1 John Galloway ..... 26
Jan. 12.. ~'red Willis .......... 18
Jan. 17 .. George Hugh ........ 46
Jan. 28. Andrew Trueblood .. 25
l<'eb. 8 .. Tilman Shoemaker •. 28
Feb. 12.. Len E. Webb ........ 52
.Feb. 28 .. Dan ~hake ........... 41
Mar. 6 .. Jacob Brummitt ..... 26
Mar. W.. Alfred Geiser ....... 20
Mar. 10"1 Edward Geiser ...... 22
Mar. 10 . William Biggs ...... 38
Mar.lO .. Harry Tagget .... : ... 48
Mar. 10.. George Dill...... .... 47
Mar.l0 .. John Dill .......... 21
Mar. 10 .. Joseph Ward ........ 52
Mar. 10.. William .Jone ....... 65
'lfar.lO .. Hodson Weatherly .. 30
Mar. 10.. Harlin Lee ... ...... 19
Apr. 14 .. James Hagga ........ .
Apr. 19 .. J. W. Spraggins ..... jI9
May 8..
June 2 ..
June - ..
June 3 ..
June 9..
June 13 ..
June21\ ..
June28 ..
Juue30.
July 13 ..
.J uly 27..
.Aug. 2 ..
.Aug. 3 ..
Aug. 7 ..
Aug. 8 .•
.Aug. 9 .. '

Anton Lackman ....
James Phillips ......
Jack Ferells ........
Franz Herper .......
Paul Phillips.......
Clinton Harris ......
Viola yates ..........
Richard A.Spur .....
Mat Karnge ..........
Samuel "'nderson ...
George Hill egas . ....
Earl Martin .........
Peter Francone ......
Ed Evans
.........
Victor Bomborrow ..
Archie McClelland ..

55
30
30
38
19
33
6
46
37
38
23
16
25
18

..

0.'"

3

o
6
2
2

2

3
3

o
o
5
o
5
o
3
3
3

o

3
2

o
4

4
5

o
2
o

8
5
3
3

o
o
o

156 o
49
2

OCCUPATION.

CAUSE.

MINE.

COMPA.:>(Y.

COUNTY •

I
Sbot firer ..... .
Vri.er ....... ..
Day laborer ... .
Loader ........ .
Miner ...... ..
Night foreman.
Miner ........ .
Dri.er ......... .
Miner ........ ..
Miner ......... .
Miner ........ .
Miner ......... .
Miner ......... .
Miner ......... .
Miner ........ ..
Miner ......... .
Miner ........ ..
Miner ....... ..
Flat trimmer ..
Driver ......... .

Smoke explosion ....... .
Fell under miue car .... .
Falling slate ........... .
Falling slate
......... .
Premature blast ........ .
Fell down shaft ....... ..
Powder explbsion ...... .
Fell off ascending cage ..
Misplaced shot ........ ..
Misplaced shot ........ ..
Misplaeed shot ......... .
Misplaced ghot ........ ..
Misplaced shot
Misplaced shot ........ ..
Mi,placed shot ....... ..
Misplaced shot ....... ..
Misplaced .h"t ....... ..
Premature blast ........ .
Run over by railroad cars
Crushed between mine
cal' and roof ......... .
Miner .......... 1 Falliug slate .......... ..
Miner...... .... Falling slate .......... .
Miner.......... Falling slate ........... .
Miner. ......... Delayed shot. . ...... ..
Loader.... ..... l~xpl os ion fire damp .... .
Driver..... .... Falling slate ........... .
Female...... ... Not an Em ploye ...... ..
Day laborer ..... Falling slate .......... ..
Miner.... ...... Falling slate .......... ..
Miner...... .... Falling slate ........ ..
Miner...... .... Powrier explosion ...... .
Trapper ........ , firu_hed by mine door .. .
Miner ...... "'j FaIling slate
....... ..
Driver.... ...... Fell under mine car ... ..
Lfladel'.... ..... Falliug slate .......... .
Timberman .... I Falling slate ........... .

Buckeye No. 2 .... ~ ..
Victoria ............ .
Semi-Block ......... .
Wilfred ............ ..
Oswald ........... ..
Glendoria .......... ..
Knox ............... ..
Jackson Hill No.2 ...
Oswald .............. .
Oswald .............. .
Oswald .............. .
Oswald .............. .
Oswald .............. .
Oswald ............ .
Oswald ............. ..
O.wald ............. ..
Oswald ........... "
Island Valley Vo. 2 ..
Maple Valley ........
Ayrsbire No.3 .......
Lost Creek.... .......
Hocking .............
Hockin!\, .... .... .....
Latla. Creek .........
Reliance ...........
Ind. Block ..........
Island No.1 .........
Pan American ......
Jackson Hill No.2 ...
Brazil Block No.7 ...
Island No.4 .........
Lltwton ..............
Glen No.1 ..........
Dering No 8 .........
Big Muddy ...........
Glendoria ............

McClelland Coal Co ........ .
L. T. Dickason ooal Co ...
Linton 8emi-Block Coal Co.
Wilfred Coal Co ........... ..
Princeton ooal & Mining Co.
W. 8. Bogle Coal Co ...... ..
Knox Coal Co .............. ..
Jackson Hill Coal Co ...... ..
Princeton Coal & Mining Co.
Priuceton Coal & Mining Co.
Princeton Coal & Mining Co.
Princeton Coal & Mining Co.
Princeton Coal & Mining Co.
Princeton Coal & Mining Co.
Princeton Coal & Mining Co.
Princeton Coal & MiningCo.
Princeton Coltl & Mining Co.
Island Valley Coal Co ...... .
Maple VaIley Coal Co ...... .
D. Ingle Coo.1 Co ........... ..
Lost Creek Coal Co ......... .
Southern Indiana Coal Co .. .
Southern Indiana Coal Co ..
Lattas Creek Coal Co ...... .
Reliance Coal Co .......... ..
Ind. Block Coal Co ......... ..
Island Coal Co... .
.. ..
Plymouth Block Coal Co ... .
Jackson Hill Coal Co ...... ..
Brazil Block Coal Co ...... ..
Island Coal Co ............. ..
Coal Bluff Mining Co ....... .
Coal Bluff Mining Co ....... .
Dering Coal Co ............ ..
Big Mudd. Coal Co ......... .
W. S. Bogle Coal Co ....... ..

I

Vermillion
Greene
Sullivan
Sullivan
Gibson
Sullivan
Knox
Sulliva.n
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Greene
Vermillion
Pike
Vi go
Sullivan
Sullivan
Greene
Sullivan
Clay
Greene
Parke
Sullivltn
Cla.y
Sullivan
Vigo
may
Vermillion
Knol[
Sullivan

~

t<:l
"C

~
>-l
o

bj

rn

~

>-l

t<:l

o

t<:l

g

o

S
Ul

!'"

Aug. 21.. ROB, William, ....... 28
Aug. 25 .. John Dunning.
Oct. 16 ..
Oct. 23 ..
Oct. 24 ..
Nov. 19 ..
Nov. 24 ..
), Nov. 24..
jl<Nov.2l! .•
Dec. 18 ..
Dec. 22 ..

Wm. Mattingly ......
Edward Burges.....
Wilson Moor~ .......
John Hlovenolf ......
John Kiddie ........
Charles Grove. ......
Lorenzo Patritto ...
Frank Ashey ........
George Cassey.......

62

30
58

25
40
28
28

26
26

Driver ......... . Ascending cage ......... .
Miner ........ .. Shot. blowing through
pillar ................. .
4 Miner ........ .. Falling slate ........... .
1 Driver ........ .. Falling slate ........... .
o Trhckman .... . Falling- slate ......... ..
o Miner ........ .. Ascending ca,ge ........ .
4 Miner ........ .. Falling .late ........... .
o Miner ........ .. Ascending cage., ...... .
2 Miner ......... . Powder explosion ...... .
o Miner ........ .. Falling "!ltte ........... .
2 Miner ........ .. Delayed shot ......... ..

4
6

Cloverland No.2, .... ' Zellar-McClel1an Coal Co .. ·.1 Clay
Shirley Hill No.:l.. ..
Montgomery No.3...
Big Muddy...... .....
Lynn .................
Mecca No.3.. ...... ..
Lawton..... ...... ....
Ray
... ...... ......
CIoveriand No.2.....
Superior No.3 .... , .\
Sunnyside ............

Coal Bluft Mining Co ...... ..
Davies" Coal Co ............ ..
Big Muddy Coal Co ........ ..
Lynn Coal Co .............. ..
Mecca Coal Co ............. ..
Coal Bluff Mining Co ....... .
Vigo County Coal Co ........ .
Cloverland Coal Co ......... .
Zellar-MeOlel1an Coal Co .. .
Sunnyside Coal Co ......... ..

Sullivan
Daviess
Knox
Knox
Parke
Vigo
Vigo
Parke
Parke
Vanderburgh

~

t:"'

:..
a
....a
t:i

i:';
~

,."

rn

f-"
f-J.
C>:l
~
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TABLE
Showing Nationality of Persons Killed in or Arol1nd the Mine.s oj Indiana Dl1ring the
Year 1905, Al,o Persons Dependent on Them for Sl1pport.
NATIONALITY.

DEPENDENTS.

t,.i.tric~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. :::::: :::::: :::::: I 21;1
English..... .............. .............. ..................

17
1

53
2

4

4

8

1

1

3

Scotch............. ...... .......... ...... ..................
Polish. ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ....
Russian ........... .'... ............ ........................
Servi8n ....... ................ ...... .......... ............
Austrian.................... .................... .........
Welsh .......... .............. ..... .:...................
German. .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. . .... .. .... .. .. .. . .. ... .... .. .. ..
Italian.. .. .... ...... .... ...... .... .... .. .... .... .... ......

Total ...................................................

1
1
1
1
4
3

2

.. '1'"

.. '7"

2

2
1

t

1

4

~1'"26' 74 -4-

1
1
.......... .
3
4
2 ......

ro

-8-

COMPARATIVE TABLE
Showing Number of Tons of Coal Mined Each Year, the Number of Persons Emp'o!J,d
and the Number of Tons per E.J.ch Death from Janl1ary 1, 1879, to Janl1M'y
1, 1906.
Year.

T·\ns
Produced.

Employes.

Deaths.

I

Tons per
Death.

---------------~-----~------~----1,196,490
3,459 Not reported. . ...........
1,5;;0,375
No report. Not reported.

1879.................................. ..
1880.................................. ..
1881. .................................. .
1882.................................. ..
1883.................................. ..
1884................................. ..
]885.................................. .

1.771,536
1,900,000
2,560,000
2,260,000
2,370,000
3,000,000
3,217,711
3,140,979

1886.................................. ..
188~.................................. ..
lR88 .................................. ..
]889.................................. .. No report.
3,791,211
1890.................................. ..
3,x19,600
18~1.. ................................ ..
4,408,471
1892 ................................. ..
1893.................................. ..
4,in8,897
1894.................................. .. No report.
]895 .................................. ..
4,202.084
4."68,124
]896.................................. ..
1897.................................. ..
4,088,100
5,146,920
]898 ................................... .
1899.................................. ..
5,864,975
0,283,063
1900.................... ;.............. ..
]901 .................................. ..
7.019,203
8,703,197
1902................................... .
9.992 503
]903 ................................... .
9,872,404
lOOt .................................. ..
lU05 .................................. ..
10,995,972

4,567

No report.
5,403
5,716
6,0;02
6,406

No re-port.
6,685

........ '(;',5.50"
6,975
7,6(}0
7,431

10

Not reported.
11

9

7
7

Not report;t.............i; ..
1\

19
22

........ 7;88.5" ............ 23 ..
7,112
7.93!

No report.
7.366
8,858
12,096
13,139
]1\,128
17,818
17,856

2R
]0

22

15
]8
24
24
51\
34
47

. .. '177;i53
..... 2~2:227
228,R88
239.2An
228,571

.. ... 18(7i;3
.... '7i>S;Z42
763,900
232,024
193,586
. ••.. '182:699
170,290
262,fl~O

233,950
390,997
349,059
292.466
M5.133
]81,083
290,364
233,956

. ~".""
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SEIUOUS AOOIDENTS.
Of the one hundred and one serious accidents occurring during
the year, little can be said other than the fact that they are due
to the ordinary risks or dange,rs incident to mining. The above
number includes those who have received broken bones, internal
injuries, cut.s, bruises, or such other injuries as we think require
special mention.
A majority of such accidents have been investigated by this
office, and we exhibit by counties in the following table the names
and occupations of persons injured, t.he cause and date of accident.,
extent of injury, the name of mine and county in which thel accident occurred and the name of company owning the mine.

--------.

r-'
r-'
0;)

TABLE OF SERIOUS ACCIDENTS.

0;,

JANUARY.
DATE.

I

NAlIl!.

OCCUPATION.

I

INJURY.

Jan. 3 .. Wm.Jones ......... Miner .......... Face. hands. body
burned. ..... ......
Jan. 3. Mike King ......... Miner .......... Face. hands. body
burned .............
Jan. 3 .. James Haney ...... Miner .......... Face. hands. body
burned .............
Jan. 3 .. George Baty ....... Miner .......... Face
and
body
burned ...........
Jan. 23 .. Robert Hooper ..... Trip rider ...... Foot crushed
Jan. 31.. Barney Bemach ... Miner .......... Overcome by smuke·.

MINE.

CAUSE.

COMPANY.

COUNTY.

Blowout shot. . . . . . . . Lucia ................ Mecca Coal Co ........ Parke.
Blowout shot ........ Lucia. ................ Mecca Coal 00 ........ Parke.
Blowout shot ........ Lucia ................ Mecca Coal Co ........ Parke.
Blowout shot. ....... Lucia ................ Mecca. Coal Co .. '...... Parke.
Mine car ............. Black Creek ......... Black Creek COlt! Co .. Greene.
Back OD shot ........ Gifford No.!. ........ Collins Coal Co •....... Clay.
I

~

i:'l
'tI
0

..,

~

0

";j

..,

00

..,>i:'l

FEBRUARY.

~

i:'l

11"1

Feb.
James M. Keith ... ,
Feb. 17 .. George Lang .......
Feb. 23 .. Harlan Kays .......
Feb. 26.. Ed Murry...... ....

Driver ......... ,
Pumper ........
Miner ..........
Engineer......

Arm broken .......... , Descending cage ..... , Shirley Hill .......... ,
Hand crushed ........ Pump piston ......... Jackson Hill No.2 ..
Shoulder injured .... Fallin~ slate ........ Ayrshire .............
Back iniured .... .... Fell off boiler...... .. Klondike............

Coal BlufflMining co.,
Jackson Hill Coal Co.
D. Ingle Coal Co ......
Dering Coal Co........

Sullivan.
Sulliva.n.
Pike.
Via-o.

0
t"
0

~
H
00

~

MARCH.
Mar. 7..
Mar.lI..
Mar. 11 ..
Mar. 16..
Mar. 22 ..
Ma.r.25 ..

James Gilmore....
Andrew Maxwell ..
Name not given ....
Henry Vanatte ....
John Nea~ .........
Gregory l:5andersoD

Day laborer....
Miner ..........
Driver .........
Miner" .... ....
Bo~s driver ....
Driver ..........

Back iniured..... ...
Back injured ........
Foot broken .........
Back iD~ured .... ....
Leg bro en ..........
Leg broken ..........

Falling slate... ......
Falling slate .........
Mine car .............
Falling slate ........
Mine car ..............
Fell under mIlle car.

Island Valley No.5..
Island No.2 ....... ,.
Ayrshire No.4 .......
Brazil Block No.4 ...
ShiI:ley Hill ..........
LUCia ................

Island Valley Coal Co.
Island" Coal Co ........
D. Ingle Coal Co ......
Brazil Block Ooal Co •.
Coal Bluff MininiIQo.
Mecca Coal and mingCo ...............

Greene.
Greene.
Pike.
Clay.
Sullivan.
Parke.

APRIL.
-0

'I
'"g.o
ql

.

";'I

'I

'I

internally ... FaJling slate ...... '., Brazil Block No.8 .. , Brazil Block Coal Co.,
Apr. 6, Lenard Deliand .. Miner ....... ,., Injured
Apr.11... Marion Patton .... : Miner .......... Leg broken .......... Falling colt! ......... Continental. ......... Continental Clay and
Mfg. Co ..............
Apr.24 .. Virgil Rife ......... Miner ......... Severely burned, .... Explosion of powder Maple Valley ........ Maple Valley Coal Co.
Apr. 29.. Bert Anderson..... Driver., ........ Leg broken .......... Caught by mine car. Miami No.1 ......... Miami Coal Co .. ......

Clay.
Clay.
VermiIIion.
Vigo.

MAY.
May 5 .. 1 Samuel Antis ...... Machine run-\
ner ....... .... Fingers and nose
. broken." ....... .. Delayed.hot ........ Vivian Xo.5 ....... .. Vivian Cnal Co ........ Clay.
May 6 .. 1 Henry Lawhead ... Trackman ...... I Head injured ...... .. Falling slate......... Burk ............... .. Ohio River Valley
Coal Co ........ " .... Warrick.
May 14..1 Joseph Urbank .... Miner .......... I Back injured ...... .. Falling slate...... ... Wheatland ........ .. Washin~ton Wheatland Coal Co.... .... Daviess.
May 16.. J as. F. Andrews ... 1 M~ner ........ .. S~o\,lder and hips
lDJured .......... .. FaIling coal.. ........ Miami No.1 ....... .. Miami Coal Co'........ Vigo.
May Joe Grugs...... .... Mmer ........ .. Leg broken ........ .. Mine cltr, .......... Broadhurst ........ . Home Coal Co. .... .... Vigo.
May George snalenbUrgl Loader ........ . Rkull fractured ... . Delayed shot ........ Dering No. 14 ...... .. Dering Coal Co ........ 1 Vigo.
May 21.. 'Albert Welch...... Miner ......... . F ace and body
burned., ......... .. Blow out shot ........ PhrenixNo.4 ........ NewPittsburgcoalco'l Sullivan.
May 21.. Comodore Irwin"'j Miner ....... " F It C e and body
burned., ......... .. Blowout shot ........ Phrenix No.4 ........ New Pittsburg Coal Co. Sullivan.

I

I

.

00

l".l

1S
o
c::1

00
~

a
a

g

Z

1-:3

:n
JUNE.
June 9 .. Joseph Savant .... Miner .......... Leg broken .......... Premature shot ...... Superior No.2 ....... Zellar-McClellau Coal
Co ....................
June 9 .. William White .... Fire boss ....... Severely burned ..... Explosion fire damp. Reliance............. RelialJ~e Co&1 Co, .....
June 9 .. Fred White ........ Timberman .... Severely burned, .... Explosion fire dltmp. Reliance ............. Reliance Coal Co ......
June 9" Henry White ....... Timberman .... Severely burned, .... Explosion fire damp. Reliance............. Reliance Coal Co ....
June 9 .. Fred Jones ......... Trackman ..... Severely burned ..... Explosion fire damp. Reliance............. Reliance Coal Co, .....
Trackman ..... Severely burned, .... Explosion fire damp. Reliance............. Reliance Coal Co, .....
June 9 .. J. A. Garwod
June 9 .. William Phillips:: Loader ......... Severely burned ..... Explosion fire damp. Reliance............. Reliance Coal Co ......
June 13 .. Fred McCleary ..... Miner .......... Back broken ......... Fallingslate ......... Indiana Block No.1 Indiana BlockCoal Co.
June 27 .. Harry Morris ...... Miner .......... Skull fractured ...... :FaIling slate...... ... Rosebud No.2. ...... Villo County Coal Co •.
June- Tom Bucher ....... Driver ......... Spine injured ........ Falling slate... ...... Hocking............. Indiana Hocking Coal
Co ...................

Clay.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Clay.
Vigo.
Sullivan.

......
......

~

-.:r

......

.......

C>:)
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TABLE OF SEIUOUS AOOIDENTS-Continued.
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~

JULY.
DATE.

I·

NAME.

I

OCCUPATION.

I

CAUSE.

INJURY.

~
M1NE.

COMPA~Y.

COUNTY.

I

1..1

Oscar Blair......... Miner ......... . Arm fractured ....... Fa,lling slate ....... .. Lower vein block .... 1 Lower Vein Block
Coal Co ............ .. Clay.
July 6. Thomas Beecher ... Driver ........ .. Spine fractured...... Falling slate ........ . Hocking.............. Indiana Hocking
Coal Co ............ .. Sullivn.n.
July 10 .. LincolnJames ..... Miner ........ .. Leg fractured ........ [ Falling slate ....... .. Victoria.............. , L. T. Dickason Coal
Greene.
J nly - .. I Ransome Moore ... 1Driver .......... 1Leg broken .......... I Mine car and prop ... 1Victoria.............. L~~: Dic'k~s~''; 'Coai'"'
Co .................. . Greene.
July - .. Dock Milton ....... Machine runMachine and mine
ner ............ Leg broken.
car ............... 1 Midland .............. j Midland Coal C'o ...... l Grecle.
July 12 .. John Morris ....... Miner .......... Leg broken ..
Falling slate..... ... Gilmour.. .... ....... Indiana Southern
Coal Co ............. Greent'.
July 15.. John SmalL... .... Loader ....... ". Back injured ........ . Falling slate ......... Lattaa Creek. ........ LaUas Creek Coal Co. Greene.
July

I

July 17.

Carl McAli.ter .... '\ Driver .......... Finger cut off ...... .. Caught by tail Chain'j Hocking ........... .. Indiana Hocking
1
Coal Co.... .... ...... Sullivan.
July 24. Charles Pingley.... Miner........... Back injured ....... .. Falling slate ......... Black Hawk ....... .. Black Hawk Coal Co. Snllivan.
July 25 .. E. W. Rogers...... Miner.......... Toes cut 011 ........ . Falling slate..... .... Hocking ............ .. Indiana Hocking Co .. Sullivan.
·1

00

~
~

~

~
o

S

~

AUGUST.

!

!

!

Aug. 7"j WilliamBurns .... j Miner .......... Legbroken ........... Minecar ............. j J,aWrenceNo.7 ...... Zellar-McClell ..nd
Coal Co ............. .
Aug. 4 .. George Goodwin ... Miner .......... Ribs fractured ....... Falling sl ..te ......... Gilmour ............... Indiana Southorn
Coal Co ............. .
Aug '5 .. Gil' Gott ......... "1 Miner ........ "1 Rib. fractured ...... . FaIling slate ........ . Black Creek ......... . Black Creek Coal ('0 ..
Aug. 7. Daniel Morris..... Miner.......... Foot crushed ........ . Falling slate ........ . KettIe Creek ........ . Kettle Creek Min. Co.
Aug. 8 .. Ed Thomas. ...... Miner.......... Back injured ....... . Falling slate. .... .. . Dering No. 12 ....... . Dering Coal Co ....... .
Aug.n .. William James .... Lumberman ... Back injured ........ . FaIling slate ........ . Hocking ......... , ... . Indiana Southern
Coal Co .. " ....... .
Aug. 16"j James Roee ..... 'j Miner .......... j Severely burned ..... j Delaved shot......... 1 Little Giant ......... . Coal Bluff Mining Co.
Aug. - .. John Southard ..... Miner .......... Se"erely burned. .... D· layed .hot..... .... Little Giant ........ . Coal Bluff Mining Co.
Aug. 22. William Pentlin ... Miner .......... Foot broken .......... Falling slate ......... Gilmour ............. . Indiana Southeru
Coal Co ............. .
Aug. - .. Fred Hatcher ..... . Driver ......... . Fingers cut off ...... . Mine car ... ..... , ... . Green Valley.. .. .... Green Va.lley Coal Co.
Aug. 8 .. Arthur Gray. .. .. . Miner ......... . Back injured ....... . II" ent back on shot .. Black Creek .......... Black Creek Coal Co ..
Aug. 8 .. Richard Ladson .. . Mine boss ..... . Fingers cut off ...... . Minin" machine .... . Lattas Creek..... .... Latta8 Creek Cool Co.
Aug. 8 .. William Willie .. . Driver ......... . Leg inj ured ......... . Kicked by mule .... . Star City. ...... ...... Con. So. Ind. CO" I Co.
Aug. 8 .. William Highfield. Driver ......... . Leg inj ured ......... . Kicked by mule .... . Ind. Cou. No. 29.. .... Ind. Con. So. Coal Co.

Clay.
Greene.
Greene.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Rullivan.
Greene.
Sullivan.
Greene.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.

I1l

t<l

~

&l
~

SEPTEMBER.

a

Sept. 7 .. Estil Matox ........ Miner .......... Face, hands burned. Explosion fire damp. Prospect Hill ........ SUllar Loaf Mining
Co ...................
John Chenewyth .. Miner ......... Severe I y burned ..... Premature shot ...... l'onsolidated 34...... Con. Indiana Coal Co.
Henry Heines ...... Cager .......... Foot crushed ......... Mine car ............. Forrest ............... Forre"" Park Coal Co.
Frank Wiloby ..... Miner .......... Leg broken ......... Falling slate ......... Rhirley Hill .......... Coal Bluff Mining Co.
George Myers ...... Driver ......... Crushed abdomen ... Mine car ............. Knoy ................. Knox Coal Co ........
John Howe ......... Miner .......... Severely burned ..... Explosion fire damp. Hocking .............. Ind. So. Coal Co •......

Sept.l0 ..
Sept. 15 ..
Sept. 15 ..
Sept. 18 ..
Sept. 21..

Knox.
Sullivan.
Viro.
Su !ivan.
Knox.
Sullivan.

~!2:

~

OCTOBER.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

10 ..
14..
23 ..
25 ..

TbomltsThompson
John D. Davis ... ..
Robert Moss ..... ..
Clyde Phillips ... ..
Fay Howey ....... ..

Miner ........ ..
Miner ......... .
Timberman ...
Driver ......... .
Driver ........ .

Skull fractured ..... .
Hip di,located ..... ..
Spine injured ...... ..
Leg injured ........ ..
Internal injuries .. ..

FaIling slate ........ .
Fall ing slate ........ .
Falling slate ....... ..
Mine car ........... ..
Mine car ........... ..

St. Clair ............. .
Crawfor<l No.4 ..... ..
Forrest Park ....... ..
Hocking ............ ..
Parke No.10 ........ .

cO'1 Sullivan.
Clay.

Soutbern Ind. Coal
Crawford Coal Co .....
Forre.t Park Coal Co ..
Ind. So Coal Co.......
Parke County Coal CO'\

Vigo.
Sullivan.
Parke.

I-'I-'~
~

TABLE OF SERIOUS ACOIDENTS-Continued.
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I-'
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o

NOVEMBER.

I

I

OCCUPATION.

INJURY.

CAUSE.

Mum.

COMPAl<Y.

Miner ..........
Miner ..........
Driver .........
Miner ..........
Timberman ....

Arm fractured .......
Head, lace injured ..
Leg fractured ........
Eye injured .........
Back inj ared .........

Falling slate .........
FaIling slate .........
Mine car .............
Mine pick ...........
Falling slate ........

Troy ..................
Vandalia No.3 ......
Semi-Block .........
Oak Hill. ............
MeccaNo 3 .........

Perry.
Greene.
Sullivan.
Vermillion.

Nov. 22 .. 1 William Taylor .... Mine b·lSS ...... Skull fract ured ..... Coal falling down
shaft ...............
Nov. 22 .. 1 Robert MilIer ...... Cager .......... Hand crushed ........ 1 Mine car......... ..
Nov. 2:3 .. John W. Osborn ... Miner .......... Skull fractured...... Falling slate .........
Nov.24 .. Ed Cramer ......... Miner .......... Ankle broken.... .... Falling slate .........

Bergenroth Coal Co ...
Vandalia Coal Co .....
Southern Ind. Coal Co
Oak Hill Coal Co .
Mecca Coal & Mining
Co ....................

Parke.

P;j
t>j

Mammoth ............
Mammoth ............
Vandalia No.3 ......
Superior No.1 .......

Southern Ind. Coal Co.
Southern Ind Coal Co.
Vandalia Coal Co .....
Zellar-McCIellan Coal
Co ..................
Coal Bluff MininK Co ..
Deep Vein Coal Co ..
Zellar-l1cClelian Coal
Co ... _......
ZelIar-McClellllD' Co';'\
Co ...................
Vandalia Coal Co .....

Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Greene.

."
0

Parke.
Vi,!o.
Vigo.

0

DATE.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

3 ..
14,.
16 ..
- ..
19 ..

NAME.

George Thompson ..
James Callaway ...
EllDer Wickham ..
William Davidson.
John Lawton .....

Nov. 24 .. John CardwelL .... Miner .......... Leg broken ....... _ Falling slate ......... Lawton ..............
Nov. 25 .. Addison Sneeks ... Carrenter; ..... Le .. broken.. .... .... Descending cage ..... Deep Vein ..........
Nov. 28 .. John Gott .......... Miner .......... Arm broken. .... .... Falli ng slate ......... Superior No. 1. ......
Nov. 28 .. John Ragus ....... Miner .......... SeverelY burned ....
Nov. 29 .. John Chambers .... Driver .......... Ribs fractured .....

ExploRion, blaStingl Superior No.2 .......
powder .............
Mine ear ............. Island No. 4..........

COUNTY.

Parke.
Parke.
Sullivan.

P;j

>-l
I,j

rn

>-l

>
>-l
txJ

Q

txJ
0

t-<

DECEMBER.

0

Q

Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Hee.
Dec.

2 .. Albert E. Timons ..
3 .. Orley Frazier ......
6 .. Wm. Urey ..........
0 .. Peter May .........
7 .. D. Mouan ..........
16 .. John Mills .........
20 .. Lewis Roberts .....
21.. Fred. Bunch .......
21.. James Pierce ......
-. D. C. Squires .......
22 . John Galager ......
22 .. Thoma. Ward .....
24 .. Earl Archer ........
24 .. Charles Miller .....

Miner ..........
Night watch ...
Driver. _......
Mine boss ... ,.
Driver ..........
Driver ..........
Trapper ........
Dri"er .........
Loade" .........
Driver .........
Dri"er .........
Miner ..........
Miner ..........
Miner .........

Skull fractured .....
I:leverely burned.
Abdomen crushed.::
Foot broken ..........
Arm injured .........
Collar broken .......
Foot crushed ........
Leg i nj ured ........
Back in.iured .........
Back injured ........
Fs.ce injured .........
Internal injury ......
Head i nj ured ........
Finger cut off .... -....

B1nwn-out shot
Escaping steam ......
FaIling slate .........
Mine car ..........
Kicked by' mule ......
FeU under mine car.
Mine car ............
Mine car .............
Falling slate .........
Mine ca,r .............
Kicked by mule .....
Delayed shot ........
Falling- slate .........
Mine eM ............ _

Fort Branch .........
Gifford No. 1. ........
MeccaNo.3 ..........
Kettle Creek .........
Deriog No. 12 ........
Knox ............ : ....
Knox.
.Hocking·:. :::::: ::::::
Mildred .............
Island No.4 ..........
Dering N <to 12 .......
Sunnyside ...........
Glenn No.1 ..........
Superior No.2 .......

Fort Branch Coal Co ..
Collins Coal Co ........
MeccaCoal&MiningCo
Kettle Creek Coal Co ..
Dering Coal Co ...... "
Knox Coal Co ..........
J{nox Coal Co.. ..... ..
Ind. Southern Coal Co.
Ind.Southern Coal Co.
Vandalia Coal Co ......
Dering Coal Co ........
Sunnyside Coal Co .....
Cool B1uffMiningCo ..
Zellar-McClellan Coal
Co ....................

Gib.on.
Clay.
Parke.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Knox.
Knox .
I:lnllivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Vanderburgb.
Clay.
Parke.

....rn
~
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ACCIDENTS TO :MINE PROPERTY.
Six notable accidents to mine property, which we deem worthy
of mention, have occurred during the past year, and have ooen investigated by this office. Four of these accidents occurred in the
inside workings of the mines and four in the surface plants. We
give herewith a brief description of each one that occurred.
BUCKEYE MINE.

On the evening of January 4th a smoke explosion occurred in
the Buckeye Mine, Vermillion County, resulting in the death of
one of the shot firers and almost a total wreck of the mine. So
great was the force of the e...'{plosion that both cages were wrecked,
one of them being thrown up against the sheave 'wheel, buntins
and guides . were torn out, mine doors and brattices blown out,
cross-bars and other timbers knocked down and fifteen mine cars
totally demolished. I have not learned what the financial loss
would be, but considering the time the mine was idle, added to
the property destroyed, it will probably amount to several thousand dollars.
HYMEIRA No.4 MINE.

At about 3 o'clock p. m. of .February 7th, a h0avy explosion
of fire damp occurred in the Hymera No. 4 Mine, which in effect
was very much like that occurring at the Buckeye Mine. Both
cages were wrecked and thrown to the surface, buntins and guides
torn out, doors and brattices blown out, mine cars demolished and
timbers of various kinds knocked down, causing heavy slate falls,
etc. Fortunately there was no one in the mine at the time, utherwise the results would ha.ve ooen disastrous. It is presumed that
the explosion was due to the coal at one of the working faces having been ignited from a shot fired on the eyening previous and that
a body of gas had accumulated, corning in contact with it.
MECCA No. 1 MINE.

On the night of JltIarch 18th the entire. surfa.ce plant of the
Mecca No.1 Mine, Parkl~ County, was destroyed by fire. This
was probably the most destructive mine accident during the year,
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as the mine was well equipped with first-elass machinery, all of
which was rendered useless by the fire. The financial loss was
estimated at about $20,000.
SHELBURN MINE.

On the evening of March 20th, at firing time, the coal at the
face of one of the rooms in the Shelburn Mine, Sullivan County,
caught fire, igniting from a shot. The mine was idle the following day for the purpose of making repairs and the fire was not discovered until Sunday morning, six days later, when smoke was
noticed coming out of the shaft. At that time it was not known
whether the fire was in the No. V or lower seam, or in the upper abandoneq No. VI seam. The superintendent being absent at
the time no investigation was made, but the shaft was covered over
with loose planks, the purpose be'ing to exclude the air from the
fire. On his return, three days later, Superintendent Thoanas
uncovered and descended the shaft to No. V for the purpose of
locating the fire. He had not proceeded more than seventy-five
yards from the shaft bottom, however, when he encountered a body
of fire damp in such quantity as precluded his making further investigation and having by this time determined the fact that the
fire was in the No. V seam and still burning, he hurried to t4e
surface and recovered the shaft with boards and dirt. He had
hardly completed his work when a violent explosion occurred, do~
ing considerable damage at the surface and wrecking the interior
of the mine. Fortlmately no one was injured, although several
had narrow escapes from flying debris. The top of the. mine was
sealed off air-tight again !md left to remain so for about five weeks,
the fire being extinguished by this time. The shaft was uncovered, necessary repairs made and operations resumed.
GOLD KNOB MINE.

At about 4 o'clock a. m. June 19th the fan house and fan at
the Gold Kn0b Mine, Clay County, was destroyed by fire, entailing
a loss of about $600 and causing the mine to remain idle for several weeks.
,
' . .", i, ',i \ i ,. I l
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LUCIA MINE.

During the night of May 9th water broke into and flooded this
mine, which since that time has been abandoned. Numerous othex
accidents of minor character, such as floods, breaking of ropes,
cages, etc., incident to mining, have occurred, but as' a rule have
entailed such small financial loss and an idleness of such short
duration we will make no mention of them.

MINE DIRECTORY.
N ames and addresses of persons operating mines m each
county, also names of mines:
CLAY COUNTY.
COllPANY.

ADDRESS.

MINE.

Brazil Block Coal Company ...... ,
Brazil Block Coal Company, , ... .
Brazil Block Coal Company.,.".,
Brazil Block Coal CO!p.pany "., ..
Continental Clay & Mining Company...........
.. ........... ..
1. S. & R. McIntosh Coal Company.
Vandalia Coal Company ........ ..
Vandalia Coal Company ......... ..
Vandalia Coal Company ........ ..
Vandalia Coal Company ......... ..
Vandalia Coal Company" ....... ..
Zellar, McClellan & Company, ... ,
Zellar. McClellan & Company .... ,
Crawford Coal Company ...... , .. , '
Crawford Coal Company ......... ..
Crawford Coal Company ...... , ... '
Crawford Coal Company ......... .
Crawford Coal Company ...... , .. ..
Star Union Coal Company ....... ..
Collins Coal Company ............. .
Collins Coal Company ............ ..
Coal Bluff Mining Company ...... .
Coal Bluff Mining Company ... , .. .
American Clay Manufacturing
Company ....................... ..
Big Vein Coal Company .......... ..
Vivian Coal Company ............ .
Vivian Coal Company ............ .
Iudiana Block Coal Company .... ..
Jasonville Coal Company, ....... ..
Dan Davis Coal Company ........ .
United Fourth Vein Coal Company
Lancaster Block Coal Company ... .
Eureka Block Coal Company ..... ,
McLaughlin & Treager ........... ..

Brazil ..................
Brazil ................. '
Brazil .................
Brazil ...... .... .... ....

Brazil Blork No. t.
Brazil Block No.4.
Brazil Block No.7.
Brazil Block No.8.

Brazil ............... ..
Brazil,." ........... .
Indianapolis ......... ..
Indianapolis .......... .
Indianapolis...... .. ..
Indianapolis ......... ..
Indianapolis ......... ..
Brazil ............... ..
Brazil..... .. ....... ..
Brazil ............... ..
Brazil ................ ..
Brazil ................ ..
Brazil .... " .......... ..
Brozil ............... ..
Indianapolis, ........ ..
Brazil ................ ..
Brazil ................ ..
Terre Haute ......... ..
Terre Haute ......... ..

Continental.
Rebstock.
Vandalia No. 50.
Vandalia No. 60.
Vandalia No. 61.
Vandalia No. 64.
V ..ndalia No. 65.
Superior No.4.
Superior No.7.
Crawford No.4.
Crawf. rd No.5.
Crawford No.~.
Crawford No.~.
Crawford No.9.
Fortner.
Gifford No. 1.
Gifford No.2.
Glenn No.1.
Glenn No. 2.

Brazil ................ .. Monarch.
Terre Haute ......... .. Lewis.
Vivian No.4.
Vivian No.5.
Saline.
J a80nville ............ .. Gold Knob.
Brazil ................ .. World's Fair No.2.
Linton ............... .. Island V.. Hey No.4.
Clay City .............. . LaDca.ter Block.
Terre Haute ............ ~~ureka No.6.
Carbon ............... .. Trealler.

~~!?::~::::.~:: :.~.~::

: :.:,:
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DAVIESS COUNTY.
COMPANY.

ADDRESS.

Stucky & Osborn .................. ..
Daviess County Coal Company ... .
Mutual Mining Company ........ ..
Mandabach Bros.: ................ ..
Winklepleck & Overton .......... ..
Overton Coal Company •...........

RagleBville ........... ..
Montgomery ......... ..
Cannelburg .......... ..
Washington .......... ..
Raglesville ........... ..
Raglesville ........... ..

MINE.

Stucky.
Montgomery No.3.
Mutual.
Mandabach.
Winkle peck.
Overton.

FOUNTAIN COUNTY.
Rush Coal Company ..... ; .......... 1 Cleveland. Ohio ........ j Rush.
Silverwood Coal Company ......... Silverwood ............. Silverwood.
GREENE COUNTY.
United Fourtlt Vein Coal Company Linton ............... ..
United Fourth Vein Coal Company Linton ............... ..
United Fourth Vein Coal Company Linton ................ .
United Fourth Vein Coal Company Linton ............... ..
United Fourth Vein Coal Company Linton ................ .
Vandalia Coal Company ........... Indianapolis ......... ..
Vandalia Coal Company ........... Indianapolis ......... ..
Vandalia Coal Company ........... Indianapolis .......... .
Vandalia Coal Company ........... Indianapolis .......... .
Vandalia Coal Company..... ...... Indianapolis ......... ..
Vandalia Coal Company ........... Indianapolis .......... .
Vandalia Coal Company....... .... Indianapolis .......... .
Vandalia Coal Company ........... Indianapolis ......... ..
Indiana !'outhern Coal Company.. Chicago, III ........... .
Sonthern Indiana Coal Company.. Chicago, Ill. ......... ..
Southern Indiana Coal Company.. Chicago, Ill .......... ..
Southern Indiana Coal Company.. Chicago, III .......... ..
Southern Indiana Coal Company.. Chicago, Ill .......... ..
Soutltern Indiana Coal Company.. Chicago. III .......... .
Vulcan Coal Company ............. Indianapolis ......... ..
Summitt Coal Company ............ Bloomfield ........... ..
Victoria Coal Company...... ...... Linton ............... ..
Green Valley Coal Company ........ Jasonville ............ ..
Crouch Coal Company.... .... ...... Jasonville .... ·........ ..
Letsinller Coal Com pany. .... . ..... Bloomfield ........... ..
Central Coal and Mining Company Indianapolis .......... .
Coal Bluff Mining Company....... Terre Haute ........... .
Coal Bluff Mining Company...... Terre IIaute .......... ..
Pennsylvania and Indiana Coal
Company ............ '.............. Linton .................
GIBSO~

Black Creek.
I81and Valley No.3.
Glenburn.
Antioch.
North Linton.
Vandalia No.2.
Vandalia No.3.
Vandalia No.4.
Vandalia No.5.
Vandalia No.6.
Vandalia No.8.
Vandalia No.9.
Vandalia No. 21.
Gilmour.
Hoosier No. 1.
Hoosier No.2.
Midland.
Tower Hill.
Lattas Creek.
Vulcan.
Summitt No.2.
Victoria.
Green Valley.
Fry.
Letsinger.
North West.
Twin No.4.
Twin No.5.
Pennsyluania.

COUNTY.

Princeton Coal and Mining Company..... ........ .... .... .... ...... Princeton.............. Oswald.
Massey Coal Company ............. ' Oakland City.... ...... Massey.
Fort Branch Coal Company.... .... Fort Branch. .... ...... Fort Branch.
KNOX COUNTY.
Bicknell Coal Company...... ......
Knox Coal Company ......'. .... ....
Lynn Coal Company........ .... ....
Sugar Loaf Coal and Mining Company. .............................
Vandalia Coal Company ...........
Washington-Wheatland Coal Com·
pa.ny....... .. .... . . .... . .... ......
Chicago and Big Muddy Coal Company....... ...... .... .... ..........

Bicknell................ Bicknell.
Bicknell...... ........ Knox.
Bicknell........ ....... Lynn.
Vincennes............. Prospect Hill.
India.napolis ........... Vandalia No.4.
Washington............ Wheatland.
Bicknell................ Pine Knot.
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PARKE COUNTY.
COMPANY.

ADDRESS.

Brazil Block Coal Company.... ....
Brazil Block Coal Company.... ....
Mecca Coal and Mining Company.
LincOln Ooal and Mining Company
Otter Creek Coal Company. .... ....
Zellar, McClellan & Company .....
ZelIar, McClellan & Company .....
Zellar, McClellan & Company .....
Vandalia Coal Company. ' .... ....
Vandalia Coal Company ...........
Plymouth Block Coal Company •. ,
Parke County Coal Company......
Parke County Coal Company......
W. P. Harrison .....................
C. B. Hanison .... ...... ...... ......
Clay County Coal Company........

Brazil..................
Brazil..................
Meoca..................
Chicago, Ill...... ......
Chicago, Ill...... ......
Brazil ..................
Brazil ..................
Bra,zil ..................
Indianapolis...........
Indianapolis, ..... , .: ..
Terre Haute.,..... ....
Rosedale .............. ,
Rosedale...............
Ro~kville ..............
Rockville..............
Carbon.................

MINE.

Brazil Block No.9.
Brazil Block No. 12.
Mecoa No.3.
Lyford N 0.1.
Mary.
Superior No.!.
Superior No.2.
Superior No.3.
Vandalia No. 310.
Vandalia No. 317.
Pan American.
Parke NO.1.
Parke No. 12.
Harrison.
Harri.on.
Clay County.

PERRY COUNTY.

I

I

Bergenroth Bros .................... Troy ................... Troy.
PIKE COUNTY.
Ayrshire Carbon Coal Company...
Ayrshire Carbon Coal Company...
D. Tngle Coal Company ............
D. Ingle Coal Company.... .... ....
D. Ing,le Coal Company.... .... ....
S. W. Little Coal Company.... .....
S. W. Little Coal Company .........
S. W. Little Coal Company..... ....
Patoka Valley Coal Company .....
Muncie Coal and Mining Company
Winslow (las Coal Company .......
Winslow Gas Coal Company .......

St. Louis, Mo...........
St. Louis, Mo....... ....
Oakland City ..........
Oa'kland City.... ......
Oakland City...... ....
Evansville.......... ..
Evansville .............
Evansville. ...........
Huntinghurg ..........
Munoie ................
Winslow ...............
Winslow, ..............

Aberdeen.
Carbon.
Ayrshire No.3.
Ayrsbire No.4.
Ayrshire No.5.
Rogers.
Blackburn.
Littles.
Hartwell.
Petersburg.
Winslow No.4.
Winslow No.5.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
Indiana Southern Coal Company ..
Indiana Southern Coal Company ..
Indiana Southern Coal Company ..
Indiana Southern Coal Company ..
Indiana Soutbern Coal Company ..
Indiana Southern Coal Company ..
Sunflower Coal Company ........ .
Consolidated Indiana (Joal Company ........................... ..
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company ............................ .
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company ............................ ..
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company ............................. .
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company ............................ ..
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company .......................... _..
Consolidated Indiana Coal Com·
pany ............ "_'" .......... ..
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company ............................. .
Consolidated Indiana Coal Company ............................ ..
Vandalia Coal Company ......... ..
Vandalia Coal Company .......... .
New Linton Coal Company ...... ..
Jackson Hill Coal and Mining
Company ....................... ..
Jackson Hill Coal and Mining
Company ....................... ..

Chicago, III. ..... ,. ....
Chicago, Ill. ....... ....
Chicago, III. . ,.........
Chicago, III.. ... ......
Chicago, Ill. ....... ....
Chicago, In. ..... ......
Dugger. .... ............

Bunker Hill.
Caladonia.
Phoenix No.4.
Cummins.
Hocking.
Citizens.
Sunflower.

Cbicago ...... .. .. . .. .. . Consolidated No. 25.
Chicago.... .... .... .... Consolidated No. 26.
Chicago.... .... ... . .... Consolidated No. 28.
Chicago.... .... .... .... Consolidated No. 29.
Chicago.... ...... ...... Consolidated No. 30.
Chicago...... .... ...... Consolidated No. 31.
Chicago.... .... .... .... Consolidated No. 82.
Chicago.... .... .... .... Consolidated No. 33.
Chicago ...............
Indianapolis ..........
Indianapolis..........
Indiana,polis ..........

Consolidated No. 34.
Vandalia No. 10.
Vandalia No. 30.
West Linton.

Terre Haute .. , .... .... J ackeon Hill No.2.
Terre Haute ....... .... J ackeon Hill No.4.
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SULLIVAN COUNTY-Continued.
COMPANY.

ADDRESS.

Keystone Coal Company ......... .
Sullivan County Coal Company .. .
Dering Coal Company ............ .
Dering Coal Company ............ .
Dering Coal Company ........... .
Sonthern Indiana Coal Company ..
Southern Indiana Coal Company
Shirley Hill Cool Company ....... .
Coal Bluff Mining Company ..... .
Coal Bluff Mining Company .... .
Superior Coal Company .......... ..
Kettle Creek Coal Company .. , ... .
Peabody Coal Company .......... .
Linton Bituminous Ooal Company
United Fourth Vein Coal Company
Clover Leaf Coal Company ........

Chicago, I1I .......... .
Dugger ............... .
Chicago, III .......... .
Chicago, III. ......... ..
hica.go. Ill. ......... .
Ohicago, III. . ... .. .. .
{:hicago, Ill ........... .
Terre Haute ......... .
Terre Haute ......... .
Terre Haute ........ ..
Terre Haute ......... ..
Terre Haute ....... , .
{:hicago, III .......... ..
Linton ............... ..
Linton ............... .

MINE.

Shelburn.
Freeman.
Dering No.12.
Dering No.13.
Derinl' No. H.
f'emi-Block.
M•. mmoth Vein.
Shirley Hill No. 1.
Little GiAnt.
Shirlev Hill No.2.
Sup.rior.
Kettle Creek.
Reliance.
Hamilton.
Black Hawk.
Clover Leaf.

Dug-ger ..... ... .

VANDERBURGH COUNTY.
Diamond Coal Company .. , ..... .
Thomas Coal Oompany ........... ..
D. Ingle Coal Company .......... .
Sunnyside Coal Company ....... .
Evansville Ooal and Mining Oompany ........................... ..
OrescentOoal and MiningCompany

Evansville ........... ..
Evansville ........... ..
Evansville ........... ..
Evansville ... .

Diamond.
First Avenue.
Ingle,ide.
SunnYBide.

Evansville ........... .
Evansville ... .

Union.
Unity.

VERMILLro~ COUNTY.
Dering Coal Company ..............
Dering Coal {:ompany .............
Dering Coal Company...... .......
Dering Coal Company........ .....
Dering Coal Company.....
.. ..
Cayuga Press Brick Company .....
Crown Hill Coal Company .........
Shirkie Bros ........................
Shirkie })roa ........................
Shirkie Bros ........................
Keller Coal Company ..............

I Chicago,
Ill. ........... I Dering No.5.
Chicago, Ill. ..... ..... Dering No.6.

I

Chicago, HI. ...........
Chicago, III. ..........
Chicago, IlL..... .
Cayuga ................
Clinton................
Clinton... .............
nJinton......... ........
Clinton .................
Clinton .................

Dering No.7.
Dering No.8.
Dering No. 15.
Crown Hill No. 1.
Crown Hill No.2.
Oak Hill.
Maple Valley No.1.
Bnckeye No.2.
Prince.

VIGO COUNTY.
Charles F. Keeler Coal Co ......... .
M. D. West ....................... ..
Coal Bluff Mining Co ............. ..
Coal Bluff Mining Co .............. .
Coal Blult· Mining Co ............ .
J. Ehrlich Coal Co ............ ..
Grant Coal & Mining Co ........ ..
Dering Coal Co..... .... .... .... ... .
Dering Coal Co ................... ..
Vandalia Coal Co ................. .
Vandalia Coal Co ................. ..
Vandalia Coal Co .................. .
Vandalia Coal Co ................. ..
Vandalia Coal Co .................. .
Vandalia Cool Co .................. .
Vand.lia Coal Co ................. ..
Miami Coal ('0 .................... ..
Miami Coal Co .................... ..
Miami Coal Co ................... ..
Parke County Coal Co ............ ..
Fauvra Coal Co.... . .... . ....... .
West Terre Haute Coal Co ....... ..
Deep Vein Coal Co ........... : .... .
Vi go County {:oal Co ........... ..
Indiana Southern Coal Co ........ ..
Domestic Block Coal Co .......... ..

Chicago, III. ......... ..
Cloverland ............ .
Terre Haute...... .. .. .
Terre Haute....... ... .
Terre Haute .......... ..
Seeleyville.. .... . ... .
Burnett ............. .
Chic'go. Ill ......... ..
Cbicago, Ill .......... ..
r ndianapoli .......... ..
Indianapolis ......... .
Tndianapoli ........... .
Indianapolis ......... ..
Indianapolis .......... .
Indianapolis ......... .
Indianapolis ......... .
Brazil ............... .
Brazil ................ .
BrRzil ............ , ...
Rosedal~ ........... .
Indianapolis ......... .
West Terre Haute .... .
Terre Hliute ......... ..
SeeleyviIIe ............ .
Cbicago, III ........... .
Kokomo .............. ..

Atherton.
Chicago No.6.
Diamond.
Peerless.
Lawton.
f:leeleyvHle.
Grant No.2.
Dering No.9.
Pering No. 10.
Vandalia No. 66.
Vandalia No. 67.
Vandalia No. 68.
Vandalia No. 69.
Vandalia No. 80.
Vandalia No.81.
Vandalia No. 82.
Miami No. 1.
Miami No 2.
Miami No.3.
Parke No. 10.
Redbird.
Larimf'l".

Deep Vein.
Ray No.2.
Forrest.
Domestic Block No. 1.
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WARRICK COUNTY.
COMPANY.

Hall & Marsh.. ....... .... ........
Big Four Coal Co ...................
J. Woolley Voal Co....... ...... ....
J. A. Bryan .........................
Charles Mendell......
... ...... ..
John Archibald Coal Co ............
T. D. Scales Coal Co...... ...... ....
Ohio River Coal Co .................
Caladonia Coal Co...... ...... ......

ADDRESS.

I

MINE.

Chandler •.............. 1 Air Line.
Boonville .............. Big Four.
Boonville.............. Big Vein No.3.
Evansville ............. Chandler.
Evansville............. De Forrest.
Evan8ville ............. Star No. I.
Boonville.............. Electric.
Evansville ............. Burke.
Boonville.............. Dawson.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE NATURAL
GAS SUPERVISOR.

OFFICE OF STATE GAS SUPERVISOR,
MARION, INDIANA,

Feb. 5, 1905.

Prof. W. S. Bla.tchley, State Geowg£st:
DEAR SIR-I have the honor to submit to you my third annual
report as State N amral Gas Supervisor, that for the year 1905.
This is the fourteenth annual report from this department. In
my last report.I brought to your attention a few suggestions that
would in a great manner have protected the field. Many of these
suggestions, approved by you, have been acted upon by this office,
and I am pleased to report a better condition in the gas field from
both producers' and consumers' standpoint. In this repO'l't I shall
dwell upon those things which I consider to 00 of moot importance
to those interested in the natural gas industry.
I trust the report will receive your approval and that the same
will be found worthy of consideration by those interested in the
natural gas field of Indiana.

BRYCE A. KINNEY,
State Natural Gas Supervisor.

(1149)

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE NATURAL
GAS SUPERVISOR.

The laws governing the production of natural gas have not been
changed during the last year. They remain the same and the duties of the State Natural Gas Supervisor are set out in these enactments.
As stated in my last report of 1904 the gas laws were made to
conform to and govern existing conditions. The State LegislatUre from time to time changed these la.ws so that the attention
of this office could be directed in different channels. My purpose
in this report is to dwell upon those things which are necessary to
the preservation of [;as fields, also the dangers that confront the
producers of gas in the Indiana fields.
.
This office is required to incorporate in this annual report to
the State Geologist complete and tabulated statistics of the number of gas wells, with the location and record of geological strata
passed through in drilling them, the volume of gas produced, the
rock pre,ssure, increase or decrease in rock pressure and volume of
flow; the number of miles, capacity and cost of mains laid; the
cost of gas as a fuel and number of persons employed in the production of gas. It is impossible for this office to give all of the
foregoing information, for the reason that the field has developed
to such an extent that it is impossible, for the number of persons employed, to collect the correct information. In each and
every instance a sufficient number of wells have been visited to
gain correct ideas on these points, but it is impossible for me to
give the record of each and every well drilled in this locality.
The inspection of pipe lines has ceased to be a necessity today on
the part of this office, for the reason that all of the larger gas companies employ men to inspect their lines regularly and gas at this
time is of such value as to cause gas producers to huslfand it very
carefully. I make' a close inspection of all gas lines running in
and through cities where escaping gas is liable to cause explosions
resulting in great injury and oftentimes loss of life to persons and
their' property". Gas companies, however, give rather close aI(1151)
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tention to the lines entering and running through the cities, for
the reason that they do not court actions for damages for injury
and damages caused by escaping gas.
As stated in my last report, the most important duties required
of this office are to see that the laws of the State in regard to the
drilling and plugging of wells and the consumption of gas be
enforced. During the last six months it has been necessary for
me to employ assistants in order to make sure that operators comply with this law. The main trouble has been in the plugging of
wells, since, as the field develops and the territory extends, it is
impossible for us' to be present at every well when it is plugged.
It would be more pOS&ible to be present, at the plugging of wens i:f
the law was such that it would require operators to give notice
of the time and place of plugging such wells. There are operators
who have drilled wells that were paying producers, who have spent
their money and wish to get out of it as cheaply as possible, and
these are the men or operators who are causing the trouble in the
Indiana field, as they do not properly plug the wells when they
are abandoned. For instance, they will t.ry and pull the pipe and
casing from such wells, and this pipe or casing will pull apart.
ha1£ way down the well and it is impossible to get the remaining
pipe out unless by means of hydraulic jacks, that are used for that
business. In the event that they do not draw all of the pipe they
can not comply with the law governing the plugging of wells, for
the reason that they can not use the iron balls therein provided,
and it would take a deput,y in every county where gas and oil is
found in Indiana to supervise the plugging of such wells. Owing
to the experience of this office in such matters, I t.hink we can
with propriety suggest such me~sures as we t.hink necessary in regard to these matters. Before pluggiJ?g such wells the office o:f
the Natural Gas SupervisOO' should be not.ified and he be present
or send a deputy to be there. Unless measures of t.his kind are
adopted the gas indust.ry will be abandoned throughout the State
of Indiana where the Trenton rock exls,ts.
In different parts of the State where the law has boon rigidly enforced during the laet five years the gas pressure increased onethird in the past year, which goes to illustrate what could be done
if the law could be enforced. Fresh water in the Trenton rock
fields not only affects the gas, but it has ruined parts of the oil
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fields in Grant, Madison and Delaware counties. 1£ it wmoe not
for the fresh water now in the Delaware Oounty fields they would
be getting a large production of oil where they are at present
pumping water. Different oil men have consulted me frequently
in regard to this matter and asked me to suggest. some way by
which they could be protected from persons improperly plugging
these wells. My hands have been tied so far as to being at every
well, as I have no way of knowing when these wells are plugged,
and it is utterly impossible after a well has been plugged for me
to try and replug it, as the iron ball that is seated at the lower end
of the former casing prevents the drill from going deeper in
the well. One well that. has been improperly plugged can do more
damage and let more fresh water into the gas-bearing rock than
two wells can pump out. In fact, one well being open in a field
with twenty other wells in the immediate vicinity will in five years'
time ruin the t.wenty wells. If a wen is reported that has been
improperly plugged and I have evidence to the fact, that wo~ld
warrant a conviction, I have no means of remedy for the evil al·
ready done. As there has been no appropriation made for that
purpose, we ~ay convict a criminal, but we can not repai-r the
damage. ,Ve have no opportunity to enforce the la:w, for the reason that the parties are irresponsibJe or that, the wells wecre left
open years ago. The production of natural gas and oil is still a
great industry in the State of Indiana, though those that. have no
knowle1dge of the industry think that. it will soon be a thing of the
past. If properly husbanded, oil, and perhaps gas, will be produced thra-ughout the State for years to come. We think a law
could be framed in such a manner that the State would not be put
to the e~pense of plugging these wells, but. that the same could be
provided for in another manner except in eases where the producer
is financially irresponsible, or when he has left the S'tate and we
are unable to ascertain his whereabouts.
As stated. in my report of 1904, the introduction of fresh water
into gas localities is a serious evil that threatens both the gas and
the oil industry. The existing laws offer no protection against this
evil except from wells that are now ahandoned. ,Ve have no pro"
teetion for wells that were ab~ndoned years ago. While the opinion oftentimes prevails that an abandoned well will plug itself,
this is a mistaken idea, as wells that.,vere l1handoned five years
73-Geology.
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ago and left open remain open today. Those who have producing
l>roperties know this to be a fact, for the reason that in operating
their properties they can tell that there was a supply of fresh water
which could corne from no other source etXcept old wells in the vicinity of their property. I have earnostly sought to' remedy this
evil as far as possible, but I am forced to use only such power as is
~iven me by the State.
OONDITION OF THE GAS FIELD.
The condition of the gas field at the present time is better than a
year ago. There is less complaint from the users of natural gas
than there was at that time. This I think has been brought about
in a measure by the law which was made in regard to the plugging of these wells. Three years ago in the Noblesville (Hamilton County) field various gas companies had given up the piping
of gas, but have recently renewed their efforts in drilling new
wells and cleaning out the old ones that had practically been abandoned. They have found a. rock pressure of 90 pounds and think
seriously of repiping this gas to the towns of N ohlesvi1le, Oicero
and Atlanta.
•
The Montpelier field, where the pressure was 40 pounds two
years ago, has gradually gained, until it has reached a point of
180 pounds. Where Kerlin Brothers were using pumping stations as a means of transporting their gas, they have taken their
pumping station out and the natural rock pressure is sufficient to
force the gas through the mains to the consumers without the use
of pumps.
The Marion Gas Oompany has its pipes located in the vicinity
of Marion, Indiana, and has OtXperienced a similar result. The
Oitizens' Gas Oompany of Gas Oity has had the same experience.
In the two plants above mentioned the pre,ssure and supply has increased fully 30 per cent. as compared with what it was one year
ago. There has been less drilling done in the past year for gas
in the different gas fields than in any previous year from the time~
gas was first discovered.
Anderson, Indiana, has the best service this year that it has
had for the past five years. They are getting the gas from Perkinsville, fl point tell miles west of Anderson. The Hazelwood
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Gas Company controls this station. They are very well satisfied
with t.he wells they drilled in the past year. They are running
one pumping station, as. the rock pressure at different .points is not
sufficient to force the gas through such a long main, and it was
necessary to put in this station in order to give a good pressure at
the point of consumption.
The Chicago Gas Company are. just completing the drilling of
one hundred wells between Greentown and Sycamore, Indiana, in
the eastern part of Howard County, and the western part of Grant
County for the purpose of supplying Chicago and the towns of
Kokomo and Greentown, Indiana, with natural gas. This field
was practically abandoned six years ago, as the Chicago company were getting their gas at. that time from Fairmount, Indiana, but the Fairmount fields have been affected to such an extent by the use of pumping stations that they had to abandon the
territory one year ago, and they have gone back to the old field,
known as the Greentown field, to get their gas for the corning year.
They have drilled one hundred wells with the average capacity of
two hundred thousand cubic feet per well. It is my opinion that
they can go back to the old gas' territory and get producers fo],
years to corne, as they are drilling test wells now in different parts
of the State" and as at Converse, are finding very good wells that
have renewed activity. At Kokomo, Indiana, several wells have
been drilled that are fair producers.
In the Princeton field the pressure has decreased to 90 pounds,
as compared with 315 pounds three years ago. This result, however, has been anticipated in this particular field, as will be showll
by an examination of the reports of Professor Blatchley, and is
due to the fact that the gas is found in a different and much thinner formation than that of the other fields. We do not think that
the Princeton field possesses the longevity of those fields developed
in the Trenton formation. They have done some drilling for gas
about Princeton in the last year, and out of seven wens drilled
there have been four failures and three produce,rs.
We have had some trouble about plugging old wells at Petersburg, Indiana, also at Princeton, and this may be a factor to be
taken into account in considering the decrease of production in
that looality. Out of one thousand gas wells drilled in the State
in the last eig-ht months, over seven hundred of them have prove II
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to be producers, but the output is very small when compared with
the wells of 1890.
The outlook for next year is bright, as the fields are dismantling
their pumping stations and the rlj'Ck pressure is steadily increasing
and giving the consnmers o,f Indiana a better service than we have
had in the last three years. We think this is a good omoo, for
the reason that we du' not, belie-ve pumping stations are conducive
to the welfare and longevity of a gas field. Where pumping stations are not in use the gas pressure offers a certain amount of resistance to the water, and will protect the gas-bearing rock to quite
an extent. The use of the pumping station has a tendency to create a vacuum in the gas-bearing rock and encourages the entrance
of the watelr therein. We think pumps can be used without perceptible damage' to force g~s through the mains to consumers a
considerable distance away, but we do not think they should be
used to create a vacuum in the well. While gas companies understand this, they attempt to supply the consumer as long as they
can with the drilling of additional wells. They then believe that
by establishing pumping stations thEl\Y can increase the supply of
gas. This in a measure, is true, but it results in a quick death to
the territory on which the pumps have been used. The pumps do
not increase the supply, but exhaust the stored supply. It would
be much better and perhaps more economical to have a greater
number of wells and to discontinue the use of pumps altogether
except to give fi pressure to the gas afoor it comes to the service.
A numbeor of fields are being opened that have beoo considered
dead for the last five years.
ABANDONED TERRITORY.

During the past year many individual wells have been abandoned. At the time of making our last report it seemed that much
of the territory had been abandoned, but the redrilling of this
territory has proven that it will still produce quite an amount of
gas when operated in the proper manner. It is true that some of
the gas companies have discontinued operating, but it is also true
that others have extended the field of their operation. The increase of the rock pressure in different localities is thought to be
an inilicat.ion of a revival of much of the territory that was thought
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to be worthless, and we feel that if proper attention is paid to
the preservation of the field in the way of preventing the passing
of fresh water into the gas-bearing rook by means of abandoned
wells that the gas field will continue to produce gas much longer
than was expected one year ago.
NEW TERRITORY.

. In the southeastern part of Jay Oounty, the Allen Oil Company
drilled a well that had a roek pressure of three hundred forty
pounds and a volume of three and a half million feet. This well
was drilled in July, 1905, and sold to the Union Oity Gas Oompmy.
At the present writing they are piping this. gas to Union Oity,
and since July several wells have been drilled in this immediate
vicinity that are good producers. This is an extension of the Delaware Oounty field, and perhaps does not come under the head of
new territory, but it is the only instance of any marked extension
beyond what was known to be the confines. of the gas field in 1904.
THE CONSUMPTION OF GAS.

The cons.umption of natural gas. has increased during the past
year, and while it is true that a number of gas companies have
abandoned portions of their properties, they have done consideTable drilling on other portions, and instead of their production decreasing as it did during the year 1903, it has increased to a
considerable extent. This is due to the fact that. the field is in
better condition than it was formerly. '¥hile it is true that a
number of factories in Marion, Gas Oity, Anderson, Elwood, Matthews, Fowlerton, Oonverse and others are using gas, the principal
consumption is the use of natural gas for domestic purposes and
operating in the oil field. All of the cities that are using gas
during the year 1904 have continued the use of same, md from
the apparent increase in the gas supply it is safe to say that they
will continue for a number of years, as the people long ago appreciated the fact that gas as a fuel for domestic purposes is far
superior to any other. .While it is true that the consumers do not
rely wholly upon gas as a, fuel during periods of extreme cold,
they prefer its use in connection with other fuel on account of its
gTeflt ('Onvfml em ce.
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WASTE OF GAS.

This subject has been thoroughly gone over in almost every rePQrt from this office,. Oonditions have changed somewhat during
the year 1905, especially in regard to gas mains. We, have discovered that the conditiQn of the main laid through a certain section of the country depends to' some extent upon the character of
the earth in which it is imbedded, and while in certain partl; the
main is in almost perfect condit.ion, other parts of it will be perfQrated on account of the effect that the earth has upon it. This
being true, .it is impossible to ascertain the condition of a main
by examining only a part of it. It is necessary to. cover the whole
line to get the exact condition.
We have had more or less trouble in the field ill drilling new
wells. This usn ally comes from Qil O'perators whO' are more anx- .
ious to waste the gaR in order that they may get a better pro~
duction O'f oil, as the pressure of gas interferes with producing
oil. The Jaw requires that a wen must be closed within fortyeight hours after gas has been struck, and it is a hard matter for
this office to know when gas is first struck in all the, wells drilled in
Indiana. We have secured several convictions on this proposition, hilt we feel safe in saying that the law is frequently violated
in this respect. We think perhaps that the same suggestion which
we made in regard to the plugging of wells-i. e., that a notice, be
given this office of the time and place of such work-would be an
appropriate one in the instance O'f drilling in gas and oil fields.
We have also had ROme difficulty in regard to the use of :flambeau burners.
NEW WELLS.

Since 1904 there has been considerable change in the way Qf
artificial means by which gas has been transported fTom one place
to another. At some points pumping stations have been dismantled. For instance, the Lafayette Gas Oompany have dismantled
their Summitville station in Madison county, also the one at
Kempton and other points. The capacity of some 0.£ the pumping stations has been increased. For instance, the Hazelwood
Gas OQmpany, of Anderson, have put in a pumping station ten
miles west of Anderson, near Perkinsville, that supplies the city
of Andersnn, which is having better service this winter than it
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has had for several ye'ars previous. The different stations, however, are not creating vaouum on the oil and gas-bearing rock, but
are used for the purpose of giving a sufficient pressure at the point
of consumption.
Marion is also having better service this year than it has had
for three/years previous. This is owing to' the fa.ct that the Grant
and Wabash county fields have been carefully watched and that
an extra. man has been kept in these fields fer the purpese ef enfercing a strict observance of the law. They have nO' pumping
stations in those localities, but rely on the rock pressure, which
runs frem 80 to 100 pounds, and at some PQints as high as 280
pounds. This pressure was found at a peint about elight mile~
north and east of Marion, in sectiens 8 and 9, Washington TOIWnship. The records Qf the wells, giving the hi~hest pressure and
greatest volume, are as follows:
Henry Bradferd, No.3, section 9, on the Henry Bradford farm,
was drilled in August, 1905, by the Ohio. Oil Company. It produced Qne million feet daily f0'r thirty days, and is now producing
nine millions per menth. The record of this weH is as fellows:
Feet.

Drive pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Casing ............................................................
Trenton rock .....................................................
Total depth .......................................................

430
480
937

987

On the Eliza Bradford, section 9, Washington Township, Grant
Ceunty, No. 2-

Feet.

Drive pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Casing ................................... :........................
Trenton rock .....................................................
Total depth .......................................................

430
485
942
990

Gas was first struck in this well at 973 feet. It produced 1,500,000 cubic feet per day for twenty days and is, making 7,000,000 feet per menth at the present time.
On the John Stribe farm the Ohio Cempany drilled N 0'. 2
April, 1905, and it made 3,000,000 cubic feet the first twenty-four
hours. This well is in section 8, Wabash Township. Its recQrd
is as follows:
Feet.

Drive pipe ...................................................... "
Casing ............................................................
To the sand ......................... ;............................
Total depth ................................. : .....................

140
430
930

970
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This gas is sold to the Marion Gas Company and used by the
consumers at Marion, Indiana. Another good well was struck in
July, 1905, in the southeastern part of Jay County on the J aeoo
Ba usman farm, near Salamonie. This well was drilled by the
Allen Oil Company for oil. It. has a capacity of 3,500,000 feet.
Feet.

Drive p'ipe .......................................................

Oasing ............. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

60
370

Trenton rock ..................................................... 987
Total depth ...................................................... 1,027

This was perhaps the largest well struck in Indiana in the year
Df 1905, and was closed in and afterward sold to the Union City
Gas Company, and is to be used by thel consumers Df UniDn City
as soon as the line can be completed that is now under CDnstruction. This has undoubtedly opened up a field. They are drilling
across the State line in the State of OhiO' and are getting good
wells, but the exact area Df this part of the field in Indiana has not
as yet been discovered, fDr the reason that they are nDt at the present time in a position to take care of the gas. The ChicagO' Gas
Company is pumping millions of cubic feet of natural gas to ChicagO' daily. This gas is being proouced near Greentown and SycamDre, Indiana, in Grant and HDward cDunties.
In all prO'bability more wells are being drilled in this. section
of the State than in any other. This territDry had before practically been abandoned. One year agO' a test well was drilled one
mile east of Greentown and found to' be a good producer, making
nearly a million feet per. day. At the present time there are
twenty strings of toDls running in this locality and the work Df
drilling new wells has been prDgressing rapidly.
They have drilled three new wells near Loogootee, Madin
County. The average record of these wells js- as fDllows:
Feet.

Drive pipe ........................................................ 100
Casing ............................................................ 450
Total depth ....................................................... 490

This gas is found in the same formatiDn as that of the Princeton gas field. The Loogootee gas plant has been giving excellent
service this winter to its ~Dnsnmers, and there are alsO' two glass
factDries at this point which are being supplied with natural ?,as
fDr the purpose of operating their factDries.

THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY IN INDIANA IN t905.
By

W. S.

BLA'l'CHLEY.

For the first time since 1898, and for the second time in its
history, the production of petroleum in Indiana fell i~ 1905 below
what it was in the previous year. This deerease in production
was due largely to the decrease in price, which, while not below
the profit-making limit of 80 cents per harrel, was so much below
that of the two years previous that new developments were retarded. Much less wild-catting was, therefore, done during the
year, an~ the area auded to the known productive territory of the
State was very limited.
It is the custom of this Department to prepare an extended report on the oil industry of the State, with accompanying map,
every third year. Such oil reports were issued as portions of the
annual reports for the years 1897, 1900 and 1903. Another will
be due in the report for 1906'. For that reason but brief mention
of the more important developments in 1905 will be given in connection with the statistics for the year.
THE TRENTON ROCK OIL FIELDS OF INDIANA FOR THE YEAR

1905

Gra,nt County.-In this county, which in 1902 and 1903 was
the principal seat of operations in the Indiana field, but little extension of territory was added during the year. Van Buren
Township still continues to be the . center of operations. The
southwest quarter of section 29 and the north half of the southeast quarter of section 31, both marked undrilled or gassy on the
1903 map, have developed good welk A deep pay well was sunk
on the Wisehart lease in the northeast quartet of section 2 by the
Midway Oil Company. This bore penetrated Trenton limestone
347 feet, but found no oil except. in the first pay. There are 15
producing wells on this farm, the record of No. 15, completed in
July, 11)05, being as follows:
(1161 )
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Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 115
Casing ........................................................•.. 410
Top of Trenton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 980
Total depth ...................................................... 1,064

The well was shot· with 220 quarts and produ('ed 90 barrels the
first 24 hours.
It is stated that the Hudson Oil Oompany owns 175 wells about
Van Buren, which were drilled at the same time as 175 owned
by the same company in the Spencerville and Menden fields of
Ohio. The VanBuren wells produce large quantities of salt
water, and in October, 1905, were yielding 1,100 inches (2,750
barrels) of oil per week, while the Ohio wells, devoid of salt water,
were producing but 300 inches (750 barrels) in the same time.
This toods to prove that a limited amount of salt water is a good
thing in the oil business.
A well on the John Pilkington lease, southeast quarter of section 15, a mile and a hali southeast of Van Buren, is ten years
old and has produced 60,000 barrels of oil. It still yields 10 barrels per day, thollgh it was bored only 13 feet intO' the sand and
was never shot.
A bore on the Ore.viston lease, northwest quarter of section 7,
showed as follows:

Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 132
Casing ........................................................... 410
Top of Trenton ............. '" .................... , .. , ........... 1,015
Total depth ...................................................... 1,052
Initial production (lJa1'l'e\s) .......................•.•.•...••....••• 45

The wells in vVashington Township, north and northeast of
Marion, are holding up well, though as yet there has been no pro-duction west of the Huntington Pike. Two fair producers drilled
in 1905 had the following records:
White No.6, ..Bragg No.8,
S. E: X lee. 2. N. W. X 8eo.12.
Feet
Feet.

Drive pive .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 320
Casing ............................ :............... 500
Top of Trenton ................ , ......... , .. , .. , ... 1,011
Total depth ....... , ......... , ..... ,. " ... , ......... 1,072
Initial production (barrels) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75

263
460
1,000
1,062
60

In section 17 a bore on the Bradford lease was drilled for gas,
but showed a quantity of oil. It was cleaned out and shot, when
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it came in as a gas. well with 185 pounds rock pressure and a
yield of 1,000,000 cubic feet daily.
On the Evan Pugh lease, close to the Wabash Oounty line, in
section 5, Pleasant Township, there are three wells, sunk for gas
in 1902, which began yielding oil in 1905, and in October were
producing seven barrels each per day.
In Oenter Township many of the wens in and around the Soldiers' Home fell off in production about 50 per cent. during the
summer and fall of 1905. A bore in search of deep pay was put
down on the S. Wolf lease, west half of the southeast quarter of
flection 1. It was sunk 360 feet into Trenton, but developed" oil
only in the top pay. Another deep pay bore was sunk on the
J'esse D. Wright farm, northeast quarter of section 14, this township, in July, the record of which shows.:
Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 200
Casing ........................................................... 390
Top of Trenton ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 915
I<'irst gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 930
First oil .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 945
I<'irst salt water .................................................. 955
Second oil and gas (showing only) ............................. , ... 1,220
Total depth ...................................................... 1,257

The bore was shot with 360 quarts and had an initial production of 23 barrels, all of which was supposed to be from the upper pay. No deep pay wells have been developed in Grant
County, though a number of attempts have been made in the last
two years.
But little if any new territory has been opened up in Monroe
Township since the last map ~as, publis,hed. The southern half
is still considered gas territory, but will doubtless yield a number of light t.o fair oil wells in the future.
In Jefferson Township a number of light well" were opened up
in old gas territory in the sout.heast quarter of section 19. S'ix
bores were sunk on t.he Jones and adjoining leases, which s,tarted
at about 15 barrels and were yielding about 8 barrels each when
60 days old. An a,verage record showed:
Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 187
Casing ........................................................... 375
Top of Trenton ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 933
Total depth ...................................................... 1,035
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Quite a quantity of salt water was developed and the wells
will, therefore, probably hold up for some time.
The Ohio Oil Oompany (Standard) was operating but 6 strings
of tools in Grant Oounty in the fall of 1905, as against 36 in
1904; the reason given being "the low price of oil," though the
magnates at the head of the Standard have the fixing of the price.
Huntington County.-Inside of known productive limits in this
county a bore is as sure a venture as Qne can make anywhere in
the United States in the Qil business. There was, however, little dQing here as elsewhere, in the extension of new territory in
1900.
In Salamonie, Township, sectiQn 36, near Mt. ZiQn, was fQr'
merly known as salt water territory. The water has nQW gone
down and 25 0.1' more new wells, all gQod Qnes, have been drilled.
The top of Trenton is here found at just about 1,000 feet, and the
borers are sunk 100 feet into that formatiQn. The average well,
18 months o.ld, makes 3112 barrels daily. It is stated that 500
producing wells in this regio.n made an average o.f 10 tanks,
o.r 2,500 barrels, less per month than in 1904.
In Jefferso.n To.wnship, sections 7, S, 17 and 18 are nQW all
productive. This territory was formerly mostly owned by the
HuntingtDn Light and Fuel Oo.mpany, and utilized fDr gas. It
was So.ld to the Wagner Oil Oo.mpany a:ld o.pened up fQr o.il in
the spring of 1905. This company drilled 6 test wells and, on
Octo.ber 4th, sold them and 1,300 acres o.f leases to' the BeattyNichDl Oil Oompany fDr $15,000 cash.
The Wagner"Oil Oo.mpany still contro.ls 4,000 acres in So.uthwestern J efferso.n and southeastern" "Wayne to.wnshi ps. On this
territo.ry there is plenty of gas for operating. But little water is
encountered, 2-inch tubing being used in all the wens. Two pay
streaks are found, one at about 25 feet, the other at 52 j
feet in the Trento.n. Each pay runs 5 to. 20 feet in thickness.
On the J o.hn Bo.nd farm of 100 acres, in the west half o.f sectio.n 36, Wfiyne To.wnship, there are 10 wells, drilled in 1904 and
1905, all of which started at about 100 barrels. One o.f these
was drilled 349 feet into Trenton in search of a deep pay, hut
without results. The 10 produced 243 barrels the week of August
19th, and 184 the week of October 14th.

------------------------------
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Well No.5, on the.Hamilton lease, southwest quarter of sectioll
25, Wayne Township, finished August 14, may except in production be taken as an average for this territory, its record being as
follows:
Feet.
Drive plp~ ....................................................... 221
Casing ........................................................... 512
Top of Trenton ................................................... 1,001
Total depth ...................................................... 1,064
Initial production (barrels) ....................................... 100
The Wagner Oompany had on November 1, 1905, 120 pro·
dueing wells on its leases, and claimed never to have drilled a dry
hole, the lightest starting at about 10 barrels. The production of
the company in March, 1905, was 7,646 barrels; in June, 7,076
barrels, and in August, 7,235. To this the royalty of 1Js should
be added.
\Vell No.6, on the D. K. Pinkerton ltase, northeast quarter
of section 13, Jefferson Township, had the following recorn:
pled.

Drive pipe ...................................................... 170
Casing .......................................................... 520
Top of Trenton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 971
Total depth ..................................................... 1.023f
Initial production (barrels) ....................................... 143

Many of the old gas wells of the Huntington Light and Fuel
Oompany in Huntington and Grant counties were drilled in only
30 feet. When redrilled to 90 feet and shot they are as productive
as a new well. No productive wells of any size have been drilled
in Huntington Oounty west of the lfarion and Huntington pike.
Wabash County.--In the southwest quarter of section 34, Liberty Township, this county, a well was drilled for gas on the
99 acre tract of J. H. Scott, in the fall of 1903. It showed a
little oil and in July, 1905, was drilled 40 feet deeper and shot,
when it started at 25 barrels and was· making 7% barrels after
30 days' pumping. The original record was as fonows:
Feet.

Dl'ive pipe .................................................... : ...
Casing ..... , ....... , .................. " ..........................
Top of Trenton ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Total depth ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

This wen is close to the

cOl1nt:,r

202
470
945
965

line, just south of I~afontaine.

SevP11ll yearf' hefore IInoth~r wc)l, 11j~ mileR WARt, Rtllfteo fit 41)
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barrels, but afterwards went off to salt water and was pulled. The
Scott wen was the only one drilled in Wabash County during the
year. Four of those near Rich Valley, in Noble, Township, were
abandoned.
Blackford County.-But 65 new bores were sunk in this county
during the year and no one of them opened up any new territory.
Of the 65, 10, or 15.4 per cent, were dry, while the initial production of the others averaged less than 8 barrels each.
Wells County.-The only new territory opened up in this
county was near Poneto, in section 6', N ottiIigham Township, and
section 31, Harrison Township, where several light wells were
drilled. Uany new wens were sunk between the old locations
. in Nottingham, Chester and Jackson townships, but, for the
most part, they had an initial production of 10 to 60 barrels, as
against 50 to 200 for the older ones. Probably the best wen
drilled in the county during the ye,ar was No. 44, on the Terhune
lease, in section 5, Chester Township, which started at 140 barrels. A bore on the Bryant farm, northwest quarter of section
19, Nottingham Township, was sunk 370 feet into Trenton in
search of :1 deep pay, but without results.
Adams Caunty.-But EttIe new territory was added to the
known productive area of this county. Only 94 bores were sunk
as against 262 in 1904. Of the 94, 11, or 11.7 per cent., were
dry. The productive wells averaged a little less than 10 barrels
initial production, as against 13.1 barrels the year before. The
northern part of Adams County may, in time, develop some oil,
as a new well east of Decatur, near W"ren, Van Wert County,
Ohio, was drilled in October, which started at 120 barrels. This
was several miles north of any previous development in that
region.
Jay County.-It was in this county that the greatest extent of
new territory was added to the productive limits during the year
and its area was nothing to brag of. This territory was mainly
east of. Bryant in Bear Creek Township. One of the best producers of the year was completed Octoher 16, on the R. Dehaff
lease, southeast corner of sect.ion 17. It is said to have flowed
and pumped 300 barrels t.he first day and would have done better
if sufficient tankage had been available. On October 28th it
'yielded 185 barrels in 21 hours. The record was as follows:
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Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 88
Casing ........................................................... 240
Top of Trenton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 989
Total depth ...................................................... 1,026

This was number 4 on the lease, the other 3 having started at
7 barrels each or better.
.
In Bear Creek Township the depth to top of Trenton ranges
from 1,014 to 1,035 feet, due mainly to the variation in surface
level, there being an actual difference of 12 to 15 feet in the exact
level of the Trenton in different parts of the township. The majorityof the wells drilled in had an initial production of 20 to 70
barrels, though a few ran from 100 to 150 barrels. The following
table gives the location of the new territory in Bear Oreek Township and its relative rank:

°

S.W 1 sect. 4 ................................ , ............ , .......
! sect. 9......................................................
S.W. 1 sect. 10 ............... " .......................... , .......
S.W. 1 sect. 12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
W. ~ sect. 13 ...... , ......................... , .............. '" ...
E. ! sect. 14.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
N.E. i sect. 16 ......................... ',' .........................
N.W. :1 sect. 16. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
S.E: 1 sect. 17. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
N.W. of S.W. i sect. 19 .............. '" ................' ..........
N.m. :1 sect. 20 ...................................................
S.W. i sect. 21. ........................... , ............. " .. . . . ..
8.E. i sect. 23. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
S. ! of N.W. :1 sect. 24 ............................. " .. .. .. .. .. ...
N. i S.W. i sect. 24..............................................
N.E. :1 sect. 26 ...................................................
S. ! sect. 28. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
N.E. ! and S.W. 1 sect. 32 ..... " .............. " ...... " .........
N. ! sect. 33 ........ , " ............................ " . . . . .. . . . . . ..
ill.

light
fair
good
fair
fair
fair
light
fair
good
light
good
fair
light
fair
fair'
light
fair
light
fair

In addition to the above, there are 2 large gas wells in the
southwest quarter of section 14, 1 in the southe,ast of the northwest
of 22, 1 in the northwest of the northeast of 27, 1 in the northeast
of the northwest of 27, and 1 in the northeast of the northwest
of 29. Some of these are packed and closed, while gas from 1
or 2 is being used west of Portland in burning lime.
In the south half of Bear Oreek Township, the Trenton below
35 feet from the top changes to a brownish, nonproductive limestone. Many of the wells which make only a light showing whell
first completed, after shooting come in as fair to good producers.
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In old abandoned territory northwest of Bryant a number of
fair to good wells have been lately completed. One of these which
started at 100 barrels is on the Oallahan lease, southwest quarter
of section 7.
In Wabash Township the west half of section 17 produced 3
or 4 fair wells during the year, while several in the south half of
32 started at 10 to 30 barrels each. Dry holes in ~he southe1ast
quarter 0'£ 9, the northwest quarter of 21, the northeast quarter
of 22, the northeast quarter of 27, and the northeast quarter of
28 condemned much undeveloped territory in this township.
In Noble Township 2 light producers are located on the northeast quarter of section 4. Several other bores, in the southeast
of section 8 and the southwest of 17, developed quite a volume of
gas, the rock pressure running 300 pounds or over. This is
utilized by the Citizens' Gas Company of Portland.
In Pike Township there was no extension of territory, though
2 or 3 light producers were drilled in on sections 8 and 9, bringing
the production up to about 300 barrels per month.
In Greene Township a bore on the northeast of the southwest of
section 19 started at 60 barrels and filled a 250 barrel tank, but
the company had no money to oink other bores. The oil was found
in second pay sand at a depth of 80 feet in Trenton.
In Penn Township some old wells which had been drilled into
Trenton only 30 feet with good results, but which had fallen ofi
in production, were re-drilled to a second pay at 65 feet and
started ofi at 60 to 75 barrels each, and promise to hold up well.
S'everal of these were located on the northeast quarter o! section
25 and the east half of section 35.
The deep pay wells, sunk in 1904 about Redkey, have mostly
been overcome with salt water. A haH dozen or so bores have been
sunk in search of deep pay in other parts of Jay County, but all
of them were failures. One of these, in the northeast quarter of
section 6; Wayne Township, was shot and got a small production
from the upper pay. One in the northwest quarter of section 20,
Wabash Township, was sunk 500 feet into Trenton. Another, in
the northeast quarter of section 20, Penn Township, was sunk
450 feet in. A third, in the northwest quarter of section 10,
J efierson Township, was also sunk 450 feet in and a good gas
!mpply obtained in the upper pay. A fourth was located in the
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northwest. qUltrter of section 24, Greene Township, and a fifth in
the northeast quarter of section 32, Jackson, ooth of which penetrated the Trenton 500 feet.
Randolph County.-But little new territory was opened up in
this county during the year. Several small producers were finished in Jackson Township, near the Ohio~Indiana State line.
Two of these, on the Clough lease, northeast quarter of section 9
and northwest quarter of 10, were sunk 285 feet into Trenton,
and started at about 20 barrels each. Three or 4 others were
drilled on the Routhwest. quarter of section 3 and the, southeast
of section 4, about 15 miles southeast of Portland. One of these
started at 50 barrels. About 1,200 barrels of tankage was filled
and a pipe line put in. Other bores just to the west develu,ped
gas only, 1 or 2 showing a rock pressure of 300+ pounds and a
volume of 1,250,000 feet.
A small producer was drilled on the Huber lease, 1 mile northeast of Deerfield, and another on the vVarner farm, in section
25, north of Saratoga, bot.h in Ward Township.
The most extensive operations in Randolph Oounty were in
Stony Oreek Township, close to the Delaware line. On a trae. ot
1,200 acres, leased by the Parker-Marion Oil and Gas Cvmpany,
part in Perry TowllShip, Delaware Oounty, but mostly in Stony
Oreek Township, 8 test bores were sunk, all of which were practically dry holes. The company bought the leases, paid rentals for
2 years, spent in all mOore than $20,000, and got nothing. The
record of one of the dry ho~~s on the Thornburg lease, in the
southeast corner of section 32, St~ny Oreek Township, may be
taken as the average. It showed:

Foot.
Drive pipe ....................................................... 64
Casing ............................................................ 320
Top of Trenton ...........'. '" ............... '" .............. , ... 956
Total depth ...................................................... 1,307

Five of the o.ther dry holes were located as follows: One just
south of Windsor; 1 in the northwest quarter of section 32, Stony
Oreek; 1 in the southwest quarter of section 4, in the extreme
southeastern co'mer of the tract; and 1 in the northeast quarter
of section 1, Perry Township. One bore
the Swingley lease,
in the northwest of 33, Stony Oreek Township, started at about
5 barrels per day, the oil being found in the upper pay.

on
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The territory tested was about 2 miles long from east to west
and 1l.4 miles, wide. The bores were sunk 300 to 470 foot into
Trenton, and the results show that the territory southeast of Windsor is practically worthless.
Several good bores were drilled in section 21, Stony Creek
Township, during the year, Ion the Deeds lease, in the northwest
quarter, starting at 200 barrels. A number of other good ones
were drilled within the limits of known productive territory in
Monroe Township, north and east of Parker.
Delaware County.--As far as new development was concerned,
the bottom may be said to have dropped out of the oil business in
and around Muncie in 1905. Tile great boom of 1904 when,
as it was said, every citizen who had 50 cents invested it in oil
stock, collapsed in the spring of 1905. In the 1904 directory of
the city of Muncie there were listed 49 different oil and gas
companies and promoters of oil properties. In October, 1905, hut
13 of these were in existence. Three causes may be given for the
slump, viz.: (a) The low price of oil; (b) too many small companies with not enough capital behind them to operate successfully; (0) water coming in and the production falling off. The
great majority of the Muncie citizens who invested in the oil business lost their money. The men who made mOlley in the Delaware
County field were from the East and understood their business.
They got hold of large leases, partly developed them and then sold
for a good price.
Many of the deep pay wells drilled. in the Delaware County field
in 1904 Were sunk too deep. They were drilled through a second
pay in search of a third and got salt water instead of oil. These
were too expensive to operate and many of them were drowned
uut.
On the T. B. "McCullough lease, about 4 miles north of Muncie,
in the south half of section 24, Hamilton Township, a deep pay
well was finished Octoher 22, which started at 180 barrels and
was producing 150 or more on October 30th. Several fair to good
wells have since been sunk in the same region which heretofore
was nndeveloped.
Oll the W. A. BelI farm, southwest quarter section 7 (21 N.)
10 E.), a bore 1,376' feet deep was drilled through the Trenton,
which was found to he 476 feet in thickness. Just below fl\(o

I
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Trenton was a blue shale 20 feet in thickness, and below this a
sandstone with an abundance of salt water. In a bore near
Losantville the Trenton was found to be 525 feet in thickness.
In Delaware Township a number of fair to good productive
wells were completed during the year. An average record in the
western part of the township is that of No.5, on the Chas. !tlarsh
lease, southwest quarter of section 17, finished July 28th:
Feet.

Drive pipe ........................................................ 40
Casing .................................. " ....................... 348
Top of '{'renton ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 936
Total depth ...................................................... 1,235
Initial production (barrels) ........................................ 40

The 5 wells on the lease, 3 of which were drilled in 1905, ~'re
producing 70 barrels daily in October.
On the William Reed farm, in the southwest corner of section
30, Delaware Township, a bores were completed, the record of
No.3 being:
Fed.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 42
Casing ........................................................... 335
Top of Trenton .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 925
First pay ........................................ , ......... , " ... 1,148
'.rotal depth ...................................................... 1,200
Initial production (barrels) ........................................ 50

The 3 wells were making 35 barrels in October. A number of
scattering wells are located between De Soto and Albany, on the
west side of the L. E. & W. Railway, but no rich territory has, as
yet, been developed.
On the county farm lease of 240 acres, 27 bores have been sunk,
6 being drilled east of the buildings in 1905. Of these 25 were
pumping on October 26th, the combined outpl1t being about 200
barrels per day.
The gas supply in the Selma-Parker region is exhausted, and
the Republic Iron and St€el Company were furnishing operators
with gas from northern Delaware County at 50 cents per 1,00r
cubic feet. About 6,000 cubic feet per day are used in each ordinary gas engine.
Two large leases which were very active in 1904 we~e the Black
lease and the Dunkin lease, in the west half of section 14, Liberty
Township. These had been, for the most part, drowned out by
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October, 1905. The' L. Winget lease of 40 acres, near the center
of section 14, I..ibe'rt~ Township, which was one of the first
opened up in this territory in 1903, was producing 5 tanks a
month from 10 wells. A 1-6 royalty yielded the owner $118 in
September. The largest royalty he ever received was $1,112 in
20 days. This was just after the third well had been finished.
Of the 10 wells, 4 were sunk to deep pay, though 1 was afterward
filled and shot in shallow pay. On the Sarah Winget lease of 60
acres, just to the east, 6 wells were producing 67 barrels pm" day
in October.
The property of the Republic Iron & Steel Company, consisting
of several thousand acres of leases and 350 producing wells, was
estitnated at $1,100,000 in June, 1904, and $500,000 in June,
1905. On Odober 27, 1904, the Le1wis lease, just north of Smithfield, operated by the Republic Company, was yielding 600 barrels a day from 21 wells. On October 26, 1906, 23 wells on
the same lease were producing 120 barrels a day. Of the 25
wells drilled on this lease, 23 were productive.
Another operator was, in 1904, offered $6'5,000 for his holding of 146 acres and 7 wells in the Selma field. In September,
1905, he tried to sell for $15,000 and could not get it.
The Senior and Scotland Oil Company sold, on December 12,
1904, to the Ohio Oil Company (Standard) 120 acres of leases
and 21 producing wells located in section 13, Liberty Township,
for $110,000. The wells were drilled between March and December, 1904, and yielded as follows in that year:
l

Barr.l••

I1Ial'ch ., ...... ,.,..............................................
April .................... .......................................

May...........................................................
June ..........................................................
July ...........................................................
August .........................................................
September .. " ............ , ... , ... , ... , ... , ... , " ...... " .......
October ...................................................•... ;
November ......................................................
December 1 to 12.................... , ................ ,. .. .. .. ...

249
148
1,082
6,191
7,117
8,029
10,798
12,528
10,000
4,010

'l'otal ...................................................... 60,232

The production as given does not include the royalty of 1-6.
The Ohio Company also purchased the property just north, con-
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sisting of 310 acres and 21 wells, for $40,000. One of the managers of the Ohio Oil Company is said to have stated that they
would lose $50,000 on the 2 properties. These facts are given to
show the magnitude of the slump in the oil business in Delaware
County in 1905. Such is the nature of the business, however, that
as correspondingly large gains may be made in 1906.
The new developments of the year in the Selma. field were
mainly about Windsor, southeast of Smithfield. On the Rowen
lease of 80 acres southwest of southeast of section 28 and southeast of southwest of the same section, Liberty Township, 3 good
wens and 1 old gas wen were located in March, 1905. The lease
was making a tank a. day and sold at that date for $27,500. The
new owners put down 4 bores on the west side of the lease, all of
which were very light producers. In this case the slump in value
was due to absence of the article sought.
One of the best leases in eastern Liberty Township is that of
J. M. Patterson, in the S011th half of the northwest quarter of section 13. An average of the wells shows:
Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 95
Oasing ........................................................... 360
Top of Trenton ........................... '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 983
First pay ........................................ ~ ............... 1,258
Total depth ....................................................... 1,273
Initial output (barrels) ............................................ 300

The J. W. OdIe lease, in the northeast quarter of section 25,
Liberty Township, is a large producer, but. there is lit.tle yield
east of this section.
Snowdon Bros. & Evans sold, in September, 1905, to the N orton Oil Company, of Massachusetts, leases between S'mithfield and
Windsor aggregating 397 acres, with 37 producing wells. The
settled product.ion of the property was 300 barrels a day, and the
price received was $250,000. The wells were located around the
borders of the leases, the central portion of which has not yet
been tested. TheTe is room for 40 additional locations without
crowding. In the wt?lIs drilled the top of Trenton ran from 945
to 969 feet, with the pay uniformly about 280 feet lower. A
machine for making gas for fuel purposes from crude oil will soon
be insta]]ef! on t.his lease. SlIcb a machine costs about $500 anf!
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has a capacity of 100,000 cubic feet per day, the cost running
about 10 to 12 cents per 1,000.
In this part of Delaware County the big wells fall down rapidly
while some of the fair ones hold up remarkably wen. One of the
latter, belonging to the Snowdon-Evans Company, made 40 barrels per day at the beginning of the year and 32 at the close.
On the Mary C. Oline lease, east of Smithfield, 4 bores were
sunk in 1905, of which the best was No.1. with the fonowing
record:
Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 76
Casing ........................................................... 325
Top of Trenton .................. , .... " ........ , .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ... 940
Total depth ...................................................... 1,227
Initial output (barrels) .......................•.................... 100

No.4, located 1,200 feet due south of No.1, was a dry hole with
a record as follows:
Feet.

Drive pipe ....................................................... 92
Casing ........................................................... 335
Top of Trenton ........................................... :. . . . . .. 920
'.rotal depth ...................................................... 1,198

In October, 1(05) there was not a well o·perated in the town of
Smithfield, though during the boom in June, 1904, there were
40 producing wells in the hamlet. Stich is the short life of a town
lot proposit.ion in the oil husiness.
In the :Muncie field, in October, 8-inch 28-pound drive pipe wa:::
worth 92 cents per foot.; 61,4-inch casing, 35 cents per foot. The
price paid for drilling was 50 cents per foot down to 50 feet in
Trenton and below that point 75 cents per foot. In 1904 the
price was $1.00 per foot below 50 feet in Trenton. Each well
rigged up to pump in the deep pay area costs about $1,600. This
does not include cost of power house, pmvcr and tanks. Drillers
were receiving $4.00 per day; helpe,rs or tool dressers $3.00, and
pumpers $60 per month.
A pumping station was erected by the Indiana Pipe Line Company half a mile northwest of Smithfield in the fall of 1904. To
it gravity lines run from most of the surrounding leases, and from
it the oil is pumped to Montpelier. A similar station is located
near Selma. The following table shows the
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Number oj Barrels of Oil Piped or Shipped frum the Muncie-Selma-Parker Oil
Field in 1904 and 1905, by lJ[onths.
1905.
1904.
358,483
January ........................................... 42,835
282,773
February .......................................... 33,081
321,650
March ............................................. 40,869
305,129
April ...................................... :....... 46,504
320,287
May ............................................... 73,162
311,030
June .............................................. 115,048
277,177
July ...... '" ......... '" .......................... 176,624
255,854
August' ............................................ 240,050
230,970
September ............................. , ....... , ... 311,098
218,052
October ............................................ 384,380
210,724
November ......................................... 356,173
200,163
December ., ........................................ 382,302
Totals ....................................... 2,202,126

3,292,292

-Wbile the output for 1905 was 1,090,16'6 barrels, or almost 50
per cent. greater than in 1904, it will be noted that there were but
3 months in 1905 that the yield was as great as it was in anyone
of the last 4 months of 1904. It will also be seen that the output
gradually decreased each month from May to December, 1905.
Madison. Oounty.-No extension of territory of any importance
was made in this county during the year. The number of bores
sunk was 55, of which 25, or 45.4 per cent., were dry. The 30
productive wells had an average initial output of 15.7 barrels
each.
The production of the Alexandria field fell off 63.4 per cent.,
as is shown by the following table, which gives the
Number of Barrels of Oil Piped from the Alexandria (Ind.) Oil Field
1904 and 1905, by Months.
1904.
January ............................................ 19,705
February ........................................... 19,537
March .............................................. 20,745
April ............................................... 21,639
May ................................................ 23,646
June ............................................... 29,207
July ..... " .......... " ., ....... , .... , .. , ..... , ..... 28,666
August ............................. ,............... 28,012
September .......................................... 6,834
October .. " .... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 6,071
November .......................................... 7,128
December ........................................... 5,446
Total ........................................... 216,636

in
1905.
4,244
4,455
6,264
7,854
8,892
10,359
9,085
8,155
6,963
5,119
3,806
4,014
79,210

-
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Miami County.--In this county but 5 bores were drilled during
the year, 1 of which was a dry hole. The 4 productive oneiO had
an average initial outPlJt of 9 barrels each. The production of the
pools at Peru and Rich Valley feU off slightly, as is shOlWn by the
following table:
Number of Barrels of Oil Piped from Peru and Rich Valley Oil Fields
1904 and 1905, by Months.
1904.
January ............................................. 4,554
February ............................................ 2,907
March ............................................... 3,900
April ................................................ 4,550
May ................................................. 4,061
June ................................................ 5,453
July ................................................. 4,988
August .............................................. 5,675
September ...... , .............. " ... , ................ 5,374
October .............................................. 4,478
November ........................................... 5,241
December ............................................ 3,356
Total ............................................ 54,540

in
1905.
3,332
2,498
4,648
4,146
5,045
5,400
4,758
4,710
4,023
4,553
3,550
4,089
50,752

Marion Counly.-No new wells were drilled in the Broad Ripple field during the year, and the production consequently fell off
23.1 per cent., as shown by the following table:
Number of Barrels of Oil Piped from the Broad Ripple Oil Field in 1904 and
1905, by Months.
1904.
1905.
January .......................................•....... 153
588
February .............................................. 655
294
March ................................................. 154
147
April .................................................. 595
592
May .............................................. , .... 627
June..................................................
548
July .................................................... 647
458
August ................................................ 575
September .............................................
579
October ............................................... 610
542
299
November
December
Total ............................................ .4,558

3,505
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Hamilton C01knty.-Three wells whose' initial output ran from
15 to 25 barrels, were drilled in the Fisher's Station pool in Fall
Creek Township, in the southeastern corner of this county. Several small producers had been yielding in this field since 1901.
The output by months for 1905 is shown in the following table:
Number of Barrels of Oil Produced in the INshers Station Oil Field in 1905,
by

~Month8.

January. '" .. , ........... , .... , '" .......................... , .. .. 289
February ....................................................... .
March ............................................................ 543
April ............................................................ 1,051
May ...•.......................................................... 837
June .... " ..... , .......................... " ............... , ... , .1,363
., July ............................................................. 639
August ...................................................... : ... 1,106
September ....................................................... 1,100
October .......................................................... 692
November ........................................................ 618
December .... , ............................ " ................. , ... 196
Total ........................................................ 8,525

S'l'ATISTICS OF THE INDIANA TRENTON ROCK PETROLEUM
INDUSTRY FOR

1905.

As already mentioned, the production of Indiana Trenton Rock
petroleum fell off in the year 1905. While the loss was slight,
being but 3,4 per cent.. , it was sufficient t.o mark a backward
step.
The tendency in prices during the first half nf the year was
downward, and during the latter half slightly upward. The fluctuations were, hnwever, at no time very great, there being but 15
cents difference between the minimum and maximum prices paid.
S'tarting the year at the maximum price nf 96 cents, it dropped,
nn January 5th, to 93 cents, and again on the 11th to 90 cents,
which figure it held until February 1st, when it dropped to. 88
cents. This price was paid until March 25th, when it began slowly
to decline, and on May 27th reached the minimum of 81 cents.
This was maintained until September 12th, when it began again
to rise, rellching- 91 cents on Octobe" 28th. On November 11th it

I •

I
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dropped to ~9 eente, which price was paid till the close of the
year. The average price for the year, taking both time and
amount received into consideration, was 84 4-5 cents, as against
$1.07 1/ 2 in 1904, and $1.14 3-20 in 1903.
The total production of Trenton Rock oil in Indiana in 1905
was 10,892,438 barrels, which, at the averrage price of 84 4-5
cents, had a value of $9,236,788. Oompared with 1904, this
shows a loss of 388,592 barrels, or 3.4 per cent., as against a gain
in 1904 over 1903 of 21.3 per cent. However, on account of the
much lower average price, the amount received by the producers
was $2,890,319, or 23.8 per cent. less than in 1904.
The first of the foHowing tables gives a complete record of the
monthly production of petroleum from the Trenton limestone
fields of Indiana for the 15 years beginning January 1, 1891, and ~
ending December 31, 1905. This does not include the amount
used in the field for fuel and other purposes, or that wasted by the
burning of tanks or the leaking of pipes, but only that shipped or
piped by the companies who purchase the 0'il from the operators.
The second table shows the annual producti0'n, the average yearly
price and the total value by years for the same period:

I. TOTAL PRODUCTION OF TRENrON LIMESTONE PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FROM 1891 TO 1906, BY MONTHS.

(Barrels.)

MONTH.

\ 1891.\1892.\ -1893.

11894. \1895.

I'

1896.

1897. 11898. 1 1899. 11900. 1 1901.

w

I,

1902.

1903.

1905.

1904.

...>-:l>-:l
>-<

w

January .. , ... """ .
February.", .. " .".
March""" .", .. ""

tl..~~::::::::::::: :.:

June ." ... ", "" ""
July .. " "" """ ".
August .. "." .. " ,,,.
September, "" ",,,.
October .. ", "" .. ",
November .. , ... , .....
Dec"mber ............

6,171 15.841
5.981 18,946
5.159 24.794
4.973 26.18{
5.757 31.033
8.136 4U.888
10.809 49.203
11.603 56.109
16,500 66.0M
19,029 95,099
20,801 129,270
21.715 144,067

111.824
96,025
134.549
Ufl.493
186,939
209.016
241.1166
248.353
245.615
252.568
245.607
236,038

259.000
232.107
282.376
237.330

321,~02

333.479
327M9
3t5.0:n
319.588
339,424
304,030
387,450

300.568
230,559
310.HO~

352,077
397,001
403.569
431.376
420.132
409.169
393.153
373789
361.436

365,582
241.743
386,586
395.032
417,963
434.167
422.968
407.2~8

415,675
391,283
337,Rll
362,164

290.746

317.014
272.780
325.301
310.034
311.208
3tO,477

309,~22

341.961
328.779
340,023
369.803
375,249
371.921
362,528
408.179
430,958
423.069

314,~61

332,7i7
326.264
319.490
3()O,644
300,457

297.291
220.440
290.257
325.774
344,831
334,282
329,086
347.621
332.283
326,781
326.802
M2,266

353.451

302.49~

361.590
381,804
426,363
446.492
437,087
466,127
418,716
467,521
406,684
441.347

425.140 554.038
384,735 460,4173
432.922 573.412
447,261 579,711
482,118 635.752
481.807 633.452
506.065 696.911
523,106 697.040
519,087 672.611
532,960 72~.973
510.788 . 656.457
479,485 650,131

651.355
568.789
724,969
680,921
751,348
809.438
831.005
838,615
f57.117
8i3.160
778,323
796.291

714.594
664.058
797,133
804,121
851.07l
940.:191
998.229
1.084,560
1,104,771
1.139.000
1.098.832
1.084,270

--- --- --- --- - - --------- - - - --TotaJs ..... ,,' " .. 136,634 698.068 2.335,293 3,688,666 4.386.132 4,680,732 4,353.138 3,751,307 3.807.714 4,912.675 5.725.474 7,535,561 9.161,331 11.281,030
I

1.038.324
>04.100
1,037,320
964.242
1.011,&,)9
1,011.965
937.91\0
916.803
840.804
791.881
765,078
772.102
10.892,43~

._--

>-:l
>-<

o

w

o

I:<j

>-c
i:'!

.,::

~

o

t-<

to:

q

:::::
>-<

Z

~

II. PRODUCTION OF TRENTON ROCK PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FROM 1891 TO 1916, WITH VALUE.

c::
w

>-:l

11891.\1892.\1893.

11894. '\1895.

11896.

,~, ,..do."..

11897.

11898.

11899.

\1900.

I

I

I

1901.

\ 1902.

11903.

I I \

\1904.

1 1905 .

I

(barreh of42 gal.) 136.634 698.068 2,335,292 3.688.666 4.R86,132 4,680.732 4.353.138 3.751,307 3,807.714 4,912.675 5,725,474 7.535.561 9.161,331 11,281,03010.89 ,,438
Ital val u e at 1
wells of all oils ~
.
~f~~h,C:dp iepxe: : \$54.787 $260. 62Tt.050.882\$I,774.260 82.807,124 $2,954,411 81.871.849 82.228.276193,331.75T4.740,731\$4,775,045 $6.450.44°1810,457,659 $12,127,107 $9.23 ,788
age
.... J
olue ......
per bbl.....

I

to 40

$0 37

80 45

SO 48

$0 64

I

SO 63

$0 43

$0 591

1

$0 87i

$0 96l

I

$0 8ai ,

$0 85i

$1 14"su

I

$1

on \

$0 8U

~

"I
o;>::
j-I.

0.0

o

C<

j-I.
j-I.
~

0.0
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From the first of the above tables it will be seen tha.t the largest
production of Trenton rock petroleum in Indiana in anyone
month was in October, 1904, when 1,139,000 barrels were brought
to the surface. The total production of Indiana Trenton rook oil
for the 15 years reached the enormous sum of 77,346,223 barrels,
which sold for $64,121,729, or an average of $4,274,782 per
year.
In the third table there is shown the number of wens completed
in Indiana by months from June, 1891, to January, 1906 :
III. NUMBER OF WELLS OOMPLETED IN THE INDIANA TRENTON LIMESTONE
OIL FIELDS FROM 1891 TO 1906 BY MONTHS .

...01~

YEAR.

...""
ciI

1891 .......... 1 . . . · .
1892· .. · .. · .. ·1

11

~
01

...
.,"

..:

..

..ci<>

.:>

...ciI

i><

;:;;i

=E
I

<:

~

18

13

~

d

" ...:;

;:;;i

..... I···· .... I.... ·
13

-." ..
"
"

17

.. ·1
19

i

...'"
6
17

..:

.:>

..:

'"

.&

..Q

<:

CD

s

"

61

30

s"

.:>

.."

"

.&

c

<>
0

15

15

25

52

Z

15
1

33

..:

"
""
A"

..Q

S

81
47

i

c
Eo<

65
295

1893 ......... i

20

30

31

36

45

47

47

55

27

72

56

76

542

1894 ..........

I

90

103

103

80

110

107

84

123

100

107

97

85

1,189

1895..........

I1

61

45

81

111

122

153

132

140

129

106

102

85

1,267

1896..........

76

90

86

136

148

150

113

121

70

58

66

66

1,180

1897..........

41

35

40

47

49

52

60

45

55

89

119

54

686

..I

41

23

29

43

3S

55

53

80

72

82

92

86

694

1899.......... ~

75

48

68

64

87

99

77

104

106

118

106

105

1,057

900 .........

113

67

98

lf8

165

163

158

155

135

152

118

108

1,580

1901. .......... 111

72

81

121

167

171

167

169

184

207

220

132

1,802

1898 ........

i

17~

113

169

182

247

297

288

279

323

295

320

243

2,932

903.......... ii 168

178

233

236

331

408

377

387

337

366

375

290

3,686

904 .......... 1 235
194

157

234

202

296

393

394

383

378

388

320

344

3,7M

130

902......... :

-I--

185
196 1 157 159 145 130 1 108 '163 166 1,882
-1
-- 1 -. ..
" " .Total .. : ......
......
.... 1
.. ....-.. .... I1-.. .... ......
.. . 1
.. ... .. . ... .:... 22,581
1

1905 ..........

149

From this table we learn by subtraction that 1,842 fewer bores
were sunk for oil in the Trenton rock fields of Indiana in 1905
than in 1904. This was a loss of 49.5 per cent.
From the table it may also be leamed that, 'liP to January 1,
1906, 22,581 bores had been drilled in the Trenton rock fields of
Indiana fo1' oil alone. On that date there were 16',266 producing
wens in the field, lUI against 15,228 on January 1, 1905, a gain

1905.
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of 1,038 for the year. By subt;action it will be noted that of
the total number of bores sunk for oil in the Trenton rock fields
of the State, 6,315 have proven dry, or have been abandoned as
nonproductive. The number abandoned in 1905 was 607, or 396
more than in 1904, while the number of dry holes drilled during
the year was 237, or 146 less than in 1904. Of the total number
of bores sunk in 1905, 12.6 per cent. were dry, as against 10.2 per
cent. of those drilled in 1904.
On October 15, 1905, there were approximately 16,030 p~ro
dueing wells in the Trenton rock fields of the State. The production of oil for the entire month of October was 791,881 barrels, or ~n average of 1.59 barrels per wen for each day of the
month. The average daily output in OCtober, 1903, was 2.54 barrels for each produetive well. This loss was due in part to the
greatly decreased number of new bores sunk during the year, but
mainly to' the rapid falling off of the production in the deep pay
wells of the Muncie-Selma-Parker field.
The following table shows the number of producing wells, number of dry holes, total bores and average initial production of wells
drilled in each of the Trenton rock oil producing counties of
Indiana in 1904 and 1905, and also the abandoned wells by counties for the, year 1905 :

'ot
.... " . ~~ . .,
:2 A.. A.... ~~~
...'" ... .... . .. .~~~
... ... ~
...." ......
....,,,::'" ......."
..'" ....,,"
g:.s~
.
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0"
""
]
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~
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I
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I
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Madison ........
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W ells .... " .....

~.ii
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~
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5
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0
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0
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0
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I
83
65
570
369
3
159
171
30
4
46
1

25
21
121
91
0
.8
52
15
3
27
1
19

11

)0
83
34
0
2
33
25
1
34
0
4

262
222
952
1,068
0
332
329
50
8
113
1

9'
65
653
403
3
161
204

55

5
80
1
158

9.5 ,11.7
9.4 15.4
12.7 12.7
8,4
8.5
0
0
2.4
1.2
15.8 16.1
30.
45.4
37.5 20.
23.9 42.5
100.
0
4.9
2.5

m
--- ---- -- --- --- Totals ....... , 3,341 1,645 383 237 3,724 1,882
387

~10.2

~ Denotes

-~

"

,,0

Eo<

~""

18.1
9.8

44.4

11.2
0
18.2
17.1
10.5
6.4
48.2
0
12.

9,5,
7.3
32.6
10.7
15.
19.3
15.8
15.7
8.7
36,8
6.
11.4

104

95

16
139
0

.35
41

18
2
0
11
151

- -':'20.6
- -_.
-- -"21.6
607

"'12.6

average.

From the table it will be seen that all the large producing
connties fen off greatly in the number of productive wells drilled,
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the average loss running about' 50 per cent. The average initial
production of new wells drilled during the yem' fell off only 1
barrel, which goes to prove that the loss in total production is not
due to the failure of the field but to lack of sufficient new development to offset the loss in output of the old wells.
.
In Delaware and Randolph counties, where there was a great
gain in initial production in 1904, dne to the heavy output of
the deep pay wells, there was a corresponding loss in 1905, showing that the deep pay is not holding up to what it promised in the
beginning. In Delaware County the loss was 11.8 barrels per
well, while in Randolph it was 6.4 barrels per well. That the
deep pay wells still surpass the shallow pay ones of other portions
of the field is shown by the fact that of the 33,887 barrels of new
production in the entire field during the year, Delaware County
alone furnished 18,608 barrels, or 54.9 per cent. The number
of productive bores sunk in this county was 570, or 34.6 per cent.
of the entire number put down in the field.
Huntington County again leads all the older producing counties
with an average initial output of 19.3 barrels, and with but 2 dry
holes out of 161 bores sunk, a record that has never before been
equaled in the history of the Indiana field. Wells County ranks
next with only 4 dry holes out of 158 bores, or 2.5 per cent.
against 1.2 per cent. for Huntington. Grant County dropped to
second plare in number of bores sunk, while her percentage of dry
holes and average initial output differs but little from that fur
1904. From a careful study of the table one can learn many other
facts regarding' the relative importance of each county in the
field.
CO:R,NIFEROUS ROCK PETROI,EUM.

None" territory producing petroleum from corniferous limcstone was opened up in Indiana in 1905.. That formation is producing only at Terre Haute, near the western ma,rgin of tho State,
and in .Jasper County in the northwestern part.
At Terre Haute the Phoenix well has been productive since the
summer of 1889. It is located near the center of the city, and for
12 or more years yielded an average of more than 1,000 barrels
per month. In the last few years this has gradually lessened and
in 1905 the average was 483 barrels per month.

CORNIFEROUS ROCK PETROLEUM.
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The Phoenix was one of the few wells which continued to produce oil .in quantity after the famous (,trike in May, 1889. The
top of the oil bearing stratum at Terre Haute ranges between
1,569 and 1,630 feet. Some 40 bores were sunk in 1889 and 1890
within a radius of 3 miles of the Phoenix well, but only half a
dozen or sO' produced oil in commercial quantities. Several other
small producers were sunk about 10 years later, and 1 of these
and the Phoenix are the only 2 now producing oil in the territory. Their combined output for 1905 was 7,064 barrels as
against 8,303 in 1904. This was sold to local consumers at an
average price of $1.10 per barre], the whole amount received
being $7,770.
There is little doubt but that a large quantity of oil occurs in
the corniferous rocks beneath the city of Terre Haute and vicinity,
else t.he yield of the Phoenix well could not have been so long
continued. The pOTOUS area or reservoir containing the oil must.,
however, be narrow, and this bore probably st.ruck it at just the
right point to get the best results. Some people who know little
or nothing of the geology of Indiana believe that the Phoenix well
struck a crevice, which extends t.o the main oil field of the 81 \tte.
Such belief is, of course, preposterous, as the corniferous rock
which contains the oil at TeITe Haute outcrops before the main
oil field is reached, and is not pierced by any bore sunk in that
field. Moreover, it is a younger and much thinner formation than
the Trenton limestone, and for t.hat reason there is little chance
of developing an oil output near Terre Haute in any way comparing to that of the main Indiana field.
In the Jasper Oounty field the corniferous or oil bearing limestone is found from 100 to 115 feet below the surface. On account of this shallow depth the output is small in quantity and
heavy in quality, being a bluish or very dark green lubricating
oil with a viscosity of 1274 at 90° Fahr. and a gravity of 19.4
Beaume. The output of the field for the year fell off about onehalf from that in 1904, when it was 9,800 barrels.
HURON SANDSTONE PETROLEUM.

Petroleum from this formation is now produced in Indiana only
in the vicinity of Princeton, Gibson Oounty, in the southwestern
corner of the State. In this field the top of the oil-bearing
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stratum, which is a bluish gray, sharp-grained sandstone, is found
at an average depth of 890 feet below the surface. The oil is
found at about 40 feet below the top of this sand. It is darker
and thicker than that found in the Trenton limestone, registering
about 31 0 Beaume. For a long time the Indiana Pipel Line Oompany paid 35 cents less per barrel for it than for the Trenton
limestone product, but on August 15th, 1904, advanced the price
to the same :figure.
On January 1, 1905, there were 45 wells producing oil, 8 yielding gas and 13 dry holes in the Princeton field. During tha,t year
there were drilled 34 additional bores, but 1 of which was dry.
The average initial output of the 33 productive wells was 10.3
barrels. The output or the field by months rnr the years 1904 and
1905 is shown in the following table:
Number of Barrels of Huron Sandstone Oil Piped or Shipped from the Princeton
(Ind.) Field in 1904 and 1905, by Months.
1904.
1005.
4,043
January ............................................. 1,412
3,637
February ............................................ 1,399
5,400
March ............................................... 2,920
5,262
April ................................................ 1,319
5,559
May .................................................. 2,047
4,523
June ................................................ 2,315
5,569
July ................................................. 2,971
6,296
August .............................................. 2,991
6,141
September ........................................... 3,345
6,865
October ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,093
6,116
November ........................................... 4,554
5,395
December .................... , ..... , ................ 3,841

'l'otals ........................................... 32,207

64,806

By subtract.ion we learn that the production of the field was
32,599 barrels, or a little over 100 per cent. greater in 1905 than
in the year preceding, which is an excellent record. The total
value of the oil produced was $55,413, an average of 85%
cents per barrel.
Adding to the output of the Trenton rock petroleum fields that
produced by the corni£erous, limestone at Terre Haute and in the
Jasper Oounty field, and by the Huron sandstone at Princeton, we
find the total production and value of petroleum in Indillna in
1904 and ] 905 to be as foHows:
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TOTAL PRODUCTION AND VALUE OF CRUDE PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FOR
THE YEARS 190~ AND 1905.
1904.

Barrels.

I

I

1905.

Value.

Barrels.

Value.
$9,236.788
13.270
55,413

T renton Rock Petroleum. .... ...... .... ......
c'orniferous Rock Petroleum...... .... .... ....
H uron Rock Petroleum.......................

11,281,030 $12,127,107
18'1031
21,040
32,405
23,951

10,892,438
12.064
64,806

Total..... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ....

11,331,538 $12,177,098

10,969,3081

Barrels.
L088 in 1905 .......................................... 362,230

75-Geology.

Value.
$2,871,625

$~,305,473
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FAUNA OF THE SALEM LIMESTONE OF INDIANA.

INTRODUCTION.
By

E. R.

CUMINGS AND

J. W.

BEEDE.·

A pOortion of this fauna has been well knOown since, Hall's descriptiOon of it appeared in the transactiOons of the Albany Institutet in 1856. These descriptions were published without illustrations, and were republished with very valuable comments and ex('e11ent lithographic illustrations by Whitfield, in 1882, in Bulletin
3, Volume I, of the American Museum. These plates were republished by Hall, with his original descriptions, in the 12th annual report of the Indiana Survey in 1882. ~\:[ost of the remainder of
this remarkable fauna has been brOought tOo light, a species here and
anOother there, and published in the leading geologic periodicals and
reports of this cOountry and Europe, in such a manner as to b.e practically inaccessible tOo anyone in the State wishing to take up its
study, and some Oof the material, especially the BryOozoa, has never
been described and figured at all.
It is the object Oof these papers to assemble, describe and illust.rate, as nearly as may be, all the species of this fauna and pass it
in such a critical review as the time and means at our disposal
will permit.
.
The fossils treated are limited to those occurring in the State
of Indiana and t.he stratum of limestone known under the various
names of "Bedford oolitic limestone," "Indiana oolite," wWarsaw
limestone," "Salem limestone," and "Spergen limestone" recent.ly
proposed by Mr. E. O. Ulrich without any warrant wha,tever.
The discussion of the nomenclature of this limestone will be taken
up later by the writers. The outcrop of this limestone is accurately shown on the map recently issued by the Indiana Survey,
and its characters and occurrence have been thoroughly discussed
"The order of these names is without significance.
tTrans. Alb. Inst. IV, 1856.
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by Hopkins and. Siebenthal in the twenty-first annual repurt of
the Indiana Survey, 1897.. This limestone rests upon the Harrodsburg limestone, which is the basal limestone of the Indiana
Mississippian, in the northern part of its outcrop' and upon a shale
in a large portion of its southern outcrop, as at Spergen Hill and
Lanesville. At the former locality there is a depositional uncon,formity, mentioned later. The formation is, in a very broad way,
rather lenticular' in its occurrence, pinching out in at least 2 places
and attaining' a thickness of 50 or 60 feet in the vicinity of Bedford. Where typically developed it is oolitic or semioolitic in
structure and frequently noticeably cross bedded.
The fossils of this limestone in its t(Ypical development are
characterized by their stunted form and extreme abundance.
Many of these species are found in the rocks above or below and
are then of normal size, usually several times as large as their representatives found in the Salem limestone. In exceptional cases,
in favorab1e locations, the species in this horizon reach nearly or
quite normal size. Sometimes at the base of this limestone, as at
the type locality at Spergen Hill, the very base of the formation
is peopled with the fossils typical of the limestone below, but
these are quickly replaced by the typical Salem fauna. In some
instances the corals, brachiopods, etc., reach normal size in the
very top of the formation, as at Bedford and Bloomington, and in
such cases the typical fauna has again disappeared to a very large
extent, as will be shown later. In these cases the fossils undoubtedly lived in quiet water where the sediment settled upon them
rapidly, and the rocks, apparently, neve'r thoroughly consolidated,
leaving the fossils in a most excellent state of preservation, in a
matrix very soft and easily removed without injury to the most
delicate specimens. In this condition great fronds of bryozoa as
much as 18 centimeters.ill diameter have boon found and developed, and brachipods with double-barreled, barbuled spines a half
inch long are to be obtained.
Fossils are to be found in greater or less abundance most anywhere along the outcrop of the formation, but at certain localities
they are extremely abundant. Following is a hrief mention of the
more celebrated of these localities:
.At L3ne~Vme, Harrison Oounty, save at some exposures of this
rock where a few fossils are found in the matrix, the fossils are
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found ill the red clay banks which are the result of the disintegration of the limestones.
Paynter;:; Hill, 3 miles east and 2 miles south of Salem, Washington County, is a low knon at the forks of the road, the top of
which is made up of red clay, derived from the decay of the limestone and the layer of chert. which once formed the top of the
Salem limestone at this point. This clay teems with fossils silicified upon weathering from the limestone. Corals and echinoderms appear tOo be more susceptible to silicification under such
conditions than pelecypods and gastrQPods and the like, and as a
result the former make up the bulk of the fauna preserved here.
The fQssils are best. secured by shipping large amQunts Qf clay to
the laboratory and carefully washing it.
The Spergen Hill cut is located on the C. I & L. R. R. about
% of a mile south of Norris Station, Washington County, on the
east side of Spergen Hill. The cut exposes practically the full
thickness of the limestone. The base of the oolote here is very uneven and undulating, resting in part on the masses of limestone
but mostly on shale where the limes tOone had been carried away and
the shale deposited. The very base of th/> Salem limestQne, particularly in the north end of the cut, carries a Harrodsburg limestone fanna intermingled with the Salem limestone fauna, which
quickly replace,s the former. At or near the top of the stratum is a
layer of chert or silicified limestone. The best preserved specimens
are tOo be had by soaking .and breaking up the more rotten PQrtions
of the limestone intQ small particles in the laboratory and selecting the fossils after carefully washing t.he material. At the top
of the cut on the east side is a cQnsiderable amount. of red clay,
some of it in situ, resulting from the solution Oof the limestone,
in which there are many species of beantifully silicified fossils,
rare in the, stone below.
At Bedford, Lawrence County, the best fossils occur in the
region Qf the Dark Hollow quarry, reach~d on the BedfOord and
Bloomington branch of the Monon R. R. They occur in the "top
bastard" stone of the quarrymen. This is a transitional layer between the qnarry stone and the Mitchell limestone above. Large
brachiopods, bryozoans, and ('orals abonnd.

Plate 1.

Fig. 1. The locality at Paynters Hill. The white collecting sack in
the left of the picture represents the principal locality with the shade of
the big tree on the left side of the road.

Fig. 2. The old Cleveland quarry at Harrodsburg. The main part of
the quarry is not shown in the picture. The pile of white sand in the foreground is merely a pile of fossils disintegrated off the limestone block
above with an admixture of dirt and the calcite cem~nting material of
the stone.

Plate II.

Fig. 1.

The cut at Spel'gen Hill.

Fig. 2. The outcrop of tile Salem limestone at Lanesville.
feet thick at this place.

thr~

About

Plate III.

Fig]

Fig. 2.

Figs.'! and 2. Two slightly different views of tlle west Side of the
cut at Spergen Hill showing the uneven base of the limestone and the
remnants of a limestone lens and the surrounding shale on whicll the
Salem limestone rests.

Plate IV.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

'l'wo scenell! fn)Jn tlle Big Creek Quarries.

Plate V.

Fig. 1. The east side of the cut showing the scaling off by weathering. These small slabs soaked and hammerpd up yield the most perfect
fossils to be bad at Spergen Hill.

Fig. 2. Illustrates the uneven contact of this limestone and the underlying shales and limestoneR. WPflt flide of cut at Sper~en Hill.

--------------- ---
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A little over a milo northwest of Harrodsburg, Monroe Oounty,
is the abandoned "Oleyeland quarry." At this place the limestone crumbles very rapidly to sand composed almost entirely of
organic remains with the crystalline calcite cement of the stone.
Large amounts of this sand are formed each year and millions of
specimens of the typical fauna, grea.tly stunted, are to be had
&ch spring.
The collecting locality at Bloomington, Monroe Oounty, lies 3
miles northwest of the city in the abandoned quarries in the
"Hunter Valley" district. Here large slabs literally filled with
the most delicately preserved specimens have been found, producti
and other spinous species, with all the spines intact are to be had.
At Ellettsville, Monroe Oounty, in the Matthews quanty, at a
certain horizon near the top is a: layer rich in fossils, many of them
of normal size; sometimes blocks of large size are found almost entirely composed of shells which break out fairly well when the
rock is soaked and hammered up.
The Stinesville, Monroe Oounty, locality is on Big Oreek, a
mile or more northwe&t of the station, at the abandoned quarry.
The fossils are most abundant on the south side of the creek on
the ledge just opposite the site of the old mill. Here many of the
fossils, in good state of preservation, are weathered out free in
the calcareous earth.
The most of the scanty fauna fQund at Romona, Owen Oounty,
is to. be found in the abandoned quarry nQrth of the ravine, just
north of the town.
The fauna is best developed at the classic old railroad cut at
Spergen Hill and in the region thereabout. Many of the corals,
crinoids and other fossils that occur in. this southern regiQn never
reached as far north as Bedford and BloomingtQn.
IDrich expresses the belief that this is a pelagic fauna, and in
his remarks concerning the reappearing of a part of this fauna
in the Ste. Genevieve limestone stataE>: "The writer does maintain, however, that the forms thus reappearing are members Qf a
single slowly modifying and largely pelagic fauna that existed
continuously elsewhere and entered this epicontinental basin only
when conditions were favorable. One of these conditions involved
the depQsition of the oolitic limestones. Another probably was the

•

Plate VI.

Slab of Fossiliferous Limestone from Bioo-mington. About natural size.
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subsidence or modification of barriers, allowing communication
with seas more permanently inhabited by the invading fauna."*
The reappearance of a fauna with the re-establishment of favorable conditions is to be looked for in the formations of any epoch.
This is most strikingly shown in regions- where conditions favorable and unfavorable to a given fauna alternated through considerable lengths of time, as in the Pennsylvanian rocks of eastern Kansas. In t.he lat.ter case, at least, the recurrence is faithfully repeated many t.imes through over 2,000 feet of rocks. The modification of anyone fauna throughout. this great range is quite as
gradual as that. mentioned above, but, nevertheless, modification
does exist, and t.o an appreciable extent, so that. when the species
are taken with regard to their relative abundance, their horizon
can be deterIllined. However it does not necessarily follow that
such faunas are pelagic, and we are of the opinion that most. of the
"Spergen fauna" reappearing in the Ste. Genevieve rocks above
referred to are not pelagic in the usual sense of t.hat terIll. *
Our reasons for thinking SOl are: The Salem limestone is highly
cross-bedded. The fossils, aside from except.ional localities, are
waterworn and usually ground to fragment.s. Many of the fossils,
including a. large percentage of those enumerated by Ulrich, occur
of normal size in t.he rocks above or below.
It seems to the authors that. the cross-bedding of the rock, its
water-worn fossils, the fact that they are stunted, and the oolitic or
semi-oolitic character of the rock, wherever typically developed,
precludes the idea of it.s pelagic origin and argues forcibly in
favor of a semi-littoral or lagoonal origin, as is also indicated by
its broadly lenticular occurrence, a condition unfavorable to the
existence of billions of pelagic organisms through a considerable
length of time.
In general the gastropods and brachipods found in the Salem
limestone are fOrIlls indicative of shallow conditioIls, such fOrIlls as
*U. S. Prof. Pap. 36, p. 49, 1905.
'The following definition of the term pelagic as used in geology is given lJy the
eminent paleontologist Felix Benard: "The Idea of the pelagic facies [In geology]
is broadened, and we refer to this facies the deposits formed In the deep sea, at a
consideralJle distance from the shore, but not In the abyssal depths; they are characterized by the absence of the elements of the fauna of the llttoral zone, and by a
mixture of the forms adapted to swimming, snch as cephalopods, pteropods, fishes,
with creeping or fixed faunas (echinoderms, brachiopods, gastropods, Lamell!branchs), the species of which differ from those living near the shore." Translated by C. E. Brooks, from the 14th annual repo'rt of the State Geologist of New
York. 1895.
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might inhabit coral reefs and lagoons where there is considerable
agitation of the water. The Bryozoa when perfect, as at Bedford, abound in strong brace roots, anchoring spines, and all the
paraphernalia indicative of agitation of the water. The foraminifera and small ostrocods which are so conspicuous an element of
the Salem fauna were swept in by currents from the open sea,
as such pelagic organisms are now brought by the gulf stream to
the coral banks of southern Florida. Their presence in ageoJogical formation does not furnish any conclusive evidence one way
or the other as to the littoral or pelagic origin of the fauna.
With the addition of the Bryozoa, Z aphrentis cassedayi, and a
few other species, the fauna originally described by Hall may be
considered as the typical fauna of the Salem limestone. N evertheless any list of species, however complete, gives a very inadequate idea of the nature of the fauna as it really exists. It is
only when the relative abundance of the species is graphically represented and their stunted condition kept in mind that the true
conception of the fauna can be had and the characteristics brought
out which at once sharply distinguish it from any other faunn of
the Mississippian rocks.
The large part of the time was spent in the study of the corals,
bryozoans, etc., not represented in the works of Hall and Whitfield. For their historic interest the original descriptions of Hall
and the comments of Whitfield are given, as nearly as the advance
of knowledge of the species will permit, ill their original form.
All species described from this horizon, the "Warsaw" of Indiana, have been inserted here, so far as they have come to ou . .'
notice. Those which have been studied are usually commented
on except those represented in the original Hall collections, which
have frequently been passed without comment.
No attempt has been made to determine the synonomy of spooies
where no specimens of it were at hand for study.
Only the original description is mentioned in the bibliography
of the species, as those of Weller, Schuchert and Nickles and Basslercover the ground thoroughly and are available to all.
By force of circumstances and contrary to the usual custom, the
chart showing the distribution and relative abundance of species
will be given after the description of the fossils: Again, contrary to the usual custom, the discussio'n of the relationships of
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this fauna to those of the subjacent and superjacent formations
will be omitted until they have been more carefully studied and
described.
The authors wish to express their obligations to the American
Museum for the loan of specimens for comparison and study; to
the National Museum for the loan of Bryozoa to compare with
ours; to Mr. G. K. Greene for the loan of the, Lanesville material
in his collection and the valuable suggestions made; to Mr. R. S.
Bassler, of the -e. S. National :Museum, for valuable suggestions in
regard to the identification of several of the Bryozoa, and to the Indiana State Museum at Indianapolis for the loan of specimens.
Mention is due also to Messrs. L. C. 'Yard, A. 'V. Thompson,
C. W. Shannon, T. E. Mason, C. T. Randolph and L. R. Gray,
for valuable assistan(~e in preparing and identifying material.
The drawings of this report were made by Miss Maud Siebenthal, of Bloomington, Indiana.
The authotship of the report is as follows:
Protozoa to Pentremites, J. vV. Beede.
Paper on Pentremites Conoideus, Miss Essie A. Smith.
Echinoderma and Vermes, J. 'V. Beede.
Bryozoa, E. R. Cumings.
Brachiopoda and Pelecypoda, J. W. Beede.
Gastropoda to Crustacea, E. R.. Cumings.
Vertebrates, Prof. E. B. Branson, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

FORAMINIFERA.
ENDOTHYRA BAILEYI Hall.
Plate XXVI, figs. 34-36; Plate VII, fig. 1.

Endothyra Baileyi Hall, Trans. Albany Inst., IV, p. 34, 1856.
Specific Characters. A trifle more robust than E. bowmani.
"Shell depressed, orbicular, sub-equally convex above and below, smooth, margin rounded, indented by the septa; spire depressed, involved; last volution slightly oblique, consisting of eight
loculi; aperture contracted. The general form of this fossil is
depressed, globular, with the involutions deviating slightly from
the same plane. Not infrequently, however, the spire ascends in
greater or leRs degree, and one or more: loculi become visible he6-Geology.
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yond the single volution. Some,times seven loculi only are visible
in the volutions. The surface is smooth under the ordinary magnifier, and the outline is indented at. the sept.a."
Localities.-Lanmwille, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Bedford,
Bloomington, Harrodsburg, Elletsville and Stinesville. Found
wherever the formation is typically developed.
ANTHOZOA (OORALS).
GYA'l'HAXONIA VffiNUSTA Greene.
Plate XI, figs. 2-2'1.

Cya.fhaa;onia compressa Greene (non Thompson 1877), Oont. lnd.

PaL, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 9, pI. IV, fl. 14-17 1 1899.
Cyathaa;onia vel111sta Greene, Ibid, Pt. XIX, p. 187, pI. LVI, if.

10-14, 1904.
Specific Oharacters.-V ery slender, small, compressed corallum,
straight, with high columella.
Oorallum small, slender, straig'ht, compressed and nearly smooth.
Oalyx elleptieal, deep, with- smooth slender columella projecting
in the base. Primary septa reaching the central columella, the
secondary uniting with the primary just before the columella is
reached. Septa 30 to 36 in number. The union of the primary
and secondary septa is less apparent at the top of the corallum
than in sections nearer the base. Epitheca smooth, but showing
small growth varices and longitudinal ridges corresponding to the
septa. Height 14 mm., diameter of the calyx 4.5 mm. + 3.5 mm.
Localit.if'I'l-Lanesville, Paynt.ers Hill, Spergen Hill.
AMPLEXUS BLAIRI Miller.
Plate VIII, fig. 5.

Amplea;us Blairi Miller (as figured by Keyes), Geol. Surv. Mo.,

IV, p. 108, pl. XXXIII, f. 1, 1894. Originally described by
Miller, 17th Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 618, pI. I, f. 7, 1892.
Specific Oharact.ers.-Long, slender, tortuous corals, wit.h st.rong,
unevenly spaced tabuloo and stout short "epta.
Oorallum long, rather tortuous, rather slender, or nearly cylindrical. The ta hulae are rather widely spaced and nearly flat or
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slightly concave. Septa equal, about 30 in specimens 11 or 12
mm. in diameter, extending about .75 to 1 mm. toward the center.
The epitheca is not shown on the specimen before me. Ooncerning the Missouri specimens Miller states: "The epithecal crust
smooth and very strongly developed within the annulated de-pressions and much less distinct at the dilations." The "Annulations" referred to are prohahly strong growth varices. According to Miller the corallum "rapidly expands from a pointed base
to the first dilation, where it bends abruptly upward."
Localit'y.-Edwardsville, Indiana. Specimen illustrated in the
collection of Mr. G. K. Greene.
;l,APHRIDNTIS CASSEDAYI Milne-Edwards and Huirne.
Plate VII. figs. 3-30.

Zaphrentis Cassedaryi Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. Oorr:
III, p. 341, pI. GI, f. 2, 1860.
Zaphrentis prorna, Milne-Edwards and Haime, Ibid., p. 342.
Zaphrerdis spergenesis Worthen, Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 77, pl.
X, f. 8-a, 1890.
Zaphrentis cassedaryi Greene, Oont. Ind. Pal. I, pt. p.

Specific Oharacters.-Oorallum small, long, slender, turbinate,
spinous, with nearly circular cross action. Extremely deep calyx.
Oorallum slender turbinate, attached or free, slightly arcuate to
straight, sharply pointed (and frequently sharply bent) below.
Calyx approximately circular, very deep; septa on its rim represented by low sharp lines, but extending to the center in the bottom of the calyx. Fossula large, deep and reaching to the center.
At the margin of the calyx the primary and secondary septa are
all of the same size, but are differentiated below; 44 to 48 in an
adult specimen. Epitheca wrinkled and showing well defined
longitudinal ridges corresponding with the interseptal spaces, the
furrows marking the septa, which appear to split on joini~g the
cpitheca. Epitheca more or less thickly set with small spines,
which point obliquely downward and appear in rOvvson thegrowth"
wrinkles. Sometimes these spines are almost wholly wanting..
Localities.---:Lanesville, Paynters rim, Sperge~Hill,' Bediord,
H anodsbuig; Bloomington, Elletsville" Stinesville· 'and' Romo:Uii.
Zaphrerdis prona seems to have been described from a 'somewhat .
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arcuate specimen of this species without spines, while Worthen's
figure represents a typical specimen of the species. Its small size
and slender form will distinguish it from Z. spinosa of Hall. In
external appearance it resembles, quite a little, Lophophyllum pro~
fundum M-E. and H., from the Ooal Measures.
ZAPHRENrrIS OOMPRESSA Milne-Edwards and Haime.
Plate VII, figs. 4-ld.

Z aphrenilis compressa Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. N art.
Corall., III, p. 342, pI. GI, if. 3, 4, 1860.
Zaphrentis lanceolatus Worthen, Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 76, pI.
X, if. 4-4b, 1890.
Specific Characters.-Short, robust, ('ompressed turbinate corallum, with about 20 to 24 primary septa in an average-sized individual.
Corallum straight or curved, turbinate compressed, pointed below. Calyx elleptical, rather deep, septa reaching about a third
the way to the center at the top of the calyx and reaching to the
fossula below. Fossula usually situated on the concave side of the
corallum, deep, reaching to the center, around which the septa
Jom. Primary septa 20 to 24. Secondary septa. small but very
distinct. Epitheca '<'lith faint longitudinal ridges when well preserved and faint growth Jines.
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Paynters Hill, Lanesville.
ZAPHRENTIS CLINA'l'US Greene.
Plate XI, figs. I-Ie.

Zaphrentis clinatus Greene, Contr. Ind. Pal., Pt. XIX, p. 187, pI.
56, Figs. 6-9, 1904.
Original Description.-"Corallum simple, rather small, compressed, turbinate, regularly curved. Acute at the point of attachment. Height from 10 to 20 millimeters. Calyx oblique,
from 10 to 15 millimeters in diameter. Depth 5 millimeters. A
flat space in the bottom of the calyx, occupied by th!3 tabulae 5
millimeters in diameter. Number of septa sixty-six in..the circumference of a calyx, 20 millimeters in diameter, unequal in size at
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the margin, alternating below, gradually sloping to the bottom of
the calyx, where the short ones terminate, the longer ones continue
to within 2 millimeters of the eenter of the calyx, and abruptly end,
leaving a smooth, concave space 4 millimeters in diameter. Fossette consists of a deep depression in the center of the calyx and
continues to the posterior margin. Exterior with moderately fine
longitudinal striae, ten in the space of 5 millimeters. Surface
comparatively smooth."
See Z. compressa M-E. and H. No specimens of this species
have been examined.
BORDl1JNIA Greene.

Borden,ia

~reene,

Cont.. Ind. I'al., I, pt. VII, p. 57, 1901.

"Corallum simple or comp<)site, resembling Zaphrentis. Tabulae complete, with the centJ:'al porti(}n being smooth. Fossette
well pronounced or scarcely more than rudimentary. Primary
lamellae well defined. Secondary lamellae rudimentary or indicated by fine striae. Type B. Zaphrentiformis."
The fORsils referred to this genus by Mr. Greene combine the
characters to some extent of Zaphrentis and Amplexus. The regularity of the tabulae and the fact that the septa very rarely reach
the center reminds one of Amplexus, while the fossula and the
arrangement of the septa when they do rea.eh the center, as they
occasionally do, are well known characters of Z aphrentis. The
genus Bordenia was eorected to cover these combined characters,
together with the character possessed b;y some of the specimens of
calicular budding into a composite colony. Were it not for this
latter character the specimens should be classed as an aberrent
species of Zaphrentis.
BORDENIA ZAPHRENTIFORMIS Greene.
Plate VII, figs. 6-6c.

Bordenia, zaphrentiformis Greene, Cont. Ind. Pal., I, pt. VII, p.
57, pI. XIX, ff. 2-9, 1901.
Corllllum turbinate, robust, attached. Tabulae well developed,
irregularly Spaced and extending. evenly across the corallum, turning down "It the edge!'!. Septa rather numerous, extending nearly
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to the center, occasionally, but vcry rarely reaching it, frequently
stopping at one-half to two-thirds the distance. There are 20 to
30 septa in adult individuals; secondary septa scarcely visible.
There is no vescicular tissue in this species, but in cross section
the turning down of the edges of the tabulae one above the other
might be interpreted as such. The fossula is frequently hard to
distinguish. The epitheca is well developed, with strong growth
rings and rarely, slight longitudinal, rounded ridges, ahouttwo
to the septum. The species increases by calicular budding int~' a
composite colony.
Localities.-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill.
The calicular budding, when present, and the presence of the
fossula, when well developed, will at once distinguish this species
from any other Carboniferous coral. From its general appearance
it is more apt to be confounded with Amplexus fragilis or A.
blairi, but the characters mentioned above and the longer septa will
at once distinguish it.
ENALLOPHYLLUM Greene.

Enallophy1l11m Greene, Contr. Ind. PaL, pt. VII, p. 54, HJOl.

"Corallum having tabulate area with vertical walls, resembling
Diphyphyllurn, and having a well developed fossette. Septa occur singly or in pairs, not extending farther than the vertical wall
in the center of the calyx. Type E. Grabau?:."
JjJNALLOPHYLLUM GRABAUI Greene.
Plate VII, figs. 2-2d.

EllaUyophyllum graba,ui Greene, Oontr. Ind. PaL, VII, p. 54, pI.
20, Figs 8-18, 1901.

Original Description.-"Oorallum simple, 01' composite, increasing by gemmation from the superior margin to the parent
~up, turbinate, straight or slightly curved.
Acute at the point of
attachment.. Some examples have a broad sear at the base, some
corallums have root-like prolongations that served for attachment
and support. Exte,rior, when well preserved, exhibits numerous
fine spines; distributed without any regularity, and frequently extends some distance on the side of the coral. Height varying in
different individuals from 10 to 20 millimeters, or more in some
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examples. Calyx somewhat expanded, from 8 to 10 lLlllimeters
in diameter. Depth 7 or 8 millimeters, walls nearly vertical.
Situated in the center of the calyx is a vertical wall occupying
one~third or slightly more than the corallum at that point. The
tabulae is smooth and strongly oblique, occupying the entire inner area. Number of lamellae (septa) 54, in the circumference
of a calyx 7 millimeters in diameter. Equal in size, and somewhat rounded at the margin, occurring in pairs except the single
one that marks the continuation of the fossette, and three single
ones on the opposite side to the fossette. Sometimes these three
lamellae coalesce, and in some examples where the cup is well preserved they are not united, the lamellae extends to' the vertical wall
in the center of the calyx and abruptly terminates. The fossette
consists of a deep depression at· the margin of the smooth, oblique
space in the center of the calyx, and continues some distance on the
side of the coral, the position of the fossette is variable. I have
e.xamples with the fossette on the anterior and others having it on
the posterior side."
I.ocality.-Lanesville, Indiana. Collection of G. K. Greene.
This species can be best understood as a Zaphrentis so modified.
that the inner part of the fossula is greatly enlarged and evenly
tabulated throughout, the length of the individual, the fossula
proper being located at the side of the calyx.
CYST]]LAS'MA Miller.

Cystelasma Miller, 17th Ann. Rep. Ind. Dept. Geol. and Nat.
Res., p. 622, 1892.
"Corallum simple, irregularly turbinate or conical, consisting
of an outer wall, transverseJ.y wrinkled or constricted, which is
connected by oblique plates, irregularly disposed, that give to the
interior cystose chambers of unequal size and irregular shape. No
septa or regular tabulae. Structure vescicular. Type C. lanesvillense." To this diagnosis should be added the fact that some
specimens show indications of rudimentary septa and some species
show septa and others exhibit what appear to be rather regular
tabulae.
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CYSTELASMA LANESVILLENSE Miller.
Plate VIII, fig!. a.-3d; Plate XI. figs. 3-3f.

Cystelasma larnesvillense :Miller, Adv. Sheets, 17th Ann. Rep. Ind.
Dept.. Geol. Nat. Res., p. 13, pI. I, Figs, 15, 16, 1891. 17th
Ann. Rep. Ibid, p. 623, 1892.
"Oorallum simple, small, subcylindrical, attached by rootlets or
by a basal pedicel, strongly wrinkled and constricted transversely;
sometimes expanding rapidly from a small basal pedicel to' the
full size of the corallum, * * * or gradually expanding from
rootlets. * * * Internal structure consist.ing 0'f large and
small cystose chambers or cavities, without any regular order, the
walls being longitudinal, transverse and 0'blique, sometimes leaving
the whole internal diameter of the c0'rallum in a single chamber,
and again dividing intO' two, three, four or more cavities, some of
which are much larger and much more elongated than the others.
The cavities in our specimens are empty or filled with calcite.
There is no calyx, for the summit is open or divided by intemal
walls, showing incomplete cavities, and the same structure that
exists below. There are n0' septa or true tabulae."
Localities.-Lanesvi11e, Spergen Hill and Paynters Hill.
There are occasionally rudimentary septa shown in the walls of
this species and slight external vertical ridges in the epitheca.
Rudimentary ridges s0'metimes show 0'n the inner walls of the
calyx 0'f well preserved specimens. There are a great variet.y of
forms of this species. It was attached by cementing 0'1' rootlets
and the form seems to be g0'verned largely by the nature and stability of the support. The f0'rm is also greatly modified by the
tendency to regeneration by calicular budding, in which the bud replaces the parent corallite, frequently changing abruptly the direction 0'f growth and giving it a very rough, constricted outline,
as shown in the figures. There is a more slender form grading
into this o:na which may have had a firmer basis of attachmoot
and grew proportionately more tall and smooth. It may also have
been modified by the rapid accumulation of sediment about it. It
shows all the characteristics of the f0'rmer, however, even to anastomosing to some extent when they come in contact. I 8m
peet that this latter characteristic is common to alLthe species of
the genus.
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There are in some of the specimens of this species a few, two
to five, nearly vertical walls, but they are usually confined to the
particular cyst in which they occur, though sometimes two cysts
may have them in nearly the same planes.
CYSTELASMA SEPTATUM Greene.
Plate VIII, figs. 2-2d.

Cystelasma septata Greene, Cont. Ind. Pal., I, pt.. VII, p. 56, pI.
XIX, fl. 10-19, 1901.
Specific Characters.-Four or five vertical septum-like walls
dividing the corallum into as many compartments, which are again
subdivided into small cysts by more or less horizontal diaphragms
usually confined by the two adjacent walls.
Turbinate Crystelasmas, slender or robust, smooth or highly
wrinkled attached corallites. There are five, sometimes less, vertical walls having all the characteristics of septa passing from the
base to the top of the corallite, reaching the center and dividing
the specimen into radial compartments, which are subdivided into
small cysts by horizontal or diagonal diaphragms confined to the
compartment in which they occur. These cysts are small and very
numerous. The epitheca is much as in the preceding species.
Rarely a specimen shows indications of septa (smaller than the
five) continuing through several cysts, but these are very rare.
Localities.-Lanesville, Payntel's Hill and Spel'gen Hill.
Specimens from Lanesville loaned by J\fr. G. K. Greene.
A single specimen of this species ilhows a few smaller septa
and is figured plate 19 Fig. 15. This specimen approaches in
some extent the specimens figured, but not described, by mrich;~
under the names of Cystelasma rugosum and C. quinquesepta.tum.
I should not be surprised if very large amounts of materinl
showed C. septatu.rn and both of Ulrich's forms to be the san c
species.
·U. S. Prof. Pap. 36, Plate 5, Filgs. 12a-g.
These specimens are neither
described nor do they have the Internal characters shown. They do not deserve
recognition at all as described species and the writer Is aware that he Is violatIng the rules governing such cases in !1:lvln!1: him credit for the name used to
designnte thE' folidwingo species.
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IJYSTE'LASMA RUGOSUM Ulrich.
Plate VII, figs. 5-5b.

Cystelasma rugosnm Ulrich, U. S. Prof. Pap. 36, p. 46, pI. V. fl.
12a-g, 1905.

Specific Oharacter.-A Oystelasma, like (f ~(Jptatu.m) but with
16 or 18 septa.
Corallum of average size for the genus, bluntly turbinate, attached and constricted. Septa 5 primary and 16 or 18 secondary extending through the larger part or all of the corallite.
Epitheca with faint longitudinal striae ribs over septa. In all
other respects it is like C. septatum) and may be a variation of it.
Locality.-PaYllters Hill. Specimens figured belong to the
Indiana lJniversit~ collection.
I can not be certain that this species is the same as the one figured but not described by Ulrich previously mentioned, but from
general appearances there would seem to be no question as to their
specific identity.
OYS'TELASMA TABULATUM n. 81
Plate Vnf, figs. l-le,

8pecific Oharacters.-Five "septa" reaching a third the way to
the center and tabulae reaching pretty evenly across the corallite.
Coral1um of medium size, tortnous and constricted. Tabulae
numerous, rather evenly spaced and nearly horizontal. Septa five,
extending the entire length of the specimen and reaching about a
third the way to the center. No other dissepimental tissue. Epitheca thin and, on the two specimens at hand, smooth except for
the growth annulations. They probably possess finer markings,
but are not preserved on our sp€cimens.
Locality.-Spergen Hm. Types in the Indiana University
Museum.
This species might be placed with Amplexus if its habit, appearance and associates were not considered. However, I am satisfied that it belongs to a distinct phylum. It has all the appearance of the Oystelasmas, with which it occurs, the five septa, common to all the species but one, and that one shows this structure
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occasionally in single large cysts, which oocupy the entire diameter
of the corallum.
It. seems to be most closely related to O. lanesvillensis, the diagonal walls of which have becGme hGrizontal and the five sepl.umlike ridges, so.metimes seen, develo.ped into. the five septa as seen
in the types.
It may seem to. be stretching a generic descriptiGn somewhat to
include in it species with both septa and tabulae when it expressly
states that it contains neither.· However, Ulrich has rightly
pointed out that there are sometimes indicatiGns o.f rudimentary
septa present in the type species; The tabulae in this species may
be regarded as the dissepimental walls Gf the type species arranged
mo.re horizo.ntally, some Gf which, even in O. lanesvillensis pass
almost hGrizontally across the cavity o.f the bo.dy.
SYRINGOPORA MONROENSE n. sp.
Plate IX, figs. 1-2; Plate X, figs. 1-2; Plate XI, figs. 7-7f.

Specific Oharacters.-Absence Gf connecting bars, rGbust corallites budding rather indiscriminately above the base, thickened
walls like MonilopGra, but often having cro.wded tabulae, so.mewhat like Syringopora. Barely anastomosing when the thickly set
corallites come in contact.
Oo.rallum large, spreading, nearly :flat Gn top, the base first
spreading like aulo.Po.ra until about the size o.f a small saucer and
becoming very thick with corallites when they turn upward in a
dense colony. The vertical tubes occasiGnally give off buds, sometimes two. at the same level, but this is more or less accidental unless the gro.wth of the colony is interfered with. In such cases
the buds may be given off of mo.st of the corallites at the same
level. The colo.nies are frequently two. inches in depth. The
tubes are large for the genus, thickly set, but the circular nature
of the calyx is never made angular by the contact of corall~tes.
The interior of the tube is filled to a considerable extent below
with secondary deposit from within. (The semi-silicified nature
of these specimens is such that satisfactory thin sections can no.t
be made of them.) In some tubes there are thickly set tabulae
sagging in the middle, but not funnel-shaped as in typical Syringoporas. In other tubes there seem to be no tabulae whatever.
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In one case vesicular tissue was seen in one of the tubes, which
is represented on the plate of drawings.
Localities.-Lanesville (three specimens from State Museum),
types from Bloomington, and in the Indiana University coUectioo.
This species is intermediate in many of its characters between
. Syringop{}ra and Monilopora. Its hahit of growth and abundant
concave tabulae (not present in all tubes) are characteristic of
Syringopora. On the other hand, the ahsence of cross hars connect.ing the corallites, the deposition within the lower part of the
tubes, and absence in some tubes of many tabulae are characters
nsnally ascribed to Monilopora.
The characters which seem to separate this species from Syringopora will distinguish it from the species of that genus, while
those separating it from Monilopora will equally distinguish it
from the known species of that genus.
After a long discussion of the subject Girty7(· concludes that l!{e
families of this group of corals need il thorough revision in the
light of new material. I certainly agree with him in this respect.
Meanwhile I think it best to refer material to already described
genera instead of describing a new genus for each case arising and
thus adding to the confusion.
MONlLOPORA BEECHER! Grabau.
Plate XI, jj~s. 6-6a

Monilopora beecheri Grabau) Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Rist.,
XXVIII, p. 411, pl. I, if. 2, 3, pI. II, if. 1-5, 1899.-0ont.
Ind. Pal. I, pt. VII, p. 50, pI. XIX, ff. 20, 21, 1901.
Original Description.-"Oorallum regularly branching or forming a confused mass of intergrown tubes, which branch and repeatedly unite, the calices opening in all directions. Tubes expanding rapidly towards the calyx, below which they give off more
la.teral buds. Adjoining coral1ites frequently united by their
walls. Walls thick, especially in the lower portion of the corallites, consisting of numerous concentric lamellae, between which
the reticulate structure appears:. The lacunre are subequal, but the
lainellae separating them are more irregular, and as !l rule thicker
·U. S. Prof. Pap. 16. p. 321i. 1903.
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than those of ]f. crassa. The trabeculae are also more irregula.rly
disposed."
Localities.-Payntel's Hill, Spergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Elletsville.
"This species differs from the described and figured forms of
M. crassa· in the larger size of its corallites, the more confused
growth of the agglomerate mass, and the greater length and more
regular budding of the simple branches. The internal differences appear to be the irregularities 0'f the reticulate tissue, which
also is much less frequently developed. From M. an.tiqua it differs chiefly in its surface features, and in the thickness of the
wall, which in that species is stated to be 'rather thin.' "
"The regular coralla give off calices at definite intervals, these
calices pointing upward and outward on all sides. From this it
appears that the regular coralla grew upright, unsupported except basally. The more usual method 0'f growth, however, seems
to have been by irregular budding, which resulted from the attachment of the young coral to the crinoid stem. Such an attached individual would not require the regular growth, which is
necessary in the free corallum to maintain proper balance, and
hence the attached corallum put out buds promiscuously."
None 0'f the attached c0'lonies appear in our collection, probably
for the reas0'n that there was nothing of any considerable size to
attach to; the conditions varying much from the crinoid beds at
Crawfordsville, from which the types were taken. Some specim~ns, shoWl] in the photographic plate,·x- grew around some circular
or cylindrical object, apparently too weak for support, so that instead of forming an attached mass it grew away again, leaving a
row of calices growing directly away from the support. Our specimens agree very well with the figures and description of the free
specimens from the type locality, show about the same amount of
thickening of the lower portions of the tubes, but the reticulate tissne seems to be more sparingly developed. However, it occurs occasi0'nally. The specimens from this horizon are either too
coarsely silicified to show anything of the microscopic structure
or are partially silicified, making sectioning in a satisfacto.ry man·
ner nearly impossible.
"Since this was written the plate was discarded.
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One point in which an occasional specimen differs from the
types is shown on the halftone plate;* that is, in showing a tendency to regeneration by calicular budding, the new bud replacing
the old one and filling the old calyx. Sometimes these originate
on or near one side and again seem to originate centrally.
CERATOPORA AGGIJOMERATA Grabau.
Plate XI, figs. 5-5a.

Ceratopora agglomerata Graban, ContI'. Ind. Pal., Pt. VIl, p. 51,
pl. 19, figs. 22-25, 1901.

Original Description.-"Corallum compound, consisting of agglomerate masses, unattached except basally. Oorallites auloporaid, slightly curved, and gradually enlarging towards the aperture, which is circular. A short distance below the termination
of the corallite one or two buds are given off, diverging at various
angles; sometimes extending acutely upward; frequently at right
angles to the parent, or occasionally extending downward. The
buds themselves give off other buds, which may extend in all directions. Oorallites frequently joined by epithecal prolongations.
Interior with circumferential cysts. Cysts rather sparingly developed, but usually of fair size. Septal spines small, short and
comparatively stout; in numerous vertical rows.
"This spooies is readily recognized by its singular branching
corallites, which form a confusedly agglomerate mass. The frequent rectangular branching divergence of the beds from the parent gives rise to masses in which corallites of the third generation
may grow in a diametrically opposite direction from that taken by
the corallites of the first generation. Sometimes from crowding
a bud may grow in such a direction as to form a complete loop
with its parent corallite. Not infrequently a number of corallites, budding one from another, appear to form a ring 'around a
corallite of an earlier generation, which occupies the ,center.
"No case has been observed where there are more than two buds
given off at the same level, this being the usual numoor. In this
respect the species is like C. dichotoma Grabau, but the buds are
irregular, as in C. distorta, Grabau. In some corallites, however,
a second series of buds are given off at a higher level, and these,
rebudding again, greatly increase the complexity of the wllole
"Since thi8 was written the plate has been discarded.
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corallum. In some eases, however, the corallites grow to a considerable length after giving off their first pair of buds, without
producing a second series. While the buds are most frequently
given off in pairs, the two are not always given off at precisely
the same level, there being often a slight discrepancy between
them. This feature is occasionally seen in O. dichotoma) the most
regular species of the genus, and is common in O. distorta,.
"When the corallites are, united by the epithecal prolongations,
a rugose surface is produced from the wrinkled character of the
epitheca. Otherwise the surface is smooth, showing only fine
concentric growth lines. When the corallites grow close together
they generlllly become inseparably united, and not infrequently
the original circular section of the tube will be variously modified
or distorted, and often be'come concave on the side of contact.
"The less frequent development in this species of the cyst is a
characteristic feature. They are best visible in the calicinal portions, for as the known specimens of this species are all silicifierl,
the interior structure has become more or less modified, and some
of the cysts have been filled. There is, as in all the species of
the genus, a complete absence of tabulae, the corallites remaining
open throughollt and united to their parent basally at least during
the greater part of life. In many individuals the connecting pore
is probably never closed, in others a sort of partition is formed
over it by the extensive growth of spines. When the daughter
corallite becomes separated from the mother tube the pore may be
covered by the formation of a cyst wall over it. Occasionally adjoining corallites have been found to be traversed by a single pore,
this undoubtedly being a case of aborted budding. The septal
spines appear generally much shorter than in the Devonian species
in this respect, and in the diminution of the cysts, approaching
Monilopora. In a few cases, however, spines comparable to thpse
of (!. dichotoma and O. distoda have bee~ observed. In some
cases the interior of the wall appe,ars perfectly smoo,th, the fine
papillose spines being probably destroyed during the process of
crystallization.
"This species is closely related to C. distorta Grabau, but I do
not think that the t,wo are identical. The profusely branching
specimen figured on plate :1, Fig. 7, Vol. 28, Sp. 16, Boston Soc.
Nat. Rist. Pro~eedings, and referred to C. distorta) has many char-
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acters of the present species, and forms a connecting link between
the two. Though parallelisms in form occur, the structure of the
two species is sufficiently distinct. The present species is als9
somewhat smaller than the prevailing forms of O. distorta."
Horizon and Looalities.-"In the Warsaw Division of the St.
Louis Group, Lower Carbonian; Lanesville, Harrison County,
Indiana."
PROTOPORA Greene.

Protopora Greene, Cont., Ind. Pal, pt. XVII, p. 169, 1904.

"Corallum composite, increasing by lateral and calicular gemmat.ion. Corallites frequently connected by their epithecal wans,
and having numerous transverse and oblique diaphragms which
divide the tubes into coarse cysts somewhat like Cystelasma, but
differing from Cystelasma in having mural pores in the adjoining
corallites as in Romingeria. Type P. Oystoides."
Grabau states concerning Rom:Vngeria. cysioides: "These diaphragms, together with the absence of septal spines, and general
rugose corallum, separate this species from the others of the genus,
and may make it desirable to place it in a distinct genus. The·se
features closely ally the present species to Oystelasma;, S. A. Miller, of which the type O. Lanesvillense occurs in the Warsaw group
of Indiana. This genus, however, is stated to be simple, while
the present species has the compound mode of growth and mural
pores of Romingeria. Under this genus it will be left fo.r the
present, until better preserved material al10ws the making of sections for the closer study of the internal structure."
PROTOPORA CYSTOIDES (Grabau).
Plate XI, 4-4d.

Romingeria cystoides Grabau, Oont. Ind. Pal., I, pt. VII, p. 52,
pl. XX, if. 19-23, 1901.
Protopora cystoides Greene, Contr. Ind. PaL, I, pt. XVII, p. 169,
1904.

"Corallum compound, erect, free except basally, consisting of numerous more or less closely crowded corallites, which usually proceed in an unbelliferous manner from the pare.nt corallite. Corallites elongate-conical to sub-cylindrical, widening at first rapidly,
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then more slowly, and finally retaining almost the same diameter
throughout. Oalicimu portion not infrequently inflated.
"Oorallites closely adnate for the greater part of their length,
and connected by mural pores. Septa absent so far as knO"fffi.
Interior traversed by irregular lamellae, which extend across
the cavity and frequently join each other, dividing the visceral
chamber into a number of cysts."
Locality.-Lanesville.
"This species is readily recognized by its rather coarse though
not large corallites, the mural pores and the irregular diaphragms
which take. the place of tabulae. The corallites bud off from the
parent in verticils of three or more, and they grow upward, closely
adhering to the old corallites, which also continue to grow and to
embrace each other. They are closely united by the epitheca,
which in some cases extends across several corallites, and in others
effects the junctions merely by. root-like proliferations. The epitheca is wrinkled and the growth lines are strong, and this, with
the frequent constrictions of the corallites, gives them a very rough
and wrinkled appearance. The direction of growth is upward in
most cases, but in some colonies it is more irregular, the cora11ites
growing loosely. In such cases the unbelliferous habit is generally lost sight of."
The drawings, plate XI, Figs. 4, 4a, were made from specimens
loaned by Mr. G. K. Greene, who has the types, and whose identification of these specimens is used.
MIOHEILINIA INDIANIDNSIS n. sp.
Plate XI, figs. 8-8a.

Specific Oharacters.-Oonical or taller habit, very small corallites, with large number of young or undersized ones, thin walls.
Oorallum irregularly conical, small, base unknown. Oorallites
small, very deep and many angled like Favosites, and varying in
size with age. The largest corallites are 21,4 mm. in diameter.
There are about two small corallites to one well developed one.
The walls are very thin and the edges of the corallites proportionately sharp. The mural pores are fairly abundant and large,
the scale-like tabulae frequently developed as little awnings over
the pores, though in the older part of the corallite they occur inde77-GeololfY.
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pendent of tllC pores and are ,cry numerous. There are six to
eight coral1ites per centimeter.
Locality.-Lanesville. Type specimens in the collection of G.
K. Greene.
This species is very closely a11ied with what 1T1rich has fig'lued
but not described as Jf. eU,rycncae var prinrc!onensis from a higher
horizon. Ro,,'e,'er, he has not described his "variety," and our
sp('cimens Jiffer from his figmes in having thin walls instead of
thirk ones and in being a mnch more delicate colony with smaner
cells and. a larger percentage of immature ones. These characters ,,·ill n.t onre separate it from M. eugeneae and probably from
Ulrich's variety.
.

r AL.tEACIS CUXEIFOR:\IIS l\Ii1ne·Edwnrds lind Hulme,
Plnte VIII, figs 4-4i.

Specific Characters.-Cnneate corallum with corallites all in one
plane, ,,·jth crennlated smface mark~.
Coralhim clmeiform, key-shaped, free, higher than wide and
rather sharp below, rctmded fit the edgee. Sometimes, however, the
base may be rather blnnt and taper nearly to a point. The form of
the specimC'ns of this species is very \"ariable. The .specimens
thickC'n anu expand luierally untn the region of the corallites is
;eached, when they rapitlly contra~t, making the specimen paddleslwpeu or key-shllped. The calices are large, long-elliptical to
nearly circnlar l!nu fairly deep. They are two to five, depending
on the age of thecorallum, alternately spaced, extending obliqnely
inward and dowmvarcl. When first developed each calyx is placed
lj. little to one side of the middle of the coeallum. The inner surf~!3e of the calices is coarsely punctuate, the punctae, being located
in ,slight depressions, produce a slightly pustular surface. There
is also a faint ri(lge passing up the hiller or back side of the cavity.
The rid$es forming the surface markings of the specimen, terminating at tho ll1a,rgins of the openings, give them a crenulated periphQry.The surface ornamentation consists of wavy ridges closely
set and minutely crenulatotl, extending obliquely inward and downward.
, Localities.-Spergen Hill, Payntors Hill.

DEVELOPMENT AND VARIATION OF PENTREMITES
CONOIDEUS.
By ESSIE ALMA SMITH.

Up to the present time very little has been done toward tIle
study of the development of Pentremites, and until recently tlwre
hlld not been any very comprehensive study of the anatomy of the
Blastoid group. Perhaps one reason for this neglect is the fact
that there are no living representatiYes of this group, and a study
of it must necessarily' be difficult, because such a study must be
based entirely upon the fossil specimens. Prof. G. Hambach, of
'Washington University, has given a series of drawings* showing
the development of the deltoid pieces in Pelllremites sulcatus.
The present writer has attempted to make a study of the development lind variation of Pentremites conoideus and from this
stndy and lIcomparison of the young of P. corwideus with Codasfer sp. from the Hamilton formation there has been found
at least a hint as to the possible ancestry of Pentremites. Another point which this study has incidentally brought out is a suggestion as to the possible canse of the dwarfing of the fauna of the
Salem limestone. The writer has also discovered specimens in
the series studied which seem to prove that there are plates or septa
in the oral opening of P. conoideus.
The materJal used in this investigation includes more than 5,700
specimens. About 980 specimens are in the Indiana University
Geological Musenm, 354 s!>ecimens belong to the State Mnseum,
and l\f r. G. K. Greene has kindly loaned about 4,400 specimens
from his fine collection.
The specimens used in the investigation came from the Lower
Carboniferous series, and from eight localities, as follows: Four
thonsand seven hnndred specimens from Lanesville, Ind. {Salem
limestone): over 276 specimens from the old Cleveland qnarry,
near Harrodsburg, Ind. (upper part of Salem limestone); .240
J
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specimens from Pentremite Hollow, south of Bloomington, Ind.
(upper part of the Harrodsburg limestone); 165 specimens from
SPergen Hill, Ind. (Salem limestone); 150 specimens from Paynter's Hill, Ind. (Salem limestone); 48 specimens from the Big
Creek quarries, near Stinesville, Ind. (Salem limestone) ; 40 specimens from Hunter Valley, northwest of Bloomington, Ind. (Salem limestone) ; and over 40 specimens from the Matthews quarry,
Ellettsville, Ind. (Salem limestone.)
The study is based upon the measurement of 735 specimens,
upon the microscopic examination of over a dozen small specimens,
the distal ends of which had not been preserved, and upon the careful examination of the rest of the material. The 735 specimens
which were measured and the small specimens which were microscopically examined, are in the Indiana 'University Geological
Museum.
The writer takes this opportunity to' express her thanks to Mr.
G. K. Greene for the specimens which he kindly IO'aned, and to
Dr. E. R. Cumings for the accompanying photographs. During
the prosecution of this study the writer has received much en·
couragement and many valuable suggestions from Drs. E. R. Cumings and J. W. Beede. FO'r this encouragement and these suggestions the author is deeply grateful.
A great deal of the material in the University Geological Museum, especially that from Harrodsburg and Pentremite Hollow,
was cO'llected in a manner which almost entirely eliminates the personal equation. The collectO'r shoveled up the material just as
it had been weathered from the rock. It was brought into the
laboratory, where it was washed through three sieves, each having
a different sized mesh. Three grades of material-coarse, medium and fine-were thus obtained. This material was then
carefully looked over with the aid of a reading glass and lens, and
all of the Pentremites seen were picked out for study. Of the
specimens which were measured, those from Harrodsburg and
from Pentremite Hollow have been of the most value and interest
in this study, first, because the series from these localities are more
complete, and, second, because the specimens from Harrodsburg
are dwarfed and those from Pentremite Holloware normal. For
this latter reason they lend themselves admirably to the study of
the dwarfing of the fa una of the Salem limestone.
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The method of investigation" consisted in counting the number
of poral pieces in each of the 735 specimens, in making certain
careful measurements of these specimens, and in a general study of
all of the material. The smallest specimens used in this investigation contained no poral pieces. The distal portion had not been
preserved and the writer is doubtful if some of the smallest of
these specimens ever possessed poral pieces.
The measurements taken in additiQn to counting the number
of PQral pieces, were, first, the relative length of the ambulacraI
area (a) (See Fig. 1), and the radius of the base (b), and the
ratio of the length of the ambulacral area to' the radius of the
base j second, the measurement of the angle (c), formed by the

c
t

Fig. 1.

juncture of the ambulacral area and the base j third, the length
of the entire specimen, from (d) to (e) j and fQurth, the breadth
of the specimen from (f) to (g). The ratio of length to breadth
was obtained by dividing the length by the breadth. All measurements were made with a millimeter scale, with the exception of the
angle measurement, which was made with a contact goniometer.
The data thus obtained have been arranged by localities. They
have been further arranged according to the number of poral
pieces. The original data, being somewhat lengthy, have been
shortened by averaging all of the measurements of specimens having the same number of poral pieces. Below are given the data :

I
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b,,"e; and tbe tbir,l c"lumn is the result obtained by dividing the figures in the fir~t by
those in tbe second column.
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1.20 +

118°

5.25

mm

4.16+ mm

1.26 +

1

14

4.00

: 2.50

mm

1.60

113°

5.33

mm

4.66

mm

1.14 +

1

15

6.00

: 4.00

mm

1.60

116°

7.50

mm

5.00

mm

1.50

1

16

5.50

: 3.00

mm

1.83 +

117°

6.00

mm

5.00

mm

1.20

"See preoeding footnote.
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",I

... ",

,

....

'" ~ ..'" .;
..
".-13 "-,,

0

" ~:-='"= .

Relotive T,pnll'th of
Ambulacral Area."

.a" ..0:::"
S;.~
s! 8,,:l.,:l.,
":ll

j:O

cp:..=~4)

c.....c:oS
Length.

Breadth.

-;;-;E~

0-""

e to"
_"

..... Q;ls...

=... .o-.:~
<

Z

Z

... .

,~-",

-:;;~~

p:::
5.83+ mm

1.31 +

6.00

mm

1.16 +

mm

5.50

mm

1.27 +

900

mm

6.00

mm

1.23 +

124°

8.00

mm

4.00

mm

2.00

121°

8.liO

mm

5.50

mm

1.54 +

120°

9.50

mm

6.50

mm

1.46+

112°

8.00

mm

7.50

mm

1.06 +

3

18

5.00 + : 3.83 + mm

1.47 +

12P

7.66+ mm

1

19

5.50

: 4.00

mm

1.37 +

116°

7.00

mm

2

20

5.75

: 3.25

mm

1.77 +

115°

7.00

1

23

7.50

: 4.CO

mm

1.87 +

117°

1

23

7.00

: 3.".0

mm

2.00

1

2~

7.00

: 3.50

mm

2.00

1

25

8.00

: 4.00

mm

2.00

1

26

8.00

: 4.00

mm

2.00

1

27

8m

: 4.00

mm

2.01

117°

1050

mm

7.50'

mm

1.40

1

33

1050

: 5.50

mm

1.99 +

116°

12.00

mm

8.00

mm

1.50

1

31

11.00

: 5.50

mm

2.00

117°

14.50

mm

8.00

mm

1.81 +

1

35

11.00

: 5.50

mm

2.00

115°

14.00

mm

10.00

mm

1.40

2

40

16.50

: 8.50

mm

1.99 +

111°

16.50

mm

14.50

mm

1.13 +
1.10 +

1

43

15.00

: 7.00

mm· 2.14 +

107°

15.50

mm

14.00

mm

1

45

1500

: 6.00

mmlI

110°

15.00

mm

12.00

mm

1.25

2.50

ELLEl'TSVILLE-l\JATTHEWS' QUARRY.

+

1

13

3.33

: 3.33

mm

1.00

125°

5.33

mm

4.25

mm

1.25

1

15

4.33

: 3.33

mm

130 +

122°

6.33

mm

5.33

mm

118 +

1

16

4.66

: 3.33

mm

139+

119°

6.50

mm

5.25

mm

1.23 +

1

19

5.50

: 3.50

mm

1.56 +

119°

7.20

mm

5.50

mm

1.30 +

1

22

6.00

: 3.50

mm

1.71 +

120°

800

mm

6.33

mm

1.~6

2

25

7.75

: 3.75

mm

2.06 +

113°

9.00

mm

7.25

mm

1.23 +

2

26

9.08

: 4.50

mm

2.01 +

115°

10.50

mm

8.12 + mm

1.29 +

1

27

8.50

: 4.50

mm

1.88 +

117°

9.66

mm

7.50

mm

1.28 +

mm

7.44+ mm

1.44 +

mm

1.37 +

2

28

9.75

: 4.50

mm

2.16 +

115°

I

1075

+

1

29

9.50

: 4.25

mm

2.23 +

115°

11,.00

mm

8.00

2

31

925

: 4.50

mm

2.06 +

112°

10.16 + mm

8.00

mm

1.27 +

2.00

108°

11 00

mm

9.50

mm

1.15 +

2.04

+

10i~

12.00

mm

9.50

mm

1.26 +

mm

2.09 +

101°

11.50

mm

9.50

mm

1.21 +

mm

+

108°

1450

mm

11.92

mm

1.21 +

1
2
1
2

32
33
37
41

10.00
10.75
11.50
14.50

: 5.00
: 5.25
: 5.50
: 700

"See preceding footnote.
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In studying the data the writer has gone carefully over each 0.£
the series of measurements and ascertained the number of specimens having a given measurement. The variates were then
grouped into classes of convenient size and variation curves were
plotted. This was done in order to get an idea of the ranges and
modes of these different characters. The data from each locality
were first considered in this way, and then the entire group of
data, that is, th~ data for all the different localities were considered as a whole. The curves obtained in this manner gh'e an idea
of the developmental variations, but the element of specific variation also enters to a certain extent. In order to get a better idea
of the specific variation anoth~ study of the data has been
made. The data were considered by localities as before, but in
this case there was a gronping of the specimens which Weh) of
approximately the same age. The number of poraI pieces was
taken as the criterion to determine the age. For instance, all
specimens having from 8-12 poral pieces were considered iIi one
group and all the different characters for this group were studied,
and the nmges and modes of these characters were ascertained.
This study was continued through the whole series, each group
having a range of about 4 poral pieces. / This grouping was done
in order to eliminate the developmental element.
In Plates XLIII and XI,IV are given the variation curves thus
obtained from the Harrodsburg material. The curves on these
plates give an idea of the general results of this study, therefore it
is riot thought neC'essary to take the space to give the curves for the
other localities. However, the data which have been obtained
from this study are given below. First are given the results of the
study of the data for each locality, and the study of the data for
all localities, showing the developmental variation; then the rET
suIts of the study of the gronped data from Harrodsburg, Pentremite Hollow, and S'pergen Hill, showing the specific variation.

Poral Pieces.
, Number
of Variates
Included in
Each Class.

Locality.

Harrodsburg.
Number of

3-4. 5-6. etc.
Two in a Class.

Range.

3-34

specimens,

II

Relative Length of
Ambulacral Area.

.20--39 •. 40-[,9. etc.
.20 in a Class.

Mode.and
Number
of Spec imens in
Mode.

Ran·ge.

7-8.
37 spec.

.33-2.44

35-36.
21 spec.

.80-3.08

Mode.and
Number
of Speci-

mens in

II

Ande Between
Ambulacral
Area
and Base.
95°-96°.97°-98° •
Two Degrees in a
Class.

Range.

Mode.and
Number
of Spe~i-

mens In

11

Length.

2-3. 3-4. etc.
One Millimeter in
a Class.

Range.

1.00-1.19.
42 spec.

105°-128°

2.00-2.19,
71 spec.

96°-125°

1-2. 2-3. etc.
One Millimeter in
a Class.

Ra.nge.

meDS In

Mode.

Mode.

Mode.

Mode. and
Number
of Spe~i-

Breadth.

117°-118°.
73 spec.

2-13

8-83

107°-108°.
38 spec.

4-22

specimens,

i-<
~
~

.3lHI9••40-49. etc.
.10 in a Class.

Ranlle.

Mode.and
Number
of Spe~imens In
l\{ode.

3-4.4-5.
71apec.
in each.

1.00-1.71

1.20-1.29,
118 spec.

mens In

5-6,
51 spec.

1%-87,i

7-8.8-9.
10-l1,13-14.
in first 3.
17 spec.

37,i-16

8-9,
32 spec.

.83-1.50

1.20--1.29,
82 spec.

3-8

6-7,
39 spec.

1.00-1.45

1.00-1.19,
34 spec.

ea.ch; in

240 •.
Spergen Hill.
Number of

Ratio of Lensth
to Breadth.

Mode.

276.

Pentremite
Hollow.
Number of

Mode. and
Number
of Spe~i-

II

4th.18 spec.
6-27

specimens,

23-24,
14 spec.

.64-2.00

1.40-1.59,
31 spec.

102°-127°

107°-108°.
20 spec.

37,i-9

7-8,
38 spec.

5-33

7-8.
9 spec.

.55-2.28

1.00-1.19,
12 spec.

112°-124°

115°-116°.
12 spec.

3-127,i

5-6,
12 spec.

2X(-97,i

3-4.
16 spec.

1.08-1.46

1.20--1.39,
21 spec.

6-45

18-19.
4 spec.

.64-2.50

2.00-2.19.
10 spec.

107°-124°

116°-l17°,
10 spec.

3-18

5-6,
9 spec.

2",4-17

4-5.
12 spec.

1.00-2.00

1.20--1.29,
16 spec.

25-26,

1.00-2.23

2.00-2.19,
12 spec.

.101°-125°

113°-114°,
4 spec.

5Ys-15

11-12.
6 spec.

4X-12Ys

7-8.
6 spec.

1.13-1.56

1.20--1.29,
10 spec.

•33-3.08

2.00-2.19•
122 spec.

96°-128°

115°-116°,

2-22

5-6,7-8,
99 a.nd 100
spec.

lY.-17

4-5,
118 spec.

.83-2.00

1.20-1:29,
281 spec.

specimens,

48.
HunterValley.
Number of

specimens,

38.

Ellettsville.
Number of

18-41

4 spec.

specimens,

21.

All localities.
Number of
specim.ens,
7il5.

~

"d

o

~
~

~
~

o

112.

Stinesville.
Number of

00

3-63

13-14,
63 spec.

114 spec.

8

~

HARRODSBURG.
Relative Length of
Ambulacral Area.
Number of
Variates in
Each Class.

•20-.39, .40-.59, etc.
.20 in a (JIaSS.

Classes Arranged
According to
Number of
P"rall'ieces.

Range.

Mode, and
Number of
Specimens
III Mode.

II

II

Angle Between Ambulacral Area and Base.
9;';0-96°, 97c_~8°, etc .
2° in a Class •

Range.

III

Length.

Breadth.

II

\1

IIlOne Millimeter
2-3, 3-4, etc.
\I
1-2, 2-3, etc.
\I
in a Class. lOne Millimeter in a Class •.

Mode,and
Number of
Specimens
in Mode.

Range.

Mode, and
Number of
Specimens
in Mode.

Range.

Mode, and
Number of
Specimens
in Mode.

Ratio of Length to
Breadth.

,

.30-.39, .4(}-.49, etc.
.10 in a Class.

Range.

Mode, and
Number of
Specimens
in Mode.

~

q

!"I

:.-

o

'>i

>,3

3-7,
71 spec.

.33-.88

8-12,
":17 spec.

.66-1.28

I
13-16,
'63 spec.

1.00-1.60

.60-.79,
30 spec.

105°-123°

111°-112c ,
115°-116°,
12 spec.
each.

2-4

3-4,
38 spec.

Wa-3;Y.

.80-.99,

109°-127°

115°-116°,
117°-118°,
21 spec.
each.

3~-6

4-5,
48 spec.

2;Y.-4;Y.

1.00-1.19,
30 spec.
each.
1.20-1.3Il,
27 spec.

112°-128°

115"-116°,
117°-118°,
17 spec.
each.

2-3,
48 spec.

1.0(}-1.40

1.1(}-1.19,
32 spec.

3-4,

1.05-1.50

1.20-1.29,
38 spec.

53 spec.

~

l;i

E
~

t-'

;-;

I

4;Y.-7

5-6,
36 spec.

3;Y.-5;y'

4-5,

44 spec.

I

1.09-1.71

1.2(}-1.29,
36 spec.

~

l;i

U1

>,3

o

17-20,
33 spec.

1.12-1.88

1.40 ·1.59,
13 spec.

112°-120°

117°-118° ,
17 spec.

6-8

7-8,
15 spec.

4;Y.-6

5-6,
24 spec.

1.09-1.45

1.30-1.39,
15 spec.

21-24,
20 spec.

1.41-2.00

1.60-1.79,
11 spec.

112°-122°

117°-118°,
7 spec.

7-9;Y.

8-9,
9 spec.

5~-7

6-7,
nsPec.

1.23-1.50

1.30-1.39.
10 speo.

25 34,
12 spec.

1.63-2.44

2.00-2.19,
7 spec.

108°-120°

117°-118°,
3 spec.

8;Y.-13

9-10, 10-11,
3 spec. each.

6-8;y'

7-8,
S spec.

1.33-1.62

1.30-1.39,
5 spec.

I

2i
~

~

t-O
t-O
<:D

~

t:O

PENTREMITE HOLLOW.

I
Number of
\'& hues in
Each (JIHss.

I

Cla".f's Arranged
Accordin ... to
Number f
Pord t'ieces.
8-12,
8 spec.

Relative LerH,th of
Amblllacr'.• 1 Area.

.20-.!l9, .40-.59, etc.
.20 in a CL,ss.

Range.

:

I

.80-1.16

1:\-16,
8 spec.

1.00-1.50

17-20,
23 spec.

1.18-1.83

21-21,
318pec.

1.33-2,00

25-2R,
21 speo.

1.50-.214

29-~~,

1,20-2.37

Modf',and
.. f

~umb"r

~llel'lmeDS
in ~Ioue.

An ... le Between Aml!ulacral Area alld B.se.
9jO-9~0. eto.
2° in a Class.

II

I
I

Range.

,

1.00-1.19,
5 spec.
1.2ff-1.~9,

4 spec.

1120-1\9°

Mod ... and
Number of
~'·eclln· n.s
in .llode.

I One Millimeter in a Claso.
I
Range.
I

I

1130-114°
a .pec.

4-5
5~Yo

111°-112°
3 "pec.

Breadth.

1\1 ode. and
NUlllber of
~p~c'meIl8

I

II One MilIillJeter
1-2, 2-a. etc.
II
in a Class
Range.

in Mude.

1

98°-119°

0-

[I

2-~, :\-1. etc.

95°_\l!\°.

II

Length.

~

5-6,
5."ec.

3Yo-!Yo

5-6.6-7,
4 spec. ,each.

4Yo-/;

Mode, and
l'iumher of
~l'eciIne s
in Motle.

Ratio of Lengtb to
llreadth.

.SO-.R9 • .4O-.4f1, etc •
.10 in a Cla.s.
Mode. and
of
tS.·eclmenl
in "'Jode.

NUUlb~T

Range.

4-5.

1.00-1.25

1.10-1.19;
4 .pec.

5-11,
5 spec.

.83-1.33

1.10-1.19,
l211-1.2!),

7 spec.

J.RO"1.X\I,

2spec.ellch.

33 spec.

1.40-1.59,
]2 spec. I

106°-125°

1.'0-1.79,
12.pec.

10;°-119"

1.1\0-'1.99,

99°-117°

7 tlpec.

11~o-IJ4°

5."ec.
lJr.0-1I6°
6 spec.

6Y.-8

I

9jO-1I4°

2.00-2.19,
I!) spec.

980-111 °

5-7

6-7,
13 spec.

1.00-1.50

1.0fl-l 09,
8 "pec.

~-9.

6-8

7-8,
16 spec.

1.05-1.33

1.20-1.29
I 20-1.29,
7 t-pec.

17 spec.

109°-1100

7Y.-l1y'

8-11,
8 spec.

6-10J{

8-9,
9.pec.

.92-1.41

Imo-l0lo
8 spec.

8-11Yo

9-10, 10-11.
13 >pec each.

7-10

89,
14 spec.

.88-1.37

105°-106°

10-14

11·12,
16 "I" c.
12-1a,
.12 spec.

8-12y'

9-10,10-11,
11 S/lec. each.

.84-1.39

1.20-1.29,

8-13

1.08-1.50

1.20-1.29,
13.pec.

11- 15.
11 spec.

9Yo-15

10-11, 11-12,
H .pec. each
11-12,
7 spec.

1.00-1.37

1 20-1.~9,
S "vee.

Ii spee.

2.00-219,
15.pec.

7-9

7-R,

15 spec.

3.'l-3R,
34 spec.

1.64-300

3740,
32 spec.

1.78-2.60

2.fIO-2.19,
17 "pee.

102°-115°

1(17°-'08°
9.pce.

12-15

41-44,
20 spec.

1.87-2.66

2.002.19,
S spec.

98°-1Uo

10.,)°-106°
6,pee.

13-17

~ ~l'CC.

I

\

1.111-1.19,
18 spec.
14 Sllee.

I

!:d
l':i
I-;j

~

>-:l

~

~
!<.l
l':i

~
o

!<.l
H
rn

!'"

•
45-48.
13 speo.

2.12-2.66

2.20-2.R9,
5 s!Jee.

99°-112°

99°_\00°
1111°-\112°
IO:\0-\lI4°
1O'io-116°
109°-110°
2 8pec. each.

14-17

14-11\, \6-17,
17-IH,
4 spec. each.

10-14

11-l1}~

5 spec.

1.16--~.47

1.20,,1.29,
7 >i.eo.
1.311-1 R9,
5 speo.

4952,
12 spoo.

2.23-3.08

2.202.:19,
5.pec.

96°_109°

105°-W6°
4 speo.

15Y.-18Y.

IS-tRY.,
6 spec.

11-14Y.

13
58pec.

1.25-1.50

56-6.Q,
Ii spec.

2.50-3.00

2.80-2.S9,
2 "l>ec.

97°-104°

103°-I(,tO
2 spec.

15-22

15,19.20,
21.22.
I spec. each.

12-16

14-Hy',
2.pec.

1.25-1.42

I 30-1.39,
1.40-1.49,
2 .pee. each.

":f

~

"'l
l>-

e

":f

..,

SPERGEN HILL.
.60-.79,

112°-117°

111 0-112°,
2.pee.

3%-3%

3-4.
3 spec.

3-3X

3-4,
3 speo.

1.11-1.16

1.10-1.19,
lI.pec.

.85 1.20

1.00-1.\9,
4 spec.

115°-)21°

111\0_116°,
3 spec.

3Y.-5Y.

5-6,
5 spec.

3-4Y.

3-4,45.
~ach,l spec.

1.16-1.42

1.20-1.29,
4 speo.

1,00-1.66

100 1.19,
S .peo.

104°-124°

11 \°_1 '2°,

5-7

5-6,1\-7,
each, 9 sIle.c.

3Y.-6

5-6,
10 spec.

1.05-1.42

1.30-1.39,
6 spec.

6--7,
3 spec.

.64-.77

8-12,
8,."ec.

13 10,
19 spec.

3 spec.

1l7°-II~o,

119°-1~1I°.

~

t;:J

rn

~
t;:J
~

t:
~

ell.ch, 3 81160.

t;:J

17-20 ,
32.pec.

1.25-1.71

1.40-\ 59,
17 spec.

105°-127°

10\1°-110°,
6.pec.

5%-8

6-7,
15 spec.

4}-H

5-6,6--7,
each, 14 spec.

1.00-1.45

1.10-\ .19,
10 spec.

..,

21-24.

1.37-2.00

1.60-1 79,
14 spec.

102°-121°

10;0-108°,
12 spec.

6--9

7-8.
23 spec.

5X-7Y.

6-7,
2_ spec.

l.CO-1.41

1.20-1.29,
14 speo.

~

1.40-2.00

200-2.19.
4 speo.

102°-116°

105°-106°.
)1'7°-WSo,
ncb, 2."ee.

7y....9

S-9.
5 svec.

6%-S

7-8,
G spec.

1.03-1.28

1.\O-I.\P,
1.2lf-129,
e,nch. 3 spec •

04:!s\'0c.

25-27.
S ,p~o.

f

fJl

e

~

..

~

.)

I-l
'1.::1
~

I-l
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Besides the specimens which have been used in obtaining the
foregoing data, the writer has examined, as was stated before,
almost 5,000 specimens. The smallest specimens which have bOOrt
obtained were from the Harrodsburg (old Oleveland quarry)
material. The distal ends of over a dozen of these small specimens
have not been preserved. Five or 6 of the smallest of these (see
Fig. 2) are about 0.82 rom. in length and 0.70 mm. in diameter.
The bodies of these smallest specimens are conical. The distal

B
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A. Side 'View of one of the smallest specimens of PentremitelJ
(a) radials, (b) basals, x 25. B. View of the distal portion of the
same speCimen, (a) indention in the rim for the ambulacral area, (h) beginning of the hydrospire, x 25. Indiana University collection.
corwideus,

ends are circular and the body cavity is either empty or filled. with
calcareous matter. No structure can be made out with the unaided eye, but a microscopical examination shows that the body
is composed of 8 pieces, 5 radials and 3 basals. Prof. G. Hambach* says that there are 5 basal pieces in the young, but that 2
of the 5 sutures become obliterated in the course of development. In all of the specimens which the writer has examined, she
has been unable to find more than 3 basal pieces. In Plate XL VII
(Figs. 5 and 6) 3 specimens are given which show the 3 basal
pieces with the 3 sutures between. The smallest of the specimens
shown in this figure is 1.29 mm. and the 2 larger ones are 1.8S
mm. in diameter. The basa]s form almost two-thirds of the body.
As seen from the side there is only a slight downward curve in the
upper margins of the radials where the ambulacral areas are to be
(see Fig. 2A and Plate XIS, Figs. 3, 4, 5). The same delicate
striae which ornament the surface of the adut shell can be seen on
the surface of these small specimens. Looking down on the distal
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portions of these specimens, the outer rims of the shells appear
almost circular with a tendency t0' be slightly 5 cornered (see
F'ig. 2B and Plate XL V, Figs. 1 and 2). On the inner side of the
rims the 5 ambulacral areas are becoming defined by 5 indentures.
In the center of each of these indentations there is a small concave
structure which is most probably the beginning of the hydrospire.
In all probability these smallest specimens represent the earliest
stage in the development of Pentremites conoideus, which can be
preserved in the fossil state. They have most likely just emerged
from the free-swimming larval stage, grown a shell and assumed
the sedentary mode of life. Since the Pentremites and the whole
group of Blastoids are extinct this is as far back as we can go
in tracing their development. However, we may speculate to
some extent on their earlier development by a study of the embryology of the larger group to which they belong, namely, the
Echinoderms. Korschelt and Rieder give an excellent presentation of this subject. * Of the living Echinoderms the crinoids
probably most nearly resemble the Pentremites, for many of them
were sedentary after the free-swimming stage was passed. In the
crinoids (Antedon) the earliest skeletal pieces begin to form while
the larva is still in its free-swimming stage. In the later freeswimming stage the tentacles project into a vestibule. The.mouth
also opens into this vestibule, "the roof of which is stretched out
between the upper margins of the oralia. This roof is at first
thick, but gradually becoming thinner finally disappears entirely.
* * * After the disappearance of the roof of the vestibule,
the tentacles * * * project free to the exterior. The underpart of the larva has elongate<l into the stalk, and it now rests with
its terminal plate on some support. The fundaments of the arms
bud forth on the upper part of the cup as five projections," etc.
The writer is of the opinion that these ~mallest Pentremites are
at about the same stage in their deve~opment as has just been
described for the crinoids. The arms of the crinoid are in part
homologous to the ambulacral areas of the Pentremits. It is very
probable thnt there was some such roof stretched between the upper
margins of the radials in the young Pentremite as has just been
described as being stretched out between the upper margins of the
.. Korschelt p,nd Heider, Textbook of the Embryology of Invertebro.tes, Pp,rt I, pp.
392-(61.
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oralia in the crinoid. If this is the case it wonld not be possible
to find a Pentremite at this stage of development with the distal
portion intact. The roof has probably just disappeared and the
ambnlacral areas are just beginning to he defined. The next step
in the development is the formation of the ambulacral area, with
its lancet piece, pora! pieces, hydrospires, etc. As the poral pieces
increase in number the ambnlacral area grows down. The slight
downward curve which is perceptible only with the aid of a microscope in these youngest specimens, gr~dually increases, until in
the adult stage there is an incision or sinus almost the entire length
of the radials. The pora! pieces always grow at the tip or lower
end of the ambulacral area. At the lower or growing end of this
area the arrangement of the poral pieces is oblique and rather
loose. Toward the top or older end of, the ambulacral area the
poral pieces are more crowded and have a horizontal arrangement.
As the specimen grows the radials elongate, but the basals, which
formed the greater part of the body in the youngest specimens,
do not grow as rapidly, and in the adult they can not be seen in a
side view. When the specimen has abollt 7 or 8 poral pi,eces the
deltoids begin to show externally. These gradually increase in
size as the specimen grows older.
With all these changes in structure, there must necessarily come
changes in form. The young have relatively long, tapering bases
and short ambulacral areas, while the old have relatively short,
fiat, or almost concave bases and long ambulacral areas; in other
words, the relative length of the ambulacral area increases as the

~
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Fig. 3. A, B. and C. Large, medium. and email specimens showing'
the position of the angle between 'the amlJUlacrnl arell and the base.
x 2. C, enlarged' outline of C. Indiana University collection;
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specimen grows older. The angle between the ambulacral area
and the base is, in general, smaner in the youngest and in the
oldeet stAges and grer..ter in the medium stnges of grO\yth. In the
young, however, the angle is near the distal end of the body (see
Fig. 3), in the old it is at the proximal end, while in the medium
specimens it is near the middle. As the specimens grow older
they also increase in length and breadth.
In !! gener!!l survey of a series of specimens which show all the;lC
dm'elopmental changes (see Plate XLVI), another thing is quite
noticeable, namel.Y, tl'e change from the angnlar to the curved contonI' of the whole body. As the ambulacral areas grow in length,·
and the basal pieces do not keep pace wi th them, there must necessarily be a curving of these areas. In the oldest or most gerontic
specimens there is also a tendency for the base to curve downward
at the end of each ambulacral area.
Another interesting point has been the comparison of the young
of P. conoideus \vith Coda.~ter sp. from the Hamilton formation
at Thedfor,l, Ont!!rio. The shape of the young Pcntromite is almost identical with the shape of the OoJaster (see Plate XLVII,
Fig. 1.) Each have the long, tapering huse and the short umlmlacral
arc!!. The arrnngemtnt of the poral pieces is also quite similar.
The yonng Pentremites Iwve !! loose and obliqne arrangement of
the poral pieces, as have also the Codasters. This similarity betWPP11 the two would scem to indicate a rather close relationship
and gi,'es at least a hint as to the possible ancestry of Pentremites.
Codaster may be the ancestor of Pcntremites, or Oodaster and
PentremiteB may have descended from a common ancestor.
In examining the 4,400 specimens from Mr. G. K. Greene's collection, the writer has discoyered 5 small plates or septa in the oral
opening of Pentremites conoideus. Three specimens show this
structure in an excellent state of preservation; a dozen or more
contain all these plates intact, but the preservation is not so good;
while a great many others show fragments of them. Altogether
there was found about 130 specimen!! which show all or a part
of this structure. The outer end of each plate or septum is
attached, in eyery instance, to the distal end of a lancet piece,
that is, to' the center of the distal end of an ambulacral area.
Each of these 5 plates projects inward toward the center of t·he
mouth opening where they unite. This was the case with the
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structure in the 3 best preserved specimens. In some of the others,
2 of the plates seemed to unite before reaching the center of the
mouth opening. This, however, may be due to the state of preservation of the structure. The oral opening is thus divided by these
plates or septa into 5 small triangular openings. These plates
appear to be rather thin and fiat, and are arranged so that they
stand with the thin edge up. In a great many, perhaps in most
cases, this structure is set well down in the oral opening; in
other cases it is nearer the top of the opening. The place Gf attachment I)f the outer ends Gf these plates, and their general ar'. rangement, are, however, most CGnstant characters. In every
specimen which was found to contain all or a part of these plates
intact, the attachment was as described above.
It is difficult to say just what the function Gf these plates ,-as,
but some suggestions might be offered. It is possible that they
acted as a sort of strainer which prevented particles of food of
toG large size from entering through the mouth opening. It is
alsO' possible that they served as places Gf attachment for muscles
which controlled the tentacles or perhaps some jaw-like structure.
Or, again, it is possible that they had a sOort Oof hinge movement Gf
their own which enabled them to' open and close these 5 small
openings.
In regard to the genital openings, it is the writer's opinion that
there was also some kind of a structure in them, but no specimen
has been found in which this structure is well enough preserved to
ascertain just what it was.
The regularity of the place of attachment of the plates in the
Gral opening seems to preclude any donbt of the genuineness of
this structure. Prof. G. Hambach* denies in a very decisive manner the existence of any plates in the mouth or genital openings.
One of his arguments against the existence of these plates is the
difference in the descriptions and illustrations of the different
authors. This difference is prOobably due, fOor the most part, to the
difference in the preservation of the strnctures in their respective
specimens. This structure, being a very delicate one, is seldom
preserved in good condition, and these authors probably based
their descriptions upon only 1 or 2 specimens; at least this was
• Ibid., pp. 15-16.
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the case with Shumard. Then, again, some of this difference in
descriptions may be due to the individuality of the author. As to
Prof. Hambach's idea, that the plates are only little scales or particles of broken pinnulae which have dropped into the summit
openings, it is hardly possible that they would always drop into
the openings in such a systematic manner as has been described
above. And, again, Prof. Hambach says, "It stands to reason, and
is only logical to suppose, that if nature provided an opening it
should remain open," etc., but he seems to lose sight of this logic,
when, in the same paragraph he speaks of "Olivanrites and others
where the center of the summit is closed."
It will be understood, of course, from the description given
above, that the present writer does not maintain that the oral
opening was entirely closed, as was described and figured by Shumard'*, but it is certainly a fact that there were 5 plates or septa
in this opening which divide it into 5 smaller openings.
DWARFING OF THE FAUNA OF THE SALEM LIMESTONE.

The studies of the development and variation of Pentremites
conoideus have led incidentally to a consideration of ano.aher
point, namely, the dwarfing of the fauna of the Salem Limestone.
The fossils fr,om the old Cleveland quarry near Harrodsburg,
from which place 276 specimens of my seri.es come, are dwarfed
forms quite typical of this formation. The fossils from Pentremite Hollow, near Bloomington (upper part of the Harrodsburg
limestone) are normally developed. Two hundred and forty
specimens of the above series come from this latter locality. A
comparison of the specimens from these 2 localities is interesting.
The data given above in the variation study shows that there are
71 specimens from Harrodsburg which are smaller and which
have a smaller number of poral pieces than any specimen from
Pentremite Hollow, and that there are 103 &pecimens from Pentremite Hollow which are larger and which have a greater number
of poraI pieces than any specimen from Harrodsburg. But there
are specimens from both localities having the same number of
poraI pieces. The number of poral pieces in these specimens
ranges from 8 to 34. The measurements of specimens having the
.Trans. Acad. ScI. of St, Louis, VoL I, pp. 243-244, Plate lx, Fig. 4.
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same number of poral pieces are averaged. This is done for specimens from ooth localities. The data thus obtained have been
tabulated as follows:
HARRODSBURG AND PE~TREMITE HOLLOW SPECIMENS CO\1PARED.
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A study of the data shows that there are 21 sets of comparisons.
In the comparison of the absolnte length of the ambulacral area
it was found that in 13 out of tlle 21 comparisons the absolute
length of the ambulacral area in theI-Iarrodsburg specimens was
less than in the Pentremite Hollow specimens. The a,'erage
length of the ambulacral area in the Harrodsburg specimens which
were compared was 5.80+, and in the Pentremite Hollow specimens it was 5.91+.
The absolute length of the base was found to be less in the Harrodsburg specimens in 19 of these comparisons, and in- 1 comparison it was the same in specimens from both localities. The
average for all comparisons was, Harrodsburg 3.57+, Pentremite
Hollow 3.83+.
The relative length of the ambulacral area was found to be
greater i)1 the Harrodsburg specimens than in those from Pentremite Hollow in 17 of these comparisons. In 1 comparison it was
the same for specimens from both localities. The average for all
comparisons was, Harrodsburg 1.62+, Pentremite Hollow 1.54+.
The angle between the ambulacral area and the radius of the
base was greater in Harrod~burg specimens than in specimens
from Pentremite Hollow in 20 of these comparisons. In one comparison this angle was the same for specimens from both localities.
. The average for all comparisons was Harrodsburg 115 0, Pentremite Hollow 110°.
The length was greater in the Harrodsburg specimens than in
those from Pentremite Hollow in 10 comparisons. In 2 comparisons it was the same for specimens from both localities. Tho
average for all comparisons was Harrodsburg 7.50+, Pentremite
Hollow 7.28+.
The breadth was less in the Harrodsburg specimens tlum in
those from Pentremite Hollow in all comparisons. The average
for· all comparisons was Harrodsburg 5.6"7+, Pentremite Hollow
6.40+.
The ratio of length to breadth was greater in Harroc1shllrg
specimens than in those from Pentremite Hollow in 20 of these
comparisons. In onp comparison it was greater in Pcntremite Hollow specimens. The average for all comparisons was Harrodsburg
1.33+, Pentremite Hollow 1.15+.
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The conclusions which the writer reaches from the data are,
first, that the Harrodsburg specimens did not live to be as old as
the Pentremite Hollow specimens; second, that there was more of
a tendency to crowd the poral pieces into less space in Harrodsburg specimens than in Pentremite Hoillow specimens; third,
relatively longer ambulacral areas in Harrodsburg specimens
means relatively more poral pieces in Harrodsburg than in Pentremite Hollow specimens; fourth, greater angle, greater average
length and less breadth in Harrodsburg than in Pentremite Hollow
specimens shows that the Harrodsburg specimens were less robust
than those from Pentremite Hollow.
In order to learn something as to the possible cause of this
dwarfing the writer has reviewed Semper's "Animal Life," Davenport's "Experimental Morphology," and an article "On the Oorrelation Between Growth lind Food Supply in Starfish," by A. D.
Mead [Amer. Nat. 1900, pp. 17-23]. Below is given a brief
resume of the conclusions of these authors.
Mead co~sidered only the food supply as a cause of dwarfing.
He concluded that insufficient food alone would' cause dwarfing
in the starfish.
Semper also mentions insufficient food as a cause of dwarfing.
Quality of food is also considered, but he concluded that the
organs of digestion were affected more by this than the whole
size of the animal. Too low or too variable temperature is also
a cause of dwarfing, but the variable temperature is mnre detrimental to grnwth than a constant low temperature. Variation in
the amount of salt in the water will sometimes hinder the growth
of animals.
Davenport agrees with Semper that animals in a small body of
water are smaller than animals in a large body of water. Davenport also concluded that increasing the number of individuals in
a vessel has the same effect as diminishing the volume of water.
In considering the effect of the density of a solution, Davenport
concluded that to increase this density beyond the normal wnuld
cause the rate of growth of animals living in it to be diminished.
He also concluded that diminished oxygen ret~rds growth.
Another point which was discussed by Semper is an explanatioo
regarding the rich variety of the fauna in the Mediterranean and
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the Red Seas. His explanation for this richness of forms is not
the greater saltness, as is claimed by some, but that the superficialcurrents carry swimming creatures and the larvre of nonmigratory anJimals into these seas through the narrow straits
and that many more creatures are brought in than are carried
out.
Let us now consider the possible cause of the dwarfing of the
fauna of the Salem Limestone. We knO'w from the fO'regoing
study that the conditions in the sea in which the Harrodsburg
specimens lived must not have been favorable to longevity or to
robust growth. It is difficult to say just what these unfavorable
conditions were, but, in the light of the foregoing statements let
us see what cO'nclusions we can draw in regard to the:m. We
know that the sea must have been teeming with life, for the Salem
limestone is very rich in fossils. We might explain this richness
of the fauna in the same way as Semper explains the rich variety
of forms in the Mediterranean and Red Seas; namely, because
the currents carried more creatures in than were carried out.
There may have been coral-reefs not very far out from the shoreline which partially enclosed that portion of the sea in which the
Salem limestone was 1aid down. .Judging frO'm the cross-bedding
which quite frequently occurs in this limestone it is very probable
that there were currents and that the sea was shallow. It is also
probable that the shore was low and perhaps almost swampy, because the limestone is free from sediment which would have boon
carried into the sea had the adjacent land been high. The conditions along this ancient shore-line must have been similar to
those which now exist along the southern Florida coast, and as far
as the clearness and depth of the water was concerned it must have
been favorable to the growth of coral reefs. If there were currents,
there must also have been a sufficient food supply. It is quite
probable, therefore, that the coral reefs existed. The &alem limestone was probably laid down in a lagoon or partially enclosed sea,
and the dwarfing of the fauna was perhaps due, in part, to' the
smallness of the body of water and to an overcrowding. According to Semper and Davenport this in itself would cause dwarfing.
There is another point, however, which has been brought out by
the above comparison of the dwarfed and normal forms, which
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might give us a hint as to another cause, namely, the slight tendency for the Harrodsburg specimens to have relatively longer
ambulacral areas and hence relatively more poral pieces than the
Pentremite Hollow specimens. Since the poral pieces are connected with the hydrospires, which are regarded as the respiratory
organs of Pentremites, their increased number would indicate an
effort of the animal to adapt itself to a depletion of oxygen in this
ancient sea.

ECHINODERMA.
By

J. W. BEEDE.

BATOCRINUS ICOSIDACTYLUS Casseday.
Plate XII, figs. 6·6b.

Batocrinu,~

ico.sidactylu.s Casseday, Zeitschrift d. Deutsch. GeoI.
Gese11sch., VI,. p. 238, pl. II, ft. 1, la-c, 1854.

Wachsmuth and Springer's description: "Calyx nearly as wide
as high. Dorsal cup rarely more than half the height of the
ventral disk, low saucer-shaped, with a protuberant base; plates
heavy, slightly convex, their surface smooth or obscurely granular.
"Basal cup projecting conspicHom.ly beyond the level of sur·
rounding p1ates, almost circular in outline; the median part deeply
depressed for the reception of the column; central perforation subpentangular. Radials short, partly hidden from view by the overhanging rim of the basals. }-'irst costals quadrangular, three times
as wide as long, narrower than the second. Distichals two, a little
larger than the costals. Palmers three, increasing in width upward and placed in longitudinal series, which are separated by well
defined grooves. Arm openings facing laterally, forming a continuous row around the calyx. Arms four to each ray; their struc·
ture not known. Interbrachials throe (rarely four) to the interradius; the first much larger than the other two. The anal plate,
which resembles the radials, is followed by three plates, and these
by one or two. Interbrachials not connected with the plates of the
tegmen, the higher brachials being in lateral contact. Ventral disk
conical, passing gradually into a strong, almost central tube. The
larger plates, as a rule, are extended iuto thorn-like projections,
and ~re surrounded by smaller, slightly convex pieces. Orals
quite excentric, four of them spinous, the posterior one merely convex. The radial dome plates, which are represented by plates of a
first, second and third order, are also spilliferous. Anal tube long,
heavy, and composed of convex pieces, among which larger th01.1lllike plates are scattered at intervals. C01umn round."
Localities: Lanesville, Payntcrs ilm, Spcrgen Hill.
(1243)
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BATOCRINUS IRREQULARIS Casseday.
Plate XII, figs. l-la.

Balocrinus irregu.laris Oasseday, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Geol.
Gesellsch., Vi, p. 240, pl. II, ff. 2a-c, 1854.
"Resembling the preceding species, but readily distinguished
by its smaller size, more elongate form, much greater depth of the
dorsal cup, by having a less number of arms, and the absence of
spiniferous plates in the tegmen. Surface of plates smooth or
slightly wrinkled, the radial ones transversely ridged; suture lines
distinct..
.
"Basal cuI? projecting, circular in outline, deeply excavated
for the attachment of the column. Radials short, considerably
wider than the costals. Costals small, quadrangular, twice as
wide as long; succeeded in four of the rays by 2x2 distichals, which
resemble the costals in form and size, and support 2x2x2 fixed
palmers. In the anterior ray t.here are two rows of three successive distichals followed by the free arms. Arms eighteen, the
ambulachral openings directed horizontally. Interambulachral
plates three; the first larger, supporting two plates in the second
range. The anal piece is succeeded by three plates, and one above.
Tegmen high-conical, higher than the dorsal cup; composed of comparatively few" large~ tumid plates. Aual tube stout, almost central; constructed of strongly nodose pieces. Arms and column unknown."
I"ocalities.-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill.
BATOCRINUS MAGNIROSTRIS Rowley.
Plate XV. figs. 1-3.

Batocrinus magnirostris Rowley, Cont. Ind. Pal., I, pt. XVII,
p. 170, pl. iI, fT. 1-3, 1904.
"In this species the ventral disk is deeper than the dorsal cup
and the base of the ventral tube is very strong. The calyx rapidly
expands from the basal plateo and forms a low cone. The three
basal plates form a distinct rim. The columnar canal is round.
The ornamentation of the plates of the dorsal cup consists of fine,
radial lines and low radiating ridges. The final radial is broader
than long and has a slight cross ridge. The second radial is quad-
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rangular, broader than long, and has a low cross ridge. The third
radial is pentagonal, broader than long, and has a cross ridge as
in the first and second plates. There is another bifurcation above
the third primary radial. A slender thread-like line traverses the
radial series from the base to the arms. The first interradial plate
sends off indistinct radiating ridges from the center. Above this
latter plate are one or two smaller plates. There are eighteen arm
bases, four to the ray, except the one opposite to the anal area,
which has but two. To each group there are always two large respiratory pores, or ten in all. The plates of the ventral disk are
strongly nodose and the nodes are sharp. The ornamentation of
the dorsal cup reminds one of delicate ripples. The proboscis
(ventral tube) is stout, long and nodose. The plates are rather
thick." (Rowley.)
Locality: Lanesville.
I have seen no authentic examples of this species.
BATOCRINUS SALEME'NSIS Miller and Gurley.
Plate~XII,

figs. 2-2b.

BatocrVnus salemensis Miller. and Gurley, Bull. No.9, Ill. State
Mus. Nat. Rist, p.8, pl. I, ff. 10-12, 1896.

"Species small, vault and calyx subequal, depressed, biturbinate.
Oalyx saucer-shaped, l?etween one and three times as wide as high.
Plates convex, radial series somewhat angular. Ambulachral
openings directed horizontally.
"Basal plates form an hexagonal disc one-half wider than the
diameter of the column and having a height equal to about onefourth the diameter of the column. The depression for the attachment of the column is hemispherical. The first -primary radials are between two and three times as wide as long, three hexagonal, two heptagonal. Second primary radials quadrangular,
short, from three to fivA times as wide as long. Third primary
radials only a litttle larger than the second, from three to four
times as wide as long, pentagonal, axillary, and, in four of -the
rays, bear upon each upper sloping side two secondary radials, the
last ones of which are axillary, and bear upon the upper sloping
side two tertiary, which gives to each of these rays
four arms. In the ray opposite the azygous area, the third pri-
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mary racli:ll bears upon each upper sloping side three secondary
radials, which giyes to it two arms. There are, therefore, eighteen
arms in this species, and eighteen ambulachral openings to the
vault.
"In each of two of the interradial areas .there arc three plates,
one large followed by two small plates. In each of the other two
areas therd are only two plates, one large plate followed by one
plate in the second range. In the azygous area there are six
plates. The first one is in line with the fi rst primary radial::! and
nearly as large, it is followed in the second range by three plates,
aboye which there are two plates. One is above the midJle plate
and one is to the right of it.
"The vault is moderately convex, covered with polygonal
spinous plates, and bears a subcentral proboscis. No ovarian
pores have been discovered.
"This species is distinguished among the eighteen armed species,
by its general form, surface ornamentation, two secondary radials,
and by the interradial azygous areas.
"It was found in the 'Varsaw gronp, at Salem, Indiana, and is
now in the collection of Charles L. FaLer."
BATOCRI~-ruS

SACCULUS Miller and Gurley.

I'late XII, figs. 7-7b.

Balocrinus sacculus Miller and Ol1l'l<>y, Bull. 5, Ill. State Mus.
Nat. lIist., p. 52, pI. V, if. 7-1), 18!J4.
"Body of medinm size. Calyx somewhat sancer-shaped, throe
times as wide as high; arms directed horizontally; plates convex,
sutures distinct; surface granular. Ou~ specimen is a little depressed below, so as to produce an linnailll'al cOl1cayity aronnd the
column, and, therefore, does not show the full height of the calyx;
it appears to be four times as wide as high, but remove the depression and it will not he more than three times as ~vide as high. The
column is ronnd, and plates rather thick Hnd beveled toward the
sutures so as to make them sharply aIlglllar in the middle.
"Basals sman~ low, and extending only a little heyond the
column. The first radials small, ~me-hulf wider than high. Second radials two-thirds as lar~e as the first, quadrangular and Ol.ly a
little wider than long. Third radials ,yery little larger than the
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second, fom pentagonal, the one opposite the azygous area heptagonnl, axillary and benr upon eap.h upper sloping side a tertiary
radial. In the ray opposite the azygous area the second secondary
radials are rather large and bear the free arms. This gives to
the species eighteen arms. The arms are small and directeu horizon tn JIy.
"There are th:!"ee plates in each regular interradial area, the first
are the larger plates' of the calyx, alllI each is followed by two
rather long plates. In one or twoo£ the areas there is a small
plate abm'e these. The first azygoiul plate is a little larger th~n
the first radials and it is followed by 'four plates in the second series; aboye these the Sllt~ll'eil-are obsciire in our 'specimens, but apparently there are three ill tIle third series and above these there
is one or two plates that connect with the plates of the vault.
"The mnlt is conw'x, most yentricose on the side opposite the
azygous area. It is fnlly as 1nl'ge as the calyx and bears a very
small snbcentral proboscis. It is covercil with rather large, polygonal, conyex plates, and is slightly depressed in the interradial
areas.
"This species somewhat resembles in form B. spergenensu;,btit
differs in the interradial and azygous areas, beside that is a twentyarmed species while this has only eighteen. It will not be mistaken for any hitherto described.
"Fonnd in the Warsaw grl)l1P, in Washington County, Indiana,
and now in the collection of 'Vm. F. E. Gurley."
BATOCRINUS CALYCULUS HUll.
Plate XIV, figs. 3-3b,

Actinoc'rinu8 calyculus Hall, Supp. vol I, pt. II, Geol. Rep.
Ia., p. 55,pl. I, iI. 12a-c, 1860.
"Body depressed turbinate below the arms and abruptly conical
above, probosics a little excentric on the anal side; base rounded,
plates short, with the lower margins forming a projecting rim,
within "'hich is a shallow symmetrical depression for the reception
of the colnlTIn ; the edges of the plates a little eh~~atcd, o~ each side
of the suture line. Radial plates short, the second often not fully
developed; the third radial supporting two series of secondaries or
supraradials, of which the lower ones are quadrangular and the
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upper ones larger a,nd pentagonal, each one of the latter supporting two brachial plates, and, these each an arm plate in direct
succession, giving origin to four arms to each ray except the anterior ray, where there are but two arms, the secondaries in direct
line to ~he arm plates. First interradial plate 10 or 11 sided; second interradial small or often not developed. First anal plate
large, wider than long; second anal plates, three, of which the central one is larger than the first radial, and supports in part the brachial plates of the adjacent rays. Dome abruptly conical, composed of small acutely spiniferous plates. Proboscis undetermined. Surface of plates marked by short undulating or subgranulose ridges, which have the general character of radiating
from the center of the plates. This small species differs from an;}"
other in thjs rock, and, though approaching some of the forms in
the Burlington limestone, is nevertlleless quite distinct."
Locality: Spergen Hill.
BATOCRINUS DA VISI Rowley.
Plate XV, figs. 7, 8, 9.

Batocrinus davisi Rowley, Couto Ind. Pal., I, p. 171, pI. 51, ff.
7-9, 1904.
'''This is another I8-armed form, with convex calix plates, the
latter ornamented by short, irregular raised lines and pits of a
most delicate character. A slight raised line connects the radial
plates.
"The radials are wider than long, and there are two bifurcations
to the ray in four radial rays.
"The first interradial is larger and supports two smaller plates
above.
"The basal plates form a rim. The column is rather large and
the perforation round.
.
"The ventral disk is as deep as the dorsal cup, and the pl-ates are
nodose-spinose.
"The anal tube is central and strong and probably nodose.
"The first plate of the anal interradius supports three plates
above, and above them are three others.
"Horizon, locality and collection same as last (Lanesville).
"This specimen was originally described from the Kaskaskian
limestone. "
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BATOCRINUS CRASSlTIDSTUS Rowley.
Plate XV, figs. 10, 11, 12.

Ba.to'crinus cmssitestus Rowley, Cont. Ind. Pal, I, p. 172, pI. 51,
if. 10-12, 1904.
"This crinoid is subglobose, with a deeper ventral disk than
dorsal cup.
"The broad plates form a distinct rim and, as in the preceding
forms, the radial plates are convex and wider than long and
slightly connected by a low line. There are two bifurcations to the
ray except in the anterior ray.
"The large first interradial plate is 9 or 10 sided, convex, with
indistinct lines radiating from its center. Above it are one or two
smaller convex plates.
"The first anal interradial is twice as wide as long, and supports
three larger convex plates above. Upon these three plates rest two
'other plateR of nearly equal size. A small plate lies above these
two.
"There are eighteen arm bases in five groups, with two respiratory pores to the group, or ten in aU.
"The plates of the ventral disk are strongly nodose, almost
spinose, but with no definite arrangement to the nodes.
"The proboscis or ventral tube is subcentral and very strong,
also nodose. The body plates are all thick." (Rowley.)
I.ocality: Lane~ville.

BATOCRINUS DA VISI LANESVII,LENSIS (Rowley).
Plate XV. figs. 13. 14.15.

Batocrinus davisi var. la,nesvillensi.s Rowley, Cont. Ind. Pal., I,
p. 172, pl. 51, if. 13-15, 1904.
"In this crinoid the depth of the dorsal cup and the ventral disk
are about the same.
"The basal plates form a slight rim. The stem is rather large
and the perforatioIl, large.
"All of the radi~l plates are somewhat wider than long, a very
lit.tleconvex and all connecting by a single line.
"The first. interradial plate is the largest plate on the dorsal cup
and about as long as wide. a little convex, with the slightest ap79-Geologf.
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pCllrnnce of raoitaing- ridges. Above this plate are two smaner
ones, nnd two yet smnller aboye the latter two.
"Ther,e arc nineteen arm hllses with 2 pairs of respiratory pores
for ench gronp, or twenty in all.
"The nrm grOllpS fire some,vhat grouped in this form, unlike the
previollsly described forms.
"The plntes of the yentral disk are convex and each with a small
nipple-like spine.
"TlIe nnnl t1lbe is only moderately strong, and with convex
plates benring rentff!I nodl'9.
"The first plate of the anal arell is a little longer than the first
rarlial pInto, ancI sn]Jpol'ts auoye three rllther large plates. Above
these latter appf'nr to be two smaller plates." (Rowley.)
Locality: Lanesyille.
BATOCllIX-VS DA YISI, SCULPTUS (llow)ey).
1'1'lte

xv,

figs. 22, 23.

Bfl/oel'inns darisi t'ar. Sculptus Rowley, Cont. Ind. Pal., I, p.
174, pI. 51, ff. 22, 23, 11:)04:.
"The dorsal and yentrnl cnps are of (><,]11al depth.
"The column rather large and the ba!>al plates. forming a low
rIm.
"All of the cnlyx plntes are a little convex with fine radiate-line
scnlptllre, a delicate ridf!:e trm'ersing the radial plates. The fine
radiating j·idges are often Lroken np nnd on some plates display
no definite arrangement, crossing some of the radial plates
entirC'ly.
"The rndinl plates are wider than long and the radial series
embraces three order!" of plates.
"The interradial series contains fonr plates, 1, 2, 1, the lower one
being the largest plate in the dorsal cup.
"The anal area has eight plates, 1, 3, 3, 1.
"The pIa tes of the ventrnl disk !lre smooth and convex, some of
them having a low, nipple-like central node.
"The anal tube is not very strong and located near the center.
"There are eighteen arm hases, the anterior ray having but two.
"The ornamentation of the dorsal cup of this form will readily
distingnish it." (Rowley.)
Locali ty : Lanesville.
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DIZYGOCRI!'\US WHITEI Wachsmuth and SprInger.
Plute XII, figs, 4-4u.

Batocrinus whitei 'Wachsmuth.. and Springer, Proc. Acad. Nat.
Sci. Phil., p. 343 (Rev. Palaecr.), 1881.
"Calyx small, depressed globose; dorsal cup equal to, or bllt little
higher than, the ventral disk; the arm :Legions slightly projecting.
Surface of plates ornamented. The radials and brachials )ulve
along their medial lines a well defined ridge, and at each side of
this ridge, toward the sides of the plares, an annular node, which
appears in the specimens as forming an independent plnte.
Ridges or rows of small tubercles occur also on the illterurachials,
some of them proceeding from the center of the first plate to the
radials, otlwrs to the highe~ interbrachials.
"Basals short, forming a projecting circular rim, with a shallow
striated depression for the reception of the, column. Radials
twice as wide as long; the sloping npT'cr sides shorter than the
corresponding lower ones. Costals considerably shorter ,and narrower than the radials; the first qnadrangnlar, and the s('eond
pentangular, nistichals 2x2, of similar form, bnt smaller than
the costals; in the anterior ray snpporting the arms; in the other
rays followed by 2 rows of palmers. The upper faces of all armbearing plates are dircctcrl ontward and formed into circlilar,
rather large facets with a notch at the upper end, The surface
of these facets is slightly concave and grooyed at the inner margin.
Arms 18, single, infoluing, gradually tapering, and constrnctcd
from the second free plate of 2 series of moderately long pieces.
Pinnules very long, composed of joints 3 times longer than wiue.
Interbrachials: 1, 2, 1, sometimes with an additional narrow piece
between the arms. Anal plate somewhat higher than the rnuials,
and followed variously by 3, 3 and 2 plates or by 3, 2, 1 and 1;
the latter being generally tile case in specimens from the Keokuk
group, the former in those from the 'Yarsaw limestone. Plates
of the ventral disk of nearly equal size, all covered with a sharp
central tubercle. Anal tube long, extending beyond the tips of the
arms, constructed of convex plates interspersed with slightly
nodose or spinous pieces. Column slender; composed of Inrge and
smaller. joints, the larger ones with c(lnvex edges."
Localities: Lanesville?, Paynters Hill? and Spergen TIill.
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"Miller's Balocrinus spergenensis was described from a specimen of Dizygocrinus whitei from which the surface markings
were eliminated by weathering." ,"W. & S.)
.
There are yonng crinoids occurring at Paynters Hill and Spergen Hill which in all prohability belong to this species, D. euwruus
and others but which can not be referred to any species with certainty. Some of these are figured, others are omitted, though they
are good specimens. ·Wachsmuth and Springer remark some of
these crinoids occurring in the vVarsaw have more plates than
those of the Keokuk and Burlington. .As would be expected, the
young specimens of the Salem limestone have fewer anal and interradial plates than the adult". Not infrequent.ly these tiny
plates may be discovered with the lens, just making their appearance.
DIZYGOCRINUS EUCONUS Meek and Worthen.
Plate XII, fig. 3; Plate XVI, figs. 2-2a.

Actinocrinu,<; (Alloprosallocrinus) euconus Meek and Worthen,
Proc . .Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., p. 164, 1865.
Wachsmuth and Springer's description: "In general form resembling Alloprosallocrinus. _Dorsal cup very slightly convex, the
"ides spreading abruptly from the top of the basals to the arms.
Base small, projecting, circular in outline, with shallow depression
for the reception of the column. Surface of plates smooth, without ridges or other elevations. Suture lines indistinct. Radials
hexagonal, about twice as wide as high. First costals quadrangular, "maIler than the second. Distichals 2, followed in the anterolateral rays by 2 rows of palmers, and 4 single arms; while the anterior ray, which has an additional distichal at each side, and no
palmers, has 2 arms. The posterior rays have palmers in the
division next to the anal side and 3 arms, there being 16 arm" in
the species. Struct.ure of the arms unknown. Interradials 3 at
the regular sides and 6 above the anal plate, the upper row at all
sides arched by the armbearing brachials. Ventral disk regularly
conical, twice as high as the dorsal cup, composed of rather large,
convex pie<~,,; the posterior oral erect and forming the base of the
anal t.ube. The tube is stout at the base and nearly central."
Locality: Spergen Hill.
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DIZYGOCRINUS UNIONENSIS Worthen.
Plate XVI, figs. I-ld.

Batoerinus unionens'£s Worthen, Geol. Surv. Ill., VII, p. 84, pI.
XII, ff. 5-5a; pI. 13, f. 3, 1890.
'((Body depressed globose, width at. the base of the arms a little
greater than the height to the base of the ventral tube. Plates of
the C7l1yx strongly beveled on the corners, leaving a deep suture
between them on all side5. Dome elevated, composed of plates
that are elevated in the center, forming short and rather stout
nodes. Basal plates very small and concealed in the basal cup.
First radials Qne and a half as wide as the second, and project~
ing so as to form a rim around the basal cavity. S"econd radials
quadrangular and nearly t.wice as wide as long. Third radials
pentagonal, axillary, and supporting on their upper sloping sides
the secondary series. The secondary and tertiary radial series
consist of t.hree plates each, the last one of the third series giving
support to the first arm plates. First anal plate hexagonal, and
succeeded by two smaller ones in a double s~ries. Arms composed of a double series of interlocking plates. Ventral tube slender, column unknown." (Rowley.)
Locality.-Lanesville.

DIZYGOCRINUS DE'CORIS Miller.
Plate XII, figs. 5-5a; I'late XVI, fig. 4.

Batoerinus deeoris Miller, 17th Ann. Ind. Dept. Geol. Nat.. Res.,
p. 671, pl. X, ff. 7, 8, 1892.
"'Species above medium size; calyx depressed, nearly flat; radials form angular ridges from basals to free arms; interradial
areas :fiattened, though the plates are somewhat. convex and bear
small t.ubercles or small coarse granules; arm openings horizontal.
"Basals three, forming a rather large disc, which bears a round
or obscurely hexagonal rim extending below the radial ridges, and
within which there is a deep concavity for the columnar attachment. First primary radials about four times as wide as long.
Second radials quadrangular, about three and a half times as wide
as long. Third radials pentagonal, nearly three times as wide as
long and support the secondary radials. There are two seeond-
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ary radials in each lleries; ~lle first usually abuts two interradials
and thC'J'efure becomes pentagonal, it is about twice as wide as long,
tllC sccond is more than twice as wide as long, axillary, and supports npon each npper sloping side three tertiary radials. The
tertiary radials are short and wide; each of the first ones abut an
intenndial; the second unite around the calyx, cutting off connection hehn~en the azygous area and the vault; they are axillary and
bear either a double 5eries of arm plates~or bifurcating arms. The
arms arc not preserved in our specimen. There are twenty arm
opel,ings, fOllT fur each radial series.
"Heglllar interradial" fOllT; the first one is large, bears a central til Lerele, ami is fullowed Ly two of une(]1181 size and length,
and bC'yond tlIe longl'r of these there is a narrow elongated plate
tllnt 5cpnrMes the tertiary radials and inscrts an angle betwecn the
uIlder t'loping sides of the second tcrtiary radials. Azygous interradinl;; eight and possibly nine; the illustration shows only five, but
tllc lowcr central ones consist of two anchylosed plates and each o£
tliC llpper OIlC;; S!JQllld Le di\,ided. Yault high, conoidal, covered
with ullcfp1l11, more 01' less COIlYCX polygonal plntes, thrce of which,
aboye ench of the fi\'e radial scries, is produced into an obtuse
spille. The probos~ie is sll\)('cntrnl, anu "'here broken off, in our
specimcn, rntlICr 1nr~e; length unknown.
"Fonnd in tIle Warsaw group, at Spergen TIm, Indiana, and
now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley." (:Miller.)

DIZYGOCnrxus? sp.
Plute XVII. fig. 7.

Specimen of rnthcr small size, depressed snhglobose, truncated
below. Dorsal ClIp nearly flat to the upper costals, where it rounds
slowly upward to the top of the distichals, which face outward.
Yanlt somewhat flattened on the posterior side, quite fnll in the
anterior re!!ion; tube small, subcentral, height unknown. Arms
eightC'en. TIabals tlu£'e, forming a shallow Cl1P for the reception
of the coInmn, which co\'ers abont thrC'e-£onrths their area. They
are prodnced into a ~mfln ring below the radials. Radials rather
large, hexflg-onal, slightly concave above. TIraehials two, the first
nearly as I:1rge as the radials, qnndrangll1ar; the second larger than
the plates below, hexagonal, axillary, supporting two series of cos-
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tals of two plntes elich, ex('(>pt in the anterior, in which tIl ere
are thr('e in the !lcri(,R, the la"t of whi('h f;llpports an arm. Disti('hRls two in Nl('h R('ries, !,;llprortt'fl by the axillnry npper cOl"tals.
Fac(>ts some"'hat s(,lTIicircnlar, or U-shnred. Arm openings large.
The plates of the nmlt are convrx ani! some ar(> pointed. They
are smnller and flatter on the posterior side. Interradials 1, 2, 1,
the Inst snpporting a narrow intc>ramlmlflcral connc>cting with the
vnnlt. Annl plate hrpta/!onal, smal1c>r thnn the raJ ia h, snpporting :3, :3, 3, 2 platc>s. tIle last two snpporting plates ,,,hich conreet
with the \'anlt. All plates of the calyx are somewhat com'ex.
Each ray is marked ,,,ilh a bifnrC'atin/! keel, reaching to the arms.
The ~mllllrr snrfllce markings are unknown.
J"ora Ii ty.-Ianesyjj]e,
Withont the arms Iwd complete tnl)e it is impossil)le to refer
tllis species to the proper genUR. Until these are kno"'n it is of
little use to apply n specific term to it.
The specimen belongs to Mr. G. K. Greene.
PLATYCRIXUS BOXOEXSIS "'hlte.
Plate XIII, fig. 2.

Platycrinusbonoensis White, Proe. Aead. Nat. Sci. Phil., p.
30, 1878.
Wachsmntll and Springer's De!leription.-"Closely allieu to the
preceding species [P. niotensi81, 1mt haying fiye to six arms to the
ray instead of fon!', and these are proportionatrly shortrr, more
closely packed, and heavier. Dorsal cnp wider than high, bowlshaped, a little spreading, the mnrgins of the plates sliglltly beveled, giving to the central portions a slight convexity. Surface
without ornamentation.
"Basals proportionately sman, forming a shallow l)!lsin, bronoly
truncated below and excavated at the bottom, the si(les some"'hat
constricted so as to form a ronnded projecting edge nTonnd the
lower "margins; the interbasal sntnre lines slightl.v ele,'ateu. Radials wider than long, gradna]]y expanding llpwards, the llpper
angles trnncated, dC'eper at the anlll side. Facets from one-half to
two-thirds the width of the radials; sC'micirclJlar. Costals small,
trigonal, rarely covering the full width of the fncets, and the distichals abut against the radials. First distichals once and a half
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as wide as long, the axillary one a little wider and someiwhat
higher. The latter gives off an ann to the outer side of the ray
and supports at the inner two palmers with two arms, .making
three arms to each subdivision, or six to the ray, e,xceptionally
five. The arms are stout, especially in the middle, and quite
short; they are uniserial to the fourth plate, beyond this biseria1.
Column slightly elliptic and twisted."
Locality.-Bono, Lawrence County.
PLATYORINUS BOONVILLENSIS Miller.
Plate XIV, figs. 5-5b.

Platycrinus boon.villensis Miller, Bull. GeoI. Surv. Mo., No. IV,
p. 8, pl. I, if. 1, 2, 1891.

Wachsmuth and Springer's Description.-"A rather large
species of the type P. b1lrlin,gtonensi8. Calyx to the top of the
radials bowl-shaped, wider than hig-h, slightly pentagonal as seen
from above. Plates moderately heavy, the surface smooth or nearly
so; the basi-radial and interradial sutures grooved. Basals
closely anchylosed, the lines of union elevated into ridges; they
form a low, rapidly ilpreading basin, distinctly pentangular at the
upper end, broadly trullcated at the lower, the bottom deeply excavated so as to form a rounded, rugose rim around the column.
Column facet circular, occupying one-half the concavity, its face
covered with radiating striae. Radials a little wider than long,
gradually expanding upwards, slightly more elevated along the median line, and somewhat beveled toward the sutures. The facets
occupy less than half the width of the plates; they are shallow,
directe4 upwards and surrounded by a projecting rim."
Locality.-Spergen Hill.
POTIDRIOORINUS OORYPHAEUS Miller.
Plate XIII, figs, l-la.

Poteriocrinus coryphaeus Miller, 17th Ann. Rep. "rnd. Geol. S'urv.,
p. 654, pI. IX, f. 1, 1892. Avd. Sheets do, 1891.

"Species robust, all'1nS large and long in comparison with the size
of the calyx, and fit clooely together. Calyx subturbinate, height a
little more than the diameter; sutures distinct, surface granular.
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Basals gradually expanding and forming a pentagonal cup. S'ubradials larger than the hasals and longer than wide. The first rarials about the same size as the subradials, wider than long, and
truncated the entire width above and separated from the single brachials by a gaping suture. Brachials pentagonal, wider than long,
rounded and constricted in the middle, and support free arms upon
their sloping sides. In the rayon each side of the azygous area and
in the one opposite the area, the bra.chuJs are followed, on ea.ch upper side, by a long, round, axillary plate, giving to each of these
rays four arms. The two lateral brachials bear only two arms each.
There are no other divisions of the rays. This gives to the species
sixteen arms. The first plates are long, but they gradually shorten
and become more and more cuneiform. The arms are flattooed on
the sides and fit closely together. Pinules long and coarse. The
azygous area exposes five plates arranged as in other species in this
genus. .The first azygous plate is smaller than the second and
rests between the upper sloping sides of the two subradials and
the upper sloping side of the first radial on the right, and supports the third azygous plate. The second azygous plate broadly
truncates a subradial. Column round, moderately large.
"Distinguished from other species by the number and character
of the arms."
Locality.-Paynters Hill. The type was found in the Keokuk
beds of Indian Creek, Crawford County, Indiana. The specimen
figured is from thePaynters Hill, and belongs to the American
Museum.
The specimen has the basal part of the calyx broken away, only
the radials showing. The brachials in our specimen are about as
wide as long, instead of wider than long, in this respect it approaches P. armoena.
IOTHYOCRINUS CLARKENSIS Miller and Gurley.
Plate XIV, fig. 4.

Ichthyocrinus clarlcensis l\filler and Gurley, Bull. V, Ill. St. Mus.
Nat. Hist., p. 43, pI. IV, f. 5, 18H4.
"Species small. Our specimen is compressed, but the general
form with the arms folded is subovate. The plates are free from
spines and nodes; the sutureR are very distinct and slightly ar-
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euate, tIle sllperior plates generally ove~lap the inferior ones in
the middle part. The column is very large and entirely covers tho
basals and sllhradial:l, so tLey have not Leen observed. There are
no interradials.
"There are three primary radials in each series. They widen
rapidly and are suLequal in length. The different series interlock instead of having a straight separating suture. There are
four secoudary radials in each series of about the same length,
and each plate has ahout the same length as a primary radial, they
expalld very little, so that the fourth axillary plate is not much
willer than the first plate. The different 8eries interlock in the
same man ncr that the primary series do. The fourth plate supports upon each uppcr sloping side a single non-bifurcating arm,
which gi\'es the species twenty arms. The arms are composed of
short quadrangular plates, with arcuate sutures. There are twelve
plates in sOllie of the arms on our specimen, and if complete there
would probably be as many more."
Locality.-"Foun:l in the Keokuk or Warsaw Group, in Clark
County, Indiana, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley."
DICIIOCllIXUS STllIATUS Owen and Shumard?
,Plate XIII, 1Igs. 5-5b.

.r

D icl/Ocrinvs sirialus Owen and, Shumard, our. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phil. (2), II, p. 62, pI. VII, f. 10, 1850.

Calyx small, basal portion enlarging rapidly, sides convex, or
appronching cl1p-:llwpe, ornamented by about thirty lines radiating
from the base in six rhombs. About eight.een of these lines reach
the base. The sutures between the two basal plates lie in a narrow spaee wllieh sepnrates these markings into two distinct sets.
The base is trnncnted below. 'III<' calyx is widcst at the union ~f
the bnsal and radial rlates and Home\\'hat com:trieted nUO\'e. The
sntllres of the upper part of the rOfliyx ean not be mnde out in the
speci ITl('n at hand. The top d I.tJe cnlyx is rOllf!hly pentanglllnr,
prolJ:liJly sometimes hexangtllar. There is a tendeney of some of
the lines of ornamentation ~o converge at the arm fneets. The
arm facets are ronghly semicircular and smnll. The height is almost equal to the width. The columnar facet is round, small and
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tI'uncatingtIle base of the ca1yx, bordered by the ends of the ornamental ridges.
Localities.-Paynters lIi11, TIarrodsblll'g.
The only complete calyx we have of this species is from IInrI'odsbnrg, Rnd is quite small. It is to be remembered that these
fossils become relatively much more robnst with age, and the surface marks beeome, perhaps, better defined. While our 8pecimen,
and the basals from Paynter's Hi11 (agreeing better in some respeets with the types), differ some'Yhat in form and mnrkings
from this "peeie!', it js referred here provisionnlly, as nonlt I"p('cimens might prove to be identical with D. striatus, notwith!'>tanding
the fact thnt, as yet, that species is not known to occur in rocks
younger than the Keokuk.
DICHOCRIXUS BLATCHLEYI N. SP.
Plate XVII, figs. 2-2f.

Dorsal cnp deeply basin-shaped, tr11ncate(1 below for the nttnc11ment of the colllmn, the facet sllITo11nded by a small ring amI bordered by the lower ends of the rndintin,g ridges ,,·hich form the snrface marks of the lower part of the hasnl plates. Thesc ri(lges nre
Jlmlnlnting and som('whnt nodMe, and eml in the middle of the
pInte in a series of large pnstules, ahoye whirh are llndlllating
tramverRc ridges, fom or more, ,,·hirh may be eitl]('r distinrt,
united wi1h ('n('h other or hroken. The plate!" are wry thin. The
rnclinls, jndging from lOMe plates, haye nhnnt tlll'('e horizontal
ridg('s 1I('low, lik€' the top of tlJ(' basa1.~, fnJ]lnl'('el hy !"ix Yerfical
on('~ on the nrrcr pnrt.
The rndinl'l are wiuer lw]n", thnn nhm'c,
hig-h('r than wid(', with 11n1£ or more of the top fn('('t('<1 for the reccption of the snpcrjacent str:ncturc. Fncets semicircular "'ith
crennlntc(I ontC'r margins.
J.ocn1ity.-Pn,rntC'rs Hill.
It is a dnngC'rons 1hing to erect a sp('C'i(''1 of ('rinoi(l 11]1nn snrface marks, Imt in this Iimitpd !!enns of thin-plnted ~rinoids there
is no known spprics approachin[,r this in it" striking s1lI'fncc clwra('trristics. ThC',r nrc much more like the sHrfnce features of some
species of Plalycrinus.
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DICHOCRINUS OBLONGUS

Wachsmuth ru:uIl gmrin~er.

Plate XIII, fig. 9.

Dichocrin118 obZongu8 Wachsmuth and Springer, N. A1l!®'., C,:rin.
C~rtnJ; po' 759, pI. LXXVII, f. 9, 1897 .
. "In style' of' ornamentation fesembling D. stria,tus, from ~ch\
it differs eSSeilt~a"Jily in its very eloll~te (;alyx and in the' p]"()r
portion of the plates: Galyx almost twi'ce' as high as wide, obconi- '
cal, not contracted at the: upper end; the sides cunwex. Sunace
covered by six sets of from fiv~ to six rather prominoot, longitudinal ridges, which in gentle curVe'S pass from the facets; (!)f the
radials and top of the anal plate to' the foot of the btrSIDk
These ridges do not cover the entire surface of the calyx, iutt
leave upon the lateral margins of adjoining radials a trigolmH
space, divided by the interradial suture, and cove1'ed by obscure;
longitudinal ridges; which rest obliquely against the other ridges.
"Basal cup conical, almost as high as the radials, and nearly
as high as wide; slightly truncated at the bottom; the upper face
but little excavated. Radials once and a' half as long (~ the
width at the lower end; a little wider' above than belo·w, the Imve.r
face almost straight; fa,cet.s narrow, a little concave and slightTy
protruding outward. Structure of arms and ventral disk nott,
known."
Locality.-"Near Bloomington."
TALAROORINUS SP. 011'. '.r'RIJUGUS Miller and GuxIey..
Plate XIII, fig. 8,

Calyx small, b0'wl-shaped, wider than high. Dorsal cup shaJ:.low, with small concavity below for the recepti0'n of the c0'luIT'l'R';;
plates pentagona1 and spreading to the base of the Tadials. Rae,dials five, about as wide as high, quite convex in their cent.ral part
and spreading rapidly from the top 0'f the basals. About twoi
thirds the top faceted fOol' the reception of the plates abo,ve, n0'tched
0'n the inner margin. Anal plate somewhat larger than the others,
and somewhat conie-al above. Surface smooth, sutures very distinct on account of the cOonvexity of the plates. This is a young
specimen, and can not be specifically determined with0'ut the vault.
It is 1'efer1'oo tOo TalaTocrinus rather than to Di.ch~rin.us, on ac-
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count of the thickness of the plates.
G. K. Greene.
Locality. -Lanesville.
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The specimen belongs to Mr.

TALAROORJNUS SIMPLEX Shumard.
Plate XIII, figs. 7-7c.

Dichorinus simplex Shumard, Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., I, p.
74, pI. I, if. 2a, b, 1857.

Dichorinus C011striCtU8 Meek and Worthen, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
PhiI., p. 381, 1860, etc.
Wachsmuth and Springer's Description.-"A small species, the
width of the calyx varying from 5 to 9 mm. Dorsal cup generally a little longer than wide, widest at the basi-radial suture or
a little above, somewhat cylindrical along the medium portions,
and generally contracting toward the arm bases. Plates thick,
and without ornamentation or other markings; suture lines distinct, but not grooved.
"Basal cup large, semi globose, extelIlding to fully one-half the
height of the calyx; the lower end slightly flattened, the central
part excavated, fornling a narrow circular pit of considerable
depth; the salient angles at the upper margin quite obtuse, thel reentering angles toward the anal plate and the anterior radial comparatively sharp. Radials slightly differing in form, some being
wider than others, but all, as a rule, longer than wide and narrowest at the top. The superior faces of the plates are directed
obliquely inward, and the ends are but slightly truncated; they are
excavated to one-half their width by the facets, which contain the
costals and distichals. Anal plate generally wider at the bottom
than the radials, but narrower at the top. Costals very minute.
Distichals 1+10 in the calyx; of the same proportions as thel overlying arm plates. Arms apparently ten, t.heir struct.ure and that
of the ventral disk unknown."
I.ocalities.-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Bloomington.
"This species has been heretofore referred to Dichorin'us, with
which, no doubt, it has some affinities; the presence, however, of H
very minute cost.al, the form and arrangement of the distichals and
sucooeding brachials, show distinctly itR relations with Talarocrinu.~.
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The sp<'cimens vary consiuel'ably in size and somewhat in fOl'ID;
in m,lst of them the sides of the calyx are evenly rounded, while
in others they are contracted along the basi-radial snture. Meek
and "'orthen describe a specimen of this kind as a distinct species
under the name of D. constrict us." CWo & S.)
Aside from these variations it should be remarked that the proportion of the calyx occupied by the basal plates varies with the
age of the individual, being much less, relatively, in young specimens than in old ones, when it reaches to nearly one-half.

SYXBATHOCRIXUS SWALLOWI Hnll?
Plate XIII, fig. 11; Plate XIV, fig. 1.

Synbnf71Of'rinus 8wallvIf'i

IIan, Geol. Ia., I, pt. II, p. 672, pl-

XXII, ff. 8, 9, 1858.
ea l~'x small, basin-shaped. The three basals form. a ring
armmd the colnmnar excayation, the nye radial plates expanding
rnri<11.v npward, height about thre'c-fonrths the wi(lth, roughly
qlla(lrnn~rlllnr, except the two posterior ones, which haye their two
npper adjoining corners trnncatC'd, forming n notch and giYing
them n pentng-onal 011tline. The top is fMceted the entire width of
t11e p1nte on the ol1ter sidc, with a short ridge extending about half
the width of the top of the plnte; the inner edges of the plate.
1.nt('rn 1 edge'S of the p1nte and the inner siue turned 11P, the latter
notched. At the pOf;terior notrh the edges of the plfltes nre similnrly t111'ned 11p into the nsnal ridges, which extend inward almost
like little tC'eth in some in~tances.
T,ornlitips.-T,anesviJ1e,. Spergen Hill, Pnyntpr's Hi]].
The right lnteral ra(lial of one specimen is deyelopeu into a p<.>nta~onal pi('ce hy the elevation of its upper ~ide into a pyramid,
prohnhly filling the place of the plate usually resting on it which
had hC'('n remoy('(l hy some accident.
Aside frnm the foregoing species there are plates, bases and portions of PlatYf'1'inu8, Aclillicrinlls? and spC'cies probnhly bP10ngin~ to other gen('rn which can not be identified with sufficient certainty to be used here.
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PEXTllE:llITES COXOIDEUS IIull.
Plate XXVI. fills. 32. 33.

Pentremites conoideus Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 5, 1~56.
See previous chapter by Miss Essie A. Smith.

Rowley has described two varieties of Pentremites conoideus
from Lanesville. I do not have these specimens before me, and
I quote here his remarks .concerning them.
PENTllE:llITES COXOIDEUS PERLOXGUS Rowley.
Plnte V II, IIg. 7.

Perdremites conoideus var. perlon.rJus RO"'I('y, Cant. Ind. Pal., Pt.
X, Vol. I, p. 87, pI. XXI X, f. 28, 1!)02.

"The greatest lateral diameter of the body is above the tips of
the ambulacra, so that the fonn is almost barrel-shape, bllt with
greater end diameter at the base. Like the typical form, this variety is strongly lobed; while from its extremely elongate shape,
the plates are proportionately greater in lellgth and less in width
than in the broader forms. In ontlille this form is much like
Pent'Pemiles e.longatus· from the Burlington limestone."
"In the antl1or's collection is a specimen from Flag Pond, Va.,
so contracled at the base as to give a truly elongate elliptical outline on siJe view.
"The type of this variety is from the Warsaw limeatone at
LanC'sville, Indiana, and now in the collection of Mr. G. K.
Greene."
PE~TllElIITES

COXOIDEUS AlIPLUS Rowley. _

Plnte VII, IIgs. 8-8c.

Pentremites conoideus var. amplu.'1 Ro,,'lcy, Cont. Ind. Pal., I, pt.
X, p. 8R, pI. XXIX, if. 31-34, 1U02.

"TIlC width of these sp('cimens is qnite as great as the length,
and the greatest lateral diameter is midway the body, giving a
Granatocrinoid form to the fossil."
Locality. -Lanesville.
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TRoos'rOCRINU8.

Troostocrinus was .proposed by Shumard in 186'5 for Penlremites latemiformis alld other fusiform pentremites, in a foot-note
to that species, which reads: "There appear to me good reasons
for removing this and other sub-fusiform species, as Pentremites
Reinwa,rdtii, P. lineal'Ib.", P. bipyrimidaZis, P. w'oreheni, and perhaps P. grosvenori, from among the Penlremites and grouping
them together as a separate subsection under another name. These
and allied forms are remarkable in their slender, subfusiform
shape, linear pseudambulacral fields, triangular base and summit
structure. These external differences would seem to imply corresponding modifications in the internal economy 'of the animals of
more than specific import.ance. If, from a thorough study of such
speCies, it shall be deemed advisable to separate them from the
genus Pentremitcs, I would propose the name T~OOSTOCRINUS fo1'
the group, in honor of the late Dr. Gerard Troost, of Tennessee,
among the earliest pioneers in American geology and palmontology."
In 1868 Meek and Worthen proposed Tricoelocrinus for the
other extreme of the group with the implication that T. woodmani
should be considered as the genotype.
After an exhaustive study of the Pentremites, Dr. Hambach,
of St.. Louis, ~vised the whole classification and grouped both the
above genera and Metablastus of Etheridge and Carpenter in a
single gen~s, and proposes the term Sacoblastus for it. This classification was made after an extended study of the pentremites, and
is based on t.he apical structure, as he found the external form was
of only specific value.
His defiuition of the genus is as follows:
"General form of the body pyriform, compressed cylindrically,
or club-shaped. Ambulacra narrow and linear, generally, sunk
into the fork pif'ce sinus so that the snrface does not touch the upper margin of the fork piece sinus. Lower part 0.£ the body shows
three dist.inct.ly depressed areas; the amount of depression varies
in different species. Interambulacral surface smooth or very
finely striated. Summit opening never closed save by the am·
bulacral integument.. Genital openings ten, of a slit-like appearance, on account of the orifice opening obliquely. Anal opening
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so far below the genitals that in large specimens it is almost
1,4 inch below the summit, and as far as known not covered. All specimens which I have had an opportunity to examine
(over six hundred) did not show any sign of a covering. Column triangular. This genus comprises Troostocrinus, TriCO'elo~
crinus and Metablaslus, an~ show the gradual transformation
from one to the other I have given good figures of all our American species on plate IV. All described specimens are from the
Warsaw limestone or below from the [ower SubcaroonifArous
rocks."
In. his revision he states that "All names ending in 'Crinus' are
dropped" and proposes new ones in their stead. This is an unfortunate act, because of its violation of the rules of priority. While
it might be pleasant to have appropriate or fitting names for genera and species, it is better to stick to I'Ules of priority and thus
have some ese7ipe from the chaotic confusion which would certainly
result in the discarding of all names which might not suit the
fancy of reviewers.
If these three genera &re grouped together it is not, perhaps,
heyond question whether Troostocrinus or Tricoelocrinus should
be used. It is unfortunate that Shumard appended the footnote
to' P. lalerniformis, thus implying that it was intended as the genotype, and which alone has been retained under Pentremiles.
However, his delineation of the characters of the group and the
list of species referred to it leave no possible doubt as to his clear
understanding of the salient cha.racters of his proposed sub-genus,
and the species to be referred to' it. Add to this the fact th.at no
genotype is signified, and it should be sufficient reason for retain·
ing his name. In addition to this, it offers some little redress for
the great wrong suffered by Dr. Troost at the hands of some of
his contemporaries. Should it not be retained, Tricoelocrinrus
would have to be used and T. Woodmani would be the type of the
genus.
The material at hand is not sufficient, or, for the most part, weB
enough preserved to warrant extended ohservations on the classification of the group. It is to be regretted that Hambach gave no
detailed discussion of his reasons for combining these genera into
one, and as a consequenee we are obliged to follow Etheridge and
8<h-Geology •
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Carpenter's clasRification which secIllS to be based 'upon-careful
ohsermti0n of fundamental charucters~ until Hambach shows that.
there is reason for abandoning it.
METABLASTUS .WORTHENI Hall.
Plate XIV,

tlgS~.

Pentremites worlheni Hall, Gool. Rep. Ia., I, pt. II, p. 606, pl.
XV, f. 11 1858.
"Body plon~ate subfusiform; length of base and distance fro~n
base of radials to base of pseudo-ambulacral area, a~d length of
the latter, about equal to each other. Base triangular. Basal
plates ,'cry ~adually spreading; upper margins concave for the
reception of the radials. Radial plates long, narrow, almost
linear; branchcs lanceolate. Interradial plates very small, acutely
lanceolate, reaching very nearly to the summit.. Pseudo-ambulacral areas very narrow, linear, extending downward about haH
the length of the radial plate, and one-third the entire length of
the body. Each of these areas contains about thirty-five pore
picces on each side."
"Snrface finely striatcd longitudinally and transversely."
Loclllitics.-Lanesville, Bloomington.
According to Dr. Bambach this is a very varia_ble_ species, the
form prolmbly depending upon the age of the particular individual. . This author includQs under this species ]fetabla$tu8 nitidul118, M. varsot'iensis, ]f. wachsmulhi and Troostocri:nus grosvenOrl.
TRICOELOCllIXUS l\IEEIUANUS Etheridge and Carpenter.
Plate X IV, figs. 7-7b.

Tricoelocrinu8 meel.-ianu8 EtllCri(lge and Carpenter, Cat., Blast.·
Geol. Dept. 13rit. Mus. Nat. lIist., p.~08, pI. XVI, ff. 11, 18,
1880.

Originnl descrirtion.-"Calyx slcndcr, elongated pyramidal;
summit "ery small antI very mnch contrncteu; base withshal10w
lateral eX(,!IY!'ltions; section pelltugonal, with straight or flat sides;
pel'iphcry rather nearer the base than the summit. Basal plates
forniing a low triunh'ular cup, with the three carinae truncated,
and not projectjng below the central triaIlo"1l1ar surface which
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bears the facet for tIle colnmnal' attacllment. Radial plates with
slightly converging lateral margins; bodies IDllCh shorter than the
limbs, and moderately carinate, the lateral basal excavations extending but little on their surfaces; limos narrow with flat sides,
not sloping at a high allgle; sinuses three-quarters the length of
the calyx with high sides; interradial sutures not in concavities.
Ambulacra rather deeply sunken. Hydrospires unknown; Spiracles apparently mere slits only. Ornament not preserved."
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Paynters Hill~, Bedford, Bloomington.
There is a considerable difference in form between the specimens figured and the £.1,,'11re by Etheridge and Carpenter, but it is
merely the difference in robustness of age. It has the nearly flat
sides, truncated base and other cllaracters separating it from the
above species which is inserted for com pal'ison. It may be found
in the Salem limestone, lmt has not been as yet. It was described f'rom the Harrodshllrg limestone at Salem.
The stem of T'ricoelo(,1'-;'nus is triangular instead of round, as
stated by Etheridge and. Ual'P.enter.
TRICOELOCRIXUS WOOD)IANI Meek and Worthen.
Text figs. 4, 5.

Perlir('mites obliquatus Roemer, Archiv. fur N aturgesch., J ahrg.
XVII, p. 3G7, taf. VIII, if. 11a, b, 1851.
Body larp:e, pyriform, nearly flat below. Amblllacral areas
very long, th1'e(>-fo111'ths the lenp:th of the individual, very narrow,
deeply snnken beneath tIle sl11'face of the body., Abollt seventyfive poral pieC'es on a side. Radial piec(>s very long, fJlladranglllar
outwardly, terminating in points above the oral npertnre. The
two pIntes, whidl are truncnted below to form two of the three
excnvations in the base, have the amhulncral angle extending downward from tIle end of the area a distance equnl to one-third its
length. TIley are then almost flatly trnl1cated, the ridges connecting th e right posterior to those on either side may be so
faint as to be scarcely noticeablE' ; one ridge on tIle other plate is
usn ally quite prominent. On this account the trianglllnr columnar articulation is usually a little eccentric toward. the ante-
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rioI'. The basals form a shallow, ten-sided, irregular saucer, with
three prominent ridges reaching to the center. Plates quadrangular and hexagonal, the three sutures falling in the three basal excavations. These three depressions of the base are shallow but
distinct, tending to truncate the entire base. The surface of the
specimens' are c0'vered with minute striae roughly parallel to the
edges of the plates. Ora1 opening comparatively small. Genital
openings quite small, opening beneath the tips of the radial (?)
plates. Anal 0'pening large, situated well down below the apex.
Localities.-Salelll) Harrodshurg limestone.
ARCH.~OCIDARIS

NORWOODI Hall.

Plate XIV. figs. 6-l\a; Plate XVIIA. figs. 5-5C.

Plates mostly hexagonal, wider than long, and of small size,
Articulating process subtubuf0'rm in unweathered and unworn
specimens, separated from the annulation by a pronouhced furrow. Annulation distinct, being merely the top of the cylindrical
elevation with elevated lines on the side which run out over the
platform at the hase and fade out before reaching its edge. Similar lines radiate from the margin of this platform across the excavated flattened surface 0'f the plate toward the elevated nodose
margins, hut generally fade out be,fore reaching it. These lines
are usually fasciculated. The lateral margins may possess 0'ne,
two, or three, 0'1' more rows of small crowded nodes, but. the longer
margins never have but a single row. Spines smooth except for
extremely fine longitudinal lines, which extent their full length,
and some indieations of incipient spinules. Rarely are these
spinules large enough to be noticed by the naked eye. They are
mere longitudinal elevations, 0'ver which the fine surface lines extend. The annulation is strongly nodose in ~ell preserved spines.
Teeth, probably of this species (as the remains 0'f no other have
been seen) occur at Spergen Hill and are shown in the plate.
Localities.-Spergen Hill,Paynters Hill, Harrodsburg.
These specimens differ from .4. N orwoodi in having the elevation and platform of the plates ornamented and in the relative
smoothness 0'f the spines.

a.

b.

~'ig.

4. A, lateral view, showing anal opening. B, basal view, showing the deed
angles of the sides and the sharply produced keels and the sharply defined excavations of the base. lil these characters it differs from T. meekianu8.

Fig. 5. Lateral view, Showing side nearly opposite to Fig. 4. The description
and figures of this species are included here for comparison with T. meekianu8.

TRICOELOCRINUS WOODMANI Meek and Worthen.
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HOLOTHURIAN SPICULES?
Plate XIX, figs. 9-17.

Spicules resembling sand burs or stel1ate spong~ spicules, but
which seem likely to be Rolothurian spicules abound in the Harrodsburg and Bloomington localities, with an occasional one at
Spergen Hill and Paynter's Hill. They seem w,be more abun.,
dant at Harrodsburg than anywhere else.

,

"

:.,1
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VERMES.
By J. W. BEEDE.
SPIRORBIS UIBRlCATUS Ulrich.
Plate XVII, figs. 5-6c.

Spirorbis irnbricatus "Glrich, U. S. Prof. Pap. 36, p. 34, pl. IV,

£.. 10, 1905.
Shell spirally coiled at first, rather small, enlarging rapidly
and becoming free,twisted trnmpet-shaped in old individuals.
The shell is ornamented with greatly produced concentric lamellae,
which indicate the former location of the flaring orifice.· There
are smaller concentric marks between the large lamellae.
Localities.-Paynters II ill, Harrodsburg, Bedford.
This species is intimately associated with S. annulatus Hall,
and the more slender small specimens with the lamellae some, 'hat
worn are separated from it with cliffi.:!ulty. The points of listinction between the two are that S. anrl1llatus has the lamellae
much less ue,·eloped lind after the first whirl or two is passed it is
cylilHlrical and always very slim, and when old develops into a
cylilJ(Jrical corkscrew, while the present species is more robllst, enlarges more rapidly and when old develt'lps into a twisted trumpet, with very highly developed scale-like lamellae, indicating
growth stages.
SPIRORBIS AXXULATUS lInll.
rlate

x VII.

fig. 6; Plate

xxn,

IIg. 30.

Spirorbis annulatus Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst. IV, p. 34, 1856.
"Shell planorhiculRr, more or leRs ascending, irreglllar spiral;
spire cmnpoRC'd of ahout t11r('e tnrns, w;ti('h are contip:uons or 1110re
or less di!<('onnected; nl1li,ili('al side more or lcss tleep anti rc>gnlar, accurdin:r to tltc regularity: of the RJliral; sl1l'face ornamented
with strong annnlations, with finer strine between.
"Diall1ctC'r from .002 to .25 of an inch." (ITall.)
Locaiitie".-Paynters Hill, Spcrgcn Hill, Harrodsburg, Bedford, Bloomington, Ellettsville, Stinesville, Romona.
(l2i1)
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"This species attains a rather larger size than is common with
those of the genus. The coiling of the tube is very irregular, but
always dextrally ascending from a small base of attachment, although the specimens are invariably found free. The annulating striae are strong, raised and lamellose, and form a very good
distinguishing feature of the species." (Whitfield.)'
It should be noted here that many specimens are found attached
to bryozoa and corals and occasionally shells. The lamellae are
less strong and less imbricat.ing t.han in the preceding species and
it is more cylindrical.
SPIRORBIS NODULOSUS Hall.
Plate XXVI, fig. 31.

Spirorbisannulatus var.nodulisus Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p.
34, 1856.
"Shell in form .like the preceding; last volution strongly deflected, volutions subangular, marked by oblique striae or ridges,
which become strongly nodulose on the umbilical side, and particularly towards the aperture." (Hall.)
I.Jocalities.-Spergen Hill, Paynters Hill, Harrodsburg.
"The nodose character of this species is a strong distinguishing
feature, and is entirely unlike the surface structure of the pre"
ceding one, being composed of oblique rows, of thickened nodes,
not capable of being formed by a modification of t.he distant,
straight, encircling lines of the surface of that one, theref~re I see
no impropriety in classing it as a distinct species. It possesses
about two or two and a half volutions, the latter part of the outer
one being deflected to nearly an upright position and is free and
cylindrical. Both these species in nearly every case show indications of having been fixed to some foreign substance whffil. living
and young, but are always, so far as I am aware, found loose in
the rock. It would seem probable that they had been attached
during life to some perishable substance, as a plant, which on decomposing had freed the tubes and allowed them to fall to t.he
bottom of the water in a free state."
The specimens of this species have also been found attached.
They are of very much more rare occurrence than S. annulatus,
and have not been found in the "corkscrew form."
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ORTONIA BLATCHLEY! N. SP.
Plate XIX, fig. 8.

Tubes quite small, rather crooked trumpet-shaped, enlarging
gradually, solitary. The shell is moderately thin, with short,
coarse, imbricating annulations with smaller ones between in specimoos not waterworn; attached the entire length. The base is
acute. Our specimens are small and attached to M onilipora
beechen Graban.
Locality.-Bedford.
This fossil lacks the longitudinal striations of T. Corruulites and
are attached throughout their entire length. In these points it
agrees with Nicholson's genus Ortonia and is referred to it. There
is no Oarboniferous worm in America with which it may be confounded.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BRYOZOA OF THE SALEM
LIMESTONE OF SOUTHERN INDIANA.
By E. R.

CUMINGS.

'\C'l'y few TIryozofl llflYC C,Cf bC'cn dcscril1ccl from t1,c fam011s
oDlitic linwstoncs of Indinna, and those thnt hnye lwcn described
haye fonnd scant reeofnlition in the literatnre. The ample list
of ~p('cies rresC'lIteu 1)e1'e, some of them new to seirnee, ant) many
of t!trm w(,11 known forms in thr ef)ni\'nlent fo~nations of Illinois
and T\rl1tll('ky, will be a IIn1'prise to those geologists and palrontologi;:ts w!to ho"e g'oinrd tl)e impression from the fnmons Spe1'gen
Hill fllllT1a of Hollnnd ,,'hitfi('hl IItnt the Inuinnn oi;litie eontains
only smnll d\\'nrfecl fossils. Ko better preserYed fossils IUl\'e en r
boon stndicd by the "'Titer than these ex<]nisite Fenestellids and
other Bryozoa from the Dark Ilollow <]nnr1'ies of Bedford-a town
fnmons for its bllihling stone, bnt hithrrto unknown as a collecting
grOll11U for abnndant nnd henntifnlly preserYeu fossils.
The Bryozoa described herein are from tile top of the Salem
formntion nnd are eontained in an exceedingly soft, loose-grained,
grently decomposed limestone, of sueh sort that it is possible to obtain frre from the m'ltrix portions of tl)e fronds of prnctically all
the l'lprcirs. The very wenlth and wonderfnl preservation of the
material has mnde the stndy replete with difficulties, becanse of
the presence of characters thnt only the most perfectly preserved
material conM show, and which have therefore probably hitherto
escaped notice, and because of the abundance of variations of all
sorts.
A glance at tIle descriptions tlult follow wi]} show tbnt tIle fanna
contains a number of forms cllllracteristic of the Keokuk formation, and which have not hitherto been listed from above thnt horizon. The Warsaw species described from Bedford show differences from their equiynlents in Illinois, perhaps dependent upon
the exceptionally favorable conditions which must have obtained at
the Indiana locality.
The distribution of tllis Bryozoan fanna in Indiana has not yet
been adequately detennined. }Jany of the species have been seen
(1274)
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at Bloomington, and some at Stinesville and Ellettsvi11e. The localities farther south have not afforded many Fenestellidae. This
is perhaps more due to the sort of preservation that obtains at
Spergen Hill and other southern lo~alities than to an actnal absence of Fenestellids from the waters. 11emitrypa Prouiana is
usually present in these localities and with it a Polypora or two.
Where the stunted fauna comes in, as at Harrodsburg, Fenestellid Bryozoa are either absent or in such small fragments as to
be nearly unidentifiable. A t Harrodsburg small species of Rhombopora are fairly COffilllon.
Class BRYOZOA Ehrenberg..
Order GY:\IXOLAEl\fATA Allman.
Suborder

CRYPTOSTO~fATA

Vine.

Genus FEXESTRALIA. Prout.

"Zoarinm as in Fenestella, but with four rows of apertures, two
on each side of the prominent median keel."
. FEXESTRALIA SAXCTI-LUDonCI Prout.
rlute XXVII, figs. l-1a.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., I, p. 235, pI. 15, Figs. 1-la.
"Zoarium a large flabelliform expansion. Branches D.5 to 11.5
in one cm., rather slender and unec]llUI, somewhat rigid, strongly
carinated, the apertme bearing snrfaces either flat or sli~htl'y convex; average width ofhrancltes 0.6 mm., increasing from 0.5 to 0.7
or 0.8 mm. between the bifurcations. Dissepimcnts ronnde(l, depressed, expanding but little at their ends, abont two-thirds the
width of the branches. Fenestrules oblong suh-qnadrangnlar 0'1'
oval, their width varying from one-fourth to one-half the length;
about six in one em. longitudinally. Carina strong, ronnded,
dilating into prominent elongated tubercles at intervals of 1 mm.
ZO<Ecia in four ranges, two on each side of the carina. Apertures
sometimes alternating, usually opposite, those of the lower ranges
opening obliquely Dr directly into the fcnestrules and often obscnred by those of the upper rows. * * * There are six or
seven apertn'tes in each row to a fenestrule, one 'of them opposite
each dissepiment. The apertures are of medium size, surrounded

,....----------~--
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by a thin peristome, their diameter or a little mOre apart, with
eighteen in 5 mm.
"On the reverse the branches are narrowly rounded, smooth
or finely granulose, have slopi'ng sides, are straight or slightly zigzag, and appear much thicker than on the opposite side." * * *
(Ulrich, Geo1. Surv. Ill., VIII, pp. 604, 605.)
Bedford, Indiana, rare.
Indiana University collection.
FENIDS1'RALIA COMPAOTA Ulricb.
Plate XXVII, fig. 2.

Geol; Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 605, pl. 59, Fig. 1.
Zoarial characters similar to those of F. St.-ludovici. Branches
narrower, 11.5 to 12.5 to the cm. Nodes on the keel inconspicuous or wanting. Large nodes on the reverse. Dissepiments depressed, strong, rounded. Fenestrules 8 in one cm.
Bedford, Indiana, rather common.
Indiana University collection.
Genus FENESTELLA Lonsdale.

Murchison's Silurian System, p. 677.
Zoaria flabel1ate or infnndilmlar, poriferous on one side;
branches straight, or sometimes somewhat flexuous, connected at
frequent inte\rvals by non-poriferous cross-bars, called dissepiments. Zocecia in two rows, one on each side of a median keel
or row of spines or nodes. Reverse of branches usually striate or
granular.
The original definition of this genus by Lonsdale restricts it to
forms having the zorecia on the outside of an infundibular zoarium
-such forms as P. Milleri, which have recently, and the writer
believes incorrectly, been placed in a separate genus, Semic08C1r
nium. Lonsdale in the Geology of the Ural Mountains greatly
widened his definition of Fenestella, making it include forms now
placed in several more restricted genera. His original intent,
however, was clearly to erect a genus for such forms as F. Milleri,
having the zorecia on the out'8ide, of the zoarium. By a strange
irony of fate the genus has recently been restricted to forms having
the zorecia on the inside of the zoarium. The writer has made it
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clear in his studies of the development of Paleozoic Bryozoa* that
the classification of the Fenestellids is in an unsatisfactory condition, and tha.t a satisfactory solution of the difficulties, must be
sought in the ontogeny of the variolls forms now referred to Fenestella a:p.d its related genera. The .Mississippian forms are nearly
all fiabellate, hence they are in especial need of this sort of study
in order to determine their true relationships to the Fenestella
and Polypora groups as defined by the writer. t It is probable that
a genus should be erected to receive p€rsistently flabellate forms.
For the present the writer follows the customary usage in this
country, which we owe to Mr. E. O. Ulrich, and which considers
F. plebeia, McCoy as the genotype.
F'ENE:srrELLA RUDIS Ulrich.
Plate XXVII, fig. 3-3h.

Geol. Surv. Il1.) VIII, p. 537, pI 49, Figs. 3-3d.
Zoarium a large flabellate expansion. Branches flexuous, stout,
about 0.3 mm. in diameter, 16 to 18 in one em., approaching each
other somewhat at the dissepiments. Fenestrules oval in the
younger portions of the zoorium, rounded in the older portions;
10 to the cm. Zocecia large, peristomes inconspicuous; 4 to 5
zocecia to the fenestrule, 22 in 0.5 cm. Ca.rina medium strong
and carrying a row of large spines 0.5 mm. or more apart. In
weathered specimens· the carina appears much narrower and
sharper. Reverse of branches rounded, and with a number of
large low spines to the fenestrule, especially at the angles of the
fenestrules. ~Ir. Bassler would consider this a good variety of
F. rudis.
Bedford, Indiana, rather common.
Indiana University collection.
FENESTE'LI..A COMPRE:8SA val'. ELONGATA n. val'.
Plate XX VIII, figs. I-lb and 2-2c.

Zoaria consisting of flabellate expansions of very lax growth.
Branches small, narrow, rounded, sometimes slightly flexuous,
about 0.15 to 0.25 mm. in diameter, and 12 to 16 to the cm. Fen*Am. Jour. ScI., Vol. xvii, January, 1904.

tOp. cit.
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estrnles oblong to quadrate, 7 to 9 in 1 !!m., the length of a fenestnIle varyjng from 0.8 to 1.3 mm. and the breadth from 0.3 to
0.5 mm. On the reverse the quadrate or rectangular appearance of
the fenestrule is much more pronounced than on the obverse;
hence on the obverse they frequently appear oval or elliptical.
Zo<ccia rather small, 0.075 mm. in diameter, without pronounced
peristomes, slightly indenting the fenestrules; 5. or 6 zOO!cia to the
fenestrule. The carina is high and narrow and bears all' occar
sional conspicuous spine. Reverse of branches rounded, either,
smooth or with a number of spines to the fenestrulc, which are
sometimes very long and sharp.
Bedford, Indiana, not common.
Indiana University collection.
FEXESTELLA EXIGUA Ulrich.
Plate XXVIII, figs. 3-3a.

Geol. Surv. 111., VIII, p. 545, pI. 51, figs. l-1a.
Zoarium forming large flauel1iform expansions. Branches
somewhat flexuous, 18 to 20 to the em., 0.15 to 0.45 mm. in diameter. Fenestrules oval, 12 to 14 to the cm. Zo(Ccia small, from
4 to 5 to tLe fenestrule. Carina narrow, elevated, carrying 2 or 3
low spines to the fenestnl1e. Reverse of branches rounded, with
a strong node at each end of the dissepiments, and a few nodes seattered irregularly over other portions of the branches.
Bedford, Indiana, rather rare.
Indiana Vniversity collection.
Normal range Warsaw.
FEXESTELLA MULTISPINQSA Ulrich.
. Plate XXIX, figB.l-le.

Geol. Surv. 111., VIII, p. 540, pI. 50, figs. 3-3d.
Zoal'ium flabellnte, expanding rapidly because of the frequent
bifnrcation of the branches. Branches straight, 0.3 to 0.5 mm.
in diameter.; 18 to 20 in one cm. Fenestrules round to oval in the
basal region, rectan~:ular near the growing margin; lq to 15 in one
em. ZOa'cia about 0.1 mm. in diameter, 3 to 4 to tl;e fenestrule;
in the older portions of the zoarium usually operculate. Opverse
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with a row of smffIl' nodes on the not very prominent cnrinn, and
with the carinate dissepiments Mten eleyated into a distinct spine
which is sometimes very prominent. Rf'verse granular-striate in
the younger portions and strongly granular in the older portions
of the zoarillm. The larg-e re~r\1lnrly nrrn nged nodes shown in
Fig. 1-c have not been observed in any other specimen. This
latter specimen may pro"e to belong to a distinct species, but for
the present I prefer to include it here.
.
Bedford and Bloomington, Indiana, very abundant.
Indiana University collection.
Normal range Keokuk.
FE:\~STELLA TE~AX

Ulrich.

Plate XXX, fig. I; XXXI, fills. I-lb.

Bun. Denison Unh-ersity, IY, p. 71.

•

Zonrinm eonsisting of very delieflte, closely fll'rnnp:ed, rOl1n<lcd
brancheR, bifurcating at long intervals; 28 to 30 branches to the
cm. Diameter of branches 0.15 to 0.45 mm., the btter mea!'urement bein~ just below a bifurcation. Fenestrnles oval, indented
by the zocecia; 22 to 23 to dIe em. Zocecia "ery small, with prominent peristomes. Three zocecia to the fene8tr111e, 26 in 0.5 em.
Carina usua11y elevated and narrow, often earrying a row of sman
spines, one to each zomeinm. Re\'C'rse granular-striate. Dissepiments very narrow, slightly expanded at their junction with the
branc11es.
Bedford, Indiana, rath('r common.
Indiana Uni"ersity co11('etion.
Normal range Waverly to Chester.
I,

FEXESTELLA TENAX var. MULTINODOSA n. var.
Plate XXXI, figs. 2-2a.

Dimensions the same as in F. ienax, but with a row of small
spines along the carinr., from 4 to 5 to the fcnestrule, and ar.ranged in a zigzag line. Only a few specimens of this form have
been seen.
rBedford,' Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
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FENESIl'IDLLA SIDRRATULA Ulrich.
Plate XXX. figs. 2-20.3-3a.

GeoI. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 544, pI. 50, figs. 5-5c.
Zoarium a foliar expanl'>ion. Branches small, straight, bifurcating at rather frequent intervals, 0.15 mm. to 0.45 mm. in diameter; from 22 to 26 to the cm. Fenestrules oval to rectangular, 15
to 20 to the <:m. ZOfficia small, 2 to 3 to the fenestrule, 22 to 0.5
cm. Carina line-like, or when perfect fairly prominent, surmounted by a row of small, rather sharp spines, one to each
zOfficium. Reverse rather strongly striated and granular. Dissepiments very narrow, slightly expanded at their junction with
the branches, slightly carinate on the obverse. A very variable
speCIes.
Bedford, Indiana, common.
Indiana University collection.
-Normal range Keokuk to Chester.
FENESTELLA TENUISSIMA n. sp.
Plate XXX, fig. 4.

Only a few specimens of this delicate form have been seen. It
strongly resembles F. permvnuta of the Lower Coal Meal'>ures.
The excessive tenuity of the dissepiments and smaIl size and wide
separation of the zocecia place this form in strong contrast with
any of its associate" in the Salem limestone. Branches flexuous,
very narrow, 0.15 to 0.2 mm. in diameter; 20 to 24 to the cm.
Fenestrules rectangular, indented by the zocecia; 13 fenestrules
to the cm. ZO(Ecia very small, separated by more than their diameter, and with prominent peristomes. Three to four zOfficia to the
fenestrule. Disscpiments very narrow, striated, slightly expanded
at each end. Heverse of branches finely striated. Carina very narrow and low, with an occasional low spine.
Bedford, Indiana.
Indiana University collection.
FENESTE,LLA SERRATULA var. QUADRA'rA n. var.
Plate XXXI, figs. 3-3a.

Zoarium flabellate. Branches round, bifurcating at long interYals, 0.15 mm. in diameter, 20 to21 to the cm. Fenestrules quad-
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rate to oblong, 15 to the cm. Indented by the zorecia. Dissepiments about one-half as wide as the branches, slightly expanded at
their junction with the latter, conspicuously striate. Zorecia 5mall,
distant, with moderately prominent peristomes; 3 or 4 to the fenestrule. Carina scarcely at all elevated and without spines. Reverse faintly granular-striate. The strikingly quadrate, appearance
of the fenestrules is the chief characteristic of this variety. An
extreme form of F. sen-atula.
Bedford, Indiana, common.
Indiana University collection.
Genus HEMITRYPA Phillips.
Paleozoio Fossils, p. 21.

"Zoaria funnel-shaped or undulating foliar expansions; branches
rigid. Zorecia in two ranges, their apertures separated by a moderately developed keel. The latter is elevated at regular intervals into small pillars, which, when the superstructure they support is worn away, appear as spine-like prominences. The superstructure consists of straight or zigzag longitudinal bars, of which
one is placed over each branch upon the row of pillars, and another usually somewhat thinner, suspended midway between the
branches. These bars are then connected by transverse processes,
so as to leave regular, small, generally hexagonal openings, corresponding in number and position with the zorecial apertures beneath them." (fTlrich, Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 396.)
HIDMITRYPA PROUTANA Ulrich.
Plate XXXII, figs. 2-2b.

Fenestella Hemitrypa Prout.
GeoI. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 560, pI. 57, figs. l-lc.
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sei., I, p. 444, pI. 17, figs. 4, 4a.
"Zoarium a large flabellate or semi-infundibular expansion,
more or less undulated toward -the free margins. Obverse or inner _side protected by a delicate network, formed by the union of
longitudinal and transverse bars. The former consists of two
kinds, a slightly stronger and more prominent set, which are developed directly over the center of the branches and united to
81-Geology.

•
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them by short supporting pillars. These may be called the principal bars. A second set, which alternates with the principals
and may be known as the secondary bars, arc suspended over the
space between the branches. The network is CDmpIeted by a set 0.£
short transverse bars [scaIm]. * * * :Measuring transversely,
about twenty-six rows of interstices occur in 5 mm. ; longitudinally
aoout twenty-four. One to three small dentic1es sometimes project from the bars into the interstices. When this network has
been denuded * * * the obverse face of the branches is seen
to be ridge-shaped, from 0.2 to 0.32 mm. wide, and generally 26
in 1 cm. The median carina is neither sharp nor prominent,
but carries small nodes (the broken pillars that support the superficial network) at intervals corresponding with the length of the
zorecia. Dissepiments very short, depressed, about half as wide
as the branches. Fenestrules long-oval, small, about 0.3 by 0.1
mm., and 18 or 19 in 1 cm. Zorecia in two ranges, 23 or 24 in 5
mm., with small, widely separated, circular apertures, and ele,vated
peristome·.
"On the reverse the branches and dissepiments are on the same
plane, usually ridge-shaped, fo,rming quadrangular fenestrules
of greater width than on the opposite face. On mature examples
the branches are smooth or very finely granular. On young ones
they are faintly striated." (Ulrich, loco cit.)
Bedford, Bloomington, Spergen Hill, Lanesville and Edwardsville, Indiana, rather common.
Collections of American Musenm, National :Museum and G. K.
Greene.
Normal range Keokuk to St. Louis.
HEMITRYPA PROUTANA var. NODODORSALIS n. var.
Plate

xxxn,

figs. I-Ie.

Dimensions and characters of the superstructure same as in fl.
Proutana, but with a conspicuous node at each angle of the fenestrules on the reverse; and branches and dissepiments more
rounded than in that species. This is the commonest H emitrypa
at Bedford.
Bedford, Indiana, common.
Indiana University collection .
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HEMITRYPA BEEDEI n. sp.
Plate XXXII, figs. 3-3c.

. Zoarium and infundibular expansion attaining a size of several
cm., undulating. Branches rigid of very uniform breadth,
scarcely departing from 0.3 mm. except just above and just below
a bifurcation. Bifurcations remote, so that the frond expands
very slowly. There are 2·4 branches to the cm. Fenestrules very
narrow in fully developed· portions of the zoarium, almost slitlike, especially as seen from tbe reverse, 19 to 20 to the cm. The
ratio of length to breadth may be as great a;; 'T to 1. The normal
breadth of a fenestrule is 0.125 to 0.15 mm., and the length 0.3
to 0.35 mm. Dissepiments very short, depressed, and where the
fenestrules are narrowest, scarcely visible at all. They have much
. the same appearance on both the obverse and reverse.
Superstructure consisting of pentagonal and hexagonal interstices, 24 in 0.5 cm., both longitudinally and transversely; strongly
indented by three or four knob-like tubercles, giving them a decidedly floriform appearance. The primary bars are elevated
above the general level of the interstices, forming a rather conspicuous ridge over each branch.
The reverse of this species is very characteristic. The branches
are flattened and strongly marked .by five or six granulose strire.
In this respect the resemblance to H. peristriala is very close, but
the lines of nodes are lacking. Other differences from H. perstriata, its nearest ally, are the floriform, polygonal interstices,
and the dimensions; the latter species having 20 to 22 branches
and 14 or 15 fenestrules to the em., whereas the present species
has 24 branches and 19 to 20 fenestrules to the cm.
Bedford, Indiana, rare.
Indiana University collection.
Genus POLYPORA McCoy.

Synopsis of the. Oarboniferous Fossils of Ireland, p. 206.
Zoaria similar to Fenedella in general shape and either infundibular or flabellate. Zomcia on one side of the branches, in more
than two rows. Median keel lacking. A row of tubercles sometimes occupies the median line of the obverse of the branches.
Dissepiments non-poriferous. Reverse smooth or striate.
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The relationships of this genus have been discussed by the
writ.er in his memoir on the Development of Paleozoic Bryozoa. *
It was shown there that in its ontogeny it is very different from
Feneslella, and probably with its associates entitled to rank in a
separate family. The above diagnosis follows the present usage
in this count.ry, but will need some modification when the development of the forms now referred to the genus is made known.

POLYPORA SIMULATRIX Ulrich.
Plate XXXIII, figs. I-lb.

Gool. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 589, pI. 59, figs. 4-4b.
Zoarium a very large wavy Habellate oo::pansion, the largest seen
being 18 cm. wide and 10 em. long. Branches large, slightly sinu-'
ous, diameter varying considerably, from 0.6 to' 1.25 mm., the average being about 0.75 mm. On the obverse the branches are broadly
rounded or Hattened, while on the reverse they descend rather abruptly into the fenestrules on either side and are often considerably
:flattened on the back. Reverse very finely granular. Eight to
ten branches to the cm. r Fenestrules suboval to rectangular, the
latter appearance is especially characteristic of the reverse:; 2.5 to
4.5 mm. long, 0.3 to 0.8 mm: broad. Zomcia large, 0.1 to 0.15
mm. in diameter; in 3 to 5 alternating rows. Peristomes well developed, especially in the older regions of the zoarium, where they
are very prominent. In the younger portions of the zoarium the
zomcia are conspicuously elliptical in shape, with their longer axis
in the direction of the branch, or, in the case of those in the outside rows, oblique to the direction of the branch. In the older
portions of the zoarium the zomcia appear more rounded. There
are normally seven zomcia in a rO'w to the fenestrule; 15 in 0.5
em. Dissepiments slender, striated, 0.15 to 0.45 mm. in diameter
scarcely expanded at their ends, sometimes running rather O'bliquely from branch to branch.
This is one of the largest polyporas in the Mississippian rocks,
being fully
large as P. Hallia.na, and P. Maccoyana, and differing from both in the absence of granules on the obverse, and in

as
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the conspicuous peristomes, and in the elliptical apertures and
striated dissepiments.
Bedford and Bloomington, Indiana, common.
Indiana University collection.
Normal range Keokuk.
POLYPORA STRIATA n. sp.
Plate XXXIII, figs.

2~2a.

Zoarium a large flabellate expansion. Branches rigid or slightly
flexuous, 0.4 to 0.9 mm. in diameter, 11 or 12 to the cm., obverse
rounded and spinose, reverse flattened, distinctly striated. Fenestrules oval to subquadrate, 0.6 to 0.9 mm. long by 0.3 to 0.6
mm. wide, 6 to 8 to the em. Zooocia 'in two or three ranges, som~
what irregularly disposed, small, about :five in a row to the fenestrule. Dissepiments narrow, round on the reverse, 0.15 to 0.2
mm. in diameter, expanded at their junction with the branches
(especially' on the obverse), and slightly carinate on the obverse.
, ·On the obverse there are one or two strong spines to the fenestrule.
The reervse is marked by well defined, longitudinal strim, except
in the older part of the zoarium.
Bedford, Indiana, rare.
Indiana Univer&ity collection.
POLYPORA INTERNODATA n. sp.
Plate XXXIV, figs. l-la.

Zoarium a flabellate' expansion. Branches somewhat sinuous,
flattened on the reverse, rounded on the obverse, varying considerably in diameter,--from 0.25 to 0.75 mm. Ten to twelve branches
to the cm. Dissepiments short, very narrow, 0.2 mm. in diameter, striated on the obverse and depressed; about on a level with
the branches on the reverse, and each dissepiment bearing a stout,
round spine, midway between the branches. On the reverse the
dissepiments appear shorter than on the obverse. Fenestrules varying greatly in size and shapel; usually oval 'to eIliptical, from 0.2
to 0.6 mm. wide and from 1.0 to 1.5 mm. long; 7 to 8 fenestrules
to the em. ZOfficia large (0.15 mm. in diameter), round, with
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prominent peristomes; and in two to four ranges, four in a row,
to the fenestrule, 14 to the half em. The prominent spines on
the dissepiments will distinguish this r,pecies from all others.
Bedford, Indiana, rare.
Indiana University collection.
POLYPORA BISERIATA Ulrich.
Plate XXXIV, figs. 2-2li.

Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 592, pI. 60, figs. 4-41.
"Zoarium a slowly expanding, irregular, more or less undulating, foliar netwo·rk, from four to eight cms. in height. Branches
closely approximated, 17 to' 19 in 1 cm., slender, averaging 0.5
mm. in width, but increasing frO'm ().4 to 0.7 mm. before bifurcation, which takes place at Intervals of from 5 to 14 mm. Their
periferous surface is nearly flat or slightly elevated centrally,
where a row of prominent spines or nodes about 0.45 mm. apart,
almost give the impressiO'n of a median keel. Dissepiments short,
depresse'd, one-half or less than one-half the width of th~ branches.
Fenestrules small, suboval, about 14 in 1 em. Zomcia in twO' alter-.
nating ranges, increasing to' 3 at a point 2 or 3 mm. below the
branch divisions. Apertures large, 0.15 mm. in diameter, direct,
with' prominent peristome, 17 or 18 in 5 mm., their diameter or
less apart, often closed by an opercular cover of the usual type.
On the reverse the branches are rather broadly rounded, somewhat
channeled below the bifurcations, and either smooth or very finely
striated; the dissepiments thin and not depressed, and the fenestrules sub-quadrate." (Ulrich, loco cit.)
The Indiana specimens of this species have 15 to 16 branches
and 12 fenestrules to the cm., but in other respects correspond
very closely to the description given above.
Bedford, Indiana, rather rare.
Indiana University collection.
N O'rmal range "Warsaw.
POLYPORA MACCOYANA Ulrich.
Plate XXXIX, fig',l; Plate XL.

"Zoarium a large, flabellate, slowly expanding frO'nd. Branches
6 to' 8 in 1 em., strong, rigid, subcylindrical, often with a row of
widely separated and exceptiO'nally large spines, which usually
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take the place of a cell aperture. Though varying from 0.6 to 1.2
mm., the average width of the branches is between 0.8 and 0.9
mm. Surface minutely granulosa. Dissepiments slender, rounded,
depressed. Fenestrules oblong subquadrate to elongate-oval, of
variable wioth, averaging 2.4 by 0.8 mm. [not so long in the present examples], with 3 to 3.5 in 1 cm. [4 to 6]. Zomcia in from
4 to 8 alternating ranges, normally in 5 or 6. Apertures 14 or
15 in 5 mm., subcircular, without peristome, appearing larger in
worn examples than in perfect ones, widely separate-d longitudinally, and arranged III more or less regular intersecting diagonal
series. Reverse of branches and dissepiments convex and finely
striated.
"This species, although closely related to P. halliana Prout,
can not be confounded with it. The fenestrules are so much
longer, the branches stronger, more rigid and cylindrical, that a
glance suffices to distingnish them. P. sirnulatrix resembles it
more in its general aspect, but differs widely in important characters." (Ulrich, Geol. Surv. TIL, vol. VIII, pp. 588, 589.)
Bedford, Indiana, rare.
Indiana University collection.
POLYPORA SPININODATA Ulrich.
Plate XXXIX, figs. 2, 3_

Zoarium a foliar expansion. Branches stout, broadly rounled
on the obverse, 0.4 to 0.6 mm. in diameter 14 to 15 to the cm.
Fenestrules oval 0.35 by 0.65 mID.; 11 to the cm. on the average.
Zomcia large, with prominent peristomes, arranged in 3 or 4 aIterna ting rows; 0.1 to 0.15 mm. in diameter. Reverse rounded
and with large hollow spines at intervals. The only specimen
in my collection is poorly preserved, but has the general appearance and measurements of this species.
Bedford, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
PINNATOPORA SP?
Plate x..'CXIV, figs. 3-3a.

Two specimens of what seem to be fragments of the fronds of
Pinnatopora have been found in the Bedford material. These
are not of a nature to warrant more accurate identification.
Bedford, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
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Genus DICHOTRYPA Ulrich.

Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 386'.
"Zoaria consisting of large, thin, bifoliate expansions. The surface with solid maculre. Zorecial structure in conformity with
that given for the family [Oystodictyonidre]." (Ulrich, loco cit.)
DICHOTRYP A FLABELLUM (Rominger).
Plate XXXIV, fig. 4.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1866, p. 122.
"Zoarium having a strong, expanded base, roughly marked on
the lower side with a concentrically wrinkled epitheca. On the
upper side the base gradually contracts into a flattened or subcylindrical stem, which soon expands again into a bifoliate, fanshaped frond, from 1.5 to 4.0 mm. in thickness, and several cm.
in width and height. The base, stem, and lower portion .of
large examples is covered with a faintly striated dermatic crust.
Above this the surface presents solid substellate maculre, 4 or 5
mm. apart, bordered by apertures very slightly larger than the
rest. In the perfect state the apertures are oval, 0.12 tQ 0.15
mm. in length, with the lunarium on one side more or less elevated. In the ordinary state of preservation they appear much
larger (about 0.2 mm.) and the interspaces correspondingly narrower. The apertures are regularly arranged in intersecting lines,
sometimes with six, but more commonly with seven in three mm.
Interspaces generally a little elevated, and when well preserved
covered with fine flexuous strire. These also occur on the surface of the maculre." emrich, Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 501.)
Spergen Hill, Bloomington, Stinesville, and Lanesville, Indi- .
ana, very abundant.
Indiana University coHection.
DICHOTRYPA 81'?
Plate XXXV, fig. 6.

A single specimen from Stinesville, Indiana, has the following
characters: Zoarium a. thin bi:laminar expansion. Zorecia smaller
than in D. flabellum, 0.1 to 0.15 mm. in diameter, 10 to 11 in 5
mm., arranged in intersecting lines·. The margins of the aper-
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tures are scarcely elevated, except on the lunarial side; those sur·
rounding the maculre are larger than those in the interval between
maculre (about 1.5 mm. in diameter). The maculre are elongate,
perfectly smooth, bounded by seven or eight zocecia with their lunaria facing the macula, and 1.5 mm. apart.
This form may be referable to' the common D. flabellum.
Stinesville, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collect.ion.
Genus CYSTODICTYA Ulrich .

.rour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.., V, pp. 152, 170.
"Zoaria ramose, biioliate, the branches acutely elliptical in cross
'lectiGn, with sub-parallel, sharp, non-poriierous, striated, granulGse, or smooth margins. Zorecia apertures generally arranged in
longitudinal series between ridges, sometimes in more pronounced
oblique rows. Apertures sub-elliptical, partially closed in the
fnlly,matured condition, with a more or less developed lunarium,
that is always situated upon the side nearest to' the margin of a
branch. Inter&paces, finely striated, granulose or smooth, and
never with pits or cells, excepting when worn." (Ulrich, GeoL
Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 385.)
CYSTODICTYA LINEATA Ulrich.
Plate XXXV, fig, 1.

JGur. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Rist., VII, p. 37, pL II,4-4c.
ZO'arium bifoliate thin, 4 to' 5 mm. wide, consisting of straplike bifurcating fronds with sharp edges. Zorecia in 8 to' 10 parallel ranges separated, by very low ridges, which appear much more
prominent in weathered than in well preserved specimens; alternating in adjacent rows, about 11 zocecia in 0.5 cm. longitudinally,
and 12 in 0.5 cm. diagonally. Where' well preserved the sides of
the zorecia nearest the margins of the branch is elevated, hoodlike. Spaces betwoon ,zOOlCia faintly and finely striated and granuloBe.
Spergen Hill, BlGomington, I . . anesville and Paynters Hill, Indiana, common; Bedford, Indiana, rare.
Indiana University collection.
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CYSTODICTYA OCELLATA Ulrich.
Plate XXXV. fig. 2.

Two specimens from Bedford, Indiana, have the appearance
shown in pI. IX, fig. 2. There are practically no ridges between
the rows of zocecia, and the whole surface between zocecia is uniformly covered with fine granules and fine sinuous striae. These
are probably only exceptionally well preserved examples of C.

ocellata.
Genus WORTHE'NOPORA Ulrich.

Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 403.
"Zoaria bifoliate, branching or palmate'. Zorecia very regularly
arranged, snbtubular, or rather, elongate rhomboidal, with the aperture semi-elliptical. On the surface the line of j unction between
the cells is marked by an elevated ridge. The truncated posterior
margin of the aperture is ra'ised into a less strong transverse bar.
The elongate triangular depressed front appears perfectly plain."
(Ulrich loco cit.)
WORTHENOPORA SPINOSA

~J1rich.

Plate XXXV. fig. 3.

Geol. S'urv. Ill., VIII, p. 669, pI. 68, figs. 1-lg.
"Zoarium a bilaminar elongate frond, 3 or 4 mm. wide, 0.5 to
0.8 mm. in thicknees, branching dichotomously or otherwise at
long intervals. Acutely elliptical in cross section. Margins subparallel, armed with a series of slender spines from 0.3 to 0.5
mID. long, pointing obliquely upward and outward.
There are
on each side about 16 in 3 mm. Zocecia enclosed by an elevated
sub-angular ridge, common to adjoining zocecia. The space enclosed is elongate, somewhat rhombic in shape, drawn out long
wedge-shaped posteriorly, and more rounded anteriorly; the whole
usually 0.6 mm. long and 0.12 mm. wide. Aperture semi-elliptical, truncated posteriorly, 0.18 mm. long, and 0.1 mm. wide, occupying the anterior third of the space enclosed by the ridges,
which form its margin except at the posterior side, where a thinner and less elevated line separates the aperture from the remainder of the enclosure. The latter forms an irregular subtriangular depressed space, with the bottom smooth and slightly

. . .~
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concave. When perfect fiv~ small tubercles, one on the posterior
and two on each of the lateral margins, project into the aperture.
Apertures arranged in regular, acutely int~rsecting, diagonal series, 9 in 3 mm., and in less regular transverse rows, between 8
and 9 in 2 mm. The marginal rows of zocecia are usually a little
larger than the central ones." (Ulrich, loco cit.)
My specimens do not show the marginal spines, and differ
slightly in the measurements, but are evidently referable to this
species.
Bedford and Bloomington, Indiana, rare.
Indiana University collection.
Normal range Keokuk.

WORTHENOPORA SPATULATA (Prout).
Plate XXXV, fig. 4.

Trans. St. I,ouis Acad. Sci., I, p. 446, pI. 17, figs. 2-2c.
"This species differs from W. Spill()Sa mainly in the form of
the zoarium, which is always more explanate, being usually of
flabellate form. The margins are sharp and striate, and without
spines. On one fragment many of the triangular suboval space;s
are divided in half by a thin t.ransverse ridge." (Ulrich, Geol.
Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 670.)
Bedford, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
Normal range Warsaw.
(fflnus RHOMBOPORA Meek.

Paleontology of Eastern Nebraska, p. 141.
"Zoaria slender, ramose, solid. Zorecia with the vestibular or
outer portion thick-walled. Apertures arranged regularly in diagonally intersecting or longitudinal lines. Strong acanthopores
often present at the angles of junction and more numerous, smaller
spines generally occupy the summit of the ridge-like interspaces
between the sub-elliptical apertures. Diaphragms sometimes present in the axial region." (Ulrich, Ge~l. Surv. Ill., VIII, p. 402.)

..
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RHOMBOPORA BEDFORDENSIS n. sp.
Plate XXXV. fig.

o.

Zoarium consisting of branching cylindrical solid stems arising
from an expanded poriferous base. Diameter of branches 1.25 to
1.75 mID., and fronds attaining a length of several em. Zorecia
elliptical, about 0.075 mm. wide by 0.15 mm. long, arranged ~n
regular diagonal intersecting rows about 4 to 5 in 1 mm., and
about 3 in 1 mm. when measured along the longitudinal row,;.
The area about the mouth of the zomcia, is somewhat depressed.
Opposite the lower end of each zorecium is a prominent node, situated about one-third to one-fourth of the distance from this zorecium to the next zorecium below-i. e., toward the base of the
branch. Besides these nodes there are on the older portions of
the zoarium very obscure granules.
Bedford, Indiana, rather rare; BloDmington, Stinesville and
Harrodsburg, abundant.
Indiana University collection.
Genus FIS'TULIPORA McCoy.

Ann. Mag. Nat. Rist., Ser. 2, III, p. 131.
"Zoaria massive, lamellate, parasitic or free, with a wrinkled
epitheca below; less commonly sub-ramose, the branches solid or
hollow. Zomcia subradially arranged about the surfa'ce maculre,
with ovoid, sub-triangular or pyriform apertures, the variations
being due to the degree in which the lllnarium is developed; internally with thin walls and a small number of complete, horizonta1
diaphragms. Interspaces smooth or granular, internally occupied
by one or more series of vesicular cells." (Ulrich, Geol. Surv.
Ill., VIII, p. 382.)
FISTULIPORA SPERGENENSIS Rominger.
Plat{o XXXVI. figs. 5 and 6.

Proc. Phila. Ac-ad. Sci., p. 122.
"Undulated convexo-concave laminre, or strumose utricles and
with B.n epitheca on the inner or inferior side. Tubules onethird of a millimeter wide, distant less than their own diameter.
Orifices circular, surrounded by an elevated rim, which projectE
cyst~
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more on the outer side. Many specimens have no elevated tube
margins, and exhibit interstitial spaces with open cells; but this
is only owing to an imperfect state of preservation, or the effect 1)£
detrition. Surface raised in obtuse unequal monticules, with
cellulose maculre in the .center." (Rominger, loe. -cit.)
Spergen Hill, Paynter's Hill and Lanesville, Indiana, very
abundant; Bedford, Indiana, common.
Indiana University collection.
FISTULIPORA SPERGENENSIS var. MINOR n. var.
Plate XXXVI, fig. 4.

This form, of which one specimen has been seen, is associatd'i
with P. Spergenensis in the Spergen Rill material. It has more
zorecia to the cm. and very prominent erect hoods to the zoreci~.
The specimen represents a young colony, and its peculiar characters may be due to immaturity.
Spergen Rill, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.

Genus GL¥PT'OPORA Ulrich.'

Jour. Oincinnati Soc. Nat. Rist., vol. VII, p. 39.
"Zoaria forming thin, leaf-like expansions, composed of two
subequal layers of cells, adhering to each other back to back.
Both surfaces celluliferous, with an elevated, sharp midrib, (oj'
ridge, which may simply divide dichotomously at varying intervals, or inosculate more or less frequently, so as to leave irregula,:"
cup-shaped depressions. The sharp margin of this ridge is nonporiferous, and may he either straight or serrated. Distributed
with some regularity over the depressed portions of the two surfaces are sharply defined, more or less elongated, depressed maculre or furrows, which may bifurcate once or twice. The remaining portions of the surface are uniformly occupied by the zorecial
apertures, which, as usual, are provided with a small crescentic
lip. Inter-zorecial spaces occupied by vesicular cells, which are
filled and quite obliterated, in the 'matured' regions, by a secondary deposit." emrich, Zoe. cit.)
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GLYPTOPORA l\llCHELINEA (Prout).
Plate XXXVI, fig. l.

Trans. St. ]Jouis Acad. Sci., I, p. 57:3.
"Zoarium encrusting or free, with a wrinkled epitheca on the
lower side. Upper surface divided into. larger or .smaller, deep,
polygonal, cup-shaped cavities, enclosed by prominently elevated,
sharp ridges, the summits of which, when in a good E>tate of preservation, are serrated. The cups vary greatly in size, but are approximately equal on each example. The average width in the
two largest specimens seen is about 12 mm., while in others it is
only about 9 mm: At the bottom of the cups there is a more or
less elongated depressed solid macula. Similar narrow maculre
extend up the sides of the ridge at intervals apart of 2 mm., more
or less. These maculre usually occupy corresponding positions
on PRch side of the ridges, and being depressed, terminate before
reaching their summits. The serrated character of the comb of
the ridge is due to this circumstance. The spaces between the
maculre is [are] uniformly occupied by the zooocia apertures.
These are sub-circular, about 0.16 mm. in diameter and 9 in 3
mm., separated by interspaces equal in width to their diameter."
(Ulrich, Geol. SurV. Ill., VIII, p. 515.)
Bedford, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
Normal range Warsaw.
Genus STENOPORA Lonsdale.

Darwin's "Volcanic Islands," Appendix, p. 161.
"Zoarium ramose, sublohate, massive, laminar or parasitic.
Surface even or montiferous. In the mature region the zorecial
tube walls are periodically thickened so as to appear moniliform
in vertical sections. Comparatively large acanthopores are developed at the angles of the cells. Diaphragms straight, more or
less numerous, with a large central perforation; a few irregular
mesoporcs occasionally present." (mrich, Geol. Surv. Ill., VIII,
p. 375.)
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STENOPORA. SP?
Plate XXXVI. fig. 2.

Zoarium a thin crust-like expansion with a wrinkled epitheca on
the reverse. Zocecia very short, arising abruptly from the epitheca, rounded or irregularly polygonal, 0.2 mm. in diameter, 17
in 0.5 cm. Between the zorecia there are occasional meso pores,
especially at the interzorecial angles; Interzorecial walls thin, nodose when perfect (probably due to the acanthopores). An oe. casional perforated diaphragm may be seen in the apertures of
the zorecia. The internal characters of this species are not very
fully known, on account of the lack of material. The zorecial
walls are periodically thickened, and acanthopores are small and
numerous, which characters are, together with the perforated diaphragms, sufficien tto place the form in the genus Stenopora.
Bedford, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
STENOPORA. RUDIS Ulr.
Plate XXXVI, fig. 3.

Zoarium a circular, disc-like body, 10 mm. in diameter, with a
concentric311y wrinkled epitheca, with faint radial striations.
Zorecia usually pentagonal to square, but sometimes rounded, 0.25
to 0.3 mm. in diameter, about 14 to the half cm.; when well preserved a centrally perforated diaphragm reay be seen in the zoc:ccia,
depressed somewhat below its mouth. The ridges between the
zocecia are about 0.1 mm. thick and withcut nodes or spines except
an occasional node at the angles. The material available has not
made it possible to elucidate satisfactorily the internal structure.
In tangential sections the walls appear rather thin, with a dark
median lamina, and with an occasional obscure acanthopore at the
angles. According to Mr. Bassler, this is a young specimen of
S. rudis.
Bedford, Indiana, very rare.
Indiana University collection.
In Kindle's list of the fossils of Indiana (22<1 Ann. Rept; Indiana Geol. and Nat. Rist.), the following species of Bryozoa not described in the present pape:t: ar~ listed from the "Warsaw and St.
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Louis" limestones, namely: Archimedes laxus (Hall),A. Meekanus
(Hall), A. Owenanus (TIall), A. reversa (Hall), A. wortheni
(Hall), and A. Su)allowamtS (Hall); all these are from beds
higher than the Salem limestone; Ooscilnium asterium Prout, (Fistulipora asteria), Ooscinium elegans Prout (Glyptopora elegans) ,
Ooscinium escharense Prout (not recognizable), Ooscinium escha. roides Prout (not recognizable), Oosc·inium Keyserlingi Prout
(Glyptopora K eyserlingi) , Ooscinit~m tuberculatum Prout (Fistulipora? tuberculata) Ooscinium Wortheni Prout (not recognizable) ; (I have not seen specimens of any of these species in the
material at my disposal); Oyclopora discoidea Prout (Proutella
discoidea.) , (not soon) ; Hemitrypal plumosa; (Prout) (this probably occurs atSpergen Hill and Lanesville); Paleschara tuberculata Prout (Stenopora tuberculata) (probably occurs in the
Salem limestone; several specimens in the university collection
may belong to this species) ; Polypora Halliana Prout (not seen) ;
Prismopora [?] serrata (Meek) (occurs in higher formations);
Synocladia biserialis Swallow (Septopora biserialis) (occurs in
the Coal Measures).

BRACHIOPODA.
By

J. W.

BEEDE.

ORTHOTHETES MINUTUS Cumings.
Plate XVIII. figs. 1-16; Plate XX. fig. 7.

Orthothetes minutus Oumings, Amer. Geol. Mch., 1901, p. 147,
pI. 15.
"Shell semi-ovate to subquadrate in old individuals; hingErline
usnally less than the greatest width of the shell, especially in
young individuals; cardinal eiXtremities forming an obtuse, or
sometimes It. right angle with the lateral margins. Surface finely
plicated; plications increasing to~ard the margins bY-interstitial
implantation. Orests of the plications crenulated by numerous
equally spaced fine concentric lines.
"Ventral valve concave, with a pronounced tendency to irregular
growth about the beak. In mature individuals the beak becomes
strongly retrorse and greatly elevated, equaling in height OllErhalf
the length of the shell. Area well defined, flat, showing in well
preserved specimens a low ridge on each side of the prominent deltidium and parallel with its margins. The younger specimens
sometimes show a perforation of the apecx of the deltidium.
"Dorsal valve regularly conveiX, greatest elevation about onethird of the way from the beak to the front margin, though there
is considerable variation in this respect in individuals of different
age. Usually some flattening at the cardinal eiXtremities. Area
very narrow or scarcely at all conspicuous.
"Interior of ventral valve showing rather prominent teeth,
which diverge widely. Oardinal process in the dorsal valve elevated, projecting somewhat beyond the hingErline; notch shallow,
the grooves on the posterior faces of the apophyses very faint.
"Ratio of breadth to length of an average adult individual about
as eleven to eight.
"Observation.-This form can not be referred to the O. (Terebratulites) umbracu,lum of Schlotheim,* from which it differs in
"Sohlotheim. Petrefk, I. 256. II, 67; Schnurr, Brachiop. Der Eifel, 216. t. 88, fig. 2; t.44,
fig. 4; Bronn Lethrea, Geog. I, 361.
(1297)
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the less length of the hinge--line, fewer plieations, greater proportionate elevation of the ventral beak, which in the present species
becomes strongly retrorse, and the subqua~rate rather than semicircular outline of the shell. The figures of Schlotheim's species
also show a strongly quadrilobate cardinal process, while in the
present species the notch is very shallow and the grooves are very
faint. The species to some extent resmble O. lens, from which it
differs in the form of the cardinal process and the greater proportionate length of the latter species.
"Development.-In the search for specimens of this rather rare
species (about fifty specimens were found among several thousand of the commoner Spergen Hill forms) a number of very
young stages were obtained. While even the adult individuals
share in the general stunting so characteristic of the entire Spergen Hill fauna no complete sp~cimen in the writer's collection
having a length of more than 5 mm., nevertheless these larger individuals present the usual features of maturity.
"The smallest individual observed has a length of 0.6 mm. and
a breadth of 0.9 mm. In this specimen the ventral valve is
roughly conical in shape, though slightly more convex toward the
beak, which projects conspicuously beyond the hinge--line and is
very prominent. The surface shows eighteen plications at the
margin, as against forty in the largest individual observed, while
the posterior third of the shell is without ornamentation except a
few obscure concentric markings. The area is high and the large
deltidium Jess sharply marked off from it than in the older individuals. The breadth at the hinge is conspicuously less than farther forward.
"The dorsal valve has its greatest convexity at the center and is
also smooth for a considerable distance from the beak. It shows
no sign of an area.
"Individuals of the length of 2 IDID. have the area perpendicular
to the plane of separation of the valves, and the ventral valve
showing a slight convexity toward the front. The number of plications has increased from 18 to 22 or 23, and the region of greatest convexity in the dorsal valve has approached somewhat the
beak. The youngest individual shows it marked conformity to the
generalized type of brachiopod, as was found by Beecher and
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Clark to be the case in the species ,of the Waldron fauna."*
(Cumings.)
Localities.-Paynters Hill, Spcrgen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Ellettsville, Stinesville, Lanesville;
Specimens of this species occur having a width of about two
inches.
The beak of the pedicle valve is variable, and
usually high in old individuals, and the valve is usually heavily
wrinkled. In specimens of a centimeter or thereabouts in diameter the brachial valve is very convex in longitudinal outline .

•
PRODUCTUS BISERIATUS Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 8-12; Plate XIX, fig. 6.

Productus biser£.atus Hall, Trans. Alb. !nst., IV, P. 12, 1858.
"Shell longitudinally ovate; pedicle valve extremely gibbous,
without sinus, arcuate, marked by five or six elevated distant concentric undulations which are ornamented upon their dorsal margins by a single row of elongate pustules or nodes; and on their
middle and basal margins by numerous' smaller granulations; beak
attenuate and extremely arcuate; brachial valve semi-oval, flattened near the base, having the greatest concavity near the beak,
which is obtuse; surface of the brachial valve marked by eight or
nine closely arranged, concentric bands, which are marked by
granulations, as in the pedicle valve; hinge-line scarcely so wide
as the greatest width of the shell; extremities rounded." (Hall,
slightly emended.)
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington,
Ellettsville, Stinesville.
"The specimens of this species present all the features of P.
vittatu8, Hall * -1(. * but dwarfed. The smaller individuals
are so closely similar to the form known as P. aUernatus, N 01'wood and Pratten, 1854, which is perhaps not distinct from P.
vittatus. There are great variations among the specimens usually
included under the name P. vitta.tus and the passage fro~ the one
to the other extreme, as marked by the three forms, is so gradual
that it is doubtful if they should not all be included under the one
name of P. alternatus." (Whitfield.)
·Memolrs of the New York State Museum, Vol. I, No. L

.
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I am unable to find any differences of moment between this
species and P. alternatus, but without the material of the latter
species at hand it would be presumptuous for me to say that they
are 'identical. Well preserved rtlitfurial shows the "granulations"
of Hall to be the bases of very long, slender spines, which are sometimes so thick and long as to hide the shell.

PRODUCTUS INDIANENSIS Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 6-7; Plate XIX, figs .• 7-7a.

Pt'oductus indianensis Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 13, 1858.
"Shell sub-ovate, gibbous, inflated; pedicle valve without sinus,
gradually contracted towards the beak, which is large and strongly
arcuate, obtuse at the extremity and very gibbous below; surface
pustulose or aculeate, marked by extremely fine, concentric striae,
and a few irregular undulations; pustules or bases of spines irregularly dist.ributed ()ver the surface of t.he shell, with a linear series
down each side below the hinge extremity; hinge-line apparently
less than the width of the shell." (Hall, slightly emended.)
LocalitipA3.-Lanesville, S'pergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg,
Bloomington, Paynters Hill.
"It is extremely difficult to point out the differences between
this and the preceding species. The specimens are a little more
ventricose on the umbo of the ventral valve than those of P. biseriatus, whi1e the entire shell is more rotund. The surface marking, what little there is left on the specimens, is of the same character precisely as on that one, so the specific distinction will have
to rest entirely on the external form. I have seen interiors of
dorsal valves of this form which have a thickened border very distinctly marked, and which have not shown any evidence of concentric undulations. But there are none in the collection that .~an
be figured." (Whitfield.)
If the material in hand is what Han refm-red to this species,
as it appe;,ars to be, it is certainly distinct from P. biseriatus. As
Whitfield points out, the entire shell is more rotund, and corresponding with this the brachial valve is very much more concave
than that of P. biseriatus. Whitfield's figures hardly bear out
his statements concerning the surface markings of the two. The
first two millimeters of the shell of P. biseriatus from the point of
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the beak are identical in appearance and markings with the entire
shell (So. far as o.bserved) o.f P. indianensis, viz., having ro.ws o.f
single spines o.f unifo.rm size without having the shell divided into
sharply marked zones. After passing two o.r two and a half millimeters fro.m the tip o.f the beak the concentric zoned area sets in
abruptly, and with it the double series of large and small spines.
'The small spines have notb~ observed on specimens of P. in-.
dianensis, nor do. the zonal marks appear o.n either valve. These
characters have been observed on specimens a centimeter in length,
the largest -seen of this species. Spines have been observed o.n 'the
brachial valve of this species similar to. tho...~ o.f the other valve.
On the P. biseriatus they have been seen nearly as lo.ng as the
specimen itself.
The distinctio.n in the general appearance of well preserved
specimens is sufficient eno.ugh for students to. differentiate them in
the field. One student co.mpared P. indianensis with its spines to
a "wild cucumber," a remark that is very suggestive wh6'l the
spines o.f the fo.ssil are preserved.

PRODUCTUS BURLINGTONENSIS Hall, Var.
Plate XVII A, figs. l-lc, 4-4a; Plate XX, figs. l-lc.

Produdus flemmingi var. burlingtonensis Hall, Geo.I. Rep. Io.wa,
I, Pt. II, p. 598, pI. XII, fl. 3a-g, 1858.
"Shell of medium size or larger, Io.nger than wide, so.metimes
the length and breadth equal: hinge-line less than the width o.f the
shell belo.w; cardinal extremities auriculate, ventral valve extremely ventrico.se, recurved, bringing the beak o.Pposite o.r belo.w
the center of the valve, and nearer the base than the width o.f the
hinge-line; marked by a centrallo.ngitudinal sinus, which is mo.re
o.r less stro.ngly defined, and reaches fro.m near the beak to. the base.
Do.rsal valve moderately con~ave, and sometimes nearly flat in the
upper part and abruptly curved o.r geniculate in the middle, the
Io.wer portio.n being rectangular to. the upper; so.metimes a slight
elevatio.n alollg the center o.f the lower part.
"Surface o.f the ventral valve marked by regular ro.unded radiating ribs, which bifurcate a few times, the bifurcatio.ns o.ccurringalmo.st who.lly above the center of the shell; transversely marked
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by fine concentric striae, and some strong wrinkles on the upper
part of the valve, and a few inconspicuous undulations upon the
,niddle of the shell. Scattered, rounded, tubular spines occur on
the middle and lower part of the shell at the coalescing of the rib.;;
and rarely a row neal' the base, with smaller ones sometimes at the
base of the ears and toward the hinge-line.
. "Interior of the dorsal valve showing a bifurcate cardinal·
proeess, each branch of which appears to be slightly bilobed at
the extremity, proceeding from a thickened interior cardinal margin and connected with a short median ridge; the reniform vascular areas widely separated." (Hall.)
Localities.-Spergen Hill.
Our specimens from the base of the Salem limestone at Spergen
Hill are .so similar to those of this spedes as figured by Hall and
Clarke that there seems no doubt of their close relationship to this
species, though this species has not been recorded from so recent a
horizon before. They are intermediate in form between P. burlingtonensis and P. rnarg1:nicindus and P. wortheni, which are
probably identical. The species here described may be a variety
of P. burlingtonensis. They are abundant in places in the Harrodsburg limestone below.
PRODUCTUS GALLATlNENSIS Girty.
Plate XVIJA, figs. 2-2a, 3-3e.

Productus gallatinensis Girty, U. S. Geol. Surv. Mon. XXXII, pt.
II, p. 533, PI. LXVIII, ff. 7a-c, ll-lld, 1899.
Shell small, very arcuate, plump. Beak prominent, strongly
recurved and produced. Ears not well shown, but somewhat convex and extending out as far as the shell in front; wrinkled and
somewhat spinous; separated rather distinctly from the body of
the shell. Pedicle valve large, veq gibbous, without distinct
sinus and rapidly inflating from the beak; in old individuals the
margin is produced well below the level of the hinge-line. The
entire valve has a very plump, ventricose appearance. The visceral portion, particularly the posterior part of It, is .pretty regularly marked by concentric wrinkles which disappe,ar on the upper anterior portions of the shell. The valve is also marked by
rather fine radiating costae, about 56 to the inch. Like most of
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the striated species of the genus the ribs bifurcate on the visceral
region and coalesce to a grea ter or less degree on the front. The
anterior surface has a few coarse spines. The brachial valve is
quite concave near the beak, flattening, but still remaining concave, to the margin of the vi&eeral region, where it bends abruptly
downward. Surface marked as in the other valve except, perhaps, for the spines.
The relative dimensions of this species correspond with those of
P. gallatinensis Girty, and, judging by his figures, the surface
marks are almost identical as is the appearance and curvature of
the shell. They are of the same size and are probably specifically
identical.
This shell is strikingly like Productella a,rcuata Hall, but is a
true Productu8.
The difference between P. gaUatinensis as figured by Girty and
P. parvus M. and W., is rather slight to be considered of specific
value in this genus. I should not be surprised if, after all the intermediate forms have been worked out, and the rocks thoroughly
collected from, P. gallatirnensis and P. parviformis Girty, were
classed under P. parvus M. and W.
Localities.-Spergen Hill.
At Spergen Hill this species is characteristic of the base of the
stratUII'.
l

RHIPIDQl\fELLA DUBIA Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 1-4.

Ortlds dubia Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 12, 1856.
"Shell cjrcular, or oval-ovate; valves nearly equally convex, the
brachial valve somewhat more rotund; pedicle valve flattened in
the middle, with broad depression extending thence to the front of
the shell, giving it a sinuous outline; beak of the pedicle valve extended beyond the opposite valve, slightly incurved, with a triangular foramen; area very small, and (with the foramen of the
pedicle valve) nearly covered by the beak of the brachial valve,
which curves toward the opposite valve, bringing the two almost
in contact at their margins. Surface marked by fine, rounded,
closely arranged striae, which increase by bifurcation and implant
ation; the 8triae down the mesial depression are distinctly tubu-
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lar, with minute, pore-like openings at intervals, directed downwards. These are probably the bases of minute tubular spines)
which were closely imbricated. Minute pore--like openings fire
sometimes seen on other parts of the shell, but never so conspicuous as in the pedicle sinus." (Hall, slightly emended.)
Localities.-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Harrodsburg, Bloomington.
"This species is more nearly allied to 01·this theimei White,
from the sandstones below the Burlington limestones at Burlington, Iowa, than to any other one. It differs, however, in the more
pGinted beak and rapidly sloping cardinal margins, in its narrGwer form and less regularly convex dorsal valve. The species
is also. remarkable fo.r the thickening Gf the valves in older specimens, especially of the ventral valve. Subsequent collectio.ns have
shown it to attain a considerably greater size than that given under
the Griginal descriptiGn; specimens from Paynters Hill measure
five-eighths of an inch in length. In such examples the striae become very much elevated and exsert, and the shell remarkably
thickened."
CAMAROPHORIA SUBCUNEATA Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 47-49.

Rhynchonella subcunea,ta Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 11, 1856.

"Triangular, subcuneate; frGnt rGunded, meeting the lateral
slopes at an obtuse angle; sides sloping to the beak and meeting at
an angle Gf 60 or 65 degrees; valves nearly equally convex, pedicle valve most convex towards the beak; beak of pedicle valve
very acute, scarcely incurved, and perforate by a triangular foramen; beak of brachial valve acute, closely incurved below the triangular fGramen. Surface marked by about twe,lve to fGurteen
(and rarely sixteen) strong, simple, angular plications, which are
somewhat obsolete near the beak; scarcely any indicatiGn of a
sinus; plications crossed by fine concentric striae, and in old shells
at irregular distances, by stronger imbricating fGlds or wrinkles
parallel with the lines of growth; sides of both valves beneath the
beak free frGm plicatiGfiS, and fGrming a very distinct elongateGval space. Length, .16 to. .41; width, .15 to. .39 of ari. inch."
(Hall; slightly emended.)
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I . .ocalities.-Spergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington,
Stinesville, Paynters Hill, Lanesville.

Ellettsville~

CAMAROPHORIA WORTHENI Hall.
Plate XXII, 1Igs. 35-39.

Rhynchonella worthel1i Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 11, 1858.

"Shell small, longitudinally sub-trigonal, very abruptly tapering
to the apex; brachial valve very convex or gibbous towards the
front; pedicle valve nearly flat and broadly sinuate in front, witl:
a single broad, flattened plication, commencing neal' the margin,
and filling a deep sinus in the opposite valve, corresponding tl.1
two short, rounded plications on the front of the brachial valve;
edges of the shell on each side of the mesial sinus sharply undulated, with distinct marginal folds; beak of pedicle valve pointed,
straight, with triangular foramen. Surface marked by fine con- •
centric striae, and some faint remains of finer radiating striae.
Length .22, width .24 of an inch." (Hall, slightly emended.)
I"ocality.-Alton, Ill.
PUGNAX GROSVENORI H!j.ll.
Plate XXII, figs. 31-34.

Rhynchonella grosvenori Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 10, 1858.

"Shell globose or subtriangular, rotund or depressed; brachial
valve more convex than the other, greatest convexity of the two
valves near the front, sloping abruptly towards the beak, where the
two sides meet at nearly a right angle; beak rathei' small, neatly
defined, neady straight or slightly incurved, with a linear 0'1' a
subtriangular foramen; beak of opp<lsite valve round and obtuse,
closely incnrved. Surface marked by from 14 to 18 distinct,
i'ounded, simple plications, which often become Qobsolete towards
the beaks; four or five of the folds depressed, forming a sinus
on the larger valve, with a corresponding elevatiQon of five or six
plications on the opposite valve. Length.14 to .22, width .13 to
.23 of an inch." (Hall, slightly emended.)
Localities.-Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Lanesville, Stinesville, Ellettsville.
"The nearly globular or depressed globular form will readily
distinguish this from any lower Carboniferous species of the genus." (Whitfield.)
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PUGNAX MUTATA Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 43-45.

Rhynchonella mutata Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 10, 1858.
i

"Shell subtrigonal, more or less gibbous, front broadly rounded
or nearly straight, abruptly tapering to the apex, the two sides
meeting at an angle of nearly 90 degrees; brachial valve much
more convex than the opposite one, which is often depressed,
shell most convex near the anterior margin; beak of pedicle valve
nearly straight or but slightly incurved; foramen triangular; beak
of the opposite valve obtusely angular and closely incurved against
the pedicle valve. Surface marked by from 12 to 16 strong, sulr
angular plications, about four or five of which al,'6 depressed in
the sinus of the pedicle valve; sinus not deeply impressed on the
margin of the shell; concentric striae rarely visible. Length .15
to .30, width .14 to .32 of an inch." (Hall, slightly emended.)
Loeality.-Alton, Ill., Warsaw, Ill.
This species may be distinguished from Oamarophoria subcuneata, which it resembles, by its shorter and broader form.
PUGNAX? QUADRIROSTRIS N. SP.
Plate XIX, figs. 4-4c.

Shell very small, quadrangular in outline; beaks not prominent;
shell widest near the center. Pedicle valve crescent-shaped, more
convex near the beak; deeply sinuate most of its length, the lateral
edges in the central portion are elevated into angulated points.
The valve sometimes has an impressed line along the sinus. The
anterior margin is prolonged into a very pronounced linguate
extension. Pedicle cpening nearly closed by the opposite valve;
form of the opening unknown. The brachial valve is smaller than
the other, the beak is nearly as prominent. The valve is convex
at the beak and concave the remainder of the distance to the front;
transversely very convex in the central part between the lateral angles. The surface is ornamented by about three or four very faint
radiating costae on each side of the valves, ala&' by faint growth
marks.
..
Locali ties. -Harrodsburg, Stinesville.
There are two specimens from each place. Those from the
Big Oreek quarry (Stinesville) are more robust than the Harrods-
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burg specimens, but the latter are better preserved and show the
surface ornamentation.
When these specimens are held in the hand the appearance of
the anterior and posterior ends and the t:wq lateral angles is so
similar that eith~r of the four might be taken for the beaks, at a
cursory glance, and the shell is &0 shaped as to carry out the reo
semblance.
Nothing is known of the internal characters of these shells, and
the generic reference is based wholly on surface expression. Their
actual relationship~ can only be worked out when material comes
to hand showing the critical characters. This species slightly resembles Terreb1'atula meyendorfii Murch., de Vern. and Keyserling, but differs in having by far the greater part of the brachial
valve of concave outline instead of sharply convex. The resemblance is probably superficial. Another species which might be
mentioned in this connection is Terebratula acuminata Martin, but
this resemblance is remote.
RHYNCHONELLA MACRA Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 40-42.

Rhynchonellm macra Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 11, 1858.

"Shell triangular, flattened; apex acute; valves nearly equal;
dorsal valve a little more convex toward the beak, which is quite
straight, extended beyond the lesser valve, and with a sub-triangular foramen, which is slightly rounded above. Surface marked
by from 18 to 24 small, rounded plications, which are about equal
to the spaces bet.ween. Length .15 to .24, width .14 to .29 of an
inch." (Hall.)
Locality.-Alton, TIl.'
"The peculiar flat form of this species will readily distinguish
it from the other associated species, except from the young shells
of P. mutata. From such specimens -it will be almost impossible
to separate them without leaving some question as to their identity." (Whitfield.)

•

----_._------
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RHYNOHONELLA RICINULA Hall.
Plate XXII, fig. 46.

Rhynch(}lJU3lla ricinula Hall, Trans. ~lb. lnst., IV, p. 9, 1858.
"Shell very small, longitudinally ovate or sublenticular, neatly
rounded in front; valves almost equally convex'; beak of pedicle ,
valve straight, comparatively much extended, perforate oy a triangular foramen; surface marked by from 12 to 16 angular plications, which often terminate abruptly about one-third the distance
from the base to the beak, sometimes becoming obsolete on the upper half of the shell. Length .11, width .10 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Harrodsburg.
"The minute size of this shell might readily be considered its
chief specific feature, were it not that the young of other species
are found in the same rock. Those of R. macra so nearly resemble it as to preclude any possibility of distinguishing between them,
except by the, adult aspect which shells of this species present. As
no adult forms of R. macra have been found at Spergen Hill or
Bloomington, however, they will give but little trouble. The very
young shells of C. 81.l.bcuneata and P. gro81.Jelfwri are often mistaken for this one, and I can not see that there is any sure means
of distinguishing between them." (Whitfield, slightly emended.)
OEN'rRONELLA?? CRASSICARDINALIS Whitfield.
Plate XXII, figs. 50-52.

Cenlronellm crassicardinalis Whitfield, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist., I, p. 55, pI. VI, ff. 50-52, 1882.
"Shell of about medium size and nearly circular outline, the
length of the ventral valve being slightly ,greater than the width;
longitudinally it is strongly arcuate or curved from beak to base,
but nearly flat transversely, ex~pt near the front, where it becomes
slightly sinuate. Beak of tPe¥ntral valve projecting beyond the
of the valve, with the cardinal
hinge fully one-fourth the len
slopes very large, broad and fl ttened, making the extreme posterior edge of the valve rather sha I ly angular. Foramen small and
round; deltidial opening large ~nd triangular; teeth strong. The
interior of the valve seems to ~ave been occupied largely by the
muscular scars, while the card~nal edges of the valve have been
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greatly thickened, so as to present a very unusual characteT. Dorsal valve. unknown. Surface, as indicated by the. ventral valve
only, marked by concentric varices of growth." * ' * *
(Whitfield. )
Locality.-Spergen Hill.
There is very little doubt but that this shell is the same as the
one described by Hall and Clarke as Athyris densa from this same
locality and horizon. It is not referred here positively as no specimens occur in our collection of exactly the form of the type and
I had no opportunity to study them. I have no doubt of their
being synonymous, however. In this case the shell will be known
by Hall and Clarke's specific name, as A. crassicardinalis is preoccupied.
DIELASMA TURGIDUM Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 63-58; Plate XIX, figs. 5-5a.

Terabratula turgida Hall,Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 6, 1858.
"Shell longitudinally ovate, often extremely gibbous, emarginate
in front, pedicle valve most convex in the middle, having a sinus
extending to the base of the shell; beak large, rounded and prominent, incurved and pointed, with an oval or sllbcircular foramen
just above or in the extremity. Brachial valve most convex in the
middle or near the front, with or without a short sinus, in which
is sometimes a short and obscure fold. Suriace marked by strong
concentric lines of growth; and near the front, in some shells, are
st.rong wrinkles or folds which distort the form of the shell.
Length .16 to .32, width .13 to .27 of an inch." (Hall, slightly
emended.)
Localities.-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Bedford,
Harrodsburg, Bloomington, EUetsville, 8tinesville; Warsaw and
Alton, Ill.; Boonville, Mo.
"This is a very good miniature representative of T. sacculus,
Sow., of the Carboniferous limestones of Europe., but although
recognized at many localities in this country, it is never of such
large size as is common with that species. It is very variable in
its degree of ventricosity, sometimes increasing eilOrmously in
tldult individuals, although they may be of small size. Some, individuals have a thickness through the valves fully equal to the
entire length of the shell." (Whitfield.)
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DIELASMA FORMOSUM Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 59-64.

Terebratula formosa Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 6, 1858.
"Shell longitudinally oval-ovate; dorsal valve more convex in
the middle and upper part; beak extended upwards, prominent,
incurved; valves compressed near the front, which is neatly
rounded, the margin presenting a slight undulation; sometimes
sinuate in f~ont. Surface marked by fine concentric lines of
growth, and sometimes by parallel stronger folds or wrinkles.
Under the magnifier the shell presents a finely punctate struchue. Length.14 to .44, width .10 to .31 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities.-Paynters Hill, Spergen Rill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Elletsville, Stinesville, Lanesville.
"This is a beautiful and generally very symmetrical species, but
it varies much in form and also in size. The typical specimens
were scarcely half an inch long, but among more recent collections
specimens measuring about one and one-half inches have been observed." (Whitfield.)
DIELASMA GORBY! Miller.
Plate XX, fig. 5.

Terebratula gorbyi Miller, Adv. Sheets 17th Ann. Rep. Geol.
Surv. Ind., p. 77, pI. XIII, ff. 3, 4, 1891. Same Rep., p. 687,
pI. and fig. same, 1892.
"Shell variable in size, but growing very large; elongate-elliptical in a dorsal view; cuneate in front in a side view; valves unequally gibbous; rounded in front; sides subparallel. Shell structure beautifully punctate, under an ordinary magnifier, and the
punctures may be seen with the unaided eye.
-'Ventral valve more gibbous than the dorsal; arcuate from the
beak to the front; greatest convexity in the middle part.; beak very
prominent, strongly incurved, inflated along the umbonal slopes;
truncated by a very large foramen. No hinge area.
"Dorsal valve much shorter than the ventral, less gibbous, somewhat depressed, convex in the middle part; beak incurved beneath the beak of the ventral valve. No hinge area.
"This species may be distinguished by its large size, elongateelliptical form and large foramen.
.
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"Found by Prof. S. S. Gorby in the Keokuk Group, at Edwardsville, Indiana, and now in his collection and in the State
Museum at Indianapolis. The specific name is in honor of the
collector." (Miller.)
Locality. "Warsaw Group, Edwardsville, Indiana." The
specimen figured was loaned by Mr. G. K. Greene.
A specimen purporting to be the type of this species" in the
University of Chicago, is fro~, to all appearances, the Greensand
of New Jersey. It will have to be admitted also that it looks suspiciously like the figure in the 17th Indiana report. The two
species are sufficiently similar in appearance that it is difficult to
say whether it is the shell described, or whether the mistake was
complete all around. However, there can be no such mistake concerning the specimen here figured.
SPIRIFERINA NORWOODANA Hall.
Plate XXII, 1Igs. 16-17.

Spirifer norwo'Odana Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 7,

1~58.

"Shell small, semi-elliptical, very gibbous, angles rounded; hinge
line shorter than the greatest width of the shell. Pedicle valve
very convex and strongly arching near the beak, which is curved
over the area; plications about eight, the central ones very strong
and the mesial depression distinctly continued to the beak. Brachial valve ranging from depressed convex to extremely convex,
and marked by three strong plications on each side of the mesial
fold, which has often a depressed line along the center towards
the base, with scarcely a distinct fold jn the sinus of the pedicle
valve. Area small, high, not extending to the extremities of the
hinge; foramen scarcely higher than wide; surface, in unworn
specimens, marked by concentric, imbricating lamellae. Length
.07 to .18, width .08 to .21 of an inch." (Hall, slightly emended.)
Localities.-Paynters lIill, Spergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Elletsville, Stinesville.
"The shells of this species bear the same relations to Spiriferirw
spinosa. . N. and P., that those of the above species do to S. leidevi,
except that these are rotund, in which feature they show more
of an adult stage than do any of those of the other form. The
shell of the best preserved specimen of this species preserves the
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spinose surfac~, and under a strong glass faint indications of the
punctate structure so distinctive of S. sp'inosa is discernible. .As
both Spirifer leidevi and Spiriferina spino~(JJ occur of the normal
form at three of these localities, it would be natural to suppose
these dwarf specimens may bear some close relations to those
species." (Whitfield.)
.After careful examination of a good lot of material of normal
size from Bloomington and Bedford in practically perfect state of
preseTvation, I believe this is a valid species. The surface of S.
norwooda,nrt does not possess the large spines of S. spinosa.. The
pustules are all of equal size and rather highly elevated and contain the exterior openings of the punctae. In Norwood and Pratten's species from younger rocks a portion of these pustules .are developed into larger spines.
There is no impeTfl)rate cove,ring of the valves, as described by
Girty for some western relatives of S. spinosa.
SPIRIFE'R SUB ORBICULARIS Hall.
Plate XIX, figs. 3-3a; Plate XXI, fig. 4.

Spirifer s'Uhorbicularis Hall, Geol. Rep. Iowa, I, pt. II, p. 644,
1858.
\

"Shell suborbicular, length and width nearly equal, or some~
what wider than long; hinge~line much shorter than the width of
the shell; cardinal extremities regularly curved. Dorsal valve
convex, gihbous above the middle, with the mesial fold becoming
defined below the beak, and somewhat prominent at the base.
Ventral valve convex, gibbous ahove the middle, with elevated
umbo and beak abruptly incurved over a narrow area, which in
length is about equal to half the width of the shell; foramen with
the dental lamellae projecting, and partially closed by a pseudode1tidium."
"Surface marked by broad, flattened, scarcely defined plications,
of which there are seven or eight on each side of the mesial fold~'
and sinus, with two or three more faintly defined on these parts of
the shell, and some appearance of a smaller plication in the center
of the sinus.
"This species has usually been reie,rred to S. pingui.<:,· but it differs in being more .orbicular, and having a proportionately more
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extended hinge-line, as well as the extremely flattened plications,
by which it may be distinguished from all other species which
have fallen under my observation from the Oarboniferous rocks."
(Hall.)
The pedicle valve is characterized by fairly strong teeth, supporting high, long, thick dental lamellae, which extend nearly a
third the distance to the front of the shell, or two-thirds the distance to the front end of the muscular scars. Area of scars sub~
elliptical or paddle-shaped, the small ridges radiating, more or less,
from the central line, which may be rough, but is not elevated into
a septum. The relative length of the hinge varies very gre1atly
in different individuals, being anywhere from scarcely one-third
to a half the width of the shell.
Localities.-Lanesville, Bedford.
SPIRIFER SUBCARDIIFORMIS Hall.
Plate XXI, figs. 2-2b.

Spirifer subcardiiformis Hall, Geol. Rep. Iowa, I, pt. II, p. 660,
1858.
"Shell sub-elliptical in marginal outline, a little wider than
long; hinge"line shorter than the greatest width of the shell. Dorsal valve a little less conve,x than the ventral, its beak somewhat
prominent and projecting beyond the hinge-line; mesial fold rather
broad in front, slightly elevated, marked by four plications, which
all coalesce at the beak; a very slight elevation appears in the bottom of the groove which separates the two middle plications of the
fold, and the two grooves which separate the fold from the lateral
portions of the valve are broader than any of the others; from
seven to nine simple, rounded plications mark the space on each
side of the fold, the inner ones being strong and the outer ones
becoming obsolete. Ventral valve having its beak prominent, incurved and projeeting back further than that of the dorsal valve;
mesial sinus broad, not deep, bearing three plications; from seven
to ten plications on each side of the mesial sinus, which correspond in character with those on the other valve; the posterolateral
portions of the valve rounded into the area, which is very short
a~d its limits ill-defined; foramen moderately large, triangular,
and nearly equilateral.
83-Geology.
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"J.Jength from ventral beak to front 28 millimeters; greatest
breadth 32 millimeters; greatest thickness, both valves together,
18 millimeters.
"This species was originally described from an impel'fect example which was obtained from the Warsaw limestone neal' Alton,
Ill. Among a collection of fossils obtained by lh. William Gurley, from equivalent strata at Spergen Hill, Indiana, is a more
perfect example, which has served as the basis for the description
and illustrations herein given." (White.)
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Bedford.
So far as I have observed these fossils are confined to the base of
the stratum, and are most abundant near the north end of the cut
at Spergen Hill.
SPIRIFER LATERALIS DELICATUS Rowley; var.
Plate XX, 'figs. 3-3a.

Spirifer lateralis var. delicatus Rowley, Cont. Ind. Pal. I, p. 68,
pI. XXIII, ff. 21-23, 1901.

"The seve!al specimens of this shell differ from Hall's figures
and descriptions of Spirifer lateralis. They are much smaller and
have very much finer plications, sharper in outline. The differences are hardly more than of varietal significance, however."
"The figured specimens were collected from the Warsaw limestone at Lanesville, Indiana, and form a part of the collection of
Mr. G. K. Greene." (Rowley.)
I h3'.ve not seen these specimens.
SPIRIFER BIFURCATUS Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 13-15.

Spirifer bifurcatus Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 8, 1868.

"Shell Remi-elliptical in general form; pedicle valve gibbous;
brachial valve depressed convex; plications seven or eight, which
appear to coalesce towards the cardinal margin; mesial fold with
a defined depression in the center, reaching half way to the beak;
surface longitudinally striated and concentrically marked by fine
lines. Length .09, width .11 inch." (Hall, slightly emended.)
Localities.-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Bedford,
Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Elletsville, Stinesville, Romona.
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"The individuals of this species in the original collection are
extremely minute, and bear evidence of immaturity. Among the
later collections are a number of larger specimens and others of
intermediate sizes, showing a tendency to greater development in
the length of the hinge-line and angularity of the plications. The
larger specimens present exactly the features of partially grown
specimens of Spirifera leidyi, N. and P., from the Chester limestones; and from this direction in the development by increased
growth leave no doubt of these being dwarfed individuals of thatspecies. A comparison of the three figures given, taking into consideration" that t-h.ey are enlarged six,three and two diameters, respectively, will show this development of features." (Whitfield.)
This species differs from S. leideyi in never having but a single
sharp rib in the sinus and two on the fold, while the typical specimens of that species have one large rib and two accessory ones in
the sinus. Norwood and Pratten's species was described from the
Chester beds. This would indicate that the addition of the accessory plications in the sinus took place at a later time than represented by the Salem limestone.
There are specimens from Lanesville preserved in chert (resembling the chert of the :Mitchell limestone) that show the characters of 8'. leideyi. However, these were taken from residual clay
and chert fragments from hillsides, and the horizon can not be depended on with absolute certainty, and any particular specimen
may have come down from the rocks above. These remarks apply to much of the Lanesville material.
SPIRIFER HORIZON'l'ALIS Rowley_
Plate XX, figs. 2-2a.

Spirifer horizontalis Rowley, Cont. Ind. Pal. I, p. 67, pI. XXIII,
ff. 13-15, 36, 1901.
"Valves unequal in length, the pedicle being quite one-third
longer than the brachial. The greatest convexity in either valve
nearer the anterior than the posterior part of the shell, and the
greatest thickness at the middle of the pedicle valve.
"A slight depression traverses the mesial fold, making it appear to be :l doubl~ plication. Ten simple plications on either side
of the mesial fDld .

i;

.
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"A very distinct elevation down the middle of the sinus. Ten
plications on either side of the sinus.
"The shell is crossed with crowded lamellose lines 'o,f growth.
Cardinal extremities pointed but not acute. Cardinal area the
greatest width of the shell and forms a low, broad triangle, confined entirely to the pedicle valve.
"The horizontal position of the cardinal area where the shell
rests on the middle of either valve, is the chief character of this
"little brachiopod. The character is constant, being shown by all
the specimens before us, three double and two separate valves.
"The flattening of the pedicle valve immediately over the cardinal area is due to this character.
"This species was collected from the Warsaw limestone at Lanesville, Indiana, and now in the collection of Mr. G. K. Greene."
(Rowley.)
I have seen no specimens of this species.
SPIRIFER SUBjEQUALIS Hall.
Plate XX, figs. 4-4b; Plate XXI, figs. 3-3b.

8pirifer submqualis Hall, Geol. Rep. Iowa I, pt. II, p. 663, pI.
XXIII, ff. 9a-c, 1858.
"SheH semi-elliptical, about twice as wide as long; valves almost entirely equal, the beak of the ventral valve being very slightly
elevated above the opposite. Dorsal valve depressed convex;
the mesial fold obtusely angular, scarcely defined at its margins:
a narrow cardinal area, which is conspicuous in well preserved
specimens. Ventral valve somewhat gibbous on the umbo: beak
slightly incurved: mesial sinus not observable on the upper half of
the shell, and becoming a broad depression with undefined margins
below: area of moderate width extending to the cardinal extremities; foramen large, the width of the base greater than the length
of the side.
"Entire surface, including the sinus and fold, marked by siIIJ.pIe rounded plications, which bifurcate near the beak, and of
which there are about 18 on each side, and about 8 on the mesial
fold and 10 in the sinus; concentrically marked by undulating
laminae of growth and finer striae." (Hall.) .
Locality.-Lanesville.
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The number of plications on the valves of Hall's figures, cited
above, is in excess of the statement in the description. Our specimen agrees very well with the figures, but is a larger, longer-hinged
specimen, with a correspondingly larger number of ribs. The
hinge extremities are also more pointed.

RETICULARIA PSEUDOLINEATA Hall?
Plate XXI, fig. 5; Plate XX, figs. 6-6a.

8pirifer pesudolineatus Hall, Goot Iowa, I, pt. II, p. 645, pI. XX,
f. 4, 1858.
Hall's original description of this species is: "Shell transversely elliptical, length about three-fourths as great as the width,
the sides symmetrically rounded: valves about equally gibbous.
Dorsal valve with the beak a little elevated above the hinge-line
and incurved, marked by rounded, undefined mesial fold which is
often scarcely visible above the middle of the shell, and moderately
conspicuous on the lower half: lateral portions of the valve reguJarly curving to the margin. Ventral valve, more gibbous above
the middle; mesial sinus shallow, rounded, becoming more defined below, and rarely extending to the beak, which is prominent, attenuated and incurved over the area: area of moderate
height, much shorter than the width of the shell, vertically striated,
wen defined at its junction with the exterior of the shell, which
curves inwards, occupying a portion of the space.
"Surfaee marked by more or less regular concentric lamellose
folds or wrinkles and radiating striae, extending into long bristleform spines from the edges of the folds, which are strongly punctate when the shell is partially exfoliated; and when still farther
exfoliated, the entire surface is strongly striated."
It should be added that the spines of this species are long,
double-barreled and have barbules along their sides. The species
was described from the Keokuk limestone.
Locali ties.-Bedford, Bloomington.
Our specimens. diffe,r from the typical form of the species.
Some of those from Bedford and Bloomington are intermediate in
form between this species and R. setigerus Hall, while those from
Lanesville are typical specimens of the latter species. Those from
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Spergen Hill may be either so far as the fragmentary material is
concerned.
No measurements are given with Hall, or Hall and Olarke's
descriptions. Their figures, however, give the following proportions of length into breadth: R. setigerus 1.1 and 1.16', a.verage
1.13. For R. pseudolinea.tus 1.3 and 1.25, average 1.27. The specimens from Bedford give 1.24, 1.16, 1.157, average 1.189, or approximately 1.19. A specimen broken in half from the "St. Louis
Limestone, Lanesville, Indiana," has the proportion of 1.1, or the
typical setigerus form. In other respects it is like the typical
R. setigerus Hall. In this specimen the relation of the height
of the beak to the length of the shell is 4.83; into the width is
5.17. In the large specimen from Bedford, already mentioned,
these same relations are 6 and 5.5, respectively, showing the height
of the beak to be much less in proportion to the other dimensions
than in ll. setigerus. It might be stated here for comparison
that a specimen from the Harrodsburg ljmestone, below the Salem
limestone, and ordinarily referred to the "Keokuk," gave 1.32 as
the relation of the length to breadth.
From these comparisons it will be seen that the specimens from
this horizon are intermediate in form between the two species, as
is the horizon from which they are taken. I believe that the
specimens from the Salem limestone at Bloomington and Bedford
appear more like R. pseudolineahl8 than R. setigerus, and they are
provisionally classed with that species, while the Lanesvile specimens are referred to the latter species. It is probable that when
very large numbers of specimens are collected _from this horizon
they will show nearly all the variations from the one species to
the other.
RETICULARIA SETIGERVS Hall.
Plate XXI, figs. lola.

Spirifer setigerus Hall, Geol. Rep. Iowa, I, pt. II, p. 705, pl.
XXVII, ff. 4a, b, 1858.
"Shell depressed orbicular, gibbous on the umbones: cardinal
line shorter than the width of the '!hell below. Dorsal valve
broadly elliptical, elevated in the middle by an undefined mesial
fold, prominent on the lower half of the shell, becoming obsolete
before reaching the beak; be,ak incurved, with a broad foramen
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below and distinctly defined area, which is sharply limited by the
exterior shell. Pedicle valve a little more convex on the umbones
than the brachial valve: mesial sinus reaching the beak in a nari'OW depression, which becomes deeply marked below th'e middle of
the shell; umbo. prominent, rounded, with the beak curving over
the foramen; area high, short, contracted by the encroaching of
the exterior shell, which Curves inward along the margins, vertically striated: foramen large, wider at base than the length of
the side." (Hall, slightly emended.)
Localities.-Lanesville, Bedford. See discussion of previous
specief'.
EUMETRIA MARCEYI Shumard.
Plate XXII, figs. 28-30.

Terebratula serpentaria Owen, GeoI. Rep. Wis., la. and Minn.,
tab. 3a, f. 13, 1852. (Not deKoninck.)
Terebratula marceyi Shumard, !farcy's Exp. Red Riv., p. 177,
pI. I, if. 4a, b, 1854.
"Shell longitudinally ovate; valves ~lmo.st equally co.nvex; dQrsal (ventral) valve mQst prQminent near the beak, which is elevated and incurved so. as to bring the circular foramen nearly on a
line with the margins and valves; foramen round; ventral (dQl',sal)
valve smaller, auriculated on the cardinal angles, beak small,
scarcely ri~ing above the straight cardinal margin; area small, triangular, not entirely confined to the larger valve, bounded by a
distinct angular margin. Surface longitudinally striate, marked
by fifty rounded, beautifully punctate, simple striae. Length .10
to .32, width .08 to .27 of an inch, usually. Some specimens have
a length of three-fourths of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities.-Lanesville, Spergen Hill, Bedford, Bloomington,
Paynters Hill, Harrodsburg, Stinesville, Romona.
.
"There is a very strQng resemblance between the larger individuals of this species and specimens of Eumetria (Retzia) vera,
Hall (GeoL Rept. Iowa, 1858, p. 704, pI. 27, fig. 3), but the latter species is not so ventricose, has nQt the beak so strongly incurved, has a larger cardinal area, and usually but not always
stronger surface radii. The present form often attains a considerable size, especially those from Paynter's Hill, and sometimes become extremely ventricose." (Whitfield.)
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ATHYRIS DENSA Hall and Clarke.
Plate XIX, figs. 2·2c.

Athyris den.c;a Hall snd Clarke, 13th Rep. N. Y. S'tate Geol., p.
651, 1894.
"Shell transversely elongate, valves compressed; median fold
and sinus not well developed. Pedicle valve shallow, with broad,
sharply angled cardinal slopes, greatly thickened interiorly. The
anterior margin is frequently extended into a linguate process at
the termination of the median sinus. Brachial valve the more
convex, with an indistinct, flattened and sometimes hroadly grooved
median fold with regular and even lateral slopes. In the interior
of the valves the form of the muscular scars is normal, though
there is a notable, variation in the size of the adductor scars."
Localities.-Lanesville, Spergen Hill.
The "cardinal slopes" are produced by the thickening of the
shell in the cardinal region. By this character this species can
readily be separated from worn &pecimeng, of Cleiothyris hirsuta,.
with which it, is associated, when the surface marks of the latter
are removed by weathering.
This species is probably the same as ''Vas described by Whitfield
as Oentronella crassica,rdinalis. as suggested by Schuchert. However, I can not be certain of this, as no typical specimens of the
form described by Whitfield occur in our collections. From the
type locality, though, twenty good specimens of A. densa were
secured. I think the two are synonymous.
CLEIOTHYRIS HIRSUTA Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 18-21; Plate XIX, figs. 1-la.

Athyris hirsuta Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 8, 1858.
"Shell varying in form from ovate to sub-circular; beak prominent, slightly extended, front compressed, sometimes faintly sinuate. Valves nearly equally convex, the pedicle valve most convex toward the beak; beak of pedicle valve prominent, incurved
so as to bring the minute foramen nearly on a line with the margin of the shell; beak of the smaller valve closely incurved beneath the beak of the opposite valve. Surface ornamented by
concentric imbricating lamellae, which give origin to successive
rows of minute spines.
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"The cast shows iaint impressions of radiating striae, which
are not visible on the external surface of the shell. A narrow
impressed line is sometimes shown down the center of the cast
of the pedicle valve; and a few specimens have a shallow depressed
groove down the center of the shell from the be,ak to the base of
both valves. A cast of a large individual shows about seven turns
of the internal spire.
"From the foregoing description it will be seen that this species
is closely related to the Terebralula, 1'oyssii of Leveille, and to T.
pla,nosulca.taof Phillips, It differs from the first in its small size
and more ovate form, especially of the young individuals, and.in
never having the distinct sinus possessed by that shell; while the
beaks of our shell are more prominent and the slope of each side
is less concave. The volutions in the, internal spire in T. hirsuta
are not more than half the number represented in T. royssii.
From the T. planosuleata it differs in hs small size, in being less
ventricose, especially towards the front margin, in the proportionally more prominent beaks and generally more elongate form.
From the specimens examined the projecting spinose lamellae in
our shell are never so much extended as in that species." (Hall,
slightly emended.)
Localities-Lanesville, Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill, Bedford,
Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Elletsville, Stinesville, Romona, Alton, Ill.
"Specimens of this species obtained in later collections are very
much larger than those originally used, some of those marked
Spergen Hill measuring nearly three-fourths of an inch in diameter. Oomparing these larger individuals, there is no perceptible
difference between them and specimens of Athyris subla.mellosa,
Hall, from the Ohester limestones. The figured specimen of the
latter species, as given in the GeoI. Rept. Iowa, 1858, pI. 27, fig.
1, has a very ventricose dorsal valve; this, however, is by no
means a constant character, and some of the Spergen Hill examples are fully as ventricose on that side. The Ohester examples
also develop, in extreme large growth, a deeper sinus and fold,
but this feature is not seen in specimens when of the size of the
large ones from Spergen Hill. I can see no essential distinction
either between these and specimens from the Keokuk limestones
usually referred to A. plamosulcata, Phillips." (Whitfield.)
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In addition to these marks it should be pointed out that the
range of royssii as now understood (see Schuchert's bibliography), includes the horizon from which O. hir8Uta comes. The
only reason why I have not included this spe<!ies in the synonymy
of the former is that most of my comparisons with O. royssii have
been from figures and de,scriptions rather than specimens. With
the specimens iN hand it might be possible, though I think not, to
discover some distinguishing features, as was the case with Spirifer
bifurcata and Spiriferina llm·w'oodana.

SEMINULA TRINUCLEA Hall.
Plate XXII, figs. 22-27.

Terebratula trinuclea Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 7, 1856.
"Shell subpentagonal or ovate, robust; trilobate, lobes nearly
equal; valves nearly equal, the pedicle one gibbous toward the
beak, a sinus in the center, beginning above the middle of the
valve, gradually becoming wider and deeper towards the base, in
some specimens distinctly bounded by an ohtusely angular ridge.
Brachial valve varying from sub-circular to transversely oval and
longitudinally ovate, most convex between the center and tlie beak,
and distinctly trilobate, lobes extending about half way to the
beak; the middle lobe often marked by a distinct linear depression; beak of the pedicle valve strong, rounded and incurved,
truncated vertically by a distinct rounded foramen. Surface
marked by fine concentric lines, which undulate with the lobes:
and are extremely sinuous near the margin of the shell. Old
shells are often marked by strong imbricating lamellae at unequal
distances. Length .20 to .51, width .19 to .46 of an inch."
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Bloomington, Lanesville, Paynters
Hill, Bedford, Elletsville, Stinesville.
A species of very variable form, the young specimens not showing the trilobate character.

------------~----

--

PELECYPODA.
By J.

W.

BEEDE.

PTERONITES SPERGENENSIS Whitfield.
Plate XXIII, fig. 1.

Pteronites spergenensis Whitfield, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Rist.,
I, p. 56, pl. VII, f. 1, 1882.

"Shell "Very inequilateral and oblique. Ringe~line a little less
than the length of the body of the valve, marked by a narrow,
linear or cardinal ligamental area. In the left valve the anterior wing is of moderate size, elevated on the surface and rounded
on the margin, separated from the body of the shell by a moderate depression; posterior wing large, pointed at the extremity,
depressed on the surface so as to bring it entirely below the body
of the valve; outer margin broadly sinuate. Body of the valve
very ventricose, becoming almost subangular along the umbonal
region. Beak large, prominent and projecting beyond the line
of the hinge. Right valve unknown. Surface of the left valve
marked by proportionally very strong concentric, lamellose striae,
which are very regular in their distances and elevated so as to
present almost the character of ridges on the body of the shell.
Length of the largest specimen observed, measured along the body
of the shell, about .33, height .20 of an inch."
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Bloomington, Harrodsburg.
NUCULA SHUMARDANA Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 2-6.

Nucula skumardanq, Hall, Trans. Albany Inst., IV, p. 16, 1856.
"Shell obliquely ovate or sub-cuneate, gibbous towards the
beaks; beaks anterior, elevated, approximate or in contact; ant~
rio; end vertically truncate; posterior side cuneate, sloping from
the beak; cardinal line forming an angle of about 80 degrees at
the beak; base forming a broad curve from the anterior and posterior cardinal margins. Surface marked by regular equidistant,
(1223)
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sub-imbricating striae, rarely with unequal concentric folds.
Hinge-line somewhat strongly crenulate; ligamentary pit distinct,
triangular." (Hall. )
"Length .99 to .21, width .08 to .17 of an inch."
Localities.-L~nesville, Spergen Hill, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Elletsville, Romona, Stinesville.
"A very pretty species, and very closely resembling N. parva}
McChesney, from the Coal Measures, both in size and form. In
form it is very constant, the figures given being of the extremes
found in t.he collection. The surface structure offers more variety, as some individuals are very regularly marked and others
are covered with strong varices, marking stages of growth. The
dentition as obtained from separated valves is shown in fig. 6, pI.
7, the teeth forming rounded tubercles." (Whitfield.)
NUCULANA NASUTA Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 7-9.

Nucula M8'lda Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 17, 1858.
"Shell sub-ovate, abruptly contracted in front; posterior extremity rounded; beaks prominent, sub-central; anterior side shortest
and contracted both laterally and vertically into a proboscidal
extension. Surface marked by regular lines of growth.
"I"ength .14, width .09 of an inch.!' (Hall.)
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Ellettsville, Stinesville, Romona.
"In the above description the posterior side is referred to as anterior. In a specimen of very much larger size, obtained from
later collections (fig. 9), the proportions of parts are somewhat different from those of the type individuals, the posterior extension
is less marked and the shell proportionallv higher." (Whitfield.)
OYPRIOARDINIA INDIANEiNSIS Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 10-14.

Cypricarrdiai indianensis Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 18, 1858.
"Shell elongate-ovate, narrow and rounded in front; posterior
end broader, somewhat compreseed and subulate; base broadly
curved; hinge line straight, less than the greatest length of the
shell; a line or groove on the inner margin extending from the
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beak to the posterior extremity; beaks very small, near the anterior end; umbonal ridge gibbous. Surface marked by distinct,
regular, imbricating lamellre.
"Length from 1fs to % of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Lanesville, Spergen Hill, Bedford, Harrodsburg,
Bloomington, Ellettsyille, Stinesville, Paynters Hill, Alton, Ill.
CONOCARDIUM CAT'ASTOMUM Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 15-17.

Conocardium calast·omum Hall, Trans.

Al~.

lnst., IV, p. 13, 1858.

"Shell very _small, elongate, suncylindrical or subclavate, gibbous in the middle; beaks minute, rising slightly above the hinge
line, and anchylosed, anterior end obliquely truncated and obtusely angular on the umbonal slope; the anterior tubular wing
minute; posterior end much extended, and constricted near the
middle, swelling at the extremity and gaping below. Surface
marked with small simple radiating folds which sometimes become
obsolete on the anterior end and umbones. Minute undulating
concentric strire cross the radiating folds in well preserved specimens.
"Length, from .125 to .20 of an inch." (Hall. )
Localities: Spergen Hill, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Stinesville, Elletsville, Romona.
"The most peculiar feature of this species consists in the anchylosis of the valves along the hinge margin. Between the beaks
there OCCurR a small t.ubercle of solid deposit, firmly uniting them,
and often extending along the hinge in the form of a callus.
This feature not only occurs in adult individuals, but is also seen
on many of small size to so great an extent as to have apparently
precluded the possibility of any motion of the valves along the
cardinal line. From the examination of a large number of individuals I believe, however, that the feature is caused by a deposit
of compact, crystalline carbonate of limes on the inside of the
shell after death, which has to some extent forced the beaks
asunder and filled the space. On the removal of the chalky substance of the shell this layer is exposed, thus producing the appearance of anchylosis. In cutting specimens across at the beaks
this feature is readi1y seen in section, the layer of carbonate of
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lime lining the entire extent of the shell. The idea of a perfect anchylosis of the beaks of a bivalve, it appears to me, is
incompatible with the further growth of the shell, and especially
so where there is a long hinge line. If in the case of this shell
the apparent soldering of the valves at the beaks and along tlie
hinge had occurred, they never could have been separated in front
for the admission of water or additional growth, and would as a
matter of fact resulted in the death of the animal. The minute
size and peculiarly constricted form of the species, sometimes in
the younger stages of growth being almost cylindrical, is a very
marked and distinguishing character of the species." (Whitfield.)
CONOCARDIUM OARINATUM Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 18-19.

Conocardium carina tum Hall, Trans. A.lb. lnst., IV, p. 14, 1858.
"Shell sub-trigonal, gibbous in the middle, anterior end cordate;
hinge line straight; beaks very small, strongly incurved, rising little above the hinge line; posterior side straight above, sloping
upwards from below, gradually tapering to the extremity, faintly
constricted at its junction with the body of the shell and gaping
below; hiatus elongate-lanceolate, crenulate; umbonal slope
strongly carinated; carina reaching from the beak to the base,
where it is strongly salient; anterior side obliquely truncate,
and abruptly produced into a small conical tubular extension of
the hinge line. Surface marked by simple radiating ribs and
extremely fine concentric striae, which in passing over the ribs
give the surface a granulated appearance. On the anterior slope
the ribs are finer and closer than on the sides of the shell, and
strongly curved.
"Length, from .20 to .33 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: S'pergen Hill, Bloomington, Harrodsburg, Stinesville.
"The carina which forms the crest along the anterior umbonal
ridge constitutes th£' distinguishing feature of this form. In
other respects it does not appear to differ from C. wneatum, Hall;
and, as many specimens are found which are intermediate between
the typical specimens of the two, it is probable they are only
varieties of one species." (Whitfield.)

-------------------
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CONOCARDIUM CUNEATUM Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 24-26.

Oonocardium cuneatum Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst,., IV, p. 14, 1858.
"Shell sub-trigonal or abruptly calvate; hinge line straight;
beaks anchylosed, incurved, very small, rising but little above the
hinge line; umbonal slope angular; anterior side truncate, concave
just within the angle of the umbonal slope, convex in the middle
abruptly produced above, in continuation of the hinge line, in a
tubular wing; posterior side vertically compressed, straight along
the hinge line, and abruptly declining at the extremity, sloping
along the base from the center of the shell to the extremity.
Hiatus elongate, extending forward to near the middle of the
shell, rounded and expanded at the posterior extremity, and deeply
crenulate in the margins of the narrow part. Surface marked
by distinct radiating costae, which often alternate in size or
bifurcate on the poste.rior part of the shell; crossed by fine elevated
concentric lines of growth, more or less closely arranged. N elar
the basal margin are some stronger subimbricating ridges parallel
to the lines of growth.
"Length, .33 to .50 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Spergen Hill, Bloomington, Harrodsburg, Stinesville.
"The remark 'beaks anchylosed' as applied to this species can
not have the same significance as it does in the case of O.
catastomum, as the most perfectly preserved specimen in the collection has the beaks clean, clear and perfectly free from each
other, without any deposit or thickening of any kind between
them. The suture of the hinge between the beaks and elsewhere 18
sometimes very close, and in some cases where the shells have
been dead and eroded previously to being imbedded, the line has
become entirely obliterated by emaceration. This I presume is
what is meant by the statement. The hiatus, or gaping of the
valves on the postero-basal line, is sometimes very marked and
the thickening of the internal ribs so prominent as to form strong
interlocking- teeth along the narrow part of it." (Whitfield.)
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CONOCARDIUM PERATTENANUM Hall.
Plate XXIII, fig. 20.

Oonocardinm perattenanum Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 15,
1858.
"Shell sub-fusiform; hinge line straight, beaks depressed, distinctly anchylosed; from the beaks along the anterior umbonal
slope, angle obtuse and scarcely defined; anterior side obtuse,
convex in the middle, and gradually sloping upwards from the
angles; posterior part of the shell with a broad depression on each
side, and again expanding at the extremity with an oblique angular
fold, from the hinge line downwards to the hiatus; hiatus broad
and expanded behind, narrowed abruptly at the junction of the
oblique folds, and thence gradually to the middle of the shell.
Surface marked by strong plications, which are much stronger on
the anterior part of the shell, and more slender behind. The fold
along the anterior umbonal slope bifurcates, sending off on each
side a plication, which again bifurcates. Plications crossed by
sharply elevated lines, which are more conspicuous on the posterior
part, giving it a cancellated appearance.
"Length.. 20 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Harrodsburg, Alton, Ill.
"The beaks and upper part of the anterior face of the valves
are imperfect, and the apparent anchylosis may be and probably
is deceptive. The species is a very distmct and well marked one,
differing materially from all the others in the collection in the
few strong plicae of the anterior end, and the stronger bifurcating
plications of the anterior umbonal ridge." (Whitfield.)
CONOCARDIUM MEEKANUM Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 21-23.

Oonocardium, meekanum Hall, Trans. Alb. Ins., IV, p. 15, 1858.
"Shell sub-angularly ovate or abruptly clavate; hinge line nearly
straight, declining at the posterior extremity and sometimes from
the beaks; obliquely truncated anteriorly; anterior end convex in
the middle, and margined by a narrow sulcus which reaches from
the beak to the base just within the obtuse angle of the umbonal
slope; posterior end sloping on the base uniformly from the center
of the shell to the extremity, contracted behind the body of the

---------------------------
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shell; vertically depressed and slightly eocpanded laterally at the
extremity. Surface marked by small, elevated, thread-like radiating lines, which on the posterior part of the shell are crossed by
fine concentric striae, giving that part of the shell a cancellated
appearance. Anterior depressed end marked by much fainter
radiating lines crossed by nearly obsolete traces of fine striae,)
which converge towards the anterior tubular wing.
"Length, .20 to .33 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Alton, -Ill.
"The shells of this species bear considerable general resemblance
to those of C. cuneatum, but are generally smaller. They ~ary
considerably among themselves, as do those of that species. The
one figured is of the broadest and most obtusely. cuneate form;
others being very much more slender and the' umbonal ridge more
oblique. One distinguishing feature between the two is in the
coarser striae marking the anterior end of the shell of this one,
which are not regularly concentric, as in C. cunealum, but successively diverge from the umbonal ridge. The material in which
the shells are preserved is well calculated to retain all the surface
markings, and consequently the cancellation of the surface is
beautifully preserved." (Whitfield.)

CONOCARDlUM EQUILATERALE Hall.

Conocnrdium equilaierale Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., IV, p. 16, 1858.

"Shell triangular, sub-equilateral, scarcely gibbous in the middIe; hinge line very straight; beaks small, rising a little above the
hinge line; anterior end cuneate, sloping gradually from near the
center of the shell; umbonal ridge obtuse above, nearly at right
angles to the hinge, and subdividing several times before reaching
the base'; posterior end cuneate, very gradually sloping from the
body of the shell; extremity unknown. Surface marked by radiating striae or folds, which are simple or bifurcating, and crossed
by fine, regular, elevated, thread-like lines.
"Length and width nearly equal, about .125 of an inch."
(Hall.)
"Only a single individual of this species was obtained in all of
the collections examined, and this has not been found in the co184-Geology.
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lection since it came into the possession of the Am. Mus. Nat.
History. Consequently I have not been able to give illustrations
of the species." (Whitfield.)
MICRO DON SUBELUPTICA Hal',
Plate XXIII, figs. 27-29.

Cypricardella sUbelliptica Hall, Trans. Alb. Ins., IV, p. 17,1858.
"Shell subelliptical, obliquely truncated at the posterior end;
beaks minute at the apex, rising little above the hinge; umbones
sub-gibbous, with an undefined elevation extending obliquely towards the posterior basal margin; anterior end narrower than the
posterior, roundM at the extremity. Cardinal margin forming an
angle with the beak of 25 0 ; base forming a regular elliptical
curve. Surface marked by regular, fine, concentric e.levated lines
,'"
which are equal to the spaces between.
"Length, .19 to .32; width, .14 to .24 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Spergen Hill, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Stinesville.
"The proportionally greater height or shorter form, with
rounded anter<rbasal and posterior margins, will sufficiently dis- '
tinguish this one from either of the other species associated with
it." (Whitfield.)
MICRO DON OBLONGA Hall.
Plate XXIII, figs. 30-36.

Cyprica,rdella oblonga Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV., p. 18, 1858.'
Cypricardella nucleata Hall, Ibid., p. 17.

"Shell oblong, sub-quadrangular; anterior end !larrow,
rounded; posterior end broader, flattened, and almost vertically
trnncate; cardinal margin nearly straight and horizontal behind,
declining in front; base nearly parallel to the hinge line; beaks
small, somewhat prominent, gibbous below; posterior umbonal
slope gibbous or sub-angular, and extending obliquely downwards
and backwards to. the base of the truncation; lunule small, ovate,
deep in the center; escutcheon linear, -distinct.
"Length~ .09 to .30; width, .06 to .20 of an inch." (Hall.)
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Localities.-Spergen Hill, Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Ellettsville, Stinesville, Paynters Hill.
"This species occurs of larger size than any of the others associated with it. When small it is nearly equally high and long,
but becomes gradually longer in proporti.on as it increases in size,
so that specimens are often found much more than half as long
again as high. In the Geol. Rept. Iowa, 1858, pI. 23, fig. 10, a
specimen of this species is figured as C. nucleata" probably by
mistake. The specimen is one of the original series, and has always been attached to the card marked O. oblonga. It corresponds
exactly in size to the measurements given of that species in the
original description, being .30 of an inch long and .20 of an
inch wide; while no measurements are given of C. nucleaia exceeding one-half that width, and but little more than one-third
the length." (Whitfield.)
In discussing M. nuclea.ta, Whitfield states that: "This is the
smallest form observed, and is of nearly equal height and length
in its typical form, but specimens of larger size are proportionately longer, as they increase more in'l~ngth than in height with
increased growth. In consequence of this feature it becomes very
difficult if not impossible to distinguish between medium sized
individuals of M. oblonga, and large individuals of this species,
and leads one to suspect that they may both belong to one species,
especially as the surface markings bear the same proportions to
the shell as do those d that species when of the same size."
There can be but little doubt that the small species is the young
of the larger one.
MICRODON ELLIPTICUS Whitfield.
Plate XXIII, fig. 37.

Microdon (Oypricardella) sp. ? WhitfielU, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist., I, p. 65, pI. VII, f. 37, 1882.

"Several small examples resembling M. oblonga in its proportions of length and breadth, and having an elliptical outline c()rresponding to that of M. 81.lbelliptica, have been observed among the
later collections from Spergen Hill. It does not appear to be
distinct enough from either of the forms to be entitled to' rank as
a distinct species, but appears to unite the two. A figure of one
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of them is given that attention may be directed to it, with the hope
of obtaining further information." (Whitfie~d.)
So far as examined a.t present our Spergen Hill material does
not show any specimens of this variety, though it will doubtless be
found. For this reason I am unable to throw any more light on
the subject now.
GONIOPHORA? PLICATA Hall.
Plate XXIII, fig. 39.

Oypricardella plicata Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 18, 1858.
"Shell oblong, sub~quadrate, hinge line slightly arched, the base
and hinge line nearly parallel; gibbous in the middle above, and
anteriorly, depressed in the middle towards the base; the beaks
near the anterior end, small, and scarcely rising above the hinge
margin; anterior end short, scarcely extending beyond the beak,
rounded; posterior extremity double truncate; a strong fold or
angulation extending from the nmbo to the posterior basal margin, and a smaller similar fold midway between that and the hlllge
line, the intervals on the margins between these being truncate.
Surface marked with concentric lines of growth.
"Length, .12, width, .12 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Spergen Hill, Bloomington, Stinesville.
"The hinge margin of this species is bounded by a narrow
escutcheon, and the ligament has been external. These features,
together with the general form of the shell, would throw it into the
genus Goniophora unless the hinge features may differ, which is
scarcely probable. The only other genus to which it has much resemblance is Pleu-rophol'us, to which externally, however, it is not
so closely related." (Whitfield.)
EDMONDIA? SUBPLANA Hall.
Plate XXIII, fig. 38.

Oypricardia subplana Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 19, 1858.
"Shell ovate oblong; anterior end very short; posterior end extremely elongate, very gradually narrowing to the extremity which
forms asymmetrical elliptical curve; cardinal and basal margins
nearly parallel; beaks small; umbonal region depressed convex.

-------------------------------.--
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A few o.bsolete cQncentric fo.lds o.n the surface; intermediate PQrtiQns prQbably finely striate.
"Length, .69; width, .38 of an inch." (Hall.)
Localities: Lanesville, Spergen Hill, BlQomingto.n, Romo.na.
"All examples of this species which have been observed have
been imperfect. The type specimen is very much water-wQrn, and
althQugh the hinge margin Qf the shell is very well exposed, it
presents no dentitiQn whatever. A second specimen Qf about
the same size, a partial cast., shows a rather large posterio.r muscular imprint situated near the cardinal margin; but the ante,rior
end is mQre imperfect. The structure ~f the hinge so. far as
revealed, a simple margin with probably an external ligament, will
CQme nearer to. the characters of the genus Edmondia than to any
other known carboniferous form. It certainly is nQt Oypricardia,
as that genus is known frQm recent species." (Whitfield.)
MACRODON? SP.
Plate XXIV, fig. 2.

Shell of rather large size, abQut twice as IQng as high, thickness
about Qne-third the height. Greatest height near the Po.steriQr extremity. Outline roughly semielliptical, hinge straight, shQrter
than the greatest length of the shell, PQsterior extremity rQunded,
meeting the hinge at an Qbtuse angle, mQre sharply rQunded to. the
ventral margin, which is slightly sinuQus just belQw and a little
back Qf the beak, rounding abruptly upward and then backward
a little, meeting the hinge at a slightly Qbtuse angle. Beaks pro.minent, rising somewhat abQve the hinge, slo.ping gradually away
to the PQsterQ- and antero-ventral margins, with a brQad, undefined depression between them extending Qbliquely downward and
backward. Surface apparently smQoth except fQr grQwth varices.
The specimen is nQt so preserved as to. shQW any but very strong
markings. One left .valve, lQaned by the American Museum.
Length, 33 mm. ; height, 16 mm. ; thickness, 11 or 12 mm.
Locality: Spergen Hill.
This specimen differs frQm M. obsoletus, in having relatively
shorter hinge line and in having growth lines at the extremnies,
indicating llat it had a semielliptical outline. The grQwth lines
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join the hinge at quite an obtuse. angle, rather than nearly at right
angles.
The generic affinities of this shell are determined only by the
outer expression of the valve, as none of the critical characters of
the hinge can be seen. It seems to resemble the species of Ma,crodon more than those of any other genus.

)" r

GASTEROPODA, CEPHALOPODA AND TRILOBITA OF
THE SALEM LIMESTONE.
By E. R. CUMINGS.

GASTEROPODA.*
[Genus ORTHONYCHlA Hall.]
[ORTHONYCHIA ACUTIROSTRE (Hall) Keyes.]
Plate XXnI. fig. 14; Plate XXV. figs. 13-15.

Platyceras acutirost1'is (Capulus ac'U,tirostris) Hall, Trans. Alb.
lnst., IV, p. 31; Geol. Rept. Iowa, 1858, p. 665.
"Shell obliquely conical, more abruptly contracted above, and
continued in more slender proportions to the apex, which is incurved, making about a single volution without contact with the
body of the shell; aperture sulrcircular, margin sinuate, surface
sub-plicate, with narrow sub angular folds and wider depressed
spaces; lines of growth strong, abrupt upon the angles and arching
forward on the spaces between."t
There is a very gTeat degree of variability among the specimens
of this species, even at the typical localities, and particularly so
when a more extended geographical distribution is considered. In
the degree of expansion of the shell it is particularly variable, and
also in the number and arrangement of the plicae an<lconsequent
sinuses of the margin. The apex of the shell may also be short
and minute, or long, pointed or enrolled. [Referred to Orthonychia by Keyes, Geol. Mo. V. ] .
[·Whitfield's valuable paper on the" Spergen Hiil" fauna hao not reached as wide a
oonst"tuency of Indiopa sc'entists as could have been wi~hed. hence the present },aper i.
intend<d to do little more tban republish his ellcellent figures and deseripIions with such
additional comment and changes in nomenclature as are deemed neeesS8ry. The prineipal
additions are in tbe way of new loealities. Several new species are described. one of them,
Subulit"" Harrod.burg.""i., a very abundant form which has probably escaped detection
owiug to its close resemblance in its usual.tate of preservation to certain sea-urchin sl'ines.
The writer would have been glad to have revised the species here placed in the genera Pleurotomaria and Murchi8onia; but such a revision would involve a restudy of all Carboniferous
forms, an undertakinl!' impossible in the brief time allotted for the work,
All additions and descriptions by the present writer are enclosed in brackets.]
tThe portions in quotatiou marks are from Hall's original paper (quoted by Whitfield).
The balance, except portions in brackets, is by Whitfield.
(1335)
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Localities: Spergen Hill, Paynters Hill, Ellettsville, [Harrodsburg], Bloomington, [Stinesville, Romona], and Crawfordsville, Ind.; Warsaw and elsewhere in Illinois, and Tuscumbia,
Alabama.
Genus LEPETOPSIS [Whitfield].

Shell patelliform, more 0'1' less regularly round or oval, apeiX
sub-central, posteri0'r to the middle, and directed backward, the
nucleus dextrally coiled; muscular imprint horseshoe-shaped,
open (?) in front, consisting of an irregular narrow band which
expands more or less at the anterior extremities. Surface of the
shell marked by six very indistinct radiating lines, two anterior,
two posterior, and two lateral. TJpe L. Levettei White.
It seems as if there were already genera enough among the
sh~lls of thif! group to include any new form that might be discovered, but there is certainly need of some designation other than
any existing one, under which forms of this kind that are comparatively numerous in the carboniferous limestones can be placed.
They have been usually called Paiella, or Oapulus, and are often
doubtfully referred to Metoptoma, but it is quite certain they do
not pr0'perly belong to either of these genera. Metoptoma propel'
is a very distinct form, and Prof. Phillips, even when proposing
that genus, referred torms congeneric with this one to Pa,tella. It
certainly seems like straining a pOoint tOo refer these carboniferous
shells to a living genus, simply Oon their general fOorm, when amOong
the living Oones such diverse characters are fOound in the animals
as to require several genera, where the Ahells are undistinguishab1e
from external form alone. I have therefore preferred to risk proposing a new name rather than to refer them to a genus to which
I am certain they do not belong. I am slightly in doubt concerning the opening in' the muscular impression Oon the anterior
side, as I have not been able to fully see this part. The genus
bears some relation to Anisimyon Y. & H. (see Invert. Pal.
U. S. 0001. Surv. Territ., p. 285) in its general appearance, but
the nucleus is not reversed and the radiating lines are external,
while those of that genus appear strongest on the inside, as
ridges.
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LEPETOPSIS LEVETTEI (White) Whitf.
Plate XXV, figs. 9--12, and fig. 8.

Lepetopsis levettei (Patella levettei) White, GeDI. Ind., 11th Rep.,
p. 359, pI. 39, figs. 4 and 5.
Shell nearly regularly oval in outline, moderately to depressed
convex; apex minute, slightly posterior to the middle of the
length; anterior end Df the shell more highly convex than behind,
the latter portion slightly concave just behind the apeJ{; shell
somewhat lamelIDse in structure and marked by concentric lines
of growth; the radiating lines which mark the surface are very
faint. or obsolete; wIlen seen they divide the shell into six nearly
equal parts; length of largest specimen 1.1 inch; width a little less
than 1 inch.
In the collection there are two shells, one of which is represented by fig. 8, which appear to be the apical portions of a larger
specimen ;qv.t possibly they may belong to this species, as both
individuals figured show that the apex has been less rapidl~ expanding than the shell below. It is possible they may represent a
distinct species, but they appear so immature that I hesitate to
consider them in that light.
Locality: Spergen Hill, Ind.
[Genus STRAPAROLLUS Montfort.]
STRAPAROLLUS SPERGENENSIS (Hall).
Plate XXV, figs. liH9.

Euomphalus spergenensis Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., IV, p. 19.
Straparollu8 spergenensis (Hall) S. A. Miller, Oat. Am. Pal.
FDSS.

"Shell sub-discoid or planorbiform; spire composed of five 01'
six turns, the inner ones coiled in the same plane, two or three
of the outer ones only visible in profile; suture well defined on
both sides; vDlutions rounded below with a distinct obtuse angulation on the upper side, a little distance from the suture; umbilicus
nearly twice the breadth of the outer volution; aperture oblique,
round-oval, with a slight expansion at the angle on the upper
side of the volution. Surface marked by close, fine, equal striae
of growth.
"Diameter, .30 to 1 inch; height., .23 to .45 of an inch.
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"This shell resembles the E. lmvis of D' Archiac and De Verneuil (Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. VI, 2d series, part 2, p. 363;
pI. 33, fig. 7). E. planorbis in part of De Koninck. (Oarb.
Fossils of Belgium, p. 434, pI. 25, fig. 7.)
"Our shell agrees with the description of MM. D'A. and DeV.
with the exception of the form of the aperture. The figures
given by these authors show the greatest diameter of the aperture
to be transverse, while in the spe<;ies here described the longest
diameter is ohliquely outwards and downwards from the axis
of the shell. Our shells with five turns of the spire are much
smaller than E. lm1Jis of these authors, and our larger specimens
are precisely of the same size as the four inner volutions of their
figure.
"It is possible, however, that these deviations which appear
constant in our specimens may prove to be only a variety not of
specific value. Our specimens of this spedes, which ,are numerous, do not lead us to include the E. plarnorbis of D' A. and DeV.
as a variety."
The shells of this species are extremely variable, and where
large collections of the various stages of growth are examined
together, it becomes totally impossible to draw lines of distinction
between this and the other three forms associated with it. The
var. Planorbiformis differs only in the depression of the spire to
nearly the plane of the outer volution, the number of volutions
even here varying considerably. E. planispim has the volutions
more slender as well as more numerous, and often the spire becomes so depres1"ed as to present but very little difference between
it and the umbilical side. The form originally given as E.
quadrivolvis is perhaps more distinct and IDO'l'e readily distinguished than any of the others, still intermediate forms are so
numerous as to cause great trouble in separating it from the
more rapidly expanding specimens of E. spergenensis. As the
surface markings are alike in all the four varieties, it becomes a
question as to whether they may not all belong to one very protean
spedes. However, as they have been described as distinct forms I
have given illustrations of each, that others may form their own
conclusions.
Localities:· The typical fotm of E. spergenensis h~s been observed at Spergen Hill and Paynters Hill, Bloomington and
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Ellettsville, Ind. The other forms have been observed at each
locality mentioned except Ellettsville, where it is possible they
may occur, as I have seen but few specimens from that locality.
[All forms occur at Ellettsville, as also at Stinesville and Harrodsburg, Ind. ]

EU01nphalu8 spergenel1sis val'. pwnorbiformis Hall, Trans. Alb.
lnst., vol. IV, p. 20. Strapa,rollus spergenensis val'. Planorbiformis (Hall) S. A. Miller, Oat. Am. Pal. Foss. Pl. 25, figs.
20 and 21.
"Shell discoid; spire flat or concave; volutions about four,
rounded above and below; aperture nearly circular; umbilicus
broad, not deep."

Euomphalus planispira Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. IV. p. 20.
Straparo.llus planispira (Hall) S. A. Miller, Oat. Am. Pal.
Foss. PI. 25. figs. 22 and 23.
"Shell discoid; spire fiat or scarcely concave; volutions about
five or six, slender, very gradually increasing in size, rounded'
above and below; suture well defined; aperture circular; umbilicus broad and shallow. Surface marked by fine, closely arranged and slightly undulating strire.
"Diameter" .36; height, .12 of an inch.
"This shell is distinguished from either of the preceding by its
slender volutions which increase much more gradually from the
apex. The volutions are round both above and below, though
sometimes the lower side descends so abruptly to the umbilicus as
to present the appearance of an obtuse or undefined angle on
the last volution."

Euomphalus quadrivolvis Hall (Tmns. Alb. [nst., Vol. ih p. 19.)
Slraparollus quadrivolvis (Hall), S. A. Miller, Oat. Am. Pal.
Foss. PI. 25, figs. 24- and 25.
"Shell planorbicular, spire depressed, composed of about four
turns, the inner one scarcely rising above the last volution; volutions somewhat rapidly increasing from the apex, regularly
rounded; ltperture round-oval, slightly transverse; umbilicus less
than the diameter Qf the outer volution. Surface marked by fine,
closely arranged striae of growth.
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"Diameter .12 to .31, elevation .06 to .16 of an inch."
There is so much confusion in regard to the value of the names
Euomphalus and straparollus that I have preferred to leave these
species where they were originally placed, rather than to burden
the science with additional and useless references by changing
them under uncertainty.
[These foms are here referred to the genus Strarparo,zzus and to
the species S. spergenensis. There is l!OW no doubt whatever of
the correctness of Whitfield's opinion that this is a single protean
species. The author has examined thousands of specimens, from
a large number of localities, and in any large suite of specimens
a separation into the species enumerated by Hall is impossible.]
[Genus STROPHOSTYLUS Hall.]
[STROl'HOSTYLUS CARLEYANA (Hall) Keyes.]
Plate XXV. figs. 26 and 27.

N aticopsis Carleyana (N atica Carleyana Hall; Trans. Alb. lnst.,
Vol. 4, p. 31.)

"Shell sub-globose; spire short, consisting of about three volutions, whieh increase very rapidly, the last one extremely ventricose; suture not distinctly defined; aperture ovate, straIght on the
columellar side; outer lip sharp; inner lip thickened; columella
with a distinct groove near the base of 7he lip for the reception of
the operculum; surface marked by fine clevated striae, corresponding to the lines of growth.
"Height .10 to .30, diameter .08 to .34 of an inch."
This species is very closely related to N. nana, M. and W., from
the Coal Measures of the Western States, and if mingled with specimens of that species of the same lithological character it would
be diffic.ult to separate them. The inside of the aperture on the
columellar side is thickened, and the shell imperforate, which
characters would remO'Ve it from the genus N atica, to N aticopsis.
Among some later collections there are specimens which meas·
ure fully one~half in;3h in height, being much larger than those in
the original collection.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind., and Alton,
Ill., being very rare at the latter locality, while extremely abundant at that first mentioned. [Found also at Harrodsburg, Ramona, Stinesville and Ellettsville, J nd.]
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Genus MAGROGHE,ILUS Phillips,
Plate XXV, fig. 28.

MACROCHEILUS LITTONANUS Hall.

Natica Littonana Hall, Trans. Alb. Jnst., Vol. 4, p. 30.
"Shell short, sub-fusiform; spire depressed-conical; volutions
about four, rapidly increasing from the apex, the last vol uti on
symmetrically ventricose and prolonged below; suture not strongly
marked; aperture narrow-ovate, sharp above, and narrowing near
the front; outer lip thin; inner lip thickened; surface striated.
"Height .25, diameter .19; last volution .17 of an inch."
This shell is very erect in form, the columella forming the central axis, unlike any form of N alica. The columella of the only
specimen in the collection indicates the existence of a very slight
twist, showing the features of the genu:,; Macrocheilus to whieh I
have referred it. The surface under a strong hand-glass appears
to me to be entirely destitute of markings of any kind, and the
suture line between the volutions to have been partially obliterated by a deposit like that of the recent Ancillaria"
Locality.-Bloomington, Ind.
[MACROCHEILUS STINESVILLENSIS n. sp.
Plate XXIV, figs. lO-lOa.

Shell robust, smooth; spire short but rather abruptly elevated,
conical. Four volutions, the first three small and only slightly
convex, the last very large and gibbons. Aperture imperfectly
preserved but having the general outlines of the genus. Suture
shallow. This species differs from M. littonanus in the higher,
more abruptly elevated spire and less globular shape of the last
volution.
Locality.-Stinesville, Indiana, rather rare.
Indiana University collection.]
[MACROCHEIL us sp.
Plate XXIV, figs. 3--3a.

A poorly preserved individual from Spergen Hill is probably
referable to this genus.
Indiana University collection.]
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Genus HOLOPEA Hall.
HOLOPEA PROUTANA Hall.
Plate XXV, fig •. 33 and 34.

H olopea (Oallonema?) Proutana Hall; Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4,
p.30.
"Shell ovate-conical; spire somewhat rapidly tapering; volutions about six; moderately convex, last one ventricose, subangular
in the direction of the suture line, and obliquely extended below;
suture sharply defined; aperture round-ovate, oblique on the upper
side; pillar lip slightly reflexed in the umbilical region; umbilicus
none; surface marked by fine striae parallel to the lines of
growth.
"Length .62 to .50 of an inch."
There is considerable variation in the ventricosity of the volutions in this species, some of them being decideaIy flattened· in
the direction of the spire, while others are quite round and the
suture line very distinct. The angulation at the outer base of
the last volution is also often obsolete. The shell is minutely
perforate, and has a decided umbilical depression at the top of the
columella.
Its generic relations with Holopea symmetrica, Hall, the first
species of the genus described is not very close, but perhaps as
near as to any other described genus. It has exactly the characters of Oallonema, Hall, as shown in O. bellatula, except in the
surface ornamentation, which is given hy the author as a generic
feature, althougb O. bellattlla, and especially the New York form
of it, known as O. Lichas, frequently becomes nearly smooth "toward the aperture in old shells.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind., and Alton,
Ill. [Also Paynters Rill, Harrodsburg, Ellettsville, Stinesville
and Romona. Ind. ]
BULIMORPHA [Whitfield].

Shell fuisiform, spire produced; volutions convex, the last large;
columella bent and truncated at the base, where it is separated
from the outer lip by a notch as in the recent genus Achaiina,·
outer lip very slightly notched near the upper end; surface of the
shell smooth. Type B. bulimiform.is, Hall.
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BULIMORPHA BULIl\UFORMIS Hall.
Plate XXV, figs. 37-39.

Bulimella bulimiformis Hall, Trans. Alb. lnst., Vol. 4, p. 2!);
Polyphemops1's bulimiformis (Hall), M. and W., Geol. Rept.
IlIa., Vol. 2, p. 372.
"Shell fusiform, elongate; spire nearly equal to half the length
of the entire shell; volutions about six, slightly convex in the middle, increasing somewhat rapidly, the last one equaling in length
all the others; aperture elongate-oval, acute at each extremity,
slightly sinuate at the upper outer angle; columella slightly
curved and truncate at the base; surface smooth or with faint
lines of growth.
"Length .25 to .75 of an inch."
This species is the most common one occurring in these beds)
and will be found to vary greatly in the proportional length and
thickness as 'well as somewhat in the ventricosity of the volutions.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind. [Also Payn. ter's Hill, Harrodsburg, Ellettsville, Stinesville, Romona, Ind.
Oommon.]
BULIMORPHA CANALICULATA Hall.
Plate XXV, fig. 4l.

Bulimella canalicv,lata Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 29;
Polyphemopsis canaliculata (Hall), ]I.£. and W., Geol. Rept.
Ills., Vol. 2, p. 372.
"Shell sub-fusiform; somewhat elongate; spire short, scarcely
equaling the length of the last volution; volutions about five, upper ones scarcely convex, rapidly diminishing to the apex, last
volution longer than the spire above, ~.light1y ventricose'; suture
canaliculate, the groove margined by a slight sharp carination at
the upper edge of the volution; aperture sub-ovate; surface
smooth or marked with fine lines of growth, which are abruptly
bent backwards at the carination on the upper edge of the volution which marks the notch in the upper angle of the aperture.
"Length .18 of an inch."
The notch mentioned in the above description is not a notch in
the lip like that of Pleurotomaria, Murchisomia, etc., but is formed
by the cha'nneling of the suture only. This feature at once distin·
guishes this from any of the other species described.
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Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. The locality as given under the
original description includes Bloomington, Ind., also. Only one
characteristic specimen exists in the collection, that being from
S'pergen Hill, Ind. [Lanesville, Ind. ]
BULIMORPHA E'LONGATA Hall.
Plate XXV, fig. 40.

Bulirnella elongata Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 30; PolyphernopS1:s elon,gala (Hall), M. and W., Geol. Rept. Ill., Vol. 2,
p. 372. Polyphernopsis teretiforrnis, Hall; Oat. Am. Pal.
Foss., S. A. 1fi1ler, p. 245.
"Shell extremely elongate; volutions seven or eight (perhaps
nine), somE:)what rapidly ascending, moderately convex, the greatest convexity a little above the middle, last one slightly ventricose;
suture distinct, an undefined angular elevation below, corresponding to the notch in the lip; surface nearly smooth; direction of the
striae scarcely visible.
"Length .50 of an inch."
The undefined angular elevation below the suture mentioned in
'the description is remarkably obscure in the type specimen, and
corresponds only to the "greatest convexity" which exists "a little above the middle" of the volutions. The species is very rare,
nearly as much so as B. canaliculata, only the type specimen being
found in good condition; a few other worn specimens only having
been observed. The change of generic name will restore the original specific name of elongata, making it Burlirnorpha elongata,
Hall's sp.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Lanesville, Ind. ]
Genus CYOLONEMA Hall.
CYCLONEMA LEAVENWORTHANA Hall.
Plate XXV, figs. 29-31.

Pleu-rotornaria Leavenwortha,na Hal1, Trans. AI"Q. Inst., Vol. 4,
p.24.
"Shell ranging in form from sub-globose to terete-conical and
elongate-ovate; spire conical, varying greatly in its elevation from
the young to the old shell; volutions five to seven, neatly rounded
and ventricose below; suture well defined; aperture round-oval;
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umbilicus none; sunace marked by conspicuous, rounded, revolving striae, which are less than the spaces betweBn; striae less conspicuous on the base of the last volution; the first line below the
suture uniformly thinner and sharper than the othe'rs, and the
spaces on each side wider. .
"Length from .05 to .50 of an inch."
This shell is remarkably variable in the degree of expansion of
the volution, the apical angle being in some cases nearly twice as
great as in others, while the increase in the volution is equally
variable. These changes give one the impression, when only a few
individuals are examined, that there are two distinct spooies represented, but so many connecting forms can easily be obtained that
one soon· abandons this view. The species presents no evidence
of being a true Pleurotomaria) as there is no indication of a notch
between any of the revolving striae. The characters correspond
much more nearly to those of Oyclo11erruJ,) Hall, although it lacks
the flattening of the columella that is seen in O. bilix.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind., and Alton,
Ill. [Also Harrodsburg, Ellettsville, Stinesville, Paynters Hill
and Romona, Ind. Abundant.]
CYCLONEMA SUBANGULATUM Hall.
Plate XXV, fig. 32.

Pleurotornaria sttbangulata Hall, Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 25.
"Shell ovate-conical; volutions about five or six, angular above,
the last one ventricose below; upper side of volution nearly rectangular to the direction of the spire j aperture ovate, the inner
side straight or concave; umbilicus none; suture distinct; surface
ornamented by unequal, revolving lines, those on the lower part of
the last volution finer and more closely arranged, three of those
on the periphery stronger and more distant, the upper one of these.
three stronger than the other two, forming the summit of the
angle; midway between the angle and the suture is one strong an- .
gular stria, and on the outer side, and sometimes on the inner
side of this a finer one.."
"Length .35 of an inch."
This shell is closely allied to O. Leavenworthana) and will most
likely prove to be onl.v a variety of that one. The carinated upper
55-Glloloi)'

Ii
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angle of the last volution is caused by the dropping out of the revolving line below it, and to some extent also that ~bove, causing
this individual line to stand out more prominently. In the form
of :the lower part of the volution' and' in that of the aperture they
agree perfectly.
Locality.-Spergen Hill" Ind. [Harrodsburg, Bloomington
imd Stinesville,' Ind.]
Genus LOXONEMA Phillips .
. LOXONEMA YANDELLANA Hall.
Plate XXV, fig8. 35 and 36.

f~lln~.

Aib. Inst., Vol.

4, p. 28.

"Shell terete~subu]ate; spire elongate, very gradully tapering
to,the apex" which is apparently obtuse; volutions about eight or
nine; Mery little coilvex,the last one scarcely expanded; suture distinct; surface marked by fine thread-like striae crossing thevolutiong, with a slight undulation above the middle; aperture ovate.
,: "Length .20 to;50 of an inch."
This species has proved to be exceedingly rare, and so far as
seen is usually quite small. The fragment figured r~presents the
largest growth yet noticed, while the surface markings are much
stronger proportionally than on any other specimen examined.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Aho Harrodsburg, Romona
and Big Creek (Stinesvile), Ind. ]
Loxonema. vincta} see 1furchisonia vincta. '
The shell described in'the original Spergen Hill paper as Pll!/uro.torlur:ria; concava presents features entirely incompatible with
~liose of any known genus S0' far as I can ascertain. It is trochifdmi, ooing broadly conical above and flattened or concave below,
'*ith a wide umbilicus extending to the nucleus of the spire,_ as in
. Solarium. The aPerture is very oblique, and the periphery of
the v6'lutions is extended in form of a thin flange, under which the
sii&!eeding volution is f6rmed. No apertural slit exists, nor aFe
the striae o{'growth interrupted at the periphery, except when the
expansion is broken off. The surface ornamentation consists of
simple lin~s of growth above, while below the flattened surface is
riHi.~ked -by revolving lines. For this and similar species I pr~pos('
ilie generic name E otrochus.
.
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EOTROCHUS [Whitfield].

··Shell 'conical above, flat or concave beneath and.jbroadiy and
Aperture veryobIlque; and'the outer- angle
of volutions strongly carinated or expanded. Surface ornamentation unlike on the upper and lower surfaceS.· TypeE. CONeAVA
Pleu,rotomaria concava, Hall.
,., .
The genus differs from the umbilicated forms of the Trochidae
in not having the inner or umbilical surfac~ of the volution dis~
tinct from the basal parts (i; e., not forming a columella), but
the lower or basal surface of the volution slopes gradually and
smoothly into, and forms the sides of the umbilicus, giving· an
obliquely elliptical section to the volution. From the fo~ms
ally placed lmder Onusius, Humph., it differs but little e:kceptin
the character of growth and surface of the lower side of the volu:
tions.So far as known, it forms no peripheral digitations·or or~
namentation as in that genus. In the Pal. Rept. of Ohio,Vol.··''{;
p. 221, Mr. F. 13. Meek proposes the name Pseudoproorus ior .a
group of shells which he referred with doubt to X&ffipk'o1'6,~
Fischer, but which he does ~ot characteri~e. The shell·fe.i which
he proposed it, however, differs widely in chdracter froril:th{Pori~
under consideration; it being imperforate, alt:h~ughha:ving 'a'brbnd
umbilical depression, and the lower surface of the shell is a direct
continuation of the upper surface like the-volution Df Platyostoma
or Natica:, only being angulated on the 'periphery,:while this one
possesses a distinct system of growth and surface markings. This
with the open umbilicus is sufficient .to dis~illguis~ i,!- .~ .~ .~~~
arate generic group, the Ohio shell hein~ only:· a .ij.llt~ed
PlqiYQstoma.
~. (". \
d~ply umbilicated.

usu-

EOTROCHUS CONCA VUS (Hllll).

r

Plate XXVI,figs. 21-:-23.

Pleurotomaria concava Han, Trans. Alb; lnst., Vol. 4,p.:,.~4i;
P. tenuitnarginata, Han; Cat. Am. Pal. Foss., S. A. '~ill§J~
p.245.

r ..

"Shell trochiform; spire depressed-conical; volutions about five,
flattened or slightly concave above; base of shell co~lCa~e ;·;~ri-.
phery alate, alation curving dow:nwards I').t the margin; aperture
transversely ovate (the wider part at the pillar); umbilicllP me:dium size, round; suture linear, rather indistinct; surta:ce';siinOoili
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or marked by obsplescent striae, which turn abruptly backwards
from the sutu.re to the periphery; similar suiae are sometimes visible on the base of the shell, bending abruptly backward on the
alation.
"Diameter .25 to .75 of an inch, heigh~ from .20 to near .50 of
an inch."
The original specimens of this species were so very poor that
they seem to have led to some misconceptions of characters. On
clearing away the rock from the base of some of the larger specimens the surface of this part is seen to be marked by about thirteen
flattened revolving lines, and with the strongest hand glass no
oblique lines resembling those on the upper surface can be seen,
although the apparent receding of the lower lip of the apertl1re
would give this direction. The "pillar" spoken of in describing
the form of aperture should not be interpreted as indicating a solid
columella, but only the wall of the open umbilicus. The largest
specimen in the collection has a diameter of considerably more
than one inch.
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Ind., and Alton, Ill. No individual
from Bloomington is present in the collection. [Paynter's Hill
and Stinesville, Ind.]
Genus PLEUROTOMARIA.* D. France.
PLEUROTOMARIA SUBGLOBOSA Hall.
Plate XXVI, fig. 10.

Cat. Am. Pal. Foss., S. A. Miller, p. 245.
Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 23.

P. rotundata Hall,

"Shell sub-globose; volutions above five or six, convex, the last
one very rotund or ventricose; suture distinctly marked, and the
volution depressed just below it, and rising in an obtuse, undefined angle, below which is a distinct depressed revolving line,
and below this again a similar sub-angular elevation, which forms
the upper limit of the broad periphery of the outer volution, thus
making the upper side of the volution obscurely biangular with one
depression between the angles and the other towards the suture.
-None of the species described herein under the genus, PZeurotomaria. belong to
thBt genus in the restricted sense. The time at the writer's disposal has not
made It possible to give the speCies the necessary reViSion for final generic reterence.-E. B. C.
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These angles and the depression between are distinctly visible in
the cast. Aperture broadly ovate; umbilicus small; surface
marked by fine, closely arranged revolving striae.
"Diameter .09 to .45, height .04 to .38 of an inch."
On the larger individuals of this species the volutions are entirely round above and on the sides, completely destroying the
subangulations spoken of in the description, the depressed band
being most distinct in the small and medium-sized individuals.
But the term "biangular" is, perhaps, too marked to apply to so
round and globular a shell. The umbilicus is very distinct when
clear of adhering rock, and its margin abrupt. On very well preserved specimens the under side is seen to be marked by very fine
revolving lines, but those on the upper side of the volutions only
are visible on most examples.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind., and Alton,
Ill. [Harrodsburg, Ellettsville, Stinesville and Romona, Ind. ]
PLEUROTOMARIA SWALLOV ANA Hall.
Plate:XXVI, figs. 1 and 2.

Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 24.
"Shell depressed, somewhat globose, spire little elevated; volutiona about five, regularly rounded, the last ODe sub-ventricose,
and sometimes a little more expanded at the periphery; suture
well defined; aperture sub-circular, a little oblique on the pillar;
umbilicus large, circular; a flattened band upon the periphery of
the shell margined on each side by a distinct elevated line; volutions crossed by nne, even, thread-like striae, which are smaller
than the spaces between them, more conspicuous on the upper side
of the volutions and often obsolete on the lower side.
"Diameter .12 to .25, height .07 to .20 of an inch."
The general resemblance of this species is somewhat similar to
that of P. subglobosa.. but it is much more depressed, although very
variable in this respect. The transverse striae on the upper surface of the volution, and the situation of the band which is on the
periphery in this case, will serve to distinguish this species.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind. [Also Paynters Hill, Ellettsville and Stinesville, Ind.]

1- .
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PLEUROTOMARIA TRILINEATA Hall.
Plate XXVI, fig. 20.

Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 1, p. 25.

•

"Shell ovate-conical; spire more or less elev.ated, acute at the
apex; volutiO'ns abO'ut six, convex, last vO'lution ventricO'se; suture
distinctly defined; aperture sub-circular; cO'lumella perfQrate by
a small umbilicus; surface marked uPO'nthe periphery by a comparatively brO'ad spiral band, which is margined 9n each side by'
a linear groove; twO' other similar grO'oves between the band and
the umbilicus, dividing the base of the shell into three spaces, each
one equaling in width the spiral band; entire surface, except the
spiral band, ornamented by revolving, thread-like striae, which
are f!rossed by fine lines of growth, the latter becoming strQnger
and curving slightly backward upon the spiral band; an almost
imperceptible angulation just belQW the umbilicus.
"Length .125 to .50 Qf an inch."
The measurement ".125" as given in the original paper is probably a misprint and should be .25. The largest specimen wliich
.
I have Qbserved is about .75 of an inch high.
Localities.-Spergm Hill and BlO'omington, Ind., and Alton,
Ill. [Harrodsburg, Ellettsville, Stinesville and Rpmona, Ind.]
PLEURO'l'OMARIA NODULOSTRIATA Hall.
Plate XXVI, fig. 5.

Trans. Alb. Inst., VO'I. 4, p. 21.
1~;5'·"'~·I··'f)l,

.

Ii'

.

:)._ .•....

-

. "Shell tllrbinate; spire depressed-conical, obtu$e at the apex;
volutions about four, rounded, somewhat depresse4 above, the last
one ventricose belQw; suture distinct, rather sharply defined; aperture sub-circular, slightly flattened on the inner side; umbilicus
rudimentary; surface marked by strong, revolving elevated striae,
which are about equal to' the spaces between them, excepting on
the periphery of the outer vQlution, where two or three are more
distant, leaving a double spiral band; revolving striae crossed by
Qblique striae (parallel to the lines of growth), ,which are very
cQnspicuous on the upper side Qf the volutiQn, but become QbsQlete
belQW the band. The revolving lines at the junction Qf the oblique
striae become nodulose on the upper half of the volution, and particularly near the suture.
"Diameter .12 to .18, height .10 to .18 of an inch."
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In most of the specimens, especially the larger ones, the upper
side of the volution is obliquely flattened in the diredion of the
apical angle, and the periphery vertically flattened. They vary
greatly in the rate of increase, the apical angle varying from less
than 60 to about 90 dE\,OTees in different specimens. There are
apparently two strong varieties included among those referred to
the species, one having coarse revolving lines on the lower side,
the other marked by very fine lines, the latter having a very depressed spire and flattened periphery, though I think there are
intermediate forms enough to unite them.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind., and Alton,
Ill. [Harrodsburg, Ellettsville and Stinesville, Ind.]
PLEUROTOMAR.IA WORTHEiNI Hall.
Plate XXVI. fig.4.

Trans. Alb. Imit., Vol. 4, p. 23; Geol. Rept. Iowa, 1858, p. 530,
pl. 23, fig. 13.
"Shell depreSsed sub-globose; spire but little elevated, oblique
from the great expansion of the last volution; volutions about
three, somewhat flattened above, rapidly expanding, so that the
last volution makes nearly the whole bulk of the shell; obtusely
angulate on the periphery; upper margin of the volutions marked
by a YOW of strong nodes, which extend about one-third across;
surface marked above by striae parallel to the lines .of growth,
which on the last volution disappear in passing over the angulate
periphery; base of last volution marked by strong revolving lines
on the space between the' outer margin and the umbilical area; base
deeply excavated about the umbilical region, but the umbilicus is
unknown. Aperture sub-quadrate, upper edge of the outer lip
projecting far over the lower..
"Diameter .60, height .48 of an inch."
This shell is not .1 very characteristic form of Pleurotomaria.
In fact, it approaches much nearer to the genus ORYPTAENIA Deslonch, Mem. Hoc, Lin., Vol. VIII, p. 147, than to the true PleurotomarW", as tl;te slit in the periphery has been very obscure and
concealed by th~ succeeding volutions. The form is also depressed
and the aperture very oblique, receding very much on the' lower
side~ I have not been able to ascertain the form of the umbilicus
in Oryptaenia,: but in this species the depression is very broad
J
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and patulose, although the real perforation itself is very small indeed. The row of nodes mentioned in the description as characterizing the uppe'r f'ide of the volution, have the form of undulations of this part of the shell, are somewhat oblique and only pertain to the l~st one or one and a half volutions. The surface of
the shell when not. worn is covered by revolving lines both above
and below, except within the umbilical depression, the very margin of this only being marked.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind.
PLEUROTOMARIA HUMILIS Hall.
Plate XXVI, fig. 3.

Trans. Alh. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 21.
"Shell depressed, trochiform, oblique, spire little elevated., consisting of three or four volutions, which increase rapidly in size
from the apex; volutions depressed-convex above, and declining to
the periphery; base of the last volution less convex than on the
upper side, sub-obtusely angular on the periphery, which is marked
by a narrow groove, little wider than the usual spaces between the
revolving striae; surface marked by revolving and transverse
striae, which are stronger and more distant· on the upper side of the
volution, giving it a beautiful cancellated appearance, while they
are closer and finer on the lower side of the shell; mouth transversely ov~l; umbilicus small.
"Diameter .10 to .19, height .07 to .14 of an inch."
The specimens upon which this species was founded, and of
which the above is the description, are only the young shells of
Pleurotomaria Wortheni Hall, and their locality the same as that
species.
[Additional material from other localities makes it certain that
P. humilis and P. worlheni are one species. ]
PLEUROTOMARIA MEEKANA Hall.
Plate XXVI, figs. 8 and 9.

Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 22.
"Shell depressed-conical; spire short, rapidly diminishing and
obtuse at the apex; volutions about five, appressed above and subangular below, with the periphery vertical; suture distinct; last

-
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volution large, not ventricose, biangular on the periphery, with a
defined groo,ve in the center which is distinctly margined above
and below by an elevated line; surface on the upper side of the
volutions marked by revolving and transverse striae of equal
strength, which are regularly cancellated (and when not worn
there is a slight nodosity at the crossing). The revo~ving lines
on the base of the last volution are closer and finer than those
above, and equally but less distinctly crossed by the transverse
lines, which make a deep sinuosity on the periphery of the shell.
Aperture sub-quadrate, with a deep notch in the outer margin at
the termination of the revolving band; umbilicus of medium size.
"Diameter .18, height .13 of an inch."
The species is represented in the collection by only a single imperfeet specimen, on which the characters are rather obscure. It
has more the form of a Trochonema than of a Pleurotomall"ia in
the general form of the shell and spire. There is but very indistinct evidence of the "deep notch" in the outer margin of the
shell, and I can not detect any revolving lines on the lower side of
the last volution as stated.
Locality.-In the original paper the locality is given as Spergen
Hill, but the card is marked Alton, and the specimen shows the
lithological characters of the rook from that locality. Therefore
I thillk it probable the locality has been wrongly stated by mistake.
[The Indiana University collections contain a considerable number of specimens of this species from Stinesville, Ellettsville and
Harrodsburg, Ind.]
PLEUROTOMARIA PIASAEN'SIS Hall.
Plate XXVI, figs. 6 and 7.

Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 22 ..
"Shell depressed, sub-globose; spire short and little elevated,
consisting of about four volutions; volutions rapidly increasing in
si2e, depressed-convex above, somewhat rounded below, and becoming sub-angular near the aperture; the periphery abruptly rounded
and marked by a spiral groove or band; surface marked by about
four strong spiral er revolving striae en the upper side of the velution, between the periphery and suture, and four or five similar
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striae on the lower side; transverse striae scarcely distinct except in
the spaces between the revolving striae; umbilical depression rather
broad, and margined by a strong angular elevation towards the
aperture of the shell; aperture sub-quadrangular,' the pillar side
shorter; the outer side, from the periphery to the angle bordering
the umbilical region, nearly straight, and equal to the space from
the periphery to the suture.
"Diameter .17, height .10 to .11 of an inch/'
The shells of this species are very variable in the form of the
volutions, some being round on the periphery and others quite angular, that figured being of the latter group. Of course this
sharpness on the edge gives a more obliquely flattened form to the
upper and lower surface, destroying to a considerable extent the
"sub-globose" form a3 mentioned in the original description. The
number of bands and the strength of the transverse striae also
vary. . On the angrtlar specimens there is often a carinated band
forming the margin, when it becomes difficult to distinguish th2
position of the slit which should characterize the genus to which
it is referred.
Locality.-Piasa Oreek, above Alton, Ill., the locality of the
Alton bed. [Paynters Hill, Ellettsville and Stinesville, Ind.]
PLEUROTOMARIA CONULA Hall.
Plate XXVI, fig. 17.

Pleurotamria ('Ifurchisonia ?) C onula> Hall; Trans. Alb. Inst.,
Vo1. 4, p. 26.

"Shell conical, spire gradually and uniformly diminishing from
the base; volutions six to eight, angular in the middle and flattened abov€' and below; sutures defined; surface marked by distinct, elevated, nearly vertical striae, both above and below the
spiral band ; spiral band occupying the periphery of the volution,
and composed of three revolving minute carinations with narrow
depres'sionR between (sometimes only two ele,vated bands are ~is
ible) ; aperture sub-quadrate; Columella extended below, perforate:
"Lengthtrom.08 to .18 of an inch."
The generic relations of this shell are rather obscure, as it seems
to be ·intermediate be~een Murchi80'I1:ia and Pleurotomarria. If
it were not perforated it would form a very good Murchisonw,.
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but the type of that genus has a solid axis, and all true species
of the genus in the Devonian have, while this species is very distinctly umbilicated. The slit in the aperture is very narrow, and
in the specimen figured is seen to be open for nearly an entire
volution, becoming gradually narrower as it recedes from the aperture, and in closing finally forms the third carination of the band
mentioned in the description.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Also Paynters Hill, Romona,
S'tinesville, Ellettsville and Harrodsburg, Ind.l
[BEMBE'XIA ELEGANTULA (Hall) Ulrich.*]
Plate XXVI, fig. 19.

Plellrotornaria elegantula, lJaIl sp. [Whitfield]; Murchisonia
eleganio;,la, Hall; Trans. Alb. lnst., -Vol. 4, p. 27; Pleurotomaria
Shumardi, M. and W., Geol. S'urv-. Ill., Vol. 2, p. 260, pI. 18,

fig. 6.

.

As the original description of this species was taken from a very
imperfect and immature specimen, it is very incomplete, and I
have thought best to substitute that given by Messrs. Meek and
Worthen, loc cit., which is much better. The sheIl is very good
Plimrotormarrial, and does not in its complete form possess the features of the genus M w·ch-isonia:.
"Shell trochiform, of medium size, very thin; spire moderately
elevated, conical, somewhat attenuate at the apex. Volutions
abOlHseven, increasing rather rapidly in size, obliquely flattened
above; those of the ~pire somewhat angular near the lower side;
last one very prominent and angular arQund the middle, moderately convex below, the immediate edge of the angle being truncated by the narrow spiral band. Band flat or slightly concave}
and margined above and below by a small, smooth, slightlY' elevated line; passing around a little above the suture on the whorls
of the spire. Sutme well defined; umbilicus small; aperture
rhombic-subquadrate, wider than high. Surface ornamented by
numerous transver~ lines, which are very regular and closely al'lOIn hi. remarks on the family PI."rotomariidae Mr.E.O. Ulrich (Geol. Minn., Vol. Ill,
Pt. II,l892·1896. pp. 9t6-960) has subdivided the genus into a number of subordinate groups
or genera, and refers to certain of these genera, a number of species occurring in the present
fauna. Those interested in the present status of the Pleurotomariida. phould consnlt the
works ofKoken, Burkhardt, and Ulrich.]
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ranged on the upper whorls, but become stronger, more distant
and less regular on the last turn. In crossing the upper, flattened,
sloping sides of the whorls, these lines arch a little forward and
pass very obliquely backwards from the suture to the band; on the
under side .of the body whorl they are smaller, or nearly obsolete,
and crossed by obscure traces of fine revolving striae. Length
0.70 inch, breadth 0.73 inch; apical angle rather distinctly concave; divergence 0.70."
Localities.-Bloomington, Ind., and Warsaw, Ill. [Stinesville, Ind.]
Genus MURCHISONIA. D'Arch. and Vern.
MURCHISONIA. INSCULPTA Hall.
Pla.te XXVI,

fi"g. 18.

Trans. Alb. Inst., V(.I. 4, p. 26.
"Shell subulate-conical; spire somewhat rapidly ascending,
acute; volutions six or seven, convex and rounded in the middle,
appressed and sloping gradually above, and abruptly below, to the
suture; upper side of volutions marked by vertical elongate nodes,
which are pointed above and gradually disappear in the surface
below, or subdivide into distinct elevated striae; spiral band rather
broad; margined by two distinct elevated lines, with the intermediate space convex or concave; last volution ventricose, extended
below and marked by an elevated line which is a continuation of
the suture line; aperture somewhat rounded and extended in
front; columella extended below and imperforate>.
"Length from .05 to .25 of an inch."
The species approaches more nearly to Pleurot()'l11,(J,ria, CO'fllUla
than to any other associated species, but can be readily distinguished by the more highly conical form, coarser markings, more
.extended apertm'e, more ventricose last volution, which is longer
on the lower side, and by not being umbilicated. The slit in the
last volution extends from the margin of the aperture backwards
for about one-fourth to one-third of a volution.
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind. [Harrodsburg, Ellettsville, Stinesville and Romona, Ind. ]
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MURCHISONIA TEREBRIFORMIS Hall.
Plate XXVI, figs. 15 and 16.

Trans. Alb. lnst., Vol. 4, p. 28.
"Shell extremely elongate, sublate-acute; volutions eight or nine,
very convex, marked by a broad spiral band in the center, last
volution ventricose; suture deeply marked; surface ornamented on
the uppe:r: side of the volutions by fine striae, which extend obliquely backwards to the spiral band, below the band by one or
two spiral elevated striae, and on the last volution by four or five
similar striae; aperture unknown; umbilicus none.
"Length .33'0£ an inch."
,
This shell resembles in its general features Pleurotommria trilineatm, Hall, herein described, but is more elevated than the most
slender forms of that species, and has a less ventricose volution
as well as a greater number of whol'ls. The surface ornamentation is quite 'distinct, as there are none of the fine revolving lines
above the band on this one, the surface being marked 'by transverse striae only, and the revolving lines below are raised, flattened, narrow bands instead of impressed lines, as on that one.
The shell is also imperforate.
Loeality.-Bloomington, Ind.
[Harrodsburg, Ellettsville,
Stinesville and Romona, Ind. ]

-," .,.
[SOLEiNOSPIRA VIDRMICULA (Hall) Ulrich.]
Plate XXVI, fig. 11.

Murchisonia vermicula, Hall [Whitfield]; Trans. Alb. lnst., Vol.
4, p. 27.
"Shell cylindrical, abruptly tapering at the apex; volutions from
~ix to ten, moderately convex in the middle and scarcely diminishing for the first four or five turns above the base, but becoming
more abruptly contracted above; surface of each yolution marked
by two very prominent revolving striae, having "a s,!>ace between
them on the periphery, and a single finer line below and one
above near the suture; the last volution not ventricose, and marked
by' a fifth revolving striation, which is a continuation of the suture
line;' aperture broadly oval, rounded below; columella imperforate.
Shell minute.
,
"Length .14: of an inch."
! I:,;
"

I

r---------

~-

~~
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This is the smallest gasteropod found in the. Spergen Hill beds,
and is extremely abundant in certain layers. The shell is nearly
cylindrical for more than half its length in the larger specimens:
the ·increasebeing mostly in the upper four or five volutions. ~ -The
spiral bands are often nearly obsolete, or the upper and lower are
in~i~t.inct, aI!d. the oentral ones very strongly marked. It r is
readily distinguished from the apical portion of M. turritellaby
its clindrical form, that one being regularly tapering. [Ulrich,
lac. cit., refers this form to' the genus 8olenospira.]
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind. [Paynters
Hill, Harrodsburg, BlGomington, Ellettsville, Stinesville and RomO,na, Ind.• abundant.]
.IIij.

'

[SOLEINOSPIRA TURRITELLA (Hall) Ulrich.]
Plate XXVI. fig. 12.

Murchisonia turritella, Hall [Whitfield]; Trans, Alb. lnst., VGl.
4, p. 27.
,"Shellsubulate·, elGngate, gradually tapering to' the apex; suture
, distinct;: volutions about nine; equally rounded, the last one
slightly ventricGse; surface marked by closely arranged, rGunded,
rev6Iving lst.riae, which are stronger Gn the middle Gf the volutiGn;
five revolving striae Gn each volution of the spire, and about se~en
on the last volntiGn: aperture sub-Gvate; columella slightly extended and curVed around the aperture, impe'rfGrate.
"Length .18 to' .50 of an inch."
'" l'he sheHsGf this species are very variable in their rate Gf increase and in the comparative height of the vGlutiGns,. as alsfJ in
the strength. gf the revolving lines. These latter are often quite
~harp Gr atigtiiar, Gr Gthers are rGunded as stated in the descriptiGn
a"bove. The hand marking-the slit in the lip is situated above the
IIlIddle of 'J
volutiGn, an~d is nO't' well marked until th~ shell atthins consld"erable size, when it lw.eomes distinct. This feature
~ives a ce~tral or sub-central line, sO' that there are five lines exBBsed on each vGlutiGn. There is but one associated species with
W'hich it will be readily confGunded, namely, M. attenuata, under
,~hich species CGmparisons will be found. [Ulrich, lac. cit., refers
tlits species to the genus Solenospira.]
LGcality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Paynters Hill, HarrGdsburg,
BlGGmington, Big Oreek (Stinesville) and RGmGna, Ind. ]

the
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[SOLENOSPIRA ATTENUATA (Hall) Ulrich.]
Plate,XXVI. fig. 13.

Murchisonia att~nuata" Hall LWhit.field] ; Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol.
4, p. 21.

"Shell subulate, elongate; spire very gradually tapering; volli.'
tions nine or more, flattened, scarcely convex in the middle,' and
marked by a spiral band which is margined on eithru. sidel:.y ~
strong elevated line; suture bounded on each side by Ii sharp el~
vated line which is smaller than those bordering the-spiral b~nd;
aperture t.ransverse; umbilicus none."
"j ,
There will always be considerable difficult.y in distinguishing beJ
tween this one and Jj{ tumtella" moreesp~iallyso aS1J.6'perloot
specimens of this have been observed, so· that the entire" ch~ra~w3
are unknown. It is probably a distinct species, but the only dis~
tinetion' that remains constant, even amou'g the small nu~berl>of
individuals observed (some five), consists of the number
're:volving li:nes, which on this one is four, and on that five. As a
pretty general thing they are sharper on this form, and those neat
the suture line less distinctly so than those bordering the band.
This feature destroys that roundness of the volutions so characteristic of M. turritella. The band is also situated near the middle of the volution, and the shell is perhaps a little more slender.
[Ulrich, loco cit., refers this species to the genus Solenospira.]
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Paynter's Hill, ;Hap::odsburg,
Bloomington, Ellettsville, Stinesville and Romona, Ind..
.
The Indiana University collection contains a considerable number of specimens of this species. It is probably distinct 'from S.

or

turrifella. ]
MURCHISONIA VIN9TA (Hall) ..
Plate XXVI. fig. 14.

Loxonema 1,incta, Hall;l'raus. Alb. lnst., Vol; 4, p. 28.'

"Shell extremely elongate, very gradually tapering,frOin ,the
base; volutions convex below, appressed above, bandoo just below
the suture and' marked by transverse a.rching 'striae;. aperture
ovate,wider below; umbilicus none.
'
. "Length 1 inch."
.
. ::::....
The description given of this species is very,iny011lplC;l~,an~.,tlie
specimens are usually too imperfect to afford 'means!0rliette:r.
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The volutions have been as much as ten or twelve in number, are
very little convex, the upper hali being depressed from the presence of a broad concave band just above the center, which gives
them an obliquely flattened character, and throws the greatest
convexity below the middle, often causing a slight angularity and
leaving a narrow, flattened band below the suture line above the
band. This form is so common a feature of the genus Loxonema
that it is very natural to make the wrong generic reference, especially as the surface markings are extremely fine and often obsolete. In the type specimen, however, they can be seen with a
good glass and show a dcided recurving in crossing the depressed
band, showing decidedly its generic affinities with M urchrisonia.
It is the largest shell of the form found in these beds, and is
readily distinguished from any of the non-lirated species by its
more slender form, and from those by its greater size and smooth
volutions.
Locality.-Allthe specimens yet observed have been from Spergen Hill, Ind. [Ellettsville, Stinesville and Romona, Ind. ]
HETEROPODA.*
Genus BELLEROPHON, Mont!.
BELLEROPHON SUBLJEVIS Hall.
Plate XXV, figs. 6 and 7.

Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 32; Geol. Iowa, 1858, p. 666, pI. 23,
fig. 15.
"Shell sub-globose, inflated on the last volution; aperture transverse, arcuate, expanded, the lip thickened and much extended at
the junction with the volution; umbilicus none; dorsum carinated
by a narro"', slightly elevated carina, surface ornamented by fine,
regular striae, which bend ahruptly and deeply ba~wards on the
carina, denoting the depth of the emargination of the lip; striae
sometimes irregular from interrupted growth.
"Length ftom .062 to .87'5 of an inch."
This shell belongs to the non-umbilicated section of the genus,
and in the adult shell the lip is much thickened over the umbilical
area, so as to form a strong callus, while in the younger stages it is
"The genua BIIILLIIIROl'HON is not now pla.ced in the H1!lTlIROl'ODA, but occupies 11> positioIl
in the RIPBIDOGLOSSA. ne1l>r the PleuriJtomaridllJ.
.
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but slightly thickened, or in the very young is thin and scarcely
enrolled. The volutions are strongly embracing, the last one so
much so as to give a deeply reniform aperture. The dorsal keel
is but slightly marked and very narrOow, and in very many of the
larger individuals becomes entirely obsolete, either frOom an external deposit or from a kind of erosion which has taken place
before the shells were finally imbedded, and which has also obliterated the surface markings. Besides the broad emargination
of the lip indicated by the transverse lines of grOowth, they sometimes show ll,deep slit of the width of the dorsal band extending
an eighth of an inch or more from the margin of the lip. There
is no described species from the lower Oarboniferous formations
that approaches very near this one. B. Stevensia!JVUS, McOhes.,
Pal. Foss., pl. 2, fig. 18, from the Ooal Measures of Illinois and
. the West, is as near as any, but is compressed laterally, more
strongly marked: and more distinetly carinate. Specimens measuring an inch and one-eighth have been more recently obtained at
S'pergen Hill and at Ellettsville, Ind.
Localities.-Spergen Hill,. Bloomington, Paynter's Hill and Ellettsville, Ind., and Alton, TIL [Also Harrodsburg and Stinesville, Ind.]
[BELLEROPHON SP?

A specimen from Spergen Hill only generically identified.]
[BIDLLEROPHON GIBSONI White.
Plate XXIV, Jigs. 5-5b.

Indiana, Dept. Gool. and Nat. Resources, Vol. II 1881, p. 360,
pl. 41, figs. 4, 5 and 6.
"Shell very large for a species of this genus; whorls gradually
increasing in size, broadly rounded on the outer side, especially on
the. outer. por.tion of the. last one ; aperture large, expanding by re:Hexion of the lip at the sides,. but apparently not so expanding
in front.
"The larger examples, when perfect, had a length of at least 65
millimeters and a breadth of aperture of 50 mm."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Position and Locality.-St.. Louis group of the Subcarboniferous limestone series, Greencastle, Putnam Oounty, Indiana."
86-Geolog:v.
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(White, loco cit.) Ellettsville, Bedford and Bloomington, Indiana, in the Salem limestone.]
[BUCANOPSIS TEX1'ILIS (Hall) Ulrich.] •
'Plate XXV. figs 4 and 5.

BeUerophon textilis, Hall [Whitfield] ; Bellerophon textilis Hall;
Cat. Pal. Foss. S. A. Miller, 1877; B. cancellalus, Hall, Trans.
Alb. lnst., Vol. 4, p. 31.
"Shell sub-globose; aperture transversely oval, arcuate, wi 1:4 the'
lip reflexed at the sides; umbilicus small in- young shells. and
scarcely visible in the older specimens from the thickening of the
lip; surface marked by fine longitudinal elevated ~triae,' of which
about thirty may be counted on each side of the carina, incr~asill,g
by implantation with the age of the shell; carina rather narrmv
and little elevated, very indistinctly marked by the longitudinal'
striae. Transverse striae in the direction of the lines of growth,
irregular, subimbricate, more distant than the longitudinal stri&..e,
bending backwards on the' carina. At the crossing of the two
sets of striae the surface is slightly nodulose in well preserved
specimens.
"Length .125 to .75 of an inch or more."
This is the only cancellated form descrIbed from the Carboniferous rocks of the Western States, and is a form more characteristic of the Devonian and Waverly formations than of this horizon. The shells which I have seen all have the appearance of immaturity, and there is an uncertainty as to whether the lip mayor
may not have been reflected in the adult stages, like those of the
same' type in the lower formations mentioned.· If it were thin
and vnreflected as in the specimens known, this alone would be a
distinguishing mark. But the even cancellation of the surface other~
wise distinguishes it from all except B. Leda", Hall, from the HamiltQn shales of New York, which always has a broader band, 'and
is rather more decidedly umbilicate. [Ulrich, loc cit., refe,rs this
species to the genus Bucanopsis.]
Localities.----:-S'pergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind. [Also Paynter's Hill, Harrodsbur~ and Stinesville, Ind.]
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[Genus SUBULITES Conrad.
8TJBULITES HARRODSBURGENSIS u. sp.
Plate XXIV. fila. 7-7b.

Shell very elongate, cigar-shaped, smooth; spire long, tapering
very gradually. Volutions flat, seven or eight in number, rather
oblique; last volutions scarcely larger than the one preceding. Suture scarcely visible, even in well preserved examples. In poorly
preserved epecimens and in all specimens except under a magniner, the surface appears perfectly smooth, causing these shells t(
bear an astonishing resemblance to somewhat worn sea-urchin
spines. ' 'Aperture notch-shaped, short and abruptly truncated at
the bottom: Inner lip thickened. Length of average specimens
from 5. to 6.5 mm., diameter 1.0 mm. to 1.5 mm.
Harrodsburg, Ind.; abundant; Bloomington, Ind., rare.
Indiana University collection.]
[Genus SOLIDNISCUS M. & W.
SOLENISCUS GLABER n. sp.
Plate XXIV. figs. 9-9a.

'Shell conical smooth, spire sharp, conical and well elevated;
smooth, :fiat or slightly convex, last volution more
convex and very large. Suture shallow, not strongly marked.
Aperture elongate-oval pointed both above and below. Outer lip
thin and sharply defined. Oolumella spirally twisted so as to
give the effect of a ridge on the inner margin of the aperture.
The base of the columella is channelled. J~ength of largest specimen 9 mm., diameter of last volution 4.5 mm. Only a few specimens of this species have been seen.
J~ocality.-Spergen Hill, Ind., very rare.
Indiana University collection.]
v<!lutions~five,

I

"

. [PL.4.TYCE:RAS CJRCULARIS Rowley sp.
Plate XXIV. figs. 11-11a.

Indiana Paleontology, VIII, Aug. 14, 1901, p. 70, pI. 23, figs.
32, 33.
"Shell ventricose. . Spi~e slightly inrol~ed; the body of the shell
rather rapidly expanding to the almost perfectly circular ape 1'hue. The concentric striae almost obliterated in silicification of
the shell.
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The circular outline of the aperture and the· slightly curved
spire make it easy to identify this species.
The type comes from the Warsaw [Salem] group at Lanesville,
Ind., and is in the collection of G. K. Greene.]
[Genus ANOMPHALUS M.

& W.

ANOMPHALUS ROTULIFORMIS n. sp.
Plate XXIV. figs. 12-12&.

Shell robust, smooth; spire depressed, scarcely rising above the
level of the last volution, slopes continuous with those of the 'last
volution, so that in profile the shell appears uniformly rounded
over the apex. Whorls about three. in number, inner one very
small and expanding very rapidly, so that the outer whorl is much
larger than the preeeding one (ratio of diameters about 3 to 1).
Suture very narrow, but plainly marked. The successive whorls
overlap to such an extent and their profiles join each other with
such an even curvature that the suture is scarcely depressed below
the general level of the surface of the shell. This character distinguishes these shells at once from Straparollus, which they resemble in their low spires and smooth rounded whorls. Aperture
round. Umbilicus shallow. This species is very similar to A.
roiulu8, M. and W., but differs somewhat in the profile of the
whorls.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind., rare.
Indiana University collection.]
[Genus POLYTREMARIA de Konink.
POLYTRE:MARIA (1) SOLITARIA n. sp.
Plate XXIV. figs. 6-6a.

A single specimen from Spergen Hill has the following characters: Shell planorbiform, smooth; spire slightly elevated above
the level of the outer whorl and having a concave profile. Five
volutions; the four inner ones expanding rather slowly, the outer
one considerably larger than the next l)receding whorl. Suture
well defined. The profiles of the volutions are well rounded on
the sides, somewhat flattened on top and descending into the sutures with an easy curve. Aperture not exposed. Umbilicus
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Lroad and deep. The feature of this shell that distinguishes it
from any other known to the writer from the rocks of this horizon,
is the two sinuous lines alternately approaching and receding from
each other and occupying the place of the slit"band of the PLEUROTOMARIIDAE. This feature at once distinguishes the shell
from Strmparollus spe1'genensis, which it otherwise resembles so
closely as to make it likely that the species is commonly mistaken
for the latter, and that this fact accounts for its not hitherto having been detected.
These sinuous lines on the middle of the whorl represent the
margins of the (closed) slit, which alternately approach each other
very closely, thus giving rise to a row of perforations similar to
those of H a.limis. In Pleurotomaria caienaia, de Konink, the
only species with which I can compare tnis, the coalescence of the
slit margins is complete, whereas in the present form they merely
approach each other closely. The species is placed provisionally
in the genus Polytremaria.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind., very rare.
Indiana University collection.]
[Genus GRYPHOCHITON Gray.
GRYPHOCHITON (?) PARVUS (Stevens).
Plate XXIV, figs. 8-8c.

Chiton parvus Stevens, Am. Jour. Sci. (2), Vol. 25, p. 264.
"Anterior valve semi-circular, conical. Apex pointing posteriorly, sloping regularly to the margin. Middle valves acutely
sub-rhomboidal, scooped in front" sharp behind, dorsum elevated,
terminating posteriorly in an acute apex. Posterior valve semicircular behind, abrupt in front, rising into an acute ridge, extending to the middle of the valve, terminating in an acute apex,
from which the valve slopes to the margin, which is thickened and
turned up. Accessory plates are more broadly rounded than in the
preceding species [Chiton ca,rbonarius]. Surface under glass
minutely granulated.
"Length.-Plates 0.1 of an inch, shell 1 to 2 inches."
The locality given by Stevens is "Bergen Hill," Indiana, in the
"Archimedes limestone." This must certainly mean Spergen
Hill. The above description applies very weH to sPecimens in the
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India!l;la University collection from the Salem limestone at Harrodsburg, Jnd. Atthe latter locality the species is not uncommon. It is also present at Bloomington, Ellettsville, Stinesville
and Romona, Ind.].
[Genus ACMAEA Eschscholtz.
Plate XXIV. figs. 6-6a.

The specimens figured are doubtfully referred to this genus. ]
PTEROPODA.
Genus CONUL.ARIA. MillE'l".
CONULARIA SUBLATA Hall .
• Plate XXV. fig. 3.

Trans. Alb. lnst., Vol. 4, p. 32.
"Shell quadrangular, the four sides nearly flat and converging
at an angle of about 18 degrees; surface marked with a distinct
longitudinal groove on each of the angles, and numerous regular, smooth, closely arranged, elevated, transverse striae, 'which
pass a little obliquely downwards towards the middle of each of
the sides, where they meet at a very obtuse angle. A single sharp
longitudinal line passes down the center of each side, without interrupting the transverse striae; angles truncate or rounded towards the apex.
"Length .50 of an inch."
The striae on this shell, so far as can be determined from the
imperfect specimens in the collection, are smooth, and have had no
longitudinal striae crossing them, cutting their surfaces into 6rnaments, as is generally the case in this genus. They are very
angular ·and occupy the entire space of the furrow. The number
in a given distance varies with the distance from the apex of the
shell, one counting eighteen in a tenth of an inch where the shell
measures a twelfth of an inch in diameter, and another where the
shell is a trifle less than a sixth of an inch in diameter there are
only ten in the same distance. The specimens are too small and
imperfea to afford means for comparison with other described
forms.
Locality.-41ton, Ill. [This species has not yet been recognized in Indiana. ] .
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[CONULARIA MISISOURIENSIS Swallow.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. SCi., Vol. I, p. 657.
"Shell large, in the form of an elongated four-sided py~amid
with a depressed rhombic base. The obtuse lateral edges are
marked by doop angular sulcations; the acute lateral edges subcarinated. Surface polished; each of the four sides marked by
flexuous, high, sharp plications. There are two sets of plications
on each side; they commence on the sides and curve towards the
base, then partially back, when they meet or intersect in the middle, forming an indistinct longitudinal sulcation along the middle
of each side; the space between the plications is at least twice as
wide as the plications. There are ten plications in a space equal
to the width of the side where they are situated.
"From the Carboniferous limestone of Cooper County (Missouri)," Swallow, loco cit.
An example of this species in the State Museum of Indiana is
labeled from Spergen Hill, but may be from a higher horizon than
the Salem limestone. It resembles very closely the specimen figured by Meek and Worthen (Geol. Ill., Vol. V, pI. 22, fig. 5), but
has the crenulations on the costal mentioned by Calvin (Am. Gool.,
Vol. V, p. 207.J
[CONULARIA GREENEI Miller and Gurley.
Plate XXIV, fig. 14.

Bull. No. 11, Ill. State Mus., p. 27, pI. III, fig. 3.
"Species long, slowly expanding, pyramidal, subquadrated, sides
equal, deeply furrowed at the four angles. Longitudinal line in
the middle of each side. S'urface ornamented with wide, concave,
smooth furrows that arch forward from the four angles. These
furrows are separated by sharp costre, generally without crennla:
tions. The costal sometimes cross the mesial line without interruption, in other cases they terminate alternately at the mesial
line. They do not curve forward when bending into the furrows
at the four angles, nor do. they reach the bottom of the furrows.
They alternate in these furrows. The transverse furrows .Ire
crossed by a few longitudinal wrinkles, at the margin of the 19U9it.udinal furrowf1.
-
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"There are only thirteen transverse furrows in an inch, where
our specimen is eight-tenths of an inch in diameter. The shell of
our specimen is horny and has the smooth, hard appearance of the
test of a trilobite.
"This species is so different from all that have heretofore been
described, from the Keokuk Group, that no comparison with 'any
of them is necessary. It is distinguished by its slender form,
wide, transverse, smooth furrows and sharp costre. There are
some slight crenulations on the costre, toward the larger end of
our specimens, but none toward the smaller end." (Miller and
Gurley, loc cit.)
Mr. G. K. Greene has submitted the specimen figured herein,
and which is said to come from Spergen Hill. There is, however,
some doubt both as to the horizon and locality. It is quite likely
that o. Greenei and O. Missouriensis will prove to be one species.
CEPHA.LOPODA..
Genus ORTHOCIDRAS, Breyn.
ORTHOCERAS EiPIGRUS Hall.
Plate XXV, fig. 2.

Trans. Alb.

Inst.~

Vol. 4, p. 33.

"Shell sub-cylindrical, very gradually tapering; section circular; siphuncle small, sub-central; septa slightly concave, separated
by spaces equal to about one-third the diameter of the shell; surface marked by distant, rather faint, longitudinal lines."
The only specimen of the species in the collection is a fragment retaining five chambers. The septa are remarkably flat.
With a strong hand glass I fail to find any indications of the
"rather faint longitudina~ lines" spoken of in the original description.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Ellettsville and Harrodsburg,
Ind.]
[ORTHOCERAS SP?
Plale XXIV, figs. 13-1.3.a.

The specimens figured are from the collection of Mr. G. K.
Greene and were collected at Edwardsville, Ind.]
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Genus NAUTILUS,. Breynius.
NAUTILUS CLARKANUS Hall.
Plate XXV, fig. 1.

Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. 4, p. 32.
"Shell sub-discoidal, flattened on the dorsum and angular at its
lateral margin; umbilicus large, showing all the inner volutions;
volutions (number unknown) rapidly diminishing, broader than
high, not embracing; surface ornamented by a deep, revolving
groove around the dorso-Iateral margin, between which and the
umbilicus is a single row of indistinct nodes, and about five or six
strong striae, which are crossed by fine elevated striae. Aperture
transversely oval; septa slightly concave, and separated by spaces
about equal to one-fourth the greater diameter of the volutions.
"The specimen described is somewhat worn upon the dorsal
side, which may have obliterated the fine transverse or longitudinal
striae, remaining upon the lateral edge of the shell."
The specimen used for the above description is a fragment of
what was a much larger shell, and from its imperfect condit.ion
has led to a misconception of the characters of the species. There
are three small fragments in the collection, which show that the
volutions were not flattened on the dorsum, but that portion which
forms the flat surface, and the border of the "deep revolving
groove around t.he dorso-Iateral margin" of the volution is only a
portion of the inner surface of a succeeding volution which has
been broken away, leaving the ventral portion attached to the present one. The dorsal surface has been broadly convex, and so far
as seen on the fragments mentioned has been marked by revolving
ridges, coarser and more distant than on the side of the volution.
None of the specimens show the position of the siphon or afford
means of comparison with other species.
Loeality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. [Paynters Hill.]
["'In the restricted sense in which the genns Nautilu. is now used, the present species
should not be referred to that genus. The writer can not with the material available,
determine its trne generic position.]
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[Genus TEMNOCHEILUS McCoy.
TEMNOCHEILUS COXANUS M. & W.
Plate XVI, figs. 3, 4.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., p. 50.
Some specimens from the Indiana State Museum are doubtfully
referred to this species.
Locality.-Spergen Hill, Iud.
[TRILOBIT'A.
Genus GRIFFITHIDEIS Portlock.
GRIFFITHIDES BUFO M. & W.
Plate XXIV, fig. 4.

Geol. Surv. TIl., Vol. V, p. 528, pl. 19, fig. 5.
"Entire outline elliptical, the breadth being to the length as
75 to 130. Cephalic shield forming more than a semi-circle,
round in front and nearly straight behind; posterior lateral angles
terminating in short, abruptly pointed spines extending back to
the anterior edge of the thoracic segment. Glabella rather depressed convex, wide anteriorly and narrowing posteriorly to the
neck furrow, just in front of which, and connected with the palpebrallobes on each side, it has a single small, obscure lateral lobe ;
neck furrow broad and well defined, both across the glabella and
across the posterior margins of the cheeks; neck segment rather
wide, depressed below the level of the highest part of the glabella
in front of it. Eyes of moderate size, reniform, nea,rly as prominent as the glabella, placed but little in front of the· continuation
of the neck furrow across the cheeks, apparently smooth, but showing when the outer crust is removed, numerous very minute lenses
beneath. Cheek sloping off rather abruptly from the eyes of the
thickened margin, which does not continue around the front of
the glabella; facial sutures cutting the anterior margin in front of
the eyes before, and a little outside of them behind. Thorax
nearly twice as wide as long, distinctly trilobate; mesial lobe but
moderately prominent, nearly twice as wide as either of the lateral
lobes, its eight segments merely rounded, and without furrows.
Lateral lobes narrow; pleurae curving moderately downwards I at
less than half their length out from the axial lobe, but not Jis-
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tinctly geniculated, each provided with a furrow extending nearly
half way out. Pygidium approaching semi-circular, with the anterior lateral angles obliquely truncated; mesial lobe but slightly
wider anteriorly than the lateral; segments about eleven; lateral
lobes with eight Or nine segments. Surface finely granular, the
granules being most distinct on the glabella, and the segments of
the mesial lobes of the thorax.

*

*

*

i(.

*

*

*,

Locality and Position.-Ol'awfol'dsville, Ind.; Keokuk division
of the Lower Oarboniferous series." (Meek and Worthen, loco

cit.)
[The Indiana UlLiversity collections contain specimens from
Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Spergen Hill and Stinesville, in the
Salem limestone. ]
TABLE SHOWING THE OCCURRENCE AND RELATIVE 'ABUNDANCE OF FOSSIL,s FROM VARIOUS LOOALITIES
OF THE S:ALEM LIMEISTONE.

The table is intended to represent the occurrence and relative
abundance of the species of this horizon at each of the principal
localities ~tndied. Owing to necessary haste in finishing this
paper for the volume in which it mnst appear the table is consequently incomplete, as pointed out below. The statistics are based
on collections studied in the preparation of the report.
The collections were made from Paynters Hill, Spergen Hill,
Harrodsburg, Bloomington, Ellettsville and Stinesville (Big Oreek
quarries) by shipping in large quantities of highly fossiliferous
material and working it up in the laboratory. It consisted of both
the solid rock and the disintegrated material. From the latter the
fossils were selected by washing.
The table is probably most complete for Harrodsburg, Ellettsville and Stinesville. Only incomplete collections have been
studied from I . anesville and many of the characteristic species are
wanting, probably for the same reason that they are not found at
Paynters Hill, as before stated, where the same conditions exist.
Large amounts of material are on hand from Spergen Hill, but
only a portion of this fauna has been carefully studied, for lack
of time, so that the relative abundance can not be accurately given.
The characteristic fauna, as represented in Hall's original collec-
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tion is present here, however, in about the same proportion as at
Harrodsburg, except that the number of species is greater and the
material is in a better state of preservation.
So far only collections of Brachiopoda and Bryozoa have been
made from Bedford. Further collecting will probably reveal the
characteristic gastropods and other forms in favorable places. At
Harrodsburg the fauna is very much dwarfed. A. portion of the
upper part. of the stratum is highly fossiliferous, with the characteristic species of gailtropods, brachiopods and pelecypods, but
conditions were not such as to develop the large brachiopods as at
Bedford. The specimens are usually somewhat water-worn and
coated with lime.
The collection from Bloomington is only moderately complete.
As a rule the fossils are hard to secure from this region, few being
well preserved, save in po('kets and occasional bedding planes.
The table is fairly complete for Stinesville and Ellettsville. At
Romona, the northernmost locality studied, as stated before, there
is but a limited fauna.
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EXPLANATION OF CHARACTERS USED IN THE TABLE.

rr, very rare; r, rare; c, common; a, abundant; aa, extremely abundant (600
to 10,000 specimens); + rr to c, or thereabouts. This last character is only used
when the actual number of specimens in the collection has not been ascertained.
The crinoids are usually designated as very rare, as good specimens are
very hard to secure. Some of the species recorded from this horizon are not
found so far in the nine localities given. They are included in the table so
that it will be as nearly a complete a list as practicable at present. In such
cases, of course, there will be no locality indicated in the table, but it will be
found in the text.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
fl.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

H.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

38.

39.
40.

41.

42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

:;S.

Endothyra baileyi. ............................. ..
Amplexns blairi ................................ ..
Bordenia zaphrentiCormis ............... '" ......
Ceratopora agglomerata. ..... ...... ...... .... ....
Cyathaxonia venustum...... . ...... ...... .... ....
Cystelalma Janelvillensi8........ ...... ..........
Cystel&sma rugosum ............................ ..
Cystelasm& septatum ........................... ..
Cystela.sm& tabulatum .......................... ..
Enallophyllum grabaui.... .... .... .... .... ......
Michihnia indianensis..... .... ...... ...... ......
Monilopora beeoheri.. .... ...... ...... ...... ......
Pal)teacis cuneiformis:....... ...... ........ ......
Syrmgopora monroensls ........................ ..
Zaphrentis cassedayi. .......................... ..
Zaphrentis clinatus ............................ ..
Zaphrentis compressa .......................... ..
Batoorinus oalyculus.·.......................... ..
Batocrinus crassitestus....... .... ...... .... ......
Batocrinus davisi .................................
Batocrinus davisi lanesvillensis. .... .... .... ....
Batocrinus davisi sculptilis...... .... ...... ......
Batocrinus icosadactylus ....................... ..
Batocrinus irregularis .......................... ..
Batocrinus magnirostris...... ...... .... .... ......
Batocrinus sacculus .................... ,. ...... ..
Batocrinus salemensis .......................... ..
Dichocrinns blatchleyj, ......................... .
Dichocrh:.us oblongus ...... ..... .. ............. .
Dichocrinus sp .................................. ..
D!ohoori11-us striatu.s?.............................
D!zygoor~nus deoorts ........................... ..
D!zygocr!nus eUCODUS .......................... ..
D,zygoor!nus sp.: ...... : ....................... '"
D!zygoer!nns un~on.ens18 .........................
DFIZygO!lrm.us whltel...... ...... .......... ........
orbeSloormus sp....... .... ...... ... .. ......... .
Icthyocrinus olarkensis ........................ ..
Platycrinus bonoensis ........................... .
PlatycrinuB boonvillensiB ...................... ..
Platyorinus sp .................................. ..
Poterioorinns ooryphaeus ...................... ..
6Ymbathocrinus swallowi...... ...... ...... ......
Talaroorinus simplex.... ...... ...... ...... ......
Talarocrinus Cf. trljngus .........................
PentreDlite8 conoideus.... ....... ...... ...... ....
Pentremites conoidens amplus....... ...... ......
Pentremites conoideus per!ongus ....•.... " . ....
Tricoeloerinus meekiana... ...... ...... ...... ....
Troostocrinus wortheni....... ............ .... ....
Arohaeocidaris norwoodi. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ....
Holothurian? spicules.... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ....
Ortonia blatohleyi .............................. ..
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58. Cystodyctia ocello.ta ............................
59. Dichotrypa flabellum .............................
60. Dichotrypa sp .......·..............................
61. Fenestella compressa elongata ...................
62 •. FenesteU" exigua .................................
63. FenestelJa tnultispinosa bedfordensis. .... . ...
Feneatella rudis major.' .... ~ ...... ..... .. ......
Fene8t~lIo. serratuia ....... : .....................
66. Fenestlllla serrdtula quadrata ....................
67. Fene]!teJla serratula perversa ....•...............
68. Fenest$ll .. tenax mumtinodosa ..................
69. Fenestella n odopo................. ; ................
70. Fenestella tenuiuima ...................... ; ....
71. Fenestralia Banotil udovici ......................
72. Fenestralia sanotiludoviei compacta ............
73. Fistulipora spergenensis.........................
74. Fistulipora spergenensis minor ...............
75. Fittulipora sp·....... ; .............................
76. Glyptopora michelinia ..........................
77. Hemitrypa beedei... ........... .. ...............
78. Hemitrypa plumosa...............................
79. Hemitrypa proutana ............... ;; ............
SO. Hemitr.l'pa proutana nododorsalis ..............
81. Pinnatopora? sp ..................................
82. Polypora biserlata ................................
83. Polypora internodata ...........................
84. Polypora maceoyana ..............................
85. Polypora simulatrix .............................
86. Polypora spiniodata ..............................
87. Polypora st. iata.......... , ........................
88. Rhombopora bedfordensis ............... :. . ...
89.
90. ~t~~~:~rao~~Jfs::: :::::: :::: :::::::::::::: :::: :::
91. Stenopora tuberculata.... ..... .. ...............
92. Stenopora sp .... . ..... ...... ...... ...... .. ... .. ..
93. Wortbenopora spinosa...........................
94. Wortbenopora spatula... .. .....................
95. Athyris densa .....................................
96. Camaropboria subcuneata..................... ,.
97. Centronella?? crassi cardinalis .......... " .....
98. Cleiothyris hirauta ...............................
99. Dielasma formosa ............. "... .. ........ ".
100. Dielasma gorbyi . .... .................. . ........
101. Dielasma turgidum ................... '''''' .....
102. Eumetria marcyi.. ................................
103. Orthotheteo minutus ............................
104. Productus biseriatus ..............................
105. Productus burliogtonpnsis? var .................
106. Productusj!allatioensis" .......................
107. Productus lDdianensis ............................
108. Pugno.& grosvenori.. ..............................
109. Pugoax? quadrirostris ................. : .......
llO. Reticularia PFeudolineata. "'" ..................
llI. Reticularia setigerus ..... ; .......................
112. RhipidomelJa dubia .............................
113. Rhynchonella ricinula ...........................
114. Rbynchonella mutata .........................
115. Seminula trinuclea ..............................
ll6. Spiriter bifurcata ............................... "
117. Spirifer horizonta.lis..... ................. . ....
118. Spirifer lateralis deli~atu8 .....................
119. Spirifer sp ... ; ................................... "
120. Spirifer subaequalis ...... ...... ...... ..... . ......
121. Spirifer subcardiiformis .. " ......................
12'l. Spirife 8uborbicularia ............................
123. Spiriferina norwoodana .........................
124. Conocardium carina tum .........................
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Microdon empticu................... ' ............
Microdon oblonliu................................
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Nucula shumardana ............................
Nuculau .. n&sut..................................
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Acmaea? sp ....................................... rr
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Eellerophon sp ...................................
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+
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r
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Loxonema yandallana ...........................
Machrocheilns litton anus ......................
Macrocheil u •• tiQesvillensis .....................
Murchisonia littonana ...........................
Murchisonia sp ....................................
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801enloouo glaber ..................................
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FISH REMAINS FROM THE SALEM LIMESTONE OF
INDIANA.
E. B.

BRANSON.

At the request of Dr. J. W. Beede of the Indiana Geological
Survey the writer has prepared this report on the fish remains
from the Salem limestone. The material at the writer's disposal
was a collection belonging to Mr. G. K. Greene, a few specimens
from the American Museum of Natl!ral History, a small collection belonging to the University of Indiana, and several specimens from Walker Museum, University of Ohicago. The writer is
under obligations to Dr. Stuart Weller for the use of the collection from Walker Museum.
OLADODUS FEROX Newberry and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Figs. 3 and 4.

Cladodus ferox Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 26, pI. 1, fig. 11.
Teeth of large size, breadth greater than height; base semielliptical, with a shallow sinus in front, smooth throughout; median cone ~lightly curved backward, conical with a circular section,
finely and evenly striated longitudinally; lateral denticles about
five on either side; exterior pair one-third the height of the principal cone, conical, acute, striated throughout, divergent from median cone and strongly curved backward; intermediate denticles
about four on either side, largest half the size of the exterior pair,
conical, striated, projecting forward.
The teeth of this species vary considerably. The base varies
from about twice as long as broad to about two and ~me-half times
as long as broad; the central cone sometimes occupies tw;sevenths
the space of the anterior part of the base and sometimes not more
than one-fifth. Besides the five main denticles on either side,
there are four or five minute denticles loCated between the anterior
edges of the others or on the antero-Iateral part of their bases.
The outermost is the largest of the lateral denticles, the third
next largest..
(1376)

--------
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It seems probable that the teeth named O. sten<?,[YU8 Newberry
and Worthen belong tQ this species. Both species were described
from imperfect teeth and the writer has studied several teeth from
Lanesville, Indiana, that may be referred to either species with
equal correctness.
CLADODDS' SPINOSUS Newberry and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Figs. 1-2.

Cladodus spirwsus Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology of
Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 22, pl. 1, fig. 3.
Teeth of medium or large size, broader than high; base representing a little more than half of an imperfect hexagon, with the
posterior side slightly longer than the others; thick, with a sharpish edge behind, before strong beveled under and scooped out in
a shallow sinus beneath the median cone; whole anterior border of
base, above the smooth beveled edge, set with many minute spines
directed upward; these spines cover the anterior bases of all the
laterlll denticles, and the antero-Iateral edges of the base of the
principal cone. Median cone conical, somewhat curved backward,
rapidly tapering to aIt' acute point; lower portion with a nearly
circular section, finely and evenly striated longitudinally, near the
point smooth, compressed, with cutting edges; lateral denticles
6-7 on either side, conical, striated and curved backward, exterior
pair much larger than intermediate ones.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Salem, Indiana; St.
Louis limestone, St. Louis, Missouri.
CLADODUS INDIANENSIS sp. nov.
Plate XLII, Figs. 5-8.

Teeth small to medium size. Base almost straight in front,
rounded at the ends, gently convex behind; inferior surface smooth,
slightly conca.ve in middle; superior surface flat in a narrow
area behind the median cone, thence convex to the edges. Median
cone low, large, subcircular in transverse section near the base,
lateral cones one Oll' each side, very close to the median but much
smaller; a small denticle at the angle where the lateral and median cones meet; cones without markings of any kind save weak
costae at the antero-Iateral angles of the main cone.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Paynter's Hill and
Lanesville, Indiana.
87-Geolog;v.
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OLADODUS STRIATUS

,gpo

nov.

Plate XLII, Figs. 1-4.

Teeth of medium size, base of type spe,cimen 14 mm. wide by
about 5 mm. long, tooth broader than high. Outline of basb ,mbelliptical, extremities subangular, posterior border with stronger
convexity than anterior; under surface smooth, upper surface with
a narrow furrow just behind the cones running parallel with the
posterior margin of base, a strong ridge between this furrO'w and
the posterior margin. Middle cone low, broad and thin near base,
twice as broad as thick, with sharp cutting edges; outer lateral
denticles broad, thin and very low, one-third to' one-fourth height
of median cone; between lateral denticles and median cone a high
narrow ridge that bears two~minute dentides on one side of the
median .cone but none on the other side in the type specimen;
median cone and lateral dentides all marked with almost vertical,
narrow, sharp-crested ridges, spaces between ridges about twice as
broad as ridges.
C. striat1J.s differs from C. euglyphaeus, the nearest allied
species, in its much larger size, much greate,r breadth of median
cone, greater breadth and less height of outer lateral dentides,
smaller number of lateral, dentides, high ridge between outer denticles and main cone, and in the greater approximation of the
ridges on the teeth.
-,
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone,Paynter's Hill, Ind.
Type specimen No. 7709-1 American Museum of Natural History.
CLADODUS LAMNOIDES Newberry and Worthen.
Plate XLII, Figs. 9 and 10.

Cladodus lamnoides Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology
of Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 30, pI. 1, fig. 16.
Teeth smaU, base narrow, straight before, arched behind, relatively thin, smooth; median cone narrow, conical, recurved, slightly
rounded before, strongly so behind, very acute at point., with cutting edges t.hat extend to near the base; anterior surface smooth;
posterior face finely striated longitudinally; lateral denticles t.wo or
four, outer one one-fOlllrth the length of the pr;ucipal cone.

-
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Formation and I~ocality.-Salem limestone, Edwardsville, Floyd
Oounty, Indiana; Keokuk limestone, 'Varsaw and Nauvoo, IllinOIS. Trautschold reports this species from Russia.
CLADODUS sp. undescribed.

Plate XLII. Fig. 11.
A fragment of tooth of Oladodus from Lanesville repr'esents an
undescribed species, but is too imperfect f0'r specific description.
It differs from Oladorlus ferox in the greater breadth of the central
cone, in the large size of the Oouter lateral denticles, in having only
three lateral denticles, in the shortness of the base on either side
of the median cone, in the thickness of the base and in the'p'resence of prominent bosses on the ante~ior' edge'of the base below
the space between the median cone and outer denticles.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
PETALoDUS LINGUIFER Newberry and Worthen.
Plate XLI. Figs. 13-15.

Petalod71s limguifer Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology
of Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 37, pl. 2, figs. 4-5.

Teeth large, broader than high; crown three times as broad as
high, cutting edge broadly and nearly evenly arched, finely creuulated, anterior surface highly polished, root smooth, tongueshaped, rounded below, posterior face equal in height to posterior
face of crown, anterior face one-third the higher.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Edwardsville, Salem, Paynter's Hill and Lanesville, Indiana; Ohester limestone,
Ohester and Pope County, IllinOois, and Missouri.
CHOMATODUS. PARALLELUS St. John and Worthen.

Ohomalodus parallelus, St. John and Worthen, 1875, Paleontology
of Illinois, Vol. 6, p. 358, pI. 10, figs. 3-4.

Teeth of medium or small size laterally elongated, with the upper and lower margins subparallel. Orown symmetrical, more or
less compressed and sharp-crested, rounded a.t the extremities.
The convex face eqllals in elevation half the entire height of the
tooth, plane or slightly arched vertically, nearly straight laterally,
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with a narrow coronal belt consisting of two or three imbrications. The concave face is occupied by a rather deep lateral depression, and bordered by three or four well-marked imbricating
folds, which are gently curved upward at the extremities where
they are confluent with the folds of the opposite face. The crest
and basal margins are for the greater exten~ horizontal and parallel
and in the perfect condition the crown is enveloped in a coating
of enamel, which is usually more: or less distinctly striated vertically. In worn specimens the crest is denticulate, due to its porous
character. The base is thick and strong, nearly perpendicular to
the crown,inferior surface relatively wide and obliquely beveled
from the concave side to the opposite margin, the convex face
nearly plane and vertically furrawed, the shallower concave face
deeply channeled beneath the produced coronal margin. Length
of tooth about 1'6 mm., height 5 mm.
In a specimen from Lanesville the crown~gradually decreases in
height from one end to the other, so that the height of the entire
tooth is five millimeters at one end, a little more than four at
the other.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana;
Warsaw limestone, Missouri and TIlinois.
CHOMATODUS INCONSTANS St. John and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Figs. 29-31.

Oho'flUt,todus inconstarns St. John and Worthen, 1875, Pal. Ill.,
Vol. 6, p. 360, pl. 10, figs. 5-14.
Ohoma.todus varsouvinensis St. John and Worthen, 1875, Ibid., p.
363, pI. 10, figs. 1-4.
Ohoma.todus chesteren8'is St. John and Worthen, Ibid., p. 363, pl.
10, figs. 15-17.
The teeth of this species vary greatly. Th.e largest specimen examined during the present investigation is 22 rom. long, 12 mm.
wide and 10 mm. high, while the smallestis 10 rom. long and 5
mm. wide at the widest part. In some of the teeth the longer
sides are nearly parallel, while in others the broader end is more
than twice as wide as the narrower. In some specimens the central ridge of the crown is high at one en~ and decreases in height
until it is low at the other, while in other specimens the ridge
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is nearly the same height the entire length of the tooth. The
root of some of the teeth is nearly vertical, while in others it is
oblique.
Format.ion and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville and
Paynter's Hill, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri; Ohester group, Illinois, and Keokuk group, Iowa.
CHOMATODUS LANESVILLENSIS sp. nov.
Plate XLII, Figs. 15-18.

Type a single imperfect tooth. Tooth of medium size; crown ..
low, convex side narrow, marked by two or three narrow ridges
running parallel to the rounded edge. Ooncave surface pointed'
at one extremity, broadening rapidly until nearly twice as wide
as convex surface, marked by oblique imbricating ridges, edge
acute. Root narrow, short., sides parallel for about half the length,
thence strongly imbeveled from concave side, rounded inward from
convex side to form acute lower edge.
Formation and I..ocality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
HELODUS LAEVIS Newberry.
Plate XLI, Figs. 16-22.

Helodus laevis Newberry, 1879, Geological Survey of Indiana,
p.343.
Tooth small, 20 to 25 mm. long, 4 to 5 mm. broad and high;
outline linear, slightly curved or straight., crown surface arched
from front to rear; uniformly smooth and polished, but finely
punctate. Root as high as crown, flat below and on the sides, as
broad as high, slightly oblique. Seen from above these teeth resemble those of H elodus angulatus N. and W., * hut differ from
them in the shape of the root and in the pores on the enameled surface not being elongated. t
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Spergen
Hill, Edwardsville, Romona and Harrison Oounty, Indiana.
*Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 2, PI. 5. Figs. 9-15.
tSt. John and Worthen consider Helodu. anDulatuB as a variety of Choma/odus inc01l8la1l8.
Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 7. p. 362.
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HELODUS CONICULUS Newberry and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Figs. 5-7.

lIelodus conicul'l}s Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology of
Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 75, pl. 14, figs. 19, 19a.

Teeth small, laterally short, crown composed of a relatively
high, rounded, central cone, with short lateral appendages. A
sulcus surrounds the crown constricting it, at its junction with
root; root nearly as broad as crown, oblique, its vertical face deeply
impressed with vermicular cavities; the crown f:?urface is smooth
and polished, and uniformly porous throughout.
In the collections from Indiana examined by the writer only one
specimen' of this species is present. In this specime.n the cone is
more nearly conical and the lateral appendages slightly longer than
in the type.
" "
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville and Harrison County, Indiana; Burlington limestone, Iowa; Keokuk limestone, Illinois.
.
HELODUS INCISUS Eastman,

Plate XLI, Figs, 10-12.

Helodus illcisus Eastman, 1903, Bull. Mus. Compo Zool. Harvard
College, Vol. 39, p. 204, pI. 5, fig. 54, 54a, 54b.

.Teeth small, bilaterally symmetrical, more or less triangular in
cross section, the crown rising abruptly into a slightly recurved
median eminence, coronal surface uniformly smooth; posterior
face strongly convex, anterior face very gently arched almost plane,
with a long v-shaped incision; faint ridges extend along the border
of the cavity on either side, and a third extends vertically from
the angle where they meet to the coronal apex. Lateral expansion
of crown short.
The writer has examined a single specimen of this species 1; om
Lanesville, Indiana. The tooth is smaller than the type and the
ap,ex is more strongly recurved.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville and Salem, Indiana.
HELODUS ROBUSTUS sp. nov.

Plate XLII, Figs. 22-24.

Tooth about 14 mm. broad by 10 mm. long, central cone very
large, rounded, low, ,almost flat on top, lateral appendages very
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small, rounded or angular, projecting about on(r£ourth the diameter of cone. A deep sulcus surrounds the crown, restricting it
from the root. Root nearly as high as the cone, and as broad as
the crown, its vertical face deeply impressed with vermicular
cavities. The crown surface is smooth and polished, evenly and
finely punctate throughout.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
HELODUS sp. indet.

Among the specimens from Lanesville there is part of a crown
of an Helod1t8 tooth about the size of that of Helodus conriculus,
but diffe'ring considerably from that form in shape and height.
It probably belongs to an undescribed species.
HELODUS ELEGANTULUS sp. nov.
Plate XLII, Figs. 27-29.

Type a single imperfect specimen. Teeth of medium size, the
{:rown rising gradually into a low, broadly rounded eminence.
Corona1 surface smooth, excepting near the edge, where there are
several small imbricating folds running parallel with the edge,
punctate on the smooth surface with punctae slightly elongated.
One edge of tooth straight, rthe other slightly convex. Ends
straight, oblique, slightly narrower than middle. Root short, thick
and strong, nearly as broad as crown. Root much worn in type
specimen.
The teeth of this species will be readily distinguished from all
other helodoid teeth by the imbricating folds of enamel on the
crown, and by the shape of the crown.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
HELODUS ORNATUS sp. nov.
Plate XLII, Figs. 38-40.

Teeth very small, median cone l'elatively large, subacute. Anterior edge of tooth rounded, posterior edge straight. Root very
low. A small tuberculate ridge passes from one end of the tooth
to the other just behind the middle. Surface of tooth smooth j
punctae in surface nLinute.
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This little tooth resembles those described by St. John and
Worthen as Cochliodus leidyi but that form lacks the tuberculate
ridge of the present species.
Formation and Loeality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
HIDLODUS(?) MINUTUS sp. nov.

Plate XLII, Figs. 32-34.

Teeth very small, oval in outline, crown surface uniformly
rounded, not punctate. Root short, constricted below crown, excavated iIi middle, appearing as a ring with a diameter slightly
less than that of the crown.
'These peculiar little teeth were probably associated with'larger
teeth in the jaw of the fish, but since it is impossible to determine
with which teeth they were associated they are provisionally given
specific rank.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesvile, Indiana.
SANDALODUS uOCIDIDNT'ALIS Leidy.

Plate XLI, Fig. 33.

Oochilod'US occiden.lalis Leidy, 1857, Transactions of the American Philosophical SOciety (2), Vol. 11, p. 88, pI. 5, figs. 3-16.
Deltodus stellatus Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology of
Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 97, pI. 9, fig. 2 (not fig. 3).
Deltodus complana.tus Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Ibid., p. 98,
pI. 9, fig. 4; Newberry, 1897, Transactions of the New York
Academy of Science, Vol. 16, p. 298; pl. 24, figs. 1-7.
Deltodus occiden.talis St.. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology
of Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 150, pl. 9, fig. 9 (not fig. 10); Eastman,
1903, Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College, Vol. 39, p. 200, pI. 4, fig. 38, pI. 5, fig. 53.
Deltodus ';:ntermedVus St. John and Worthen, 1883, Op. cit., p.
153, pl. 9, figs. 14 and 15.
SandalodtlS compla1rt,atus St. John and Worthen, 1883, Ibid., p.
184, pI. 12, figs. 1-4; Eastman, 1903, Op. cit., p. 198.
Sanda:Zodus occidentalis Branson, 1905, Journal of Goology, Vol.
13, p. 26-29, p1. 1, figs. 8 and 9.*
'.In this article the writer incorrectly gives Deltodl1s complanatu8, Newberry and
Worthen, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 4, Pl. 3, Figs. 5,8 and 12, a8 synonymous with Sanalodu8 occid61ltalio.
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Teeth triangular in outline. In teeth of average size, 50-60
mm. long, postero lateral border about 1 cm. longer than anterolateral. The outer end terminates in an acute point; the inner
end has the inner angle obtuse) the outer angle acute. Tooth
slightly arched longitudinally .and transversely, but, as compared
with associated species, flat and thin. A low, broad ridge extends
from the obtuse angle of the inner end to the outer end. From
this ridge the surface declines very rapidly to the thin anterolateral border and gently toward the postero-Iateral border. A.lation broad, slightly upturned. Enameled surfa.ce smooth and polished, everywhere finely punctate. Antero-Iateral border not modified for articulation with other teeth.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Paynter's Hill and
Salem, Indiana, and Burlington, Keokuk and St. Louis group,
Iowa and illinois.

.,

.

SANDALODUS LAEVISSlMUS Newberry and Worthen.

SamiJa.lodus laevissirnus Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 104, pI. 10, figs. 6-8.
Sa,ndalodus grandis Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Ibid., p. 105,
pl. 10, fig. H.
Deltodus grandis Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Ibid., 105, pI. 9;
fig. 9.
Psarrnrnod'lts? rhornboideus Newberry and Worthen, 1866', Ibid.,
p. 110, pI. 11, fig. 6.
Deltodus grarndis J. S. Newberry, 1879, Annual Report of the
Geological Survey of Indiana, p. 344.
Sarndalodus laevissirnus St. John and Worthen, 1883,PaleontOiogy of Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 186, pI. 12, figs. 8,9 and (5~)
Deltodus grandis Newberry, 1897, Trans. New York Academy of
Science, Vol. 16, p. -297.
Samdolodus laevissirnus St. John, 1902, American N atura.list,:N01.
36, p. 659.
Sandalodus laevissirnus Eastman, 1903, Bulletin of the Museum
" of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College, Vol. 39,p.,196.

Teeth of large size, sometimes 5 inches in length by 2 inches
in breadth, sub-triangular in outline, strongly arched transversely
and longitudinally, with strong spiral inrollment at outer extre:m-
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ity. Antero-Iateral border considerably shorter than posterolateral, slightly concave; inner margin gently and regularly con.
cave. Surface punct.ation minute and crowded.
FOl'11lation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville and Harrison Oounty,. Indiana; Keokuk group, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri.
SANDALODUS OONVOLUTUS sp.

nov.

Plate XLII, Figs. 42-45 .

. Type a single tooth with inner end missing. Tooth large, thick
and strong, outer end with strong incurling as in S. laevissVrnus,
l;mt with the curved part forming only half a circle. A broad,
high ridge, with a broad, shallow groove at the top, passes from
the outer incurved part diagonally across the tooth to the posterolateral angle, groove less pronounced on the posterior part of the
ridge. Surface posterior to ridge convex to. the sharp posterolateral border. SurfaCe in front of ridge descending abruptly and
thei:nce sloping gradually to the thin rounded antero-Iateral border.
Enameled surface finely punctate throughout Inner end of tooth
missing.
This species will be readily distinguished from any other of
this' genus by the high grooved ridge.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Bedford, Indiana.
SANDALODUS PORCATUS BranS<ln.
Plate XLI, Fig.
,

26.

Sandalodu..<; porcatus Branson, 1905, Journal of Geology, Vol.
XIII, p. 30, pI. 1, fig. 14.
Length of tooth along antero-Iateral edge 34 mm.; breadth
above alation 14 mm.; greatest thickness 10 mm. Tooth very
thick and strong at the inner end, but becoming thin along the
antero-Iateral border near the outer end. The postero-Iateral
border is thick from the outer end to the alation, but becomes quite
thin along the margin of the alation. The alation resembles that
uf S. emarginatU$ in being convex upward and very thick and
strong. It occv.pies considerably more than haH the postero-1atera1 border of the tooth, and diverges from this border at an angle
a little greater than 100 degrees. Tooth strongly arched longitud-
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inally and transversely, excepting at the outer end, where the
transverse arching is much less than in S. laevissimus and S.
emarginatns. The transverse arching near the inner end is much
stronger than in any other species ofSanrlalodus. The outer end
was probably inrolled as much as in S. laevissimus. Enamel
punctation so fine that it can with difficulty be detected with the
naked eye. The tooth is peculiar in having a' sharp ridge along
the higher part running from the outer end to the inner. From
the antero-lateral border six small ridges with sharp crests pass
upward anu fOl"ward joining the large ridge at the top. The posterior one of these ridges is quite strong, but they decrease in size
progressively toward the anterior end of the tooth, and the anterior
oue is very faintly marked. No lines of growth are present.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Salem, Indiana.
N ote.-Neither the original figure of this tooth nor the one in
this article show the strong ridge along the top of the tooth.
,

i

,

PSEPHODUS LATUS? St. John and Worthen.
.:.

Plate XLI, Fig. 23.

Psephodus latus St. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 72, pI. 2, figs. 1-3.
St. John and Worthen include ~everal forms of teeth in this
species, and one tooth from Ellettsville, studied by the writer,
seems to belong here. The teeth described by St. John and
Worthen are probably posterior mandibular or maxillary rather
than mandibular median.
The tooth from Ellettsville is posterior mandibular or maxillary. Tooth small, inner margin straight, posterior margin
broadly rounded, outer margin short, slightly convex, anterior margin short, straight, meeting the outer margin at an angle of about
60 degrees. Tooth considerably arched in both directions, summit of arching running parallel with and near the inner margin.
Punctate small and remote.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Ellettsville, Indiana, and St. Louis limestone, Illinois and Missouri.
PSEIPHODUS(?) sp. indet.

Among the specimens from Lanesville there is a small imperfect tooth that resembles closely the teeth of PsephodUs!.latus in
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shape and size, but the punctae are larger and closer together than
in the teeth of that sp€cies. It probahly represents an undescribed
species of Psephodus. Tooth too imperfect for specific description.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
PSEPHODUS REOULARIS St. John and Worthen.

Plate XLI, Fig. 32.
Taeniodus regularr St. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of
Illinois, Vol. '7, p. '7'7, pI. 13, fig. 11.

'Posterior teeth large, subrhomboidal in outline, moderately
arched in the direction of enrollment, antero-Iateral border very
oblique in its forward and outward course, postero-IateTaI border
almost parallel with it. Inner margin broadly arched from the
subacute posterior angle round the base of the coronal prominence,
thence with a slight concavity on the way to the obtuse anterior
angle. Two-thirds or more of the coronal surfa.ce is oocupied by
a posterior prominence which is gently and regularly arched
transversely, the anterior slope descending into the very shallow
concavity orthe anterior portion of the crown, which is abruptly
truncated at the articular border. Greatest breadth of tooth
across the inner margin 45 mm., length of anterior border to
point 0"£ enrollment about 22 mm., nearly two-thirds that of the
postero-lateral border. Punctae small and uniform save in the
axes of the transverse furrows, where they often present irregular
elongate orifices.
. Formation and Looality.-Salem limestone, Bedford and Lanes.
ville, Ind.
DELTODUS SPATULATUS Newberry and Worthen.

Plate XLI, Fig. 34.

Deltodus spatul?Ltus Newberry and Worthen, 1866, Paleontology
of Illinois, Vol. 2, p. 100, pl. 4, fig. 7; 1870, Ibid., Vol. 4, pl.
3, fig. 11.
Oochliodus costatus (pars) Newberry and Worthen, 18'70, Ibid.,
p. 364, pI. 3, fig. 12 (not fig. 10).
Deltodus spatulatus Newberry, 18'79, Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, p. 346.
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Deltodopsis? convolutus St.. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 165, pI. 11, figs. 11 and 12.
Cochliodus costaus (pars) St. John and Worthen, Ibid., p. 167.
Deltodus lalior St. John and Worthen, Ibid., p. 145, pI. 9, figs.
11 and 12.
.
Deltodus spaiuZatus Newberry, 1897, Transactions of the New
York Academy of Science, Vol. 16, p. 292, pI. 19, figs. 8-11.
Deltodus spattllatus Eastman, 1903, Bulletin of the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Harvard College, Vol. 39, pI. 4, figs.
41 and 42, pI. 5, fig. 55.
Deltodtls spa.tulatus Branson, 1905, Journal of Geology, Vol. 13,
p. 31, pI. 1, figs. 10, 12 and 13.
Posterior teeth triangular in outline, strongly arched longitudinally and transversely. A broad, rounded ridge extends from
the outer end to the middle of the inner end; inner end broadly
rounded; alation of posterior-lateral border narrow, only slightly
upturned, antero-Iateral border thick, slightly concave, modified
for articulation with anterior teeth.
Formation and Locality.-Keokuk, Harrison County, Indiana;
Salem limestone, Salem and Lanesville, Indiana; Kinderhook and
Burlington, Iowa and Illinois.
This species has not heretofore been reported from above the
Keokuk.
DELTODUS TRILOBUS St. John and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Figs. 27-28.

Deltodus trilobus St. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of
Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 148, pI. 9, fig. 8.
Median tooth of medium size, wedge-shaped in outline, moderately arched and rather strongly inrolled. Posterior-lateral or
oblique border converging toward the outer extremity at an angle
of about 15 degrees with the opposite border. Basal portion of
moderate depth, rather deeply and angularly channeled. Anterolateral border proportionately short, the round anterior coronal
ridge imbeveled to the relatively Rhallow, channeled, imbeveled
basal rim. Innermargin obliquely produced backward from the
obtuse ante'rior angle to the broadly rounded base of the principal
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coronal ridge. The principal ridge occupies half or more of the
transverse diameter of the coronal region, rising into a high
rounded crest, the anterior slope steep and terminating in a narrow depression outwardly defined by the low narrow anterior
ridge along the antero-Iateral border. Worn coronal surfaces exhibiting fine closely arranged punctae.
One specimen studied by the writer is about 15 mm. across inner end and more than 30 mm. along the antero-Iateral margin.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Spergen Hill, Indiana, and Jersey County, Illinois.
DELTODUS CINCTUS Newberry.
Plate XLII, Fig. 41.

Deltodus cindus Newberry, 187~, Geological Survey of Indiana,
p.344.
Deltodus parvus St. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 3, p. 131, pI. 9, figs. 1-5.
Tooth of medium size, spatulate in outline; much arched in
both directions, thick and strong; greatest breadth 25 mm., length
55 mm., upper surface marked transversely by a series of shallow
sulci, which curve downward and terminate in the lateral margins, causing these to be slightly crenulated. In the middle portion of the crown these furrows are about 5 millimeters apart;
near the lower margin they more closely approximate, and are
somewhat irregular; surface uniformly enameled, and rather
cl.osely punctate.
It is the writer's opinion that Deltodus pa"rvus St. John and
Worthen is synonymous with Deltodus cinctus. The teeth described by St. John and Worthen are smaller than those of D.
cinctu8, but in other respects agree with them.
As Deltodus cinctus has never been figured it is fortunate that
the specimen figured here was identified by Professor Newberry
himself. The specimen is from the collection of W aIker Museum,
University of Chicago.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Greencastle and
Harrison County, Indiana; St. Louis group, Pella, Iowa, and St.
Louis, Missouri.
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DELTODUS sp. indet.
Plate XLI, Fig. 24.

A fragment of a tooth from Lanesville is referred with some
doubt to this genns. It differs from Deltodopsis sanGtiludovici in
the area between the p0:>tel'o-1f!.teral border and the median ridge
being plane, and the area in front of the ridge being concave.
Formation and I~ocality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
DELTODOPSIS? BIALVEATUS St. John and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Figs. 8-9.

Deltodopsis? bialveatu8 St.. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 169, pl. 11, figs. 15-18, includes varieties keokuk and convexus.
In the collection of G. K. Greene there is one imperfect tooth
that probably belongs with the group of teeth described by St.
John and Worthen as Deltodopsis bial1!eatus. The crown shows a
shallow depressed area in the middle near the inner end and the
root is narrower than the crown. Lines of growth are deeply impressed.
It seems probable that this is a median tooth of some species of
Deltodus.
.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana; Burlington and Keokuk limestones, Iowa.
I

:

ORODUS NEGLECTUS? St. John and Worthen.
Plate XLII, Figs. 35, 36.

Orodus neglectu8 St. John and Worthen, 1875, Paleontology of
Illinois, Vol. 6, p. 308, pI. 6, fig. 26'.
A fragment from Lanesville consistine: of the median part of
a medium-size tooth is referred to this species with some doubt.
The median cone is unornamented save fo; a fewdenticles
along the posterior edge of the base and a tuberosity on the anterior edge of the base.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana; St. Louis group, lllinois and Iowa.
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ORODUS SIMPLEX sp.

nov.

Plate XLII, Figs. 25, 26.

Type a little more than half of a well preserved tooth. Tooth
of medium size, fragment preserved having the cent.ral cone and
three lateral cones on one side, central cone about twice as large
as first lateral cone, second and third lateral cones smaller than
first. Central cone ornamented with four low, rounded vertical
ridges that. disappear before reaching the apex, lateral cones with
little or no ornamentation.
Formation and Locality.--Salem limestone, Edwardsville, Indiana.
D:IDSMIODUS SALEMENSIS sp.
Plate XLII, Figs. 12·14.

nov.

Tooth large, 12 mm. broad by 10 mm. high. Grown subtriangular in outline, inferior angles slightly rounded, apex appearing t.runcated on account of t.he curving downward and outward
of the tip. Lateral cutting edges slightly wavy in outline, but
with little or no denticulation. The lower border of the crown
on the outer or concave surface of the tooth curves upward, running nearly parallel to the cutting edges. The lower margin of
the crown is nearly straight on the convex face. Between the
margin and the cutting edge the surface of the crown is concave
transversely on both the concave and conveiX surfaces. From the
transverse concavity on the convex surface a narrow concavity
passes vertically to the tip of the tooth. The coronal surfaces
are polished and smooth in the lower rortion, but near the crest
are marked by shallow narrow furrows, which are almost vertical
and parallel at the cutting edge, but turn inward lower down,
branch and cross one another, forming small hexagonal figures.
Tooth much constricted at junction of crown with root, root
nearly as broad as crown, abruptly thickened near the lower edge,
convex sulrface with deep ShOT't vertical furrows and narrow
ridges.
This species reeembles D ~ costellifer(YIJ,S St. John and W orth~,
but differs from it in being more than four, times as large, in the
shape of the crown and in the comparatively greater breadth of
the root.
Formation and Locality.--Salem limestone, Paynter's Hill, Indiana.
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CTENACANTHUS PELLENSlS? St. John and Worthen.
Plate XLI, Fig. 25.

Otenq,canthus pellensis? St. John and Worthen, 1883, Paleontology of Illinois, Vol. 7, p. 237, pI. 21, fig. 2.

This species is represented by fragmentary material from S'alem in the collection of the University of Ohicago. It was described from fragments; but the present specimens furnish no new
facts about the species.
Spine thick, gradually tapering, obtuse wedge-shaped in cross
section, the posterior side deeply excavated by the open trough of
the p~lp cavity. Lateral surfaces gently convex, somewhat sharply
arched into the rounded or subangular anterior edge. Surface ornamentation consisting of numerous delicate longitudinal costae
more or less regularly diminished in size from the anterior edge,
more frequently bifurcated and deflected on nearing the posterolateral an,~',where they cease at the anterior beveled edge. In
front the costae present plain, rounded, enameled crests spaced
by narrow intervening sulci, their lateral edges studded with delicate downward curved transverse carinae or tubercles; the third
rib from the dorsal edge shows more or less distinct undula.tions
and the fifth rib is surrounded by small steltate tubercles more or
less variable in the details of surface sculpture and disposition,
their apic~ directed upward.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Salem, Indiana; St.
Louis group, Pella, Iowa.
CTENACANTHUS BELLUS sp. nov.

Plate XLII, Figs. 19-21.

Types two fragments from near the middle of a medium-sized
spine.. The spine resembles that of Otenaca,nthus keokuk, but differs from that form in the greater length of the nodes, in only the
three or four anterior costae bearing nodes, in the slenderness of
the costae, and the small size and approximation of the posterior
costae. . Some of the small costae several rows back of the edge
bear incipient approximated enlargements, but most of them are
smooth. The anterior edge is very thin and bears small tubercles,
space bet~ tubercles about twice the width of the tubercles.
Along the postero-lateral angles there is a row of moderately
88-Geolol7.
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str.ong tubercles that project .outward at right angles to the lateral
face of the spine. Pulp cavity small, subtriangular. The nodes
on this spine are longer than in C. longi-nodsus Eastman.
Formation and Loca1ity.~Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
gen. et. sp. iooet.
Plak XLII, }1'igs. 30-31.

Among the specimens fr.om Lanesville, there is a peculiar little
tooth the relations .of which have not been determined. Tooth
not quite twice as long as broad, one end much broader than
the other, nea.:rly straight and slightly oblique, narrower end
rounded. CJ:own surface low, marked by several imbricating
ridges. Ridges quite strong over most of the surface, weak in
a narrow ~trip al.ong one edge. Root cartilaginous.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Lanesville, Indiana.
JAW OF COCHLIODON'l'.

Plate XLII, Fig. 37.

In the collection .of Walker Museum there is one specimen consisting of a nearly complete right ramous of a mandible of an
Elasmobrach. It seeIUS to belong to a large Cochilodont, probably
OochZiodus or Deltodus, but the writer has not been ~ble to find
any teeth that fit it in the collections that he has studied. The dentition of the right ramus seems to have consisted of three teeth,
a. large posterior, smaller median and small anterior tooth.
Formation and Locality.-Salem limestone, Salem, Indiana.
Besides the species -described in this paper, the following
have been reported from the Salem limestone of Indiana: Antliodus aroatus Newberry and Worthen, Antliodu8 minutu8 Newberry and Worthen, Archaeobalis gigas Newberry and Worthen,
Ohomatodus angustus Newberry, Ohomalodus obZiquus Newberry,
Ohom'Utodus pusillus Newberry and Worthen, Chomatodus selli{ormis Newberry, Oopodus mOll'ginatus Newberry, Lisgodusti"ffinis Newberry, Orodus colletti Newberry, Sarndalodus minor
Newberry and Worthen, Thrirwcodus bicornis N ewberry, Polyrhi~
zodus litton,i Newberry and Worthen, Psammodus glyptus St.
John and Worthen.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
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PLATE VII.

Page
Endotkyra baileyi . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . .. ...••........................ 1201
1. Section, after Brady. Magnified.

Enallophyll'um grabaui ..........................................• " 1206
2. Side view of specimen showing point of attachment. Natural size.
Paynter's Hill. Indiana University coJIection.
2a. Diagonal section of a specimen showing the tabulated central part.
Enlarged.
2b. Side view of specimen showing surface features. Enlarged.
2c. Calyx of 2b, showing fossula, uniting septa, broken tabulum in the
calyx and the cardinal septum.
2d. Cross section of 2a, well below the calyx, showing unusually large
tabulated zone and fossula at the left side. Enlarged.
2a-d. Are from Lanesville. Collection of G. K. Greene.
Zapkrentis cU8sedayi' ................. ........................... " 1203
3. Calyx, after Milne-Edwards and Haime. Enlarged.
3a, 3b. Two side views, after Milne-Edwards and Haime. 3a, enlarged.
Spergen Hill.
Zaphrentis compressa . ...... '" ............................. " .... " 1204
4. Lateral view, showing compressed sides of base. After Milne-Edwards
and Haime.
4a. Lateral view, showing the broad side of a rather curved specimen.
From Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.
4b. View of the broad side of a straight specimen from Paynter's Hill.
Indiana University collection.
4c. Calyx, after Milne-Edwards and Haime.
4d. Another view of 4b, showing the amount of compression.
OysteZasma rugo8um ..•............................•............•.. 1210
5. Lateral view of specimen from Paynter's Hill. Natural size.
5a. Calyx of another specimen from same locality.
5b. Calyx of 5. Both specimens in Indiana University collection.
Bordenia zaphrootiformi8 .......................................... i205
6, 6c. Side view of specimen.
6a. Calyx of the same specimen.
6b. Calyx of another individual. All from Spergen Hill. Natural size.
Indiana University collection.
Pentremites conoideus per/ongus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1263
7. Lateral view. After RQwley. xlh.
Pentremites conoideu8 ampZus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1263
8-8c. Views of this variety. From Rowley. xlh.
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PLATE VIII.
Page
Cystelasma tabulatum ................ ............................. 1210
1. Side view of broken type, showing habit of growth.
1a. Nearly same view with outside broken away.
lb. Top view of the same, showing nature of seepta and tabulae.
1c. Calyx of another specimen.
Both from Spergen Hill. Enlarged.
Indiana University collection.

ClIstelasma 8eptatum .............................................• 1209
2, 2a, 2b. Three side views of a specimen. Natural size. Spergen Hill.
Indiana University collection.
2c.. Specimen showing a tendency to develop minor septa along one side.
Natural size. Lanesville. Collection of G. K. Greene.
2d. Side view of specimen with outer wall removed, showing cysts and the
persistence of the primary septa. Enlarged. Spergen Hill, Indiana University
collection.
Cystelasma lanesvillensis ........................................... 1208
3. Lateral view of a specimen, showing one mode of attachment.
3a. Top view of the same specimen.
3b. Young individuals attached to a Bryozoan. Enlarged.
3c, 3d. Lateral view of two specimens, showing the cysts. All natural
size. From Lanesville. Collection of G. K. Greene.
Paleacis cuneiformis ............................................... 1218
4. Side view of specimen. After Meek and Worthen.
4a-c. Side and edge views of three specimens. From Milne-Edwards and
Haime. Spergen Hill.
4d-g. Outlines showing variations in form. Specimens from Spergen Hill
and Paynter's Hill. Natural size. Indiana University collection.
AmpleilJu8 blairi ..... " ................................. " ......... 1202
5. Lateral view, side broken away. Natural size. From Edwardsville.
Collection of .G. K. Greene.

Plate VIII.
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PLATE IX.

Page

Syrilngopora manroense ...•...•.•....•............•.••..•.•.••.•..• 1211

1.
2.
sizp.

A lax young base.
Base of another colony which had begun upward growth. Both natural
From Bloomington quarries. Indiana Univer~ity collection.

Plate IX.
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PLATE X.

Page

H!I"ingopora monroense ... " ........................ ' .............• 1211

1. Top view of a specimen, showing umbelliferous habit and the nearly
cin'ular openings of the tubes.
'
2. Sicle view of type specimen, showing umbelliferous habit, relation of
the tubes and manner of budding above the base. Both natural size. From the
Bloomington quarries. Indiana University collection.

Plate X.
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PLATE XI.

Page
Zaphrentis clinatu8 . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .• 1204
I-Ie. Sides and calices of two different individuals. After Greene. From
Edwardsville. Greene collection.

OyathallIonia venustum ..•• , " •. " ••••••.•.•. , ...... " .••.••. '" .:.;. 1202
2. Lateral view of specimen, showing portion of calyx and colum~lla.
2a. View of calyx, somewhat imperfect, of the same specimen. From
Paynter's Hill. Indiana University collection.
'
Oystelasma Zanesvillensis ...•.......•.•...........•......••......';; '.. 120S
3-3b. Views of three smalI, slender specimens. Natural size. From
Lanesville. ColIection of G. K. Greene.
Protopora cystoidea ................. : .................,............. 1216
4, 4a. Section and lateral views of two specimens identified by and belonging to G. K. Greene. Natural size. From Lanesville.
4b-d. Three figures redrawn from Greene. Lanesville.
Oeratopora agglomerata . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 1214
5-5a. Views of specimens T!'drawn from Cont. Ind. Pal. Lanesvjlle.
Monilopora beecheri ...........•...•..........•.......•.•.....•••.. 1212
6. View of a specimen from Bedford. Free. Otronia tube partly visible
on right side a little below the top. Bedford.
6a. Enlargement of the surface of the same to show dttails of markings.
From Bedford. Indiana University colIection.
,<;fyringopora monr06nse . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................•.•...••.... 1211
7. Single tube of type specimen, showing buds.
7a. Section of tbe tube of another individual, showing sparse tabulation.
7b. Section of another tube of the same individual, showing crowded
tabulae.
7c. Section of crooked tube, showing thickening of the waII of the lower
part of the tube. Same specimen as the two previous.
7d. Section of another tube of the same individual, showing a slight tendency to form cysts.
7e. Cross sections of tubes of another colony, showing the thickening of
the tubes and parts of concave tabulae cut through. Enlarged.
7f. A bunch of tubes on the type specimen, showing method of budding
sometimes seen above the base. AlI from Bloomington. Indiana University
colIection.
'
MicheUnia indianensis .......................................•..... 1217
S. Lateral view of type. Natural size.
Sa. Enlargement of inner part of tubule, showing mural pores and scalelike tabulae. Enlarged. From LanesviJle.. Collection Qt G., K,. Greene.
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PLATE XII.

Page
Batocrinu8 irregularis ............................................. 1244
1. Posterior view, after Wachsmuth and Springer.
la. Lateral view.

Batoerinus salemensis ... :.. " .... " ................. , .............• 1245
2. Basal view, after Miller and Gurley.
2a. Summit view, after Miller and Gurley.
2b. Posterior view, after M'iller and Gurley .
.Dizygoerinus euconus .........•.................................. " 1252
3. Showing postero-lateral ray and anal interradials. After Wachsmuth
and Springer.
3a. Dorsal aspect of the same specimen.
Dizygocrinlts whitei ............................................... 1252
4. Side view,after Miller.
4a. Basal view, after Miller.
Dizygocl'inll8 decoris ......................................... "... 1253
5, 5a. Side and basal views. After Miller.
Batoerinlt8 ico.~adactylu8 ... ' ....................................... 1243
6. Lateral view. After Wachsmuth and Springer.
6a. Basal aspect. After Wachsmuth and Spriuger.
6b. Portion of anal tube. After Wachsmuth and Springer.
Batoerinu8 8acculu8 ............................................... 1246
7-7b. Posterior, basal and top views respectively. After Miller and
Gurley.
Batocrinu8 calyculus ...•.•.................•.....•................ 1247
8, 9, 10. Basal parts of ~alices of crinoids from Spergen Hill.

Plate XII .
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PLATE XIII.

, Page
Platycrinu8 coryphaeus ......................... ~.................. 1256
1. Posterior view. Natural size.
1a. Anterior view, same specimen. Natural size. From Paynter's HilI.
Specimen in American Museum:

Platycrinus bonoensis .. : •..... :.................................... 1255
2. Lateral view of a specimen having six arms to the ray. After Wachsmuth and Springer.
S.
4. Enlargement to show surface detail of Plate XII, Fig. 8.
DichocrinU8 striatu8 ............................................... 1258
5. Small specimen from Harrodsburg. Enlarged. May be young of this
species.
5a. Calyx base of same individual.
5b. Portion of calyx from Paynter's HilI. A somewhat larger specimen.
Forbesw(J1'inus sp..................... . ................................ .
6, 6a, 6b. Two parts of calices and the upper part of a stem. Paynter's HilI. American Museum collection.
Talarocrimt8 8implell! .............................................. 1261
7. Side view.
7a. Base of the same individual x 2-12. From Paynter's HilI.
Th. Side view of a specimen. Natural size. From Bloomington.
7c. Side view of a small specimen from Spergen Hill x 2%. All In the
Indiana University collection.
Talarocrinus Of. triiugus ........................................... 1260
8. Specimen from Paynter's HilI. Enlarged. Indiana University Collection.
Dichocrinus oblongus ................ ..............•.............. 1260
9. Posterior view. After Wachsmuth,and Springer.
ForbesiocrinU8 sp..................... . ................................ .
10. Looking down on top of the column. From Paynter's HilI. Indiana
University collection.
Synbathocrinus 8wallowi ........................................... 1262
11. Ba.sal view of calyx of a specimen from Paynter's Hill. Indiana
University collection.

Plate XIII.
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PLATE XIV.
Page
Sy1tbathocrinus swallowi ........................................... 1262
1. Top "in" of I'lllyx of spel'imell fig\ll'e~. Plate XIII, Fig. 11.

'l'olarocrinu8 Of. tri;ugu8 .......... '............................... 1260
2. Basal view of calyx.
2a. Top view of calyx of the same specimen. £ll13 rged. Ft'om LOllesville. Collection of G. K. Greene.
Batocrirw8 calyculus .............................................. 1247
3, 3a. Posterior and anterior diagrams of calyx. After Hall.
3b. Diagram of plates. After Hall.
I ctkyoorinus clarkensis ..................... ,...................... 1257
4. Lateral view of specimell.
Platycrinu8 boonvillensis ............. ,............................. 125t1
5, 5a. '.rwo lateral views, one showing base.
5b. Base of another specimen. All taken from 'Vachsmuth and Springer's illustrations.
Arckaeocidari8 norwoodi ........................................... 1268
6. Side view of a very small plate highly magnified, showing striae.
6a. Top view of same very highly magnified, showing striae. I<'rom
Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.
Tricoelocrinu8 meekianu8 .......................................... 126(}
7. Base of specimen from Bedford.
7a. Base of another specimen from Bedford. Xote the nearly flat hase
with depressions.
7b. Top aspect of No. i somewhat crushed.
71'. Enlargement of a portion of the surface of No.7 to show the .markings.

TroostocrinU8 wortheni ,........................................... 126G
S. Lateral view of specimen, young, after Shumard. Much enlarged.
Sa. Enlargement of Ambulacral area, as figured by Shumard.
Sc. Enlargement of the summit according to Shumard.
Synbathocrinu8 8wallowi ............. ............................. 1262
9. Top view of calyx, showing posterior notch and the prong on the edge
of the rarial on the right. From Lanesville. Natural size. Indiana University collection.

Plate XIV.
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PLATE XV.

Page
Batocrinu8 magniro8tri8 ........................................... 1244
1, 2, 3. Ventral, side and dorsal views of the type specimen.

BatocrinU8 irregularis ............................................. 1244
4, 5, 6. Ventral, anal side and dorsal views of a small specimen.
Ba.tocrinu8 davi8i ................................................. 1248
7, 8, 9. Ventral, anal side and dorsal views of a sptcimen.
Batocrinus crassite8tu8 .........•.................................. 1249
10, 11, 12. Ventral, side and dorsal views of the type specimen.
Batocrinu8 davisi ................................................. 1250
13, 14, 15. Ventral, anal side and dorsal views of the type.
Batocrinu8 icosidactylus ................................ ~ . . . . . . . . .. 1243
16, 17, 18. Ventral, anal side and dorsal views of a fine specimen.
Batocrinu8 icosidaetylus ........................................... 1243
19, 20, 21. Ventral, side and dorsal views of a small specimen with a portion of the ventral tube attached.
24, 25. Views of two detached veptral tubes.
26. Side view of a ventral disk with the base of the ventral tube.
27, 28. Basal and side views of the dorsal cup of a large specimen.
Batoerinus dallisi seulptus ............................. _........... 1250
22, 23. Side and dorsal views of a slightly crushed specimen.

Plate XV.
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PLATE XVI.

Page
Dizygoarinus unionensis ............................................ 1253
1.ld. Views of specimens with and without arms. After Wachsmuth and
Springer.

Dizygoarinus euaonu8 ...............,., ............................ . 1252
2. View of base.
2a. Lateral view of specimen. After Wachsmuth and Sl?ringer.
Temnoaheilus aoxanU8 ............................................. t370
3. Umbilical view of specimen, after Meek and Worthen.
4. Posterior view of specimen.

I

I

I

I

Plate XVI.
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PLATE XVII.

Page
Dichocrinus stTiatus? .............................................. 1258
1. Basal view of calyx.
la. Lateral view of basal plate. Enlarged. Both from Paynter's Hill.
Indiana University colle·ction.

DichocTinus blatchleyi .............................................. 1259
2, 2d, 2e. Lateral views of parts of bases, showing surface marks.
2a, 2b, 2c, 2f. Radial plates showing markings. All enlarged. From
Paynter's Hill. Indiana University collection.
ArchaeocridaTis norwoodi .......................................'.... 1268
3-3e. Smooth spines with only extremely fine lingitudinal lines.
3f-i. Specimens with incipient barbules. All enlarged. From Harrodsburg. Indiana University collection.
Metablustll& WOTtlwni ....................... " ..................... 1266
4, 4a. Lateral views of the specim8!\s.
Spirorbis imbTicatus ................. ,............................. 1271
5-5c. Side views of specimens. White ones from Harrodsburg. All enlarged. Indiana University collection.
Spirorbis annulatu8 ............................................... 1271
6. A specimen similarly enlarged with the others for comparison. Indiana University collection.
DizygoCt'inU8 sp? .................................................. 1254
7. Basal view of specimen. Collection of G. K. Greene.

Plate XVII.
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PLATE XVIIA.

Page
PI'oductus burlingtonensis var. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1301
1, 1a. Lateral and vertical views of two specimens. Natural size.
lb. Posterior view of a specimen with somewhat coarser markings and
more produced and inflated beak.
1c. Inside of brachial valve of specimen with internal marks removed.
All natural size and from Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.
Produi:"tu8 gallatinen8i..~ ............................................ 1302
2, 2a. Posterior and vertical ,iews of two specimens. NaturAl size.
I<'rom Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.
3-3e. Views of specimens after Girty, for comparison.
Productu8 burlingtonen8i8 .......................................... 1301
4, 4a. Specimens after Hall, for comparison with No. 1.
ATchaeocidaris norwoodi? .......................................... 1268
5"5f. Various views of supposed teeth of this species. Natural size.
From Paynter's Bill. Indiana University collection.
Spirol'bis imbricatu8 .............................................. 1271
6. Specimen from Bedford attached to a Bryozoan. Enlarged. Indiana
University collection.

Plate XYlIA.
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PLATE XYIII.

Page
Orthothetis minutu8 ............................................... 1207
1. Ventral valve of a specimen 4.75 mm. broad.
1a. Dorsal valve of a specimen 5.5 mm. broad by 4 mm. long.
2. Profile view of a specimen 5 mm. long.
3, 4, 5. Ventral, profile and cardinal views of a specimen 0.9 mm. broad
and 0.6 mm. long.
6, 7, 8. Three views of a specimen 2 mm. broad which has an abnormally conve:x ventral valve and an abnormally short area.
9, 10, 11. Three views of a specimen 2 mm. broad.
12, 13, 14. Specimen 2.5 mm. broad.
15 and 16. Ventral and dorsal interiors of two mature specimens.

Plate XVIII .
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PLATE XIX.
Pag"
Oleiothyris hirsula ................................................ 1320
1. - View of hinge plate from the front, showing the elevation of the
plate, crural bases and minute visceral foramen.
1a. View of same from above, showing crescentiform wall made by crural
lobes and thick central lobe of the plate. After Hall and Clarke. From
Bloomington.

_1 thyr-is densa ..................................................... 1320
2. Interior of large pedicle valve, showing the thickening of the shell in
the unbonttl region and the mesial ridge. From Washington County, Indiana.
2a. Dorsal view of complete specimen.
2b. Interior of pedicle valve, showing further details.f muscular impressions. Both from Colesburg, Ky.
2c. Another pedicle valve with septum and dim muscular impressions.
From Washington County, Indiana. All after Hall and Clarke.
Spiri/ic 8uborbicularis ................................. _. . . . . . . . . .. 1312
3. Cast of pedicle valve, showing deep impressions of the dental lamellae
and traces of muscular impression. Shell badly worn.
3a. Interior of pedicle valve, showing details of muscular-impressions and
dental lamellae with the teeth, broad foramen and high beak. Natural size.
Both from Lanesville. Collection of G. K. Greene.
Pugnal1J t quadrirostris ............................................. 1306
4. View of anterior end, showing linguate extension of pedicle valve.
4a. Lateral view of another specimen.
4b. Brachial view of the same specimen. All from the Big Creek quarries. Greatly enlarged. Indiana University collection.
4c. Lateral view of type specimen, showing concave brachial valve and
its wing-like shape, and its relation to the pedicle valve.
4d. Brachial view of the same.
cle. View of pedicle valve, showing radiating plications. Very faint.
}<'rom Harrodsburg. Highly magnified. Indiana University collection.
Diel«s1na turgidum ............................................... 130!)
5, 5a. Lateral and pedicle views of a gigantic specimen from Lqnesville.
Natural size. Collection of G. K. Greene.
Productus biseriatus ................. ............................. 1299
6. A specimen showing spines in place. From Bloomington. Natural
size. Indiana University collection.
Productu8 I ndianensis ............................................. 1300
7. Brachial views of specimen, showing very concave brachial valve.
Natural size. From Lanesville. Collection of G. K. Greene.
7a. Specimen from Bloomington, showing convex interior of valve, cardinal process, muscular marks, mesial ridge and lateral thickening along the
hinge. Natural size. Indiana University collection.
Ortonia blatchleyi ................................................. 1273
8. Two tubes as they lie attached to Monilopora beecheri. Types. From
Bedford. Indiana University collection.
H olothurian? spicules .................. _............... _. _ . . . . . . . .. 1270
9-17. Spicules of various forms highly magnified. Harrodsburg. In·
diana University collection.
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Productus ourlingtonc'nsis var ...................................... , 130 I
1. Specimen figured on plateXVIIA, with the produced beak and rather
coarse striae.
1a. Brachial valve of another specimen. Both natural size. From Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.

Spirifer horizontalis ..................................... , ........ 1315
2, 2a. Lateral and brachial views of the type. After Rowley. Lanesville. G. K. Greene collection.
Spirifer lateralis delica,tus .......................................... 1314
3. Cardinal view of specimen. After Rowley.
3a. Anterior view of another specimen. After Rowley.
Spirifer subaequalis ............................................... 1316
4. Cardinal view of specimen from Lanesville.
4a.· View of pedicle valve of the same.
4b. Interior of brachial valve of another specimen from the same locality.
All from Lanesville. In the collection of G. K. Greene.
Dielasma gorbyi .................................................. 1310
5. Pedicle valve. Natural size. From Edwardsville. Collection of G.
K. Greene.
Reticularia pseudolineata .......................................... 1317
6. Interior of pedicle valve, showing septum, dental lamellae, teeth, and
wide base of the foramen.
6a. Posterior view of the same, showing hinge line and area, broad foramen. From Bedford. Natural size. Indiana University collection.
Orthothetes minutus ............................................... 1297
7. A very old, wrinkled pedicle valve with the usual distorted beak.
Natural size. Lanesville. Indiana State Museum collection.
Cephalopod ......................... , ................................•.
8. A large portion of the living chamber; x %. From Elletsville. Indiana State Museum collection.
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Reticular-ia setigerus ......................... .' ...... '.............. , 131S
1, la. Brachial and pedicle aspect of a specimeJl. After Hall.
Spirifer Mtbcardiiformis ............................... ' ............ un:)
2. Brachial aspect of specimen. After White.
2a. Lateral view of same. After White. From Spergen Hill.
Spirifer subaequaUs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1316
3, 3c. Specimen;; showing pedicle, brachial and cardinal aspects to compare with previous figur~s of the species. After Hall.
Spirifcr 8ubordiculal·i.~ .............................. __ ........... " 1312
4. Latpral view of ;;pecimen. After Hall.
Reticularia pse-udolineata .......................................... 1317
5. Specimen fragment, showing the double-barreled spines with bnrbules:
x 2. From Bedford. Indiana University collection.
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Rhipidomella dubia ................................................ 1303
1. Dorl'!ltl view of a ventricose specimen from Bloomington, Ind.
2-4. Three views of a larger specimen from
Hill, Ind.
5. Interior of ventral valve of
from Paynter's Hill.
l'roductus Indiane'l1sis .........
1300
6, 7. Profile and vertical
type specimen (2x).
Productu8 biseriatu8 ............................................... 1299
8. Enlarged (2x) view of interior of dorsal valve. From Bloomington.
9. Another nat. size from Alton, Ill.
10-12. Three views of It iarge specimen from Spergen Hill. From later
collections.
Spirifera bifurcata .; ............................................ " 1314
13. View of the original specimen (6x).
.
14. A larger individual (3x).
15. A still larger one (2x) from Spergen Hill.
Bpiriferina Norwoodana ........................................... 1311
16, 17. Dorsal and front views of one of the types (3x). From Alton, Ill.
Cleiothyris hirsuta ................................................ 1320
18. A small Spergen Hill specimen (2x), showing setre.
19-21. Three views of a larger specimen from later collections at the
same locality.
Beminula trinuclea ................................................ 1322
22, 23. Views of two "pecimens from Bloomington, showing variation of
form.
24-27. Views of a larger specimen more recently obtained from Spergen
Hill.
EumetTia rnarceyi ................... ............................. 1319
28. View of a specimen (Ilx) from Spergen Hill.
29. From a specimen more recently obtained from Paynter's Hill, Ind.
30. Enlargement of hinge from one of the originals.
Pugna{J) Grosvonol i .................. , ............................. '1305
31, 32. Views (2x) of a large rotund specimen.
33, 34. A smaller one (3x) trom Bloomington, Ind.
Camarophoria W ortheni .............. ,............................. 1305
35-38. Four views (2x) of the type specimen showing strong plications.
39. One (2x) showing a different form of plication.
Rhynchonella ma.cra ................. ,............................. 1307
40-42. Three'views (2x) of a large specimen from Alton, Ill.
PugnaJJ rn·utata ............................. , ..................... 1306
43. Dorsal view of a specimen of medium size.
44, 45. Dorsal and front views of a large one. Alton, Ill.
Rhynchone!.la recinula ..........................................•.. 1308
46. Dorsal view (ox) of one of the originals from Spergen Hill.
Camerophoria submmeatct .......................................... 1304
47-49. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen from Bloomington, Ind.
Centronella crassicctrdinalis ........... , ............................. 1308
50-52. Exterior, interior and profile views of a separated ventral valve of
a specimen from Spergen Hill, Ind.
Dielasma turgida .................................................. 1309
53-55. Three views of a specimen of medium size from Bloomington, Ind.
56-58. Similar views of a larger specimen from Ellettsville, Ind. From
la ter collections.
Dielasma formosa .................... ,............................ 1310
59, 60. Two views of a small specimen from the original collection.
61-64. Similar views of larger specimens subsequently obtained. Spergen
Hill.
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Pteronites Spergenensis ............................................ 1323
1. View of a left valve of the species (2x) from Spergen Hill.

Nucula Shumardana ...................................' ............ 1323
2, 3. Lateral and cardinal views (2x) of a specimen of normal form.
4, 5. Lateral and dorsal views of a more elongate specimen (2x) from
III tel" collections.
U. Outline view, showing hinge (3x).
N ueulana nasuta ................................................... 1324
j , 8.
Similar views (4x) of two original specimens.
D. View (3x) of a specimen subsequently obtained. All Spergen Hill,
Ind.
Cvpricardinia Indianensi.~ .......................................... 1324
10. Cardinal view (4x) of a specimen from a later collection, showing
ooth valves.
11. End view, showing the inequality of the valves.
12. View of the hinge (3x) as shown on a specimen from later collections
from Spergen Hill.
13, 14. Cardinal and lateral views (2x) of original specimens from
Bloomington, Ind.
Conocardium catastomum ........................................... 1325
15-17. Lateral views of specimens from Spergen Hill (4 and 3x).
16. Basal view of the specimen 15.
Conocardium carina tum ............................................ 1326
18, 19. P6sterior and lateral views (2x) of an imperfect specimen.
Spergen Hill.
Conocnnlium peattennnmn ......................................... 1328
20. Enlarged lateral view (4x) of the only example of the species obtained. Alton, Ill.
Conocnrdium M eekanum ........................................... 1328
21-23. Three views (3x) of a specimen from Alton, Ill.
Conocnrdium cunentum :........................................... 1327
24, 25. Lateral anti posterior views (2x) of It specimen from Bloomington,
26. Basal view (2x) of one from Spergen Hill, Ind.
M icrodon 8U bellipticu8 ............... ............................. 1330
27, 29. Lateral and cardinal views (3) of a specimen from Spergen Hill.
28. View (3x) of another specimen, showing hinge.
Microdon oblong1!s ................................................. 1330
30, 31. Lateral and cardinal views (2x) of the principal type specimen.
This specimen was given in the Iowa Geol. Rept. as C. nucleata.
32. View (2x) of a cast showing muscular imprints.
3R Enlargement of the hinge from a separated valve subsequently collected.
34. View of a very large valve (natural size) subsequently collected.
Spergen Hill, Ind.
Microdon nuclentu8 ................................................ 1331
35, 36. Lateral and cardinal views of a specimen (4x) from Spergen Hill.
Mic; odon ellipticus ... '.' ........................................... 1331
:17. Lateral view of the specimen (2x). Spergen Hill, Ind.
Edmondia (?) 8ubplana .......................................... " 1332
38. Lateral view of the type specimen. Natural size.
Goniophora (l')plicata ............................................. 1332
39. Lateral view (3x) of one of the origina. specimens.
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A viculopecten 8p . ...................................................... .
1. View of right valve:
1a. Portion of surface enlarged. Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.

M aero don sp . .................................................... " 1333
2. Left valve. Spergen Hill. Indiana University collection.
M aIJrocheilu8 sp .................................... :............... 1341
3, 3a. Spergen Hill.
GTiffithides bufo ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1370
4. After Meek and Worthen.
Bellerophon Gibsoni ......... " ................................... " 1361
5, 5b. After White.
Polyt·remaria (?) Bolitaria n. sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1364
6. Lateral view (enlarged), showing perforations.
6a. Top view, showing spire. Spergen Hill. Indiana University colIection.
Subulitcs II arrodsburgensis n. sp ................................... " 1363
7. Posterior vie,,,.
7a. Anterior vicw.
7b. Detail of aperture. Harrodsburg, Ind. Indiana University collection.
Gryphochiton (?) parvus ..... " ., .................................. 1365
S. Anterior segment.
Sa. Body segment.
Sb. Posterior segment.
Sc. Profile of last. Harrodsburg, Ind. Indiana University collection.
Soleniscu8 glaber n. sp ......... " ., ........ , ......... , ............ " 136:3
9, 9a. Anterior and posterior views. Spergen Hill. Indiana University
collection.
M acrocheilus Stine8villensis n. sp ...................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . .. 1341
10, lOa. Anterior and posterior views. Stinesville, Ind. Indiana University collection.
Platyceras circularis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1363
11, 11a. Apertural and profile "iews. After Rowley. Lanesville, Ind.
G. K. Greene colIection.
Anomphalus rotuliformis n. sp .... , ........... , ....... , ......... , .. " 1364
12, 12a. Apertural and top views. Spergen Hill. Indiana University
collection.
Orthoceras 8p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 136S
13, 13a. Edwardsville; Ind. G. K. Greene collection.
Oonularia Greenei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1367
14. Spergen Hill? G. K. Greene collection.
Acma.ea (1) sp . ................. , ................ '" ... '" ....... " 1366
15, 15a. Lanesville, Ind. G. K. Greene collection.
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Nautilu8 Clarkanu8 ............. " ................................. 1369
1. Lateral view of the specimen des{'ribed.

Ort hoce'/'O 8 epiy ru.~
2. x2.

1368

Conttlaria subulata ......... " ., ................. , .................. 136(l
3. Lateral view x2.
Bucanopsis temtilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 1362
4, 5. Dorsal and lateral view (x2). Bloomington, Ind.

1360
Bellerophon subloevis ................ .
6,7.
Lepcfopsi8 Levct:ci ................................................ 1337
8. Lateral view of a young specimen doubtfully of this species (x4).
9. Top view of a large individual.
10. Same with shell removed to show muscular scar.
11. View of a second individual.
12. Profile of 10 and 11.
Orthonychia acutirostre ............................................. 1385
13, 14. Lateral and dorsal views of same specimen.
15. Lateral view of a second specimen. Both Bloomington, Ind.
Straparollus speryenensis .......................................... 1337
16-19. Typical S. spe'rgenensis. From Spergen Hill.
20, 21. So-called .var. planorbiformis. From Bloomington, Ind.
22, 23. So-called S. planispira. From Bloomington, Ind.
24, 25. So-called S. quadrivolvis. From Bloomington.
Strophostylus carleyana .............. ............................. 1340
26, 27. Posterior views. Natural size. View of aperture (x2). Bloomington, Ind.
Macrocheilus Uttonanus .............................. : ............. 1341
28. Anterior view (x4).
Cyclone'ma {eavenworthana ......................................... 1344
29. From ~pergf'n Hill (x2).
RO. E'rom Bloomington. Natural size.
31. Apel·ture of specimen from Spergen Hill (x2).
(lyelonema subanyulotum .......................................... 1345
32. Posterior view of type (x2).
H olopea proutana .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1342
?3, 34. Anterior and postprior views (x2). Spergen Hill.
Lomonema yondellana ............................................. 1346
36. Fragment showing striae (x3).
35. Another specimen (x3).
Bulimorpha bulimiformi.q .......................................... 1343
37. Specimen from Bloomington, I ... d. (x2), showing colun::ella.
38. Lateral view of smaller sppcimen (x3), Spergen Hill, showing sinus
in upper part of lip.
.
39. Anterior view of another Spergen Hill I'xrt mple (x3).
Bulimorpha elongata ............................................
40. Type (x2).

1344

Bulimorpha canaliculata ................... . ..................... . 1343
41. Type (x3) showing the channeled suturc>.
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Pleurotomaria (?) Swallovana ........ " ............................. 1349
1, 2. Vertical and lateral views of a specimen from Spergen Hill, Ind.
(x4).
3. Top view (x4) of so-called P. humilis.
Pleurotomaria (?) wortheni ........................................ 1351
4. Apertural view of type. (See other figures, Geol. Iowa, 1858).
Pleurotomaria (?) nodulostriata ....... ............................. 1350
5. Apertural view (x4) of a specimen of medium height.
Pleurotomaria (?) piasaensis ....................................... 1353
. 6, 7. Lateral and top views of a specimen with sharp periphery (x3).
Pleurotomaria (?) M eekana ........................................ 1352
8, 9. Lateral and top views of type slightly restored (x3).
Pleurotomaria (?) 8ubglobosa ....................................... 1348
10. Lateral view, showing aperture (x2). Spergen Hill.
Solenospira vermicula ............................................. 1357
11. Specimen from Spergen HHI (x5).
Solenospira turritella .......................... :................... 1358
12. Specimen from Spergen Hill (x2).
Solenospira attenuata .............................................. 1359
13. 1.'ype (x6).
M urohisonia (?) vincta ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1359
14. View of the most perfect of the type specimens (x2).
M urohisonia (?) terebriformis ...................................... 1357
15. View of the type (x2).
16. View of last volution, further enlarged and restored in lower part.
Pleurotomaria (?) conula .......................................... 1354
17. View showing aperture with slit (x4).
Murohisonia (f) in80ulpta ......................................... 1356
18. Specimen from Spergen Hill (x4).
Bembell!ia elegantula .............................................. 1355
19. Type (x2).
Pleurtomaria (?) trilineata ......................................... 1350
20. Specimen from Bloomington, Ind. (x3).
Eotrochu8 concaVU8 ............................................... 1347
21, 22. Lateral and basal views of a specimen from Spergen Hill (x2).
23. Section of a shell enlarged.
Leperditia carbonaria ................................................. .
24-27. Views of a specimen, greatly enlarged, lihowing the features of the
species.
Oytherellina glandella ................................................. .
28, 2H. Lateral and profile views of a specimen greatly enlarged.
Spirorbis annulatu8 ......•........................................ 1271
30. View of the lower side of a specimen from Alton, Ill. (x2).
Spirorbis nodulo8u8 ............................................... 1~72
31. Enlarged view of the type specimen (x4).
Pentremite8 conoideu8 ............................................. 1263
32. Lateral view of a specimen. Natural sizp. From Spergen Hill.
33. Young example of P. conoidmt8. (This is the form described by Hall
as P. Koninckana.) For other figures of this species see plates 45-47.
Endothyra Baleyi ................................................. 1201
34, 35. Two views of the same specimen, greatly enlarged, showing pre·
vailing form.
36. View, similarly enlarged, of a less symmetrical form.
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Fenestralia sancti-ludovici ......... '................................. 1275
1. An unusually robust example of this species (xS.5). Bedford, Ind.
la. Obverse of a specimen, showing the normal form of the species. Collection of the U. S. National Museum.

Fcncstralia sancti-ludovici var. compacta . ............................ 1276
2. Obverse of an example of this va~iety, showing the smaller branches
and more numerous fenestrules (xS.5). Bedford. IJ1d.
Fencstella 1'udis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1277
3. Portion of the obverse of the basal part of a frond, showing strong
brace roots (x8.5).
3a. Reverse of same (xS.5 ) .
3b. Obverse of another specimen (xS.fi).
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Page
1277
1. Portion of the obverse of a frond (x8.5), showing high, narrow carina
and number and spacing of zocecia.
1a. Reverse of another specimen (x8.5), showing lax habit of growth and
quadrate fenestrules.
lb. Obverse of another specimen (x8.5) with narrower fenestrules and
somewhat more carinate dissepiments. '
2. Obverse of a form in which the fenestrules are unusually short (x8.5).
2a. Reverse of a similar form (x8.5).
2b. Reverse of the normal form with elongate narrow fenestrules (x8.5).
2c. Obverse of a similar specimen (x8.5).

. FencsteUa cOmpreS8a var. clorlgata n. var ........................... "

Fenestella emigua .................... ............ , .............. " 1278
3. Reverse (x8.5), showing the large nodes at the angles of the fenes·
trules.
3a. Obverse (x8.5), shQwing carina with distant spines, etc.

Plate XXVIII.
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/I'eJlcstella multispinosa ............................................ 1278
1. Obverse of a frond, sbowing the opercular coverings of many of the
zomcia (x8.5).
la. Reverse of another specimen, showing rounded fenestrules in the mature portion of the frond, and numerous granules (x8.5).
lb. Reverse of another specimen, showing the granular-striate appearance of the younger portions of the zoarium and the rectangular fenestrules
(xS.5).
lc. Obverse and reverse of a form in which the reverse of both the
branches and dissepiments are covered with strong round nodes (x8.5).
ld. Obverse of a specimen, showing the spines on the dissepiments unusually large (xS.5).
le. Obverse of a specimen, showing the prominent pel'istomes of the
zocecia (x8.5).

Plate XxIX
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Fenestella tenallJ .................................................. 1279
1. Specimen showing the carina and the prominent peristomes of the
small zO<Ecia (x8.5). Bedford, Ind.

Fenestella serratula ...................................... I

. . . . . • . ' 1280
2. Reverse of a finely preserved specimen, showing granulose striae
( x8.5 ) . Bedford, Ind.
2a. Reverse of another specimen, showing variation in size of branches
(x8.5). Bedford, Ind.
2b. Obverse of a specimen, showing the usual appearance of Bedford examples of this speciEs.
2c. A very perfect example, showing the typical appearance of the species
(x8.5). Redford, Ind.
3. Obverse, showing the straight, close branches and serrate carina
(x8.5).
3a. Reverse of another specimen. Bedford, Ind.

Fenestella tenuissima n. sp ............. ···························· 1280
4.

Obverse (x8.5).

Plate XXX.
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/I'cncBtc/la tcn.UIlJ .................................................. 1279
1. Obverse of a fine specimen, showing the closely arranged branches and
distant birfurcations (x7).
la. Same specimen (x2). Bedford, Ind.
lb. Reverse of another sp{'cimen (x7). Bedford, Ind.
Fcncstella tenallJ var. multinodosa n. var. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1279
2. Obverse of a specimen, showing the numerous nodes arranged in a zig·
zag line (x7). Bedford, Ind.
2a. Reverse of another specimen (x7). Bedford, Ind.
Fene8tella serratula var. quadrata n. vnr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1280
3. Obverse, showing narrow branches and rectangular fenestrl1les (x8.5l.
Bedford, Ind.
3a. Reverse of another specimen (x7). Bedford, Ind.
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H emitrypa proutana'~'ar :-nwodorsalis n. val'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 1282
. 1. Reverse, showing short, wide fenestrules and strong nodes at the
angles (.x7). Bedford', Ind.
1a. Obverse of anot}rer specimen (x7-). Bedford, Ind.
lb. Another part" of the same frond as the last, showing superstructure
(x7) .

1c. Obverse and reverse of a specimen in which the dorsal nodes are very
prominent (x;71. Bedford, Ind,.

H emitrypa proutana . ................. ,' ............................ " 1281
2. Rev('rse of a specimen, showifrg the normal appearance (x7). Spergen Hill, Ind. American Museum collection.
2a. Superstructure of anothn 'speCimen (x7). Edwardsville, Ind. G.
K. Greene collection.
2b. Superstructure of ~nother speclme~';: U. S. National Museum collection.
H emitrypa beedei n. 8p ....................... : . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1~83
,3. Reverse, s\:owillg strong striae (x7).
'Sa. Obverse of same specimen (x7).
3b. Superstructure of another specimen, ShOWiJ;lg pust~l~s projecting into
the i nt(.rsticcs (x7).
3c. "Reverse of same specimen, showing the slit-like fenestrules (x8.5).
All fro~Be?ford, Ind.
lv

Plate XXXlI.
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Pag"
Polyppra simulatrim ........... , ................................... 1284
1. Obverse of younger portion of a very large frou<i (x8.5)'
la. Obverse of older portion of same frond (x8.5). Bedford, Ind.
lb. Reverse of another speeimen (x8.5). Bedford. I nel.·

Pu/ypora striata n. sp ................ , .... , ............. , ........... 128~,
2~
Obverse of II specimen (x8.!)). Bedford, Ind.
2a. Reverse of a pOl'tion of tl,e younger port of 1\ ],u'ge frond, showing
strire (x8.5). Rt'rlforcl, Ind.

Plate XXXIII.
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PLATE XXXIV.

Page
l'olypora internodata n. sp, ...... : .................................. 1285
1. Reverse of a fine 'specimen, showing the spines or nodes on the dissepiments (x8.5').
1a. Obverse of another specimen (x8.5). Bedford, Ind.

PoZypora biseriata ..............................'................... 1:.::86
2. Obverse of a somewhat weathered specimen (x8.5).
23. Obverse of a more perfect example (x8.5).
2b. Reverse of same (x8.5). Bedford, Ind.
Pinnatopora sp: .. : ................... ........................... " 1288
3. Obverse (x8.5). .
:la. Reverse (x8.5). Bedford, Ind.
Dichotrypa flabellum .... '; ............. , ............................ 1288
4. Portion of a somewhat weathered frond (x8.5). Spergen Hill, Ind.

Plate XXXI V.
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PLATE XXXV.
Page
UY8todict!Ju linult" ................................................ 1289

1.

A bifurcating h"anch (x8.5).

Spergen Hill, Ind.

{J("ellllttt . . • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . . , . • . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • . • • . • • • . 1290
2. Bifurcating frond, showing the absence of longitudinal ridges and
minutely granulose surface (x8.5). Bedford, Ind.

Oy .. todict1fa

W orthcnopora 8pino8a ..••......................................... 1290
3. Fragment showing breadth of frond and short sub quadrate zorecia
(x8.5). Bedford,Ind.
Wortilcnopora 8patulata ....................... , .................... 1~91

4.

Portion of a frond (x8.5).

Bedford, Ind.

Rhombo)Jora bedfordensis n. Sp . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. 1292
5. Specimen (x8.5), showing the general charneter of this species. Bedford, Ind.
DicllOtrY)J/t 8p.......

6.

. .......................................•.... 1288

Portion of a frond (x8.5).

StinesviJIe, Ind.

Plate XXXV.

•
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Pag(\

Glyptopora michelinia ............................................. 1294
1.

Portion of one of the cups of this species (x8.5).

Bedford, Ind.

Stenopora sp......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1295
2. Portion of an expansion, showing the mesospores and> pustulose walls
(x8.5).

Stenopora rudis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1295
3. Portion of a circular expansion, showing the large polygonal zomcia
(xS.5).

Fistulipora spergenensis var. minor . ............................... " 1293
4.

Portion of a young colony, showing the strong zomcial hoods.

Fistulipora spergenensis ........................................... 1292
5.

A beautifully preserved specimen from Bedford, Ind. (xS.5).

n. Specimen from the U. S. National Museum (x8.5).

Plate XXXVI.
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PLATE XXXVII.
·~,t'"

Portion of a large slab of limestone from Bedford, Ind., showing"a portion
of a large frond of Polypora simulatrilD (a), and fronds of Fenestella rudis (b),
Polypora striata (e) ant! Ji'encstclla scrratula (d). a" shows the po~tion of
the frond of P. 8imulatrilD, illustrated in 1, plat~ XXXIII, Hnrl a' shows the
portion in la, plate XXXIII. ~atural size.

I~
I
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PLATE XXXVIII."
1. A frond of Fencste/la multispinosa, showing the reverse. Natural size.
2. A handsome frond of Fenestella compressu val'. elonpata,' .. ;Reverse side.
Natural size.
" ,:'
3. Slab showing fronds of Polypora" simtllatriw (u' and c) and Fenestella
compressavar. elongata (b). Natural size.
4. Fronds of Glyptopora Michelinia (a), Fenestellamultispinosa (b),
and Fenestella serratula (c), and a Stenopora (d). Natural siZe.
5. Fronds of Fenestralia Sancti-ludovici (u), and Fistulipora Spergenensis (b). Slightly enlarged.
6. Large and very perfect specimen of Fistulipora, Spergenen8~. Natural
size.
7. Polypora simulatriw. Natural size.
8. Fenestella serratula. Natural size.
9. Frond of Fenestella cwigua. Natural size.

Plate XXXVIII.
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PLATE XXXIX.
J'olypora JJ1 accoyunu
1. Obverse (x81h).

Page
. _........... 1286

l'olypora .. pininodata ..... /.......... " ....... _. _................. " 1287
2. Obverse of a sllecimen from Bedford, Ind.
:1. Obverse of a Hpecimen in the collection of the U. S. National Museum.

I
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PLATE XL.
Page
Polypora Maccoyana ............ ............ : ................................... 1286
Large frond (x2).

P~ate

XL.
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PLATE XLI.
Page
1377

Clar/or/u8 "1J·inOQU8 Newberry and Worthen .............. .
1-2. Views of top and anterior sides of tooth. (x~).
(Jlar/odlt.~

3-4.

fcrolD N ewherry and Worthen....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1376
View of top and anterior side of tooth. (x~).

Helodus con-iculu8 Newberry and Worthen ............................ 1382
5-7. Section, anterior side, and posterior side of imperfect tooth.
JJeltodop8is bialveatus St. John and Worthen ......................... 1391
8-9. Side and top views cf imperfect tooth.
11elodu8 inci8~8 Eastman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1382
10-12. Section,posterior, and anterior views of imperfect tooth.
Petalodu8 linguifer Newberry and Worthen ........................... 1370
13-15. Posterior view, section, and anterior view of tooth.
H elodtus lawis Newberry .................................
16-17. Side views of two teeth.
18-20. Top views of three teeth.
21-22. Cross sections of two teeth.

r-.--' • • • • • ••

1381

Psephodu8 latu8 St. John and Worthen ............................ " 1387
23. Top view of posterior maxillary 01' mandibular tooth.
~CltOdu8 sp. indet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1391
24. Top view.of imperfect tooth.
Ctenacanthus pellensi8? St. John and Worth ell ............. , . . . . . . . . .. 1393
25. Side view of fragment of large spine.
Sandalodus porcatu8 Branson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1386
26. Top view of type specimen. Drawn ft'om photograph of type .

.

Deltodu8 trilobus St. John and· \Vorthen .................. " ..........
27-28. Lateral and top views of imperfect tooth.

1~8!)

Chomatodu8 incon8tans St .•Tohn and Worthen ...................... "
29-31. Top and side views and cross section of large looth.

1380

Pscphodu8 reg1t!aris St ..Tohn and ·Worthen ............................ 1388
32. Top view of imperfect tooth.
Sandalodu8 occidentalis Leidy ....................................... 1384
33. Top view of imperfect tooth.

,

[)cltodu8 8patulatua Newberry and Worthen .......................... 1388
34. Top view of imperfect tooth.

Plate XLI.
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PLATE XLII.
Page
Oladodus striatu8 sp. nov .................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:n8
1-4. Anterior, posterior and side views and outline of base.

Oladodus indianensis sp. nov ...................................... " 1377
5-8. Posterior, side and antf'rior v'ews and outline of base.
Oladodu8 lamnoides ................................................ 1378'
9, 10. Posterior and side VifWf.
Oladodus sp. indet................................................. 1379
11. Anterior view of imperfect tooth.
Desmoidu8 salomensis sp. nov ..................................... " 1392
12-14. Posterior, side and anterior views of perfect specimen.
Chomatodus lanesvillensis sp. nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1381
15-18. Anterior, posterior and top views, and cross-section of type specimen. One end broken away.
.1

Ctenacanthus bellus sp. nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1393
19-21. Section, side and posterior views of fragment of spine.
H elodu8 rObustu8 sp. nov .. '.' ........... , , .......................... . 1382
22-24: Top, side and anterior views.
Orodu8 simpleil! sp', nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........................... 1392
25, 26. Top and side views of tooth with one end broken away.
H elodus elegantulus sp. nov ....................................... " 1383
27-29. Side and top views of tooth with one en; broken away.
Gen. et sp. indet.................................................. 1394
30, 31. Top and side views of perfect tooth (x2).

H elodus minutus sp. nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .......................... 1384
32-34. Bottom, side and top views (x2).
Orodu8 negleetus? ................................................. 139.1
35, 36.. Side and top view of tooth retainin.; Htle more than the median.
37. Fragment of jaw of Elasmobranch ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1394
H elodus ornatu8 sp. nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1383
38-40. Anterior, top and posterior views of tooth with a small part of one
end broken away.
Deltodus cinctu8 .......................... ....................... 1390
41. Top view of tooth with inner end broken away.
Sandalodus eonvolutu8 sp. nov. . . . . . . . .. ............................ 1386
42-44. Views of anterior end, top, antero lateral and postero lateral sides.
Inner end of tooth broken away.
;!;
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PLATE XLIII.
Pentremites conoid eus.

Variation curves obtained from 11 study of the Harrodsburg specimens. Each of the five largest curves represents the variation of all the
specimens from Harrodsburg. The six smaller curves in the right-haml
cornel' are the curves obtained from the grouped data for the ratio of
length to breadth.
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PLATE XLIV.
Variation curves obtained from the study of the grouped data of tll ...
Harrodsburg specimens of Pentremites conoideus. See page 12m.

Plate XL[V.
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PLATE XLV.
Figs. 1 and 2. Views of the distill portion of specimens of P. conoideus.
In the upper central portion of Fig. 2 are shown some of the smallest

specimens found.
Figs. 3, 4, and 5. Side view of same specimens as are shown in Fig.
2. Salem limestone, Harrodsburg, Ind. All t!gures in Plate III x S~.
Indiana University collection.
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PLATE XLVI.
~"

Fig. 1. Siqe view of. a series of specimens of P. conoideus. ranging
from the smallest to one of the largest specimens. The smallest specimen;:
have no poral pieces, the largest one shown has 50.
Fig. 2. View of the uistaI portion of the same series. Specimens
from Harrod~burg, Ind., Ellettsville, Ind., and Pentremite Hollow, Bloomington.. Ind. All natural size. Indiana University collection.

/
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PLATE XL VII.
Fig. 1. A series of specimens of Godaster (natural size), from. the
Hamilton formation, Thedford, Ontario, showing the similarity hl shapp
to the youngest specimens of P. conoide!t8.
Figs. 2 and 4. Specimens of P. conoideus showing plates or septa in
the mouth opening, Salem limestone, Lanesville, Ind., x 81.
Fig. 3. S"pecimens from Harrodslburg and Pentremite Hollow, to
show dwarfing of Harrodsburg specimens. The two upper specimens have
the same number of poral pieces; to the left, Harrodsburg specimeri, -,0
the right Pentremite Hollow ·specimen. The two lower specimens ar:e of
the same length. Harrodsburg specimen to the left has 28 poralpieces,
Pentremite Hollow specimen to the right has 24 poral pieces. Nat\lral
size.
lng. 5. Specimen of P. conoidells showing the three basal plates ~ 8!.
Salem limestone, Harrodsburg, Ind.
_
Fig. G. Drawing from photograph of two of the specimens shown In
Fig. 5. Specimens shown in Figs. 1, 3, 4, anll 5, Indiana Unin'rsity _collection. Specimens in Figs. 2 anll 4, collection of Mr. G. K. Gre('n.
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Acmaea
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